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PREFACE – The Trans-Siberian Railway Encyclopedia 

As the title indicates, this book is a complete, fully comprehensive, detailed explanation of the 

Trans-Siberian Railway and all four of its routes in the English language. Although there are 

some editions about various sections of the rail line in both Russian and Chinese, there has been 

no comparable work that covers all four lines available in English until now. Since there is no 

obvious ending point in the amount of detail in any such project, editorial judgment has been 

exercised throughout. The guiding principle employed is that the book is also meant to be a 

traveling companion. Thus, there is a constant tension between the goals of thoroughness on the 

one hand and portability on the other. At an early stage, it was decided that something 

approximately 1,000 pages would be both the minimum and maximum limitations on size. Less 

than that, and the coverage would not be as thorough as desired. More than that, the book would 

be too large and too heavy to carry along. Naturally, if downloaded onto your PC or e-book 

reading device, such as a Kindle, size or weight would not be factors.  

As most first time Trans-Sib travelers tend to take the rail line from Europe to Asia (west to 

east), rather than the other way around, the book is written in that fashion. Obviously, it can be 

used from east to west, but the reader will have to count the kilometers down, in reverse order. 

The book starts at Kilometer 0 at Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Rail Station and runs east to 

Vladivostok, Mongolia, Beijing, Sakhalin Island, and Hokkaido, Japan.  

There are six chapters. Chapter One is an overall introduction to the railroad, the four routes of 

the railroad, and traveling by train in Russia, Mongolia, and China in general. It discusses the 

types of sleeping accommodations available, the dining cars, and the toilets/washrooms. The 

chapter also introduces the other means of surface transport in Russia; that is, the metro, local 

trains, busses and trams, and river transport on hydrofoils.  

Chapter Two is a brief introduction to the nation of Russia and an overview of Moscow and St. 

Petersburg. Although that latter city is not on any of the Trans-Siberian Lines, it is assumed that 

many visitors might wish to see this extraordinarily beautiful city while on their journey. If 

beginning at the beginning, all travelers must pass through Moscow and thus can’t miss this great 

city. The section on Moscow also includes a detailed view of more than a dozen of the most 

famous stations of the Moscow Metro.  

At Chapter Three, the book begins to fulfill its main purpose – riding the Trans-Siberian Rails 

across the continent. This chapter covers the main line of Trans-Siberian Railway line from 

Moscow to Vladivostok. As in all the subsequent chapters, the coverage is kilometer by 

kilometer. Not every single kilometer of course, but every kilometer of interest. This amounts to 

thousands of entries as on average; there is something of interest every few kilometers on the 

Trans-Siberian Rail Lines: a city, a village, a river, a mountain chain, a scenic view, a point of 

history. It is sometimes difficult to fathom, but for the curious, open-minded, and imaginative, 

there is in fact a world of beauty, culture, and opportunity outside the window of one’s rail 

compartment. It can be extraordinarily relaxing to watch this world roll by – kilometer after 

kilometer. Many travelers report that their voyage on the Trans-Siberian has been one of the 

most exciting, yet calming, vacations they have ever experienced.  
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At the same time, it can be both interesting and enlightening to stop off from time to time and 

discover these worlds outside of the train. The purpose of any good guidebook is to alert the 

reader of various possibilities. No one has more than one lifetime – and no one can see 

everything, but given the options, one can make choices. The purpose of the book is to introduce 

the possibilities.  

Chapter Four covers the Trans-Mongolian Line of the Trans-Siberian. The journey begins in 

Moscow on the Trans-Siberian, but halfway around the world after Irkutsk and Lake Baikal, the 

line turns south and travels through both Mongolia and China to Beijing. For many travelers, this 

is the most interesting route for three vastly different countries and cultures are explored.  

Chapter Five, which discusses the Trans-Manchurian Line, is somewhat similar to Chapter Four 

in that the rail journey takes one from Moscow to Beijing. But in this case, the line takes a 

different route. After Russia and Siberia, the route of the Trans-Manchurian crosses Inner 

Mongolia and northeastern China, i.e., Manchuria, a fascinating region with its own long history.  

Finally, Chapter Six offers a comprehensive view of the least known of the Trans-Siberian’s 

routes, the BAM – or the “Baikal-Amur Magistral,” a northern line ending well above 

Vladivostok. This journey extends to Russia’s remote Sakhalin Island and from there travelers 

may continue south to Hokkaido, Japan. Again, the coverage is complete; every kilometer of 

interest from the BAM’s beginning to Sapporo is mentioned.  

A universal stylistic theme chosen for the book has been the translation or transliteration of all 

relevant place and personal names. Accordingly, the first time any person, place, or destination is 

mentioned in the text, it is spelled out in its local language, be that Russian, Mongolian, Chinese, 

Korean, or Japanese. For example, the first time Moscow’s Red Square is mentioned, it is stated: 

Red Square (Красная площадь; “Red” or “Beautiful” Square). Likewise when Beijing’s 

Tian’anmen Square is discussed, it appears as: Tian’anmen Square (Chinese: 天安门广场; pinyin: 

Tiān’ān mén guǎng chǎng).  

The thought is that not only can the reader attempt to pronounce the word or words, but if all else 

fails, he or she may show it to someone else who will recognize it. Admittedly, the interjection of 

the local languages into the text is cumbersome. For this reason, it is generally done only twice 

in each chapter where the name appears: the first time when the term is first mentioned and the 

second time when actually discussing the person, place, or destination in detail – if such a 

discussion takes place. Thus if something or someone is mentioned only one time in the book, 

the transliteration occurs only once. The word “Moscow” may appear in this text over one 

hundred times but it is transliterated only several times.  

The kilometer by kilometer coverage generally includes all the possible rail stops on the route; 

all the rivers or other bodies of water crossed by the train; all the tunnels entered; all the 

mountain ranges crossed or avoided; and in a number of cases, the major roads that parallel the 

railroad or are famous in their own right for various reasons. The number of rail stops is in the 

thousands. Major railway stations of course are all included; but so are minor stations, platforms, 

and in some cases, stopping points. If the station is generally one where a stop is made by any 
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major line train, such as the Trans-Siberian, Trans-Mongolian, or Trans-Manchurian, then it is 

printed in bold typeface.  

Russia and China, and to a much lesser degree Mongolia, are countries whose histories are tied 

to their rivers. Their first transportation routes were by water. More often than not, their cities, 

great and small, were born and grew up along their rivers. Even today, tremendous commerce 

and vast commercial traffic takes place on the rivers of Russia and China – very little in 

Mongolia. For this reason, every river on every route of the four lines of the Trans-Siberian is 

discussed. Whenever the rail line crosses over water, we distinguish the typeface in blue. 

“Every” river means rivers of at least ten kilometers in length or more – and many Russian rivers 

measure in the thousands of kilometers. Although a few famous exceptions are made, in general, 

tiny creeks and streams, or seasonal rivers of under ten kilometers, are not discussed.  

Note that the inclusion of every river means all rivers that touch the rail lines. Thus, for example, 

the River Neva at St. Petersburg or the River Don that flows into Russia’s Sea of Azov above the 

Black Sea, are both magnificent and historically important rivers – yet they have no place in this 

book. They are not crossed by any line of the Trans-Siberian Railway. The place for discussion 

of each river in almost every case is the place of its first crossing by the rail line. At that time, at 

that kilometer, the river’s origin and destination are set forth. River lengths are notoriously 

difficult to nail down as rivers are famously meandering creatures. But every effort has been 

made to use official figures for river lengths – and when all else fails, the kilometers are quoted 

“as the crow flies.”  

The Trans-Siberian’s various rail lines also cross a multitude of mountain chains. At each 

relevant place, the chain’s general geography and in some cases its political history, are 

discussed. Mountains, like rivers, are often natural geographic borders. In a number of cases, 

they have been used as political boundaries between nations or between provinces within 

nations. Whether separated by a natural frontier or not, every major political boundary within 

Russia and China is described, including all time zones along the way. Whenever the rail line 

crosses a border, be it an internal domestic boundary or an international frontier, the typeface is 

printed in red.  

Since railroads generally don’t travel over mountains very well, rail engineers frequently tunnel 

under them. Every major tunnel on every route of the Trans-Siberian is also described.  

Finally, Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information in this book. 

However, given the volume and detail of its coverage, no guarantees of any kind, express or 

implied, can be made. Should any reader find any error, I would be grateful to hear of it. All 

corrections shall be incorporated into future volumes of this work. Thank you and I wish you a 

safe and enjoyable journey.  

My email is rwalker10@gmail.com 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction to the Trans-Siberian Railway 

Map of Russia showing all the Trans-Siberian Rail routes 

The Routes: Like the Venice-Simplon Orient Express, the Moscow-St. Petersburg Red Arrow

(Russian: Красная стрела; English pronunciation: Krasnaya Strela), South Africa’s Blue Train, 

or the California Zephyr, the Trans-Siberian Railway is as evocative a name in railroading if ever 

there were one. But in this case, the term “Trans-Siberian Railway” is somewhat of a misnomer 

as in fact there is no such train. Rather, it’s more accurate to refer to the Trans-Siberian as a set 

of rail routes – an enormous system that includes a number of different trains, ending in different 

destinations, all of which at one point or another track across seemingly-endless Siberia. 

Russians recognize the distinctions by the names and numbers of the different trains that ply the 

routes.  

For English speakers, and for most western travelers crossing the largest country on earth (and 

thereby crossing from Europe to Asia or vice-versa), the three great routes of the system are 

commonly referred to as the Trans-Siberian, the Trans-Mongolian, and the Trans-Manchurian. 

But these names are not used by Russians nor are they to be found in any railway timetables. 

They’re merely convenient labels that we use to differentiate the lines.  
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The Rossiya (Россия) 
Russia’s most famous Trans-Siberian train 

Worker and Kolkhoz Woman 
(Монумента "Рабочий и колхозница”) 
This iconic, stainless steel, 24.5-meter 
tall sculpture was created by Soviet 
sculptor Vera Mukhina (Вера 

Игнатьевна Мухина; 1889-1953) for 
the 1937 World’s Fair in Paris. It 
crowned the Soviet Pavilion designed 
by architect Boris Iofan (Борис 
Михайлович Иофан; 1891-1976). After 
the Fair, it was moved to the Russian 
Exhibition Center (VDNKh) in 
Moscow. In 2003, it was dismantled 
for restoration; it was placed upon a 
new, higher plinth in 2009. It’s a 
superb example of the Socialist 
Realist/Art Deco style of the time.  

To be complete, in addition to these three 

better-known Trans-Siberian lines, there is 

a fourth, the Baikal-Amur Mainline 

(Байкало-Амурская Магистраль). In 

both English and Russian, it is colloquially 

referred to as the BAM (БАМ). It is far 

less frequented – and far less popular 

among travelers – for it ends virtually in 

the 

middle of nowhere at the port cities of Vanino and 

Sovetskaya Gavan on the Tatar Strait, hundreds of 

kilometers north of Vladivostok.  

 

In the broadest sense, something all these rail routes have 

in common is that they traverse the great expanse of 

Russia (Россия), once the preeminent and largest of the 

15 republics of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics – 

the USSR (Союз Советских Социалистических 

Республик or СССP). Even after the breakup of the 

Soviet Union in 1991, the single state of Russia remains 

the largest country in the world, followed by Canada, 

China, and the United States. A land area over 17 million 

square kilometers (6½ million square miles), Russia’s 

vastness extends roughly halfway around the Northern 

Hemisphere covering almost twice the territory of either 

the United States or China, or the United States and 

Canada combined. From end to end, east to west, Russia 

encompasses 11 time zones.  

 

Eastbound, almost all of the Trans-Siberian trains leave 

from Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Station (Ярославский 

вокзал) – one of nine major rail stations in Russia’s 

capital city. However, a few eastbound Siberian trains, 

such as the Moscow-Yekaterinburg direct “Ural” #16 

(Ураль), depart from Kazanskiy Station (Казанский 

вокзал). Therefore, although most Siberian-bound trains 

depart from Yaroslavskiy, it’s always worth double-
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The Rossiya: Moscow – Vladivostok 
Россия: МОСКВА - ВГАДИВОСТОК 

The Baikal: St. Petersburg – Irkutsk 
Байкал: Санкт-Петербург - Иркутск 

checking to make sure you begin your 

journey by starting at the correct station.  

 

Trans-Siberian Line: At 9,288 

kilometers (5,771 miles), what’s 

traditionally called the Trans-Siberian is 

the most popular, longest unbroken train 

ride on the planet. It takes the classic route 

from Moscow (Москва) to Vladivostok 

(Владивосток) entirely within Russia; that 

is, not crossing either the Chinese or 

Mongolian borders. The most famous and 

the most rapid train on this route is the 

Rossiya (Россия; lit., “Russia”), listed in 

timetables as the Number 2 when 

eastbound and Number 1 when traveling 

west. (By and large, even numbers run 

east, odd numbers west.) The trip takes not quite seven days. Bring Tolstoy’s War and Peace 

(Война и мир), Anna Karenina (Анна Каренина), perhaps Dostoyevsky’s Crime and 

Punishment (Преступление и наказание) – or something equally lengthy and entertaining – for 

this is a long train ride across Siberia and you’re going to have quite a bit of time on your hands.  

 

Starting from Moscow, or continuing from Irkutsk if you have broken your journey at this great 

destination, there are a number of other well-known trains, including the Rossiya, that may be 

chosen. Other stops can be made and other trains can be boarded, depending on where you might 

wish to break your trip. For example, there’s the 15/16 Ural (Урал) between Moscow and 

Yekaterinburg; the 25/26 Sibiryak (Сибиряк; means the “Siberian”) between Moscow and 

Novosibirsk; the 43/44 Amur (Амур) between Moscow and Khabarovsk; the 7/8 Sibir (Сибир; 

means “Siberia”) between Novosibirsk and 

Vladivostok; and the 5/6 Okean (Океан; i.e., 

the “Ocean”) which offers very fine daily 

overnight service from Khabarovsk to 

Vladivostok – this latter train features 

brightly-colored blue and white carriages 

painted with dolphins.  

 

If starting from St. Petersburg (Санкт-

Петербург), another famous train and a 

good choice for those wishing to interrupt 

their journey after just four days, is the 

Baikal (Байкал), which goes to Irkutsk 

(Иркутск). Formerly it began at Moscow. 

At Irkutsk you may stop and visit Lake 

Baikal (озеро Байкал), the greatest and 

deepest lake on earth. Eastbound, the Baikal 

is the Number 10; going west, it’s the 
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Trans-Siberian Line 

Trans-Mongolian Line 

Trans-Manchurian Line 

The "Chinese" Train 
Peking (Beijing) – Ulaan Baatar – Moscow 

 

Number 9. This trip is a mere 5,465 kilometers (3,395 miles) – about 500 miles longer than the 

driving distance between New York and San Francisco.  

 

Trans-Mongolian Line: The most direct rail service between Moscow and Beijing is via the 

Trans-Mongolian. It covers its 7,852 kilometers (4,879 miles) in six days. Eastbound, it takes the 

same route as the Trans-Siberian for the first four days, but after Irkutsk and Ulan Udé (Улан-

Удэ), it branches south, crossing the border into Mongolia. From there, it continues to the capital 

Ulaan Baatar (Улан-Батор), then arrives in Beijing two days later. There are several trains that 

run this route – but by far the most famous are the Number 4 (eastbound) and the Number 3 

(westbound). Many travelers refer to the Numbers 3 and 4 as the “Chinese” trains as they, unlike 

the other trains on this line, are operated by the Chinese rail authorities. They feature for part of 

the route a Chinese dining car and, in luxe class, showers with hot water – the greatest luxury of 

all the Trans-Siberian trains! In addition to Russian and Chinese visas, a Mongolian tourist or 

transit visa is required to board (exception: holders of U.S. passports do not need a visa for 

Mongolia). One warning about the Chinese train however, it can be very difficult to make 

stopovers and re-board. At certain busy times of the year, it is impossible.  

  

Trans-Manchurian Line: Starting from 

Moscow, the Trans-Manchurian (train 

number 20 east; 19 west) follows the same 

route as the Trans-Siberian and Trans-

Mongolian – at least for the first four days. 

Then, well into the Russian Far East, after 

Chita (Чита), the train crosses the border 

into China, travels through northern Inner 

Mongolia and Manchuria to Harbin 

(Харбин). From there, it continues south 

through Changchun, Shenyang (formerly 

known as Mukden), then Tianjin, arriving 

in Beijing on the seventh day. This route is 

9,014 kilometers (5,601 miles) – a little 

longer than the Trans-Siberian to 

Vladivostok. In Russia, this train is known 

as the Vostok (Восток; i.e., the “East” or 

the “Orient”).  

 

The BAM: Compared to the historic, 100 year-old Trans-Siberian, the Baikal-Amur Mainline is 

a relative new-comer. Fully opened in 1991, it’s an extension of the Trans-Siberian railway 
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Dining Car on the Baikal 

Russian Rail Timetable: 
Moscow’s Yaroslavl Station 

Throughout Russia, rail times used to be 
listed in “Moscow time” – however, 
effective August 1, 2018, Russian Rail 
changed to use local time on all routes. 
Russia does not use daylight savings time.  

system built to place service further north of the 

Chinese border and develop Russia’s Pacific coast via 

an alternative port to Vladivostok. The length of its 

route is 4,310 kilometers (2,678 miles). 

 

The BAM was constructed at an enormous cost in 

rubles and human lives. It took over fifty years of 

hard labor – and at various times, its work force 

included “gulag” labor and German and Japanese 

prisoners of war. The project was called by Soviet 

General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev and senior Soviet 

leadership the “hero construction project of the 

century.” Much of it is built over permafrost and 

some of Russia’s coldest temperatures have been 

measured over its route.  

 

The BAM breaks away from the main route of the 

Trans-Siberian near Taishet, 4,510 kilometers east of 

Moscow and a little more than 1,000 kilometers west 

of Severobaikalsk, located at northern tip of Lake 

Baikal. Running anywhere from 600 to 800 

kilometers north of and parallel to the Trans-Siberian 

railway, the route goes over the top of Lake Baikal, 

then east another 3,500 kilometers to the end of the 

line at Sovetskaya Gavan (Советская Гавань; in 

English, “Soviet Harbor”). In Russian, it’s more 

commonly called “Sovgavan.” Although it’s been 

nearly a century since it was known as 

Imperatorskaya Gavan (Императорская Гавань; i.e., 

“Emperor’s” or “Imperial” Harbor), you’ll still see it listed that way on some out-of-date maps.  

 

On its course, the BAM crosses the Amur 

River (река Амур) at Komsomolsk-na-

Amure (Комсомольск-на-Амуре), 350 

kilometers north of Khabarovsk 

(Хабаровск). From the port city of Vanino 

(Ванино), about 30 kilometers before 

Sovgavan, there’s a train-ferry across the 

Strait of Tatar to Kholmsk (Холмск), on 

Sakhalin Island (Остров Сахалин). From 

Sakhalin, there is seasonal (summer) ferry 

service to Japan’s northernmost island of 

Hokkaido. If you’re there in off-season or 

the ferry’s not sailing – or you wish to fly 

back to the Russian mainland or to 

Hokkaido, there’s also an airport.  
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Second Class “Soft Sleeper” 

Third Class “Hard Sleeper” 

 

Booking: For a foreigner, and especially for a non-

Russian-speaking foreigner, purchasing a rail ticket on 

any of the Trans-Siberian lines can be difficult and 

confusing. In most large city train stations, there are 

usually long lines at innumerable ticket windows – 

invariably you will wait at the wrong one – and then get 

barked at by the clerk for being at the wrong window. 

Even if you wait at the correct window, unless your 

Russian is good, you will not understand why the ticket 

agent is sending you to another window first. Getting a 

ticket can be a multi-hour ordeal involving three or four 

different windows and transactions. Bring your patience 

with you, for the experience can be exasperating. 

Because of this, many foreigners purchase their rail 

tickets through western hotels in Moscow or 

knowledgeable travel agencies back home.  

 

This can save time and frustration – but not money. You 

will often pay far more for the same ticket as would a 

Russian – but sometimes, you have little choice. Most 

importantly, no matter how you come by your ticket, be careful of the company with whom you 

are dealing. Over the years, there have been numerous reports of rip-offs and scams. These 

include the issuance of bogus, counterfeit tickets. Although they may look identical to the real 

thing, the moment you board on the day of your supposed 

departure, the conductor – an expert in such matters – 

rejects your ticket. Don’t chance this nightmare scenario 

by purchasing a so-called “discount” ticket from some 

character on the street, in the rail station, or in your hotel 

lobby. Stick with a reputable travel agency. Finally, all of 

the foregoing could be re-stated substituting “Chinese” for 

“Russian” – for fake tickets are a scourge in China as well.  

 

If you do purchase tickets on your own at the rail station, 

bring your passport (along with your patience) because 

your name and passport number will be recorded onto the 

ticket you purchase. You must show this ticket and your 

passport when you board the train. On a positive note, the 

system is computerized and seems remarkably free of 

error. By and large, once you have a valid ticket, you have 

a reserved place on the train. Again, this is true in both 

Russia and China.  
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Samovar (самовар): boiling hot 
water in every carriage 

Siberian platform vendors selling "Omul" 

At some of the larger rail stations in Russia and China, there may be a “foreigners” ticket 

window. This can be a great help as this person will usually speak English. There’s usually an 

extra charge for this service – but it’s not much, and it’s 

worth it, in savings of time and trouble. Finally, booking 

a space in smaller towns as opposed to large cities is 

usually a lot easier; lines are shorter and people friendlier.  

 

In general, at any station in Russia, or at any agency 

that’s licensed to issue rail tickets, you can buy a ticket 

for any route in the system that is within 45 days of your 

departure date. As long as you stick to your planned 

itinerary, you can book your entire trip, including 

whatever stopovers you might wish. If your travel plans 

change however, you will have to change your ticket. 

This can be done – but there is always a charge, although 

it’s not too much. There is no such thing as a multiple-leg 

or multiple-stop “open” ticket that allows you to get on or 

off at your pleasure. All legs in your journey must be 

reserved in advance. Should you find yourself trying to 

book at the last minute, note that large rail stations have a 

“same day” ticket window. As the name implies, tickets 

sold there are for travel that commences the same day you 

book.  

 

Lastly, a word on prices: In comparison with western European railroad ticket prices, Trans-

Siberian trains are a good bargain. However, fares vary considerably. In general, the lower the 

train number (which tend to be the faster, more express, or more deluxe trains) the higher the 

fare. There’s also a seasonal factor – trains in the summer and around Easter and New Year’s, 

cost more. Very roughly, in high season, a second class ticket on a deluxe train in a shared four-

berth compartment, known as kupé ( купе) from Moscow to Irkutsk, runs about $550; to Ulaan 

Baatar, about $650; to Beijing, $775; and all 

the way to Vladivostok, about $850. In 

spalniy wagon or luxe first class (спальный 

вагон or люкс), that is a compartment with 

only two berths, double those fares. In open 

berth third class platskartniy 

(плацкартный) service, fares are a little 

more than half these prices.  

 

Life aboard the train: A first class ticket 

(sometimes called “soft sleeper”) entitles 

you to a berth in a very comfortable two 

berth cabin. It is not always offered on all 

train routes. In general, when available, it’s 

the most private, comfortable, and 

expensive way to travel. In Russia, first 
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Trans-Siberian Locomotive 

Craving a Burger ? 

You might want to get one here, on the "Arbat" in 
Moscow – because you’re not going to see another 
McDonalds for thousands and thousands of 
kilometers.  

class, two-berth compartments are called spalniy vagon or SV (спальный вагон or CB; lit., 

“sleeping wagon”). Depending on the train, it may also be called luxe (люкс; “luxury”) service. 

On most trains, the berths are twin, opposing 

one another; on a few others, they are bunk 

style and an easy chair and small table fill the 

remaining lounge area of the cabin.  

 

Almost as comfortable, and far more 

frequently found, is another sort of “soft 

sleeper,” known as kupé (купе). It’s 

sometimes called second class; here there are 

four-berth compartments – shared with 

strangers if you’re alone. Just the two of you 

traveling and want some privacy but the train 

doesn’t offer SV service? Then you can pay 

for all four berths in kupé, thereby converting 

it into a de facto two berth cabin – this is not 

unusual and in fact is rather common. In soft 

sleeper, in addition to the sleeping berths, 

there is a little fold-down table in the 

compartment for placing food, drinks, books, 

maps, etc.  

 

Third class (“hard sleeper”) offers roughly the same floorspace, but very little privacy. Referred 

to as platskartniy (плацкартный), this is open-plan dormitory style sleepers. Here there may be 

four or six berths: two or three up and down, on two 

opposing sides, but no enclosed cabin. The berths simply 

run perpendicular to the carriage’s main aisle or corridor. 

It’s perfectly comfortable and some people (for example, 

women traveling alone) prefer it as they might not feel 

comfortable in an enclosed compartment with several 

unknown (and maybe drunk) cabin-mates.  

 

Regardless of first, second, or third class, all places are 

reserved. Fresh, clean bed linens are supplied in all classes 

for a nominal charge (sometimes they’re included in the 

ticket price). On some trains, there is no first class and on 

shorter trips there are no sleepers – merely hard bench-

type seats, logically called “hard seat.” On certain routes, 

not common, there is “soft seat” – the name aptly 

describes the seating.  

 

In soft sleeper, luggage storage space is provided under 

the two lower berths for those berths and in the bulkhead 

above the doorway on the inside of the cabin for the upper 

two berths. There is a main florescent light overhead and 
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Fabergé Trans-Siberian Egg  
(Яйца Фаберже; “Yaĭtsa Faberzhe”) 

Regarded as some of the finest masterpieces of the 
jeweler’s art ever made, 50 Imperial eggs were 
created under the supervision of Peter Carl Fabergé 
(1846-1920) between 1885 and 1917 for the Tsars 
Alexander III and Nicholas II and their family 
members. Of the 43 royal eggs surviving, ten are 
held in the Kremlin Armory Museum. The 1900 
Trans-Siberian Railroad Egg, shown here, was a 
special gift for Nicholas II as he, as Tsesarevich, had 
traveled to Vladivostok to lay the Eastern 
Foundation Stone of the railroad. The egg’s exterior 
is made of gold, silver, onyx, and quartz. The 
Railway’s route map is engraved in silver across the 
face, with major stations marked by precious stones, 
forming a belt around the egg. Including its base, it 
stands 26 centimeters tall. The egg’s interior 
“surprise” is a miniature Trans-Siberian Train made 
of gold and platinum, with a diamond headlight and 
ruby taillights. In addition to the locomotive and 
tender, it has five carriages with rock crystal windows 
labeled “mail,” “ladies only,” “smoking,” “non-
smoking,” and “chapel.” The train came with a gold 
key that could be used to wind it up and make it 
run. The miniature train is one foot long.  

little reading spotlights at all berths. In hard 

sleeper, extra luggage storage space and 

working reading lamps are virtually non-

existent.  

 

Linens are delivered by your conductor – 

provodnik (проводник), if he is a man; 

provodnitsa (проводнца), if she is a woman. In 

China, he or she is called a lièchē zhǎng 
(Chinese: 列車長). Each train carriage (or 

“wagon” – pronounced with a “v” as in French 

or German) has two conductors; they alternate 

in shifts and share their own little 

compartments – one for sleeping, one for day 

use. Each day, they attend the carriage, vacuum 

the length of the corridor and the individual 

cabins, clear the trash, clean the washrooms 

(sort of), wipe the corridor windows clear of 

smudge prints, and keep the samovar water 

boiling at all times. In first class, they may 

sometimes serve you tea. At each stop, they 

lower the fold-up stairs that enable passengers 

to get on and off the train and they wipe down 

the handrails used for getting on and off.  

 

The conductors (plural: provodniki; 

проводники) generally try to keep an eye on 

their passengers, especially western ones, for it 

is easy to go astray and be left behind. When a 

train departs a station, it leaves almost silently 

– no whistle or call ALLLLL ABOARD – as in 

the U.S. Finally, much has been written about 

or said of malicious or drunken provodniks; 

this has not been my experience. I have found a 

high level of professionalism and attention to 

duty on the part of most (although not all – but 

that is another story).  

 

Trains on all the routes of the various Trans-

Siberians make a number of daily stops, some 

more frequently than others. By and large, the 

lower the train number, the more express the 

service and the fewer the stops. Most stops are 

only for a few minutes, although there are 

several each day that can be as long as thirty minutes, or even an hour. At the more lengthy 

stops, hordes of vendors will be on the platforms selling all kinds of prepared foods – meat 
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Toilet on the Trans-Siberian 

"Kilometer 0" – Just off Red Square 
Like Kilometer Zero in front of Notre Dame in Paris 
and the Zero Milestone on the ellipse just south of 
the White House in Washington, D.C., this is 
Russia's official point for all distances measured in 
the country and around the world. 

cutlets, eggs, sausages, boiled potatoes, smoked fish, various vegetables and salads, etc. Some of 

these dishes can be quite good, although there are some passengers whose stomach or intestinal 

fortitude may be more sensitive than others – 

this may prevent them from enjoying these 

local railroad “delicacies.”  

 

There are several alternatives to platform 

cuisine: one is to bring as much of your own 

food and drink as possible. This is what 

Russian and Chinese people do. Another 

alternative is the dining car. Much defamation 

has been written or said about Russian dining 

cars. Unlike the reports of bad provodniks – 

here I have unfortunately found these reports 

too often to be true. Perhaps the best that can 

be said is that if and when you find the dining 

car open, for its hours seem to vary with each 

day’s change in time zones; and if and when 

the cook either feels like cooking or has some 

provisions to cook; and if and when the waiter 

or waitress wishes to serve you; then, 

sometimes, the food can be alright.  

 

Once, for example, I had a bowl of borscht 

(борщ) as good as I’ve had in any restaurant. Sometimes part of the trick seems to be getting 

along well with the staff and the cook. Since most seem to be downtrodden or abused, I’ve 

noticed that my compliments, even in bad Russian, were highly appreciated. Happily, on the 

other hand, the Chinese dining cars usually serve pretty good food – and at very reasonable 

prices.  

 

Finally, no discussion about the Trans-Siberian 

Railroad would be complete without a word on 

personal hygiene and the tuylyet (туалет; 

“toilet”) facilities aboard the train. No subject, 

including the dining car, is the source of more 

complaints and unhappiness than this.  

 

Basically, there are two toilet/washrooms in 

every carriage, one at each end. Near the 

provodniks’ compartments, by the samovar, is 

a little one; inside, a toilet and a tiny sink. 

Washing up in here is tough, if not impossible. 

The other toilet/washroom, at the other end of 

the wagon, is larger, with room enough to 

sponge bathe, but that’s all. Other than the 

special SV first class showers (each one shared 
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St. Basil's Cathedral in Red Square 

between two compartments) on the Trans-Mongolian Line, and only then on the Number 3/4 

Chinese trains, you generally won’t find showers on the Trans-Siberian trains – although in 

recent years, on some trains, showers have been installed. If available, they’re in a common 

carriage and can be used for a small fee. It’s worth checking with your provodnik to see if your 

train has them.  

 

The main difficulty with the toilet/washrooms however, is not their size, it’s their availability. 

Carriages generally have nine compartments (not including the provodniks’ cabins). Therefore, 

in kupé class, if full, there may anywhere from 18 to 36 persons aboard; in platskartny, up to 54. 

Imagine 18 or 36 (or 54!) persons wishing to use either one of two toilets at about the same time 

every morning and evening.  

 

To make matters worse, some provodniks, fed-up with having to share an overused, dirty toilet, 

simply lock up the little one by their cabin and claim: Nye robotayet – remont (не работает – 

ремонт; i.e., “out of order – under repair”) 

and keep it for themselves. That leaves 

only one facility available for 20 or 30 or 

more persons. After just a day or two, with 

water splashed everywhere, poor 

ventilation, no toilet paper – I could go on 

and on – but I won’t, enough said. Bring 

your own soap, sponge, washcloth, towel, 

and toilet tissue.  

 

Speed and location: By and large, the 

Trans-Siberian trains run on time. It might 

be an overstatement to say that you could 

set your watch by them, but they usually 

arrive and depart within a few minutes of 

the printed schedules. However, although 

it’s often said that the Trans-Siberian is the 

world’s longest train ride, no one says that 

it’s the world’s fastest. In general, the trains run about 70 or 80 kilometers per hour (40 or 50 

miles per hour). In Russia, “slow and steady wins the race.”  

 

Although modern high-speed “bullet” trains are now running on the Moscow to St. Petersburg 

route, and to Nizhniy Novgorod, there are no bullet trains on the regular Trans-Siberian routes – 

at least not yet. Likewise, even though China has completely upgraded their domestic rail 

network – and hundreds of new high-speed trains are tracking all over the country, the traditional 

Trans-Siberian rail routes continue to be the slow but steady service of years gone by. One does 

not take the Trans-Sib to get anywhere in particular in a hurry – if that had been the goal, you 

should have flown.  
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Peter the Great Statue 
One of the newer additions to the Moscow 
River is this 1997 monument celebrating 300 
years of the Russian Navy. It honors Peter the 
First who founded it. The statue stands 94 
meters tall (308 feet), the 9th highest statue in 
the world. It was designed by the Georgian artist 
and sculptor Zurab Konstantines dze Tsereteli 
(1934-present). Some of his other works 
include the reconstruction of Moscow’s 
Cathedral of Christ the Savior, his Metro Station 
murals at Park Pobedy, and his 9/11 tribute, the 
“Tear of Grief” in Bayonne, New Jersey.  

Of course most tourists on holiday don’t pay all that much attention to exacting schedules. They 

simply eat, drink, party, read, and sleep – drifting in and out of consciousness for four or five or 

six or seven days. The provodniks usually alert their passengers to their destination stations in 

time. For most, a trip on the Trans-Siberian can be 

both an adventure and a relaxing vacation – a real 

escape, far away, where no one can reach you and 

normal time is suspended.  

 

For the OCD traveler however, and all those 

determined to stay sober, upright, and regular, 

there are marker posts at every kilometer to 

indicate your exact location. In between the 

kilometer posts, there are little squat markers on 

the ground beside the tracks that indicate every 

tenth of a kilometer. With the kilometer markers, 

it’s easy to know exactly where you are at all 

times and, if you wish, by using the second-hand 

on your watch, you can calculate your average 

speed. Just count how many kilometers (and 

tenths of kilometers) you pass in one minute. If, 

for example, you pass 1.4 kilometers, multiply by 

60 – this gives you an approximate speed of 84 

kilometers per hour (or 52 miles per hour). That’s 

fast!  

 

Speaking of distance and location, here’s another 

something that causes a great deal of confusion: 

From 1956 to 2001 most Trans-Siberian trains 

traveled between Moscow and Kirov (Vyatka) via 

Yaroslavl instead of through Vladimir and 

Nizhniy Novgorod. The former route is about 30 

kilometers longer than the present routing. Thus, 

formerly, the Trans-Siberian rail distance between 

Moscow and Vladivostok was 9,288 kilometers 

(5,771 miles). That’s the number engraved on the 

Railway’s historic, final kilometer post in 

Vladivostok.  

 

Via Vladimir and Nizhniy Novgorod, the route 

most commonly taken today, the official Russian Rail Timetable distance is 9,259 kilometers 

(5,753 miles). And in fact, there are several other routings a given train may take. Therefore, 

almost all of the kilometer posts that you’ll see alongside the tracks on your route (on the 

southern side going east) are no longer in synch with the official Russian Railway timetable 

distances.  
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Typical Trans-Sib Train coming out of Moscow 

Depending on which train you’re on and which route it has taken, throughout the journey, there 

will be a variance of anywhere from 20 to 40 kilometers from the timetable distances to the 

posts. This book uses the historic kilometer posts – if for one reason alone: they have not yet 

been changed. Thus if you’re planning on visiting Lake Baikal, when you see Kilometer Post 

5170, it’s time to get ready, because you’re going to arrive in Irkutsk (Kilometer 5185) in about 

ten minutes.  

 

Over time, the posts may or 

may not be updated, because in 

fact, technically, it is still 9,288 

kilometers to Vladivostok – by 

the “old” route. Russia did not 

shrink, and your train may have 

taken that route. Thus the 

distance really is not incorrect. 

The “new” distance of 9,259 

kilometers is just one possible 

distance between the two cities.  

 

Incidentally, the airline flight 

distance (“as the crow flies”) 

between Moscow and 

Vladivostok is 6,434 kilometers (3,998 miles). That’s the distance between the two cities on a 

non-stop flight via a high altitude jet over the Great Circle Route. The great-circle 

(“orthodromic”) distance is the shortest distance between any two points on the surface of a 

sphere, measured along the surface of the sphere, as opposed to an imaginary straight line 

piercing through the sphere’s interior. The Earth is not a perfect sphere (it’s slightly bulged at the 

Equator), but it’s close enough for almost all shipping and airline navigation purposes.  

 

Were we to take a flight from Moscow to Vladivostok (about eight hours), the great circle route 

would for the most part be well north of the land route by train. Starting from Moscow’s 

Sheremetyevo International Airport (Международный аэропорт Шереметьево), a flight would 

take us about 135 kilometers north of Nizhniy Novgorod; 25 kilometers north of Kirov (the 

highest latitude stop on the Trans-Siberian Railway); 215 kilometers north of Perm; 400 

kilometers north of Yekaterinburg; directly over Khantiy-Mansiysk which is 530 kilometers 

north of Ishim; 675 kilometers north of Omsk; 650 kilometers north of Novosibirsk; 400 

kilometers north of Krasnoyarsk; 550 kilometers north of Irkutsk; 225 kilometers north of Chita; 

directly over Harbin, China; 625 kilometers south of Khabarovsk; until our arrival in 

Vladivostok – but then again, we’re not flying. See you on the train.  

 

 

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Circle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_(geometry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sphere
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Lake Baikal Misovaya-Sludyanka Electrichka 

Moscow Metro Belorusskaya Station 

LOCAL AND MASS TRANSPORTATION 
 

After riding on the Trans-Siberian Railroad for days at a time, sometimes it’s easy to forget that 

there are other ways of getting around. Here are some public transportation methods commonly 

used in Russia to get from Point A to Point B – at little expense and usually without too much 

trouble.  

 

METRO (Mетро): The Moscow Metropolitan 

(Московский метрополитен) underground 

system is justifiably world famous – and is 

more fully described in Chapter Two. 

However it’s worth remembering that the 

Moscow system is by no means the only 

Metro in Russia. Compared with Moscow’s 

186 stations and almost 310 kilometers of 

track, Russia’s other city systems are much 

smaller; nonetheless they offer a convenient, 

useful method of getting around.  

 

Russia’s other cities with underground mass 

transit rail systems include St. Petersburg, with 

65 stations connected by 110 kilometers of 

track; Nizhniy Novgorod, 13 stations and 15 kilometers; Kazan, 7 stations served by 11 

kilometers of track; Yekaterinburg, 9 stations and 13 kilometers of track; and Novosibirsk, with 

13 stations and 16 kilometers of track.  

 

No big surprises here, hundreds of millions of persons around the world everyday cram 

themselves into Metro cars – some find seats, some don’t – and patiently wait until they reach 

their destination. For many people, it’s their way to and from work. In general, most public 

subway systems are not expensive. For a 

tourist, the usual best advice is to try to 

stay out of the Metro at peak 

commutation hours. Usually, in midday, 

you’ll have the system to yourself.  

 

ELEKTRICHKA (Электричка): This 

term refers to local electric trains – almost 

always used between city rail terminals 

and suburban and commuter train 

stations. The seating is most often a hard 

wooden bench, although sometimes they 

are cushioned. In general, although seats 

are not reserved, most passengers do not 

have to stand as is sometimes the case in 

the Metro.  
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Trolleybus Vladivostok 

Tramvai with pantograph mount on top 

For many Russians, the Elektrichka is their daily method of commuting from home to work. 

Usually, their neighborhood is either not near a Metro line or they live beyond the reach of one. 

Elektrichka commutes can often be as 

long as one hour. They use the same 

tracks and rail network as the long-

distance trains, but not usually the same 

stations. Elektrichka rail stations are often 

the smaller stations or mere platforms that 

the high-speed express trains pass by.  

 

STREETCAR/TRAM (Трамвай): Long 

since extinct from most American cities, 

trams are still common all over Russia. 

Streetcars run on steel wheels over 

permanent rail tracks set into the 

pavement and are powered by overhead 

lines – thus their routes are pre-

determined and unvarying. In some cities 

or on some routes, they travel over dedicated rights of way; in others, they share the road with 

cars and other vehicles.  

 

Trams have one great advantage in urban transportation in that they give off no exhaust fumes 

and thus add no noxious emissions to the city environment. They are powered by electricity, fed 

to the vehicle through its rooftop pantograph. The 

alternative, for a power source, is a “third rail” as used in 

underground metro systems. Since trams run on streets, 

open to pedestrians and other traffic, a high-voltage 

electric rail embedded in pavement is entirely too 

hazardous to be a useful option.  

 

Streetcars have some disadvantages in that they’re 

somewhat slow, ponderous, and noisy – their wheels 

squeal, especially when turning around corners. Other 

problems with trams include low passenger comfort, due 

to lack of suspension inherent in tram design; accidents, 

often due to motorized vehicles, bicycles, and pedestrians 

failing to pay due attention to trams; and traffic stoppage, 

that is, no streetcar can drive around a problem or 

obstruction. Any impediment simply shuts the system 

down until the blockage is removed.  

 

TROLLEY BUS (Троллейбус): Trolleybus systems are 

common in Russia. They are found in most major cities 

and in a number of lesser cities as well. Like trams, they are considered environmentally friendly 

as they emit no pollution. Also like trams, they are powered by electricity from overhead wires 
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Local City Bus  

(usually suspended from posts or buildings along the route) using spring-loaded trolley poles. 

Two wires and poles are required to complete the electrical circuit.  

 

Since tram or streetcar systems require the use of a track to complete the return part of the 

electrical path (and therefore need one overhead wire and one connecting pole, the pantograph), 

trolleybus systems are somewhat more flexible. Thus, on the one hand, although they require an 

overhead system of unsightly wires, like tram cars – they do not require embedded steel rails laid 

into the pavement.  

 

Since trolley buses run without special tracks, they can use regular rubber tires –and are thus 

more comfortable for passengers and quieter for city residents. In fact, they make almost no 

noise as they have no internal combustion engines and no noisy steel wheels. This last point 

however is a double-edged sword: most pedestrian fatalities tied to trolleybus accidents stem 

from their quiet operation.  

 

AVTOBUS (Автобус): What could be more common – indeed mundane – than a public bus? 

Most likely, even if the city you’re visiting has a metro, tram, and trolley bus system, it will still 

have public buses to fill in the gaps where those systems do not run. For purposes of this 

explanation, buses come in two varieties: local city buses operating on regular pre-determined 

routes throughout the day (and night); and long-distance buses (motor coaches), shuttling 

between various Russian cities.  

 

Regular local buses usually run at set times on set routes. Drivers stop to let passengers on and 

off; payment of the fare is either up front with the driver, usually male, or collected by a roving 

fare-collector, usually female. On occasion, 

you may notice a bus boarded by a small gang 

of tariff enforcers. These (usually gruff) 

employees of the municipal traffic association 

sporadically board city buses and hunt down 

fare cheats. Upon their entry, they block the 

doors from any attempted escapes. Hefty 

fines are imposed on those found trying to 

beat the fare. In general, city bus fares are so 

minimal, it hardly seems worth the risk of 

cheating – but then again, there are many 

poor people in Russia.  

 

The other bus system found in all Russian 

cities competes with the Russian Railways for 

passengers. These are the long-distance buses 

that operate between Russian cities. Almost 

every city has an Avtovoksal (Автовокзал), a central bus station. Some cities have more than 

one, for example, a “North” station serving points north and a “South” station for destinations in 

that direction. Formerly, many Avtovoksal were located adjacent to or within a few blocks of a 

given city’s main rail station. This is less and less true today.  
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Long-Distance Motorcoach  
operating between Slavyanka and Ussuriysk 

Marshrutka Mini-Van Taxi 

Many municipalities, in their attempts to cut down inner-city road congestion and diesel fume 

emissions, have banished high-polluting central bus stations to the outer limits of town. Some 

can be quite far. Thus, in many Russian cities, to reach the Avtovoksal, you first must take a 

local public city bus or a taxi (Такси) to 

the long-distance bus terminal.  

 

Generally speaking, there are long-

distance buses operating between large – 

and not so large – Russian cities all day 

long everywhere. Whereas there may be 

only one or two train departures per day 

between, for example, Moscow and 

Nizhniy Novgorod, Vladivostok and 

Nakhodka, Irkutsk and Ulan-Udé, or 

Khabarovsk and Komsomolsk-na-Amure, 

there may be a half-dozen or more 

departures by bus. Seats are reserved, so 

buying a ticket ensures a place on the bus. 

Fares are almost always a third to half the 

train fare so buses are economical as well.  

 

For the most part, Russian roads are good enough. With only a limited number of stops, most 

express buses reach their destinations in less time than does the train over the same route.  

 

MARSHRUTKA (Маршрутка): The word roughly translates as “mini-van taxi.” It stems from 

the colloquial form for marshrutka taksi (маршрутное такси, lit., “routed taxicab”). It’s a free-

wheeling, private enterprise solution to crowded buses and expensive trains. Individual owners 

buy a mini-van and outfit it with the maximum seating capacity possible.  

 

Marshrutka are used within cities, in 

competition with local buses, and between 

cities, in competition with long-distance buses 

and trains. In town, they usually follow the 

same route as the public bus. Their advantage 

is speed and comfort. They usually charge at 

least twice as much as the bus. Between 

towns, they again offer speed, but not much 

more comfort. In fact, due to their size, they 

are often less comfortable than a long-distance 

bus on the same route. They cost more too, but 

they usually make fewer stops and the drivers 

almost always drive faster than commercial 

bus drivers – sometimes at breakneck speeds.  
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Irkutsk-Bratsk Meteor Hydrofoil 

Vokshod Hydrofoil on the Volga River 

Although there are no official Marshrutka Vokzals (Вокзал; “Station”), mini-van taxis usually 

congregate just outside the avtovoksal, near the train stations, and at the end of tram and 

trolleybus lines. Their owner-drivers can usually be spotted soliciting passengers in and around 

the bus or train station. There’s always a sign in the mini-van window advertising its next 

destination.  

 

HYDROFOIL (Ракета): Given Russian 

winters and frozen rivers, hydrofoil service is 

obviously seasonal, but during the summer and 

fall months there are many rivers and lakes 

where watercraft are an excellent alternative to 

buses or trains.  

 

Hydrofoils are ships with a wing-like structure 

mounted on struts below the hull and in the 

water. As the forward speed of the boat 

increases, the “wing,” or foil, lifts the boat out 

of the water. With less contact and friction 

between ship and water, there is less hull drag 

and consequently hydrofoils can operate at 

speeds much faster than conventional 

watercraft. Cruising and top speeds of anywhere from 30 to 45 knots (50 to 75 kilometers per 

hour) are not unusual. Given no traffic on Russian rivers and lakes, on many routes, hydrofoil 

service can be faster than any other surface transport.  

 

Several models of hydrofoils are in service in 

Russia today. Although each is somewhat 

different, they generally hold anywhere from 

60 to over 100 passengers. They are not ferry 

boats, therefore no vehicles come aboard. 

Introduced in 1957, the first commercially 

popular hydrofoil was the Raketa (Ракета, 

“Rocket”). These ships were especially 

popular on the Volga River routes between 

Nizhniy Novgorod, Moscow, and Kazan. 

They were produced until 1976 although 

many are still in service. Raketas hold 

approximately 60 persons, depending on the 

exact model and its configuration. To this day, 

the term “Raketa” is still widely used to 

designate any kind of a hydrofoil.  

 

The Raketas were followed by the Meteor (Метеор; “Shooting Star”) ships. Much larger, these 

were in production from 1960 to 1994. Passenger capacity ranged from approximately 115 to 

125. Very similar to the Meteors, but with larger sea foils, and a deeper draft to manage waves in 

coastal marine waters is the Kometa (Комета; “Comet”). They hold from 105 to 115 passengers 
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Vladivostok-Slavyanka Kometa Interior 

depending on the model. They are currently being produced and are very popular in many places 

around the world.  

 

Also common today and in present production 

is the mid-sized Vokshod (Восход; 

“Sunrise”). They carry about 75 persons. 

Although intended for use in rivers and lakes, 

their excellent seaworthiness permits them to 

be used in marine coastal waters as well. This 

type of watercraft may be seen in the bays and 

open waters around Vladivostok and on the 

Black Sea.  

 

Some of the more popular routes for high-

speed waterborne transport in Russia are:  

• Meteor service between Saint Petersburg 

and the Peterhof Palace (дворец 

Петергoф);  

• Meteor, Raketa, and Voskhod hydrofoils operate all over the Volga, Moscow, Don, and 

Kama Rivers connecting Moscow, Nizhniy Novgorod, Kazan, and other cities;  

• Kometa service on Lake Baikal between Nizhneangarsk, Severobaikalsk, Olkhon Island, and 

Irkutsk;  

• Meteor service on the Lena River between Ust-Kut and Yakutsk; 

• Meteor service on the Angara River between Irkutsk and Bratsk;  

• Meteor service on the Amur River between Khabarovsk, Komsomolsk-na-Amure, and 

Nikolaevsk-na-Amure;  

• Kometa service across Amurskiy Bay between Vladivostok and Slavyanka.  
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Chapter 2 – Russia, Moscow & St. Petersburg 

Russia shares land borders with 14 nations. Counter-clockwise, her neighbors are Norway, Finland, 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland (both via Kaliningrad Oblast), Belarus, Ukraine, Georgia, Azerbaijan, 
Kazakhstan, China, Mongolia, and North Korea. Her maritime neighbors are Japan and the United States. In fact, 
after Mexico and Canada, the U.S.’s nearest neighbor is Russia – only 3.8 kilometers (2.4 miles) separate the two 
countries at the Diomede Islands (острова Диомида; “Ostrova Diomida”) in the middle of the Bering Strait 
between the Russian Far East and Alaska.  

Russia (Россия; “Rossiya”): Also known more formally as the Russian Federation (Российская 

Федерация; “Rossiyskaya Federatsiya”), it is the largest country in the world measured by 

geographical area. In this regard, it is followed by Canada, the People’s Republic of China, the 

United States, and Brazil. Measured by population however, it only ranks ninth, at approximately 

144,000,000 persons. Here, it follows China, India, the United States, Indonesia, Brazil, 

Pakistan, Nigeria and Bangladesh. Distressingly, over the past decade, Russia’s population has 

gone down – and considerably. Immigration, high infant mortality, alcoholism and consequent 

premature adult male mortality, and one of the lowest birthrates in the world, have combined 

very unfavorably for the country’s future. Only in the past several years has the government 

recognized the situation and taken measures, such as rewards to women having more than one 

child and incentives for expatriates to repatriate, to reverse the trend.  

 

Geographically, though neither its eastern nor western borders front as much useful shoreline as 

do the east and west coasts of the United States; Russia does have access to the world’s great 

oceans. The country is bounded on its eastern side by the Pacific, which contains the port city of 
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Russian Flag – As is sometimes the case with 
nations of long histories, Russia has flown many 
flags. Its present version, known as the “Tricolor” 
(Триколор), was officially adopted in 1896, though 
it had been used sporadically for several hundred 
years before that. After an almost century-long year 
hiatus, interrupted by the red Communist “hammer 
& sickle” flag, it was brought back in 1993. There is 
no universally accepted meaning regarding the 
colors of the flag.  

Russia’s Place in the World 

Vladivostok (Владивосток); and on its northern 

side by the Arctic, which holds Murmansk 

(Мурманск), Russia’s northern year-round ice-free 

port. Russia’s western frontier contains access to 

the Baltic Sea at St. Petersburg and at the detached 

oblast (область; means “province”) of Kaliningrad 

(Калининград), formerly Koënigsburg, Prussia. 

Russia has entry to points south from several ports 

on the Black Sea, including Sebastopol 

(Севастополь) on the Crimean Peninsula, part of 

Russia formerly under lease from Ukraine.  

 

In very broad terms, the topography of Russia 

consists of three vast bands running east-west, 

from one end of the country to the other. They are 

the steppe, taiga, and tundra – all three terms come 

to us from Russian-adopted words.  

 

From south to north, the most southerly band is 

comprised of vast stretches of treeless, dry prairie grasslands known as the “steppe” (степь). In 

some sections of Siberia, often aided by artificial irrigation, thousands, indeed, millions of square 

acres produce tremendous harvests of grain – wheat, barley, etc. Russia today is one of the 

world’s great exporters of grain. However, in many places the climate is simply too dry or the 

soil not always productive enough for commercially-viable agriculture. In any event, the steppe 

can and does support grazing animals, herding, 

and the central Asian culture of pastoral 

nomadism. The peoples of Kazakhstan and 

Mongolia have lived on the steppe for 

millennia. It is from the steppe that Genghis 

Khan arose, traveled the length of the known 

Earth, and may well have conquered Europe 

had he not prematurely died.  

 

As one moves north from the steppe, the 

second major environment is cooler; humidity 

increases and the scenery changes from plains 

to marshlands, lakes, and rivers. Most of 

Russia’s tremendous watershed has its origins 

here. Siberia’s lakes hold approximately one-

quarter of all the fresh water on Earth. 

Although most of Russia’s great rivers flow 

north to the Arctic Ocean, a notable exception 

is the Volga (река Волга), which flows south 

to the Caspian Sea (Каспийское море).  

 

This more humid environment becomes 
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“Tsar” or “Czar” 
In Slavic cultures, the use of the term “Tsar” for a supreme 
monarch or king is believed to have begun with Simeon I the 
Great of Bulgaria (c.864-927). The spelling “Czar” is merely a 
transliteration variant. The word comes from the Latin 
“Caesar” which means “Emperor.” In German, the word is 
“Kaiser.” For a male emperor autocrat, the Russian word is 
Царь (Tsar); an empress or queen is царица (Tsaritsa) – 
Tsarina or Czarina are not correct terms. The male heir-
apparent is Цесаревич (Tsesarevich), the term used in French 
is “Dauphin.” Just as the Dauphin’s wife is the “Dauphine,” 
the Tsesarevich’s wife is the Tsesarevna (Цесаревна) Any 
other sons or grandsons of the Tsar or Tsaritsa are Tsarevich 
(царевич). Likewise, any daughter or granddaughter of the 
Tsar or Tsaritsa is a Tsarevna (царевна). Shown here, perhaps 
the archetype Tsar – and the first Russian monarch to claim 
the title, Tsar Ivan IV (1533-84). Portrait by Viktor 
Vasnetsov (Виктор Михайлович Васнецов; 1848-1926); 
“Tsar Ivan the Terrible”; 1897. Oil on canvass; Tretyakov 
Gallery, Moscow. 

increasingly forested, then heavily forested, predominantly by conifers and birch. This is known 

as the “taiga” (тайга); in English, it’s more commonly referred to as “boreal” forest. This is the 

region where great stocks of wild fur-bearing animals were (and are) hunted and trapped for their 

valuable pelts. Compared to the relatively narrow steppe and tundra belts, the taiga is by far the 

greatest geographical and climatic band in the world. Composed primarily of northern temperate 

forest, Russia’s supply of timber is seemingly inexhaustible.  

 

The third and most northerly of the three great swaths across the northern hemisphere (for it’s a 

similar topography in Alaska, Canada, and Scandinavia) is the “tundra” (тундра), which runs all 

the way to the northern shorelines on the Arctic Ocean. These immense northern uplands are 

characterized by vegetation composed entirely of dwarf shrubs, grasses, mosses, and lichens. By 

definition, the subsoil is permanently frozen and called “permafrost.” Polar bears, Arctic foxes 

and hares, and musk-oxen can live here, but the predominant livestock is caribou, also called 

reindeer.  

 

Although infrequently visited and virtually uninhabited, Russia’s northernmost territory does not 

stop at the Arctic Ocean. The Barents, White, Kara, Laptev, East Siberian, and Chukchi Seas all 

hold islands that are an integral part of Russia. If ever a “northern passage” for shipping from 

Asia to Europe or vice-versa is fully developed, it will pass through Russian waters and pass by 

Russian islands.  

 

For the most part, the Trans-Siberian Railroad passes through a mix of the northern steppe and 

southern taiga regions. In some places in central Siberia, it runs through hundreds of kilometers 

of bog and marsh – mosquito-land in the summer. In the Far East, above Manchuria, China, the 
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“Reds” 
Warren Beatty co-wrote, produced, and 
directed the 1981 epic Reds. He was awarded 
the Academy Award for Best Director for 
the film. Reds follows the life of John Reed, 
revolutionary, communist, and journalist, 
who chronicled the Russian Revolution in 
his book “Ten Days that Shook the World.” 
Beatty starred in the lead role alongside 
Diane Keaton and Jack Nicholson.  

train runs through the southern limit of permafrost. Just above Kazakhstan, it travels through 

grasslands. The Mongolian Route passes through both steppe and the eastern end of the Gobi 

Desert. In China, on both the Trans-Mongolian and Trans-Manchurian Lines, the Trans-Sib rolls 

through prairie grassland, then rice paddies.  

 

The great majority, some 80 percent, of Russia’s people are Russian – Slavic in origin – but there 

are over 160 national and ethnic groups living within her borders. Most of Russia’s population 

(about 77 percent) lives in the relatively small European section of the country, that is, west of 

the Ural Mountains – the traditional dividing line between Europe and Asia. However during the 

late 19th and early 20th Centuries, there was a steady 

flow of emigrants to Asian Russia – more commonly 

known in Russia as Siberia and the Far East. Although 

prisoners and exiles received more notoriety, many of 

these eastward settlers were liberated serfs, peasants, 

and others who became homesteaders, traders, and 

trappers. In a surprising number of ways, the 

expansion of the Russian Empire was similar to the 

expansion of North America by the pioneers of the 

19th Century. In both the United States and Russia, the 

completion of a cross-country, east-west railroad, had 

a tremendous impact on the development of the 

nation.  

 

The name “Russia” comes from Rus (Русь), an 

ancient 9th Century region and people. Known as 

“Varangians,” and believed to be Vikings of Nordic 

origin, the mixture of these invaders with indigenous 

Slavic peoples began a new race. The center of their 

world was Kiev (Киев), capital of today’s Ukraine 

(Украина). The modern Slavic states of Belarus, 

Ukraine, and Russia all derive their ethnic and cultural 

identity from the medieval “Land of the Rus.” An old 

Latin version of the term Rus is “Ruthenia,” although 

this was more commonly used for the region closest to 

Roman Catholic Europe, that is, the western and 

southern regions of today’s Russia.  

 

In the 10th to 11th Centuries, the Kievan Rus became 

one of the largest and most prosperous states in 

Europe. The reigns of Vladimir the Great (980–1015) 

and his son Yaroslav I the Wise (1019–1054) 

constitute the Golden Age of Kiev, which saw the acceptance of Orthodox Christianity from 

Byzantium (later called Constantinople, now Istanbul). Russia’s thousand year history includes 

three hundred years under the domination of the Mongols, then the Tatars and the Golden Horde.  
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Changing of the Guard Ceremony at  
Moscow’s Tomb of the Unknown Soldier 

The monument is just outside the Kremlin Wall in the 
Alexander Garden. In addition to the tomb and its 
eternal flame dedicated to the Soviet soldiers killed 
during the Great Patriotic War of 1941-1945, there is a 
granite allée made of porphyry plates, each with a 
spadeful of soil from the Hero Cities (город-герой; 
“gorod-geroy”) of Leningrad (St. Petersburg), Stalingrad 
(Volgograd), Sevastopol, Odessa, Kiev, Moscow, Brest, 
Kerch, Novorossiysk, Minsk, Tula, Murmansk, and 
Smolensk. The eternal flame illuminates a bronze 
inscription: "Имя твоё неизвестно, подвиг твой 
бессмертен" – in English: "Your name is unknown, your 
deed is immortal."  

Towards the end of the 14th Century – and all the way to the early 20th Century, Russia was ruled 

by succession of autocrats, known as Tsars (singular: царь; “tsar,” plural: цари; “tsari”). The 

term comes from the Latin word Caesar and means “Emperor.” During much of this period, and 

especially during the 17th to 19th Centuries, Russia was one of the major powers of Europe. Her 

Royal Court rivaled those of France and England and her contributions to science and the arts, 

music, and literature, are second to none as those of any in Europe.  

 

World history dramatically changed with the coming of the Russian Revolution of 1917. 

“Tumultuous” doesn’t begin to describe it. The disaster of the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05, 

“Bloody Sunday” and the Revolution of 1905, the calamity of the First World War, the 

abdication of Tsar Nicholas II and his subsequent assassination, the end of the Russian Empire, 

the start of the Russian Civil War, and the 

rise to power of the Bolsheviks 

(большевик) – all led to a century of 

turmoil, strife, and suffering. In great part, 

the 20th Century was dominated by the 

intrigues, suspicions, and rivalries of the 

world’s dominant super-powers: the United 

States and the Soviet Union.  

 

World events were to change again 

beginning in December of 1991 with the 

formal dissolution of the Soviet Union into 

fifteen separate states. Led at first by 

Mikhail Gorbachev (Михаил Сергеевич 

Горбачёв; 1931-present; note that formal 

Russian names include a middle 

“patronymic,” which is a rendition of the 

bearer’s father’s name) and his policies of 

Perestroika (перестройка; lit., 

“restructuring”) and Glasnost (гласность; 

lit., “openness”), but then over-taken by 

the realpolitik of Boris Yeltsin (Борис 

Николаевич Ельцин; 1931-2007), the 

Soviet Union was to end and a new state, 

Russia, along with 14 other loosely 

associated new states, was to begin.  

 

Most, although not all, of the newly-

formed nations have abandoned their 

former communist, centrally-planned 

economies in favor of some form of liberal democracy or moderate socialism. Russia and several 

of her progeny states are blessed with great natural resources, including vast oil and gas deposits, 

and these riches have helped develop her economy and improve the lives of her citizenry. 

Although the last twenty years have been a period of tremendous change – and have not been 

without myriad problems including crime and social unrest – the majority of Russians have 
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Boris Yeltsin Defying the Coup 
On August 18, 1991, a coup against Mikhail Gorbachev 
was launched by Soviet officials opposed to perestroika. 
Boris Yeltsin responded by making a memorable speech 
standing on the turret of a tank in front of the Russian 
"White House."  

overwhelmingly voted Vladimir Putin (Владимир Владимирович Путин; 1952-present) into 

office on a platform of modernization and nationalism, although that may be changing.  

 

Russia’s two greatest cities are Moscow, the capital, with a regional population of twelve 

million, and St. Petersburg, a city of approximately five million that has been Russia’s capital at 

various times in the past. After these two, 

there are about a dozen cities with 

populations around one million persons 

(give or take a couple of hundred-

thousand); no other cities come close to 

matching Moscow or St. Petersburg in size.  

 

Moscow and St. Petersburg are as different 

from one another as New York is from 

Washington, D.C. But, like New York and 

Washington, both of these great Russian 

cities are vibrant, exciting places to see, 

and well worth visiting. Moscow, of 

course, is the starting (or ending) point for 

Trans-Siberian Railway journeys. St. 

Petersburg, although not part of the Trans-

Siberian lines, will nonetheless be visited 

by many travelers making a trip to Russia. 

It’s easily reached from Moscow by rail 

(and by air).  
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Russian Caviar (Икра; “Ikra”) 
One of the great delicacies of the world comes from 
Russia – specifically from the Caspian Sea. Purists 
will claim that true Caviar may only be the roe of 
sturgeon from the world’s largest saltwater lake, the 
Caspian, which has no outlet. Others will say that a 
number of types of fish roe will do. There are several 
species of sturgeon – and they thrive in several 
bodies of water around the world, including the 
Black Sea and New York’s Hudson River. There are 
four recognized types of sturgeon eggs: Beluga, 
Ossetra, Sevruga, and Sterlets. They vary in size, 
color, texture, and taste. All are extremely expensive 
– and some are endangered and no longer 
commercially available. Caviar is harvested from 
mature female fish, sieved, and lightly salted. The 
term "malossol" simply means "little" (маленький; 
“malenkiy”) and "salt" (соль; “sol”). Other popular 
roes – much less expensive – are those from 
Whitefish, Lumpfish, and Salmon. Salmon eggs are 
quite large, red, and often served along with black 
and gray caviars for contrast. Most Russian red 
salmon caviar comes from Sakhalin Island or the 
Kamchatka Peninsula.  

Russia’s Birch Trees (“Betula pendula”) 
There is probably no more emblematic symbol of a 
nation than Russia’s National Tree, the birch 
(берёза; “byeroza”). A genus of over 50 species, 
one of the most common is the Silver Birch, also 
called Weeping or European Birch. A most graceful 
tree, the Silver Birch is a medium-sized, deciduous 
tree that generally grows to a height of about 15 to 
25 meters (50-80 feet). Their average life 
expectancy is short – approximately 25 to 40 years. 
Birch trunks are slender, usually around 50 
centimeters (20 inches) in diameter, although rare 
specimens can be found with trunks close to one 
meter across (three feet). Birches readily grow in the 
coldest of climates and can tolerate temperatures 
down to 50 degrees below zero (Centigrade or 
Fahrenheit). Forests of birch trees stretch across 
Russia and the Eurasian continent from the border 
with Finland to the Pacific Ocean.  
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Georgi Zhukov (1896-1974) 
Born to a peasant family, Georgi Konstantinovich Zhukov (Георгий 
Константинович Жуков) went on to become the most decorated general 
in Soviet Union history. He is widely considered to be one of the greatest 
military men of any nation in all history – and one of history’s greatest 
strategists. From 1938 to 1939, Zhukov commanded the First Soviet 
Mongolian Army Group and defeated Japan's Kwantung Army on the 
Mongolian-Manchurian border. Unknown in the West, the Battle of 
Khalkhin Gol involved over 120,000 men and was the world’s largest 
tank battle. In 1941, he was made commander of the Leningrad Front and 
led the defense of that city. He was equally successful at Stalingrad, the 
Western Front, Kalinin Front, and the Battle of Kursk. He led the Battle 
of Berlin and was present when the Germans signed the Instrument of 
Surrender. American General Dwight D. Eisenhower, the supreme Allied 
commander, was a great admirer of Zhukov and they toured the Soviet 
Union together in the immediate aftermath of the war. Despite Stalin’s 
purges and several run-ins with Nikita Khrushchev, Zhukov remained a 
popular figure in the Soviet Union until his death in 1974. He was buried 
with full military honors and is interred in the Kremlin Wall. The 
equestrian statue is in Moscow’s Manezhnaya Square (Манежная 
площадь). It is by noted Russian sculptor Vyacheslav Klykov (Вячеслав 
Михайлович Клыков; 1939-2006).  

Russian Nesting Dolls 
Properly known as "Matryoshka" (Матрёшка; lit., "little matron"), the word is the diminutive form of the 
female Russian surname "Matryona" (Матрёна). The term refers to a set of decorative, usually painted, 
wooden dolls of decreasing size that are placed one inside the next. Sets may vary in overall size and may 
contain anywhere from five to more than a dozen figures. The smallest, innermost doll is usually a baby 
formed from a single piece of wood. Most Matryoshka sets follow a common theme, that is, they may 
represent peasant women, religious figures, Christmas, Easter, or caricatures of famous politicians. The set 
above contains Boris Yeltsin, Mikhail Gorbachev, Leonid Brezhnev, Nikita Khrushchev, Joseph Stalin, 
Vladimir Lenin, Tsar Nicholas II, Catherine the Great, Peter the Great, and Ivan the Terrible.  
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General View of Central Moscow 
The overall layout of Moscow is remarkably like that 
of Paris. A navigable river divides the city more or 
less 1/3rd – 2/3rd and, also like the Paris 
Périphérique, the city is encircled by a great 
automobile ring road called the “MKAD” 
(Московская Кольцевая Автомобильная Дорога). 

Moscow (Москва): Located in the central European Russian plain, Moscow straddles the river 

of the same name which in turn connects to the Volga (река Волга), Europe’s longest river at 

3,692 kilometers (2,294 miles). Moscow’s central location and river transport favored its 

development from very early times. The city officially celebrated its 850th year in 1997 on the 

anniversary of a feast given by the Prince of Suzdal in 1147, but Nordic people, called Rus, 

settled even earlier. The city was sacked by 

Batu Khan (Бату хан; c. 1207-55), a grandson 

of Genghis Khan, and the Golden Horde in 

1237-38 and remained under Mongol control 

until the late 1400’s.  

 

Moscow was liberated by Ivan III, the “Great” 

(Иван Васильевич; 1440-1505), who brought 

Italian architects to the city to build the 

Kremlin (Московский Кремль). His 

successor, Ivan IV, the Terrible (Иван 

Васильевич; 1530-84) expanded Russia into 

Siberia and won control of the Volga. His 

architects built St. Basil’s Cathedral. From the 

14th Century, Moscow was the seat of the 

metropolitan (later patriarch) of the Russian 

Orthodox Church and by the 15th Century it 

was capital of the Russian state. Boris 

Gudonov (Борис Фёдорович Годунов; с. 

1551-1605), then the Romanovs, reigned for 

next 300 years.  

 

Moscow lost its status as capital under Peter I, 

the Great (Пётр Великий; 1672-1725). In 

1712, he moved the court to his newly-built 

city of Saint Petersburg – named for his patron 

saint. One hundred years later, in the War of 

1812, French Emperor Napoléon I (Napoléon 

Bonaparte; 1769-1821) invaded Russia, and 

after the Battle of Borodino, took Moscow, which was burned (by whom, still disputed). With 

nowhere to go and nothing to do, the French Grande Armée retreated – and suffered terribly at 

the hands of Russia’s defenders and by one of the worst winters in history. The ignominious 

return to France was vividly portrayed in Abel Gance’s 1927 epic silent film Napoléon, restored 

by Francis Ford Coppola in 1981.  

 

In the 20th Century, in 1918, the Bolsheviks returned the capital from St. Petersburg (at that time 

called Petrograd) to Moscow. In the Great Patriotic War (Великая Отечественная война; i.e., 

“European World War II”), the Germans reached within 25 miles of the Kremlin, but were 

unable to destroy it or the city. In 1991, at the Russian White House (Белый дом), then the seat 

of the Russian Republic’s parliament, Boris Yeltsin (Борис Николаевич Ельцин; 1931-2007) 

faced down a coup and shortly thereafter oversaw the breakup of the Soviet Union into fifteen 
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The Moscow Kremlin  
The word "Kremlin" variously means wall, fort, or 
fortress, but it is best translated as "Citadel." The site has 
been continuously inhabited since the 2nd century B.C. 
It is a fortified complex at the heart of Moscow. It 
includes four palaces, three cathedrals, several churches 
and museums, an arsenal and an armory – all 
surrounded by walls 20 feet thick and containing 20 
towers. The Kremlin is the official residence of the 
President of Russia. 

Cathedral of the Archangel Michael 
(Архангельский собор) 

sovereign republics. Many but not all of the 

newly-formed states have loosely banded 

together in a quasi-union variously referred 

to as the Newly Independent States (NIS), 

or the Commonwealth of Independent 

States (CIS).  

 

As Paris is to France, and London is to 

England, Moscow is not only Russia’s 

largest city, but the center of the country’s 

political, commercial, and cultural life. It is 

the hub of Russia’s rail network, an inland 

port, and the locus of air transportation. It 

is a manufacturing center and produces 

machinery, automobiles, chemicals, and 

textiles. Moscow’s cultural institutions 

include the Tretyakov Gallery, Pushkin 

Museum of Fine Arts, the Bolshoi Theater, 

University of Moscow, Russian State 

Library (formerly Lenin Library), State 

Historical Museum of Russia, and two 

great circuses: Moscow State Circus and 

Moscow Circus on Tsvetnoy Boulevard.  

 

Moscow is centered by the Kremlin (Кремль), which 

means a citadel or walled, fortified town. The rest of 

Moscow forms concentric rings around it. The 

Kremlin is the heart of Russia’s presidential and 

military authority. Red Square, Lenin’s Mausoleum, 

the GUM department store, and St. Basil’s Cathedral 

– all major landmarks – are located adjacent to the 

Kremlin. Its original towered walls were completed 

in 1157, ten years after Moscow’s founding. It is a 

self-contained city with a multitude of palaces, 

museums, including the Ivan the Great Bell Tower; 

Arsenal and Armory; Tsar Cannon and Tsar Bell; 

Senate; and the Terem, Faceted, and Great Kremlin 

Palaces.  
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Tsar Cannon and Tsar Bell 
Within the Kremlin Walls are the world’s largest 
cannon and the world’s largest bell.  

“GUM” - State Department Store  
Here’s a mouthful – in full it’s 
Государственный Универсальный 
Магазин, (“Gosudarstvenniy Universalnyi 
Magazin”). No wonder it’s simply referred 
to as GUM!  

As the seat of 

the Eastern 

Orthodox 

Church, some 

of the 

Kremlin’s most 

magnificent 

structures are 

its churches, 

located in 

Cathedral 

Square. These 

include the 

Cathedral of 

the Assumption 

(where Ivan the 

Great defiantly 

tore up the charter binding Moscow to Mongol rule); Church of the Deposition of the Robe; 

Cathedral of the Archangel Michael; Cathedral of the Annunciation; Cathedral of the Twelve 

Apostles; and the Patriarch’s Palace.  

 

Running alongside one of the Kremlin’s walls is Red 

Square (Красная площадь) and at one end of the 

square is St. Basil’s Cathedral (Собор Василия 

Блаженного), a splendor of colors and shapes. Its 

domes, cupolas, arches, towers, turrets, and spires, 

each bearing a distinctive pattern and hue, have 

fascinated visitors since its construction in the 1550s. 

The cathedral was built in commemoration of Ivan the 

Terrible’s (Иван Грозный; 1530-84; lit., “awesome” 

or “fearsome”) capture of the Mongol stronghold, 

Kazan. Its proper name is the Cathedral of the 

Intercession; its popular name comes from the prophet 

who foretold the Moscow fire of 1547. The nighttime 

illumination of St. Basil’s is especially enchanting.  

 

On the other side of Red Square, across from the 

Kremlin, is “GUM” (ГУМ), an acronym representing 

state department store. Now privatized, there are 

hundreds of luxury (as well as ordinary) shops within 

this major arcade. The fountains inside are a popular 

meeting spot for young people. Back across the square 

is Lenin’s Tomb (Мавзолей Ленина). Designed by 

Alexei Shchusev (Алексей Викторович Щусев; 

1873-1949) in 1924, the mausoleum is a modern, 

somewhat stark, pyramid composed of cubes. Built of 
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Lenin’s Tomb (Мавзолей Ленина) 
Lenin died of a stroke on January 21, 1924. While his body lay in state, the Soviet Politburo discussed ways to 
preserve it – over the objections of his widow and siblings. Joseph Stalin gave instructions to install a memorial for 
Lenin's embalmed remains at the Kremlin wall and his casket was deposited in a temporary wooden vault. A design 
competition was held to select and build a new, permanent Mausoleum. The acclaimed architect Alexei Shchusev 
(1873-1949) was chosen. Shchusev also designed Moscow’s Art Nouveau Kazansky Rail Terminal. His design for the 
tomb incorporated elements from ancient mausolea, such as the Saqqara Step Pyramid in Egypt and the Persian 
Tomb of Cyrus the Great. The Mausoleum has since functioned as a government reviewing stand during public 
parades. Although there has been discussion of burying Lenin, to date, his body remains in the Mausoleum. 

red granite (for Communism) and black labradorite (for mourning), both sides, when facing the 

front, are flanked by rows of Colorado blue spruce. What they or their color represents (if 

anything) is unclear.  

 

Immediately behind Lenin’s Tomb, and resting within the Kremlin walls, are the crypts of 

numerous leaders and soviet heroes, including former premier, Leonid Brezhnev (Леонид Ильич 

Брежнев; 1906-82); the first man into space, Yuri Gagarin (Юрий Алексеевич Гагарин; 1934-

68); Bolshevik Mikhail Kalinin (Михаил Иванович Калинин; 1875-1946); Royal family 

murderer Yakov Sverdlov (Яков Михайлович Свердлов; 1885-1919); Kyrgyzstan-born 

Mikhail Frunze (Михаил Васильевич Фрунзе; 1885-1925); KGB Chief Felix Dzerzhinsky 

(Феликс Эдмундович Дзержинский; 1877-1926); and an American – journalist and communist 

sympathizer, John Reed (1887-1920), author of Ten Days that Shook the World.  

 

The once all-day wait for admission to Lenin’s Tomb has disappeared and now one can enter (on 

specified days and times) virtually at will. Inside, the visitor is presented with an eerie, somewhat 

macabre, view of Lenin’s preserved body in his crystal casket. He appears to be made of 

translucent wax. The secret Russian technique of corpse preservation has also been used for Mao 

Zedong’s body, lying in state in Tiananmen Square, Beijing; Hồ Chí Minh’s remains, on display 

in Hanoi, Vietnam; Kim Il-Sung’s body in the Kumsusan Mausoleum in Pyongyang, North 

Korea; and formerly (since cremated), Suuk Baatar’s body in his mausoleum in Ulaan Baatar, 

Mongolia. Several years ago, there was much 

talk about removing Lenin’s body and burying 

him, but the idea seems to have lost its 
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Cathedral of Christ the Savior 
(Храм Христа спасителья) 

The original Cathedral, consecrated in 1883, 
was a memorial to the defeat of Napoleon. 
Tchaikovsky's "1812 Overture" debuted 
there. In 1931, it was demolished on the 
orders of Stalin who wished to build a 
monument to Communism on the site. 
That never happened; instead the giant hole 
in the ground became the world’s largest 
outdoor swimming pool. From 1990 to 
2000, an exact replica of the original was 
built. Its height is 103 meters (338 feet), 
making it the tallest Orthodox church in 
the world.  

Bolshoi Theatre (Большой театр) 
Not to be missed – if you’re fortunate enough to 
be in town during the season and can obtain tickets. 
In its storied history, the “Big” Theatre has seen 
innumerable historic performances. The above 
photo, taken by the author, is from a performance 
of Pyotr Tchaikovsky’s “Swan Lake” (Лебединое 
озеро). It premièred at the Bolshoi on Feb.20, 1877.  

impetus. Photos inside are strictly forbidden. Don’t 

ask me where the one here comes from – I’m not 

talking.  

 

One of Moscow’s newer attractions is the Cathedral 

of Christ the Savior (Храм Христа Спасителя), 

rebuilt at the personal behest of Boris Yeltsin. Stalin 

had demolished the original Cathedral in 1931 along 

with countless other churches and monuments. Over 

300 feet high and glittering with gilded domes and 

crosses, the massive cathedral is a magnificent symbol 

of the largest construction boom in Moscow’s recent 

history. All over the city, architects and workmen are 

renovating historic buildings, erecting new 

monuments and museums, and enriching city life. 

Anyone familiar with Moscow ten or twenty years 

ago will be amazed at how much – in a positive 

fashion – the city has changed.  

 

Finally, for getting around, Moscow’s grand 

underground subway (Московский метрополитен; 

simply called the “Metro”) system is hard to beat. The 

first and still the finest of the metro stations 

were the product of Stalin’s initial five-year 

plan. The system was begun in 1931 and 

opened four years later.  

 

Describing the metro requires the use of 

several superlatives: First, it’s very 

inexpensive. Until only a couple of years 

ago, it literally cost a few cents. Modern 

life, and budgets what they are, it now costs 
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Vladimir Ilyich Lenin (1870–1924) 
Born Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov (Владимир Ильич Ульянов) in a small 
town along the Volga River, he grew up to be a lawyer, politician, 
orator, intellectual, philosopher, revolutionary, and communist. In 
1887, when he was 17 years old, his eldest brother Alexander Ulyanov 
was hanged for participating in an assassination attempt against Tsar 
Alexander III.  
 
Starting from his time in university, Lenin studied the works of Karl 
Marx and published radical socialist materials. In 1895, he was arrested 
for plotting against the Tsar. He spent 14 months in solitary 
confinement; then was exiled to Siberia for three years. In 1900, 
when the term of his exile was complete, he moved to Europe for the 
next five years. It was during this time that he adopted the "nom de 
guerre" of Lenin (Ленин). It comes from the Lena River in Siberia. He 
returned to Russia to support the 1905 Revolution, but returned to 
Europe in 1907 after its collapse. He returned to St. Petersburg for 
the 1917 Revolution and was greeted as a hero. Lenin and his 
Bolshevik Party ultimately were to take control. Lenin was elected the 
Party’s first Chairman – head of the new government.  
 
Lenin’s health was not good. It declined further from the effects of 
two bullet wounds (the results of assassination attempts) and three 
strokes, the last of which left him mute and bed-ridden until his 
death in 1924 at the age of 53. Three days after his death, Petrograd 
was renamed Leningrad in his honor. The city kept that name until 
1991 when the Soviet Union dissolved and the city re-took its original 
name of St. Petersburg.  

about a dollar a ride. Second, its stations are inordinately deep, said to have been built to 

withstand aerial bombing from the Germans, or later, a nuclear attack from America. Next, its 

escalators speed like roller coasters, the fear of lawsuits would never allow such fast ones in the 

U.S. Lastly, its architecture is magnificent. Whether the station’s style is 1940s Stalinist Art 

Deco, European baroque palatial, or 1960s Soviet modernist – riding the city’s rails was 

something to remind “Moscovites” (москвич) and fellow traveling “Comrades” (товарищ) just 

how good life was in the Soviet Union.  
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Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin (1878–1953) 
One of the greatest mass-murderers of all time, Stalin will be 
remembered in history books for his purges, his use of the secret 
police NKVD, his cult of personality, his treachery, and his paranoia. 
Estimates among experts vary considerably, partially depending on 
whether the victims of 1932-33 famine are included, but at minimum 
the number of those he murdered are as few as 3 million – and at the 
upper range, 30 million. No one will ever know for certain. Rough 
estimates place the number of victims of his repression, the Gulags, 
and executions at between 4 and 10 million. If famine victims are 
counted, another 10 to 15 million deaths may be added.  
 
Stalin was born Joseph Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili (Иосиф 
Виссарионович Джугашвили) in Gori, a small town in central 
Georgia about 75 kilometers west of the capital, Tbilisi. His parents 
were working people. His early schooling was good for the time, but 
he was rebellious and never completed secondary education. Rather, 
he became interested in the works of Karl Marx and Vladimir Lenin. 
He joined the Bolshevik Party at the age of 25. His early 
revolutionary activities got him into trouble with the Imperial 
authorities and he was exiled seven times to Siberia – each time he 
managed to escape. It was during these years that he took his 
revolutionary name “Stalin” (Сталин) derived from the Russian word 
for steel. 
 
By the time of the 1917 Revolution, he was a full participant at the 
highest levels of Bolshevik leadership along with Lenin. After Lenin’s 
stroke in 1922, Stalin’s role and power increased considerably, despite 
Lenin’s now-growing fear of him. From 1922 until his death in 1953, 
Lenin was General Secretary of the Communist Party and the 
undisputed leader of the country. His defenders will state that he 
successfully prosecuted the Great Patriotic War against the forces of 
German Nazi Fascism and saved the Soviet Union.  
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Moscow and her “Seven Sisters” 
Moscow (Москва), a city of over 10,000,000 persons, is a 
big place with many things to do and many places to see. A 
good place to start is Red Square, for within or adjacent to it 
are St. Basil’s Cathedral, GUM Department Store, Lenin’s 
Tomb, and the Kremlin. Within the Kremlin’s walls, you’ll 
find the State Armory and Arsenal Museums, Great Kremlin 
Palace, Ivan the Great Bell Tower, Palace of Congresses, 
Patriarch's Palace, Tsars Terem Palace, Faceted Palace, and the 
Presidium and Senate Buildings. You’ll also find Cathedral 
Square, site of Arhangelskiy (Archangel), Uspenskiy 
(Assumption), and Blagoveshenskiy (Annunciation) 
Cathedrals. Finally, there’s the world’s largest cannon and 
bell:  the Tsar-cannon (never fired) and Tsar-Bell (never 
rung).  
 
Behind the Kremlin from Red Square, you’ll find the Great 
Patriotic War Memorial including the Tomb of the 
Unknown Soldier. A little further afield, along the Moscow 
River, is the newly-rebuilt Cathedral of Christ the Savior and 
the Peter the Great Monument. No one should see Moscow 
without taking a ride on the city’s justifiably famous Metro 
system – probably the world’s finest. Depending on one’s 
interest in the arts, this list of "must-see" places would 
include the Tretyakov Gallery, Pushkin Museum of Fine 
Arts, State Historical Museum, Bolshoi Theatre, and the 
Moscow State Circus. There are many public parks; two of 
the best are Gorky Park and Neskuchniy Garden.  
 
For fans of architecture, a Moscow highlight is the set of 
Stalinist Towers, known in English as the "Seven Sisters." 
Russian’s know them as Stalin's tall buildings, (Сталинские 
высотки). They were built from 1947 to 1953 in a Soviet 
neo-Gothic, quasi-Art Deco style, often merely called 
"Stalinist," for Stalin was personally involved in virtually 
every decision regarding their construction – including the 
choice of architects.  
 
In descending order of height, the Seven Sisters are: the main 
building of Moscow State University (240 meters), the 
tallest building in Europe from its completion until 1990. It 
is still the world’s tallest school building; Hotel Ukraina (206 
meters), the tallest hotel in the world from 1957 until the 
Peachtree Plaza Hotel in Atlanta, Georgia opened in 1975. It 
is now the Radisson Royal Hotel; Kotelnicheskaya 
Embankment Apartments (176 meters); Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs (172 meters); Kudrinskaya Square Building (160 
meters); Hilton Moscow Leningradskaya Hotel (136 meters); 
and the Dushkin Red Gates Administrative Building (133 
meters).  
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In similar design, a new 8th sister in Moscow has joined the 
group – the Triumph-Palace (Триумф-Палас), a 57-story, 
1,000-unit luxury apartment building. (Another 9th 
likeness, the Triumph of Astana (142 meters), was built in 
Kazakhstan in 2006). When the Triumph-Palace was 
completed in 2003, it was the tallest building in Europe, at 
264 meters. It held that record only until Moscow’s 
Naberezhnaya Tower C Building (268 meters) in 2007; then 
Moscow’s City of Capitals Building (301 meters) in 2008.  
 
There is one more, well-known, comparable building, the 
Palace of Culture and Science (Polish: “Pałac Kultury i 
Nauki”), located in the center of Warsaw, Poland. It was 
built as a token of friendship by the Russians for the Poles 
and it is sometimes called the "8th Sister." Although new 
skyscrapers are sprouting up all over Poland and Eastern 
Europe, the Palace remains the tallest building in Poland at 
231 meters. From 1955 to 1957, it was the tallest building in 
Europe. Many Poles are ambivalent about their "sister," you 
can’t visit it without someone telling you that the best views 
of Warsaw are from the building – because that’s the only 
place in the city where you cannot see it.  
 
On the right, starting from the preceding page, from top to 
bottom, the Sisters pictured here are: the Hotel 
Radisson/Ukraina, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Kudrinskaya 
Square Building, Triumph-Palace, the Palace of Culture and 
Science in Warsaw (at night), and Kotelnicheskaya 
Embankment Apartments.  
 
If the "wedding cake" style of these skyscrapers seems 
familiar, it is – think the Manhattan Municipal Building (177 
meters) and the Empire State Building (443 meters), both in 
New York. They were the inspiration for Stalin’s architects. 
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“M” – Symbol of the Moscow Metro 

Metro (метро): It’s probably safe to assume 

that most readers of this book – and those 

planning on or perhaps presently on a Trans-

Siberian Railroad journey – enjoy something 

about trains, train transportation, and riding 

the rails. If so, while in Moscow, a visit to the 

city’s Metro is not to be missed. It’s one of the 

great tourist attractions of the city as – most 

would agree - it is the most beautiful 

underground rail system in the world.  

 

Formally known at the Moscow Metropoliten 

(Московский метрополитен), but always 

referred to as the “Metro,” the system’s track 

mileage and breadth of coverage rank it 

favorably with the metros of London, Paris, 

New York, and Tokyo. Opened in 1935 with a single 11 kilometer line, it was the first 

underground rail system of the Soviet Union. As of 2016, it had twelve lines serving over 180 

stations and a route length of just over 300 kilometers (190 miles). For comparison, New York’s 

Subway mileage is 209 (337 km); the Paris Métro has 214 kilometers (133 miles); London’s 

Underground has 402 kilometers (250 

miles); and the Tokyo Metro (Japanese: 東

京メトロ; Romanization: Tōkyō Metoro) 

has 203 kilometers (126 miles).  

 

Weekday ridership on the Moscow system 

is over seven million persons, placing it 

second busiest in the world, after Tokyo. 

Up until 1991, a single admission was only 

several cents. That’s changed, but it’s still a 

bargain at about one dollar a ride – and the 

ride is unlimited. Like the New York City 

Subway, one can ride all day – as long as 

you don’t exit the system – for a single fare. 

The fare cards of many of the newer metro 

systems around the world today charge 

fares according to the distance traveled on 

one ride.  

 

Here’s an assortment of a number of the 

most famous and beautiful Moscow Metro 

stations.  
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Mayakovskaya Station Central Platform 

Mayakovskaya Station Ceiling Mosaic 

 

Mayakovskaya (Маяковская станция) 

Zamoskvoretskaya Line: Named after the 

Russian Futurist poet and revolutionary 

Vladimir Mayakovsky (Владимир 

Владимирович Маяковский; 1893-1930), 

this Art Deco Stalinist-style station is 

regarded as one of the most elegant in the 

world. Mayakovsky was one of the early 20th 

Century’s most creative and brilliant poets. 

He shot and killed himself at the age of 36. 

He is interred at Novodevichy Cemetery 

(Новодевичье кладбище) – the most famous 

cemetery in Moscow and final resting place of 

many of Russia’s most illustrious citizens. 

There is a bust of Mayakovsky in the 

vestibule of the station.  

 

Completed in 1938, Mayakovskaya Station features an immense central hall supported by 

stainless steel and pink rhodonite (a precious stone) columns which soar up to a ceiling decorated 

with subdued lighting surrounding 34 socialist realist mosaics by Alexander Deyneka 

(Александр Александрович Дейнека; 1899-1969). In keeping with the overall modernist-

futurist tone of the station, the theme he created is called the “24-Hour Soviet Sky.” Almost all 

of the mosaics have an aeronautical motif. The 

idea is that the underground metro rider can lift 

his or her head and see the bright Soviet future 

envisioned by the poet Mayakovsky. Deyneka 

is also buried in Moscow’s Novodevichy 

Cemetery  

 

The architect of Mayakovskaya station was 

Alexei Dushkin (Алексей Николаевич 

Душкин; 1904-77), one of the most renowned 

Soviet railway and metro architects. Among 

other works, he created the remarkable metro 

stations of Kropotkinskaya (1935), Ploshchad 

Revolyutsii (1938), Avtozavodskaya (1944), 

and Novoslobodskaya (1952). Dushkin was 

also the chief architect of the Red Gates 

Administrative Building, one of Seven Sisters, 

and he was part of the group who planned Stalin’s Palace of the Soviets (Дворец Советов). 

 

Komsomolskaya (Комсомольская станция) Koltsevaya Line: Considered by many to be the 

most magnificent, classically-styled, of all Moscow’s many beautifully decorated Metro Stations, 

this 1935 station features vaulted yellow baroque ceilings inlaid with sumptuous frescoed 

medallions, recessed lighting, and ornate chandeliers.  
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Komsomolskaya Station 

Mother Russia 
Pavel Korin’s Komsomolskaya Station 
ceiling mosaic representing Russia’s 
defeat of the Nazis. The panel is just 
over 31 square meters in size and 
weighs over three tons. It is composed 
of some 300,000 mosaic tiles.  

 

Named for the Communist Union of Youth 

(Комсомоль), the station is underneath 

Moscow’s busiest above-ground transportation 

hub, Komsomolskaya Square 

(Комсомольская площадь). Also popularly 

known as “Three Station Square” (Площадь 

трёх вокзалов) or simply “Three Stations” 

(Три вокзала), it is the meeting place of 

Moscow’s three busiest and most famous 

railway stations: Leningradsky, Yaroslavsky, 

and Kazansky. Yaroslav Terminal is the main 

station for the Trans-Siberian Railroad Lines.  

 

Komsomolskaya Station was designed by 

Alexei Shchusev (Алексей Викторович 

Щусев; 

1873-1949), best known for his two master works, 

Moscow’s Kazan Railway Station and Lenin’s Mausoleum. 

Although trained in the use of traditional Russian 

architectural motifs, his bold imagination ranged across 

such themes from the Art Nouveau incorporated in the 

design of the Kazan Rail Station to the constructivist 

elements along with the ancient themes of the Saqqara Step 

Pyramid and the Persian Tomb of Cyrus for the Lenin 

Tomb on Red Square. Shchusev’s remains are entombed in 

Novodevichy Cemetery.  

 

A highlight of the station is the series of eight very large 

ceiling mosaics by Pavel Korin (Павел Дмитриевич 

Корин; 1892-1967), who also created the stained glass 

murals in the Novoslobodskaya Metro Station. The theme 

of the mosaics is the historical Russian fight for freedom 

and independence. This is expressed in a chronological 

timeline extending from the 1242 Alexander Nevsky Battle 

on the Ice to the 1945 Battle of Berlin and the defeat of the 

Nazis. Korin said that his inspiration for the mosaics came 

from a speech by Joseph Stalin at the Red Square Parade 

of 1941 where he recounted the catastrophic losses of the 

Nazi invasion and extolled the troops to remember the 

heroism of their forebears. As with so many of Russia’s 

artists and other luminaries, Korin is also buried in 

Novodevichy Cemetery.  
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Prospekt Mira Station 

Elektrazovodskaya Station 

Prospekt Mira (Проспект Мира) Koltsevaya 

Line: Now named for the avenue under which 

it lays, Mira Avenue, (Mir means both “peace” 

and “world”), this lavish 1952 station is 

decorated in white marble walls, carved 

vaulted ceilings, and beautiful chandeliers. Its 

highlight is the glazed-ceramic, extensively-

detailed, bas relief frieze that runs along the 

walls throughout the entire length of the 

station.  

 

Originally named Botanichesky Sad 

(Ботанический Сад), after the nearby 

Botanical Gardens of Moscow State 

University, this Metro station’s overall theme 

is that of agriculture. Another nearby station 

bears the botanical garden name today.  

 

Elektrozavodskaya (Электрозаводская станция; lit., “Electricity Factory Station”) Arbatsko-

Pokrovskaya Line: Named for the nearby electric light bulb factory, this brilliant Art Deco 

metro station from 1944 celebrates electric power and light. Architect Vladimir Shchuko’s 

(Владимир Алексеевич Щуко; 1878-1939) most creative idea was the brilliantly-illuminated 

ceiling consisting of over 300 circular inset incandescent electric lights.  

 

In celebration of the pioneers of electricity, the 

corner niches of the station’s ground level 

hexagonal vestibule feature medallions with 

bas-reliefs of Benjamin Franklin, William 

Gilbert, Mikhail Lomonosov, Michael Faraday, 

Pavel Yablochkov, and Alexander Popov. The 

suburban commuter railway station, also called 

Elektrazavodskaya, is above the surface close 

by.  

 

Ploshchad Revolyutsii (Площадь 

Революции; i.e., “Revolution Square”) 

Arbatsko-Pokrovskaya Line: The station is 

named for the square under which it lies. It is 

one of the main squares in central Moscow and 

altogether there are three Metro stations 

beneath it. The architect of the station was Alexei Dushkin (Алексей Николаевич Душкин; 

1904-77), whose work includes the Kropotkinskaya (1935), Mayakovskaya (1938), 

Avtozavodskaya (1944), and Novoslobodskaya (1952) metro stations, as well as the Red Gates 

Administrative Building, one of the “Seven Sisters” Moscow skyscrapers.  
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Ploshchad Revolyutsii Station 

Kievskaya Station  
(Arbatsko-Pokrovskaya Hall) 

Opened in 1938, Ploshchad Revolyutsii Station 

displays red and yellow marble arches faced 

with black Armenian marble. The spaces 

between the arches are each flanked by a pair 

of heroic bronze sculptures by Matvey 

Manizer (Матвей Генрихович Манизер; 

1891-1966), a prominent Russian sculptor of 

the socialist realism school. A total of 19 

different sculptures set in rows of four that 

traverse the width of the station (a total of 76 

bronzes) depict the people of the Soviet Union, 

including soldiers, farmers, athletes, writers, 

aviators, industrial workers, and 

schoolchildren. One of the statues, that of a 

frontier guard, includes a dog (four dogs 

altogether). Their noses are always shiny; it’s a 

custom to rub one when passing for good luck. The sculptor Manizer is buried in Novodevichy 

Cemetery.  

 

Kievskaya (Киевская станция): There are three Kievskaya Metro stations. All are named for 

the Kievskiy Rail Terminal (Киевский вокзал) which lies above them and connects to each. The 

railroad station was built between 1914 and 1918 and was originally called the Bryansk Rail 

Terminal after the city and oblast of Bryansk (Брянск), located about 375 kilometers southwest 

of Moscow – next to Ukraine and Belarus. The station’s name was later changed to reflect the 

rail service to Kiev and the friendship with Ukraine.  

 

The first Kievskaya Metro Station, now on the 

Filyovskaya Line, was built into the original 

system in 1937. It is nicely decorated with tall, 

octagonal pillars crowned with elaborate 

capitals. The station platform is patterned with 

Ukrainian designs in red, white, and gray 

granite.  

 

In 1953, a new, sumptuously-decorated, 

Kievskaya Station on the Arbatsko-

Pokrovskaya Line was added and for a period 

of five years replaced the former Kievskaya 

Station. The original station later reopened as 

part of the then-new Filyovskaya Line.  

 

The Arbatsko-Pokrovskaya Line Kiev Station 

was the first post-Stalin addition to the 

Moscow Metro system. Its construction was 

personally overseen by Nikita Khruschev (Никита Сергеевич Хрущёв; 1894-1971), himself a 

Ukrainian. The white-plastered baroque ceiling is decorated with a series of frescoes by various 
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Arbatskaya Metro Station 
Station 

Kievskaya Station (Koltsevaya Hall) 

artists depicting traditional life in Ukraine. The massive square pylons are faced with white 

marble and topped with elaborately patterned glazed ceramic tile employing a Ukrainian motif.  

 

In 1954, a third and only slightly less lavish 

Kievskaya Station was added to the Metro 

system, this one on the Koltsevaya Line.  

 

The ceilings are white plaster, lighted with 

classic chandeliers and the space between the 

pylon-arches is filled with several dozen 

elaborately-carved emblems surrounding 

colorful mosaics depicting scenes from 

Ukrainian folk life and Soviet history. The 

color scheme and flooring in all three Kiev 

Stations is similar.  

 

Arbatskaya (Арбатская станция) Arbatsko-

Pokrovskaya Line: At the time of its 

construction and completion in 1953, Arbat 

Station was the deepest in Moscow at 41 meters (135 feet) below ground. It replaced the 

previous station which had been damaged by German aerial bombing in World War II. Because 

of this experience, it was built to serve as a 

bunker and intended to shelter many persons. 

Thus, it was constructed especially large - its 

platform is the second longest in the system at 

250 meters.  

 

The station’s most unusual and lovely feature, 

to form the station’s main tunnel platform, is 

its use of great ellipses rather than the usual 

circular design,. This aesthetically pleasing 

design, along with the formal clean white 

appearance, presents a great sense of 

spaciousness.  
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Park Pobedy Escalator – Europe’s Longest 

Park Pobedy Station 

Park Pobedy (Парк Победы; lit., “Victory 

Park”) Arbatsko-Pokrovskaya Line: Opened 

in 2003, this is Moscow’s first new Metro 

station of the 21st Century. The sleek, modern, 

marble-lined terminal is the city’s deepest 

station at 86 meters (282 feet) underground 

and the third deepest metro station in the 

world, after Kiev’s Arsenalna Station and 

Saint Petersburg’s Admiralteyskaya Station. 

Because of its great depth, it also contains the 

longest escalators in Europe; each one is 126 

meters (413 feet) and has 740 steps. The 

escalator ride to the surface takes 

approximately three minutes.  

 

Due to a variety of financial and construction 

considerations, the Park Pobedy Metro is the only station where passengers must board and exit 

trains in different locations depending on their intended direction. There are actually two 

separate parallel station platforms although at present only the inner pair of tracks in each is 

functioning. Future development on the line will claim the outer set.  

 

To help prevent confusion, the architects of the twin stations chose an identical design but with 

opposite color schemes. The pylons of the inbound platform (the north hall, heading downtown) 

are faced with grey marble on their inner faces and red marble on their side panels. The outbound 

(the south hall, heading away from downtown) 

platform pylons are decorated in exactly the 

opposite color scheme; that is, the inner-facing 

façades of the pylons are covered with red 

marble and the side panels are pale grey. The 

two platform halls are connected by a small 

bridge near the center. All the marble surfaces 

are highly polished and both stations have an 

ultra-modern, gleaming look.  

 

The ends of each of the twin stations are 

decorated with large enameled panels. One, at 

the end of the north hall (inbound platform), 

depicts the Russian General staff responsible 

for halting Napoléon’s campaign against 

Russia in the War of 1812 (Отечественная 

война 1812 года; known in Russia as the 

“Patriotic War of 1812”). The other, in the south hall (outbound platform), portrays the Great 

Patriotic War (“World War II”).  

 

The panels were created by Zurab Konstantines dze Tsereteli (Зураб Константинович 

Церетели; 1934-present), a controversial – some say brilliant, some say kitsch – Georgian-
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Novoslobodskaya Station 

Zurab Tsereteli’s Enamel Panels in the Park Pobedy Metro Stations 

Russian sculptor and artist. His works include the reconstruction of Moscow’s new Cathedral of 

Christ the Savior, the giant statue of Peter the Great which lies in the Moscow River, and the 

106-foot bronze rectangular tower known as the “Tear of Grief” Memorial, commemorating 

New York’s World Trade Towers. That latter statue was a gift from Russia to the United States 

and lies on the banks of the Hudson River in Bayonne, New Jersey overlooking lower 

Manhattan.  

 

Novoslobodskaya (Новослободская станция) Koltsevaya Line: Opened to the public in 1952, 

this unique Art Deco-inspired station features 32 floor-to-ceiling stained glass panels which are 

illuminated from within. The station’s architect was Alexei Dushkin and this was to be his final 

great metro project.  

 

It is said that Dushkin had been fascinated 

with the beauty of stained glass. However, 

because the use of stained glass is associated 

with the Roman Catholic Church, and thus 

deemed unacceptable by both Orthodoxy and 

the Communist Party, Russian artists do not 

have a tradition of working with it. For the 

project, Dushkin consulted with the artist 

Pavel Korin (Павел Дмитриевич Корин; 

1892-1967) who had done the mosaics in 

Komsomolskaya Metro Station. It was he who 

created the artworks for the panels. The rest of 

the station is designed around them; each 

individual panel is set into an elaborate bronze 

border.  

 

For their actual construction, the well-known Latvian artists E. Veylandan, E. Krests, J. Bodniek, 

and M. Ryskin, were commissioned. To complete the station, at one end of the central platform 

is a great mosaic by Korin entitled “Peace throughout the World.”  
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Ceiling Mosaic from Belorusskaya Station 

Kropotkinskaya Station 

 

Belorusskaya (Белорусская станция) 

Koltsevaya Line: There are two Belorus 

Metro stations: the first opened in 1938 on the 

Zamoskvoretskaya Line; the second was 

completed in 1952 and is on the Koltsevaya 

Line. They connect to one another and each 

connects and are named for nearby 

Belorusskiy Railway Station (Белорусский 

вокзал) which serves Belorus and Western 

Europe.  

 

Both stations have elaborately decorated white 

plaster ceilings, but the Belorus Station on the 

Koltsevaya Line is further detailed by a dozen 

inlaid octagonal mosaics portraying themes of 

Belorus life. In addition, its platform is 

intricately tiled to resemble a traditional Belorussian quilt.  

 

Kropotkinskaya (Кропоткинская станция) Sokolnicheskaya Line: Also designed by Alexei 

Dushkin, this station opened in 1935 as part of the first metro line (Line 1). It was originally 

called Dvorets Sovetov Station (Дворец Советов станция; “Soviet Palace Station”) and kept 

that name until 1957 when it was renamed in honor of Peter Kropotkin (Пётр Алексеевич 

Кропоткин; 1842-1921). Kropotkin was a naturalist, philosopher, anarchist, and communist – 

and one of the most brilliant minds of the 20th Century. He too is buried in Novodevichy.  

 

The station is the largest in the Moscow system and is designed with an understated elegance. Its 

great size and spaciousness is emphasized by its use of narrow white marble flared columns. 

Illuminated at their tops, the columns are said 

to have been inspired by the Temple of Amun-

Re at Karnak, Luxor, Egypt.  

 

The station was originally planned to serve the 

enormous Palace of the Soviets envisioned by 

Stalin – and the ostensible reason for the 

destruction of the Cathedral of Christ the 

Savior in 1931. The Palace project was 

cancelled in 1953 by Nikita Khrushchev, 

leaving the Metro station as the only part of 

the complex that was actually built.  

 

The massive hole in the ground left by the 

destruction of the Cathedral became the 

Moskva bassein (Москва бассейн; i.e., 

“Moscow Pool”) – the world’s largest outdoor public swimming pool for over thirty years. 

However, beginning in about 1990, Moscovites campaigned to bring the cathedral back. After 
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Taganskaya Station 

Novokuznetskaya Station 

ten years of construction, a newly rebuilt replica of the original cathedral was consecrated in 

2000. After some controversy, the cathedral’s reconstruction was primarily overseen by architect 

Zurab Konstantines dze Tsereteli. With several notable exceptions (mainly the bas relief exterior 

bronzes), the church is an exact copy of the original.  

 

Taganskaya (Таганская станция) 

Koltsevaya Line: Opened in 1950, this 

elegant station is named for nearby above-

ground Taganka Square (Таганская 

площадь). Because Taganka Square is located 

on a hill, the metro station is one of the 

deepest (53 meters; 174 feet) in the system. 

 

The Taganskaya Metro Station is best known 

for its high white walls and ceilings decorated 

with cream- and blue-glazed Maiolica ceramic 

panels that pay tribute to various groups of 

military servicemen, e.g., pilots, tank 

commanders, sailors, etc. Altogether, there are 

a total of 48 panels located on each face of the 

supporting pylons.  

 

Novokuznetskaya (Новокузнецкая станция) Zamoskvoretskaya Line: Opened on schedule in 

1943 in the middle of the Great Patriotic War (“WWII”), this station is a tribute to Russia’s 

fighting forces – of all periods. Its highly-ornamented, plastered ceiling features seven 

spectacular octagonal mosaics on the theme of wartime industrial production. Running the length 

of the station, at the base of the ceiling, are a pair of twin opposing bas-reliefs frieze depicting 

the Red Army in action.  

 

The station’s wall decorations include cast 

bronze portraits of a number of historic 

Russian war heroes including Mikhail 

Kutuzov (Михаил Илларионович Кутузов; 

1745-1813) and Alexander Nevsky 

(Александр Ярославич Невский; 1220-

1263).  

 

Kutuzov served during the reign of three 

Romanov Tsars, including Catherine the 

Great. He is credited with stopping 

Napoléon’s Grande Armée in the Battle of 

Borodino in the War of 1812. One of Russia’s 

highest military awards is the Order of 

Kutuzov (Орден Кутузова).  
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Novokuznetskaya Ceiling Mosaic 

Park Kultury (Koltsevaya Hall) 

Almost as much a myth as a flesh and blood human being, Alexander Nevsky is perhaps the 

most important figure of medieval Rus. He rose to legendary status for his role in conquering the 

Swedes on the frozen River Neva, near what is now St. Petersburg, in 1240. It was from this 

victory that the 19-year-old Alexander was 

given the sobriquet Nevsky (means “of the 

Neva”). Veneration of Alexander as a saint 

began shortly after his death. He was 

“glorified” (Orthodox equivalent of Roman 

Catholic canonized) a Saint of the Russian 

Orthodox Church in 1547.  

 

Novokuznetskaya Station is named for 

Novokuznetsk (Новокузнецк), a heavily-

industrialized city of over half a million 

people in the Kuzbass region of south central 

Siberia. Kuzbass (Кузбасс) is the Russian 

contraction for “Kuznetsk Basin” (Кузнецкий 

бассейн), one of the richest coal mining areas 

of the world.  

 

Park Kultury (Парк культуры) Koltsevaya Line: There are two “Culture Park” Metro 

Stations, both are named after the nearby Maxim Gorky Park. The first station opened on the 

Sokolnicheskaya Line in 1935. Its inspiration is Greek. The station is adorned with two rows of 

22 marble pillars and its walls are decorated with brown and white porcelain tiles.  

 

In 1950, a second Park Kultury station opened, this one on the Koltsevaya Line. The newer 

station features grey marble walls, a Greek-inspired floor tile decoration, vaulted ceilings lighted 

by classic chandeliers, and a set of 26 circular bas-reliefs which depict sporting and other leisure 

activities of Soviet youth.  

 

The two stations were originally named 

Tsentralnyi Park Kultury i Otdykha imeni 

Gorkovo (Центральный Парк Культуры и 

Отдыха имени Горького; “Maxim Gorky 

Central Park of Culture and Leisure”) – quite 

a mouthful. This was shortened at the time of 

the 1980 Moscow Olympics to make it easier 

for tourists to use the station. After the 

Olympic Games, the shorter name remained. 

The original long name still appears in bronze 

letters next to Gorky's image at one end of the 

platform.  
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Park Kultury Bas Relief 
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Saint Petersburg – “Venice” of the North 

Tsar Peter I the Great 
His policy of modernization 
transformed a backwards Tsardom into 
a major European Empire. Portrait 
(1838) by Paul Delaroche (1797–1859). 
Original in Paris, France.  

Saint Petersburg (Санкт-Петербург): 

Lying about 650 kilometers (400 miles) to the 

northwest of Moscow, Saint Petersburg is the 

most northern city in the world with over one 

million people. It is only seven degrees south 

of the Arctic Circle and on a latitude equal to 

Stockholm, Helsinki, Anchorage, and 

southern Greenland. It is Russia’s 

westernmost great city.  

 

Saint Petersburg was established in 1703 by 

Tsar Peter I the Great, (Пётр Алексеевич 

Романов or Пётр I or Пётр Великий; 1672-

1725) as a “Window to the West” – his 

attempt to bring Russia (drag kicking and 

screaming if necessary) into modern, 

European life. It is one of the most beautiful 

cities of Europe and the world. Peter started 

his great project by establishing 

Petropavlovsk (Петропавловск; lit., “St. 

Peter and Paul”) Fortress on Zayachy Island 

(Заячий остров; “Hare Island”) in the midst of a 

marshland of some 100 islands and canals on Neva River 

(река Нева) at the entrance to the Gulf of Finland on the 

Baltic Sea. It was one of the most difficult sites ever 

chosen for the construction of a major city. The 

descriptions of the hardships endured by the workers 

building in the cold and mud are almost beyond 

comprehension.  

 

The city’s site was not unknown to Peter – or to Russia. It 

had been the place of Alexander Novgorod’s defeat of the 

Swedes in 1240. He was given the name Nevsky (“of the 

Neva”) in honor of his victory at this place. His battle on 

the ice-frozen river is breathtakingly portrayed in Sergei 

Eisenstein’s 1938 film classic, Alexander Nevsky. Over 

time, Sweden had reclaimed the area, but during the 

Great Northern War (1700-21), Peter retook it. He was 

determined to make use of this Baltic location to enable 

Russia to become a sea-faring nation equal to the other 

European powers. Peter died in 1725. His immediate 

heirs moved the capital back to Moscow – but not long 

afterwards, their successors, including Catherine the 

Great (Екатерина II Великая; 1729-96) and Alexander I 
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Petropavlovsk Cathedral 
The cathedral is the first and oldest 
landmark of St. Petersburg. Built 
between 1712 and 1733, it houses the 
world's tallest Orthodox bell tower at 
123 meters (402 feet). Its golden 
cupola is crowned with a gilded angel-
topped spire.  

The Romanov Dynasty (1613-1917) 
The Imperial House of Romanov (Романов) ruled 
over Russia for just over 300 years – until the 
monarchy was abolished by the February Russian 
Revolution. It’s tough to keep score without a 
scorecard. Here’s a listing of all its rulers and the 
dates of their birth, beginning of reign, and end of 
reign (usually death date): 
 
Mikhail I   1596-1613-1645 
Alexis I    1629-1645-1676 
Fyodor III   1661-1676-1682 
Ivan V    1666-1682-1696 
Peter I the Great   1672-1682-1725 
Catherine I   1684-1725-1727 
Peter II    1715-1727-1730 
Anna    1693-1730-1740 
Ivan VI    1740-1740-1741 
Elizabeth   1709-1741-1762 
Peter III    1728-1762-1762 
Catherine III the Great  1729-1762-1796 
Paul I    1754-1796-1801 
Alexander I   1777-1801-1825 
Constantine I   1779-1825-1825 
Nicholas I   1796-1825-1855 
Alexander II the Liberator  1818-1855-1881 
Alexander III   1845-1881-1894 
Nicholas II   1868-1894-1917 

(Александр I Павлович; 1777-1825), re-established it. 

Saint Petersburg remained the capital from 1732 until the 

Russian Revolution in 1918.  

 

At the beginning of the First World War, the name Saint 

Petersburg was perceived to be too “German,” so in 1914 

the city was renamed Petrograd. It kept that name until 

after Lenin’s death in 1924 when it was renamed 

Leningrad. It was called Leningrad until 1991 when its 

residents voted to restore its original name, St. 

Petersburg.  

 

St. Petersburg has witnessed many revolutions. The first 

in 20th Century history began in 1905. On “Bloody 

Sunday,” the morning of January 9th, thousands of 

striking workers, their wives and children, marched into 

the square at the Winter Palace to present a petition for 

relief 

to Tsar 

Nicholas II (Николай II or Николай 

Александрович Романов; 1868-1918) They 

were met by soldiers who began firing on the 

crowd, killing hundreds (according to some 

accounts, thousands) of demonstrators. In the 

massacre’s wake, popular opposition to the 

Tsar galvanized, civil unrest broke out and, 

after the disastrous Russo-Japanese War (1904-

05), the government was forced to accept 

popular demands for reform.  

 

Unfortunately, Tsar Nicholas had no serious 

intention of making good on his promises and 

popular discontent and radical political 

movements arose. The government’s inept 

conduct during the First World War created an 
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Peter the Great’s Crypt 
Petropavlovsk Cathedral is the final resting 
place of almost every Russian Emperor and 
Empress from Peter the Great and 
Catherine the Great to Nicholas II and his 
family.  

Alexander Column 
The column is so perfectly set that 
there is no attachment to its base. It’s 
topped with an angel holding a cross; 
the angel’s face is said to be that of 
Alexander I.  

enormous surge of dissent and in February 1917, 

another revolution began. It started with the army’s 

refusal to put down strikes in Moscow and St. 

Petersburg. The army called for an end to the war. 

The February Revolution put an end to the Russian 

monarchy. By March, Nicholas had no choice but to 

abdicate.  

 

The October Revolution began the following autumn. 

It also started in Petrograd and ultimately brought 

Vladimir Lenin to power. A provisional government 

had assumed control under the leadership of moderate 

Aleksandr Kerensky (Александр Фёдорович 

Керенский; 1881-1970), but his government failed to 

gain popular support or restore civil order. By 1918, 

Lenin had organized the Bolshevik Party. On the 

night of October 26, the Party staged an armed coup 

d'état by storming across Palace Square and seizing 

the Provisional Government in their headquarters at 

the Winter Palace. Shortly thereafter, Lenin returned 

the capital to 

Moscow.  

 

Of all the 

Soviet “hero” 

cities of the Great Patriotic War, St. Petersburg may 

arguably be the most heroic. Out of little more than sheer 

hate, Adolph Hitler (1889-1945) vowed to destroy this 

magnificent city and exterminate her people. Over a 

million persons died here – mostly starved to death – 

between September 1941 and January 1944 – a 900 day 

siege. In comparison, the U.S. and England combined lost 

700,000 men in World War II. The siege of Leningrad and 

the tenacity of her people are one of the most dramatic 

stories of courage in the 20th Century.  

 

St. Petersburg is a large city with many sights worth 

seeing. It could take a week to see them all – try to give it 

at least a couple of days. Listed below are some of the 

city’s finest attractions:  

 

The Bronze Horseman (Медный всадник; literally the 

“Copper Horseman”): Commissioned by Catherine II the 

Great, the statue is to St. Petersburg as the Statue of 

Liberty and the Eiffel Tower are to New York and Paris. 

It is the symbol of the city. Catherine, a German princess 
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Palace Square 
The most celebrated building on the square is 
Bartolomeo Rastrelli’s baroque green and white Winter 
Palace, which gave the square its name. It was the official 
residence of the Russian tsars from 1732 to 1917.  

“The Bronze Horseman” 
The equestrian statue of Peter the 
Great is the iconic symbol of St. 
Petersburg. Cast by the renowned 
French sculptor Étienne Maurice 
Falconet (1716-91), it took 12 years, 
from 1770 to 1782, to create. The 
statue's pedestal is the enormous 
“Thunder Stone,” claimed to be the 
largest stone ever moved by man 
(1,250 tons). The statue was 
immortalized in a narrative poem 
written by Aleksandr Pushkin in 1833. 
The statue takes its name from the 
poem. The Bronze Horseman is 
approximately 6 meters tall (20 feet); 
the pedestal another 7 meters 
(25 feet), for a total of about 13 meters 
(45 feet).  

by birth, had married into the Romanov line. After the 

assassination of her husband, she was anxious to connect 

herself to Russia. She did not want to be regarded as a 

foreign “German” in the eyes of her people. Thus, she did 

her utmost to portray herself as Peter the Great’s rightful 

heir. The base of the statue is inscribed “Catherine the 

Second to Peter the First, 1782.”  

 

The Statue draws its popular name from the 1833 poem 

The Bronze Horseman, by Aleksandr Pushkin (Александр 

Сергеевич Пушкин; 1799-1837). From different angles, 

the rearing equestrian statue seems to be benevolent, then 

malevolent; inspiring, then terrifying. In the poem, the 

statue comes to life and menaces the hapless clerk 

Yevgeny who has cursed it for causing the death of his 

beloved.  

 

The Peter & Paul Fortress (Петропавловская 

крепость): Peter’s first priority in the building of his new 

capital was the defense of the approaches to the Neva 

River delta. Thus in 1703, Petropavlovsk Island became 

his first major construction project. The main attraction of 

the fortress is the Peter and Paul Cathedral, begun as soon 

as the fortress had been constructed. Its most noticeable 

feature is the elegant, tall, thin spire – designed to rise 

higher than Moscow’s Ivan the Great 

Bell Tower as the tallest structure in 

Russia. The cathedral holds the crypts of 

most of the Romanov monarchs. In July 

of 1988, amid controversy and over the 

initial objections of Orthodox clerics, the 

remains of Russia’s last tsar, Nicholas II, 

and his family were interred.   
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Triumphal Arch  
The grand triumphal arch of the 
General Staff Building commemorates 
the Russian victory over Napoleon in 
the War of 1812. Atop the arch stands a 
bronze sculpture of Victory in her six-
horsed chariot.  

Peter the Great’s Cottage (Домик Петра I): Peter’s residence during his supervision of St. 

Petersburg’s construction is a modest cottage. Because he could not afford a stone house at the 

time, he ordered the walls to be painted as if the house was made of bricks. It was built in the 

summer of 1703. The cottage provides a sense of the city’s early history and an intimate glimpse 

of Peter’s character. Unlike many of his predecessors and successors, Peter spent a considerable 

amount of time trying to act not like a tsar. At the age of fifteen, he embarked on a grand tour of 

Europe, during which time he studied a number of crafts, including working in a Dutch shipyard. 

In building his new capital, Peter is said to have frequently worked incognito among the laborers 

– although at over two meters (6 feet 8 inches) tall, it is hard to imagine how “incognito” he 

could be. His suffix, the “Great,” refers to his remarkable stature. In Russian, he is more 

commonly referred to as Peter the First (Пётр Великий).  

 

The Alexander Column and Palace Square (Александровская колонна and Дворцовая 

площадь): Erected in 1833 in commemoration of Napoleon’s defeat in 1812, and in honor of 

Tsar Alexander I, who ruled Russia between 1801 and 

1825, the Alexander monument is 47.5 meters (155 feet, 

8 inches) tall, including the pedestal. The column itself is 

the world’s largest single piece of red granite. Its height 

is 25.45 meters (83 feet, 6 inches) and its diameter is 3.5 

meters (11 feet 5 inches). It was hewn from the face of a 

cliff in Karelia, Finland over a period of two years, 

requiring the labors of thousands of workers. It was 

transported by sea on a barge specially designed for the 

purpose and took a year to complete the journey to St. 

Petersburg. On arrival, it was hoisted by 3,000 war 

veterans and hundreds of horses.  

 

The monument was designed by Auguste de Montferrand 

(1786–1858), who also designed the nearby St. Isaac’s 

Cathedral. The Alexander column is positioned in the 

center of Palace Square and aligns with the entrance to 

the Winter Palace and the triumphal arch that serves as 

the entry to the General Staff building opposite. The 

Square, St. Petersburg’s greatest central plaza, has been 

the setting of many historic events including the Bloody 

Sunday massacre of 1905 and the October Revolution of 

1917.  

 

The General Staff Building (Здание Главного штаба): 

Commissioned by Tsar Alexander I in 1819, the 

neoclassical General Staff building is situated to formally 

balance the facing Winter Palace. The building was 

designed by Karl Rossi (1775–1849) and constructed between 1819 and 1829. The edifice is a 

580 meter-long (1,900 feet) bow-shaped facade, consisting of two wings, separated by a tripartite 

triumphal arch. Part of the building is still used by the military and is not open to the public. 

Another section of it has been turned over to the Hermitage Museum.  
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St. Isaac’s Cathedral 
This massive edifice rests on over 10,000 tree trunks, 
sunk as foundation supports in the marshy banks of the 
Neva River by an army of serf laborers. Its magnificent 
dome is said to have inspired those of the Capitol in 
Washington, D.C. and the Helsinki Cathedral.  

Cathedral of Our Lady of Kazan 
The Cathedral is one of many dedicated to Our Lady of Kazan, the 
protector and patron of that city. Probably the most venerated icon 
in all of Russian Orthodoxy, she represents the Virgin Mary.  

 

The Admiralty (Адмиралтейств 

коллегия): Established by Peter the Great 

on December 12, 1718, The Admiralty was 

the supreme body for the administration of 

the Imperial Russian Navy. The Empire-

style building was constructed between 

1806 and 1823 as its headquarters. It was 

designed by Andreyan Zakharov (Андреян 

Дмитриевич Захаров; 1761-1811). It is 

best known for its impressive central tower 

and crowning golden spire. Rising to a 

height of over 60 meters (200 feet), the 

spire is topped by a golden weather-vane in 

the form of a frigate – which has also 

become a symbol of St. Petersburg.  

 

St. Isaac’s Cathedral (Исаакиевский 

Собор): Dominating the skyline of St. 

Petersburg, St. Isaac’s gilded dome is 

covered with over 90 kilograms (200 

pounds) of pure gold. The Cathedral soars 

90 meters (300 feet) into the air, making it visible from the Gulf of Finland. It is the largest 

Orthodox cathedral in St. Petersburg. It was commissioned by Tsar Alexander I in 1818 and took 

40 years to complete. Its French architect, Auguste de Montferrand, lavished dozens of kinds of 

stone and marble into the enormous structure and filled its vast interior with frescoes, mosaics, 

bas-reliefs, and the only stained glass window in Russian Orthodoxy. By the time it was 

completed, its cost was over twenty million rubles.  

 

Cathedral of Our Lady of 

Kazan (Казанский 

кафедральный собор): This 

cathedral is one of the most 

magnificent – and most unusual 

– landmarks of St. Petersburg. 

Built in 1811 by Andrei 

Voronikhin (Андрей 

Никифорович Воронихин; 

1759-1814), its plan is a brilliant 

compromise among a number of 

competing architectural 

imperatives. It is modeled on St. 

Peter’s Basilica in Rome. Its 

semicircular colonnade faces 

north to conform to the formal 

layout of Nevsky Prospekt. But, 
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Mariinsky Theatre 
The Mariinsky has been the venue for premieres of 
the works of Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, Mikhail 
Glinka, Modest Mussorgsky, Pyotr Ilyich 
Tchaikovsky, and Sergei Prokofiev, among others.  

Tsar’s Box at the Mariinsky 

the orientation of the church itself was dictated 

by the Orthodox church. Its authorities decreed 

that the church altar and entrance must follow 

an east-west alignment. Thus, the church sits 

sideways at the center of the colonnade, its 

main entrance facing west.  

 

Mariinsky Theatre (Мариинский театр): 

Better known in the west as the Kirov (the 

name it received during the Soviet era), this 

historic theatre has returned to its original 

name, Mariinsky, in honor of Maria 

Alexandrovna (Marie of Hesse and by Rhine; 

1824-80), wife of Tsar Alexander II 

(Александр II Николаевич; 1818-81)  

 

Opened in 1860 as an opera house, its 

reputation rests on the ballet that was added to 

its repertoire two decades later. Its troupes 

have been renowned from its earliest days. Its 

choreographer, Mikhail Fokine (Михаил Михайлович Фокин; 1880-1942), is widely 

considered to be the founder of modern ballet. Fokine was the choreographer for Sergei 

Diaghilev’s (Сергей Павлович Дягилев; 1872-1929) Ballets-Russe from 1909 to 1914 and 

several of the Mariinsky’s finest dancers were members of this 

company. Luminaries of the dance world that have performed 

at the Mariinsky include Anna Pavlova, Tamara Karsavina, 

Vasily Nijinsky, Marina Semenova, George Balanchine, and 

Galina Ulanova. During the Cold War, the Mariinsky 

maintained its traditions despite numerous difficulties, 

including the defection of a number of its greatest dancers, 

among them, Rudolf Nureyev, Natalia Makarova, and Mikhail 

Baryshnikov. Viewing a performance at the Mariinsky is a 

highlight of any visit to St. Petersburg; tickets should be 

obtained as far in advance as possible.  
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Mariinsky Theatre 
Scheherazade (Шехерезада), 
the Arabian Nights tale from 
“The Book of 1,001 Nights” 
was set to music by Nikolai 
Rimsky-Korsakov in 1888. It 
is perhaps his most well-
known work. It was 
choreographed for ballet by 
Mikhail Fokine. The photo 
was taken by the author in 
1996 at a performance of the 
Mariinsky.  

Church of the Savior on Spilled Blood 
One of the tragic ironies of history is that the enlightened Russian 
monarch, Tsar Alexander II the “Liberator” (Александр Освободитель), 
known as a liberal reformer and emancipator of the serfs, was assassinated 
by radical revolutionaries and succeeded by his 36-year old ultra-
conservative, reactionary son Alexander III. On March 13, 1881, as 
Alexander's carriage passed alongside the Catherine Canal, a hand-held 
bomb was thrown by an anarchist conspirator and exploded. The Tsar was 
shaken but unhurt. Although counseled by his guards to leave the area, he 
got out of the carriage and started to speak with the presumed culprit. 
Another conspirator came out of the crowd and exploded another bomb, 
killing himself, and mortally wounding the Tsar. Alexander, bleeding 
heavily, was taken to the Winter Palace where he died a few hours later.  
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Cathedral of the Resurrection of Christ  
(Собор Воскресения Христова) is the official name of the church 

Church of the Savior on Spilled Blood (Храм Спаса на Крови): This picture-postcard favorite 

is one of the top tourist attractions of St. Petersburg. It’s a masterpiece of Russian Orthodox 

architecture. It is built on the spot where Alexander II (Александр II Николаевич; 1818-81) was 

assassinated in 

March of 1881. 

The Emperor was 

killed by 

revolutionaries 

who threw a bomb 

at his royal 

carriage. 

Construction of 

the church began 

in 1883 by Tsar 

Alexander III 

(Александр III 

Александрович; 

1845-94) as a 

memorial to his 

father. It was 

completed during 

the reign of 

Nicholas II 

(Николай II 

Александрович 

Романов; 1868-

1918) in 1907 and officially called the “Church of the Resurrection of Christ.” It is a Museum of 

Mosaic Art and contains over 7,500 square meters of spectacularly crafted mosaics – more than 

any other church in the world. The mosaics were designed by the most prominent Russian artists 

of their time. The church was reopened in August 1997, after 27 years of painstaking restoration 

work.  

 

Smolny Cathedral (Смольный сабор): The Smolny Convent of the Resurrection consists of a 

complex of buildings of which the most prominent is the main cathedral. It was originally 

intended to house Empress Elizabeth (Елизавета Петровна 1709-62), the daughter of Peter the 

Great, after she was denied succession to the throne and contemplated instead to become a nun. 

She was instead to gain the throne and rule quite brilliantly for 20 years. The Smolny complex 

was designed and built between 1748 and 1764 by Italian-born, Russian-naturalized architect 

Francesco Bartolomeo Rastrelli (Франческо Бартоломео Растрелли; 1700-71). His other works 

include the Winter Palace and the Catherine Palace in Tsarskoye Selo. The Smolny Convent was 

Rastrelli’s last and most ambitious project. The original plans included a bell-tower which was to 

become the tallest building in St Petersburg and all of Russia.  

 

Empress Elizabeth’s death prevented Rastrelli from completing his grand design. The new 

empress, Catherine II the Great, dismissed baroque architecture as “old-fashioned” Chantilly 

(French: “whipped cream”) and pushed the aged architect into retirement. It was finally 
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Smolny Cathedral 
The Cathedral is the centerpiece of the 
convent. A pastel blue and white baroque 
edifice, it is a masterpiece of Bartolomeo 
Rastrelli, whose works include the Winter 
Palace, Grand Catherine Palace at Tsarskoye 
Selo, Grand Palace at Peterhof, and many 
other St. Petersburg landmarks. 

Yusupov Palace 
For many visitors and history buffs, the Palace is 
best-known as the site of Rasputin’s assassination. 

completed in 1835 by the Russian architect Vasily 

Stasov (Василий Петрович Стасов; 1769-1848).  

 

The nearby Smolny Institute (Смольный институт), 

named after the convent, served as Lenin’s residence 

and Bolshevik headquarters during the October 

Revolution and for several months thereafter – until 

the government moved to the Kremlin in Moscow. The 

Institute was also the site of Sergei Kirov’s (Сергей 

Миронович Киров; 1886-1934) assassination. After 

1991, the Smolny was used as the seat of St. 

Petersburg’s mayor (governor after 1996) and city 

administration. Vladimir Putin worked there from 

1991 to 1997.  

 

Yusupov Palace or Moika Palace (Дворец 

Юсуповых на Мойке; lit., “Palace of the Yusupovs 

on the Moika,” and also called Мойки дворце): Built 

around 1770, the palace is most renowned from the 

period 1830 to 1917, when it belonged to the House of 

Yusupov, a fabulously wealthy family of Russian 

nobles. Over the years, many famous architects have 

designed or re-designed the palace, resulting in a large 

mix of architectural styles. Its interiors are among the 

most spectacular in the city. The building was 

expropriated by the Soviet authorities after the October 

Revolution. Now a museum, its magnificent interior 

houses a Palace of Culture for Educators.  

 

State Hermitage Museum and the Winter 

Palace (Государственный Эрмитаж and 

Зимний дворец): Founded in 1764 by 

Catherine the Great, the Hermitage is one of the 

oldest, largest, and finest museums in the 

world. Its only meaningful comparison is the 

Louvre in Paris. The entire complex is 

comprised of six main buildings, four of which 

constitute the museum. These are the Winter 

Palace, Small Hermitage, Old (also called 

Large) Hermitage, and New Hermitage. The 

other two, the Hermitage Theatre and the 

Auxiliary House, are not generally open to the 

public. In addition, the eastern wing of the 

adjacent General Staff Building, Museum of 

Porcelain, and Menshikov Palace are part of the 

museum.  
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The Winter Palace from Palace Square 

Hermitage Winter Palace 
The Pavilion Room 

Hermitage Winter Palace 
Small Italian Skylight Hall 

 

From 1732 to 1917, the Winter Palace was the 

official residence of the Russian Tsars. It was 

constructed on a monumental scale and its 

interiors were decorated in lavish opulence. 

The original design of the Palace was by the 

Swiss-Italian architect Domenico Trezzini (ca. 

1670-1734) who created the “Petrine” (after 

Peter) Baroque style of Russian architecture. 

Several of his other significant contributions to 

St. Petersburg are the Kronstadt, Alexander 

Nevsky Monastery, and the Petropavlovsk 

Cathedral. Extensive restoration work on the 

Winter Palace was supervised by the similarly 

talented designer Francesco Bartolomeo 

Rastrelli.  

 

With the exception of the Louvre in Paris, there is no 

museum that rivals it in size and quality. The Palace 

contains over 1,000 rooms. It would take years to see all 

of its collections. At last count, the Museum held over 

three million works, of which only a relatively small 

amount is on display at any one time. The Hermitage has 

the largest collection of paintings in the world. It is 

particularly strong 

in Italian 

Renaissance and 

French 

Impressionist 

paintings. It also 

possesses 

outstanding 

collections of 

works by 

Rembrandt, 

Picasso, and 

Matisse. There is an 

excellent Greek and 

Roman antiquities collection and its exhibits of Siberian 

and Central Asian art are unsurpassed.  
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Fyodor Dostoevsky’s Grave 
at Tikhvin Cemetery 

Grigori Rasputin (1869–1916) 
Grigori Yefimovich Rasputin (Григорий Ефимович Распутин) was a filthy, 
illiterate, debauched peasant and self-proclaimed holy-man, who had 
mesmerized Tsar Nicholas II and especially his wife, Tsaritsa Alexandra, 
with his alleged supernatural powers and ability to control the Tsesarevich 
Alexei's haemophilia. The Tsar and Tsaritsa considered him a man of God 
and a prophet (in Russian, a "starets"; старец), an elder, holy-man, or 
monk-confessor). Rasputin’s ability to manipulate the Royal family posed 
a real threat to the country. On the night of December 16-17, 1916, Prince 
Felix Yusupov and a group of the city's nobles conspired to murder the 
man they felt threatened the stability of the Empire. Rasputin was led 
down to the cellar of Yusupov Palace where they served him cakes and red 
wine laced with cyanide. According to legend, Rasputin was unaffected, 
although he’d been given enough poison to kill five men. The conspirators 
shot him four times. As they neared his body, they found him still alive; 
they clubbed him to death. His body was bound, wrapped in a carpet, and 
thrown into the half-frozen Neva River. Rasputin clawed his way free and 
tried to break through the ice, but he could not. He finally drowned. 

 

 

Nevsky Prospekt (Невский проспект): With its broad, spacious avenues, magnificent 

architecture, the River Neva and its myriad canals connected by over 1,000 bridges, St. 

Petersburg is a city meant to be enjoyed from the water and on foot. In Europe, perhaps only 

Venice and Amsterdam offer such similar opportunities for scenic cruises and promenades. As 

for promenades, New York has its Fifth Avenue; Paris, the 

Avenue des Champs-Élysées; and in St. Petersburg, no one 

should leave the city without taking a stroll down Nevsky 

Prospekt – the main, and most prestigious, avenue of the city.  

 

Starting at the Admiralty, it runs to the Moscow Railway 

Station and, after a turn at Vosstaniya Square, continues to 

the Alexander Nevsky Monastery (Александр Невский 

лавра), home of the relics of Alexander Nevsky (the city’s 

patron saint) and the Tikhvin Cemetery (Тихвинское 

кладбище). The Tikhvin (and the adjacent Lazarev 

Cemetery) are St. Petersburg’s equivalents to Moscow’s 

Novodevichy Cemetery and the Cimetière du Père-Lachaise 

in Paris. For here, you will find the final resting places of 

Fyodor Dostoevsky, Alexander Borodin, Mikhail 

Lomonosov, Alexander Suvorov, Mikhail Glinka, Nikolai 

Karamzin, Modest Mussorgsky, Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky, 

Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, Fyodor Stravinsky, Karl Ivanovic 

Rossi, Sergei Witte and many other famous Russians.  
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The Red Arrow – One  
of the world’s classic trains 

Craving Caviar? (икра; “ikra”)
You won’t find any better – along with countless 
other delicacies – than in the "Eliseevskiy Magazin" 
or Eliseyev Emporium (Елисеевский Магазин), St. 
Petersburg’s splendid art nouveau home of 
epicurean delights. 

Some of the main sights along Nevsky 

Prospekt include the Rastrelli-designed 

Stroganov Palace (Строгановский дворец); 

Kazan Cathedral; the art nouveau-inspired 

House of Books (Дом книги), the most 

famous book store of St. Petersburg; Eliseyev 

Culinary Emporium (Елисеевский 

Магазин); a number of 18th Century 

churches, a Catherine the Great monument; 

the Passage (Пассаж), an elite 19th Century 

shopping arcade; Gostinyi Dvor (Гостиный 

двор), another covered arcade, this one from 

the 18th Century, is the city’s largest 

department store; the Russian National 

Library; and Anichkov Bridge (Аничков 

мост), the first and most famous bridge across 

the Fontanka River (река Фонтанка) with its 

four magnificent horse statues, The  Horse 

Tamers, designed by the Russian sculptor, 

Baron Peter Klodt von Urgensburg. The 

horses rank among the city’s most 

recognizable landmarks. Life along this grand avenue, in all its glory, was described by Nikolai 

Gogol in his short story Nevsky Prospekt.  

Saint Petersburg’s Moscow Station (Московский вокзал): Coming or going from Moscow 

and St. Petersburg is easy. Naturally there are numerous daily flights, but there are also several 

dozen trains a day. Traditionally, most persons 

would take an overnight train between the two 

cities. And many still do. Timetables are set so 

that almost all trains depart between 10PM and 

12 midnight; then arrive the next morning 

anywhere between 5AM and 9AM. 

One of the most famous of the overnight rail 

services is the “Red Arrow” (Красная 

стрела), which has been operating since 1921. 

Every evening, it leaves Moscow at 23:55 and 

arrives eight hours later the next morning in 

St. Petersburg at 7:55. The same times are 

scheduled when departing from St. Petersburg 

and going to Moscow. It’s the Number 002 

from Moscow and the Number 001 when 

leaving St. Petersburg. 
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“Spalny vagon luxe kupé” 
on the Red Arrow 

Some of the other well-known overnight rail services are the “Samara” (Самара), Numbers 

107/108, 7H43M; “Smena-A. Betankur Dvukhetazhniy” (Смена-А. Бетанкур двухэтажный), 

Numbers 025/026, 8H16M; the “Baltikskiy Express” (Балтийский экспресс), Numbers 

033/034, 7H24M; the “Saint Petersburg-Moscow Double Decker” (Санкт-Петербург – Москва 

двухэтажный), Numbers 005/006, 7H57M; the “Lev Tolstoy” (Лев Толстой), Numbers 

031/032, 6H39M; the “Express” (Экспресс), Numbers 003/004, 9H; the “Grand Express” 

(Гранд Экспресс), Numbers 53/54, 8H56M; the “Megapolis” (Мегаполис), Numbers 19/20, 

8H49M; the “Artika” (Арктика), numbers 015/016, 8H32M; and the “Volga” (Волга), Numbers 

059/060, 8H21M. There are others - and note that a number of these overnight trains depart and 

arrive at different stations in both Moscow and St. Petersburg.  

Understandably, some people don’t wish to spend a night 

on the train. For them, there are several fast daytime 

options. Formerly, the fastest train between the two cities 

was the “Nevsky Express” (Невский экспресс), Numbers 

747/748, 4H5M. It has a maximum speed of 200 

kilometers per hour (125 miles per hour) and has no 

intermediate stops. There is also the “Aurora” (Аврора), 

Numbers 159/160, 5H30M and the “Lastochka” 

(Ласточка;  “Swallow”), Numbers 801/802, 7H43M.  

But all these preceding speeds fell by the wayside in 

2009, when Russia introduced its first bullet train, the 

Sapsan (Сапсан; “Peregrine Falcon”). It has a maximum 

speed of 325 kilometers per hour (200 miles per hour) and 

makes the journey over a dozen times a day in 3½ to 4 

hours. When further upgrades are made to the tracks, the 

Sapsan is planned to run even faster and connect the two 

cities in just three hours.  

The most commonly used rail terminal in Moscow for 

traffic to St. Petersburg (but by no means the only station) is Leningrad Station (Ленинградский 

вокзал), the oldest of Moscow’s nine main railway terminals. It was built between 1844 and 

1851 to serve the Empire’s first long-distance passenger train service. The station’s located on 

Komsomolskaya Square and serves north-western directions. In addition to St. Petersburg, trains 

from Leningrad Station go to Murmansk; Pskov; Petrozavodsk in Karelia; Tallinn, Estonia; and 

Helsinki, Finland.  

St. Petersburg’s most commonly used terminal for Moscow-bound trains is Moscow Station 

(Московский вокзал). It is located on Vosstaniya Square, fronting Nevsky Prospekt. Similar in 

architectural style (in fact a near twin) to Moscow’s Leningrad Station, it was built at the same 

time, also completed in 1851. Both stations were built to the same design by architect Konstantin 

Thon (Константин Андреевич Тон; 1794–1881), the official architect of Imperial Russia during 

the reign of Tsar Nicholas I. Some of his other major works include the original Cathedral of 

Christ the Savior, the Grand Kremlin Palace, and the Kremlin Armory, all in Moscow.  
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Sapsan – Russian Rail for the 21st Century 
It’s a modified German "ICE" Train (wider for 
Russia’s broad gauge) manufactured by Siemens of 
Germany as part of a joint venture with Russian Rail. 

We’ll end our discussion of these two so very 

different, yet quintessentially Russian, cities 

here. Whether you visit Moscow and Saint 

Petersburg at the beginning or end of your 

Trans-Siberian Rail journey – try not to miss 

either of them. Both would be included in any 

list of the great cities of the world.  
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Chapter 3 – Moscow to Vladivostok on the Trans-Siberian Line 

KM 0: Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Station 
Western Terminus of the Trans-Siberian 

Routes of the Trans-Siberian Lines: Running east out of Moscow, with some minor

variation, all four of the Trans-Siberian trains follow the same basic route (although the stops 

vary on different trains). Eventually however, this changes. Several kilometers after Taishet, at 

Kilometer 4519, the route has its first great split at BAM Junction. There, diverging from the 

main line, another line begins – a northern route. This is the beginning of the Baikal-Amur 

Mainline (Байкало-Амурская Магистраль) otherwise known as the BAM (БАМ). Like the 

Trans-Siberian Mainline train, it too ends at the Pacific Shore. However, instead of ending at 

Vladivostok, the BAM ends almost one thousand kilometers further north at the port cities of 

Vanino and Sovetskaya Gavan. From Vanino, there is continuing rail-ferry service to Sakhalin 

Island and then ground transportation to its chief city Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk.  

Staying on the main route of the Trans-Siberian, 1,100 kilometers further east from the BAM 

divide, the rails again separate – for here, shortly after Ulan-Udé, is another alternate route. At 

Km 5655, near the town of Zaudinsky, a southern branch of the mainline veers off and heads 

toward the Mongolian border. This is popularly known as the Trans-Mongolian Line and it 

passes through Mongolia’s capital city of Ulaan Baatar on its way to Beijing, China.  

Another junction to yet another Trans-Siberian route is a little further down the main line, at 

Kilometer 6305, at Tarskaya, just after Karymskaya. Here, the rails again divide and the Trans-

Manchurian Line begins. This line, like the Trans-Mongolian, also ends in Beijing, but it crosses 

through the northern Chinese regions of Inner Mongolia and Manchuria – not through Mongolia. 

It’s a longer route from Moscow to Beijing than the Trans-Mongolian, but formerly was popular 

due to the difficulty of obtaining a Mongolian visa. As that is no longer a problem, the Trans-

Manchurian is today the less popular of the two routes to China.  

In this chapter, we’ll describe the first and still classic route of the Trans-Siberian Railroad – the 

all-Russia route from Moscow to Vladivostok. In subsequent chapters, we’ll pick up where the 

Trans-Siberian branches off to its various 

alternative routes – either to the Pacific 

Coast or Beijing. Listed below are all of 

the possible stops along the route of the 

Trans-Siberian, and many, if not all of the 

more memorable, interesting, or historic 

places along the way. Names in bold 

indicate a stop by one of the major trains 

on the Trans-Siberian route. Typeface in 

blue indicates a passage over water, and 

type in red reflects crossing a border. 

➢ Km 0: Moscow Yaroslavskiy

Railway Station (Москва 

Ярославский вокзал) – Located on the 

northeast corner of Komsomolskaya 

Square (Комсомольская площадь), 

Yaroslavskiy has the highest passenger 
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Kilometer 0: 100th Anniversary 
Commemorative Post at 
Yaroslavskiy Rail Station 

Moscow’s Leningrad Rail Station 

traffic of all the nine Moscow rail terminals, over 300 

trains per day. The station was designed by renowned 

Russian Art Nouveau architect Fyodor Schechtel 

(Фёдор Осипович Шехтель; 1859-1926) and 

completed in 1904. It is named for the ancient city of 

Yaroslavl, 284 kilometers to the east. By Schechtel’s 

design, the station emulates a medieval fairy-tale 

version of a traditional Russian Tyerem (Терем; 

“Fort”). Its sister rail station is located in Vladivostok – 

for it is built in the same eclectic style. It is well worth 

arriving early to allow time to see this noteworthy rail 

terminal inside and out.  

 

In fact, it’s worth arriving extra early in order to see the 

two other majestic rail stations on Komsomolskaya 

Square: Leningradskiy (Ленинградский вокзал) and 

Kazanskiy (Казанский вокзал).  

 

Leningrad Station, as its name implies, is the terminal 

for service to and from Saint Petersburg, including the 

new Sapsan (Сапсан; “Peregrine Falcon”) high-speed 

rail. The station also serves domestic destinations to the 

northwest, such as Pskov and Murmansk, plus the 

international destinations of Tallinn, Estonia and 

Helsinki, Finland. It is Moscow’s first and oldest rail 

station, built under the personal supervision of Tsar Nicholas I and opened in 1851. After his 

death, the station was re-named for him, but then re-named again by the Bolsheviks after the 

October Revolution. Its twin station is Saint Petersburg’s Moscow Station, also of Italianate 

design and built at the same time. Both were designed by the brilliant classic architect 

Konstantin Thon (Константин 

Андреевич Тон; 1794-1881); he also 

built the original Cathedral of Christ 

the Savior, the Grand Kremlin Palace, 

and the Kremlin Armory.  

 

Kazan Station, on the opposite side of 

the square from Yaroslavl and 

Leningrad Stations, primarily serves 

major eastern lines such as those to 

Kazan, Chelyabinsk, and 

Yekaterinburg, as well as service to 

the southeast, Ryazan and Central 

Asia, including Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and 

Tajikistan. Occasional trains on the 

Trans-Siberian Railroad also depart 
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Moscow’s Kazan Rail Station 

KM 4: Malenkovskaya Rail Platform 

from here. The station was built on the 

design of architect Alexei Shchusev 

(Алексей Викторович Щусев; 1873-

1949). The building is meant to resemble 

the multiple tiered design of the 

Söyembikä Tower in Kazan – the symbol 

of that city. Shchusev’s best known other 

work is Lenin’s Tomb in Red Square.  

 

Komsomolskaya Square, also known as 

Three Station Square (Площадь трёх 

вокзалов), is the busiest transportation 

hub of Moscow. The square hosts these 

three great railway stations and lies above 

Komsomolskaya Metro Station, 

considered by many to be the most 

beautiful metro station in the world. If you just can’t get enough of this Square, you can also 

stay here, for this is where you’ll find one of Moscow’s Seven Sisters great towers, now the 

Hilton Moscow Leningradskaya (Гостиница Хилтон Москоу Ленинградская).  

 

➢ Km 3: Moscow-III (платформа Москва-III) – Traveling north, this is the first of many 

commuter train stations and local platforms that the express Trans-Siberian trains pass by.  

 

➢ Km 4: Malenkovskaya (платформа 

Маленковская) – Named after a local 

Soviet functionary and not, as widely 

assumed, after Georgiy Malenkov 

(Георгий Максимилианович Маленков; 

1902-88), the Communist Party leader, 

close collaborator of Joseph Stalin, and 

Premier of the Soviet Union from 1953-55.  

 

➢ Km 5: Cross the Yauza River (река Яуза) 

– The Yauza, an approximately 50 

kilometer-long tributary of the Moscow 

River (река Москва), has been mentioned 

in Russian chronicles since 1156. It is the 

first of what eventually will be hundreds of 

river crossings by the Trans-Siberian 

Railroad on its journey across Russia. For most of its length through Moscow, the Yauza is 

about 20 meters across. Within the city, it is spanned by several dozen bridges.  

 

The Yauza’s source waters begin in the Losiniy Ostrov National Park (Национальный парк 

Лосиный Остров; lit., “Moose” or “Elk” Island), Russia’s first national park, located in the 

northeast of the city and almost entirely within the city limits. It is one of the largest parks 

within a city in the world. From there, the Yauza flows north through suburban Mytishchi 
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Moscow has Nine Major Rail Terminals 

(Мытищи), then turns south and enters Moscow in the Medvedkovo District, and flows 

through the city in a meandering, generally north-south path. The Yauza ends when it joins 

the Moskva River in Tagansky District, 

just west of Tagansky Hill by the 

Kotelnicheskaya Embankment Tower.  

 

Although its headwaters arise in one of 

the most pristine and bucolic areas on 

the outskirts of the vast city of 

Moscow, the river is unfortunately 

most well known for being “the biggest 

gutter for waste in Moscow.” Of the 

more than one dozen minor tributaries 

that enter the Yauza in the city, most 

are underground sewers. Fish taken 

from the Yauza in the 1990s contained 

over 250 times the maximum allowed 

amount of petrochemical substances. In 

recent years, the Moscow city 

government has spent millions of 

Rubles attempting to clean up the river 

and eliminate the chemical factories and other industrial polluters that dumped into it. These 

efforts have been partially successful and progress is being made.  

 

➢ Km 6: Yauza (платформа Яуза) – A local platform stop named for the river. It’s the closest 

station to Losiniy Ostrov National Park; one can enter the western side of the park on foot 

from here.  

 

➢ Km 8: Severyanin (платформа Северянин; lit., “Northerner”) – This minor platform is 

surrounded by one of Moscow’s greenest zones. All the land to the east is the Losiniy Ostrov 

National Park; two kilometers to the west begins the Moscow Botanical Gardens 

(Московский ботанический сад); and just below that is the Park Ostankino (Парк 

Останкино). For tree lovers, several kilometers further west is the Arboretum 

(Дендрологический сад).  

 

➢ Km 10: Losinoostrovskaya (станция Лосиноостровская; “Moose” or “Elk” Island Station) 

– The main purpose of this minor station is not passengers; it’s a switching depot with 

hundreds of rail cars and dozens of tracks. The tracks begin to divide and multiply about one 

kilometer before the station and continue for another two afterwards before they rejoin. Both 

this station and the next are named after the Los River (река Лось; “Moose” or “Elk” River), 

which begins in the nearby Losiniy Ostrov National Park. The Los is a minor tributary of the 

Ichka (река Ичка) which is in turn is a minor tributary of the Yauza – all eventually flow 

into the Moscow River.  

 

➢ Km 12: Los (платформа Лось; “Moose” or “Elk” Platform) – A suburban platform used by 

commuters.  
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Moscow MKAD Boundary 

 

➢ Km 12: Cross the Ichka River (река Ичка) – Less than one kilometer after passing the Los 

Platform, the train crosses over this little stream. The Ichka is a short, 12 kilometer-long left 

tributary of the Yauza. Like the nearby Los River, it also arises in Losiniy Ostrov (“Elk 

Island”) National Park immediately to the east. 

From this crossing, it continues only several 

kilometers west until it joins the Yauza. 

Approximately 100 meters after passing over the 

Ichka, the rail line passes under the MKAD. 

 

➢ Km 13: Moscow City – Moscow Oblast Border 

– Here the rail line passes under Moscow’s Ring 

Road. Known as the MKAD (Московская 

Кольцевая Автомобильная Дорога), it’s a ten 

lane highway that encircles the city.  

 

The MKAD’s circumference is 110 kilometers 

and for a long time it served as the administrative 

border of the city. Although that is no longer 

entirely the case as the city limits have expanded 

in a number of unusual ways, it still is the 

boundary for most of the city.  

 

For the sake of a size comparison, the Washington D.C. Capital Beltway is 103 kilometers in 

circumference; London’s M25 Orbital Motorway is 188; the Paris Boulevard Périphérique is 

35; and Beijing’s 5th Ring Road is 98.  

 

Three hundred and fifty meters after passing under the MKAD, the Trans-Siberian exits 

Moscow city limits and enters the Moskovskaya Oblast (Московская область). The Oblast, 

although geographically smaller than most others in Russia, is nonetheless one of the largest 

in terms of population. It is home to more than seven million persons. Moscow City, which is 

an independent political entity not included in the Oblast, is almost entirely surrounded by 

the Moscow Oblast.  

 

➢ Km 14: Perlovskaya (платформа Перловская) – The platform is located in the former dacha 

village (дачный посёлок; lit., “dacha village” but often translated as “summer colony”) of 

Perlovka, now it’s in the modern suburb of Mytishchi. The first station was originally built in 

1898 to service a housing estate built by tea merchant and industrialist Vasily S. Perlov 

(Василий Семёнович Перлов; ca. 1830-1902).  

 

➢ Km 16: Taininskaya (платформа Тайнинская) – The platform is named for the village of 

Taininskoe which is located several kilometers away.  
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KM 18: Mytishchi  
Aqueduct Monument 

➢ Km 17: Cross the Yauza River (река Яуза) – The train meets and crosses the Yauza for the 

second time. It’s only a small stream here.  

 

➢ Km 18: Mytishchi (станция Мытищи) – This well-

to-do industrial Moscow suburb of about 175,000 

residents is locally famous for being the site of 

Russia’s first aqueduct. Built by the order of Catherine 

the Great in the 18th Century, it supplied the Kremlin 

with pure drinking water. In more recent years, the 

city has been the center of Russian Metro carriage 

production and tanks. Local foundries also produce 

monumental works and are the source of many of the 

Lenin statues seen all over Russia.  

 

➢ Km 19: Main Line Divides – A little more than one 

kilometer north of Mytishchi Station the rail line 

undergoes a three-way divide. The left hand western 

fork is a freight line that runs about eight kilometers, 

splits several times, and serves the large industrial 

zone to the north and west of Mytishchi. The branch 

terminates at the Moscow Brewing Company’s 

(Московская Пивоваренная Компания) headquarters 

facility, an enormous 23 hectare brewery purposely 

built to take advantage of the high quality water 

supplied by five deep artesian wells. Virtually every recognized Russian-named brand, 

foreign-licensed brand, and imported brand of beer, soft drink, and water is produced or 

distributed from here.  

 

The main central line continues north to Sergiyev Posad/Zagorsk and Yaroslavl, then east to 

Kotelnich and Kirov/Vyatka. For almost fifty years, until 2001, this was the traditional route 

of the Trans-Siberian. However, for the past dozen-plus years, almost all the Trans-Siberian 

trains instead take the right hand branch east towards Vladimir and Nizhniy Novgorod before 

turning northeast to Kotelnich and then Kirov/Vyatka. This route change shortened the 

distance to Vladivostok by about 60 kilometers.  

 

The two alternate Trans-Siberian lines re-join near Kotelnich, a city approximately 710 

kilometers (as the crow flies) northeast of Moscow and about 85 kilometers southwest of 

Kirov/Vyatka. We’ll first follow today’s current route to Kotelnich via Vladimir and Nizhniy 

Novgorod, then return to this junction and follow the traditional route through Sergiyev 

Posad and Yaroslavl. Both routes offer engaging scenery and fascinating history. Readers 

may focus on their route and the skip the alternate discussion if they wish.  

 

➢ Km 22: Podlipki Dachnye (станция Подлипки Дачные) – The town was originally called 

“Villa Podlipki.” It began as a dacha village and is now called “Podlipki Dacha.”  
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➢ Km 24: Branch Line North – Less than half a kilometer before reaching Bolshevo Platform, 

there’s a single-track side branch to the north (left) which leads 17 kilometers to Fryazino 

(Фрязино), a center for the Russian radio and electronics industries. The route is: Bolshevo 

(Болшево) → Fabrika 1 im Maya (Фабрика первая им Мая) → Zeleniy Bor (Зеленый Бор; 

“Green Forest”) → Ivanteevka-2 (Ивантеевка-Два) → Ivanteevka (Ивантеевка) → 

Detskaya (Детская; “Childrens’ Nursery”) → Fryazino-Tovarnaya (Фрязино-Товарная) → 

Fryazino-Passazherskaya (Фрязино-Пассажирская).  

 

➢ Km 25: Bolshevo (станция Болшево) – A small town known for playing a large part in the 

Soviet space program. A great deal of scientific research was conducted here.  

 

➢ Km 27: Valentinovka (платформа Валентиновка) – In the early part of the 20th Century, 

Valentinovka, Bolshevo, and Villa Podlipki were all established as “holiday villages” 

(дачный посёлок) – places outside the growing city of Moscow where people could build 

dachas and relax. Essentially, they developed so successfully because the train line was built 

through this area.  

 

➢ Km 28: Zagoryanskaya (платформа Загорянская) – This town was named after its 

founders, landowners Ivan and Alexander Kissel-Zagoryansky, who sold lots for country 

homes.  

 

➢ Km 30: Sokolovskaya (станция Соколовская) – The village was originally called 

Образцово (“Exemplary”). It was named for a great commander in the 1,400s whose bravery 

earned him that nickname.  

 

➢ Km 31: Cross the Voronok River (река Воронок) – This tiny stream begins less than 500 

meters south of the rail line. From the crossing here, it travels northeast about one kilometer 

until it merges into the right bank of the Klyazma River (река Клязьма). The 686 kilometer-

long Klyazma has its origins about 100 kilometers to the northwest in the northern Moscow 

uplands near Solnechnogorsk (Солнечногорск). From this confluence with the Voronok, the 

Klyazma continues approximately 600 kilometers east until it joins the left bank of the Oka 

River (река Ока) immediately before the village of Dubki (Дубки), about 70 kilometers west 

of Nizhniy Novgorod as the crow flies. At 1,499 kilometers long, the Oka is the longest right 

tributary of the Volga.  

 

From here, the Trans-Siberian Line more or less follows the course of the Klyazma and 

crosses it again several hundred kilometers further down the line immediately before the city 

of Kovrov (Ковров).  

 

➢ Km 32: Voronok (платформа Воронок; “Funnels”) – This unusually named town either 

takes its name from robbers who shared their wealth with the village, or from the family of 

Mikhail Voronkov, an early property owner whose name means “funnel.”  

 

➢ Km 33: Cross the Ponyri River (река Поныри) – Another small stream, this one originates 

about one kilometer to the southwest. From the rail crossing, it runs approximately two 

kilometers east to its junction with the right bank of the Klyazma.  
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Yuri Gagarin (1934-68) 
Hero of the 20th Century 

This famous bust is located on 
Cosmonauts Alley (аллея 
Космонавтов), part of the Monument 
to the Conquerors of Space 
(Монумент Покорителям космоса) in 
VDNKh (ВДНХ) Park, Moscow. 
“VDNKh” is an acronym for the 
“Exhibition of Achievements of the 
National Economy” (Выставка 
Достижений Народного Хозяйства). 
Although the Metro Station still bears 
this name, in 1992 the park was 
officially renamed to “VVTs” (ВВЦ), 
the “All Russia Exhibition Center” 
(Всероссийский выставочный центр).  

 

➢ Km 34: Shchёlkovo or Shchyolkovo (станция Щёлково) – This station is best known as the 

first in a succession of platforms that serve Star City (Звёздный городок), home of the Yuri 

Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center (GCTC), part of 

the Russian Federal Space Agency (Федеральное 

космическое агентство России), commonly called 

“Roscosmos” (Роскосмос). Once a completely secret 

and guarded military installation, the GCTC is the 

center for all training in the Russian space mission. 

Although the program is today civilian in nature, 

much of the site is still a restricted zone and off-limits 

to casual visitors.  

 

In addition to Star City, Shchёlkovo itself is a thriving 

Moscow suburb of over 100,000 persons. The city is 

known for its bakery, processed juice, and 

pharmaceutical industries. The Klyazma River (река 

Клязьма) runs through most of the town and the train 

crosses several of its minor tributaries. The rail line 

crosses the Klyazma a little further down the line and 

we’ll discuss it at that time.  

 

➢ Km 36: Gagarinskaya (платформа Гагаринская) – 

Proudly named for Yuri Gagarin (Юрий Алексеевич 

Гагарин; 1934-68), Soviet Cosmonaut and the first 

man into outer space. On April 1, 1961, he launched 

and orbited the Earth in the Vostok I (Восток I; “East 

I”) spacecraft. It was to be his only spaceflight, 

although he served as backup crew for others. He 

became a worldwide celebrity and was awarded many 

medals and honors, including the nation’s highest 

honor, Hero of the Soviet Union (Герой Советского 

Союза). Gagarin remained active in the Russian space 

program until his death on March 27, 1968 while 

flying a MiG-15 routine training mission from nearby 

Chkalovskiy Air Base. He and his flight instructor 

Vladimir Seryogin were cremated and their ashes were 

buried in the walls of the Kremlin. 

 

➢ Km 38: Chkalovskaya (станция Чкаловская) – This station is adjacent to Chkalovskiy 

Airport (Чкаловский аэропорт). Also called Chkalovskoye (Чкаловское), it’s a military 

base that supports Star City, the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center, and other 

elements of the Soviet space program under the Russian Federal Space Agency.  
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Chkalov Memorial Staircase  
and Statue in Nizhniy Novgorod 

From 1932 to 1937, the station was named Tomsk in honor of the Soviet party leader Mikhail 

Tomskiy (Михаил Павлович Томский; born Mikhail Pavlovich Yefremov; 1880-1936). 

After Tomskiy committed suicide and was declared an enemy of the people, the town was 

renamed Chkalovskiy after the famous 

aviator Valery Chkalov (Валерий 

Павлович Чкалов; 1904-38). Chkalov 

was a Russian test pilot and Hero of the 

Soviet Union (1936). In 1937, he was 

Commander of the crew that flew a 63-

hour non-stop flight from Moscow to 

Vancouver, Washington, USA, via the 

North Pole, a distance of 8,811 kilometers 

(5,475 miles). The flight pioneered the 

polar air route from Europe to the 

American Pacific Coast. Chkalov Drive, a 

street in Vancouver, Washington, is named 

after him. There are memorials to him all 

over the former Soviet Union and he is 

interred in the Kremlin Wall in Moscow.  

 

Not far from the platform near the railroad 

crossing is a monument to the Sukhoi Aircraft Su-7B, one of the most successful supersonic 

jet fighter-bombers ever developed by the Soviet Union.  

 

➢ Km 41: Bakhchivandzhi (платформа Бахчиванджи) – The station took its present name in 

1987. Prior to that, it was known as “Platform 41.” Similar to the previous station, it’s named 

for another test pilot and Hero of the Soviet Union, Gregoriy Bakhchivandzhi (Григорий 

Яковлевич Бахчиванджи; 1909-43). He was killed in a routine test flight. There are many 

streets in Russia named after him; he is buried in Yekaterinburg.  

 

➢ Km 42: Tsiolkovskaya (платформа Циолковская) – Named for Konstantin Tsiolkovskiy 

(Константин Эдуардович Циолковский; 1857-1935). Along with his rocket scientist-

followers, the German Hermann Oberth (1894-1989) and American Robert H. Goddard 

(1882-1945), Tsiolkovskiy is considered to be one of the founding fathers of rocketry and 

astronautics. A mathematical genius and true pioneer, his work led to the successful 

development of multi-stage rockets and space flight. He is also remembered as a reclusive 

eccentric who spent much of his life in a log cabin about 200 kilometers southwest of 

Moscow.  

 

Tsiolkovskiy stated that he developed his rocket theories only as a supplement to his real 

interest – philosophical research. He wrote more than 400 works, most of which are unknown 

due to their dubious value. He believed that colonizing space would lead to the perfection of 

the human race, with immortality and a carefree existence. Although many of his ideas were 

impractical, his influence on an entire generation of rocket scientists is without equal. The 

most prominent memorial directly in front of the Monument to the Conquerors of Space at 

Moscow’s VDNKh Park is that of Tsiolkovskiy.  
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Statue of Tsiolkovskiy 
at base of Monument to the 

Conquerors of Space 

 

➢ Km 44: Oseevskaya (платформа Осеевская) – The 

platform is named for the town of Oseevo (Осеево) 

which is located about three kilometers to the north. 

The little village of Sokolovo (Соколово) is 

immediately adjacent to the south of the platform.  

 

➢ Km 50: Monino (станция Монино) – The station is 

named for the village in which it is located. Monino is 

about two and a half kilometers south of the 

somewhat larger town of Losino-Petrovskiy (Лосино-

Петровский) whose northern end is bounded by the 

Klyazma River. The rail route – off-again, on-again – 

roughly parallels the river for the next 150 kilometers, 

all the way to Vladimir. The line crosses the river 

several times.  

 

➢ Km 53: Kashino (платформа Кашино) – The 

platform is named for the nearby village.  

 

➢ Km 55: Cross the Shalovka River (река Шаловка) – 

The railroad crosses this 27 kilometer-long right 

tributary of the Klyazma here. The river arises in 

marshes near Bear Lake (Медвежьи озeрo) which is 

in the Shchёlkovo region of Moscow about 20 

kilometers to the south. From the crossing, it travels 

north about six kilometers until it merges into the Klyazma at the village of Stulovo 

(Стулово), just above Obukhovo (Обухово).  

 

➢ Km 58: Cross the Bizyaevka River (река Бизяевка) – Only about 300 meters before 

reaching the Kolontaevo platform, the train crosses over this small Klyazma right tributary. 

The Bizyaevka begins in several small ponds approximately three kilometers to the south. 

From the rail crossing, it flows about four kilometers north where it terminates by merging 

into the right bank of the Shalovka River which is winding its way northeast to merge into 

the Klyazma.  
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Dacha (Дача) 
It is estimated that at least half of all Russian city-
dwellers own dachas. Most are used seasonally, especially 
on weekends, although some are winterized and contain 
a wood stove. A regular habitué of the dacha is 
affectionately referred to as a “dachnik” (Дачник). 
Although there is the occasional grand manse, most 
dachas are small, unassuming country cottages or 
shacks, usually within one hour from town by suburban 
train or car.  
 
Nowadays, a dacha without electricy would be the 
exception and not the rule. However, because city water 
lines often do not extend very far into the countryside, 
many dachas do not have hot and cold running water or 
indoor plumbing. More often, tanker service is used for 
water deliveries and dachniks purchase their own 
individual electric hot water heaters. Almost without 
exception, a dacha will contain a small plot of land 
devoted to fruit and vegetable growing. At minimum, 
there will always be a patch of potatoes.  

➢ Km 58: Kolontaevo (платформа Колонтаево) – Another station that takes its name from the 

nearby village. Less than one kilometer due south of the platform is a large commercial fur 

farm, Timokhovo (Тимохово). If your train is passing through on a hot summer day, you 

perhaps might notice a rather powerful 

musky odor. It’s the mink. In the next 

several kilometers, the train also 

passes over several minor streams, all 

tributaries of the Vokhonka River 

(река Вохонка).  

 

➢ Km 64: Lesnaya (платформа Лесная; 

“Forest”) – Up until 1990, the old 

name for the platform was “Platform 

64.” There’s no town that bears the 

name “Lesnaya,” but there is a small 

forest nearby, just to the north.  

 

➢ Km 67: Cross the Vokhonka River 

(река Вохонка) – Only the smallest of 

streams at this point, the train passes 

over the Vokhonka, locally referred to 

as the Vokhna (река Вохна).  

 

The river begins about two kilometers 

to the west, just above the Platforms 

Khrapunovo (Храпуново) and Esino 

(Есино) on the Kurskiy (Курский) 

Line. From here it flows east, then 

north, approximately 25 kilometers, 

crossing the rail line twice more, until 

it joins the right bank of the Klyazma 

at Pavlovskiy Posad (Павловский 

Посад). The Vokhonka is a minor 

tributary; its width is never much more 

than about five to ten meters across.  

 

➢ Km 70: Branch Line from Moscow 

Kurskiy Station (Курский вокзал) – 

This junction point, approximately two 

and a half kilometers west of Fryazevo Station, is where the Yaroslavskiy Line, the one the 

train has been on since leaving Yaroslavskiy Rail Station, joins the Kurskiy Line, which 

begins at Moscow’s Kurskiy Station. Built in 1896, Kurskiy is one of the nine major railway 

stations in Moscow. Strictly utilitarian, it is possibly Moscow’s least attractive railway 

station. At present there are plans to completely demolish and replace it with a new station. 

When this occurs depends on the Russian Railways capital budget.  
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Local Traffic on the Rails 

Among many destinations, service originating at Kurskiy includes the lines to Donetsk, 

Dnipropetrovsk, Kharkiv, and Simferopol, all in the Ukraine or Crimea, and Kursk, 

Volgograd, Samara, and Nizhniy Novgorod, in Russia. Most importantly, it’s the Moscow 

hub for the high speed Sapsan service between St. Petersburg and Nizhniy Novgorod. That 

service has more than halved the former travel time between those two cities.  

 

From Kurskiy Station, the stations or platforms on the Kurskiy Line to Fryazevo are: Serp y 

Molot (Серп и Молот; “Hammer & Sickle”) → Moscow-Kurskaya-Tovarnaya (Москва-

Курская-Товарная) → Karacharovo 

(Карачарово) → Chukhlinka (Чухлинка) 

→ Kuskovo (Кусково) → Novogireyevo 

(Новогиреево) → Reutovo (Реутово) → 

Nikolskoye (Никольское; “Nicholas”) → 

Saltykovskaya (Салтыковская) → 

Kuchino (Кучино) → 

Zheleznodorozhnaya (Железнодорожная; 

“Railway”) → Chyornoye (Чёрное; 

“Black”) → Zarya (Заря; “Dawn”) → 

Kupavna (Купавна) → Platform 33 

(платформа 33) → Elektrougli 

(Электроугли) → Platform 43 

(платформа 43) → Khrapunovo 

(Храпуново) → and Esino (Есино).  

 

➢ Km 72: Cross the Vokhonka River (река 

Вохонка) – Approximately 500 meters west of Fryazevo Station, the train again passes over 

the Vokhonka River.  

 

➢ Km 73/Km 54: Fryazevo (станция Фрязево) – Here’s a seeming anomaly. From 

Yaroslavskiy Station the train has traveled 73 kilometers, but now the Kilometer Post 

alongside the track reads Km 54. For its first half a century starting 100 years ago, the Trans-

Siberian trains operated out of Moscow’s Kurskiy Rail Station and the kilometer posts were 

originally measured from there to Vladivostok. The distance from Kurskiy Station to 

Fryazevo is 54 kilometers.  

 

The posts may or may not be re-calibrated someday to the Yaroslovskiy Line routing, but in 

all likelihood they will not. After all, the distance from Moscow to Vladivostok has not 

changed; it’s the routing of the train that has. As it is, the official Russian railroad timetable 

distances vary from the kilometer posts by approximately 20 to 40 kilometers all along the 

route as, in addition to this 19 kilometer discrepancy, several other changes in routing have 

taken place over the years. We’ll re-calibrate here and going forward (east) continue to use 

the kilometer post distances. Although this may not necessarily be the route your train has 

taken, the posts are nevertheless an accurate measure of the relative distance from station to 

station across all of Russia.  
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KM 68: Pavlovskiy Posad RR Station 

➢ Km 55: Branch Lines Divide – Less than one kilometer after passing Fryazevo, the rails 

separate in a three-way divide. Straight ahead is the main line and we’ll stay on that. The 

single track that forks right runs south six kilometers and services a small compound. The left 

track travels some 35 kilometers north passing the mostly industrial towns served by the 

stations of Metallurg (Металлург; “Metallurgist”) → Elektrostal (Электросталь; “Electric 

Steel”) → Mashinostroitel (Машиностроитель; “Mechanical Engineer”) → Noginsk 

(Ногинск) → Zakharovo (Захарово) → and ending near the town of Chernogolovka 

(Черноголовка). Immediately after this divide and in the next couple of kilometers, the train 

crosses several more minor tributaries of the Vokhonka River.  

 

➢ Km 61: Kazanskoye (платформа Казанское) – The station was formerly known as 

“Platform 61.” In 1990, it was renamed after the village of Kazanskoye which lies 

immediately to the south. The village takes its name from its church built in 1864, “Our Lady 

of Kazan” (Казанская Богоматерь). The Lady of Kazan is one of the most holy personages 

within the Russian Orthodox Church. She represents the Virgin Mary, the protector and 

patroness of the city of Kazan and icons representing her are among the most venerated by 

the faithful. As the mother of Jesus Christ, she is also the most worshipped woman in the 

Roman Catholic Church.  

 

➢ Km 65: Vokhna (платформа Вохна) – 

The last platform before reaching the town 

of Pavlovskiy Posad; it takes its name 

from the nearby river.  

 

➢ Km 66: Cross the Vokhonka River (река 

Вохонка) – Another crossing of the 

Vokhonka River. The river runs through 

Pavlovskiy Posad and ends in less than 

four kilometers at its confluence on the 

right bank (west side) of the Klyazma.  

 

➢ Km 68: Pavlovskiy Posad (станция 

Павловский Посад) – The station takes its 

name from the surrounding town. 

Pavlovskiy Posad is located at the confluence of the Klyazma and Vokhonka Rivers. It is a 

small city of approximatlely 60,000 persons, best known for its textile industry, particularly 

the production of shawls and scarves.  

 

➢ Km 69: Branch Line North – Almost exactly one kilometer east of Pavlovskiy Posad Station, 

a single track branch line veers to the left and heads north 15 kilometers. It serves the 

platform of Lenskaya (Ленская), then crosses the Klyazma River, then Kovrigino 

(Ковригино), Platform 14 (Платформ 14), and ends at Electrogorsk (станция 

Электрогорск).  

 

➢ Km 74: Nazaryevo (платформа Назарьево) – The platform takes its name from the tiny 

village immediatlely to the south.  
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Railroad Marshalling Yard 

 

➢ Km 79: Cross the Drezna River (река Дрезна) – This minor tributary of the Klyazma which 

the train crosses about 500 meters (west) before reaching the Drezna Platform begins in a 

wooded area about 25 kilometers to the southwest. It ends two kilometers to the north where 

it joins the right bank of the Klyazma.  

 

➢ Km 80: Drezna (станция Дрезна) – A town of less than 12,000 inhabitants mostly to the 

south of the rail line. Its main industry is a spinning and weaving plant.  

 

➢ Km 82: Branch Line South – Approximately two kilometers east after passing Drezna, a 

branch line turns right and heads south. The line will branch and branch again, connecting 

and re-connecting with lines in many directions. Its general direction however is to all points 

south, first to Voskresensk (Воскресенск), then Ryazan (Рязань), then a multitude of paths 

to the Ukraine (Украине), Volgograd (Волгоград), and the Caucasus (Кавказ). The Trans-

Siberian Line veers to the left and continues northeast.  

 

➢ Km 85: Kabanovo (платформа Кабаново) – The old name was “Platform 85,” it was 

renamed after the adjacent village to the south in 1992. Lake Kabanovskoye (озеро 

Кабановское), the remnants of an ancient oxbow of the Klyazma River, lies alongside the 

tracks immediately to the north.  

 

➢ Km 87: Platform 87 (платформа 87) – Names like this don’t need much explanation.  

 

➢ Km 88: Cross the Chyornaya River (река 

Чёрная; “Black River”) – More a little creek 

than a river, the Chyornaya begins about 

three kilometers to the southeast at Lake 

Oltovskoye (Ольтовское озеро), a several 

hundred meter wide pond fed by a number of 

local springs and streams. From its crossing 

at the railroad tracks, the Chyornaya 

continues northwest less than two kilometers 

until it merges into the Klyazma River.  

 

➢ Km 90: Orekhovo-Zuyevo (станция 

Орехово-Зуево) – From its opening date in 

1861, the station was known simply as 

Orekhovo, which means “Walnut.” In 1965, 

the name of one of the surrounding towns, 

Zuyevo, was added.  

 

The station is famous within Russian 

railroading as it lies at the head of one of the 

largest rail marshalling yards 

(Сортировочная станция; lit., “Sorting 

Station”) in the country – and indeed one of 
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the largest in all of Europe. It’s part of what’s called the Moscow “Big Ring” (Большом 

кольце). This sorting station forms an approximate four kilometer-long oval just south of 

Orekhovo-Zuyevo and runs mostly parallel and east of the main line all the way back to 

Kabanovo. Traveling south from Orekhovo, its stations are Severniy (Северный; “North”), 

Depo Orekhovo (Депо Орехово), and Tsentralniy (Центральный; “Central”). The main 

switching yard is at Depo. Over one kilometer in length, it contains over 50 parallel sets of 

tracks and accommodates thousands and thousands of railroad cars.  

 

➢ Km 92: Krutoye (платформа Крутое) – Platform “Steep.”  

 

➢ Km 94: Branch Line North – At this junction, a double set of tracks takes a right fork that 

travels counter-clockwise around a semi-circle, crosses back over the main line, crosses over 

the Klyazma River, then heads northwest about 100 kilometers towards Sergiyev 

Posad/Zagorsk. Another section of the line branches northeast and travels approximately 200 

kilometers to Yaroslavl (Ярославль).  

 

➢ Km 98: Voinovo (платформа Войново) – The platform takes its name from the village it 

serves, Voinovo-Gora (Войново-Гора), population 325. Essentially it’s a tiny suburb of 

Orekhovo-Zuyevo. The village is sandwiched between the railroad tracks on its eastern side 

and the Klyazma River on its west.  

 

➢ Km 100: Cross the Klyazma River (река Клязьма) – Six hundred and eighty-six kilometers 

in length, the Klyazma is a most important navigable river. It begins about 60 kilometers 

northwest of Shchёlkovo (as the crow flies) and about 25 kilometers north of Sheremetyevo 

Airport (Аэропорт Шереметьево), which is about 25 kilometers northwest of downtown 

Moscow. It is the main source of the enormous Klyazminskoye Reservoir (Клязьминское 

водохранилище), by far the largest and most important source of Moscow’s water supply.  

 

From Shchёlkovo, it meanders over 250 kilometers through Noginsk (Ногинск), Pavlovskiy 

Posad (Павловский Посад), Orekhovo-Zuyevo (Орехово-Зуево), and Sobinka (Собинка), 

northeast to Vladimir (Владимир). From there, it flows another 300 kilometers east through 

Kovrov (Ковров) and Vyazniki (Вязники) until it meets its end at the confluence with the 

Oka River (река Ока) about 20 kilometers east of Gorokhovets (Гороховец). For a relatively 

long portion of the latter part of its journey, the Klyazma serves as the boundary between the 

Vladimirskaya and Ivanovskaya Oblasts. For its last 20 kilometers, from Gorokhovets to the 

Oka, it is the border between the Vladimirskaya and Nizhegorodskaya Oblasts.  

 

Once it joins the 1,500 kilometer-long Oka, its waters continue only another 85 kilometers 

until the Oka joins the Volga (река Волга) at Nizhniy Novgorod (Нижний Новгород). The 

Oka is the largest right tributary of the Volga. In addition to the Klyazma, one of the other 

largest tributaries to the Oka is the Moscow River starting from near Moscow.  
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Gagarin/Seryogin Memorial 

➢ Km 100: Moskovskaya – Vladimirskaya Border – Here the border between the oblasts of 

Moskovskaya and Vladimirskaya (Влаимирская область) has a natural frontier, the 

Klyazma River. At this crossing and throughout most of this vicinity, the river is about 60 

meters wide. Vladimir Oblast has approximately 1,400,000 inhabitants; its administrative 

capital is the City of Vladimir which has a population of around 350,000.  

 

➢ Km 101: Usad (станция Усад) – The station, whose name means “shrinkage,” is located in 

the town of Gorodishchi (Городищи). A small town of roughly 5,000 inhabitants, it is 

located at the confluence of the Klyazma and Kirzhach Rivers (река Киржач). The Kirzhach 

is a 133 kilometer-long left tributary of the Klyazma that originates due north of 

Gorodishchi, past the village of Kirzhach, not too far from Pereslavl-Zaleeskiy (Переславль-

Залесский), which lies between Sergiyev Posad/Zagorsk and Yaroslavl. There is a small 

military garrison in town, just to the east of the rail station; it is surrounded by a sizable wall.  

 

➢ Km 105: Glubokovo (платформа Глубоково) – 

Named for the little village of Glubokovo which lies 

for the most part just north of the platform.  

 

➢ Km 109: Pokrov (станция Покров) – The name of 

this fairly large town, which lies about three 

kilometers north of the rail station, is usually 

translated as “Cover.” More accurately, it should be 

“Protection,” and most accurately, it is “Intercession.” 

The name has its roots in Orthodox religious history 

and the town’s largest church is the Cathedral of the 

Intercession of the Mother of God (храм Покрова 

Божией Матери).  

 

A sad note, near the village of Novoselovo 

(Новоселово), in the middle of the forest ten 

kilometers northwest of Pokrov is the site of the air 

crash that took the lives of Yuri Gagarin and his co-

pilot Vladimir Seryogin (Владимир Сергеевич 

Серёгин; 1922-68). Though his name is not as well 

known as that of Yuri Gagarin, Seryogin was a highly decorated Great Patriotic War veteran 

and Hero of the Soviet Union. Along with Gagarin, he is also buried in the Kremlin Wall. 

There is a 16 meter-high memorial stele marking the spot where the test aircraft crashed.  

 

➢ Km 109: Cross the Shchitka River (река Щитка) – Just about 500 meters northeast after 

passing the Pokrov Station, the train crosses over this small tributary. It begins approximately 

seven kilometers northwest at group of small scenic ponds just north of Pokrov. From the rail 

crossing, it flows less than two kilometers southeast where it joins the left bank of the 

Klyazma.  

 

➢ Km 110: Cross the Volga River (река Вольга) – No, not that Volga; this Volga is spelled 

“Вольга.” The more famous Volga is spelled “Волга,” that is, without the “ь” character 
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Classic 1946 Soviet Movie 
Poster from “White Fang” 

between the “л” (l as in Larry) and “г” (g as in Gary). The Russian letter “ь” (yer), which 

cannot be pronounced, is known as the “soft sign” (мягкий знак). It is usually written after a 

consonant and indicates a softening (palatalization) of the preceding letter. Thus, 

“Volllhhhga,” rather than “Vol-Ga.”  

 

This little Volga begins in a setting of isolated low hills about 25 kilometers due north. It 

ends two and one-half kilometers southeast of this crossing when it merges into the Klyazma 

– which incidentally is spelled “Клязьма” – note the soft sign after the “з” (z as in zero). 

Thus, the river’s name is pronounced, more or less, as “Kl-Yazzzh-Ma.” To keep things 

interesting, the Russian language also has a “hard sign” (твёрдый знак), the character “ъ” 

(yer), which also is not pronounced. It represents an ultra-short or reduced middle rounded 

vowel.  

 

➢ Km 113: Platform 113 (платформа 113) – Not much to say, there is a small concrete 

platform and shelter here, 113 kilometers from Moscow’s Kurskiy Station.  

 

➢ Km 115: Omutishche (платформа Омутище) – The tiny village of Omutishche is bounded 

to its north by the railroad tracks and to its south by the Klyazma River.  

 

➢ Km 120: Leonovo (платформа Леоново) – Leonovo is a 

small village just to the north of the platform. Other than 

those who live there, its name might only be known to 

animal lovers and Russian film buffs for it’s the site of a 

small private zoo (Зообаза Госфильмофонда) owned and 

operated by State Film Fund of the Russian Federation 

(Государственный фонд кинофильмов Российской 

Федерации; previously the Union State Fund Movies 

Gosfilmofond USSR). It’s the home of many wild animals 

used in the production of science, art, and documentary 

films. Because over time many of these animals become 

partially domesticated, they cannot be returned to the 

wild.  

 

Perhaps the most famous film ever made at the Gosfilm 

Zoo was “White Fang” (Белый Клык), after the novel by 

Jack London (born John Griffith Chaney; 1876-1916) – an 

incredibly popular work in Russia. It was one of the first 

movies by the great Russian filmmaker Aleksandr Zguridi 

(Александр Михайлович Згуриди; 1904-98). Although 

the zoo is not open to the general public, permission to 

visit can be arranged in advance.  

 

➢ Km 125: Petushki (станция Петушки; lit., “End of the Line”) – A small city of some 15,000 

residents, it’s no longer the “End of the Line,” but a century ago, it was. Petushki’s southern 

boundary is the Klyazma River; its northern side is bounded by the M7 “Volga” Highway. 

The M7 runs extends 1,351 kilometers, from Moscow → Orekhovo-Zuyevo → Vladimir → 
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KM 124: Petushki Water Tower 
Early example of Hyperboloid lattice 
frame design by Vladimir Shukhov.  

Nizhniy Novgorod → Kazan (Казань) → to Ufa (Уфа), where it meets the M5. It is one of 

Russia’s major motorways.  

 

Petushki Station has a minor example of some 

architectural fame: a hyberboloid lattice frame water 

tower of the design by Vladimir Shukhov 

(Владимир Григорьевич Шухов; 1853-1939). 

Shukhov was an engineer, architect, and inventor. He 

made enormous contributions to the development of 

the first Russian oil pipelines and oil refineries. He 

created the world’s first hyperboloid towers – a 

revolutionary construction technique that makes use 

of seemingly light lattice, yet his towers can 

withstand great lateral and downward pressure. 

Shukhov’s designs have been incorporated into many 

of the structures by the famous architects R. 

Buckminster Fuller (1895-1983) and Norman Foster 

(1935-present).  

 

➢ Km 125: Cross the Beryozka River (река Берёзка) – 

The little “Birch” stream begins about seven 

kilometers to the north at the village of the same 

name, Beryozka. From the rail line, it travels a little 

more than two kilometers until it joins the left bank 

of the Klyazma.  

 

➢ Km 127: Cross the Andronovka River (река Андроновка) – This small creek starts less than 

one kilometer to the northeast. From the crossing of the rails it runs less than two kilometers 

where it joins the Beryozka shortly before it joins the Klyazma.  

 

➢ Km 131: Cross the Lipnya Bolshaya River (река Липня Большая) – This minor tributary 

begins close to 40 kilometers northwest. From the rail crossing, it flows south less than two 

kilometers until its confluence on the left bank of the Klyazma.  

 

➢ Km 135: Kosteryovo (станция Костерёво) – The town is divided by the railroad tracks. 

About two-thirds lie to the north; one-third to the south. The Klyazma River is about two and 

a half kilometers to the south. The station traces its history to the late 19th Century 

industrialist Ivan Kosterёva (Ивана Иванович Костерёва).  

 

➢ Km 141: Cross the Peksha River (река Пекша) – The Peksha is a left tributary of the 

Klyazma. Its source is approximately 80 kilometers north of this crossing and its mouth is on 

the Klyazma about seven kilometers to the south.  
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KM 135 Marker Post

➢ Km 143: Boldino (станция Болдино) –

This very small village is about equally

divided in half by the railroad tracks.

➢ Km 146: Sushnevo (платформа

Сушнево) – Another small village, but in

this case most of the town lies to the north

of the station where it’s divided by the M7

Highway.

➢ Km 147: Cross the Tortsa River (река

Торца) – This small stream begins less

than two kilometers due east. From the rail

crossing, it flows approximately ten

kilometers southwest until its confluence

with the left bank of the Peksha. From that

point, the Peksha flows only another five kilometers until its confluence on the left bank of

the Klyazma River.

➢ Km 151: Krasnaya Okhota (платформа Красная Охота; “Red Hunting”) – A platform

eliminated from the system. No stops are ever made here.

➢ Km 158: Cross the Undolka River (река Ундолка) – This minor tributary originates a little

more than ten kilometers to the west. From the rail crossing, it flows about three kilometers

southeast until it terminates on the left bank of the Klyazma.

➢ Km 161: Undol (станция Ундол) – The station serves the adjacent villages of Undol and

Lakinsk (Лакинск), plus the nearby village of Sobinka (Собинка). Undol takes its name

from the prominent early Russian literary critic and bibliographer, V.M. Undolskiy (Вукол

Михайлович Ундольский; 1816-64). He was born here. Lakinsk is probably best known for

its malt-based quality beer (Пиво Лакинское) and kvass (Квас Лакинский). The town takes

its name from Mikhail Lakin (Михаил Игнатьевич Лакин; 1876-1905), a charismatic

speaker, early Bolshevik revolutionary, and union organizer. He was murdered here during a

strike.

A large section of the surrounding Undol land was formerly the estate of Aleksandr Suvorov 

(Александр Васильевич Суворов; 1730-1800), one of the greatest Generals in Russian 

history and one of only several generals in all history to never have lost a battle.  

➢ Km 167: Cross the Vorsha River (река Ворша) – The Vorsha is a small tributary of the

Klyazma which it joins approximately six kilometers south of this crossing. It originates

about 45 kilometers to the northwest.

➢ Km 170: Platform 170 (платформа 170) – The tiny village of Ugor (Угор) is just south of

this platform.
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Vladimir Assumption Cathedral 

➢ Km 171: Cross the Koloksha River (река Колокша) – This minor tributary has its mouth on 

the left bank of the Klyazma two kilometers to the south. It begins more than 80 kilometers 

northwest, not too far west from the small town of Yuryev-Polskiy (Юрьев Польский).  

 

➢ Km 174: Koloksha (станция Колокша) – The station takes its name from the surrounding 

village which in turn takes its name from the nearby river.  

 

➢ Km 180: Yurevets (станция Юрьевец) – A small somewhat industrial town, more a suburb 

of Vladimir than anything else.  

 

➢ Km 189: Branch Line South – Approximately one kilometer before the Vladimir Station, a 

branch line from the south joins the main rail. Tracing it back, its first major stop in about 60 

kilometers is Gus-Khrustalniy (Гусь-Хрустальный). It continues from there another 50 

kilometers south to Tumskaya Station (станция Тумская), Tuma (Тума).  

 

➢ Km 191: Vladimir (станция Владимир; lit., “Ruler of the World”) – For those passengers 

who plan on making a number of stopovers along the Trans-Siberian route, this is often their 

first one. If you’re on one of the famous Trans-Siberian trains however, you won’t see too 

many persons disembark or board at this station as there are many other local trains between 

Vladimir and Moscow and some have more convenient schedules.  

 

Vladimir is a fairly large city with a population of 

about 350,000 persons. It is the administrative capital 

of Vladimir Oblast (Владимирская область) which 

has a population of about 1,400,000. It was one of 

Russia’s medieval capitals and is one of eight “Golden 

Ring” (Золотое кольцо) cities. The Golden Ring 

towns are among the most ancient, historic, and 

picturesque in all of Russia. The Ring forms a large 

circle route northeast of Moscow, any part of which 

may be reached within a day’s drive from the capital.  

 

Locally, a debate rages whether the city was founded 

in 1108 and named for Vladimir II Monomakh 

(Владимир Мономах; 1053-1125) – a Kievan Rus 

Grand Prince; or founded in 990 and named for 

Vladimir I the Great (Владимир Великое; ca. 958-

1015) – the “Father” of Russian Orthodoxy.  

 

Both Vladimirs are great personages in Russian 

history, but there is no person, and no saint, more 

esteemed in Russia then Vladimir the Great. 

According to the monk Nestor (Saint Nestor the Chronicler (ca. 1056-1114) in his Primary 

Chronicle, it was Vladimir – then a pagan – who decided in the year 987 to evaluate the 

merits of the three great faiths: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Finding the Muslim 

prohibition on alcohol impossible for the Russian people to bear, and having decided that the 
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Railway Section:  Moscow -- Kirov 

Jews’ loss of Jerusalem was evidence of their having been abandoned by God, he chose 

Christianity as the new faith for all the country. Russia has been an overwhelmingly 

Christian nation ever 

since.  

 

Regardless of which 

founding date, or which 

founder, prevails, 

Vladimir is an 

especially historic city, 

containing three 

UNESCO World 

Heritage Sites: the five 

golden-domed 

Assumption Cathedral 

(Успенский собор; 

also called “Dormition 

Cathedral”), interiors 

painted by Andrei 

Rublyov (Андрей 

Рублёв; ca. 1360-

1430), Russia’s greatest 

medieval painter of 

Orthodox icons and 

frescoes; the Cathedral 

of St. Demetrius 

(Дмитриевский 

собор); and the Golden 

Gates (Золотые 

ворота), the only extant city gate left in Russia. All three are from the 12th Century.  

 

In addition to the train, Vladimir may also be reached by road or by water. By road, the M7 

motorway runs west a little less than 200 kilometers to Moscow. To the east, it’s about 230 

kilometers on the same road to Nizhniy Novgorod/Gorky. By water, the city lies on the 

Klyazma River, a 686-kilometer tributary of the Oka (река Ока). The Oka is over 1,500 

kilometers long and is the largest right tributary of the Volga, which it joins at Niznhiy 

Novgorod. Further upstream, another of the Oka’s large tributaries is the 503 kilometer long 

Moscow River (река Москва) which of course flows through Russia’s capital city. All these 

rivers are navigable and naturally connect. A very popular summertime activity for Russians 

and foreign tourists alike is to take a cruise on the Volga or any number of its tributaries.  

 

➢ Km 193: Cross the Rpen River (река Рпень) – Approximately two and one-half kilometers 

east after passing Vladimir Station, and immediately after passing the two gigantic cooling 

towers on the right, the train passes over the little stream Rpen. The Rpen ends by merging 

into the left bank of the Klyazma two kilometers southeast of this crossing. It begins less than 

five kilometers away, in the northwest section of town.   
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KM 203: Church of the  
Intercession on the Nerl 

➢ Km 196: Avtopribor (платформа Автоприбор; “Auto Device”) – In this industrial 

neighborhood, the platform is named for the part of town where it is located.  

 

➢ Km 198: Cross the Sunger River (река Суньгер) – This little stream begins six kilometers 

northwest and ends in less than 50 meters by merging into the Klyazma.  

 

➢ Km 202: Bogolyubovo (станция Боголюбово) – The platform is named for the surrounding 

town which can be said to be a suburb of Vladimir. Like Vladimir, it is located along the 

Klyazma River; its population is around 4,000. Bogolyubovo is named after and was once the 

residence of Prince Andrei I of Vladimir, known as Andrei Bogolyubovskiy (Андрей 

Боголюбский; lit., “Andrei the God-Loving,” ca. 1110-74). The town was built between 

1158 and 1165 by his order at the mouth of the Nerl River on the Klyazma. Prince Andrei 

spent 17 years of his reign in Bogolyubovo before being murdered there in 1174.  

 

➢ Km 203: Cross the Nerl River (река Нерль) – Less 

than one kilometer east after passing Bogolyubovo, 

the train crosses over the Nerl River. The Nerl is a 284 

kilometer-long left tributary of the Klyazma. It begins 

in Yaroslavl Oblast to the northwest and ends one 

kilometer south of this rail crossing when it joins the 

Klyazma. At this crossing, it’s about 100 meters wide.  

 

At the crossing, look 750 meters to the right, you’ll 

see the Church of the Intercession on the Nerl 

(Церковь Покрова на Нерли), one of the most 

famous churches in Russia. It was built in 1165 by 

Prince Andrei. Russian Orthodox believers hold that 

the church was founded where Bogolyubovskiy saw a 

miraculous vision of the “Theotokos” (lit., “God- 

bearer,” i.e., the Virgin Mary). She appeared to him 

and commanded that he build a church and monastery 

on the spot. The church was placed on the UNESCO 

World Heritage List in 1992.  

 

➢ Km 206: Lemeshki (платформа Лемешки) – A small 

village that developed to the east of the Nerl and the north of the Klyazma.  

 

➢ Km 209: Vyselki (платформа Выселки; lit., “Hamlet” or “Settlement”) – This stop used to 

be called Platform 209.  

 

➢ Km 211: Karyakinskaya (платформа Карякинская) – The village name is Nesterkovo 

(Нестерково); most of it lies on the south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 216: Cross the Suima River (река Суйма) – This minor tributary begins about three 

kilometers south. From the rail crossing it flows north approximately eight kilometers where 
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KM 252: Cross the Klyazma River 

it meets the left bank of the 34 kilometer-long Pechuga (река Печуга). From that confluence, 

the Pechuga runs about three kilometers southwest until it joins the left bank of the Nerl.  

 

➢ Km 219: Vtorovo (станция Второво) – The train line passes through this little village but, 

as with most of these rural villages, only the most local trains ever stop.  

 

➢ Km 225: Novaya Zhizin (платформа Новая Жизнь; “New Life”).  

 

➢ Km 230: Terekhovitsy (станция Тереховицы).  

 

➢ Km 236: Kameshkovo (платформа Камешково) – A small town of about 13,000 

inhabitants originally founded on the textile industry.  

 

➢ Km 240: Novki-1 (станция Новки-один) – A mid-sized village of close to 2,000 people.  

 

➢ Km 242: Branch Line North – About one kilometer east after passing the Novki platform, a 

branch line veers to the left. It runs approximately 85 kilometers north to Ivanovo (Иваново), 

then continues another 100 kilometers northeast to Kineshma (Кинешма) on the Volga 

River. Kineshma is approximately 60 kilometers west of Yuryevets and 90 kilometers 

southeast of Kostroma (Кострома). The main line, or right fork, continues east towards 

Dzerzhinsk (Дзержинск) and Nizhniy Novgorod.  

 

➢ Km 243: Platform 243 (платформа 243).  

 

➢ Km 248: Sergeytsevo (платформа Сергейцево).  

 

➢ Km 251: Fedulova (станция Федулово).  

 

➢ Km 252: Cross the Klyazma River (река 

Клязьма) – The Trans-Siberian trains 

cross the river over a twin set of five-truss 

bridges. At this point of crossing, the 

Klyazma measures 200 meters in width. 

Ever since Shchёlkovo, outside Moscow 

more than 200 kilometers ago, the train 

has been more or less following the 

general course of the Klyazma on its flow 

east to join the Oka River. Hereafter, the 

train route follows the Oka as it continues 

to Nizhniy Novgorod where it joins the 

Volga.  

 

➢ Km 253: Platform 253 (платформа 253).  

 

➢ Km 255: Kovrov-1 (станция Ковров-один) – This city of about 150,000 persons takes its 

name from the Russian word for carpet (ковёр). It took that name during the 14th Century 
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The Trans-Siberian Highway 
Concentrating as we are on the Trans-Siberian 
Railroad, it’s easy to forget that there are also roads 
in Russia. No Autobahns perhaps, but roads. 
Although there is no single route across the country 
that is officially designated a "Trans-Siberian 
Highway," there is a collection of roads that are 
jointly referred to by this name. It’s an unofficial 
title for a network of federal highways that span the 
width of Russia from the Baltic Sea to the Sea of 
Japan. In the Asian Highway Network, the route is 
known as AH6. The above photo is from the M55 
east of Ulan-Ude.  
 
From time to time, when appropriate or relevant, 
we’ll mention one or another of these highways. 
The complete route stretches over 11,000 
kilometers (6,800 miles) from St. Petersburg to 
Vladivostok. Its components are:  
 
• M10 Russia Highway: St. Petersburg-Moscow 

(664 km) 
• M5 Ural Highway: Moscow-Chelyabinsk (1,880 

km) 
• Baikal Highway: 

o M51: Chelyabinsk-Novosibirsk (1,528 km) 
o M53: Novosibirsk-Irkutsk (1,860 km) 
o M55: Irkutsk-Chita (1,113 km) 

• M58 Amur Highway: Chita-Khabarovsk (2,100 
km) 

• M60 Ussuri Highway: Khabarovsk-Vladivostok 
(760 km) 

when local taxes or tribute could be paid in 

the form of carpet. Despite the city’s name, 

its manufacturing base today is small arms 

and missiles, motorcycles, mopeds, tillers, 

batteries, metal-cutting machine tools, and 

sewing machines – not carpets.  

 

Much of Kovrov’s modern light industry 

base and fame arose from the efforts of 

local son, engineer, and gunsmith Vasily 

Degtyarev (Василий Алексеевич 

Дегтярёв; (1879-1949). He is credited with 

many innovations in the design, creation, 

and production of small and light arms but 

is probably most widely known for being 

the father of the Soviet automatic rifle 

(machine gun). The Degtyarev 

Manufacturing Plant (Завод имени 

Дегтярёва) in town is named after him. 

There is a memorial to him in the city and 

he is buried in the St. John Military 

Cemetery. His former house is a museum.  

 

➢ Km 257: Branch Line South – Not quite 

two kilometers east after passing Kovrov 

Station, a branch line turns right and passes 

the Kovrov-Gruzovoy Station (станция 

Ковров-Грузовой; also called станция 

107). The branch runs some 100 kilometers 

south to Murom (Муром) on the Oka 

River. The branch divides into a number of 

other lines generally heading east, west, and 

south.  

 

➢ Km 260: Kovrov 2 (станция Ковров-два) 

– A minor station.  

 

➢ Km 262: Post 262 (пост 262).  

 

➢ Km 265: Gostyukhino (платформа 

Гостюхинo).  

 

➢ Km 270: Osipovo (платформа Осипово) – 

This stop was formerly known as Platform 

270.  
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Russian Lacquer Boxes 
There are four traditional centers of miniature 
lacquered box painting in Russia: Fedoskino, 
Palekh, Mstera, and Kholui. All have their own 
style and afficiandos debate the merits of each. 
Production starts with a box of papier-mâché 
(lit., “chewed paper”) formed in a variety of 
shapes. Made from wood pulp cardboard, they 
are very sturdy, rot-resistant, and since there is 
no wood grain, do not warp or crack. The box is 
then hand painted with the finest of brushes, 
often with a traditional theme, be it religious or 
a fairy tale. Fedoskino uses oil paint, the others 
use egg tempura. As many as 30 coats of 
lacquer and paint may be applied and the 
finished piece is highly polished. Authentic 
boxes are not inexpensive. A good quality small 
box runs about $50 to $100. Masterworks from 
known artisans can run into the thousands.  

➢ Km 273: Platform 273 (платформа 273).  

 

➢ Km 279: Krestnikovo (платформа Крестниково) – A tiny village of some 200 persons.  

 

➢ Km 284: Sariyevo (станция Сарыево) – Another small village, this one has about 400 

residents.  

 

➢ Km 288: Platform 288 (платформа 288).  

 

➢ Km 289: Cross the Tara River (река Taра) – 

The Tara is a minor right tributary of the 

Klyazma. It arises about 20 kilometers 

southwest of this rail crossing, then flows 

northeast about 25 kilometers until its 

confluence near the town of Mstera (Мстёра). 

The town is north of the railroad station of the 

same name.  

 

➢ Km 295: Mstera or Mstyora (станция 

Мстёра) – Mstera is famous in Russia for 

several things: silver jewelry and other 

ornamental objects; and hand-painted lacquer 

boxes. First, surrounding the rail platform is a 

village of perhaps 500 residents. About one 

kilometer to the southeast there is a large 

modern factory and about two kilometers 

south of that, a small mine. Mstera has been 

producing jewelry, medallions, and other 

ornamental pieces made of silver, cooper, and 

other base metals since the end of the 19th 

Century. Its factory has produced over one 

million medallions of the silver degree Order 

of the Great Patriotic War.  

 

Second, about 14 kilometers due north of the 

railroad village is the town of Mstera, 

population approximately 5,000. It’s situated 

at the confluence of the Tara, the 14 kilometer-

long Msterka (река Мстёрка), and Klyazma 

Rivers. Here, in a number of small factories 

and workshops, often family-owned, are 

produced the traditional Russian lacquer boxes 

known all over the world. In fact, Mstera is one of four towns known for this art – but it is 

one of the very finest.  
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KM 315: Vyazniki Railway Station 

➢ Km 306: Senkovo (станция Сеньково) – A rural village of one street. Less than one 

kilometer to its west is the even smaller village of Merkutino (Меркутино); north one 

kilometer, Kika (Кика), equally small; then southwest a kilometer and a half, two more tiny 

places: Maliy Kholm (Малый холм; “Little Hill”) and Bolshoy Kholm (Большой Холм; 

“Big Hill”).  

 

➢ Km 307: Oktyabrskiy (Октябрьский) – Less than two kilometers east of Senkovo, the train 

passes by another tiny hamlet, this one named for the October Revolution. This name, along 

with “Pervoye Maya” (Первое мая; “First of May,” “May Day,” or “International Workers’ 

Day”), are without question the most popular names for towns or streets in Russia. There are 

hundreds of each of them.  

 

The October Revolution (Октябрьская революция), variously referred to as the Great 

October Socialist Revolution (Великая Октябрьская социалистическая революция), Red 

October, October Uprising, or the Bolshevik Revolution, was the seizure of state power in 

Petrograd (Петроград; later renamed Leningrad, then reverted to original name, Saint 

Petersburg) that was in large part responsible for the Russian Revolution of 1917. It took 

place by means of an armed insurrection led by Vladimir Lenin on October 25, 1917. It 

followed the February Revolution of that same year. The October Revolution overthrew the 

Russian Provisional Government of Alexander Kerenskiy (Александр Фёдорович 

Керенский; 1881-1970) and the Mensheviks (Меньшевики; lit., “Minority”) and gave the 

power to the local soviets dominated by the Bolsheviks (Большевики; “Majority”).  

 

➢ Km 307: Cross the Tyuryakha River (река Тюряха) – This little creek begins about three  

kilometers north, passes under the rail line, then ends three kilometers south at a small pond 

at the southern end of Oktyabrskiy Village.  

 

➢ Km 315: Vyazniki (станция 

Вязники; lit., “Little Elms”) – 

A city with a population of just 

over 40,000. Its name derives 

from the many elm trees (вяз) 

that were growing along the 

Klyazma River when it was 

settled. Most of Vyazniki lies 

between the railroad tracks on 

the south and the right bank of 

the Klyazma to the north. 

Among Orthodox Christians, 

the city became famous in 1622 

when an icon of “Our Lady of Kazan” was attributed with miraculous powers. She’s still 

venerated with an annual procession through the city.  
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Pyotr Voikov (1888-1927) 
In all, there are several villages, a 
Moscow Metro station, the 
Vladimirskaya railway platform, a 
number of mines and plants, several 
ships, and over 100 streets in the 
former Soviet Union named after this 
man. Born in Kerch, assassinated in 
Warsaw, he was a revolutionary, 
politician, diplomat, and one of the 
organizers of the execution of the 
Romanov royal family. He studied in 
Geneva and Paris and was a 
contemporary of Lenin, also returning 
to Russia after the February Revolution 
of 1917. As a member of the Military 
Revolutionary Committee of 
Yekaterinburg in 1918, he took part in 
the planning of the murder of Tsar 
Nicholas II and his family.  
 
In 1924 he became the Soviet 
Ambassador to Poland but was killed at 
the Warsaw Rail Station by a White 
Russian Monarchist sympathizer. He is 
interred in the Kremlin Wall.  

➢ Km 319: Cross the Shumar River (река Шумарь) – 

This little river has its source about three kilometers 

west. From the railroad crossing it continues 

approximately 25 kilometers south until it merges into 

the left bank of the 126 kilometer-long Suvoroshch 

(река Суворощь). The Suvoroshch arises 

immediately south of the Mstera Rail Station and 

flows some 50 kilometers southeast until its junction 

with the Shumar. From there, the Shumar ends and the 

Suvoroshch continues approximately 75 kilometers 

northeast until its confluence on the right bank of the 

Klyazma about three kilometers east of Galitsy 

(Галицы).  

 

➢ Km 323: Cross the Shumar River (река Шумарь) – A 

second crossing of this minor tributary.  

 

➢ Km 324: Platform 324 (платформа 324).  

 

➢ Km 325: Kamenovo (Каменово) – A tiny village 

mostly to the south side of the tracks. There is no 

platform and no stop.  

 

➢ Km 327: Cross the Trema River (река Трема) – This 

small stream originates about ten kilometers to the 

northeast, near the twin tiny villages of Bolshoye 

(Большое Сокурово) and Maloye Sokurovo (Малое 

Сокурово). From the rail crossing, it flows close to 

six kilometers until it terminates on the left bank of 

the Shumar River.  

 

➢ Km 330: Denisovo/Proletarskiy (станция 

Денисово/Пролетарский; “Proletarian,” i.e., 

“Worker”) – A small town of nearly 1,300 persons 

built mostly on the south side of the rail tracks. The 

town’s main employer is the Denisovskiy Plant 

(Денисовский завод) which produces wires coated 

with precious metals. Like the “First of May” or 

“October,” Proletariat is also a fairly popular town or 

street name in Russia.  

 

➢ Km 334: Cross the Ilinda River (река Илинда) – This 

little 22 kilometer-long stream begins in the forest 

about five kilometers northeast of the rail crossing. 

From the crossing, it runs close to 15 kilometers 

southeast to its junction with the left bank of the 
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Suvoroshch River. From that confluence, the Suvoroshch travels some 50 kilometers 

northeast until its confluence on the right bank of the Klyazma. From there, the Klyazma 

flows a dozen kilometers east until it terminates on the left bank of the Oka about 90 

kilometers upstream west from its merger with the Volga at Nizhniy Novgorod.  

 

➢ Km 338: Voykova (платформа Имени Войкова) – Named in honor of Pyotr Voikov (Пётр 

Лазаревич Войков; 1888-1927), a Soviet revolutionary of the early 20th Century.  

 

➢ Km 342: Chulkovo (станция Чулково) – A rural hamlet of some 750 persons.  

 

➢ Km 349: Cross the Vazhnya River (река Важня) – This little river has its origins in the hills 

some ten kilometers to the northwest, above the village of Chulkovo. From the rail crossing, 

it travels southeast less than five kilometers until it merges into the left bank of the 

Suvoroshch.  

 

➢ Km 350: Molodniki (платформа Молодники) and Cross the Sukhodol River (река 

Суходол) – The village is tiny and just north of the rail line. The river is also small; it begins 

about six kilometers to the northwest. After passing under the tracks, it continues close to 

eight kilometers northeast and its junction with the left bank of the Suvoroshch.  

 

➢ Km 362: Velikovo/Gorokhovets (платформа Великово/станция Гороховец) – Settlements 

like Velikovo and the previous one, Chulkovo, may be small collections of anywhere from a 

dozen to several dozen houses and small farmsteads. Sometimes there is an elementary 

school, but usually the children must be bussed to a larger town for their education. The 

largest town in this area is Gorokhovets which is less than ten kilometers to the north by road 

or an infrequently used branch line. Gorokhovets lies alongside the right bank (south side) of 

the Klyazma. The station takes its name from the larger town.  

 

➢ Km 363: Semenovka (Семеновка) – A tiny village to the east side of the tracks. No platform 

and no stop.  

 

➢ Km 365: Galitskaya (платформа Галицкая) – This is the platform for the small village of 

Galitsy (Галицы). Galitsy has the somewhat unusual distinction of having water on three 

sides: It’s located on the right bank of the Klyazma River, and here the river runs along the 

village’s west side and across its north. At the northeastern end of town, the Klyazma is 

joined by its final tributary, the Suvoroshch (река Суворощь) which comes up from the 

south. The village lies on its left bank and thus the Suvoroshch acts as an eastern boundary to 

the town. The Suvoroshch is a mid-sized tributary of the Klyazma; it has its source 

approximately 100 kilometers to the west, not far from Senkovo, which the train passed some 

time ago.  

 

➢ Km 366: Cross the Klyazma River (река Клязьма) – Ever since leaving the outskirts of 

Moscow, the rail line has been following the Klyazma downstream and it has crossed it 

several times. Traveling northeast, less than one kilometer past the Galitskaya Platform, the 

train passes over the Klyazma River for the last time. The river is 150 meters wide and it’s 

spanned by a single bridge laid with twin tracks. By the river’s twisting, serpentine course, 
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Irene Ferrari 
Russia’s Largest-Breasted Woman 

From the New York Daily News (June 17, 2010): 
Big breasts can cause big problems. The owner of 
Russia’s biggest silicon pair is suing an airline after 
she injured her prized assets when she hit the seat in 
front of her during some midair turbulence. Model 
Irene Ferrari blames the bruising on Swiss 
International's skimpy business class seats, which 
forced her to use her breasts as airbags. Doctors said 
the injury could have been much worse. Luckily, her 
chest protected her from broken ribs. “It was a 
strong blow and I hit my left breast,” said the size F 
brunette to NTV. "I was in pain." 

it’s 15 kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of the Oka. As the crow flies, it’s less than 

eight east to this confluence.  

 

After the convergence of the two rivers, the newly enlarged Oka twists and turns another 85 

kilometers east before meeting its end by joining the Volga in Nizhniy Novgorod. The city 

was established on the confluence of the two rivers.  

 

Although the Trans-Siberian Line does not cross the Oka, we can take note of it here. It’s a 

massive river; the Volga’s greatest right tributary. To find its beginning requires tracing it 

back upstream over 1,500 kilometers. Almost always traveling southwest, from Nizhniy 

Novgorod, it is 45 kilometers to Dzerzhinsk (Дзержинск); then 165 kilometers to the 

medieval monasteries of Murom (Муром); then more than 500 to Ryazan (Рязан). From 

there, it’s another 600 to Oryol (Орёл), and finally another 150 kilometers south towards 

Kursk (Курск). Naturally, the Oka is 

joined by a myriad of major and minor 

tributaries of its own along the way. Many 

of them are hundreds of kilometers long in 

their own right.  

 

➢ Km 366: Vladimirskaya – 

Nizhegorodskaya Border – In crossing the 

Klyazma, note that this section of the river 

serves as the regional border so we’ll leave 

behind Vladimirskaya Oblast and enter 

Nizhegorodskaya Oblast (Нижегородская 

область). Nizhegorodskaya has a 

population of a little more than 3,300,000 

persons. Its administrative center is the city 

of Nizhiy Novgorod, population 1,250,000. 

The train arrives there soon enough.  

 

➢ Km 372: Branch Line North – Five 

hundred meters west before reaching the 

Ilino Rail Station, a branch line diverges to 

the left and heads north. One side spur 

leaves the main branch and runs 

approximately 25 kilometers northeast to 

Novosmolinskiy (Новосмолинский). The 

main branch travels northwest some 30 

kilometers and ends at Frolishchi 

(Фролищи).  

 

➢ Km 373: Ilino (станция Ильино) – About a kilometer before reaching this station, the train 

passes a small switching station and servicing yard immediately to the south (right hand 

side). It’s less than one kilometer in length and employs about 15 sets of parallel tracks.  
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Satellite View of River with Oxbows 

Ilino is the station for the adjacent town of Ilinogorsk (Ильиногорск), a mostly industrial 

town of about 8,000 inhabitants. One of the town’s most famous sons – or in this case, 

daughters, is Irene Ferrari (born: Irina Matsyno; Ирина Мацыно; 1981-present), adult-film 

actress and known as the “owner of the biggest breasts in Russia.”  

 

➢ Km 378: Ilinogorskaya (платформа Ильиногорская) – A secondary platform serving the 

small industrial town of Ilinogorsk.  

 

➢ Km 381: Cross the Yugonets River (река Юганец) – This little tributary originates in a 

marshland and small pond about five kilometers to the northwest. From the rail crossing it 

flows some four kilometers southeast until it joins a fairly large “zaton” (затон). A zaton is 

something like a creek – the word directly translates as “backwater” – or an inlet or segment 

of a larger stream or river that no longer is 

directly connected to the main stream. Often, 

zatons are pieces of an oxbow or former 

oxbow in the vicinity of their original source 

water.  

 

From its connection to the Yugonets, this 

zaton twists and turns some 20 kilometers east, 

parallel to and just north of the Oka River, 

until it joins the left bank of the Oka about 

three kilometers south of Reshetikha 

(Решетиха) or about ten kilometers west of 

Dzerzhinsk (Дзержинск).  

 

➢ Km 383: Gorbatovka (платформа 

Горбатовка) – This rail platform serves 

Gorbatovka (population approx. 2,900) as well 

as tiny nearby Krasnaya Gora (Красная Гора; 

“Red Mountain”).  

 

➢ Km 390: Seyma (станция Сейма) – Seyma is the station for the surrounding mid-sized town 

of Volodarsk (Володарск) which has around 10,000 residents. The town lies just to the 

north, on the left bank, of the Oka River and is crossed from north to south by one of the 

Oka’s minor tributaries, the Seyma.  

 

More specifically, the town lies immediately to the north of one of the large “oxbows” of the 

Oka River. It’s called a zaton (затон; lit., “backwater”). The oxbow is joined by the Seyma 

River and together they travel downstream another three kilometers until their confluence 

with the Oka. For those not familiar with the term, an oxbow or an oxbow lake is a U-shaped 

body of water formed when a wide meander from the main stem of a river is either isolated 

or cut off from the main stem. It takes its name from the yoke of an ox which it resembles. 

An oxbow can also refer to a bend in a river regardless of whether it is cut off from the main 

stream.  
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KM 407: Dzerzhinsk Railway Station 

The Seyma Station also serves the nearby Yuganets (Юганец) Miltary Base, known as the 

“FGYP 53 Arsenal” (ФГУП 53 Арсенал Министерства обороны России). Not large, it has 

about 2,700 personnel. It’s a highly secure facility five kilometers to the northeast of town.  

 

➢ Km 391: Cross the Seyma River (река Сейма) – The Seyma is a minor left tributary of the 

Oka. At the point of the railroad crossing, it is perhaps ten meters across. It begins in a group 

of low hills approximately 40 kilometers due north of Volodarsk. It ends three kilometers 

south of the rail crossing when it joins an oxbow arm (a zaton) of the Oka. From that 

confluence, it flows close to ten kilometers southeast until the oxbow merges into the main 

stem of the Oka.  

 

➢ Km 392: Platform 392 (платформа 392).  

 

➢ Km 397: Reshetikha (платформа Решетиха).  

 

➢ Km 399: Zholnino (станция Жолнино).  

 

➢ Km 401: Branch Line North – A single track spur line to the left heads approximately eight 

kilometers to one of the industrial districts of Dzerzhinsk.  

 

➢ Km 404: Pushkino (станция Пушкино) – A suburb of Dzerzhinsk.  

 

➢ Km 407: Dzerzhinsk (станция Дзержинск) – With a population of close to 250,000, 

Dzerzhinsk is Nizhegorodskaya Oblast’s second largest city, after Nizhniy Novgorod. It’s 

located along the north side (left bank) of the Oka River. As its urban area almost merges 

into that of Nizhniy, it may be said to be a suburb, if not an actual part of that city. The 

downtowns of each are separated by less 

than 30 kilometers and the Nizhniy 

Novgorod International Airport (Нижний 

Новгород Международный аэропорт) is 

about midway between the two, also just 

north of the Oka River.  

 

For over 300 years, Dzerzhinsk was 

known as Rastyapino (Растяпино). In 

1929, it was renamed in honor of Felix 

Dzerzhinskiy (Феликс Эдмундович 

Дзержинский; 1877-1926), a Bolshevik 

leader and contemporary of Lenin who 

was the first chief of the Soviet CHEKA – 

the secret police and forerunner of the 

KGB. Under his leadership, CHEKA 

(Russian acronym ВЧК or Всероссийская 

Чрезвычайная Комиссия; lit., “Extraordinary Commission,” later renamed to KGB) 

received enormous state resources and ruthlessly pursued dissidents and political enemies. 

Tens of thousands – the exact numbers will never be known – of “counter-revolutionaries” 
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Oka River Shukhov Tower 
Just outside Dzerzhinsk, on the left bank of the 
Oka River, is the one remaining of two 128-
meter tall “Sukhov Towers.” The other was 
illegally dismantled for scrap. Designed and 
engineered by Russian scientist Vladimir 
Shukhov (Владимир Григорьевич Шухов; 
1853-1939), they were built in 1929 to carry 
electric transmission lines across the Oka River. 
It is the the world’s only surviving lattice steel 
hyperboloid electricity pylon.  

were arrested, tortured, and executed without trial and without mercy in the basement cells of 

the Lubyanka (Лубянка) CHEKA Headquarters and Prison in central Moscow.  

 

From the Russian Revolution in 1917 until his death of heart failure in 1926, Dzerzhinskiy 

was first and foremost a Russian Communist and one of the founders of the Soviet Union. He 

is buried in the Kremlin Wall.  

 

Dzerzhinsk is an industrial city and in fact the 

leading Russian city for the production of 

chemicals – and for many years, chemical 

weapons. Due to the strategic nature of this 

enterprise, it was a closed city to foreigners 

until fairly recently. Although chemical 

weapons manufacture ceased in 1965, 

Dzerzhinsk’s own environmental agency and 

outside environmental groups have estimated 

that almost 300,000 tons of hazardous 

chemical waste material were dumped in and 

around the city between 1930 and 1998. That, 

plus current production of over 1,000 types of 

highly specialized chemicals, have placed 

Dzerzhinsk in the unenviable position as being 

regarded as one of the world’s top ten “most 

polluted cities.”  

 

However, it must be said that the full extent of 

industrial pollution is hotly contested and that 

hard data is extremely difficult to come by. 

Whatever the case – and whatever the truth, 

Dzerzhinsk is not on the usual tourist circuit 

and thus very few foreign visitors ever stop 

here.  

 

➢ Km 412: Kalininskaya (платформа 

Калининская) – This platform serves the suburban town of Kalinin. Like Kaliningrad 

(Калининград), the separated Russian enclave between Poland and Lithuania on the Baltic 

Sea (and historically known as the Prussian/German city of Königsberg), it is named after 

Bolshevik revolutionary Mikhail Kalinin (Михаил Иванович Калинин; 1875-1946). An 

early contemporary of Vladimir Lenin and later of Joseph Stalin, Kalinin was the titular head 

of the Soviet Union from 1919 to 1946. Although he was a member of the Politburo of the 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union and a member of Stalin’s inner circle of advisors, he in 

fact yielded very little power. He died peaceably and is interred in the Kremlin Wall.  
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➢ Km 415: Igumnovo (станция Игумново) – Unfortunately, people must dispose of trash and 

it has to go somewhere. Poor Igumnovo has the unlucky destiny to be home of what is said to 

be “Europe’s Largest Landfill.” In operation since 1983, its present size is over 1.1 square 

kilometers and counting. Every year this household and industrial trash site adds another four 

million cubic meters of solid waste. In the 2000s, an underground fire burned at Igumnovo 

for five years – belching noxious smoke that burned eyes as far as Nizhniy Novgorod. It’s 

been the target of environmentalists for years who claim that it’s a major source of seeping 

methane gas and a polluter of underground water reservoirs.  

 

➢ Km 418: Voroshilovskaya (платформа Ворошиловская).  

 

➢ Km 421: Platform 421 (платформа 421).   

 

➢ Km 425: Cross the Vyunitsa River (река Вьюница) – This small stream begins in the 

marshes about five kilometers north. From the rail crossing it flows south approximately six 

kilometers where it joins the 12 kilometer-long Gnilichka (река Гниличка), another minor 

tributary. From this confluence, the Gnilichka runs southeast about five kilometers until it 

merges into the left bank of the Oka River about 25 kilometers upstream from its mouth on 

the Volga in Nizhniy Novgorod.  

 

➢ Km 427: Doskino (станция Доскино) – The station was originally named Orlovka 

(Орловка) after a nearby village. In 1913, when a new station was built here, it was re-

named Doskino after another village that had sprung up nearby. Today New Doskino (Новое 

Доскино) is immediately north of the tracks and Gorbatovka (Горбатовка) is immediately 

south.  

 

➢ Km 427: Branch Line East – Almost immediately east after passing Doskino, this spur line 

veers right, then runs parallel to the main line for the next two kilometers until Orlovka 

(платформа Орловка). The branch is short, only extending eight kilometers into the 

industrial area east of the airport and north of the Oka River. Its stations or platforms are: 

Orlovka → Sadovaya (Садовая) → Schastlivaya (Счастливая; “Happy”) → Kustovaya 

(Кустовая) → and Gorky-Avtozavod (Горький-Автозавод).  

 

➢ Km 428: Branch Line South – This split to the right begins a southern line that extends 

several thousand kilometers. Within two kilometers the first platform is Petryaevka 

(платформа Петряевка). Two kilometers further south and the line passes just east of the 

Nizhniy Strigino Airport (аэропорт Стригино), then crosses over the Oka. The line 

continues well over 1,500 kilometers to Saratov (Саратов) → Volgograd (Волгоград) → 

then Astrakhan (Астрахань) and the countries of the Caucasus. All the way south as it 

travels, there are innumerable branch lines heading east and west to other southern Russian 

cities as well as Ukraine and western Kazakhstan.  

 

➢ Km 429: Platform 429 (платформа 429) – The Orlovka Platform is 25 meters south on a 

parallel track; the two lines are not directly connected. There are a number of small villages 

in the area, among them, Sadovaya (Садовая) two kilometers east; and Petryaevka 

(Петряевка) one and a half kilometers south. Five kilometers due south is the airport. Three 
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KM 440: Nizhniy Novgorod 
Conflluence of the Volga and Oka Rivers  

kilometers further south of that is the railroad bridge over the Oka. Both of these however are 

on the branch line that started one kilometer to the west.  

 

➢ Km 431: Konduktorskaya (платформа Кондукторская; “Conductor Platform”) – Here’s a 

little platform dedicated to the hard-working conductors. Starting just before this platform, to 

the right (southeast), begins the rail servicing yards and sorting station of Nizhniy Novgorod. 

It’s enormous; there are hundreds of sets of tracks parallel to one another for the next four 

kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 433: Nizhniy Novgorod Sortirovochniy (станция Нижний Новгород Сортировочный) 

– At its maximum width, there are over 35 tracks running side-by-side in this vast 

marshalling yard. There are countless rail cars. There is also a Museum of Steam 

Locomotives (Паровозный музей) here.  

 

➢ Km 435: Platform 435 (платформа 435) – This platform fairly well marks the end of the 

switching station.  

 

➢ Km 436: Branch Line North – Immediately after Platform 435, a branch line veers right 

(south), then turns a counter-clockwise semi-circle and comes underneath the main tracks 

and heads north. The branch line runs close to 60 kilometers and follows the Volga River 

upstream, passing a dozen small stations along the way, until it ends at Zavolzhye 

(Заволжье; an alternate term for Volga), just below the Gorky Reservoir (Горьковское 

водохранилище) and auto bridge which crosses the Volga to Gorodets (Городец).  

 

➢ Km 440: Nizhniy Novgorod (Gorky) Moscovskiy Station (станция Нижний Новгород 

(Горький) Московский; lit., “Lower New Town (Gorky) Moscow Station”) – A beautiful 

and historic city, Nizhniy (as it’s commonly called) is located at the confluence of two great 

rivers: it’s on the right bank 

(west or south side) of the 

Volga and both the right and 

left banks (east and west sides) 

of the Oka. The hilly eastern 

side (right bank) of the Oka 

includes three of the eight 

districts into which the city is 

divided. It is referred to as the 

“Upper City” (Нагорная 

часть; lit., “Mountainous 

Part”). The “Lower City” 

(Заречная часть; lit., 

“Districts Part”) is on the low 

western side (left bank) of the 

Oka and contains the five 

remaining districts, including 

the downtown, railway station, and further out of town, the airport. Most tourists never leave 

the Lower City.  
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Niznhy Novgorod River Terminal 
(Нижний Новгород Речной вокзал) 

 

The city has a long and impressive history. It was settled in 1221 by Grand Duke Yuri II 

(Юрий–II; 1188-1238) of Vladimir and boasts an impressive twelve-towered Kremlin built 

in the early 1500s. With its massive red-brick towers, the Kremlin is the dominating feature 

of the city skyline. It’s connected to the Volga by a panoramic staircase dedicated to Soviet 

aviator Valery Chkalov (Валерий Павлович Чкалов; 1904-38) who was born in the nearby 

town of Vasilyevo (Васильево). From the top of the stairs and from the Kremlin, there are 

sweeping views of the city and the Volga.  

 

With a population of one and a quarter million, Nizhniy is Russia’s fifth largest city after 

Moscow, Saint Petersburg, Novosibirsk, and Yekaterinburg. It is home to several important 

art galleries and museums. From 1932 to 1990, Nizhniy was known as Gorky, after the writer 

Maxim Gorky (Алексей Максимович 

Пешков; 1868–1936), who was born here. 

Gorky’s childhood home is today a 

museum, known as the Kashirin House 

(Домик Каширина), after Gorky’s 

grandfather who owned it. Nizhniy is a 

major stop in the summer for river cruises 

between Moscow and Astrakhan at the 

mouth of the Volga on the Caspian Sea. 

 

Throughout the 20th Century and to this 

day, the city has been an important center 

for the manufacture of trucks and 

automobiles. Henry Ford (1863-1947) 

helped build the original truck and tractor 

plant known as GAZ (ГАЗ or Горьковский 

автомобильный завод) in the late 1920s. 

Future United Auto Workers’ (UAW) labor 

leader and lifelong socialist Walter Reuther (1907-70) was among the engineers and 

mechanics he sent. The Gorky Auto Factory (Горький Автозавод) still is the largest plant in 

the city; it’s near the airport.  

 

During most of the Soviet era, the city was a major center for military manufacture – and 

thus remained closed to foreigners until the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991. Nuclear 

physicist and human rights activist Andrei Sakharov (Андрей Дмитриевич Сахаров; 1921–

1989) lived in internal exile in Nizhniy from 1980 to 1986. His former apartment is now a 

museum. He was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1975, but was not allowed to leave the 

Soviet Union to receive it. His wife read his speech at the award ceremony in Oslo, Norway.  

 

Nizhniy Novgorod’s railroad station is still called Gorky and it is listed this way in rail 

timetables. Although because of price many people still take the overnight trains to and from 

Moscow and Nizhniy, more and more persons chose the new high-speed Sapsan train. 

Service began in July of 2010 and although it’s more expensive, it has been extremely 

successful, with trains almost always full. Travel time is a few minutes under four hours. The 
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Nizhniy Novgorod – Bor Aerial Tramway 

KM 443: Cross the Volga River 

Sapsan uses Moscow’s Kurskiy Rail Station 

(Курский вокзал). Continuing service runs 

to Saint Petersburg; that’s another three 

hours and forty minutes.  

 

The Nizhniy Novgorod International 

Airport (Нижний Новгород 

Международный аэропорт), sometimes 

called Strigino Airport (Аэропорт 

Стригино), is 14 kilometers southwest of 

the city center. It has direct flights to cities 

all over Russia as well as a handful of 

flights to European, Asian, and middle 

eastern cities.  

 

For a fun trip, take the new Aerial Tramway 

(Нижегородская канатная дорога; lit., “Nizhniy Cable Road”) over the Volga River. 

Opened in 2012, and running year-round, the 3,660 meter-long cable car crosses the river and 

lands at Bor (Бор). Best known for its glassworks, Bor’s a city of almost 80,000 persons on 

the left bank (north side) of the Volga. Although there is an auto bridge and seasonal ferry 

service, most tourists are only going to turn around and return to Nizhniy. A one-way ride 

takes almost 15 minutes – the view is fabulous.  

 

➢ Km 443: Cross the Volga River (река Волга) – Only a few kilometers north after leaving 

Gorky Station, the Trans-Siberian trains cross the Volga. Naturally it’s not by chance that the 

side-by-side auto and rail bridges transit the river at this particular location. For here, the 

river narrows down to only about 400 

meters across. A bit further downstream, 

the Volga resumes its width of over one 

kilometer.  

 

At 3,645 kilometers (2,266 miles) in 

length, the Volga is Europe’s longest river 

and 15th longest in the world. It is difficult 

to overstate the importance of the Volga 

in Russian history and lore: Every country 

has its national river, and Russia has the 

Volga, the longest river in Europe, the 

Queen of rivers . . . said French writer 

Alexandre Dumas. Eleven of Russia’s 

twenty largest cities, including Moscow, 

are located within the River’s watershed 

and navigation system. Celebrated in the 

song of the Volga boatmen: Mighty stream so deep and wide, Volga, Volga our pride – 

Mother Volga (Волга-Матушка) has a place in the heart and soul of every Russian.  
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Vodka (Водка) 
Traditionally, vodka is produced by the distillation 
of fermented substances such as cererals, grains, or 
potatoes, although other things such as fruits or 
mere sugar can be used. Standard vodkas have an 
alcohol content of 40 percent (80 proof) by 
volume, though 50 percent (100 proof) vodkas are 
not unusual.  
In Russia, Poland, and the Scandinavian countries, 
vodka is usually taken “neat,” that is straight up 
from small glasses, usually ice cold out of the 
freezer. In some countries, it is not uncommon to 
follow a shot of vodka with a beer chaser. Russians 
often accompany their vodka drinking with “zakusi” 
(закуску; “appetizers”). Cold meats including hams 
and salamis, and fish such as herring and sardines, 
are especially popular. Pickles, deviled eggs, and 
famously – caviar – are also included. Although 
most vodkas are filtered clear and unflavored, many 
flavored varieties are available. Some of the more 
popular choices include red pepper, vanilla, 
cinnamon, honey, lemon or lime, and a particluar 
favorite: the herb-flavored Polish bison grass vodka 
known as “Żubrówka.” 
The word “vodka” is the diminutive form of the 
Russian word for water – “voda” (вода). Thus vodka 
may be translated as “little water.” The roots of the 
English/Gaelic word “whiskey” (“uisce beatha”), the 
Latin term “aqua vitae,” the Scandinavian word 
“aquavit,” and the French term “eau de vie,” all have 
a similar meaning – “water of life.”  

Following the river’s course river 

upstream, Nizhniy Novgorod is a little 

more than 1,100 kilometers southeast of 

the Volga’s source waters in the Valdai 

Hills (Валдайская возвышенность or 

Валдай), an upland region of scenic lakes 

roughly 325 kilometers southeast of St. 

Petersburg and 350 kilometers northwest 

of Moscow. The Valdai Hills form the 

intersection of the Volga, Dnieper 

(Днепр), and Western Dvina (Западная 

Двина; also known as the Daugava, 

Даугава) basins. The region is thus 

divided among the watersheds of the 

Caspian, Black, and Baltic Seas.  

 

From its beginnings, the Volga travels past 

the cities of Rzhev (Ржев), Tver (Тверь), 

Dubna (Дубна), Rybinsk (Рыбинск), 

Yaroslavl (Ярославль), Kostroma 

(Кострома), Kineshma (Кинешма), and 

Gorodets (Городец) – and picks up many 

large tributaries and countless small ones 

along the way. Through the construction of 

numerous dams, the Volga’s course over 

these first thousand-plus kilometers also 

includes the massive reservoirs at Rybinsk 

(Рыбинское водохранилище; informally 

known as the “Rybinsk Sea”) and Gorky 

(Горьковское водохранилище). At the 

time of its construction in the 1930s, the 

Rybinsk Sea was the largest man-made 

body of water on Earth.  

 

Following its flow downstream from 

Nizhniy Novgorod, the Volga travels south 

more than 2,500 kilometers until it ends 

spread over an enormous delta on the 

Caspian Sea, near Astrakhan (Астрахань) 

– home of the finest Ikra (икра; “caviar”) 

on earth. On its way, it passes the cities of 

Kazan (Казань), Ulyanovsk (Ульяновск), 

Samara (Самара), Saratov (Саратов), and 

Volgograd (Волгоград). Again, due to 

hydroelectric dams, several great sections 

of the Volga are now reservoirs; among 
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them, the Volgograd (Волгоградское водохранилище), Russia’s 3rd largest, and the 

Kuybyshevskoye Reservoir (Куйбышевское водохранилище) – Europe’s largest reservoir 

and third largest in the world by surface area.  

 

➢ Km 444: Volga (платформа Волга) – A former, now closed, minor platform immediately 

after crossing the river.  

 

➢ Km 451: Branch Line South – Less than half a kilometer before reaching Tolokontsevo 

Station, a ten kilometer spur branches off to the right and runs south to Bor. It passes the 

stations or platforms of:  Neklyudovo (Неклюдово) → Druzhba (Дружба;”Friendship”) → 

Voenniy Gorodok (Военный Городок; “Military Town”) → Sportivnaya (Спортивная; 

“Sports”) → and ends at Mokhovye Gory (Моховые Горы; “Moss Mountain”).  

 

➢ Km 452: Tolokontsevo (станция Толоконцево) – Tolokontsevo is the first town the line 

reaches after crossing the Volga and its wide uninhabitable flood plain. It’s primarily an 

industrial area.  

 

➢ Km 456: Rekshino (платформа Рекшино) – A fairly large town spread out over quite a few 

kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 460: Kiselikha (станция Киселиха).  

 

➢ Km 463: Cross the Linda River (река Линда) – This 122 kilometer-long left tributary of the 

Volga begins about 100 kilometers to the north, not far from the village of Zubovo (Зубово). 

From the rail crossing, it flows some 20 kilometers southwest until it meets the Volga about 

six kilometers upstream (north) of Nizhniy Novgorod. It’s about 20 meters across where the 

railroad crosses it on a set of twin single-truss bridges.  

 

➢ Km 464: Cross the Sanda River (река Санда) – Two more single-truss spans cross this little 

49 kilometer tributary of the Linda. The Sanda ends when it joins the right bank of the Linda 

three kilometers south of this crossing. It begins some 45 kilometers to the northwest. Here 

it’s about 10 meters wide.  

 

➢ Km 464: Posyolok Shpalozavoda (платформа Посёлок Шпалозавода) – This village, along 

with its immediate neighbor to the north, Kalikino (Каликино), are not stops for passenger 

trains; rather, they are industrial sites and freight yards that use the small switching station 

visible to the left (west) as the train passes by.  

 

➢ Km 469: Kalikino (станция Каликино) – A fairly large and fairly industrialized village.  
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KM 476: Linda Railway Station 

➢ Km 472: Cross the Stozhilovka River (река Стожиловка) – This minor tributary originates 

about five kilometers west. From where it crosses the rail line, it travels approximately three 

kilometers southeast until it joins the right bank of the Linda River.  

 

➢ Km 473: Cross the Chyornovka River (река Чёрновка) – This “Black” River originates 

close to ten kilometers to the northwest. After it passes under the tracks, it flows two 

kilometers east and then joins the Linda.  

 

➢ Km 476: Linda (станция Линда) – This 

town of some 5,000 persons is known for 

its poultry operations. It’s the home of the 

Lindovskaya Poultry-Breeding Plant 

(Линдовская птицефабрика-племзавод) 

and Stock-Farm Lindovskiy (Племсовхоз 

Линдовский). The town and these 

enterprises all take their names from the 

nearby river of this name.  

 

➢ Km 480: Cross the Keza River (река 

Кеза) – Ten kilometers west of the source 

of the Linda River, near the tiny village of 

Mityushino (Митюшино), is the source of 

one of its tributaries, the Keza. From that 

beginning, the Keza flows south approximately 45 kilometers where it crosses the path of the 

railroad. It then continues another five kilometers until it flows into the right bank of the 

Linda. Like the several previous river crossings, this 10-meter wide river is spanned by twin 

single-truss bridges. There is no stop and there is no platform, but on the left you’ll see the 

tiny hamlet of Lunino (Лунино) nestled alongside the track and on the right bank of the Keza 

as the train goes by.  

 

➢ Km 481: Keza (платформа Кеза) – A fairly large village along the right-hand side (east) of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 487: Posyolok Tarasikha (станция Посёлок Тарасиха) – A small village.  

 

➢ Km 490: Cross the Linda River (река Линда) – This is the second crossing of this river by 

the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 498: Osinki (станция Осинки) – Another small village.  

 

➢ Km 504: Cross the Pesochnaya River (река Песочная; “Sand”) – This creek starts about 

three kilometers to the southwest; from the crossing it runs five kilometers northeast until it 

joins the right bank of the Sanokhta River (река Санохта) in the town of Semyonov 

(Семёнов).  

 

➢ Km 506: Platform 506 (платформа 506).  
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Khokhloma Tray, Cup & Spoon Set 

Matryoshka Set of 15 Nesting Dolls 

 

➢ Km 508: Cross the Sanokhta (река Санохта) – This 29 kilometer-long tributary of the 

Kerzhenets (река Керженец) begins about about a dozen kilometers northwest of Semyonov 

and just below the tiny village of Polom (Полом). From the rail crossing, it flows southeast 

less than 15 kilometers until its mouth on the right bank of the Kerzhenets River. The rail line 

crosses the Kerzhenets in short order.  

 

➢ Km 509: Semyonov (станция Семёнов) 

– This town of approximately 25,000 

persons is famous in Russia for its 

production of wooden Khokhloma 

painted-objects (Хохлома or Хохломская 

роспись) and Matryoshka dolls 

(Матрёшка). The town was established in 

the beginning of the 17th Century as a 

settlement of Old Believers (Староверы), 

a fundamentalist sect of Russian Orthodox 

practitioners. Seeking shelter from 

persecution, they took refuge in local 

woods and over time developed handicrafts that made use of natural materials available to 

them.  

 

Khokhloma is the traditional Russian handicraft painting style used on wooden cups, bowls, 

spoons, trays, and other household and ornamental objects. Known for its vivid flower and 

abstract patterns, the most common color combinations are red and gold over a black 

background.  

 

Matryoshka “nesting” dolls are world 

famous and need little introduction. 

Typical traditional sets most often feature a 

series of hand-painted peasant girls in 

simple dress descending in size and 

“nested” one inside the next. Sets can be 

anywhere from a half-dozen to 20 or more. 

Other popular matryoshka themes include 

fairy tales, Christmas, Easter, and 

caricatures of Russian politicians. 

“Matryoshka” literally means “little 

matron,” it is the diminutive form of the 

Russian female first name “Matryona” 

(Матрёна).  

 

➢ Km 510: Cross the Lomovka River (река Ломовка) – This little creek begins alongside the 

rail line about a kilometer to the southwest. After crossing the rails, it runs parallel to the east 

side of the tracks for about two kilometers until it crosses again. From there it travels north 

close to one kilometer where it ends in a field of marshes and small ponds.  
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The Invisible City of Kitezh (1913) 
Konstantin Gorbatov (1876-1945) 

 

➢ Km 516: Cross the Bystryonka River (река Быстрёнка) – This small stream begins about 

two kilometers north of the village of Bystryona (Быстрёна) and the Zakharovo (Захарово) 

Rail Station. From the rail crossing it flows about seven kilometers southeast until its 

confluence on the right bank of the Kerzhenets.  

 

➢ Km 517: Zakharovo (платформа Захарово) – The little village of the same name is about a 

kilometer south of the rail station.  

 

➢ Km 520: Cross the Ozyorochnaya River (река Озёрочная) – This little creek starts two 

kilometers west. About three kilometers east after passing under the rail line, it passes the 

village of Ozyorochnaya (Озёрочная), and two kilometers south of there it joins the 

Kerzhenets.  

 

➢ Km 526: Kerzhenets (станция Керженец) and Belasovka (Беласовка) – Two small towns: 

Belasovka on the left (west), Kerzhenets on the right (east). The rail line runs straight 

through between them. Kerzhenets takes its name from the river which runs along the eastern 

side of the town.  

 

➢ Km 528: Cross the Krinka River (река Кринка) – This little Kerzhenets right tributary 

begins approximately 15 kilometers to the west. From the rail crossing, it flows less than one 

kilometer where is joins the right bank of the Kerzhenets about two kilometers west of 

Moshna (Мошна) village.  

 

➢ Km 531: Cross the Kerzhenets River (река Керженец) – This 290 kilometer-long river is a 

mid-sized left tributary of the Volga. It begins more than 150 kilometers northwest of the 

railroad crossing, above the village of Kovernino (Ковернино). From the rail crossing, it 

travels almost due south more than 130 kilometers, passing Kerzhenets and Semyonov along 

the way, until it reaches the Volga about 80 

kilometers southeast of (downstream from) 

Nizhniy Novgorod. The closest villages to 

this confluence are Valki (Валки), which is 

four kilometers upstream on the 

Kerzhenets, or Makaryevo (Макарьево), 

which is six kilometers downstream on the 

Volga. The Kerzhenets is wide where the 

train crosses it, almost 70 meters across. 

Along its path to the Volga, it is joined by 

dozens of small streams and creeks. Due to 

its clean waters, good flow rate, and little 

beaches, the river is very popular for water 

rafting.  

 

➢ Km 533: Ozero (платформа Озеро; 

“Lake”) – Coming from the west, only 

about 50 meters separate the southern end 
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of the lake from the railroad tracks. Then there is a small village on the lake’s east side. By 

the station, it’s only a few hundred meters away. It’s a vision, Lake Svetloyar (озеро 

Светлояр) is an almost perfectly round little lake, one kilometer in diameter, and very deep, 

over 40 meters. Its source and exit is a small creek on its western side connected to the 

Kerzhenets. The lake’s mysterious origins lie buried in the folklore of Russia’s ultra-

Orthodox “Old Believers.”  

 

Legend has it that on the lake’s shore once stood the city of Kitezh (Китеж). Under attack by 

Batu Khan (хан Батый; c. 1207–1255), grandson of Genghiz Khan and founder of The 

Golden Horde, its citizens did not resist – only prayed to God. In answer to their prayers, the 

entire town submerged into the lake and now may only be found beneath its waters. For this 

reason, Kitezh is sometimes referred to as the “Atlantis” of Russia.  

 

Old Believers say that those pure of heart and soul will find their way to Kitezh and that 

pious individuals can hear the city’s church bells and its citizens singing. Some claim that the 

devout can see the undersea lights of religious processions called Krestnyĭ khod (крестный 

ход). The road to the lake is still called the “Path of Batu” (Батыева тропа). Nikolai 

Rimsky-Korsakov’s (Николай Андреевич Римский-Корсаков; 1844-1908) opera The 

Legend of the Invisible City of Kitezh and the Maiden Fevroniya (1907) is in part based on 

the legend of Kitezh.  

 

➢ Km 537: Stopping Point Kamenniy Ovrag (oбгонный пункт Каменный Овраг; “Stone 

Gully”) – A quarry.  

 

➢ Km 539: Cross the Kazamatovo River (река Казаматово) – This little creek begins less than 

two kilometers north of the rail line. From this crossing, it flows south approximately five 

kilometers where it joins another tributary, the 45 kilometer-long Moshna (река Мошна). 

From this junction, the Moshna runs about 15 kilometers southwest to the village of Moshna 

(about two kilometers south of Ozero) and its mouth on the left bank of the Kerzhenets.  

 

➢ Km 548: Sukhobezvodnoye (станция Сухобезводное) – The village is described as a penal 

colony “labor camp” for the timber industry. It has more than 6,000 inhabitants.  

 

➢ Km 549: Branch Line North – Shortly after the platform, a spur branches off to the left and 

heads north. In its 55 kilometers, it passes Chibir (Чибирь) → Prudiy (Пруды; “Ponds”) → 

Platform 27 (платформа 27) → Postoy (Постой) → Mimiy (Мумий) → Kaysk and 

Cheremushki (Кайск and Черемушки) → Kerzhenets-Lapshangskiy (Керженец-

Лапшангский) → Platform 55 (платформа 55) → Severniy (Северный) → and Lapshanga 

(Лапшанга). These are forestry villages.  

 

➢ Km 559: Stopping Point Perekhvatka (oбгонный пункт Перехватка).  

 

➢ Km 569: Vetluzhskaya (станция Ветлужская) – Vetluzhskaya is the station for the town of 

Vetluzhskiy (Ветлужский). Both take their names from the Vetluga River (река Ветлуга). 

The town has a population of a little over 5,000 and is located along the right bank (south or 

west side) of the Vetluga.  
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KM 569: Vetluzhskaya Railway Station 

 

➢ Km 570: Cross the Vetluga River 

(река Ветлуга) – The Vetluga is a 

large tributary of the Volga, with a 

length of 889 kilometers. It arises more 

than 650 kilometers north and passes 

the towns of Sharya (Шарья) and 

Vetluga (Ветлуга) on its way to 

Vetluzhskiy. Southeast from the rail 

crossing, it twists and turns its way 

more than 200 kilometers, passing 

Voskresenskoye (Воскресенское) 

along the way until its confluence near 

the small village of Yurino (Юрино) 

on the left bank of the Cheboksary 

reservoir (Чебоксарское 

водохранилище), which is formed by the Volga River. Approximately 700 kilometers of the 

the Vetluga are navigable. The river is almost 150 meters wide where the Trans-Siberian 

Line crosses it.  

 

➢ Km 573: Platform 573 (платформа 573).  

 

➢ Km 579: Cross the Malaya Shizhma River (река Малая Шижма) – The Little Shizma starts 

about two kilometers north of Shizma (Шижма) Village. After passing under the rail line it 

flows about six kilometers to its end on the right bank of the Shizhma River (река Шижма).  

 

➢ Km 580: Bystrukha (станция Быструха) – Twin villages here; Bystrukha (Быструха) on the 

right (east side) and Shizhma on the left (west side). Both are tiny.  

 

➢ Km 583: Cross the Shizhma River (река Шижма) – This little river begins about two 

kilometers to the north; from the rail crossing, it travels southwest some 15 kilometers where 

it joins the left bank of the Vetluga River about four kilometers downstream south of 

Vetluzhskiy.  

 

➢ Km 587: Cross the Talitsa River (река Талица) – This little stream starts less than two 

kilometers northwest of the tracks; from the crossing it continues close to eight kilometers 

due east until it reaches the right bank of the Chernaya River (Чёрная речка). From there, 

the Chernaya flows only five kilometers south until it reaches the Usta River (река Уста). 

The train crosses the Chernaya in short order.  

 

➢ Km 591: Shemanikha (станция Шеманиха) – A little village along the way. The train runs 

through the center of it.  
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KM 623: Uren Railway Station 

➢ Km 596: Cross the Chernaya River (Чёрная речка; “Little Black River”) – One of the most 

common river names in Russia; this Chernaya (often spelled Chyornaya) has its source about 

60 kilometers north. From the rail crossing, it flows south about 10 more kilometers until it 

joins the Usta, a 253 kilometer-long left tributary of the Vetluga. From that confluence, the 

Usta continues south about 60 kilometers until it merges into the Vetluga five kilometers 

above Voskresenskoye.  

 

➢ Km 602: Minyevka (станция Минеевка) – Minyevka is the station for the small village of 

Minyevo (Минеево).  

 

➢ Km 605: Cross the Beryozovka River (река Берёзовка) – This small stream begins in the 

marshes about five kilometers north of the tiny village of the same name. After passing under 

the rails, it flows some two kilometers until it merges into the right bank of the Usta.  

 

➢ Km 611: Cross the Pustaya River (река Пустая) – This little river originates about a dozen 

kilometers to the northwest. From the rail crossing it runs only three kilometers south until it 

joins the Usta.  

 

➢ Km 614: Usta (станция Уста; “Mouth”) – In this context, “Usta” means the mouth of a 

river; it is referring to the nearby Usta River which flows immediately south.  

 

The 253 kilometer-long Usta is a left tributary of the Vetluga. Its source is approximately 150 

kilometers east of town. It does not cross the rail line, but follows along south of its course 

for a considerable distance. After passing by two kilometers south of town, it flows more or 

less due south for 100 kilometers until it merges into the Vetluga near the village of Elkino 

(Ёлкино; also spelled “Yolkino”). From that junction, the Vetluga flows approximately 100 

kilometers southeast until it joins the left bank 

of the Volga near the towns of Yurino 

(Юрино) and Kozmodemyansk 

(Козьмодемьянск). That confluence point is 

about midway between Nizhniy Novgorod 

and Kazan (Казань).  

 

➢ Km 619: Cross the Morkva River (река 

Морква) – This small river begins in the hills 

about 20 kilometers to the northwest. After 

passing under the rails it only runs one 

kilometer until it joins the right bank of the 

Usta River.  

 

➢ Km 623: Uren (станция Урень) – This fairly 

large town of slightly more than 12,000 

persons was originally settled by a colony of 

Old Believers fleeing persecution. It is located 

on the right bank of the Usta River.  
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➢ Km 628: Cross the Temta River (река Темта) – This small river begins about 40 kilometers 

northeast near the twin villages of Bolshaya Temta (Большая Темта) and Malaya Temta 

(Малая Темта). After it flows past the little town of Temta and the nearby railroad tracks, it 

continues less than three kilometers and terminates on the right bank of the Usta.  

 

➢ Km 634: Cross the Arya River (река Арья) – This little stream starts about 25 kilometers 

northeast, a few kilometers above Obkhod (Обход). From the rail crossing it flows 

approximately five kilometers south until it reaches the Usta.  

 

➢ Km 635: Arya (станция Арья) – A small village, about the same size as Usta. A kilometer 

to the north is the even smaller Bolshaya Arya (Большая Аря); the highway P159 runs 

through that one.  

 

➢ Km 636: Cross the Shalezhka River (река Шалежка) – This little creek starts about seven 

kilometers east. After passing under the tracks, it runs about one kilometer west and joins the 

left bank of the Arya River about a kilometer before it crosses the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 642: Shalega (платформа Шалегa) – A tiny village.  

 

➢ Km 652: Obkhod (станция Обход; means “Bypass”) – There are only about 600 persons 

living here now. Formerly it was a fairly large timber town.  

 

➢ Km 655: Cross the Shiliksha River (река Шиликша) – This little creek starts less than five 

kilometer northeast; after crossing the tracks it flows approximately 15 kilometers due south 

until it meets the right bank of the Baya River (река Бая), another small tributary. From that 

confluence, the Baya travels close to 20 kilometers west until it joins the right bank of the 

Usta.  

 

➢ Km 661: Burenino (платформа Буренино) – Another small village.  

 

➢ Km 662: Cross the Svecha River (река Свеча; “Candle”) – This little river begins less than 

two kilometers southeast of the rail line. From here it travels 25 kilometers straight north 

through the village of Bolshaya Svecha (Большая Свеча) to its confluence on the 91 

kilometer-long Malaya Kaksha (Малая Какша). From that junction, the “Little” Kaksha 

flows northeast about 50 kilometers until its union with the left bank of the Vetluga at the 

village of Bolshaya Mikrikha (Большая Микриха) about ten kilometers upstream northeast 

from Vetluga.  

 

➢ Km 667: Cross the Poldnevaya River (река Полдневая) – This small stream starts about five 

kilometers southeast of the rail line. From the crossing of the rails it flows past the adjacent 

village of Malaya Poldnevaya (Малая Полдневая) and then another five kilometers north 

where it joins the left bank of the 37 kilometer-long Shara River (река Шара). From this 

confluence, the Shara runs close to ten kilometers northwest to its junction on the left bank of 

the Malaya Kaksha.  
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KM 681: Shakhunya Railway Station Heroic 
Mosaic dedicated to Railway Workers 

➢ Km 669: Cross the Zubanya River (река Зубанья) – A little less than one kilometer east 

before reaching the village of Zubanya, the train passes over this tiny creek. It begins less 

than 200 meters from the south side of the rail line and then flows north three kilometers 

where it meets the Shara River.  

 

➢ Km 672: Zubanya (станция Зубанья) – A collection of a few houses.  

 

➢ Km 674: Cross the Shara River (река Шара) – This river begins about ten kilometers to the 

southeast. Following it downstream from the point of crossing the rail line, it flows 

approximately 20 kilometers northwest until its mouth on the Malaya Kaksha’s left bank at 

the village of Khmelevitsiy (Хмелевицы).  

 

The “Small” Kaksha has its source about 30 kilometers east, near the town of Shaygino 

(Шайгино). From the Shara confluence, the Malaya Kaksha continues northwest 

approximately 35 kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Vetluga River only two 

kilometers downstream south from the confluence of the 138 kilometer-long Bolshaya 

Kaksha (река Большая Какша) on the Vetluga. Both Kaksha confluences are about ten 

kilometers upstream east of the town of Vetluga. The Vetluga River eventually joins the 

Volga 250 kilometers to the south.  

 

➢ Km 678: Cross the Chernaya River (река Чёрная; also spelled “Chyornaya”) – This little 

stream begins a few hundred meters south of the rail line just as the line enters the town of 

Shakhunya. From the rail crossing, it runs north about ten kilometers to the village of 

Chernaya (Чёрная) and its merger with the left bank of the Malaya Kaksha.  

 

➢ Km 681: Shakhunya (станция 

Шахунья) – A city of about 21,000 

persons, Shakhunya originally 

developed as a railroad town. Today, 

its largest industry is a dairy plant 

which produces all kinds of dairy 

products, including yogurt and cheese.  

 

➢ Km 681: Cross the Samarikha River 

(река Самариха) – This minor 

tributary begins less than one kilometer 

south of the tracks. From the crossing, 

it runs about three kilometers northwest 

where it joins the right bank of the 

Chernaya River.  

 

➢ Km 685: Platform 685 (платформа 685).  

 

➢ Km 686: Cross the Myaskovaya River (река Мясковая) – This little river originates 

approximately seven kilometers to the southeast. From the rail crossing, it flows north about 

six kilometers where it joins the Malaya Kaksha.  
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KM 710: Cross the Pizhma River 

 

➢ Km 690: Shesterikovo (платформа Шестериково) – A platform for no one.  

 

➢ Km 692: Cross the Krasnaya River (река Красная; “Red” or “Beautiful”) – This small 

stream starts about three kilometers east of the village of Krasnaya Rechka (Красная Речка; 

“Little Red River”) which is adjacent to the railroad tracks. From the rail crossing it flows 

northwest close to four kilometers and joins the right bank of the Myaskovaya River.  

 

➢ Km 695: Cross the Malaya Kaksha River (река Малая Какша) – Here the rail line passes 

over the Malaya Kaksha almost at its source as the river begins within several hundred 

meters from the crossing. From this beginning it travels mostly west some 90 kilometers until 

it terminates on the left bank of the Vetluga River about ten kilometers upstream east of 

Vetluga.  

 

➢ Km 699: Tonshaevo (станция Тоншаево) – The station is called Tonshaevo, named for the 

the town of 4,500 persons located about ten kilometers to the southeast. The village that 

surrounds the rail station is Shaygino (Шайгино).  

 

➢ Km 700: Branch Line North – Less than one kilometer east of the Tonshaevo Platform, a 

minor branch line veers off to the left. It travels northwest some 50 kilometers. There are 

only two stops: Vakhtan (Вахтан) and Syava (Сява).  

 

➢ Km 701: Platform 701 (платформа 701) – This platform is closed.  

 

➢ Km 708: Yangarka (платформа Янгарка) – A water tower.  

 

➢ Km 710: Cross the Pizhma River (река 

Пижма) – Flowing more or less from 

south to north, the Pizhma has a total 

length of 305 kilometers. It is a tributary of 

the Vyatka River (река Вятка). It 

originates in the marshes about 15 

kilometers east of Shakhunya. From there 

it flows some 75 kilometers, passing 

Tonshaevo along the way, until it reaches 

this rail crossing shortly before the village 

of Pizhma. From here it continues at first 

northeast, then southeast over 225 

kilometers until it terminates when it 

merges into the Vyatka near the towns of 

Sovestsk (Советск) and Grekhovo 

(Грехово) which lie along the right bank 

of the Pizhma. The confluence is about 100 kilometers downstream south of Kotelnich 

(Котельнич).  

 

➢ Km 712: Platform 712 (платформа 712).  
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➢ Km 717: Pizhma (станция Пижма) – This mid-sized town of 4,000 persons started as a 

labor camp. The main employer today is “Altsevo-peat” (Альцево-торф), a Russian 

company engaged in the extraction of peat deposits. The word “Pizhma” means “Tansy” a 

large genus of mostly small yellow-flowering herbaceous plants (Tanacetum vulgare) and 

shrubs in the Aster family. Although native to temperate Europe and Asia, they have spread 

around the world. In most places, they are considered an invasive nuisance species.  

 

➢ Km 724: Odoshnur (платформа Одошнур) – A tiny village.  

 

➢ Km 729: Platform 729 (платформа 729).  

 

➢ Km 735: Burepolom (станция Буреполом) – A small village.  

 

➢ Km 741: Sherstki (станция Шерстки; “Fur”) – Another tiny village, and the last one of the 

Nizhegorodskaya Oblast. This region is criss-crossed by numerous rivers and streams, 

ultimately it’s all part of the Volga River watershed. 

 

➢ Km 742: Cross the Pizhma River (река Пижма) – A little more than one kilometer northeast 

of town, the train crosses the 40 meter-wide Pizhma for the second time.  

 

➢ Km 742: Nizhegorod – Kirov Border – In this section of its course, the Pizhma River marks 

the boundary from Nizhegorodskaya Oblast to the Kirovskaya Oblast (Кировская область). 

The border also begins a New Time Zone: Moscow Time (Московское Время) plus one 

hour (MT + 1).  

 

Kirovskaya Oblast has about 1,340,000 inhabitants. Its capital city is Kirov/Vyatka, which 

has approximately 475,000 residents. Generally speaking, where possible, Russia’s many 

time zones are aligned with the political borders of a number of its different regions. 

Remember, Moscow time plus one hour is the local time both in and  out of the train station. 

Moscow Time – formerly used all the way to Vladivostok – is no longer used by Russian 

Rail.  

 

➢ Km 746: Cross the Syuzyum River (река Сюзюм) – The Syuzyum is a minor left bank 

tributary of the Pizhma. It has a total length of 71 kilometers and begins about 65 kilometers 

northwest very near the towns of Leninskoye (Ленинское) and Shabalino (Шабалино). 

From the crossing here, the Syuzyum is almost at its end. Less than four kilometers south, it 

joins the Pizhma three and one-half kilometers downstream from Sherstki. It’s about 35 

meters wide at the crossing.  

 

➢ Km 747: Post 747: (пост 747) – This stop serves the tiny village of Syuzyum (Сюзюм) 

which is immediately north of the tracks. It takes its name from the river that bisects the 

village from north to south.  
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➢ Km 753: Platform 753 (платформа 753).  

 

➢ Km 759: Cross the Zaryanka River (река Зарянка; “Robin”) – This small right bank 

tributary of the Yuma River arises about ten kilometers to the northwest. From the rail 

crossing, it travels only five kilometers southeast and joins the Yuma.  

 

➢ Km 760: Yezhikha (станция Ежиха; lit., “Hedgehog”) – A small hamlet with a minor spur 

line that runs about 20 kilometers northwest.  

 

➢ Km 762: Cross the Yuma River (река Юма) – A 68 kilometer-long tributary of the Pizhma. 

The Yuma’s sourcewaters begin about 35 kilometers due north, a little above the village of 

Svecha (Свеча; “Candle”). From the railroad tracks, the Yuma runs south close to 30 

kilometers until it meets its end by flowing into the left bank of the Pizhma.  

 

➢ Km 767: Platform 767 (платформа 767).  

 

➢ Km 772: Yezhury (платформа Ежуры) – A few houses.  

 

➢ Km 773: Cross the Belaya River (река Белая; “White”) – Less than 500 meters after passing 

Yezhury, the rail line passes over this minor tributary. The White River begins approximately 

eight kilometers to the northeast. From the rail crossing it runs close to ten kilometers 

southwest until it merges into the right bank of the Dolgaya River (река Долгая; “Long”). 

From that confluence, the Dolgaya flows about eight kilometers until it joins the left bank of 

the Yuma River.  

 

➢ Km 779: Platform 779 (платформа 779) – The platform serves the nearly rural village of 

Patrushi (Патруши).  

 

➢ Km 781: Platform 781 (платформа 781) – This platform serves the little village of 

Komsomolskiy (Комсомольский). This Komsomolskiy is one of over 100 cities and towns 

in Russia and the former Soviet states named in honor of the Komsomol (Комсомол), the 

abbreviated term used for the former youth division of the Communist Party of the Soviet 

Union. In full, it’s the “All Union Leninist Young Communist League” (Всесоюзный 

Ленинский Коммунистический союз молодёжи or ВЛКСМ). Komsomol derives from 

Kommunisticheskii Soyuz Molodyozhi – literally, Young Communist League.  

 

About one kilometer after passing the platform, a minor spur line begins and runs about 15 

kilometers serving several small communities to the south of Komsomolskiy.  

 

➢ Km 784: Igotino (станция Иготино) – A few houses.  

 

➢ Km 789: Platform 789 (платформа 789).  

 

➢ Km 792: Platform 792 (платформа 792).  
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KM 869: Kotelnich-1 Railway Station 

➢ Km 796: Shakali (станция Шакалы) – Immediately south of the station is the little village 

of Leushino (Леушино). Immediately north is the 42 kilometer-long Chernyanitsa River 

(река Черняница), a minor tributary that has its source about five kilometers to the west.  

 

Although the rail line does not cross this river, it follows along roughly parallel to it for the 

next ten kilometers to Kotelnich. From there, the Chernyanitsa heads northeast some 25 

kilometers until it joins the right bank of the 419 kilometer-long Moloma River (река 

Молома). From that union, the Moloma flows south approximately 30 kilometers until it 

merges into right bank of the Vyatka River (река Вятка) near the village of Kovroviy 

(Ковровый) about eight kilometers northeast upstream from Kotelnich. At 1,314 kilometers 

long, the Vyatka is the longest right tributary of the Kama River (река Кама) – and the 

Kama, at 1,805 kilometers long, is the longest left tributary of the Volga.  

 

➢ Km 801: Cross the Osinovka River (река Осиновка) – This minor stream begins about 

seven kilometers southeast; from the crossing it flows less than 200 meters west where it 

joins the right bank of the Chernyanitsa River.  

 

➢ Km 804/865: Koltelnich-2 (станция Котельнич-вторая) – This station lies just about three 

kilometers south of the the Junction Point between the Gorky and Northern Railways. After 

the union of the two lines, it’s approximately another three kilometers before reaching 

Kotelnich-1 Rail Station. The Gorky Line (Горьковская железная дорога), which travels 

from Moscow to Kotelnich via Vladimir and Nizhniy Novgorod, meets the Northern Line 

(Северная железная дорога), which runs from Moscow to Kotelnich through Yaroslavl. The 

Trans-Siberian’s present route through Nizhniy Novgorod is about 60 kilometers shorter than 

the alternate old route via Yaroslavl.  

 

The two routes join northwest of 

Kotelnich-1 Station, near Kilometer Post 

865 (as marked on the Northern Route). 

From this point east to Kirov/Vyatka, 

Perm, Yekaterinburg, and all the 

thousands of kilometers to Vladivostok, 

the route remains the same.  

 

➢ Km 809/869: Kotelnich-1 (станция 

Котельнич-первая) – Those who have 

been keeping track of the time may notice 

that the train covered the last “73” 

kilometers (869-796=73) from Shakali 

very quickly. That’s because it’s really 

only 14 kilometers between these two 

places. The actual distance from Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Station to Kotelnich, along the 

Vladimir-Nizhniy Novgorod route is 809 kilometers – yet the kilometer posts here read 869. 

What’s going on?  
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It’s a question of calibration. The most direct route of the Trans-Siberian trains today passes 

through Vladimir and Nizhniy Novgorod. Until 2001, the Trans-Siberian trains used a route 

more than 200 kilometers to the north, through Yaroslavl. Reckoning the distance on that 

route the distance is 869 kilometers. That’s how the kilometer posts along the track were 

measured 100 years ago and that’s how the posts are measured today.  

 

Koltelnich is a not too large city of about 26,000 inhabitants located on the right bank (west 

side) of the Vyatka River eight kilometers south of its confluence with the 419 kilometer-

long Moloma River (река Молома). Its importance as a commercial trading center today 

arises from its location at the junction of the two main railroad lines to Moscow. Historically, 

its location on the river made it an important trading point between Arkhangelsk and the 

Volga region.  

 

We’ll pause here a moment to backtrack and cover the alternative route, the “old” route, from 

Moscow to Kotelnich. Readers who wish to skip this discussion may jump ahead to Km 870 

where the trains cross the Vyatka River after passing through Koltenich.  

 

Alternate Route from Moscow to Kotelnich: From 1956 to 2001, the standard routing of the 

Trans-Siberian from Moscow to Kotelnich, and then onto Kirov (also known as Vyatka), was via 

Yaroslavl, an ancient city 250 kilometers north of Moscow. However, for the past dozen-plus 

years and currently, the route most commonly taken runs through Vladimir and Nizhniy 

Novgorod. Today’s route is about 60 kilometers shorter than the old route. Formerly, the 

standard route was 9,288 kilometers from Moscow to Vladivostok. Today’s Russian Railways’ 

timetables list the distance between the two cities as 9,259 kilometers, a difference of 29 

kilometers, not 60. Why the discrepancy? The 9,259 measure is in fact not the actual distance on 

any particular route, but rather a computation of several standard distances on sections of the 

route used in order to calculate train fares. Essentially, when purchasing a ticket on the Russian 

Rail system, one pays by the kilometer – with varying fares for class of service and some 

premiums at certain busy times of the year.  

 

Over the years, there have been several changes in the routing of the trains. Although most 

Trans-Siberian trains do not run through Yaroslavl today, it’s still possible to go this way on 

other trains. In general, the distances given in this book are those found on the kilometer posts. 

Those are the distances via the former main route through Yaroslavl as the posts have not been 

changed.  

 

The following destinations may be visited along the old route – and some people still look for 

trains that go this way. It’s a scenic and historic way to go. The first few stations out of 

Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Station are the same on either route; the divide takes place at Kilometer 

19, immediately north after Mytishchi Station.  

 

➢ Km 0: Moscow Yaroslavskiy Railway Station (Ярославский вокзал).  

 

➢ Km 3: Moscow-III (станция Москва-III).  

 

➢ Km 4: Malenkovskaya (платформа Маленковская).  
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KM 18: Mytishchi Railway Station 

 

➢ Km 5: Cross the Yauza River (река Яуза).  

 

➢ Km 6: Yauza (платформа Яуза).  

 

➢ Km 8: Severyanin (платформа Северянин; lit., “Northerner”).  

 

➢ Km 10: Losinoostrovskaya (станция Лосиноостровская; Moose or Elk Island Station).  

 

➢ Km 12: Los (платформа Лось; Moose or Elk Platform).  

 

➢ Km 12: Cross the Ichka River (река Ичка).  

 

➢ Km 13: Moscow City – Moscow Oblast 

Border. 

 

➢ Km 14: Perlovskaya (платформа 

Перловская) –  

 

➢ Km 16: Tayninskaya (платформа 

Тайнинская) –  

 

➢ Km 17: Cross the Yauza River (река 

Яуза).  

 

➢ Km 18: Mytishchi (станция Мытищи). 

 

➢ Km 19: Main Line Divides – A little more 

than one kilometer north of Mytishchi 

Station the rails separate in three directions. The left hand western fork runs about eight 

kilometers, divides several more times, and serves the industrial zone to the north and west of 

Mytishchi.  

 

Today, and for the past dozen-plus years, the great majority of Trans-Siberian trains take the 

right hand eastern fork that leads to Vladimir and Nizhniy Novgorod, and then turns 

northeast to Kotelnich and Kirov/Vyatka. This route shortens the distance to Vladivostok by 

60 kilometers.  

 

For almost fifty years however, until 2001, the traditional route of the Trans-Siberian was 

along the main central rail of this divide. This line runs north from Moscow to Sergiyev 

Posad/Zagorsk and Yaroslavl, and then continues to Kotelnich and Kirov/Vyatka. The two 

alternate Trans-Siberian lines re-join shortly before Kotelnich, a city 869 kilometers 

northeast of Moscow on the northern line via Yaroslavl or 809 kilometers from Moscow 

along the southern route through Vladimir and Nizhniy Novgorod. Kotelnich is 87 kilometers 

southwest of Kirov/Vyatka.  
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The Moscow Canal (Канал имени Москвы) 
Five years in the making and utilizing thousands of 
Gulag laborers for its construction, the Moscow 
Canal is a 128 kilometer-long shipping link between 
the Moscow and Volga Rivers. Opened in 1937, it 
begins north of Moscow at the city of Dubna 
(Дубна) where both the canal and Volga flow from 
the Ivankovskoye Reservoir (Иваньковское 
водохранилище). In addition to transportation, the 
canal also connects the various reservoirs that supply 
Moscow with its drinking water. From Dubna, it 
connects south to the Ikshinskoe, Pestovskoye, 
Pyalovskoe, Klyazminskoe, and Khimki Reservoirs.  
 
Because of the Canal, Moscow has access to five seas: 
the White Sea, Baltic Sea, Caspian Sea, Sea of Azov, 
and the Black Sea. For this reason, Moscow is 
sometimes referred to as the "Port of Five Seas" 
(Порт Пяти Морей).  

➢ Km 20: Stroitel (платформа Строитель; lit., “Builder”) – A typical suburban rail platform.  

 

➢ Km 22: Chelyuskinskaya (платформа Челюскинская) – The platform takes its name from 

the surrounding town, Chelyuskinskiy (Челюскинский), population approx. 3,500.  

 

➢ Km 24: Tarasovskaya (платформа Тарасовская) – The adjacent town is Tarasovka 

(Тарасовка).  

 

➢ Km 25: Cross the Klyazma River (река 

Клязьма) – Less than one kilometer north 

of the Tarasovskaya Platform, the rail line 

crosses over the Klyazma River. It is a 

substantial river of 686 kilometers length, 

although in this vicinity it’s only a little 

stream about 10 meters wide. Its source 

waters are quite close, about 35 kilometers 

west, very near Sheremetyevo Airport 

(Аэропорт Шереметьево).  

 

From the point of the railroad crossing, the 

river runs more than 600 kilometers 

northeast through Noginsk (Ногинск), 

Pavlovskiy Posad (Павловский Посад), 

Orekhovo-Zuyevo (Орехово-Зуево), 

Vladimir (Владимир), Kovrov (Ковров), 

Vyazniki (Вязники), and Gorokhovets 

(Гороховец), before its confluence on the 

left bank of the Oka River (река Ока) 

about 80 kilometers west of Nizhniy 

Novgorod. At over 1,500 kilometers long, 

the Oka is the largest right tributary of the 

Volga River which it joins at Nizhniy 

Novgorod.  

 

➢ Km 26: Klyazma (платформа Клязьма) – 

The platform and the adjacent town take 

their names from the river.  

 

➢ Km 28: Mamontovskaya (платформа 

Мамонтовская) – The platform is named 

in honor of the turn-of-the-century Russian 

businessman and philanthropist Savva Mamontov (Савва Иванович Мамонтов; 1841-

1918). He was one of the original organizers of the building of the Moscow-Yaroslavl rail 

line. For some years, he had a residence near the location of this platform.  
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Vladimir Mayakovskiy 
Without question, Mayakovskiy 
was one of the 20th Century’s 
most complex and cerebral poets. 
His work, even in its original 
Russian, is difficult – and in many 
ways resembles the eclectic English 
language works of modernist poets 
such as T.S. Eliot and Ezra Pound 
and the “beat” poets and writers 
such as Allen Ginsberg, William S. 
Burroughs, and Jack Kerouac. 
There are streets, a town, a 
museum, and a Moscow Metro 
Station named in his honor. There 
are also a dozen postage stamps 
featuring his portrait. He 
committed suicide and is buried in 
Moscow’s Novodevichy Cemetery. 
The handwritten text at the 
bottom of the portrait reads: 
“Futurist Vladimir Mayakovskiy.”  

➢ Km 28: Cross the Ucha River (река Уча) – Four hundred meters north of the 

Mamontovskaya Platform, the train passes over the Ucha. Although it is only a small river of 

42 kilometers length, it is an important link in the drinking water supply of the city of 

Moscow. The Ucha is a left tributary of the Klyazma and ever since the construction of the 

Moscow Canal, has been divided into two halves.  

 

The “Upper” Ucha begins in the wetlands near 

Nekrasovskiy (Некрасовский) and Marfino (Марфино) 

about 40 kilometers due north of Moscow. From there it 

flows approximately seven kilometers southeast until it 

joins the Uchinskoye Reservoir (Учинское 

Водохранилище), part of the enormous Klyazminskoye 

Reservoir (Клязьминское Водохранилище). This is the 

main water supply for the City of Moscow.  

 

About 12 kilometers east, as it exits the reservoir, the now 

renamed “Lower” Ucha continues its eastward journey, 

meandering through the northern suburbs of Moscow, 

crossing the rail line, then turns southeast until its 

confluence with the Klyazma near Obraztsovo 

(Образцово; “Exemplary”), 1,500 meters north of the 

Gorky Line’s Sokolovskaya Platform (платформа 

Соколовская). Altogether, the Lower Ucha runs for close 

to 20 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 30: Pushkino (станция Пушкино) – The main 

railway station for the suburban town of the same name. It 

has about 100,000 residents. Since the town’s name dates 

from the 14th Century, it pre-dates Aleksandr Pushkin 

(Александр Сергеевич Пушкин; 1799-1837), Russia’s 

greatest Romantic poet and founder of modern Russian 

literature, and thus is not named for him. However, one 

theory as to the town’s name traces it to a distant relative 

of the poet and therefore there is a minor connection.  

 

Pushkino’s main sight is the Our Lady Icon of 

Bogolyubovo Church (Церковь Боголюбской иконы 

Божией Матери), a beautiful and historic cathedral that 

may be viewed from near Km 29.  

 

Pushkino has two other small claims to fame: the early 

20th Century “futurist” poet Vladimir Mayakovskiy 

(Владимир Владимирович Маяковский; 1893-1930) 

lived here off and on for some years and the painter 

Evgeny Kamzolkin (Евгений Иванович Камзолкин; 

1885-1957) also lived here. He may unfortunately best be 
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Pravda (Правда) 
Although its origins technically go back to 1903, 
the “Truth” was officially launched on May 5, 1912, 
the birthdate of Karl Marx (1818-83). Under the 
leadership of Vladimir Lenin (1870-1924), Pravda 
was designated the principal voice of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union. It held that role from 1912 until the 
dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991 when it was 
shut down by then President Boris Yeltsin (1931-
2007). For several years thereafter, the paper was in 
and out of print, money, litigation, and the courts. 
However, the Communist Party of the Russian 
Federation acquired the newspaper in 1997 and re-
established it as its principal mouthpiece. Pravda 
today is operating from its same headquarters on 
Pravda Street in Moscow where it was published in 
Soviet times. Although its circulation now is 
measured in the hundreds of thousands, instead of 
millions of copies per day, it remains steadfast in its 
dedication and devotion to workers’ rights. In 2012, 
Pravda celebrated its 100th year anniversary. Its 
masthead still bears the slogan: “Workers 
(Proletariat) of the World Unite!” (Пролетариата 
всех стран соединяйтесь!)  

remembered for creating the “Hammer and Sickle” (Серп и Молот) logo in 1918 which 

became the emblem of the USSR.  

 

➢ Km 31: Cross the Serebryanka River 

(река Серебрянка; “Silverfish”) – This 

minor tributary begins only six kilometers 

north of the rail crossing, one of many 

creeks and streams that run in the northern 

districts of Moscow. Going downstream 

from the rail crossing, it flows south 

approximately five kilometers, forming a 

small lake along the way, until it ends by 

merging into the Ucha two kilometers east 

of the Mamontovskaya rail platform.  

 

➢ Km 33: Zavetiy Ilicha (платформа 

Заветы Ильича) – These Moscow suburbs 

become increasingly more rural with every 

kilometer away from the city. The platform 

bears the same name as the adjacent town, 

Zavetiy Ilicha. The words literally mean 

“Precepts of Ilyich” – a reference to the 

sayings of Lenin.  

 

Vladimir Ilyich Lenin (Ладимир Ильич 

Ленин; 1870-1924) was born Vladimir 

Ilyich Ulyanov (Ладимир Ильич 

Ульянов), he only changed his last name. 

The phrase Precepts of Ilyich, popular in 

Soviet times, suggested that the Soviet 

Union is alive and prospering the way it 

was intended by Lenin. The precepts, or 

covenants, were the various articles, 

quotes, and reviews by or of Lenin as 

published during and after his lifetime. 

Official propaganda at the time often 

criticized fellow Communist countries 

such as China or Yugoslavia for not 

following the “true Leninist” path because 

it claimed they deviated from the Precepts.  

 

Possibly the most famous of all Lenin’s Precepts was “Learn, Learn, Learn” (Учиться, 

Учиться, Учиться). It derived from a speech he made exhorting Soviet society to study. “We 

should by all means put to ourselves the task to update our state apparatus: first – to learn, 

and secondly – to learn, and thirdly – to learn, and then see to it that . . . ” (Нам надо во что 
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бы то ни стало поставить себе задачей для обновления нашего госаппарата: во-первых 

— учиться, во-вторых — учиться и в-третьих — учиться и затем проверять то, чтобы). 

 

There are about a dozen place names of “Zavetiy Ilicha” in the former Soviet Union.  

 

➢ Km 36: Pravda (платформа Правда; lit., “Truth”) – This rail platform was originally built in 

1898 as were many of the platforms and stations on this early rail line. The adjacent town of 

Pravdinskiy (Правдинский) was originally called Bratovschina (Братовщина) and derives 

from the 15th Century after the archaic Russian terms meaning society, community, or 

fraternal union. Reputedly, this refers to a hospice house for pilgrims along the “Trinity 

Road” (Троицкой дороге) from Moscow to the St. Sergius Lavra (Троице-Сергиева Лавра; 

lit., “Trinity-Sergius Monastery”) at Sergiyev Posad (Сергиев Посад), perhaps the most 

famous monastery in all of Russia. The best-known church in Pravdinskiy is that of St. 

Nicholas (Никольская церковь). It can be seen from the train.  

 

The town was renamed in 1931 to Pravdinskiy at the initiative of the newspaper “Pravda.” It 

has about 11,000 inhabitants.  

 

➢ Km 39: Cross the Zelenogradskiy River (река Зеленоградский; “Green Place River”) – It’s 

difficult to call this one a “river,” for it’s really just a tiny stream. It begins less than one 

kilometer to the west, crosses the rail tracks at this point, then flows about one more 

kilometer to its confluence with the Skalba River (река Скалба) at Koshcheykovo 

(Кощейково).  

 

➢ Km 40: Zelenogradskaya (платформа Зеленоградская) – The nearby town of roughly 2,000 

persons is named Zelenogradskiy (Зеленоградский; “Green Place”). It’s sited along the right 

bank of the River Skalba and was originally developed as a holiday village for denizens of 

Moscow. From 1897 until 1931, the town was known as Spasskiy (Спасский).  

 

➢ Km 41: Cross the Skalbe River (река Скалба) – The Skalba is a 25 kilometer-long river that 

forms part of the complex watershed that constitutes the region north of Moscow. Its source 

lies about three kilometers to the northwest, near the village of Nagornoye (Нагорное; 

“Upland”). From the rail crossing, it flows southeast approximately 20 kilometers, joined by 

other small tributaries along the way until its mouth on the left bank of the Ucha River just 

below the city of Ivanteyevka (Ивантеевка).  

 

➢ Km 43: Platform 43 (платформа 43) – Not too much to say about this. How about it’s 43 

kilometers north of Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Rail Station.  

 

➢ Km 44: Cross the Makhorka River (река Махорка) – This tiny tributary begins about three 

kilometers northwest of the rail crossing. From the crossing, it only continues another two 

kilometers until it joins the Talitsa. That river originates about ten kilometers to the north. 

The train crosses it soon enough. It’s one of the many small rivers and lakes that dot the 

countryside north of Moscow.  
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KM 45: Sofrino Railway Station 

➢ Km 45: Sofrino (станция Софрино) and Branch Line East – Less than 400 meters north of 

this suburban station, a single-track branch line veers to the right. It travels east 

approximately 18 kilometers serving 

the stations or platforms of Posyolok 

Dalniy (Посёлок Дальний; “Far 

Settlement”) → Rakhmanovo 

(Рахманово) → Fedorovskoye 

(Федоровское) → Putilovo 

(Путилово) → and Krasnoarmeysk 

(Красноармейск). The final 

abandoned station of Vneshnyaya 

(Внешняя; “External”) is no longer 

serviced.  

 

An early side branch of the spur at Km 

46 veers off to a small switching station 

and electric train stop called Sofrino-II (Софрино-два). There’s a memorial cross here in 

honor of Sergey Radonezhskiy (Сергей Радонежский; c. 1314-92) and Seraphim Sarovskiy 

(Серафим Саровский; 1754-1833), two of the Russian Orthodox Church’s most highly 

venerated saints.  

 

➢ Km 47: Cross the Talitsa River (река Талица) – This 38 kilometer-long minor river begins 

about eight kilometers northwest. From the rail crossing it flows 30 kilometers southeast until 

its mouth on the right bank of the Vorya (река Воря) a little south of the town of 

Krasnoarmeysk (Красноармейск).  

 

The 99 kilometer-long Vorya has traveled southeast close to 60 kilometers from its origins at 

several small lakes near the village of Mostovik (Мостовик), about 25 kilometers due west 

of Sergiyev Posad. From the confluence with the Talitsa, it travels approximately 40 

kilometers south, joined by innumerable minor tributaries along the way, until it merges into 

the left bank of the Klyazma River near Losino-Petrovskiy (Лосино-Петровский). The 

Klyazma is a 686 kilometer-long tributary of the 1,500 kilometer Oka, a major tributary of 

the Volga.  

 

➢ Km 48: Ashukinskaya (платформа Ашукинская) – The Ashukinskaya Platform serves the 

surrounding community of Ashukino (Ашукино) which was named for its original founders, 

village merchants. The town has a population of about 7,000. Of local historical interest, 

there is a 19th Century estate, now a literary museum, Muranovo (Мураново), three 

kilometers to the west.  

 

➢ Km 51: Kalistovo (платформа Калистово) – The platform serves the villages of Kalistovo 

and nearby Vasilevo (Василево). 
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Vision of the Youth Bartholomew 
(Видение отроку Варфоломею; 1889-90) 

.Artist Nesterov was a devout Orthodox Christian; 
his religious subjects are deeply meaningful. His 
secular works, especially his portraits of Leo Tolstoy, 
Maxim Gorky, Vera Mukhina, and others, are 
unparalled. Mikhail Nesterov (Михаил Васильевич 
Нестеров; 1862-1942), Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow.  

St. Sergiyev Monument 

➢ Km 52: Cross the Sumer River (река 

Сумерь) – This little stream passes under 

the tracks only several hundred meters 

north of the Kalistovo rail platform,. It is 

one of many small rivers that criss-cross 

the northern Moscow region. The Sumer 

begins at a small pond in the village of 

Lugovaya (Луговая; “Meadow”) about ten 

kilometers to the northwest. After crossing 

the rail tracks, it flows southeast 

approximately five kilometers until it meets 

and merges into the left bank of the Talitsa 

River near the village of Sofino. From this 

confluence, the Talitsa meanders southeast 

close to 20 kilometers until it joins the 

Vorya.  

 

➢ Km 55: Radonezh (платформа Радонеж) – 

The former name for this rail stop was 

“Platform 55.” In 1993, it was renamed 

after the village which is five kilometers to 

the east.  

 

The village has been known since at least 

the 14th Century. It is most famous in Russia as the 

boyhood home of “Bartholomew,” also known as 

Sergey Radonezhskiy, the young man who was to 

become St. Sergius of Radonezh (Сергий 

Радонежский; c. 1314-92) – one of the most beloved 

and worshipped saints in all Orthodoxy. It was here 

that he experienced an angelic vision that inspired him 

to God and to build the monastery at what is now 

Sergiyev Posad.  

 

A monument to St. Sergius was dedicated in 1987. 

Designed by Vyacheslav Klykov (Вячеслав 

Михайлович Клыков; 1939-2006), it was the first 

memorial to be erected in the Soviet Union without 

permission from the authorities and caused a great stir 

at the time. Among many well known works, one of 

Klykov’s most famous is the equestrian statue of 

Marshal Georgi Zhukov in Moscow’s Manezhnaya 

Square (Манежная площадь; also called Manege 

Square).  
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St. Basil's Cathedral at the  
Khotkovo Pokrovskiy Monastery 

KM 60: Khotkovo Railway Station 

➢ Km 56: Cross the Vorya River (река 

Воря; lit., “Speaking”) – The 99 kilometer-

long Vorya is a most substantial small river, 

one of the largest in the immediate area north 

of Moscow. Its headwaters originate at tiny 

Lake Chyornoye (Чёрное озеро; “Black 

Lake”). It, and its larger immediate 

neighboring lake, Stroykovskoye 

(Стройковское озеро), lie eight kilometers 

as the crow flies to the northwest of the rail 

crossing. By the river’s course, they are more 

than 20 kilometers northwest. The two lakes 

are located immediately to the south of 

Mostovik, about 12 kilometers due west of 

Sergiyev Posad.  

 

After crossing the railroad’s path, the Vorya flows south approximately 80 kilometers, 

through Krasnoarmeysk, until it joins the left bank of the Klyazma River at Losino-

Petrovskiy. The river is especially popular with summer kayakers. It’s possible to stop at the 

Abramtsevo Museum-Estate along the way.  

 

➢ Km 57: Abramtsevo (платформа Абрамцево) – This stop was called “Platform 57” until 

1954 when it was renamed after the nearby village, one kilometer to the southwest. 

Abramtsevo Village has been known as an artists’ colony since the middle 1800s. At one 

time, one of its manor homes was owned by Savva Mamontov, mentioned earlier as one of 

the great patrons of Russian artists. In its day, the colony hosted a veritable “who’s who” of 

Russian artists, painters, and writers – among others, Nikolai Gogol, Ivan Turgenev, Fyodor 

Tyutchev, Vasily Polenov, Viktor Vasnetsov, Valentine Serov, Ilya Repin, Mikhail Nesterov, 

Isaac Levitan, Mikail Vrubel, and Fyodor 

Chaliapin. Tourists may visit the Museum-

Estate Abramtsevo (музей-усадьба 

Абрамцево).  

 

➢ Km 59: Cross the Pazha River (река 

Пажа) – The Pazha is a minor left tributary 

of the Vorya River. Its source is about 15 

kilometers to the northeast, below 

Bubyakovo (Бубяково), next to the village 

of Annunciation (Благовещенье), or about 

three kilometers west of Sergiyev Posad. 

From the rail crossing, it flows southeast 

approximately 15 kilometers, passing 

through the village of Radonezh about two-

thirds of the way, until it merges into the 

Vorya about two kilometers southeast of 

the village of Golygino (Голыгино).  
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Savva Momontov (1841-1918) 
1897 Portrait by Mikhail Vrubel (1856-
1910). Original in the Tretyakov 
Gallery, Moscow.  

 

➢ Km 60: Khotkovo (станция Хотьково) –Although for the most part Khotkovo is a mid-

sized modern commercial town of almost 22,000 inhabitants, it is most famous for its 

nunnery, a female monastery known as Pokrovskiy Khotkov (Покровский Хотьков 

монастырь). It dates to the early 1300s. It is a place of pilgrimage for the faithful as Saints 

Cyril and Mary (Святые Кирилл и Мария) –   the parents of St. Sergius – were “glorified” 

(canonized), died, and buried here. Their remains, holy relics, are interred in the Cathedral of 

St. Basil (Покровский собор Покровского Хотькова монастыря).  

 

➢ Km 66: Semkhoz (платформа Семхоз) – Semkhoz is a small village of close to 2,900 

persons. Until 1932 this rail stop was known as “Checkpoint 66” (Блок-пост 66 км), a 

reference to the control exercised by the authorities in the former Soviet Union.  

 

➢ Km 70: Sergiyev Posad/Zagorsk (станция Сергиев Посад/Загорск) – From its founding 

grant recognizing town status in 1742, it was called Sergiyev Posad, after Saint Sergius. The 

Soviets, trying to play down its religious connotations, 

renamed it in 1919 simply to Sergiyev (Сергиев). It 

kept that name until 1930 when it was renamed 

Zagorsk, after Vladimir Zagorskiy (Владимир 

Михайлович Загорский; 1883-1919; born Wolf 

Lubotskiy; Вольф Михелевич Лубоцкий), first 

secretary of the Communist Party and later 

assassinated. The city kept that name until 1991 when 

it was decided to revert to the original Sergiyev Posad.  

 

There’s a monumental bronze statue of a seated Savva 

Momontov (Савва Иванович Мамонтов; 1841-1918) 

alongside the tracks on the station platform. 

Momontov was an industrialist, entrepreneur, railway-

builder, and patron of the arts. His Yaroslav Railway 

(Ярослав Железнодорожный) was one of the first in 

Russia and was a component in what became the 

Trans-Siberian Railway. To this day, Train number 

821/822, the Savva Momontov (Савва Мамонтов), 

between Moscow and Yaroslav is named in his honor.  

 

Momontov also supervised the construction of the 

Northern Railway (Северная железная дорога) which 

linked Moscow to Arkhangelsk on the coast of the 

Arctic Ocean. His nearby Abramtsevo estate became 

home to a colony composed of virtually every famous artist of the day in the latter part of the 

19th Century. He has been compared to the Italian Renaissance statesman Lorenzo de Medici 

(1449-92) as one of the greatest supporters of scholars, artists, poets, musicians, and 

composers.  
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Trinity St. Sergiyev Monastery  
in the early 20th Century 

Other than the foreground, the view has hardly changed 
in over 100 years. Photo color lithograph; original in 
the U.S. Library of Congress Collection.  

St. Sergiyev Trinity Lavra 
Cathedral of the Assumption 

(Успенский собор) 

Sergiyev Posad is the first of the “Golden Ring” of 

eight cities northeast out of Moscow. A number of the 

Golden Ring cities are along the prior Trans-Siberian 

rail route, but only one of them, Vladimir, is on the 

present route. Although many can be reached by train, 

unless you’re a diehard rail buff, it’s probably much 

simpler to visit the various Golden Ring cities by car 

on a day trip from Moscow. Many tour operators also 

offer a handful on daily bus excursions.  

 

Sergiyev Posad is the city of the Holy Trinity Lavra 

(“Most Exalted” Monastery) of St. Sergius (Троице-

Сергиева Лавра). Founded in 1337 by St. Sergius of 

Radonezh (Сергий Радонежский; ca. 1314-92), the 

patron saint of Russia, it is the spiritual home of 

Russian Orthodoxy and Russia’s most important and 

(many would say) most beautiful monastery. It is a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site.  

 

The complex is large and easily takes a half a day or 

more to see it all. Within the monastery’s one 

kilometer-long, 10 meter thick walls are a number of 

churches, shrines, a sacred well, an enormous bell 

tower, dormitories, and graves. Among the most 

famous buried at the monastery, in addition to St. Sergius himself, are the first Bishop of 

Russian Alaska America and Tsar Boris 

Godunov (Борис Фёдорович Годунов; 

ca.1551-1605), his wife, and two of 

their children.  

 

Sergiyev Posad is a fairly large city with 

a population of approximately 105,000. 

The monastery is only about a kilometer 

from the train station. Sergiyev Posad is 

the closest to Moscow of all the eight 

cities and is always included on a visit 

to the Golden Ring. Even if you visit no 

others, make time for this one. It’s 

worth it.  

 

If you are driving, the first four Golden 

Ring cities are in a straight line 

northeast out of Moscow on the M8 

Highway, which parallels the railroad. 

Although several other cities have been 

added to the list, the clockwise sequence 
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Russian Orthodoxy & the Great Schism 
The Russian Orthodox Church (Русская Православная 
Церковь) is the largest Eastern Rite denomination in the 
world with about 150 million practitioners of 300 million 
Orthodox worldwide. Among Christians, the Russian 
Orthodox Church is second only to the Roman Catholic 
Church in terms of numbers of followers. The church has its 
origins in the Great Schism, also called the East-West Schism.  
 
Generally dated from 1054 at Constantinople (Istanbul), the 
Schism was a split between the Greek-speaking Eastern 
Christians of Byzantium and the Latin-speaking Western 
Christians of Rome. The Church split along doctrinal, 
theological, linguistic, political, and geographic lines and the 
divide led to the development of the modern Roman 
Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches. Essentially, roughly 
half the churches’ adherents remained true to the Roman 
Pope; the other half aligned with the Eastern Patriarchs.  
 
It is well known, for example, that Eastern Rite priests may 
marry and that Western priests are celibate. Beyond this 
however, there are innumerable doctrinal differences such as 
whether leavened or unleavened bread should be used in the 
Eucharist, whether one should cross oneself from right to 
left or left to right, and whether two or three fingers should 
be employed in making the sign of the cross.  
 
Perhaps even more importantly, the “filioque” clause was – 
and still is, for 1,000 years – a major controversy. Put most 
simply, in relation to the Holy Spirit, the question is: “From 
whom did the Holy Spirit proceed, the Father, or the Father 
and the Son?” There is no mutually satisfactory answer for 
the respective parties to this question.  

in reaching the original eight is: 

Northeast from Moscow → 

Sergiyev Posad (70 km) → 

Pereslavl-Zalesskiy (65 km) → 

Rostov-Veliky (65 km) → 

Yaroslavl (60 km) → then east to 

Kostroma (85 km) → then due 

south to Ivanovo (100 km) → south 

to Suzdal (80 km) → south to 

Vladimir (35 km) → finally west 

back to Moscow (185 km). The 

latter three cities are along the M7 

Highway. In all, a complete circuit 

is about 750 kilometers. Obviously, 

this cannot be done in one day. Most bus tours visit a selected two or three of the cities in a 

single day.  

 

➢ Km 71: Cross the Konchura River (река Кончура) – The rail line passes over this small 

creek less than one kilometer north of the Sergiyev Posad train station. The Konchura, which 

runs right through the middle of Sergiyev Posad, begins four kilometers northwest of the rail 

crossing, above and behind the St. Sergiyev Monastery. It’s entirely possible that its 

underground waters are the source of the holy well in the monastery compound.  

 

After the rail crossing, the river continues its southeast flow another three kilometers until it 

enters a small lake, Vifanskiy prud (Вифанский пруд; “Bethany Pond”). Less than one 

kilometer across the other side of the pond, the stream exits and re-commences its southeast 
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track approximately 10 more kilometers until it ends by joining the Torgosha River (река 

Торгаша) next to the tiny village of Podsosino (Подсосино). The Torgosha then changes 

direction and heads southwest for approximately 20 kilometers until it terminates by joining 

the Vorya River about three kilometers southeast of Golygino.  

 

➢ Km 75: Cross the Torgosha River (река Торгаша; “Huckster”) – Only a tiny stream here, 

the Torgosha begins about four kilometers northwest of the rail crossing, near the village of 

Naugolniy (Наугольный). Heading south, it flows approximately 35 kilometers until it 

merges into the Vorya.  

 

➢ Km 76: Platform 76 (платформа 76) – The platform is next to the village of Toporkovo 

(Топорково).  

 

➢ Km 81: Track Post 81 (путевой пост 81) – The platform is fairly close to the village of 

Dubininskoye (Дубининское) which is at the center of the Dubiniskie Dachi (Дубиниские 

Дачи) community and many similar others.  

 

➢ Km 81: Branch Line West – This branch travels some 50 kilometers west, running north 

above Sergiyev Posad, and passes the stations or platforms of: Naugolnaya (Наугольная) → 

Bubyakovo (Бубяково) → Zhyoltikovo (Жёлтиково) → Kostino (Костино) → Drachyovo 

(Драчёво) → and Ivantsevo (Иванцево), before it ends by meeting the north-south line from 

Moscow to Dubna and eventually St. Petersburg.  

 

➢ Km 83: Platform 83 (платформа 83) – The platform is encircled by many dacha villages. 

The first one south is Lesnaya Polyana (Лесная Поляна; “Forest Meadow”).  

 

➢ Km 85: Branch Line North – This branch line, which is primarily for freight, veers off to the 

left just before the platform. It runs two kilometers and then splits. The left-hand fork travels 

an additional eight kilometers mostly west to Peresvet (Пересвет; “Relight”). The right-hand 

fork runs about seven kilometers, mostly north, to Krasnonzavodsk (Краснозаводск; lit., 

“Red Factory”), a modern hi-tech mining city.  

 

Peresvet is a “space” city of some 14,000 persons. It was established in 1948 by the then 

Soviet (now Russian) Federal Space Agency (Федеральное космическое агентство 

России), commonly called “Roscosmos” (Роскосмос), for the testing of rocket engines, 

spacecraft, and satellites. The first ever launch of a Soviet missle, the R-1, took place at 

Peresvet on December 18, 1949. There is a rocket launch pad, a museum of missile and space 

technology, and centrally-planned housing and other facilities. The town was named 

Novokrasnonzavodsk (Ново Краснозаводск; lit., “New Red Factory”) until 1999; then it 

was changed to honor the great hero of the 1380 Battle of Kulikovo, the warrior monk from 

St. Sergius Monastery, Aleksandr Peresvet (Александр Пересвет; ?-1380).  
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➢ Km 85: Buzhaninovo (станция Бужаниново) – The village adjacent to the station is also 

called Buzhaninovo.  

 

➢ Km 86: Cross the Molokcha River (река Молокча) – A not-too-small river, the 77 

kilometer-long Molokcha’s source waters are the tiny creeks within one or two kilometers 

immediately north of the tracks. After crossing the rail line from north to south, within less 

than a kilometer, it turns around and crosses the rail line again, this time from south to north.  

 

➢ Km 87: Cross the Molokcha River (река Молокча) – From this second crossing point, the 

Molokcha travels east some six kilometers, then turns south and crosses the rail line a third 

time. At this point, it forms the boundary between the oblasts of Moscow and Vladimir for 15 

kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 88: Cross the Zvenigorodka River (река Звенигородка) – This tiny tributary originates 

about five kilometers east. After passing under the tracks, it continues its northwest flow and 

joins the Molokcha’s right bank in less than 350 meters.  

 

➢ Km 90: Platform 90 (платформа 90) – There are several small villages about a kilometer 

north of this platform. They are all along the left bank (north side) of the Molokcha River.  

 

➢ Km 95: Cross the Molokcha River – Traveling eastbound, about midway between the 

Kilometer 94 and 95 Marker Posts, the train passes over the Molokcha River (here still a 

small creek) for a third time. After this crossing, the Molokcha heads east and runs some 50 

kilometers until it ends by joining the 60 kilometer-long Seraya River (река Серая; “Gray 

River”). This confluence forms the Sherna River (река Шерна) and is located immediately 

south of Belkovo (Бельково).  

 

The Sherma continues more-or-less due south close to 90 kilometers until it merges into the 

686 kilometer-long Klyazma two kilometers west of Bolshoye Bunkovo (Большое 

Буньково), which is about eight kilometers north of Pavlovskiy Posad, or seven kilometers 

east of Noginsk. From there, the Klyazma winds its way over 500 kilometers east until it 

meets the Oka which flows into the Volga at Nizhniy Novgorod. 

 

➢ Km 95: Moscow – Vladimir Border – At the same time the rail line passes over the 

Molokcha River for the third time, it also crosses the regional border between Moskovskaya 

Oblast and Vladimirskaya Oblast (Владимирская область). Vladimir Oblast has a 

population of about 1,440,000. Its capital is the city of Vladimir, population approximately 

350,000. Vladimir is a fine city, but the train does not reach it on this line. Vladimir and 

Nizhniy Novgorod are both on the new and current routing of the Trans-Siberian Railway.  

 

➢ Km 96: Arsaki (станция Арсаки) – Approximately one kilometer east after passing the 

regional boundary of Vladimir Oblast, the train passes this small station. The village 

immediately south is Posyolok imeni V.I. Lenina (Посёлок имени B И. Ленина; “Village 

named after Vladimir Ilyich Lenin”). The village immediately north is Lesovod (Лесовод; 

“Silviculturist”) and the village one kilometer east is Arsaki (Арсаки).  
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KM 104: Strunino Railway Station 

KM 112: Aleksandrov-1 Railway Station 

➢ Km 103: Cross the Pichkura River (река Пичкура) – This small river has its origins 

approximately 15 kilometers to the northwest. After passing under the tracks, it meanders 

south about 25 kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Molokcha. The river is known 

locally as the Goreliy Crest (река Горелый Крест; “Burnt Cross”).  

 

➢ Km 104: Strunino (станция Струнино) – 

A small textile manufacturing city of 

approximately 15,000 persons.  

 

➢ Km 105: Cross the Chyornaya River 

(река Чёрная) – This “Black River” 

originates about 20 kilometers due north. 

From the rail crossing, it continues only 

one kilometer south where it merges into 

the left bank of the Pichkura.  

 

➢ Km 108: Platform 108 (платформа 108).  

 

➢ Km 110: Branch Line South – A line diverges here and heads south. It travels 18 kilometers, 

passing through the stations of Aleksandrov-2 (Александров-два) → Karabanovo 

(Карабаново) → and Belkovo (Белково) along the way. Thereafter it splits: one line heads 

northeast over 175 kilometers to Ivanovo (Иваново) and points beyond; the other line 

continues south 50 kilometers to Orekhovo-Zuyevo (Орехово-Зуево) and further points 

beyond there.  

 

➢ Km 112: Aleksandrov-1 (станция Александров-один) – In many directories and 

timetables, the station is simply listed “Aleksandrov,” the “1” not usually necessary. 

Aleksandrov-2 Station is four kilometers to the south on another line. With a population of a 

little over 60,000, Aleksandrov is a fairly large city. A small river, the Seraya, runs through 

the eastern end of the city.  

 

In history, Aleksandrov is best known as the 

second home of Ivan Grosniy or Ivan the 

Terrible (Иван Грозный; lit., “Ivan the 

Awesome”; more formally, Ivan IV 

Vasilyevich; Иван Васильевич; 1530-84).  

 

In 1564, he left the capital in Moscow and 

came to Aleksandrov. He announced his 

abdication from the royal throne and only 

agreed to return to the capital and rule if he 

were granted unconditional and absolute 

powers. He was – and thereafter he decreed 

the creation of the Oprichnina (Опричнина; 

lit., a “separate estate”). Under this system, 

certain territories and cities across Russia 
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The Oprichniki (1565-72) 
Goons and thugs handpicked by the Tsar, the 
“Oprichniki” became Ivan the Terrible’s secret police and 
death squad. Dressed in black and riding black horses, 
they spread terror across the country. Their symbols: 
severed dog’s heads and brooms – the heads for sniffing 
out treason and the brooms for sweeping away Ivan’s 
enemies. Known for their cruelty and use of torture, 
their favored methods included drawing and quartering, 
impaling, boiling and roasting victims alive.  
 
All this took place under Ivan’s direct supervision and 
participation in his castle dungeons at Aleksandrov. The 
Oprichniki executed anyone who displeased Ivan, 
confiscating their lands and property. The system dealt a 
complete blow to the influence of the nobility while the 
Russian monarchy grew all powerful.  
 
The painting shows the Oprichniks about to knife the 
boyar I. P. Fyodorov (1568). “The Oprichniks” by 
Nikolai Nevrev (Николай Васильевич Неврев; 1830-
1904). Original in Kyrgyz National Museum of Fine 
Arts, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan.  

were separated from the rest of the kingdom and administered by Russia’s first secret police 

force, the Oprichniki (Опричники). Answerable only to Ivan, a reign of terror began and 

only ended in 1572 when the Ivan disbanded the Oprichnik due to his realization that they 

were causing more problems than they 

solved.  

 

➢ Km 114: Cross the Seraya River (река 

Серая; “Gray River”) – The 60 

kilometer-long Seraya has its source 

about 35 kilometers north of 

Aleksandrov. After crossing the rail 

tracks and flowing several kilometers 

through the city, it continues 25 

kilometers almost due south until it 

meets the Molokcha River. At the 

confluence of the two rivers, a new 

river begins, the Sherna (река 

Шерна). It meanders south close to 90 

kilometers, at times forming the border 

between the Moscow and Vladimir 

Oblasts, until its mouth on the 

Klyazma near Bolshoye Bunkovo, 

about seven kilometers east of 

Noginsk.  

 

➢ Km 117: Platform 117 (платформа 

117).  

 

➢ Km 124: Moshnino (платформа 

Мошнино) – A platform for the 

nearby village of Moshnino.  

 

➢ Km 130: Balakirevo (станция 

Балакирево) – A not-too-small town 

of 10,000 residents.  

 

➢ Km 135: Vladimir – Yaroslav Border 

– Here the train crosses an invisible 

line, leaves behind Vladimir Oblast, 

and enters Yaroslavskaya Oblast 

(Ярословскоя область). 

Yaroslavskaya has a population of approximately 1,250,000. Its provincial capital is the city 

of Yaroslavl which has close to 600,000 inhabitants. It’s an historic city and the train arrives 

there a little further down the line.  
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➢ Km 137: Bagrimovo (платформа Багримово) – Three hundred meters to the right is the tiny 

village of Bagrimovo. One street, unpaved, faced on each side by perhaps a dozen houses. 

It’s the first town in Yaroslavskaya Oblast.  

 

➢ Km 139: Rodiontsevo (Родионцево) – No station, no platform, not much at all, only a little 

collection of about a half a dozen houses alongside the left of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 142: Platform 142 (платформа 142) – A platform for the village of Volchya Gora 

(Волчья Гора; “Mountain Wolf”) which lies about one kilometer south through the deep 

dark woods from the tracks. Little Red Riding Hood (Красная Шапочка) take care.  

 

➢ Km 145: Berendeyevo (станция Берендеево) – Like so many small towns in the Russian 

countryside, this one has lost population over the past ten years. In 1960, there were nearly 

6,000 inhabitants; by 1970, 4,500. By 1980, only 3,500 persons lived here; in 1990, it was 

2,500. At the turn of the century, 2000, it was less than 2,000. By 2010, the town had 

approximately 1,600 residents.  

 

➢ Km 146: Branch Line North – The most likely reason someone might stop at Berendeyevo 

would be to connect to the 21 kilometer-long branch line to the Golden Ring city of 

Pereslavl-Zalesskiy (Переславль-Залесский; lit., “Beyond the Woods”). It’s a town of 

approximately 42,000 inhabitants located on the southeastern shore of Lake Pleshcheyevo 

(Плещеево озеро), a resort long ago for Russian Tsars. Pereslavl-Zalesskiy is a particularly 

scenic place with numerous monasteries, convents, and churches. Incidentally, forget the 

branch line and take the bus. It’s a former narrow-gauge line for the transport of peat which 

is harvested in this region.  

 

Peter the Great fans come to Pereslavl-Zalesskiy to visit the Museum-Estate Botik, the little 

boat museum, precursor of his fleet and the Russian Navy (Музей-усадьба Ботик Петра I). 

Rail fans also come to visit the Pereslavl Narrow Gauge Railway Museum (Кукушка; lit., 

“Cuckoo Train”) and Steam Engine Museum (Музей паровозов), which are located a further 

15 kilometers away in the village of Talitsy (Талицы). In Russian, Kukushka is a small steam 

locomotive or train on a narrow gauge railway. Finally, although most surprisingly there is 

no particular monument to him, Pereslavl-Zalesskiy is the birthplace of Alexander Nevsky 

(Александр Ярославич Невский; 1221-63).  

 

➢ Km 147 Platform 147 (платформа 147).  

 

➢ Km 151: Shushkovo (станция Шушково) – There is a little dacha village, Dubrava 

(Дубрава; “Oakwood”), just to the north of the tracks. The village of Shushkovo is five 

kilometers away.  

 

➢ Km 155 Platform 155 (платформа 155) – Half a kilometer to the south is the village of 

Smolenskoye (Смоленское) and one and a half kilometers east is the village of 

Rozhdestveno (Рождествено).  
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Alexander Nevsky (1221-63) 
Considered by many Russians as the “Greatest Russian” to 
ever have lived, Nevsky’s place in history is simply 
unrivaled. He saved Russia as a nation from invasion by 
the Swedes and Germans in 1240 at the Battle of the Neva 
(from which he draws his sobriquet). He was canonized a 
Saint of the Russian Orthodox Church in 1547. His place 
in modern imagination was cemented by Sergei 
Eisenstein’s (1898-1948) acclaimed film “Alexander 
Nevsky” which features his victory over the Teutonic 
Knights. Premiered in 1938, the film’s soundtrack was 
written by Sergei Prokofiev (1891-1953). The visual images 
are unforgetable, especially the spectacular battle on the 
ice. In the film, Nevsky uses a number of proverbs, one of 
the most famous (in fact paraphrased Math 26:52) is: 
"Whoever will come to us with a sword, from a sword will 
perish," has become a slogan of Russian patriots. He died 
in the town of Gorodets-on-Volga on his way back from 
Sarai, the capital of the Golden Horde. Although he was 
laid to rest in the ancient Nativity Abbey of Vladimir, in 
1703, Peter the Great had his remains transferred to the 
Monastery (now Lavra) of Alexander Nevsky in St. 
Petersburg. 

➢ Km 159: Roksha (платформа Рокша) – This village of perhaps two dozen houses is about 

500 meters to the left (west) of the tracks. The hamlet is named for the stream just behind the 

town which flows from south to north, parallel to the railroad for about 30 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 164: Ryazantsevo (станция Рязанцево) – This little village of some 1,100 persons is 

divided north-south by the railroad tracks and east-west by the P74 Highway. Both run right 

through the center of town dividing it into four fairly symmetrical quadrants.  

 

➢ Km 174: Branch Line West – 

Shortly before reaching 

Beklemishevo (Беклемишево), a 

narrow-gauge branch line veers off to the left and heads north, then west. It first runs 12 

kilometers to Filippovskoye (Филипповское), a village of 650 persons. The rails then make 

a twenty-kilometer complete 360 circle around a vast open pit mine. At the far end of the 

mine, the tracks resume their western path and travel 16 kilometers before they split: one 

spur runs north, the other south. The split takes place just above, almost on the northern 

shoreline of Pleshcheyevo Lake which has Pereslavl-Zalesskiy along its southern shore. The 

northern spur travels mostly west 16 kilometers until it ends at the village of Msharovo 

(Мшарово). The southern spur runs some 40 kilometers, mostly southwest, passing the 

village of Relinskiy (Релинский) along the way. The countryside thoughout the run is vast 

fields of peat which used to be harvested and then transported by the train. Most of the line 

has been dismantled and no longer functions. The route crosses the Nerl River no less than 

three times along its path.  
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➢ Km 175: Beklemishevo (станция Беклемишево) – A village of approximately 250 people.  

 

➢ Km 178: Cross the Nerl River (река Нерль) – The Nerl is a famous 284 kilometer-long left 

tributary of the Klyazma. Its source is some 70 kilometers to the northwest, not far northwest 

from the village of Lychentsy (Лыченцы), about 25 kilometers north of Pereslavl-Zalesskiy. 

After crossing the rail tracks, the Nerl heads southeast over 200 kilometers, forming the 

northern boundary between Ivanovskaya and Vladimirskaya Oblasts and passing by Suzdal 

(Суздаль) along the way, to its confluence with the Klyazma two kilometers downstream 

south of Bogolyubovo (Боголюбово), about 12 kilometers northeast of Vladimir.  

 

The Nerl is well known in Russia because of two very special religious structures. One is the 

Church of Boris and Gleb (Церковь Бориса и Глеба). Dated from 1152, it’s located in the 

village of Kideksha (Кидекша), at the confluence of the Nerl and Kamenka (река Каменка), 

four kilometers east of Suzdal. It’s an ancient village ensemble of the earliest representatives 

of Vladimir-Suzdal architecture and the first white-stone buildings of northeast Russia.  

 

The second famous sight of the river is the 12th Century Church of the Protection of the 

Virgin on the Nerl (Храм Покрова Богородицы на Нерли), also called the Church of the 

Intercession on the Nerl (Церковь Покрова на Нерли). It was built in 1165 by Prince Andrei 

Bogolyubovskiy on the spot where he received a holy vision of the “Theotokos” (lit., “God 

bearer”) – the Virgin Mary. The church is on the UNESCO World Heritage List.  

 

➢ Km 182: Itlar (станция Итларь) – Most recent census: 215 persons.  

 

➢ Km 187 Platform 187 (платформа 187) – Serves the village of Silntsiy (Сильницы).  

 

➢ Km 191: Silnitsy (станция Сильницы) – The village name is Malinovka (Малиновка; 

“Robin”). There are innumerable short-haul spur lines centered here for the collection of 

mineral deposits from the many small mines that dot the landscape.  

 

➢ Km 195: Cross the Pechegda River (река Печегда) – This 46 kilometer-long minor tributary 

begins about forty kilometers to the south in the swamps below the village of Varegovo 

(Варегово). After passing under the tracks, it flows north, crosses the rails again, then heads 

northwest approximately five kilometers until its mouth on the right bank of the Sara River 

(река Сара) immediately west of Petrovskoye.  

 

➢ Km 198: Cross the Pechegda River (река Печегда) – Approximately one kilometer south 

before entering Petrovskoye, this little stream passes under the rails for a second time.  

 

➢ Km 199: Petrovsk (станция Петровск) – Petrovsk is the station for the surrounding town of 

Petrovskoye (Петровское; “Peter’s Town”), which has almost 5,000 residents.  

 

➢ Km 205: Cross the Pulokhma River (река Пулoхма) – More a little creek than a river, the 21 

kilometer-long Pulokhma ends in less than one kilometer northwest when it joins the Sara. Its 

origins are approximately 20 kilometers to the southeast in a large wetlands region of marsh 

and small ponds about ten kilometers east of Petrovskoye.  
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Rostov Enamelware – “Finift” 
In Russia, the enameling technique that originally 
took hold and continues to be centered in Rostov-
Velikiy is called “finift.” The term comes from the 
Byzantine Greek meaning “shining stone.” Known 
to the ancient Greeks, the Arab world, and the 
Chinese, the art of vitreous or porcelain enamel 
employs a high temperature firing of powdered glass 
onto a base, usually of metal, glass, or ceramic. The 
powder melts, flows, and then hardens to a smooth, 
durable “enamel” coating. Although almost any 
object can be enameled, it’s usually applied to 
jewelry and other decorative objects such as small 
boxes, brooches, cups, icons, picture frames, snuff 
bottles, commemorative spoons – Fabergé Eggs – 
or virtually anything that has aesthetic value. 
Cloisonné is the French term for a related technique 
whereby thin wires are applied to form raised 
barriers on a piece. Within these separate “cells,” 
differently-colored enamels may be applied.  

 

➢ Km 208: Cross the Sara River (река Сара) – This river of almost 90 kilometers begins in the 

Sarskoye Swamp (Сарское болото), near the village of Dubnevo (Дубнево), approximately 

75 kilometers west of the rail crossing. Following it downstream to its end, it runs another 15 

kilometers northeast until it joins Lake Nero (озеро Неро), which lies alongside the south 

and east of Rostov-Velikiy (Ростов-Великий).  

 

➢ Km 210: Debolovskaya (станция 

Деболовская) – This is the station for the 

small village of Debolovskoe which is one 

kilometer east.  

 

➢ Km 212: Platform 212 (платформа 212).  

 

➢ Km 213: Cross the Kuchebesh River (река 

Кучебеш) – This small stream originates 

approximately eight kilometers west; it 

ends in less than three kilometers northeast 

when it flows into the southwestern end of 

Lake Nero.  

 

Lake Nero, which is also called Rostov 

Lake (озеро Ростовское), is roughly about 

eight kilometers wide from east to west 

and ten kilometers long from north to 

south. It is shallow, averaging about two 

meters deep. It is a good source of 

freshwater fish and people have been 

living along its shores for over 6,000 years.  

 

➢ Km 216: Cross the Mazikha River (река 

Мазихa) – This tiny stream, which also 

feeds into Lake Nero, starts about eight 

kilometers to the west. From the rail 

crossing it flows less than two kilometers 

east to its mouth on the southwestern shore 

of Lake Nero.  

 

➢ Km 220: Platform 220 (платформа 220).  

 

➢ Km 220: Cross the Ishnya River (река Ишня) – This 17 kilometer-long little creek 

originates in the swamps about 15 kilometers to the northwest. From the rail crossing, it runs 

less than two kilometers southeast and enters western Lake Nero.  

 

➢ Km 224: Rostov-Yaroslavskiy (станция Ростов-Ярославский) – Technically, Rostov-

Yaroslavskiy is the name of the train station. The town is known as Rostov, though it’s more 
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Rostov-Velikiy Kremlin from Lake Nero 

often referred to as Rostov-Velikiy (Ростов-Великий; lit., “Rostov the Great”) to distinguish 

it from Rostov-on-Don (Ростов-на-Дону), a port city of a million persons on the Don River, 

32 kilometers from the Sea of Azov.  

 

First mentioned in the Year 862, Rostov is one of the oldest cities in Russia and a city on the 

Golden Ring. Compared to some of the other Golden Ring cities, Rostov is small, only about 

32,000 persons, but what is lacks in size, it makes up for in its picture-postcard location and 

its large number of attractions. The city 

is beautifully sited on the northwest 

shore of Lake Nero (озеро Неро), an 

unusually shaped scenic lake that 

measures about eight by ten 

kilometers. There are eight rivers that 

flow into the lake; only one flows out. 

There are two small islands in the lake.  

 

Rostov’s most famous sight is its 

enormous white-walled Kremlin 

(Ростовский Кремль), considered one 

of the finest in Russia, after the 

Kremlin in Moscow. It is most 

scenically viewed from across Lake 

Nero. Within its walls are the richly 

decorated Gate-Church of St. John the 

Divine (Надвратная Церковь Святого Иоанна Богослова) and the Gate-Church of the 

Resurrection (надвратная Церковь Воскресения). Between these two is the Church of the 

Virgin Hodegitria (Церковь Богородицы Одигитрии); it contains a collection of church 

vestments. Also within the compound is the Metropolitan’s private chapel, the Church of the 

Transfiguration of the Savior over the Galleries (Церковь Спаса-на-сенях). It’s the most 

elaborately frescoed one of all and holds exhibits of religious artifacts and Finift (Финифть; 

“Enamelware”) in the White (Белая палата) and Red Chambers (Красная палата) 

respectively.  

 

There are five more churches outside of the Kremlin. The most famous is the five-domed 

Assumption Cathedral (Успенский собор) in the heart of the city on Cathedral Square. It is 

one of Rostov’s most well-known sights. In 1314, the infant Bartholomew, the future St. 

Sergius of Radonezh, was baptized at this spot. In the years 1682-87, the famous bell tower 

of the Cathedral was erected; it holds one of the most famous bell collections in Russia – 

each has its own name. There are 15 in all; the largest is the Sysoy (Сысой), it weighs 32,000 

kilograms (71,000 pounds).  

 

The other four are: the Church of the Savior on the Market Place (Церковь Спасa-на-

Торгy), the neoclassical Church of St. Nicholas in the Field (Церковь Святовo Николая в 

области), Church of the Tolg Virgin (Церковь Толгской Богоматери), and the single-

domed Church of St. Isidore the Blessed (Церковь Святого Исидора Блаженного).  
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Finally, the Kremlin is flanked by two fine monasteries; both face the lake: Spaso-

Yakovlevskiy (Спасо-Яковлевский монастырь; “St. Jacob”) and Abramiyev 

Bogoyavlenskiy (Авраамиев Богоявленский монастырь; “St. Abraham”).  

 

➢ Km 231 Platform 231 (платформа 231) – There are several small villages within one or two 

kilometers from this platform: Belogostitsy (Белогостицы), Nikolo-Perevoz (Николо-

Перевоз), and Kladovitsy (Кладовицы).  

 

➢ Km 238: Cross the Ustye River (река Устье; “Mouth”) – The 153 kilometer-long Ustye is 

the major tributary of the Kotorosl (река Которосль), a right tributary of the Volga. The 

Ustye begins almost 80 kilometers to the west (as the crow flies), not far from the small 

village of Zaozere (Заозерье), which is about 25 kilometers east of Kalyazin (Калязин), on 

the Volga.  

 

From the crossing point of the railroad, the Ustye flows about six kilometers due south until 

it meets the little seven kilometer-long Vyoksa (река Вёкса), the only river that exits Lake 

Nero. The two merged rivers now become the Kotorosl and it meanders greatly, but overall 

flows north 126 kilometers until its mouth on the Volga at Yaroslavl. About halfway, it 

passes through Kozmodemyansk (Козьмодемьянск).  

 

➢ Km 239: Semibratovo (станция Семибратово) and Branch Line East – This village of 

approximately 7,000 persons lies along the left bank (northeast side) of the Ustye River. 

Beginning at the station, a short rail spur runs almost exactly 20 kilometers east to Gavrilov-

Yam (Гаврилов-Ям), a town of close to 18,000 persons on the Kotorosl River. Passenger 

service on the line was dropped in 2003; now it’s only for freight.  

 

➢ Km 246: Tsibirino (платформа Цибирино) – This village has a reported population of 14.  

 

➢ Km 249: Koromyslovo (станция Коромыслово) – A small village.  

 

➢ Km 254: Kudryavtsevo (платформа Кудрявцева) – Another small village.  

 

➢ Km 259 Platform 259 (платформа 259) – There are several small hamlets on both sides of 

the tracks near here.  

 

➢ Km 262: Kozmodemyansk (станция Козьмодемьянск) – This village of close to 1,700 

persons takes its name from the Saints Cosmas and Damian. Third-Century twin brothers, 

surgeons, physicians, and martyrs, during the persecution under Diocletian, they were 

tortured, hung on the cross, stoned, and finally beheaded. They are venerated as the patron 

saints of physicians and surgeons and are usually represented with medical emblems. 

Orthodox icons of the brothers often depict each of them holding a medicine box and spoon 

with which to dispense medicine. The spoon’s handle is often shaped like a cross to indicate 

the importance of spiritual as well as physical healing – all cures come from God.  
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Saints Cosmas & Damian 
In the Eastern Orthodox, Oriental 
Orthodox, and Eastern Catholic 
Churches, the twin brothers are 
venerated as a type of saint known as 
“Unmercenary” (from the Greek: 
ἀνάργυροι, anargyroi, "without 
money"). The classification is unique 
to the Eastern faith and refers to those 
who heal purely out of love, strictly 
observing the command of Jesus: 
"Freely have you received, freely give." 

The names of Cosmas and Damian live on into the 20th Century in the person of Zoya 

Kosmodemyanskaya (Зоя Анатольевна Космодемьянская; 1923-41). As a young girl, she 

joined the Komsomol (Communist Youth League) as a “Pioneer” and as a teenager fought 

during the Great Patriotic War as a Soviet partisan. She was caught, tortured, and hung by the 

Germans. She was posthumously awarded a “Hero of 

the Soviet Union” and is one of the most revered 

heroines of the Soviet Union. Her younger brother 

Aleksandr (1925-45), also fought in WWII and was 

killed in Germany. He also was named a Hero of the 

Soviet Union. There are many streets, kolkhoz (state 

farms), and youth organizations named for her; there 

are many statues of her; and there are several books 

and films about her short life. A mountain and a 

minor planet have also been named after her. Zoya 

Kosmodemyanskaya is buried at Novodevichy 

Cemetery in Moscow.  

 

Finally, note that this small village of 

Kozmodemyansk is not to be confused with the larger 

city of Kozmodemyansk, 440 kilometers to the 

southeast, on the Volga River.  

 

➢ Km 263: Branch Line North – Less than one 

kilometer north after passing the Kozmodemyansk 

Station, a single-track spur line veers to the left. It’s a 

short cut and runs due north 23 kilometers without 

any intermediate stops to the line that runs north out 

of Yaroslavl. It essentially bypasses the city and joins 

the main line north just above Molot (Молот) 

adjacent to Yaroslavl’s Dzerzhinskiy District 

(Дзержинский район).  

 

➢ Km 264: Reka (платформа Река; lit., “River”) – This 

aptly named little platform lies 150 meters south of 

the Kotorosl River which the train soon crosses.  

 

➢ Km 264: Cross the Kotorosl River (река Которосль) –From this point, the river meanders 

northeast approximately 40 kilometers until it merges into the Volga in Yaroslavl. The 

Kotorosl’s source is upstream south about 85 kilometers (30 as the crow flies) at the 

confluence of Ustye and Vyoksa. They join at Lake Nero, near Rostov. Although the 

Kotorsol is only 126 kilometers long, it was most important historically as it connected 

Rostov – which used to be an important city – to the Volga and therefore trade with the 

Baltic to the north, and the Caspian to the south. Immediately after crossing the river, which 

is 50 meters wide at this point, there is a little dacha village wedged in between the railroad 

and the right bank of the Kotorsol.  
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Railway Section:  Moscow -- Kirov 

 

➢ Km 265 Platform 265 

(платформа 265) – 

Starting here the 

countryside begins to 

disappear and the suburbs 

of Yaroslavl commence.  

 

➢ Km 268 Platform 268 

(платформа 268).  

 

➢ Km 272: Stopping Point 

Khozhaevo 

(oстановочный пункт 

Хожаево) – It’s a ghost 

station as it shut down 

years ago and the platform 

was demolished. There is 

no trace of it today.  

 

➢ Km 274: Platform 274 

(платформа 274).  

 

➢ Km 277: Polyanki 

(станция Полянки; 

“Glades”) – A small 

station in an industrial section of the city.  

 

➢ Km 278: Branch Line East – Almost exactly one kilometer east of the Polyanki Station, the 

rail line splits: the main line forks left to the north and the right fork continues east, then 

turns south. The latter fork passes the stations of Yaroslavl-Moskovskiy (Ярославль-

Московский) and Dunayka (Дунайка) in the southern part of the city, then heads east some 

90 kilometers to Kostroma (Кострома), a Golden Ring city of approximately 270,000 

persons also on the Volga River. From there, other lines run in all directions including a 125 

kilometer link northeast to Galich (Галич), to which the present line also goes. Before the 

bridge was built across the Kotorosl River in 1913, Yaroslavl-Moscow Station was the main 

rail station for the city. Built in 1870, it is the oldest station on the Northern Line.  

 

➢ Km 279: Kotorosl (станция Которосль) – A suburban station adjacent to Petropavlovskiy 

Park (Петропавловский парк; “Peter and Paul Park”).  

 

➢ Km 280: Cross the Kotorosl River (река Которосль) – Twin side-by-side spans of single-

trusses cross the 100 meter wide river at this point. The Kotorosl is almost at its end, fewer 

than four kilometers due east, it merges into the right bank of the Volga.  
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KM 282: Yaroslavl-Glavniy Railway Station 

Church of Elijah the Prophet 
According to legend, Yaroslav the Wise 
founded the city on Elijah’s Feast Day, 
thus the first church of the city is 
named after Elijah the Prophet. 

➢ Km 282: Yaroslavl Main Station 

(станция Ярославль-Главный) – 

Yaroslavl has two large train stations: 

Yaroslavl-Glavniy, which is the main 

station, north of the Kotorosl River, and 

serves this section of the former Trans-

Siberian Line; and Yaroslavl-Moskovskiy 

(станция Ярославль-Московский), 

which is found south of the Kotorosl, and 

is used for east-west traffic. From 1870 to 

1913, until the bridge across the Kotorosl 

was completed, Moskovskiy Station was 

the main rail station of the city. From 1898 

to 1952, what is today called Yaroslavl-

Glavniy, was called “Vspolye” Station 

(станция Всполье). Some persons still 

refer to it by that name. Incidentally, the person most responsible for the development of 

these stations and the Northern Line was Savva Mamontov (1841-1918), mentioned earlier in 

relation to the suburban Moscow rail stop at Mamontovskaya. There is a monument to him at 

Yaroslavl-Glavniy Station.  

 

Yet another of the eight cities comprising the Golden 

Ring, Yaroslavl is the largest and many would say the 

most impressive of all. It is beautifully sited at the 

confluence of the Volga and Kotorosl Rivers. 

Although the city’s urbanization extends over both 

sides of the Volga (east and west), most of Yaroslavl 

of interest to a visitor is found on the western side 

(right bank). Likewise, although the city is found on 

both sides of the Kotorosl (north and south), more of 

the city – and the sections of most interest to tourists – 

are found on the northern side (left bank) of the river.  

 

Yaroslavl (which literally means “of Yaroslav”) was 

founded under the reign of Yaroslav I the Wise 

(Ярослав Мудрый; c. 978-1054) in 1010 and is one 

of Russia’s oldest cities. For several centuries, it was 

the second largest city in Russia after Moscow. 

Today, although it is not within the top twenty largest 

cities of Russia, it is still a sizeable enough place with 

a population around 600,000. It is the largest city on 

the Volga River until it reaches Nizhniy Novgorod.  

 

The main interest for sightseers is Yaroslavl’s old 

town, which comprises the entire city center. It has 

been designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
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Church of St. John the Baptist on the 1,000 Ruble Note 

There are many fine public buildings and historic churches, making it one of the most scenic 

destinations in Russia. The most famous church in the city is the Transfiguration of Our 

Savior Cathedral (Спасо-Преображенский собор) of the Spassky Monastery (Спасо-

Преображенский монастырь). The monastery was founded in the 12th Century and it is the 

oldest building in the city.  

 

Other major sights 

include the Church of 

Elijah the Prophet 

(Церковь Ильи 

Пророка), the oldest 

church of the city; the 

Church of St. John the 

Baptist (Церковь 

Иоанна Предтечи), 

which is featured on the 

1,000 Ruble Note and 

known for its 

spectacular murals; 

Epiphany Church (Церковь Богоявления), also known for its great interior murals; and the 

magnificently-sited Assumption Cathedral (Успенский собор на Стрелке), located on the 

“spit” of land at the confluence of the Kotorosl and Volga Rivers.  

 

If that’s enough churches, and there are more, there is also a famous theatre, the Volkov 

Drama Theatre (Театр драмы им. Фёдор Волкова) – built in 1750, making it the oldest 

theater in Russia. It’s named after Fyodor Volkov (Фёдор Григорьевич Волков; 1729-63), 

an actor and its founder.  

 

➢ Km 283: Yaroslavl Depot (платформа Ярославль-Депо) – A freight station.  

 

➢ Km 284: Branch Line North – Two kilometers north after passing Yaroslavl Main Terminal 

and almost immediately after passing Yaroslavl-Depot – and having passed through two 

kilometers of switching yards – the line divides. Heading straight takes one west and north, 

passing through the northern suburbs of the city and passing by the stations or platforms of 

Molot (Молот; “Hammer”) and Tenino (Тенино). From there, the line continues some 80 

kilometers northwest to Rybinsk (Рыбинск) and other points beyond. Rybinsk is located at 

the southern end of the massive Rybinsk Reservoir (Рыбинское водохранилище), also 

called the Rybinsk Sea (Рыбинское море). At the time of its construction in the late 1930s 

and early 1940s, it was the largest man-made lake on Earth.  

 

The right hand branch of the fork, which is almost a 180 degree clockwise turn, is the main 

line of what used to be the Trans-Siberian rail leading to Kotelnich and Kirov. We’ll go that 

way.  

 

➢ Km 288: Privolzhe (станция Приволжье) – A small suburban station, the last in Yaroslavl 

before crossing the Volga. The station’s name means “Volga.”  
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KM 289: Cross the Volga River 

 

➢ Km 289: Cross the Volga River (река Волга) – Here’s a big thrill, crossing Russia’s most 

famous river. Although some sections of the river close nearby are as wide as one kilometer, 

the river’s span at this crossing point is 

about 650 meters. That’s about average for 

the river in the several hundred kilometers 

upstream and downstream of Yaroslavl. 

There are twin adjacent bridges; each one 

has five trusses.  

 

The Volga is Europe’s longest river and 

15th longest in the world. It is 3,645 

kilometers (2,266 miles) in length. For the 

sake of convenience in discussion, the 

Volga is often divided into three major 

sections:  

 

• The Upper Volga (Верхнее Поволжье 

or Верхняя Волга): Begins 225 meters 

(738 feet) above sea level at its source 

near the Valdai Hills (Валдайская возвышенность or Валдай) about 350 kilometers 

northwest of Moscow. The Volga’s first 1,500 kilometers more-or-less flow southeast 

past Lake Sterzh, Tver, Dubna, Rybinsk, Yaroslavl, Kostroma, Nizhniy Novgorod, and 

Kazan.  

 

• The Middle Volga (Среднее Поволжье or Средняя Волга): From Kazan, approximately 

the next 1,000 kilometers flow south through Ulyanovsk, Tolyatti, Samara, and Saratov.  

 

• The Lower Volga (Нижнее Поволжье or Нижняя Волга): Starting at Saratov, the final 

1,000 kilometers pass south through Volgograd to Astrakhan. From there, the Volga 

flows its last 150 kilometers through a vast delta until it reaches the Caspian Sea at 28 

meters (92 feet) below sea level. 

 

➢ Km 293: Filino (станция Филино) – The station’s name means “owl.” It’s in the 

Zhavolzhskiy (Заволжский) section of Yaroslavl – mostly industrial.  

 

➢ Km 294: Branch Line East – A spur line diverges to the right; it travels only 30 kilometers to 

the towns of Greshnevo (Грешнево) and Krasniy Profintern (Красный Профинтерн).  

 

➢ Km 296: Platform 296 (платформа 296) – This platform is next to the village of 

Kuzhechikha (Кузнечиха).  

 

➢ Km 298: Sosnonvtsiy (платформа Сосновцы) – A tiny village to the east of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 302: Kochenyatino (платформа Коченятино). The platform serves two tiny villages 

immediately east: Semyonovskoye (Cemёнoвское) and Yurevo (Юрьeвo).  
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“Kvass” (Квас) 
A hot weather summertime favorite in all Slavic and 
Baltic countries is “Kvass,” a refreshing fermented 
malt beverage made from bread. Wheat, barley, and 
other grains may be used, but black or regular rye 
bread is preferred. Kvass color varies from light to 
dark depending on the choice of bread and may also 
be supplemented by the addition of fruits, berries, 
raisins, honey, or herbs such as mint.  
Kvass is often fermented at home in large jars and is 
commonly served unfiltered. Its active yeast adds to 
its flavor and gives it a high vitamin B content. It has 
an extremely low alcohol level (0.05 to 1.0%) and 
may be consumed by children. The world “kvass” 
comes from Old Slavic and means “yeast.” It has 
been brewed since the Middle Ages, if not earlier.  
Although commercially bottled today, it is most 
often seen on city streets served by vendors from 
large barrels on wheels.  

 

➢ Km 305: Platform 305 (платформа 305).  

 

➢ Km 307: Levtsova (платформа Левцово) – The little village to the east is Cherkasovo 

(Черкасово).  

 

➢ Km 310: Platform 310 (платформа 310) – The village of Koliytovo (Колытово) lies along 

the west side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 312: Cross the Songa River (река 

Соньга) – This little stream, listed on 

some maps as the Songa, is only a tiny 

unnamed tributary of the actual Songa. It 

begins less than five kilometers to the east, 

crosses the rail tracks, then flows one 

kilometer west where it joins the left bank 

of the main course of the Songa.  

 

➢ Km 313: Utkino (станция Уткино) – The 

station takes its name from the adjacent 

village.  

 

➢ Km 316: Cross the Songa River (река 

Соньга) – This 33 kilometer-long river has 

its origin about five kilometers to the 

north, very close to the train’s next station 

at the village of Puchkovskiy. After 

passing under the tracks, it runs southeast 

approximately 25 kilometers until it 

merges into the left bank of the 68 

kilometer-long It River (река Ить). From 

this confluence, the It flows close to a 

dozen kilometers west until its mouth on 

the left bank of the Volga River.  

 

➢ Km 319: Puchkovskiy (станция 

Пучковский) – One small village among 

half a dozen more in all directions.  

 

➢ Km 321: Cross the Ozeritsa River (река 

Озерица) – This minor tributary begins a 

little less than three kilometers due west at Lake Lelekino (озеро Лелекино), a tiny 400 

meter diameter round pond. From the rail crossing, the river flows some eight kilometers 

north, then southeast, where it joins the right bank of the 27 kilometer-long Ukhtanka River 

(река Ухтанка). From that junction, the Ukhtanka continues about 15 kilometers further east 

until it merges into the 30 kilometer-long Savodranka (река Саводранка). From there, the 
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KM 319: Puchkovskiy Railway Station 

Savodranka continues about six kilometers northeast until it joins with the 12 kilometer-long 

Potashevka River (река Поташевка).  

 

The union of the Savodranka and 

Potashevka forms the Vopsha (река 

Вопша). From this confluence, it runs east 

ten kilometers until it joins the western side 

of the great Kostromskoye Reservoir 

(Костромское водохранилище). The 

western end of the reservoir is a distinct 

body of water and is usually referred to as 

Kostroma Bay (Костромской залив).  

 

The largest single source of the reservoir is 

the 354 kilometer-long Kostroma River 

(река Кострома). It is one of the largest 

left tributaries of the Volga River which it 

joins as it exits the reservoir at the city of 

Kostroma (Кострома) 25 kilometers southeast of the Vopsha’s entry point (as the crow 

flies). This section of the bay and the reservoir also serve as the boundary between 

Yaroslavskaya Oblast to the west and Kostroma Obast to the east.  

 

➢ Km 322: Platform 322 (платформа 322) – A small collection of houses make up the village 

of Petrovskoye (Петровское) which lies immediately east.  

 

➢ Km 326: Dogadtsevo (платформа Догадцево) – The tiniest of hamlets.  
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KM 345 Panteleyevo Railway Station 

➢ Km 327: Cross the Ruchei River (река Ручей) – Less than two kilometers north of 

Dogadtsevo, immediately east of the hamlet of Okulovskoye (Окуловское), the train passes 

over this small creek, whose name appropriately means creek. It begins less than one 

kilometer to the east and ends less than one kilometer to the west where it joins the left bank 

of the 28 kilometer-long Toymina River (река Тоймина). From that junction, the Toymina 

flows about a dozen kilometers due west until its confluence on the left bank of the It River. 

From there, the It continues southwest approximately 40 kilometers until its end on the left 

bank of the Volga near the towns of Ustye (Устье) and Sofino (Софьино). That confluence 

is 18 kilometers upstream north on the Volga from the railroad bridge at Yaroslavl.  

 

➢ Km 331: Platform 331 (платформа 331) – This platform serves the little village of Kholm 

(Холм) which lies along the west side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 335: Putyatino (станция Путятино) – There are half a dozen little villages surrounding 

this minor station.  

 

➢ Km 340: Platform 340 (платформа 340).  

 

➢ Km 342: Cross the Kaste River (река Касть) – The 79 kilometer-long Kaste begins in a 

marshland about 15 kilometers to the northwest of this crossing, about two kilometers south 

of the village of Toropova (Торопова). After crossing the rail tracks, it flows southeast 

approximately 65 kilometers until it empties into the western end of Kostroma Bay, part of 

the Kostroma Reservoir, which is also called the Kostroma Sea (Костромское море). The 

“Sea” is an immense body of water that empties into the Volga River 16 kilometers upstream 

from Kostroma. Ultimately, it is formed by the Nizhniy Novgorod Hydroelectric Station 

(Нижегородская ГЭС) which lies 275 kilometers to the southeast and forms the Gorky 

Reservoir (Горьковское 

водохранилище).  

 

➢ Km 343: Platform 343 (платформа 343).  

 

➢ Km 345: Panteleyevo – (станция 

Пантелеево) – A village of perhaps 10 or 

15 dwellings.  

 

➢ Km 351: Platform 351 (платформа 351).  

 

➢ Km 356: Danilov (станция Данилов) – 

A little city of about 16,000 persons, one 

wonders why the train makes such a long 

stop. Here’s the answer: Although it is 

small, Danilov is nonetheless a major 

railway terminal where locomotives are 

switched from an electrification system of direct (DC 3kV) to alternating current (AC 25kV) 

and vice versa. Given the volume of rail traffic, this takes some time.  
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KM 356 Danilov Railway Station 

Architecturally, the station, built in the 

1930s, is regarded as a typical example of 

the Soviet style of “constructivism.” 

Equally appropriate descriptions might 

include “blockhouse functionalism,” 

“utilitarian,” or even “proletarian.”  

 

➢ Km 358: Branch Line North – 

Approximately two kilometers north of 

Danilov Station, the rails divide. Straight 

ahead, a branch runs 135 kilometers due 

north to Vologda (Вологда). From there 

it’s about 600 kilometers west to St. 

Petersburg or about the same distance 

north to Arkhangelsk (Архангельск). The 

main line veers to the right and leads some 

500 kilometers due east to Kotelnich, where the present line joins the new Trans-Siberian 

route. This is the route we’re taking.  

 

➢ Km 359: Platform 359 (платформа 359) – The tiny village served here is Dvoryaninovo 

(Дворяниново).  

 

➢ Km 361: Platform 361 (платформа 361) – Very tiny villlages along the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 366: Lunka (станция Лунка; lit., “Hole” or “Well”) – More tiny villages along the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 368: Cross the Lunka River (река Лунка) – This little right tributary of the Sot (река 

Соть) has its source approximately 40 kilometers to the northwest. From the tracks, it flows 

only another ten kilometers until it merges into the Sot River, which the train crosses soon 

enough.  

 

➢ Km 370: Platform 370 (платформа 370).  

 

➢ Km 373: Sot (станция Соть) – The station bears the same name as the adjacent village.  

 

➢ Km 375: Borodino (Бородино) – No station, no platform, no stop – just a famously-named 

tiny village alongside the tracks. The Borodino of Napoléon fame in the War of 1812 is 120 

kilometers west of Moscow.  

 

➢ Km 377: Cross the Sot River (река Соть) – The Sot is a 144 kilometer-long river that 

formerly flowed into the Kostroma River, then ultimately into the Volga. Ever since the 

construction of the dam above Nizhniy Novgorod and the creation of the Gorky and 

Kostroma Reservoirs, its waters discharge into the Kostroma Reservoir. Tracing it upstream, 

its source waters originate more than 80 kilometers to the northwest. Downstream from the 

rail crossing, the river flows southeast approximately 60 kilometers until its waters join the 
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northern end of the Kostroma Sea. The rail-river crossing is between the miniscule villages 

of Klepikovo (Клепиково) on the southwest side of the river and Verkhniy Zhar (Верхний 

Жар) on the northeast.  

 

➢ Km 378: Platform 378 (платформа 378) – This platform is near the tiny settlement of 

Shashkovo (Шашково).  

 

➢ Km 380: Cross the Mymra River (река Мымра) – This small river begins about one 

kilometer east of the rail line. From the crossing it flows west, then north, about 15 

kilometers until its mouth on the right bank of the Ucha River (река Уча). The 87 kilometer-

long Ucha has its origins about 60 kilometers to the northwest near the Skalino (Скалино) 

Station on the northern rail route that commences in Danilov. The station is immediately 

south of the Vologodskaya Oblast and Yaroslavl Oblast border.  

 

From the Ucha-Mymra union, the Ucha continues approximately 25 kilometers east until it 

merges into the right bank of the 132 kilometer-long Obnora River (река Обнора) in the 

center of downtown Lyubim (Любим). From this confluence, the Obnora flows some 70 

kilometers southeast (40 as the crow flies), past the village of Obnorskoye (Обнорское), to 

its junction with the right bank of the Kostroma River. From that confluence, the Kostroma 

runs south approximately 50 kilometers until it joins the northern end of the Kostroma 

Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 383: Zharok-Yaroslavskiy (станция Жарок-Ярославский) – The village of Zharok 

(Жарок) lies on both sides of the rail line. It consists of some 15 to 20 residences.  

 

➢ Km 388: Platform 388 (платформа 388).  

 

➢ Km 389: Cross the Niksha River (река Никша) – This little 26 kilometer-long stream begins 

less than five kilometers northwest. From the rail crossing, it flows close to 20 kilometers 

southeast until its terminus on the right bank of the Obnora River. About ten kilometers 

further southeast, the Obnora joins the Kostroma.  

 

➢ Km 393: Lyubim (станция Любим; “We Love”) – Here’s a nicely named small town. The 

center is about three kilometers to the north.  

 

➢ Km 399: Platform 399 (платформа 399) – This platform lies about midway between the tiny 

villages of Pochinok-Cherepanov (Починок-Черепанов) 200 meters to the north and 

Sokoliniy (Соколиный; “Falcon”) 200 meters to the south.  

 

➢ Km 400: Cross the Obnora River (река Обнора) – Only several hundred meters after 

passing the Kilometer 399 marker post, the train crosses this river. The Obnora has its source 

about 100 kilometers northwest, a little below Gryazovets (Грязовец), which is about 40 

kilometers south of Vologda (Вологда). After this crossing by the train, the Obnora flows 

southeast approximately 30 kilometers until its mouth on the Kostroma about 40 kilometers 

north of the Kostroma Sea.  
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➢ Km 403: Ruscha (станция Руша) – A small village named after the local river.  

 

➢ Km 405: Cross the Ruscha River (река Руша) – The Ruscha is a 35 kilometer-long tributary 

of the Obnora. Its source waters begin about 25 kilometers northeast of this rail crossing. 

After the crossing, it continues southwest approximately ten kilometers until it joins the left 

bank of the Obnora on its way to merge with the Kostroma.  

 

➢ Km 409: Platform 409 (платформа 409) – The tiny settlement of Fedkovo (Федково) is 

immediately south.  

 

➢ Km 409: Cross the Pavlovka River (река Павловка) – Almost immediately east after 

passing Platform 409, the train passes over this small stream. It begins only a hundred meters 

to the north. After passing under the tracks, it runs almost due south approximately a dozen 

kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Obnora about five kilometers northwest of its 

confluence on the Kostroma.  

 

➢ Km 412: Cross the Seksha River (река Секша) – The Seksha originates about two 

kilometers north. From the rail crossing it runs southeast less than ten kilometers until it 

merges into the right bank of the Kostroma River about 50 kilometers north of the Kostroma 

Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 415: Seksha (станция Секша) – A tiny village.  

 

➢ Km 418: Cross the Malaya Elnat River (река Малая Элнать) – This minor tributary begins 

about ten kilometers to the northwest; from the rail crossing it runs southeast less than three 

kilometers where it merges into the right bank of the Bolshaya Elnat River (река Большая 

Элнать).  

 

➢ Km 419: Platform 419 (платформа 419).  

 

➢ Km 419: Cross the Bolshaya Elnat River (река Большая Элнать) – About 400 meters north 

of Platform 419, the train crosses over this small river. It has its source waters a little more 

than ten kilometers to the north. From the tracks it flows southeast about eight kilometers 

until it joins the right bank of the Rusha (река Руша) about one kilometer upstream north 

from its confluence on the right bank of the Kostroma. Note that this is a second river with 

the name Rusha.  

 

➢ Km 421: Cross the Rusha River (река Руша) – This Rusha River has its source 

approximately three kilometers north; from the rail crossing it runs south less than eight 

kilometers until it terminates on the right bank of the Kostroma.  

 

➢ Km 423: Yaroslav – Kostroma Border and New Time Zone (MT + 1) – Just about one 

kilometer west before reaching the little town of Kazarinovo, the rail line passes over the 

small river Velikusha (река Великуша). In doing so, the train crosses the boundary between 

the oblast of Yaroslavskaya and enters Kostromskaya (Костромская область). This 
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provincial boundary also marks a new time zone. The local time is now one hour ahead of 

Moscow time.  

 

Kostroma Oblast has a population of approximately 670,000. Its capital is the city of 

Kostroma (Кострома) which has a population of about 270,000. Kostroma City is not on the 

Trans-Siberian Rail Line. It’s about 70 kilometers south of the train’s present location. Stated 

another way, Kostroma is located about 75 kilometers downstream east of Yaroslavl on the 

Volga River (65 kilometers east as the crow flies). Kostoma is sited on the left bank (east 

side) of the Kostroma River on its confluence, and on both banks (north and south sides), of 

the Volga.  

 

➢ Km 423: Cross the Velikusha River (река Великуша) – This tiny tributary starts not quite 

five kilometers north. From the rail crossing it flows south about four kilometers and joins 

the right bank of the Udgoda River (река Удгода) only a few kilometers north of its union 

with the Kostroma. The river is not officially the border, it’s too short for that, but it does 

coincide with the artificial line drawn at this location for about two kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 424: Kazarinovo (станция Казариново) – The village is small, but the general area is 

large, rural, and agricultural. Almost all of the cultivation and settlements are on the north 

side (right bank) of the Kostroma River which is six kilometers to the south.  

 

➢ Km 426: Cross the Udgoda River (река Удгода) – A minor tributary, the Udgoda begins 

about 15 kilometers northwest of this crossing. After passing under the rail line, it continues 

south past the tiny village of Dor (Дор), then about eight kilometers until its mouth on the 

right bank of the Kostroma.  

 

➢ Km 427: Cross the Staroverka River (река Староверка; “Old Believer”) – This tiny creek 

begins less than two kilometers north; from the rail crossing it runs close to eight kilometers 

southeast where it terminates on the Kostroma.  

 

➢ Km 428: Platform 428 (платформа 428) – This platform serves the tiny village of Lipyatino 

(Липятино) which is immediately south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 429: Cross the Ozhogovka River (река Ожоговка) – This minor stream starts 

approximately three kilometers to the north. After it passes under the tracks at the miniscule 

settlement of Zhuikino (Жуйкино), it flows some three kilometers southeast until it joins the 

left bank of the Staroverka about three kilometers before it reaches the Kostroma.  

 

➢ Km 431: Cross the Pogorelka River (река Погорелка) – This little tributary originates about 

three kilometers north. From the rail crossing it flows approximately four kilometers to its 

end on the left bank of the Staroverka about two and one-half kilometers before it joins the 

Kostroma.  
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➢ Km 432: Brodni (станция Бродни) – A couple of buildings.  

 

➢ Km 434: Cross the Telepenka River (река Телепенка) – The smallest of streams. This 

tributary of the Kostroma begins about eight kilometers northwest of the rail crossing. After 

passing under the tracks, it flows southeast about five kilometers until it merges into the right 

bank of the Kostroma.  

 

➢ Km 435: Platform 435 (платформа 435).  

 

➢ Km 436: Cross the Sentega River (река Сентега) – This tiny tributary begins a little less 

than 20 kilometers northwest of the tracks. From the rail crossing, it goes southeast three 

kilometers until its confluence with the Koryoga River (река Корёга). From that confluence, 

it’s less than one kilometer to the Korega’s mouth on the right bank of the Kostroma River.  

 

➢ Km 438: Platform 438 (платформа 438).  

 

➢ Km 439: Cross the Koryoga River (река Корёга) – This 62 kilometer-long tributary of the 

Kostroma begins approximately 60 kilometers north of the rail crossing, or about 20 

kilometers northeast of the tripart boundary where the three oblasts of Yaroslavskaya, 

Kostroma, and Vologodskaya come together. The Koryoga doesn’t have far to go – in less 

than five kilometers south, it merges into the right bank of the Kostroma.  

 

➢ Km 441: Koryoga (станция Корёга) – This tiny station serves Zakharovo (Захарово) and a 

half-dozen other small villages in the immediate vicinity. A three kilometer-long side spur 

runs east from the station to the village of Koryoga (Корёга).  

 

➢ Km 447: Branch Line North – Immediately west before crossing the Kostroma River, a 

branch line sharply veers to the left and heads north. It first travels about 50 kilometers to 

Vokhtoga (Вохтога), then splits. One line runs northeast, splitting again several times. These 

are primarily freight lines serving rural communities. The other line goes northwest 

approximately 85 kilometers to Vologda and then points beyond further north.  

 

➢ Km 448: Cross the Kostroma River (река Кострома) – Here the rail line crosses one of 

several large left tributaries of the Volga. Flowing from the northwest to southeast, the 

Kostroma is 354 kilometers long. Following the river upstream to its source leads over 200 

kilometers to the Kostroma Swamp not far from the village of Knyazhevo (Княжево) or the 

town of Soligalich (Солигалич). They are located in the Galich Uplands (Галичская 

возвышенность), a scenic region of low hills, 150 to 250 meters in height, and several large 

lakes. The region is north of the city of Galich (Галич).  

 

By the time the Kostroma reaches this crossing point at Buy (Буй), it is already about 100 

meters across. One kilometer upstream north from Buy, it is joined by the 85 kilometer-long 

Vyoksa (река Вёкса) which adds greatly to its size.  

 

From the rail crossing, the Kostroma meanders south another 150 kilometers until it joins the 

Kostroma Sea about 25 kilometers north of the city of Kostroma. The Kostroma Reservoir is 
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Buy Coat of Arms of 1779 

one of the large lakes formed by the Gorky Reservoir (Горьковское водохранилище). For 

the 50 or so kilometers before the river reaches the Sea, it serves as the border between 

Yaroslavskaya and Kostromskaya Oblasts. Before the flooding of the Gorky Reservoir, the 

Kostroma used to simply flow south until it met the Volga at Kostroma. It still does, except 

that now it’s engorged by the Sea. After entering the Sea, the river re-emerges in several 

large channels about ten kilometers south and then flows about 20 kilometers along its 

original course to Kostroma and to the Volga.  

 

The Gorky Reservoir is an enormous artificial lake in the central part of the Volga River. It 

was formed by the dam built between towns of Gorodets (Городец) and Zavolzhye 

(Заволжье). Formerly known as the Gorky Hydroelectric Station, it is now called the 

Nizhniy Novgorod Hydroelectric Station. The reservoir is approximately 430 kilometers 

long, but only around 16 kilometers wide at its very widest points. It backs up all the way to 

the dams at Rybinsk (Рыбинск). It was built and filled in the mid-1950s and has a surface 

area of some 1,600 square kilometers. Dozens of villages had to be evacuated and were 

abandoned at the time of the reservoir’s creation.  

 

➢ Km 449: Buy (станция Буй) – Buy, whose name means “Buoy,” is a city of 25,000 persons 

located 100 kilometers northeast of Kostroma. Buy’s importance historically stemmed from 

its strategic location on the Vyoksa and Kostroma 

Rivers. The city’s Coat of Arms bears a buoy 

representing its maritime heritage. For the most part, 

the city is sited on the left bank (east side) of the 

Kostroma River at its confluence with the Vyoksa 

River (река Вёкса). This Vyoksa, for there are two 

rivers that share this name in the Kostroma Region, 

begins at the northwestern shore of Galich Lake 

(Галичское озеро) some 40 kilometers due east. The 

town of Galich lies along the lake’s southern shore. 

The Vyoksa meanders 85 kilometers from the lake to 

its mouth on the Kostroma at Buy. Buy grew up 

along both the north and south sides of its banks.  

 

Buy is an old city; it was founded in 1536 on the 

orders of Elena Glinskaya (Елена Васильевна 

Глинская; ca.1508-38), Grand Duchess of Moscow 

and the mother of Ivan IV the “Terrible” (1530-84). 

It was built as a fortress to defend the eastern borders 

of the Muscovy Kingdom from the raids of the Kazan 

Tatars. Known for her beauty and intelligence, Elena 

Glinskaya briefly ruled Russia as Regent for Ivan after the death of her husband, Grand 

Prince Vasily III (Василий III Иванович; 1479-1533).  

 

From the rail station, a short three kilometer spur line runs due south to a highly secure 

walled compound. It’s off limits to visitors. This spur is quickly followed by another about 

ten kilometers long which leads to an industrial area south of the city.  
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➢ Km 459: Makhrovo (станция Махрово) – A couple of dozen residences and a small 

switching station to the north of the main line.  

 

➢ Km 463: Platform 463 (платформа 463) – The tiny settlement of Dmitrievka (Дмитриевка) 

is located here.  

 

➢ Km 471: Vyoksa (платформа Вёкса) – A small village named for the river which roughly 

parallels the tracks for about 30 kilometers from Buy to Rossolovo. The river runs anywhere 

from a couple of hundred meters to four kilometers to the north.  

 

➢ Km 476: Platform 476 (платформа 476).  

 

➢ Km 478: Rossolovo (станция Россолово) – Most of this village is stretched between the 

north side of the railroad tracks and the south side (left bank) of the Vyoksa River. Just north 

of town the river turns towards its source on the north shore of Lake Galich and the rail line 

turns to the southern shore of the lake. We won’t see the Vyoksa again. About seven 

kilometers after passing through Rossolovo, the train comes to the lake and follows its 

southern shoreline for close to 15 kilometers until it reaches Galich town.  

 

➢ Km 484: Platform 484 (платформа 484) – The settlement here is Yakovlevo (Яковлево).  

 

➢ Km 489: Platform 489 (платформа 489).  

 

➢ Km 492: Khramkiy (платформа Храмки).  

 

➢ Km 495: Chyolsma (платформа Чёлсма) – This small village is bisected north to south by 

the 48 kilometer-long Chyolsma River. 

 

➢ Km 495: Cross the Chyolsma River (река Чёлсма) – This 48 kilometer-long river originates 

near the village of Muzhilovo (Мужилово) about 35 kilometers to the southeast. From the 

rail crossing, it soon terminates by joining Lake Galich three kilometers north. Some maps 

list the Chyolsma as the Tora (река Тора).  

 

➢ Km 498: Branch Line South – Less than two kilometers west before the city center of 

Galich, a branch line begins and runs southeast approximately 125 kilometers to Kostroma 

and points beyond. Along the way, another branch diverges and travels south to Kineshma 

(Кинешма) and points beyond there.  

 

➢ Km 500: Galich (станция Галич) – A city of close to 17,000 persons attractively sited on 

the southern shore of Lake Galich. The lake measures approximately 17 kilometers from east 

to west and six kilometers from north to south. It is roughly rectangular in shape and covers 

an area of 75 square kilometers. It has an average depth of about five meters and is fed by 

underground springs. It is well stocked with fish and popular year-round with fishermen.  
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KM 500 Galich Railway Station 

➢ Km 501: Branch Line North – 

Almost immediately east after 

passing Galich Rail Station, a 

single track spur line veers left 

and runs about five kilometers 

northeast to an industrial area at 

the southeastern end of the lake.  

 

➢ Km 505: Platform 505 

(платформа 505).  

 

➢ Km 510: Bogchino (платформа 

Богчино).  

 

➢ Km 511: Cross the Shoksha River (река Шокша) – The Shoksha is a minor stream that 

begins about ten kilometers to the southeast. From this crossing, it flows north less than ten 

kilometers until it reaches the easternmost end of Galich Lake.  

 

➢ Km 516: Krasilnikovo (станция Красильникова) – A small village. Krasilnikovo and the 

next half a dozen towns all have populations in the 1,000 to 3,000 range.  

 

➢ Km 519: Platform 519 (платформа 519).  

 

➢ Km 524: Loparyovo (станция Лопарёво).  

 

➢ Km 528: Platform 528 (платформа 528) – A closed platform.  

 

➢ Km 531: Platform 531 (платформа 531).  

 

➢ Km 536: Monakovo (платформа Монаково).  

 

➢ Km 540: Cross the Istolnitsa River (река Истолница) – This little stream begins about seven 

kilometers north of the rail line. From the tracks it flows southeast about four kilometers to 

its mouth on the right bank of the Shuya River (река Шуя).  

 

➢ Km 546: Antropovo (станция Антропово) – A village of close to 3,400 residents.  

 

➢ Km 551: Nikolo-Ugol (платформа Николо-Угол).  

 

➢ Km 562: Tchanikovo (платформа Тчаниково).  

 

➢ Km 566: Platform 566 (платформа 566).  

 

➢ Km 570: Nikolo-Poloma (станция Николо-Полома).  
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➢ Km 578: Cross the Pyoza River (река Пёза) – This small tributary of the 170 kilometer-long 

Shuya River (река Шуя) originates approximately 15 kilometers north of the rail crossing. 

From the tracks it flows almost due south less than ten kilometers where it joins the left bank 

of the Shuya.  

 

The Shuya begins about 70 kilometers west, near the town of Loparyovo. From the Pyoza-

Shuya confluence, the Shuya continues south and a little west about 100 kilometers until it 

ends by merging into the left bank of the Nyomda River (река Нёмда). From that merger 

point, the 146 kilometer-long Nyomda flows due south some 70 kilometers until it reaches 

the northernmost central arm of the Gorky Reservoir. Technically, it is a left tributary of the 

Volga.  

 

➢ Km 581: Nomzha (станция Номжа) – A small village about equally divided on both sides 

of the rail line. It is named for the nearby river.  

 

➢ Km 585: Cross the Nomzha River (река Номжа) – This 39 kilometer-long river begins 

about 20 kilometers due north of the tracks. From the rail crossing it first flows east about ten 

kilometers parallel to the south side of the railroad, then turns due south and flows another 

ten kilometers until it merges into the right bank of the Neya River (река Нея). The rail line 

crosses the Neya in short order.  

 

➢ Km 591: Yelenskiy (станция Еленский).  

 

➢ Km 596: Cross the Sendyuga River (река Сендюга) – This minor tributary starts close to ten 

kilometers to the northwest; from the rail crossing it runs less than two kilometers and joins 

the left bank of the Nomzha River.  

 

➢ Km 596: Platform 596 (платформа 596).  

 

➢ Km 598: Neya (станция Нея) – This small city of almost 10,000 persons originally 

developed as, and to a certain extent still is, a timber town. Almost all of the town lies on the 

right bank (west side) of the Neya River (река Нея). The Neya’s east side, its left bank, is 

joined by the Nelsha River (река Нельша), a tributary that originates north about 115 

kilometers. The Neya itself is a right tributary of the 425 kilometer-long Unzha River (река 

Унжа) which flows to the Volga.  

 

➢ Km 601: Cross the Neya River (река Нея) – The 253 kilometer-long Neya begins 

approximately 160 kilometers to the northwest near Lake Chukhloma (Чухлома озеро) 

which is about 35 kilometers north of Lake Galich. From the rail crossing, it flows south 

approximately 90 kilometers until it meets the Unzha at the village of Ust-Neya (Усть Нея). 

From that confluence, the Unzha continues another 50 kilometers south until its entry at 

Unzhenskiy Cove (Унженский залив) at the northeastern tip of Gorky Reservoir. There is a 

second Neya River approximately 150 kilometers further down the line at Ponazyrevo 

(Поназырево).  
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Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn (1918-2008) 
One of the 20th Century’s towering figures of 
freedom of expression, Solzhenitsyn will be 
remembered as one of its great writers, thinkers, 
philosophers, and consumate dissidents. He 
criticized virtually everyone and everything. His 
criticism of Stalin cost him almost a decade in the 
Gulag prison camps. His criticism of the Soviet 
Union cost him his citizenship; he was expelled from 
Russia in 1974 and he exiled himself in seclusion in 
Vermont for 20 years. His criticism of the United 
States and his admiration for “Orthodoxy” cost him 
the respect of many of his fans. He was able to 
regain his Russian citizenship and in 1994 took the 
Trans-Siberian Railroad across Russia – all the while 
criticizing the degradation of the “new” Russia. His 
two most famous works are “The Gulag 
Archipelago” and “One Day in the Life of Ivan 
Denisovich.” He was awarded the Nobel Prize for 
Literature in 1970. He died near Moscow at the age 
of 89 and is buried at Donskoy Monastery.  

➢ Km 604: Nelsha (платформа Нельша) – A small village sandwiched between the rail line 

on its south and the left bank (south side) of the Nelsha River.  

 

➢ Km 605: Cross the Lukhma River (река Лухма) – This little creek starts about eight 

kilometers southeast. From the tracks, it flows northwest three kilometers to its junction with 

the left bank of the Nelsha River.  

 

➢ Km 614: Abrosimovo (платформа 

Абросимово) – A fairly large village 

about equally built on both sides of the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 626: Brantovka (станция Брантовка) 

– The station is named Brantovka; the 

town surrounding it is Oktyabrskiy 

(Октябрьский; lit., “of October”).  

 

➢ Km 626: Branch Line North – A 75 

kilometer-long single-track freight line 

begins here and runs north through Khutor 

Shordik (Хутор Шордик) → Polomka 

(Поломка) → Monza (Монза) → and ends 

at Averyanovka (Аверьяновка) on the east 

side (right bank) of the Unzha River.  

 

➢ Km 633: Petrushino (разъезд 

Петрушино) – A couple of buildings.  

 

➢ Km 634: Cross the Kondoba River (река 

Кондова) – This small river originates less 

than two kilometers north of the tracks. 

From here it flows southeast close to 60 

kilometers to its terminus on the left bank 

of the Neya River near the village of 

Karpikovo (Карпиково).  

 

➢ Km 640: Cross the Yanga River (река 

Янга) – Less than one kilometer east 

before entering Kostrikha Village, the train 

passes over this minor tributary. It starts a 

little less than three kilometers southwest 

of the rail crossing. After passing under the 

tracks it travels east just under 20 kilometers where it joins the right bank of the Unzha (река 

Унжа) at Manturovo.  

 

➢ Km 641: Kostrikha (станция Кострика) – One rail building and maybe two dwellings.  
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KM 655: Cross the Unzha River 

 

➢ Km 651: Manturovo (станция Мантурово) – A city of some 17,500 inhabitants that began 

and prospered along the 426 kilometer-long Unzha River. Long before there were roads – or 

railroads – Russia’s rivers were its lifelines of trade and commerce. Virtually all of 

Manturovo is on the Unzha’s right bank (west side) because the left bank is for the most part 

lowlands and marsh. Apart from a very few hamlets and small villages, there was almost no 

development on the river’s left bank at this location.  

 

Similar to Neya and many other towns on rivers, Manturovo developed as a timber industry 

town as the waterway was used to float lumber. During the 1940s and 50s, much of the 

lumbering was done by prisoners from the Markov Labor Camp (Марковский 

исправительно-трудовой лагерь). Numbering around 5,000, this group of men felled and 

milled timber; built roads and railroads; poured concrete and built housing; and most 

famously, built the Moscow Canal (канал имени Москвы).  

 

The forced labor system of the former Soviet Union was known as the GULag, an acronym 

from the Russian term “ГУЛаг – Главное Управление исправительно-трудовых Лагерей 

(Glavnoye Upravleniye ispravitelno-trudovoi Lagerei), in English, “Chief Administration of 

Corrective Labor Camps.” The GULag operated from 1934 to 1960 at various times under 

the People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs (NKVD, forerunner of the KGB), the Soviet 

Ministry of Internal Affairs, and the USSR Ministry of Justice. The GULag system was 

created at the personal order of Joseph Stalin. Its purpose was to isolate in remote areas of the 

USSR “spies, saboteurs, terrorists, Trotskyites, Right, the Mensheviks, SRs, anarchists, 

nationalists, emigrés, and other anti-Soviet members of organizations and groups.”  

 

Without doubt the most famous former prisoner of the GULag was Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 

(Александр Исаевич Солженицын; 1918-2008). His seminal work, The Gulag Archipelago 

describes his years of imprisonment in GULag work camps.  

 

There are a number of sawmills and wood 

processing companies still in operation in 

Manturovo, but today they are run by 

private companies for profit.  

 

➢ Km 654: Platform 654 (платформа 654).  

 

➢ Km 655: Cross the Unzha River (река 

Унжа) – Several kilometers east after 

passing Manturovo Station, the train 

crosses over the Unzha River. It’s almost 

300 meters wide at this point. That’s about 

an average width for 100 kilometers 

upstream or downstream on this section of 

the river. The Unzha begins at the 

confluence of the 105 kilometer-long 
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Kema (река Кема) and the 89 kilometer Lundonga (река Лундонга) Rivers, about 300 

kilometers upstream to the north.  

 

From Manturovo, the Unzha flows approximately 125 kilometers southwest until it merges 

into the northeasternmost end of the Gorky Reservoir. It is a 426 kilometer-long left tributary 

of the Volga.  

 

➢ Km 657: Unzha (станция Унжа) – The station name is Unzha; the village it serves is 

Lesobaza (Лесобаза) which lies between the rail line and the left bank of the Unzha River. 

It’s one of the very few settlements on the river’s left bank.  

 

➢ Km 664: Vocherovo (платформа Вочерово) – A tiny hamlet.  

 

➢ Km 669: Cross the Letnyaya Rechka (Летняя Речка; “Summer River”) – This little stream 

originates close to ten kilometers south. After passing under the rail line, it runs 

approximately 500 meters and joins the left bank of the Shekshema River (река Шекшемa).  

 

➢ Km 671: Krasniy (платформа Красный; “Red”) – Virtually nothing here. A former station. 

The little village of Krasniy is about five kilometers north.  

 

➢ Km 673: Cross the Shekshema River (река Шекшемa) – This small river begins less than 

three kilometers east of the railroad tracks. After crossing the rail line, it flows northwest 

about ten kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of the Mezha River (река Межа), a 186 

kilometer-long tributary of the Unzha. The Mezha does not have far to go; it merges into the 

left bank of the Unzha in approximately seven kilometers west, or about a dozen kilometers 

upstream northeast from Manturovo Village.  

 

➢ Km 678: Shekshema (станция Шекшемa) – A small town of approximately 1,500 persons 

named for the nearby river.  

 

➢ Km 688: Varakinskiy (станция Варакинский) – A small village of about 400 residents.  

 

➢ Km 692: Platform 692: (платформа 692) – The platform is actually at Km 691.  

 

➢ Km 692: Cross the Chaliyga River (река Чалыга) – It’s rather difficult to say whether this is 

really a “river” or merely a side channel of the Vetluga. Since it has an independent name, 

we’ll list it as a five-kilometer-long channel that connects one set of oxbows north of the rail 

line to another set of oxbows south of it  

 

➢ Km 693: Cross the Vetluga River (река Ветлуга) – The crossing here is unusally long, 

nearly three kilometers across. The Vetluga has an extremely wide, braided path with one 

main central channel and a number of large oxbow side channels. This is the case through 

much of its 889 kilometer length. In fact, immediately south of this crossing, the river’s path 

widens to over six kilometer across. The Vetluga is a major left tributary of the Volga. Its 

source waters are complicated. More than most, the Vetluga has many large origination 
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KM 699: Sharya Railway Station 

streams of somewhat equal length. It’s perhaps most accurate to state that the river’s 

beginnings are many and originate about 300 kilometers to the north and east.  

 

Heading downstream from the rail crossing, the Vetluga flows south more than 350 

kilometers through Vetluga (Ветлуга), Vetluzhskiy (Ветлужский), and Voskresenskoye 

(Воскресенское), until it joins the Volga at Kozmodemyansk (Козьмодемьянск), a town of 

about 22,000 in the Mari El Republic (Республика Марий Эл; lit., “Mari Land”), one of 

many semi-autonomous regions in Russia. Kozmodemyansk lies about midway between 

Nizhniy Novgorod (approximately 200 kilometers upstream) to the west and Kazan 

(Казань), which is about 190 kilometers downstream to the east.  

 

The Mari El Republic is homeland to over half a million Mari, a Volga-Finnic people whose 

language is also called Mari. Mari is in the Uralic family of languages, a most exotic family 

of some three dozen languages spoken by more than twenty-five million persons. Although 

most are quite obscure – and all quite difficult to master – some of the better known 

languages in the group include Hungarian, Finnish, Estonian, Khanty, Mordvinic, Permic, 

Sami (Lapp), Samoyed, Mari, and Udmurt.  

 

➢ Km 694: Platform 694: (платформа 694).  

 

➢ Km 695: Vetluzhskiy (Ветлужский) – There’s no stop here; the train merely passes through 

the southern end of this 12,000 person western suburb of Sharya. It’s a timber industry town, 

home to “Kronostar” (Кроностар), Russia’s largest manufacturer of wood-based panels. 

Named after the Vetluga River, there is a second Vetluzhskiy 135 kilometers to the south.  

 

➢ Km 696: Cross the Sholeshka River (река Шолешка) – This little creek starts about four 

kilometers north; after passing under the tracks, it runs less than 200 meters south where it 

joins the right bank of the 24 kilometer-long Sharinka River (река Шарьинка). From this 

confluence, the Sharinka continues west approximately five kilometers to its mouth on the 

left bank of the Vetluga.  

 

➢ Km 697: Platform 697: (платформа 

697).  

 

➢ Km 699: Sharya (станция Шарья) – 

A town of approximately 24,000 

persons, Sharya lies about five 

kilometers east of left bank of the 

Vetluga River. In Trans-Siberian 

Railroad lore, building the bridge over 

the Vetluga in 1906 was one of the 

most difficult projects in the line’s 

construction. It took tremendous effort 

as the river is so wide and diffuse. 

Sharya is also a city with deep roots in 
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the lumbering trade. One of its major employers is Kronostar, a leading wood processor and 

furniture manufacturer.  

 

➢ Km 700: Cross the Sharinka River (река Шарьинка) – This little river begins about ten 

kilometers to the northeast. From the rail crossing it meanders close to a dozen kilometers 

west until it merges into the left bank of the Vetluga River about one and a half kilometers 

south of the Vetluga rail bridge.  

 

➢ Km 703: Platform 703: (платформа 703; also called Platform “Sharya”).  

 

➢ Km 706: Sokolovskiy (платформа Соколовский) – A little village running along the north 

side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 712: Zeblyaki (станция Зебляки) – A little logging town of some 3,000 persons.  

 

➢ Km 712: Branch Line North –At the Zeblyaki Station, a single-track spur line begins and 

runs north about 75 kilometers. It ends just below the Vetluga River. Its purpose is to haul 

timber.  

 

➢ Km 714: Cross the Krumaya River (река Крумая) – This minor tributary starts about eight 

kilometers north; from the rail crossing, it flows south a little more than one kilometer until 

its mouth on the left bank of the Olenitsa (река Оленица). From that confluence, the Olenitsa 

continues about eight kilometers east where it joins the right bank of the Bolshaya 

Yakshanga River (река Большая Якшанга).  

 

➢ Km 718: Platform 718 (платформа 718).  

 

➢ Km 722: Cross the Yakshanga River (река Якшанга) – This stream begins approximately 15 

kilometers north of the rail line. From the crossing, it flows southeast two kilometers where it 

is joined by the East Yakshanga River (река Восточная Якшанга). Together they are re-

named the Bolshaya Yakshanga and from there it flows south some 35 kilometers until it 

joins the left bank of the Vetluga.  

 

➢ Km 723: Yakshanga (станция Якшанга) – Also a small logging village, this one has about 

1,750 persons.  

 

➢ Km 724: Cross the Vostochnaya Yakshanga River (река Восточная Якшанга) – This little 

river originates north of the rail line about a dozen kilometers. Heading downstream from the 

crossing, it only runs about two kilometers southwest until it joins the Yakshanga River and 

forms the Bolshaya Yakshanga. The newly named Big Yakshanga continues about 35 

kilometers until its mouth on the Vetluga.  
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➢ Km 728: Platform 728 (платформа 728).  

 

➢ Km 728: Branch Line North – This single-track freight line heads north 20 kilometers where 

it meets the spur line from Zeblyaki. The line then continues north approximately 45 

kilometers until its end.  

 

➢ Km 732: Cross the Malaya Yakshanga River (река Малая Якшанга) – This small stream’s 

source is only a few kilometers north of the rail line. After passing under the tracks, it 

continues about 40 kilometers southwest to its mouth on the left bank of the Bolshaya 

Yakshanga River.  

 

➢ Km 734: Burunduchikha (платформа Бурундучиха) – “Chipmunk” has about a dozen 

residences along the south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 735: Cross the Semyonovka River (река Семёновка) – Less than one kilometer east 

after passing Burunduchikha village, the train passes over this small river. It begins 

northwest of the railroad tracks about ten kilometers. From the rail crossing it travels 

southwest approximately three kilometers where it merges into the left bank of the Malaya 

Yakshanga which in turn flows about 35 kilometers southwest before its end on the left bank 

of the Bolshaya Yakshanga about one kilometer before it merges into the left bank of the 

Vetluga.  

 

➢ Km 740: Novoye Kiselyovo (платформа Новое Киселёво) – Tiny village; trains pass 

through.  

 

➢ Km 745: Cross the Prudovka River (река Прудовка) – A minor 26 kilometer-long tributary 

of the Neya, which the train soon crosses as well. The Prudovka’s origin is approximately 20 

kilometers northwest of this crossing. From the tracks, it flows southeast about five more 

kilometers until it terminates by joining the right bank of the Neya.  

 

➢ Km 746: Ponazyryovo (станция Поназырёво) – A small town of approximately 4,400 

inhabitants.  

 

➢ Km 747: Cross the Neya River (река Нея) – A little less than one kilometer east after 

passing the Ponazyryovo station, the train passes over the 115 kilometer-long Neya River. It 

begins about 50 kilometers north of town at the confluence of two minor rivers, the 

Darovatki (река Дароватки) and Vorobikhi (река Воробьихи). The junction is 

approximately three kilometers south of the village of Darovatka (Дароватка). From the rail 

tracks, it flows southwest approximately 65 kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of the 

Vetluga River about 40 kilometers upstream from the town of Vetluga. The Vetluga flows to 

the Volga which eventually empties into the Caspian Sea.  

 

It is easy to confuse this Neya River with the 235 kilometer-long Neya, also found in the 

Kostroma region. It flows to the Unzha River, then to the Volga, then the Caspian Sea. The 

city of Neya, which has a population of just under 10,000, lies on the right bank of the 253 
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KM 768: Gostovskaya Railway Station 

kilometer-long Neya. The train passed by the larger Neya and the city about 150 kilometers 

ago west.  

 

➢ Km 750: Platform 750 (платформа 750).  

 

➢ Km 752: Kostroma–Kirov Border – If traveling east, close to this point, the train leaves 

Kostromskaya Oblast and enters Kirovskaya (Кировская область). Kirov Oblast has a 

population of about 1.35 million; its administrative capital is Kirov/Vyatka (Киров/Вятка) 

which has approximately 475,000 inhabitants.  

 

➢ Km 756: Suprotivniy (станция Супротивный) – A tiny village, but the first in Kirov Oblast 

if you’re traveling east. Westbound, it’s the last village in Kirovskaya Oblast.  

 

➢ Km 757: Branch Line North – Half a kilometer east after passing Suprotivniy Station, a short 

spur line veers to the left and heads north. In seven kilometers, it crosses the Neya River at 

the village of Neya. In 18 kilometers it reaches the village of Darovatka. At 32 kilometers it 

comes to Poldnevitsa (Полдневица), then Noviy (Новый) at 40 kilometers. Then at 50 

kilometers it ends just below the Vetluga River at the village of Maliy Ramenye (Малый 

Раменье). The line’s purpose – hauling timber.  

 

➢ Km 757: Cross the Suprotivnaya River (река Супротивная) – This little river has its source 

waters about five kilometers to the southeast. From the rail crossing, it travels close to ten 

kilometers northwest where it merges into the left bank of the Neya.  

 

➢ Km 760: Cross the Varaksha River (река Варакша) – This small river begins within meters 

of the rail line. It then travels almost due south approximately 20 kilometers until it meets 

and joins the left bank of the 23 kilometer-long Great Varaksha (река Большая Варакша). 

From that confluence, the Great Varaksha continues southeast eight kilometers until it 

merges into the right bank of the 138 kilometer-long Bolshaya Kaksha (река Большая 

Какша). From that confluence, the Great Kaksha continues another 70 kilometers southwest 

until it reaches the left bank of the Vetluga 

about 15 kilometers upsteam from the 

town of Vetluga.  

 

➢ Km 762: Metil (платформа Метил) – 

About a dozen houses, all north of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 767: Cross the Andreevka River 

(река Андреевка) – This small stream 

originates about one kilometer north of the 

tracks. From here it flows southeast less 

than two kilometers until it merges into 

the right bank of the 34 kilometer-long 

Kuka River (река Кука) which the train 

soon crosses.  
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KM 780: Krutenskiy Railway Station 

 

➢ Km 768: Gostovskaya (станция Гостовская) – The station is Gostovskaya; the surrounding 

town is Gostovskiy (Гостовский). It has a population of about 800.  

 

➢ Km 769: Cross the Kuka River (река Кука) – The Kuka begins about 15 kilometers 

northeast, not too far east of the village of Prokopyevskoye (Прокопьевское). After passing 

under the tracks, it runs some 20 kilometers more or less due south to its mouth on the right 

bank of the Kaksha River (река Какша).  

 

➢ Km 773: Platform 773 (платформа 773).  

 

➢ Km 774: Cross the Mezhnik River (река Межник) – This tiny tributary begins about two 

kilometers northeast of the rails. From the tracks, it flows southwest approximately six 

kilometers to its junction on the right bank of the Bolshaya Osinovka (река Большая 

Осиновка). From that point, the Bolshaya Osinovka continues southwest a little less than 

five kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Kuka.  

 

➢ Km 776: Cross the Bolshaya Osinovka River (река Большая Осиновка) – This small stream 

originates in the marshes about four kilometers northeast of the rail line. From the crossing, it 

runs close to ten kilometers southwest to its confluence on the left bank of the Kuka.  

 

➢ Km 779: Cross the Baranovka River (река Барановка) – This little river’s source is less than 

two kilometers north; from the tracks it flows south about three kilometers to its mouth on 

the right bank of the Chernushka River (река Чернушка).  

 

➢ Km 780: Krutenskiy (станция 

Крутенский) – This very small town is on 

both sides of the tracks, although more of 

it is to the north.  

 

➢ Km 781: Cross the Chernushka River 

(река Чернушка) – This minor tributary 

originates only a few hundred meters from 

the railroad tracks. From the rail crossing 

it flows south approximately 15 kilometers 

to its junction with the right bank of the 

Kaksha River.  

 

➢ Km 782: Cross the Kazanka River (река 

Казанка) – This tiny tributary begins less 

than one kilometer northeast of the rail 

crossing. After passing under the tracks it runs only two kilometers and joins the left bank of 

the Chernushka.  

 

➢ Km 786: Bliniy (платформа Блины) – I’m getting hungry.  
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➢ Km 790: Platform 790 (платформа 790) – This platform serves the tiny villages of 

Sozinoviy (Сосновый), Sosnovka (Сосновка), and Zavodskoi (Заводской).  

 

➢ Km 792: Cross the Kaksha River (река Какша) – Just about in the center of Leninskoye, 

about one and a half kilometers west of the Shabalino Railway Station, the train passes over 

this small stream. Its origins are less than two kilometers northeast of the tracks. From the 

crossing, it flows over 135 kilometers southwest to its mouth on the left bank of the Vetluga 

River about 30 kilometers southwest of the town of Syava (Сява) or about 15 kilometers 

upstream northeast from the town of Vetluga. Only in its upper reaches is the river called the 

Kaksha; further down, it is known as the Bolshaya Kaksha (река Большая Какша).  

 

➢ Km 794: Shabalino (станция Шабалино) – Shabalino is the station; the town is Leninskoye 

(Ленинское). It’s one of hundreds of places named for Vladimir Lenin (Владимир Ильич 

Ленин; 1870-1924, born “Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov”). Leninskoye has a population of almost 

5,000. The town was founded in 1854 and originally named Bogorodskoye (Богородское) in 

honor of the Church of the Virgin Mary (храма в честь Пресвятой Богоматери).   

 

➢ Km 797: Cross the Syuzyum River (река Сюзюм) – The Syuzyum starts close to five 

kilometers to the northwest. After passing under the rail line, it runs southeast approximately 

65 kilometers until its confluence on the left bank of the Pizhma River (река Пижма), about 

four kilometers east of Sherstki (Шерстки). At that confluence, the Pizhma has come up 

from the southwest through Pizhma village some 200 kilometers from its source below 

Tonshaevo (Тоншаево). After this confluence, it travels an additional 100 kilometers 

southeast until its mouth on the right bank of the Vyatka River at Sovetsk (Советск).  

 

The 1,314 kilometer-long Vyatka has come down more than 100 kilometers from Kotelnich 

and now travels about 400 kilometers to its confluence on the right bank of the 1,805 

kilometer-long Kama River (река Кама) near Nizhnekamsk (Нижнекамск). From this 

junction point, the Kama, which is the largest tributary of the Volga, flows west about 100 

kilometers until it merges into the Kama Bay (Камский залив) of the Kuibyshev Reservoir 

(Куйбышевское водохранилище) – what would be the left bank of the Volga River prior to 

the construction of the dam. The merging of the waters of the two rivers would – but for the 

creation of the reservoir – take place somewhat about midway between Kazan (Казань), 80 

kilometers upriver to the north, and Ulyanovsk (Ульяновск), about 125 kilometers 

downstream to the south.  

 

➢ Km 805: Semyonovskiy (платформа Семёновский) – A small village north of the tracks; 

no stop, it’s a former station.  

 

➢ Km 808: Platform 808 (платформа 808) – This platform serves the little village of 

Semyonovskoye (Семёновское) which is immediately north of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 809: Cross the Maslovka River (река Масловка) – This little stream begins less than 

three kilometers northeast of the rail line. From the crossing it runs southwest less than two 

kilometers until its junction with the left bank of the Syuzyum.  
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KM 817: Svecha Railway Station 

➢ Km 811: Cherpaki (платформа Черпаки; “Buckets”) – The village lies about one kilometer 

south along the Kostroma-Sharya-Kirov-Perm Highway.  

 

➢ Km 817: Svecha (станция Свеча; 

“Candle” or “Spark”) – A small town 

built mostly on the south side of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 818: Cross the Besputka River 

(река Беспутка) – This tiny tributary 

begins about five kilometers to the 

northwest of town. After passing 

under the rail line, it flows just about 

three kilometers southeast where it 

joins the right bank of the Svecha 

River (река Свеча). The train crosses 

over the Svecha in a moment.  

 

➢ Km 820: Cross the Svecha River (река Свеча) – This minor tributary of the 68 kilometer-

long Yuma River (река Юма) has its source about ten kilometers to the northwest. From the 

railroad crossing, it flows southeast only about eight kilometers until it merges into the right 

bank of the Yuma.  

 

➢ Km 821 Platform 821 (платформа 821).  

 

➢ Km 825: Yuma (станция Юма) – Yuma is a small village about two kilometers southwest 

of the rail station.  

 

➢ Km 825: Cross the Yuma River (река Юма) – About 200 meters east after passing Yuma 

Station, the train passes over this small stream. The Yuma’s source is approximately 15 

kilometers north of the rail line. After passing under the tracks, it flows south about 50 

kilometers until its confluence with the left bank of the Pizhma River.  

 

➢ Km 827: Cross the Shukhrovka River (река Шухровка) – This minor Yuma tributary begins 

close to ten kilometers northeast. Less than one kilometer north of the rail line, it’s joined by 

the Yumka River (река Юмка), another small tributary. It begins near the village of 

Oktyabrskoye (Октябрьское), about 15 kilometers to the north. From the railroad tracks, the 

Shukhrovka runs southwest a little more than two kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of 

the Yuma River.  
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➢ Km 833: Kapidantsy (платформа Капиданцы) – There are a couple of buildings on the 

south side of the tracks. The platform has been dismantled.  

 

➢ Km 838: Platform 838 (платформа 838).  

 

➢ Km 840: Cross the Metyolka River (река Метёлка) – This little tributary of the Atsvezh has 

its beginning a little less than 15 kilometers north of the rail line. From the crossing, it runs 

almost due south not quite ten kilometers, until it merges into the right bank of the Atsvezh 

(река Ацвеж).  

 

➢ Km 841: Cross the Beryozovka River (река Берёзовка) – This small stream begins about 

eight kilometers north of the rail line. After passing under the rail, it travels south 

approximately four kilometers until its confluence with the right bank of the Atsvezh.  

 

➢ Km 842: Atsvezh (станция Ацвеж) – The village name is Obsechki (Обсечки); it is perhaps 

a dozen dwellings.  

 

➢ Km 846: Platform 846 (платформа 846).  

 

➢ Km 848: Cross the Atsvezh River (река Ацвеж) – The Atsvezh, a 48 kilometer-long 

tributary of the Yuma, begins about ten kilometers north of this crossing. From the crossing, 

it travels southwest close to 40 kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Yuma River.  

 

➢ Km 854: Ronzhino (платформа Ронжино) – Ronzhino is the name of the platform; the tiny 

village of Sutyaga (Сутяга) is a few hundred meters to the north. The station is closed.  

 

➢ Km 857: Platform 857 (платформа 857).  

 

➢ Km 859: Cross the Darovitsa River (река Даровица) – Almost immediately east after 

passing the little village of Shumilenki (Шумиленки), the train rolls over this small river. It 

begins approximately six kilometers southwest of the rail line. After crossing north, it flows 

northeast five kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of the Chernyanitsa River (река 

Черняница). The train crosses this latter river soon enough.  

 

➢ Km 861: Darovitsa (платформа Даровица) – A former station and small village mostly to 

the north of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 862: Platform 862 (платформа 862).  

 

➢ Km 863: Cross the Chernyanitsa River (река Черняница) – The 42 kilometer-long 

Chernyanitsa originates approximately 20 kilometers to the southwest, not too far south of 

the little village of Rodichi (Родичи). The new Trans-Siberian Rail Line runs parallel to it 

almost the entire 20 kilometers. After passing under the tracks here, it flows close to 25 

kilometers northeast where it merges into the right bank of the 54 kilometer-long Nochnaya 

Chernyanitsa (река Ночная Черняница).  
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From that confluence, the Nochnaya Chernyanitsa continues about a dozen kilometers 

northeast until its mouth on the right bank of the 419 kilometer-long Moloma River (река 

Молома). From that junction the Moloma runs approximately 35 kilometers south to its 

confluence on the right bank of the 1,314 kilometer-long Vyatka at the village of Kovroviy 

(Ковровый), which is less than ten kilometers upstream northeast from Koltenich.  

 

From this union, the Vyatka, which is the largest right tributary of the Kama, continues 

downstream past Koltenich close to 600 kilometers southeast until it meets the Kama near 

Nizhnekamsk (Нижнекамск). From there, the Kama flows approximately 175 kilometers 

southwest until it joins the Volga River at Kamskoye Ustye (Камское Устье; “Mouth of the 

Kama”) which is about 75 kilometers downstream south of Kazan (Казань) or 125 

kilometers upstream north of Ulyanovsk (Ульяновск).  

 

From the Kama-Volga union, the Volga continues south more than 1,500 kilometers to the 

northern Caspian Seaport of Astrakhan (Астрахань). At that point, there is an enormous 100 

kilometer long by 175 kilometer wide delta between Astrakhan and the Caspian Sea 

(Каспийское море). The Caspian is technically the largest lake on Earth and is shared by the 

five littoral nations of Russia, Azerbaijan, Iran, Turkmenistan, and Kazakhstan. It has no 

natural outlet and its waters are increasingly saline every year.  

 

➢ Km 866: Branch Line South – Approximately three kilometers west of the Kotelnich-1 

Railroad Station, the two Trans-Siberian rail lines join. This is the junction of the old, more 

northerly, Yaroslavl route and the newer route that passes through Vladimir and Nizhniy 

Novgorod. The first station heading back to Moscow on the new line is Kotelnich-2 (станция 

Котельнич-вторая). It is south a little less than three kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 869: Kotelnich-1 (станция Котельнич-первая) – Listed previously as part of the “new” 

Trans-Siberian Railway route, Kotelnich is the first city east after the junction of the two 

alternate rail lines from Moscow. After this convergence, the Trans-Siberian Rail Line 

continues on a single path to Kirov/Vyatka and then all the way across Russia.  

 

Almost all of Kotelnich is built on the right bank (west side) of the Vyatka River. The left 

bank (east side) is virtually uninhabitable as it is a vast flood plain. Large portions of it are 

cultivated for agriculture – but is is subject to periodic spring floods. We’ll leave Kotelnich 

now and continue our journey east by crossing the Vyatka River.  

 

➢ Km 870: Cross the Vyatka River (река Вятка) – Traveling southeast, a little more than one 

kilometer out of Kotelnich-1 Station, the train crosses over the Vyatka which is about 500 

meters wide at this location. The route of the Trans-Siberian trains crosses the Vyatka several 

more times further down the line. This 1,314 kilometer-long wildly meandering river begins 

more than 800 kilometers upstream north, then east, then south. Its source waters in fact arise 

only about 225 kilometers due east of Kotelnich as the crow flies, less than 50 kilometers 

northwest of Glazov (Глазов).  
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KM 870: Cross the Vyatka River 

From the rail bridge, heading downstream 

south, the river flows exactly 125 

kilometers until it reaches Sovetsk 

(Советск), a city of some 16,500 persons 

and the birthplace of Vyacheslav Molotov 

(Вячеслав Михайлович Молотов; 1890-

1986) – for whom the eponymous 

“cocktail” is named. From there, the 

Vyatka travels southwest approximately 

385 kilometers until it merges into the 

right bank of the 1,800 kilometer Kama 

River (река Кама) near the city of 

Nizhnekamsk (Нижнекамск), a city of 

235,000 persons in the Republic of 

Tatarstan.  

 

After the Vyatka’s confluence, the Kama 

flows an additional 175 kilometers due west until it meets the Volga about 75 kilometers 

downstream south below Kazan (Казань). Located approximately 315 kilometers due south 

of Kirov/Vyatka, Kazan is a city of over a million persons, the eighth largest in Russia, and 

the capital and largest city of the Russian Republic of Tatarstan (Республика Татарстан). It 

is reached by a different train line.  

 

➢ Km 874: Belaya (платформа Белая; “White”) – The little village is about one kilometer 

north on the southern bank of the Vyatka River.  

 

➢ Km 876: Mokritsiy (платформа Мокрицы; “Biting Midges”) – About four buildings and a 

rail platform.  

 

➢ Km 879: Cross the Vasyovka River (река Васёвка) – This tiny stream starts immediately 

south of the rail line, passes under it, then runs three kilometers north to its confluence on the 

left bank of the Vyatka.  

 

➢ Km 880: Vasyovka (платформа Васёвка) – Four or five dwellings. This is a small 

farmstead.  

 

➢ Km 887: Cross the Pogiblitsa River (река Погиблица) – This little tributary has its origins 

in some streams and a small pond about ten kilometers to the southeast. From the rail 

crossing, it travels only two kilometers north where it meets one of several sidearm channels 

along the left bank of the Vyatka. The river is locally known as the Logibelnitsa 

(Логибельница).  

 

➢ Km 888: Maradykovskiy (станция Марадыковский) – The rail station is Maradykovskiy; 

the surrounding village is Mirniy (Мирный) which means “peaceful.” Immediately north of 

the station is a large depot said to be for the storage of chemical weapons – although most of 
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KM 890 Post 

these weapons are supposed to have been destroyed. There is a similar such facility northeast 

of the next town as well.  

 

➢ Km 892: Platform 892 (платформа 892).  

 

➢ Km 895: Bystryagi (станция Быстряги) – 

The smallest of villages, but three 

kilometers east of town there is a large 

classified facility only 300 meters north of 

the railroad tracks.  

 

➢ Km 897: Cross the Prudische River (река 

Прудище) – This minor left tributary of 

the Vyatka originates in a small pond less 

than ten kilometers southeast. After passing 

under the rail line, it flows about five 

kilometers north where it joins the 

Kholunitsa River (река Холуница) which 

thereafter joins the Vyatka.  

 

➢ Km 901: Platform 901 (платформа 901) – This stop serves the tiny villages of Zelyoniy 

(Зелёный) immediately north and Zalesye (Залесье) immediately south.  

 

➢ Km 903: Shalegovo (станция Шалегово) – A building on the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 905: Cross the Kholunitsa River (река Холуница) – This little river has its source 

approximately a dozen kilometers southeast of the rail crossing; from here it runs another 

dozen kilometers northwest until it merges into the left bank of the Vyatka River.  

 

➢ Km 907: Platform 907 (платформа 907).  

 

➢ Km 911: Cross the Istobnitsa River (река Истобница) – This small creek originates a little 

more than two kilometers south of the tracks. From the rail crossing it flows northwest about 

15 kilometers through a series of several small ponds until it reaches the Vyatka.  

 

➢ Km 915: Orichi (станция Оричи) – A city of approximately 8,000 residents. There is a 

lumber mill and a furniture factory in town.  

 

➢ Km 916: Cross the Gnilukha River (река Гнилуха) – This minor stream begins in the small 

pond Bratukhinskiy (Братухинский пруд) about one kilometer south. After passing under 

the railroad tracks, it runs approximately 20 kilometers northwest until it meets one of the 

many channels that characterize the left bank of the Vyatka in this section.  

 

➢ Km 920: Sotsialisticheskaya (платформа Социалистическая; “Socialist”) – The tiny village 

to the south of the tracks is Khoroshaviniy (Хорошавины).  
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The “Vyatka” Train 
Offering deluxe “firmenniy” service from Moscow’s 
Yaroslavskiy Station to Kirov/Vyatka since 2008, 
the Vyatka is the newest entry of the several fast 
comfortable trains offered on the Trans-Siberian 
Line. Also known as the Numbers 031/032, service 
is daily overnight in both directions. The Vyatka 
makes only nine stops on its not quite 14 hour run. 
Stops include Vladimir, Nizhniy Novgorod, and 
Kotelnich.  

➢ Km 928: Strizhi (станция Стрижи) – A small town of close to 4,000 persons, the town’s 

name means “Swifts,” as in the bird species. The town is relatively prosperous as it has a 

large silica sand mine. Perhaps that’s why the next town north, also a mining town, is named 

Yubileiniy (Юбилейный; “Anniversary” or “Jubilee”).  

 

➢ Km 929: Cross the Bystritsa River (река 

Быстрица) – A little less then one 

kilometer east after passing through town, 

the train crosses over the 166 kilometer-

long Bystritsa on a side-by-side set of twin 

three-truss bridges. The river is about 50 

meters wide at this crossing. The 

Bystritsa’s source lies some 100 

kilometers southeast near the small town 

of Verkhobystritsa (Верхобыстрица; 

“Upper Bystritsa”). From the rail crossing, 

the river runs north and a bit west about 60 

kilometers until it merges into the left 

bank of the Vyatka.  

 

➢ Km 930: Platform 930 (платформа 930).  

 

➢ Km 932: Platform 932 (платформа 932).  

 

➢ Km 935: Tsapeli (платформа Цапели; 

“Herons”) – This platform is only about 

one and one-half kilometers south of the 

Kirov Airport at Pobedilovo (Аэропорт 

Победилово).  

 

➢ Km 936: Cross the Beryozovka River (река Берёзовка) – This small tributary starts about 

one kilometer south of the rail line. After passing under the tracks it travels close to six 

kilometers northeast where it joins the left bank of another minor tributary, the Chakhlovitsa 

River (река Чахловица). From this union, the 36 kilometer-long Chakhlovitsa continues 

almost 20 kilometers north until it merges into the left bank of the Prorva Beluzhe (Прорва 

Белужье), one of the wildly swinging arms/channels (this one almost twenty kilometers 

long) of the famously meandering Vyatka.  

 

➢ Km 938-942: Lyangasovo (станция Лянгасово) – A fairly large town of about 13,000 

inhabitants. The main industry is the railroad. At the western end of town, a series of 

platforms begin that serve the large marshalling yard that is to come. Altogether, in the 

course of nearly three kilometers, the train passes by the stations of Lyangasovo-

A/Lyangasovo-B (Лянгасово-А/Лянгасово-Б) → Lyangasovo Depot (Лянгасово Депо) → 

Lyangasovo Sorting Station (Лянгасово сортичная) → Лянгасово (Лянгасово) → and 

Lyangasovo Passenger Station (станция Лянгасово Пассажирская). The yard can 

accommodate thousands of railroad cars.  
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KM 956: Kirov Railway Station 

 

➢ Km 943: Branch Lines North and South – Almost immediately after Lyangasovo Station, the 

rails divide in a three-way split. The main line continues straight ahead to Kirov. The left-

hand fork runs some 15 kilometers north bypassing Kirov by staying to its west. Just before 

Matantsiy (Матанцы) northern suburban station, the line re-connects to a spur of the line that 

went through the city. This line continues north more than 400 kilometers to Kotlas 

(Котлас), the Komi Republic (Республика Коми), and various points east and west.  

 

The southern fork is a bypass of downtown Kirov. It travels east 15 kilometers to 

Novovyatskiy (Нововятский), a city of 45,000 persons ten kilometers south of Kirov, also 

poised on the left bank (west side) of the Vyatka River. There, just before Pozdino 

(Поздино) Station, it re-joins the main line which has gone north through Kirov and then 

turns south. Hereafter, the main line continues on its way east towards Perm (Пермь) and 

Yekaterinburg (Екатеринбург).  

 

➢ Km 944: Cross the Chakhlovitsa River (река Чахловица) – This little river starts about ten 

kilometers to the south of the rail line. After passing under the tracks it travels more or less 

due north close to 25 kilometers and joins the Prorva Beluzhe (Прорва Белужье), a 20 

kilometer-long side channel that runs parallel to the left bank of the Kyatka River.  

 

➢ Km 944: Lyangasy Dachnaya (платформа Лянгасы Дачная) – A dacha village.  

 

➢ Km 948: Chukhlominskiy (станция Чухломинский) – A minor suburban village.  

 

➢ Km 951: Lomovskaya (платформа Ломовская) – The platform serves the adjacent village 

of Lomovskaya on the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 952: Sadovaya (станция Садовая; 

“Garden”).  

 

➢ Km 954: Branch Line North – The branch line 

from here runs about seven kilometers to Kirov 

Kotlasskiy (Киров Котласский), with a spur to 

Kirov Factory (Киров-Заводская), then continues 

to Matantsiy (Матанцы) where it ties into the 

branch line that started back near Lyangasovo. 

Eventually, the line goes north over 400 

kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 956: Kirov/Vyatka (станция Киров/Вятка 

Пассажирский) – Kirov bears the distinction of 

being the northernmost station on the main line of 

the Trans-Siberian Railroad. Its geographic 

location is 58o36'North, and 49o38'East, about the 

same latitude as the Kamchatka Peninsula, 

southern Alaska, Newfoundland and Labrador, 
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Portrait of Sergei Kirov on Soviet Stamp 
in Saint Petersburg 

northern Scotland, and southern Scandinavia. It is a pleasant city of almost a half million 

people and an important transportation hub as it lies on the left bank of the navigable Vyatka 

River and is served by the Trans-Siberian Railway.  

 

Sovietologists will know that the city was re-named in 1934 from Vyatka, after the river, to 

Kirov, after Stalin’s murdered contemporary, Sergei Kirov (Сергей Миронович Киров; 

1886-1934).  

 

Born Sergei Mironovich Kostrikov (Сергей Миронович Костриков), he became one of the 

earliest and most powerful figures of the Bolsheviks, eventually rising through the ranks of 

the Communist Party to become head of the organization in Leningrad. No sweetheart – 

thousands were murdered under his orders – he was considered a potential rival to Joseph 

Stalin (Иосиф Виссарионович Сталин; 1878-1953). For this reason, it’s widely assumed 

that his assassination – a bullet in the back of the neck – at his office in St. Petersburg’s 

Smolny Institute was under the direct command of Stalin. Afterwards, however, his death 

became the pretext for Stalin to launch the 1936 to 1938 “Great Purge” – in the name of his 

martyred “friend” and Hero of the Soviet Union.  

 

Kirov was given a state funeral and interred in the Kremlin Wall; Stalin, one of his 

pallbearers. He was memorialized in the re-naming of dozens of streets, schools, factories, a 

metro station, a class of battleships, a number of cities, and most famously to western 

persons, the ballet company.  

 

In Russia, the purge is known as the Yezhovshchina (Ежовщина; lit., the “Yezhov Regime”), 

after Nikolai Yezhov (Николай Иванович Ежов; 1895-1940), the head of the Soviet secret 

police NKVD (forerunner of the KGB), and otherwise known as the “bloody” or “poisonous” 

dwarf, because of his small stature and horrid disposition.  

 

Most, but not all, of the place names of 

Kirov have been changed or reverted to 

their originals. This includes St. 

Petersburg’s world-famous ballet theatre, 

the “Kirov.” It shed its communist-era 

moniker and reclaimed its original name – 

the “Mariinsky” (Мариинский театр), after 

Empress Maria Alexandrovna, wife of Tsar 

Alexander II. When on international tour 

however, the Mariinsky is still billed as the 

Kirov, because that name is better known 

around the world.  

 

Before it was “Kirov,” Vyatka took its 

name from the river. In the general vicinity of the city, the river is approximately 300 meters 

wide. One hundred kilometers to the north and east, upstream, it averages about 200 meters 

across. Downstream 100 kilometers, to the southwest, past Kotelnich, it averages about 400 

meters wide.  
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The Vyatka’s first 600 kilometers from its source begin in the northern tip of Udmurtia 

Oblast, about 30 kilometers north of Glazov (Глазов). Of its more than 1,300 kilometers, its 

final 700 are navigable by quite large ships – from Kirov south, all the way to its mouth at 

the confluence with the Kama River near the tiny village of Grakhan (Грахань). From that 

meeting point, the Kama flows almost due west 175 kilometers of its total 1,800 kilometer 

length. It ends when it merges into the Volga at Kamskoye Ustye (Камское Устье), a small 

township 75 kilometers directly south of Kazan.  

 

➢ Km 957: Branch Line East – Less than a kilometer from the main station, there’s a short spur 

line that runs three kilometers east. The spur serves a large factory on the shore of the Vyatka 

River. The main line turns sharply to the right and heads south.  

 

➢ Km 957: Cross the Khlynovka River (река Хлыновка) – This small urban stream begins 

some 15 kilometers to the southwest. After passing under the rail line, it flows northeast a 

little less than four kilometers until its end on the left bank of the Vyatka.  

 

➢ Km 963: Krasnoselskiy (станция Красносельский) – For the first dozen or so kilometers 

after passing leaving Kirov Station, the train parallels the Vyatka River due south; however, 

most of the time, the river is not visible. The view is cut off by the urban environment.  

 

➢ Km 965: Sosheni (Сошени) – No station or stop, just a little neighborhood wedged in 

between Krasnoselskiy and Novovyatskiy.  

 

➢ Km 966: Solomintsy (Соломинцы) – No station here, only a section of Novovyatskiy.  

 

➢ Km 967: Cross the Chumovitsa River (река Чумовица) – This little stream originates about 

one kilometer due west. From the tracks it runs a little less than three kilometers northeast 

until it ends at the left bank of the Vyatka River.  

 

➢ Km 968: Branch Line West – Here’s where the bypass line re-connects from its direct 15 

kilometer-long path from Kotelnich.  

 

➢ Km 968: Pozdino (станция Поздино) – One kilometer after passing this Novovyatskiy 

suburban station, the train comes alongside the Vyatka River for the last time – at least for a 

while. The river turns 180 degrees to the north and the Trans-Siberian Line heads southeast.  

 

➢ Km 971: Novovyatsk (платформа Нововятск).  
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➢ Km 973: Platform 973 (платформа 973).  

 

➢ Km 974: Cross the Poloy River (река Полой) – This small stream begins about 20 

kilometers to the southwest. From the rail crossing it runs approximately five kilometers 

north where it merges into the left bank of the Vyatka.  

 

➢ Km 976: Poloy (станция Полой; “Hollow”) – The small Poloy village station also serves 

neighboring Kuliga (Кулига) village.  

 

➢ Km 981: Cross the Mutnitsa River (река Мутница) – This little creek starts about ten 

kilometers to the southwest. After it passes under the tracks, it continues a little more than 

two kilometers northeast to its confluence with the Prosnitsa River (река Просница). 

Thereafter, the river is called the Bolshaya Prosnitsa (река Большая Просница) and from 

here the Big Prosnitsa runs approximately ten kilometers north and a little west to its mouth 

on the right bank of the Voloshka (река Волошка) immediately before its confluence with 

the left bank of the Vyatka.  

 

➢ Km 983: Mutnitsa (платформа Мутница) – There are several very small villages here all to 

the south of the rail line. This is a former station, now closed.  

 

➢ Km 986: Cross the Berdyaga River (река Бердяга) – This tiny tributary begins ten 

kilometers to the southwest; it ends in one kilometer north when it joins the left bank of the 

Prosnitsa. Some authorities list this as the Ploski River (река Плоский).  

 

➢ Km 987: Cross the Prosnitsa River (река Просница) – This 72 kilometer-long left tributary 

of the Vyatka begins about 50 kilometers to the southeast. From the railroad crossing, it 

twists and turns some 20 kilometers northwest until its confluence nearby the left bank of the 

Vyatka at its big northern turn. Less than one kilometer south of the rail crossing, the 

Prosnitsa is joined by the 34 kilometer-long Malaya Prosnitsa (река Малая Просница).  

 

➢ Km 990: Branch Line North – From here, a ten kilometer-long spur runs north to 

Chepetskaya (станция Чепецкая), the station for Kirovo-Chepetsk (Кирово-Чепецк). It 

used to serve passengers, but today is only for freight. The city along lies along the left bank 

(south side) of the Vyatka at its confluence with the Cheptsa River (река Чепца; “bonnet” or 

“cap”). The Cheptsa is the largest left tributary of the Vyatka. Following the Cheptsa 

upstream to its source leads to a meander 500 kilometers long into northern Udmurtia, past 

the city of Glazov, to the Verkhnekamskaya Upland (Верхнекамская возвышенность). This is 

in the northeast of the oblast about 100 kilometers north of the region’s capital Izhevsk 

(Ижевск). Folk legend has it that the Cheptsa’s name comes from Catherine II the Great 

(Екатерина II; 1729-96). She supposedly dropped her cap into the river while crossing it.  

 

It’s worth mentioning the Cheptsa because the train route follows it for the next 250 

kilometers – until it crosses the river at the Udmurt village of Cheptsa. Until then, it will 

always be on the left side (north) of an eastbound train. Unfortunately, the river is not usually 

visible as it is often anywhere from two to five kilometers north of the train tracks.  
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The city of Kirovo-Chepetsk is also worth mentioning as it is one of the more unusual locales 

of the old Soviet Union. It was established in the mid-1930s as a thermal power plant burning 

the abundant peat supplies which are prevalent in the area. By the late 1940s, the city was 

also manufacturing uranium hexafluoride and was the only supplier of certain strategic 

isotopes in the Soviet Union. In 1950, production turned to thermonuclear weapons and 

access to the city was completely restricted. It became one of Russia’s cold war “ghost” cities 

- real enough but never appearing on any maps.  

 

By the 1960s, the city’s work greatly expanded into chemical production, with particular 

focus on ammonia nitrates and plant fertilizers. Kirovo-Chepetsk was and still is a center for 

the design, research, and development of the aerospace, aircraft, submarine, nuclear power, 

electronics, and high technology instrument industries. The city’s population peaked at 

100,000 in 1992. Since the late 1990s the city’s plants have re-directed their focus to the 

peaceful use of nuclear and other technologies, although the city suffered from a slowing 

economy. The population today is about 75,000 and has stabilized. One element of the 

population mix is the inclusion of several large penal colonies. These were established in the 

1980s and remain in use today. It is fairly safe to say that virtually no foreign tourists ever go 

to Kirovo-Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 991: Cross the Fetisovka River (река Фетисовка) – This small stream begins about 

three kilometers northeast of the rail line. From its crossing it flows south less than two 

kilometers where it merges into the right bank of the Prosnitsa.  

 

➢ Km 993: Bumkombinat (станция Бумкомбинат; “Paper Mill”) – There is no town here, just 

the paper pulp processing mill.  

 

➢ Km 1003: Prosnitsa (станция Просница) – A small town mostly located on the north side of 

the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1010: Konyp (платформа Конып) – The tiny village name is Bolshoy Konyp 

(Большой Конып). The former platform also used to serve the slightly larger village of 

Maliy Konyp (Малый Конып) which is about two kilometers north.  

 

➢ Km 1016: Cross the Filippovka River (река Филипповка) – This 60 kilometer-long river 

has its source in the low hills to the south. After crossing the rail tracks, the Filippovka only 

flows another few kilometers north until its mouth on the left bank of the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1017: Platform 1017 (платформа 1017).  

 

➢ Km 1018: Lugovoy (платформа Луговой; “Meadow”) – A few houses along the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1019: Cross the Petelikha River (река Петелиха) – This tiny tributary starts 

approximately ten kilometers to the southeast. From the rail crossing it flows north almost 

exactly one kilometer where it merges into the right bank of the Filippovka. From there, the 

Filippovka runs another two kilometers north until its mouth on the left bank of the Cheptsa.  
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The Russian Language 
Now that our train journey has reached the 
heart of Russia, it might be a good time to 
mention Russian – the language (русский язык; 
“russkiy yezyk”). It’s a grammatically complex, 
difficult, yet incredibly expressive, language. It is 
a member of the Indo-European family of 
languages, thus not totally unrelated to English. 
It is the most widely spoken of all the Slavic 
languages and its closest relatives are Ukrainian 
and Belarusian, then Polish, Slovak, and 
Bulgarian. To a large extent, many of these 
languages are mutually intelligible. It is 
estimated that there are about 275,000,000 
Russian speakers in the world today. Russian is 
written in the Cyrillic (кириллица; “kirillitsa”) 
alphabet, modeled from Greek and developed in 
the 9th Century by Saint Cyril ("Cyrillic") and 
his brother, Saint Methodius, both from 
Thessaloniki, Greece.  

➢ Km 1021: Platform 1021 (платформа 1021) – The platform serves the small village of 

Chuvashi (Чуваши). Most of the village is to the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1025: Platform 1025 (платформа 1025) – This platform serves Kryukovo (Крюково), a 

tiny village on the south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1029: Ardashi (станция Ардаши) – This platform serves the twin tiny villages of 

Ardashi and Cemenki (Семенки). About two kilometers east past the platform, the train 

comes alongside the Cheptsa River. It stays parallel to the river’s left bank for almost one 

kilometer, then veers a bit south and away. This is one of the few places where the river may 

be seen. The Cheptsa is between 100 and 125 meters wide in this section.  

 

➢ Km 1030: Cross the Murlevka River (река 

Мурлевка) – This tiny tributary of the Cheptsa 

begins some 15 kilometers south. From here, it 

runs less than one kilometer northeast to its 

mouth on the left bank of the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1032: Beregovoy (платформа Береговой; 

“Coast”) – The station takes its name from its 

proximity to the water. The town it serves is 

Ryakhi (Ряхи).  

 

➢ Km 1039: Platform 1039 (платформа 1039).  

 

➢ Km 1039: Cross the Sizma River (река Сизма) 

– The Sizma River begins about a dozen 

kilometers southwest of the rail crossing. After 

passing under the rails, it continues a little more 

than one kilometer until it reaches the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1040: Cross the Kosinka River (река 

Косинка) – The Kosinka also begins about a dozen kilometers southwest and it also 

continues from the rail crossing approximately one kilometer to the left bank of the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1041: Rekhino (платформа Рехино) – A tiny village along both sides of the rail line. 

The platform also serves Semushino (Семушино), a fairly large village two kilometers 

southwest, and Ozhegovtsiy (Ожеговцы) and Sobakonki (Собаконки), two tiny villages on 

the north side of the rail line.  

 

Km 1045: Cross the Malaya Kordyaga River (река Малая Кордяга) – The small river has 

its source waters about 35 kilometers to the southwest. After crossing the rail line, it flows 

north about three kilometers where it merges into the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1046: Platform 1046 (платформа 1046) – Here the adjacent village is Lyamintsiy 

(Ляминцы).  
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KM 1060: Zuyevka Railway Station 

 

➢ Km 1051: Kordyaga (платформа Кордяга) – A small village most of which is to the north 

of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1053: Platform 1053 (платформа 1053).  

 

➢ Km 1054: Platform 1054 (платформа 1054).  

 

➢ Km 1055: Cross the Bolshaya Kordyaga River (река Большая Кордяга) – This river begins 

about 60 kilometers to the southwest. From the rail line, it travels less than two kilometers 

north where it joins the left bank of the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1060: Zuyevka (станция Зуевка) – 

This small city of approximately 12,000 

persons is separated from the Cheptsa 

River by about five kilometers of a vast 

peat bog which is commercially exploited.  

 

➢ Km 1064: Platform 1064 (платформа 

1064).  

 

➢ Km 1069: Cross the Kosa River (река 

Коса; “Braid”) – Less than 200 meters 

separate the railroad tracks and the 

confluence of this river with the Cheptsa. 

Tracing the river upstream to its source 

leads 141 kilometers due south. By 

coincidence, the river’s south to north path 

more or less runs parallel to, and 35 kilometers to the west of, the boundary between 

Kirovskaya Oblast and the Republic of Udmurtia. Towards its end, where the railroad crosses 

it, the Kosa is about 50 meters across. The Cheptsa is about 150 meters wide at this same 

location.  

 

➢ Km 1069: Cross the Borovka River (река Боровка) – Sometimes listed as a left tributary of 

the Cheptsa, it’s more accurate to say that it joins the right bank of the Kosa River less than 

one kilometer before its confluence on the Cheptsa. The Borovka begins approximately ten 

kilometers south 

 

➢ Km 1070: Kosa (станция Коса; “Braid”) – This former rail station is named Kosa. It lies at 

the northern end of the small town of Kosino (Косино). The very small village of Kosa is 

about ten kilometers to the south.  

 

➢ Km 1076: Cross the Foshchevka River (река Фощевка) – This minor tributary of the 

Cheptsa starts about ten kilometers to the south. After passing under the rail line, it flows 

close to three kilometers and joins the Cheptsa’s left bank.  
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➢ Km 1077: Chernous (платформа Черноус) – The tiny village of Pleshki (Плешки) lies 

immediately north.  

 

➢ Km 1078: Cross the Polynka River (река Полынка) – This small river begins some 15 

kilometers to the south. From the rail crossing it runs north about three kilometers to its 

union with the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1084: Levaniy (платформа Леваны) – A fairly large agricultural community to the 

south side of the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 1089: Platform 1089 (платформа 1089).  

 

➢ Km 1092: Falyonki (станция Фалёнки) – A small town of about 5,100 people. The main 

industry is logging timber. There are over 40 sawmills in operation.  

 

➢ Km 1096: Platform 1096 (платформа 1096) – The village served is Moshni (Мошни). It’s 

about a dozen residences on the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1098: Cross the Svyatitsa River (река Святица) – It’s easy enough to miss, for it is just 

another small river – about 50 meters across, but it illustrates the complexity and diversity of 

the waterways of Russia. It’s a 100 kilometer-long tributary of the 500 kilometer-long 

Cheptsa, itself a tributary of the 1,300 kilometer Vyatka, in turn a tributary of the 1,800 

kilometer Kama, which is a tributary of the 3,700 kilometer Volga – which empties into the 

Caspian Sea, a body of water for which there is no exit.  

 

Flowing north, the Svyatitsa ends in a little over five kilometers where it meets the Cheptsa. 

But tracing it upstream, in this case going south, it runs for close to 90 kilometers, more or 

less tracking the border (ten kilometers to the east) between the Kirovskaya Oblast and the 

Udmurt Republic through countless villages and hamlets – all of which centuries ago were 

linked to their trading world by countless waterways such as this. Among many other 

villages, about 25 kilometers south of the rail line, the stream passes by the village named 

Svyatitsa, otherwise unremarkable.  

 

➢ Km 1099: Yusovo (платформа Юсово) – The village lies to the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1102: Knyazi (платформа Князи; “Prince” or “Riches”).  
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The AK47 Automatic Kalashnikov 

KM 1107: Kirov – Udmurt Border 

➢ Km 1106: Cross the Sada River (река Сада; “Garden River”) – Locally referred to as the 

“Sadinka” (река Садинка), this little 34 kilometer-long river has a collection of “gardens” 

nearby. On the right bank (east side), there’s the hamlet of Nizhnyaya Sada (Нижняя Сада; 

“Lower Garden”), which lies alongside the 

south of the tracks. About one kilometer south 

on the left bank (west side) is the equally 

miniscule hamlet of Russkaya Sada (Русская 

Сада; “Russian Garden”). Immediately south 

of there, but on the right bank again, is Sada 

(Сада; “Garden”), not really any larger than 

the first two villages.  

 

The train crosses the Sada River which is 

perhaps 25 meters wide at this place. The river 

is another small tributary running from south 

to north, emptying into the Cheptsa. From the 

railroad tracks, it is less than five kilometers 

to the river’s end on the Cheptsa’s left bank. 

Heading upstream south, the Sada runs about 

30 kilometers, most of which serve as the demarcation line between the Kirov Region and 

Udmurtiya. We’ll discuss that next.  

 

➢ Km 1106: Kirov – Udmurt Border – In crossing the Sada River, the train also crosses from 

the Kirovskaya Oblast to the Republic of Udmurt (Удмуртская Pеспублика), commonly 

referred to as “Udmurtiya” (Удмуртия). The Udmurt region has a total population of 

approximately one and a half million. Of these, about 630,000 live in the capital city Izhevsk 

(Ижевск) which lies along the Izh River (река Иж), a 226 kilometer long tributary of the 

Kama. Izhevsk is about 220 kilometers southwest of Perm in the western Urals, and about 

150 kilometers south of the Trans-Siberian Railroad line from its present location. For three 

years, from 1984 to 1987, Izhevsk was called Ustinov (Устинов) in honor of Minister of 

Defense of the Soviet Union, Marshal Dmitry Ustinov (Дмитрий Фёдорович Устинов; 

1908-84), but public pressure 

and Mikhail Gorbachev 

(Михаил Сергеевич 

Горбачёв; 1931-present) 

returned the city to its 

original name.  

 

Izhevsk is primarily of 

interest to fans of assault 

rifles – for this is the home of 

one of Russia’s most famous 

arsenals; and since 1949, the 

home of Mikhail Kalashnikov (Михаил Тимофеевич Калашников; 1919-present) – most 

famous for his invention of the AK-47.  
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Mikhail Kalashnikov and his AK-47 
Frustrated with the poor quality of Soviet 
firearms and his own experience as a soldier 
in the Red Army during WWII, 
Kalashnikov was determined to create a 
better, more reliable submachine gun. As 
an engineer and designer, his efforts 
culminated in the invention of the AK-47, 
or "Automatic Kalashnikov 1947" 
(Автомат Калашникова). In 1956, his 
assault rifle became the Soviet Army's 
standard issue and eventually became his 
most famous invention. The main 
advantages of the Kalashnikov are its simple 
design, compact size, and its ability to be 
mass-produced. It is easy to clean and 
maintain and its reliability is legendary. 
After more than 60 years, the AK-47 and 
its progeny remain the most widely used 
assault rifles in the world. It has been 
manufactured in many countries and has 
served with regular armed forces as well as 
irregular, revolutionary, and terrorist 
organizations. It is portrayed on the flag of 
Mozambique. More AK-type weapons have 
been produced than all other assault rifles 
combined. The World Bank estimates that 
of the 500 million firearms available 
worldwide, 100 million are Kalashnikovs, 
and 75 million are AK-47s.  

There is a small monument to Kalashnikov in 

Izhevsk and there is the Kalashnikov Museum 

(Музей М. Т. Калашникова; and also called the 

“AK-47 Museum”). The Museum opened on 

November 4, 2004 – one week prior to the AK-47 

designer’s 85th birthday. The Museum tells the 

life story of Kalashnikov; exhibits the assault rifle 

and all its variants over the years; and serves as a 

tribute to the workers of the Izhevsk Machine 

Tool Factory, where the weapon is made.  

 

A true patriot, Mr. Kalashnikov has been quoted:  

 

If someone asks me how I can sleep at night 

knowing that my arms have killed millions of 

people, I respond that I have no problem 

sleeping, my conscience is clean. I constructed 

arms to defend my country. 

 

Mr. Kalashnikov still lives: On his 90th birthday, 

November 10, 2009, he was awarded a medal and 

named a “Hero of the Russian Federation” by 

then-President Dmitry Medvedev (Дмитрий 

Анатольевич Медведев; 1965-present).  

 

At one time, the Udmurtiya region was called the 

Udmurt Autonomous Oblast, as it is home to the 

Udmurt people, a Finno-Ugric people of great 

antiquity. Of the 85 Russian Federation 

constituent political units, Udmurtiya is one of 22 

so-called “autonomous” Republics – although the 

term autonomous is no longer in favor.  

 

Under the Russian definition of the word, a 

“republic,” as opposed to an “oblast,” brings with 

it the added sense of autonomy. The republics 

represent certain areas that historically have been 

settled by a large percentage of inhabitants of non-

Russian ethnicity. It is the indigenous ethnic 

group of a republic that gives it its name, although 

there is no requirement that a majority of the 

citizens within a given region be of that 

nationality. Udmurtiya is such a republic. Of its 

approximately one and a half million people, only 

about 30 percent are ethnic Udmurts; the rest are 

Russian. Nonetheless, it is the Udmurts, as the 
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The Finno-Ugric or Uralic Peoples 
There are few nations on Earth that possess greater ethnic diversity than does the former Soviet 
Union – or Russia today. To take just one example, genetic studies have shown that the Finno-
Ugric population of Northern Eurasia – from the Baltic to the Ural Mountains – possesses both 
Western and Eastern Eurasian gene pools. This supports the idea of mixed Asiatic origins in 
these peoples. Finno-Ugric peoples speak languages in a family that includes Finnish, Estonian, 
Saami (Lapp), Karelian, Komi, Khanty, Mordvin, Udmurt, Hungarian, and a number of other 
little known languages. These languages are part of the Uralic language family – all entirely 
unrelated to the Indo-European family of languages, such as Germanic, Slavic, or Romance.  

“titular nationality” of the Republic, that give it the right to establish its own official 

language (along with Russian) and allows the population to establish their own constitution. 

Other regions in Russia (oblasts for example) are not given these privileges.  

 

The Udmurts are fair-skinned, light-eyed, and said to be the “most red-headed people” on 

Earth. They speak the Udmurt language, one of a number of languages in the Uralic family. 

It is completely unrelated to any language in the Indo-European family. Anthropologists 

place the Udmurts within the Finno-Ugric group, in the Urals branch of the European race. 

However, they share some features of the Asiatic Mongolian peoples. The “Uralic” peoples 

constitute an ancient race, first mentioned by the Greek historian Herodotos, later by 

Ptolemy, then Tacitus in his Germania. Most are of average stature and many have blue or 

gray eyes, high cheek-bones, and broad faces. Ethnically and linguistically, the Udmurts are 

more closely related to the Finnic groups of Komi, Mari, Mordvinian, Merya, Livonian, 

Estonian, Finn, Karelian, and Saami (formerly referred to as Lapp), and less directly to the 

Ugric groups of Hungarian, Khanty, and Mansi peoples.  
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Pushkin – Russia’s Greatest Poet 
Standard modern Russian is considered to begin with the 
works of Aleksandr Pushkin (Александр Сергееевич 

Пушкин; 1799-1837), an exceptional Romantic poet, 
playwright, and one of the greatest writers in any language 
who ever lived. Unfortunaely, due to the extraordinary 
complexity of his writings and the difficulty of rendering 
this in translation, Pushkin's work remains virtually 
unknown to English readers.  
 
Born in Moscow to a distinguished noble family, he 
published his first poem at the age of 15. Pushkin was part 
African, his maternal great-grandfather was Abram 
Gannibal (Абрам Петрoвич Ганнибал; 1696-1718), an 
Ethiopian page brought to Russia as a gift for Peter the 
Great, who then raised him. He became a Major-General, 
military engineer governor of Reval, and nobleman of the 
Russian Empire.  
 
Pushkin’s extraordinary ego and hair-trigger temper caused 
him to engage in 29 duels in his lifetime, the last of which 
he lost at the age of 37. He was buried on lands of his 
mother’s estate at Mikhailovskoye which is about 115 
kilometers southeast of Pskov (Псков) in northwestern 
Russia near the Estonian and Latvian borders. Pskov is 
approximately 275 kilometers southwest of St. Petersburg. 
Pushkin’s tomb at Svyatogorsky Monastery (Святогорский 
Свято-Успенский монастырь) in what is now 
Pushkinskiye Gory (Пушкинские Горы; “Pushkin Hills”) 
and the estate are today a museum dedicated to him. It’s 
called the Mikhailovskoye Museum Reserve (Музей-
заповедник Михайловское).  
 
This 1827 portrait is by Vasily Tropinin (Василий 
Андреевич Тропинин; 1776-1857), a highly regarded 
Russian Romantic portrait artist who produced over 3,000 
works in his lifetime. The original is in the Pushkin 
Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow (Музей изобразительных 
искусств им. А.С. Пушкина). Tropinin is buried in 
Moscow’s Vagankovo Cemetery (Ваганьковское 
кладбище), the final resting place of many of Russia’s 
artists and sports figures.  Pushkin’s Grave 

Aleksandr Pushkin (1799-1837) 

Historically, the Udmurts were known in Russia as the “Chud Otyatskaya” (Чудь Отяцкая), 

“Otyaks” (Отяцк) or “Votyaks” (Вотяцк). Their history, as cryptic and mysterious as exists 

on earth, is mixed with the histories of the Scythians, Sarmatians, and Tatars. There are about 

640,000 of them, a majority living in Udmurtiya.  
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KM 1122: Cross the Lekma River 

 

➢ Km 1108: Sada (платформа Сада; “Garden”) – A former station.  

 

➢ Km 1113: Platform 1113 (платформа 1113).  

 

➢ Km 1116: Bachumovo (платформа Бачумово).  

 

➢ Km 1120: Platform 1120 (платформа 

1120).  

 

➢ Km 1122: Platform 1122 (платформа 

1122).  

 

➢ Km 1122: Cross the Lekma River (река 

Лекma) – The 127 kilometer-long Lekma 

begins, as the crow flies, about 70 

kilometers to the south, quite near the tiny 

hamlet of Shakhrovo (Шахрово). At the 

crossing, the river is spanned by two 

double-truss bridges. From here, the river 

flows north five kilometers to its 

confluence on the left bank of the Cheptsa. 

The confluence is on the opposite side of 

the river from the village of Ust-Lekma (Усть-Лекma; “Mouth of Lekma”).  

 

➢ Km 1124: Cross the Barmoshurka River (река Бармошурка) – This minor tributary begins 

less than ten kilometers to the south. After running through the little village of Barmashur 

(Бармашур) and passing under the rail line, it flows approximately three kilometers northeast 

until it terminates on the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1125: Branch Line North – A little more than one kilometer west before reaching Yar 

Station, the Yar-Verkhnekamskaya branch line (Яр-Верхнекамская ветка) turns to the left 

and heads north more than 400 kilometers to the Komi Republic (Республика Коми) ending 

about 100 kilometers east of its capital city Syktyvkar (Сыктывкар). About halfway along 

the way, the line runs through Verkhnekamskaya (Верхнекамская), which is immediately 

south of the larger town of Rudnichniy (Рудничный).  

 

The population of Komi is about 900,000 persons. Ethnic Komi make up about one-quarter 

of the population; the majority of persons today are Russian. Traditionally, the Komi were 

reindeer herdsmen; they are one of the Finno-Ugric peoples. Forests and swamp cover more 

than 85 percent of Komi’s territory. Komi is rich in timber and mineral wealth. The region is 

west of the Ural Mountains and contains the Urals highest peak, Mt. Narodnaya (Гора 

Народная), which is 1,895 meters (6,217 feet) tall. Geographically, Narodnaya sits on the 

border with Tyumen Oblast and is part of the continental divide between Europe and Asia.  
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KM 1126: Yar Railway Station 

➢ Km 1126: Yar (станция Яр; “Ravine”) – This small city of about 6,900 persons is built 

along the left bank (south and west sides) of the Cheptsa River. There’s a bridge over the 

Cheptsa here and on the other side, eight kilometers north, there’s the small industrial village 

of Pudem (Пудем). It is sited 

alongside Pudem Pond (Пудемский 

пруд), a small body of water built to 

supply water to the town’s smelter. As 

the train leaves Yar, you may notice a 

mid-sized rail switching yard to the left 

(north).  

 

➢ Km 1127: Platform 1127 (платформа 

1127).  

 

➢ Km 1130: Dizmino (платформа 

Дизьмино) – A village of several 

hundred persons to the east of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1136: Baliyshur (Балышур).  

 

➢ Km 1136: Cross the Lezya River (река Лезя) – This little river begins approximately 15 

kilometers to the south. After passing under the rail line, it flows a little less than three 

kilometers northwest until its mouth on the Cheptsa’s left bank.  

 

➢ Km 1136: Platform 1136 (платформа 1136) – This platform serves the tiny village of 

Moseyevo (Мосеево) which lies about one kilometer south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1143: Kozhil (станция Кожиль) – The Kozhil Station serves the small village of 

Dzyakino (Дзякино) which has about 900 residents.  

 

➢ Km 1144: Cross the Zhaba River (река Жаба; “Toad”) – This small stream starts about 15 

kilometers to the south. From the rail crossing it runs close to five kilometers north until it 

terminates on the left bank of the Cheptsa River.  

 

➢ Km 1147: Platform 1147 (платформа 1147) – This is a large dacha village called Kuzminka 

(Кузьминка).  

 

➢ Km 1148: Cross the Kuzma River (река Кузьма) – This minor tributary begins about 16 

kilometers to the southwest. After passing under the rail tracks, it flows north some four 

kilometers to its mouth on the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1150: Platform 1150 (платформа 1150).  
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KM 1163: Glazov Railway Station 

➢ Km 1152: Ubyt (станция Убыть) – The Ubyt Rail Station serves the nearby villages of 

Nizhnyaya Ubyt (Нижняя Убить; “Lower Ubyt”) and Verkhnyaya Ubyt (Верхняя Убить; 

“Upper Ubyt”).  

 

➢ Km 1154: Cross the Ubyt River (река Убыть) – This left tributary ends in five kilometers 

north with its mouth on the Cheptsa. It has its origins about 95 kilometers due south of the 

rail crossing near the small village of Malyagurt (Малягурт) which is few kilometers below 

the larger town of Krasnogorskoye (Красногорское). The Ubyt, which is about 15 meters 

wide at the crossing, is spanned by twin single-truss bridges.  

 

➢ Km 1157: Cross the Malaya Syga River (река Малая Сыга) – This little river begins about 

ten kilometers south of the rail tracks. It ends in two kilometers north when it joins the left 

bank of the Syga River (река Сыга). The train crosses the Syga momentarily.  

 

➢ Km 1158: Syga (Сыга) – The village lies to the south of the tracks and may be said to be a 

suburb of Glazov. The industrial section and the large open-cast clay mines lie to the north.  

 

➢ Km 1159: Lokomotiv (платформа Локомотив; “Locomotive”).  

 

➢ Km 1160: Cross the Syga River (река Сыга) – The Syga, which is also called the Vaebyzh 

(река Ваебыж), originates about 20 kilometers to the south. Two kilometers north after 

crossing under the rail line, it’s joined by the Malaya Syga and from that union the Syga 

continues five more kilometers until its end on the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1161: Platform 1161 (платформа 1161).  

 

➢ Km 1163: Glazov (станция Глазов; 

“Eyes”) – This city of almost 100,000 

persons grew up along the left bank (south 

side) of the Cheptsa River. It is the second 

largest city of Udmurtiya and located 

about 150 kilometers north of Izhevsk, its 

largest city and capital. There are a 

number of theories as to how “Eyes” got 

its unusual name; they vary from its 

supposed form, as seen from a nearby 

hilltop, to an “all seeing eye” resemblance 

as quoted by Catherine II the Great 

(Екатерина II Великая; 1729-96). No one 

knows for certain.  

 

From 1796 to 1818, the city’s mayor was 

Peter Tchaikovskiy (Пётр Фёдорович Чайковский; 1745-1818), grandfather of the 

composer Tchaikovskiy (Пётр Ильич Чайковский; 1840-93). Glazov’s other most famous 

son (or rather daughter) was Olga Knipper (Ольга Леонардовна Книппер-Чехова; 1868-

1959), a successful stage actress and original member of the Moscow Art Theatre. She 
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married the playwright and author Anton Chekhov (Антон Павлович Чехов; 1860-1904) in 

1901. The marriage ended when he died of tuberclulosis. They are both interred at Moscow’s 

Novodevichy Cemetery (Новодевичье кладбище).  

 

➢ Km 1169: Platform 1169 (платформа 1169) – The platform serves the village of 

Kachkashur (Качкашур). It has about 900 residents. It’s just a small village on the south side 

of the tracks below the Sepych River crossing. Only a couple of hundred meters separate the 

river, the town, and the rails. 

 

➢ Km 1170: Cross the Sepych River (река Сепыч) – From the rail crossing, this river travels 

approximately five kilometers north until its confluence with the left bank of the Cheptsa 

River. On the other side of the Cheptsa is the village of Soldyr (Cолдырь).  

 

The Sepych’s origin is almost directly south 65 kilometers, less than ten kilometers east of 

Krasnogorskoye. Along the way, about 16 kilometers south of the rail crossing, is the 

eponymously-named village of Sepych. The Sepych is about ten meters across near its 

mouth. The Cheptsa is approximately 75 meters wide in the same area. This 70 kilometer-

long Sepych is not to be confused with the 23 kilometer-long Sepych, also of Udmurtiya, 

which flows into the Izh River (река Иж).  

 

➢ Km 1173: Cross the Um River (река Ум) – This smart little stream starts approximately five 

kilometers south; after passing under the tracks it flows less than three kilometers north 

where it meets the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1174: Bezum (платформа Безум; “Madness”).  

 

➢ Km 1177: Platform 1177 (платформа 1177) – The small village of Oktyabrskiy 

(Октябрьский) is located less than two kilometers west of the rail line. The very small 

village of Omutnitsa (Омутница) is about one kilometer to the east.  

 

➢ Km 1178: Cross the Omutnitsa River (река Омутница) – This little creek begins nearly five 

kilometers to the southwest. From the rail crossing, it runs a little over one kilometer north 

until it merges into the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1181: Tuktym (oбгонный пункт Туктым) – A passing point.  

 

➢ Km 1182: Cross the Korovaika (река Коровайка) – This little nine kilometer-long creek and 

its twin, the Kotomka River (река Котомка), begin in the west and come together almost at 

the rail line. From there, they merge and continue two kilometers east to the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1184: Platform 1185 (платформа 1185). 

 

➢ Km 1186: Platform 1186 (платформа 1186) – The village of Kestym (Кестым) is alongside 

and north of the rail line. 
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KM 1192: Balezino Railway Station 

➢ Km 1186: Cross the Kestymka River (река Кестымка) –The river runs to the east through 

the village of Kestym and a little less than four kilometers to its mouth on the Cheptsa. 

Following it southwest upstream leads less than 15 kilometers to its source a couple of 

kilometers north of the village of Kotegovo (Котеговo).  

 

➢ Km 1189: Platform 1189 (платформа 1189) – The Platform serves the tiny village of 

Kozhilo (Кожило).  

 

➢ Km 1192: Balezino (станция Балезино) – Like Glazov, this city of about 16,000 persons 

grew and prospered alongside the left bank Cheptsa River. The Cheptsa is less than a 

kilometer to the east of the rail station. 

The river is close to 150 meters wide 

throughout this section. There is 

usually about a twenty-five minute stop 

here to change locomotives from DC to 

AC before the next stage of the 

journey, for this stage begins the 

gradual ascent of the Ural Mountains.  

 

“Gradual” is an understatement 

because in fact the Urals – at least the 

saddle where the rail lines pass – are 

hardly mountains at all. They barely 

rise above 500 meters. If passengers 

were not told that they were in the Urals, they would not know, for it only seems that the 

train is traveling through some pleasant rolling hills. The countryside is very pretty through 

the Urals – more than 200 kilometers, all the way to Perm.  

 

➢ Km 1193: Cross the Varsemka River (река Варсемка) – This small stream originates about 

a dozen kilometers to the southwest. After passing under the rail line it runs a little more than 

one kilometer northeast until it terminates on the left bank of the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1194: Platform 1194 (платформа 1194).  

 

➢ Km 1197: Cross the Yunda River (река Юнда) – From the tracks, it’s about four kilometers 

north to the Cheptsa, where the Yunda merges. Following the river upstream leads 

approximately 25 kilometers southwest to its source waters.  

 

➢ Km 1199: Dinshur (платформа Диньшур) – There are a couple of houses to the west of the 

rail line.  
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KM 1218 – Getting Underway in the Urals 

➢ Km 1205: Platform 1205 (платформа 1205).  

 

➢ Km 1205: Cross the Kep River (река Кеп) – It’s a little less than three kilometers north to 

the river’s mouth on the left bank of the Cheptsa and close to 40 kilometers southwest to the 

river’s source. Less than 500 meters after crossing the river, there is a small village of 

Zarechniy (Заречный) on the south side of tracks and three kilometers to the west is the 

somewhat larger village of Voyegurt (Воегурт).  

 

➢ Km 1208: Shur (oбгонный пункт Шур) – A tiny village to the south of the tracks and a 

passing point.  

 

➢ Km 1208: Cross the Shur River (река Шур) – This very small creek starts less than one 

kilometer south. After passing under the rail line, it flows about four kilometers north to the 

Cheptsa   

 

➢ Km 1210: Cross the Untemka River (река Унтемка) – From the tracks, it’s about four 

kilometers north to the Cheptsa. Heading south, it’s about five kilometers to the river’s 

source.  

 

➢ Km 1211: Adam (Адам) – Another tiny village south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1213: Pibanshur (станция Пибаньшур) – A little village of 100 persons notable only 

for the arsenal of strategic missiles kept in the “Balezino-3” Compound about one kilometer 

south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1214: Russkiy-Pibanshur (Русский-Пибаньшур) – A tiny village of – latest census – 

five people immediately north of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1217: Post 1217 (пост 1217) – 

This is the junction point for the Trans-

Siberian and Perm-Kazan Lines. The latter 

runs south about 150 kilometers to Izhevsk, 

then to Kazan and other points beyond. 

Eastbound, the Trans-Siberian Line runs a 

little over 200 kilometers to Perm (Пермь) 

and beyond.  

 

The junction is about one and a half 

kilometers north of the little town of Zilay 

(Зилай), the last stop (or first stop going 

south) on the line to Izhevsk. There’s no 

stop at the junction, if you wish to go to 

Izhevsk, continue to Cheptsa and catch a 

train from there.  
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KM 1220: Cross the Cheptsa River 

➢ Km 1220: Cross the Cheptsa River (река Чепца) – For the one and only time, the train 

crosses over the Cheptsa. It’s about 100 meters wide at this point. We’ll say goodbye for we 

will not see it again. From here, its 

upstream path leads south and east to its 

source about 100 kilometers north of 

Izhevsk.  

 

➢ Km 1223: Cheptsa (станция Чепца) – 

This fairly small village, named for the 

river, has about 800 residents.  

 

➢ Km 1224: Cross the Syga River (река 

Сыга) – There are two Syga Rivers in 

Udmurtiya; this is the second. It originates 

about a dozen kilometers to the south. 

From the crossing at the tracks it flows 

approximately seven kilometers northwest 

to its confluence with the left bank of the 

Piyzep (река Пызеп). From that junction, 

the Piyzep runs southwest close to five kilometers until it joins the right bank of the Cheptsa.  

 

➢ Km 1231: Puzhmez (платформа Пужмезь) – A small village of about 350 persons just 

north of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1236: Segedur (платформа Сегедур) – A small village south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1240: Klyuchevskoe (платформа Ключевское; “Springs”) – A small village north of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1245: Kez (станция Кез) – A fairly large town of almost 11,000 inhabitants built up on 

both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1248: Cross the Lyp River (река Лып) – This river has its source about 30 kilometers to 

the northeast near the border with Perm Krai. From the rail crossing, it travels southwest 

approximately 25 kilometers until it merges into the right bank of the Cheptsa about 100 

kilometers north of Izhevsk.  

 

➢ Km 1251: Lyp (платформа Лып).  

 

➢ Km 1255: Kabalud (станция Кабалуд) – A small village of approximately 700 persons 

located to the south of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 1256: Cross the Izoshur River (река Изошур) – This minor tributary’s source begins at 

the village of Izoshur about seven kilometers southeast of the rail crossing. From the tracks it 

flows about 100 meters north where it joins the left bank of the Lyp River.  
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➢ Km 1263: Filintsy (платформа Филинцы).  

 

➢ Km 1267: Kuzma (станция Кузьма) – A small village most of which is to the south of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1267: Cross the Kuzma River (река Кузьма) – This small river passes under the tracks 

about 400 meters east of the rail station. It begins about three kilometers southeast. From the 

rail crossing it runs northwest approximately six kilometers until it merges into the left bank 

of the Lyp. 

 

➢ Km 1272: Udmurt – Perm Border and New Time Zone (MT + 2) – Traveling east, the train 

exits the Udmurtskaya Republic and enters Perm Krai (Пермский край). This regional 

boundary serves as a time zone demarcation and local time moves forward one hour – or a 

total of two from Moscow. Again, that’s the local time; no longer are the trains run on 

“Moscow Time” (Московское время). Incidentally, in case anyone was wondering, Russian 

airports (international and domestic) have always used local time (in 24 hour format) for all 

arrivals and departures – as is customary around the world.  

 

As it is presently constitued, Perm Krai is the result of a 2004 referendum-approved merger 

between the former Perm Oblast and the Komi-Permyak Autonomous Okrug, also called 

“Permyakia.” Perm Krai has a population of approximately 2.6 million; its administrative 

capital is Perm (Пермь) which has very close to 1,000,000 inhabitants. The Krai is located in 

the east of the East European Plain, on the western slope of the Middle Ural Mountains. 

Although 99.8 percent of its area is in Europe, because the Krai partially straddles the 

continental divide, 0.2 percent of its area is technically located in Asia.  

 

The Permyakia region is the traditional homeland of the Komi-Permyaks, a branch of the 

Komis. The Komi people, whose subsistence economy relies on reindeer husbandry, belong 

to the Permian branch of the Finno-Ugric peoples. Their language, Komi, is related – though 

not mutally intelligible, with other languages in the Finno-Ugric group.  

 

The traditional group of Finno-Ugric languages includes many languages in the Uralic 

language family. Virtually none are intelligible with one another. The three most widely-

spoken languages are Hungarian, Finnish, and Estonian, but there are several dozen more – 

most extremely obscure. The political and geographic merger of the Permyakia Komis with 

Perm Oblast is not to be confused with the Komi Republic (Республика Коми), a separate 

massive territory immediately above Perm Krai, also settled by Komi people. Its population 

is roughly one million and its regional capital is Syktyvkar (Сыктывкар), a city of close to 

235,000 inhabitants.  

 

➢ Km 1274: Shnyry (платформа Шныры) – The first (or last if heading west) village in Perm 

Krai. There is nothing here except a small building alongside the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1280: Babiki (платформа Бабики) – The twin tiny villages of Maliye Babiki (Малые 

Бабики) and Bolshiye Babiki (Большие Бабики) lie about one and two kilometers south 

respectively.  
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KM 1300: Nothing Exciting Here 

 

➢ Km 1283: Volegovo (платформа Волегово) – About a half-dozen houses on the north side 

of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1292: Borodulino (станция Бородулино) – A good-sized village located on both sides 

of the rail tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1298: Putino (платформа Путино) – 

The village of Putino is immediately south 

of the platform and the village of 

Andronovka (Андроновка) is about two 

kilometers due south. Both are miniscule.  

 

➢ Km 1304: Khrustali (платформа 

Хрустали) – As there is a five kilometer-

long split between the north and south 

rails here, this station is only on the north 

side of the line.  

 

➢ Km 1308: Subbotniki (станция 

Субботники; lit., “Saturday People”) – A 

small village to the south of the rail line.  

 

The proper English equivalent word for Subbotniki is “Sabbatarian,” although obviously it’s 

not commonly used. In the broadest sense, it refers to Christian religious sects that celebrate 

the Sabbath day on Saturday, not Sunday. The term does not include the Jews. Although their 

Sabbath day includes Saturday, they are not Christian. The term includes Seventh-Day 

Adventists, certain Baptists, and Szekler Sabbatarians (Hungarian and Transylvania 

Unitarians). There are several other such groups.  

 

In Russia, the term refers to “Judaizing Christian Sects.” Subbotniks believe Jesus to be a 

saint and messiah, but a human prophet rather than divine; in other words, not a son of God. 

They follow the Old Testament, not the New. They celebrate the Torah’s feast days, Jewish 

dietary laws, and strict observance of sundown-to-sundown seventh-day Sabbath, but they do 

not practice circumcision. They believe in absolute Unitarianism rather than the Christian 

Trinity. It is impossible to say how many Sabbatarians are in Russia today. They were 

persecuted almost out of existence by Russian Orthodoxy in the 19th Century. Many of those 

who survived were exterminated by the Nazis in the Holocaust as Jews. After the Second 

World War, some survivors immigrated to Israel in the guise of Jews and converted to 

Judaism.  

 

➢ Km 1312: Platform 1312 (платформа 1312) – This platform is at the southernmost end of 

the quite large city of Vereshchagino (Верещагино). The city is more or less divided east-

west by the north-south running rail line.  
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The Apotheosis of War (Апофеоз войны)1871 
Vasily Vereshchagin (1842–1904) 

The State Tretyakov Gallery (Государственная 
Третьяковская Галерея), Moscow 

KM 1314: Vereshchagino Railway Station 

➢ Km 1313: Branch Line South – About 500 meters north of Km 1312, a short spur line begins 

and heads south approximately 35 kilometers to Ochyor (Очёр), a town of some 15,000 

persons located on the east side of Ochyor Pond (Очёрский пруд). Flowing east, the 82 

kilometer-long Ochyor River (река Очёр) is a right bank tributary of the Kama River which 

it joins at Okhansk (Оханск).  

 

➢ Km 1314: Vereshchagino (станция 

Верещагино) – An otherwise ordinary 

town of about 22,000 persons 

originally known as Voznesenskaya 

(Вознесенская), but memorable for 

re-naming itself in 1916 after the artist 

Vasily Vereshchagin (Василий 

Васильевич Верещагин; 1842-1904).  

 

Vereshchagin visited the town in 1904 

on his way to Manchuria to cover the 

Russo-Japanese War. While there, he 

was killed along with one of Russia’s 

greatest Admirals, Stepan Makarov 

(Степан Осипович Макаров; 1849-

1904). The artist, the admiral, and the crew of the battleship “Petropavlovsk” were killed 

when their ship hit a Japanese mine in Port Arthur harbor.  

 

An indefatigable traveler, his realistic and controversial depictions of war ranged from Paris, 

Napoléon, and the War of 1812; to the seige of Samarkand, to British India, the Russo-

Turkish War, the American campaign in the Philipines, and the first Sino-Japanese War. He 

remains one of the greatest battlefield 

artists in history. A number of stamps 

have been issued and a number of 

streets have been named in his honor 

throughout the former Soviet Union. 

There is a bust of the artist in front of 

the railway station.  

 

The several minor streams and creeks 

that the train crosses both before and 

after Vereshchagino comprise the 

headwaters of the Nytva River (река 

Нытва). Technically, it begins four 

kilometers due south of town. From its 

source it meanders southeast 

approximately 50 kilometers until it 

flows into the western end of 

Nytvinskiy Pond (пруд Нытвенский). 

Six kilometers later, on the other side 
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Railway Section:  Kirov -- Yekaterinburg  

of the long but only one kilometer-wide pond, at the town of Nytva (Нытва), the pond 

discharges and the river re-commences its flow another ten kilometers south until its 

confluence with the mighty Kama River (река Кама).  

 

➢ Km 1322: Zyukay (станция Зюкaй) – A tiny village to the north of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1325: Anikino (платформа Аникино) – Another minor village north of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 1330: Kuketskiy (платформа Кукетский) – A village of approximately 700 residents 

that lies north of the railroad tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1335: Pyzyata (платформа Пузята).  
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Dmitri Mendeleev  
Although at the time several other 
scientists were working on 
concepts similar to Mendeleev’s 
Periodic Table of Elements, he is 
widely credited for its creation. 
This is attributable to his genius in 
postulating the existence of a large 
number of unknown "missing" 
elements – which when eventually 
discovered, fit perfectly into his 
chart as he had predicted. Element 
number 101, the radioactive 
Mendelevium, is named after him. 

➢ Km 1341: Mendeleyevo (станция Менделеево) – This 

small town is named for Dmitri Mendeleev (Дмитрий 

Иванович Менделеев; 1834-1907), chemist and inventor 

of the Periodic Table of the Elements. In 1906, he was 

nominated for the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his 

achievement. Unfortunately, he did not win the prize for 

what is now known to have been internal conflict and 

jealousy within the Nobel Committee at the time. 

Mendeleev made many important contributions in the 

world of chemistry; he is also credited with helping to 

found the first oil refinery in Russia and the introduction 

of the metric system to the Russian Empire.  

 

➢ Km 1348: Cross the Sherya River (река Шерья) – The 

several minor creeks that the train crosses over this 

section of the line constitute the source waters of the 

Sherya. From this origin, it flows approximately 30 

kilometers due south until it meets and joins the left bank 

of the Nytva River at the town of Shumikha (Шумиха) 

about four kilometers northwest of Nytvinskiy Pond.  

 

➢ Km 1351: Obva (платформа Обва) – The village is 

named for the river, but the railroad does not cross it.  

 

➢ Km 1357: Cross the Polomka River (река Поломка) – 

The Polomka begins almost exactly at the railroad tracks. 

From here it flows southeast some 50 kilometers until its 

mouth on the right bank (west side) Syuzva River (река 

Сюзьва). From there, the Syuzva continues about ten 

kilometers downstream east until its mouth on the right 

bank of the Kama River about ten kilometers downstream 

southwest from Krasnokamsk (Краснокамск).  

 

➢ Km 1358: Platform 1358 (платформа 1358).  

 

➢ Km 1361: Mokino (платформа Мокино) – A village of some 825 persons.  

 

➢ Km 1366: Platform 1366 (платформа 1366).  

 

➢ Km 1369: Grigorevskaya (станция Григорьевская) – This is the rail station and village for 

the almost 1,900 person town of Grigorevskoye (Григорьевское) located four kilometers to 

the east. The town was founded in 1655. From 1943 to 1945, a military hospital operated in 

Grigorevskoye for German prisoners of war.  

 

➢ Km 1375: Platform 1375 (платформа 1375) – The tiny village of Buraki (Бураки; 

“Beetroot”) is immediately west and a large dacha village is immediately east.  
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Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky 
One of the greatest composers of all time, 
Tchaikovsky was a prolific and versatile 
talent. His works include three great ballets: 
Swan Lake, Sleeping Beauty, and the 
Nutcracker. He also wrote operas, including 
Eugene Onegin, the Maid of Orleans, 
Queen of Spades, and Iolanta. His music 
includes symphonies; concertos; tone 
poems, such as Romeo and Juliet and 
Francesca da Rimini; and orchestral pieces, 
such as Capriccio Italien and the 1812 
Overture. Tchaikovsky’s personal life was 
greatly troubled – he suffered from 
depression and experienced many crises. It 
is thought that his problems were partially 
due to his suppressed homosexuality and 
his fears of being discovered.  

 

➢ Km 1377: Syuzva (платформа Сюзьва) – The town takes its name from the Syuzva River 

(река Сюзьва) which runs just north of the rail line. The railroad crosses the river shortly 

east after the town of Tchaikovskaya.  

 

➢ Km 1380: Yushkovo (платформа Юшково).  

 

➢ Km 1383: Vozhakovo (платформа Вожаково).  

 

➢ Km 1384: Cross the Safronovka River (река 

Сафроновка) – This minor tributary begins 

approximately five kilometers southwest of the 

rail line; from the tracks it flows less than half a 

kilometer until it meets the right bank of the 

Syuzva. The train crosses the Syuzva soon 

enough.  

 

Km 1386: Cross the Melyokhovka River (река 

Мелёховка) – This little tributary also begins 

only about five kilometers southwest of the tracks. 

Within meters of its passing under the rails, it’s 

joined by the equally little Samkovka (река 

Самковка), which arises due south. The 

Samkovka subsumed, the Melyokhovka continues 

a mere 500 meters north until it’s taken into the 

Syuzva’s right bank. Five hundred meters further 

east and the train comes to Tchaikovskaya Station.  

 

➢ Km 1387: Tchaikovskaya (станция Чайковская) 

– Another perhaps nondescript place, but this one 

is named for composer Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky 

(Пётр Ильич Чайковский; 1840-93) who was 

born 150 kilometers southwest, in Votkinsk 

(Воткинск), about 50 kilometers northeast of 

Izhevsk in present-day Udmurtiya. Tchaikovsky’s 

wonderfully successful professional life and his 

notably difficult personal life have filled volumes 

by biographers. Suffice to say that his life 

tragically ended most prematurely at the age of 53.  

 

He died in Saint Petersburg on November 6, 1893, 

nine days after the premiere of his Sixth Symphony, the Pathétique. Some theorize that his 

death was a suicide, but this is unproven. The generally accepted explanation is that he died 

of cholera.  
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Tchaikovsky’s Grave 
in Tikhvin Cemetery 

Tchaikovsky is buried in Saint Petersburg’s Tikhvin 

Cemetery at the Alexander Nevsky Monastery near the 

graves of fellow-composers Alexander Borodin, Mikhail 

Glinka, and Modest Mussorgsky. Later, Nikolai Rimsky-

Korsakov, Mily Balakirev, and Cesar Cui were also 

buried nearby. Incidentally, the Russian name of his final 

symphony, the Pathétique, is “Patetičheskaya” 

(Патетическая), which means passionate or emotional – 

in fact an almost intuitively obvious and self-evident title 

for this extraordinarily passionate and emotional work. 

The title does not mean pathetic – which is a pitiful or a 

melancholy sorrow.  

 

➢ Km 1388: Branch Line South – Traveling eastbound, the 

rails divide shortly after the train exits Tchaikovskaya. 

The main line (left fork) continues east towards Perm. 

The spur (right fork) travels south some 30 kilometers 

through Mayskiy (Майский) → Volegiy (Волеги) → 

Simonyata (Симонята) → Moshevo (Мошево) → 

Kabanov Mys (Кабанов Мыс) → Marchugi (Марчуги) 

→ Sukmaniy (Сукманы) → to Nytva (Нытва), where it terminates. Nytva is a city of almost 

20,000 persons attractively sited on Nytvinskiy Pond just above the Kama River.  

 

➢ Km 1390: Cross the Syuzva River (река Сюзьва) – The river’s source originates 

approximately 40 kilometers northwest of the rail crossing, or about 20 kilometers north of 

Syuzva Village. From the crossing, it flows downstream southeast around 25 kilometers 

where it joins the right bank of the 1,805 kilometer-long River Kama.  

 

➢ Km 1391: Udaliy (платформа Удалы) – This little village is about midway between a 

number of small villages all strung along the north side of the rail line for almost three 

kilometers between the rivers Syuzva and Syn.  

 

➢ Km 1393: Cross the Syn River (река Cын; “Son”) – This minor tributary begins some 35 

kilometers due north. From the rail crossing, it flows south a little less than ten kilometers 

where it merges into the left bank of the Syuzva about three kilometers north of the village of 

Ust-Syniy (Усть-Сыны) and the confluence with the Sukhoi Syn (река Сухой Cын). From 

that contorted union, the Syuzva continues east less than ten kilometers until it joins the right 

bank (west side) of the River Kama about three kilometers north of Ust-Kachka (Усть-

Качка), which lies on the opposite shore.  

 

➢ Km 1394: Platform 1394 (платформа 1394) – This platform serves the twin tiny villages of 

Nizhneye Bragino (Нижнее Брагино;”Lower”) and Verkhneye Bragino (Верхнее Брагино; 

“Upper”) which are immediately north.  

 

➢ Km 1397: Shabunichi (станция Шабуничи) – A small settlement of about 350 persons.  
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Ural Mountain Scenery near KM 1400 

➢ Km 1398: Cross the Chernaya River (река Черная; “Black River”) – This little stream 

originates close to a dozen kilometers to the north. From the rails, it continues southwest 

about 15 kilometers through Karabai (Карабай) to Ust-Syniy where it joins the left bank of 

the Syuzva River almost at its confluence with the Sukhoi Syn.  

 

➢ Km 1399 Uval (платформа Увал; “Ridge”) – The name of this small settlement is Chernaya 

(Черная; “Black”), it’s to the north side of the tracks and about the same size as the previous 

settlement.  

 

➢ Km 1400: Cross the Palta River (река Пальта) – The Palta starts about ten kilometers north 

of the rail crossing. From here, it travels downstream south approximately eight kilometers to 

Krasnokamsk (Краснокамск) where its mouth is on the right bank of the great River Kama. 

Krasnokamsk is a city of some 50,000 

persons originally settled as a timber town 

and a large paper pulp mill still operates. 

Later, oil was discovered and there are 

some oil refineries here as well. From 

Krasnokamsk, the Kama flows some 800 

kilometers southwest until it meets the 

Volga at Kamskoye Ustye (Камское 

Устье) about 75 kilometers due south of 

Kazan (Казань).  

 

➢ Km 1401 Danki (Даньки) – No stop, no 

platform, just a tiny village north of the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 1403: Cross the Gorodishche River 

(река Городище; “Hillfort”) – This tiny 

stream begins less than five kilometers north; from the rails it flows south about four 

kilometers until its confluence on the right bank of the 18 kilometer-long Malaya Lasva 

(река Малая Ласьва). From that union, the Malaya Lasva continues another five kilometers 

south until it ends on the right bank of the Kama immediately upstream east of Krasnokamsk.  

 

➢ Km 1405: Strelka (платформа Стрелка; “Arrow”) – Tiny Strelka platform serves the 

slightly larger village of Mishkino (Мишкино) immediately north.  

 

➢ Km 1406 Cross the Malaya Lasva River (река Малая Ласьва) – Not quite one kilometer 

south of Strelka, this very small river runs under the rail line. It starts close to ten kilometers 

northwest. From the rail crossing, it flows about seven kilometers south to its junction on the 

Kama.  

 

➢ Km 1406: Platform 1406 (платформа 1406) – This platform serves the adjacent village of 

Novaya Ivanovka (Новая Ивановка). It’s immediately north.  
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➢ Km 1410: Overyata (станция Оверята) – A town of approximately 4,500 inhabitants built 

up on both sides of the railroad line. The town developed – as have many – during the 

original construction of the rail line in 1899. The adjacent town of Semichi (Семичи) lies 

immediately north.  

 

➢ Km 1411: Branch Line South – Heading south, close to one kilometer after passing Overyata 

Station, a short branch line diverges to the right from the main line. It runs southwest ten 

kilometers through Raida (Рейда) and Nikitino (Никитино) to the fairly large industrial city 

of Krasnokamsk (Краснокамск) which is located on the right bank (north side) of the Kama 

River. The main line of the Trans-Siberian (left fork) continues east towards Perm.  

 

Krasnokamsk has a population of 52,000 and developed beginning in 1929 during the 

construction of the Kama Pulp and Paper Mill. During the 1930s, it was the largest factory of 

its kind in Europe. During the Great Patriotic War, the historic Leningrad Mint (Санкт-

Петербургский монетный двор Гознака) was evacuated to the factory for protection. It 

continued production throughout the war years and beyond.  

 

➢ Km 1414: Miysiy (платформа Мысы; “Capes”) – More a suburb of Overyata than anything 

else. The little town spreads across both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1418: Lasva (платформа Ласьва) – This fairly large village mostly lies to the north of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1419: Cross the Lasva River (река Ласьва; also called the “Big Lasva,” Большая 

Ласьва) – The Lasva is a right tributary of the Kama. From the rail crossing, it flows west 

about 12 kilometers until it meets the Kama about three kilometers upriver from 

Krasnokamsk. In the other direction, tracing it upstream leads some 60 kilometers northwest. 

The river is known for its extremely rapid spring current. It’s the site of kayak and canoe 

competitions every year.  

 

➢ Km 1421: Cross the Zabornaya River (река Заборная) – The rail line crosses this small 

stream about 500 meters west before passing Kurya Station. The stream originates close to 

five kilometers northeast. From the tracks, it runs southwest approximately four kilometers 

until its confluence on the left bank of the Lasva River.  

 

➢ Km 1422: Kurya (станция Курья) – This is the first little town at the outskirts of Perm’s 

west side.  

 

➢ Km 1423: Branch Line South – Less than one kilometer after Kurya Station (heading east), 

this short spur veers to the right and runs approximately ten kilometers southwest to Zakamsk 

(Закамск), one of the seven districts of Perm. Zakamsk has about 120,000 persons and is 

located on the north side (right bank) of the Kama River.  
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KM 1432: Cross the Kama River 

➢ Km 1424: Promuchastok (платформа Промучасток) – This suburb lies on the north shore 

(right bank) of the Kama River a few kilometers before the bridge taking the train over the 

river to Perm.  

 

➢ Km 1426: Zheleznodorozhnik (платформа Железнодорожник; lit., “Railwayman”) – This 

platform marks the beginning of a great railway marshaling yard.  

 

➢ Km 1428: Komsomolskaya (платформа Комсомольская).  

 

➢ Km 1429: Perm Sortirovochnaya Lokomotivnoye Dyepot (Пермь Сортировочная 

Локомотивное Депо) – One of Russia’s largest railway sorting yards, it can accommodate 

over 135 lines of rail and thousands of cars simultaneously.  

 

➢ Km 1430: Branch Line North – As the train exits the switching station, a branch line (left 

fork) heads north. It passes the stations of Blochnaya (Блочная) and Kabelnaya (Кабельная) 

and in about 18 kilometers further up the tracks crosses over the Kama River on the Kama 

Dam to the northern suburban town of Molodezhnaya (Молодежная; “Youth”). From there, 

it continues on its way to serve northern and eastern destinations. The main line (right fork) 

turns south towards the Kama River which it soon crosses. 

 

➢ Km 1432: Cross the Kama River (река Кама) – At a total length of 1,805 kilometers, the 

Kama is the longest left tributary of the Volga. It is also the largest tributary in terms of 

discharge; it is actually larger than the 

Volga when it joins it. The bridge crossing 

is 900 meters across, a brief stretch 

narrowed down, for most of the river, both 

upstream and downstream of Perm, is one 

kilometer wide. The bridge, built of twin 

eight-truss sections, was originally 

constructed in 1899.  

 

The Kama starts in northern Udmurtiya, 

initially flowing north, but then turns 

clockwise, then turns again, and flows 

south past Perm. Later is joined by the 

1,430 kilometer long Belaya (река Белая; 

“White River”), then the Vyatka, 

ultimately joining the Volga at Kamskoye 

Ustye, a small village roughly midway 

between Kazan and Ulyanovsk (Ульяновск). Ulyanovsk is the birthplace of Vladimir Lenin, 

whose given name at birth was Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov (Владимир Ильич Ульянов; 1870-

1924). The city was originally called Simbirsk (Симбирск), but was renamed for Lenin after 

his death.  
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Finnish Soldier armed 
with a “Molotov” Cocktail 

KM 1434: Perm II Railway Station 

 

➢ Km 1434: Perm-2 (станция Пермь-

Вторая) – The last big stop in 

European Russia in the foothills of the 

Ural Mountains (Уральские горы), 

Perm is the administrative capital of 

Perm Krai and its largest city. Its 

population is just about one million. 

Although the city is known for having a 

large industrial base, it is nonetheless a 

pleasant place. It supports a number of 

well-regarded universities and other 

institutions of higher learning and it has 

a famous opera and ballet theatre. In 

fact, one of Perm’s favorite sons was 

Sergei Diaghilev (Сергей Павлович 

Дягилев; 1872-1929); he was raised in 

Perm before becoming the world-famous ballet impresario of the Saint Petersburg, Paris, and 

Monte Carlo “Ballet Russe” (Русский балет Дягилева).  

 

Perm is best known for its hilly terrain and scenic location 

on the banks of the Kama River. The main downtown 

section of most interest to visitors (hotels, nightclubs, 

shopping, cultural activities) is about four kilometers east 

of Perm-2 Station.  

 

From 1940 to 1957, Perm was known as Molotov 

(Молотов) after communist Vyacheslav Molotov 

(Вячеслав Михайлович Молотов; 1890–1986), protégé of 

Joseph Stalin, perpetrator of the Great Purge, and principal 

Soviet signatory of the Nazi-Soviet non-aggression pact of 

1939 (known as the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact). Molotov 

was a loyal supporter of Joseph Stalin, even after Stalin’s 

death. He fully and whole-heartedly supported the Great 

Purge and it is reported that he personally approved 

hundreds of execution lists, more than any other Soviet 

official including Stalin. There is no record of Molotov 

attempting to moderate the course of the Purge or to save 

any individuals, as was done by several other Soviet 

officials. It is known that Molotov was one of the few 

persons with whom Stalin openly discussed the purges. In 

the West, Molotov is perhaps best known for the incendiary 

“cocktail” disparagingly named after him by the Finns 

during their 1939-40 Winter War with Russia.  
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Sergei Diaghilev (1872-1929) 
Born to a wealthy and cultured family and raised in an artistic 
environment, Diaghilev was told by his St. Petersburg music 
professor, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, that he had no talent for 
music. He wisely decided instead to develop his knowledge of 
Russian and Western art. He received financial backing from 
Savva Mamontov and his considerable artistic skills enabled him 
to recognize talent and produce works for the stage. Diaghilev’s 
most important contribution was the creation and direction of 
the “Ballet Russe” from 1909 to his death in 1929. It was a 
company of the finest Russian dancers and other artists and 
considered the greatest assemblage of choreographic and musical 
talent of the 20th Century. There is virtually no ballet performer, 
choreographer, modern musician, conductor, composer, 
costume or stage designer who was not associated with Diaghilev. 
He died in Venice at the age of 57 of diabetes and is buried on 
the cemetery island, Isola di San Michele.  

As mentioned, Perm stands at the beginning of the Urals – on their western front. In all, the 

Ural Mountains extend 2,500 kilometers, north to south, from the Kara Sea in the Arctic 

Ocean to the Ural River and northwestern Kazakhstan. They are traditionally viewed as the 

natural boundary between Europe and Asia.  

 

The northernmost Urals are the tallest, with the highest peak, Mount Narodnaya (гора 

Народная; lit., “People’s Mountain”), at 1,895 meters (6,217 feet). The second highest group 

of mountains in the chain is found in the south, with the tallest peak being Mount Yamantau 

(гора Ямантау; means “Evil Mountain” in local Bakshir language) at 1,640 meters (5,381 

feet). Along with 1,519 meter tall (4,984 feet) Mount Kosvinsky Kamen (Косьвинский 

камень), 600 kilometers to the north, Yamantau is suspected by the United States of being a 

giant secret nuclear facility or a bunker along the lines of the U.S. NORAD Cheyenne 

Mountain Operations Center outside of Colorado Springs, Colorado.  

 

It is the middle central section of the Urals that is the least high – and this, conveniently and 

not by accident, is where the Trans-Siberian Rail runs. The mountains in this section range 

from 500 to barely 1,000 meters tall. More rolling hills than mountains, one hardly notices 

any elevation at all while traveling through this region on the train. Because this mid-section 

is so easy to traverse, the Urals were never a barrier or impediment to the eastward expansion 

of the Russian Empire.  
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The Hermitage – Malachite Room 

The Urals are most famous for their extraordinarily rich deposits of all sorts of minerals. For 

thousands of years, the Ural Mountain Range (Уральские хребты) has been legendary for 

having great deposits of coal; metal ores 

such as iron, cooper, nickel, silver, 

platinum, and gold; precious stones such as 

emeralds and diamonds; and semi-precious 

stones such as amethyst, onyx, marble, 

topaz, and malachite. The exquisite 

Malachite Room of the Winter Palace in 

Saint Petersburg’s Hermitage Museum has 

its origins here.  

 

If you’re looking for a relaxing day or half-

day out of the city, not far away, about 50 

kilometers west on the P345 Highway, is 

Ust-Kachka (Усть-Качка). It’s a health 

care spa center on the left bank (south side) 

of the Kama River. Of the town’s 

approximately 4,300 residents, it is claimed 

that over 2,000 work for the the Ust-Kachka Resort (Курорт Усть-Качка) or one of the other 

health spas or sanatoria in town. Russians have been coming to Ust-Kachka for relaxation 

and health resorts since the early 1900s.  

 

A bit further afield is the GULag Museum at Perm-36. It’s located at the village of Kutchino 

(Кучино), about 100 kilometers northeast of Perm. It was an operating prison camp until 

1988.  

 

If for some reason you have to fly, there is an airport in Perm. The airport in use today is 

Bolshoye Savino (Аэропорт Большое Савино). It is located in the town of that name about 

16 kilometers southwest of downtown Perm or about six kilometers west of the Industrialniy 

(Индустриальный) section of town. Although most service is to and from Moscow, there are 

also flights to St. Petersburg, Yekaterinburg, and a few other cities. Internationally, there are 

flights to Frankfurt and Prague. As is the case with many Russian airports, during the winter 

months there are frequent charter flights to warm-weather destinations such as Bangkok and 

the Canary Islands to name just two.  

 

There is a bit of modern history associated with Bolshoye Savino Airport. It was built in 

1952 under the direct supervision of Field Marshall Georgi Zhukov (Георгий 

Константинович Жуков; 1896-1974). He was whiling away his time in the Urals having 

been exiled there for a few years by Stalin. The airport has always been a military airport and 

it still is. It became a joint military-civilian commercial airport in 1965 when it replaced the 

small civilian field at Bakharevka (Бахаревка). During the Cold War, Bolshoye Savino 

operated MiG-25 interceptors, as well as Yak-25 and Yak-28 aircraft. On May 1, 1960, 

Russian Air Force pilots Boris Ajvazyan and Sergey Safronov intercepted the Francis Gary 

Powers CIA U-2 spy plane over Yekaterinburg. Power’s plane was brought down by a 
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surface to air missle. In that operation, Safronov was also shot down, in his case, by friendly 

fire. Unlike Gary Powers who parachuted to safety and survived, Safronov was killed.  

 

➢ Km 1434: Branch Line North – At the Perm II Station railyard, the rails divide. The left fork 

heads northeast about 18 kilometers serving the local stations of Dzerzhinskaya 

(Дзержинская) → Perm-1 (Пермь-первая), which is adjacent to the Kama River Terminal 

(Речной вокзал) → Slavyanova (Славянова) → Motovilika (Мотовилиха) → Yazovaya 

(Язовая) → Yubileinaya (Юбилейная; “Anniversary”) → Balmoshnaya (Балмошная) → 

and Kislotniy (Кислотный; “Acid”) before meeting the branch from Perm “Sort” at 

Molodezhnaya (Молодежная; “Youth”). Shortly thereafter, several lines diverge and 

eventually run hundreds of kilometers to various destinations north and east.  

 

The main line of the Trans-Siberian trains turns south (right fork) towards Kungur (Кунгур), 

then east to Yekaterinburg (Екатеринбург) which it reaches in about 380 kilometers. That’s 

the direction we’ll take.  

 

➢ Km 1436: Platform 1436 (платформа 1436).  

 

➢ Km 1444: Bakharevka (станция Бахаревка) – Perm is a big city. The train winds its way 

south through town until this station – which is still within the city limits. But shortly after 

here, about two more kilometers, the urban environment starts to fade away to countryside. 

The station takes its name from the former airport that is two kilometers to the west. It’s no 

longer used.  

 

➢ Km 1447: Platform 1447 (платформа 1447).  

 

➢ Km 1450: Nyashino (платформа Няшино) – A small suburban town to the west of the 

tracks. There are many little villages in the general vicinity.  

 

➢ Km 1452: Cross the Mos River (река Мось) – Not quite one kilometer before passing 

through Ferma, the train crosses over this minor stream. It begins approximately five 

kilometers to the northeast. After passing under the rail line, it flows less than one kilometer 

west until it merges into the right bank of the Mulyanka River (река Мулянка). The 52 

kilometer-long Mulyanka, a minor left tributary of the Kama, begins about 30 kilometers to 

the southeast and ends in 20 kilometers northwest on the Kama.  

 

➢ Km 1453: Ferma (станция Ферма) – This village is for the most part along the east side of 

the rails.  

 

➢ Km 1454: Cross the Bolshaya Risa River (река Большая Риса) – Not quite one kilometer 

after passing Ferma, the train crosses over this little stream. It starts less than five kilometers 

due east; it ends in 350 meters by joining the right bank of the Mulyanka.  
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Platform Vendors 

➢ Km 1455: Branch Line West – This minor spur line travels northwest close to three 

kilometers through Nestyukovo (Нестюково), then some eight kilometers to a couple of mid-

sized switching stations and an oil tank farm in the Industrialniy section of Perm. The spur 

ends at the industrial center of Osentsiy (станция Осенцы).  

 

➢ Km 1456: Kochkino (платформа Кочкино) – A small village alongside the west of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 1457: Lobanovo (Лобаново) – There is no stop, station, or platform, it’s the 

neighborhood about a kilometer to the west side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1460: Klestovskiy (платформа Клестовский) – A tiny village along the right side of the 

railroad.  

 

➢ Km 1462: Gorbunovo (платформа Горбуново) – A small village mostly to the west of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1466: Mulyanka (станция Мулянка) – A village of close to 2,200 persons spread over 

both sides of the rail line. The village takes its name from the nearby river Mulyanka (река 

Мулянка) that the rail line has been following for the last few kilometers. The Mulyanka 

River originates about 15 kilometers due west of town. The rail line doesn’t cross it, but from 

here, the river travels north about 35 kilometers where it joins the Kama less than one 

kilometer downstream (west) of the Perm railroad bridge near Perm II Station.  

 

➢ Km 1470: Platform 1470 (платформа 1470).  

 

➢ Km 1474: Yug (станция Юг; “South”) – The 

smallest of stations, it’s actually located in Bershet 

(Бершеть) which is a fairly large village of about 

3,750 persons. The village of Yug is located about 12 

kilometers due west.  

 

➢ Km 1476: Cross the Yug River (река Юг) – About 

one kilometer south of Bershet, the rails pass over the 

Yug River. The Yug begins almost 30 kilometers to 

the northwest, above the village of Yug. The river 

ends about eight kilometers to the southeast when it 

joins the Babka (река Бабка), a tributary of the Sylva 

(река Сильва).  

 

➢ Km 1476: Branch Line West – This minor spur runs 

close to eight kilometers and serves several industrial 

sites.  

 

➢ Km 1478: Platform 1478 (платформа 1478).  
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Ural Mountain Scenery near KM 1500 

➢ Km 1481: Yanychi (станция Янычи) – A small village that lies north of the railroad tracks 

and south of the Yug River.  

 

➢ Km 1483: Cross the Babka River (река Бабка) – A single truss spans the 30 meter-wide 

Babka River at this crossing. The Babka is a 162 kilometer-long left tributary of the Sylva 

River (река Сылва), which it joins five kilometers above Kungur (Кунгур). It begins about 

75 kilometers southwest of the rail crossing. Although the river twists and turns and makes a 

large northern, then southern, arc, its overall flow is from west to east. From the rail crossing, 

it’s about 50 kilometers southeast to its confluence. From Kungur, the Sylva heads north 

about 150 kilometers until it merges with the Chusovaya River (река Чусовая) just north of 

the town of Sylva (Сылва). The merged rivers only flow another 20 kilometers west to their 

confluence with the Kama River, about five kilometers north of the Kama Hydroelectric 

Station and dam.  

 

The Sylva and Chusovoya meet in what is called the Chusovskoy Cove (Чусовской Бухта) 

of the Kamskiy Reservoir (Камское водохранилище), also known as the Perm Reservoir 

(Пермское водохранилище). The reservoir has a surface area of 1915 square kilometers. It 

begins at the dam 14 kilometers north of Perm and backs up the waters of the Kama more 

than 250 kilometers. At the same time, it also backs up both the Sylva and the Chusovoya 

Rivers more than 100 kilometers each.  

 

Interestingly, the Babka’s source waters arise only about 15 kilometers east of the Kama 

River, near the tiny village of Lesnoy (Лесной). A cork dropped in the water there would 

first have to travel the 162 kilometers to just above Kungur, then another 150 kilometers 

downstream on the Sylva, 20 through the Chusovskoy Cove, then five to the dam. From 

there, it would float 185 kilometers downstream until it reached the same place 15 kilometers 

to the east where it began – altogether more than 525 kilometers by river to cover what the 

crow would fly in 15!  

 

➢ Km 1488: Kukushtan (станция 

Кукуштан) – A small town of about 5,300 

persons. The town is more or less equally 

divided by the railroad and almost all of it 

lies just south of the Babka River.  

 

➢ Km 1490: Platoshino (платформа 

Платошино) – This platform serves this 

small village on both sides of the tracks. 

 

➢ Km 1490: Cross the Platoshinka River 

(река Платошинка) – Less than 400 

meters after passing the Platoshino 

Platform, the train crosses this minor 

tributary. It begins some five kilometers to 

the southwest; from the tracks it flows just about one kilometer east until its mouth on the 

right bank of the Babka.   
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KM 1512 Yergach Railway Station 

➢ Km 1492: Platform 1492 (платформа 1492) –Ever since the train crossed over the Babka, 

it’s been following the river’s course downstream towards Kungur. It is usually not visible as 

it flows about one kilometer north or east of the railroad tracks. About one and a half 

kilometers after this platform however, the train comes within 350 meters of the river – that’s 

about the closest it usually gets.  

 

➢ Km 1496: Cross the Yumiysh River (река Юмыш) – Nearby the little village of Martiynovo 

(Мартыново), the train passes over this small creek. It has its source about 35 kilometers 

southwest of the rail crossing. After passing under the tracks, it continues approximately one 

kilometer northeast until it merges into the right bank of the Babka. From that junction, the 

Babka travels about another 30 kilometers southeast until it joins the Sylva River about ten 

kilometers upstream north from Kungur.  

 

➢ Km 1498: Kurashimskiy (платформа Курашимский) – A tiny hamlet.  

 

➢ Km 1499: Cross the Kushtanka River (река Куштанка) – This minor tributary of the Babka 

begins about 20 kilometers west of the rail crossing. It ends one kilometer east where it 

merges into the Babka.  

 

➢ Km 1503: Kylasovo (Кыласово) – At a few places along this stretch, the train comes within 

several hundred meters of the Babka River.  

 

➢ Km 1505: Platform 1505 (платформа 1505).  

 

➢ Km 1509: Cross the Bizyarka River (река Бизярка) – This little stream has its origins 

approximately 20 kilometers west of the rails. It ends in less than one kilometer east when it 

joins the right bank of the Babka. The confluence of the two rivers is also marked by the 

small village of Kombinat (Комбинат; lit., “combine,” but more properly translated as 

“plant”). The large processing plant, with rail access, is immediately to the south and west of 

town; the vast open-air mine is to the north. 

It’s connected to the town and the plant by 

a bridge over the Babka. The next village, 

Kazaevo (Казаево), is about one kilometer 

east along the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1512: Yergach (станция Ергач) – Just 

as the train is passing through this little 

village (heading east), it crosses over 

several watercourses – oxbows – that were 

part of the Babka River before being 

altered by construction of the railroad. Also 

in sight are several large open-cast gypsum 

mines and processing plants both before 

and after town. This general area has many 

gypsum deposits.  
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➢ Km 1518: Bliniy (платформа Блины) – The village of Shadeika (Шадейка) is one 

kilometers southeast. About a half a kilometer northeast is the tiny village of Ludino 

(Лудино) and less than one kilometer west is the equally small Turai (Турай).  

 

➢ Km 1520: Cross the Shadeika River (река Шадейка) – This minor tributary has its 

beginnings some ten kilometers to the southwest of the rail crossing and the village of 

Shadeika. After it passes under the tracks, it runs less than one kilometer north until it merges 

into the right bank of the Babka shortly before it, in turn, ends when it joins the Sylva.  

 

➢ Km 1525: Irenskiy (станция Иренский) – A mid-sized village, north of the tracks, and 

named for the Iren River (река Ирень).  

 

➢ Km 1527: Sylva River (река Сылва) – At this point, the train comes close to 100 meters of 

the Sylva, which is about 125 meters wide in this general area. Then, less than a kilometer 

further down the tracks, the train comes alongside the Iren (река Ирень), a 214 kilometer-

long tributary of the Sylva.  

 

➢ Km 1530: Gipsiy (платформа Гипсы) – This fairly large village, whose name means 

“gypsum,” lies north of the rail tracks and south of the confluence of the Babka River with 

the Sylva. The Sylva is used by barges to transport vast quantities of gypsum to market. 

Immediately before entering town is the only place where the train tracks run directly 

alongside the Babka River. After this little union of perhaps 500 meters, the Babka turns 

north and in three kilometers ends by joining the Slyva.  

 

➢ Km 1532: Cross the Iren River (река Ирень) – The Iren flows from south to north. It starts 

about 200 kilometers due south near the small village of Verkh-Iren (Верх Ирень; “Upper 

Iren”), which is close to the southern end of Perm Krai, about 40 kilometers north of the 

border with the Republic of Bashkortostan (Республика Башкортостан). It ends with its 

confluence on the Sylva about seven kilometers north of the rail crossing. The crossing itself 

is a set of twin single-span trusses. The river is 50 meters wide at the crossing.  

 

Also called “Bashkiriya” (Башкирия), Bashkortostan is the ethnic home of the Bashkir 

people. Bashkirs are Muslim, similar to Tatars. The population of the Republic is 

approximately 4,000,000. Its administrative capital, more or less in the center of the 

province, is Ufa (Уфа) which has about one million inhabitants. The ethnic composition of 

the Republic is 36 percent Russian, 30 percent Bashkir, and 25 percent Tatar. There are tiny 

percentages of a number of others.  

 

Perhaps the most famous Bashkir known around the world is the celebrated dancer Rudolf 

Nureyev (Рудольф Хаметович Нуреев; 1938-93). In fact, he was part-Bashkir and mostly-

Tatar. He was raised in Ufa and first studied dance there, starting with Bashkir folk dances. 

He later was accepted by the Kirov Ballet Theatre in Leningrad where he remained until his 

defection to the west in 1961. He spent the rest of his life based in Paris where he became the 

director of the Paris Opera Ballet. Nureyev died of AIDS in a hospital in the Paris suburbs 

and is buried in the Russian cemetery in Sainte-Geneviève-des-Bois, also near Paris.  
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The Kungur Ice Cave  

If you are reading this book while riding on the Trans-Siberian, you might be interested to 

know that Nureyev was born on the train, near Irkutsk, alongside Lake Baikal. At the time, 

his mother was traveling to Vladivostok to visit her husband who was stationed there. She 

delivered somewhat unexpectedly.  

 

➢ Km 1533: Platform 1533 (платформа 1533).  

 

➢ Km 1535: Kungur (станция Кунгур) – A not-too-big city of about 70,000, Kungur is 

famous for its Ice Cave (Кунгурская ледяная пещера), which is located six kilometers 

outside of town in the village of Filippovka (Филипповка). The cave is on the right bank of 

the Sylva River, a 493 kilometer-long tributary of the Chusovaya. Most, but not all, of 

Kungur is found between the left bank 

(southern side) of the Sylva and the right 

bank (east side) of the Iren River.  

 

The mineral composition of the Ural 

Mountains in this region is mostly 

limestone, a sedimentary rock particularly 

susceptible to erosion by water. In many 

places in the world, including here, the 

combination of limestone and water, 

naturally slightly acidic, leads to “Karst” 

topography – that is, geological formations 

of exotic shapes, the carving of caves, and 

indirectly, the formation of stalagmites and 

stalactites within those caves.  

 

Over millennia, the karst limestone of 

Kungur has formed one of the deepest and largest cave networks in all of Russia. Although it 

is not known precisely how long the Kungur Cave may be, six kilometers of labyrinthine 

passages, and dozens of grottoes, have been extensively explored. A little more than one 

kilometer is open to tourists. Although there is a railway station at Kungur, it is not a stop on 

the Trans-Siberian trains. The most convenient way to reach the town is to stop at Perm and 

continue by a local train or by car. From Kungur station, another local train would thereafter 

continue to Yekaterinburg. It’s the same line.  

 

Beginning just as the train is leaving town, the railroad tracks parallel the Sylva River – right 

alongside of it. This will continue for about the next 15 kilometers. The river is about 100 to 

125 meters wide through most of this area.  

 

Km 1536: Cross the Kosarikha River (река Косариха) – Less than one kilometer east after 

passing Kungar Rail Station, the train passes over this small city stream. It begins less than 

five kilometers due south of the rail crossing. From the crossing it flows north almost exactly 

two kilometers to its confluence on the left bank of the Sylva River.  

 

➢ Km 1544: Chkali (платформа Чикали) – A couple of buildings along the river.  
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➢ Km 1549: Kamai (платформа Камаи) – A tiny settlement along a bend of the Sylva River.  

 

➢ Km 1551: Platform 1551 (платформа 1551).  

 

➢ Km 1555: Kishert (станция Кишерть) – The railway station is Kishert. It’s located in the 

village of Ust-Kishert (Усть-Кишерть; lit., “mouth” of the Kishert) which has a population 

of 4,800 persons. The town straddles the Kishert River which the train line crosses a few 

hundred meters east of the rail station. The town lies on the south side (left bank) of the 

Sylva River.  

 

➢ Km 1555: Cross the Kishert River (река Кишерть; locally called “Kishertka”) – Less than 

500 meters east after passing Kishert Rail Station, the train passes over this small tributary. 

The Kishert ends a little more than two kilometers north of the station when it merges into 

the left bank of the Sylva. It begins about 40 kilometers to the south, a little below the village 

of Kovalyevo (Ковалево).  

 

➢ Km 1559: Platform 1559 (платформа 1559) – There are several small villages in the vicinity 

but the closest to this platform are Salamatovo (Саламатово) and Makhali (Махали).  

 

➢ Km 1562: Pyatkova (платформа Пятково) – Perhaps two dozen dwellings on the south side 

of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1566: Shkolnaya (платформа Школьная) – The little village immediately to the south 

is Spaso-Barda (Спасо-Барда), named after the nearby Barda River (река Барда) which has 

its confluence with the Sylva two kilometers to the north.  

 

➢ Km 1567: Cross the Sylva River (река Сылва) – Although the rail line has run alongside or 

close to the Sylva in many places before this point, here, for the first time, but not the last, 

the train crosses it. The Sylva is just under 100 meters wide at this crossing. It is spanned by 

twin single-truss bridges.  

 

The Sylva has an overall length of 493 kilometers. Its source waters flow from the western 

slopes of the Ural Mountains almost 300 kilometers before they reach this crossing. They 

begin near the small village of Vyrubki (Вырубки) which is about 20 kilometers southeast of 

Sylvinskiy Pond (пруд Сылвинский). The village of Sylva (Сылва) lies on the western end 

of Sylvinskiy Pond and both are about eight kilometers north of the town of Shalya (Шаля).  
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Ural Mountain Scenery near KM 1600 

Heading downstream from here, the Sylva flows about 200 kilometers northwest until it joins 

the Chusovaya River a bit north of a second town named Sylva at Chusovskoy Cove 

(Чусовской Бухта). Essentially, the Sylva (and the Chusovaya) Rivers become part of the 

Kamskiy (or Kamskoe) Reservoir (Камское водохранилище) – also known as the Perm 

Reservoir (Пермское водохранилище). The reservoir is formed by a dam on the Kama 

River 13 kilometers upstream (north) from Perm. At the dam is the Kama Hydroelectric 

Plant, known as “Kam GES” (Камская гидроэлектростанция or Кам ГЭС).  

 

➢ Km 1570: Shumkovo (станция Шумково) – Most of this small village lies immediately 

north of the railroad tracks and south of the Barda River. The Barda is a 209 kilometer-long 

right tributary of the Sylva. It ends at its confluence on the Sylva two kilometers west of the 

village. It begins 200 kilometers northeast near the village of Kyn (Кын), not far from the 

Perm Krai – Sverdlovsk Oblast administrative border.  

 

➢ Km 1572: Platform 1572 (платформа 1572) – This platform serves the few houses that 

constitute the hamlet of Verkhnyaya Opalikha (Верхняя Опалиха).  

 

➢ Km 1577: Tyurikovo (платформа Тюриково) – Several dwellings along the east side of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1585: Tulumbasiy (платформа Тулумбасы) – A tiny village with a population of just 

over 100. Most of the village is to the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1594: Lyok (станция Лёк) – Another tiny rural settlement, this one also mostly south of 

the rails.  

 

➢ Km 1597: Cross the Lyok River (река 

Лёк) – A little more than two kilometers 

east after passing through Lyok, the train 

crosses over this small stream. The Lyok 

begins here and flows approximately 50 

kilometers; first south, then west, until it 

joins the right bank of the Sylva about five 

kilometers southwest of Shumkovo.  

 

➢ Km 1602: Cross the Malaya Molebka 

River (река Малая Молебка) – This little 

tributary begins approximately seven 

kilometers to the north. From the rail 

crossing, it travels south some eight 

kilometers until its confluence with the 

Bolshaya Molebka (река Большая Молебка). From that union, the newly named Molebka 

River (река Молебка) runs another 30 kilometers southeast until its confluence on the right 

bank of the Sylva River at the small village of Molebka (Молебка).  

  

➢ Km 1605: Kordon (станция Кордон) – A fairly large village of several hundred residents.  
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KM 1629: Cross the Sylva River 

 

➢ Km 1606: Cross the Bolshaya Molebka River (река Большая Молебка) – This tributary 

starts about five kilometers north; from the railroad it flows southwest close to nine 

kilometers where it meets the Malaya Molebka River. From that point, the Molebka flows 

almost 30 kilometers to Molebka and the Sylva River.  

 

➢ Km 1610: Perm – Sverdlovsk Border – There’s no large marker to indicate any boundary, 

but this is another regional border. Traveling eastbound, the train leaves Perm Krai and enters 

Sverdlovskaya Oblast (Свердловская область). The oblast’s population is about 4,300,000. 

The provincial capital is Yetkaterinburg (Екатеринбург) which was formerly known as 

Sverdlovsk (Свердловск). By reverting to its original name, the city dropped the reference to 

the former Bolshevik leader Yakov Sverdlov (Яков Михойлович Свердлов; 1885–1919); 

however the oblast did not change its name. Yetkaterinburg has a population close to 

1,400,000, making it the fourth largest city in Russia.  

 

Most of Sverdlovskaya lies on the eastern slopes of the Middle and North Urals and the 

westernmost section of the Western Siberian Plain. Yekaterinburg straddles the border 

between Europe and Asia. For the next two and a half kilometers south, the rail line straddles 

the Perm-Sverdlovsk border, crossing it several times before continuing east.  

 

➢ Km 1613: Glukhar (разъезд Глухарь; “Capercaillie,” a type of grouse) – This siding is more 

of a small clearing in the forest than a village.  

 

➢ Km 1619: Shutyom (станция Шутём) – Almost nothing, a few houses to the north of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1623: Cross the Baskaya River (река Баская) – This small river begins about a dozen 

kilometers northwest, several kilometers north of Glukhar. Immediately before it passes 

under the rail line, it merges with the ten 

kilometer-long Ivanovka River (река 

Ивановка). One and a half kilometers 

south, it ends when it joins the right bank 

of the Sylva at the village of Nizhnyaya 

Baskaya (Нижняя Баская).  

 

➢ Km 1624: Nizhnyaya Baskaya 

(платформа Нижняя Баская; “Lower” 

Baskaya) – A tiny village to the south of 

the rail tracks. The village (which may 

have 20 or 30 residents) is sited 

immediately to the north of the confluence 

of the Baskaya and Sylva Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 1629: Cross the Sylva River (река 

Сылва) – The river here is about 100 
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meters wide. Although there is a small section of Shamariy Village (Шамары) to the north, 

most of the town lies to the south and east of the river.  

 

➢ Km 1631: Shamariy (станция Шамары) – The railroad and the Sylva River fairly well mark 

the northern boundary of this large village. Its western border is formed by the Vogulka 

River (река Вогулка) which has its confluence with the left bank of the Sylva here. It’s one 

of the larger tributaries of the Sylva; it begins 113 kilometers to the southeast, quite near the 

village of Sarga (Сарга).  

 

For about one kilometer as the train is leaving town, it follows the Sylva for the last time. 

From here, the river turns north and east towards its source and the Trans-Siberian continues 

on a southeast route towards Yekaterinburg.  

 

➢ Km 1641: Kozyal (платформа Козьял; “Goat”) – The smallest of villages, the railroad runs 

right through it. The town draws its unusual name from the Great and Small Goat Rivers, 

both of which are about a kilometer north. The Small Goat (река Малый Козьял) is a ten 

kilometer-long right tributary of the Great Goat (река Большой Козьял). The Great Goat is 

an east-to-west flowing, 20 kilometer-long, minor left bank tributary of the Sylva which it 

joins at the east side of Shamariy.  

 

➢ Km 1651: Vogulka (станция Вогулка) – This small village takes its name from the nearby 

river although it is not directly on it. Instead, the village lies next to one of the sources of the 

Vogulka. The small tributary runs 20 kilometers west until it joins the Vogulka about a dozen 

kilometers south of Shamariy. From that junction, the Vogulka flows 15 kilometers north 

until it merges into the Sylva. The town is roughly evenly divided north to south by the 

railroad tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1662: Biz (платформа Бизь) – Another tiny village also divided more or less in half 

(north-south) by the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 1669: Shalya (станция Шаля) – A fairly large town of approximately 6,500 persons, the 

train runs right through it from west to east, thus dividing it north and south.  

 

➢ Km 1671: Cross the Shalya River (река Шаля) – Not quite two kilometers east after passing 

the railroad station, almost at the outskirts of town, the train passes over this minor tributary 

of the Sylva. It begins about five kilometers south of town and runs north from the crossing 

another dozen kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Sylva.  

 

From this confluence, it is less than two kilometers upstream east until the Sylvinskiy 

Reservoirs (водохранилище Сылвинский; also called Sylvinskiy Pond, пруд 

Сылвинский), a scenic couple of small lakes popular in the summer months with local 

residents. On Sylvinskiy’s western shore is the small village of Sylva – not to be confused 

with the Sylva 150 kilometers northwest on the Kamskoye Reservoir, 30 kilometers east of 

Perm. Sylvinskiy Pond is oddly shaped, but essentially measures about five kilometers across 

in any direction. Several small rivers and streams run into and feed the reservoir, among 
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Ural Mountain Scenery near KM 1700 

them, the Sylva River. It begins just 20 kilometers to the southeast near the village of 

Vyrubki (Вырубки).  

 

➢ Km 1679: Pastushniy (станция Пастушный) – A tiny settlement.  

 

➢ Km 1687: Sarga (станция Сарга) – A small village of about 1,250 persons; the train runs 

through it from north to south, dividing the town into east and west halves. The town takes its 

name from the nearby river Sarga (река Сарга) which begins about five kilometers east of 

town. From here, it flows about 15 

kilometers north until it joins Sylvinskiy 

Pond and the Sylva River.  

 

➢ Km 1689: Cross the Sarga River (река 

Сарга) – A little more than two kilometers 

southeast after passing the village of Sarga, 

the train crosses over this tiny tributary. 

The Sarga begins about three kilometers 

southwest of the rail crossing, then flows 

northwest close to 20 kilometers until it 

joins the southern end (left bank) of the 

Sylvinskiy Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 1693: Baskinskiy (платформа 

Баскинский) – A place on the map, there 

is nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 1701: Berloga (платформа Берлога; lit., “Den”) – Another emply place.  

 

➢ Km 1705: Cross the Talaya River (река Талая) – This little river begins approximately ten 

kilometers northwest of the rail crossing. From here, it flows southeast less than five 

kilometers, a little past Sabik (Сабик), where it merges into the left bank of the Utka River 

(река Утка).  

 

➢ Km 1708: Sabik (станция Сабик) – A small village most of which is to the south and west 

of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1710: Cross the Utka River (река Утка; “Duck”) – Two kilometers east after passing 

through the little village of Sabik, the train crosses over the Duck River. Twin short spans 

cross it as it’s only about five meters wide.  

 

The river begins less than 20 kilometers to the southeast, about eight kilometers west of 

Kuzino (Кузино). From the crossing, the Utka flows northeast some 20 kilometers until it 

joins the waters of four kilometer-long Staroutkinskiy Pond (пруд Староуткинский), a small 

scenic lake on the south shore of the town of Staroutkinsk (Староуткинск; “Old Duck”). The 

Utka exits the pond on its northern end at Staroutkinsk and in less than one kilometer merges 

into the left bank of the 592 kilometer-long Chusovaya River (река Чусовая). From this 
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confluence, the Chusovaya flows approximately 400 kilometers northwest, through the towns 

of Chusovoye (Чусовое), Voronovka (Вороновка), and Chusovoy (Чусовой), before 

meeting its end at the confluence of the Kama at the Gulf of Chusovoy on Perm Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 1718: Merkitasikha (платформа Меркитасиха) – A tiny village most of which is on the 

north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1721: Cross the Bolshaya Sibirka River (река Большая Сибирка; “Big Siberia River”) 

– This river starts less than 500 meters west of the rail line. From there, it runs northeast 

close to 13 kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of the north-flowing Chusovaya River.  

 

➢ Km 1726: Branch Line North – A branch line begins here and runs some 200 kilometers 

northwest through Volyny (Волыны) → Utkinskiy Zavod (Уткинский Завод) → Vyrubki 

(Вырубки → Ilim (Илим) → Kharenki/Kolpakovka (Харенки/Колпаковка) → Un (Унь) → 

Rassolenki (Рассоленки) → Kyn (Кын) → Kumysh (Кумыш) → Kormovishche 

(Кормовище) → Verkh Lysva (Верх Лысьва) → Nevidimka (невидимка) → Lysva 

(Лысьва) → ending at Kalino (Калино). From Kalino, the branch diverges and runs 

northeast to Chusovoy and points beyond and southwest to Sylva and Perm.  

 

➢ Km 1727: Cross the Kamenka River (река Каменка) – This river starts less than five 

kilometers west of the rail line. From its crossing point under the rails, it travels northeast 

about seven kilometers to its confluence on the left bank of the Chusovaya.  

 

➢ Km 1728: Kuzino (станция Кузино) – A town of approximately 3,700 persons. The rail line 

divides it diagonally into northeast and southwest halves.  

 

➢ Km 1729: Cross the Belaya Kamenka River (река Белая Каменка) – The “White” Kamenka 

originates approximately ten kilometers west of the rail line. From here, it travels north about 

three kilometers until its mouth on the right bank of the Kamenka River. From that union, the 

Kamenka continues some four kilometers northeast to its confluence on the left bank of the 

Chusovaya River. From there, the Chusovaya travels more than 400 kilometers northwest 

through Chusovoye and Chusovoy until it joins the right bank of the Sylva River, now part of 

the Kamskoye Reservoir. From the Sylva-Chusovaya confluence, the river-reservoir runs 

approxmately 20 more kilometers west until it merges into the left bank of the Kama River 

about 20 kilometers upstream northeast from Perm.  

 

➢ Km 1729: Branch Line South – While still within the town limits, about one kilometer 

southeast of Kuzino Station, the rails divide as a branch line begins. If traveling east, the 

right fork heads south 30 kilometers through Pereskachka (Перескачка) for Druzhinino 

(Дружинино). From there, three more routes begin serving points south, east, and west.  

 

The left fork of the divide, which is the main line of the Trans-Siberian, continues east 

towards Yekaterinburg. We’ll stay on the main line.  

 

➢ Km 1735: Cross the Mezhevaya Utka River (река Межевая Утка) – About two kilometers 

north above the small town of Novoutkinsk (Новоуткинск; “New Duck”), a double span of 
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single truss bridges takes us over this little stream, one of some 150 tributaries of the 

Chusovoya.  

 

The Mezhevaya Utka begins approximately 50 kilometers to the south, about 15 kilometers 

west of the small town of Revda (Ревда), which is south of Pervouralsk (Первоуральск). 

Along the way, at Novoutkinsk, the river feeds into and then exits the five kilometer-long 

Utkinskiy Pond (пруд Уткинский; “Duck Pond”). Following the river north downstream 

from the rail crossing leads in two kilometers to its confluence on the left bank of the 

Chusovaya at the village of Sloboda (Слобода). The Mezhevaya Utka is about 20 to 25 

meters wide at the rail crossing.  

 

➢ Km 1737: Kourovka (станция Коуровка) – Most of this town of over 1,000 persons is 

located on the left bank (south side) of the Chusovaya River. On the right bank (north side) is 

the town of “Progress” (Прогресс), which is about the same size. 

 

At the northeastern end of Kourovka (or the southeastern end of Progress), the Chusovaya is 

joined by one of its tributaries, the Bolshoi Shishim (река Большой Шишим). Its source is 

about 50 kilometers northeast, some 15 kilometers south of Novouralsk (Новоуральск; lit., 

“New Urals”). As the train exits Kourovka, it starts to track the Chusovaya River. It follows 

the river upstream (southeast) for the next 30 kilometers, all the way to Pervouralsk 

(Первоуральск).  

 

➢ Km 1737: Branch Line North –Not far from the center of town there is a mostly derelict 

freight line that branches to the north and runs 50 kilometers. It terminates about 15 

kilometers west of the village of Verkhniy Tagil (Верхний Тагил). There is also a short spur 

running southwest close to three kilometers to Novoutkinsk.  

 

➢ Km 1747: Boitsiy (станция Бойцы; “Soldiers” or “Fighters”) – There are at least four large 

open-air gypsum mines surrounding this little town.  

 

➢ Km 1748: Cross the Cheremsha River (река Черемша) – This river terminates on the left 

bank of the Chusovaya less than 600 meters north of the rail crossing. It is formed by the 

confluence of the six kilometer-long Bolshaya Cheremsha (река Большая Черемша) and the 

eight kilometer-long Malaya Cheremsha (река Малая Черемша) Rivers about a dozen 

kilometers due south of here.  

 

➢ Km 1749: Krylosovo (Крылосово) – A village of just under 1,000 residents that developed 

between the north side of the railroad tracks and the south side (left bank) of the Chusovaya 

River. There are large open-air gypsum and mineral wool mines surrounding this town and 

the nearby towns. The train passes right by several of the mines.  

 

➢ Km 1751: Graviniy (платформа Гравийный; “Gravel”) – This town’s surrounded by 

several sand and gravel mines.  
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➢ Km 1753: Cross the Bitimka River (река Битимка) – This little river originates some 15 

kilometers to the south. From the railroad tracks, it runs north less than one kilometer to its 

mouth on the left bank of the Chusovaya.  

 

➢ Km 1753: Bitimka (Битимка) – A small village of about 1,300 inhabitants, Bitimka is one of 

many mining towns along the rail line. Immediately to the northwest is another, Konovalovo 

(Коновалова), and directly north on the other side of the Chusovaya River is one more, 

Veresovka (Вересовка).  

 

➢ Km 1755: Cross the Petrushikha River (река Петрушиха) – This small stream starts about 

ten kilometers southeast near the little village of Sad Petrushikha (Сад Петрушиха). Most of 

its flow is diverted for use in mining wash ponds, but what little remains empties into the left 

bank of the Chusovaya about 250 meters north of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1756: Bilimbai (станция Билимбай) – A town of 6,000 residents, Bilimbai is the largest 

of these mining towns. Most of the town lies to the north of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1764: Cross the Shaitanka River (река Шайтанка) – This minor tributary begins 

approximately 20 kilometers southwest. After passing under the tracks, it runs north about 

one kilometer to its end on the Chusovaya.  

 

➢ Km 1765: Podvoloshnaya (станция Подволошная) – This station is in the heart of an 

industrial and mining zone about five kilometers west of Pervouralsk.  

 

➢ Km 1766: Branch Line South – A little less than 600 meters south of Podvoloshnaya Station, 

a branch line forks to the right and runs south. It travels ten kilometers to the metal mining 

town of Revda (Ревда) where it divides in three directions, south, east, and west. Revda is a 

city of some 60,000 persons and calls itself the “First City in Europe” due to its location 

along the Europe-Asia continental divide. The left fork at the Podvoloshnaya split is the main 

line and it continues east to Pervouralsk. As usual, we’ll stay on the main line.  
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Europe – Asia Border Monuments 
There’s a confusing little collection of Europe–Asia 
Border Monuments located between Pervouralsk and 
Yekaterinburg. Each purports to mark the boundary 
between Europe and Asia and each has a decent claim on 
that distinction for it depends on how one measures the 
border and where one takes its measurements.  

 

 

➢ Km 1767: Cross the Chusovaya River (река 

Чусовая) – This is the first and only time that the 

train crosses this major left tributary of the Kama. At 

this point, the river is only about 30 meters wide. It’s 

spanned by a twin set of single-truss bridges.  

 

From here, one could follow the Chusovaya south 

(upstream) close to 200 kilometers towards its source 

in the northern part of Chelyabinsk Oblast (Челябинская область). Quite a bit smaller than 

Sverdlovskaya, Chelyabinskaya Oblast lies immediately below Sverdlovsk Oblast. Its 

southern border is with Kazakhstan. It has a population of some three and half million and its 

capital city is Chelyabinsk (Челябинск). It has about 1.1 million residents. Chelyabinsk 

Oblast is highly urbanized and has many industrial centers.  

 

The Chusovaya is almost 600 kilometers long, although it’s closer to 900 if one includes its 

source streams, the Poldnevaya Chusovaya (Полдневая Чусовая) and the Zapadanaya 

Chusovaya (Западная Чусовая). The river is most unusual in that it originates on the eastern 

slopes of the Ural Mountains in Asia, crosses the continental divide, then flows on the 

western side of the Urals through European Russia.  

 

From this rail crossing, the Chusovaya flows downstream approximately 400 kilometers 

north, through the towns of Chusovoye (Чусовое),Voronovka (Вороновка), and Chusovoy 
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KM 1771: Pervouralsk – “First of the Urals” 

(Чусовой), before meeting its end at the Gulf of Chusovoy confluence on the Kama River at 

Perm Reservoir.  

 

The Chusovaya is famous for its giant limestone rock formations in the river and along the 

shore. They are known as boitsy (бойцы; lit., “fighters”) as some of them are a danger to 

shipping. Nevertheless, they are a popular tourist attraction. There are about two hundred 

such rocks in all; a number of them bear individual names and some fifty are protected by the 

state as natural monuments.  

 

In its course, the Chusovaya is fed by some 150 minor and major tributaries. One in 

particular, the Kumysh (река Кумыш), is known for disappearing for six kilometers – it goes 

underground. The river flows, then disappears – called нырок (niyrok, English: “dive”) – 

then re-appears. That’s called вынырок (viynyrok, English: “coming to the surface”). It’s a 

most unusual characteristic attributable to the limestone cave composition of the area. This 

disappearing phenomenon occurs in several other rivers in the Urals.  

 

➢ Km 1771: Pervouralsk (станция Первоуральск) – An industrial and mining city of 

approximately 135,000 residents, Pervouralsk’s name literally translates as “First of the 

Urals.” The city is located on the central slopes of the Ural Mountains on the right bank (east 

side) of the Chusovaya River and is considered the last stop in European Russia (or the first 

stop if traveling westbound).  

 

In fact, several rivers come together and 

meet in and around Pervouralsk. The 75 

kilometer-long Revda (река Ревда) comes 

up from the town of Revda and joins the 

Chusovaya about eight kilometers south of 

the Pervouralsk Rail Station. And the Big 

Shaytanka (река Мост Шайтанка), which 

forms part of the drinking water supply of 

the city, also joins the Chusovaya in town. 

Because of the great water resources and 

rich mineral and rock deposits in this area, 

both Pervouralsk and Revda developed 

into some of the first mining centers of the 

Urals in the early 1700s. If your train stops 

for more than a few minutes and you wish 

to see an open-cast gypsum/mineral wool mine, there’s a large one less than 500 meters south 

of the rail station. But be careful, although it’s very close, the walk to it is not easy – it is an 

extremely industrial area more easily crossed in an earth-moving loader or tractor than on 

foot.  

 

It may also be said that Pervouralsk is famous for its collection of Europe-Asia Border 

Monuments and Obelisks. There are a number of them in and around town. We’ll discuss this 

below.  
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KM 1777: The Europe–Asia Obelisk 

➢ Km 1773: Novotalitsa (платформа Новоталица) – It is not until about this point that the 

train leaves the city and enters some open countryside.  

 

➢ Km 1775: Cross the Talitsa River (река Талица) – This little creek develops about three 

kilometers to the northeast. From the rail crossing it flows close to seven kilometers west 

until its mouth on the right bank of the Chusovaya.  

 

➢ Km 1777: Vershina (платформа Вершина; “Hilltop”) – Europe-Asia Border Obelisk – Here 

is the most well known of the Europe-Asia Monuments; and the oldest, it was built in 1837. 

It’s a white obelisk on the south side of the tracks about 25 meters east of the Vershina rail 

platform. It is about four meters high and not illuminated, so if passing by night, you won’t 

see it. If you’re passing by day, keep a sharp lookout, for there is no stop and no 

announcement on the train.  

 

Since there is no ocean or river or other 

great physical demarcation separating 

Eurasia, the Urals have traditionally been 

considered the boundary between the 

“continents” of Europe and Asia. Thus, 

one reason for the multiplicity of Europe-

Asia border markers in and around 

Pervouralsk is that there really is no exact 

place where one continent can be said to 

end and another begin.  

 

In general terms however, most 

geographers and cartographers accept a 

definition of the Europe-Asia border that 

extends for approximately 5,500 

kilometers. From north to south, the first 2,800 kilometers run from the Arctic Ocean at the 

Kara Sea along the Ural Mountain Range and then follows along the course of the Ural River 

to the Caspian Sea. Accordingly, the Black Sea is always in Europe and the Caspian is 

always in Asia. The border then continues its next approximate 900 kilometers along the 

western side of the Caspian; then almost 600 across the Caucasus; followed by a final 1,100 

kilometers across the southern shoreline of the Black Sea to Istanbul.  

 

That latter city enjoys the honor of being a true trans-continental city: its western section 

fully in Europe; its eastern portion in Asia – and the two divided by the Bosporus Strait. All 

the Thrace of Turkey, Greece, and Bulgaria are wholly in Europe. All the remainder of 

Turkey is in Asia as it is separated from Greece and the rest of Europe by the Sea of 

Marmara, the Dardanelles, and the Aegean Sea.  
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Europe–Asia Boundary 
The white western side of the map is 
always considered Europe; the dark 
eastern side is likewise always Asia. The 
yellow middle section’s placement in 
Europe or Asia has varied over time 
and by authority. Lines A-I have all 
been used as the boundary. Presently, 
most geographers accept the line in red 
which extends from the Kara Sea to the 
Caspian, then to the Black Sea and 
finishes through the Bosphorus. Under 
this definition, all the Urals and most 
of the Caucasus are in Europe.  

Historically, the Urals have been placed in Europe 

when the boundary is on their eastern side. They are 

in Asia when the border is placed on their western 

edge. And they are divided into Asia and Europe – 

split in the middle – when their watershed (the 

continental divide) is used as the frontier.  

 

➢ Km 1782: Cross the Reshyotka River (река Решётка) 

– This minor tributary of the Iset (река Исеть) begins 

in the wetlands and marshes about five kilometers 

northwest of the rail tracks and less than two 

kilometers east of the source waters of the previously-

crossed river, the Talitsa. Accordingly, this is a true 

“watershed” moment as the Reshyotka flows east and 

the Talitsa flows west. The train has crossed the 

continental divide of Europe and Asia as defined by 

their water-flows.  

 

From the rail crossing, the Reshyotka flows east 

through Reshyotiy (Решёты) approximately 25 

kilometers until its confluence on the right bank of the 

Iset at Palkino (Палкино). The rail line crosses the 

Iset a bit further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 1783: Novoalekseevka (платформа 

Новоалексеевка) – A fairly large village of about 

1,600 residents. Most of the town and the adjoining 

town of Alekseevka (Алексеевка) lay to the south of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1784: Branch Line South – A short two and a half 

kilometer-long spur leads to a line that turns east three 

kilometers to Reshyotiy (Решёты) and then continues 

16 kilometers just south of and parallel to Starye 

Reshyotiy (Старые Решёты) → Severka (Северка) 

→ and Palkino before re-joining the main line 

immediately east of Sverdlovsk/Yekaterinburg. 

Alternately, before Reshyotiy, the line runs west 17 

kilometers back to Revda and all points north and west of there. Finally, another spur 

immediately east of Reshyotiy leads to points south.  

 

➢ Km 1786: Khrustalnaya (станция Хрустальная; “Crystal”) – This small station and village 

are named for Crystal Mountain (Гора Хрустальная) which is located eight kilometers to the 

east. The town claims to be the first station on the Trans-Siberian Railroad in Asia.  
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➢ Km 1788: Cross the Chasha River (река Чаша) – This little creek originates some eight 

kilometers northwest of the rail crossing; from here, it runs one kilometer south to its 

junction on the left bank of the Reshyotka River about 500 meters north of the village of 

Reshyotiy.  

 

➢ Km 1790: Budka (платформа Будка) – A platform on the northwest edge of Starye 

Reshyotiy.  

 

➢ Km 1791: Starye Reshyotiy (Старые Решёты) – This tiny village of several hundred 

persons is roughly divided in half by the Reshyotka River.  

 

➢ Km 1792: Noviye Reshyotiy (Новые Решеты) – No stop, no platform, just another tiny 

village south of the tracks and along the Reshyotka.  

 

➢ Km 1793: Cross the Severka River (река Северка) – Less than 500 meters west of Severka 

Village (Северка), the train passes over this little stream. It begins about six kilometers 

northwest of the rail crossing at the confluence of the eight kilometer-long Bolshaya Severka 

(река Большая Северка) and the eight kilometer-long Malaya Severka (река Малая 

Северка) Rivers. From the crossing, it flows less than 150 meters south and joins the left 

bank of the Reshyotka at the southern edge of the village of Severka.  

 

➢ Km 1794: Severka (станция Северка) – Named for the nearby river, this relatively large 

village of some 3,500 persons lies mostly to the north of the rail tracks. Severka is the site of 

a great granite quarry at the northeast corner of town.  

 

➢ Km 1800: Cross the Iset River (река Исеть) – There’s a set of twin bridges making the 

crossing less than 100 meters north of the confluence of the Reshyotka and right bank of the 

Iset. The Iset is 30 meters wide at this point; the Reshyotka is a large stream about 15 meters 

across. They join about one kilometer west of Palkino.  

 

From here, it’s only about 15 kilometers upriver north to the Iset’s source at Lake Isetskoye 

(озеро Исетское) which is directly east of the little town of Iset (Исеть). Both the village 

and the lake are about 20 kilometers northwest of the main passenger rail station in 

Yekaterinburg.  

 

Following the Iset downstream however, it’s quite different and a little more complicated. 

First, from the rail crossing, the Iset flows southeast a little more than three kilometers to 

Verkh Isetskiy Pond (Пруд Верх Исетский), a three by seven kilometer rectangle of water. 

From its southeastern exit point on this Upper Isetskiy Reservoir, the Iset continues less than 

ten kilometers southeast through Yekaterinburg, then some 250 kilometers southeast to 

Kataisk (Катайск).  

 

From there, it’s roughly another 250 kilometers northeast to Isetskoye (Исетское), then it’s 

close to a final 100 kilometers to the Iset’s confluence on the left bank of the 1,591 

kilometer-long Tobol River (река Тобол), immediately south of the village of Pamyatnoye 

(Памятное; “Memorial”), which is less than ten kilometers upriver south from the somewhat 
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larger town of Yalutorovsk (Ялуторовск). That latter city is about 75 kilometers southeast of 

Tyumen (Тюмень) in western Siberia. Eventually, more than 300 kilometers to the northeast, 

the Tobol meets the Irtysh (река Иртыш) at Tobolsk (Тобольск) and in time its waters 

continue to the Arctic Ocean. We’ll be meeting up with the Tobol, but not for quite a while.  

 

The Iset River is unusual in this regard: Rather than flowing north to Perm and the Kama 

River watershed, or south towards the Volga, as do essentially all the rivers on the west side 

of the Urals – here for the first time, as we have crossed into Asia and the east side of the 

Urals, rivers flow east – into Siberia and the Arctic Ocean watershed. What is unusual about 

the Iset is that some of its source waters originate on the west side of the continental divide.  

 

As we’ve seen, the Chusovaya River flows into the Kama, which in turn flows to the Volga. 

Forty kilometers west of Yekaterinburg and ten kilometers south of Pervouralsk, on a branch 

of the upper Chusovaya, just east of Revda and the Revda River – a tributary of the 

Chusovaya – is the Volchikha (Волчиха) dam and reservoir. A six kilometer canal runs from 

here east to the Reshotka River, a branch of the Iset. The canal was built to increase the water 

supply of Yekaterinburg. Because of this, waters west of the Chusovaya, which flows north 

and west, flow east, essentially in reverse direction. Accordingly, one could sail from the 

Caspian Sea, up the Volga, up the Kama, up the Chusovaya, down the canal, across the Ural 

Mountain divide, down the Iset, down the Tobol, Irtysh, and Ob Rivers to the Arctic Ocean. 

Quite an undertaking, but possible.  

 

It is because of the complexity of the Chusovaya (Europe) and Iset (Asia) watersheds that the 

placement of the Europe-Asia Monuments has been controversial. It’s not easy to definitively 

say where exactly the line should be. A good case can be made for the old obelisk, at 

Kilometer 1777 – and good cases can be made for the other ones between Pervouralsk and 

Yekaterinburg as well.  

 

➢ Km 1801: Palkino (платформа Палкино) – This little village of 650 persons has the unusual 

distinction of having two railway platforms: one is on the main line of the Trans-Siberian; the 

other is on the spur line from Reshyotiy and Revda to Yekaterinburg. At their closest points, 

they are separated by only 70 meters. The two lines do not connect until just before the 

marshaling yard at Sverdlovsk (Свердловск) several kilometers further east.  

 

➢ Km 1803: Kungurskiy Post (платформа Кунгурский пост).  

 

➢ Km 1803: Branch Line North – Shortly after the Post, a branch line veers to the left (when 

traveling east) and runs north through Ogorodnaya (Огородная) some five kilometers before 

dividing in multiple directions. One line runs north through Iset and Novouralsk 

(Новоуральск) over 125 kilometers to Nizhniy Tagil (Нижний Тагил) and points beyond. 

Another line heads northeast 15 kilometers to Verkhnyaya Pyshma (Верхняя Пышма). 

Several others head south and southeast, and eventually re-connect with the main line at the 

Yekaterinburg Main Station.  
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KM 1814: Yekaterinburg Railway Station 

➢ Km 1805: Sverdlovsk/Yekaterinburg-Sortirovochniy (Свердловск/Екатеринбург-

Сортировочный) – This is the first stop of a five kilometer-long switching station; it’s one 

of the largest in Russia. Though no passengers might descend here, most trains make a stop 

to change locomotives. From here east, it’s all downhill and there is no need for the more 

powerful engines used to bring the train up through the Urals. All incoming routes from the 

west enter the city through this railroad yard which timetables issued before 2010 refer to as 

“Sverdlovsk.”  

 

➢ Km 1808: Elektrodepot (платформа Электродепо; “Electric Depot”) – This is the second 

possible stop within the Yekaterinburg Sorting Yard. Both this and the previous station lie 

along the north shore of Verkh-Isetskiy Pond (пруд Верх-Исетский; “Upper Iset Pond”), a 

ten kilometer-long body of water created in 1725 to supply Yekaterinburg with fresh 

drinking water. Today, it’s a recreational lake.  

 

➢ Km 1811: VIZ Site (Площадка ВИЗ) – “VIZ” is shorthand for Vizovsky (Визовский); it’s a 

residential area in the Upper Iset administrative district of Yekaterinburg.  

 

➢ Km 1812: Branch Line North – Five hundred meters east past the BIZ platform, a spur line 

runs north and within one kilometer splits. One branch runs northwest through Gipsovaya 

(Гипсовая) – with a side branch to Komsomolskaya (Комсомольская) and Baltym 

(Балтым) – and Shuvakish (Шувакиш) and continues to Nizhniy Tagil; the other runs 

northeast through Zvezda (Звезда; “Star”) → Apparatnaya (Аппаратная; “Equipment 

Room”) → Berezit (Березит) and points beyond.  

 

➢ Km 1814: Yekaterinburg-Passazhirskiy (станция Екатеринбург-Пассажирский) – 

Capital city of the Urals and of Sverdlovskaya Oblast, Yekaterinburg is the first big city in 

Russian Asia (or the last city in Asia if traveling west). Poised on the eastern side of the Ural 

Mountains, and with a population of almost 1,400,000 persons, it is Russia’s fourth largest 

city after 

Moscow, St. 

Petersburg, and 

Novosibirsk. 

Because for 

many years it 

was primarily an 

industrial city, it 

has been called 

the “Pittsburgh 

of the Urals.”  

 

Although it still 

has a large 

industrial base, much of the city has been transformed to modern light industries such as 

optics, technical instruments, printing, and the food industries. There are new modern hotels 

all over town; there are more than a dozen universities and educational academies; and there 
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The Russian Royal Family 
Pictured above from left to right: Olga, Maria, 
Tsar Nicholas II, Tsaritsa Alexandra Fyodorovna, 
Anastasia, Tsesarevich Alexei, and Tatyana. The 
original of this 1913 photograph is in the 
Hermitage collections.  

The Romanov Royal Family 
This newly-painted mural on the ceiling of the Yekaterinburg RR Station 
portrays the Red and White Revolutionary Armies flanking each side of 
the Romanovs. Their spirits, enshrouded within a heavenly curtain, are 
seen rising from the Ipatiev House to their new Church on the Blood.  

are numerous libraries, theatres, and a ballet. Yekaterinburg is a very pleasant city for a 

stopover.  

 

Yekaterinburg was founded in 1723 under the 

reign of Tsar Peter the Great (Пётр Великий; 

1672-1725) and named after his wife’s 

(Catherine I) namesake, St. Catherine. At its 

inception, the city was the site of Russia’s 

largest iron works which were located along 

the Iset River which runs through town. From 

1924 to 1992, the city was called Sverdlovsk 

(Свердловск) after Bolshevik Party leader and 

top official of the Russian Soviet Republic 

Yakov Sverdlov (Яков Михойлович 

Свердлов; 1885–1919). He is buried in the 

Kremlin Wall Necropolis in Moscow. Until 

2010, Yekaterinburg’s Railway Station was 

still referred to as Sverdlovsk in railway 

timetables but this has now changed. The oblast 

however never changed its name; it’s still 

called Sverdlovskaya (Свердловская).  

 

It was Sverdlov who ordered the assassination 

of Tsar Nicholas II and his family. After the 

1917 Revolution and the Tsar’s subsequent 

abdication, the Romanov royal family had been held in several places under house arrest. 

They were brought to the Urals on the Trans-Siberian railway and eventually, in April of 

1918, to Yekaterinburg. 

Their home there – and 

the place of their 

execution – was the 

Ipatiev House (Дом 

Ипатьева), the home of 

a well-to-do local 

military engineer. They 

were murdered in the 

basement of the house 

the night of July 16/17, 

1918 by firing squad 

and by bayonet.  

 

Their bodies were 

burned with sulphuric 

acid (in an attempt to 

make them 

unrecognizable) and 
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Church on the Blood 
Consecrated in 2003, its full name is 
“Church on Blood in Honour of All 
Saints Resplendent in the Russian Land” 
(Храм-на-Крови во имя Всех святых, 
в земле Российской просиявших). It 
was built on the site of the former 
Ipatiev House, where Tsar Nicholas II, 
Tsaritsa Alexandra, and their five 
children were placed under house arrest 
for 78 days until their murder. The 
altar of the church is directly over what 
was the cellar where the Romanov 
royal family was executed. 

dumped in an abandoned mineshaft, then a concealed pit, 17 kilometers north of 

Yekaterinburg. Their bodies were not discovered until 1991. Eventually, after much 

controversy, they were declared “passion-bearers,” a sort of canonization by the Russian 

Orthodox Church. Their remains were positively 

identified with DNA evidence and were finally interred 

at Saint Peter and Paul Cathedral (Петропавловская 

Собор) in Saint Petersburg on July 17, 1998, eighty 

years after they were executed.  

 

The Ipatiev house no longer exists. In 1977, as the 60th 

anniversary of the execution approached, the local 

Politburo declared that the house was not of “sufficient 

historical significance,” and ordered it demolished. 

That task fell to Boris Yeltsin (Борис Николаевич 

Ельцин; 1931-2007), chief of the local party at the 

time. He regretted this action and later wrote in his 

memoirs: “sooner or later we will be ashamed of this 

piece of barbarism.” Twelve years after the fall of the 

Soviet Union, in 2003, Yekaterinburg’s Church on the 

Blood was consecrated on the site; it is now a place of 

pilgrimage.  

 

Yekaterinburg is also where U-2 spy-plane pilot 

Francis Gary Powers (1929-77) was shot down in 1960 

at height of the cold war. He survived, was captured, 

put on trial, and found guilty of espionage. However, 

after almost two years in prison, he was traded for 

Rudolph Abel (actual name: Vilyam “Willie” 

Genrikhovich Fisher (Вильям “Вилли” Генрихович 

Фишер; 1903-1971), a high-ranking KGB spy. The two 

were exchanged at the Glienicke Bridge (a border point 

between East and West Berlin) in Potsdam on February 

10, 1962.  

 

Although Yekaterinburg is most definitely in Asia, 

technically it is not in Siberia. For Russians, Siberia 

does not begin until the administrative boundary between Sverdlovsk Oblast and the next 

oblast, Tyumen.  

 

In fact, the meaning of the term “Siberia” has changed over time. Historically, for hundreds 

of years, it rather loosely described Russian territory east of the Ural Mountains all the way 

to the Pacific Ocean and bounded on the north by the Arctic Ocean and the south by the 

Central Asian states, including Kazakhstan, then Mongolia, then China. That definition 

however, is no longer used.  
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The U-2 Incident 
The Lockheed U-2 spy-plane is a single-engine, very 
high-altitude (70,000 feet/21,000 meters) 
reconnaissance jet operated by the United States Air 
Force and previously, by the Central Intelligence 
Agency. The purpose in flying at such super high 
altitudes is to place the plane above the reach of 
enemy fighter jets, anti-aircraft missiles, and even 
radar. This allows "overflights" – the intentional 
violation of another nation’s airspace in order to 
take aerial photographs. The U.S. has been flying 
such missions since the planes’ introduction in 1957. 
 
The top-secret U-2 came into public view when CIA 
pilot Francis Gary Powers was shot down over 
Yekaterinburg on May 1, 1960. Flying out of a 
clandestine NSA intelligence base outside of 
Peshawar, Pakistan, he was photographing ICBM 
sites in and around Sverdlovsk when he was hit by at 
least one surface-to-air missile (SAM). Powers 
successfully ejected from the plane and parachuted 
to safety.  
 
Initially denied, then claimed to be a "weather 
research aircraft," the U.S. was forced to concede the 
mission when Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev 
confronted U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower not 
only with the plane’s wreckage – but with a live 
pilot, now prisoner-spy. In addition to the plane, 
the Soviets recovered Powers’ survival pack and 
developed the film in his surveillance camera.  
 
Powers pleaded guilty and was convicted of 
espionage on August 19, 1960. He was sentenced to 
3 years prison and 7 years of hard labor. He served 
one year and nine months before being exchanged 
for a top KGB spy in U.S. custody. The two were 
exchanged on Berlin’s Glienicke Bridge. The 
wreckage of Powers' U-2 plane is on display at 
Central Armed Forces Museum in Moscow 
(Центральный Музей Вооруженных сил).  

The “Great Soviet Encyclopedia” (Большая советская энциклопедия) – as definitive in 

matters Russian as the Encyclopedia Britannica is for English-speakers – defines Siberia as 

the lands east of the Urals extending to the 

watershed between the Pacific and Arctic 

drainage basins north to the Arctic Ocean 

and south to Central Asia, Kazakhstan, 

Mongolia, and China. The Great Soviet 

Encyclopedia is today published as the 

“Great Russian Encyclopedia” (Большая 

российская энциклопедия). Though not 

precisely coterminous, the modern 

definition of Siberia excludes what 

Russians commonly call the “Far East” 

(Дальний Восток) and what is today 

recognized politically as the Far Eastern 

Federal District (Дальневосточный 

федеральный округ). Geographically, the 

Far East is the largest of the eight federal 

districts of Russia, while also having the 

fewest people. It has a population of 

approximately 6,300,000.  

 

Essentially, Siberia ends and the Far East 

begins several hundred kilometers to the 

east of Irkutsk where there are a series of 

mountain ranges that form twin continental 

divides. One divide, primarily running from 

southwest to northeast, starts with the 

Stanovoy Range (Становое Хребет). It 

separates the eastern Siberian plains, where rivers flow from south to north, their mouths on 

the Arctic Ocean, from all the rivers that flow east to the Pacific Ocean.  
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The other great watershed, in part formed by the far northern Verkhoyanskiy Khrebet 

(Верхоянский Хребет), primarily runs from southeast to northwest. On the east side of this 

divide, rivers flow to the northern Sea of Okhotsk, the Bering Sea in the northern Pacific, and 

the Chukchi and East Siberian Seas of the Arctic Ocean. It separates rivers that flow west 

through Siberia and north to the Kara and Laptev Seas of the Arctic Ocean.  

 

Russian territories included in this definition of the Far East are the Amur and Jewish 

Autonomous Oblasts; Khabarovsk and Primosky Krais; Magadan, Kamchatka, Sakhalin, 

Chukotka, and the Sakha Republic (“Yakutiya”). Only Yakutiya does not neatly fit into this 

scheme for its waters flow in both directions.  

 

Regardless of which definition one might use for Siberia, note that the foregoing descriptions 

exclude Sverdlovsk and Chelyabinsk Oblasts. They are almost never included in any 

definition of Siberia.  

 

As for being in Siberia, ever since the train crossed the Ural Mountain’s continental divide 

back near Pervouralsk – we have been in Asia, and for most persons, that’s close enough. We 

can at least consider ourselves geographically to be in Siberia, and technically (that is, 

politically), we shall be soon enough. For the next several thousand kilometers east, the land 

is called Sibir (Сибирь; “Siberia”). The name’s believed to have originated from the 

aboriginal peoples and means “sleeping land” – an allusion to the dormant quality of its great 

silent snows. For all the horror stories of exiles and prison camps – and they are true, Siberia 

is nonetheless also a beautiful and romantic destination. Think Boris Pasternak’s (Борис 

Леонидович Пастернак; 1890-1960) novel, Dr. Zhivago (Доктор Живаго), think Omar 

Sharif, think Julie Christie, think composer Maurice Jarre’s Lara’s Theme, – and recall David 

Lean’s film of the novel.  

 

Siberia can be a magical place – full of snow and ice and war and peace – it is Russia and it 

is Sibir. It’s full of adventure: its very vastness, its very charm.  
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Nicholas and Alexandra and the End of the Romanovs 
 
The House of Romanov (Романов) was the last Imperial Dynasty of Russia. It lasted from 
1613 to the 1917 Revolution. In line of succession, the last five to wear the crown were 
Alexander I (1801-1825), Nicholas I (1825-55), Alexander II (1855-81), Alexander III 
(1881-94), and Nicholas II (1894-1917). Bound by treaty to defend Serbia, in August of 
1914, Tsar Nicholas led Russia into World War I by declaring war on Germany and Austria-
Hungary. Popular at first, the war spirit quickly waned once Russia began to suffer heavy 
casualties. Military failures and government ineptitude demoralized the country. Soon, 
most Russians turned against the government and were moving towards revolution. On 
March 15, 1917, Nicholas was forced to abdicate his throne and was placed under house 
arrest.  
 
In April of 1918, the Tsar and his family were moved to Yekaterinburg. On the night of July 
16/17, 1918, on the orders of Vladimir Lenin, the Tsar, his family, their servants, and their 
doctor were taken down to the cellar of the Ipatiev House and shot to death. Nicholas was 
50 years old. The telegram giving the Supreme Soviet’s execution order was signed by 
Yakov Sverdlov. The executioners were a squad of Bolshevik secret police (“Cheka”), led by 
Yakov Yurovsky. The Bolsheviks believed that the bodies should be disposed of secretly in 
order to prevent the development of a Romanov personality cult. The bodies were long 
believed to have been thrown down a mineshaft the night of their execution. This was true, 
but the following morning, when rumors spread about the bodies’ whereabouts, Yurovsky 
removed the bodies and buried them in a pit in the countryside.  
 
In 1979, the remains of Nicholas II, his wife, three of their five children, and four of their 
servants, were discovered by an amateur archaeologist. In July of 2007, another two 
burned, partial skeletons were found. Subsequent DNA testing has conclusively proved that 
all the Romanovs were executed and that all their remains were authentic. The family was 
interred at St. Peter & Paul Cathedral in Saint Petersburg. They were canonized as “Passion 
Bearers” by the Russian Orthodox Church in 2000.  
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The Russian Federation 
As assembled in 2000, the eight federal districts (федеральные округа) constitute an administrative level 
useful in organizing the affairs of the country. They are in addition to, and not in replacement of, the 
existing political structure of 85 federal subjects (субъекты федерации). The federal subjects include 46 
oblasts, 22 republics, 9 krais, 4 autonomous okrugs, 3 federal cities, and 1 autonomous oblast.  
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Great Siberian Trakt (Большой Сибирский тракт) 
Also known as the "Tea Route" (after its most important cargo), the Siberian "Trakt" or Post Road, was the 
most efficient pathway of commerce from China to Russia for almost two centuries. Although the road’s 
construction was decreed by Tsar Peter the Great (Пётр Алексеевич Рома́нов, Пётр I, or Пётр Вели́кий; 
1672-1725) two months after the signing of the Treaty of Nerchinsk in 1689, it was not built until the early 
1700s and not finished until the mid-19th Century. Previously, transportation had mostly taken place over 
the vast system of rivers found throughout Siberia. However, these were usually frozen half the year – and 
when unfrozen were often dangerous.  
 
Starting at the Vladimir Highway in Moscow, the route passed through Murom, Kozmodemyansk, Kazan, 
Perm, Kungur, Yekaterinburg, Tyumen, Tobolsk, Tara, Kainsk, Tomsk, Yeniseysk and Irkutsk. After crossing 
Lake Baikal, the Trakt split near Verkhneudinsk. One branch ran east to Nerchinsk while the other headed 
south to the Russian-Mongolian border town of Kyakhta (Кяхта). There the tea route linked to camel 
caravans that crossed Mongolia to Kalgan (Chinese: 張家口; pinyin: Zhāngjiākǒu), an entrepot west of 
Beijing at the Great Wall known historically as Beijing’s Northern Door (or “Gate”). The Siberian Trakt 
remained a vital link connecting Russia and the Far East until the development of the Trans-Siberian 
Railroad at the end of the 19th Century. The above map displays the 18th Century route in green and the early 
19th Century route in red.  

 

➢ Km 1817: Pervomayskaya (платформа Первомайская; lit., “First of May” or “May Day”) – 

One of several stations within the southern section of the Yekaterinburg city limits.  

 

➢ Km 1819: Shartash (станция Шарташ) – The station draws its name from the Shartash lakes 

which are close by. Little Lake Shartash (озеро Малый Шарташ), which is about one 

kilometer long, is four kilometers due east. Lake Shartash (озеро Шарташ), almost four 

kilometers in length, is three kilometers to the northeast. Both the lakes have beaches and are 

popular with bathers in the summer. The rail line is heading in a southeasterly direction out 

of town.  
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➢ Km 1821: Branch Lines North and South – Not quite two kilometers east of the Shartash 

platform, the rails divide. One line heads north, with a spur of it that leads back to Zvezda 

(Звезда) and the stations north of Yekaterinburg, and another that runs northeast to 

Apparatnaya (Аппаратная) → to Berezit (Березит), and the destinations beyond there. The 

other line turns south and leads first to the suburban stations of Lesotekhnicheskaya 

(Лесотехническая; “Forestry”) → Botanicheskaya (Ботаническая; “Botanical”) → Uktus 

(Уктус) → Vtorchermet (Вторчермет) → and Keramik (Керамик) → then to Sysert 

(Сысерть) → then 200 kilometers further south to Chelyabinsk (Челябинск) and the stations 

in-between and points beyond.  

 

➢ Km 1822: Putyovka (платформа Путёвка) – The train is still within the city limts, but the 

town is beginning to thin out. Beginning about here, the route of the railroad for the next 

several kilometers follows the original Siberian “Trakt” (Сибирский тракт). It soon enough 

becomes Route P351, but it is part of the original cross-Russia route built and used for 200 

years before the railway.  

 

➢ Km 1824: Chapaevskaya (платформа Чапаевская) – In addition to this rail platform, there 

is a town and a number of “Chapayev” streets in Russia. They are all named for Vasily 

Chapayev (Василий Иванович Чапаев; 1887-1919), a celebrated commander of the Red 

Army during the First World War and the Russian Civil War. He died while trying to swim 

across the Ural River in an attempt to escape White Army forces and his body was never 

recovered. The town near where he died was later renamed Chapayev and there is a museum 

there in his honor. 

 

➢ Km 1824: Branch Line South – The branch line that begins near this platform runs south 

approximately 20 kilometers to the suburban stations of Lechebniy (Лечебный) → 

Kompressorniy Zavod (Компрессорный Завод) → Koltsovo (Кольцово)→ then onto 

Aramil (Арамиль) where the line divides. One spur runs west about 60 kilometers to Sysert 

and then onto to Reshyotiy. The other heads south some 75 kilometers to Kamensk-Uralskiy 

(Каменск-Уральский) and then onto Chelyabinsk and other points south.  

 

➢ Km 1825: Cross the Istok River (река Исток) – This little creek starts close to five 

kilometers northwest of the rail crossing. From here it travels southeast three kilometers 

where the train crosses it again just north of the Istok Rail Station. From that second crossing, 

it runs an additional ten kilometers south to the town of Bolshoy Istok (Большой Исток) and 

its mouth on the left bank of the Iset River.  

 

➢ Km 1826: Platform 1826 (платформа 1826) – This platform serves the tiny village of 

Bolshaya Polyana (Большая Поляна; “Great Fields”) which is immediately north.  

 

➢ Km 1829: Cross the Istok River (река Исток) – The rail line crosses over the Istok River for 

the second time about 500 meters north before the Istok Rail Station. From here it flows 

south to the Iset.  

 

➢ Km 1829: Istok (станция Исток; “Source”) – This is the closest rail station on the Trans-

Siberian Line to Yekaterinburg’s Koltsovo International Airport (Аэропорт 
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Международный Кольцово). It is four kilometers south. Even closer, but on a different rail 

line, is Koltsovo Station; it’s less than two kilometers from the main passenger terminal.  

 

➢ Km 1831: Cross the Istok River (река Исток) – The train passes over this little river for the 

third time. From here, it’s about eight kilometers south to its confluence on the Iset.  

 

➢ Km 1832: Khutoryata (платформа Хуторята) – This may be said to be the last bit of urban 

Yekaterinburg. From here on, the scenery becomes more rural.  

 

➢ Km 1839: Glubokoye (платформа Глубокое; “Deep”) – A tiny village along the south side 

of the tracks surrounded by many other tiny villages in all directions.  

 

➢ Km 1841: Platform 1841 (платформа 1841).  

 

➢ Km 1844: Cross the Bobrovka River (река Бобровка) – A bit less than one kilometer north 

before reaching the village of Bobrovka, the train passes over this little stream. It begins 

about four kilometers north and from the rail crossing flows south approximately ten 

kilometers until its confluence with the left bank of the Iset at the village of Bobrovskiy 

(Бобровский).  

 

➢ Km 1845: Bobrovka (платформа Бобровка) – There are at least a half a dozen small 

villages within two to three kilometers of this platform.  

 

➢ Km 1847: Branch Line South – About two kilometers west before entering the Kosulino rail 

yard, a short spur line turns to the south and travels five kilometers to Aramil linking up with 

the connections west and south from there.  

 

➢ Km 1848: Cross the Brusyanka River (река Брусянка) – A little more than 500 meters west 

before reaching the Kosulino Rail Station, the train crosses over this little river. The 

Brusyanka starts about seven kilometers to the north. After it passes under the railroad tracks, 

it runs southeast approximately 35 kilometers to the village of Chernousovo (Черноусово) 

and its mouth on the left bank of the Iset.  

 

➢ Km 1849: Kosulino (станция Косулино) – The station is named for the village of Kosulino 

which is about five kilometers west. The village at the station is Verkhnie Dubrovo (Верхнее 

Дуброво), almost all of it lies north of the tracks. Both villages are fairly large, close to 

2,500 and 5,000 inhabitants respectively. It was in the farm field Kosulinskogo (поле 

косулинского совхоза) that the U-2 spy plane of Francis Gary Powers went down. As 

mentioned previously, the wreckage was salvaged and now is on display in Moscow’s 

Central Museum of the Armed Forces (Центральном музее Вооружённых сил).  

 

➢ Km 1850: Platform 1850 (платформа 1850).  

 

➢ Km 1851: Platform 1851 (платформа 1851).  
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➢ Km 1854: Brusyaniy (платформа Брусяны) – A small village along the rail line. Its sister 

village, Malobrusyanskoye (Малобрусянское), lies less than two kilometers south.  

 

➢ Km 1859: Gagarskiy (станция Гагарский) – The station and the adjacent village are named 

Gagarskiy. The little villages of Gagarka (Гагарка), Kurmanka (Курманка), and a large 

open-air mine are about six kilometers northeast of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1863: Kurmanka (платформа Курманка) – Gagarka and Kurmanka are now about three 

kilometers north.  

 

➢ Km 1864: Mezenskiy (станция Мезенский) and Branch Line North – There is a three 

kilometer-long spur that runs from here due north to the open-air mine at Kurmanka. Most of 

the village of Mezenskoye (Мезенское) lies nearer to the P351 Highway which is about 

three kilometers northeast of the rail station.  

 

➢ Km 1868: Cross the Mezenka River (река Мезенкa) – Hardly worth notice, this little creek 

begins about five kilometers south of the rail crossing. From here, it flows north a little less 

than five kilometers where it joins the right bank of the Pyshma River (река Пышма). The 

railroad crosses the Pyshma a little further down the line and thereafter the train follows 

along its course for more than 200 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 1869: Branch Line North – A branch line running some 35 kilometers northeast to the 

asbestos mining town of Asbest (Асбест; “Asbestos”) begins here. Thirty more kilometers 

beyond there the line divides into northern and southern branches. The southern spur runs 

about 45 kilometers and re-connects to the Trans-Siberian main line at Bogdanovitch 

(Богданович). The northern line continues to all points north eventually leading thousands of 

kilometers to cities such as Pechora (Печора) and Vorkuta (Воркута), which lie above the 

Arctic Circle. These are some of the most northern – and remote – settled places on Earth.  

 

➢ Km 1870: Bazhenovo (станция Баженово) – A small industrial town spread across both 

sides of the tracks. The much larger town of Beloyarskiy (Белоярский) is along Route P351 

three kilometers to the north.  

 

➢ Km 1879: Shipelovo (станция Шипелово) – A tiny little railroad station and a settlement of 

perhaps a dozen buildings.  

 

➢ Km 1886: Izmodenova (платформа Измоденово) – A small settlement of perhaps 100 

residents along the south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1893: Gryaznovskaya (станция Грязновская) – This little depot station is sited between 

the village of Gryaznovskoye (Грязновское), two kilometers to the northwest, and the little 

mining town of Baraba (Бараба) two kilometers to the southeast. The one long street village 

of Orlova (Орлова) and Lake Kukuyan (озеро Кукуян) lie in-between the rail station and 

Baraba.  

 

➢ Km 1898: Platform 1898 (платформа 1898).  
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➢ Km 1903: Kurtuguzye (платформа Куртугуз) – A couple of houses north of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 1906: Tygish (платформа Тыгиш) – A small village to the north of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1910: Branch Line South – This line runs south about 17 kilometers to the village of 

Sosnovka (Сосновка), then continues past Svoboda (Свобода) another 20 kilometers to 

Kamensk-Uralskiy (Каменск-Уральский) and points east, west, and south from there.  

 

➢ Km 1913: Bogdanovitch (станция Богданович) – A small manufacturing city of about 

30,000 persons, it is more or less equally divided into northern and southern halves by the 

railroad. The town is named for Eugene Bogdanovich (Евгений Васильевич Богданович; 

1829-1914), a Tsarist General of the Russian Infantry and early supporter of the Trans-

Siberian Railroad’s development. He is buried in St. Petersburg’s Alexander Nevsky 

Monastery (Александро-Невская лавра).  

 

Bogdanovich was originally settled along the southern side (right bank) of the Kunara River 

(река Кунара) which runs from west to east about a kilometer and a half north of the train 

station. The Kunara, which averages about 30 to 40 meters across in this section, has its 

source some 30 kilometers west of Bogdanovitch, a little above Gryaznovskoye. From the 

village, it flows approximately 20 kilometers northeast until it joins the Pyshma about 

midway between the small villages of Novopyshminskoye (Новопышминское) and 

Filatovskoye (Филатовское). Although the Trans-Siberian rail line does not cross the 

Kunara, it does cross the Pyshma a little further east of Bogdanovitch.  

 

➢ Km 1914: Branch Lines North and South – Less than one kilometer east of the Bogdanovitch 

Railroad Station, the main rail line is bisected by another. The northern route leads some 50 

kilometers through Kunara (Кунара) → Sukhoy Log (Сухой Лог) → Altynay (Алтынай) → 

and Reft (Рефт) before connecting with the line from Asbest which then continues to all 

points north. The southern line runs ten kilometers to Bayniy (Байны), then seven more 

kilometers to a large mine where it terminates.  

 

➢ Km 1918: Platform 1918 (платформа 1918).  

 

➢ Km 1923: Dubrovniy (платформа Дубровный) – There is nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 1924: Platform 1924 (платформа 1924).  

 

➢ Km 1928: Platform 1928 (платформа 1928).  

 

➢ Km 1934: Pyshiminskaya (станция Пишиминская) – Perhaps a dozen dwellings along the 

southern side of the railroad tracks. The town takes its name from the Pyshma River which 

runs roughly parallel to the railroad about five kilometers to the north.  
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➢ Km 1941: Yelanskiy (станция Еланский) – Visible from the station, there are only a few 

houses along the tracks. One kilometer northeast is the fairly large village of Kalinovskoye 

(Калиновское) and three kilometers north is the quite large industrial town of Yelanskiy.  

 

➢ Km 1944: Cross the Pyshma River (река Пышма) – The Pyshma is a 603 kilometer-long 

right tributary of the Tura (река Тура), itself a 1,030 kilometer-long tributary of the Tobol 

(река Тобол), part of the Irtysh-Ob River (река Иртыш-Обь) basin which flows to the 

Arctic Ocean. For most of the time the train follows it, the Pyshma is about 50 to 75 meters 

wide.  

 

The Pyshma’s source is “Spring Lake” (озеро Ключи), a small body of water some 200 

kilometers west (by river) of this crossing on the eastern side of the Ural Mountains near the 

town of Verkhnyaya Pyshma (Верхняя Пышма). “Upper” Pyshma is about 15 kilometers 

north of Yekaterinburg. From the railroad crossing, the river flows some 250 kilometers east 

through the western part of the West Siberian Plain and has its confluence with the Tura near 

the village of Sozonovo (Сазоново) about 50 kilometers east of Tyumen. The Trans-Siberian 

line follows the downstream course of this river on and off for the next 200 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 1944: Platform 1944 (платформа 1944).  

 

➢ Km 1949: Cross the Mostovka River (река Мостовка) – This minor tributary of the Pyshma, 

which is also called the Mostovaya (река Мостовая), has its source about a dozen kilometers 

north of the rail crossing. From here, it travels south less then two kilometers where it merges 

into the left bank of the Pyshma.  

 

➢ Km 1950: Koksharovskiy (станция Кокшаровский) – There’s almost nothing at the 

platform. The tiny village of Koksharova (Кокшарова) is two kilometers due west and the 

quite large village of Obukhovskoye (Обуховское) is a little less than two kilometers south.  

 

➢ Km 1956: Cross the Kamyshlovka River (река Камышловка) – Shortly east before reaching 

the railroad station, the train passes over this small tributary. It begins about 20 kilometers 

north of town and ends less than two kilometers southwest where it merges into the left bank 

of the Pyshma.  

 

➢ Km 1957: Kamyshlov (станция Камышлов) – A city of approximately 26,000 persons, it 

developed on the left bank (north side) of the Pyshma at its confluence with the 

Kamyshlovka River which runs through the city. There are not too many big “sights” in 

Kamyshlov, but near the Uralizolyator Plant (завода Урализолятор) is a monument to 

sailors of the Battleship Potemkim (броненосца Потемкин) who where shot while trying to 

escape. This incident occurred at the Yushala (Юшала) Station which the train reaches a 

little further down the line. 

 

➢ Km 1966: Platform 1966 (платформа 1966) – This platform is also called Temnovo 

(Темново; “Dark”).  
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Battleship Potemkin 
The Battleship "Potemkin" was launched in 
October 1900 and named in honor of Prince 
Grigory Potemkin (Григорий Александрович 
Потёмкин-Таврический; 1739-91), a Russian 
military leader, statesman, nobleman, and lover 
and lifetime advisor to Catherine the Great. The 
ship was made famous by the "Potemkin 
Uprising," a rebellion and mutiny of the crew 
against their officers in June 1905 (during the 
the first Russian Revolution). The incident 
came to be seen, in the light of history, to be a 
first step towards the Russian Revolution of 
1917. The mutiny was said to have been sparked 
by the serving of maggot-infested food to the 
crew. The mutineers killed seven of the 
Potemkin's eighteen officers, including the 
Captain. Some of the crew were later punished, 
some were hanged, some escaped. The story of 
the Uprising became the basis of Sergei 
Eisenstein’s 1925 classic silent film "The 
Battleship Potemkin" – considered to be one of 
the greatest films ever made.  

➢ Km 1973: Platform 1973 (платформа 1973) – The closest village is Olkhovka (Ольховка) 

which lies a few hundred meters south of the platform.  

 

➢ Km 1975: Aksarikha (станция Аксариха) – 

A little settlement of some 65 persons.  

 

➢ Km 1979: Platform 1979 (платформа 1979).  

 

➢ Km 1982: Cross the Aksarikha River (река 

Аксариха) – This small river begins about 20 

kilometers to the northwest or about ten 

kilometers northwest of the village of 

Aksarikha. After it passes under the rail 

crossing it flows east approximately six 

kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of 

the Pyshma at the little village of 

Timokhinskoye (Тимохинское). The railroad 

crosses the Pyshma several times over the 

next several hundred kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 1983: Platform 1983 (платформа 1983).  

 

➢ Km 1985: Yurmach (платформа Юрмач) – 

One small building along the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1990: Platform 1990 (платформа 1990).  

 

➢ Km 1991: Cross the Yurmach River (река 

Юрмaч) – One of many minor tributaries of 

the Pyshma, the Yurmach’s source waters 

begin west approximately 50 kilometers or 

about 20 kilometers north of Kamyshlov. 

From the rail crossing, it flows five kilometers 

southeast to its confluence on the left bank of 

the Pyshma.  

 

➢ Km 1992: Platform 1992 (платформа 1992).  
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KM 1994 Pyshma Railway Station 

➢ Km 1994: Pyshma (станция Пышма) – 

Most of Pyshma is to the south of the rail 

tracks. The town has 10,000 inhabitants 

and is named for the river.  

 

➢ Km 1996: Branch Line South – This spur 

runs south some 40 kilometers passing 

Rechelga (Речелга) along the way; then it 

splits. The left fork continues ten 

kilometers east to the small of village 

Borovskoy (Боровской); the right fork 

travels south, also about ten kilometers, to 

the large town of Butka (Бутка).  

 

➢ Km 1997: Oshchepkovo (станция 

Ощепково) – This town is about the same 

size as Pyshma; most of it is south of the railway. This station is often used by those wishing 

to get off at Pyshma.  

 

➢ Km 2001: Cross the Skakunka River (река Скакунка) – This little stream originates some 

seven kilometers northwest; after passing under the rail line, it runs less than three kilometers 

to its mouth on the Pyshma.  

 

➢ Km 2006: Prosyolok (платформа Просёлок; “Country Road”) – Among several other 

nearby villages, this platform serves Chupino (Чупино), a village of some 725 persons, and 

Kuyarovskoye (Куяровское), about the same size.  

 

➢ Km 2009: Cross the Kuyar River (река Куяр) – This minor tributary of the Pyshma begins 

about 20 kilometers northwest, or about five kilometers west of the village of Pulnikovo 

(Пульниково). From the rail crossing, it flows close to one kilometer until its confluence on 

the Pyshma.  

 

➢ Km 2010: Yar (платформа Яр) – This is a one-street village of some 500 inhabitants which 

lies to the south of the rail line. The much smaller village of Ososkova (Ососкова) is 

immediately north.  

 

➢ Km 2017: Puliynikovo (платформа Пулыниково) – There is nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 2022: Cross the Yurmych River (река Юрмыч) – This 70 kilometer-long river has its 

origins on the eastern slopes of the Ural Mountains about 65 kilometers to the northwest. It 

ends five kilometers due south of the rail crossing on the left bank of the Pyshma.  

 

➢ Km 2023: Platform 2023 (платформа 2023).  

 

➢ Km 2026: Branch Line South – A short six kilometer-long spur runs from here to the village 

of Talitsa.  
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➢ Km 2028: Talitsa (станция Талица) – The station is surrounded by the town of Troitskiy 

(Троицкий; “Trinity”) which lies on both sides of the rail line. The town of Talitsa is about 

six kilometers south on the right bank (south side) of the Pyshma. The towns are about equal 

in size, both have close to 15,000 residents.  

 

➢ Km 2029: Cross the Sugatka River (река Сугатка) – This small stream begins about a dozen 

kilometers north of Troitskiy and the rail crossing. From here, it goes south another four 

kilometers until its end on the Pyshma.  

 

➢ Km 2034: Cross the Suetka River (река Суетка) – This minor tributary of the Pyshma has 

its origin about 25 kilometers north of the rail crossing. Heading south from here, it ends at 

its confluence on the Pyshma in three kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 2035: Platform 2035 (платформа 2035).  

 

➢ Km 2040: Chupino (станция Чупино) – There are a couple of houses around the rail station. 

The small village of Chupina (Чупинa), about 725 persons, is four kilometers northwest of 

the tracks and the slightly larger village of Komsomolskiy (Комсомольский) is five 

kilometers due north.  

 

➢ Km 2048: Stop 2048 (остановка 2048).  

 

➢ Km 2049: Cross the Balair River (река Балаир) – This little river’s source is some 25 

kilometers to the north. From the rail crossing, it runs south ten kilometers until its 

confluence on the left bank of the Pyshma about five kilometers west of Belyakovskoye 

(Беляковское).  

 

➢ Km 2052: Balair (станция Балаир) – These local stops are a couple of houses, at the most.  

 

➢ Km 2054: Platform 2054 (платформа 2054) – The little one street villago of Vasenina 

(Васенина) is adjacent south.  

 

➢ Km 2054: Cross the Yushala River (река Юшала) – Another stream that contributes to the 

Pyshma. This one begins about 15 kilometers north of the rail crossing. Heading south, it 

merges into the Pyshma in eight kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 2061: Yushala (станция Юшала) – This village of approximately 4,200 persons, which 

is more or less divided in two halves, north and south, by the railroad, bears the unfortunate 

legacy of having been the place of execution of several of the mutineering soldiers of the 

Battleship Potemkin (Князь Потёмкин Таврический; lit., “Prince Potemkin of Tauris,” the 

Greek and Latin name for Crimea). They were shot by firing squad and buried in the 

cemetery at Kamyshlov. There is a small memorial to them there.  
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➢ Km 2064: Cross the Yelenka River (река Еленка) – This very small river begins 

approximately four kilometers north of the rail tracks from here. From this crossing, it runs 

11 kilometers south until its confluence on the left bank of the Pyshma.  

 

➢ Km 2070: Bakhmetskoye (станция Бахметское) and Branch Line South – A tiny village on 

both sides of the tracks and a short spur line that runs south about 40 kilometers to the village 

of Ertarskiy (Ертарский). Also on the spur are the towns of Lugovskoy (Луговской) and 

Lugovaya (Луговая; “Meadow”) which the line passes about halfway.  

 

➢ Km 2078: Tuguliym (станция Тугулым) – There is a small settlement at the railroad station 

but the main village of some 6,000 persons is located five kilometers to the east. The train 

goes through it next.  

 

➢ Km 2082: Cross the Tugulymka River (река Тугулымка) – The river runs from north to 

south through the town of Tuguliym. It begins approximately 20 kilometers northwest, or 

about five kilometers north of Bakhmetskoye. From the railroad crossing, it travels south 

about a dozen kilometers until it meets the left bank of the Pyshma.  

 

➢ Km 2083: Platform 2083 (платформа 2083) – This platform serves Tuguliym which is all 

south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2086: Platform 2086 (платформа 2086) – Former platform of Mesyadiy (Месяды).  

 

➢ Km 2089: Platform 2089 (платформа 2089) – This platform serves the tiny hamlet of 

Kolobova (Колобова) which is about one kilometer to the north.  

 

➢ Km 2090: Cross the Ayba River (река Айба) – This left tributary of the Pyshma starts about 

35 kilometers northwest of the rail crossing, not too far from the village of Tschelkonogova 

(Щелконогова). From the crossing it travels southeast approximately 20 kilometers until its 

confluence.  

 

➢ Km 2097: Karmak (станция Кармак) – A little village on both sides of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 2101: Cross the Little Karmak River (река Малый Кармак) – This tributary’s source 

lies some 15 kilometers to the northwest. From the rail crossing, it runs southeast also about 

15 kilometers until it merges into the Pyshma.  

 

➢ Km 2102: Platform 2102 (платформа 2102). The village of Verkhovino (Верховино) is just 

to the north of the rail line and the small villages of Ryabova (Рябова) and Skorodum 

(Скородум) are immediately south.  

 

➢ Km 2106: Sverdlovsk – Tyumen Border – There’s no reason for the train to stop, and there’s 

nothing special to see, but here the train crosses the invisible boundary between the Oblasts 

of Sverdlovskaya and Tyumenskaya (Тюменская область). Heading east, we are now 

“officially” in Siberia. It’s a political border of course, for geographically, one can say that 

Siberia begins at the Ural Mountains. Tyumen Oblast has a population of approximately 
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“Pożegnanie Europy” (Polish: “Farewell Europe”) by Aleksandr Sochaczewski (1843-1923) 
This bleak, heartrending painting portrays the Polish Exile to Siberia after their defeat in the January 1863 
“Uprising” against the Tsarist Russian Empire. The place depicted is the Siberian Pillar, near Kilometer 2102 
on today’s Trans-Siberian Railroad. For these convicts, this was the beginning of the end of the world. 
Sochaczewski was a participant of the Uprising and was exiled to a Siberian Katorga prison camp. He 
portrayed himself in the painting; he’s next to the obelisk, at the lower right. The original painting hangs in 
Warsaw’s Museum of Independence.  

3,400,000; its administrative center is the city of Tyumen (Тюмень) which has close to 

600,000 residents. Tyumen Oblast is the richest federal subject of Russia with an average per 

capita GDP several times greater than anywhere else in the country. The region has vast oil 

and gas reserves.  

 

In addition to its own territory, “Tyumenskaya” has administrative jurisdiction over two of 

Russia’s four autonomous okrugs, Khanty–Mansi Autonomous Okrug (Ханты-Манснйский 

автономный округ), also known as “Yugra” (Югра); and Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous 

Okrug (Ямало-Ненецкий автономный округ). These two enormous regions lay one atop 

the other, directly north of Tyumen Oblast and extend to the Arctic Ocean. They are the 

traditional homelands of the Khanty and Mansi (south) peoples, known collectively as Ob 

Ugric, and the Nenets (north), respectively. The main local languages are Khanty, Mansi, and 

Nenets. They are all in the Finno-Ugric (also called Uralic) family of languages, which are 

related to Finn, Estonian, Komi, and Hungarian. Traditionally, the southern group is 

reindeer-caribou culture people and the north, more like North American Eskimo-type 

people. They hunt polar bears and whales.  

 

We know the Nenets a little more than one might think. We use their word parka to describe 

a jacket made of animal skins, usually with a fur-lined hood. It is the only word in the 

English language from Nenets; it means “animal skin.”  

 

Only a few kilometers to the south of the railroad, before there was a railroad, the Great 

Trakt (Тракт; “Post”) Road crossed into Siberia. Here stood a 3½ meter (11 feet) stuccoed 
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brick pillar. Throughout the 19th Century, for prisoners and exiles banished to Siberia and on 

a one-way march, the pillar represented the end of their world. Most would never see 

European Russia, their homes, or their loved ones, again. The graffiti inscribed on the pillar 

always said Proshchai (Прощай; “goodbye forever” or “farewell”) and never Do svidaniya 

(До свидания; “goodbye,” but literally, “until meeting again”). Today the road is the P351 

Highway and it runs parallel to the Trans-Siberian Line from Yekaterinburg to Tyumen. It’s 

usually within two to three kilometers north or south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2107: Guzhevoye (платформа Гужевое) – Perhaps a dozen houses along the south side 

of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 2108: Platform 2108 (платформа 2108).  

 

➢ Km 2109: Cross the Karmak River (река Кармак) – The Karmak begins about ten 

kilometers to the north. From the railroad crossing, it continues south about 15 kilometers 

until it meets the left bank of the Pyshma.  

 

About two kilometers north, along the Karmak River, is the small village of Zyryanka 

(Зырянка). And then within two to five kilometers south, also along the Karmak, are the two 

small villages of Malinovka (Малиновка; “Robin”) and Uspenka (Успенка). There’s 

nothing special about any of the towns – they merely have the distinction of being the first 

towns in Siberia along the rail route. The P351 Highway runs by Uspenka.  

 

➢ Km 2112: Platform 2112 (платформа 2112).  

 

➢ Km 2116: Platform 2116 (платформа 2116).  

 

➢ Km 2118: Podyom (станция Подъём) – There are fairly substantial villages here to the 

north and south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2120: Platform 2120 (платформа 2120).  

 

➢ Km 2123: Platform 2123 (платформа 2123) – This platform serves Gorkovka (Горьковка) 

which is a village of some 2,200 residents immediately north.  

 

➢ Km 2128: Utyashevo (станция Утяшево) – The little village of Utyashevo is about two 

kilometers north of the platform. This station serves a number of villages in the general 

vicinity which are the beginning of the suburbs of Tyumen (Тюмень).  

 

➢ Km 2129: Branch Line North – This minor spur runs a little less than eight kilometers 

northeast and serves an industrial complex in the northwest sector of the city.  

 

➢ Km 2134: Platform 2134 (платформа 2134) – This platform is quite close to the villages of 

Roshchino (Рощино) and Plekhanova (Плеханова). Roshchino is less than one kilometer 

north and the village of Plekhanova is one kilometer south. Both are tiny – both are suburbs 

of Tyumen. 
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Railway Section:  Yekaterinburg -- Omsk 

 

➢ Km 2136: Platform 2136 (платформа 2136) – This platform is only a couple of hundred 

meters north of Plekhanovo Airport (Аэропорт Плеханово). The difficulty is finding a local 

train that makes the stop. Although it’s not Tyumen’s main airport, there are some domestic 

flights from here. It is quite possibly one of the most “in-town” airports in the world. It’s 

only three kilometers west of the Tyumen Railway Station.  

 

The main Tyumen airport is Roshchino International Airport (Международный аэропорт 

Рощино) which is 13 kilometers west of the city or about five kilometers northwest of 

Roshchino village. It’s much larger than Plekhanovo and handles all size jet aircraft. It offers 

both international and domestic service. 
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Irving Berlin (1888–1989) 
During his 60-year career he wrote an 
estimated 1,500 songs, including the scores 
for 19 Broadway shows and 18 Hollywood 
films. His work was nominated eight times 
for Academy Awards. 

KM 2138 Tyumen Railway Station 

➢ Km 2138: Tyumen (Тюмень) or Tyumen Railway Station (Тюменский железнодорожный 
вокзал) – By now, after several days on the train, one starts to get a sense of the length and 

breadth of Sibir – and of Russia. With 

a little more than 7,000 kilometers to 

go on the Trans-Siberian to 

Vladivostok, it starts sinking in that 

this indeed is a very long train ride.  

 

Tyumen was founded in 1586 and is 

the oldest settlement in Siberia. 

Notwithstanding its long heritage, it is 

today a large, pleasant, and modern 

city of approximately 600,000 persons 

with much to offer. It has always been 

an important transportation hub and 

industrial center, but it has developed 

especially rapidly over the past twenty 

years since oil and gas fields were 

discovered in Tyumen Oblast. 

Accordingly, the city is home to many companies active in Russia’s oil and gas industry.  

 

The city grew up along the banks of the Tura River (река Тура). Also known as the Dolgaya 

(река Долгая; lit., “Long River”), from roughly 1600 to 1750, it was the main entry point 

into Siberia. The Tura flows eastward from above Yekaterinburg in the central Urals 1,030 

kilometers until it meets the left bank of the 1,591 kilometer-long Tobol River (река Тобол) 

about 80 kilometers east of Tyumen or about 150 

kilometers southwest of Tobolsk (Тобольск).  

 

The Tobol is the main tributary of the Irtysh, itself 

the chief tributary of the Ob, the world’s seventh-

longest river. These rivers flow north and drain in 

the Arctic Ocean. The Tura runs through Tyumen 

from northwest to southeast about two kilometers 

north of the train station. While passsing through, 

the city, the river has an average width of about 150 

meters.  

 

Tyumen has a very famous favorite son – although 

he really never spent any time in the place. It’s the 

birthplace of Irving Berlin, who became an 

American composer and lyricist and is considered 

one of the greatest songwriters in history. Composer 

Jerome Kern is quoted as saying: “Irving Berlin has 

no ‘place’ in American music—he ‘is’ American 

music.” George Gershwin went further; he called 

him “The greatest songwriter that has ever lived.”  
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He was born Israel Isadore Baline, one of eight children of Moses and Lena Lipkin Baline. 

His father was a cantor in a Jewish synagogue. Like so many Russian and Eastern European 

Jews in the late 19th Century, the family immigrated and settled in New York City (in 1893). 

In their case, the rough and tumble world of the lower east side of Manhattan became their 

home. By the time Berlin was a teenager, he was singing songs in the street for pennies – and 

by twenty, he was writing them. His talent was such that he was recognized almost 

immediately and found commercial success on Broadway very early in his career. A list of 

his accomplishments and hits would go on for several pages, but just a few of his best-known 

works include: Ziegfeld Follies, Easter Parade, White Christmas, Happy Holiday, Puttin’ on 

the Ritz, This is the Army, Cheek to Cheek, Annie Get Your Gun, There’s No Business Like 

Show Business, and God Bless America.  

 

Irving Berlin lived to be 101 years old. He died and is buried in New York’s Woodlawn 

Cemetery in the Bronx. At his passing, former President Ronald Reagan, who co-starred in 

Berlin’s 1943 musical This Is the Army, said: “Nancy and I are deeply saddened by the death 

of a wonderfully talented man whose musical genius delighted and stirred millions and will 

live on forever.” On the evening following the announcement of his death, the marquee lights 

of every Broadway theatre and playhouse were dimmed before curtain time in his honor and 

memory.  

 

➢ Km 2141: Platform 2141 (платформа 2141).  

 

➢ Km 2143: Platform 2143 (платформа 2143).  

 

➢ Km 2145: Platform 2145 (платформа 2145).  

 

➢ Km 2146: Platform 2146 (платформа 2146).  

 

➢ Km 2147: Voynovka (станция Войновка) – This suburban station is just at the edge of the 

city limits.  

 

➢ Km 2148: Platform 2148 (платформа 2148) – This platform serves Depot Voynovka (депо 

Войновка) 

 

➢ Km 2150: Branch Line Northeast – About three kilometers after Voynovka, the rails diverge. 

The left fork runs to Tarmanskiy (Тарманский) → Turinskiy (Туринский) → Torgili 

(Торгили) → Kartymskaya (Картымская) → Abaevskiy (Абаевский) → Bachkunskiy 

(Бачкунский) → Ust-Tavda (Усть-Тавда) → Bolsheselskiy (Большесельский) → Takhtair 

(Тахтаир) → Setovo (Сетово) → Suzgun (Сузгун) → and Tobolsk (Тобольск), altogether 

about 225 kilometers.  

 

Note that the line to Tobolsk is only the beginning, for from there, the Tyumen–Noviy 

Urengoy railway line begins its run northeast more than 1,200 kilometers through the 

Khanty–Mansi and Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrugs to the extreme north destination of 
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Aerial View of the Tobolsk Kremlin 
Photo courtesy of Dmitri Medvedev, former 
President of Russia and current Prime Minister 

Noviy Urengoy (Новый Уренгой). From there, there are several freight branches including 

one onto Salekhard (Салехард), a city built on the Arctic Circle.  

 

Tobolsk, a city of 100,000 persons, is considered to be the historic capital of Siberia. It is 

located along the right bank of the Irtysh River (река Иртыш; lit., “White River”), just north 

of its confluence with the Tobol. Specifically, the rivers join at the little village of Medyanki 

Tatarskiye (Медянки Татарские), about five kilometers south of Tobolsk. The Tobol is the 

greatest tributary of the Irtysh and the Irtysh is the greatest tributary of the Ob – the river that 

flows to the Arctic Ocean.  

 

Tobolsk was founded in 1585-86 by 

Yermak Timofeyevich’s (Ермак 

Тимофеевич; ca., 1532-84) Cossacks 

during the first Russian advance into 

Siberia under the reign of Ivan the 

Terrible. In one form or another, Tobolsk 

remained the seat of Government in 

Siberia until the capital was moved to 

Omsk in the early 1800s. Some of the 

Decembrists were exiled to Tobolsk and a 

number of historic buildings still stand. 

Tobolsk’s importance declined rapidly 

when the Trans-Siberian Railway was built 

in the 1890s and bypassed the city.  

 

After the February Revolution, in August 

of 1917, Tsar Nicholas II and his family 

were brought to Tobolsk and imprisoned in the Governor’s Mansion (Дом губернатора). 

Also known as the “Kuklin House” (Дом Куклина), after its builder, a wealthy merchant, it 

was one of the first stone buildings in the city and is now a historic monument and part 

museum. After the White Army approached the city in spring of 1918, the royal family was 

moved in April to Yekaterinburg where they were subsequently executed.  

 

Tobolsk is the only city in Siberia and one of the few in Russia which has a standing stone 

Kremlin (Тобольский кремль), a great fortress from the late 17th and early 18th Centuries. Its 

white walls and towers protect an interior collection of churches and other fine buildings. It is 

spectacularly sited high over the Irtysh River and is a national historical and architectural 

treasure.  

 

Returning to the main line of the Trans-Siberian, the right fork continues southeast close to 

300 kilometers to Ishim (Ишим). As the train leaves Tyumen, it begins its journey across the 

600 kilometer-wide Ishim Steppe (Ишим Степь) – an enormous plain, bog, and marshland, 

criss-crossed by many great rivers including the Tura, Tobol, Ishim, Irtysh, Ob, and Om. 

Construction of the railroad was particularly difficult through this section as massive 

amounts of earth and stone had to be transported to construct the slightly elevated track bed.  
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KM 2200: Ishim Steppe – an endless 
expanse of bog, marsh and taiga forest 

➢ Km 2151: Platform 2151 (платформа 2151).  

 

➢ Km 2156: Ozero Andreyevskoye (станция Озера Андреевское) – “Lake Andrei” is the 

name of the platform; the surrounding town is Borovskiy (Боровский). It has a population of 

16,400 and is mostly industrial. The town is sited along the western shore of Lake 

Andreyevskoye which measures about four by eight kilometers in area. It is the source of the 

Duvan River (река Дуван) which flows from here 22 kilometers southeast until its 

confluence on the left bank of the Pyshma. From that confluence point, the Pyshma only 

flows another 44 kilometers northeast until it terminates by merging into the right bank of the 

Tura on its way to meet the left bank of the Tobol. The train runs alongside the lake for 

several kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 2164: Vinzili (станция Винзили) – An industrial town of almost 13,000 persons located 

on the northern side (left bank) of the Pyshma River. Most of Vinzili is to the west of the 

tracks except for the processing plant which is on the east side.  

 

➢ Km 2166: Cross the Pyshma River (река Пышма) – Twin spans of double-truss bridges take 

the train one last time over the Pyshma. The river is 60 meters across in this section and does 

not travel much further. It ends 40 kilometers northeast of this crossing by joining the Tura 

near the town of Sozonovo (Сазоново).  

 

➢ Km 2167: Bogandinskoye (Богандинское) – Also called Kilki (Килки), this little hamlet is 

about a kilometer east of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2169: Platform 2169 (платформа 

2169).  

 

➢ Km 2171: Platform 2171 (платформа 

2171).  

 

➢ Km 2176: Bogandinskaya (станция 

Богандинская) – The station is 

Bogandinskaya; the surrounding town is 

Bogandinskiy (Богандинский). It’s a 

small industrial town of close to 10,000 

residents and more or less located on both 

sides of the tracks. It has a small military 

base just to the west of town.  

 

➢ Km 2181: Platform 2181 (платформа 

2181) – This platform serves several large dacha villages on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2184: Tugarskiy (платформа Тугарский) – More dachas.  

 

➢ Km 2186: Platform 2186 (платформа 2186) – There is nothing here.  
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At 5,410 kilometers (3,362 miles), the 
Ob-Irtysh is the 7th longest River in the world 

➢ Km 2192: Berkutskiy (платформа Беркутский) – The very small village of Berkitskiy is 

immediately west of the rail line. The slightly larger village of Berkut (Беркут) is four 

kilometers to the south.  

 

➢ Km 2197: Platform 2197 (платформа 2197).  

 

➢ Km 2198: Platform 2198 (платформа 2198).  

 

➢ Km 2203: Kavdyk (платформа Кавдык) – There are two or three houses here.  

 

➢ Km 2209: Platform 2209 (платформа 2209).  

 

➢ Km 2212: Yalutorovsk (станция Ялуторовск) – A city of almost 38,000 persons built 

along the left bank of the Tobol River. It is the birthplace of the great Russian businessman, 

philanthropist, supporter of the arts, and early supporter of the Russian Railways, Savva 

Mamontov (Савва Иванович Мамонтов; 1841-1918).  

 

Eight kilometers south of town 

(upstream), the 75 meter-wide 

Iset River meets the 60 meter-

wide Tobol. The now 100 to 125 

meter-wide Tobol flows 

northeasterly along the city’s 

eastern edge. The Iset originates 

606 kilometers northwest, some 

25 kilometers above 

Yekaterinburg. From here, the 

Tobol flows northeast more than 

250 kilometers until it merges 

into the Irtysh at Tobolsk.  

 

➢ Km 2214: Cross the Tobol River 

(река Тобол) – Shortly after 

passing the Yalutorovsk train 

station, the town and all the 

buildings abruptly end – for the 

end point is a kilometer-wide 

great flood plain of the Tobol. 

And athough the river is only 100 

meters across where the bridges cross it, there are nonetheless twin side-by-side spans of 

four-truss bridges, each truss 100 meters long. For this river, like all Siberian rivers, freezes 

over in the winter. Spring thaws often mean great flooding – in all directions, and what in the 

fall was a gently flowing stream, may in the spring transform into a torrent of rip-roaring 

waters and crashing frozen icebergs the size of city busses.  
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Thus, most river crossings must be two, three, or four times the “normal” summer width of 

the river. Likewise, every bridge’s supporting structure and every canal retaining wall must 

be re-enforced to twice, trice, and four times the “normal” tolerance of engineering to resist 

the damage and punishment it must bear.  

 

The 1,591 kilometer-long Tobol is one of the four great rivers of the Ob-Irtysh watershed. Its 

source waters originate more than 500 kilometers south of this point, in northern Kazahkstan 

(Казахстан), below the city of Kostanay (Костанай). Always flowing north, it picks up, 

among others, the Iset, Pyshma, Tura and 719 kilometer-long Tavda River (река Тавда) 

along the way to Tobolsk. Immediately below that city, the Tobol ends by merging into the 

the Irtysh River.  

 

The 4,248 kilometer-long Irtysh (река Иртыш), which we’ll be crossing further down the 

line, has its source waters in northwestern China and Mongolia. From there, it crosses 

northern Kazakhstan on its way to Tobolsk. From Tobolsk, it runs north more than 400 

kilometers until it meets the Ob at Khanty-Mansiysk (Ханты-Мансийск). From that already 

far northern point, the Ob continues another 1,000 kilometers until its end, emptying at the 

Gulf of Ob and hence into the Arctic Ocean at the Kara Sea. Thus, the Tobol, Irtysh, Ishim 

River (река Ишим) – which we have not yet met – and Ob, form one of the greatest 

watersheds/drainage systems in the world.  

 

➢ Km 2218: Cross Lake/River Imbiryai (озеро/река Имбиряй) – Question: Is it a lake or is it a 

river? It’s only 25 to 70 meters wide its entire length. It’s a little more than six kilometers 

long. Hint: It runs more or less parallel to the Tobol. It has several source waters at its 

southern end, but no drainage or exit at its northern. Answer: It’s a cut-off and separated ox-

bow of the Tobol. Thus, it formerly was a river or more properly, a side-channel of the Tobol 

and now, cut-off, it’s a lake. It is locally referred to as both a lake and a river.  

 

➢ Km 2218: Platform 2218 (платформа 2218).  

 

➢ Km 2226: Krivolukskiy (платформа Криволукский).  

 

➢ Km 2235: Branch Line North – About one kilometer west before reaching the 

Zavodoukovskaya rail station, a spur runs to the left. It travels some 100 kilometers northeast 

dead-ending on the Vagay River (река Вагай), a 555 kilometer-long left tributary of the 

Irtysh. Along the way, the spur line passes the towns or stations of Komsomolskiy 

(Комсомольский) → Tumashovo (Тумашово) → Tropinskaya (Тропинская) → Stekolniy 

(Стекольный) → Lebedevka (Лебедевка) → Lesnoy (Лесной) → Sosnovka (Сосновка) → 

and Noviy Tap (Новый Тап).  
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“Yermak” 
Although variously described as a 
brutal warrior, a cunning leader, and a 
daredevil, Yermak Timofeyevich 
(Ерма́к Тимофе́евич; 1532-42?-1585?) 
is nonetheless also remembered as an 
important heroic figure in Russian 
history. He is widely depicted in film, 
literature, poetry, song, and paintings 
as the stereotypical Cossack. Little is 
known of his early life except that he 
was born near the Chusovaya River at 
the eastern fringes of the Moscovy 
Tsardom and moved on from river 
porter to river pirate. On account of his 
rising reputation, he was chosen 
“ataman” (captain) by the powerful 
Stroganov family under the reign of 
Ivan the Terrible to defeat the Tatars 
and open Siberia. By 1582, he had 
become the “Conqueror of Siberia” – a 
sobriquet by which he is known to this 
day. In 1584, his fortunes changed and 
he and his men were ambushed and 
annihilated by Kuchum Khan and his 
forces. Yermak himself is believed to 
have drowned by the weight of his own 
armor in the Irtysh.  
Commemorative statue alongside the 
Angara River in Irkutsk.  

➢ Km 2236: Zavodoukovskaya (станция 

Заводоуковская) – The railway station of 

Zavodoukovskaya serves the town of Zavodoukovsk. 

It has approximately 25,000 residents and takes its 

name from an early plant on the nearby Uk River 

(река Ук). Five kilometers east in the small village of 

Padun (Падун) are thermal mineral spring baths 

(термальных минеральных вод и водолечебница).  

 

➢ Km 2240: Cross the Uk River (река Ук) – Sometimes 

called the “Great” Uk (река Большой Ук), this minor 

tributary of the Tobol begins about 35 kilometers east. 

From the rail crossing, it flows downstream west 

approximately 20 kilometers until it joins the right 

bank of the Tobol two kilometers west of the village of 

Gilevo (Гилево). The river is known for its high 

concentrations of beneficial minerals. These no doubt 

originate in the waters coming from the mineral spring 

town of Padun, less than one kilometer north of this 

rail-river crossing.  

 

➢ Km 2243: Platform 2243 (платформа 2243).  

 

➢ Km 2246: Ukovo (платформа Уково) – About three 

or four houses.  

 

➢ Km 2252: Cross the Luchnrikha River (река 

Лучнриха) – This little tributary originates close to six 

kilometers south. From the rail crossing, it travels less 

than four kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of 

the Uk.  

 

➢ Km 2257: Novaya Zaimka (станция Новая Заимка) – 

A small industrial town of about 4,500 residents 

entirely built on the north side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2260: Cross the Olkhovka River (река Ольховка) 

– This little stream is a tributary of the Uk. It begins in 

the marshy grounds about a dozen kilometers south. 

From the railroad crossing, it flows northwest 

approximately six kilometers until it meets the left 

bank of the Uk about midway between Stariy Zaimka 

(Старый Заимка) and Sosnovka.  

 

➢ Km 2261: Platform 2261 (платформа 2261).  
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➢ Km 2265: Cross the Padun River (река Падун) – This small river has its source less than ten 

kilometers south. After crossing under the tracks, it flows west approximately five kilometers 

where it joins the right bank of the Olkhovka River immediately north of Km 2261.  

 

➢ Km 2269: Olkhovskiy (платформа Ольховский).  

 

➢ Km 2283: Vagay (станция Вагай) – This station and the adjacent small town of Vagaiskaya 

(Вагайская) have a population of approximately 500 persons. The town takes its name from 

the Vagay River (река Вагай) which has its source less than ten kilometers northwest. From 

this beginning, the Vagay meanders some 555 kilometers (200 as the crow flies) northeast 

until its confluence along the left bank of the Irtysh River about five kilometers north of 

another town also named Vagay. That latter Vagay has a population of some 5,000.  

 

The meeting point of the two rivers is approximately 50 kilometers southeast of Tobolsk. It is 

famous as the place where the legendary Cossack Yermak Timofeyevich (Тимофеев Ермак 

Тимофеевич; ca.1532-42 – 1584), “Conquerer of Siberia,” and his men met their deaths at 

the hands of Kuchum Khan (Кучум; birth unknown – death ca.1605), the last Tatar khan of 

the Khanate of Sibir (1563-98) and a descendant of Genghiz Khan (Чингис Хаан; ca.1162-

1227). The actual spot is now known as “Yermak Creek” (Ермакова заводь).  

 

➢ Km 2288: Cross the Krutaya River (река Крутая) – This little stream originates about a 

dozen kilometers to the southwest, well below the tiny villages of Krutinskaya (Крутинская) 

and Bolshekrutinskaya (Большекрутинская). From the railroad tracks the river flows north 

through the village of Malaya Krutaya (Малая Крутая) less than three kilometers to its union 

with the right bank of the Vagay River.  

 

➢ Km 2289: Platform 2289 (платформа 2289).  

 

➢ Km 2291: Platform 2291 (платформа 2291).  

 

➢ Km 2296: Platform 2296 (платформа 2296).  

 

➢ Km 2302: Platform 2302 (платформа 2302).  

 

➢ Km 2305: Omutinskaya (станция Омутинская) – The station is Omutinskaya; the town is 

Omutinskoye (Омутинское); the district is Omutinskiy (Омутинский). The town is north of 

the rail station and divided more or less in half by the Vagay River which runs through it 

from west to east. It’s a fairly large place with close to 9,000 residents.  

 

➢ Km 2307: Cross the Kash River (река Каш) – This little tributary has its source about 25 

kilometers southwest of the rail crossing. From the crossing, it travels downstream about two 

kilometers northeast until it merges into the right bank of the Vagay. The small village of 

Kashevskaya (Кашевская) lies on the right bank of the Kash immediately south of the rail-

river crossing.  

 

➢ Km 2314: Koshelyovskiy (платформа Кошелёвский).  
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➢ Km 2318: Cross the Solonovka River (река Солоновка) – This Solonovka, for there are 

several rivers of this name in Russia, begins approximately 45 kilometers southwest of the 

rail crossing and of the village of Solonovka which is several kilometers south of the tracks. 

Heading north from the crossing, it flows only five kilometers until it joins the Vagay River.  

 

➢ Km 2319: Platform 2319 (платформа 2319).  

 

➢ Km 2326: Lamenskaya (станция Ламенская) – This is the station for the village of 

Lamenskiy (Ламенский). Local old timers will remember the station for the great train 

wreck that occurred here in 1972. A passenger and freight train collided and there were 58 

people killed. There’s a small memorial at the site.  

 

➢ Km 2334: Platform 2334 (платформа 2334).  

 

➢ Km 2339: Platform 2339 (платформа 2339) – There is a settlement here of maybe three or 

four houses; it’s called Bolshaki (Большаки).  

 

➢ Km 2350: Golyshmanovo (станция Голышманово) – An agricultural community of almost 

15,000 persons built along both sides of the rail line. The old name for the town was 

Katishka (Катышка), named for the small river that runs through it. The Katishka River 

(река Катышка) begins near here and flows east about a dozen kilometers until it joins the 

left bank of the Yemets River, a tributary of the Vagay.  

 

➢ Km 2354: Platform 2354 (платформа 2354).  

 

➢ Km 2359: Cross the Yemets River (река Емец) – This river has its source at Lake Travnoye 

(озеро Травное), about 90 kilometers south in a region of thousands of lakes and ponds. 

From the rail crossing, it flows north approximately 35 kilometers until its confluence on the 

right bank of the Vagay.  

 

Seen from the air, the region where the Yemets River begins is one of the most remarkable 

on Earth. Tens of thousands of tiny round ponds and lakes dot the countryside where the 

oblasts of Tyumenskaya and Kurganskaya (Курганская область), and the nation of 

Kazakhstan, come together. Relatively small Kurgan Oblast lies just north of Kazakhstan, 

near the northernmost Kazakh city of Petropavlovsk (Петропавловск). Kurgan Oblast has 

just over 900,000 persons; its capital city is Kurgan (Курган), with a population of around 

330,000.  

 

➢ Km 2361: Gladilovo (платформа Гладилово) – A small village to the north side of the rail 

line and the north side of Lake Valovoye (ozero Валовое), a one kilometer diameter pond 

that the train passes by on its southern end.  

 

➢ Km 2365: Platform 2365 (платформа 2365).  

 

➢ Km 2371: Skakunova (платформа Скакуново) – A building alongside the railroad tracks.  
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“The Humpbacked Horse” 
1988 Soviet Union Postage Stamp made in 
commemoration of the cartoon film of the verse.  

 

➢ Km 2379: Platform 2379 (платформа 2379).  

 

➢ Km 2384: Cross the Karasul River (река Карасуль) – This small river begins about 25 

kilometers north of this crossing and the town of Karasul (Карасуль). From here, it parallels 

the train tracks a few kilometers to the south for approximately the next 50 kilometers until 

the city of Ishim (Ишим). After that, in another dozen kilometers, it merges into the left bank 

of the Ishim River (река Ишим).  

 

➢ Km 2386: Karasulskaya (станция Карасульская) – The station name is Karasulskaya. There 

are a number of surrounding small towns: Nikolskiy (Никольский) is adjacent south; 

Oktyabrskiy (Октябрьский) is adjacent north. Desyatova (Десятова) is three kilometers 

south; and Karasul (Карасуль) is two kilometers north.  

 

➢ Km 2395: Platform 2395 (платформа 2395).  

 

➢ Km 2399: Opyonovka (платформа Опёновка) – Perhaps a dozen houses strung along both 

sides of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2402: Cross the Opyonovka River (река Опёновка) –– The train crosses over a small 

creek that begins approximately five kilometers north, or about three kilometers above the 

little village of Opyonovaka (population 225). From the rail crossing, the river flows 

southwest three kilometers where it joins the left bank of the Karasul at the equally small 

village of Tobolovo (Тоболово). The village is built on the confluence of the two rivers.  

 

➢ Km 2403: Platform 2403 (платформа 2403).  

 

➢ Km 2410: Bezrukovo (станция 

Безруково) – This little village is the 

birthplace of Pyotr Yershov (Пётр 

Павлович Ершов; 1815-69), poet, 

novelist, and playwright of the 

Romantic era. He is most famous for 

his work The Humpbacked Horse 

(Конёк-горбунок). It is a classic tale 

in verse and one of the most cherished 

works of children’s literature ever 

written in the Russian language. 

There is a cultural center in Ishim 

devoted to Yershov and a monument 

to him in Tobolsk. He is buried in 

Tobolsk’s “Logjam” Cemetery 

(Завальном кладбище). 

 

➢ Km 2412: Ershovo (Ершово) – A 
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KM 2428: Ishim Railway Station 

tiny village wedged precisely between the railroad tracks on its north and the Karasul River 

on its south. It’s also named for the author.  

 

➢ Km 2413: Platform 2413 (платформа 2413).  

 

➢ Km 2415: Cross the Cheremshanka River (река Черемшанка) – Very shortly before the tiny 

village of Bolsheudalovo (Большеудалово), this small stream passes under the rail line. It 

originates about 25 kilometers northwest, or about 15 kilometers above the village of 

Cheremshanka. Five hundred meters south, it joins the left bank of the Karasul.  

 

➢ Km 2416: Platform 2416 (платформа 2416) – This platform is immediately south of the tiny 

village of Bolsheudalovo and two kilometers north of the little village Maloudalovo 

(Малоудалово). The former has about 100 residents; the latter some 250.  

 

➢ Km 2420: Platform 2420 (платформа 2420) – This platform serves the tiny hamlet of 

Talovka (Таловка).  

 

➢ Km 2420: Cross the Talovka River (река Таловка) – Only 350 meters east past the Talovka 

Platform, the rail line passes over this small tributary. It begins in the marshes about 20 

kilometers to the northeast. From the rail crossing, it flows less than 400 meters to its 

confluence on the left bank of the Karasul.  

 

➢ Km 2422: Mezenka (Мезенка) – A small village poised between the south side of the 

railroad tracks and the east side (left bank) of the Karasul River.  

 

➢ Km 2425: Platform 2425 (платформа 2425).  

 

➢ Km 2426: Cross the Karasul River (река Карасуль) – Just as the train is approaching the 

city of Ishim, it makes one final crossing of the Karasul. The river is only about 20-25 meters 

wide at this point and fairly well marks the northwestern end of the city. In about 20 

kilometers east, or about four 

kilometers south of the tiny hamlet of 

Borovoye (Боровое), the Karasul 

terminates by merging into the left 

bank of the Ishim River.  

 

➢ Km 2426: Branch Line North – This 

short spur runs a mere two and a half 

kilometers northwest to a small 

factory.  

 

➢ Km 2428: Ishim (станция Ишим) – 

The whole of Ishim city is built on the 

left bank (north side) of the Ishim 

River. The lands to the south and east, 

beyond its right bank, are vast flood 
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KM 2432: Cross the Ishim River 

plains and uninhabitable. Ishim is a relatively large town of approximately 65,000 persons 

and named after the river.  

 

For fans of children’s literature, the most famous sight in Ishim is the Cultural Center P.P. 

Yershov (Культурный центр П. П. Ершова). It’s dedicated to the life and work of the 

author Pyotr Yershov (Пётр Павлович Ершов; 1815-69). His most famous work is the 

classic fairly tale: The Humpbacked Horse (Конёк-горбунок).  

 

➢ Km 2431: Platform 2431 (платформа 2431).  

 

➢ Km 2432 Cross the Ishim River (река Ишим) – The Ishim is one of the major rivers of 

Siberia. Its source is in northern Kazakhstan, not far from the country’s capital of Astana 

(Астана), a city of roughly 700,000 inhabitants. After flowing through the capital city, the 

river travels northwest over 600 kilometers to the northern Kazakh city of Petropavlovsk 

(Петропавловск) and from there crosses the border into southern Tyumen Oblast.  

 

From the Kazakh-Russia border, it’s less 

than 100 kilometers to Ishim. From Ishim, 

although it twists and turns all the way, the 

river ends more than 250 kilometers 

almost due north near the small town of 

Ust-Ishim (Усть Ишим) at its confluence 

with the left bank of the Irtysh River. The 

Ishim is the longest tributary of the Irtysh. 

From there, the Irtysh flows northwest 

approximately 200 kilometers to Tobolsk 

where it is joined by the Tobol River.  

 

Similar to almost every other river in 

Siberia, although the distance between 

Astana and the Irtysh is only 725 

kilometers as the crow flies, the river’s 

meandering path takes 2,450 kilometers to cover it. The train crosses the Irtysh as well, in 

about 275 kilometers east, when it reaches Omsk (Омск).  

 

In its lower reaches, before it joins the Irtysh, much of the Ishim is navigable. However, in its 

upper course, in northern Kazakhstan and southern Siberia, it is not. There, it meanders 

through countless oxbow lakes – scenic but commercially useless. In Astana, a 22 kilometer 

section has been dammed and dredged for both flood control and aesthetic reasons.  

 

At this crossing point, the Ishim is 100 meters wide. It is spanned by twin triple-truss bridges 

that extend some 300 meters – enough room to accommodate spring floods.  
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➢ Km 2433: Platform 2433 (платформа 2433).  

 

➢ Km 2436: Platform 2436 (платформа 2436).  

 

➢ Km 2441: Maliy Ostrov (станция Малый Остров; lit., “Small Island”) – The station name 

is Small Island and the adjacent town to the north of the tracks is Pleshkovo (Плешково).  

 

➢ Km 2446: Platform 2446 (платформа 2446).  

 

➢ Km 2448: Cross the Cheremshanka River (река Черемшанка) – This Cheremshanka begins 

less than five kilometers south, or just below the village of Shablykino. After passing under 

the rails, it runs approximately one dozen kilometers northwest until its mouth on the left 

bank of the Ishim River.  

 

➢ Km 2451: Shablykino (станция Шаблыкино) – The station is a collection of around 15 

dwellings on the south side of the tracks. The village, which may have 100 residences, is two 

kilometers to the southwest.  

 

➢ Km 2455: Platform 2455 (платформа 2455).  

 

➢ Km 2458: Platform 2458 (платформа 2458).  

 

➢ Km 2462: Platform 2462 (платформа 2462).  

 

➢ Km 2468: Platform 2468 (платформа 2468).  

 

➢ Km 2473: Platform 2473 (платформа 2473).  

 

➢ Km 2475: Maslyanskaya (станция Маслянская) – A fairly large rural settlement of over 

1,000 persons. The village to the north of the tracks is Mayskiy (Майский) and the one to the 

south is Maslyanskiy (Маслянский).  

 

➢ Km 2480: Platform 2480 (платформа 2480).  

 

➢ Km 2485: Platform 2485 (платформа 2485) – This platform serves the village of Vystrel 

(Выстрел) which is about a kilometer and a half south of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 2490: Platform 2490 (платформа 2490).  

 

➢ Km 2496: Novoandreevskiy (станция Новоандреевский) – The adjacent town, almost all of 

which is to the south of the tracks, is Novoandreevka (Новоандреевка). “New Andreyev” is 

the last town in Tyumen Oblast (sort of).  

 

➢ Km 2498: Tyumen – Omsk Border Line – The line between these two oblasts is quite 

complicated. In the absence of a natural frontier, such as a river, a sea, or an ocean, it is 

always difficult to discern exactly how or why the cartographers, politicians, or generals 
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concocted theirs. In the case of the Tyumen-Omsk boundary (and it’s no different for many 

man-made borders) the line zig-zags back and forth, right to left, and up and down, as easily, 

frequently, and haphazardly as does any meandering stream. This border even includes 

several “exclaves” of property from one region wholly inside the other.  

 

Starting a little under two kilometers east after Novoandreevka, for eight kilometers, the train 

literally rides on the border. It does not cross it, it rides along on it. Are the passengers on the 

left (north) side of the car in Omskaya and those on the right (south) still in Tyumen? Hard to 

answer, but maybe. Thank goodness it’s not an international border for then one might need a 

multi-entry visa if changing tables across the aisle in the dining car.  

 

➢ Km 2505: Continue through Tyumen Oblast – The rail line stops being the border for a little 

more than three kilometers and the train is entirely within Tyumenskaya.  

 

➢ Km 2506: Platform 2506 (платформа 2506) – The miniscule hamlet of Strunkino 

(Стрункино) lies about one kilometer north of this platform. Because of this most unusually 

formed border, the village is in Tyumen Oblast.  

 

➢ Km 2509: Tyumen – Omsk Border and New Time Zone (MT + 3) – Traveling eastbound, 

the train has reached another internal Russian territorial border, this one between 

Tyumenskaya and Omskaya (Омская область). This administrative border also serves as the 

place for a time zone change. Starting here, local time advances one more hour ahead of 

Moscow time – for a total of three hours.  

 

Omskaya is not a particularly large oblast, either in area or population. It only has about 

2,000,000 persons and a little over 1,100,000 of them live in the administrative capital, Omsk 

(Омск). Geographically, Omsk Oblast extends approximately 500 kilometers north to south 

and 300 kilometers east to west. Several of the West Siberian Plain’s major rivers run 

through Omskaya including the Irtysh, Ishim, Om (Омь), Osha (Оша), and Tara (Тара). The 

oblast is mainly level, its highest point is only 150 meters above sea level near the town of 

Nagornoye (Нагорное), which is near where the Irtysh River leaves Omskaya in the far 

northwesternmost corner of the oblast, about 150 kilometers east of Tobolsk.  

 

➢ Km 2510: Omsk – Tyumen Border and New Time Zone (MT + 2) – After only one 

kilometer, the train exits the tiny little zig-zag corner of Omsk that it just entered and re-

enters Tyumen Oblast. Welcome back. Passengers can set their watches back one hour to 

reflect Tyumen time, but that’s probably silly because we’re going to change again in about 

two minutes.  

 

For not quite two kilometers, now the train is wholly within Tyumen Oblast again and 

remains there until it crosses the Omsk border for the second time.  

 

➢ Km 2511: Tyumen – Omsk Border and New Time Zone (MT + 3) – Only a very detailed 

map reveals this most oddly-engineered provincial border, but here the rail line re-enters 

Omskaya for the second time and continues on its way southeast.  
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KM 2518: Mangut Railway Station 

➢ Km 2512: Platform 2512 (платформа 2512) – This platform is entirely within Omsk Oblast 

and the border does not shift again beyond here.  

 

➢ Km 2518: Mangut (станция Мангут) 

– The first (or last if traveling west) 

village in Omsk Oblast. It’s a small 

village of several hundred persons set 

on the north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2522: Platform 2522 (платформа 

2522) – This platform serves Kotino 

(Котино), a tiny settlement about one 

kilometer north of the rail line and 

settled along the eastern shore of the 

750 meter diameter round pond Kotino 

(пруд Котино). The rail line runs 

immediately south of it.  

 

➢ Km 2524: Platform 2524 (платформа 

2524).  

 

➢ Km 2529: Platform 2529 (платформа 2529).  

 

➢ Km 2540: Passing Point Number 46 (Обгонный пункт №46).  

 

➢ Km 2546: Platform 2546 (платформа 2546) – This platform serves the tiny village of 

Baiiymbet (Байымбет) which is two kilometers south.  

 

➢ Km 2552: Platform 2552 (платформа 2552) – This platform is used by residents of 

Mikhaylovka (платформа Михайловка), a tiny settlement about two kilometers south of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2557: Platform 2557 (платформа 2557).  

 

➢ Km 2562: Nazyvaevskaya (станция Называевская) – The rail station is Nazyvaevskaya; the 

town, which has a population of about 12,000, is called Nazyvayevsk (Называевск). It is 

more or less equally divided, north and south, on both sides of the rail line. It was founded in 

1911 during the construction of the railway between Tyumen and Omsk and was originally 

called “Siberian Village” (посёлок Сибирский).  

 

➢ Km 2571: Platform 2571 (платформа 2571).  

 

➢ Km 2575: Platform 2575 (платформа 2575) – A couple of buildings here.  

 

➢ Km 2581: Platform 2581 (платформа 2581).  
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KM 2600: Western Siberian Steppe 

➢ Km 2587: Kochkovatskiy (разъезд Кочковатский) – At this rail siding, there are about a 

dozen dwellings aligned along both sides of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2591: Platform 2591 (платформа 2591).  

 

➢ Km 2595: Platform 2595 (платформа 2595) – This platform is about two kilometers east of 

the small village of Cheremnovka (Черемновка) and the one kilometer diameter Lake 

Cheremnovo (озеро Черемново).  

 

➢ Km 2601: Oshirovskiy (Обгонный пункт 

Ошировский) – A few buildings along the 

south side of the tracks. There is a little 

village about one kilometer south. It’s 

called Rostovka (Ростовка).  

 

➢ Km 2607: Platform 2607 (платформа 

2607).  

 

➢ Km 2613: Dragunskaya (станция 

Драгунская) – The station is 

Dragunskaya; the town is Alekseevka 

(Алексеевка) which is immediately north. 

There are perhaps 100 to 150 dwellings 

here. About three kilometers southwest is 

Alekseevskiy (Алексеевский) and seven kilometers southwest is Dragunskiy (Драгунский).  

 

➢ Km 2624: Platform 2624 (платформа 2624) – The closest village is Boryatino (Барятино), 

which is about three kilometers south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2635: Novokievskiy (разъезд Новокиевский) – This rail siding serves the tiny hamlet 

of Slavinka (Славинка) which is about one kilometer south of the tracks; the small village of 

Proletarskiy (Пролетарский), about five kilometers south of the railroad; and Novokievka 

(Новокиевка), a little village six kilometers due east.  

 

➢ Km 2640: Platform 2640 (платформа 2640) – The platform serves Shandrovka 

(Шандровка), a small village two kilometers to the south.  

 

➢ Km 2646: Platform 2646 (платформа 2646) – The closest towns here are Vybornenovka 

(Выборненовка), a tiny village two kilometers to the south, and Pomogaevka (Помогаевка), 

an equally tiny town two kilometers north.  

 

➢ Km 2654: Platform 2654 (платформа 2654).  

 

➢ Km 2658: Lyubinskaya (станция Любинская) – The town’s name is Lyubinskiy 

(Любинский). It has about 11,000 residents spread across both sides of the railroad line.  
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➢ Km 2660: Branch Line North – Just as the train is passing the outskirts of town, a minor 

branch line veers to the left. It first runs almost ten kilometers northeast to the small town of 

Severo-Lyubinskiy (Северо-Любинский); it then continues another ten kilometers northeast 

to the small mining town of Krasniy Yar (Красный Яр).  

 

Both Krasniy Yar and its nearby neighbor town, Lyubino-Malorossy (Любино-Малороссы) 

are at opposite ends of a cut-off oxbow of the Irtysh River (река Иртыш). Known as Lake 

Staritsa (озеро Старица), it’s almost 360 degrees around. The two ends of this hollowed-out, 

oval-shaped lake are approximately six kilometers apart. This is the closest point the rail line 

comes to the Irtysh until shortly before it crosses over it a few kilometers further down the 

line at Omsk (Омск).  

 

➢ Km 2666: Platform 2666 (платформа 2666).  

 

➢ Km 2669: Platform 2669 (платформа 2669) – Very large dacha villages all to the south.  

 

➢ Km 2672: Platform 2672 (платформа 2672).  

 

➢ Km 2677: Platform 2677 (платформа 2677) – The closest village is Fyodorovka 

(Фёдоровка), a little hamlet about one kilometer north of the rails. Omsk’s planned new 

airport, “Omsk-Fyodorovka” (Аэропорт Омск-Фёдоровка), is three kilometers due east. 

Due to various technical delays and funding issues, the airport is still a construction site. Its 

completion date has not yet been determined. For now, “Omsk-Central” (Омск-

Центральный) remains in place as the city’s airport. Immediately south of this platform are 

thousands and thousands of dachas.  

 

➢ Km 2679: Branch Line North – Here’s a short three and a half kilometer spur that runs 

straight to the Omsk-Fyodorovka Airport. The future vision is a dedicated Omsk Metro line 

(Омский метрополитен) serving the airport from downtown.  

 

➢ Km 2680: Platform 2680 (платформа 2680) – This platform serves the eastern end of the 

enormous dacha village immediately to the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2683: Petrushenko (платформа Петрушенкo) – Here’s a vast dacha village to the north 

side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 2684: Branch Line South – A spur begins here and runs not quite ten kilometers south 

until it meets the line from Kazakhstan and Chelyabinsk. We’ll mention this line in a few 

kilometers when it joins this main line just before Karbyshevo (Карбышево).  

 

➢ Km 2685: Platform 2685 (платформа 2685) – The platform serves Melnichnoye 

(Мельничное; “Mill”), a small village about 500 meters south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2685: Cross the Kamyshlovka River (река Камышловка) – Immediately east after 

passing Melnichnoye Village, the train passes over this small river. It begins with a series of 

lakes headed by Lake Kamyshlovskoye (озеро Камышловское) approximately 75 
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kilometers west. From the railroad crossing, it flows northeast about a dozen kilometers until 

it merges into the left bank of the Irtysh River about five kilometers north of Goryachiy 

Klyuch (Горячий Ключ) or about 15 kilometers to the northwest of downtown Omsk.  

 

➢ Km 2695: Plamya (станция Пламя; “Flame”) – A small village almost entirely on the south 

side of the rail line. Privetnaya (Приветнaя), another small village about three kilometers 

south of the rails, is also served by this platform.  

 

➢ Km 2705: Branch Line West – Very shortly before the train reaches the Karbyshevo-1 

Station, a branch line from the west joins the main rail. The line is part of the original 1894 

Trans-Siberian route from Chelyabinsk (Челябинск). Today’s route of the Trans-Siberian is 

more northern and comes through Yekaterinburg. Taking this branch due west approximately 

150 kilometers leads to the border with Kazakhstan, and in another 120 kilometers, the train 

arrives in Petropavlovsk (Петропавловск; lit., “St. Peter & Paul), Kazakhstan’s largest 

northern city.  

 

From Petropavlovsk, it’s approximately 250 kilometers northwest to Kurgan, crossing the 

border back into Russia along the way. From Kurgan, the line continues due west 250 

kilometers to Chelyabinsk. From there, the original Trans-Siberian Line (which of course is 

still used but is no longer the Trans-Siberian Main Line) continues to Ufa (Уфа) → Samara 

(Самара) → Ryazan (Рязан) → and Moscow (Москва).  

 

There’s yet another alternate route that runs 350 kilometers northwest from Kurgan to 

Yekaterinburg, and thus bypasses Chelyabinsk.  

 

Finally, three kilometers west on this branch to Chelyabinsk, another line diverges and runs 

southeast. In four kilometers, after passing Karbyshevo-2 Station (Карбышево-вторая), the 

line travels 180 kilometers to the Kazakh border. From there, it’s about 225 kilometers 

southeast by road to Pavlodar (Павлодар) where rail, road, or air connections can be made to 

Astana (Астана), Kazakhstan’s capital, or Almaty (Алматы), Kazakhstan’s largest city and 

former capital. By surface transport, Astana is approximately 425 kilometers southwest of 

Pavlodar and Almaty is almost 1,400 kilometers south.  

 

➢ Km 2706: Karbyshevo-1 (станция Карбышево-первый) – A big enough city of several 

thousand inhabitants. Karbyshevo may also be said to be a suburb of Omsk. It occupies a 

large area of waterfront on the Irtysh River’s left bank. Across the river is Omsk.  

 

➢ Km 2707: Cross the Irtysh River (река Иртыш; means “White River” in Kazakh) – By the 

time the train crosses over the Irtysh, the river has already been flowing over 2,000 

kilometers. It travels another 2,000 before it is finished. Here at Omsk, it is large; averaging 

350 to 400 meters across – and the railroad bridges traversing it are large as well, three triple 

spans of 700 meters each.  
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KM 2707: Cross the Irtysh River 

The Irtysh is 4,248 kilometers long and is the chief tributary of the River Ob (река Обь), 

itself 3,650 kilometers long. From the source of the Irtysh to the mouth of the Ob, the Ob-

Irtysh River flow is 5,410 kilometers – the longest river in Russia, the 2nd longest river in 

Asia, and the 7th longest river in the world. The Ob-Irtysh ends at the Gulf of Ob (Обская 

губа), which is an extraordinarily long 

1,000 kilometer bay of the Kara Sea 

adjoining the Arctic Ocean. The Gulf of 

Ob is the world’s longest estuary.  

 

The Irtysh has its origins as the Kara-

Irtysh (Кара-Иртыш; lit., “Black Irtysh”), 

in the region of the Altay Mountains 

where Russia, China, Mongolia, and 

Kazakhstan come together. It first flows 

525 kilometers through northernmost 

Xinjiang, China along the border with the 

westernmost extremity of Mongolia. From 

there, its next 1,700 kilometers are through 

Kazakhstan, beginning with a flow-

through northwest in Lake Zaysan (озеро 

Зайсан) in Kazakhstan’s easternmost 

corner. From there, it travels through Ust-Kamenogorsk (Усть-Каменогорск), Semipalitinsk 

(Семипалатинск), and Pavlodar (Павлодар), before crossing the border into Russia.  

 

In Russia, it flows a total of 2,010 kilometers starting with the first 200 kilometers from the 

Kazakh border north to Omsk. At Omsk, it is joined by the 1,091 kilometer-long Om River 

(река Омь) and then winds its way more than 1,000 kilometers northwest to Tobolsk, 

picking up the 806 kilometer Tara and 2,450 kilometer Ishim along the way. From Tobolsk, 

where it’s joined by the 1,591 kilometer-long Tobol River, it travels due north another 500 

kilometers to Khanty-Mansiysk (Ханты-Мансийск) where it merges into the Ob. From 

there, it’s another 1,000 kilometers to the Gulf of Ob, then the 1,000 kilometer-long gulf, and 

then the Arctic Ocean. This is so far north; it’s almost off the map.  

 

➢ Km 2709: Trud (платформа Труд) and Branch Line South – Immediately before the Trud 

platform, the rails diverge and a branch veers to the right. It’s a short spur, only running a 

few kilometers through the southern part of the city, then returning north and re-joining the 

main line near Platform Km 2716. Freight trains with no need to stop at Omsk Main Station 

use this as a bypass.  
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KM 2711: Omsk Railway Station 

Fyodor Dostoyevsky 
1872 Portrait by Vasily Perov (Василий 
Григoрьевич Перoв; real surname: 
Kridener (Криденер); 1834-82), a well 
known Russian realist painter of his 
time. Original in Moscow’s State 
Tretyakov Gallery (Государственная 
Третьяковская Галерея). Perov is 
interred in the Old Donskoye 
Monastery Cemetery (Донской 
монастырь), Moscow.  

➢ Km 2711: Omsk (станция Омск-
Пассажирский) – Omsk is situated at the 

confluence of the Irtysh and Om Rivers 

and named for the Om (река Омь), a 

1,091 kilometer-long right tributary of the 

Irtysh. You won’t see the Om from the 

train as it enters the city from the northeast 

and merges with the Irtysh about five 

kilometers north of the rail station. Its 

source waters originate in the Vasyugan 

Swamp (Васюганские болота) near the 

border between Novosibirsk and Omsk 

oblasts, about 160 kilometers northwest of 

Novosibirsk.  

 

Omsk is Siberia’s second-largest city after 

Novosibirsk. It has approximately 

1,200,000 persons and is the capital of Omskaya Oblast. It is a major transportation hub as 

it’s the junction point for the northern and southern 

branches of the Trans-Siberian Railway. It is an 

industrial city with such enterprises as food processing, 

printing, chemical, petrochemical, and aerospace.  

 

The city was originally founded as “Fortress Omsk” 

(Омская крепость) in 1716 under a decree from Peter 

the Great. The intent was to expand and strengthen the 

borders of the Russian Empire. By the middle of the 

1800s, Omsk had become the capital of Western 

Siberia.  

 

For four years, starting in 1849, Fyodor Dostoyevsky 

(Фёдор Михайлович Достоевский; 1821-81) was 

exiled to Omsk and assigned to hard labor in a katorga 

(каторга) prison camp. The katorga were the 

forerunners of the gulag labor camps. He was brutally 

abused and wrote of it in Recollections of a Dead 

House, translated in English as Buried Alive in Siberia.  

 

Shortly after the October Revolution and for several 

years during the Russian Civil War in 1918-20, Omsk 

served as the capital of the anti-Bolshevik White forces 

(Белое движение; lit., “White Movement”). The 

“Provisional All-Russian Government” was established 

and headed by the Arctic explorer and decorated war 

hero Admiral Alexander Kolchak (Александр 

Васильевич Колчак; 1874-1920). Omsk was 
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Fyodor Dostoyevsky – A Tortured Soul 
Afflicted with epilepsy, addicted to gambling, and 
exiled to hard labor in Siberia – not many persons 
can be said to have suffered the depths of 
punishment, physical torture, and misery of the 
Russian soul than this novelist of the psychology of 
the human spirit. Some of his most notable works 
include: “Notes from the Underground,” “Crime 
and Punishment,” “The Gambler,” “The Idiot,” 
“Demons” (i.e., the “Possessed”), and “The Brothers 
Karamazov.”  
 
He was born in Moscow and from his earliest years 
enjoyed reading and then writing. Later however, his 
membership in an intellectual literary society got 
him into trouble with Tsarist state authorities. He 
was condemed to death and suffered a mock 
execution before his sentence was commuted to 
four years in a labor camp in Omsk. That experience 
led to his work: “The House of the Dead,” the first 
novel about Russian prisons.  
 
Although for the rest of his life his work was well 
received and he traveled widely through Europe, his 
health was bad and his finances were in constant 
turmoil. Towards the end of his life, he increasingly 
suffered epileptic seizures and then several 
haemorrhages. He died at the age of 59 and was 
interred in Tikhvin Cemetery at the Alexander 
Nevsky Convent in St. Petersburg.  

proclaimed the capital of Russia and its central bank held the imperial gold reserves. The city 

was held by a garrison of former Czechoslovakian POWs trapped in Siberia by the chaos of 

World War I and the subsequent Revolution. Re-capturing Omsk became an important 

objective for the Bolshevik Red Army (Красная aрмия or Большевики; lit., “Majority”) 

who considered it critical to their Siberian 

campaign. They eventually forced 

Kolchak and his followers to abandon the 

city and retreat on the Trans-Siberian east 

to Irkutsk. The Red Army re-took Omsk in 

1919. We’ll discuss Admiral Kolchak 

again when we reach his memorial in 

Irkutsk.  

 

Omsk has a beautiful cathedral, the 

Dormition of the Theotokos (Успенский 

собор; also called Храм Успенский 

Пресвятой Богородицы; “Holy 

Assumption Cathedral of the Blessed 

Virgin Mary”); a fine drama theatre 

(Омский Академический театр драмы); 

many historic old buildings; and a number 

of excellent museums including one of 

fine arts (Музей изобразительных 

искусств им Врубеля). It is named for 

native son and “Symbolist” artist Mikhail 

Vrubel (Михаил Александрович 

Врубель; 1856-1910), one of Russia’s 

greatest painters.  

 

Omsk has several airports. The main one 

is Omsk Central Airport (Аэропорт 

Омск-Центральный) which is also called 

Omsk International Airport 

(международный аэропорт Омска) as it 

has international air services and customs facilities. It is located five kilometers southwest of 

the city center or about two kilometers north of the Karbyshevo-1 Rail Station.  

 

It had been planned that a second airport, Omsk Fedorovka, (Аэропорт Омск-Фёдоровка), 

was to be completed by 2016 in time for Omsk’s 300th Anniversary. Almost completed, it is 

32 kilometers northwest of downtown but its final construction has been indefinitely put on 

hold due to budget considerations. Lastly, Omsk-North Airport (Омск-Северный аэродром) 

is located eight kilometers due east of city center. It was a military airport, but in recent years 

has offered some civilian service as well. Local travel agents are the best source of 

information on available flight service.  
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Bogorodichni Icons of the Theotokos 
The Eastern Orthodox, Oriental Orthodox, and 
Eastern Catholic Churches have especial 
reverence for the “Theotokos.” From two Greek 
words, its exact translation is “God” and 
“parturition” (giving birth). Thus, its literal 
translation is “God-bearer” or “Birth-Giver of 
God.” In other words, the Holy Virgin Mary 
(c.18 BC- c. 41 AD).  
 
A more prosaic and far less mystical translation 
is the Latin “Mater Dei” which equates in 
English as “Mother of God.” As a matter of 
religious doctrine, most western Christian faiths 
view Mary as the Mother of God Incarnate or 
the Mother of God from Eternity. Eastern 
Orthodoxy and Roman Catholics specifically 
reject this meaning and assign Mary as the 
Mother of God only with reference to the birth 
of Jesus. Mary is Theotokos because her son 
Jesus is both God and man: one Divine Person 
with two natures, Divine and human.  
 
This extraordinary 18th Century icon portrays 
132 views (12 horizontal; 11 vertical) of the 
Theotokos, i.e., the Blessed Virgin Mary.  

Upon leaving Omsk, for the first 100 

kilometers east, the train runs parallel to the 

Om River but it’s never in view as it flows 

from two to eight kilometers north of the line 

all the time. Later, close to the Omsk-

Novosibirsk Oblast border, the Om turns north 

and traces its origins upstream towards Tomsk 

(Томск).  

 

➢ Km 2713: Privokzalnaya (платформа 

Привокзальная; lit., “Railway Station”) – An 

urban commuter station.  

 

➢ Km 2714: Lokomotivnaya (платформа 

Локомотивная; “Locomotive”) – Another 

commuter station.  

 

➢ Km 2715: Branch Line South – Barely 500 

meters south of Lokomotivnaya, the nine 

kilometer-long bypass spur that branched off 

at Trud re-connects to the main line.  

 

➢ Km 2716: Platform 2716 (платформа 2716).  

 

➢ Km 2716: Branch Line North – Very shortly 

west before entering the marshalling yard and 

in the middle of the thousands of surrounding 

dachas, a minor branch line veers to the left. It 

runs north about 25 kilometers passing the 

stations or platforms of Omsk-Vostochniy 

(Омск-Восточный; “Omsk-East”) → 

Universalnaya (Универсальная; “Universal”) 

→ Omsk-Severniy (Омск-Северный; “Omsk-

North”) → and Kombinatskaya 

(Комбинатская). Freight service continues 

another 15 kilometers to the industrial towns 

of Klyuchi (Ключи) and Khanino (Ханино).  

 

➢ Km 2717: Depovskaya (платформа 

Деповская; “Depot”) – This little station is 

poised at the western end of a mid-sized rail 

switching station. The yard extends over the 

next four kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 2717: Brigadnaya (платформа 

Бригадная; “Brigade or Teamwork”) – A 
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Mikhail Vrubel (1856-1910) 
Completed in 1882, this self-
portrait displays Vrubel’s 
characteristic strong brush strokes 
and “wild” style which caused some 
criticism of him by conservative 
critics at the time. In general, he 
may be said to be part of the 
Russian Symbolist movement of 
the late 19th Century. Although 
born in Omsk, he spent most of 
his career in Kiev, Moscow, and St. 
Petersburg. He died of mental 
disease caused by advanced syphilis 
in St. Petersburg and is buried in 
Novodevichy Cemetery.  
 
Some of his most extraordinary 
works, such as the “Demon Seated 
in the Garden” and “Pan,” were 
reviled and brought him notoriety. 
Other works, such as “The Swan 
Princess” and “Lilacs,” brought him 
wide acclaim. He was one of a 
number of artists who were part of 
the “Abramtsevo Circle” of patron 
of the arts Savva Mamontov 
(1841-1918).  

platform between Depovskaya and Moscow Station.  

 

➢ Km 2718: Moskovka (станция Московка; “Moscow 

Station”) – This rather large station building on the north 

side of the tracks oversees the activities of the Moscow 

marshalling yard.  

 

➢ Km 2722: Platform 2722 (платформа 2722).  

 

➢ Km 2723: Pole Omsk - The little commemorative “Pole 

Omsk” (столб Омск) is set just alongside the tracks here. 

It marks the eastern access to Omsk.  

 

➢ Km 2724: Platform 2724 (платформа 2724).  

 

➢ Km 2726: Platform 2726 (платформа 2726).  

 

➢ Km 2729: Gustafevo (станция Густафьево) – A tiny 

hamlet of 80 inhabitants mostly to the north of the tracks. 

The somewhat larger mining village of Ulyanovka 

(Ульяновка) and its open-air mine are north less than two 

kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 2733: Platform 2733 (платформа 2733).  

 

➢ Km 2737: Platform 2737 (платформа 2737).  

 

➢ Km 2740: Platform 2740 (платформа 2740).  

 

➢ Km 2741: Branch Line North – A minor spur runs from 

here 25 kilometers northwest back to a point between the 

Universalnaya and Omsk-Severniy stations on the 

northern branch that begins at Omsk’s Moscow Station.  

 

➢ Km 2743: Syropyatskoye (станция Сыропятское) – A 

couple of dozen houses on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2746: Platform 2746 (платформа 2746).  

 

➢ Km 2747: Dubrava (платформа Дубрава) – These are 

stops for dacha villages.  

 

➢ Km 2752: Platform 2752 (платформа 2752).  

 

➢ Km 2758: Kormilovka (станция Кормиловка) – It’s 

possible to smell freshly-baked bread as the train passes 
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Railway Section:  Omsk -- Novosibirsk 

by here. Nestled between the north of the railroad and the south side (left bank) of the Om 

River, this proud little town of 10,000 persons displays the Kormilovsky Bakery 

(Кормиловский комбинат хлебопродуктов) on its coat of arms. It’s one of the largest in 

Russia, filled and supplied by the grain fields of this fertile region.  

 

➢ Km 2762: Platform 2762 (платформа 2762).  

 

➢ Km 2767: Platform 2767 (платформа 2767).  

 

➢ Km 2771: Platform 2771 (платформа 2771) – Six kilometers north of here is the village of 

Georgiyevka (Георгиевка). It’s set along the left bank (south side) of the Om River.  

 

➢ Km 2775: Osokino (платформа Осокино) – The tiniest of hamlets along the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2783: 

Platform 2783 

(платформа 

2783) – About 

one kilometer 

north is the 

small village of 

Kulikovo 

(Куликовo) 

which is tucked 

into a very tight 

multiple-bend of 

the Om River.  

 

➢ Km 2786: 

Platform 2786 

(платформа 

2786).  
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KM 2789: Kalachinskaya Railway Station 

➢ Km 2789: Kalachinskaya (станция Калачинская) – The town’s name is Kalachinsk 

(Калачинск). It’s a city of almost 25,000 persons and about the closest the train comes to the 

Om River as here it’s a bit less than two kilometers north of the station. The town extends 

from a little south of the rails up to and 

onto the other side of the Om River. A 

three kilometer-long oxbow of the Om 

creates an interesting triangular-shaped 

small nature island just to the east of town.  

 

About five kilometers northeast of the 

station, and one each on either side of the 

river, are two most attractively-named little 

hamlets: Voskresenka (Воскресенка) and 

Turgenevka (Тургеневка). The former 

means the “Ressurection” (of Jesus Christ) 

and the latter is named for Ivan Turgenev 

(Иван Сергеевич Тургенев; 1818-83), 

author, among many other works, of 

Fathers and Sons (Отцы и дети), and one 

of Russia’s greatest writers. Turgenev lived 

much of his adult life abroad, either in Baden-Baden or in Paris. He died at Bougival, near 

Paris and his remains were taken to Russia and buried in Volkoff Cemetery (Волкова 

кладбище) in St. Petersburg.  

 

➢ Km 2797: Platform 2797 (платформа 2797).  

 

➢ Km 2799: Platform 2799 (платформа 2799).  

 

➢ Km 2801: Platform 2801 (платформа 2801).  

 

➢ Km 2805: Valerino (станция Валерино) – Maybe two dozen dwellings along the north side 

of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2812: Platform 2812 (платформа 2812).  

 

➢ Km 2818: Ilyushkino (платформа Илюшкино) – A tiny rural settlement on both sides of the 

tracks. Ilyushkino Village, equally tiny, is about three kilometers northeast.  

 

➢ Km 2826: Platform 2826 (платформа 2826).  

 

➢ Km 2832: Koloniya (станция Колония) – Koloniya is the station for the surrounding little 

town of Ivanovka (Ивановка) and the nearby villages of Noviy Revel (Новый Ревель), three 

kilometers northwest, and Kovalevo (Ковалево), five kilometers southeast. It is the last 

station in Om Oblast before reaching the boundary with Novosibirsk Oblast. In Russian, the 

term “Colony” often refers to a Penal Colony (Исправительная колония).  
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KM 2835: Early Morning Fog  
at the Omsk-Novosibirsk Border 

➢ Km 2835: Omsk – Novosibirsk Border – Continuing east, the Trans-Siberian train arrives 

and passes by another internal provincial boundary. Here the train leaves Omskaya Oblast 

and comes into Novosibirskaya Oblast 

(Новосибирская область). As usual, there 

is nothing to indicate the shift from one 

political boundary to another. No line, no 

sign, and no brass band.  

 

The population of the oblast is close to 

2,700,000, making it Russia’s 16th largest 

region. It is a little larger than the previous 

oblast, Omskaya. Novosibirskaya is about 

600 kilometers across from east to west and 

400 kilometers from north to south. It is 

mostly level plain: the south mostly steppe; 

the north marsh and forest. It ranks 18th in 

size among Russia’s 85 political units.  

 

The administrative capital and largest city 

of Novosibirskaya is Novosibirsk 

(Новосибирск), the largest city in all of Siberia and third largest in Russia, with a population 

close to 1,500,000.  

 

The major river of the oblast is the Ob – which is one of the major rivers of the world. We’ll 

come to it when the train arrives in Novosibirsk.  

 

➢ Km 2843: Lagunaka (платформа Лагунака) – Lagunaka is the name of the platform and the 

first possible stop in Novosibirsk Oblast. Sibiryak (Сибиряк; “Siberian”) is merely one long 

street along the north side of the rails and Novopervomayskoye (Новопервомайское; “New 

First of May”) is a small village immediately to the south of the tracks. Not quite three 

kilometers to the northeast is the small village of Platonovka (Платоновка).  

 

➢ Km 2850: Platform 2850 (платформа 2850).  

 

➢ Km 2857: Karatkansk (станция Каратканск) – The small village to the south of the station 

and the tracks is Dmitriyevka (Дмитриевка).  

 

➢ Km 2863: Zabulga (платформа Забулга) – Most of this miniscule village of maybe a dozen 

houses lies along the north side of the platform.  

 

➢ Km 2869: Platform 2869 (платформа 2869).  

 

➢ Km 2875: Severotatarskoye (Северотатарское; “North Tatar Town”) – A little village about 

two kilometers south of the rail line.  
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KM 2879: Tatarskaya Railway Station 

 

➢ Km 2877: Nalivnaya (платформа 

Наливная Станция; “Filling Station”) – A 

large oil tank farm immediately south of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2879: Tatarskaya (станция 

Татарская) – The town is Tatarsk 

(Татарск). It’s a fairly large town of some 

24,000 persons.  

 

➢ Km 2881: Branch Line South – A little 

more than one kilometer east after passing 

Tatarskaya Station, a line forks to the right 

and travels southeast a little more than 200 

kilometers through Kupino (Купино) to 

Osolodino (Осолодино), which is a few kilometers north of Karasuk (Карасук). At that 

junction, lines run east and west. The western line heads to Kazakhstan and points west, with 

one leg returning northwest to Omsk. The eastern line immediately divides at Karasuk; one 

branch goes south to southern Kazakhstan and points south, the eastern branch heads to 

Barnaul (Барнаул) and further points east.  

 

➢ Km 2882: Platform 2882 (платформа 2882).  

 

➢ Km 2891: Platform 2891 (платформа 2891).  

 

➢ Km 2894: Taryshta (Тарышта) – This village of a few houses lies to the north of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 2896: Minino (Минино) – There is nothing at the platform, but there is a tiny village of 

the same name about two kilometers to the south.  

 

➢ Km 2898: Platform 2898 (платформа 2898).  

 

➢ Km 2904: Kabakliy (станция Кабаклы) – This small station serves the village of Ivanovka 

(Ивановка) to the south and Kabakliy to the north. It has a little over 300 residents.  

 

➢ Km 2912: Platform 2912 (платформа 2912).  

 

➢ Km 2917: Chertokulich (платформа Чертокулич).  

 

➢ Km 2922: Platform 2922 (платформа 2922).  

 

➢ Km 2926: Platform 2926 (платформа 2926) – There are perhaps 15-20 houses immediately 

north in the village of Pestsiy (Песцы).  
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➢ Km 2931: Chany (станция Чаны) – A fairly large town of some 8,500 persons, most of it is 

to the north side of the rail line. The town is best known for its location near Lake Chany 

(озеро Чаны), the largest lake in western Siberia. Lake Chany is located about 60 kilometers 

southeast of Chany town in the Baraba lowland, a region of thousands of small lakes and 

ponds. It is approximately 50 kilometers wide by 90 long, and shallow, about two meters 

deep in most places although it can reach seven meters in depth. Although it has a high 

salinity content, it supports a great variety of fresh water fish, and is a very popular 

recreational area. The lake measures anywhere from 1,400 to 2,000 square kilometers 

depending on the precipitation in a given year. It is full of small islands and peninsulas.  

 

➢ Km 2939: Platform 2939 (платформа 2939).  

 

➢ Km 2944: Ozero Karachinskoye (станция Озеро Карачинское) – The station and town 

(озеро Карачи) are named for Lake Karachi which is about 600 meters north of the rail 

tracks. It’s not large, measuring only about 500 meters across and less than two kilometers 

long, but it’s famous for the composition of its waters, a bitter brine and mud mix. These are 

used at the Lake Karachi Resort (Курорт Озеро Карачи), a mud thalasso-therapy destination 

(грязевой и бальнеотерапевтический курорт). The lake’s strong mineral waters are also 

bottled and sold all over Russia under the name “Karachinskaya” (Карачинская).  

 

➢ Km 2950: Platform 2950 (платформа 2950).  

 

➢ Km 2953: Platform 2953 (платформа 2953).  

 

➢ Km 2958: Koshkul (станция Кошкуль) – A tiny village on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2966: Platform 2966 (платформа 2966).  

 

➢ Km 2973: Platform 2973 (платформа 2973).  

 

➢ Km 2978: Tebisskaya (станция Тебисская) – Tebisskaya is the station; the adjacent village 

is Rozhdestvenka (Рождественка). Tebisskoye (Тебисское) Village is two kilometers to the 

southwest. The station and towns, as are all in this region, are surrounded by hundreds of 

small lakes and ponds. The not quite one kilometer diameter round pond immediately north 

of Tebisskoye and 600 meters south of the rail line is Lake Anchebaliyk (озеро Анчебалык).  
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KM 3035: Barabinsk Railway Station 

➢ Km 2988: Platform 2988 (платформа 2988).  

 

➢ Km 2990: Platform 2990 (платформа 2990).  

 

➢ Km 2997: Moshkar (платформа Мошкарь; “Midges”) – A collection of about ten houses 

along the north side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 3001: Platform 3001 (платформа 3001).  

 

➢ Km 3009: Kirzinskoye (станция Кирзинское) – A rural settlement of a few dozen houses 

on both sides of the tracks. This little village lies just north of another nearly one diameter 

pond; this one is Lake Sladkoye (ozero Сладкое; “Sweet Lake”).  

 

➢ Km 3017: Platform 3017 (платформа 3017) – There are two or three dwellings at this 

platform.  

 

➢ Km 3020: Platform 3020 (платформа 3020) – This platform is immediately north of and 

adjacent to one of the larger lakes along the rail line. It’s Lake Goldobinskoye (ozero 

Голдобинское) and it measures a little more than two kilometers in diameter. 

 

➢ Km 3023: Barabushka (платформа Барабушка) – This village is about four or five houses.  

 

➢ Km 3028: Platform 3028 (платформа 3028).  

 

➢ Km 3032: Platform 3032 (платформа 3032).  

 

➢ Km 3033: Branch Line North – Some two kilometers west before reaching the Barabinsk 

Rail Station, a single-track branch line veers off to the left and heads north ten kilometers to 

the station at Kainsk-Barabinskiy (станция Каинск-Барабинский) which is located in the 

town of Kuybyshev (Куйбышев). Kuybyshev is a little larger than Barabinsk; it has 

approximately 47,000 residents. The town 

was settled in 1722 as a military outpost 

and grew up on both sides of the Om River. 

Originally named Kainsky Pas (Каинский 

Пас), it was renamed after Valerian 

Kuybyshev (Валериан Владимирович 

Куйбышев; 1888-1935), Bolshevik 

revolutionary, Red Army officer, and 

prominent Soviet politician who was exiled 

to Kainsk in 1907 and lived there for two 

years. His body is interred in the Kremlin 

wall.  

 

➢ Km 3035: Barabinsk (станция 

Барабинск) – This city with a population of 

about 30,000 is one of only two cities 
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The Great Vasyugan Mire 
The Vasyugan (Васюганские болота) is the 
largest swamp in the northern hemisphere of 
the planet. It is located in the central sector of 
the West Siberian plain, between the Ob and 
Irtysh Rivers and could be visualized as being 
enclosed by the four corners of Tobolsk, 
Tomsk, Novosibirsk, and Omsk. It stretches 
between latitudes 55'35' and 58'40' North, and 
longitudes 74'30' and 83'30' East. The marsh 
extends from east to west about 550 kilometers 
and from north to south an average of 50 to 
80 kilometers. If various “spurs” or "tongues" of 
the marsh are taken into account, the north to 
south spread reaches 270 kilometers. The entire 
area of the swamp is over 5,500 square 
kilometers, which is about two percent of the 
whole area of all peat bogs of the world. The 
western part of the swamp has been extensively 
explored for the exploitation of oil and gas. The 
eastern part of the mire is more forested. It has 
been nominated to be included on the 
UNESCO World Heritage List.  

located in the center of the Baraba Steppe which is also known as the Barabinsk or 

Barabinskaya Steppe (Барабинская низменность; “lowland”). The other city is Kuybyshev, 

ten kilometers north. Both are located about 320 kilometers from Omsk to the west and 300 

kilometers to Novosibirsk in the east. In 

addition to its useful location on the Trans-

Siberian Railroad, Barabinsk is also well 

connected by road. The “Baikal” section of the 

Trans-Siberian Highway, here designated as 

Highway M51, is less than five kilometers 

south of town. It crosses the Baraba Steppe 

from Omsk to Novosibirsk parallel to the 

railroad. 

 

At just about 120,000 square kilometers, the 

Baraba lowland varies between true grassy 

plains (steppe) and water-logged bog, 

marshland, or swamp (lowlands). In some 

areas, it is a lightly-wooded flat plain. In its 

slightly elevated sections, it is cultivated and 

an important agricultural area. Most of its low 

area however, is virtually uninhabitable due to 

biting insects. During the warmer months, 

great sections are impassable by any vehicle. 

Only in the winter, when the ground is frozen, 

is much of it passable.  

 

➢ Km 3042: Platform 3042 (платформа 3042).  

 

➢ Km 3046: Novogutovo (платформа 

Новоготово) – About half a dozen residences 

on the north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3051: Platform 3051 (платформа 3051).  

 

➢ Km 3055: Platform 3055 (платформа 3055).  

 

➢ Km 3060: Trunovskoye (платформа 

Труновское) – A small village about equally 

divided on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3068: Platform 3068 (платформа 3068).  

 

➢ Km 3071: Rakitniki (платформа Ракитники) – A very small hamlet, perpaps three or four 

houses, all of which is to the north side of the tracks.  
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➢ Km 3077: Kozhurla (станция Кожурла) – This is a fairly large village of almost 1,600 

inhabitants. It is about equally divided north-south by the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 3086: Platform 3086 (платформа 3086).  

 

➢ Km 3087: Cross the Kozhurla River (река Кожурла) – This small stream begins in the 

marshes about five kilometers to the north. From the rail crossing, it flows southwest 

approximately six kilometers until it runs into the Kozhurlinskiy Canal (Кожурлинский 

Канал). From that union, the canal travels, along with a number of other canals, some 80 

kilometers further southwest eventually becoming part of the Chany Lakes region south of 

Barabinsk.  

 

➢ Km 3097: Klubnichnaya (платформа Клубничная; “Strawberry”) – This nicely-named little 

hamlet has several dozen houses on both sides of the rails. Its slightly smaller twin town, 

Klubnichniy (Клубничный), is one kilometer northeast.  

 

➢ Km 3103: Platform 3103 (платформа 3103).  

 

➢ Km 3108: Platform 3108 (платформа 3108).  

 

➢ Km 3113: Platform 3113 (платформа 3113).  

 

➢ Km 3116: Platform 3116 (платформа 3116).  

 

➢ Km 3117: Cross the Karatuzskiy Magistralniy Canal (Канал Каратузський 

Магистральный; “Main Karatuzskiy Channel”) – This fresh-water irrigation canal has its 

primary source in Lake Bolshoye (озеро Большое), which is about four kilometers northeast 

and just above the town of Ubinskoye (Убинское). At a little less than two kilometers in 

diameter, Bolshoye is in fact merely the largest in a set of about half a dozen ponds 

surrounding Ubinskoye.  

 

From the rail crossing, the canal flows southwest close to 40 kilometers, dispersing or 

collecting water all the while into and from innumerable smaller canals, then terminates by 

joining the River Karatuz (река Каратуз). This latter river in part originates out of Lake 

Karatuz (озеро Каратуз), a less than one diameter pond near the village of Noviy Karatuz 

(Новый Каратуз). From there, the Karatuz flows southwest some 30 kilometers past Lake 

Karatuzskoye (озеро Каратузское) and the village of Stariy Karatuz (Старый Каратуз) to 

Lake Sartlan (озеро Сартлан). At 17 kilometers in diameter, Sartlan is one of the larger lakes 

in the Lake Chany region. Lake Chany and Little Lake Chany (озеро Малые Чаны) begin 

only 25 kilomters further west.  

 

➢ Km 3118: Ubinskaya (станция Убинская) – The town is Ubinskoye; it has a population of 

almost 6,500. It is sandwiched in between several ponds and depressions more or less on 

both sides of the railroad line. The entire area is a spiderweb of inter-connected canals, most 

of which eventually lead to Lake Chany. The town takes its name from the quite large Lake 

Ubinskoye (озеро Убинское) which is 14 kilometers northeast. It is the second-largest lake 
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KM 3158: Cross the Kargat River 

in the Baraba depression after Lake Chany. It measures about 17 kilometers wide by 37 

kilometers long. It is very shallow, only about one meter deep, and is a fresh-water lake. In 

winter, it freezes almost completely solid – thus making it ideal for a number of winter sports 

activities.  

 

➢ Km 3124: Orlovka (платформа Орловка) – A little one street village running perpendicular 

straight north from the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3129: Platform 3129 (платформа 3129) – Former platform Kayak (Каяк).  

 

➢ Km 3134: Platform 3134 (платформа 3134).  

 

➢ Km 3141: Gruzdyovka (станция Груздёвка) – A tiny village on both sides of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 3144: Platform 3144 (платформа 3144) – This is the closest platform to Bezlyudniy 

(Безлюдный; lit., “desolate” or “deserted”), a small village about one kilometer south of the 

tracks. Who dreamed up the name for this place?  

 

➢ Km 3149: Platform 3149 (платформа 3149) – This platform serves Lebedevskiy 

(Лебедевский; lit., “Swan Town”), a little one street village running northwest away from 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3158: Cross the Kargat River (река Каргат) – This 387 kilometer-long river has its 

beginnings in the marshes of the Vasyugan Swamp about 200 kilometers northeast of the rail 

crossing. From here, it flows southwest approximately 130 kilometers to the little town of 

Zdvinsk (Здвинск). From there, it flows 

an additional 40 kilometers southwest 

until it enters Little Lake Chany (озеро 

Малые Чаны). There are a series of lakes 

in this region, all of which eventually flow 

into Lake Chany (Озеро Чаны). Lake 

Uryum (Озеро Урюм), 6 by 14 

kilometers, flows into the Kargat just 

before it joins Little Lake Chany, 12 by 21 

kilometers, which in turn flows into Lake 

Chany, 50 by 90 kilometers. Although 

most of the smaller lakes are fresh water, 

Lake Chany is partially salt water.  

 

➢ Km 3159: Kargat (станция Каргат) – 

This small city of almost 11,000 persons is 

more or less equally divided north and 

south by both the Kargat River and the rail line. In fact, the river is only a couple of hundred 

meters north of the train station. It is said that “kargat” is a Turkic word for blackcurrents; 

they have become the symbol of the town and are displayed on its coat of arms.  
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KM 3206: Cross the Chulym River 

➢ Km 3171: Kapralovo (платформа Капралово) – A village of 24 persons (most recent 

census) almost all to the north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3181: Branch Line North – Less than a kilometer before Kokoshkino Station, a single-

track freight line begins its dead-end run. It travels to the very northeasternmost corner of 

Novosibirskskaya Oblast, terminating about 120 kilometers west of Tomsk, or about 20 

kilometers north of the village of Ryamovoye (Рямовое).  

 

➢ Km 3182: Kokoshkino (платформа Кокошкино) – A small town with another small town 

one kilometer south, Suvorinskiy (Суворинский). Kokoshkino spreads across both sides of 

the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3184: Branch Line South – This ten kilometer-long spur runs southeast to Chulym-3 

(Чулым-3), a highly restricted military facility. It’s always difficult to know exactly what’s 

going on, but more than likely it’s a containment and storage depot for chemical weapons. 

Venturing there to find out would probably result in an arrest – yours.  

 

➢ Km 3192: Platform 3192 (платформа 3192).  

 

➢ Km 3195: Sektiy (платформа Секты) – A tiny village just north of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 3205: Chulymskaya (станция Чулымская) – The train station is Chulymskaya, the town 

is Chulym (Чулым). It has close to 12,000 residents, is fairly well divided north and south by 

the rail line, and is named after the adjacent river. The town developed and is located almost 

entirely on the right bank (west side) of the Chulym River. The east side has a tendency to 

flood in some years and is for the most part uninhabited.  

 

➢ Km 3206: Cross the Chulym River (река Чулым) – Here’s a bit of confusion. Sometimes, 

but not always, when seeing a reference to this river, it appears as “Chulym River-Maliy 

Chany Lake” (река Чулым-озера Малые Чаны; “Little Chany Lake”). Other times, one sees 

“Chulym River-Ob River” (река Чулым-

приток Оби). What’s going on?  

 

Quite simply, there are two Chulym Rivers 

in Siberia and they are only several 

hundred kilometers apart from one 

another.  

 

This Chulym, which is about 20 meters 

wide in this general area, is 392 kilometers 

long and originates in the Vasyugan 

Swamp north of the Barbara Steppe. It is 

formed by several tributaries of the 

Toyskoye Zaymishche (Тойское 

Займище) and Troshinskoye Zaymishche 

(Трошинское Займище) that feed into Big 
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Lake Nikonovo (озера Большое Никоново). The lake is 90 kilometers northwest of 

Novosibirsk or 60 kilometers northeast of here. The river winds its way down through the 

Baraba Steppe in a southwesterly direction and for almost its entire length runs parallel to 

and south of the Kargat River.  

 

From the town of Chulym, the river continues its southwest path flowing about 150 

kilometers, first to the northern end of Lake Sargul (озеро Саргуль) which is 4 by 9 

kilometers and just west of the village of Nizhniy Chulym (Нижний Чулым). Exiting the 

southern end of Sargul, it runs 15 kilometers until it spills into the eastern side of Lake 

Uryum (озеро Урюм). That lake, which is about 6 by 14 kilometers, is just east of a little 

village also called Chulym.  

 

From the western end of Lake Uryum, the Chulym River runs some 15 final kilometers 

northwest until its confluence on the Kargat River about five kilometers above Lake Maliy 

Chany. The Kargat exits the lake about 25 kilometers later on its eastern side and continues 

through a five kilometer strait to Lake Chany (озеро Чаны).  

 

Although barely known outside of Siberia, the Chany Lakes, which begin about 50 

kilometers southwest of Barabinsk, are some of the largest in Russia. Collectively, they 

extend close to 100 kilometers in any given direction and have a surface area of over 2,000 

square kilometers. The lakes are of great significance to the migratory birds of Siberia.  

 

The other Chulym River is 1,799 kilometers long and a right tributary of the Ob. We’ll be 

crossing it, and the Ob, a bit further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 3208: Platform 3208 (платформа 3208).  

 

➢ Km 3209: Itkul (Иткуль) – Immediately south of the rail line is the nearly one kilometer in 

diameter Little Lake Itkul (озеро Малый Иткуль). Immediately south of there is the small 

village of Itkul which lies on the northern end of Lake Itkul (озеро Иткуль). It’s a popular 

lake with local inhabitants; it’s divided into two large halves but has an overall length of 

about eight kilometers and an average width of about two. At the southern end of the lake is 

another small village, Novoitkulskoye (Новоиткульское).  

 

➢ Km 3221: Bolshedorozhnoye (платформа Большедорожное; “Big Road”) – About three 

buildings.  

 

➢ Km 3226: Kabinetnoye (станция Кабинетное) – This mid-sized village is divided by the 

railroad.  
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➢ Km 3235: Tikhomirovo (станция Тихомирово) – The village name is Tikhomirovskiy 

(Тихомировский). It’s tiny, perhaps a couple of short streets which lie mostly to the south of 

the rails. Two kilometers north of the town and the rail line is the fairly large Lake 

Sektinskoye (Сектинское). It measures about three by five kilometers and is popular with 

local residents.  

 

➢ Km 3243: Ryamok (платформа Рямок) – There is nothing here, but it’s the closest platform 

to the tiny village of Sevastyanovka (Севастьяновка) which is about a kilometer northeast of 

the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 3247: Duplenskaya (станция Дупленская) – A fairly large village most of which is on 

the north side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 3254: Cross the Prokop Oyosh (Прокоп Оёш) – This tributary, ultimately of the Ob, 

and also known as the Oyosh Canal (Канал Оёш) and further downstream as the River 

Oyosh (река Оёш), begins about 50 kilometers to the southwest, about 15 kilometers below 

the town of Chulym.  

 

From the rail crossing, it flows approximately 80 kilometers northeast until it joins the Chik 

River (река Чик) at the twin villages of Maliy Oyosh (Малый Оёш) and Bolshoi Oyosh 

(Большой Оёш) which are about five kilometers southwest of the town of Kolyvan 

(Колыван). After that confluence, the combined rivers carry the name Chaus (река Чаус). 

The Chaus now flows an additional 20 kilometers north, past the village of Chaus, until it 

joins the left bank of the Protoka Lugovaya (Протока Луговая), a western channel of the 

Ob. This latter confluence is about 45 kilometers north of Novosibirsk.  

 

➢ Km 3258: Oyosh (платформа Оёш) – A rural settlement of perhaps 100 residences, all to 

the north of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3261: Platform 3261 (платформа 3261).  

 

➢ Km 3264: Platform 3264 (платформа 3264) – This platform serves a dacha village.  

 

➢ Km 3268: Lesnaya Polyana (станция Лесная Поляна; “Forest Glade”) – This appealingly-

named little town is sited more or less on both sides of the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 3273: Platform 3273 (платформа 3273) – There’s a dacha village just north of this 

platform.  

 

➢ Km 3277: Platform 3277 (платформа 3277).  

 

➢ Km 3281: Platform 3281 (платформа 3281).  

 

➢ Km 3282: Cross the Kamyshinka River (река Камышинка; “Reed”) – This minor tributary 

begins a little more than ten kilometers southwest of the rail crossing in a series of small 
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ponds at the village of Sartakovo (Сартаково). After it passes under the rails, it flows 

northeast approximately 30 kilometers until it merges into the left bank of the Chik.  

 

➢ Km 3286: Kochenyovo (станция Коченёво) – This large town of almost 17,000 persons is 

known for two things: its water tower, built for the Trans-Siberian Railroad, is considered to 

be one of the most attractive sights of the city and the Kochenyovskaya Poultry 

(Коченёвская птицефабрика), one of the largest and “most efficient” poultry operations in 

Russia, according to their web site. It’s the major employer of the town.  

 

➢ Km 3290: Platform 3290 (платформа 3290) – This platform serves Svetliy (Светлый; 

“Light”), a little village just north of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3293: Platform 3293 (платформа 3293) – There are many dachas here, most to the 

south side of the rail road.  

 

➢ Km 3297: Shagalovskiy (платформа Шагаловский) – A vast dacha village extending north 

and south of the tracks and all along the Chik River.  

 

➢ Km 3299: Cross the Chik River (река Чик) – The Chik begins approximately 60 kilometers 

southwest of the rail crossing, about five kilometers north of the little village of Petrovskiy 

(Петровский; “Peter”). From the crossing, it continues its flow downstream northeast some 

25 kilometers until it unites with the Kamyshinka River and the Protoka Malaya Zatonskaya 

(Протока Малая Затонская), the latter being a small channel of the Ob. From this three-way 

confluence, it continues north another 20 kilometers until it joins the Oyosh River whereupon 

the combined river takes on a new name, the Chaus. The Chaus continues another 20 

kilometers north until it joins another channel of the Ob.  

 

➢ Km 3301: Chik (станция Чик) – Chik is a settlement of some 5,200 persons and also serves 

as the station for next door Prokudskoye (Прокудское) which has a population of some 

6,200. The towns are about equally divided on both sides of the rails. Chik is locally famous 

for “Chiksky” (Чикский), a highly-regarded horse breeding stud farm.  

 

➢ Km 3307: Platform 3307 (платформа 3307) – The closest village to this platform is 

Krasnomaiskiy (Красномайский; “Red May Day”). It’s adjacent south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3311: Sadiy (платформа Сады; “Gardens”) – Thousands and thousands of dachas all to 

the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3313: Pavino (платформа Павино) – Even more dachas.  

 

➢ Km 3316: Aeroflot (платформа Аэрофлот) – This platform is served by local “Elektrichka” 

(Электричка) commuter trains as it is only one kilometer south of Novosibirsk International 

Tolmachyovo Airport (Международный аэропорт Толмачёво). The airport is 17 kilometers 

west of downtown Novosibirsk.  
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Route of the Turk-Sib Railroad 

➢ Km 3319: Ob (станция Обь) – Named for the river, this Novosibirsk suburban city of 

25,000 persons supports a number of airline and airport related enterprises.  

 

➢ Km 3320: Cross the Vlasikha River (река Власиха) – This tiny tributary originates less than 

five kilometers to the southwest; from the rail crossing it runs about a dozen kilometers 

northwest until it’s lost in a series of irrigation ponds. Eventually, these drain into the little 

Krivodanovka River (река Криводановка) which soon thereafter drains to the Chik.  

 

➢ Km 3321: Branch Line South – Traveling east, two kilometers after Ob, a branch line veers 

off to the right. The line travels a little more than 20 kilometers through the southern part of 

the city, passing along the way the stations or 

platforms of Kleshchikha (Клещиха) → 

Platform Km 13 (платформа 13) → 

Chemskoy (Чемской) → Cross the Ob River 

→ then to Inya (Разъезд Иня; “Stopping 

Point” Inya).  

 

Razezd Inya is a four-way junction. One short 

spur crosses the Inya River (река Иня), a 663 

kilometer-long right tributary of the Ob, then 

runs northwest some ten kilometers through 

town and the stations of Kamyshenskaya 

(Камышинская) → Instrumentalniy Zavod 

(Инструментальный Завод; “Instrument 

Factory”) → Novosibirsk-Yuzhniy 

(Новосибирск-Южный; “Novosibirsk-

South”) → Rechnoy Vokzal (Речной Вокзал; 

“River Terminal”) → and Tsentr (Центр; 

“Center”), before re-connecting to the main 

Trans-Siberian Line several kilometers before 

reaching Novosibirsk Main Station 

(Новосибирск Главный).  

 

A second branch at the Inya junction first runs 

some 100 kilometers northeast aong the Inya 

River to Toguchin (Тогучин), then continues 

southeast approximately 300 kilometers 

through Leninsk-Kuznetsky (Ленинск-

Кузнецкий) to Novokuznetsk (Новокузнецк) 

and points east, west, and south of there. A 

sidebranch ten kilometers east of Inya near Barishevo (Барышево) runs north approximately 

30 kilometers where it re-connects to the main Trans-Siberian Line at Sokur (Сокур).  

 

A third branch line crossing through Inya is the Turkestan-Siberian Railway (Туркестано-

Сибирская магистраль), which technically starts 12 kilometers north at Novosibirsk Main 

Station. Otherwise known as the Turk-Sib (Турк-сиб), this railway was discussed as early as 
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Genghis Khan Express 
Trains in both directions depart from Almaty-2 
and Urumqi Rail Stations every Saturday and 
Monday at two minutes before midnight, local 
time. Arrival time in Urumqi is at 8:58AM on 
Mondays and Wednesdays. Arrival time in 
Almaty is 5:38AM on Mondays and 
Wednesdays. Count on close to eight hours 
spent at the Dostyk (Druzhba)-Ala Shankou 
border while the bogies are changed from 
Russian to Chinese gauge (or vice-versa). Price 
is a little more than $150 one-way in kupe.  
 
Highlight in Kazakhstan: skirting around Lake 
Balkash, the largest half-fresh/half-salt lake in 
the world. Highlight in China: the train’s route 
is through the Dzungarian Gate (Chinese: 阿拉
山口; pinyin: Ālā Shānkǒu), legendary route of 
Genghis Khan and the Mongols from China to 
Central Asia.  

1886, but serious construction did not take place until the period between 1926 and 1931. 

From the beginning, the idea was to link the peoples and economies of Siberia and Central 

Asia.  

 

From Novosibirsk, the Turk-Sib first travels 

some 225 kilometers south, passing through 

Berdsk (Бердск) → Iskitim (Искитим) → and 

Novoaltaisk (Новоалтайск) → to Barnaul 

(Барнаул), the administrative capital of Altay 

Krai. From there, one branch line continues 

southeast 150 kilometers terminating at Biysk 

(Бийск). A second line runs west some 500 

kilometers to Pavlodar (Павлодар) in 

Kazakhstan, and then continues to the capital 

Astana (Астана) and points beyond.  

 

The main line continues from Barnaul 

southwest through Rubtsovsk (Рубцовск) 

close to 425 kilometers to Semeypalitinsk 

(Семипалатинск; now usually referred to as 

Семей; “Semey”) in Kazakhstan. From there, 

it’s about 325 kilometers south through Shar 

(Шар) → and Zhangiztobe (Жангизтобе) → 

to Ayagoz (Аягоз).  

 

From Ayagoz, it’s another 135 kilometers 

south to Aktogay (Актогай) and a major 

junction point just beyond that city. From the 

Aktogay junction westbound, it’s a little over 

1,000 kilometers northwest to Astana and then 

connections to other destinations beyond there. 

Eastbound, the line runs approximately 800 

kilometers southeast to Dostyk (Kazakh: 

Достык; Russian: Дружба; “Friendship”), on 

the Kazakh-Chinese border and then to 

Ürümqi (Russian: Урумчи; Chinese: 乌鲁木; 

pinyin: Wūlǔmùqí), the capital of Xinjiang 

Province.  

 

More formally known as the Xinjiang Uyghur 

Autonomous Region of the People’s Republic of China, it represents the northwestern end of 

the Silk Road in China. The eastern end is the ancient Chinese capital city of Xi’An 

(Chinese: 西安; pinyin: Xī'ān). The southwestern end is Kashgar (Chinese: 喀什; pinyin: 

Kāshí). A train, the “Genghis Khan Express” out of Almaty (Алматы), Kazakhstan’s former 

capital, makes the 36 hour run to Ürümqi twice a week. From Xinjiang, all of China begins.  
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KM 3329: Gorskiy Zhilmassiv Housing Area 

KM 3326: Novosibirsk-Zapadniy Railway Station 

Continuing south from the Aktogay Junction, the Turk-Sib Line runs alongside the eastern 

end of Lake Balkash (озеро Балхаш) and then about 500 kilometers southwest to Almaty, 

Kazakhstan’s largest city. From Almaty, the line extends southwest almost 1,000 kilometers 

to Uzbekistan and its capital city Tashkent (Ташкент). Along the way, there is a side branch 

to Kyrgyzstan’s capital city, Bishkek (Бишкек).  

 

From Tashkent, there is westbound rail service to Samarkand, Bokhara, Urgench (for Khiva), 

and Nukus (for the Aral Sea) and southbound service to Termez, on the Afghan border and 

close to the Tajik border. It’s possible to continue to Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Turkmenistan, 

and Iran – but not always by rail.  

 

➢ Km 3324: Ippodrom 

(платформа Ипподром) – Fifty 

meters north of the platform is 

the Novosibirsk Hippodrome 

(Новосибирский ипподром), a 

one-mile (1.6 kilometer) oval 

for the racing of horses. For the 

next eight kilometers, from the 

Hippodrome to the Ob River, 

the train line runs through the 

Leninskiy District (Ленинского 

района) of Novosibirsk.  

 

➢ Km 3326: Zapadnaya Ploshchadka (платформа Западная Площадка; lit., “Western Area”) 

– A medium-sized industrial area to the west of the River Ob.  

 

➢ Km 3328: Novosibirsk-Zapadniy (станция Новосибирск-Западный; “Novosibirsk-West 

Station”) – A small rail switching yard about one kilometer in length and containing about 

twenty lines. This station used to be 

called Krivoshchyokovo 

(Кривощёково).  

 

➢ Km 3330: Zhilmassiv (платформа 

Жилмассив) – This is the station for 

the massive “Gorskiy Zhilmassiv” 

(Горский жилмассив) housing 

project. There are some 30 apartment 

buildings spread over 55 hectacres 

accommodating over 20,000 residents.  

 

➢ Km 3331: Levaya Ob (платформа 

Левая Обь; “Left Ob”) – A little 

station on the left bank of the Ob River 

just before the bridge crossing it.  
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KM 3332: Cross the Ob River 

➢ Km 3332: Cross the Ob River (река Обь) – Over 800 meters in length and consisting of 

seven great truss spans, the Ob is crossed by one of the longest bridges on the Trans-Siberian. 

Its original construction took place over 100 years ago, starting in 1893. It was essentially re-

built with new steel from 1991 to 2000 on the existing concrete supports. The river at the 

point of crossing is about 650 meters across – and that’s one of its more narrow sections. In 

most places through Novosibirisk and on the river upstream or downstream of the city, it 

ranges anywhere from 800 meters to a kilometer wide.  

 

The Ob is the westernmost of the three great rivers of Siberia, the other two are the Yenisei 

(река Енисей) in central Siberia, and the Lena (река Лена), in eastern Siberia. All three flow 

north to the Arctic Ocean. From the source of the Irtysh (one of its major tributaries) to the 

mouth of the Ob, at the Gulf of Ob on the Kara Sea, the river flow is the longest in Russia at 

5,410 kilometers (3,364 miles). By this calculation, it is the 7th longest river in the world. 

 

The Ob becomes the Ob at the confluence of the 301 kilometer-long Biya (река Бия) and the 

688 kilometer-long Katun (река Катунь) Rivers, about 15 kilometers southwest of Biysk, 

one of the larger cities in Altay Krai, about 325 kilometers southeast of Novosibirsk. If 

measured from that junction point to its 

mouth, the Ob is 2,962 kilometers long. If 

measured from the source of its longest 

tributary, the Katun, it is 3,650 kilometers 

long.  

 

The Biya flows out of Teletskoye (озеро 

Телецкое; lit., “Golden Lake”), an 

exceptionally deep and pristine lake 

located 200 kilometers southeast of Biysk. 

At 5 by 78 kilometers, it is the largest lake 

in the Altai Mountains and the Altay 

Republic. The Katun originates out of the 

Belukha Glacier on the southern slope of 

Belukha Mountain (Гора Белуха) in 

southern Altay Krai. At 4,506 meters 

(14,784 feet) tall, Belukha is the highest 

peak in the Altai Mountains. It is located about 325 kilometers south of Biysk, on the border 

of Russia and Kazakhstan, about 100 kilometers northwest of the point where these two 

borders meet the borders of China and Mongolia. It’s a particularly remote area.  

 

Once the Ob is formed, starting at Biysk, it flows west, then north, over 200 kilometers to 

Barnaul, a city of approximately 620,000 persons. From there, it makes an immense semi-

circle some 400 kilometers – northwest, then northeast – until it reaches Novosibirsk. From 

Novosibirsk, the Ob continues northeast about 250 kilometers where its right bank is joined 

by the 827 kilometer-long Tom River (река Томь), which has come up from Tomsk (Томск) 

about 50 kilometers to the southeast.  
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Railway Section:  Novosibirsk -- Krasnoyarsk 

From the confluence with the Tom, the Ob flows northwest more than 125 kilometers where 

the 1,800 kilometer-long Chulym River merges into its right bank near the village of 

Igrekovo (Игреково). From there, the Ob flows northwest close to 1,100 kilometers to 

Khanty-Mansiysk (Ханты-Мансийск) where its left bank is joined by the 4,248 kilometer-

long Irtysh River which has come up through Omsk from the border regions of China, 

Mongolia, and Kazakhstan. From Khanty-Mansiysk, the Ob flows north some 800 kilometers 

to Salekhard (Салехард), one of the northernmost cities in the world. Salekhard is only 150 

kilometers southeast of Vorkuta (Воркута), another of the Earth’s most isolated places.  

 

From Salekhard, 

it’s only about 

another 250 

kilometers east 

to the Ob’s 

mouth on the 

southernmost 

end of the Gulf 

of Ob (Обская 

губа). From that 

point, it’s a little 

more than 800 

kilometers due 

north to the 

Gulf’s mouth on 

the Kara Sea 

(Карское море) 

of the Arctic 

Ocean. The Ob 

Gulf is the 

longest estuary 

in the world.  

 

When it’s not 

frozen, much of 

the Ob is 

navigable and 

one section has 

been dammed. 

Upriver, about 25 kilometers south of Novosibirsk, at Sovetskiy (Советский), which is 12 

kilometers northwest of the larger city of Berdsk (Бердск), the Novosibirsk Dam and 

Hydroelectric Plant (Новосибирская ГЭС), contain the 200 kilometer-long Novosibirsk 

Reservoir (Новосибирское водохранилище), also called the “Ob Sea” (Обское море). 

Construction started in 1950 and was completed in 1961. It was the first major hydroelectric 

project of what were to become many such projects in Siberia.  
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➢ Km 3333: Branch Line South – This branch, which constitutes the beginning of the 

Turkestan-Siberian Railway, first runs nine kilometers south to the junction of Inya (Разъезд 

Иня). Along the way, it passes the stations or platforms of Avtovoksal Novosibirsk 

(Автовоксал Новосибирск; “Main Bus Station”) → Rechnoy Vokzal (Речной Вокзал; 

“River Terminal”) → Novosibirsk-Yuzhniy (Новосибирск-Южный; “Novosibirsk-South”) 

→ Instrumentalniy Zavod (Инструментальный Завод; “Instrument Factory”) → and 

Kamyshenskaya Ulitsa (Камышинская Улица). From Razezd Inya, the line divides with one 

branch running more than 350 kilometers southeast to Novokuznetsk and other destinations. 

The main branch, which is the Turk-Sib Line, continues 225 kilometers to Barnaul and 

thereafter to Kazakhstan and many distant points beyond.  

 

➢ Km 3334: Pravaya Ob (платформа Правая Обь; “Right Ob”) and Tsentr (платформа 

Центр; “Center”) – There is a modest fork on the rails here allowing two suburban stations 

on two different tracks side by side. Since none of the Trans-Siberian trains stop at any of 

these local stations, it makes no difference. You may see one or the other out your window. 

Local passengers can reach one platform or the other by an overhead walkway. The rails re-

join after passing these platforms.  
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KM 3336: Novosibirsk-Glavniy Railway Station 

➢ Km 3336: Novosibirsk Main Railway Station (Железнодорожный вокзал Новосибирск-

Главный) – The train arrives in Novosibirsk-Glavniy, or Novosibirsk “Chief” (i.e., “Main”) 

Station. Recall that the train passed Novosibirsk-Zapadniy Station (Новосибирск-Западный; 

“Novosibirsk West”) on the way into 

town on the other side of the Ob 

River. Novosibirsk-Yuzhniy 

(Новосибирск-Южный; 

“Novosibirsk-South”) is a commuter 

station about five kilometers south on 

the branch line that eventually goes to 

Barnual and Novokuznetsk. And 

Novosibirsk-Vostochniy 

(Новосибирск-Восточный; 

“Novosibirsk-East”), the train passes 

on its way out of the city when 

traveling on the Trans-Siberian Line.  

 

Novosibirsk is the largest city in 

Siberia and Russia’s third largest, 

after Moscow and St. Petersburg. It 

has a population of about 1.5 million persons. Founded in 1893, “New Siberia” was 

originally named Novonikolayevsk (Новониколаевск; “New Nicholas”), in honor of both 

Tsar Nicholas II and his patron Saint, Nicholas. It was given its present name in 1926.  

 

The city has significant districts located on both sides of the Ob River but the main railway 

station and the Tsentralniy downtown district (Центральный; “Central”) are located on the 

right bank (east side) of the river. Novosibirsk is a great transportation hub, for it is the 

junction point of the Trans-Siberian and Turkestan-Siberian Railways. Ultimately, 

Novosibirsk is a large modern industrial city and although it is attractive enough, it does not 

rank very high on most visitors’ “must see” lists. The fact is that there are simply not that 

many sights to see. Like most large Russian cities however, it has its share of concert halls, 

museums, drama theatres, universities and institutes, sports stadiums, and churches. It also 

has a large and well-regarded zoo (Новосибирский зоопарк).  

 

Novosibirsk’s most famous institution of higher learning, Novosibirsk State University 

(Новосибирский государственный университет), is not in the city. It is about 25 

kilometers south of town in Akademgorodok (Академгородок), next to the Sovetskiy 

District by the Novosibirsk Dam. Conceived in the 1950s, the Soviet Government directed 

that a center for scientific research be built in Novosibirsk. Consequently, a multi-facility 

scientific research complex was constructed in 1957. The Siberian Division of the Academy 

of Sciences has its headquarters in Akademgorodok and the town hosts a total of fourteen 

research institutions and universities. It’s possible to visit, but it probably would be of more 

interest to a scientist or researcher with professional connections there.  
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KM 3336: The “Baikal” on the  
Platform at Novosibirsk Main Station 

Perhaps Novosibirsk’s most-visited sight is 

its main railway station. It is the largest in 

Siberia and worth a look – if your train has 

at least a few minutes stop. Like a giant 

greenhouse, it’s an immense airy structure 

constructed with a great glass roof. It was 

built between 1929 and 1941. The unique 

arched central hall was designed by the 

brilliant engineer and architect Nikolai 

Nikitin (Николай Васильевич Никитин; 

1907-73). His other most famous works 

include Volgograd’s immense “The 

Motherland Calls!” (Родина-мать зовёт!) 

monument; Moscow’s Ostankino TV 

Tower (Останкинская телебашня); the 

would-be Palace of the Soviets (Дворец 

Советов); and in partnership with Lev 

Rudnev (Лев Владимирович Руднев; 

1885-1956) as main architect, the main building of Moscow State University (Московский 

государственный университет) on Lenin (Sparrow) Hills (one of the Seven Sisters 

buildings) and Warsaw’s Palace of Culture and Science. Nikitin is buried in Moscow’s 

Novodevichy Cemetery.  

 

Not too far from the station is the new West Siberian Railway Museum (Западно-Сибирская 

железная дорога музей). It features over 250 locomotives and carriages. If you’re at all 

interested in railroad history and railroad cars, locomotives, etc., it should not be missed.  

 

The city is served by Novosibirsk Tolmachevo Airport (Аэропорт Толмачёво) with regular 

and charter flights to Europe and Asia as well as domestic destinations. Two lesser airports, 

Novosibirsk Elitsovka Airport (Аэропорт Ельцовка) and Novosibirsk Severny (Аэропорт 

Северный) Airport are also in service, but the former is used by the government and the 

latter is a general aviation private aircraft facility.  

 

Time to leave: From Novosibirsk east, it’s more than 750 kilometers to Krasnoyarsk 

(Красноярск), the next major city along the line. For the next several hundred kilometers, the 

Trans-Siberian trains cross the sub-arctic forest region known as the taiga (тайга).  

 

➢ Km 3339: Gagarinskaya (станция Гагаринская) – Another city, like so many, named in 

honor of Russian hero and cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin (Юрий Алексеевич Гагарин; 1934-68).  

 

➢ Km 3340: Plekhanovskaya (станция Плехановская) – This is one of a number of towns, 

streets, museums, institutions, and monuments in Russia named for Georgy Plekhanov 

(Георгий Валентинович Плеханов; 1856-1918), an early Marxist revolutionary, theorist, 

propagandist, and philosopher. He suffered and died from tuberculosis and is buried in St. 

Petersburg’s Volkov Cemetery (Волковское кладбище) along with many other Russian and 
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Georgy Plekhanov 
Soviet Stamp issued in 
Commemoration of 100th 
Anniversary of Plekhanov’s 
Birth. Under his name, the 
inscription bears: 
“Outstanding Russian Marxist” 
(выдающийся русский 
марксист).  

Soviet writers, musicians, actors, architects, scientists, and public figures, as well as Lenin’s 

mother and his sister.  

 

➢ Km 3343: Novosibirsk Vostochniy (станция Новосибирск 

Восточный; “Novosibirsk East Station”) – This suburban 

commuter station is about one kilometer southwest of the 

Novosibirsk Elitsovka Airport (Аэропорт Ельцовка), an 

experimental aircraft testing facility run by the government. 

The rail line parallels the runway for the next three 

kilometers and you may see jets taking off or landing 500 

meters out the right side (east) of the train.  

 

➢ Km 3344: Branch Line North – This short spur runs just 

under nine kilometers to the northwesternmost corner of the 

city where there is a large open-pit mine and processing plant 

immediately southwest of the housing cantonment 

“Mikroraion Armeiskiy” (Микрорайон Армейский; “Army 

District”).  

 

➢ Km 3348: Inya-Vostochnaya (станция Иня-Восточная; 

“Inya East”) – This station bears the name of the Inya River 

(река Иня) which is a 663 kilometer-long right tributary of 

the Ob and has its confluence about 15 kilometers south of 

this station. The actual confluence point is about one 

kilometer from either the Instrumentalniy Zavod or 

Kamyshenskaya Ulitsa Rail Stations on the Turk-Sib Railway 

Line in the southern part of the city. The Inya has its sources 

in the central part of the Kuznetsk Basin.  

 

➢ Km 3349: Branch Line North – Here a local branch line diverges from the main line. It turns 

left, heads north several kilometers, and splits again after Voinskaya (Воинская; “Military”). 

One spur runs 12 kilometers northwest to the oil tank farm at Krasniy Yar (Красный Яр), the 

other travels some 16 kilometers north through Shkola (Школа; “School”) and ends at 

Pashino (Пашино), which is nearby the village of Sosnovka (Сосновка). The main line turns 

to the right (east) and continues northeast.  

 

➢ Km 3355: Yubileinaya (платформа Юбилейная; “Anniversary”) – This suburban platform 

serves the dacha community of Ranetka (Ранетка) and several adjacent others. They are all 

north of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3357: Mochishche (станция Мочище) – Immediately north of the rail tracks is the M53 

Highway which is going to parallel the rail line for the next several thousand kilometers. 

Immediately north of the highway is the fairly large dacha village of Mochishche and 

immediately to the east of the village is the Mochishche Aerodrome (Мочище аэродром). 

The Aerodrome is a two kilometer-long grass field runway used by sports planes, ultra-light 

aircraft, and parachute-jumpers.  
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The M53 Highway 
Since the road route so closely parallels the 
Trans-Siberian Rail route, it might be a good 
time to mention it. One of the major 
components of the so-called "Trans-Siberian 
Highway" is the "Baikal Highway." It is a 
combination of the М51, М53, and М55 
Highways:  

• M51: Chelyabinsk-Kurgan-Petropavlovsk 
(Kazakhstan)-Omsk-Kuybyshev/Barabinsk 
-Novosibirsk (1,528 km)  

• M53: Novosibirsk-(branch to Tomsk)-
Kemerovo-Krasnoyarsk-Taishet-Angarsk-
Irkutsk (1,860 km)  

• M55: Irkutsk-Ulan-Ude-Chita (1,113 km)  
 
The M53 segment is the longest, covering 
somewhat less than 2,000 kilometers, or most 
of eastern Siberia. For almost all of its distance, 
the road is never further than ten to twenty 
kilometers from the rail line. Virtually every 
kilometer is now paved.  

 

➢ Km 3362: Razdolye (платформа Раздолье) – If traveling eastbound, the villages of 

Razdolye, Novokamenka (Новокаменка), and Elektrik (Электрик) are to the right (south); 

the village of Oktyabrskiy (Октябрьский) is to the left (north).  

 

➢ Km 3363: Cross the Bolshoi Barlak River (река Большой Барлак) – Less than one 

kilometer east after passing Razdolye Platform the train passes over this small creek. It 

begins about five kilometers to the east. From the tracks, it flows north three kilometers 

where it joins another minor tributary, the Pronikha (река Прониха). From there, several 

more small rivers connect and eventually all flow west to the Ob.  

 

➢ Km 3364: Barlak (платформа Барлак) – The 

village of Barlakskiy (Барлакский) is about 

two kilometers to the southeast.  

 

➢ Km 3368: Branch Line South – At this point 

(which is immediately south of a large oil tank 

farm), a spur line runs to the right. It travels 

about 28 kilometers and links into the 360 

kilometer-long Novosibirisk-Novokuznetsk 

Rail Line.  

 

➢ Km 3372: Sokur (станция Сокур) – A fairly 

large village mostly to the north of the tracks. 

The station also serves Shurinskiy 

(Шуринский) and Smolenskiy (Смоленский), 

two villages about two kilometers south.  

 

➢ Km 3375: Platform 3375 (платформа 3375) – 

There is a tiny dacha village just south of the 

platform.  

 

➢ Km 3380: Platform 3380 (платформа 3380).  

 

➢ Km 3380: Zelenodolskaya (платформа 

Зеленодольская).  

 

➢ Km 3384: Koshevo (платформа Кошево) – The village of Koshevo has only about 250 

persons, but there are several larger villages both north and south, about equally divided on 

both sides of the rail line, which make Koshevo appear larger than it actually is.  

 

➢ Km 3388: Platform 3388 (платформа 3388) – There are several large agricultural industries 

immediately north of this platform.  
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KM 3394: Moshkovo Railway Station 

➢ Km 3394: Moshkovo (станция Мошково) – A large village of approximately 9,500 

persons. About two-thirds of the village is to the north of the rail line, the other one-third to 

the south. 

 

➢ Km 3395: Branch Line North – One 

kilometer west after passing through 

Moshkovo, a 30 kilometer-long single-

track spur line veers left and runs north 

through Krasnogorsk (Красногорск) 

→ and Kuznetsovka (Кузнецовка) → 

to Tashara (Ташара), which lies on the 

right bank (south side) of the Ob 

River. A small town of some 4,000 

persons, it used to house a large timber 

mill. From here, the Ob River 

continues north, eventually going to 

the Arctic Ocean. The main line of the 

train stays eastbound.  

 

➢ Km 3403: Poros (платформа Порос) – This tiny hamlet has about a dozen houses.  

 

➢ Km 3406: Platform 3406 (платформа 3406) – The small village of Novoaleksandrovka 

(Новоалександровка) lies about two kilometers to the east. The Balta River (река Балта), 

one of the lesser tributaries of the Oyash River (река Ояш), runs through it. It begins ten 

kilometers to the south, about five kilometers east of Moshkovo.  

 

➢ Km 3409: Cross the Krut-Balta River (река Круть-Балта) – This tributary of the Balta (река 

Балта) begins about 15 kilometers to the southwest, quite near the village of Moshkovo. 

After passing under the tracks it runs less than 150 meters until its mouth on the left bank of 

the Balta. The Balta also begins about 15 kilometers southwest, but on the east side of the 

tracks instead of the west as does the Krut-Balta. From this union, the Balta flows northeast 

approximately 18 kilometers to the village of Balta (Балта) and its confluence on the left 

bank of the Oyash River (река Ояш). That latter river begins about 40 kilometers southeast 

and the train passes over it somewhat further down the line. It is a tributary of the Ob.  

 

➢ Km 3410: Tasino (платформа Тасино) – A very small village built along the Balta River. 

Most of it is to the east of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3412: Cross the Balta River (река Балта) – Here the Balta crosses under from the east 

side of the rail line to the west side. The river originates approximately 20 kilometers to the 

south. From the rail crossing it travels about 15 kilometers northeast until its mouth on the 

left bank of the Oyash about one kilometer north of the village of Balta.  

 

➢ Km 3412: Platform 3412 (платформа 3412).  
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➢ Km 3417: Oyash (станция Ояш) – The station is Oyash; the surrounding town is 

Stantsionno-Oyashinskiy (Станционно-Ояшинский; “Stationmaster Oyash”) which has a 

population of close to 5,000 persons. Both the station and town are named for the Oyash 

River which flows nearby and which the train crosses a little further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 3425: Kubovo (платформа Кубово) Burlikha (Бурлиха) – This little hamlet of a few 

houses lies immediately south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3427: Cross the Sarboyan River (река Сарбоян) – Less than two kilometers north of 

Kobovo Platform, this little tributary passes under the rails. Its source waters begin 

approximately 25 kilometers south. From the rail crossing it runs less than two kilometers 

north until it merges into the left bank of the Oyash.  

 

➢ Km 3429: Platform 3429 (платформа 3429).  

 

➢ Km 3433: Cross the Oyash River (река Ояш) – The 88 kilometer-long Oyash has its source 

approximately 25 kilometers southeast of the rail crossing. Following the river downstream 

first leads some 20 kilometers west to the village of Oyash (Ояш). From there, the river 

continues an additional 30 kilometers northwest to the village of Starobibeyevo 

(Старобибеево) and its confluence on the Protoka Bibeyevskaya (Протока Бибеевская), a 

narrow right arm or channel of the Ob River. The channel is large enough to completely 

encircle Chigalinskiy Island (остров Чигалинский), a three square kilometer island on the 

right bank of the Ob. The tiny village of Starobibeyevo is about three kilometers northwest of 

the slightly larger village of Novobibyevo (Новобибеево).  

 

➢ Km 3436: Chebula (станция Чебула) – The station name is Chebula; it serves the adjacent 

villages of Novaya Chebula (Новая Чебула) to the west and Taganai (Таганай) to the east. 

The population of both combined is just over 300. The tiny hamlet of Gorn (Горн) lies about 

three kilometers west.  

 

➢ Km 3437: Cross the Chebula River (река Чебула) – This small stream originates less than 

ten kilometers due north; from the tracks it flows approximately five kilometers southwest 

parallel to the rail line until it merges into the right bank of the Oyash about 200 meters east 

of the Oyash rail crossing.  

 

➢ Km 3444: Cross the Zelenaya River (река Зеленая; “Green River”) – This little creek begins 

within 150 meters of the left side (north or west) of the train. From here it runs south parallel 

to the rail line for about seven kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Chebula about 500 

meters east of its crossing the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3449: Chakhlovo (станция Чахлово) – The station name is Chakhlovo; it serves the 

adjoining villages of Chakhlovo and Kievka (Киевка) to the south and Egorovka (Егоровка) 

to the north. All are tiny settlements.  
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KM 3461: Bolotnaya Railway Station 

➢ Km 3454: Platform 3454 (платформа 3454) – The miniscule village of Kiselyovka 

(Киселёвка) is one kilometer north.  

 

➢ Km 3461: Bolotnaya (станция 

Болотная; “Marsh” or “Swamp”) – 

Bolotnaya is the station for the fairly 

large town of Bolotnoye (Болотное). 

It has approximately 16,000 residents 

and is about equally divided on both 

sides of the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 3470: Tyn (платформа Tын) – A 

couple of buildings; the nearest village 

is Divinka (Дивинка), which is about 

three kilometers northwest of the 

tracks. This is the last platform in 

Novosibirskaya Oblast.  

 

➢ Km 3473: Novosibirsk – Kemerovo Border and New Time Zone (MT + 4) – Traveling east, 

the train passes the boundary point between Novosibirskaya Oblast and Kemerovskaya 

Oblast (Кемеровская область). It also serves as the boundary point for the change in time 

zone, one more hour forward for a total of four hours ahead of Moscow time (Московское 

время).  

 

Kemorovo Oblast, commonly referred to as Kuzbass (Кузбасс), after the Kuznetsk Basin 

(Кузнецкий бассейн or Кузнецкая котловина), has a population of approximately 

2,750,000. Its administrative center is Kemerovo (Кемерово), although that’s not its largest 

city. That distinction goes to Novokuznetsk (Новокузнецк) which is also the oblast’s oldest 

city. Kemerovo has a little more than 500,000 residents, Novokuznetsk has roughly 550,000.  

 

By Russian standards, Kemerovo Oblast is relatively small. Surrounding it in a clockwise 

direction, it is wedged in between Tomsk Oblast to the north, Krasnoyarsk Krai and the 

Republic of Khakassia in the east, the Altai Republic in the south, and Novosibirsk Oblast 

and Altai Krai on its western side. All of these regions are in southwestern Siberia above 

northeastern Kazakhstan, northwestern Mongolia, and the little section of China that touches 

the Russian border in between these two countries.  

 

One of the most heavily-industrialized regions of Russia, the Kuznetsk Basin is one of the 

largest and most productive coal mining areas in the world, second only to Ukraine’s Donets 

Basin (Украина Донбасс) in terms of regional coal production. With estimated deposits of 

over 725 billion tons, the Kuzbass contains some of the most extensive coal deposits in the 

world and the region extracts more than 30 percent of Russia’s total coal production. The 

Kuzbass lies in the Depression between Tomsk (Томск) and Novokuznetsk in the Tom River 

(река Томь) watershed. The basin covers an area of approximately 70,000 square kilometers 

(27,000 square miles). Coal-bearing seams extend over 25,000 square kilometers (10,000 

square miles) and reach depths of over one mile (1,800 meters).  
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Secret City Seversk (Tomsk-7) 
Thirteen kilometers north of Tomsk, curving along 
the right bank of the Tom River, is a city of more 
than 100,000 persons that did not officially exist 
for most of the latter half of the 20th Century – and 
to this day is closed to all but those who live there. 
Historically known as Seversk (Северск), its secret 
life began after WWII with the development of the 
atomic bomb. In 1949 it was re-named as Pyaty 
Pochtovy (Пятый Почтовый; lit., “Fifth Post 
Office”). The city appeared on no maps and its name 
meant that it was a post office box. It kept that 
name until 1954 when it was re-named Tomsk-7 
(Томск-7). That’s another euphemism for a 
mystery-town. It remained Tomsk-7 until 1992 
when Boris Yeltsin decreed that such cities could 
revert to their original historic names. Like Los 
Alamos in New Mexico, Tomsk-7 is a city dedicated 
to nuclear science. The city operates nuclear reactors 
and chemical plants for separation, enrichment, and 
reprocessing of uranium and plutonium. Nuclear 
warheads are produced and stored in the town. One 
of the most serious nuclear accidents ever to occur 
took place on April 6, 1993, when a tank containing 
a highly radioactive solution exploded. Since that 
time, under a 2003 agreement with the United 
States, the two plutonium-producing reactors have 
been shut down. For many years, city residents were 
restricted in their personal travel and were not 
allowed to discuss where they worked or lived. The 
city has six checkpoints where visitors and residents 
must show proper documentation to gain entry. 
The city remains closed to non-residents although 
permission may be granted by the authorities of the 
institution to be visited or through a close family 
relative.  

 

The major river through the Kuzbass is the 

Tom, an 827 kilometer-long right tributary 

of the Ob. It begins in the the Abakan 

Mountains (Абаканский хребет), which 

are a northern continuation of the Altai 

Mountains. The Altai Range (Алтайский 

хребет; lit., “Mountains of Gold” in 

Mongolian) is found where Russia, China, 

Mongolia, and Kazakhstan come together 

and where both the Irtysh and Ob Rivers 

have their origins. The Tom almost always 

flows northward; it ends when it joins the 

Ob approximately 60 kilometers northwest 

of Tomsk. Tomsk is approximately 200 

kilometers northeast of Novosibirsk.  

 

The Trans-Siberian Line only crosses 

Kemorovoskaya through its northernmost 

section and reaches neither Kemorovo nor 

Novokuznetsk. Kemerovo is about 100 and 

Novokuznetsk about 300 kilometers south 

of the line respectively. There are branch 

lines making those connections. In fact, due 

to the Kuzbass coal mines, the section of 

the Trans-Siberian Railroad between 

Novosibirsk, Omsk, and the Urals, is the 

world’s busiest railroad line in terms of 

freight carried.  

 

➢ Km 3477: Platform 3477 (платформа 

3477).  

 

➢ Km 3477: Cross the Lebyazhya River 

(река Лебяжья) – This 106 kilometer-long 

tributary of the Tom River has its source 

about 40 kilometers southwest of the rail 

crossing and close to five kilometers south of Bolotnoye. From the crossing, it flows 

northeast approximately 60 kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of the Tom three 

kilometers east of the village of Tomilovo (Томылово).  

 

➢ Km 3479: Taskaevo (станция Таскаево) – The station name is Taskaevo. It serves the 

adjacent village of the same name plus Zelenaya Gorka (Зеленая Горка; “Green Hill”) one 

kilometer west, plus Yurginskiy (Юргинский) and Klenovka (Кленовка), two small villages 

a kilometer south. These are the first towns one finds in Kemerovskaya when traveling east.  
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➢ Km 3482: Platform 3482 (платформа 3482).  

 

➢ Km 3484: Cross the Cheremushka River (река Черемушка) – This minor stream starts about 

one kilometer south of the rail line. From here, it travels northwest close to ten kilometers to 

its mouth on the right bank of the Lebyazhya near the village of Lebyazhye-Asanovo 

(Лебяжье-Асаново).  

 

➢ Km 3487: Block Post 149 Km (Блок Пост 149 Км) and Branch Line South – This branch 

first travels southeast approximately 100 kilometers passing through the towns or stations of 

Yurga-2 (Юрга-вторя) → Arlyuk (Арлюк) → Shishino (Шишино) → and Topki (Топки). 

From there, the lines diverge, one heads south over 200 kilometers to, among other stations, 

Leninsk-Kuznetskiy (Ленинск-Кузнецкий) and Novokuznetsk (Новокузнецк) and points 

beyond. The other line runs approximately 30 kilometers east to Kemerovo and then 

destinations beyond there.  

 

➢ Km 3491: Yurga 1 (станция Юрга-первая) – This is the rail station for the city of Yurga 

(Юрга). It’s a fairly large city of some 80,000 persons located on the left bank (west side) of 

the Tom River. Yurga has its share of heavy industries: a machine works, concrete plant, 

farm equipment manufacturer, mining equipment, and smelting plant are located here. 

Yurga-2 Station is on the southern rail line below the town.  

 

➢ Km 3493: Platform 3493 (платформа 3493).  

 

➢ Km 3495: Platform 3495 (платформа 3495).  

 

➢ Km 3497: Branch Line North – This minor spur line runs north about 20 kilometers along 

the left bank (west side) of the Tom through Talaya (Талая) to a small sand and gravel mine 

a little north of Pyatkovo (Пятково).  

 

➢ Km 3497: Cross the Yurginka River (река Юргинка) – About 250 meters east after passing 

the northern branch line, the train crosses over this little stream. The Yurginka begins about a 

dozen kilometers to the southwest, quite close to the Yurga-2 Rail Station. After it passes 

under the rails, it flows less than two kilometers northeast where it merges into the left bank 

of the Tom.  

 

➢ Km 3498: Platform 3498 (платформа 3498).  

 

➢ Km 3499: Cross the Tom River (река Томь) – We’re nearing the end of the Tom’s 827 

kilometer run. It’s a big enough river and it takes twin spans of six trusses each to ford it. 

Throughout this general area, the Tom averages about 500 meters wide.  

 

By water, almost exactly 100 kilometers due north of this crossing (80 as the crow flies), the 

Tom arrives at Tomsk, the river’s namesake city, which is entirely built along its right (east) 

bank. From there, the Tom continues northwest approximately 60 kilometers until its 

confluence on the right bank of the Ob three kilometers north of the tiny settlement of 

Kozyulino (Козюлино).  
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KM 3499: Cross the Tom River 

 

Tracing the Tom upriver from this rail 

crossing to its source first leads southeast 

100 kilometers to Kemerovo; then another 

300 kilometers south to Novokuznetsk 

where it is joined by the 392 kilometer-

long Kondoma (река Кондома), one of its 

major tributaries. From there, the river 

flows from the east some 65 kilometers 

from Mezhdurechensk (Междуреченск) 

and then nearly 200 kilometers further east 

into the Abakan Mountains (Абаканский 

хребет) of the Republic of Khakassia 

(Республика Хакасия).  

 

The Abakan range is a northern extension 

of the Altai Mountains of northern 

Mongolia. The Tom’s actual source is the joining of the 10 kilometer-long Tom Right (река 

Правая Томь) and the five kilometer-long Tom Left (река Левая Томь) Rivers about 100 

kilometers west of Khakassia’s capital city, Abakan (Абакан).  

 

➢ Km 3501: Polomoshnoye (Поломошное) – A small waterfront village of approximately 800 

persons about one kilometer south of the tracks and alongside the right bank (east side) of the 

Tom.  

 

➢ Km 3502: Cross the Talmenka River (река Тальменка) – This little river begins 

approximately 15 kilometers northeast, about two kilometers due north of Shakhter (Шахтер; 

“Mine-worker”). From the rail crossing, it runs two kilometers west and joins the right bank 

of the Tom.  

 

➢ Km 3503: Tutalskaya (станция Тутальская) – This little village on the south side of the rail 

line has some 500 residents.  

 

➢ Km 3510: Cross the Beryozovka River (река Берёзовка; “Birch River”) – This little stream 

starts less than three kilometers south. From the rail crossing, it runs three kilometers 

northwest until it joins the left bank of the minor tributary Talmenka. This latter river begins 

about eight kilometers northeast and flows about eight kilometers southwest until it merges 

into the right bank of the Tom River about one kilometer south of the rail crossing.  

 

➢ Km 3513: Platform 3513 (платформа 3513) – This platform serves the villages of 

Oktyabrskiy (Октябрьский), one kilometer to the south; and Shakhter (Шахтер), which is 

about three kilometers north.  

 

➢ Km 3519: Talmenka (станция Тальменка) – The miniscule village is immediately south of 

the rail line. There is also the tiny village of Kalenovo (Каленово) about two kilometers to 

the southeast.  
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Yashkino Sweets are sold all over Russia 

 

➢ Km 3524: Platform 3524 (платформа 3524) – A few houses adjacent to the south side of the 

tracks constitute the village of Terekhino (Терехино). The next nearest villages are 

Litvinovo (Литвиново), which is about one and a half kilometers north; and Korguchanovo 

(Коргучаново) which lies about two and a half kilometers to the southwest.  

 

➢ Km 3528: Branch Line South – This 15 kilometer-long dead-end single-track spur runs to 

the small mining village of Akatsiya (Акация; “Acacia”).  

 

➢ Km 3531: Litvinovo (станция Литвиново) – The rail station and adjacent mid-size village 

are called “Litvinovo Station.” There is another smaller village called Litvinovo about three 

kilometers west.  

 

➢ Km 3537: Yashkino (станция 

Яшкино) – The station serves the 

fairly large city of Yashkino, 

mostly to the east side of the rail 

line, and the slightly smaller city of 

Yashkinskiy (Яшкинский), most of 

which is to the west side. 

Altogether, there are about 15,000 

persons living here. The city is 

known throughout Russia as the 

headquarters of “Yashkino 

Confectionery” (Яшкино производитель кондитерских изделий), a major manufacturer of 

cookies, candies, and sweets.  

 

➢ Km 3540: Platform 3540 (платформа 3540).  

 

➢ Km 3542: Cross the Yaya River (река Яя) – This 380 kilometer-long river begins within 

meters of the tracks. The train crosses it again further east down the line and we’ll discuss it 

then, when it’s big enough to see. Incidentally, “Я” in Russian means “I” in English. That is, 

I as in “me.” Self-deprecating, whenever a person is going on and on about him or her self, a 

famous Russian saying is that “Ya” is the last letter in the alphabet, this putting the speaker in 

his or her place.  

 

➢ Km 3546: Khopkino (станция Хопкино) – This is a tiny village of less than 100 persons 

along the west side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3557: Kuzel (платформа Кузель) – This small village is on the right side (east) of the 

tracks. It’s a former station, now a platform.  
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Tomsk Railway Station 

➢ Km 3562: Branch Line North – About three kilometers southwest before reaching Taiga Rail 

Station, a branch line turns left and begins the 80 kilometers northwest that leads to Tomsk. It 

is known as the Taiga–Beliy Yar Line (ветка Тайга–Белый Яр), a branch of the Western 

Siberian Railway – for it ends 300 kilometers north of Tomsk at Beliy Yar.  

 

As the crow flies, Tomsk is 210 kilometers northeast of Novosibirsk or 85 kilometers due 

north of Yurga. Most trains making the northward trip originate in Taiga. Stations along the 

way to Tomsk include Taezhniy (Таежный) → Suranovo (Сураново) → Basandayka 

(Басандайка) → Petukhovo/Mezheninovka (Петухово/Межениновка) → Bogashevo 

(Богашево) → Loskutovo (Лоскутово) → Pozdnyevo (Позднего) → Zonalnaya Stantsiya 

(Зональная Станция) → Tomsk-1 (Томск-первой) → and Tomsk-2 (Томск-второй).  

 

As mentioned, after Tomsk, the line continues close to 300 kilometers further north to Beliy 

Yar, a small city nestled on the southern shore (left bank) of the 1,621 kilometer-long Ket 

River (река Кеть). The Ket is a major tributary of the Ob which it joins at the village of 

Narym (Нарым), approximately 225 kilometers northwest of Beliy Yar. There are also a 

half-dozen side branches on the Taiga-

Beliy Yar Railroad. Most are from 25 

to 50 kilometers long and serve one 

one isolated community or another. 

The longest spur begins about 50 

kilometers south of Beliy Yar, at Saiga 

(Сайга), and runs northeast 125 

kilometers to Stepanovka 

(Степановка), another small town on 

the south shore of the Ket.  

 

About 25 kilometers north of Taiga, 

the train departs Kemerovskaya Oblast 

and enters Tomskaya Oblast (Томская 

область). Tomskaya lies immediately 

above both Kemerov and Novosibirsk 

Oblasts. It has a population of 

approximately 1,050,000. The oblast is rich in natural resources, particularly oil and gas, 

various metals including gold, and vast timber supplies. Some twenty percent of West 

Siberian forest resources are located in Tomsk Oblast. Tomsk City is centrally located (east 

to west) at the very southern end of the oblast. The rest of the territory is virtually 

inaccessible and uninhabitable because it is covered with taiga woods and swamps.  

 

At one time, Tomsk was one of the most important cities in Siberia. Founded in 1604, it is 

one of Siberia’s oldest cities. For several centuries, its location on the Tom River and its 

position as a stopping place on the Great Siberian Trakt Road made it indespensible as a 

strategic center for trade and commerce. Legend has it that in the late 19th Century the city 

fathers declined the city’s being included in the route of the Trans-Siberian Railroad – 

something about the trains bringing too much dust, noise, and commotion.  
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KM 3565: Taiga-1 Railway Station 

The railroad was therefore built some 80 kilometers to the south and virtually every town on 

the route – indeed hundreds of new towns – prospered. Not Tomsk. Because it was bypassed, 

it slowly went into decline. The only reason it has not dried up and died is because of its 

several universities and because it’s essentially a government town. It’s the administrative 

capital of Tomsk Oblast.  

 

Tomsk is a fine city worth visiting if you have a chance to get off the main line of the Trans-

Siberian and make a side journey. For Siberian traditionalists, it’s a city known for its 

“gingerbread” decoration and antique wooden architecture. For young people, it’s a fun-

loving university town. Tomsk is home to so many universities that it bears the informal title 

of “Siberian Athens.” It’s a city of close to 700,000 persons and approximately 150,000 of 

them (20% of the city’s inhabitants) are university students, professors, researchers, or 

affiliated with higher education in some manner.  

 

➢ Km 3563: Zapadniy Pereezd (платформа Западный Переезд; “West Stop”) – A minor 

platform on the southwesternmost corner of the city.  

 

➢ Km 3565: Taiga-1 (Воксал станция Тайга-1) – A good-sized city of around 25,000 

persons, it used to be completely surrounded in dense taiga forest. Shortly after completion of 

the Trans-Siberian Railroad which had 

bypassed Tomsk, work began on a 

branch line linking that city to the 

main line that passes through Taiga. 

The nature of this region was such that 

the almost impenetrable marshlands 

were frozen more than three-quarters 

of the year – and the few months they 

are not frozen, the workers were eaten 

alive by mosquitos and other blood-

sucking insects. Moreover, the taiga 

forests were so inpenetrably dense, 

workers who wandered off, 

purposefully or accidentally, got lost 

and were never found again. As in so 

many places on the Trans-Siberian 

line, convicts did much of the work.  

 

➢ Km 3567: Vostochniy Pereezd (платформа Восточный Переезд; “East Stop”) – A minor 

platform at the eastern edge of the city.  

 

➢ Km 3573: Platform 3573 (платформа 3573) – This platform serves the small village of 

Mazalovo (Мазалово) which lies entirely on the east side of the railroad. The town’s 

population is less than 500.  

 

➢ Km 3578: Platform 3578 (платформа 3578).  
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Brigade Leader Igor Borisov 
Kuzbass 1933 

This iconic photo from the Soviet 
era is attributed to photographer 
Anatoly Skurikhin (1900-97). 

➢ Km 3582: Pikhtach (платформа Пихтач) – A tiny village along the north side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 3590: Platform 3590 (платформа 3590) – A dacha village on the north side of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3592: Platform 3592 (платформа 3592) – Vast dacha villages north.  

 

➢ Km 3593: Branch Line South – About three kilometers west of Anzherskaya Main Station, a 

branch line begins and runs south almost exactly 100 kilometers to Kemerovo. Many short 

dead-end spurs run off from this line. These are invariably minor freight lines to coal fields – 

which are everywhere in the Kuzbass. From Kemerovo, other rail connections can be made 

to more southern cities. As the crow flies, it’s about 80 kilometers further south from 

Kemerovo to Leninsk-Kuznetskiy and another 125 kilometers south to Novokuznetskiy. 

From Novokuznetskiy, it’s 285 kilometers due east to Abakan or 225 kilometers west to 

Barnaul.  

 

➢ Km 3596: Anzherskaya (станция Анжерская) – The rail 

station is Anzherskaya; the surrounding city is Anzhero-

Sudzhensk (Анжеро-Судженск). It is a fairly large coal 

mining town of some 80,000 persons located at the 

northern end of the Kuznetsk Basin (Кузнецкая 

котловина), more commonly called the “Kuzbass.” It is 

one of the richest coal-mining regions in the world. The 

town was founded in 1897 during the construction of the 

Trans-Siberian. The city limits extend north and south 

about equally on both sides of the rail line and usually 

only stop because they reach an open-air coal mining 

operation.  

 

➢ Km 3597: Branch Line North – Less than one kilometer 

east after passing Anzherskaya Station, a short spur line 

veers off to the left and makes a 17 kilometer loop. The 

spur returns to the main line down the tracks 500 meters 

west of Sudzhenka.  

 

➢ Km 3599: Block Post 3599 (Блок Пост 3599).  

 

➢ Km 3604: Sudzhenka (станция Судженка) – A little rail 

village about two kilometers southeast of the Anzhero-

Sudzhensk oil refinery and tank farm. The small village of Chindatskiy (Чиндатский) is 

about two and a half kilometers northeast and the larger town of Sudzhenka is ten kilometers 

to the northeast. The rail village is about equally divided (north-south) on both sides of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3605: Branch Line South – Less than one kilometer east after the Sudzhenka Station, a 

short spur line veers to the right. It’s another coal freight line extending about 10 kilometers 
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KM 3624: Yaya Railway Station 

southeast to an enormous open-air mine built along the Yaya River. The station is 

Vodozhanalnaya (станция Водознанальная) and the town is Rydnichniy (Рудничный; 

“Mine”).  

 

➢ Km 3614: Maltsyevo (платформа Мальцево) – A cluster of a few houses immediately north 

of the Katama River (река Катама). The Katama, a small creek, originates about five 

kilometers southwest and joins the left bank of the Yaya in ten kilometers east.  

 

From Maltsyevo, the village of Sudzhenka is one kilometer to the north, on the far side 

(north, left bank) of the Chindat River (река Чиндат). The Chindat begins about ten 

kilometers southwest, about midway between Sudzhenka Station and Chindatskiy. It flows 

northeast about a dozen kilometers to a large group of drainage and settling ponds built for 

the coal mines. After the ponds, it’s only a few hundred meters to its union on the left bank 

of the Yaya.  

 

➢ Km 3623: Branch Line North – About 350 meters west before reaching Yaya Station, a short 

freight line branches off to the left. It’s a coal line that travels some five kilometers north to 

the mines and ponds at the confluence of the Chindat and Yaya rivers. There are numerous 

little side spurs on this line.  

 

➢ Km 3624: Yaya (станция Яя) 

– A fairly big town of some 

12,000 persons, Yaya has the 

distinction of always being the 

last-listed place in any Russian 

alphabetical directory. “Я,” 

which means “I” and is 

pronounced in English as “Ya,” 

is the last letter in the Russian 

alphabet.  

 

➢ Km 3625: Cross the Yaya River 

(река Яя) – A little more than 

one kilometer east after passing Yaya Station, the train crosses the 380 kilometer-long Yaya, 

a tributary of the Chulym. Its source is about four kilometers northeast of Yashkino which 

the train passed about 80 kilometers ago.  

 

At the crossing, the river is about 80 meters wide. It’s spanned by a twin set of double-truss 

bridges that have center support from a small island in the middle of the river. The spans are 

120 meters long. Flowing almost due north from this point, the Yaya travels approximately 

another 250 kilometers (90 as the crow flies) until its mouth on the left bank of the 1,800 

kilometer-long Chulym about seven kilometers northeast of the village of Pobeda (Победа; 

lit., “Victory”) or about 12 kilometers east of the larger town of Asino (Асино). These two 

towns are approximately 100 kilometers northeast of Tomsk.  
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KM 3625: Cross the Yaya River 

After the Yaya’s confluence with the 

Chulym, the latter meanders more than 300 

kilometers (175 as the crow flies) until it 

joins the right bank of the Ob near the town 

of Igrekovo (Игреково) which is about 150 

kilometers northwest of Tomsk or about 

300 kilometers north of Novosibirsk.  

 

➢ Km 3627: Novonikolaevka 

(Новониколаевка; lit., “New Nicholas”) – 

This little village lies about two kilometers 

south of the tracks. There are many towns 

in Russia called by this name. It is always 

difficult to know whether they are named 

for Tsar Nicholas II (1868-1918), his great-

grandfather, Tsar Nicholas I (1796-1855), 

or simply St. Nicholas (Санкт-Николая 

Чудотворца; 270-343), the saint who became the model for Santa Claus. St. Nicholas is 

particularly revered in Eastern Orthodoxy; his feast day is December 6. His remains, which 

are holy relics, are divided between the Basilica di San Nicola in Bari, Italy and the Church 

of San Nicolò al Lido in Venice, Italy.  

 

➢ Km 3632: Pochitanka (платформа Почитанка) – The closest village is Berezovskiy 

(Березовский) which is about two kilometers northeast of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3640: Izhmorskaya (станция Ижморская) – The station serves the small town of 

Izhmorskiy (Ижморский) which has about 5,600 inhabitants. Three kilometers to the south 

is the town of Ishmorka (Ижморка). All are named after the Izhmora River (река Ижмора), 

a minor tributary of the Yaya River system.  

 

➢ Km 3645: Platform 3645 (платформа 3645).  

 

➢ Km 3650: Platform 3650 (платформа 3650).  

 

➢ Km 3657: Iverka (платформа Иверка) – This tiny hamlet of perhaps a dozen houses is the 

nearest platform to the little village of Lomachyovka (Ломачёвка), which is about five 

kilometers southwest, and Voskresenka (Воскресенка), which is about three and a half 

kilometers southeast.  

 

The word “Voskresenie” (Воскресение) means the Resurrection – of Jesus Christ, or 

Sunday. It is commonly used in the Russian language. Some variants are Voskresenskiy 

(Воскресенский; masculine), Voskresenskaya (Воскресенская; feminine), or 

Voskresenskoye (Воскресенское; neuter). Oftentimes, the “ka” at the ending of a word is a 

diminutive, as in small, little, or tiny. It is often a term of affection or familiarity. Thus 

Vodka (Водка) is a form of Voda (вода) or “little water.”  
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KM 3679: Berikulskaya Railway Station 

➢ Km 3662: Platform 3662 (платформа 3662).  

 

➢ Km 3664: Cross the Voskresenka River (река Воскресенка) – About 400 meters west 

before reaching the Km 3664 Platform, the train passes over this small stream. It begins a 

little less than 15 kilometers southwest of the rail crossing, or a few kilometers southwest of 

the village of Voskresenka. Almost exactly at the tracks, it merges into the Berikul River 

(река Берикуль) which begins about ten kilometers due south.  

 

The Berikul now travels northeast about ten kilometers to the village of Berikul, then 

continues approximately another 50 kilometers northeast until it reaches the left bank of the 

Kiya River (река Кия) about six kilometers upstream southeast of the village of Koleul 

(Колеул).  

 

➢ Km 3664: Platform 3664 (платформа 3664) – The former village here was Afanasevka 

(Афанасьевка).  

 

➢ Km 3669: Platform 3669 (платформа 3669).  

 

➢ Km 3679: Berikulskaya (станция 

Берикульская) – The village today has 

somewhere around 950 residents. In the 

middle 1800s, it was a rich gold-mining 

center and much larger. The surrounding 

town is Krasnye Orly (Красные Орлы; lit., 

“Red Eagles”). The road north from this 

platform leads close to ten kilometers to the 

little village of Tyumenyevo (Тюменево) 

which consists of perhaps two dozen 

houses.  

 

➢ Km 3681: Platform 3681 (платформа 

3681).  

 

➢ Km 3686: Platform 3686 (платформа 

3686).  

 

➢ Km 3689: Suluy (платформа Сулуй).  

 

➢ Km 3692: Platform 3692 (платформа 3692).  
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➢ Km 3695: Cross the Antibes River (река Антибес) – The rail crossing is over a twin span of 

single-truss bridges; the river is about 30 meters wide. The Antibes is a minor tributary in the 

Ob River watershed. It begins about 30 kilometers to the southwest at the union of the 15 

kilometer-long Maliy Antibes (Малый Антибес) and the 20 kilometer-long Bolshoi Antibes 

(Большой Антибес) a few kilometers north of the village of Letyazhka (Летяжка).  

 

From the rail crossing, the Antibes flows northeast approximately 20 kilometers to the village 

of Little Antibes (Малый Антибес), then another five kilometers, still northeast, to the 

village of Big Antibes (Большая Антибес) where it merges into the left bank of the 548 

kilometer-long Kiya River. The confluence is about a dozen kilometers north (downstream) 

on the Kiya from Mariinsk (Мариинск). From this confluence, the Kiya flows northwest 

about 100 kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of the Chulym at the village of 

Zyryanskoye (Зырянское).  

 

Zyryanskoye is about 35 kilometers southeast of the larger town of Asino (Асино), which is 

also on the left bank of the Chulym. From there, it’s another 200 kilometers northwest to the 

Chulym’s confluence on the right bank of the Ob just below the little village of Igrekovo. 

That confluence point is about 150 kilometers north of Tomsk.  

 

➢ Km 3698: Antibesskiy (станция Антибeccкий) – A tiny hamlet entirely on the south side of 

the rail line. It is named for the nearby river. The even smaller village of Bobrovskiy 

(Бобровский) is two kilometers southwest.  

  

➢ Km 3704: Kalininskiy (разъезд Калининский) – A tiny village most of which is on the 

north side of the tracks. Villages, towns, or streets with this name are in remembrance of 

Mikhail Kalinin (Михаил Иванович Калинин; 1875-1946), an early Bolshevik 

revolutionary and the nominal head of the Soviet Union from 1919 to 1946. He is buried in 

the Kremlin Wall.  

 

The most well known “Kalinin”–named place is Kaliningrad (Калининград). Formerly 

known as the East Prussian city of Königsberg, and taken by the Red Army in 1945, it is 

today a Russian exclave between Poland and Lithuania on the Baltic Sea. It is geographically 

separated from the rest of Russia and, as its own oblast, it is one of the 85 federal “subjects” 

(субъект) that constitute Russia.  

 

Königsberg’s most famous son is the German philosopher Immanuel Kant (1724-1804). 

Born, raised, died, and buried in Königsberg, he never set foot more than 10 miles (16 

kilometers) from his birthplace. His remains lie in his mausoleum at the Königsberg 

Cathedral. Russian newlyweds bring flowers there on their wedding day. There is a statute to 

Kant in front of Immanuel Kant Baltic Federal University (Балтийский федеральный 

университет имени Иммануила Канта). There has been talk of re-naming the city back to 

its original Prussian name Königsberg or naming the city after Kant, e.g., “Kantgrad” 

(Кантград). To date, neither of these proposals has been adopted.  

 

Lastly, afficiandos of mathematical puzzles and geometry (topology) all know Königsberg 

from Leonhard Euler’s (1707-83) negative resolution of the problem of the Seven Bridges of 
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KM 3713: Mariinsk Railway Station 

Königsberg. Swiss-born Euler is considered one of the most brilliant mathematicians to have 

ever lived. Two of the original structures from the Seven Bridges survive and may be visited. 

He spent most of his adult life working and teaching in St. Petersburg. His remains are buried 

at the Alexander Nevsky Monastery.  

 

➢ Km 3709: Platform 3709 (платформа 3709).  

 

➢ Km 3712: Branch Line North – This minor spur runs about seven kilometers northeast and 

serves several factories.  

 

➢ Km 3713: Mariinsk (станция Мариинск) – A not-too-big city of approximately 40,000 

persons, Mariinsk is located almost exclusively on the left bank (west side) of the Kiya River 

(река Кия); the right bank is a great flood plain. The city is more or less equally divided by 

the rail line into north and south halves. 

After Novokuznetsk, in southern 

Kemerovo, Mariinsk is considered the 

oldest city in the Kuzbass. It was founded 

in 1698 as the village of Kiyskoye 

(Кийское); also sometimes called Kiysk 

(Кийск) – both names after the Kiya 

River. The town first became famous for a 

Siberian gold rush. For almost 100 years, 

from 1828 to 1917, more than 50 tons (!) 

of this ever-so-precious metal were mined 

here. Many made millions. In 1857, 

Kiyskoye was renamed Mariinsk in honor 

of Maria Alexandrovna (Мария 

Александровна; 1824-80), Empress 

Consort of Tsar Alexander II.  

 

Mariinsk today is a diversified little city with a handful of various industries – and it still has 

mines. The Mariinskiy area has minerals: primarily light sand and white clay, used in the 

production of bricks and porcelains. On the banks of the Kiya River, small quantities of 

placer gold are still taken.  

 

As for the Empress, in addition to Mariinsk, the most refined Maria Alexandrovna has the 

honor of having at least three other remarkable places named for her. One is the Mariinskiy 

Opera and Ballet Theatre (widely known as the Kirov) in Saint Petersburg. Empress Maria 

Alexandrovna was a great fan and supporter of the arts. When a then-new theatre was opened 

on October 2, 1860, it was named the Imperial Mariinskiy Theatre (Императорский 

Мариинский театр) after its royal patroness. Throughout its history, the Mariinskiy has 

hosted the premieres of many of the most well-known Russian composers and 

choreographers. There is a bust of the Empress in the main entrance foyer of the theatre.  
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Maria Alexandrovna 
Empress Consort of Alexander II 

The Princess Marie of Hesse and by Rhine 
was born at Darmstadt in the Grand Duchy 
of Hesse, now part of Germany. She was 
married to Tsarevich Alexander in 1841 and 
became Tsaritsa (Empress) in 1855 when he 
became Tsar (Emperor). She had eight 
children, among them, Alexander III, and 
many grandchildren, among them, 
Nicholas II, Russia’s last Tsar. The term 
"tsar" (царь) also spelled "czar," is the Slavic 
rendition of the Latin "Caesar," meaning 
emperor. Her husband, Tsar Alexander II 
("the Liberator"), was a great liberal and 
reformer; her son Alexander III, a small-
minded reactionary and anti-Semite. 
Regardless of their politics, the two 
Alexanders may be said to be the fathers of 
the Trans-Siberian Railroad for it was their 
planning and funding that launched it. 
 
The above portrait from 1857 is by Franz 
Xaver Winterhalter (1805–1873), one of 
the most prolific and talented portrait 
painters of the 19th century. The original is 
in St. Petersburg’s Hermitage Museum.  

Another Empress namesake is Mariehamn 

(Finnish: Maarianhamina), capital and seat of 

Government and Parliament of the Åland Islands 

(Finnish: Ahvenanmaa). During the 19th Century, 

Finland was a province (technically an 

autonomous Grand Duchy) within the Russian 

Empire. Benevolent Tsar Alexander II and his 

wife Maria Alexandrovna were (and still are) 

respected and admired there. In Helsinki, there is 

a great statue commemorating the Tsar at Senate 

Square.  

 

The Ålands are an archipelago of over 6,500 

skerries, islets, rocks, and islands midway 

between Finland and Sweden in the Baltic Sea at 

the entrance to the Gulf of Bothnia. Although 

about 65 islands are inhabited, ninety percent of 

the population of 28,000 lives on the main island 

of Fasta Åland, where Mariehamn is located. The 

Ålands were granted a semi-independent status by 

the League of Nations in 1921. Although almost 

all the residents are Swedish, they are technically 

an autonomous territory under Finnish 

sovereignty. They are a tax-free vacation paradise 

(in summer) within the European Union. They 

have their own national flag, postage stamps, and 

license plates on the cars. Men are exempt from 

Finnish military conscription.  

 

Finally, Tsaritsa Maria Alexandrovna’s name is 

remembered at Mariyinsky Palace (Ukrainian: 

Маріїнський палац) – a Baroque confection on 

the banks of the Dnieper River in Kiev, Ukraine. 

Designed by Bartolomeo Rastrelli, brilliant Italian 

architect and creator of St. Petersburg’s Winter 

Palace, Smolny Convent, and the Catherine Palace 

at Tsarskoye Selo, the Mariyinsky is the official 

ceremonial residence of the President of Ukraine. 

It was completed in 1752 and visited by Empress 

Catherine II the Great (1729–1796) in 1787. In the 

early 19th Century, a series of fires destroyed much 

of the palace, but in 1870, Alexander II of Russia 

had it reconstructed. It was then renamed after his 

wife, the Empress Maria Alexandrovna.  

 

➢ Km 3715: Cross the Kiya River (река Кия) – 
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KM 3715: Cross the Kiya River 

Throughout this section of the river, it ranges from as little as 150 meters to as much as 175 

meters across. The bridge, a twin-set of four trusses, measures 230 meters in length.  

 

The Kiya is a 548 kilometer-long left 

tributary of the Chulym which in turn is a 

1,800 kilometer-long tributary of the Ob. 

The Ob watershed eventually flows to the 

Gulf of Ob on the Arctic Ocean at the Kara 

Sea. The Kiya’s source waters originate in 

the Kuznetsk Alatau (Кузнецкий Алатау), 

a mountain range in southern Siberia north 

of the Altai Mountains of Mongolia. The 

Kiya terminates when it joins the Chulym 

very close to the small town of 

Zyryanskoye (Зырянское). Zyryanskoye is 

about 35 kilometers southeast of Asino or 

about 110 kilometers northeast of Tomsk.  

 

➢ Km 3718: Pristan (Пристань; “Pier” or 

“Wharf”) – Most of this one-street, two kilometer-long town, is along the north side of a 

separated oxbow of the Kiya River about 300 meters south of and parallel to the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3821: Raevka (платформа Раевка).  

 

➢ Km 3723: Predmetkino (станция Предметкино) and Branch Line South – A short spur line 

runs three kilometers south to the tiny town of Raevka (Раевка); it then travels another five 

kilometers to a sand and gravel pit at the village of Kiyskiy (Кийский) on the northern shore 

(right bank) of the Kiya River. On the other side of the tracks, four kilometers to the north, is 

Primetkino (Приметкино), a two street village.  

 

➢ Km 3726: Platform 3726 (платформа 3726).  

 

➢ Km 3729: Alexandrovka (платформа Александровка) – A couple of buildings alongside 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3730: Pervomayskiy (Первомайский) – Another village named “May Day,” this one is 

about three kilometers south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3734: Semikhatka (платформа Семихатка) – There is nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 3736: Suslovo (станция Суслово) – A fairly large village of about 2,200 residents more 

or less equally divided on both sides of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3738: Shkola (платформа Школа; “School”).  
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➢ Km 3739: Cross the Suslovka River (река Сусловка) – This minor tributary begins right 

alongside the rail line here. It travels southwest for approximately ten kilometers until it joins 

another small stream, the Yura (река Юра). The Yura in turn flows an additional 15 

kilometers southwest to its confluence on the right bank (east side) of the Kiya about 25 

kilometers upstream south of Mariinsk.  

 

➢ Km 3741: Bezvodnaya (платформа Безводная) – Suslovo Village is about two kilometers 

west of this platform.  

 

➢ Km 3744: Lesnoye (платформа Лесное; “Forestry”).  

 

➢ Km 3747: Sadovaya (платформа Садовая; “Gardening”).  

 

➢ Km 3751: Averyanovka (платформа Аверьяновка) – A few houses by the side of the rails. 

This used to be a station.  

 

➢ Km 3754: Platform 3754 (платформа 3754).  

 

➢ Km 3755: Klyuchevaya (платформа Ключевая) – One street with about twenty houses, 

running over a kilometer, parallel to the north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3759: Pochaevka (платформа Почаевка) – The hamlet of 115 persons at Pochaevka is 

east of the tracks about three kilometers. The equally little village of Oktyabrskiy 

(Октябрьский) is another three kilometers north, but it is on the north side of the M53 

Highway. Like the “First of May” (Первомайский) as a place name, there must be one 

hundred towns in Russia called “October.”  

 

➢ Km 3763: Razdolnoye (платформа Раздольное).  

 

➢ Km 3765: Kachaevka (платформа Качаевка) – There is nothing around here for as far as 

the eye can see. The nearest village is six kilometers to the south and called Lystvyanka 

(Листвянка). It lies along the north shore of the small river Listvyanka (река Листвянка). 

These Listvyanka’s have nothing to do with the village of the same name at Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 3767: Lisiy Bor (платформа Лисий Бор).  

 

➢ Km 3770: Yasnaya Polyana (платформа Ясная Поляна; “Clear Glade” or “Fair Meadow”) 

– A small village just at the western approach to Tyazhinskiy (Тяжинский).  
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KM 3773: Tyazhin Railway Station 

➢ Km 3772: Cross the Kiyziylyun River (река Кызыльюн) – This little stream/canal originates 

about ten kilometers to the southwest. After passing under the tracks, it flows northeast 

approximately five kilometers until it merges into the left bank of the Tyazhin River (река 

Тяжин) near the village of Stariy Tyazhin (Старый Тяжин).  

 

➢ Km 3773: Tyazhin (станция Тяжин) – 

Tyazhin is the station for the town of 

Tyazhinskiy (Тяжинский) which has 

about 10,500 residents living more or less 

on both sides of the tracks. The town lies 

along the left bank (west side) of the 

Tyazhin River. The village of Stariy 

Tyazhin (Старый Тяжин; “Old Tyazhin”) 

is four kilometers northeast and 

Novovostochniy (Нововосточный) village 

is two kilometers northwest of there.  

 

➢ Km 3775: Platform 3775 (платформа 

3775).  

 

➢ Km 3776: Cross the Tyazhin River (река 

Тяжин) – The train passes over the 15 meter-wide Tyazhin on a pair of single-truss bridges. 

Tracing the river to its source leads some 40 kilometers south to a marshy region. Following 

the river downstream leads approximately 100 kilometers northwest to its mouth on the right 

bank of the Kiya about 15 kilometers north of Mariinsk.  

 

➢ Km 3778: Kedrach (платформа Кедрач; “Cedar”).  

 

➢ Km 3782: Krasinskaya (платформа Красинская) – A couple of houses to the east of the rail 

line make up the village of Krasinskiy (Красинский).  

 

➢ Km 3786: Tisul (станция Тисуль) – This small town of roughly 8,500 persons was a 

prosperous gold-mining town in the 18th and 19th Centuries.  

 

➢ Km 3789: Paikino (платформа Пайкино) – A little building along the side of the tracks in 

the middle of nowhere.  

 

➢ Km 3792: Ilyinskaya (платформа Ильинская) – There is nothing here, but technically the 

platform is Ilyinskaya and the non-existant village is Ilyinka (Ильинка) 

 

➢ Km 3794: Akimo Annenka (платформа Акимо Анненка) – A small village of about 425 

residents which is mostly to the northwest of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3795: Branch Line North – A freight line branches off to the left just east of town. It 

runs north about 65 kilometers. It passes the tiny village of Belyakovka (Беляковка) about 

halfway.  
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➢ Km 3799: Burdasskiy (платформа Бурдасский).  

 

➢ Km 3805: Sportivnaya (платформа Спортивная; “Sports”).  

 

➢ Km 3808: Itat (станция Итат) – Itat is the station; Itatskiy (Итатский) is the town and it has 

about 4,100 inhabitants. Most of it runs along the southern side of the rail line and the 

southern side (left bank) of the Bolshaya Itatka River (река Большая Итатка). The very 

small village of Novomarinka (Новомарьинка) is about two kilometers north and a large 

open-air mine is four kilometers east. The train goes right by the mine immediately after 

passing over the Bolshaya Itatka River.  

 

➢ Km 3810: Cross the Bolshaya Itatka River (река Большая Итатка) – Just as the train is 

leaving the northern end of town, traveling east, it crosses over this small river which begins 

about 35 kilometers northwest. From the rail crossing, it runs approximately two kilometers 

southeast where it meets the Malaya Itatka River (река Малая Итатка) which originates 

about 20 kilometers to the southwest.  

 

The newly-joined rivers take the name Itatka (река Итатка) and it flows due east some 15 

kilometers until its confluence on the left bank of the Chulym about five kilometers northeast 

of the village of Chulym. From the Itatka-Chulym River confluence, the Chyulym continues 

around a great 270 degree counter-clockwise circle over 500 kilometers northwest until it 

meets up with the Kiya River at Zyryanskoye, about 35 kilometers southeast of the larger 

town of Asino (Асино), which is also on the left bank of the Chulym. From there, it’s 

another 200 kilometers northwest to the Chulym’s confluence on the right bank of the Ob 

just below the little village of Igrekovo. That confluence point is about 150 kilometers north 

of Tomsk.  

 

➢ Km 3812: Aerodrome (платформа Аэродром) – This is the last village in Keremovo Oblast 

for the train is soon to cross into another. It’s a little difficult to figure out the name of this 

village – for there is no “Aerodrome” or Airport around here. There is a large open-air mine 

immediately north of the tracks, but that’s all.  

 

➢ Km 3817: Samsonovka (платформа Самсоновка) – Technically the last stop in Keremovo, 

but there’s nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 3820: Kemerovo – Krasnoyarsk Border – Continuing on its eastward path, the train 

leaves Kermerovo Oblast and enters Krasnoyarsk Krai (Красноярский край). This is also 

the boundary point between western (западная Сибирь) and eastern (восточная Сибирь) 

Siberia. Historically, krais were vast territories located at the edge of the expanding Russian 

Empire. The word krai can mean “border” or “edge” and in the foregoing context is best 

translated as “territory.” Legally, there is no difference between a krai and an oblast; the use 

of the term is simply traditional. As a practical matter, the nine krais of the 85 Russian 

federal subjects are mostly very large and were at one time all considered frontier regions.  
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The Top of the World – There are no train lines or roads here. 

Krasnoyarsk Krai has a population a little over 2,800,000. Geographically, it is Russia’s 

second-largest internal region after the Sakha Republic (Республика Саха) and roughly 

equal in size to the Congo in Africa or a little larger than Saudi Arabia. It has an area of 

2,340,000 square kilometers (903,479 square miles), which is 13% of the country’s total 

territory. The krai runs some 3,000 kilometers from its northern end at the Taymyr Peninsula 

(Таймырский полуостров) to its southern end at the Sayan Mountains (Саяны хребет).  

 

The Taymyr Peninsula is the northernmost place on the Euraisan or Asian mainland. It is 

capped by Cape Chelyuskin (мыс Челюскина), the northernmost point of mainland Russia, 

the Eurasian continent, or any continental mainland in the world. It is only 1,370 kilometers 

from the North Pole. The peninsula is surrounded by the Kara (Корское морé) on its west 

and the Laptev Sea (море Лоптевых) on its east. Both seas are part of the Arctic Ocean.  

 

Almost unbelievably, there is a city of 175,000 persons up here. It’s Norilsk (Норильск), a 

mining town sitting on some of the largest deposits of nickel on Earth. Norilsk is the 

northernmost city in Siberia, about 1,500 kilometers north of Krasnoyarsk City, and the 

world’s second largest city after Murmansk (Мурманск) north of the Arctic Circle. Norilsk, 

Yakutsk (Якутск), and Vorkuta (Воркута) are some of the largest cities in the continuous 

permafrost zone.  

 

There is no rail line to Norilsk: it can only be reached for a few months in summer by river or 

year-round by air. The city is closed to foreigners.  

 

At the southern end of Krasnoyarsk Krai, the Sayan mountain range extends more than 1,500 

kilometers from the Altai Mountains of northwestern Mongolia to the southwest end of Lake 

Baikal (озеро Байкал).  
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The Tunguska Event 
Minutes after 7AM on June 30, 1908, the planet 
Earth experienced the greatest impact in recorded 
history. Evenk natives and Russian settlers witnessed 
the event or felt the impact. The strength of the 
explosion has been estimated to have been between 
10 to 15 megatons of TNT – or about 1,000 times 
more powerful than the atomic bomb dropped on 
Hiroshima, Japan. The force of the impact flattened 
an estimated 80 million trees covering over 2,000 
square kilometers and killed thousands of reindeer. 
The shock wave from the blast would have measured 
5.0 on the Richter scale. It knocked people off their 
feet and shattered windows within a several hundred 
kilometer radius.  
 
Due to the extraordinary remoteness of the area, 
existing scientific knowledge, and political events – 
including war and revolution – in Russia at the time, 
the event was somewhat haphazardly studied. 
Numerous and often conflicting theories, including 
aliens, meteors, comets, asteroids, black holes, and 
anti-matter, have been proposed. The most likely 
explanation is that a 10-20 meter sized meteoroid 
or ice-comet fragment entered Earth’s atmosphere 
at an altitude of 5 to 10 kilometers and exploded 
under the intense heat of compression – creating a 
so-called “air burst.” This is why there is no crater or 
recoverable pieces of meteorite.  

 

Broadly speaking, the southernmost fifth 

of Krasnoyark Krai has an average width 

of approximately 500 kilometers and as 

one moves north, the territory widens. On 

average, the northern four-fifts of the krai 

extend 1,000 or more kilometers from east 

to west. The Trans-Siberian Railroad 

crosses the region only in its southernmost 

section. From the border with Kemerovo 

Oblast to the border of Irkutsk Oblast (the 

next region east); it’s a bit over 500 

kilometers across.  

 

The administrative capital of the Krai is 

Krasnoyarsk (Красноярск), a city of about 

1,000,000 persons. It is located on the 

banks of the Yenisei River (река Енисей) 

and is the third largest city in Siberia after 

Novosibirsk and Omsk. The train reaches 

the city soon enough.  

 

Astronomers and amateur stargazers, earth 

scientists and apocalyptics, school children 

and foresters, will all most likely know a 

little something about the Krasnoyarsk 

territory – for it was the site of the largest 

known impact of a meteor with the planet 

Earth ever recorded. It is called the 

“Tunguska Event.”  

 

On June 30, 1908, about 700 kilometers 

due north of Krasnoyarsk – in the basin of 

the 1,870 kilometer-long Podkamennaya 

Tunguska River (река Подкаменная 

Тунгуска), a tributary of the Yenisei – 

there occurred the most powerful 

explosion ever known in man’s history. It 

has been attributed to the explosion of a 

great meteor or an asteroid crashing into 

Earth.  

 

Although extremely remote, the event was 

witnessed by human beings. Those who 

were there reported seeing a column of bluish light almost as bright as the Sun moving across 

the sky. A few minutes later, there was a flash and the sound of an explosion. The sound was 
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KM 3825: The Achinsk Steppe 

accompanied by a shock wave that knocked people down and broke windows hundreds of 

kilometers away. Most witnesses only heard the sounds or felt the tremors; few actually saw 

the flash of light.  

 

➢ Km 3823: Branch Line South – There begins here a ten kilometer-long spur line south to the 

small village of Chulym (Чулым) which lies along an oxbow of the left bank of the Chulym 

River.  

 

➢ Km 3823: Kashtan (станция Каштан; 

lit., “Chesnut”) – This little settlement 

is the first inhabited place on the 

Trans-Siberian route in Krasnoyarsk 

Krai. It’s a small town with its own 

plant. The town is about evenly 

divided on the north and south sides of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3826: Cross the Kosul River 

(река Косуль) – This minor tributary 

begins about 20 kilometers northwest 

of this crossing or about 15 kilometers 

north of Itat. From the rail crossing, the 

river travels south through the villages 

of Bolshaya Kosul (Большая Косуль) and Malaya Kosul (Малая Косуль) about 15 

kilometers until its confluence on the left bank of the Chulym. The word “Kosul” means 

“deer,” but a specific type of deer, the Siberian Roe Deer (genus Capreolus). They are 

smaller than European or North American deer.  

 

➢ Km 3829: Varvarenka (платформа Варваренка).  

 

➢ Km 3832: Bolshoy Kosul (платформа Большой Косуль).  

 

➢ Km 3834: Kosul (платформа Косуль) – This platform serves the villages of Bolshaya 

Kosul, which is about four kilometers to the south, and the little hamlet of Malaya Kosul, 

which is a further six kilometers to the south.  

 

➢ Km 3837: Kirsanovo (Кирсаново) – A couple of houses to the north of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3840: Platform 3840 (платформа 3840).  
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KM 3846: Bogotol Railway Station 

➢ Km 3843: Prigorod (платформа Пригород) – This suburb, or “pre-city,” is a small 

collection of a couple of houses and other buildings immediately west of Bogotol.  

 

➢ Km 3846: Bogotol (станция Боготол) 

– With a population of some 22,000, 

Bogotol is primarily an industrial city. 

There is a locomotive repair depot and 

a large plumbing and tool company. 

The town is divided about 1/3 – 2/3rds 

north-south by the railroad. About five 

kilometers southeast of the city is the 

factory town of Bogotolskiy Zavod 

(Боготольский Завод). It lies along 

the left bank (north shore) of the 

Chulym River.  

 

➢ Km 3848: Zavodskaya (платформа 

Заводская; lit., “Factory Place”) – 

There is a large coal processing plant 

here immediately south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3854: Shuldat (платформа Шулдат) – A small village to the north side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 3863: Vagino (станция Вагино) – This tiny settlement has about 130 residents. Many 

other tiny towns dot the area: among them Poselok (Поселок), Vladimrovka 

(Владимировка), and Orga (Орга). The latter two are on the left bank (north side) of the 

Chulym River which the train has been paralleling for the last 40 kilometers, ever since 

crossing into Krasnoyarsk Krai.  

 

➢ Km 3868: Kuibiyshevo (платформа Куйбышево) – A platform in the middle of a multitude 

of cultivated fields. The closest village is probably Vladimrovka which is four kilometers to 

the south.  

 

➢ Km 3873: Zhuravlikha (платформа Журавлиха) – One little building along the right side 

(south) of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3879: Kritovo (станция Критово) – A small town of some 1,150 persons. Most of it is 

to the south side of the rail line. One and a half kilometers to the south is the M53 Highway 

and another two kilometers southeast of that is the village of Krasnaya Rechka (Красная 

Речка; “Little Red River”) and the Chulym River.  

 

➢ Km 3885: Krasnaya Rechka (платформа Красная Речка) – There is nothing at the platform; 

the village of the same name is four kilometers due south.  

 

➢ Km 3887: Stepanovka (платформа Степановка) – There is a building along the south side 

of the tracks.  
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➢ Km 3891: Klubnichniy (платформа Клубничный; lit., “Strawberry”) – A platform in the 

middle of some cultivated fields.  

 

➢ Km 3898: Zertsaliy (станция Зерцалы) – A small village and marshalling yard all to the 

south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3899: Platform 3899 (платформа 3899; also referred to as ПМС-197; “PMS-197”) – 

This is a mid-sized rail switching station immediately south of the main rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3901: Beliy Yar (платформа Белый Яр; “White Ravine”) – Another small village, this 

one in between the south of the tracks and the north of the Chulym River. One might catch a 

glimpse of the Chulym as it is less than one kilometer due south. The train crosses it soon.  

 

➢ Km 3905: Nagornovo (платформа Нагорново) – A few buildings along both sides of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3908: Podsobnoye Khozyaistvo (платформа Подсобное Хозяйство; “Storage 

Facilities”) – A few more buildings alongside the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3910: Chulym (платформа Чулым) – There are a number of fairly good-sized dacha 

villages along the south side of the rail line, along both sides of the Chulym River, and along 

numerous separated oxbows of the river.  

 

➢ Km 3911: Cross Kazennoye Lake (oзеро Казенное; “State-Owned Lake”) – This small 

“lake” is a cut-off oxbow of the Chulym River. It measures more than one kilometer in 

length (if we could unwind it and straighten it out) and about 100 meters across. Less than 

500 meters to the south, there is another one, a little smaller: Lake Abshakino (озеро 

Абшакино); and about 350 meters north, there is a much larger one: Lake Sosnovoye (озеро 

Сосновое; “Pine Lake”). It measures more than two kilometers long (if unwound) and about 

125 meters across.  

 

➢ Km 3912: Cross the Chulym River (река Чулым) – The river is approximately 200 meters 

wide at the crossing. It’s spanned by two side-by-side triple-truss bridges 300 meters in 

length. A great tributary of the Ob, the 1,800 kilometer-long Chulym has its origins about 

150 kilometers due south in the Republic of Khakassiya (Республика Хакасия). It is formed 

by the joining of two rivers, the Beliy Iyus (Белый Июс; “White Iyus”) and the Chyorniy 

Iyus (Чёрный Июс; “Black Iyus”), at the village of Syutik (Сютик) which is five kilometers 

south of the slightly larger town of Kopevo (Копьево).  

 

Both the White and Black Iyus Rivers are long tributaries. The Beliy Iyus originates more or 

less due south about 150 kilometers from its confluence near the town of Kashpar (Кашпар), 

140 kilometers west of Abakan (Абакан) and 150 kilometers east of Novokuznetsk. The 

Cherniy Iyus also has quite a reach; it extends southwest also about 150 kilometers, all the 

way to the border with Kemerovskaya Oblast and has its origins in a tiny lake 110 kilometers 

northeast of Novokuznetsk.  
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KM 3912: Cross the Chulym River 

 

From its twin-river confluence origination point at Syutik, the Chulym winds its way over 

1,000 kilometers east, then north, then west, passing through the towns of Chulym 

(Krasnoyarsk Oblast), Nazarovo (Назарово), and Chulym (Kemerovskaya Oblast) – this 

latter Chulym is eight kilometers south of Kashtan which the train passed by about 90 

kilometers ago. At this point, the river 

forms a south to north, 15 kilometer-long 

natural frontier delimiting the Kemerovo-

Krasnoyarsk border. From the border, it 

makes a sharp right and twists another 100 

kilometers due east to Achinsk (Ачинск). 

The train follows this route although the 

river is not visible as it is nearly always 

three to eight kilometers south of the 

tracks. Only here now at Achinsk – where 

the train crosses the river – can it be 

sighted.  

 

At Achinsk, there is another change of 

direction. This time the Chulym runs 

straight north 115 kilometers where it is 

joined by the Kemchug (река Кемчуг) 

near the village of Elan (Елан). From there, it’s northwest, then southwest more than 300 

kilometers until its confluence with the Kiya which has come up from Mariinsk. They join 

near the small town of Zyryanskoye, which is about 35 kilometers southeast of Asino or 

about 110 kilometers northeast of Tomsk.  

 

From this confluence, the Chulym continues only about 30 kilometers until it is joined by the 

Alchedat River near the town of Pobeda (Победа; lit., “Victory”), about nine kilometers 

southeast of Asino. These towns are around 100 kilometers northeast of Tomsk. After this 

confluence, the Chulym continues another 225 kilometers until it joins the right bank of the 

Ob near the town of Igrekovo (Игреково) which is about 150 kilometers northwest of Tomsk 

or about 300 kilometers north of Novosibirsk. From that confluence, the Ob continues more 

than 2,000 kilometers north until it reaches the Gulf of Ob and then the Arctic Ocean at the 

Kara Sea.  

 

As mentioned above, the Chulym’s origins are in the Republic of Khakassiya – where’s that? 

More commonly known as Khakassiya (Хакасия), the republic is one of the smaller of 

Russia’s many regions. It is sandwiched in between the giant Krasnoyarsk Krai to its north 

and east; Kemerovo Oblast to its west; and the Altai and Tuva Republics to its south. 

Immediately below these latter provinces is the independent nation of Mongolia (Монголия).  

 

Khakassiya has a population somewhere around 550,000 and its capital city is Abakan 

(Абакан). Abakan has approximately 165,000 residents and is located in the east-central part 

of the republic at the confluence of the Yenisei and Abakan Rivers.  
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KM 3914: Achinsk-1 Railway Station 

Ethnic Khakassiyans today, who constitute only about 12 percent of the region’s population 

(some 80 percent is Russian), regard themselves as the direct descendants of the original 

Kyrgyz people who settled this land. Although the Republic is in Siberia, one can easily say 

that it is part of the cultural world of central Asia. Although the Khakassiyans ruled the land 

for centuries, after their defeat by Genghis Khan in the 13th Century, most of them migrated 

to what is today the little country of Kyrgyzstan (Кыргызстан).  

 

The Khakas language is Turkic, one of some 35 closely-related languages spoken by an 

estimated 300 million persons from Istanbul to Xinjiang in western China. The most common 

representatives in this language and ethnic group, and the languages with the greatest number 

of speakers, are Turkish, Azerbaijani, Uzbek, Kazahk, Uyghur, Tatar, Turkmen, Karakalpak, 

and Kyrgyz.  

 

➢ Km 3913: Branch Line South – Almost immediately after crossing the Chulym River, a 

branch line veers right and heads south. In a little more than six kilometers, it arrives at 

Achinsk-2 Station (станция Aчинск-второй), still in the city limits. Then Prigorodniy 

(Пригородный) → Kamenka (Каменка) Military Base → Uluy (Улуй) → Zavorki 

(Заворки) → Chulymka (Чулымка) → then Nazarovo (Назарово), altogether about 50 

kilometers. Throughout this run, several short spurs branch off the line. The entire region, 

including Nazarovo, a city of 53,000 inhabitants, is pock-marked with great open-air mines, 

mostly lignite, so-called “brown” or “soft” coal.  

 

From Nazarovo, the line continues approximately another 130 kilometers due south until the 

border with Khakassiya. Other branch lines in other directions diverge, but from the border, 

the line continues close to 300 kilometers southeast to Abakan. Abakan is approximately 280 

kilometers due east of Novokuznetsk and about 350 kilometers north of the 

northwesternmost section of Mongolia.  

 

➢ Km 3914: Achinsk-1 (Железнодорожная 

станция Aчинск-первый) – With a 

population of approximately 110,000, 

Achinsk is the Krai’s third most populous 

city after Krasnoyarsk and Norilsk. All of 

the city is located to the east or south 

(right bank) of the Chulym River. In the 

18th and 19th Centuries, it was an 

important trading center because of its 

river links to Tyumen and Tomsk. Today 

it’s mostly an industrial city. Its leading 

plants are the Achinsk Aluminum Plant 

(Ачинский глинозёмный комбинат) and 

the Achinsk Cement Plant (Ачинский 

цементный завод). There’s also an oil 

refinery.  
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KM 3932: Halfway to Beijing 

➢ Km 3915: Transportnaya (платформа Транспортная; “Transportation”) – A platform, 

siding, and adjacent marshalling yard at the eastern edge of the city.  

 

➢ Km 3916: Branch Line North – Traveling east, a little more than two kilometers after 

passing Achinsk 1 Station, the lines split. The left fork veers north and travels 275 kilometers 

northeast to Lesosibirsk (Лесосибирск), a town of 60,000 on the left bank of the Yenisei 

River. There are several not-too-long side branches along the way. Lesosibirsk is about 35 

kilometers northwest of Strelka (Стрелка; “Arrow”), which is the confluence point of the 

Yenisei and Angara Rivers.  

 

The right fork, which is the main line, continues its easterly path leading more than 150 

kilometers to Krasnoyarsk and then beyond. That’s where this train is going.  

 

➢ Km 3918: Ivanovka (платформа Ивановка) – A small building along the right side (south) 

of the rail line. About four kilometers due south of the rail line is the small village of 

Malinovka (Малиновка; “Robin”). It’s only worth mentioning because it’s the location of 

the Achinsk Aiport (Аэропорт Ачинск). It’s a commuter-plane sized landing strip with 

limited facilities. It mainly serves local flights in the Krasnoyarsk region. In 2012, the 

general manager announced that future plans included year-round operations rather than the 

present seasonal. By road, the airport is six kilometers southeast of the Achinsk Railway 

Station.  

 

➢ Km 3920: Saliyrka (платформа Салырка) – This platform serves the villages of Saroseka 

(Саросека), one kilometer to the northeast, and Ilinka (Ильинка), two kilometers southeast.  

 

➢ Km 3921: Cross the Saliyrka River (река Салырка) – This little stream begins about five 

kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing, it runs close to a dozen kilometers west, in fact 

only about 100 meters north of the Achinsk Rail Station, to its confluence on the right bank 

of the Chulym River about 250 meters north of the railway bridge.  

 

➢ Km 3925: Irinka (платформа Иринка) – 

A very small dacha village most of which 

is to the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3926: Gribnaya (платформа 

Грибная) – Gribnaya is the platform for 

the tiny village of Gribnoi (Грибной; 

“Mushroom”).  

 

➢ Km 3930: Kozlovka (платформа 

Козловка).  

 

➢ Km 3932: Pokrovka (платформа 

Покровка) and the Midway Point to 

Beijing – A small obelisk to the south of 

the tracks marks the midway point from 
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KM 3937: Tarutino Railway Station 

Moscow to Beijing via Ulaan Baatar on the Trans-Mongolian Line. There’s nothing else at 

the platform; the little village of Pokrovka is about three kilometers to the south. The 

Bolshoy Uluy River runs through it.  

 

➢ Km 3934: Cross the Bolshoy Uluy River (река Большой Улуй; lit., “Great Uluy River”) – 

This minor tributary of the Chulym has its origins about 50 kilometers to the southwest, 

about ten kilometers west of the village of Maliy Uluy (Малый Улуй). That village is the 

confluence point of the ten kilometer-long Maliy Uluy (река Малый Улуй) and the Bolshoy 

Uluy Rivers. It’s located about three kilometers south of Uluy (Улуй) which is 15 kilometers 

south of Achinsk.  

 

From the rail crossing, the Bolshoy Uluy winds its way, first northeast, then north, then 

northwest, approximately 80 kilometers until it merges into the right bank of the Chulym at 

the village of Bolshoy Uluy (Большой Улуй). The town is built on the confluence of the two 

rivers and is located 45 kilometers due north of Achinsk as the crow flies.  

 

➢ Km 3937: Tarutino (станция Тарутино) – 

A fairly large village of about 1,300 

persons. Although part of the village lies 

on the north side of the tracks, the majority 

of the town is on the south side.  

 

➢ Km 3938: Platform 3938 (платформа 

3938) –  

 

➢ Km 3940: Cross the Listvennaya River 

(река Лиственная; lit., “Deciduous”) – 

This little stream begins about five 

kilometers south. From the tracks, it flows 

a little more than one kilometer until it 

joins the left bank of the Bolshoy Chernaya 

River (река Большая Черная). From that union, it’s only another two kilometers west before 

the Bolshoy Chernaya meets the right bank of the Bolshoy Uluy.  

 

➢ Km 3942: Borovka (платформа Боровка) – A very small village about two kilometers north 

of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3944: Platform 3944 (платформа 3944) – There are a few houses on the south of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3945: Platform 3945 (платформа 3945) – A few more houses on the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3946: Ibryul (платформа Ибрюль) – A couple of houses.  

 

➢ Km 3947: Yubileinaya (платформа Юбилейная; “Anniversary”) – A little village on both 

sides of the tracks.  
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➢ Km 3950: Zheleznodorozhniy Posyolok (платформа Железнодорожный Посёлок; 

“Railway Settlement”) – A few houses on the south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3950: Cross the Chernaya River (река Черная; “Black River”) – This minor tributary 

begins a little over 20 kilometers to the southwest. From the rail crossing it travels some two 

kilometers northeast where it merges into the left bank of the 20 kilometer-long Great Black 

River (река Большая Черная). The Bolshaya Black River has already been supplemented by 

the addition of the ten kilometer-long Little Black River (река Малая Черная) which joined 

it about ten kilometers upstream east.  

 

From the Chernaya-Great Chernaya confluence, the Great Chernaya flows approximately 15 

kilometers west to its mouth on the right bank of the Bolshoy Uluy about three kilometers 

northeast of Tarutino.  

 

➢ Km 3952: Platform 3952 (платформа 3952).  

 

➢ Km 3954: Chernorechenskaya (станция Чернореченская; “Black River Place”) – The rail 

station of Chernorechenskaya is for Novochernorechenskiy (Новочернореченский; “New 

Black River”), a small town of about 3,750 persons. It’s almost entirely on the south side of 

the railroad line and the south side (left bank) of the Berezovaya River (река Березовая), a 

minor tributary of the Bolshaya Chernaya River. Four kilometers west by road is the tiny 

hamlet of St. Chernaya (Ст. Черная).  

 

➢ Km 3956: Cross the Tatarka River (река Татарка) – This tiny stream has its source about ten 

kilometers due south. After it passes under the rail line, it runs about 250 meters to its 

terminus on the left bank of the Berezovaya River.  

 

➢ Km 3957: Karpitskaya (платформа Карпицкая) – Immediately east after passing over the 

river there are a few houses on the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3960: Postoyka (платформа Постойка; “Construction”) – Postoyka is both the platform 

and the village name. The village is about three kilometers west. The platform also serves 

Predgorye (Предгорье; “Foothills”) which is about three kilometers to the east. Both are tiny 

hamlets.  

 

➢ Km 3963: Vesyolaya (платформа Весёлая; “Cheerful”) – A few houses on both sides of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3968: Shushkovskiy (платформа Шушковский) – Maybe two dozen houses along the 

north side of the tracks and then perhaps another dozen one kilometer south in the village of 

Shuskovo (Шушково).  

 

➢ Km 3971: Malinogorka (станция Малиногорка) – Perhaps twenty houses evenly divided on 

both sides of the tracks.  
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KM 3995: Cross the Great Kemchug River 

➢ Km 3974: Cross the Kamenka River (река Каменка) – This river originates less than 500 

meters due west of the tracks. From here it travels east approximately 20 kilometers where it 

joins the right bank of the slightly longer Prudovaya (река Прудовая). From this confluence, 

the Prudovaya continues east a bit more than three kilometers until it merges into the left 

bank of the Great Kemchug River (река Большой Кемчуг) about four kilometers northeast 

of the tiny village of Great Kemchug (Большой Кемчуг). The train crosses the Great 

Kemchug a bit further down the line and we’ll discuss it at that time.  

 

➢ Km 3977: Kamenka (платформа Каменка) – More a suburb of Kozulka than anything else, 

it’s a platform at the northwest corner of town.  

 

➢ Km 3979: Kozulka (станция Козулька) – A fairly large town, Kozulka has approximately 

8,600 residents. The town extends about equally north and south on both sides of the rail line. 

There are several little towns nearby: Lazurniy (Лазурный; “Azure”) is immediately adjacent 

southeast; Novaya Doroga (Новая Дорога; “New Road”) is six kilometers to the west; and 

Stariy Kozulka (Старый Козулька; “Old Kozulka”) is six kilometers northwest.  

 

➢ Km 3983: Cross the Cheryomushka River (река Черёмушкa) – This minor tributary of the 

Great Kemchug River has its source is about 15 kilometers west, very near the tiny village of 

Sobolevka (Соболевка). From the rail crossing, it flows approximately ten kilometers east 

until it joins the left bank of the Kemchug about five kilometers north of Kosachi (Косачи).  

 

➢ Km 3984: Cheryomushki (платформа Черёмушки) – A platform named for the nearby 

river.  

 

➢ Km 3988: Sharlovka (платформа Шарловка) – A couple of houses north of the tracks. 

 

➢ Km 3991: Listvyanka (платформа Листвянка) – Another tiny village with a famous name 

from Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 3995: Cross the Bolshoy Kemchug 

River (река Большой Кемчуг) – A 

kilometer and a half west of Kosachi, the 

train passes over the Great Kemchug. It’s 

a 441 kilometer-long right tributary of the 

Chulym with several dozen tributaries. 

The river has its beginnings more than 100 

kilometers south of here, not too far from 

the village of Vilenka (Виленка), which is 

70 kilometers southwest of Krasnoyarsk.  

 

From the rail crossing, the river winds its 

way north about 125 kilometers until it is 

joined by its counterpart, the Little 

Kemchug (Малый Кемчуг), a 138 

kilometer-long right tributary. Once the two rivers join, they’re simply called the Kemchug 
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KM 4000: Nice Round Number 

KM 3996: Kosachi Railway Station 

(река Кемчуг). It then meanders northwest approximately 150 kilometers until it joins the 

right bank of the Chulym near the small village of Elan (Елань). That confluence is about 30 

kilometers north of Novobinilyussy (Новобирилюссы) on the Chulym, or 70 kilometers 

north of Bolshoy Uluy (Большой Улуй) on the Chulym, or 110 kilometers north of Achinsk 

on the Chulym.  

 

➢ Km 3996: Kosachi (станция Косачи) – 

Nothing remarkable here. Most of this 

quite small town is north of (right bank) 

the Great Kemchug River and south of the 

rail line. Six and a half kilometers 

northwest, and along the M53 Federal 

Highway, is the equally small town of 

Bolshoy Kemchug (Большой Кемчуг), 

which is alongside the river of the same 

name. Almost seven kilometers south is the 

town of Kemchug, also named for the 

river. The train very closely follows the 

river along this section before it diverges.  

 

➢ Km 4000: Borovoi (платформа Боровой; “Upland”) – Nothing here but a kilometer post 

and the smallest of villages nestled into the right bank of the Great Kemchug.  

 

➢ Km 4000: Cross the Borovaya River (река Боровая; “Upland River”) – A little creek, the 

Borovaya originates less than ten kilometers to the northeast. After it passes under the tracks, 

it runs only about 300 meters south to its mouth on the right bank of the Bolshoy Kemchug.  
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KM 4003: Kemchug Railway Station 

➢ Km 4003: Kemchug (станция Кемчуг) – 

The rail station is Kemchug; the 

surrounding village is Zhukovka 

(Жуковка). It’s a small village about 

equally divided by the rail line and built 

along the right bank (east side) of the 

Bolshoy Kemchug River.  

 

For neighbors, Zhukovka has the the tiny 

village of Khutor (Хутор), it’s two 

kilometers southwest. From there, one 

kilometer further south is the small village 

of Novosibirskiy (Новосибирский; “New 

Siberia”). Then Maliy Ruchi (Малые 

Ручьи; “Small Streams”) is another two 

kilometers southwest of there. From Maliy 

Ruchi, it’s four kilometers southeast to the 

little village of Zarechniy (Заречный) and a classified, secured military facility. Don’t go 

there unless you are looking for trouble.  

 

We’ll say goodbye to the Bolshoy Kemchug River as the train route turns east and the 

upstream course of the river comes from the south.  

 

➢ Km 4005: Branch Line South – This short spur runs straight south five kilometers to 

Zarechniy, then two more kilometers directly into a fortified military compound. It’s a highly 

restricted facility.  

 

➢ Km 4009: Sergino (платформа Сергино) – A small settlement most of which is to the south 

of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4009: Cross the Nikishkina River (река Никишкина) – This tiny tributary starts about 

seven kilometers north; after it passes under the rails, it travels only a few meters to its mouth 

on the right bank of the Zhukovka River (река Жуковка). That latter river begins about 25 

kilometers to the east, follows the rail line, then in seven kilometers northwest empties into 

right bank of the Bolshoy Kemchug at Zhukovka Village.  

 

➢ Km 4014: Gornaya (платформа Горная; “Towers” or “Mountains”) – A few houses along 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4018: Badalozhniy (платформа Бадаложный) – This is the platform for the 

surrounding town of Badalozhnaya (Бадаложная) which has several hundred residents.  

 

➢ Km 4027: Zeledeyevo (станция Зеледеево) – Three or four streets, a few dozen houses – on 

both sides of the railroad tracks but more on the south side. It’s a typical Siberian village, not 

too small.  
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KM 4036: Vodorazdel  
Ob-Yenesei 

➢ Km 4028: Cross the Little Kemchug River (река Малый Кемчуг) – Almost exactly one 

kilometer after passing the Zeledeyevo train station, the Trans-Siberian crosses over the 138 

kilometer-long Little Kemchug. Most likely few will notice for here it’s just a meandering 

little creek. The river’s source is about ten kilometers southeast. Viewed from another 

direction, the Little Kemchug’s waters arise 50 kilometers due west of Krasnoyarsk.  

 

From this rail crossing, the river’s waters flow north about 125 kilometers until they join the 

Bolshoy Kemchug about 25 kilometers southeast of another town named Kemchug. The 

newly combined “Big” and “Little” Kemchugs are now simply known as the Kemchug. 

Starting from this confluence, the Kemchug flows northwest another 100 kilometers until it 

merges with the Chulym near the village of Elan.  

 

➢ Km 4034: Cheremshannaya (Черемшанная) – A dacha village.  

 

➢ Km 4036: Watershed Ob-Yenesei (Водораздел Обь-

Енисей) – There is a tall commemorative marker post 

alongside the tracks to mark the split in watersheds. 

To the east, streams and rivers flow to the Yenesei 

and then over 2,800 kilometers to the Arctic Ocean; 

to the west, waters run to the Ob and then 3,000 

kilometers to the Gulf of Ob and the Artic Ocean. 

Despite the two rivers’ separation of over 1,000 

kilometers in north central Siberia, the mouths of the 

two end on the Kara Sea about 150 kilometers from 

one another.  

 

➢ Km 4037: Cross the Gryaznaya River (река Грязная; 

“Dirty River”) – This little stream has its source a bit 

more than one kilometer southwest of the rail track. 

After passing under it here, it runs very close parallel 

to the left side (north) of the rail line for six 

kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Gladkaya 

Kacha River (река Гладкая Кача) as it emerges from 

under the tracks at its crossing. The train comes to the 

Gladkaya Kacha shortly.  

 

➢ Km 4037: Vodorazdel (платформа Водораздел; “Watershed”) – This platform serves 

several large dacha villages on both the north and south sides of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4040: Kryuchkovo (платформа Крючково) – A large settlement of dachas  

 

➢ Km 4042: Lesnaya (платформа Лесная; “Forest”) – Many more dachas on both sides of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 4043: Cross the Gladkaya Kacha River (река Гладкая Кача; “Smoth Kacha”) – This 

peaceful tributary begins about 15 kilometers due south. From the rail crossing, it first flows 
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about a dozen kilometers northeast where it meets the Krutaya Kacha River (река Крутая 

Кача). From that confluence forward, the river is simply known as the Kacha (река Кача).  

 

From this junction, the Kacha first flows northeast, then southeast, a total of 103 kilometers 

(45 as the crow flies) until it reaches and travels through downtown Krasnoyarsk. There it 

merges into the left bank (west side) of the Yenisei River (река Енисей) five kilometers due 

east of the train station. Specifically the river ends on the left shore of the Protoka Tatiysheva 

(Протока Татышева), a seven kilometer-long left sidearm channel of the Yenisei.  

 

➢ Km 4045: Izvestkovaya (платформа Известковая) – The station is Izvestkovaya; the town 

is Izvestkoviy (Известковый). It’s a tiny village of some 20 or 30 houses about equally 

divided on both sides of the rail line. The town’s little mine is about 500 meters northeast.  

 

➢ Km 4047: Kacha (станция Кача) – Named for the nearby river, this settlement consists of a 

factory on the north side of the tracks and a one-street village with about 20 houses on the 

south side.  

 

➢ Km 4052: Shchebyonochniy Zavod (платформа Щебёночный завод; “Crushed Stone 

Plant”) – As its name says, this is a stone plant about one kilometer north of the rails. The 

village name is Kamenniy Yar (Каменный Яр; “Stone Ravine”). The stone for the plant 

comes from a large quarry immediately adjacent north.  

 

➢ Km 4052: Cross the Krutaya River (река Крутая Кача; “Steep Kacha”) – This small river 

begins about ten kilometers south. From the rail crossing, it first flows north through 

Kamenniy Yar, then continues north another eight kilometers to its junction with the 

Gladkaya Kacha to form the Kacha. From that union, the Kacha travels 103 kilometers east 

to Krasnoyarsk.  

 

➢ Km 4055: Trostentsovo (платформа Тростенцово) – There are several large dacha 

communities north of the tracks, part of ex-urban Krasnoyarsk.  

 

➢ Km 4058: Elovka (платформа Еловка; “Spruce Tree”) – This platform serves several more 

large dacha communities: Malaya Elovaya (Малая Еловая; “Little Spruce”) and Verkhushka 

Elovaya (Верхушка Еловая; “Top” or “Highest Spruce”) are immediately north; ten 

kilometers east is plain old Elovaya (Еловая). The Elovka River (река Еловка) has its source 

waters here and runs northeast close to 20 kilometers to its confluence on the right bank of 

the Kacha River about two kilometers west of Emelyanovo (Емельяново).  

 

Though somewhat out of the way, we’ll mention Emelyanovo now because this is where the 

Krasnoyarsk Airport (Аэропорт Емельяново) is located. It’s about a dozen kilometers west 

of the town of same name and about 35 kilometers northwest of downtown Krasnoyarsk. 

There are flights to just about everywhere in Russia and numerous charter flights in the 

winter to sunny destinations in Europe, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia.  

 

➢ Km 4060: Cross the Karaulnaya River (река Караульная) – This little stream starts less than 

two kilometers to the southwest of the tracks. From this crossing, it flows northeast, then 
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south through Minino (Минино) where it crosses the rail line again, then due south a total of 

25 kilometers until it merges into the left bank (north shore) of the Yenesei River across the 

river from the village of Sliznyevo (Слизнево).  

 

➢ Km 4061: Snezhnitsa (станция Снежница; “Puddle”) – A mid-sized village on both sides of 

the rail line and a fairly big dacha village a little to the east on the south side of the tracks. 

Three kilometers northeast is the small factory town of Areyskoye (Арейское).  

 

➢ Km 4066: Ryabinino (платформа Рябинино) – A large dacha community to the north, a 

smaller one on the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4071: Karaulnaya (платформа Караульная; “Guard”) – The south side of the tracks are 

woods; the north, many more dachas.  

 

➢ Km 4072: Cross the the Karaulnaya River (река Караульная) – The train crosses this minor 

tributary again. It begins close to 15 kilometers northwest near the village of Snezhnitsa. 

From the rail crossing, it runs a dozen kilometers south to its confluence on the left bank of 

the 5,539 kilometer-long Yenesei. By various measures, the Yenesei is the 5th longest river in 

the world. The train crosses it in Krasnoyarsk and we’ll discuss it at that time.  

 

➢ Km 4073: Minino (станция Минино) – A very large village completely developed on both 

sides of the rails. For the next ten kilometers the approach to Krasnoyarsk is filled with 

thousands of small homes and dachas.  

 

➢ Km 4076: Cross the Bugach River (река Бугач) – This minor river starts about one 

kilometer southwest of the rail line. From here it runs east approximately 20 kilometers to its 

mouth on the right bank of the Kacha just as that river is entering the northern end of 

Krasnoyarsk or about five kilometers upriver from its confluence with the Yenesei.  

 

➢ Km 4076: Pugachevo (платформа Пугачёво) – Less than 200 meters east after passing over 

the Bugach River, the train rumbles past this platform. It serves an endless sea of dachas on 

both sides of the tracks. For those wanting some good train photos, get ready. In less than 

two kilometers, the train makes three 180 degree turns in about five kilometers from a little 

before Kalyagino to Ovinniy.  

 

➢ Km 4078: Kalyagino (платформа Кaлягино) – Still lots of dachas, but now some open 

fields as well.  

 

➢ Km 4083: Ovinniy (станция Овинный; “Barn”) – Twin towns here; Ovinniy is the station 

name and town on the south side of the tracks; Bugachevo (Бугачево) is the town on the 

north side. Both are fairly large and may be considered outlying suburbs of Krasnoyarsk.  

 

Immediately north of Bugachevo is the small river Bugach. For the next several kilometers 

the train line parallels the river a few hundred meters to its south. It’s not visible however as 

the view is obstructed by the cityscape. From its source, the river first flows about ten 

kilometers northeast and fills the one and one-half kilometer-long Myasokombinatskiy Pond 
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(Мясокомбинатский Пруд; “Meat Packing Plant Pond”). Exiting the pond, it then flows 

some eight kilometers southeast until its confluence on the right bank of the Kacha River, 

five kilometers before that river joins the Yenesei.  

 

➢ Km 4088: Myasokombinat (платформа Мясокомбинат; lit; “Meat Packing Plant”) – It’s a 

pretty big operation just out the left-hand windows (north side) of the train. The factory is 

located on the imaginatively-named Ulitsa Myasokombinat (Улица Мясокомбинат; “Meat 

Packing Plant Street”) some 500 meters south of equally appealingly-named 

Myasokombinatskiy Pond. Anyone for a swim?  

 

➢ Km 4090: Cross the Bugachevskiy River (река Бугачевский) – A little more than one 

kilometer after passing Myasokombinat or about 600 meters before Bugach station, the train 

passes over this small creek, a tributary of the Bugach. It begins about six kilometers 

southwest about two kilometers south of Ovinniy. From the rail crossing, it flows a little 

more than one kilometer northeast until it joins the right bank of the Bugach River.  

 

➢ Km 4091: Bugach (станция Бугач) – A mid-sized station with a small marshaling yard 

named after the nearby river. The city’s botanical park is just south of the station.  

 

➢ Km 4093: Branch Line North – Here a branch line turns left and heads northeast. It runs a 

total of 28 kilometers around the northern end of the city and serves the stations of Kamskaya 

(Камская) → Severnoye Shosse (Северное Шоссе; “Northern Highway”) → Vodopyanova 

(Водопьянова) → and Krasnoyarsk-Severniy (Красноярск-Северный; “Krasnoyarsk 

North”), before turning south and crossing the 777 Bridge (Мост 777) over the Yenisei 

River. After the bridge, the line continues southeast passing Shumkovo (Шумково) → then 

Nefteprovod (Нефтепровод; “Pipeline”), then re-joins the main line immediately north of 

the local station of Sadiy (Сады; “Gardens”).  

 

➢ Km 4095: Puteprovod (платформа Путепровод; “Viaduct” or “Overpass”) – This platform 

is about three blocks east of a small park named in honor of Yuri Gagarin (Парк Имени 

Гагарина).  
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Lenin Mural at Kasnoyarsk Railway Station 

KM 4098: Krasnoyarsk Railway Station 

➢ Km 4098: Krasnoyarsk Passenger Station (Красноярск-Пассажирский 

железнодорожная станция) – One’s first impressions are often important, and in the case of 

Krasnoyarsk, most visitors are suitably impressed by the city from their first view on arrival 

at the rail station. Of course for many Trans-Sib travelers, the train station may be the only 

thing they see of Krasnoyarsk.  

 

The original station was built in 1895 with 

the opening of the Trans-Siberian Line. 

Later additions were made as the city 

grew. In 2003, a completely new station 

was re-constructed on the original 

elements of the first station. It is large, 

spacious, airy, and of classic design. In the 

plaza in front of the station is a great 

column featuring the symbol of the city: a 

lion (Символ Красноярска – лев) with a 

spade and sickle. To the left of the station 

(facing its front from the plaza), is a 

famous Lenin mural in red mosaic tile.  

 

A major industrial city with a population 

close to one million, Krasnoyarsk was founded in 1628 as a trading post along the Yenisei 

River (река Енией). The city grew rapidly when gold was discovered, eventually becoming a 

major port. Today, it’s one of Russia’s largest producers of aluminium. Although the river 

runs through the city and there is development on both sides, the left bank (north side) holds 

the district of the main rail station (Железнодорожный; “Railway”); the downtown area 

(Центральный; “Central”); most hotels and restaurants; and most other things of interest to a 

visitor. The right bank (south side) of the river is primarily industrial, although there are 

several universities on that side 

as well.  

 

Krasnoyark’s name is made up 

of two parts: Krasniy 

(Красный; “Red”), because of 

the local reddish clay soil, and 

Yar (Яр), which means a 

ravine or steep bank. The city 

is well-noted for its 

exceptionally scenic locales. 

Most famous is the Stolby 

Nature Reserve (Заповедник 

Столбы; lit., “Pillars”), a 

popular excursion for tourists – and major destination for “extreme” rock climbers. Noted for 

its giant columnar granite formations, the preserve is the number one tourist destination of 

Krasnoyarsk. It’s only a few kilometers upstream from the Yenisei Bridge on the right bank 

of the river.  
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Front (Obverse) of the 10 Ruble Banknote 
Because it’s printed on the currency and therefore seen everyday, for 
Russian’s, Krasnoyarsk’s most famous sight is the Chapel of St Paraskeva 
Pyatnitsa. It’s perched atop Karaulnaya Gora and is the city’s most popular 
spot for weddings and newly-wedded couples to declare their love for one 
another.  

Krasnoyarsk Lion 
This great bronze symbol of the city 
was placed on its 16 meter (52 feet) 
pedestal in 2005 in a burst of civic 
pride. The lion is also the prominent 
feature of the city flag and coat-of-
arms. His spade for gold and sickle for 
grain represent industriousness.  

 

A less extreme hiking destination is to the top of the 

city’s Karaulnaya Mountain (Караульная гора; lit., 

“Watch” or “Lookout Hill”). It’s the site of the little 

Orthodox Chapel of St. Paraskeva Pyatnitsa (Часовня 

Параскевы Пятницы) – the Chapel portrayed on the 

ten ruble note. The chapel is dedicated to Saint 

Paraskeva (Святая Параскева) of Iconium who is 

venerated as a Christian virgin martyr. She was 

martyred by extreme torture and beheading at Iconium 

(then part of the Greek Empire, now Konya, in central 

Anatolia, Turkey) during the persecutions of 

Diocletian. She is a patron saint of traders, fairs, and 

marriage. The Chapel is another symbol of the city, a 

tourist destination, a place of pilgrimage, and a 

popular spot for many to get married.  

 

For anyone in a hurry, Krasnoyarsk has a local airport, 

Emelyanovo (Аэропорт Емельяново). It is located 12 

kilometers west of the town of that same name, in the 

Omelyanivske district (Емельяновском районе), 

about 35 kilometers by highway northwest of 

downtown Krasnoyarsk. There are several daily 

flights to and from Moscow and there are flights to a 

number of other Russian cities. There are also some 

international flights, both regular and charter.  

 

➢ Km 4100: Cross the 

Yenisei River (река 

Енисей) – Exactly two 

kilometers after passing 

Krasnoyarsk Main 

Passenger Station, the 

train comes to and then 

crosses over the nearly 

one kilometer-wide 

Yenisei River. Of the 

three great Siberian 

rivers that flow north to 

the Arctic Ocean (the 

two others being the Ob 

to the west and the Lena 

to the east), it is the 

greatest. In fact, it is the 

greatest river in the 

world that flows to the 
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KM 4100: Cross the Yenesei River 

Arctic Ocean. In all, the Yenisei flows from its source in Mongolia a total of 5,539 

kilometers (3,442 miles), more or less dividing Siberia in half. Russian’s speak of “Western” 

and “Eastern” Siberia, with reference to the Yenisei as the dividing line. We’ll first discuss 

the bridge, then the river – both are interesting.  

 

The Bridge: In the greater Krasnoyarsk 

area, there are half a dozen bridges that 

cross the Yenisei. The most famous one – 

and the first bridge to cross the river, is this, 

the bridge used by the Trans-Siberian rail 

line. At one kilometer in length, it is one of 

the longest on the Trans-Siberian. It is a 

twin set of six-truss spans. The present 

bridge however, is not the original; it’s a 

replacement, completed in 1999.  

 

The original bridge stood in the same place 

for over 100 hundred years. It was built 

between 1893 and 1896. The architect was 

Lavr Proskuryakov (Лавр Дмитриевич 

Проскуряков; 1858-1926), who designed 

many of the bridges for the Trans-Siberian Railroad including Yaroslavl’s bridge over the 

Kotorosl River (1896) and the Khabarovsk Bridge across the Amur (1916). At the 1900 Paris 

World’s Fair (Exposition Universelle), a special committee led by Gustave Eiffel (1832-

1923) awarded the bridge a gold medal. Only 11 years earlier, at the Paris Exposition of 

1889, Mr. Eiffel received similar acclaim for his then brand-new tower.  

 

Like all large Siberian bridges, its foundation pillars of granite, stone, or cement, must be 

extraordinarily strong – reinforced against the giant multi-ton icebergs the size of busses that 

crash downstream during each year’s spring thaw obliterating nearly everything in their path.  

 

The River: The Yenisei is an especially unusual river in that it has two distinct “original” 

sources – and in fact hydrologists argue about which is the “true” source. Starting at one of 

its two sources in north-central Mongolia, the 1,024 kilometer-long Selenga River (река 

Селенга) flows north through Ulan-Ude (Улан-Удэ), then empties into Lake Baikal (озеро 

Байкал). The shortest distance across the lake from the mouth of the Selenga to the source of 

the Angara (река Ангара) is about 125 kilometers. The Angara is the only outlet of the lake 

and it travels 1,779 kilometers northwest through Bratsk where it eventually joins the 

Yenisei’s flow at the town of Strelka (Стрелка; “Arrow”).  

 

This major confluence point is located about 40 kilometers upriver (south) from Lesosibirsk 

(Лесосибирск), a city of some 60,000 persons 250 kilometers due north of Krasnoyarsk. 

From this junction, the Yenisei travels an additional 2,500 kilometers almost straight north to 

its mouth on the Kara Sea (Карское море) of the Arctic Ocean (Северный Ледовитый 

океан). By this reckoning, the Yenisei River is 5,539 kilometers long.  
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At 5,539 kilometers (3,442 miles), the Yenisei-
Angara-Selenga is the 5th longest river in the world 

The Yenisei River’s other beginning is also somewhat complex but it can be said to originate 

in Kyzyl (Кызыл), the capital of Tuva (Тыва), for it is at Kyzyl that two tributaries meet and 

form its beginning. From the east: the left tributary Maliy Yenisei (река Малый Енисей; 

“Little Yenisei”), known locally as the “Ka-Khem” (Tuvan: Ка-Хем; “Little River”), flows 

615 kilometers from Mongolia. From the northeast: the right tributary Bolshoy Yenisei (река 

Большой Енисей; “Great Yenisei”), known locally as “Bii-Khem” (Tuvan: Бий-Хем; “Big 

River”), flows 605 kilometers 

from its source waters near the 

Mongolian border.  

 

Together the confluence of 

these two long tributaries 

forms the Yenisei – although 

for its first several hundred 

kilometers, it is called the 

Verkhniy Yenisei (река 

Верхний Енисей; “Upper 

Yenisei”) – local name “Ulug-

Khem” (Tuvan: Улуг-Хем; 

“Great River”). Prior to their 

joining, the Maliy and Bolshoy 

Yenisei’s are each about 200 

meters across. Together, the 

Upper Yenisei River at Kyzyl 

doubles to 400 meters wide. 

There is a monument built on 

the river bank to commemorate 

this convergence and starting 

point. If the Yenisei is 

measured from here, it is 3,487 kilometers long. If it is measured from the origins of the 

Little Yenisei, it is 4,287 kilometers long; if measured from the source of the Big Yenisei, it 

is 4,123 kilometers long. By these latter measurements, the Yenisei would still be close in 

length to the world’s top ten longest rivers.  

 

From a collection of yurts and a few nomadic herdsmen a century ago, Kyzyl grew up to 

become a modern city along the southern banks of the confluence. It is from here that the 

newly-formed and greatly enlarged river begins its westward, then northward, journey of 

over 500 kilometers before it reaches Abakan in next door Khakassiya. From Abakan, it’s 

close to another 400 kilometers north until the river reaches Krasnoyarsk. Incidentally, for 

more than 300 of those kilometers, the Yenisei River is the border between Krasnoyarsk Krai 

and the Republic of Khakassiya.  

 

From Krasnoyarsk, it’s a relatively short 300 kilometer stretch downriver (northbound) until 

Strelka, where the Yenisei is joined by the Angara River which has traveled close to 1,800 

kilometers, ever since leaving Lake Baikal near Irkutsk. From this major confluence, it’s 

another almost unimaginable 2,500 kilometers of taiga and then tundra until the river empties 
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Faraway Places with Strange Names 
Approximately 250 kilometers southeast of Kyzyl, in the Sayan Mountains on the border between 
Russian Tuva and Mongolia, two streams out of many, the Saryg-Er (Сарыг Эр) and the Balyktyg-
Khem (Балыктыг-Хем), join together and form the Little Yenisei River. It’s not entirely that simple for 
even these seemingly inconsequential tributaries extend over 100 kilometers before reaching this 
meeting place – and they are in turn formed by many additional minor tributaries, but this confluence 
is as good a starting point for this discussion as another.  
 
The region is one of most remote on earth and virtually uninhabited. The nearest settlement of any 
kind is Kizhy-aksy (Кижи-аксы), a collection of several farmsteads about 25 kilometers to the 
southwest. From the junction, the Maliy Yenisei flows downstream northwest approximately 80 
kilometers until its joined by the Kargy River (река Каргы), another south-to-north flowing tributary 
from the Mongolian border. Newly enlarged, the Maliy Yenisei flows due north another 40 kilometers 
until the tiny hamlet of Yanzeli (Янзели) where there is a three-way connection. Here, the Little Yenisei 
is joined by the east-to-west flowing 350 kilometer-long Kyzyl-Khem (Кызыл-Хем; “Red River”) and 
the north to south flowing 50 kilometer-long Khunzhyus (Хунжюс).  
 
The Kyzyl-Khem is the other half of this story. It begins life under another name in the East Sayan 
Mountains found in the northernmost protruding tip of Mongolia. A group of several small lakes, 
among them the Dood-Tsagaan Nuur (Доод Цагаан нуур; lit., “Lower White Lake”), Targan-Nuur 
(Тарган нуур), and Kharmai Nuur (Хармай нуур), feed what is locally known as the Shishged Gol 
(Шишхид-Гол). As the crow flies, it runs 100 kilometers due west to the Mongolia-Russia border. For 
approximately 15 kilometers, near the tiny Tuvan hamlet of Ush-Beldir (Уш-Белдир), the river is the 
border.  
 
Although these source lakes are only 50 to 60 kilometers west of Mongolia’s largest and most famous 
lake, the 35 by 130 kilometer Khövsgöl Nuur (Хöвсгöл нуур), there are not connected to it. The lakes 
are separated by a ridge of mountains (a “mini-continental divide”) and the Khövsgöl’s waters flow east 
and north to the Selenga River, then to Lake Baikal, and then to the Angara before reaching the Yenisei.  
 
Interestingly, the Dood-Tsagaan lake group’s headwaters flow west from the divide and actually come 
within eight kilometers of Khövsgöl Nuur. Although the waters of both the Dood Nuur group and 
Khövsgöl Nuur eventually join, they do not do so until the Angara meets the Yenisei, when those two 
rivers reach Strelka, some 230 kilometers north of Krasnoyarsk. In all, Lake Khövsgöl’s waters travel 
more than 3,500 kilometers before reaching Strelka and Lake Dood-Tsagaan’s flow approximately 
2,500 kilometers before reaching the same point. That’s altogether some 6,000 kilometers by two 
entirely different routes to connect an eight kilometer separation of the waters near their source.  

into the Arctic Ocean. Along the way, the Yenisei picks up a few more giant Siberian rivers, 

almost all of which are more than likely unheard-of by most western readers. South to north, 

several of the Yenisei’s larger northern tributaries are the 700 kilometer-long Sym (река 

Сым), the 1,870 kilometer-long Podkamennaya-Tunguska (река Подкаменная Тунгуска; 

“Stony Tunguska”), the 600 kilometer-long Bakhta (река Вахта), the 250 kilometer-long 

Sukhaya Tunguska (река Сухая Тунгуска; “Dry Tunguska”), and the almost 3,000 

kilometer-long Nizhnyaya Tunguska (река Нижняя Тунгуска; “Lower Tunguska”).  
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Back (Reverse) of the 10 Ruble banknote  
features the Krasnoyarsk Hydroelectric Dam 

Krasnoyarsk Dam “Escalator” 

➢ Km 4102: Branch Line West – One and a half kilometers after crossing the Yenisei, the main 

rail line is joined by a branch line from the west. It’s a local line that closely parallels the 

right bank of the river 35 kilometers upstream to Divnogorsk (Дивногорск) where it’s 

possible to visit the 124 meter-high Krasnoyarsk Hydroelectric Dam (Красноярская 

гидроэлектростанция), often more simply referred to as the Yenisei Dam (ГЭС Енисей) or 

just “GES” (“ГЭС”). 

The dam is locally 

famous for its “boatlift” 

(Судоподъёмник 

Красноярской), an 

ingenious inclined cog 

railway mechanism that 

lifts ships up and over 

the dam – in effect, an 

enormous “escalator.” 

The construction of the 

dam created the 

Krasnoyarsk Reservoir 

(Красноярское 

водохранилище), also 

called the Krasnoyarsk Sea (Красноярское море). It is 388 kilometers long by 15 kilometers 

wide (at its widest) and over 100 meters deep. The Sea covers 2,000 square kilometers and is 

second only to the Bratsk Reservoir in terms of size.  

 

Local trains make several stops along the way to Divnogorsk. Starting from the rail junction 

near Yenisei Suburban Station (Енисей), the first stop, four kilometers west, is 

Krasnoyarskiy Stolby (Красноярские Столбы; “Krasnoyarsk Pillars”). Less than a kilometer 

before the station, the train crosses the Bazaikha River (река Базаиха). The river terminates 

700 meters north of the railroad tracks as it joins the Yenisei. The Bazaikha is a minor 

tributary that begins 100 kilometers southeast, a little below the village of Verkhnyaya 

Bazaikha (Верхняя Базаиха; “Upper 

Bazaikha”).  

 

The next station, two kilometers further 

west, is Turbaza (Турбаза; “Camp”) and 

the next station, nine additional kilometers 

west from Turbaza, is Sliznevo 

(Слизнево), next to the town of Ovsyanka 

(Овсянка; “Oatmeal”). Any one of these 

three stations can be used as a jumping-off 

point to explore the Stolby Nature Reserve 

(Заповедник Столпы), a 470 square 

kilometer reserve of giant boulders and 

granite rock formations. They are found in 

odd, extraordinary shapes and some rise up 

to 100 meters in height. Note that although 
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Railway Section:  Krasnoyarsk -- Irkutsk 

any one of these three train stations gives access to the Stolby, each one of them involves a 

lot of hiking to the pillars. It’s easier to take a tour with a guide and a car.  

 

Finally, eight kilometers after (west of) Slinevo, or nine kilometers before (east of) 

Divnogorsk, the train crosses over the mouth of the 475 kilometer-long Mana River (река 

Мана). The Mana is a right tributary of the Yenisei. From the train, it’s a great view from the 

bridge over the Mana precisely where it merges with the Yenisei. The nearest stations are 

Mana (Мана) and Ust-Mana (Усть-Мана; “Mouth of Mana”).  

 

The Mana River originates several hundred kilometers southeast of Krasnoyarsk in the 

eastern Sayan (Саяны) Mountains not too far north of the border with Tuva, above 

northwestern Mongolia. The 

Republic of Tuva (Республика 

Тыва) is the Russian region 

directly below Krasnoyark Krai 

and immediately above 

Mongolia. It is considered the 

geographic center of Asia. Like 

Russia’s other republics, it is a 

semi-autonomous region 

ostensibly in place to protect 

and preserve the culture of the 

indigenous peoples – in this 

case, the Tuvans.  

 

The Tuva Republic has a 

population a little over 

300,000; its administrative 

capital is Kyzyl (Кызыл; 

means “Red”), a city of roughly 

100,000 persons. At present, 

there is no train service in the 

province although a 412 

kilometer-long single-track  

non-electrified line is under 

construction. Known as the 

Kuragino-Kyzyl Railway Line (Железнодорожная линия Курагино–Кызыл), when 

completed in 2023-24 (target date), it will connect Tuva’s capital city of Kyzyl with 

Kuragino which is about 100 kilometers east of Abakan.  

 

For the moment, arduous bus rides are the standard way in or out of Kyzyl. Other than a dirt 

track to Mongolia, the only external bus or taxi services to Kyzyl are from Abakan in next-

door Khakassiya. Abakan is 300 kilometers to the northwest of Kyzyl. Only Russians and 

Mongolians are allowed to pass at the Tuvan-Mongolian border crossing.  
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Tuva – the Center of Asia? 
There are always several places that purport to be the center of 
their respective continents, in this case, Asia. Usually such 
places are determined by their geographic latitudinal and 
longitudinal coordinates. After all, it should be easy enough 
to divide the length and width of the extremities of any given 
area and come up with a solution, in this case, the center 
point. Right?  

Perhaps not so – the problems arise from the reach of the 
coordinates. First, does Asia include Europe, i.e., Eurasia? If 
not, does Asia alone include the islands of Asia – that is, from 
Franz Josef Land (Земля Франца-Иосифа) or from Severnaya 
Zemlya (Северная Земля; “Northern Land”), both of which 
are well above Novaya Zemlya (Новая Земля) in the Arctic, at 
one extreme – and to Indonesia or East Timor in the South 
Pacific at the other? Or is it only continental mainland Asia 
that is included? The answers to these questions determine 
where Asia’s center may be said to be.  

Mountains, both large and small, cover some 80 percent of the Tuva Republic. Most are 

heavily forested. The province’s highest point is Mount Mongun-Tayga (Монгун-Тайга; 

“Silver Mountain”), the highest point in Siberia at 3,970 meters (13,020 feet). The rest of 

Tuva is steppe. There are many lakes, both salt and those glacial in origin, and there are 

numerous hot springs as well.  

 

Ethnic Tuvans make up more than 80 percent of the Republic’s population. The balance is 

primarily made up of Russians, Mongolians, or Buryiats (Бурыят). Intriguingly, many of the 

region’s Russians live in the most remote and isolated corners of the Republic. They are “Old 

Believers” (Староверы or Старообрядцы), a sect of Orthodox Christians that splintered 

from the mainstream 350 years ago and have never reconciled.  

 

Tuvans are ethnically and linguistically closely related to the Khakas (Хакас) to their 

northwest and to the Altai (Алтай) to their west. Thus, for example, the Tuvan language 

(also called Tuvinian) is part of the Turkic family of languages, as are Khakas and Altai. On 

the other hand, Tuvan employs many loan words from Mongolian. Culturally, the Tuvans are 

closer to the Mongolians to their south and the Buryiats to the east. Each of these latter 

groups practices the same form of Tibetan Buddhism. In 1992, the Dalai Lama made a 

historic visit to Tuva for three days. While there, he blessed and consecrated the new flag of 

Tuva (yellow for prosperity, blue for courage and strength, white for purity) which had been 

officially adopted three days prior.  

 

The Tuvan people are most famous internationally for their “throat singing,” the most 

popular style of which is known as Khoomeii (Tuvan: Хөөмей). It is an other-worldy, 

ethereal form of “singing” that uses the vocal chords to produce harmonic sounds that 

somewhat mimic a Jew’s Harp. Probably the best-known representatives of this unique music 

are the members of the group “Huun Huur Tu” (Tuvan: Хүн Хүртү; “Khün Khürtü”); they 
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“Khoomeii” Overtone Throat Singing 
In the West, it’s usually referred to as “throat singing.” It 
is a unique musical style indigineous to both Mongolian 
and Tuvan culture. Although the term “Khoomei” 
specifically refers to one particular style of the music, the 
word is also used generically to designate all throat 
singing techniques.  
Scholars are not certain as to when exactly Khoomei was 
developed, but the style has been around for many 
centuries. Khoomei performers produce a fundamental 
low pitch and simultaneously produce one or more 
pitches over that. Mongolian and Tuvan throat singers 
try to mimic the sounds of nature and combine them 
with human sounds in order to promote a sense of 
harmony between the two.  
Ethnomusicologists believe that the development of 
Khoomei in Mongolia and Tuva was largely affected by 
the regions’ geography. Approximately 80% of Tuva is 
made up of mountains while Mongolia is a combination 
of steppe and large mountain ranges. The open 
landscape of Mongolia allows for the sounds to carry a 
great distance while the sounds of Khoomei reach very 
far from the high mountains of Tuva.  

Tuva’s “Huun Huur Tu” 

have performed all over the world, sometimes incorporating such disparate, eclectic artists as 

Frank Zappa, Johnny “Guitar” Watson, the Kodo drummers, the Kronos Quartet, and the 

Chieftans. The Tuvan group “Alash” (Tuvan: Алаш) is also very popular. They have also 

performed in many countries and toured around the world.  
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Old Believers (Староверы) 
Possibly one of the most unusual groups in all of Christendom is 
the sect known as "Old Believers." Worldwide, there may one 
million - or there may be ten million – no one knows for 
certain. What is known is that in 1652, the Orthodox Patriarch 
Nikon (1605–81) introduced a series of reforms to both 
liturgical and ritual practices with the aim of harmonizing 
Russian and Greek Orthodox practices. The Old Believers 
condemned all such innovations and the most radical among 
them maintained that the Church had fallen into the hands of 
the Antichrist. The Old Believers denounced and rejected all 
ecclesiastical reforms and in 1666 separated from the church. 
Naturally, in their eyes they were the true "Orthodox" – it was 
the Nikon reforms and reformers that were heretical.  
 
From that moment, the official Orthodox state church decreed 
that the Old Believers lacked all civil rights and had the most 
active leaders arrested. Some were tortured, several were 
executed. The schism is called the "Raskol" (раскол) and comes 
from the Russian term meaning "cleaving-apart." Nikon’s 
reforms occupy some 400 pages of text – and most are highly 
technical, but the most radical and objectionable include:  
 
1. The spelling of Jesus went from “Ісусъ” (Isus) to “Іисусъ” 

(Iisus);  
2. The sign of the cross went from two fingers, pointer finger 

straight, middle finger slightly bent, to two fingers joined 
with thumb, held at point (note Roman Catholics use three 
fingers – a major doctrinal difference);  

3. The incantation of “Аллилуїa“(Alleluia or Hallelujah) went 
from two times to three;  

4. Where prior liturgical texts had read “Христосъ” (Christ), 
new texts read “Сынъ” (the Son);  

5. Old Believers do not permit the use of polyphonic singing, 
only monodic, unison singing is allowed;  

6. Old Believers consider the shaving of a man’s beard to be a 
severe sin. This is due to the so-called “iconographic 
thinking” of Orthodoxy. Christ had a beard and men 
therefore must have the same appearance.  

 
For a person of the 20th or 21st Centuries, it is difficult if not 
impossible to comprehend the religious signifcance of a symbolic 
ritual such as crossing oneself in a left-to-right or right-to-left 
fashion. Yet, to members of the faith, these are not insignificant 
nor are they trivial – they are at the core of one’s belief in Christ 
and one’s faith.  

Christ Pantocrator 
Believed to be from the 6th or 7th 
Century, this is the oldest known 
icon of Christ Pantocrator 
(Omnipotent). It is from St. 
Catherine’s Monastery at Mt. Sinai. 
The Pantocrator figure, a most 
specific and significant one in 
Eastern Rite Orthodoxy, displays 
his right hand in the cross sign as 
used in Old Believer churches – 
with two fingers (dualism of 
Christ) instead of three (Holy 
Trinity) The pointing and middle 
fingers appear straightened; the 
lesser two and thumb are folded 
and touching. Old Believers regard 
this as the only proper way of 
making the sign of the Cross. The 
two different facial expressions are 
thought to represent Christ’s dual 
nature as fully God and fully 
human.  
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KM 4110: Zlobino Railway Station 

➢ Km 4103: Yenisei (станция Енисей) – A local suburban station named after the river.  

 

➢ Km 4105: Studencheskaya (платформа 

Студенческая; “Student”).  

 

➢ Km 4108: Pervomayskaya (платформа 

Первомайская; lit., “First of May” or 

“May Day”).  

 

➢ Km 4110: Zlobino (станция Злобино) – 

The station is in the heart of the Kirovskiy 

District (Кировский район) of town; it’s a 

busy, built-up area of industry and 

apartment complexes and a university.  

 

➢ Km 4114: Oktyabrskaya (платформа 

Октябрьская; “October”).  

 

➢ Km 4115: Shinniy Zavod (платформа Шинный Завод; “Tire Factory”) – This platform is 

adjacent to the Krasnoyarsk Tire Factory (Красноярский Шинный Завод). It’s also close to 

the Aftovokzal Vostochniy (Афтовокзал Восточный; “Eastern Bus Terminal”) if you’re 

looking for a bus out of town heading east.  

 

➢ Km 4118: Bazaikha (станция Базаиха) – Immediately to the right (south) of the train begins 

a large dacha village; south of that, a large greenspace, Beliye Rosiy (Белые росы; “White 

Roses”).  

 

➢ Km 4119: Branch Line North – A little less than one kilometer east after passing Bazaikha 

Station, a dead-end spur line branches off to the left. It runs northeast a total of 41 kilometers 

passing the following villages or stations along the way: Berezovka (Березовка) → Stepnaya 

(платформа Степная) at Esaulovka (Есауловка) → Sosnovoborsk (Сосновоборск) → 

Transportnaya (Транспортная) → Tartat (Тартат) → and Sots-Gorod Station (станция Соц-

Город) in the village of Zheleznogorsk (Железногорск).  

 

Of interest to Sovietphiles, the spur includes “Krasnoyarsk 26” (Красноярск двадцать-

шесть) which is located 26 kilometers up the line in Sosnovoborsk. It’s a nuclear waste 

recycling facility and chemical plant. The facilities do not appear on maps and it was 

formerly a “secret” city. In other respects today, Sosnovoborsk is a normal town of 30,000 

persons a few kilometers south of the right bank of the Yenesei River and hosts many 

industries. It was originally established as a work-camp.  

 

Intriguingly, the spur contains a spur of its own. Shortly north after passing Transportnaya, a 

ten kilometer-long line to the southeast begins. It goes to the super-secure facilities at 

Podgorniy (Подгорный). The southernmost facility is a fenced compound, built for 

processing and re-processing of classified materials. The facility immediately north of it is a 

housing village and nearby dachas. Several thousand persons work and live here and there is 
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KM 4124: Sukhoy Railway Platform 

an infrastructure to take care of them. It is safe to say that no one visits this community 

without permission.  

 

➢ Km 4119: Platform 4119 (платформа 4119) – Factories and industry to the north; dachas to 

the south. The dacha community is known as Verkhyaya Bazaikha (Верхняя Базаиха).  

 

➢ Km 4120: Branch Line North – Here the northern suburban Krasnoyarsk train line re-joins 

the main Trans-Siberian line. Almost immediately before reaching the Sadiy (Сады) 

Platform, the branch line that diverted after Bugach Station before entering Krasnoyarsk City 

re-attaches itself to the main line. It’s an alternate that goes north around the city and crosses 

the Yenesei over the “777’ Bridge (777 Мост), the city’s second, and newer, railroad bridge. 

Its stops include Krasnoyarsk-Severniy (“North”) Station. Altogether, it’s a 28 kilometer-

long bypass route around the city. It does not pass Krasnoyarsk’s main rail terminal.  

 

➢ Km 4120: Sadiy (платформа Сады; “Gardens”) – The “Gardens” consist of hundreds of 

little dachas (Дача; “Cottage”) and their accompanying small plots of land. They are for city 

people on the weekends. The district marks the eastern edge of town and from here, the train 

enters the countryside.  

 

➢ Km 4122: Platform 4122 (платформа 4122).  

 

➢ Km 4123: Krasnoyarsk Vostochniy 

(станция Красноярск Восточный; 

“Krasnoyarsk East Station”) – This station 

is at the western end of a five kilometer-

long rail marshalling yard.  

 

➢ Km 4124: Sukhoi (платформа Сухой) – 

This platform is for Sukhoi Log (Сухой 

Лог). It’s a major rail switching center.  

 

➢ Km 4127: Platform 4127 (платформа 

4127).  

 

➢ Km 4129: Cross the Biystraya River (река 

Быстрая; “Fast River”) – This small 

stream originates about ten kilometers 

southwest or close to three kilometers south of the little village of Kuznetsovo (Кузнецово). 

After passing under the tracks, it flows some 350 meters until it merges into the left bank of 

the Beryozovka River (река Берёзовка). The train crosses the Beryozovka in a few more 

kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 4130: Zykovo (станция Зыково) – A village of some 6,300 persons on both sides of the 

rail line. The village is on the left bank (west side) of the Beryozovka River, a 64 kilometer-

long minor right tributary of the Yenesei.  
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KM 4142: Cross the Beryozovka River 

➢ Km 4132: Vostok (платформа Восток; “East”) – The train is in the country; there are only 

some dacha villages here and there.  

 

➢ Km 4133: Dvoeglazovo (платформа Двоеглазово) – This platform is only 250 meters south 

of the Vostok Platform.  

 

➢ Km 4133: Cross the Blizhnyaya Kamila River (река Ближняя Камила; “Near Kamila”) – 

This little creek begins close to eight kilometers southwest. From the rail line it travels 

downstream about 100 meters to its mouth on the left bank of the Beryozovka River.  

 

➢ Km 4134: Petryashino (платформа Петряшино) – There are a number of dacha villages all 

around plus the village of Петряшино which is immediately east.  

 

➢ Km 4136: Cross the Dalnyaya Kamila River (река Дальняя Камила; “Far Kamila”) – 

Another small stream, this one has its source about five kilometers west. From the tracks it 

flows 100 meters and joins the Beryozovka.  

 

➢ Km 4137: Rodniki (платформа Родники; “Springs”) – More dacha villages on both sides of 

the rails.  

 

➢ Km 4139: Cross the Karakushka River (река) – Svishchevo (Свищево) is yet another dacha 

village mostly east of the tracks. A small river runs through it about 500 meters from the 

tracks to join the left bank of the Beryozovka. The Karakushka begins about ten kilometers to 

the southwest.  

 

➢ Km 4141: Maganskaya (платформа Маганская) – The station name is Maganskaya; the 

adjacent village immediately south is Maganskiy (Маганский). The next village east less 

than two kilometers is Magansk (Маганск). Most of it is also to the south of the rail line. The 

total population of the villages is about 1,000 residents.  

 

➢ Km 4142: Cross the Beryozovka River 

(река Берёзовка; “Birch Trees”) – Though 

few in the train may have noticed – for it 

really is just a little stream – ever since the 

Sadiy dachas, the train has been running 

right alongside the Beryozovka River. It’s 

a 64 kilometer-long, south-to-north 

flowing minor right tributary of the 

Yenisei which begins about 40 kilometers 

south, a few kilometers east of 

Verkhnyaya Bazaikha (Верхняя Базаиха) 

and south of the village of Beryozovskiy 

(Берёзовский).  

 

In Beryozovskiy, the river is joined by the 

ten kilometer-long Malaya Beryozovka 
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(река Малая Берёзовка) and immediately south of this rail crossing, the Beryozovka is 

joined by the 30 kilometer-long Bolshaya Beryozovka (река Большая Берёзовка) which has 

come up from the southeast. The train does not cross either of these minor tributaries.  

 

From the rail crossing, the Beryozovka travels close to 25 kilometers more or less due north 

and enters the right bank of the Yenisei at the village of Beryozovka (Берёзовка) which is 

two kilometers north of the Sadiy rail platform.  

 

➢ Km 4143: Beryozovka (платформа Берёзовка) – Most, but not all, of this small village is to 

the south of the rails. The village name is Magansk.  

 

➢ Km 4146: Shushun (платформа Шушун) – A fairly large dacha village all to the north of 

the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 4146: Cross the Dresvyanchik River (река Дресвянчик) – This minor creek has its 

source ten kilometers due north. After passing under the rails, it flows about 100 meters 

south to its mouth on the right bank of the Bolshaya Beryozovka River.  

 

➢ Km 4147: Lugovaya (платформа Луговая; “Meadow”) – More dachas to the east side of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4150: Cross the Kamas River (река Камас) – This minor stream also begins about ten 

kilometers north. From the rail line it flows less than 100 meters until it joins the Bolshaya 

Beryozovka’s right bank.  

 

➢ Km 4150: Kamas (платформа Камас) – More dachas on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 4153: Sorokino (станция Сорокино) – A somewhat larger village, not by much, on both 

sides of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 4155: Cross the Sitik River (река Ситик) – But for a twin set of single-truss bridges that 

span it, one might not notice the river at all for it’s just a little stream. It begins about 25 

kilometers to the south, about three kilometers north of Verxneshalinskoye 

(Верхнешалинское) or approximately 15 kilometers west of Shalinskoye (Шалинское). 

After it passes under the tracks it runs along the south side of the rail line for four kilometers 

until it merges into the Bolshaya Berezovka a few kilometers south of Sorokino. The train 

now follows alongside the left bank of the Citik for the next ten kilometers until it crosses it 

again near Zareche (Заречье).  
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➢ Km 4156: Samarka (платформа Самарка) – This settlement is to the north of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4160: Pravaya (платформа Правая) – The platform is for the village of Praviy 

(Правый), most of which is on the east side of the rail line.  

 

The root of the word Pravda means “right” or “correct” or “truth” – just as in English both in 

the sense of correctness and direction. For example, there is the newspaper “Pravda” 

(Правда; the “Truth”) or the instruction “Turn right” (Повернуть направо).  

 

➢ Km 4164: Tayozhniy (станция Таёжный) – The platform is for the village of Novoselsk 

(Новосельск). Most of the development is to the west side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 4167: Cross the Sitik River (река Ситик) – From this rail crossing, the Sitik’s source is 

about 15 kilometers due south. After passing under the tracks here, the Sitik closely follows 

the rail line northwest about ten kilometers to Samarka where it crosses the rails again. From 

that latter crossing, it flows southwest parallel to the rail line four kilometers, passing 

Sorokino along the way, to its confluence on the right bank of the Bolshaya Berezovka.  

 

From our present crossing point, the rail line veers to the east so the river won’t be visible 

again. Continuing our eastward journey, most of the next dozen or so villages are merely 

small collections of a few houses.  

 

➢ Km 4167: Zareche (платформа Заречье; “District”) – Some dachas on the south side.  

 

➢ Km 4169: Ponomaryovo (платформа Пономарёво) – A few dachas also on the south side.  

 

➢ Km 4172: Gryazniy (платформа Грязный; “Dirty”) – The station name is Gryazniy; the 

fairly large town immediately south is Novonikolsk (Новоникольск).  

 

➢ Km 4173: Yubilenniy (платформа Юбилейный; “Anniversary”) – This platform also serves 

the village of Novonikolsk.  

 

➢ Km 4177: Cross the Malaya Kamarchaga River (река Малая Камарчага) – This little 

stream starts two kilometers due west. From the rail crossing, it runs only about seven 

kilometers east until it comes to the village of Malaya Kamarachaga (Малая Камарчага) and 

merges into the left bank of the Esaulovka River (река Есауловка). The train crosses this 

latter river in short order.  

 

➢ Km 4179: Kamarchaga (станция Камарчага) – This village has close to 1,900 inhabitants 

and is more or less equally divided north and south by the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 4185: Esaulovka (платформа Есауловка) – A few houses.  

 

➢ Km 4187: Cross the Esaulovka River (река Есауловка) – This 137 kilometer-long river has 

its source approximately 50 kilometers to the south, or about five kilometers south of 
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Sosnovka (Сосновка) or about ten kilometers south of Verkhnyaya Esaulovka (Верхняя 

Есауловка).  

 

From the crossing, the Esaulovka flows approximately 80 kilometers northwest where it has 

its confluence with the right bank of the Yenesei at the village of Esaulovo (Есауловo) which 

is about five kilometers north of the slightly larger village of Esaulovka (Есауловка). 

Esaulovo is approximately 50 kilometers downriver north of Krasnoyarsk.  

 

➢ Km 4190: Pinchino (платформа Пинчино) – A very little village all to the south of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4193: Mramornaya (платформа Мраморная; “Marble”) – The rail line makes three 180 

degree loops starting immediately after this platform. 

 

➢ Km 4196: Kuznetsovskiy (платформа Кузнецовский) – A building on the outside edge of 

the second loop.  

 

➢ Km 4199: Tinginskiy (платформа Тингинский) – This platform serves the nearby villages 

of Krasniy (Красный; “Red”), which is immediately east, and Zhandat (Жандат), which is 

two and a half kilometers north.  

 

➢ Km 4201: Cross the Zhandat River (река Жандат) – This small river begins about one 

kilometer due south. After passing under the rail line, it flows north ten kilometers, passing 

the village of Zhandat along the way, to its mouth on the right bank of the 36 kilometer-long 

Karakchul River (река Каракчуль) which has come down about 25 kilometers from the 

northwest. From this confluence, the Karakchul flows an additional ten kilometers southeast 

until its confluence on the left bank of the Balai River (река Балай) immediately north of the 

village of Nikolskoye (Никольское).  

 

From the Karachul-Balai junction, the 50 kilometer-long Balai continues approximately 30 

kilometers north until it joins the left bank of the Rybnaya River (река Рыбная). The 

Rybnaya is almost at its end. In five kilometers north, it merges into the left bank of the Kan 

River (река Кан).  

 

➢ Km 4204: Balai (станция Балай) – A village of close to 1,300 persons spread across both 

sides of the rail line. The little village of Roshcha (Роща; “Grove” or “Wood”) is about four 

kilometers to the south.  

 

➢ Km 4212: Karabarik (платформа Карабарик).  

 

➢ Km 4213: Cross the Balai and Karabarikha Rivers River (река Балай и река Карабариха) – 

The Karabarikha originates close to a dozen kilometers due west, immediately south of 

Roshcha Village. Almost exactly as it is passing under the rail line, it is joined by the Balai 

River which has come up ten kilometers from the south. Although usually the longer of two 

tributary stems gets the naming rights, in this case, it’s the Balai that keeps its name.  
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After the merged Karabarikha-Balai passes under the rail line, the Balai continues its flow 

north close to 40 kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of the Rybnaya River (река 

Рыбная). The train crosses the Rybnaya in a short while and we’ll discuss it then. From the 

Balai-Rybnaya confluence, the Rybnaya flows north five kilometers to its end on the left 

bank of the 629 kilometer-long Kan River (река Кан). The Kan is the major river by the city 

of Kansk (Канск) and we’ll cross it and discuss the river when we reach that city. From the 

Rybnaya-Kan confluence, the Kan travels northwest some 60 kilometers until it merges into 

the right bank of the Yenesei at Ust-Kan.  

 

➢ Km 4214: Kosogor (платформа Косогор) – About five houses on the east side of the tracks. 

For what it’s worth, the village name is Balaiskiy Kosogor (Балайский Косогор).  

 

➢ Km 4216: Marevka (платформа Марьевка) – A little farmstead on the right (south). The 

village is along the M53 Highway four kilometers to the north.  

 

➢ Km 4221: Ozyorniy (платформа Озёрный) – A single building by the tracks. The little 

village of Sushinovka (Сушиновка) is two and a half kilometers south.  

 

➢ Km 4225: Nalivnaya (платформа Наливная) – Nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 4225: Branch Line South – Here is a very short spur of less than two kilometers to the 

tiny village of Nefteprovod (Нефтепровод; “Pipeline”) and a small refinery and oil tank 

farm.  

 

➢ Km 4227: Puteiskaya (платформа Путейская) – This platform is set in about the middle of 

a two kilometer-long rail marshalling yard.  

 

➢ Km 4228: Cross the Razboiniy River (река Разбойный; “Rogue River”) – This little urban 

creek originates in a pond about three kilometers northwest. From the tracks it flows less than 

one kilometer to its junction on the left bank of the Uyarka River (река Уярka).  

 

Although the train does not cross the Uyarka, it follows the river north downstream for 

several kilometers through Uyar. The river begins close to 25 kilometers to the southwest 

near the village of Semenovka (Семеновка). From Uyar, the Uyarka runs northeast parallel 

to the rail line about a dozen kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of the Rybnaya River 

less than one kilometer east of where the Rybnaya passes under the Trans-Siberian Rail Line 

or two kilometers south of Gromadsk (Громадск). We’ll pass by there soon enough.  

 

➢ Km 4229: Uyar (станция Уяр) – This town of 12,300 residents is named for the Uyarka 

River, a minor tributary in the Yenisei river watershed that runs, like the railway, along the 

south and east ends of the town. The town developed on the north shore (left bank) of the 

river in the middle of the 18th Century – about the same time as did many Siberian trading 

towns. Its full name is Uyar Spaso Preobrazhenskoye (Уяр Спасо Преображенское), which 

means “Uyar Holy Transfiguration.”  
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KM 4229: Uyar Railway Station 

From 1897 until 1973, Uyar was 

known as Klyukvennaya Station 

(станция Клюквенная) after the rail 

engineer who built this section of the 

line and not after the “cranberry,” 

which is what the word means. Seven 

kilometers north of Uyar, by road, is 

the small town of Olgino (Ольгино), 

named for Grand Duchess Olga 

Nikolaevna Romanova of Russia 

(Великая Княжна Ольга 

Николаевна Романова; 1895-1918). 

She was the eldest daughter of Tsar 

Nicholas II and Empress Alexandra 

and assassinated along with the rest of 

her family in Yekaterinburg in 1918.  

 

➢ Km 4231: Preobrazhenskaya (платформа Преображенская; “Transfiguration”) – The 

platform marks the northern end of town.  

 

➢ Km 4233: Branch Line South – Not quite four kilometers east after passing Uyar Station, a 

branch line forks off to the right. The branch runs southeast 50 kilometers then splits. One 

line runs east, re-joining the main Trans-Siberian Line in 240 kilometers at Taishet 

(Тайшет). The other line travels south and west close to 400 kilometers until reaching 

Abakan, the capital city of the Khakassiya Republic.  

 

➢ Km 4239: Cross the Rybnaya River (река Рыбная; lit., “Fish River”) – This 288 kilometer-

long tributary begins more than 200 kilometers south of this crossing (75 as the crow flies as 

the river’s course is most circuitous). The river’s source is about ten kilometers southwest of 

the village of Vershino Rybnoye (Вершино Рыбное).  

 

From the crossing, it flows northwest about 50 kilometers until it is joined by the Balai. From 

there, it continues north less than five kilometers until its confluence on the left bank of the 

629 kilometer-long Kan River (река Кан) which has traveled west several hundred 

kilometers from Kansk. From this junction, the Kan flows northwest another 60 kilometers 

until it terminates on the right bank of the Yenesei at Ust-Kan (Усть-Кан; “Mouth of Kan”) 

about 80 kilometers (as the crow flies) northeast of Krasnoyarsk. From the Kan-Yenesei 

junction, the Yenesei continues north more than 2,500 kilometers until it reaches the Kara 

Sea of the Arctic Ocean.  

 

To the immediate right (east side) of the train, the confluence of the Rybnaya and the Uyarka 

should be visible. It’s only some 500 meters distant.  

 

➢ Km 4241: Gromadskaya (станция Громадская) – The station is Gromadskaya; the town is 

Gromadsk (Громадск). It has about 2,050 inhabitants and is the site of a stone quarry two 
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"The Cloud Dormition"  
(Облачное Успение) 

A 12th or 13th Century icon from Desyatinny 
Monastery (Десятинного монастыря) in 
Novgorod, now owned by the Tretyakov 
Gallery in Moscow.  

kilometers northwest. The town is primarily built up on the north side (right bank) of the 

Rybnaya River and the north side of the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 4249: Sibiryak (платформа Сибиряк; 

“Siberian”) – Although there is nothing at the 

platform, it serves the small village of 

Uspenka (Успенка; lit., “Dormition” or 

“Assumption”). There are quite a few towns 

in Russia with the the name Uspenka or a 

variant of it. This one is two kilometers north 

of the rail line nestled into the right bank 

(south side) of the Elegan (река Элеган), a 

minor Kan River tributary that the rail line 

does not cross.  

 

➢ Km 4255: Iligan (платформа Илиган) – One 

little building along the west side of the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 4260: Nalobino (платформа Налобино) 

– Two buildings along the south side of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4262: Branch Lines North and South – 

This is a “cloverleaf” four-way junction, the 

east-west Trans-Siberian Line is crossed by a 

north-south branch line. The northern section 

runs approximately 20 kilometers to several 

immense open-pit uranium mines adjacent to 

Novaya Pechera (Новая Печера), Iskra (Искра; “Spark”), and Karyernaya (Карьeрная). 

North of the mines, it’s an additional ten kilometers to a massive series of processing plants 

ending just below the town of Sakarevka (Сакаревка), which is across the Kan River (река 

Кан). Although the rail line ends, a road crosses over the dam and takes one to Sakarevka. 

By car from there, it’s possible to drive back west to Krasnoyarsk in about 110 kilometers.  

 

Five kilometers to the northeast of the mines is the town of Zelenogorsk (Зеленогорск). Its 

official – albeit unofficial – name during the Soviet era was Krasnoyarsk-45. It is one of 

Russia’s main uranium processing centers and a chief producer of weapons-grade plutonium. 

Like the rest of this branch line mining complex, it’s built on the left bank (south side) of the 

Kan River. Zelenogorsk is a city of almost 70,000 persons and its science, research, and 

residential living areas are the heart of this once-secret Soviet center. Although it may no 

longer be a secret site, tourists are not permitted. It’s still a closed city – known as a “CATF” 

or “Closed Administrative Territorial Formation (Закрытого административно-

территориального образования or ЗАТО). It does not appear on most Russian maps.  
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Uspenka or Uspenskiy 
Like its far more famous namesake, the Kremlin‘s 
Uspenskiy Cathedral (Успенский собор or храма 
Успения; "Cathedral of the Dormition"), the little 
town of Uspenka is named after the Dormition of 
the Theotokos. The literal translation of the Greek 
term "Theotokos" is "God-Bearer," hence it refers to 
Mary, the Mother of Jesus Christ. The "Dormition" 
refers to the "falling asleep" – or death – of Mary 
and her resurrection before ascending into heaven, 
or in other words, her assumption. It is one of the 
twelve "Great Feasts" of the Eastern Orthodox 
(Russian), Oriental Orthodox, and Eastern Catholic 
Churches.  
 
Depending on whether one follows the Georgian or 
Julian calendar, the feast day is celebrated on 
August 15 or 28. The Dormition is the same event 
as the Roman Catholic Feast of the Assumption of 
the Blessed Virgin into Heaven, a day of Holy 
Obligation. Although Dormition and Assumption 
are different names for the same event, certain 
doctrinal differences exist between Orthodoxy and 
Catholicism. Both faiths agree on Mary's departure 
from the earth, that is, the bodily taking up of her 
into Heaven at the end of her life. Eastern Rite holds 
that Mary died a natural death; Western Christianity 
is less specific, it is taught that Mary "assumed" into 
Heaven in the same manner as did her son, Jesus.  

Returning to the four-way junction, the right branch line leads south a little more than one 

kilometer to a rail storage and service yard called Buynaya (Буйная; “Violent”). It’s large; 

the one track leading there becomes over a dozen sets of tracks side by side. Hundreds of 

cars, if not thousands, can be accommodated. From there, the branch continues southeast 

approximately 20 kilometers to a 

gargantuan open-cast Uranium mine. It’s 

just below (south of) the town of Borodino 

(Бородино), which the train comes to on 

the main line in a few kilometers east of 

this junction. The mine measures about 

five by five kilometers in area and is 

entirely encircled by the spur line which 

makes a 20 kilometer loop around it. 

Anywhere around the mine’s perimeter, 

the train can take on ore and move on to 

another pick-up location.  
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KM 4264: Zaozyornaya Railway Station 

➢ Km 4264: Zaozyornaya (станция 

Заозёрная; lit., “Beyond the Lakes”) – 

The town is Zaozyorniy (Заозёрный). 

The Vostok, but not the Trans-

Mongolian, makes a brief stop here. 

It’s a town of about 11,000 persons 

built on both sides of the railroad line 

on the left bank (west side) of the 

Barga River (река Барга), a minor 

tributary of the Kan. The town’s name 

refers to the small lakes the town is 

built around. The town used to have a 

functioning little airport. The airstrip is 

still there, about two kilometers west, 

but it no longer operates.  

 

➢ Km 4265: Cross the Barga River (река 

Барга) – Traveling east, just at the edge of town, the train crosses over the Barga, a minor 

Kan tributary. The river’s source is approximately 20 kilometers southeast of this crossing, a 

few kilometers south of the villages of Novaya (Новая) and Tochilnoye (Точильное; 

“Sharpening”). Flowing downstream (north) from here, the river runs approximately 25 

kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Kan at Zelenogorsk.  

 

➢ Km 4269: Irsha (платформа Ирша) – A small settlement about two kilometers south of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 4273: Yuzhniy (платформа Южный; “South”) – A small building on the side of the 

rails.  

 

➢ Km 4276: Cross the Irsha (река Ирша) and Bolshaya Kamala (река Большая Камала) 

Rivers – The Irsha originates close to 20 kilometers southeast; the Bolshaya Kamala starts 20 

kilometers due east. Almost exactly on the tracks on the south side of the rail crossing, the 

two small rivers join and pass under the rail line as one. The Bolshaya Kamala keeps its 

name and continues north 25 kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of the Kan River. The 

junction point is also ten kilometers northwest of the village of Malaya Kamala (Малая 

Камала).  

 

For the next ten kilometers, the rail line closely follows the Bolshaya Kamala upstream; then 

a little east of Kamala Station, the Malaya Kamala joins and the train follows it upstream 

until the Yagodnaya Platform.  

 

➢ Km 4277: Branch Line North – This single track line, mostly abandoned, was years ago part 

of the Trans-Siberian Railway. It is one to eight kilometers to the west of the present line and 

runs 55 kilometers northeast parallel to it. Along the way, is passes the half-forgotten villages 

of Ivanovka (Ивановка) → Slasovka (Сласовкa) → Oreshniki (Орешники) → Petrushki 
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"Napoléon on the Borodino Heights" 1897 
(Vasiliy Vasilyevich Vereshagin; 1842–1904)  

(Петрушки) → and Krasniy Mayak (Красный Маяк; “Red Lighthouse”). The branch re-

joins the main line at the village of Filimonovo (Филимоново).  

 

➢ Km 4277: Mikhalyovka (платформа Михалёвка) – A tiny one-street village about one 

kilometer south of the platform. This is the closest the Trans-Siberian Line gets to the village 

of Borodino (Бородино). It’s is mining town six kilometers to the south and lies immediately 

north of a great five-by-five kilometer open-air Uranium mine. The rail line that reaches and 

encircles the mine begins at the Buynaya four-way junction the train passed 15 kilometers 

ago to the west. That spur runs 20 kilometers from Buynaya to the mine.  

 

Lest there be any confusion, this little Borodino, quite literally in the middle of Siberia, is not 

the Borodino. It is however, proudly named after that Borodino, which is one of the greatest, 

perhaps horrific is a better word – and bloodiest – military conflicts of all time. The Battle of 

Borodino was the turning point of 

Napoléon’s invasion of Russia, known 

in Russia as the Patriotic War of 1812 

(Отечественная война 1812 года). 

Both Leo Tolstoy’s (Лев Николаевич 

Толстой; 1828-1910) War and Peace 

(Вoйна и мир) and Tchaikovsky’s 

“1812 Overture” (1812 год 

Увертюра) were written in 

commemoration of this war and this 

battle.  

 

The namesake Borodino is a village 

found 13 kilometers west of Mozhaysk 

(Можайск) in the Mozhaysky District 

of Moscow Oblast. Mozhaysk is 100 

kilometers east and a bit south of the 

city of Moscow. A train line runs 

through Mozhaysk to Borodino from Moscow’s Smolensk (станция Москва Смоленская) 

and Belarus Stations (Белорусский вокзал).  

 

Fought on September 7, 1812, the Battle of Borodino (Бородинское сражение) involved 

approximately 250,000 men – about half French and half Russian. Estimates vary, but it 

resulted in somewhere between 60,000 and 80,000 casualties – again about half French and 

half Russian. Of these casualties, about half were fatalities for at that time suffering a severe 

wound on the battlefield was effectively a mortal wound. Neither French nor Russian forces 

possessed enough food, medicine, or other supplies for the healthy troops, much less the sick 

or wounded ones. Thus, even a relatively minor casualty often turned into a death sentence. 

Equal numbers of wounded soldiers starved to death, died of their injuries, or perished 

through neglect.  

 

The Battle of Borodino was the largest and bloodiest single-day conflict of the French 

invasion of Russia and of all the Napoléonic Wars. Canadian military historian Gwynne Dyer 
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(1943-present) has compared the carnage at Borodino to “a fully-loaded 747 crashing, with 

no survivors, every five minutes for eight hours.” The next nearest battle with such casualties 

would be Waterloo, with about 55,000 for the day. Napoléon’s invasion of Russia is 

considered to be among the most lethal military operations in world history.  

 

At the end of the day, both sides could claim some sort of victory, albeit Pyrrhic. The 

Imperial Russian Army under General Mikhail Kutuzov’s (Михаил Илларионович 

Голенищев-Кутузов; 1745-1813) command, stopped Napoléon’s Grande Armée at the 

Battle, but lost its position and withdrew. However, in doing so, the Russian army preserved 

its combat strength, which later allowed it to counter-attack, eventually allowing it to force 

the French out of the Russian homeland.  

 

The French Grande Armée under Emperor Napoléon I (Napoléon Bonaparte; 1769-1821) 

attacked the Imperial Russian Army and captured the main positions on the battlefield – but 

failed to defeat them despite inflicting heavy losses. And the French suffered comparable 

losses. The exhaustion of the troops and lack of information on the Russian Army’s condition 

led Napoléon to remain on the battlefield instead of pursuing the Russian Army and 

destroying it. The battle at Borodino was a turning point in the Russian campaign and the 

Battle of Borodino was the last offensive action fought by Napoléon in Russia. His disastrous 

retreat from Russia and the Russian winter have been well documented and are equally 

horrific.  

 

➢ Km 4282: Kamala (станция Камала) – Kamala Station serves the very small villages of 

Kamala and Novokamala (Новокамала; “New Kamala”), most of the settlement is north of 

the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 4286: Kamalinka (платформа Камалинка) – The nearby village is one kilometer south.  

 

➢ Km 4290: Solnechniy (платформа Солнечный; “Sunny”).  

 

➢ Km 4293: Yagodnaya (платформа Ягодная; “Berry”).  

 

➢ Km 4298: Solyanka (станция Солянка) – Solyanka is the station; Novaya Solyanka (Новая 

Солянка; “New Solyanka”) is the town. It’s a fairly large place about equally divided by the 

railroad.  

 

➢ Km 4304: Staraya Solyanka (платформа Старая Солянка; “Old Solyanka”) – This tiny 

two-street village runs north of and perpendicular to the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 4304: Cross the Malaya Urya River (река Малая Уря; “Little Urya”) – The train 

approaches this little creek in about 500 meters east after passing Staraya Solyanka. It’s a 

minor tributary of the Kan River. From this point, it flows north approximately 30 kilometers 

until it merges with the left bank of the Kan about four kilometers northwest of the tillage of 

Sukhaya Rechka (Сухая Речка; “Little Dry Stream”).  
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Tracing the Little Urya to its upstream source is also not far, about 15 kilometers southwest. 

Its origins are in the hills south of this crossing near the village of Bolshiye Klyuchi 

(Большие Ключи; “Large Springs”).  

 

➢ Km 4309: Pereval (платформа Перевал; “Pass” or “Passage”).  

 

➢ Km 4311: Kurup (платформа Куруп).  

 

➢ Km 4314: Boshnyakovo (станция Бошняково) – Most, but not all, of this small village lies 

to the north of the railroad. About six kilometers due east is the small village of Bolshaya 

Urya (Большая Уря; “Big Urya”), named for the river that flows through the town. About 

seven kilometers west by road is the little town of Petrushki (Петрушки; “Parsley”) through 

which the Malaya Urya flows.  

 

➢ Km 4318: Bezvodnaya (платформа Безводная; lit., “Without Water”).  

 

➢ Km 4321: Komarovskiy (платформа Комаровский).  

 

➢ Km 4324: Krutaya Gorka (Крутая Горка; “Steep Hill”) – This little hamlet is two 

kilometers due east of the tracks and poised on the right bank (east side) of the Bolshaya 

Urya River.  

 

➢ Km 4326: Urya (платформа Уря).  

 

➢ Km 4327: Cross the Bolshaya Urya River (река Большая Уря; “Big Urya”) – Shortly west 

before reaching Filimonovo, the train crosses the Big Urya River. It’s big enough, about 30 

meters wide. It’s crossed by a double-span of single-truss red iron bridges.  

 

The Big Urya’s source waters originate more than 80 kilometers southwest of this crossing 

near the little town of Verkhnyaya Urya (Верхняя Уря; “Upper Urya”), which as the crow 

flies is only about 25 kilometers directly south of Borodino. From the rail crossing here, it’s 

less than ten kilometers due north until it terminates on the left bank of the Kan.  

 

➢ Km 4328: Filimonovo (станция Филимоново) – A mid-sized town of some 2,900 persons, 

most of which is built on the north side of the tracks. The Bolshaya Urya River runs in 

between Filimonovo on the east and Krasniy Mayak on the west. There’s a mine and a large 

re-cycling pond (Плавание запрещено; “Swimming Prohibited”) about five kilometers to 

the northeast. Filimonovo is the junction where the former 55 kilometer-long Trans-Siberian 

Line re-connects to the present main line.  

 

➢ Km 4332: Ferma Pervaya (платформа Ферма Первая; “Farm First”).  

 

➢ Km 4338: Krasniy Mayak (платформа Красный Маяк) – Here’s a platform named “Red 

Lighthouse,” not to be confused with the town of the same name ten kilometers west.  
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KM 4344: Kansk-Yeniseiskiy Railway Station 

➢ Km 4340: Aerodrome (платформа Аэродром) – There is a little landing field here 

immediately north of the rail line. The location is at the western edge of Kansk. In addition, 

there is a small fighter Air Force Base (Канск-Дальний) ten kilometers south of the city. 

Otherwise, there is no commercial aiport. The nearest is in Krasnoyarsk.  

 

➢ Km 4344: Kansk-Yeniseiskiy (станция Канск-Енисейский) – Kansk (Канск) is a city of 

close to 95,000 persons located, as the crow flies, about 175 kilometers east of Krasnoyarsk 

and 150 kilometers west of Taishet (Тайшет). By rail, it’s 250 and 175 kilometers 

respectively. The city’s population reached its highest level of 115,000 in 1989. From that 

point, it began a slow decline and over the next twenty years lost 20,000 persons. Similar 

percentages of decline could be stated 

for almost all of Russia and all of her 

cities, towns, and villages. Only in the 

last several years has the population 

decline curve stabilized and begun to 

reverse itself.  

 

The city is somewhat unequally 

divided by the Kan River which flows 

through it diagonally from southeast 

to northwest. Approximately three-

quarters of the town lie along the left 

bank (south shore) of the river; the 

remaining one-quarter is on the north 

right bank.  

 

Kansk got its start in the early 1600s 

as a fort – originally to defend itself against the indigenous peoples and lay claim to more 

Russian territory. Similar to most other Siberian cities, it was established along a river as this 

was the primary means of transportation. In the summer months, it is far easier to sail or float 

barges than to stumble through bog and marsh. Even in the winter, it is easier to march on the 

ice than traipse through deep snow in the forest. By the 1700s, over 1,000 persons had settled 

in and around the then little town. A prison was added and prisoners from European Russia 

boosted the local population. During the 1800s, a number of Decembrists were exiled to 

Kansk in addition to many other places in Siberia. By the close of the 19th Century there were 

close to 10,000 persons living here.  

 

Kansk had traditionally been on the Moscow – Kyakhta (Кяхта) – China tea route and trade, 

commerce, and population began to increase exponentially starting towards the end of the 

19th and beginning of the 20th Centuries once the Trans-Siberian Railroad was completed.  
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➢ Km 4346: Cross the Kan River (река Кан) – The Kan is a 629 kilometer-long south-to-

north, east-to-west, flowing tributary of the Yenisei. It is about 200 meters across at this point 

where the Trans-Siberian crosses it. It is spanned by a twin set of triple-truss bridges.  

 

The Kan’s headwaters arise in the westernmost extremity of the Sayan Mountains, above 

Tuva, about 300 kilometers north of Kyzyl or 265 kilometers northeast of Abakan. The 

nearest settlement of any kind to its source is about 20 kilometers north in Sukhoy-Log 

(Сухой-Лог; “Dry Valley”). From its beginning, the Kan flows north some 350 kilometers 

(200 as the crow flies) to Kansk – then west another 175 kilometers through Zelenogorsk, 

then north a final 75 kilometers until it merges into the right bank of the Yenisei at Ust-Kan 

(Усть-Кан), about 80 kilometers northeast of Krasnoyarsk. Like all rivers, the Kan has its 

own set of tributaries. Its five largest range from 65 to 434 kilometers in length.  

 

➢ Km 4347: Kansk-Perevoz (платформа Канск-Перевоз; “Kansk-Transit”) – A minor 

suburban platform on the north side of the city.  

 

➢ Km 4349: Ilanka (станция Иланка) – Ilanka marks the end of the northern suburbs of town. 

There is a small military compound immediately to the west of this station. From here, the 

train now returns to the countryside.  

 

➢ Km 4350: Cross the Ilanka River (река Иланка) – This small tributary of the Kan begins 

about 40 kilometers east of the rail crossing, a few kilometers east of Ilanskiy. From the 

crossing heading downstream, it flows less than four kilometers south until it terminates by 

merging into the right bank of the Kan 500 meters northwest of the rail line. The train’s path 

now tracks the Ilanka upstream for the next 25 kilometers, crossing it several more times.  

 

➢ Km 4350: Staraya Ilanka (платформа Старая Иланка; “Old Ilanka”) – This platform is only 

300 meters north of the Ilanka River and perhaps 500 hundred meters from the northern end 

of the military compound, but there’s no gate here.  

 

➢ Km 4354: Cross the Ilanka River (река Иланка) – The train line passes over this little stream 

for a second time. The river’s course is less than five meters wide.  

 

➢ Km 4356: Konkovo (платформа Коньково).  

 

➢ Km 4361: Lozichnaya (платформа Лозичная).  

 

➢ Km 4362: Cross the Eimnik River (река Зимник; “Winter Roads”) – This little creek begins 

in a pond about three kilometers south. From the rail line, it goes 400 meters north to its 

mouth on the left bank of the Ilanka.  

 

➢ Km 4364: Dalai (платформа Далай) – The small village of Dalai is about one and a half 

kilometers north of the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 4367: Teplye Klyuchi (станция Теплые Ключи; “Warm Springs”) – A tiny village of 

one street and perhaps a half-dozen houses.  
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KM 4376: Ilanskaya Railway Station 

➢ Km 4369: Krasniy Khleborob (платформа Красный Хлебороб) – This small hamlet is 

about two and one-half kilometers northeast of the platform. 

 

➢ Km 4372: Cross the Bufetskiy River (река Буфетский) – This minor stream originates some 

ten kilometers west near the village of Karapsel (Карапсель). From the rail crossing, it flows 

two and a half kilometers until it merges into the left bank of the Ilanka River.  

 

➢ Km 4375: Lugovaya (платформа Луговая; “Field” or “Meadow”) – The platform is located 

in the northwesternmost corner of town and it’s partially fields and meadow.  

 

➢ Km 4376: Ilanskaya (станция Иланская) – A small town of about 16,000 persons built up 

on both sides of the railroad. Ilanskaya is the station name; Ilanskiy (Иланский) is the town; 

New Nicholas Rural Settlement (Новониколаевское сельское поселение) is the name of 

the general area. The town is named for the 

nearby river, the Ilanka, a small tributary 

of the Kan and part of the vast Yenisei 

watershed.  

 

The town’s site was chosen in 1734 by 

Vitus Jonassen Bering (Витус Ионассен 

Беринг; 1681-1741) on his way across 

Siberia on the second of his two great 

Kamchatka expeditions of discovery. He 

was surveying the area for the construction 

of the Moscow-Siberia Trakt Road and 

chose this location as one of eleven postal 

stations and rest houses. Bering was a 

Danish born navigator serving Tsar Peter 

the Great, sailing under the Russian flag. 

He was the first European to discover and 

chart much of the Alaskan coast, the Aleutian Islands, and the Strait and Sea separating Asia 

from North America that now bear his name: the Bering Strait and the Bering Sea.  

 

➢ Km 4378: Cross the Krutoi Log River (река Крутой Лог) – This tiny tributary begins about 

ten kilometers due east. After running through a little pond, in less than two kilometers 

downstream west from the rail line, it enters Lake Pulsometr (озеро Пульсометр), part of the 

Ilanka River’s course. The lake is at the northeastern end of Ilanskiy.  

 

➢ Km 4380: Elan (платформа Елань) – A small village south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 4384: Buzyuk (платформа Бузюк) – There is nothing here, but very shortly dacha 

villages are all around: north, south, east, and west. On maps, they’re listed as “Dachniy 

Posyolok” (Дачный Посёлок; “Dacha Village”).  

 

➢ Km 4386: Dachnaya (платформа Дачная) – More dachas.  
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Dining Car on the “Rossiya” 
Of the many trains making their way across Russia, 
most would agree that the Rossiya offers the finest 
service in Siberia and the Russian Far East. 

➢ Km 4391: Stainiy (станция Стайный) – Stainiy is the station for Stepanovo (Степаново). 

The village is one street wide and three kilometers long. It parallels the rail line about 125 

meters to the south.  

 

➢ Km 4398: Sulyomka (станция Сулёмка) – The Sulyomka to the immediate south of the 

tracks is a small military garrison. The village of Sulyomka is five kilometers south and 

poised on the left bank (north shore) of the Poyma River (река Пойма) which the train 

crosses a little further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 4401: Verkhniy Ingash (платформа Верхний Ингаш; “Upper Ingash”) – Like 

Stepanovo, this little village of some 725 inhabitants also is one street wide and runs three 

kilometers parallel to the rail line, in this case, 275 meters north. The village is named for the 

Ingash River (река Ингаш) which flows west to east about one kilometer north of town. The 

Ingash is a minor tributary of the Poyma River (река Пойма). It begins near Stainiy and runs 

approximately 20 kilometers through the 

next several towns parallel to and north of 

the railroad line. After it passes Nizhniy 

Ingash (Нижний Ингаш), it merges with 

the Poyma near Staraya Poyma (Старая 

Пойма; “Old Flood Plain”).  

 

➢ Km 4405: Ingashskaya (станция 

Ингашская) – The station is Ingashskaya; 

the town is Nizhniy Ingash (Нижний 

Ингаш; “Lower Ingash”). It is about 

equally divided on both sides of the rail 

line and has close to 7,500 residents. It 

takes its name from the Ingash, a small 

river that flows just north of town.  

 

➢ Km 4407: Kyrup (платформа Куруп) – A 

secondary in-town platform.  

 

➢ Km 4409: Raiispolkom (платформа 

Райисполком) – Some maps list this, some don’t. In either case, there’s nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 4411: Cross the Poyma River (река Пойма; “Floodplain River”) – Following a wildly 

meandering path, the Poyma originates more than 150 kilometers south (70 due south as the 

crow flies) of the rail crossing, near the border with Irkutsk Oblast, or about 20 kilometers 

southeast of the village of Yelnik (Ельник; “Spruce”). From the crossing, it flows over a 

long northeast arc more than 150 kilometers (35 kilometers of which it serves as the 

boundary between Krasnoyarsk Krai and Irkutskaya Oblast) until its junction with the left 

bank of the 1,012 kilometer-long Biryusa River (река Бирюса) near the small town of 

Poyma (Пойма). Along the way, the Poyma is joined by a multitude of named tributaries, 

some quite large.  
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The Biryusa, which in its lower reaches is called the Ona (река Она), continues northwest 

well over 300 kilometers until it merges with the 1,203 kilometer-long Chuna River (река 

Чуна). Together, they are then called the Taseyeva River (река Тасеева). It flows northwest 

only an additional 125 kilometers until its mouth on the Angara River just north of the town 

of Pervomaisk (Первомайск; “First of May”). From there, the Angara only flows another 65 

kilometers west until its junction with the Yenisei at Strelka – 230 kilometers north of 

Krasnoyarsk.  

 

➢ Km 4413: Poyma (станция Пойма; “Floodplain”) – The platform serves the 200 person 

village of Novaya Poyma (Новая Пойма; “New Floodplain”), which is about two kilometers 

west, and the 50 person village of Staraya Poyma (Старая Пойма; “Old Floodplain”), which 

is two kilometers northeast. The platform and both villages are on the right bank (south side) 

of the Poyma River. From here, the river turns north and the railroad line continues east.  

 

➢ Km 4419: Sharbysh (платформа Шарбыш) – A very small village (population 50) mostly to 

the north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4424: Ryabinovka (платформа Рябиновка; “Brandy”).  

 

➢ Km 4427: Maksimovo (платформа Максимово) – A small building along the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4432: Cross the Tiniy River (река Тины) – The Tiniy’s headwaters begin approximately 

35 kilometers due south, a few kilometers north of the village of Kvartsit (Кварцит; 

“Quartzite”), which is just over the line in Irkutsk Oblast. The Tiniy does not have too far to 

go, it merges into the right bank of the Poyma in about 20 kilometers northeast, near the 

village of Nikolaevka (Николаевка).  

 

➢ Km 4433: Tinskaya (станция Тинская) – Tinskaya’s the station; Tinskoi (Тинской) is the 

village, it has about 3,600 inhabitants. Tinskoi is built on the right bank (east side) of the 

Tiniy River which the train crosses as it enters town. The village of Tiniy (Тины), which is 

also along the river and the M53 Highway, is four kilometers south. All are named after the 

river.  

 

➢ Km 4436: Pribiylovo (станция Прибиолово) – A little clearing in the middle of the woods. 

The small village of Pribiylovo is about one kilometer north.  

 

➢ Km 4441: Dogadayevo (платформа Догадаева) – This one-street small village runs about 

three kilometers in a straight line parallel to the rail line one kilometer south. Its name is 

Elizavetka (Елизаветка; “Elizabeth”).  

 

➢ Km 4443: Platform 4443 (платформа 4443).  

 

➢ Km 4449: Sosnoviy Bor (платформа Сосновый Бор; “Pine Forest”).  

 

➢ Km 4451: Branch Line North – Less than 500 meters east before Reshotiy Station, a branch 

freight line turns to the left and heads some 250 kilometers due north until Karabula Station 
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KM 4474: Krasnoyarsk-Irkutsk Border 

(станция Карабула) in the town of Taezhniy (Таежный; “Taiga”). The line used to extend 

an additional 50 kilometers north and end at the Angara River near the little villages of Yarki 

(Ярки; “Bright”) and Pikhtoviy (Пихтовый; “Pine”), but it’s questionable whether this 

section is still operational. The end point is at the confluence of the Karabula (река 

Карабула) and Angara Rivers. That’s about 20 kilometers west of the mining town of 

Boguchany (Богучаны). 

 

➢ Km 4452: Reshotiy (станция Решоты) – Reshotiy is the station name; the town is 

Nizhnyaya Poyma (Нижняя Пойма; “Lower Floodplain”). It has approximately 9,000 

residents. The main line of the Trans-Siberian turns to the right and heads southeast towards 

Taishet.  

 

➢ Km 4453: Cross the Reshyotiy River (река Решёты) – The Reshyotiy flows by the southern 

edge of town. The river’s origins are approximately 30 kilometers southwest. From this 

crossing, the river flows about 20 kilometers north until it joins the right bank of the Poyma 

River about five kilometers north of the village of Kanifolniy (Канифольный).  

 

➢ Km 4453: Confluence of the Reshyotiy (река Решёты) and Tochilnaya (река Точильная) 

Rivers – Within 500 meters out the south side windows of the train, the 20 kilometer-long 

Tochilnaya ends by joining the right bank of the Reshyotiy just before it passes under the rail 

line. It’s only a tiny stream but the train runs parallel to it for its entire length to its source at 

the village of Tochilniy (Точильный). It never crosses it.  

 

➢ Km 4454: Lesnaya (платформа Лесная; “Forest”) – The train has cleared the town and is 

now back in the countryside.  

 

➢ Km 4558: Makhoshino (платформа Махошино).  

 

➢ Km 4461: Razloga (платформа Разлога).  

 

➢ Km 4466: Klyuchi (станция Ключи; 

“Springs”) – A small village built on both 

sides of the rails. Traveling from west to 

east, it’s the last town in Krasnoyarsk Krai. 

The border is just ahead.  

 

➢ Km 4473: Cross the Krasnoyarsk – Irkutsk 

Border and New Time Zone (MT + 5) – 

Moving forward to the east, the Trans-

Siberian Line approaches the invisible 

barrier separating Krasnoyarsk Krai from 

Irkutskaya Oblast (Иркутская область). 

This borderline is also the time zone 

change; move your watch forward one 

hour, it is now Moscow Time plus five 

hours.  
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Irkutsk is a very large oblast, fifth in area rank compared with all of Russia’s 85 regions. It 

has a good sized population as well, about 2,400,000 persons. Irkutskaya shares its southeast 

border with the Republic of Buryatiya and its southwest with the Tuva Republic. 

Krasnoyarsk Krai runs all along its west side and the Sakha Republic covers its north. A 

small section of Zabaykalskiy Krai meets Irkursk Oblast in the northeast.  

 

Irkutsk Oblast is most famous for Lake Baikal (озеро Байкал), the deepest and largest lake 

(by water volume) on Earth. The train reaches it in about 750 kilometers. The administrative 

capital of the oblast is Irkutsk, an exceptionally pleasant and historic city of almost 600,000 

persons.  

 

➢ Km 4474: Tochilniy (платформа Точильный; “Grinding”) – About a dozen houses on the 

south side of the rail line. Its distinction is that it’s the first village in Irkutskaya (going east), 

or last (going west). 

 

➢ Km 4478: Uralo-Klyuchi (платформа Урало-Ключи).  

 

➢ Km 4482: Shirokovo (платформа Широково) – A little building on the side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4485: Novonikolaevskiy (платформа Новониколаевский; “New Nicholas”).  

 

➢ Km 4488: Branch Line North – A 65 kilometer-long spur used to run northeast from here to 

a mine. It’s no longer in service.  

 

➢ Km 4489: Yurtiy (станция Юрты; “Yurts”) – The station and town name are Yurts; it’s a 

mid-sized place of several thousand persons. Three kilometers north, above the M53 

Highway, is the small town of Polovino-Cheremkhovo (Половино-Черемхово; “Half-

Cheremkhovo”). We’ll talk about yurts when we get to Mongolia.  

 

➢ Km 4492: Novaya Elan (платформа Новая Елань) – A platform and a building.  

 

➢ Km 4497: Razdolnaya (платформа Раздольная) – In theory, the village name is Razdolniy 

(Раздольный), but there is no village; there is nothing here. There is a tiny village of 

Eniseika (Енисейка) three and a half kilometers south along the northern shore (left bank) of 

the Biryusa River (река Бирюса). Likewise, there is a miniscule village of Elovka (Еловка) 

five kilometers due north on the M53 Bailkal Highway.  

 

➢ Km 4498: Cross the Cheremkhovaya River (река Черемховая) – This minor tributary of the 

Biryusa originates about 15 kilometers northwest or about five kilometers west of Yurtiy. 

After it flows under the rail line, it runs approximately three kilometers southeast until it 

merges into the left bank of one of the many highly-braided channels of the Biryusa.  

 

➢ Km 4401: Vengerka (платформа Венгерка; “Hungarian”).  
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KM 4502: Cross the Biryusa River 

Western and Eastern Sayan Mountains 

➢ Km 4502: Cross the Biryusa River (река Бирюса) – At this point of crossing, the Biryusa is 

a little more than 200 meters wide. At 400 meters, the bridge is twice as wide; it’s a twin set 

of four 100 meter trusses. That’s because this section of the river can be much wider during 

the spring snow and ice melt. This is also 

true for many Siberian rivers. The bridges 

fording them must be engineered to 

accommodate much greater than normal 

flow – they must anticipate the unusual, 

indeed catastrophic, conditions of the 

spring thaw.  

 

At “only” 1,012 kilometers in length, the 

Biryusa may not be one of the great 

Siberian Rivers, but it is nonetheless a 

substantial course of water. By chance, 

the river crossing is the midway point 

between Moscow and Beijing when 

taking the Trans-Manchurian route of the 

Trans-Siberian Line.  

 

Technically, the Biryusa may be said to begin approximately 250 kilometers south of the rail 

crossing (150 kilometers as the crow flies) at the confluence of the Bolshaya Biryusa (река 

Большая Бирюса; “Big Biryusa”) and Malaya Biryusa (река Малая Бирюса; “Little 

Biryusa”) Rivers.  

 

From that confluence, the Little Biryusa can be traced upstream more than 150 kilometers 

south to the northern slopes of the Eastern Sayan Mountains. Essentially, there are no 

inhabitants in this region and therefore no villages for reference points. The Great Biryusa 

flows closer to 175 kilometers from the southwest, also from the Eastern Sayan Mountains in 

the far southwest of Irkutsk Oblast. The actual source is about 40 kilometers northeast of 

where the borders of Irkutskaya, Krasnoyarsk Krai, and the Tuva Republic come together – 

about 400 kilometers due east of Abakan. This is some of the most isolated and remote 

territory on Earth.  

 

The Sayan Mountains 

(Саянские горы) – two distinct 

chains – are found at the base of 

southern Siberia and 

northwestern Mongolia. The 

chain forms a broken arc 

stretching from the Altai 

Mountains in northwest 

Mongolia (Western Sayans) to 

the western end of Lake Baikal 

(Eastern Sayans). The western 

and eastern ranges, each with a 
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different geologic history, meet in a central knot where elevations exceed 3,000 meters.  

 

The Western Sayan Mountains (Западный Саян) rise to 3,111 meters (10,206 feet) in the 

Kyzyl-Tayga and extend approximately 650 kilometers northeast from the Altai range to the 

east-central section of the Eastern Sayan Mountains. The Eastern Sayan Mountains 

(Восточный Саян) extend over 1,000 kilometers from the source of the Yenisei River to the 

southwest end of Lake Baikal. The range’s highest peak is Munku-Sardyk (Мунку-Сардык) 

on the Russia-Mongolia border, which reaches an elevation of 3,492 meters (11,457 feet).  

 

From the present crossing of the river, just before the town of Biryusinsk (Бирюсинск) and 

about ten kilometers west of Taishet, the Biryusa flows north, then northwest close to 700 

kilometers (250 kilometers southeast to northwest as the crow flies) until it meets the Chuna 

River (река Чуна; also called the Uda; река Уда) about ten kilometers east of the tiny left 

bank settlement of Burniy (Бурный; “Rapid”). The Chuna, at 1,203 kilometers, is also a very 

great river which begins in the Eastern Sayan Mountains not far fom the sources of the 

Biryusa. Together, at the confluence of the Biryusa and Chuna, the two rivers each give up 

their names and become the Taseyeva River (река Тасеева).  

 

From that confluence, the Taseyeva flows northwest about 125 kilometers until it joins the 

left bank of the Angara about ten kilometers east of the village of Kulakovo (Кулаково). The 

Angara then continues about 65 kilometers until it joins the right bank of the Yenisei at the 

very little village of Strelka (Strelka; “Arrow”). From there, the Yenisei flows north an 

additional 2,500 kilometers until it empties into the Arctic Ocean at the Kara Sea.  

 

➢ Km 4503: Biryusinsk (станция Бирюсинск) – This town of close to 9,000 persons is 

entirely built along a channel on the the right bank (southeast side) of the Biryusa River and 

the south side of the railroad. A second major rail line defines the southern boundary of the 

town. The two lines meet a few kilometers east. Five kilometers northeast, on another 

channel of the Biryusa River, there is another small village called Biryusa (Бирюса), also 

named after the river.  

 

➢ Km 4510: Vostochniy (платформа Восточный; “East”) – A platform several kilometers 

east of the city. There is a small dacha village immediately north.  

 

➢ Km 4511: Platform 4511 (платформа 4511) – There is a large dacha village north of the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 4512: Cross the Taishetka River (река Тайшетка) – This small tributary is formed 

almost directly under the bridge over it on the rail line. It’s a combination of the 15 

kilometer-long Malaya Taishetka (река Малая Тайшетка) and the 25 kilometer-long 

Bolshaya Taishetka (река Большая Тайшетка) Rivers. Both Taishetka Rivers originate due 

south of the rail crossing. After their confluence under the tracks, the newly-named Taishetka 

River flows north a grand total of ten kilometers to its confluence on the right bank of the 

Biryusa River immediately north of the village of Safronovka (Сафроновка).  

 

➢ Km 4513: Taishetka (платформа Тайшетка; “Little Taishet”).  
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KM 4515: Taishet Railway Station 

 

➢ Km 4514: Branch Line South – There are in fact two important rail junctions at Taishet: one 

that connects to the BAM several kilometers east of town, and one to Abakan, capital of the 

Republic of Khakassiya (Респyблика Хакасия), just west before entering Taishet. This is the 

latter, found on the western outskirts of town just as the train approaches the city limits, one 

and a half kilometers from the railroad station. It’s a branch line to the southwest that runs 

more than 600 kilometers to Abakan and points beyond.  

 

This southern branch has another major branch of its own. About 100 kilometers before the 

train reaches Abakan, there is a junction point at the town of Kuragino (Курагино) for the 

new line to Kyzyl (Кызыл), capital of the Tuvan Republic (Респyблика Тыва) and up until 

now, one of the more isolated destinations on the planet. Formerly, the region was one of the 

few inhabited places in Russia never connected by rail. By the time this book is in print 

(maybe), the line should be open. Taishet’s second rail junction, the line to the BAM, we’ll 

discuss when we reach it after passing through Taishet.  

 

➢ Km 4515: Taishet (станция Тайшет) – Taishet is a brief stop on the Rossiya and several 

other long-haul services, but not all. So it’s important to check your route and make sure your 

train stops here if you wish to make connections from here. Some BAM services actually 

start from Krasnoyarsk, about 400 kilometers back west, so passengers generally don’t get 

off at Taishet unless they are certain 

that there is an ongoing train that 

stops.  

 

Taishet is a mid-sized city of about 

35,000 persons and developed along 

with the building of the Trans-

Siberian Railroad. It is a major rail 

junction and a significant number of 

its residents are employed in 

enterprises related to the railroad. In 

addition to the railway station, there 

is a railcar repair and maintenance 

depot, a locomotive depot, a sleeper 

impregnation plant, and other 

ancilliary rail services. The city also has a newly-built aluminum smelter and has 

traditionally had wood processing plants like many towns in Siberia.  

 

The town is about evenly divided, north and south, by the east-west running rail line. The 

M53 Highway is immediately south of town. The Akulshetka River (река Акульшетка), a 

minor tributary of the Biryusa, runs along the east end of town. The most well-known branch 

line of Taishet is also on the east side of town, just as the train exits the city limits. It’s called 

BAM Junction and it is four kilometers east of the Taishet Railway Station. Note however 

that there are no facilities and it’s not a stop on any train. It’s just the physical split of the 

rails takes place there.  
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KM 4519: BAM Junction 

The four kilometers from Taishet Station to BAM Junction, plus two more if continuing on 

the regular Trans-Siberian Main Line, are entirely devoted to rail switching yards. It’s one 

sorting station after another, each with dozens and dozens of lines and numerous rail sheds 

alongside for maintainence work. The Taishet marshalling yards are some of the largest of all 

on the Trans-Siberian Line.  

 

➢ Km 4518: Pervomaiskaya (платформа Первомайская; “First of May Day”).  

 

➢ Km 4519: BAM Junction (БАМ Железнодорожный узел) – Technically this is the starting 

(or ending) point of the Baikal-Amur Mainline. From here, it’s almost 4,300 kilometers to 

the end of the line at Sovetskaya Gavan. If traveling east on the main Trans-Siberian Line, 

the BAM line veers off to the left and heads north. The main line continues straight on a 

southeasterly path towards Angara and Irkutsk. It is important to point out that no trains 

actually stop at BAM Junction – they stop in Taishet or Krasnoyarsk (west) or Bratsk (east).  

 

Commonly referred to as the BAM, the 

Baikal-Amur Mainline (Байкало-

Амурская магистраль) is a 4,310 

kilometer-long single- and double- 

track railway built north of the Trans-

Siberian Line in order to develop the 

farther north regions of Siberia and to 

place rail service well above the border 

with China. Some of the impetus to 

build the railway was strategic and 

stemmed from a number of 

troublesome years when political and 

diplomatic relations between the 

Soviet Union and the Peoples Republic 

of China were particularly strained.  

 

From the 1930s to the 1950s, Taishet was the administrative center for gulag labor camps and 

the construction of the first section of the BAM. It is said by survivors that between Taishet 

and Bratsk there is “a dead man under every sleeper.” During the war years, along with gulag 

labor, Japanese and German prisoners of war formed a large proportion of the forced labor. A 

number of the Germans were only repatriated in 1955, after then-West German Chancellor 

Konrad Adenauer’s (1876-1967) friendship visit to Moscow.  

 

From BAM Junction (or rather Taishet or perhaps Krasnoyarsk), it is possible to continue to 

Bratsk (Братск), site of the world’s largest hydro-electric dam → then to Ust-Kut (Усть-

Кут) → Severobaikalsk (Северобайкальск; lit., “Northern Baikal”), on the top of Lake 

Baikal → Tynda (Тында) → Komsomolsk-na-Amure (Комсомольск-на-Амуре) → Vanino 

(Ванино) → and Sovetskaya Gavan (Советская Гавань). These last two cities are ports on 

the Tatar Strait (Татарский пролив), which separates the Russian Far East mainland from 

Sakhalin Island (остров Сахалин). From Vanino, there’s a rail ferry to Kholmsk (Холмск) 

where further ground connections to Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk (Южно-Сахалинск) or other points 
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on Sakhalin can be made. Since Sakhalin railways use the Japanese gauge of 1,067 mm (3 

feet, 6 inches), the railcars coming from the Russian mainland must have their bogies (wheel 

undercarriages) changed in Kholmsk before continuing on the island.  

 

DETAILS OF THE BAM LINE ARE DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER SIX. 

 

➢ Km 4522: Platform 4522 (платформа 4522) – The platform serves the little village of Noviy 

Akulshet (Новый Акульшет) which runs along the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4523: Cross the Akulshetka River (река Акульшетка) – This little stream begins about 

20 kilometers southwest of the rail crossing. From the crossing, it flows northwest almost 15 

kilometers, passing under the BAM Line, to its mouth on the right bank of the Biryusa at the 

village of Stariy Akulshet (Старый Акульшет).  

 

➢ Km 4524: Lavrentyevo (платформа Лаврентьево) – The village name is Baironovka 

(Байроновка). It runs more than two kilometers east perpendicular to the rail line along the 

M53 Highway. It has about 225 residents. The small river Baironovka (река Байроновка) 

flows immediately east of it.  

 

➢ Km 4528: Platform 4528 (платформа 4528) – There are many small dacha villages all along 

the rail line.  

 

➢ Km4529: Cross the Berezovaya River (река Березовая) – This little stream and its several 

similarly-named tributaries start some 25 kilometers to the southwest. From the tracks it 

flows only one kilometer east and merges into the left bank of the Baironovka River (река 

Байроновка).  

 

➢ Km 4531: Platform 4531 (платформа 4531).  

 

➢ Km 4536: Cross the Baironovka River (река Байроновка) –This small river begins about 30 

kilometers south of the rail crossing, passes by here, then continues north about 40 

kilometers, crossing under the BAM Line along the way, then merges into the right bank of 

the Biryusa River about three kilometers north of Nizhniy Gogolevka (Нижний Гоголевка).  

 

➢ Km 4537: Baironovka (станция Байроновка) – This is the station for the little village of 

Nikolayevka (Николаевка). It has about 225 residents and is entirely on the west side of the 

rail line. The small village of Nadezhdinka (Надеждинка) is four kilometers further west. 

The Baironovka River flows along the town’s northern edge.  
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KM 4565: Oblepikha Railway Station 

➢ Km 4546: Shelekhovo (платформа Шелехово) – There are fewer than ten houses here. 

Elovaya (Еловая; “Spruce”) is just to the north of the tracks; Novoshelekhovo 

(Новошелехово) is just to the south. All are tiny villages. The town is named for Grigory 

Shelikhov (Григорий Иванович Шелихов; 1747-95), a famed Russian explorer and 

merchant. He is buried in Irkutsk and we’ll mention him when we arrive there.  

 

➢ Km 4546: Cross the Razgonka River (река Разгонка) – Not 500 meters east of Shelekhovo 

Station, this small river crosses under the tracks. It begins at the village of Razgon (Разгон) 

eight kilometers upstream southeast and follows the rail line along the south side very closely 

to here.  

 

At the rail crossing, the Razgonka is joined by the ten kilometer-long Shelekhova River 

(река Шелеховa) which has come up from the south. From the confluence, the Razgonka 

continues northwest, still parallel to the rail line, but now on the north side for ten kilometers 

until it joins the right bank of the Baironovka one kilometer north of the Baironovka Rail 

Station at Nikolayevka.  

 

➢ Km 4551: Platform 4551 (платформа 4551).  

 

➢ Km 4556: Razgon (станция Разгон; lit., “Acceleration”) – A little village about equally 

divided on both sides of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 4564: Cross the Mokhovaya River (река Моховая; “Moss River”) – This minor 

tributary originates about a dozen kilometers to the west. After passing under the tracks, it 

travels southeast parallel to the east side of the rail line approximately 15 kilometers to its 

union on the left bank (west side) of the south-to-north flowing Toporok River (река 

Топорок). We’ll mention to Toporok a bit further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 4565: Oblepikha (станция 

Облепиха; “Seabuckthorn”) – A modest 

little village of some 75 houses. Almost all 

of it is to the south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 4567: Nicholskiy (Никольский) – 

This village is about one kilometer west of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4571: Platform 4571 (платформа 

4571).  

 

➢ Km 4577: Mokhovoi (платформа 

Моховой).  

 

➢ Km 4580: Platform 4580 (платформа 4580) – This is the closest platform to the village of 

Stariy Alzamai (Старый Алзамай). It’s a small village of about 275 persons and located 

three and one-half kilometers west of the rail line.  
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➢ Km 4583: Cross the Alzamaichik River (река Алзамайчик) – This little stream begins close 

to 20 kilometers northwest. From the tracks it flows one kilometer east to the left bank of the 

Toporok.  

 

➢ Km 4584: Platform 4584 (платформа 4584) and Branch Line North – Immediately south of 

this platform, a short single-line spur breaks off and runs north a little less than five 

kilometers. There is a 750 by 1,500 meter quarry at the end of the spur.  

 

➢ Km 4585: Cross the Aloshet River (река Алошет) – This minor stream originates about 15 

kilometers due west. It runs east one kilometer until its mouth on the left bank of the 

Toporok.  

 

➢ Km 4586: Alzamai (станция Алзамай) – This little city of 6,800 persons lies mostly on the 

west side of the rail line and on the left bank (west bank) of the 230 kilometer-long Toporok 

River (река Топорок), a large tributary of the Biryusa. Alzamai’s main industries are a 

woodworking plant and various rail-related activities.  

 

The Toporok is quite an important local tributary of the Biryusa River. It has its source in the 

northernmost foothills of the East Sayan Mountains about 75 kilometers south of here near 

the town of Uk (Ук). From Uk north, it flows parallel to the east side of the railroad line 

passing by Kamyshet (Камышет), Zamzor (Замзор), Algash (Алгаш), Algashet, and finally 

Alzamai. All the dozens of named and unnamed minor rivers and streams in this valley flow 

to the Toporok. As most are under ten kilometers in length, they are not recorded here. 

Larger tributaries – or rivers known in their own right for some reason, are listed.  

 

From Alzamai, the Toporok runs close to 125 kilometers due north until it crosses under the 

BAM Railway at the town of Toporok (Топорок). From there, it meanders another 25 

kilometers northwest until it terminates by joining the right bank of the Biryusa. The Trans-

Siberian Main Line does not cross the Toporok.  

 

➢ Km 4589: Platform 4589 (платформа 4589).  

 

➢ Km 4596: Algashet (платформа Алгашет) – A handful of houses mostly on the west side of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4598: Cross the Kosoy Brod River (река Косой Брод) -– The train passes over this little 

river here. One kilometer to the west is the village of Pervomayskiy (Первомайский; “May 

Day”). The Kosoy Brod River flows just to the north of town having started approximately 

50 kilometers northwest of the tracks and the village. From the rail crossing, it runs only 

about 350 meters east to its merger into the left bank of the Toporok River (река Топорок).  

 

➢ Km 4604: Algash (платформа Алгаш) – A tiny village to the west of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 4604: Cross the Algash River (река Алгаш) – This minor tributary of the Toporok starts 

less then ten kilometers due west of this crossing. From here, it flows less than one kilometer 
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until it terminates by joining the Toporok. Almost immediately west before the rail crossing 

the Sukhoi (река Сухой Алгаш; “Dry”) and Mokriy (река Мокрый Алгаш; “Wet”) Algash 

Rivers combine to form the Algash. The tributaries are both of about six kilometers long.  

 

➢ Km 4607: Zamzor (станция Замзор) – This town of approximately 1,100 residents is fairly 

well sandwiched in-between the east side of the rail line and the west side (left bank) of the 

Toporok River.  

 

➢ Km 4611: Platform 4611 (платформа 4611).  

 

➢ Km 4611: Cross the Zamzor River (река Замзор) – A little less than 400 meters south of the 

last platform, the train passes over this small river. It has its source about four kilometers due 

west at the confluence of the 25 kilometer-long Maliy Zamzor (река Малый Замзор) which 

flows down from the northwest, and the 30 kilometer-long Bolshoi Zamzor (река Большой 

Замзор) which originates due south. From the rail crossing, it only runs about 150 meters 

east until its confluence on the left bank of the Toporok.  

 

➢ Km 4615: Platform 4615 (платформа 4615) – About three houses to the east of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4616: Zagorye (платформа Загорье) – A very tiny village to the west of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 4620: Cross the Khudenkaya River (река Худенькая; “Thin River”) – This little stream 

begins some ten kilometers southwest of the tracks. From the rail crossing, it runs less then 

250 meters to its moutn on the left bank of the Toporok.  

 

➢ Km 4621: Platform 4621 (платформа 4621).  

 

➢ Km 4624: Bolotniy (платформа Болотный; “Swamp”).  

 

➢ Km 4629: Cross the Kamyshet River (река Камышет) – This tiny creek begins about 15 

kilometers southwest of the rail crossing. From here, it travels less then 500 meters until it 

merges into the left side of the Toporok.  

 

➢ Km 4630: Kamyshet (станция Камышет) – This little hamlet of 600 persons lies 

immediately to the west of the railroad and the Toporok River. Over the course of the next 

dozen kilometers south, the rail line makes a series of five relatively tight 180 degree “S” 

curves. Nothing spectacular, but some good photo ops.  

 

➢ Km 4636: Platform 4636 (платформа 4636).  

 

➢ Km 4640: Platform 4640 (платформа 4640).  

 

➢ Km 4643: Platform 4643 (платформа 4643).  

 

➢ Km 4644: Halfway Point to Vladivostok – The actual kilometer marker posts along the 

tracks continue to display the distance from Moscow to Vladivostok as 9,288. Divided by 
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KM 4649 Ukovskiy Waterfalls 

two, this is 4,644. Further down the line there is a station named Polovina (“Half”). It used to 

mark the halfway point, but the routing changed a long time ago and it’s no longer halfway.  

 

Starting from near Shelekhovo and Razgon, one could say that the train had entered the 

foothills of the Sayan Mountain Range (Саянского хребта). The Sayan are not one of the 

planet’s great mountain ranges, but they are big enough locally and are a natural dividing line 

for several large watersheds. They extend from south central Siberia to Northwestern 

Mongolia.  

 

The Sayan are divided into the Eastern and Western Ranges, with the eastern section 

commencing below Lake Baikal and above Mongolia’s Lake Khövsgöl (Mongolian: 

Хöвсгöл нуур) and running northwest nearly 1,000 kilometers towards the Yenisei River at 

Abakan in the Republic of Khakassiya.  

 

The Western Sayan can be said to be the most northern range of the Altai Mountains of 

Mongolia. Beginning above Kyzyl in Tuva, they extend approximately 600 kilometers 

southwest towards the region where Kazakhstan, Russia, and China come together. The 

Trans-Siberian’s route runs parallel to and north above the Eastern Sayan Mountains for the 

next several hundred kilometers – until Irkutsk and Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 4649: Uk (станция Ук) – This large 

village of approximately 1,750 persons is 

about equally divided into two halves, east-

west, by the railroad which runs north-

south through the middle of it. The 

population in the 1970s was over 7,000.  

 

Uk’s most well known sight is Ukovskiy 

Waterfall (Уковский водопад), it’s almost 

20 meters tall (65 feet) and located at the 

confluence of the Uda River (река Уда) 

and the Uk. It’s not the highest falls in 

Siberia, but it’s one of the most accessible.  

 

➢ Km 4651: Cross the Bolshoy Uk River 

(река Большой Ук) – The “Great” Uk has 

its sourcewaters about 25 kilometers to the northwest. After crossing the railroad line, it 

flows another 15 kilometers southeast until it joins the left bank of the Uda (река Уда) about 

15 kilometers north of Nizhneudinsk (Нижнеудинск; “Lower Udinsk”), a city the train 

reaches in a short while.  

 

Recall that the Uda is the name of the Chuna in its upper reaches. The Chuna is a 1,203 

kilometer-long north-flowing tributary that joins with the parallel-flowing 1,012 kilometer-

long Biryusa to form the Taseyeva that in turn flows into the left bank of the Angarsk, then 

the right bank of the Yenesei – then the Arctic Ocean. The train crosses the Uda a little 

further down the line.  
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➢ Km 4656: Platform 4656 (платформа 4656).  

 

➢ Km 4661: Mara (платформа Мара) – This little one-street village of less than 100 persons 

lies immediately to the west of the rail line and east of the Mara River (река Мара). The rail 

line reaches the Mara in short order.  

 

➢ Km 4663: Platform 4663 (платформа 4663).  

 

➢ Km 4667: Cross the Mara River (река Мара) – A little less than one kilometer north of, and 

before coming to the tiny settlement of Kuryat, the train crosses this river. It is about 20 

meters wide. Its source is 40 kilometers southwest of the rail line. From the rail crossing, it 

flows close to five kilometers northeast until it joins the left bank of the Uda River – which 

further downstream changes its name and becomes the Chuna River (река Чуна).  

 

Note that on some maps the final five kilometers of the Mara are listed as the Kamenka River 

(река Каменка). The Kamenka is also a 40 kilometer-long tributary that flows from the 

southwest. It joins the Mara shortly before passing under the rails here. Depending on which 

source river is a little longer, one could argue that it’s the Mara or the Kamenka the meets the 

Uda.  

 

➢ Km 4668: Kuryat (станция Курят; “Smoke”) – The village is perhaps 20 houses along the 

east side of the rail line. The village name is Kuryatiy (Куряты).  

 

➢ Km 4672: Cross the Kuryatiy River (река Куряты) – Almost immediately before reaching 

Platform Km 4672, the train passes over this small river. It begins, along with its twin the 

Bolshoy Kuryat (река Большой Курят), about 15 kilometers southwest. The two combine 

shortly before reaching the rail line, then continue approximately six kilometers northeast 

until merging into the left bank of the Uda.  

 

➢ Km 4672: Platform 4672 (платформа 4672) – The village on the east side of the line is also 

called Kuryatiy (Куряты) and the village to the west side is called Transovkhoz 

(Трансовхоз; “Through Soviet Collective Farm”).  

 

➢ Km 4675: Vagonnoye Depot (платформа Вагонное Депо; “Wagon Depot”) – A large rail 

maintenance yard shortly before reaching Nizhneudinsk.  

 

➢ Km 4677: Platform 4677 (платформа 4677) – A platform at the western end of town.  
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KM 4679: Nizhneudinsk Railway Station 

➢ Km 4678: Cross the Uvat River (река Уват) – This minor tributary has its source almost 30 

kilometers to the southwest. After passing under the tracks it flows five kilometers north 

where it joins the left bank of the Protoka Zastryanka (Протока Застрянка), a seven 

kilometer-long sidearm channel of the Uda River.  

 

➢ Km 4679: Nizhneudinsk (станция Нижнеудинск) – A small city of about 37,000 persons, 

most but not all of Nizhneudinsk stands on the left bank (west side) of the Uda River. The 

train line runs through the middle of the city. There is a small airport at the southeast end of 

the city less than three kilometers from the downtown rail station. Nizhneudinsk Airport 

(Аэропорт Нижнеудинск) handles commercial passenger flights throughout the region. 

Commuter planes and small jets are within the size limit for the 1,150 meter-long single lane 

runway.  

 

“Nizhne-udinsk” means “Lower 

Udinsk,” a reference to its location on 

the Uda River and in contrast to 

“Verkhne-udinsk” (Верхнеудинск; 

“Upper Udinsk”), another city formed 

at the mouth of another Uda River, a 

tributary of the Selenga. 

Verkhneudinsk reverted to its orginal 

name, Ulan-Udé (Улан-Удэ), some 

years ago. It is the lead city of the 

Buryat Republic which the train comes 

to in about 1,000 kilometers.  

 

There are two things of some interest 

available to travelers here. Hikers may 

be interested in an 18 kilometer excursion upstream along the Uda River to the 20 meter high 

Ukovskiy Waterfall (Водопад Уковский). Quite a bit further afield, ethnoculturalists may 

wish to venture out anywhere between 100 and 200 kilometers to Tofalaria (Тофаларии), 

home state of the Tofalars (Тофалары). It’s one of the smallest “nations” in Russia. The 

Tofalars are an indigenous people of the northern slopes of the Eastern Sayan Mountains. 

There are fewer than 1,000 of them living in the three villages of Alygdzher (Алыгджер), 

Upper Gutara (Верхняя Гутара), and Nerkha (Нерха), all in the Nizhneudinsk District 

(Нижнеудинского) of Irkutskya Oblast. 

 

Tofalars are a traditional central Asian, semi-nomadic people; their main occupations were 

hunting and fishing. They speak Tofalar, a Turkic language in the Altaic family, somewhat 

related to Tuvan and Uyghur. It is estimated that there are fewer than 375 persons who speak 

this language. Their traditional beliefs include animism and shamanism although most have 

been converted to Orthodox Christianity.  

 

➢ Km 4680: Cross the Muksut River (река Муксут) – This little creek originates a dozen 

kilometers southwest. From the rail crossing, it flows about two and one-half kilometers 

north to its mouth on the left bank of the Uda River.  
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➢ Km 4684: Ust-Rubakhino (платформа Усть-Рубахино; “Mouth of the Rubakhino”) – The 

village, which is called Rubakhina (Рубахинa), is sandwiched between the east side of the 

rail line and left bank (west side) of the Rubakhina River where it joins the left bank of the 

Uda. About 425 people live here.  

 

➢ Km 4685: Cross the Rubakhina River (река Рубахина) – Immediately north above the 

village of Melnitsa (Мельница; “Mill”), which is built along the left bank of the Rubakhina, 

the train crosses the approximately 20 meter-wide Rubakhina River. It’s a minor tributary of 

the Uda. From here, it flows north another 1,300 meters until its confluence at Ust-

Rubakhino. Following the river upstream leads close to 50 kilometers southwest to reach its 

source near the village of Telezhniy (Тележный).  

 

➢ Km 4686: Cross the Uda River (река Уда) –The 1,203 kilometer-long Uda has its origins 

very close to where the three regions of Irkutskaya Oblast, Krasnoyarsk Krai, and the Tuva 

Republic come together. It is an extremely remote and uninhabited area about 275 kilometers 

northeast of Kyzyl and 350 kilometers due east of Abakan in the far western section of the 

East Sayan Mountains. From its source in several small lakes, the river flows east, then north, 

approximately 500 serpentine kilometers until arriving at this crossing. It’s a little less than 

200 kilometers as the crow flies.  

 

The river’s flow is divided into the Upper Uda from its source to the village of Alygdzher 

(Алыгджер) and the Lower Uda from Alygdzher to the mouth where it changes to the 

Chuna. Alygdzher is one of the three Tofalar villages.  

 

From this rail crossing, the 250 meter-wide Uda River flows almost due north more than 200 

kilometers until it meets the Chuksha River (река Чукша) at the town of Chunskiy 

(Чунский). At that confluence the two rivers lose their names and become the Chuna (река 

Чуна). The Chuna then flows northwest more than 400 kilometers until it meets and merges 

with the 1,012 kilometer-long Biryusa (река Бирюса) to become the Taseyeva (река 

Тасеева) which flows another 120 kilometers before meeting the Angara River (река 

Ангара) at Kulakovo. Seventy kilometers west, at Strelka, the Angara in turn flows into the 

right bank of the Yenisei (река Енисей) which eventually flows to the Arctic Ocean’s Kara 

Sea.  

 

➢ Km 4687: Uda-2 (станция Уда-Два) – This fairly large village may be called either Uda-2 

or Vtoraya-Uda (Вторая-Уда; “Second Uda”). Its western edge is the right bank (east side) 

of the Uda River; its northern and eastern edges are the left bank (south and west sides) of the 

much smaller Mut River (река Мут). Uda-2 lies immediately to the north of the adjacent 

village of Shumskiy (Шумский) and this platform is sometimes referred to by that name.  

 

➢ Km 4688: Cross the Mut River (река Мут) – Another small tributary, about ten meters wide, 

this one is at the eastern edge of town just as the train passes through. This river terminates 

three kilometers north of this crossing when it joins the right bank of the Uda. Tracing it 

upstream leads more than 50 kilometers southeast to reach its source.  
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KM 4703: Khinguy Railway Station 

The Mut, like virtually all rivers, picks up innumerable lesser tributaries (приток) along its 

path. Three kilometers east of the rail crossing, the Mut is joined by two left tributaries of 

almost equal length and size: the Muksut (река Муксут; same name as left bank Muksut) 

and the Ain (река Аин). All three rivers originate about 50 kilometers to the southeast within 

six kilometers of one another.  

 

➢ Km 4692: Platform 4692 (платформа 4692).  

 

➢ Km 4694: Platform 4694 (платформа 4694).  

 

➢ Km 4695: Cross the Kirgituika River (река Киргитуйка) – This little river begins about a 

dozen kilometers northeast of the rail crossing. From here, it travels four kilometers west 

until it joins the right bank of the Mut, a minor tributary of the Uda. From this confluence, 

the Mut travels about eight kilometers northwest, passing under the rail line along the way, 

until it terminates on the right bank of the Uda.  

 

➢ Km 4696: Platform 4696 (платформа 4696).  

 

➢ Km 4703: Khinguy (станция Хингуй) – 

A small village of about 225 persons more 

or less equally divided on both sides of the 

rail line. Verkhniy Khinguy (Верхний 

Хингуй; “Upper Khinguy”) is five 

kilometers to the east.  

 

Both villages are named after the 

Khinguyka River (река Хингуйка). 

Starting about 15 kilometers southeast of 

Khinguy, the Khinguyka flows past 

Verkhniy Khinguy and continues north 

approximately 40 kilometers until it 

merges into the right bank of the Uda 

about three kilometers east of the little 

village of Ukar (Укар). Although the train 

does not pass over the Khinguyka, it comes within meters of its source at Platform Km 4721.  

 

➢ Km 4709: Platform 4709 (платформа 4709).  

 

➢ Km 4711: Platform 4711 (платформа 4711).  

 

➢ Km 4715: Kaduy (станция Кадуй) – A very small village of about 100 persons. Almost all 

of the houses are on the north side of the rail line. It’s a former station. The even smaller 

village of Kaduychik (Кадуйчик) is about three kilometers northeast.  

 

➢ Km 4721: Platform 4721 (платформа 4721).  
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➢ Km 4726: Khudoyelanskaya (станция Худоеланская) – The station is Khudoyelanskaya; 

the town is Khudoyelanskoye (Худоеланское) and it has a population of close to 1,900. The 

village is about equally divided into northern and southern halves by the railroad. The M53 

Baikal Highway runs along the northern edge of town.  

 

➢ Km 4733: Pobeda (платформа Победа; “Victory”) – A former platform, now dismantled.  

 

➢ Km 4737: Platform 4737 (платформа 4737) – The platform serves the village of Taliy 

Klyuch (Талый Ключ; “Melted Spring”). It has about 100 inhabitants is four kilometers 

southwest of the railroad tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4741: Vershina (платформа Вершина; “Top” or “Apex”) – All of this village of close 

to 500 residents is on the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4743: Sheberta (станция Шеберта) – This little village of some 625 persons is spread 

across both sides of the rails. About three kilometers south of Sheberta is the even smaller 

village of Marga (Марга).  

 

➢ Km 4746: Platform 4746 (платформа 4746).  

 

➢ Km 4752: Varyag (платформа Варяг) – A couple of houses on the north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4760: Yuzhniy Kaduy and Severniy Kaduy (Южный Кадуй и Северный Кадуй; 

“South and North Kaduy”) – Both of these little villages are some four kilometers to the 

north. They are divided by the Kaduy River (река Кадуй) which begins 75 kilometers to the 

northwest. From the twin villages, the Kaduy flows southeast ten kilometers, crosses under 

the railroad, then terminates by merging into the Kurzanka River (река Курэанка). The train 

crosses the Kurzanka a few kilometers further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 4763: Budagovo (станция Будагово) – Most of this village of some 1,275 inhabitants is 

to the south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 4768: Platform 4768 (платформа 4768) – This platform serves the adjacent village of 

Traktovo-Kurzan (Трактово-Курзан). It has close to 200 residents.  

 

➢ Km 4769: Cross the Kaduy River (река Кадуй) – The Kaduy, mentioned a few kilometers 

ago, begins approximately 85 kilometers to the northwest. From the rail crossing, it only runs 

about 500 meters until it joins the left bank of the Kurzanka.  

 

➢ Km 4777: Utai (станция Утай) – A small village of close to 500 residents that mostly runs 

along the north side of the rail line and the Kurzanka River.  

 

➢ Km 4781: Platform 4781 (платформа 4781).  

 

➢ Km 4784: Platform 4784 (платформа 4784) – The settlement is known as Maliy Utaichik 

(Малый Утайчик).  
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KM 4791: Cross the Kurzanka River 

 

➢ Km 4786: Kotik (станция Котик; “Kitten”) – This fairly large village is on the north side of 

the rails.  

 

➢ Km 4790: Kirovo (платформа Кирово) – The platform is Kirovo; the village is Zausayevo 

(Заусаево). It has about 250 persons is sandwiched between the south side of the railroad and 

the north side (left bank) of the Kurzanka River.  

 

➢ Km 4791: Cross the Kurzanka River 

(река Курзанка) – This small 15-20 

meter-wide river has its source in the East 

Sayan foothills about 80 kilometers 

southwest. It follows along the south side 

of the rail line quite closely for about 20 

kilometers from Traktovo-Kurzan to this 

crossing. From here, it continues another 

15 kilometers east until it merges into the 

left bank of the Iya River (река Ия) at 

Innokentevskiy (Иннокентьевский; 

named for St. Innocent). The train crosses 

the Iya after it passes through Tulun 

(Тулун).  

 

➢ Km 4794: Branch Line South – A freight 

spur begins shortly before Tulun Station and runs west, south, then east, a total of 60 

kilometers to an ernormous open-cast coal mine about 35 kilometers southwest of Tulun as 

the crow flies. The final station is Algatui (Алгатуй) which, along with the nearby river, is 

named after a legendary Buryat hunter Algata. The town has a population of approximately 

2,000, most of who work for the Algatuya Mugunskiy Coal Mine (Алгатуя Мугунский 

угольный разрез).  
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KM 4795: Tulun Railway Station 

➢ Km 4795: Tulun (станция Тулун) – A two minute stop on most Trans-Siberian trains. 

Tulun is an important transit point; it was on the Moscow Trakt from 1762 and the Trans-

Siberian Railway from its construction in 1897. It’s a medium-sized city of approximately 

45,000 persons. A good part of the city 

lies along the left bank (west side) of 

the Iya River (река Ия). Its main 

industry for many years was coal – the 

area is rich with coal deposits. 

Unfortunately for local residents, most 

mines were so-called “brown” coal, or 

lignite. Many of them have closed due 

to environmental considerations.  

 

In addition to the Trans-Siberian train 

line running through town, the 1,860 

kilometer-long M53 Novosibirsk-

Irkutsk Highway does so as well. It’s 

also the starting point of the 225 

kilometer P419 highway north to 

Bratsk (Братск), which continues from 

there another 350 kilometers northeast to Ust-Kut (Усть-Кут).  

 

➢ Km 4800: Prigorodnaya (платформа Пригородная).  

 

➢ Km 4801: Cross the Iya River (река Ия) – The Iya is a 486 kilometer-long tributary of the 

Oka (река Ока). In the area near this crossing, it is approximately 150 meters across. It is 

forded by a twin set of two-truss bridges.  

 

The Iya’s source waters begin more than 200 kilometers south on the northern slopes of the 

central East Sayan Mountains, above the northernmost tip of Mongolia and almost exactly 

where the regions of Irkutskaya Oblast and the Republics of Tuva come together. That’s 

about 350 kilometers northeast of Kyzyl and 350 kilometers west of Irkutsk. From this rail 

crossing on the outskirts of Tulun, the Iya flows northeast close to 300 kilometers until it 

joins the left bank of the Oka River at the southern end of the great Bratsk Reservoir about 

100 kilometers south of the Bratsk Dam at Bratsk. The Oka is a 630 kilometer-long left 

tributary of the Angara – the train crosses them both in due time.  

 

➢ Km 4802: Platform 4802 (платформа 4802).  

 

➢ Km 4807: Nyura (станция Нюра) – Nyura’s a large town, almost equal in size to Tulun, but 

it’s on the opposite side of the Iya River, i.e., on the east side which is the right bank. The 

little rail station is on the extreme eastern end of town, only a little further and the train is out 

of town.  

 

➢ Km 4811: Platform 4811 (платформа 4811).  
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➢ Km 4816: Azey (станция Азей) – There is a little village at the station almost entirely on 

the north side of the rail tracks and there is another, also called Azey, seven kilometers to the 

south. The official population of Azey is close to 700, but that does not include the many 

more persons living and working in the adjacent little villages like Listvyanka (Листвянка). 

The two are at the center of a vast field of coal mines: “Azeyskiy” field (Угольный разрез 

Азейский) on one side and the “South” (Участок горных работ Южный) mining site is on 

the other. Many more large open-air mines are visible as well as drainage ponds and some 

“mountains” of tailings. All of this is visible from the train as it passes through. There are 

innumerable short spur lines in all directions for the purpose of loading coal.  

 

➢ Km 4817: Branch Line South – One of the larger of many spurs turns right (south) here and 

travels more than 30 kilometers south, west and north. It is a single-track freight line with 

multiple branches used to service the “South” mine production.  

 

➢ Km 4820: Platform 4820 (платформа 4820).  

 

➢ Km 4822: Cross the Azeyka River (река Азейка) – The Azeyka is a tiny tributary that 

begins about five kilometers northeast of the rail crossing. From here it runs northwest less 

than five kilometers until it joins the right bank of the northwest-flowing Azey River (река 

Азей). This latter small river has traveled approximately 30 kilometers from a tiny source 

creek and the Azey Reservoir (Водохранилище азей) to reach to this confluence. From here, 

it flows 15 additional kilometers northwest through the coal fields where it is diverted for 

coal-washing and drainage ponds. It ends with its mouth on the right bank of the Iya River 

near Km 4802 at the eastern end of Tulun.  

 

➢ Km 4824: Platform 4824 (платформа 4824).  

 

➢ Km 4827: Shuba (станция Шуба; “Fur Coat”) – The small village of Shuba is to the south 

of the tracks. The slightly larger village of Sheragul (Шерагул) is on the north side.  

 

➢ Km 4829: Cross the Sheragul River (река Шерагул) – This small tributary begins close to 

20 kilometers northeast of the rail crossing. From here, it flows approximately 500 meters 

south to its junction with the right bank of the Azey.  

 

➢ Km 4832: Platform 4832 (платформа 4832).  

 

➢ Km 4837: Sheragul (станция Шерагул) – The station name is Sheragul; the village is 

Novotroitsk (Новотроицк; “New Trinity”. There are two streets of this little hamlet that lie 

along the north of the rail and one street runs along the south side.  

 

➢ Km 4846: Tulyushka (станция Тулюшка) – This little village of approximately 1,200 

persons is mostly south of the rail line and west of the Ili River (река Или).  

 

➢ Km 4847: Platform 4847 (платформа 4847).  
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➢ Km 4848: Cross the Ili River (река Или) – This river, not to be confused with the 1,439 

kilometer-long Ili of southeastern Kazakhstan and northwestern China, begins less than ten 

kilometers north. Its waters are of such quality that it is dammed, dammed, and dammed 

again for drinking water and farm irrigation. Throughout its south-flowing course of some 50 

kilometers, there are a series of small dams creating over a dozen long and narrow bodies of 

water all called “Ili Reservoir” (Водохранилище или). They range in length from one to five 

kilometers. They are never wider than about 250 meters.  

 

After passing under the rail line here, the Ili flows southeast some 20 kilometers to the 

village of Aleksandro-Nevskaya (Александро-Невская станция; “Alexander Nevskiy 

Station”); from there it continues another 15 kilometers to Ili (Или); then it’s another 15 to 

its confluence on the left bank of the Kimiltey River (река Кимильтей). The Kimiltey is a 

left tributary of the 630 kilometer-long Oka. The train crosses over both of these rivers a bit 

further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 4853: Platform 4853 (платформа 4853).  

 

➢ Km 4856: Mingatui (станция Мингатуй) – This very small village of about 160 persons is 

adjacent to the north side of the tracks. Another small village, Tobino (Тобино), is less than 

three kilometers to the north.  

 

➢ Km 4863: Platform 4863 (платформа 4863).  

 

➢ Km 4870: Platform 4870 (платформа 4870).  

 

➢ Km 4874: Kuitun (станция Куйтун) – A town of about 10,000 inhabitants. Roughly half the 

town sits on both sides of the rail line; the other half is about two kilometers north and 

extends to both sides of the M53 Highway.  

 

➢ Km 4882: Platform 4882 (платформа 4882).  

 

➢ Km 4888: Kharik (станция Харик) – A village of 1,200 persons divided about equally on 

both sides of the tracks. The much smaller village of Listvyanka (Листвянка) is five 

kilometers east. It’s located on the M53 Baikal Highway.  

 

➢ Km 4895: Platform 4895 (платформа 4895) – The platform serves the adjacent tiny village 

of Sadoviy (Садовый; “Garden”).  

 

➢ Km 4899: Platform 4899 (платформа 4899).  

 

➢ Km 4906: Kimiltei (станция Кимильтей) – The little station village on the west side of the 

tracks is Kimiltei; the even smaller village on the east side is Elnik (Ельник; “Spruce”); and 

the equally small village of Feofanovsk (Феофановск) is one kilometer southeast. It’s a little 

hard to believe, but a recent census put Kimiltei’s population at 1,850. Maybe that’s for all 

three villages?  
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➢ Km 4907: Branch Line South – A very short spur line diverges here and runs less than three 

kilometers along the left bank (north side) of the Kimiltei River (река Кимильтей) to the 

small village of Karymsk (Карымск).  

 

➢ Km 4908: Cross the Kimiltei River (река Кимильтей) – The Kimiltei originates over 80 

kilometers due west. From the rail crossing, it runs downstream east and then northeast 20 

kilometers, passing the village of Kimiltei (Кимильтей) about halfway, until it merges with 

the left bank of a ten kilometer-long sidearm channel of the 630 kilometer-long Oka River 

near the village of Bargadai (Баргадай). The train crosses the Oka a little further down the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4909: Platform 4909 (платформа 4909).  

 

➢ Km 4911: Platform 4911 (платформа 4911).  

 

➢ Km 4918: Branch Line South – This ten kilometer-long branch runs southwest to a classified 

military compound. It appears to be a storage facility. Neither the compound nor its name 

appear on any maps.  

 

➢ Km 4920: Perevoz (станция Перевоз; “Transportation”) – A tiny village with some 

enormous industrial infrastructure.  

 

➢ Km 4921: Platform 4921 (платформа 4921) – A short spur develops here and travels along 

several dozen short lines throughout an industrial processing facility. No lines are longer than 

seven kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 4925: Platform 4925 (платформа 4925).  

 

➢ Km 4926: Platform 4926 (платформа 4926).  

 

➢ Km 4927: Platform 4927 (платформа 4927).  

 

➢ Km 4930: Cross the Ukhtuika River (река Ухтуйка) – This minor tributary has its source 

approximately a dozen kilometers to the northwest. From the tracks, it flows five kilometers 

southeast through the village of Ukhtui (Ухтуй) to its confluence on the left bank of the Oka.  

 

➢ Km 4931: Chelyaba (Челяба) and Uslon (Услон) – The tiny village of Chelyaba is about 

three kilometers west while the slightly larger village of Uslon is five kilometers west.  

 

➢ Km4933: Cross the Timan River (река Тиман) – The Timan’s source waters originate about 

ten kilometers northwest. From the rail crossing, the river runs southeast only three 

kilometers until its junction on the left bank of the Oka River.  

 

➢ Km 4934: Zima (станция Зима; “Winter”) – This is a small industrial town of about 32,500 

persons. Its industries include the usual concrete plants and sawmills, but the city also hosts 
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KM 4934: Zima Railway Station 

the Poultry Farm “Oka” (Птицефабрика Окинская), one of the largest producers of eggs, 

poultry, grain, livestock products (milk, meat) in the country.  

 

The north-south running railway line 

effectively divides the city into east and 

west halves, but all of the city is on the left 

bank (west side) of the Oka River 

immediately north of its confluence with 

the 207 kilometer-long Zima River (река 

Зима). Much of the land to the Oka’s east 

is a great flood plain and not inhabitable.  

 

The Zima joins the left bank of the Oka at 

the southern end of the city, less than three 

kilometers south of the rail bridge over the 

Oka – thus the railroad does not cross the 

Zima. It begins close to 175 kilometers 

southwest of the city in the central Eastern 

Sayan Mountains at the confluence of the 

Belaya Zima (река Белая Зима; “White Winter”) and Chernaya Zima (река Черная Зима; 

“Black Winter”) Rivers. The Belaya Zima can be traced an additional 25 kilometers 

southwest to its source waters; likewise the Chernaya Zima originates some 25 kilometers to 

the south of the Belaya-Chernaya confluence.  

 

➢ Km 4937: Cross the Oka River (река Ока) – The Oka is very wide in this region, a little over 

300 meters across where the train crosses it. The bridge is a double set of five spans with a 

length of 500 meters. In fact, this particular crossing is one of the few places where it was 

possible to build only one bridge rather than a series of bridges. To the south and north, the 

river is highly channelized and in many places there are two, three, or even four distinct 

rivers; all large.  

 

The Oka has its source more than 300 kilometers south in the eastern section of the East 

Sayan Mountains in Buryatiya. The exact place is a small lake about 20 kilometers due north 

of Mönkh Saridag (Мунку Сардык), the highest peak of the Sayans at 3,491 meters (11,453 

feet) and poised exactly on the Russia-Mongolia border. With reference to another natural 

landmark, the Oka’s source is directly above the Mongolian border about 35 kilometers north 

of Khövsgöl nuur – Khövsgöl Lake. At 35 kilometers wide and 125 kilometers long, it is 

Mongolia’s largest lake. Exceptionally clear and deep, it is one of Mongolia’s most beautiful 

sights. It is considered a little “sister” to Russia’s Lake Baikal.  

 

From Zima, the 630 kilometer-long Oka River flows more or less due north some 325 

kilometers joining the Bratsk Reservoir (Братское водохранилище) near the tiny village of 

Omskiy (Омский), which is about 100 kilometers south of the Bratsk Dam. Before the 

flooding of the reservoir behind the dam, the Oka joined the left bank of the Angara River 

about 75 kilometers north of this point.  
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Tyret Rock Salt 
Sodium chloride, also known as salt, common salt, 
or table salt, is a crystaline mineral with the 
molecular formula NaCl. Sodium chloride is the salt 
most responsible for the salinity of the ocean. Salt is 
commercially available through the evaporation of 
seawater, brine wells, salt lakes, or by mining rock 
salt, called halite. Rock salts may be slightly grayish 
in color because of mineral content. Salt flavor is 
one of the four basic tastes, making salt one of the 
oldest, most important food seasonings and an 
important method of food preservation.  

➢ Km 4939: Oka (платформа Ока) – A few buildings on both sides of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 4942: Chirkino (платформа Чиркино) – A few buildings west of the rails. The small 

Oka right bank town of Pokrovka (Покровка) is two kilometers west and the slightly larger 

village of Nizhnechirkina (Нижний Чиркина; “Lower Chirkina”) is three kilometers 

northeast.  

 

➢ Km 4943: Cross the Kharagun River (река Харагун) – This minor tributary begins about ten 

kilometers due south. From its source to here, it parallels the east side of the rail line. After 

passing under the tracks, it travels only two kilometers west where it merges into the right 

bank of one of the many side channels of the Oka.  

 

➢ Km 4946: Kharagun (платформа 

Харагун).  

 

➢ Km 4955: Gryaznaya Pad (платформа 

Грязная падь). The tiny village of 

Nagishkina (Нагишкина) is about six 

kilometers northwest.  

 

➢ Km 4958: Delyur (станция Делюр) – A 

little collection of farmsteads, maybe 20, 

on both sides of the tracks. About two 

kilometers southwest is the miniscule 

hamlet of Shcheglaeva (Щеглоева).  

 

➢ Km 4969: Tyret (станция Тыреть) – The 

station name is Tyret. It serves the 

surrounding industrial community of 4,650 

persons now called Tyret-1 (станция 

Тыреть-Первая); and the original village, 

which is six kilometers north. That 

community has about 3,850 residents and 

is called Tyret-2 (Тыреть-Вторая).  

 

Tyret is the location of one of the most 

famous salt mines in all of Russia, 

“Tyretskogo Salt Mine” (Тыретского 

солерудника). More than 400 meters 

beneath the ground under Tyret is a labyrinth of tens of kilometers of tunnels that are used to 

extract some of the finest and most transparent crystals of pure rock salt ever found. The 

discovery was recent; mining did not begin here until 1969. It is estimated that there are 

about 1.5 billion tons of reserves available to be mined. At the current rate of extraction of 

two million tons per year, the mines should last for at least 700 years. A four kilometer-long 

spur loop runs there starting just after Tyret-1 Station.  
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The Bratsk Dam & Reservoir 
(Братское плотины и водохранилище) 

Bratsk (Брaтск) is a city of some 250,000 persons 
located about 25 kilometers south of the Bratsk 
Hydroelectric Dam. Construction of the dam began in 
1954 and was completed in 1967. It is one of the largest 
dams in the world with a height of 125 meters and a 
length of 924 meters. The Baikal Amur Mainline (BAM) 
railroad runs along the top of the dam. At the time it 
was created, the reservoir was the largest artificial lake in 
the world. It has a surface area of 5,470 square 
kilometers (2,110 square miles). The dam and power 
plant are considered among the greatest engineering 
feats of the 20th Century.  

➢ Km 4970: Cross the Unga River (река Унга) – Traveling south, as the train is exiting the 

town, it passes over a small lake which is actually a tributary of the Angara. The Unga begins 

about 25 kilometers southwest of the rail crossing. From here, after the crossing, it flows 

approximately 45 kilometers northeast until Nukutiy (Нукуты) where it joins one of the 

massive “arms” of the Angara that grew when the Bratsk Dam and Reservoir were created. 

Prior to the flooding of the Angara caused by the Bratsk Dam, the Unga would have had its 

confluence on the left bank of the 

Angara 40 kilometers further east.  

 

➢ Km 4971: Platform 4971 (платформа 

4971).  

 

➢ Km 4979: Khalyarta (платформа 

Халярта) – About two houses on each 

side of the rail line. The village name 

is Khalyartiy (Халиарты).  

 

➢ Km 4988: Branch Line North – This 

primarily freight spur runs 25 

kilometers northeast, following along 

the Zalari River (река Залари), until it 

reaches Novonukutskiy 

(Новонукутский), a town of about 

4,000 persons many of whom are 

employed at the Nukutskiy Gypsum 

Quarry (Нукутский гипсовый 

карьер). Stations, platforms, or towns 

along the way include: Bazhir (Бажир) 

→ Krasnoye Pole (Красное Поле; 

“Red Field”) → Tselinniy (Целинный; 

“Virgin”) → Unkurlik (Ункурлик) → 

Naimodai (Наймодай) → Zarechniy 

(Заречный) → and Gipsovaya 

Stantsiya (станция Гипсовая; 

“Gypsum Station”), which serves the 

villages of Novonukutskiy and Tatkhal-Ongoi (Татхал-Онгой).  

 

➢ Km 4989: Zalari (станция Залари) – Zalari is a mid-sized town of about 9,500 persons. A 

small section of Zalari is north of the rail line, but most of the town is to the south. All the 

town is west (left bank) of the Zalari River (река Залари), a small river the train soon 

crosses.  
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➢ Km 4990: Cross the Zalari River (река Залари) – About a kilometer and a half east after 

passing Zalari Rail Station, the train crosses over this small north-flowing river. Its origins 

are about 50 kilometers to the southwest, near the village of Murui (Муруй). From the town 

of Zalari, the river first flows two kilometers north where it’s joined by the 12 kilometer-long 

Bazhir River (река Бажир). From there, the Zalari continues northeast approximately 30 

kilometers where it joins the Gulf of Unginskiy (Унгинский залив) which is the largest 

southwesternmost arm of the Bratsk Reservoir. The confluence is three kilometers west of 

the village of Nukutiy (Нукуты). Technically, the Zalari is a minor left tributary of the 

Angara.  

 

➢ Km 5000: Platform 5000 (платформа 5000). A nice round number; nothing else here.  

 

➢ Km 5005: Khotkhor (станция Хотхор) – There’s a handful of houses scattered around the 

tracks. The closest village, which is quite small, is one kilometer east and called Vladimir 

(Владимир; lit., “Ruler of the World”). The tiny village of Goryachiy Klyuch (Горячий 

Ключ; “Hot Springs”) is two kilometers north.  

 

The Khotkhor River’s (река Хотхор) source is two kilometers southwest. It follows the east 

side of the rail line a dozen kilometers north from here until it joins the right bank of the 

Zalari River two kilometers south of Zalari Village and the Zalari River rail crossing.  

 

➢ Km 5008: Cross the Irkutskaya – Ust-Orda Buryat Okrug Border – From 1937 until 1993, 

this region was called the Ust-Orda Buryat Autonomous Okrug (Усть-Ордынский 

Бурятский автономный округ). From 1993 to 2008, it was a federal subject of Russia. After 

a plebiscite in 2006, the region merged with Irkutsk Oblast and as of January 1, 2008, it 

became known as Ust-Orda Buryat Okrug (Усть-Ордынский Бурятский округ), an 

administrative division of Irkutsk Oblast.  

 

Although the changes may seem technical, for the next 30 kilometers of the Trans-Siberian 

Railway, it constitutes a special region for the Ust-Orda Buryats who are closely related to 

the Buryats of Buryatiya and Mongolia, but speak a different dialect. The region spans both 

sides of the Angara River roughly about midway between Irkutsk and Bratsk. Most of it is 

located several hundred kilometers west of Lake Baikal.  

 

The region has a total area of just over 22,000 square kilometers (8,550 square miles) which 

is roughly the size of New Jersey. The population is approximately 125,000 persons, about 

40 percent of whom are ethnic Buryat. The administrative capital is Ust-Ordinskiy (Усть-

Ордынский) which is 150 kilometers southeast of Kutulik or 70 kilometers northeast of 

Irkutsk. The population of Ust-Ordinskiy is about 15,000.  

 

➢ Km 5010: Platform 5010 (платформа 5010).  

 

➢ Km 5011: Golovinskaya (станция Головинская) – Golovinskaya is the rail station; 

Golovinskoye (Головинское) is the town. Its one long street runs parallel along the west side 

of the tracks for more than one kilometer.  
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Ust-Orda Buryat Surkhaban 
The annual Surkhaban Festival displays the three 
traditional sports of most importance to Mongolian 
culture: archery, wrestling, and horseback riding. 
Photo of Balzhinima Tsyrempilov by Arkady Zarubin. 

➢ Km 5012: Branch Line West – Less then 300 meters south after passing the Golovinskaya 

Station a minor single-track spur runs off to the right. It travels six kilometers west, then 

north to the village of Zanina (Занина). It’s a highly technical, advanced research and 

development village with a large secured adjacent cantonment to the north. It does not appear 

on any maps.  

 

➢ Km 5013: Cross the Kutulik River (река Кутулик) – This minor tributary begins a few 

meters on the west side of the rail line. After passing under the tracks, it flows southeast 

alongside the east side of the tracks about 20 kilometers until it crosses them again just south 

of Zabitui (Забитуй). Within 400 meters thereafter, the river merges into the left bank of the 

Notiy River (река Ноты), a tributary of the Angara. The train passes over the Notiy close to 

this same junction and we’ll discuss the Notiy at that time.  

 

➢ Km 5017: Khartovskaya (платформа Хaртовская) – There are several small villages here: 

Khartovskaya to the west, which runs parallel to the rail line; Shulgina (Шульгина) to the 

east, which runs parallel to the local road which runs parallel to the M53 Baikal Highway; 

and Maliy Kutulik (Малый Кутулик), which is four kilometers east. All are little one-street 

villages.  

 

➢ Km 5021: Kutulik (станция Кутулик) – A village of some 4,900 persons, most of which is 

to the east side of the rails. Kutulik is the largest railway station within the Ust-Orda Buryat 

Okrug (Усть-Ордынский Бурятский округ), a wholly-surrounded administrative territorial 

enclave within Irkutsk Oblast.  

 

The most well-known event in the Ust-

Orda Buryat calendar is Surkhaban 

(Сурхарбан), an annual festival held 

the first Sunday of July. It’s similar to 

the Naadam (Наадам), a major sports 

festival held every summer (mid-July) 

in Ulaan Baatar, Mongolia. The 

festivals are a celebration of the 

traditional “Three Mens’ Games” 

(Тремя мужскими играми): archery, 

wrestling, and horse-racing. In 

Buryat/Mongolian, it’s called Eryn 

gurban naadam (Mongolian/Buryat: 

Эрын гурбан наадан; Russian: Три 

игры мужей; English: “Three Mens’ 

Games”).  

 

➢ Km 5023: Raipotrebsoyuz (платформа 

Райпотребсоюз).  

 

➢ Km 5026: Zolotukhino (платформа Золотухино).  
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KM 5046: Osintseva  

➢ Km 5032: Zabitui (станция Забитуй) – Most of this village of 1,500 inhabitants lies to the 

west of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 5035: Cross the Kutulik River (река Кутулик) – The train passes over the Kutulik for 

the second time. In 200 meters south it joins the left bank of the Notiy River.  

 

➢ Km 5036: Cross the Notiy River (река Ноты) – This minor tributary has its source about 20 

kilometers southwest near the small village of Ideal (Идеал). From the rail crossing, it 

meanders close to 60 kilometers, essentially due east, until it joins the left bank of the Angara 

River about 15 kilometers north of Svirsk (Свирск).  

 

➢ Km 5037: Notiy (платформа Ноты).  

 

➢ Km 5038: Cross the Ust-Orda Buryat Okrug – Irkutskaya Border – Here the train leaves the 

Buryat Okrug and re-enters Irkutsk Oblast. Under the 2008 merger, the train never really left 

Irkutskaya Oblast, although it did cross through a special administrative division within it.  

 

➢ Km 5041: Traktoviy (платформа Трактовый) – The platform serves the little villages of 

Traktovaya (Трактовая) on the west side of the tracks and Kirzavod (Кирзавод) on the east 

side.  

 

➢ Km 5046: Osintseva (платформа 

Осинцево).  

 

➢ Km 5049: Zhargon (станция Жаргон) – 

A small village with two streets north of 

the tracks and one to the south. The 

slightly larger village of Rysevo 

(Рысьево) is two kilometers northwest.  

 

➢ Km 5052: Zapadniy Pereezd (платформа 

Западный Переезд; “West Crossing 

Point”).  

 

➢ Km 5053: Depot (платформа Депо).  

 

➢ Km 5055: Cheremkhovo (станция Черемхово) – Although this fairly large town of some 

52,000 persons originally developed along the Cheremshanka River (река Черемшанка), a 

minor Angara tributary, it didn’t really grow until 1896 when its first coal field was mined. 

That, plus the Trans-Siberian Railroad in 1897, was responsible for the town’s progress. It’s 

still a coal mining town today and there are vast open-pit coal mines surrounding the city in 

all directions.  

 

➢ Km 5056: Cheremkhovskiy Most (платформа Черемховский Мост; “Cheremkhovskiy 

Bridge”).  
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➢ Km 5056: Cross the Cheremshanka River (река Черемшанка) – This small river originates 

less than five kilometers to the west. From the rail crossing it runs just under 20 kilometers 

east to its mouth on the left bank of the Angara River one kilometer north of the spur line rail 

station of Makaryevo (Макарьево) Rail Station at the port town of Svirsk.  

 

➢ Km 5057: Branch Lines East – This coal freight line diverts to the east and first travels about 

three kilometers where it splits. The left fork runs north six kilometers to Shakhterskiy 

Village (Шахтерский; “Mining”) where it splits again. One-half runs northwest 25 

kilometers, almost back to Zabitui, and a great coal mine there. The right fork heads 

northeast ten kilometers past the village of Dachi Safronovskie (Дачи Сафроновские) and to 

Pozdeyeva (Поздеева), site of one of the largest open-air coal mines in the world.  

 

A second spur from Cheremkhovo runs due east 20 kilometers, following the Cheremshanka 

River the entire way, to Makaryevo Station (станция Макарьево) at the port of Svirsk on the 

left bank of the Angara River. Finally, a third line travels south ten kilometers and links up 

with the main line one kilometer north above Kasyanovka (Касьяновка).  

 

➢ Km 5058: Platform 5058 (платформа 5058).  

 

➢ Km 5061: Grishevo (станция Гришево) – A highly industrialized small city; it’s more a 

suburb of Cheremkhovo than an independent village. It’s mostly on the east side of the tracks 

and there’s a large coal mine on the west side.  

 

➢ Km 5066: Branch Lines East and West – Two lines veer off from here. One runs northeast 

ten kilometers and connects to the spur to Makaryevo Station at Svirsk on the Angara. The 

second loops around a little under ten kilometers west to the coal town of Alekhino 

(Алешино) and the coal mines there.  

 

➢ Km 5067: Kasyanovka (станция Касьяновка) – A tiny little village whose station serves, in 

addition to other nearby villages, the village of Petrovka (Петровка), about three kilometers 

east of the tracks, and Parshevnikova (Паршевникова), which is about two kilometers south,  

 

➢ Km 5068: Platform 5068 (платформа 5068).  

 

➢ Km 5070: Vostochnaya (платформа Восточная; “East”).  

 

➢ Km 5074: Vitukh (платформа Витух) – About half a dozen farmsteads along the east side 

of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 5076: Cherepanovka (платформа Черепановка) – The tiny village of Khudorozhkina 

(Худорожкина) is one kilometer west.  

 

➢ Km 5081: Polovina (станция Половина; “Half”) – The town’s name is Mikhaylovka 

(Михайловка); it has about 7,800 residents. The station was originally named Polovina for 

its location at the halfway point between Moscow and Vladivostok. Various route changes 

have taken away this claim. At one time, trains coming from Moscow ran through 
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KM 5081: Polovina Railway Station 

Chelyabinsk in the southern Urals 

instead of more northerly and central 

Yekaterinburg today. In addition, 

trains on the route east to Vladivostok 

used to cut across Chinese Manchuria 

though Harbin, rather than over China 

via Khabarovsk, which saved some 

hundreds of kilometers. It’s still 

possible to follow that earlier, shorter 

route, although it will involve 

changing trains a number of times and 

additional visas. Today, Polovina is 

about 400 kilometers east of the 

halfway point which is at Km 4644 

(9288 / 2 = 4644).  

 

➢ Km 5088: Zaimka (платформа Заимка).  

 

➢ Km 5093: Tkachenko (платформа Ткаченко).  

 

➢ Km 5097: Branch Line North – This short spur of seven kilometers leads northeast to the 

village of Sredniy (Средний; “Average”) and the Belaya Air Base (Белая авиабаза), a large, 

strategic, Russian Air Force facility. It is also sometimes called “Sredniy” after the nearby 

village. Ever since the 1950s, Belaya AB has been tasked with a long-range nuclear bomber 

group. Satellite imagery shows over three dozen Tupolev Tu-22M bombers visible on 

revetments.  

 

➢ Km 5098: Belaya (станция Белая; “White”) – The station is named for the Great White 

River which the train soon crosses. The town’s name is Taiturka (Тайтурка); it has almost 

5,000 inhabitants. Taiturka is one of a handful of towns that grew up along the north shore 

(left bank) of the Belaya River. Four kilometers northeast is Sredniy; Novomaltinsk 

(Новомальтинск) is five kilometers east; and three more kilometers east is Badai (Бадай).  

 

➢ Km 5098: Branch Line West – This little spur runs only five kilometers through the village 

of Zavodskaya (Заводская) to the village of Novomaltinsk. It’s a port on the Bolshaya 

Belaya River.  
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Venus Maltinskaya 
A total of 29 statues or partial statues 
have been excavated at the Malta 
Paleolithic Village site by archeologists. 
All except two were carved in 
mammoth tusk; the other two are 
reindeer antler. They range in size from 
31 to 136 millimeters with the average 
height being 72 mm. All have carved 
faces; some have carved hair, breasts, 
arms and legs, and public areas. A 
number have a small pin hole drilled in 
the base so that a string could be 
inserted and the figurine worn as a 
pendant. Unfortunately, they can’t be 
seen in Malta – they are kept at the 
Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg.  

➢ Km 5099: Cross the Bolshaya Belaya River (река Большая Белая) – The 359 kilometer-

long Great White River is a substantial Angara tributary. It originates about 325 kilometers 

southwest of Belaya in the eastern section of the East Sayan Mountains, about 100 kilometers 

due north of Lake Khövsgöl in Mongolia. From its junction here with the railroad, it flows 

approximately 25 kilometers northeast (12 as the crow flies) until its confluence on the left 

bank of the Angara River about five kilometers 

northeast of Badai. At this crossing, the river is about 

225 meters wide.  

 

➢ Km 5100: Platform 5100 (платформа 5100) – A 

nice-sized dacha village lies between this platform 

and the river.  

 

➢ Km 5104: Malta (станция Мальта) – A fairly large 

town on the right bank (south side) of the Bolshaya 

Belaya River. Malta is well-known for two things: its 

Paleolithic Era Village discovery and its mineral 

springs.  

 

In 1928, a peasant digging in his fields discovered a 

huge mammoth bone; this led to the discovery of a 

series of more than 15 homes built along the Belaya 

River. The dwellings had walls and frames made of 

mammoth bones, the roofs had been covered in 

animal skins, and the foundations were made of 

smaller bones. Various stone and flint tools were also 

found. Most unusually, a number of pieces of art were 

also uncovered. Small figurines of ivory (reindeer 

antler or mammoth tusk) carved in the shape of birds, 

and other animals – and several dozen women. The 

latter are known as “Venus Maltinskaya” 

(Мальтинские венеры).  

 

Radiocarbon dating placed the age of the village at 

about 15,000 years ago. It’s one of the best examples 

of a paleolithic village ever discovered.  

 

The town’s other attraction is its mineral water. It is 

bottled under the name “Maltinskaya” 

(Мальтинская). The water is also used with mud 

from Lake Malta (озера Мальта) in treatments 

available at one of the city’s best known “Sanatoria” 

(Санаторий Мальтинский).  
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View of Angarsk over the Angara River 

➢ Km 5106: Cross the Maltinka River (река Мальтинка) – This little stream begins in some 

swampy lowands about ten kilometers south of the rail crossing. After passing under the 

tracks, it flows almost three kilometers until its mouth on the right bank of the Belaya.  

 

➢ Km 5109: Maltinka (платформа Мальтинка) – The suburban village of Belorechenskiy 

(Белореченский) is two kilometers west.  

 

➢ Km 5111: Luzhki (платформа Лужки; “Meadows”).  

 

➢ Km 5114: Zelyoniy Gorodok (платформа Зелёный городок; “Green Township”).  

 

➢ Km 5118: Usolye-Sibirskoye (станция Усолье-Сибирское) – It is actually a little difficult 

to say where Malta ends and Usolye-Sibirskoye begins because one town runs into the next 

almost without any perceptible interruption. Nonetheless, Malta is north and on the right 

bank of the Belaya River; Usolye-Sibirskoye is south and on the left bank of the Angara. The 

confluence point of the two rivers is 13 kilometers northeast of Malta and 20 kilometers due 

north of Usolye-Sibirskoye (as measured from their respective train stations).  

 

Since its founding in 1669, the main industry of this city of about 83,000 persons has been 

salt mining and salt production. The name Usolye, is an archaic Russian word for a salt 

producing town. The name Sibirskoye (of Siberia) was added in 1940 to distinguish it from 

the similarly-named town of Usolye in the Kama region. Usolye-Sibirskoye is Russia’s 

largest producer of table salt. Because there are also large sulphur deposits, the city also 

produces many of Russia’s matches. Salt has no odor, but sulphur does; you may detect this 

while passing through.  

 

Usolye-Sibirskoye developed on the left 

bank (west side) of the Angara River, one 

of the major rivers of Siberia. From here, 

the Trans-Siberian Line follows the Angara 

upstream (south) for the next 70 kilometers 

– all the way to Irkutsk. The Angara is a 

1,779 kilometer-long river that originates 

out of Lake Baikal. Although hundreds of 

tributaries flow into Baikal, the Angara is 

the only river that flows out of the lake. 

From its beginning near the small town of 

Listvyanka (Листвянка), it flows 

approximately 60 kilometers north to 

Irkutsk. From there, it continues another 50 

kilometers to Angarsk and from there 30 

more kilometers until Usolye-Sibirskoye. Heading downriver from Usolye-Sibirskoye, it’s 

more than 400 kilometers almost due north until the river merges into the Bratsk Reservoir.  

 

From that junction point to the Bratsk Dam, it’s about 125 kilometers west. After the dam the 

river continues north another 1,100 kilometers until its confluence with the Yenisei at the 
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KM 5138: Cross the Kitoy River 

town of Strelka. The journey is not over of course, the Yenisei travels another 2,500 

kilometers until its discharge on the Arctic Ocean.  

 

➢ Km 5123: Telminka (платформа Тельминка) – This is the closest platform to the village of 

Telma (Телъма). It lies adjacent east between the rail line and the Angara River.  

 

➢ Km 5123: Cross the Telminka River (река Тельминка) – The Telminka is a very small left 

tributary of the Angara. It begins about ten kilometers to the west. From the crossing, it flows 

east through Telma less than four kilometers until its mouth on one of the large channels of 

the Angara. At this location, the Angara is split into two great rivers, side by side nearly two 

kilometers apart, flowing north.  

 

➢ Km 5127: Telma (станция Телъма) – First there is a little village around the station; then 

one kilometer northeast, there is the small village of Zheleznodopozhniy 

(Железнодопожный; “Train Town”) along the left bank of the Angara. Then, three and a 

half kilometers north, there is the larger village of Telma. It’s also poised on the Angara’s left 

bank. Telma’s total population is 4,600.  

 

➢ Km 5133: Puteiskaya (платформа Путейская). The tiny villages of Tyumensk (Тюменск) 

and Yelanskoye Sadovodstvo (Еланское Садоводство) are about five kilometers to the 

south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 5137: Biliktui (платформа Биликтуй) – The small village of Naberezhniy 

(Набережный; lit., “Quay”), which has about 500 persons, is built on the left bank (west 

side) of the 150 meter-wide Kitoy River. On the right bank (east side) of the river begins the 

large city of Angarsk (Ангарск).  

 

➢ Km 5138: Cross the Kitoy River (река 

Китой) – At the railroad crossing, the 

Kitoy is about 150 meters across. It is 

spanned by a triple set of single-truss 

briges. From the crossing, the 316 

kilometer-long Kitoy is almost at its end. 

From here it travels downstream only six 

kilometers to its confluence with the left 

bank of the Angara River.  

 

Following the river upstream leads 

approximately 300 kilometers west and a 

little south to reach its headwaters in the 

eastern portion of the East Sayan 

Mountains. The river’s sourcewaters stem 

from the confluence of the Samarta (река Самарта) and Ulzyta (река Улзыта) Rivers, high 

in the East Sayans about 40 kilometers northeast of Munku-Sardyk (Мунку-Сардык), the 

Sayan’s highest peak at 3,492 meters (11,457 feet), or 50 kilometers northeast of the northern 

tip of Mongolia’s Khövsgöl Lake. The region is uninhabited and particularly remote.  
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KM 5145: Angarsk Railway Station 

 

➢ Km 5139: Kitoy (станция Китой) – One could say that Kitoy is the most northern suburb of 

Angarsk. The population of the village is approximately 5,000. Both Kitoy and Angarsk are 

completely hemmed in by water. The Kitoy River defines their western and northern 

boundaries and the Angara defines the eastern edge.  

 

➢ Km 5140: Branch Line East – This short spur leads one kilometer to the Railway Station 

Kitoy-Kombinatskaya and Sorting Station Angarsk (Железнодорожная станция Китой-

Комбинатская и станция Сортировочная Ангарского), also called Angarsk Sortirovochniy 

(Ангарск Сортировочный; “Angarsk Sorting Station”). The spur line then continues into a 

labyrinth of some ten kilometers of industrial sites along the left bank (west side) of the 

Angara River.  

 

➢ Km 5142: Maisk (станция Майск) – A small village suburb of Angarsk.  

 

➢ Km 5145: Angarsk (станция Ангарск) – A city of approximately 240,000 persons named 

for the River Angara on whose left bank (west side) the city lies. The other side of the city 

rests against the right bank (east side) of the Kitoy River. The railroad line runs from north to 

south through the center of the city roughly 

dividing it in half. The city’s industrial 

zone, which is extensive, occupies almost 

all the space between the railroad tracks 

and the Angara River.  

 

Set between the two rivers, Angarsk is an 

industrial city primarily specializing in the 

petrochemical, chemical, and nuclear 

energy areas. In fact, Angarsk is one of 

world’s leading cities in the processing 

(enrichment) of uranium for nuclear fuel 

and the production of nuclear fuel. The 

city’s website states that Angarsk 

Electrolysis Chemical Complex 

(Ангарском электролизном химическом 

комбинате), under the regulatory authority 

of “Rosatom” and under the supervision of the IAEA, produces the world’s largest supply of 

nuclear fuel. It states: “The world’s first guaranteed reserve of low enriched uranium . . . the 

amount of the guaranteed reserve – 120 tons of uranium hexafluoride, enrichment of 2% to 

4.95%.”  

 

Rosatom (Росатом; Государственная корпорация по атомной энергии), is the Russian 

agency that controls all nuclear assets of the Russian Federation, including the civil nuclear 

industry and all nuclear weapons. Its international equivalent is the “IAEA” (International 

Atomic Energy Agency). Founded in 1957 under the auspices of the United Nations, and 

headquartered in Vienna, Austria, its purpose is to foster cooperation in the peaceful 

development of nuclear energy.  
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Although very few tourists stop in Angarsk, should you do so, in the summer months, it’s 

possible to take river hydrofoils upstream to Irkutsk and downstream to Bratsk (and beyond).  

 

➢ Km 5148: Yuzhnaya (платформа Южная; “South”) – Here there is a very substantial rail 

marshaling yard between the main rail line and an enormous power generating facility to the 

east. Another kilometer further down the line and there’s a large tank farm and oil refinery.  

 

➢ Km 5151: Sukhovskaya (станция Суховская) – At this location, there is a very large rail 

sorting station. It is over one kilometer long and holds about 40 lines of rail which can 

accommodate thousands and thousands of rail cars. The rail station and the sorting yard are 

along the left bank of the Angara.  

 

➢ Km 5154: Sukhovskaya-Yuzhnaya (станция Суховская-Южная; “Sukhovskaya South”).  

 

➢ Km 5155: Sovkhoznaya (платформа Совхозная) – Here along the Angara is a great dacha 

community.  

 

➢ Km 5156: Branch Line West – Not really much of a “branch,” more like a little spur that re-

connects in five kilometers. Along the way, it has one platform: Zui (платформа Зуй). The 

little village of the same name is two kilometers east  

 

➢ Km 5156: Cross the Elovka River (река Еловка) – About 400 meters east after the branch 

line split, the train passes over this minor tributary. It originates in the great group of 

wetlands some 35 kilometers to the southwest. From the rail crossing, it runs north a little 

more than two kilometers and merges into one of the left bank channels of the Angara River.  

 

➢ Km 5159: Karyer (платформа Карьер; “Quarry”) – Given the name of this platform, 

perhaps not surprisingly there is a large quarry here. It’s immediately adjacent to the west 

side of the tracks. One kilometer west of the quarry is the drainage pond.  

 

➢ Km 5161: Branch Line North – Here’s where the five kilometer-long spur that passed by the 

village of Zui, re-connects to the main line. The spur can handle mine and other industrial 

traffic without interfering with the traffic flow on the main line.  

 

➢ Km 5163: Meget (станция Мегет) – A large village of almost 10,000 persons midway 

between Angara and Irkutsk. The town is best known as the home of the “MZMK,” the 

Megetsky metal factory (Мегетский Завод Металлоконструкций; МЗМК), one of the three 

largest producers of steel in Russia.  

 

➢ Km 5165: Cross the Meget River (река Мегет) – Less than one kilometer west before 

reaching Veresovka, the train passes over this small stream. It begins 15 kilometers 

southwest. From the rail crossing, it flows two kilometers north to its mouth on the left bank 

of the Angara River.  

 

➢ Km 5166: Veresovka (платформа Вересовка) – A small village to the south of the tracks.  
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KM 5178: Irkutsk Sorting Station 

 

➢ Km 5168: PMS-45 (платформа ПМС-45) – This is a large industrial facility that includes a 

rail servicing yard and an oil tank farm. It’s all immediately south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 5169: Branch Line South – This is a 20 kilometer-long bypass to Shelekhov (Шелехов) 

which is on the main Tran-Siberian Rail Line. The bypass eliminates passing through Irkutsk. 

The normal route from here to Shelekhov going through Irkutsk is 35 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 5170: Batareynaya (станция Батарейная; “Battery”) – Starting about here, the train re-

enters the urban environment at the northern end of Irkutsk. Incidentally, there is a battery 

manufacturing plant nearby.  

 

➢ Km 5173: Gorka (платформа Горка; “Hill”) – Don’t be surprised if you see a jet airplane 

taking off or landing outside the window of your carriage. Running along parallel for two and 

a half kilometers about 500 meters north of the rail line is an airport runway. It’s the 

“Experimental Airfield” (Экспериментальный аэродром) used by the Irkutsk Aviation 

Plant (Иркутский авиационный завод), an aircraft manufacturing factory that is located 

here in this industrial zone. The airfield is sometimes referred to as “Irkutsk-2” (Иркутск-

вторая аэродром) or “Irkutsk-East” (Иркутск-Восточный аэродром). The passenger 

airport for Irkutsk is located approximately 18 kilometers away in the southeast sector of the 

city.  

 

➢ Km 5174: Kompressornaya (платформа Компрессорная; “Compressor”) – This platform 

marks the northern end of the Irkutsk Sorting Station. Starting here and for almost the next 

four kilometers south is an enormous rail marshaling yard. The next kilometer is the greatest 

with about 40 lines of rail across.  

 

➢ Km 5176: Zavodskaya (платформа Заводская; “Factory”) – There are factories all around 

this station.  

 

➢ Km 5178: Irkutsk Sortirovochniy 

(станция Иркутск Сортировочный) – 

This station marks the southern end of 

approximately four kilometers of 

switching yards. Today, it is one of the 

largest rail marshalling yards of all 

Siberia, but it wasn’t always like this.  

 

One hundred years ago, it was a small 

service yard with the original name of 

Innokentievskaya (Иннокентьевская). 

It was named after St. Innocent of 

Alaska (Митрополит Иннокентий; 

1797-1879) who was born in a remote 

village in Irkutsk Oblast. In 1824 he 

traveled to the Aleutian Islands and became one of the first missionaries in Alaska. He was to 
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learn a half-dozen Aleut dialects, create a written alphabet, and translate the bible into native 

languages. He later returned to Russia, was made an Archbishop and eventually Metropolitan 

of Moscow. He is considered one of the patron saints of the Orthodox Church of Alaska and 

is known as the Enlightener of Siberia and Alaska. He is buried at the Trinity St. Sergius 

Lavra, outside of Moscow.  

 

➢ Km 5180: Branch Line South – A little less than two kilometers after Irkutsk Sort Station, 

the rail lines diverge. The main line continues towards the central part of the city, the Angara 

River, and the main passenger station. The side branch (right fork) heads southwest 16 

kilometers through the suburban towns of Mamony (Мамоны) → Maksimovshchina 

(Максимовщина) → and Smolenshchina (Смоленщина) where it re-connects to the main 

line at Shelekhov (станция Шелехов) which is about a dozen kilometers southwest of 

Irkutsk Main Passenger Station. Like the prior branch, it’s a bypass of the main railway 

station of Irkutsk.  

 

➢ Km 5181: Voyenniy Gorodok (станция Военный Городок; “Military Town” or 

“Cantonment”) – There is a small switching station here and a large covered service center 

for train maintenance and repair.  

 

➢ Km 5182: Cross the Irkut River (река Иркут) – The train passes over the 275 meter-wide 

Irkut River on the Irkut Bridge (Иркутный мост), a double set of rails on four trusses. The 

auto bridge over the Irkut is 225 meters immediately east.  

 

The city of Irkutsk takes its name from the Irkut River. The river has only two kilometers left 

of its 488 kilometer-long run as it terminates at its confluence on the left bank of the Angara 

just east of this bridge. Tracing it back upstream, its other 486 kilometers takes one a little 

south, but mostly west, to the Eastern Sayan Mountains in the southwesternmost corner of 

Buryatiya. There, the Irkut’s source waters arise less than 20 kilometers due north of the 

northernmost tip of Mongolia’s Khövsgöl Lake.  

 

➢ Km 5183: Irkutniy Most (платформа Иркутный Мост; “Irkut Bridge”) – Within the next 

one kilometer, the train passes under the Irkut Motor Bridge and then the Glazkovskiy Bridge 

(Глазковский мост) that leads to downtown.  
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KM 5185: Irkutsk Railway Station 

Aerial View of Irkutsk  
The Irkutsk Dam is at lower center, the reservoir to its 
east and south. The right bank of the city occupies most 
of the photo. The rail station and bridge across the 
Angara are at the topmost left hand corner. The 
international airport is at center right.  

➢ Km 5185: Irkutsk Passazhirskiy 

(Вокзал Иркутск Пассажирский; 

“Irkutsk Main Passenger Station”) – 

Irkutsk is the fifth-largest city in Siberia; 

it has a population of roughly 600,000. If 

the greater metropolitan area is taken into 

account, it then has close to one million 

residents. The rail station is directly on the 

left bank (west side) of the Angara River. 

The river runs from south to north and 

roughly divides the city in half. Although 

there are two halves to Irkutsk, it is fair to 

say that most of the historic sections of 

the city and the sights most interesting to 

a visitor are on the right bank (east side). 

Getting there is easy enough, there’s an 

auto and tram bridge, Glazkovskiy Most (Глазковский мост), crossing the Angara less than 

300 meters north of the station.  

 

The width of the river through this part of town varies greatly – from as few as 300 meters 

across at the bridge, to 800 meters across a little to the south. From the rail station, it’s six 

and one-half kilometers upstream 

(south) to the Irkutsk Dam (Иркутская 

плотина), Hydroelectric Plant 

(Иркутской ГЭС), and Reservoir 

(Иркутского водохранилища). Built 

between 1950 and 1956, it was the first 

Dam to span the Angara River. The 

reservoir that the dam created essentially 

backed up the river some 60 kilometers 

to its source at the mouth of Lake Baikal 

(Озеро Байкал). It permanently raised 

the level of the lake by 1.5 meters 

(almost five feet).  

 

As all good guidebooks advise, if it is 

only possible to make one stop on a 

Trans-Siberian journey, this should be 

it. Although Irkutsk is not the largest 

city in Siberia – that’s Novosibirsk – it 

is by far the most scenic, most historic, 

and most interesting.  
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Siberian Wooden Lace 
Built in the middle of the 19th Century for a wealthy 
merchant family, the “Shastina House” (Дом 
Шастиных) is a perfect exemplar of the wooden lace 
style of architecture so famous in Siberia. The address is 
21 Friedrich Engels Street. Remember him? 

Irkutsk Hydroelectric Station and Dam 

 

Irkutsk is best known as the jumping-

off point for excursions to Baikal, the 

world’s largest, clearest, and deepest 

lake. It is claimed that there are 365 

rivers and streams flowing into Baikal 

(one for every day of the year), but it 

is known that there is only one outlet, 

the Angara River. The Angara starts 

about 60 kilometers south of Irkutsk, 

close to the southern end of the lake, 

near Listvyanka (Листвянка). This is 

as good a place as any to begin a visit 

for it is a very pleasant, relaxing, little 

town. Tourists, both Russian and 

international, have been coming to 

Baikal for well over a century. There 

are a number of hotels, restaurants, and guesthouses – and there are boat excursions out onto 

the lake. It’s also possible to take hydrofoils from Irkutsk to the lake and not visit or stay in 

Listvyanka. Thus, although it’s possible to visit Irkutsk and not visit Listvyanka, to visit 

Irkutsk and not visit Lake Baikal would be out of the question. To miss Lake Baikal would 

be to miss one of the great natural wonders of our planet. Don’t miss it. We’ll mention more 

about the lake and other excursions from Irkutsk further below.  

 

In addition to its role as a starting point for excursions to Lake Baikal, Irkutsk is well worth 

seeing in its own right. Its origins are in 

the 17th Century when it began as a fur 

and gold trading center. The city 

prospered well enough, but trade vastly 

increased in the 18th Century with the 

completion of the Sibirskiy Trakt 

(Сибирский Тракт; “Siberian Post 

Road”) linking Irkutsk to Moscow. 

Great commerce and wealth developed 

(and still does) from Russia’s trade with 

China, at that time via Kyakhta (Кяхта) 

– an entrepôt on the Mongolian border. 

Adding to Irkutsk’s commercial mix, in 

the early 19th Century, the 

“Decembrists” arrived, bringing with 

them arts and ideas.  

 

The Decembrist Revolt (Восстание 

декабристов; lit., “December 

Uprising”) took place in Imperial Russia 

on December 26, 1825. After the death 
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Irkutsk Kazanskiy Church 

Irkutsk Academic Drama Theatre 

of Tsar Alexander I, a complex and 

confusing controversy ensued over the 

proper line of royal succession. It 

seemingly ended when Nicholas I 

became Tsar – but not all were satisfied 

with his ascension to the throne. In 

protest, Russian army officers led about 

3,000 soldiers to Saint Petersburg’s 

Senate Square. What began as a protest 

became a revolt; it was violently put 

down by the Tsar. Because the uprising 

took place in December, the rebels 

were called Dekabristiy (Декабристы; 

lit., “Decembrists” or “December 

People”). In 1925, on the revolt’s 

centenary anniversary, Senate Square 

was renamed Decembrist Square (Площадь Декабристов), the name it bears today.  

 

In the aftermath of the revolt, those who were not arrested, shot, or hanged, were exiled to 

Siberia. Many were Russian artists, intellectuals, officers, and members of the nobility who 

had conspired or taken part in the uprising against the Tsar. Irkutsk became a major center of 

intellectual, cultural, and social life for these exiles and much of the city’s heritage comes 

from them. Many of their houses, adorned with ornate, hand-carved decorations known as 

Siberian “wooden lace” (Сибирский деревянные кружева), are still standing. Several are 

museums.  

 

Looking back two hundred years from the distance and 

perspective of the 21st Century, it can be said that the 

Decembrists were the beginning of a liberal political 

movement in Russia; their revolt marked the beginning 

of a revolutionary movement against the autocracy of 

that time. The uprising was the first breach highlighting 

the vast distance between the Russian monarchy (or 

any Russian government) and the Russian people.  

 

By the end of the 19th Century, Irkutsk, with its public 

display of wealth, its theatres and concert halls, turn-of-

the-century French style public buildings, and new rail 

station, was being called the “Paris” of Siberia. Some 

of the better known public edifices, preserved to this 

day, include the Academic Drama Theatre Okhlopov 

(Иркутский академический драматический театр 

имени Н. П. Охлопкова); Irkutsk Regional Museum 

(Иркутский областной краеведческий музей); 

House-Museum of the Decembrists (Дом-музей 

декабристов); and the Moscow Triumphal Gate 
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Church of Our Savior (Redeemer Church) 

Ceiling Mural from Cathedral of the Epiphany 

(Московские Триумфальные ворота) 

along the Angara River.  

 

Money from trade and commerce also 

allowed for the building of a large number 

of very fine churches. Many of these are 

among today’s better-known sights of 

Irkutsk. If time did not permit a visit to the 

Monastery complex at Sergiyev Posad 

outside Moscow, it’s possible to catch up 

on historic Orthodox churches here. 

Irkutsk is home to a large number of them.  

 

Some of the more famous are the: Christ 

the Savior Cathedral (Храм Христа 

Спасителя; also called the Redeemer 

Church; Спасская церковь; 1706-13), famous for its exterior murals; Cathedral of the 

Epiphany (Собор Богоявления; 1718-46), with its splendid interior frescoes; Our Lady of 

Kazan Church (Казанская церковь), also called New Kazanskiy Cathedral (Новый 

Казанский собор; 1885-92) to distinguish it from another church of the same name 

demolished in 1932; Church of the Holy Cross (Крестовоздвиженская церковь; 1747-60), 

considered the finest example of Siberian Baroque architecture, the only church in Siberia to 

have its original 18th Century interiors fully intact; Znamenskiy Monastery (Знаменский 

монастырь; “Monastery of the Sign”), which contains the Znamenskaya Church 

(Знаменская церковь), also known as the Church of the Holy Virgin (Церковь Знамения 

Пресвятой Богородицы); Trinity Church (Троицкая церковь; 1754-78), another fine 

example of Siberian Baroque; Transfiguration Church (Спасо-Преображенская церковь; 

1795-1811); and Assumption Church (Успенская церковь; 1747-51) at the Ascension 

Monastery (Вознесенский монастырь).  

 

If time is limited, try at least to visit 

the Znamenskiy Monastery. It is also 

known as the Monastery of Our Lady 

of the Sign (Монастырь во имя 

Знамения Божией Матери). It was 

founded in 1689 and is one of the 

oldest monasteries in Siberia; it’s also 

one of few female monasteries. It is 

located on the right bank of the 

Angara just north of the confluence of 

the 70 kilometer-long Ushakovka 

River (река Ушаковка), a minor 

tributary. It’s about a kilometer and a 

half downstream from the 

Memorialniy Kompleks Vechniy Ogon 

(Мемориальный Комплекс Вечный 
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Grigory Shelikov’s Grave 

Огонь; “Eternal Flame Memorial”), the memorial park dedicated to the Great Patriotic War.  

 

The monastery’s church is Znamenskaya, alternately known as the “Church of Our Lady” or 

the “Church of the Holy Virgin.” It contains the relics of St. Innocent of Irkutsk (Святителя 

Иннокентия Иркутского; c.1680-1731), also known as “Innocent Kulchitsky” 

(Иннокентий Кульчицкий), at first a missionary to 

Siberia, then the first Bishop of Irkutsk, and now the 

Patron Saint of Siberia. His body was originally 

interred under the altar of the Tikhvin Church of 

Ascension Monastery. Thirty years later, during 

restoration work, his corpse was found incorrupt. 

Numerous miracles are attributed to him and he was 

glorified a saint in 1804. During the Soviet period, his 

body was placed on display in various museums 

around the country and called the “Siberian Mummy.” 

His remains were returned to Znamenskiy Monastery 

in 1990. Saint Innocent of Irkutsk is occasionally 

confused with the later Saint Innocent of Alaska 

(1797-1879) who was named in his honor and came 

from Irkutsk. He is buried at the St. Sergiyev 

Monastery outside Moscow.  

 

In addition to St. Innocent’s relics, Znamenskiy 

Monastery is a minor necropolis – other notables 

buried here include Grigory Shelikhov (Григорий 

Иванович Шелихов; 1747-95) and Princess Katherine Trubetskaya (Княгиня Екатерина 

Ивановна Трубецкая; 1800-54).  

 

Shelikov was the founder of the the Russian-American Company (Российско-

Американская Компания) and the first Russian colony in North America, on Alaska’s 

Kodiak Island. He was a successful explorer, navigator, industrialist, and merchant. 

Shelikhov Bay (залив Шелихова) in the Sea of Okhotsk and Shelikof Strait (пролив 

Шелихова) between Alaska and Kodiak Island are named after him.  

 

Princess Trubetskaya was the wife of Prince Sergei Trubetskoy (Сергей Петрович 

Трубецкой; 1790-1860), nobleman, hero of the War of 1812, participant in the Battle of 

Borodino, and one of the most famous of all the Decembrists. For his part in the December 

Uprising, he was sentenced to be beheaded; only his prior service to the state warranted a 

commutation of that sentence and exile to hard labor in Siberia. He was banished to the silver 

mines at Nerchinsk in 1826.  

 

Daughter of a French immigrant father and a Russian mother and considered intelligent, 

cultivated, and charming, the Princess petitioned the authorities to allow her to accompany 

her husband to Siberia. She became famous for being the first wife to follow her husband to a 

remote and harsh life. She was immortalized in 1872 as the heroine in poet Nikolai 
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Alexander Kolchak 
Monument 

Nekrasov’s (Николай Алексеевич Некрасов; 1821-77) work Russian Women (Русские 

женщины) for her extraordinary loyalty and bravery.  

 

Finally, on the plaza immediately outside the main entrance to the monastery is the 

monument to Admiral Alexander Kolchak (Александр Васильевич Колчак; 1874-1920), 

polar explorer, hero of the Russo-Japanese War, leader of the White Movement, and 

“Supreme Ruler of Russia.”  

 

After a lifetime of distinguished and devoted service to the Russian Empire, in 1918 Kolchak 

became the “Supreme Commander of the Russian Army,” i.e., the commander of the 

counter-revolutionary, anti-Bolshevik, anti-communist “White” army forces during the 

Russian Civil War. For two years, until his death in 1920, 

he was chosen to be the Supreme Ruler of Russia 

(Верховный правитель России). His role in history is 

extremely controversial. His supporters claim his loyalty 

to the Russian motherland dictated all his choices. His 

detractors accuse him of great, unnecessary cruelty in his 

battle campaigns. The Commander of the American troops 

stationed in Siberia during this period – ostensibly to 

support the Whites – personally disliked him and 

President Woodrow Wilson (1856-1924) regarded him as 

a Monarchist and an autocrat. As a result, he lost his 

American support.  

 

Ultimately, Kolchak’s position in Irkutsk was untenable 

and he was taken prisoner by the Red Army. On February 

7, 1920, he was executed by firing squad along with his 

Prime Minister at the spot of this memorial. Their bodies 

were kicked, abused, and dumped under the ice on the 

Angara River.  

 

The Irkutsk Monument dedicated to Kolchak in 2004 and 

another built in Saint Petersburg in 2002 were not without 

controversy. Strong objections from former Communists, left-wing politicians, and Soviet 

Army veterans were expressed. Nonetheless, Kolchak has his supporters including those in 

the “For Faith and Fatherland” (За Веру и Отечество) movement, a nationalist, monarchist 

organization, and they prevailed. It’s taken as a sign of the new political freedoms permitted 

in Russia that such a monument is allowed.  

 

If your journey begins or ends in Irkutsk, there is an airport with more service than most. 

Irkutsk International Airport (международный аэропорт Иркутск) is located less than eight 

kilometers due east from the city center. It’s practically in town. There are daily flights to 

almost everywhere in Russia (seven or eight flights a day to Moscow) and international 

flights to a number of destinations in Europe and Asia. During the winter months, there are 

many charter flights to Spain, Turkey, Thailand, Vietnam, and the Persian Gulf.  
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Tsar Alexander III (Царь Александр III, 1845-1894) 
Considered one of the least refined, cultivated, or intelligent, but most 
repressive, reactionary, and autocratic of Russia’s Tsars, nevertheless 
Alexander was instrumental in the development of the Trans-Siberian 
Railroad. Much akin to the U.S. Transcontinental Railroad’s "Golden 
Spike" Memorial at Promontory Point, Utah – a halfway junction 
joining east and west, the 1903 Irkutsk Trans-Siberian Builders’ 
Monument celebrates the joining of Russia’s two oceans. The 
monument originally had Alexander on top of the plinth; he was cast 
of bronze in St. Petersburg. However, in 1920, he was demolished and 
the Finnish red granite pedestal remained vacant for over 40 years. In 
1964, an Obelisk was placed on the plinth. In 2003, nostalgic Siberians 
located the original casting and a new Alexander bronze was made. 
Today, he is back on top and back in charge. Some people prefer the 
Obelisk, but that’s another story.  

The airport is somewhat notorious for foggy weather due to its location near the Irkutsk 

Angara Reservoir. When flights must be diverted, they sometimes go to the experimental 

field at Irkutsk-2 Airport or as far afield as Bratsk, Ulan-Udé, or the Belaya Air Base. 

Because this fog is so prevalent, and because the present airport is so close to town, it has 

been decided to build an entirely new airport further away from the city. Construction is 

supposed to begin in 2016 at the village Pozdnyakova (Позднякова), about 24 kilometers 

northeast of downtown.  

 

During the summer and fall months, when there is no ice on the Angara, there are two river 

ports open for use. One, “Rocket” (Ракета) is south (upstream) of the dam and used by 

hydrofoils to and from Lake Baikal. Various excursions are possible. The other port, “River 

Station” (Речным 

вокзалом), is close to the 

Eternal Flame 

Monument, that is, below 

(downstream of) the dam. 

Here there are twice-

weekly high-speed 

hydrofoils to Bratsk and 

the stations in between 

along the way. It’s a 12 

hour ride one-way, which 

shaves about six hours 

off the rail journey. More 

on this can be found in 

the BAM Chapter of this 

book.  

 

Finally, for a day trip out 

of town or an interesting 

excursion on the way out 

to Listvyanka and Lake 

Baikal – and not to be 

missed for those 

interested in early 

Russian-Siberian history, 

there is the Taltsy 

Museum (музей Тальцы) 

of Wooden Architecture 

and Ethnography (full 

name: Иркутский 

архитектурно-

этнографический музей 

Тальцы) located along the 

Angara River about 50 

kilometers south of Irkutsk.  
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It is an open-air museum of Siberian traditional architecture. Numerous wooden buildings 

were rescued from villages in the Angara valley flooded by the Bratsk and Ust-Ilimsk Dams. 

They were transported and reassembled at Taltsy. It’s a view into the way of life of 17th, 18th 

and 19th Century Siberia.  
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Steamship “Angara” Icebreaker 

THE CIRCUM-BAIKAL RR LINE, LAKE BAIKAL, AND OLKHON ISLAND 

 

Although there’s no shortage of things to do while visiting Irkutsk, three excursions stand out 

as particularly rewarding for most visitors: a full day trip on the historic Circum-Baikal 

Railroad; a one- to several-day trip to Listvyanka and Lake Baikal; a several-day excursion to 

Olkhon Island.  

 

The Circum-Baikal Railroad (Кругобайкальская железная дорога or Кругобайкалка, 

abbreviated “КБЖД”) – Between Irkutsk and Ulan-Udé, a good percentage of today’s Trans-

Siberian Rail route is quite different than it was 100 years ago. The orginal route traveled 

some 60 kilometers southeast from Irkutsk to Port Baikal (Порт Байкал) along the left bank 

(west side) of the Angara River. Port Baikal is on the mouth of the Angara. On the other side 

of the river is Listvyanka (Листвянка). 

The mouth of the Angara is one kilometer 

wide; the two towns are separated by 

about five kilometers. Running today, but 

not 100 years ago, are daily ferries that 

connect the two towns.  

 

Because the shoreline around the entire 

southern end of Lake Baikal is so rocky 

and steeply mountainous, railroad 

engineers decided early on to bypass it 

with rail-ferry service across the lake for 

both passengers and trains. Special orders 

were placed and two British-made ferries 

were constructed and delivered. (That’s a 

monumental story unto itself - they were shipped in thousands of pieces and re-assembled 

on-site). One, the “Baikal,” was 300 feet long and displaced 4,200 tons; the other, the 

“Angara,” was somewhat smaller. Both were ice-breakers, with specially-hardened, extra-

thick steel hulls made to penetrate Baikal’s extraordinary winter ice.  

 

From the railroad’s beginning in the mid-1890s until 1904, Trans-Siberian trains and 

passengers were loaded onto the Baikal and passengers and cargo were loaded onto the 

Angara at Port Baikal and ferried across the lake about 75 kilometers due east to Mysovaya 

(Мысовая), which is today called Babushkin (Бабушкин). From there, the rail line re-

commenced and ran the remaining 175 kilometers east to Ulan-Udé (Улан-Удэ) as it does 

today.  

 

Powered by three 1,250 horsepower engines, the Baikal was designed to break through ice up 

to one meter thick; however, by January, Lake Baikal’s fresh water can freeze up to a meter 

and a half. The Angara proved even less worthy. The ferry idea proved unworkable. On 

several occasions, temporary tracks were laid and the trains forded the lake over the ice. One 

famously broke through and sank. It’s still down there at the bottom over a mile deep. There 

are several archival photographs of this over-ice train crossing. The Baikal sank years ago 
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Circum-Baikal Railway Route 

and today the Angara is a ship museum in Irkutsk. It’s moored in the Angara River just above 

the hydroelectric dam near the right bank.  

 

By the turn of the century, the railroad’s engineers had concluded that they had no choice but 

to blast their way through the southern shore mountains and lay track to connect this missing 

link. Thus, the Circum-Baikal Line was created between Port Baikal in the east and Kultuk 

(Култук) and Slyudyanka (Слюдянка) at the west 

end of Lake Baikal. The distance between them is 

about 85 kilometers.  

 

The Circum-Baikal was the most difficult section 

of the Trans-Siberian Railway to construct as 

virtually the entire route is solid rock and sheer 

cliff. In this relatively short section of railroad, 

there are over 200 bridges and trusses and over 14 

kilometers of retaining walls. There are 39 tunnels 

with a total length close to 9,000 meters. At the 

time of its construction – most of it by hand by 

Italian masons and conscript labor – the Circum-

Baikal Line was called the “Golden Buckle of the 

Great Siberian Trail.” The “Buckle” referred to its 

connecting the Trans Siberian Railway divided by 

Lake Baikal; the “Golden” referred to its 

enormous cost – in its day the total value of its 

construction exceeded the cost of all the railroads 

in Russia.  

 

To complete the line, as the ferries were to be 

eliminated, track was laid 160 kilometers from 

Slyudyanka along Lake Baikal’s most southern 

shore to the port at Mysovaya (Babushkin). From 

Babushkin, the route continued to Selenginsk 

(Селенгинск) and Ulan-Udé then as now.  

 

The Circum-Baikal Line was the route of the 

Trans-Siberian Railroad for the first half of the 

20th Century. In 1956 however, with the 

completion of the Irkutsk Dam across the Angara, the water level of the river and Lake 

Baikal rose over one meter. This flooded most of the rail line between Irkutsk and Port 

Baikal. Planning for the dam included plans for a new route of the railway – the route used 

today. A far more direct line was constructed that runs southwest from Irkutsk 105 

kilometers to Slyudyanka. This makes Port Baikal obsolete and the Circum-Baikal 

connection to Kultuk and Slyudyanka unnecessary.  
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Polovinny Tunnel (Туннель Половинный) 
At 778 meters (2,552 feet), this is the longest 
tunnel on the Circum-Baikal Railroad Line. 

Below is the routing sequence over the century of the Trans-Siberian Railway:  

 

1895-1904 Original Route of Trans-Siberian Railroad: Irkutsk → Port Baikal → Ferry to 

Mysovaya (Babushkin) → Selenginsk → Ulan-Udé.  

 

1905-1956 Second Route of Trans-Siberian Railroad: Irkutsk → Port Baikal → 

Kultuk/Slyudyanka → Mysovaya (Babushkin) → Selenginsk → Ulan-Udé.  

 

1956-Present Route of Trans-Siberian Railroad: Irkutsk → Kultuk/Slyudyanka → 

Mysovaya (Babushkin) → Selenginsk → Ulan-Udé 

 

Thus, from mid-century, the Circum-Baikal Line became an 85 kilometer, one-way dead-

end. Happily, it was resurrected a few years ago as a tourist destination – for its route is one 

of the most scenic and picturesque of all Baikal excursions. With just a bit of planning, it’s 

possible to make a grand circle of the route in one full day.  

 

For around $100 per person, tour busses 

and guides escort participants to the 

Irkutsk Rail Station and board a 7:00AM 

or 8:00AM morning train for the two-hour, 

105 kilometer journey to Slyudyanka. 

From there, it’s onto new modern trains 

that only run on this route for this purpose. 

The greater part of the day is spent on the 

next 85 kilometers as the train makes a 

number of stops at the more famous 

bridges and tunnels. By around 5:00PM, 

the train arrives at Port Baikal and there 

passengers board the ten-minute ferry 

across to Listvyanka. From there, 

motorcoaches return the 70 kilometers to 

Irkutsk, generally arriving around 8:00PM.  

 

Because of scheduling, on alternate days 

the trip is made in reverse. That is, from Irkutsk to Listvyanka by bus, then the ferry to Port 

Baikal, then the Circum-Baikal Train to Slyudyanka. From there, a Trans-Siberian Line train 

back to Irkutsk. It’s the same trip in either direction. It’s also possible to arrange the trip on 

your own and save some money. But it’s important to watch the train and ferry schedules. If 

one misses the last ferry at Port Baikal, there’s no returning to Slyudyanka and you’ll have to 

spend the night there.  

 

Whichever way one does it, the Circum-Baikal Rail trip is one of the most popular 

excursions travelers can make from Irkutsk. Many people report that it’s one of the highlights 

of their trip to Siberia. Rail buffs always consider it the highlight.  
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Lake Baikal – Holy Sea 

Smoked Omul is available – and 
delicious - all year round. 

Lake Baikal (Озеро Байкал) – Baikal is located in 

the center of the Asian continent. Its western shores 

are in Irkutsk Oblast; its eastern side is in the 

Republic of Buryatia. The lake stretches some 650 

kilometers (400 miles) in the shape of a giant crescent 

from Kultuk (Култук) and Slyudyanka (Слюдянка) 

in the southwest to Severobaykalsk 

(Северобайкальск) and Nizhneangarsk 

(Нижнеангарск) in the northeast. With several 

notable exceptions, and other than the few towns at 

the bottom and the top, most of the lake’s shores are 

uninhabited. The lake is located in a valley; a great 

cleft in the surface of the Earth. It is surrounded by 

mountains on all sides – some quite dramatic. On the 

west are the Primorskiy (Приморский хребет) and 

Baikalskiy (Байкальский хребет) Ranges; along the 

eastern shore are the Barguzin Mountains (Горы 

Баргузинского хребта).  

 

Baikal was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site 

in 1996 for it is unique in so many ways. It is the 

largest (by volume of water) and the deepest lake on 

earth. As stated, it is approximately 650 kilometers in length and 30 to 80 kilometers (20 to 

50 miles) in width. In many places, it is over one mile deep (1,600 meters), making it by far 

the deepest body of fresh water on earth. In volume, it holds twenty percent of the world’s 

fresh water – more than the five U.S. Great Lakes combined. It’s also the world’s clearest 

natural fresh-water reservoir, with water clarity, i.e., visibility, to a depth of 40 meters (130 

feet).  

 

Its aboriginal inhabitants, the Buryats – a 

Mongolian people – named it Bai Kal which 

means “Holy Sea” or “Rich Lake,” although 

some dispute these translations. Others say that 

the words mean “Deep Lake.” In any case, 

regardless of the exact meaning, the lake is rich, 

deep – and holy to the Buryats and their 

Shamans. The most sacred spot on the lake is 

Olkhon Island (остров Ольхон). We’ll go there 

next after first discussing the lake.  

 

One look at a map offers some perspective. The 

full run of the Trans-Siberian Railroad along the 

shore only covers the southwesternmost 

portion, roughly from Kultuk to Babushkin 

(Бабушкин), about 200 kilometers. The 

circumference of the lake’s shoreline is a bit 
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Lake Baikal – Greatest Lake on Earth 

Hydrofoil on Lake Baikal 

more than 2,100 kilometers. Thus, only 

about one-tenth of the lake may be seen 

from the train. To see the rest one must 

visit by hiking or by water.  

 

For hikers, work has been going on for 

some years on a circum-Baikal trail. 

Many sections are open and several 

hundred kilometers may be trekked. 

There are plenty of agencies and guides 

available in Irkutsk who can make all 

the arrangements necessary for brief or 

extended hiking and camping 

expeditions. Even with the hiking trails 

however, most of the lake is 

inaccessible from shore. There are no 

paved roads around the lake; and thus it 

is not possible to drive around it nor 

are there any bicycle paths.  

 

For the less adventurous, or for those 

without weeks of extra time, most will 

see the lake from the shore at 

Listvyanka or from some sort of cruise 

excursion. There are several 

possibilities for cruises. During the tourist season, from about the end of May to the end of 

September, there are daily hydrofoil depatures from the Rocket (Ракета) Ferry Port in 

Irkutsk. Generally, the hydrofoils leave in the morning. Sailing time up the 60 kilometers of 

the Irkutsk Reservoir and Angara River to the lake is one hour. From the mouth of the 

Angaga to Listvyanka is less than ten kilometers and most boats stop there.  

 

Passengers can disembark, wander around 

the little town, visit the Limnological 

Institute (Лимнологический институт), 

watch a Nerpa seal show, swim in the frigid 

waters, and take another ferry back to 

Irkutsk later in the afternoon. Other 

excursions simply cruise the waters of the 

lake for an hour or two and then return to 

Irkutsk. It’s also possible to buy cruise 

tickets in Listvyanka that sail around the 

lake for an hour or two from there.  

 

The other way to reach Listvyanka is by car 

or bus from Irkutsk. It’s 70 kilometers one-

way on the M55L Highway and takes 
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Nerpas on Baikal Ice  

“Baikaler” – Best Hostel in Listyvanka 

about an hour. There are bus 

departures and marshrutniy taxis 

(маршрутни такси) from the front of 

the Railroad Station all day long. 

Private cars can also be hired at any 

good hotel. Many people choose to 

stay in Listvyanka for a couple of days 

and this can be very relaxing. There 

are many hotels and hostels in and 

around the village.  

 

For cruise destinations further afield, 

it’s possible to sail all the way to the 

northern end of the lake. From the end 

of June until the end of August, there 

is twice-weekly (Tuesdays and 

Fridays) service from Irkutsk Rocket Port to Nizhneangarsk. High speed hydrofoils depart 

Irkutsk at 8:50AM. They stop at Port Baikal at 10:00AM; then continue to Olkhon Island 

arriving at 2:20PM. From there, they continue to Severobaykalsk, arriving at 8:40PM. From 

there, it’s one more stop to Nizhneangarsk, arriving at 9:10PM, where the ship overnights. 

Tickets are about $150 one-way.  

 

Return trips are made twice a week on Wednesdays and Saturdays. Departure from 

Nizhneangarsk is at 7:40AM. First stop is at Severobaykalsk at 8:00AM. The next stop is 

Olkhon Island at 2:30PM. Then it’s on to Port Baikal, arriving at 6:40PM. From there, it’s 

another hour to Irkutsk arriving at 8:10PM.  

 

Both Severobaykalsk and Nizhneangarsk are stops on the BAM Rail Line. During the 

summer months, the Baikal Hydrofoil is a scenic way to make the connection to that line. 

From the northern end of Baikal, there is a choice of direction. From Severobaykalsk, it’s 

about 1,000 kilometers west to the BAM’s junction with the main line of the Trans-Siberian 

Railroad at Taishet. Alternatively, one 

could take the BAM east all the way to 

Vanino and Sovietskaya Gavan on the 

Pacific Ocean, that’s about 3,250 

kilometers.  

 

There is another possibility for lake 

cruising excursions. During July and 

August, once a week, Mondays going, 

Tuesdays return, there are sailings from 

Irkutsk to Ust-Barguzin (Усть-Баргузин), 

a port on the eastern side of Lake Baikal 

about half the way up the lake. Ust-

Barguzin is located at the mouth of the 

Barguzin River (река Баргузин), one of 
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Nerpas sunning themselves on warm rock 

the major tributaries of Lake Baikal. It’s 

the starting place for excursions to 

Zabaikalsky National Park 

(Забайкальский национальный парк) and 

the Holy Nose Peninsula (полуострова 

Святой Нос), the largest peninsula of Lake 

Baikal. This area of Buryatia is extremely 

remote and there are very few tourist 

services available – nevertheless, people 

go. Sailing time is about 12 hours including 

a stop made at Olkhon Island along the 

way.  

 

Among the many interesting and unique 

facts about the lake, two stand out: One, 

Baikal is home to the Nerpa (Russian: 

Нерпа; Latin: Pusa sibirica) – one of the world’s most rare exclusively freshwater species of 

seal. They are protected (though limited hunting is allowed). They are one of the smallest 

seals, about 1.3 meters (4 feet) in length and averaging 65-70 kilograms (150 pounds). It is 

estimated that Nerpas have inhabited Lake Baikal for some two million years, although no 

one knows exactly how they got there. Since the Arctic Ocean is home to their nearest 

relative, the ringed seal, it is speculated that they somehow travelled the thousands of 

kilometers upstream on the rivers and streams that connect the Arctic Ocean to Baikal. Why 

they settled no place else along the way is a mystery.  

 

Two, the lake is also home to an indigenous – and delicious – fish: the Baikalskiy Omul 

(Russian: Байкальский омуль; Latin: Coregonus migratorius). They are a whitefish species 

in the salmon family, and run in size from 

30 to 50 centimeters (a foot to a foot and a 

half) and weigh around ¾ of a kilogram (a 

pound or two). Like most salmon-related 

fish, they are oily – and thus are perfect for 

being smoke-cooked. You can’t get through 

this part of Siberia without seeing them; 

they are sold on all the train platforms 

before and after Irkutsk and Lake Baikal. 

Get them while you can – for they are a 

delicacy and found nowhere else on earth. 

They are a culinary highlight of a Trans-

Siberian Railroad trip.  
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Olkhon Gate Ferry to Olkhon Island 

Olkhon Island 

Olkhon Island (Остров Ольхон) – If you have several days available, one of the most 

interesting excursions from Irkutsk is to Olkhon, a 70 kilometer-long by 20 kilometer-wide 

island roughly about midway north on the 

west side of Lake Baikal. For some, it’s 

more than a tourist adventure, it’s a 

spiritual journey – for Olkhon is 

considered by the Buryats to be the center 

of the world and their Shamans worship 

here.  

 

The distance between Irkutsk and Olkhon 

is about 250 kilometers. Depending on 

how many stops they make along the way, 

public busses and marshrutniy 

(маршрутни) mini-busses make the trip in 

about six to eight hours. It costs around 

500 to 600 Rubles one-way. Although 

many tourists will book a two or three day 

trip that includes transporation, lodging, 

meals, and sightseeing, here’s the route if you’re venturing to Olkhon on your own.  

 

From Irkutsk, beginning anywhere downtown or the main rail station, it’s first 130 

kilometers northeast through Ust-Ordinskiy (Усть-Ордынский) on the P418 Highway to the 

town of Bayandai (Баяндай). From there, it’s a right turn east 75 kilometers southeast to the 

village of Elantsi (Еланцы) – and then 50 more kilometers northeast to the ferry port village 

of Sakhyurta (Сахюрта). The road from Irkutsk to Sakhyurta is paved the whole way. On 

Olkhon Island, there are no paved roads. 

 

Sakhyurta is the mainland port on the west side of Olkhonskiy Vorota Strait (пролив 

Ольхонский Ворота; “Olkhon Gate Strait”), the narrow channel that connects the southern 

end of the Maloye Moré (Малое Море; 

“Small Sea”), from the main body of 

Lake Baikal. The Small Sea separates 

Olkhon Island from the mainland.  

 

During the summer months, the ferries 

run about once an hour; sometimes more 

frequently. There are two ships, both 

carry passengers and vehicles. The 

Vorota Gate Strait is only two kilometers 

across and the ferry ride is less than ten 

minutes. The ferry is free for passengers 

and bikes; cars cost 100 Rubles one-way. 

During the winter, an ice road is set up. 

Local authorities go out onto the ice and 

check it for thickness and stability.  
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Khuzir Village on Olkhon Island 

Restaurant “Bistro” at Nikita’s Place 

 

During the fall and spring – when the ferry 

cannot go, yet the ice is unreliable, the 

island used to be completely cut off for 

about a month twice each year. Several 

years ago however, a small hovercraft was 

put into service. It can ride over the ice 

and slush. Sometimes this is used but the 

hovercraft cannot take cars.  

 

There is very little at the ferry port on the 

island. The nearest village is Tashkai 

(Ташкай); it’s about two kilometers east 

and has maybe three houses. 

 

Olkhon Island has a population of about 

1,600. There are a half a dozen very small 

villages with anywhere from 15 to 100 residents each and one large village, Khuzir (Хужир), 

with about 1,200 persons. Khuzir is almost exactly half way north up the island on its west 

coast, that is, facing the Maloye Moré. From the ferry station on the island to Khuzir, it’s 36 

kilometers and takes about 45 minutes.  

 

On Olkhon, there are several lodging possibilities, plus many young people camp. There are 

a number of designated camping sites and most are free of charge. Private campgrounds with 

facilities generally charge a small fee. In Khuzir, it is possible to rent tents and camping gear 

and there are several small market stores (Гастроном or Супермаркет) where provisions 

including fresh vegetables can be bought. There are a couple of small restaurants too. Most 

of the busses on arrival in Khuzir are met by “babushkas” (Бабушки), Russian or Buryat 

ladies who have rooms in their houses for rent. They generally charge about 250-300 Rubles 

per night and usually include breakfast.  

 

For a little more comfort, there are at least a 

half-dozen hostels in Khuzir; they charge 

around 600-900 per person per night, usually 

including all meals. Nikita’s Guesthouse is 

the largest and the most well-known, but 

there several other smaller ones worth 

considering. Olga’s Place is an especially 

nice, clean, hostel. Olga runs it and the food 

and service are excellent.  

 

Today, everyone has electricity, but there is 

no running water on the island. That’s not a 

big problem, all the hostels have improvised 

showers from overhead tanks and there is 

hot water because there is electricity. Good 
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The UAZ-452 “Bukhanka” 
They’re everywhere, Russia’s ubiquitous 4 by 4, 
high-clearance, off-road vehicle. UAZ (УАЗ) is an 
acronum for Ulyanovsky Avtomobilniy Zavod 
(Ульяновский Автомобильный Завод), their 
manufacturer in Ulyanovsk. They’re affectionately 
known as “Bukhanka” (Буханка; Loaf of Bread), 
"Tabletka" (Таблэтка; Pill), or “Golovastik" 
(Головастик; Tadpole). Above: Olkhon Island’s 
Sagan-Khushan Cape in the background.  

Cape Burkhan Shaman Rock 
No photo album of Olkhon is complete without a 
picture of Shaman Rock – it’s the symbol of the 
island. But the rock is more than that. “Shamanka” is 
actually is a tiny island connected by a narrow 
isthmus just off Khuzir. It’s considered the holiest 
place on Olkhon for on it is a small sacred cave. The 
Buryats believe the cave is home to a revered diety 
and no one, other than a Shaman, was allowed to 
enter the cave. Historians record that up through 
the 1920s and 30s Tibetan, Mongolian, and Buryat 
monks worshipped here and left coins, ritual 
objects, candles, and artworks in the cave. All that 
has been looted and today you’re more likely to 
find an empty vodka bottle than a bronze coin.  

hostels always have a Russian sauna (сауна) 

or banya (баня).  

 

If you have not already pre-paid for a 

sightseeing excursion, all the hostels can 

arrange this as well. For around US $50 per 

person, the general routine is a full-day tour 

around the island, usually with a half dozen 

other tourists in a four-wheel drive UAZ mini-

bus.  

 

From Khuzir, starting at Cape Burkhan (мыс 

Бурхан) and Shamanka Rock (Шаман-скала 

or Скала Шаманка), tours generally run north 

about 20 kilometers, up along the west coast, 

past the long, wide beach at Saraiskiy Bay 

(залив Сарайский), then to Kharantsi 

(Харанцы) village, making a stop along the 

shore at Peschanaya (Песчаная; “Sandy”). 

There are beaches, giant sand dunes, 

forests, high cliffs, and dramatic 

viewpoints all along the way. Stops are 

made for photographs.  

 

From the Peschanaya sands, it’s another 20 

kilometers further to the northwesternmost 

point of the island at Cape Sagan-Khushan 

(мыс Саган-Хушун). The vistas here are 

particularly inspiring. From the Cape, it’s 

about four kilometers across the northern 

end of Olkhon to the east coast, but here 

vehicles are not allowed further north. 

Besides, it’s undriveable. It’s about a two 

kilometer hike on a rocky path to reach the 

northernmost tip of the island at Cape 

Khoboi (мыс Хобой). It’s almost 700 

meters (2,300 feet) high and the views over 
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Shaman Khagdaev & Daughter 
Valentin Khagdaev (Валентин Владимирович 

Хагдаев) is one of the most famous Shamans of 
Olkon Island and a legendary figure among the 
Buryats. He has traveled the world and worshipped 
with Native North American Indians, South 
American Indians, and the far northern Inuit 
peoples of Russia, Canada, Alaska, and Greenland. 
He performs ancient Shaman rites, conducts 
ceremonies, and practices traditional medicine. 
Because his English is fluent, he can explain these 
sacred rituals to those interested. He has a home in 
Elantsi village and he divides his time between there 
and Olkhon Island.  

Shaman “Boris-Saa” 
The Buryats call these totems “Boris-Saa” – with 
emphasis on the last syllable. They’re everywhere. 
Anyone who passes by and neglects to leave some 
offering, usually a small coin, risks offending evil 
spirits and may suffer bad luck.  

the ultra-blue waters of Lake Baikal are 

simply spectacular. There are usually 

Nerpas at the bottom of the sheer cliffs 

sunning themselves on the rocks.  

 

At this point, most driver-guides follow 

the island’s east coast south about ten 

kilometers to Uzuri (Узуры) on Bay of 

Haga-Yaman (залива Хага-Яман). It’s the 

only village on Olkhon’s eastern shore and 

it’s a weather research station. There’s also 

a small ranch and people go horseback-

riding here. Somewhere along the way – in 

the forest or on a high ridge, there’s a stop 

for lunch. Lunch is always included; it’s 

fresh bread, some vegetables, and Baikal 

“fisherman’s soup,” a local speciality.  

 

From Uzuri, it’s approximately 30 kilometers 

southwest through the forest back across the 

island to Khuzir.  

 

When leaving Olkhon, it’s possible on any day 

to catch a car or bus back to Irkutsk. During 

July and August, on Tuesday and Friday 

afternoons, it’s possible to catch the hydrofoil 

from Irkutsk up to Severobaykalsk or 

Nizhneangarsk. And on Wednesday and 

Saturday afternoons, catch it on its return from 

those cities to back to Irkutsk. Also during the 

latter summer months, it is possible to take the 

ferry that runs from Irkutsk across Lake Baikal 

to Ust-Barguzin. It stops in the middle of the 

afternoon on to the way to Ust-Barguzin on 

Mondays and returns to Irkutsk via Olkhon on 

Tuesdays.  
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➢ Km 5189: Academicheskaya (станция Академическая) – For the first three kilometers 

south out of Irkutsk Station, the rail line follows along the left bank of the Angara River. 

Then it turns west at Academic Bridge (Академический мост) to this station. Both the 

bridge and station are named for the myriad universities and technical institutes that are 

located in this district. Four of the largest universities of the city are here: Irkutsk State 

University (Иркутский государственный университет), Irkutsk State Technical University 

(Иркутский государственный технический университет), Irkutsk State Linguistic 

University (Иркутский государственный лингвистический университет), and Irkutsk 

State University of Railway Engineering (Иркутский государственный университет 

Путей Сообщения). They are all within a kilometer and a half of this station.  

 

➢ Km 5191: Melnikovo (платформа Мельниково) – This is the station for the Irkutsk 

Botanical Gardens (Иркутский ботанический сад). It’s technically a part of Irkutsk State 

University. It occupies 27 hectares (67 acres) of ground and is the largest and finest botanical 

garden in Siberia. It cultivates and maintains over 3,000 plant species.  

 

➢ Km 5191: Cross the Kaya River (река Кая) – About half a kilometer west after passing 

Melnikovo Station the train passes over this little stream, a minor tributary of the Irkut River. 

It’s not much and most passengers won’t notice. From this crossing, the Kaya continues 

downstream north a little less than three kilometers until its mouth on the right bank of the 

Irkut – which in turn ends in three kilometers east at its confluence on the left bank of the 

Angara. Going in the other direction, upstream, the Kaya originates in some low hills 

approximately 25 kilometers due south from this point.  

 

➢ Km 5192: Kaya (станция Кая) – The station and the district are named for the river. The 

train is almost at the city limits.  

 

➢ Km 5196: Cheryomushki (платформа Черёмушки) – A dacha village.  

 

➢ Km 5198: Smolenshchina (платформа Смоленщина) – A little village and a large number 

of dacha communities.  

 

➢ Km 5199: Cross the Olkha River (река Олха) – This 53 kilometer-long minor tributary ends 

northeast in one kilometer when it merges into a large right channel of the Irkut River. 

Traveling south, the train closely follows the Olkha upstream for the next 30 kilometers to 

Bolshoy Lug (Большой луг). South of that town, the river has its source at the confluence of 

the Bolshaya Olkha (река Большая Олха) and Malaya Olkha (река Малая Олха) Rivers. 

The train crosses the Malaya in about 20 kilometers to the south, just north of the village of 

Andrianovskaya (Андриановская), which is less than a dozen kilometers north of Kultuk 

(Култук), at the very end of Lake Baikal.  

 

The main course of the Olkha arises about another 25 kilometers south of Bolshoy Lug near 

the villages of Glubokaya (Глубокая: “Deep”) and Bolshaya Glubokaya (Большая 

Глубокая; “Big Deep”), which are also just north of Andrianovskaya. The train’s route 

parallels these kilometers as well; it crosses the Olkha a second time a little further down the 

line.  
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➢ Km 5200: Turbaza (платформа Турбаза) – A little platform by the Olkha River and lots 

more dachas. “Turbaza” means camp or tourist site.  

 

➢ Km 5201: Branch Line North – This 16 kilometer-long line is the spur that separated after 

the Irkutsk Sort Station and before Voyenniy Gorodok. It’s a short-cut for freight trains that 

can bypass Irkutsk.  

 

➢ Km 5202: Shelekhov (платформа Шелехов) – The platform is named for the town; 

however, the town’s main station is the next station, Goncharovo.  

 

➢ Km 5206: Goncharovo (станция Гончарово) – The station is Goncharovo; the town is 

Shelekhov (Шелехов). It is an industrial city of close to 50,000 persons founded in 1953 

with the construction of the Irkutsk Aluminum Smelter (Иркутский алюминиевый завод), 

at the time one of the largest of its kind in the Soviet Union.  

 

The town is named after the trader and merchant to Alaska, Grigory Shelekhov (Григорий 

Иванович Шелехов; 1747-95). Starting in 1775 and for the next ten years, he led 

expeditions to Alaska and established the first permanent Russian settlements in North 

America. After his death, the company he founded was to become the Russian-American 

Company in 1799. He is buried behind the Znamenskaya Church (Знаменская церковь; 

“Church of the Sign”) in Irkutsk. Both spellings of his name, “Shelekhov” and “Shelikhov,” 

are correct.  

 

The station Goncharovo takes its name from Artillery Sergeant Nikolai Goncharova 

(Николая Ивановича Гончарова; 1919-1944), a hero of the Great Patriotic War.  

 

➢ Km 5207: Branch Line West – A very minor branch line veers off to the right, then divides 

and divides again and again. It extends a total of some ten kilometers servicing the aluminum 

smelter and associated industries. It is claimed that each year every resident of Shelekhov 

breathes his or her per capita share of the equivalent of 3.5 tons of heavy metals introduced 

into the air by the plant. It is also claimed that the local authorities are working on cleaning it 

up. The main line continues south.  

 

➢ Km 5208: Izvestkovaya (платформа Известковая; “Limestone”).  

 

➢ Km 5210: Olkha (платформа Олха; “Alder”) – This small village of about 1,500 residents is 

the first that the train passes once outside the city limits of Shelekhov. Most of it is to the east 

of the rail line and runs alongside the Olkha River. The town is known for its deep pure 

mineral spring and a small resort built on it, the “Olkha.” The train has now returned to the 

countryside. Starting here, it closely follows the Olkha River upstream (south) for the next 45 

kilometers, all the way to its source.  

 

➢ Km 5213: Letnyaya (платформа Летняя; “Summer”).  
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➢ Km 5215: Golubye Yeli (платформа Голубые ели; “Blue Spruce”) – A very large dacha 

community all to the west side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 5217: Dachnaya (платформа Дачная; “Dacha”).  

 

➢ Km 5219: Sadovaya (платформа Садовая; “Garden Place”).  

 

➢ Km 5223: Bolshoy Lug (станция Большой Луг; “Great Meadow”) – A small town of about 

5,000 persons fairly well divided by the rail line and mostly to the west (left bank) of the 

Olkha River. The tiny settlement of Shamanka (Шаманка; “Female Shaman”) is three and a 

half kilometers northwest in the woods.  

 

➢ Km 5226: Khanchin (платформа Ханчин) – It’s hard to distinguish where Bolshoy Lug 

ends and this village begins. It’s more like one large village on both sides of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 5229: Rassokha (платформа Рассоха) – Some houses by the east side of the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 5232: Orlyonok (платформа Орлёнок; “Eaglet”) – The village, if it can be called that, 

is three large identical buildings about 30 meters to the east of the tracks. It’s built on the 

inside curve of the junction between the Olkha and Malaya Olkha Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 5232: Confluence of the Malaya Olkha (река Малая Олха) and Bolshaya Olkha (река 

Большая Олха) Rivers – Less than 250 meters south of the tracks, at the sharp 90 degree 

turn west, the 25 kilometer-long Malaya Olkha, which has come up clockwise from the 

southwest, meets the 30 kilometer-long Bolshaya Olkha, which has arrived counter-

clockwise from almost the same source waters southwest. The two rivers begin within three 

kilometers of one another quite near the village of Rodnikoviy (Родниковый), which the 

train passes in a short while.  

 

At this confluence, the two rivers lose their respective identities and become the Olkha, 

which flows due north 20 kilometers to the village of Olkha (Олха). From there, the river 

continues another dozen kilometers north to its confluence on the right bank of one of the 

Irkut channels. Ten kilometers further east downstream, it’s all part of the Angara.  

 

➢ Km 5234: Platform 5234 (платформа 5234) – Two or three houses to the south of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 5235: Yagodniy (платформа Ягодный; “Berry”) – Perhaps a half dozen houses 

between the south side of the rail tracks and the left bank of the Malaya Olkha.  

 

➢ Km 5237: Ogonki (платформа Огоньки; “Lights”) – A couple of dozen large farm 

buildings along the Malaya Olkha River and the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 5239: Tayozhniy (платформа Таёжный; “Taiga”) – A hamlet of perhaps 15 or 20 

houses on the south side of the tracks wedged in between the railroad and the Malaya Olkha 

River.  
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➢ Km 5240: Cross the Malaya Olkha River (река Малая Олха; “Little Olkha”) – At this 

crossing the river turns right (north) and the train continues, for the moment, west. As a result 

of the crossing, since the train continues to follow the river upstream, it now follows the river 

on its right bank (east or south side) instead of its left (west or north side). In another 20 

kilometers, close to Glubokaya (Глубокая), the river disappears entirely.  

 

➢ Km 5241: Trudniy (платформа Трудный; “Difficult”) – There are only a couple of houses 

by the south side of the tracks. There are more than dozen a few hundred meters south in the 

woods.  

 

➢ Km 5243: Medvezhiy (платформа Медвежий; “Bear”) – Most of this village is north about 

250 meters.  

 

➢ Km 5244: Sosnoviy (платформа Сосновый; “Pine”) – Perhaps 10 or 15 houses immediately 

north.  

 

➢ Km 5249: Podkamennaya (станция Подкаменная; “Stony”) – This village is broken up into 

about four separate small villages on both sides of the tracks. The largest section is by the 

train station, immediately south of the rail line. The Malaya Olkha River is on the north side 

of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 5252: Sanatorniy (платформа Санаторный; “Sanatorium”) – A tiny settlement, maybe 

a dozen houses on the west side of the river and the rails. The Malaya Olkha is now a tiny 

creek; its source is only a few kilometers from here.  

 

➢ Km 5254: Rodnikoviy (платформа Родниковый; “Spring Water”) – One large building on 

the west side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 5257: Istochnik (платформа Источник; “Source”) – Four or five houses on the east side 

of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 5257: Cross the Malaya Olkha River (река Малая Олха) – Some 250 meters south after 

passing Istochnik, the Malaya Olkha flows under the rail line from east to west. The river’s 

source is about three kilometers east, in fact about three kilometers south of the source of the 

Bolshaya Olkha. From the rail crossing, the Malaya Olkha flows 25 kilometers in a large 

clockwise turn, following the rail line all the way, downstream to its confluence with the 

Bolshaya Olkha at Orlyonok.  

 

➢ Km 5261: Glubokaya (станция Глубокая; “Deep”) – This tiny hamlet of perhaps a dozen 

buildings is mostly on the east side of the rail line. The larger village of Bolshaya Glubokaya 

(Большая Глубокая; “Big Deep”) is one and a half kilometers northwest. It’s on the M55 

Highway which more or less parallels the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 5262: Cross the Bolshaya Glubokaya River (река Большая Глубокая) – This little river 

begins about 500 meters south of the rail line quite near the tiny village of Khuzino 

(Хузино). After it passes under the tracks, it flows northwest about a dozen kilometers until 
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its mouth on the right bank of the Irkut River. From this union, the Irkut runs approximately 

100 kilometers northeast (60 as the crow flies) until its confluence on the left bank of the 

Angara.  

 

➢ Km 5267: Kedrachi (платформа Кедрачи; “Cedar”) – A couple of houses by the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 5268: Cross the Cherkesskiy River (река Черкесский) – This tiny stream originates 

about two kilometers east of the rail line. From its crossing here, it flows a bit under five 

kilometers to its junction with the right bank of the ten kilometer-long Malaya Glubokaya 

River (река Малая Глубокая). The Malaya Glubokaya begins approximately three 

kilometers west of Pereezd. From the Malaya Glubokaya-Cherkesskiy confluence, the Little 

Glubokaya flows one more kilometer north where it joins the left bank of the Big Glubokaya 

River. From that confluence the Bolshaya Glubokaya runs seven more kilometers northwest 

to its terminus on the right bank of the Irkut River.  

 

➢ Km 5270: Pereezd (платформа Переезд; “Crossing”) – A few more houses.  

 

➢ Km 5273: Andrianovskaya (станция Андриановская) – There are two halves of this tiny 

village; both lie entirely on the east side of the tracks. Through the middle of the two runs the 

west-to-east flowing Levaya Angasolka River (река Левая Ангасолка).  

 

Look to the south, the train is less than nine kilometers (as the crow flies) from Lake Baikal. 

This section of the rail line is known as the Andrianovskaya Pass (Андриановский 

перевал). The train has climbed up as high as it will go, about 900 meters (2,953 feet).  

 

From this point forward, south to the shore of Lake Baikal, the line makes a total of six 180 

degree moderate to tight horseshoe cuves. Two in particular are hairpin turns and they form a 

double-switchback descent down towards the shoreline of the lake. Starting here and for the 

next 30 kilometers, the train makes the steepest descent and the most-narrow turns on the 

entire Trans-Siberian Line. There are also several tunnels along the way.  
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➢ Km 5273: Cross the Levaya Angasolka River (река Левая Ангасолка; “Left Angasolka”) – 

Within meters – one hillside – of the just-passed north- and west-flowing rivers, including 

the Cherkesskiy and Malaya Глубокая, this tiny river turns and flows 180 degrees east then 

south in the opposite direction of the previously-crossed rivers. This is a mountainous region 

and the rail line has crossed over a minor watershed. For now, all waters flow south into 

Lake Baikal, not north to the Irkut River and hence to the Angara. From the rail line crossing, 

the Levaya Angasolka flows due south exactly ten kilometers and enters Lake Bailkal at 

Angasolskaya (Ангасольская) Village.  

 

➢ Km 5276: Zapovedniy (платформа Заповедный) – Here is where the descent to Lake 

Baikal really begins.  

 

➢ Km 5276: Enter First Zapovedniy Loop (первая Заповедный петля) – This first horseshoe 

curve is the least dramatic of the six. It’s quite wide open – one and a half kilometers across – 

but its 180 degree rotation sets up the next.  

 

➢ Km 5278: Enter Second Zapovedniy Loop (вторая Заповедный петля) – This loop is about 

one and a half kilometers in length and 600 meters across.  

 

➢ Km 5279: Cross the Srednyaya Angasolka River (река Средняя Ангасолка; “Middle 

Angasolka”) – This little creek begins about one kilometer north of the rail crossing which is 

at the apex of the second 180 degree loop,. From here, the river runs south approximately 

five kilometers to its end on the left bank of the Pravaya Angasolka River (река Правая 

Ангасолка). That confluence is one kilometer west of the Pravaya Angasolka’s confluence 

on the shore of Lake Baikal at Angasolskaya.  

 

➢ Km 5280: Exit Second Zapovedniy Loop (вторая Заповедный петля).  

 

➢ Km 5280: Pribaikalskiy (платформа Прибайкальский; lit., “Before Baikal”).  

 

➢ Km 5283: Enter Angasolskaya Loop (Ангасольская петля) – Here begins the narrowest and 

longest set of two 180 degree hairpin turns (alternatively known as an “S” horseshoe curve). 

From the start, the rail line runs about three and one-half kilometers northwest until the apex 

of the first curve. It then rounds the end of the loop and returns southeast four kilometers to 

the miniscule settlement at Tyomnaya Pad (платформа Тёмная Падь) where it enters the 

Upper Pribaikalskiy Tunnel (Верхний прибайкальский туннель).  

 

The tunnel occupies the entire 180 degree turn and apex of the second horseshoe curve. It is 

750 meters long. After emerging from the horseshoe curve tunnel, the train runs due west 

five kilometers along the shore of Lake Baikal until Zemlyanichniy (Земляничный) where 

the last set of two more 180 degree horseshoe curves begins.  

 

➢ Km 5283: Cheryomukhoviy (платформа Черёмуховый).  

 

➢ Km 5286: Angasolka (станция Ангасолка) – A small village nestled inside the curve of one 

of the tightest hairpin turns on the entire Trans-Siberian Line. The town developed in the 
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KM 5284: Angasolskaya Loop 

1940s as a quarry for crushed stone used for building the then new line from Irkutsk to 

Slyudyanka. It is built on the inside of the first set of two very narrow switchbacks that take 

the train line down to the lake. The quarry that helped build this section of the line is adjacent 

to the eastern side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 5286: Cross the Pravaya 

Angasolka River (река Правая 

Ангасолка; “Right Angasolka”) – 

Approximately midway between 

Angasolka and the next platform, 

Povorot, the rail line passes over this 

small stream. Its course runs through 

the apex and then center of the First 

Angasolka Loop. It begins less than 

three kilometers north and from the 

loop crossing it runs downstream 

southeast almost seven kilometers until 

its mouth on Lake Baikal – almost 

exactly where the Levaya and 

Srednyaya Angasolka Rivers also end 

their short courses. Thus here in one place are three of the 365 rivers that enter Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 5287: Povorot (платформа Поворот; “Rotation”) – This village is at the end of the 

curve of the tightest turn the train makes. The platform’s name means a U-Turn or a sharp 

bend. This section of the railroad was especially challenging for the rail engineers.  

 

➢ Km 5290: Tyomnaya Pad (платформа Тёмная Падь; “Dark Pad”) – This platform is at the 

end of the first horseshoe curve and immediately before the second 180 degree turn and 

immediately before entering the tunnel.  

 

➢ Km 5290: Enter Verkhniy Pribaikalskiy Tunnel Western Portal (Верхний прибайкальский 

туннель западный портал; “Upper Pribaikalskiy Tunnel”) – The tunnel has a length of 667 

meters (2,188 feet) and makes a 180 degree clockwise horseshoe turn.  

 

➢ Km 5291: Exit Verkhniy Pribaikalskiy Tunnel Eastern Portal (Верхний прибайкальский 

туннель восточный портал) – At the tunnel’s exit, the rail line is 450 meters north of Lake 

Baikal’s shoreline, but the line is still high vertically. The descent is not complete. For almost 

the next five kilometers, the rail line parallels a bit north of, but much higher than, the 

Circum-Baikal Line which runs from Kultuk (Култук) to Port Baikal (Порт Байкал). We’ll 

mention this line again when the two lines connect a little further west from here.  

 

➢ Km 5293: Platform 5293 (платформа 5293).  

 

➢ Km 5295: Zemlyanichniy (платформа Земляничный; “Strawberry”) – This platform 

overlooks Baikal and the village of Kultuk. The Zemlyanichniy platform is only about 700 

meters north of the Kultuk platform but the two do not connect and they’re separated by quite 
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KM 5291: Verkhniy Pribaikalskiy 
Tunnel (Eastern Portal) 

a vertical hike. Zemlyanichniy is on the main Trans-Siberian Railway Line. Many years ago, 

Kultuk was on the main line as well, but it was made obsolete by the building of a new line. 

Kultuk is now on what has become the historic Circum-Baikal Line.  

 

➢ Km 5296: Enter Medlyanskaya Loop 

(Медлянская петля) – The rail line makes a 

90 degree right hand turn north and begins the 

loop. This horseshoe curve is almost exactly 

three kilometers in overall length and about 

325 meters across in its narrowest sections. 

There are twin 500 meter-long tunnels at its 

apex. The loop fits the classic definition of a 

lightbulb shape.  

 

➢ Km 5297: Medlyanka (станция Медлянка) 

– This former station is now closed. It’s quite 

close to the beginning of the loop.  

 

➢ Km 5298: Enter Nizhniy Pribaikalskiy 

Tunnel Eastern Portal (Нижний 

прибайкальский туннель восточный 

портал; “Lower Pribaikalskiy Tunnel”) – The 

two tunnels have lengths of 500 and 473 

meters.  

 

➢ Km 5298: Exit Nizhniy Pribaikalskiy Tunnel Western Portal (Нижний прибайкальский 

туннель западный портал).  

 

➢ Km 5298: Cross the Medlyanka River (река Медлянка) – This little mountain stream begins 

some three kilometers northwest. From the tracks it flows downhill through the middle of the 

loop three more kilometers south through Kultuk and then into Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 5298: Partisanskiy (платформа Партизанский; “Partisan”).  

 

➢ Km 5299: Exit Medlyanskaya Loop (Медлянская петля).  

 

➢ Km 5300: Chyortova Gora (платформа Чёртова Гора; “Devil’s Mountain”) – This platform 

and the next, Verbniy (Вербный), are the two stopping points for the village of Kultuk on 

this line. The village has a population of about 3,750. The word “Kultuk” is of Turkic origin 

and means “corner” or “dead-end.” It’s a reference to the village’s location at the far 

southwesternmost end of Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 5300: Enter Kultuchnaya Loop (Култучная петля) – This large horseshoe curve begins 

within meters west after passing Chyortova Gora. It is the final loop of six along this section 

of the line. Overall, it makes its 180 degree turn in a little less than five kilometers; its 

opening is a little more than two kilometers across, so it is nowhere near the most narrow of 
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KM 5301: Slyudyanka & Lake Baikal 

loops. On the other hand, its width gives more than adequate opportunity for some nice 

photos, especially if another train is coming by.  

 

➢ Km 5302: Cross the Kultuchnaya River 

(река Култучная) – This small river ends 

in four kilometers southeast when it 

empties into Lake Baikal. It begins in the 

hills above Kultuk a little more than 20 

kilometers northwest and flows into the 

apex and through the center of the sixth 

horseshoe curve.  

 

➢ Km 5304: Verbniy (станция Вербный) – 

A platform halfway down the last leg of 

the sixth loop. The Russian word 

“Verbniy” translates as both “Palm 

Sunday” and “Pussy Willow.” This is no 

coincidence. In Eastern Orthodox rite, the 

custom developed centuries ago of 

substituting pussy willows for palm fronds on Palm Sunday as the latter were not readily 

available in northern climes. There is no canonical requirement that any particular kind of 

branches must be used and in fact, the day is referred to as “Pussy Willow Sunday.”  

 

➢ Km 5305: Branch Line East – Just a little before reaching Slyudanka-2 Station, the train 

meets this junction point with the old Circum-Baikal Railway Line (Кругобайкальская 

железная дорога or Кругобайкалка, abbreviated “КБЖД”). The Circum-Baikal Line is a 

historic 94 kilometer line that runs along the shore of Lake Baikal from here to Port Baikal 

(Порт Байкал). Port Baikal is across the Angara River from Listvyanka. Today, Slyudyanka-

1 is the usual starting (or ending) point for trips on the old line. The first station along the line 

four kilometers from here heading east is Kultuk. Kultuk is not on the Trans-Siberian Main 

Line today. It was 70 years ago.  

 

➢ Km 5306: Slyudyanka-2 (станция Слюдянка-вторая) – A freight and service yard. The root 

word of Slyudyanka is slyuda (слюда) which means mica, the mineral. Mica, along with 

granite, marble, and lapis lazuli, were extensively mined in this area in the early part of the 

20th Century. Some marble deposits are still mined today.  

 

➢ Km 5307: Cross the Talaya River (река Талая) – This little stream ends in less then two 

kilometers east at its confluence on Lake Baikal. Its source is about 10 kilometers southwest. 

Its name means “thaw” or “melt.” It is said that there are 365 rivers and streams entering 

Lake Baikal. We’ll list all of the large ones that the train crosses, but we’ll only discuss the 

smaller ones when they have some interest. Many tiny streams are unnamed.  

 

➢ Km 5309: Cross the Pokhabikha River (река Похабиха) – This small stream ends in about 

150 meters east at its confluence with Lake Baikal. Its source is almost 20 kilometers 

southwest.  
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Railway Section:  Irkutsk -- Chita 

 

➢ Km 5310: Cross the Slyudyanka River (река Слюдянка) – This stream empties into the lake 

in about 250 meters from the rail line. It begins approximately 20 kilometers south of the 

village.  

 

It’s quite amazing, but even these little ten and twenty kilometer-long streams are composed 

of dozens of tiny rivulets starting in the mountains and coming all the way down to the 

shoreline. Lake 

Baikal is the 

world’s largest 

bowl surrounded 

by mountains on 

all sides. Many of 

the hundreds of 

streams, brooks, 

and creeks 

entering the lake 

have names, but 

some of the very 

minor tributaries, 

when they are 

less than five or 

ten kilometers 

long, do not. 

Most of those less 

than five 

kilometers long 

are unnamed.  

 

One reason that 

Lake Baikal’s 

waters are so 

famously clean 

and crystal-clear 

is that the lake is 

fed by these 

thousands of fresh 

water sources every day. The excess waters overflow out of the southern end of the lake via 

the massive Angara River.  
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KM 5311: Slyudyanka Railway Station 

KM 5318: Rossiya along Lake Baikal 

➢ Km 5311: Slyudyanka-1 (станция Слюдянка-первая) – A town of some 18,500 persons, 

which along with Kultuk, is located at the southwesternmost tip of Lake Baikal. By road, it’s 

126 kilometers southwest from Irkutsk. 

Slyudyanka is famous for its train station 

– it’s the only one in the world built 

entirely of marble. The marble was 

quarried locally and dedicated in 1904 as a 

monument to the railway workers who 

built the Circum-Baikal Railway line.  

 

Today, most Circum-Baikal Railroad 

tourist excursions originate or end at this 

station for the trip to or from Port Baikal, 

although the original junction was at 

Kultuk. The original line of the Trans-

Siberian used to run from Irkutsk to Port 

Baikal and then to here – but the route 

between Irkutsk and Port Baikal was 

flooded as a consequence of the Angara 

Irkutsk Dam. The dam, six kilometers upstream from Irkutsk, was completed in 1956 and the 

overall level of the river above the dam and Lake Baikal rose over one meter. Port Baikal is 

directly across the mouth of the Angara River from Listvyanka and the two towns are 

connected by several daily ferries year-round as the Angara mouth does not freeze over.  

 

The train station is less than 500 meters from the lake. If for some reason, you didn’t stop in 

Irkutsk or make an excursion to Lake Baikal, you’ve got a last chance here – maybe – if and 

only if your train stops long enough. Don’t chance getting left behind if time is short, but if 

the stop is at least 15 or 20 minutes, run quickly and taste the water – for it is said that each 

drink of Baikal water adds a year to your life.  

 

After leaving Slyudyanka, for 

approximately the next 200 kilometers 

the train runs east parallel to the 

southernmost shore of Lake Baikal. If 

traveling in the direction of Ulan Udé 

(Улан-Удэ), the left side of the train is 

the scenic side.  

 

➢ Km 5314: Rybzavod 

(платформа Рыбзавод; “Fish Factory”) 

– One of three stations serving 

Slyudyanka, this one is in the town of 

Sukhoy-Ruchey (Сухой-Ручей; “Dry 

Creek”). The station was built to 

provide transport for the products of the 

South Baikal Fish Cannery (Южно-
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Rudolf Nureyev (1938-1993) 
(Рудольф Хаметович Нуреев) 

Born in a Trans-Siberian Railroad coach 
somewhere along the shore of Lake Baikal, his 
mother and three sisters were on their way to 
Vladivostok to meet his father, an officer in 
the Russian Army. Nureyev’s exotic good 
looks stem from his Tatar-Bashkir origin. 
Without question, along perhaps only with 
Mikhail Baryshnikov (Михаил Николаевич 
Барышников; 1948-present), Nureyev was the 
most renowned male ballet performer and 
modern dancer of the 20th Century. From his 
earliest age, he was in love with music and 
when he saw his first ballet at the age of six, he 
became enchanted with that medium. His 
natural talent was immediately recognized 
and by the age of 17 he was dancing for the 
Kirov Ballet in Leningrad. In 1961 he defected 
from the Soviet Union while on tour in Paris. 
Although during his career he was to perform 
at every famous venue around the world – 
and to dance with every star of his day, his 
home for the most part was Paris and his 
partner for many years was Margot Fonteyn 
(1919-91). Nureyev died of complications 
from AIDS at the age of 54. He is buried in 
the Russian Orthodox cemetery at Sainte-
Geneviève-des-Bois near Paris.  

Байкальского рыбоконсервного завода), a business 

that existed here for many years.  

 

➢ Km 5316: Enter Kirkidai Tunnel (Киркидай туннель) 

– This tunnel is 80 meters long (262 feet).  

 

➢ Km 5318: Sadovaya (платформа Садовая; “Garden”) 

– The rail line here runs right along the shore; one can 

almost reach out and touch the water.  

 

➢ Km 5319: Burovshchina (платформа Буровщина).  

 

➢ Km 5322: Muravei (платформа Муравей).  

 

➢ Km 5326: Mangutai (платформа Мангутай) – This is 

one of the larger villages along this stretch of the 

railroad. Latest 2010 census: 93 persons.  

 

At 9:15AM, May 5, 2010, three criminals boarded 

the train’s mail car. They shot the engineer, 

disarmed and tied-up the conductors. They stole 

more than four million Rubles. Eyewitnesses 

identified them and they were shortly 

apprehended. Two were local workers; the 

ringleader was the Slyudyanka military 

commissioner of the district.  

 

➢ Km 5327: Cross the Nameless River (река 

Безымянная) – The train passes over this little 

river about 500 meters past the Mangutai 

Platform. The river ends in less than 250 meters 

when it enters Lake Baikal. It begins in the 

Khamar-Daban Mountains (Хребет Хамар-

Дабан) about 50 kilometers southwest of this 

crossing and southeast of Peak Cherskiy (Пик 

Черского). Along the course of the river, there are 

several waterfalls, one of which is recognized as a 

natural monument. It’s a locally famous river for 

its hiking trails.  

 

The Khamar-Daban is a range of mountains that 

extend approximately 350 kilometers from east to 

west along the southern end of Lake Baikal. About 

half the chain is in Irkutsk Oblast; the other half is 

in Buryatia. The highest mountain in the range is 

Utulikskaya Podkova (Утуликская подкова) at 
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2,396 meters (7,861 feet), but Cherskiy Peak is the most accessible and the most popular to 

climb. It is 2,090 meters (6,857 feet) tall and thousands of persons climb it every year. The 

peak is named after Ivan Cherskiy (Иван Дементьевич Черский; 1845-92), a famous 

geographer and early explorer of Siberia. He was a member of the Polish Uprising of 1863.  

 

➢ Km 5335: Orekhovaya Pad (платформа Ореховая Падь; “Nut Pad”) – The place was 

named in recognition of its being a good place to hunt for pine nuts. These are popular and 

eaten all over Siberia. They’re sold on the railroad platforms.  

 

➢ Km 5335: Cross the Bolshaya Kurkavochnaya River (река Большая Куркавочная) – There 

is a small railroad bridge here over the “Big” Kurkavochnaya River; it’s only a little stream 

about 15 kilometers long.  

 

➢ Km 5338: Cross the Utilik River (река Утулик) – This 86 kilometer-long river begins 

approximately 70 kilometers (as the crow flies) southwest in the Khamar-Daban Mountains. 

It ends in one kilometer when it enters the lake. The Utilik is very popular with canoeists and 

kayakers. It has many challenging white-water rapids.  

 

There is an expression in Russian that there is a river for every day of the year on Lake 

Baikal. That is, there are 365 rivers that enter the lake. Whether that’s numerically accurate 

can be questioned (it’s probably higher if one counts every tiny rivulet), but the fact is that 

the lake is structurally created by a great rift in the surface of the earth. It is surrounded by 

mountains and serves as one immense central drainage system – with one outlet, the Angara 

River. About every kilometer along this section of the Trans-Siberian, the train crosses one 

small stream or another. Most are unnamed and not worth mentioning. But, whenever any of 

these tributaries is especially large or otherwise significant, we’ll mention it.  

 

➢ Km 5339: Utulik (станция Утулик) – The station and town (Посёлок) are named Utulik, 

after the river that runs alongside. Most of this village of some 1,250 persons is settled on the 

river’s right bank (east side) as the left bank is subject to flooding. Russian tourists come 

here as the village has several small resort hotels and the Utulik River is popular for water 

sports.  

 

➢ Km 5342: Platform 5342 (платформа 5342) – The platform serves tiny Babkha (Бабха) 

Village.  

 

➢ Km 5342: Cross the Babkha River (река Бабха) – The river’s confluence on the lake is 750 

meters north. Its source is approximatley 25 kilometers southwest.  

 

➢ Km 5346: Cross the Kharlakhta River (река Харлахта) – This small river begins 

approximately ten kilometers south; from the rail crossing, it flows just over one kilometer 

and enters Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 5346: Baikalsk-Passazhirskiy (платформа Байкальск-Пассажирский; “Baikalsk 

Passenger Platform”) – One of several stations or platforms for Baikalsk, a big town with a 

population of about 13,000.  
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KM 5354: Baikalsk Cellulose & Paper Mill 

KM 5359: Lake Baikal Shoreline 

 

➢ Km 5347: Platform 5347 (платформа 

5347).  

 

➢ Km 5347: Cross the Solzan River (река 

Солзан) – This minor river discharges into 

Baikal about two kilometers north of the 

rail crossing. It begins approximately 30 

kilometers southwest in the Khamar-Daban 

Mountains.  

 

➢ Km 5349: Promploshchadka (платформа 

Промплощадка) – The name means 

industrial area and it refers to the Baikal 

Pulp & Paper Mill (Байкальского 

целлюлозно-бумажного комбината). 

Located directly on the shore of the lake in 

order to more efficiently discharge its effluents, the plant’s pollution into pristine Lake 

Baikal has been a sore spot with environmentalists for decades.  

 

About ten years ago, the plant was closed for a couple of years and thankfully, for the town’s 

unemployed workers, Baikalsk began to develop into a center for winter tourism – high 

quality skiing and snowboarding are available on nearby Mount Sobolinaya (Гора 

Соболиная). However, despite much protest, the paper mill recently re-opened, although 

supposedly with the addition of new cleaning and filtration devices to alleviate its pollution.  

 

➢ Km 5352: Baikalsk (станция Байкальск) – This village of 600 persons grew starting in 

1961 with the opening of the Baikal Paper Pulp factory. Today the town serves the residential 

housing needs of many of the workers. The village name is Solzan (Солзан), after the nearby 

river.  

 

➢ Km 5355: Platform 5355 

(платформа 5355).  

 

➢ Km 5358: Platform 5358 

(платформа 5358).  

 

➢ Km 5362: Platform 5362 

(платформа 5362).  

 

➢ Km 5364: Cross the Khara-Murin 

River (река Хара-Мурин) – Less than two 

kilometers before coming to the village of 

Murino (named for this river), the Trans-

Siberian crosses over this 90 kilometer-long 

river. It is 100 meters across at the twin 
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bridges spanning it. The mouth of the Khara-Murin is on the lake, one and a half kilometers 

north of the railroad tracks. Its source is Patovoe (Патовое озеро), a tiny lake in the Khamar-

Daban Mountains about 75 kilometers southwest of here.  

 

➢ Km 5366: Murino (платформа Мурино) – This tiny village of perhaps 100 persons used to 

have a rail station but its status was downgraded in 2006 and now it’s a platform. The village 

is fairly equally divided on both sides of the rail line and is one kilometer south of Lake 

Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 5369: Platform 5369 (платформа 5369).  

 

➢ Km 5373: Pankovka-1 (платформа Паньковка-первая).  

 

➢ Km 5373: Cross the Pankovka River (река Паньковка) – This little river ends at its delta on 

the lake several meters from the train tracks. It begins about 15 kilometers due south.  

 

➢ Km 5374: Pankovka-2 (платформа Паньковка-вторая).  

 

➢ Km 5376: Cross the Bolshie Mangiliy River (река Большие Мангилы) – This stream begins 

about 15 kilometers due south. It ends on the lake in less than 500 meters north of the train 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 5379: Cross the Maliy Mangiliy River (река Малые Мангилы) – The “Little” Mangiliy 

is only a little smaller than the “Big.” It begins 12 kilometers due south and it ends in less 

than two kilometers north on Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 5380: Platform 5380 (платформа 5380).  

 

➢ Km 5383: Cross the Snezhnaya River (река Снежная; “Snowy River”) – The Snezhnaya 

River is large, about 100 meters wide at this crossing. It terminates four kilometers north 

when it joins Lake Baikal. Most of Vydrino (Выдрино) is built on the river’s right bank (east 

side), although there is a small section of town by the lake on both sides of the river.  

 

The Snezhnaya is the largest of all the many tributaries that come down out of the Khamar-

Daban Mountains and feed Lake Baikal. The river is very popular with white-water 

enthusiasts. Following it upstream leads approximately 175 kilometers, first to the south, 

then west. The two regions of Irkutsk Oblast and the Republic of Buryatiya (Республика 

Бурятия) use the Snezhnaya to demarcate the boundary between them for the first 20 

kilometers from the shore of Lake Baikal. After that, an artificial line is drawn and later, 

other rivers are used.  
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KM 5389: Near Irkutsk-Buryatiya Border 

➢ Km 5383: Irkutskaya – Buryatiya Border – Heading east towards Ulan Udé, Vydrino is the 

first town the train reaches in the Buryat Republic. “Buryatiya,” as it is more commonly 

called, is one of Russia’s larger regions, number 15 in size (area) out of 85 federal “subjects.” 

Its population however is less than one million, around 970,000 persons. Ethnic Buryats 

make up about thirty percent of the population; most of the rest are Russians.  

 

Buryats are the most northern Mongol people and the largest native indigenous group in 

Siberia. Their total population is estimated at around 500,000. Although some have 

converted to Orthodox Christianity, most Buryats practice a form of Tibetan Buddhism as in 

Mongolia, but often with a mix of Shamanism. Also like Mongolians, they are traditional 

animal herdsmen and practice pastoral nomadism. Again like Mongolians, when in the 

countryside, they prefer to live in yurts (Russian: Юрта; Yurta; Mongolian: Гер; Gher) and 

enjoy fermented mare’s milk, Kumiss (Кумыс) – their national drink. Their language, also 

called Buryat, is closely related to Mongolian and, depending on the speakers, is usually 

mutually intelligible.  

 

The administrative capital and leading city in the Republic is Ulan-Udé (Улан-Удэ́). It has a 

population close to 400,000, easily making it the largest city in Buryatiya. Approximately 80 

percent of Buryatiya is mountainous and for the most part is very sparsely populated. Along 

with Irkutsk Oblast, Buryatiya is most famous for Lake Baikal; one half of the lake’s 

shoreline is in this province.  

 

➢ Km 5384: Vydrino (станция Выдрино) – Vydrino is the name of the station and the village 

on the right bank (east side) of the Snezhnaya River. It’s the first town in Buryatiya and has 

approximately 5,300 inhabitants. The little section on the left bank of the river is technically 

in Irkutsk Oblast and its name is Novosnezhnaya (Новоснежная; “New Snow”). It has a 

population of 450.  

 

➢ Km 5387: Cross the Tolbazikha River 

(река Толбазиха) – This minor stream 

begins about a dozen kilometers due south. 

After passing under the tracks it flows two 

kilometers north to its mouth on Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 5387: Tolbazikha (платформа 

Толбазиха) – Here’s a little point worth 

mentioning. Many of these “named” 

platforms are alternatively listed as 

“Stopping Points.” Thus, this platform is 

also known as “Stopping Point Tolbazikha” 

(Остановочный пункт Толбазиха).  

 

➢ Km 5390: Platform 5390 (платформа 

5390).  
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➢ Km 5390: Cross the Osinovka River (река Осиновка) – This Baikal tributary reaches the 

lake in less than two kilometers. It begins about 30 kilometers south of this crossing.  

 

➢ Km 5392: Mamai (платформа Мамай) – A few houses along the south side of the tracks 

and about 250 meters south of the lake.  

 

➢ Km 5393: Cross the Bolshoi Mamai River (река Большой Мамай) – The Bolshoi Mamai is 

a product of the seven kilometer-long Leviy Mamai (Левый Мамай; “Left”) and the twelve 

kilometer-long Bolshoi Mamai (Большой Мамай;”Big”) Rivers. Both begin due south. They 

combine less than two kilometers before they reach the rail line; then the Bolshoi Mamai 

River spills into Baikal 200 meters north of the line.  

  

➢ Km 5394: Cross the Maliy Mamai River (река Малый Мамай)– This little river is formed 

by the junction of the ten kilometer-long Maliy Mamai and the five kilometer-long 

Mamaiskiy (река Мамайский) Rivers. Their confluence takes place two kilometers to the 

southeast. From there, the Maliy Mamai flows north and empties into Lake Baikal within 

meters of the train. For almost all of the next 100 kilometers, if the train were any closer to 

the water, it would be in the water and your feet would be wet.  

 

➢ Km 5396: Platform 5396 (платформа 5396).  

 

➢ Km 5399: Rechka Vydrino (платформа Речка Выдрино) – The full name of this place is 

“Stopping Point Little River Vydrino” (Остановочный пункт Речка-Выдрино).  

 

➢ Km 5399: Cross the Vydrinaya River (река Выдриная) – In this case, the river’s mouth on 

Lake Baikal is the same place where the rail line crosses it – it’s that close to the shore. 

Going upriver, the Vydrinaya’s course is southeast about 40 kilometers to its source in the 

eastern Khamar-Daban Mountains.  

 

➢ Km 5404: Cross the Osinovka River (река Осиновка) – It’s a bit confusing, but here is a 

second little stream in less than 15 kilometers with the same name. Be that as it may, this 

Baikal tributary reaches the lake in 500 meters north and begins about 20 kilometers south of 

this crossing.  

 

➢ Km 5406: Kedrovaya-Sibirskaya (станция Кедровая-Сибирская; “Siberian Cedar”) – A 

little hamlet nestled right on the lake.  

 

➢ Km 5408: Cross the Anosovka River (река Аносовка) – This little river meets Baikal 750 

meters north of the rail line. Tracing it upsteam leads some 20 kilometers south to its source.  

 

➢ Km 5410: Platform 5410 (платформа 5410).  

 

➢ Km 5413: Platform 5413 (платформа 5413).  

 

➢ Km 5415: Cross the Selengushka River (река Селенгушка) – This little river meets Baikal 

350 meters north of the rail line. It begins 13 kilometers south.  
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KM 5421: Platform 5421 

 

➢ Km 5416: Dulikha (платформа Дулиха) – Several buildings along the lake.  

 

➢ Km 5419: Cross the Osinovka River (река Осиновка) – Can there be a third “Osinovka” 

River within 30 kilometers of the first two? Yes. This one begins 15 kilometers south and 

ends in 400 meters north.  

 

➢ Km 5420: Tankhoi (станция Танхой) – This is a fairly large village of about 1,100 persons 

built right on the shore of the lake. The village was established between 1901 and 1903 as a 

station on the then new extension of the Trans-Siberian Railroad.  

 

➢ Km 5421: Cross the Bezgolovka River 

(река Безголовка) – This little stream 

begins ten kilometers south. It meets 

Baikal 350 meters north of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 5421: Platform 5421 (платформа 

5421).  

 

➢ Km 5424: Rechka Pereyomnaya 

(платформа Речка Переёмная) – The 

smallest of hamlets, built upon the shore of 

Lake Baikal. In Russian, Река is a river or 

a stream; Речка is a small river or small 

stream.  

 

➢ Km 5424: Cross the Pereyomnaya River 

(река Переёмная) – The train line crosses just at the river’s mouth on the lake. From this 

point to the river’s headwaters upstream, it’s about 40 kilometers south to a tiny lake in the 

eastern Khamar-Daban Mountains. In fact, there are dozens of such tiny clear lakes in this 

region. The area is completely uninhabited – it is pristine wilderness.  

 

➢ Km 5428: Platform 5428 (платформа 5428).  

 

➢ Km 5431: Pereyomnaya (станция Переёмная) – A very small village along the lake shore.  

 

➢ Km 5433: Platform 5433 (платформа 5433).  

 

➢ Km 5433: Cross the Kurkavochnaya River (река Куркавочная) – This little stream begins 

about ten kilometers south. It ends here at the lake.  

 

➢ Km 5436: Cross the Polovinka River (река Половинка; “Half”) – A Baikal tributary that 

ends on the lake within meters of the train. Tracing it upstream leads south about seven 

kilometers to the confluence of the three kilometer-long Pravaya Polovinka (река Правая 

Половинка; “Right”) and the four kilometer-long Levaya Polovinka (река Левая 

Половинка; “Left”).  
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Mir Bathyspheres 
Operated by the Russian Academy of 
Sciences, there are two of these 
bathyspheres: Mir-1 and Mir-2. Both were 
designed to dive and navigate at depths of 
6,000 meters (20,000 feet), the greatest 
undersea levels on Earth. They are about 8 
meters (26 feet) long by 4 meters (12 feet) 
wide and carry a crew of three persons. 
Maximum underwater speed is 5 knots. In 
the mid 1990s, the Mir vehicles were used 
by film director James Cameron to record 
the wreck of the RMS Titanic, resting at a 
depth of 3,821 meters (12,536 feet), for his 
1997 film “Titanic” and his later 
documentary “Ghosts of the Abyss.” In 
July 2008 both Mirs were tasked to a two-
year expedition to Lake Baikal. The 
bathyspheres performed over 150 dives in 
virtually every portion of the lake, which 
until then was largely unexplored. On the 
descent of August 1, 2008, Russian Prime 
Minister Vladimir Putin was one of the 
three man crew.  

 

➢ Km 5437: Malinovka (платформа Малиновка; “Robin”) – A couple of houses.  

 

➢ Km 5440: Osinovka (платформа Осиновка) – A 

few more houses.  

 

➢ Km 5440: Cross the Osinovka River (река 

Осиновка) – Here is a fourth Osinovka River, 

this one about 350 meters east of the Osinovka 

Platform. It’s a minor river that begins in the hills 

approximately a dozen kilometers south of the 

rail line. From the railroad tracks, it’s 150 meters 

to Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 5441: Cross the Ushakovka River (река 

Ушаковка) – This creek starts ten kilometers 

south. It ends on the lake.  

 

➢ Km 5443: Priboi (платформа Прибой; “Surf”) – 

A tiny settlement along the lake.  

 

➢ Km 5448: Platform 5448 (платформа 5448).  

 

➢ Km 5450: Platform 5450 (платформа 5450). 

 

➢ Km 5452: Rechka Mishikha (платформа Речка 

Мишиха) – Maybe five houses.  

 

➢ Km 5453: Cross the Mishikha River (река 

Мишиха) – It is close to one kilometer north 

from the tracks to the river’s mouth on Baikal. In 

the other direction, it’s a little less than 10 

kilometers due south to the river’s formation. The 

Mishikha is a combination of the 35 kilometer-

long Levaya Mishikha (река Левая Мишиха) 

and the 40 kilometer-long Pravaya Mishikha 

(река Правая Мишиха) Rivers. Both of these 

tributaries arise in the easternmost extremity of 

the Khamar-Daban Mountains.  

 

➢ Km 5456: Mishikha (станция Мишиха) – This 

village on Lake Baikal has a recorded population 

of 85.  

 

➢ Km 5463: Kovrizhka (платформа Коврижка; “Honey-cake”).  
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➢ Km 5465: Cross the Malaya Ivanovka River (река Малая Ивановка) – This stream 

originates close to a dozen kilometers south. Its mouth on Lake Baikal is directly under the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 5466: Cross the Bolshaya Ivanovka River (река Большая Ивановка) – This mountain 

stream has its source about 20 kilometers due south. From the tracks it flows north less than 

one kilometer until it joins the lake.  

 

➢ Km 5467: Klyuevka (станция Клюевка) – The station name is Klyuevka; the few houses 

along the tracks to the west are Ivanovka (Ивановка); the village of some 1,400 persons on 

the shore of Lake Baikal almost two kilometers east is Poselok Klyuevka which we’ll come 

to next.  

 

➢ Km 5467: Cross the Klyuevka River (река Клюевка) – This little river begins approximately 

15 kilometers south. From the rail crossing, it flows north 750 meters to its mouth on the 

lake.  

 

➢ Km 5468: Poselok Klyuevka (платформа Поселок Клюевка; “Settlement Klyuevka”) – 

This village is locally famous for being the launching site of the ultra-deep water 

bathyspheres Mir (Мир; “World” or “Peace”), which have performed many hydrological 

expeditions to the very bottom of the lake.  

 

➢ Km 5470: Platform 5470 (платформа 5470).  

 

➢ Km 5472: Platform 5472 (платформа 5472).  

 

➢ Km 5476: Cross the Mysovka River (река Мысовка) – This river ends almost underneath 

the railroad tracks at the shoreline of Lake Baikal. Upstream south ten kilometers, the river is 

formed by the union of the 15 kilometer-long Levaya Mysovka (река Левая Мысовка; 

“Left”) and the ten kilometer-long Pravaya Mysovka (река Правая Мысовка; “Right”) 

Rivers.  
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Traditional Homelands of the Buryat People 

➢ Km 5477: Mysovaya (станция Мысовая) – This little port and village of approximately 

5,000 persons were founded in 1892. The station’s name and the town’s original name comes 

from the Russian word Mys (Мыс; “Cape”), which refers to its location jutting out on Lake 

Baikal about one kilometer. From 1902 until 1941, the town was known as Mysovsk 

(Мысовск). Today the town is known as Babushkin (Бабушкин). It was renamed in 1942 in 

honor of 

Bolshevik 

revolutionary 

Ivan Babushkin 

(Иван 

Васильевич 

Бабушкин; 

1873-1906) who 

was arrested and 

executed at the 

station in 1906. 

There are 

several 

commemorative 

monuments to 

him and an 

obelisk marking 

the spot where 

he was killed. 

The town also has a small memorial museum dedicated in his honor. The nearby tiny 

settlement and river named “Ivanovka” are also named in his honor.  

 

From approximately 1895 to 1904, that is, before the addition and completion of the Trans-

Siberian railway’s Circum-Baikal Line around the mountainous southwestern end of the lake, 

passengers were disgorged at Port Baikal at the mouth of the Angara River. Then, both train 

and passengers ferried some 75 kilometers across the lake and re-commenced their journey 

on the Trans-Siberian Line here.  

 

➢ Km 5482: Telnaya (платформа Тельная).  

 

➢ Km 5486: Gremyachiy (платформа Гремячий) – A couple of houses between the tracks and 

the lake.  

 

➢ Km 5488: Cross the Manturikha River (река Мантуриха) – This river joins the lake less 

than 500 meters south of the tracks. It originates a little more than 50 kilometers southeast of 

this point in the Khamar-Daban Mountains. Like almost all of these mountainous rivers, the 

Manturikha picks up numerous small tributaries along its path – in its case, more than 60. 

That’s more than one tributary for every running kilometer. And each tributary is usually 

comprised of a dozen or more lesser tributaries. In the case of the Manturikha, seven of its 

main tributaries are named rivers in their own right.  
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➢ Km 5489: Manturikha (платформа Мантуриха) – A very small village of a couple of dozen 

residences. Last census in 2010 was 76 persons.  

 

➢ Km 5492: Platform 5492 (платформа 5492).  

 

➢ Km 5494: Sukhoi Ruchei (платформа Сухой ручей; “Dry Creek”) – Two, maybe three, 

houses here.  

 

➢ Km 5499: Boyarskiy (станция Боярский) – This is a relatively large village of several 

hundred inhabitants. Take your last photos, or at least take in the last scenic views, for after 

this station the train turns to the right (east if going to Ulan-Udé) and leaves the lakeshore.  

 

➢ Km 5502: Povorot (платформа Поворот; “Rotation”) – A building.  

 

➢ Km 5505: Cross the Kultushnaya River (река Култушная) – The Kultushnaya empties into 

Lake Baikal two kilometers north of the rail crossing. More precisely, it empties into the 

southernmost corner of a small protected bay known as the Posolskiy Sor (залив 

Посольский Сор). The bay measures about ten kilometers across at its mouth and four deep 

into the shoreline. There’s a long, narrow sandbar that fronts the bay and gives it protection 

from the open waters of the lake. The bay lies about 30 kilometers south of the massive 

headland that is the Selenga Delta (Дельта Селенги). This must be seen from the air to be 

appreciated.  

 

Tracing the Kultushnaya upstream south one kilometer, the river forms at the junction of the 

30 kilometer-long Bolshaya Kultushnaya (река Большая Култушная) and the 15 kilometer-

long Malaya Kultushnaya (река Малая Култушная). Both tributaries flow down from the 

last vestiges of the Khamar-Daban Mountains about 20 kilometers to the south.  

 

➢ Km 5506: Kultushnaya (платформа Култушная) – The platform serves the little fishing 

port of Kultushnaya which is one and a half kilometers north on Posolskiy Sor Bay. It has 

about 250 residents. It’s most well-known for its recreation area open in the summer, Baza 

Otdiykha (База отдыха; “Recreation Center”). The villages of Kultushnaya, Abramikha, and 

Baikalskiy Priboi are along the eastern shore of Posolskiy Sor Bay. They are all famous for 

local tourism as the bay’s mostly-enclosed waters are much warmer in the summer months. 

It’s a very popular tourist area with camping, boating, swimming, etc. 

 

➢ Km 5507: Cross the Abramikha River (река Абрамиха) – The mouth of the Abramikha 

River is about one kilometer north of the platform. The river is formed eight kilometers 

upriver southeast at the confluence of the 20 kilometer-long Bolshaya Abramikha (река 

Большая Абрамиха) and the 12 kilometer-long Malaya Abramikha (река Малая 

Абрамиха).  

 

➢ Km 5508: Abramikha (платформа Абрамиха).  

 

➢ Km 5513: Baikalskiy Priboi (платформа Байкальский Прибой) - This little village, which 

is also called Tolbazhi (Толбажи), lies on the left side (west) of the rail line and the left bank 
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Selenga River Delta from Space 
The enormous Selenga River delta’s great open-fan 
shape extends about 40 kilometers in every 
direction from the river’s mouth on Lake Baikal. The 
river divides into hundreds of, if not a thousand, 
“distributaries” – or lesser rivelets, before emptying 
into the lake.  

(south side) of the Tolbazhikha River (река Толбажиха) which the train soon crosses. In a 

recent census, the village had 126 residents. Starting from here, the train turns east and leaves 

Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 5514: Cross the Tolbazhikha River 

(река Толбажиха) – The train passes over 

this little river about 500 meters north of 

the Baikalskiy Priboi platform. It is formed 

three kilometers to the southeast by the 

confluence of the 15 kilometer-long 

Malaya Tolbazhikha River (река Малая 

Толбажиха) and the ten kilometer-long 

Bolshaya Tolbazhikha (река Большая 

Толбажиха) Rivers. From the rail crossing, 

it flows north and enters the centermost 

point of Posolskiy Sor Bay in less then one 

kilometer west. 

 

➢ Km 5518: Goshok (платформа Гошок).  

 

➢ Km 5521: Bolshaya Rechka (платформа 

Большая Речка; “Big Little River”) – This 

small village has a population of 

approximately 575. It lies immediately 

south of the Bolshaya Rechka River (река 

Большая Речка) and is named for it. The 

Trans-Siberian Line has turned away from the lake and is now about ten kilometers east of its 

shore.  

 

➢ Km 5523: Cross the Bolshaya Rechka River (река Большая Речка; “Big Little River”) – 

Though not a massive river, as is the Selenga, the Bolshaya Rechka is a fairly substantial 

tributary of Lake Baikal. It terminates on the lake about a dozen kilometers west of this 

crossing. It begins some 30 kilometers due south in the easternmost foothills of Khamar-

Daban Range at the junction of the 25 kilometer-long Levaya Bolshaya Rechka (Левая 

Большая Речка) and the 20 kilometer-long Pravaya Bolshaya Rechka (река Правая 

Большая Речка).  

 

➢ Km 5524: Posolskaya (станция Посольская; “Embassy Station”) – Most of this fairly large 

town developed on both sides of the rail line and on the right bank (east side) of the Bolshaya 

Rechka River. The town’s population is 875.  

 

➢ Km 5528: Peschaniy Karer (платформа Песчаный Карьер; “Sand Quarry”) – There is a 

huge open-air sand and gravel mine just to the south of the tracks. The village by the rail 

station is named Gorniy (Горный).  

 

➢ Km 5531: Zemlyanoi (платформа Земляной; “Earthen”).  
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➢ Km 5534: Cross the Nikitkina River (река Никиткина) – This small river begins 

approximately a dozen kilometers due south. After passing under the tracks, it flows 

northwest along the rail line for seven kilometers until it joins the small Lake Nikitkina 

(озеро Никиткина). The lake is round and one kilometer in diameter. It is part of a vast 

system of irrigated lands that has been created on this section of the Selenga Delta. 

Eventually, all the waters used in these cultivated fields flow east about 20 kilometers to 

Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 5535: Cross the Elovka River (река Еловка; “Spruce”) – This little stream originates ten 

kilometers to the south. After it passes under the rail line, it runs six kilometers northwest to 

an enormous system of irrigated lands that has been created on this section of the Selenga 

Delta. All the waters used in the cultivated fields flow east about 20 kilometers to Lake 

Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 5536: Elovka (платформа Еловка; “Spruce”) – There is a little Dacha community here 

on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 5539: Rechka Timlyui (платформа Речка Тимлюй) – There is nothing by the platform; 

the village of Timlyui (Тимлюй) is two kilometers southeast on the banks of the Timlyui 

River.  

 

➢ Km 5539: Cross the Timlyui River (река Тимлюй) – This little stream has the unique claim 

of being both a left tributary of the Selenga and a tributary of Lake Baikal. From this point at 

the rail crossing, the Timlyui flows some 35 kilometers northwest parallel to and just south of 

the Selenga, but never quite merges with it. At the southwesstern end of the Selenga’s delta, 

it joins one of the many “distributaries” of the Selenga and then spills into Lake Baikal.  

 

Distributaries are the opposite of tributaries. Instead of many rivers flowing into one 

(tributaries); one river flows into many (distributaries). Distributaries are often, though not 

exclusively, found at river deltas. Tracing the Timlyui upstream leads 15 kilometers south to 

its source.  

 

➢ Km 5543: Timlyui (станция Тимлюй) – A few houses around the platform; the small 

village of Zakaltus (Закалтус) is two kilometers north; and the larger village of Kamensk 

(Каменск) is two kilometers southwest.  
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KM 5562: Selenga Railway Station  

➢ Km 5548: Cross the Kabanya River (река Кабанья) – The Kabanya is a minor left tributary 

of the Selenga. Its confluence is less than five kilometers north of the rail crossing at the tiny 

village of Nyuki (Нюки) which is about four kilometers southeast of Kabansk (Кабанск). 

Tracing the Kabanya south (upstream) first takes one through the small village of Yelan 

(Елъан) in one kilometer. The river then continues another 30 kilometers south until its 

source. Continuing east, the train crosses the Selenga in a very short while.  

 

➢ Km 5549: Nyuki (платформа Нюки) – A two-street village, two kilometers north of the rail 

platform, at the confluence of the Kabanya and Selenga Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 5553: Beregovaya (платформа Береговая) – The village name is Beregovoi 

(Береговой); it’s also a two-street place.  

 

➢ Km 5556: Murashovka (платформа Мурашoвка) – A couple of houses.  

 

➢ Km 5560: Platform 5560 (платформа 5560).  

 

➢ Km 5560: Cross the Vilyuika River (река Вилюйка) – This little tributary runs into the left 

bank of one of the dozens of side-channels of the Selenga River in less than two kilometers 

north. For approximately its final 85 kilometers, the Selenga is an extraordinarily “braided” 

river; that is, its one normal stem is divided into many. Every year with the spring ice thaw, 

this sea of mud flats and mini-islands is carved again into something new. The Vilyuika’s 

source is approximately 20 kilometers south of town at the confluence of the ten kilometer-

long Levaya Vilyuika (река Левая Вилюйка; “Left”) and the seven kilometer-long Pravaya 

Vilyuika (река Правая Вилюйка; “Right”) Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 5562: Selenga (станция Селенга) – Selenga is the station name for the little village of 

Bryansk (Брянск), which is about one kilometer north, and the much larger town of 

Selenginsk (Селенгинск), which lies three kilometers south. The latter town has 

approximately 15,000 residents 

and is located on the left bank 

(south side) of the Selenga 

River at the northeasternmost 

foothills of the Khamar-Daban 

Mountains.  

 

In addition to Bryansk, there are 

several other northern suburbs 

or adjacent villages. Two 

kilometers north east of 

Bryansk is Treskovo 

(Тресково) and two kilometers 

northwest of there is Nikolsk 

(Никольск), which is on the other side (north side or right bank) of the Selenga. Since there 

is no bridge, there is a small ferry service that shuttles cars and passengers across. In the 

winter, people drive over the river.  
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Selenginsk, which is an essentially new city, began began in 1961 as a Komsomol project 

built around the gigantic Selenga Pulp and Paper Mill (Селенгинский целлюлозно-

картонный комбинат). The mill still functions and is the lead employer of the town. 

Komsomol (Комсомол) is an abbreviated form of the first several letters of 

Kommunisticheskiy Soyuz Molodyozhi (Коммунистический союз молодёжи) or 

Communist Union of Youth. It’s impossible to miss the factory; it’s right alongside the 

railroad tracks as the train approaches Selenga Station. The twin smokestacks should be 

visible from quite a few kilometers away and if you can’t see it, you might be able to smell it 

if you’re downwind. Remember, it’s a paper pulp mill.  

 

Selenginsk is located at the head of the Selenga River delta about 50 kilometers southeast of 

Lake Baikal and an equal distance (as the crow flies) northwest of Ulan-Udé. Starting here, 

the train follows the Selenga River upstream east and then south for 80 kilometers until it 

reaches Ulan-Udé.  

 

➢ Km 5564: Cross the Chernukha River (река Чернуха) – This small river flows into the 

Selenga River two kilometers north of the rail crossing. It begins about 20 kilometers 

southeast of here.  

 

➢ Km 5564: Pervaya Ploshchadka (платформа Первая Площадка; “First Little Square” or 

“First Site”).  

 

➢ Km 5569: Tarakanovka (платформа Таракановка) – A little one-street village sandwiched 

in between the north side of the rail line and immediately south of the left bank of one of 

many large channels of the Selenga River.  

 

➢ Km 5571: Platform 5571 (платформа 5571).  

 

➢ Km 5574: Mostovka (платформа Мостовка) – A little town all to the north of the rail line. 

 

➢ Km 5574: Cross the Mostovka River (река Мостовка) – The river’s mouth is on the left 

bank of the Selenga two kilometers north. The Mostovka’s origins are about 22 kilometers 

south.  

 

➢ Km 5575: Platform 5575 (платформа 5575).  

 

➢ Km 5578: Platform 5578 (платформа 5578).  

 

➢ Km 5582: Cross the Talovka River (река Таловка) – This little river terminates on the 

Selenga in five kilometers west. It begins nine kilometers south at the merger of the 15 

kilometer-long Bolshaya Talovka (река Большая Таловка) and the ten kilometer-long 

Malaya Talovka (река Малая Таловка) Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 5583: Talovka (станция Таловка) – Most of the village is adjacent to the north side of 

the rail line. Yugovo (Югово) is another small village two kilometers to the northwest.  
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➢ Km 5585: Troitskoye (Троицкое; “Trinity”) – A long, narrow one-street village built 

between the north side of the rails and the south side of one of the Selenga’s channels.  

 

➢ Km 5588: Cross the Pyanaya River (река Пьяная; “Drunk River”) – This river ends in one 

kilometer north by joining a six kilometer-long left channel of the Selenga. It’s formed a 

dozen kilometers southeast of the rail crossing by the union of the of the 15 kilometer-long 

Levaya Pyanaya (река Левая Пьяная) and the 15 kilometer-long Pravaya Pyanaya (река 

Правая Пьяная) Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 5590: Lesovozniy (Лесовозный; “Timber Town”) – A tiny, long, narrow one-street 

village of 100 residents built along the south side of the rails. The much larger town of Ilinka 

is immediately north and east.  

 

➢ Km 5594: Ilinka (платформа Ильинка) – A large village of more than 4,200 inhabitants 

built between the rail line and the Selenga River. The platform is at the very far eastern end 

of the village. 

 

➢ Km 5599: Platform 5599 (платформа 5599).  

 

➢ Km 5603: Tataurovo (станция Татаурово) – A mid-sized town of some 2,150 persons 

located between the train line and the river. After this village for the next dozen kilometers, 

the train travels right alongside the Selenga’s left bank. 

 

➢ Km 5607: Platform 5607 (платформа 5607).  

 

➢ Km 5608: Burdukovo (Бурдуково).  

 

➢ Km 5610: Mandryk (платформа Мандрик) – This is the platform for the little town of 

Staroye Tataurovo (Старое Татаурово). It has about 1,000 residents and is built along the 

left bank of the Selenga River. The platform is at the very southernmost end of the town.  

 

➢ Km 5613: Cross the Elovka River (река Еловка; “Spruce”) – This small river begins a 

dozen kilometers to the southwest. After passing under the rails, it runs immediately into the 

left bank of the Selenga. The train is practically in the river along this section.  

 

➢ Km 5613: Elovka (платформа Еловка; “Spruce”) – A small village running west 

perpendicular away from the river.  

 

➢ Km 5613: Platform 5613 Baza Otdikha (платформа 5613 База отдыха; “Holiday Village”) 

– For the next four kilometers, until the bridge, there are hundreds and hundreds, if not 

thousands, of Dachas nestled in between the rail line and the river.  

 

➢ Km 5615: Kolos (платформа Колос) – Many dachas.  
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KM 5618: Cross the Selenga River  

➢ Km 5617: Petykhovka (платформа Петуховка) – Another platform serving the dacha 

village.  

 

➢ Km 5618: Cross the Selenga River (река Селенга) – The Selenga is the most important 

source tributary of Lake Baikal; it carries almost half the lake’s total water inflow. It 

originates in the mountains of northern Mongolia and travels 1,024 kilometers to its mouth 

on the eastern shore of Baikal.  

 

More specifically, the Selenga begins at the confluence of two major tributaries that come 

together 50 kilometers northwest of Erdenet (Эрдэнэт), Mongolia’s second largest city. 

Erdenet is about 240 kilometers northwest of Ulaan Baatar (Улан-Батор), the capital. One 

source tributary is the Delgermörön 

(река Делгермöрöн; “Wide River”), 

which has a length of 445 kilometers. 

The other is the Ider River (река 

Идэр; “Youthful River”), which is 452 

kilometers long. The Ider comes from 

the southwest, arising in the Khanghai 

Mountains (Хангайских горах) which 

are in the central west region of 

Mongolia. The Delgermörön 

originates near the northwestern tip of 

Mongolia, not too far from Lake 

Khövsgöl.  

 

After these two very substantial 

tributaries join, they lose their names 

and flow as the Selenga close to 250 

kilometers northeast to Suukbaatar (Сухэ-Батор), where the river is joined by the 1,124 

kilometer-long Orkhon (река Орхон). The Orkhon River also has its source southwest in the 

Khanghai Mountains. From Suukbaatar, the Selenga flows north about 15 kilometers 

following the Trans-Mongolian Rail Line and the Russian-Mongolian border until it crosses 

the border at Naushki (Наушки). From there, it’s another 250 kilometers northeast until 

Ulan-Udé.  

 

From Ulan-Udé, the Selenga flows almost 50 kilometers due north, then about 100 

kilometers east until its great delta confluence on the east side of Lake Baikal. In the general 

area by this railroad crossing, the river’s width ranges from 450 to 550 meters. The bridge 

over the river consists of two side-by-side sets of six trusses each. Once the train crosses the 

river, it continues to follow it upstream to Ulan-Udé, but from this point, it now follows 

along the river’s right bank (east side).  

 

➢ Km 5619: Mostovoi (станция Мостовой) – This is a fairly large dacha settlement all along 

the right bank of the Selenga.  
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➢ Km 5620: Cross the Polovinnaya River (река Половинная; “Half River”) – This small right 

bank Selenga tributary is formed approximately ten kilometers east at the confluence of the 

five kilometer-long Pravaya Polovinka (река Правая Половинка; “Right Half”) and the six 

kilometer-long Levaya Polovinka (река Левая Половинка; “Left Half”) Rivers. About 

halfway down its course, the Polovinnaya is joined on its left bank by another minor 

tributary, the five kilometer-long Mostovka River (река Мостовка). After passing under the 

train tracks, it flows some 500 meters west and merges into the Selenga.  

 

➢ Km 5621: Sosnoviy Bor (платформа Сосновый Бор; “Pine Forest”) – Many of these 

platforms are used seasonally by local “dachniks.”  

 

➢ Km 5625: Uchitel (платформа Учитель; “Teacher”) – Another pleasant riverside 

community.  

 

➢ Km 5627: Solnechnaya (платформа Солнечная; “Sunny”) – A big dacha village.  

 

➢ Km 5628: Zenit (платформа Зенит; “Zenith”) – More dachas.  

 

➢ Km 5630: Sotnikovo (платформа Сотниково) – A small dacha village.  

 

➢ Km 5634: Divizionnaya (станция Дивизионная; “Divisional” as in a military division) – 

This is a large northern industrial suburb of Ulan-Udé.  

 

➢ Km 5635: Cross the Nizhneberyozovskaya River (река Нижнеберёзовская; “Lower Birch 

Place River”) – This little river begins a dozen kilometers to the northeast. After passing 

under the rails, it runs about 150 meters into the right bank of the Selenga. The train 

continues to travel alongside the river.  

 

➢ Km 5637: Steklozavod (платформа Стеклозавод; “Glassworks Factory”) – The factory 

here used to be a major manufacturer of glass but it went bankrupt some years ago and is 

now a ruin.  
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KM 5641: Ulan-Udé Railway Station 

KM 0: Ulan-Udé  
Just off Soviet Square is Buryatia’s official Zero 
Kilometer Marker. All distances from Ulan-Udé 
around the world are measured from this point.  

➢ Km 5641: Ulan-Udé Passazhirskiy (Железнодорожная Станция Улан-Удэ 

Пассажирская; Ulan-Udé Passenger Station) – The capital of Buryatiya (Бурятия), or more 

formally, the Buryat Autonomous Republic (Республика Бурятия), Ulan-Udé is a modern 

city of over 400,000 persons located at the 

confluence of the Selenga and Uda (река 

Удa) Rivers in the heart of eastern Siberia. 

A more pleasant and friendly city you will 

not find. The Buryats – like the 

Mongolians – are a welcoming people, 

with an abundance of warmth and 

hospitality.  

 

For its first 100 years, the city was known 

as Udinskoye (Удинское), after the Uda 

River. Its name changed in 1775 to 

Verkhneudinsk (Верхнеудинск; “Upper 

Udinsk”), still referring to the river, but 

distinguishing itself from Nizhneudinsk 

(Нижнеудинск; “Lower Udinsk”), another 

city almost 700 kilometers northwest in 

Irkutsk Oblast. Nizhneudinsk is also built on a river named the “Uda.” Ulan-Udé kept the 

name Verkhneudinsk for more than 150 years until 1934 when it changed to its current name.  

 

Its present name translates as “Red Noon,” which is both a geographical reference to its place 

on the Uda River and a reference to its former communist loyalties. According to at least one 

ancient legend, it is claimed that Mongol 

armies would come to the grasslands by the 

river at midday to settle down for their 

lunch. The Uda is a 467 kilometer-long right 

tributary of the Selenga which it joins at 

Ulan-Udé. We’ll discuss the river later when 

we leave town and cross it. And 

incidentally, the Ulan (“Red”) of Ulan-Udé 

is the same word as the Ulaan of Ulaan 

Baatar (Улаанбаатар), Mongolia. The 

Buryat language is extremely close to 

Mongolian; some say it’s a dialect, others 

argue it’s a language. In any case, Ulaan 

Baatar means “Red Hero.”  

 

Both the Selenga and Uda rivers define the 

city. The Selenga runs north-south, with 

most sections of the city of interest to a 

visitor on the right bank (east side) of the 

river. The river’s left bank is developed, but 

it’s mostly residential, either single family 
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Buryat State Opera & BalletTheatre 

houses, apartment blocks, or extensive dacha villages. The International Airport “Baikal” 

Ulan-Udé (Международный аэропорт “Байкал” Улан-Удэ) is also located on the left bank, 

about 12 kilometers west of the rail station or downtown. There are domestic flights to all 

major cities in Russia as well as some international service to Ulaan Baatar, Mongolia; 

Beijing, China; Bangkok, Thailand; and Vietnam. There is a second airport, Ulan-Udé 

Vostochniy Airport (Улан-Удэ Восточный аэропорт; “Ulan-Udé East”), also 12 kilometers 

from downtown, but on the east side of the city near the Taltsy (Тальцы) district. However, 

service is limited to medium-size aircraft and secondary service. It is primarily an Air Force 

base; there’s a fairly large military compound nearby there as well.  

 

The city’s right bank, as defined by the Selenga, is in turn divided in half by the east-west 

flowing Uda River. Here also most activity and sights of interest are on the right bank, in this 

case, the north side of the Uda. Thus, the rail station; Soviet Square (Площадь Советов), 

which is the main central square of the city; the hotels; consulates; museums; and theaters are 

all on the right bank of the Uda and the Selenga. The left bank (south side) of the Uda is fully 

developed and populated, but again, like the left bank of the Selenga, it’s almost entirely 

residential, with a few industrial sections. The Trans-Mongolian Railroad Line runs through 

this southern section on its way to Mongolia.  

 

The city’s main sights are all in or around 

Soviet Square along which the city’s main 

street runs, Lenin Street (Улица Ленина). 

Today’s Lenin Street is the direct 

descendant of the Great Siberian Trakt 

(Сибирский тракт) of a century ago. 

Before being re-named after the death of 

Vladimir Lenin in 1934, it was called 

“Traktovaya” (Трактовая). The route 

leads from Ulan-Udé to Kyakhta (Кяхта), 

the border town with Mongolia that was 

so famous for its camel caravans 

supporting the trade in tea. From there, it 

continues to Ulaan Baatar and then to 

Beijing, China.  

 

The main sights near the square include the Buryat State Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre 

(Бурятский государственный академический театр оперы и балета); Buryat State 

Academic Drama Theatre (Бурятский государственный академический театр драмы); 

and the Russian State Drama Theatre (Государственный русский драматический театр). 

These are clustered around the fountain at Theatre Square (Фонтан на Театральной 

площади). Nearby, overlooking Lenin Street, is the Arch (Арка) built to commemorate the 

visit of Crown Prince Nicholas in 1891. It was demolished in 1936 but rebuilt in 2006. 

Within a block or two are several of the cities biggest and best hotels: the Baikal Plaza 

(Байкал Плаза); Hotel Buryatiya (гостиница Бурятия); and the Geyser (гостиница гейзер). 

All are good; their locations perfect. None are five-star deluxe.  
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Bald Guy meets Bald Guy 
Here’s our baldheaded author standing 
by the largest baldheaded guy in the 
world – Lenin, in Ulan Udé, Buryatiya.  

“Tsogchen-dugan” at Ivolginskiy Datsan 

In addition, Ulan-Udé has a small railroad museum by the train station; a large open-air 

ethnographic museum (Этнографический музей народов Забайкалья; “Zabaikalskiy 

Ethnographic Museum”); an excellent history 

museum (Музей истории Бурятии; “Buryat History 

Museum”); Odigitrievsky Cathedral 

(Одигитриевский собор), a beautiful Russian 

Orthodox Church; and a large number of historic 

wooden houses decorated in “Siberian Lace,” as in 

Irkutsk. Here, it’s worth mentioning that the history 

museum has an outstanding collection of Buddhist 

religious objects. For scholars, and not for tourists, the 

museum holds a store of priceless rare books which 

includes Tibetan Buddhist literature in traditional 

Mongolian vertical script. Most valuable is the “Atlas 

of Tibetan Medicine” (Атлас тибетской медицины), 

a unique work of art and a resource for the study of 

the medieval Tibetan world.  

 

Of course without doubt – and regardless of one’s 

politics or taste – Ulan-Udé’s most famous sight is the 

giant Lenin head (Памятник В. И. Ленину), centrally 

located on, indeed dominating, the city’s main plaza, 

Soviet Square. This enormous sculpture, the largest in 

the world of its type, was built in 1970 for the 

centennial of Lenin’s birth. It is 7.7 meters (25 feet) 

tall and weighs 42 tons. The bust was cast at the iron 

foundry at Mytishchi (Мытищи), outside Moscow, and mentioned thousands of kilometers 

ago in this text.  

 

If one looks closely, it cannot escape notice that the bust has “Asian” eyes. Many people 

have remarked on this. No one knows 

whether the sculptor, Georgiy Neroda 

(Георгий Васильевич Нерода; 1895-

1993), did this purposely as an 

acknowledgment or compliment to the 

people of Buryatiya, or if it is merely 

inadvertent. The only reason for such 

conjecture is that he sculpted many of 

the Soviet Union’s ubiquitous statues 

and memorials to Lenin – and none 

other have these facial features.  

 

For many travelers, Ulan-Udé is a high 

point of their Trans- Siberian trip 

(along with Lake Baikal) and a 

highlight of a visit to Buryatiya is to 
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Tibetan Stupa at  
Ivolginskiy Datsan Lamasery 

Hambo Lama Itigelov Palace 

meet Buryat people and perhaps share their religious and cultural heritage. The Buryats are 

closely related to the Mongolians (indeed one could say that they are Mongolian), with 

whom they share a language, culture, customs, and most importantly, a religion – Tibetan 

Buddhism. This may be best accomplished by an 

excursion to the Ivolginskiy Buddhist Datsan 

(Иволгинский дацан буддийских). Ivolginsk 

(Иволгинск) is a small village about 25 kilometers 

southwest of Ulan-Udé; it takes about 45 minutes to 

drive there. A Datsan is a monastery, or more 

properly in this case, a “lamasery.” The Datsan serves 

as the center of Tibetan Buddhism in Russia.  

 

In all, there are more than half a dozen buildings and 

temples in the complex. Several are dormitories for 

the lamas who live there; several are small buildings 

for worship. One building is a library of Tibetan 

religious texts; another is an information center and 

small museum for visitors. Tsogchen-dugan (Цогчен-

дуган; Mongolian: “Main Temple”) is the chief 

worship hall. Anyone visiting here will believe that 

they have gone to a temple in Tibet. The Dalai Lama 

has made several visits to Ulan-Udé and Ivolginsk 

since the city opened up to tourism after 1991. He 

personally blessed the main worship hall and the 

entire complex.  

 

For gardeners, there is an unusual sight: a tropical Bodhi Tree in a greenhouse protected from 

the Siberian winters. The Bodhi Tree (Russian: Фикус священный; Latin: Ficus religiosa), 

is sacred to Buddhists as it is the tree under which Siddhartha Gautama (563BC-483BC), 

who became the Buddha (lit., “Awake”), found enlightenment. The tree comes from Bodh 

Gaya (Бодх-Гая), a village located in the 

Indian State of Bihar, about 100 kilometers 

from Patna. The site is celebrated by the 

Mahabodhi Temple and is one of the holiest 

places in the world for practicing 

Buddhists. At the temple grows a direct 

descendant of the original Bodhi Tree. The 

tree at the Ivolginskiy Datsan was raised 

from a cutting taken from the sacred tree in 

India.  

 

For those who might worship the dead 

along with the living, the lamasery also 

holds the incorruptible corpse of Hambo 

Lama Dashi-Dorzho Itigelov (Даши-

Доржо Итигэлов; c. 1852-1927). The 
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KM 5648: Cross the Uda River 

Pandito Hambo Lama (i.e., “the head of the Buddhists of Buryatia”), is recognized as the 

reincarnation of the first Hambo Lama. In his very full and learned life, he was to serve in 

various capacities in the Russo-Japanese War, First World War, October Revolution, and the 

Mongolian Revolution. According to legend, in 1927 while leading a group of student 

monks, he went into a meditative trance, achieved Nirvana, and never returned to this world. 

His body was sealed in a cube made of cedar in the same lotus position that he departed.  

 

In 1955, according to his instructions, his sarcophagus was opened and his body was found to 

be immutable and incorrupt. Various ceremonies were performed and his body was re-

clothed and re-sealed in its tomb. This ritual was performed again in 1973 and 2002. At that 

latter time, his holy remains were moved to the new “Blessed Palace Hambo Lama Itigelov” 

(Благословенный дворец хамбо-ламы Итигэлова) at the Ivolginsky Datsan complex 

especially built especially for this purpose.  

 

Lastly, if you cannot get enough of this place, you might like to stay here. The monks operate 

a small hostel on the property. There is no particular price so it’s not expensive, but 

donations are expected. Lodgings come with meals. There is not too much English spoken 

here. If you cannot get by in Tibetan or Buryat (Mongolian), your Russian will do.  

 

From here, we’ll return to the Ulan-Udé Rail Station and continue our journey. Russia is big 

(Россия большая) and we still have a long way to go.  

 

➢ Km 5643: Branch Lines North – Less than two kilometers after the train pulls out of the 

station, several single track branch lines veer off to the left. None go further than one 

kilometer. They are heading to service yards and some nearby factories. In another moment, 

the train starts to follow along upstream on the right bank of the Uda River.  

 

➢ Km 5647: Checkpoint 5647 (Блок-пост 5647) and Branch Line East – Another split here, in 

this case the main line turns to the right (south) and the branch continues straight ahead east 

following the Uda’s right bank. The branch divides numerous times over the next ten to 

fifteen kilometers and services a large industrial area to the city’s northeast. One spur line 

extends a dozen kilometers to factories 

just north of the military Ulan-Udé East 

Airport. These spurs are all freight 

service and the line to the airport does 

not serve regular passengers.  

 

➢ Km 5648: Cross the Uda River (река 

Уда) – A twin set of double-trusses 

takes the two sets of rails over the 80 to 

90 meter-wide Uda River from its right 

bank to its left (north to south side). 

The Uda is the second major river of 

Ulan-Udé and has a length of 467 

kilometers. It is also the origin of the 

city’s name.  
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The river terminates eight kilometers downstream west when it merges into the right bank of 

the Selenga. Tracking it upstream (east and a bit north) some 450 kilometers leads to a group 

of small lakes in the mountains about 100 kilometers northwest of Chita (Чита). The Trans-

Siberian train follows along the river’s left bank upstream for about the next 30 kilometers, 

until shortly after Onokhoy (Онохой). Thereafter the river continues northeast and the train 

veers to the south, towards Petrovsk-Zabaykalskiy (Петровск-Забайкальский), Khilok 

(Хилок), and Chita.  

 

➢ Km 5649: Zaudinskiy Rail Station (Заудинский Железнодорожный вокзал) – Ulan-Udé is 

fairly well divided in half by the south-to-north flowing Selenga River. Then the east-to-west 

flowing Uda effectively divides the right bank (east side) half into another two halves: a right 

bank and left bank (north and south sides respectively). The north side is larger and holds the 

main passenger railroad station and the downtown area around Soviet Square. The smaller 

half, the south side, is mostly either industrial or residential. There is little or nothing of 

interest to a tourist here. Although Zaudinskiy Station is on the south side, it is still within the 

city limits. It’s a busy station, but not busy with passengers. It’s busy with freight. Two 

hundred meters east of the station, a branch line runs runs off to the right (south) into railroad 

service yards. This is not yet the branch to Mongolia.  

 

➢ Km 5650: Branch Line to Mongolia – Almost exactly one kilometer east of the Zaudinskiy 

Rail Station, the rail lines divide. Several sets of rails continue straight ahead; this is the 

Trans-Siberian Main Line. Another several sets of tracks turn south; this is the starting point 

of the Trans-Mongolian Line to the Russian border town of Naushki (Наушки), the 

Mongolian border, Sükhbaatar (Сухэ-Батора), Ulaan Baatar (Улан-Батор), and eventually 

Beijing (Пекин).  

 

THE TRANS-MONGOLIAN LINE IS DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER FOUR. 

 

➢ Km 5652: Yuzhlag or Yuzhniy (платформа Южлаг or Южный) – The “South” platform is 

surrounded by many dachas.  

 

➢ Km 5654: Gruzovoi Dvor (остановочный пункт Грузовой Двор; “Stopping Point Freight 

Yard”) – A mid-sized rail servicing and freight yard.  
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The M55 Highway 
Unlike some of the other sections of the 
Trans-Siberian Highway, in the case of the 
M55, the 1,113 kilometer-long federal 
highway from Irkutsk to Chita, only about 
half the route closely parallels the Trans-
Siberian Railroad Line. The road tracks the 
rail for the first section, from Irkutsk to 
Ulan Udé, but then diverges quite far south 
– anywhere from 30 to 70 kilometers – 
only to re-connect at Petrovsk-
Zabaykalskiy. From there to Khilok, the 
road and rail are almost parallel. At Khilok 
however, the road again diverges widely to 
the south – from 30 to 50 kilometers - 
only returning alongside the railway near 
Lesnaya, about 50 kilometers south of 
Chita. The M55 is fully paved.  

➢ Km 5657: Taltsy (станция Тальцы) – This is a very large rail switching station where there 

are usually thousands of freight and other rail coaches parked. It’s not the same Taltsy as the 

one near Irkutsk that features an open air ethnological museum. It only shares the name. Five 

hundred meters due south of the station is the entrance to a large military cantonment. Seven 

hundred meters north is the Uda River and one kilometer west of there is the Ulan-Udé East 

Airport (Улан-Удэ Восточный аэропорт), primarily but not exclusively a military facility. 

It’s the home of the Russian 11th Separate Air 

Assault Brigade (11-я отдельная десантно-

штурмовая бригада), an attack force.  

 

➢ Km 5658: Cross the Taltsy River (река Тальцы) 

– Almost immediately east after passing the 

Taltsy Rail Station, the train passes over this small 

stream, a minor tributary of the Uda. It ends in 

less than one kilometer north when it merges into 

the Uda. It begins about 35 kilometers southeast.  

 

For the next several kilometers there are hundreds 

and hundreds of dachas along the south side of the 

tracks. There are none on the railroad’s north side 

as that ground is a large flood plain of the Uda 

River.  

 

➢ Km 5660: Dachnaya (платформа Дачная) – A 

large dacha village on the south side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 5664: Platform 5664 (платформа 5664) – The platform primarily serves hundreds, if 

not thousands, of more dachas. However, it is also the closest platform to Sosnoviy Bor 

(Сосновый Бор; “Pine Woods”). This large walled compound was formerly a military 

garrison. It’s about two and a half kilometers south of the rail line and has the full range of 

facilities: a hospital, clinic, high school and lower schools, Officers’ Club, post office, and a 

base hotel. It was disbanded in 2010 and its fate remains uncertain. The base was in the press 

in 2011 when it was used to host talks between Russian President Dmitry Medvedev 

(Дмитрий Анатольевич Медведев; 1965-present) and North Korean “Supreme Leader” 

Kim Jong Il (1941-2011).  

 

➢ Km 5667: Kolkhozniy (платформа Колхозный; “Kolkhoz” or “Collective Farm”) – This 

platform and the next serve the village of Nizhniye Taltsy (Нижние Тальцы), a fairly large 

village nestled between the rail tracks and the left bank of the Uda.  

 

➢ Km 5667: Nizhniye Taltsy (Нижние Тальцы; “Lower Taltsy”) – This village has about 

1975 inhabitants.  

 

➢ Km 5672: Platform 5672 (платформа 5672) – This platform is the nearest to a large oil tank 

farm immediately south of the tracks.  
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Siberian Wooden Lace on Dacha Windows 
(Сибирский деревянные кружева) 

➢ Km 5675: Baza PMS (платформа База ПМС) – This stop is closest to a secured military 

facility next door to the oil tanks. There’s also a small rail marshalling yard and a mine on 

the north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 5677: Onokhoi (станция Онохой) – This town of some 10,500 persons grew up in 

service to the great open-air mine that can be seen on the left (north) as the train nears the 

city. Stariy Onokhoi (Старый Онохой; “Old Onokhoi”), the original settlement, is about 

three kilometers north, on the other side of the Uda River. From this point forward (south and 

east), the train leaves the Uda River valley as the Uda continues upstream to the northeast. 

Instead, the train route now turns and follows the Bryanka River (река Брянка) upstream 

south. The train crosses it further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 5678: Branch Line North – A minor trunk line runs northeast several kilometers to a 

large industrial complex.  

 

➢ Km 5679: Platform Lesokombinat 

(платформа Лесокомбинат; “Lumber 

Mill”).  

 

➢ Km 5682: Broylernaya (платформа 

Бройлерная) – There’s a small village to 

the north of the tracks and a number of 

secured industrial facilities on the south 

side.  

 

➢ Km 5685: Checkpoint Serov (Блок-пост 

Серов) – A little Checkpoint along the 

south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 5687: Sad Lokomitiv (платформа Сад 

Локомитив; “Locomotive Garden”) – A 

very small dacha community. No particular locomotives around.  

 

➢ Km 5690: Platform 5690 (платформа 5690).  

 

➢ Km 5695: Stopping Point 5695 (пункт 5695).  

 

➢ Km 5698: Zaigrayevo (станция Заиграево) – Most of this small town of 5,400 persons is on 

the west side of the rail line and the west side (left bank) of the Bryanka River. There is a 

fairly large stone quarry at the south end of town. A small section of the village is on the 

other side of the river; it’s called Zarechka (Заречка).  

 

Zaigrayevo has a minor claim to fame – it’s the birthplace of sumo wrestler Aurora Satoshi 

(Russian: Орора Сатоси; Japanese: 大露罗敏), also known as “Aurora Mitsuru.” Born 

Anatoly Mikhakhanov (Анатолий Валерьевич Михаханов; 1983-present), he is of mixed 

Russian-Buryat ancestry. He became the first professional sumo wrestler in Japan of Russian 
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origin. His fighting weight is 273 kilograms (602 pounds), making him one of the largest 

sumo wrestlers in the world. He consistently competes in the highest ranked levels of sumo. 

He is a hero in his home town when he comes to visit his parents.  

 

➢ Km 5705: Cross the Bryanka River (река Брянка) – From this crossing, the 128 kilometer-

long Bryanka River flows northwest downstream approximately 35 kilometers until its 

confluence on the left bank of the Uda at Stariy Onokhoi. Going in the opposite direction, 

from here, the river may be traced back from the south upstream over 75 kilometers ending 

about five kilometers north of the mining town of Sagan-Nur (Саган-Нур). That’s about 30 

kilometers northwest of Petrovsk-Zabaykalskiy (Петровск-Забайкальский). We won’t see 

the Bryanka again for the train turns east and the river goes south.  

 

Almost as soon as the Bryanka fades away, the train route begins to follow another small 

river, the Ilka (река Илька). It is a tributary of the Bryanka and indeed ends one kilometer 

north of this crossing point when it joins the Bryanka. The Trans-Siberian route parallels it 

for the next 15 kilometers upstream south until the village of Ilka (Илька), then another 15 

kilometers south to the village of Novoilinsk (Новоильинск), where their paths diverge. 

After there, the train heads south; the Ilka continues east another 70 kilometers until its 

source waters.  

 

➢ Km 5710: Platform 5710 (платформа 5710).  

 

➢ Km 5712: Chelutai (станция Челутай) – Almost all of this fairly large village of close to 

1,150 persons lies to the south of the rail line. On the north side of the railroad runs the Ilka 

River. On the south side of the village runs the 58 kilometer-long Chelutai River (река 

Челутай), the source of the town’s name. It, along with the Ilka, is one of the two main 

tributaries of the Bryanka. The Chelutai begins about 40 kilometers to the southeast; it ends 

three kilometers northwest on the right bank of the Bryanka. The entire region is laced with 

limestone quarries. These supply rock and minerals for construction purposes.  

 

➢ Km 5713: Branch Line South – Traveling east, a little more than one kilometer after exiting 

Chelutai, a freight line veers to the right and heads south. It first runs about 10 kilometers to 

Tatarskiy Klyuch (Татарский Ключ) and the limestone mine there. It then continues another 

13 kilometers to another village named Chelutai and the several mines there. After this and 

it’s 20 kilometers south to Shabur (Шабур) and the mines there. From Shabur, it’s an 

additional 30 kilometers south to the Tunui Station (станция Тунуй) at Sagan-Nur (Саган-

Нур) and the largest of all the open-air limestone mines. Altogether, it’s about a 75 

kilometer-long spur.  

 

➢ Km 5718: Cross the Mazen-Khul River (река Мазен-Хул) – This minor tributary of the Ilka 

has its source approximately 20 kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing, it flows less 

than 200 meters until it joins the Ilka’s left bank.  

 

➢ Km 5722: Ilka (станция Илька) – A fairly large town of about 2,600 residents, Ilka is 

named for the nearby river that flows just north of the village. Two kilometers to the 

northwest, on the other side of the Ilka River, is a small village, Shene-Busa (Шэнэ- буса) 
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with about 425 residents. The Ilka begins almost 100 kilometers to the east. Heading 

downstream from the town of Ilka it flows another 20 kilometers northwest until its 

confluence on the right bank of the Bryanka five kilometers south of Zaigrayevo.  

 

➢ Km 5724: Platform 5724 (платформа 5724).  

 

➢ Km 5736: Branch Line North – Less then 300 meters before the Novoilinskiy Station, a 

single-track freight line branches off and travels close to 100 kilometers northeast to the 

small mining town of Kizhinga (Кижинга).  

 

➢ Km 5736: Novoilinskiy (станция Новоильинский; “New Ilinskiy”) – The station name is 

Novoilinskiy; the town is Novoilinsk (Новоильинск). It has approximately 5,000 

inhabitants. Most, but not all of the town lies to the north of the rail tracks and the Ilka River 

runs through it. Some rail timetables list this stop as Darkhita (Дархита); that village lies 

immediately south of Novoilinsk and has about 275 inhabitants.  

 

Just as the train leaves the village and turns south, the Ilka River continues its upstream path 

east. It does not come into contact with the rail line again. However, it is replaced by its left 

tributary, the Ara-Kizha (река Ара-Кижа), which the train now follows south. The train 

parallels the left bank of the river for the next 25 kilometers until it crosses it a little before 

the village of Kizha (Кижа).  

 

➢ Km 5744: Platform Zatyazhnoi (платформа Затяжной).  

 

➢ Km 5747: Cross the Baga-Gorkhon River (река Бага-Горхон) – This little stream originates 

less than ten kilometers due west. After passing under the tracks, it flows perhaps 150 meters 

and joins the left bank of the Ara-Kizha about one kilometer northwest of the village of 

Dyedye-Tala (Дэдэ-Тала). From that union, the Ara-Kizha continues north about ten 

kilometers to Novoilinsk and its confluence with the left bank of the Ilka River.  

 

➢ Km 5749: Cross the Ekhye-Gorkhon River (река Ехэ-Горхон) – This minor tributary begins 

approximately 15 kilometers to the southwest. After flowing under the rails here, it runs less 

than one kilometer to its confluence on the left bank of the Ara-Kizha about one kilometer 

southwest of the village of Dyedye-Tala. From that confluence, the Ara-Kizha continues its 

northward flow a dozen kilometers to Novoilinsk and its junction with the Ilka.  

 

➢ Km 5750: Gorkhon (станция Горхон) – Gorkhon is on the west side of the tracks. It has a 

population of about 1,600. On the east side of the rail line is the village of Lesozavodskoye 

(Лесозаводское; “Wood Factory”) with about 800 inhabitants and immediately north of it is 

Dyedye-Tala with 100 residents.  

 

➢ Km 5755: Cross the Eussa River (река Эусса) – This little stream originates close to six 

kilometers southwest. From the rail crossing, it flows north parallel to the east side of the rail 

line and parallel to the west side of the Ara-Kizha River for the next seven kilometers until it 

joins the left bank of the Ara-Kizha about one kilometer north of Gorkhon.  
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The Selenga River & its Major Tributaries 

 

➢ Km 5760: Cross the Ara-Kizha River (река Ара-Кижа) – The minor tributary, along with 

the smaller streams of the Adamovka (Адамовка) and Temniy Klyuch (Темный Ключ; 

“Dark Spring”), all cross the railroad tracks within meters of one another. All begin within 

several kilometers to the southwest. The minor tributaries join the Ara-Kizha and it flows 

north approximately 25 kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of the Ilka near the 

villages at Darkhita and Novoilinsk.  

 

➢ Km 5765: Kizha (станция Кижа) – This little village of some 80 persons is on the east side 

of the rail road. It has a couple of dozen houses. It’s the last town (or first if traveling west) in 

Buryatiya. The regional border is two and one-half kilometers ahead.  

 

➢ Km 5767: Cross the Ubyer-Kizha River (река Убэр-Кижа) – As the train line begins to 

approach the end of Buryatia, this small stream marks the beginning of another watershed. 

It’s no continental divide – for now, all waters continue to eventually flow to Lake Baikal 

(which flows via the Angara 

River to the Yenesei to the 

Arctic Ocean), but the route 

that rivers take to get there 

changes. The main flow river to 

the Selenga is no longer the 

Uda; it’s the 840 kilometer-

long Khilok (река Хилок).  

 

The previous river that the train 

crossed was the Ara-Kizha. It 

flows north and west to the 

Ilka. The Ilka in turn flows 

northwest to the Bryanka which 

flows to the Uda which flows 

to the Selenga which empties 

into Lake Baikal. The rail line 

now enters a narrow river 

valley between the spurs of the 

Tsagaan-Daban (Цаган-Дабан) 

Mountains in the north and the 

Zaganskiy (Заганский) 

Mountains in the south. Beginning here the rivers flow south.  

 

At this rail crossing, the train line passes over the Ubyer-Kizha. This minor tributary begins 

less than eight kilometers northeast. Literally at the crossing, it merges with the six 

kilometer-long Kamenushka (река Каменушка) which has also come down from the 

northeast from about the same area as the Ubyer-Kizha. From this little confluence and from 

the rail crossing, the newly-named Kizha River (река Кижа) flows south along the rail line 

approximately 15 kilometers until it merges into the right bank of the Miykiyrt (река 

Мыкырт).  
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The Miykiyrt has its source in the mountains approximately 40 kilometers to the northeast. 

From the Kizha-Miykiyrt confluence, the Miykiyrt flows south along the east side of the rail 

line three kilometers to a small pond at Petrovsk-Zabaikalskiy (Петровск-Забайкальский). 

From there, it exits the pond and continues south, still along the rail line, approximately 15 

kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of the Balyaga River (река Баляга).  

 

The Balyaga then flows southeast some 15 kilometers passing through the village of Balyaga 

(Баляга) along the way, to its terminus on the right bank of the Khilok River. The Khilok is a 

major right tributary of the Selenga that the train crosses further down the line. From the 

Balyaga-Khilok confluence point, the Khilok travels southwest, then north, approximately 

300 kilometers until its mouth on the right bank of the Selenga about 75 kilometers 

southwest of Ulan-Udé. From Ulan-Udé, the Selenga flows approximately 150 kilometers 

north, then northwest until its great delta on Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 5768: Buryatiya – Zabaikalskiy Border and New Time Zone (MT + 6) – Still traveling 

southeast, the Trans-Siberian Line exits the Republic of Buryatiya and enters Zabaikalskiy 

Krai (Забайкальский край; lit., “Trans-Baikal Territory”). This boundary also serves as the 

time zone line, so advance clocks forward one hour. It is now Moscow Time plus six hours.  

 

Older sources will list this crossing as the boundary between Buryatiya and the Chita Oblast 

(Читинская область), but that nomenclature changed in 2008. By a popular referendum, the 

former Chitinskaya and the Agin-Buryat Autonomous Okrug (Агинский-Бурятский 

Автономный округ), a wholly-surrounded enclave within Chitinskaya, merged. The Agin-

Buryat Okrug is now an administrative division within the newly-named Zabaikalskiy Krai. 

The Krai’s overall borders, adjacent to Buryatiya, Irkutskaya, the Sakha Republic (Yakutiya), 

Amur Oblast, China, and Mongolia – remain the same as they were when called the Chita 

Oblast.  

 

Zabaikalskiy is roughly similar in size and shape, a little larger, as its western neighbor, 

Buryatiya. Of all 85 Russian federal subjects, it is ranked 12th in area; Buryatiya is 15th; 

Irkutskaya is 5th. The Krai’s population is approximately 1,100,000 of whom close to 90 

percent are Russian. About seven percent are ethnic Buryats, but they are a majority in the 

south-central department (Okrug) of Agin-Buryat. The regional capital of this small division 

is Aginskoye (Агинское).  

 

The administrative capital of Zabaikalskiy Krai is Chita (Чита), a city of some 325,000 

persons. Historically, Chita is probably best remembered as the “City of Exiles” as, after 

1825, a number of Decembrists were banished to the city.  
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KM 5784: Petrovskiy-Zavod Railway Station 

➢ Km 5770: Cross the Shara-Gorkhon River (река Шара-Горхон) – This little river and its 

minor tributaries begin about ten kilometers northeast. After passing under the rail line, it 

flows less than 200 meters and joins the left bank of the Kizha.  

 

➢ Km 5773: Tayashinskiy (платформа Таяшинский) – The first settlement in Zabaikalskiy 

Territory.  

 

➢ Km 5777: Cross the Kizha River (река Кижа) – At this point, the railroad fords this minor 

stream a second time. The train has been running south along the river’s left bank (east side) 

for the past ten kilometers; now it follows along the right bank (west side) for three more 

kilometers south until the Kizha joins the right bank of the Miykiyrt River. From there, 

although the train line does not cross the Miykiyrt, it follows south alongside it for five more 

kilometers through Petrovsk-Zabaykalskiy and then another 15 kilometers south until the 

Miykiyrt merges into the Balyaga River near the village of Balyaga.  

 

➢ Km 5779: Platform 5779: (платформа 5779).  

 

➢ Km 5784: Petrovskiy-Zavod (станция Петровский-Завод) – The town originally bore the 

same name as the station but in 1926 the town was re-named Petrovsk-Zabaikalskiy 

(Петровск-Забайкальский). It’s a mid-size city of close to 30,000 inhabitants. The station’s 

name translates to “Peter’s Factory” as 

it was named after Tsar Peter the Great. 

The “factory” is the ironworks that has 

been operating here since 1789. The 

similarly named Petrozavodsk 

(Петрозаводск), the capital of Russian 

Karelia, bears its name for the same 

reason – a great iron refinery built for 

Peter the Great.  

 

During the period from 1830 to 1839, a 

large number of Decembrists were 

jailed or exiled in nearby Chita. Many 

Decembrist wives came here to live and 

visit their husbands. Upon their release, 

many of the husbands remained in 

Petrovskiy-Zavod. The town has a half-

dozen monuments, house museums, memorials, and grave-sites in honor of the Decembrists. 

For most train travelers merely passing through, the most notable item of the town, in 

addition to the iron foundry, is the large tiled mosaic at the train station that commemorates 

the Decembrists.  

 

➢ Km 5786: Cross the Balyaga River (река Баляга) – Very shortly south after passing the 

Petrovskiy-Zavod Rail Station, the train runs alongside a small pond formed by the Miykiyrt 

River. Five hundred meters further south, the train fords the Balyaga shortly before its union 

with the Miykiyrt. Both the pond and the confluence are on the east side of the tracks.  
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KM 5784: Petrovskiy-Zavod 
Railway Station portion of mosaic 

panel “Decembrist Wives” 

 

The Balyaga River’s source waters begin about 30 kilometers northwest of town, near the 

border with Buryatiya approximately ten kilometers southwest of Gorkhon. From the rail 

crossing, it’s 400 meters southeast to the 

confluence with the Miykiyrt. From there, the 

Balyaga flows southeast a total of 30 kilometers. 

It crosses the railroad tracks again below 

Dekabristy (Декабристы) and passes the village 

of Balyaga (Баляга) along the way. The Balyaga 

terminates when it joins the right bank of the 840 

kilometer-long Khilok River (река Хилок) a little 

south of Balyaga-Katangar (Баляга-Катангар). 

The Khilok is one of the major tributaries of the 

Selenga; the train reaches the Khilok a little 

further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 5789: Dekabristy (станция Декабристы) – 

A town named for the “Decembrists.” One could 

say that Dekabristy is a suburb of Petrovsk-

Zabaikalskiy.  

 

➢ Km 5792: Cross the Balyaga River (река Баляга) 

– The train has been running parallel to this little 

south-flowing stream for the past six kilometers. The train now crosses over from the west 

side of the river to its east side and continues to follow the river south for the next 12 

kilometers until shortly after the village of Balyaga. Thereafter, they separate and go their 

own ways.  

 

➢ Km 5793: Platform 5793 (платформа 5793) – There is a very small village here on the east 

and a larger one called Yagodniy Sadiy (Ягодные Сады; “Berry Gardens”) one kilometer 

west.  

 

➢ Km 5796: Platform 5796 (платформа 5796) – There is a dacha village on the west.  

 

➢ Km 5800: Galyatkino (платформа Галяткино) – There are small villages on both sides of 

the rail line here.  

 

➢ Km 5804: Balyaga (станция Баляга) – This village of 3,600 persons is roughly divided into 

northern and southern halves by both the rail line and the Balyaga River. The railroad is just 

north of the river. For over fifty years, the village’s main industry was the Katangarsky 

Timber Plant (Катангарский лесокомбинат) but it closed a few years ago. Nothing has yet 

replaced it.  

 

Heading east, ten kilometers after passing through the village, the train approaches and 

begins to follow upstream along the right bank (north side) of the Khilok River. The train has 

entered the Khilok Valley. It’s a very scenic section of the trip. The Trans-Siberian route 
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parallels the Khilok for the next 300 kilometers, passing the town of Khilok, all the way to 

Sokhondo (Сохондо), which is only 70 kilometers southeast of Chita.  

 

Going downstream in the other direction, from this point south, west, and then north, the 

Khilok flows some 300 kilometers until it joins the Selenga about a dozen kilometers south 

of Kibalino (Кибалино), which is about 60 kilometers southwest of Ulan-Udé.  

 

As it follows the river valley, the train route also runs parallel to the Yablonoviy Mountains 

(Яблоновый хребет; “Apple Tree Range”). For approximately the next 500 kilometers, the 

train first parallels, then climbs, then descends, then climbs again to its highest point on the 

Trans-Siberian Line. Then it descends again. At one point, there is a long tunnel which runs 

underneath the very highest section of the mountain chain.  

 

The Yablonoviy Range begins at the top of north-central Mongolia and runs to the south and 

east of Lake Baikal. The main central section of the range runs about 650 kilometers, but it 

can be said that from its westernmost foothills to its easternmost foothills, it extends about 

1,600 kilometers before approaching the Stanovoy Range (Становой хребет; lit., “Backbone 

Range”). In fact, some geologists consider the Yablonoviy Mountains to be a southwestern 

extension of the Stavonoy.  

 

The Stanovoy, which are also known as the Outer Khingan (Внешний Хинган), run from the 

top of Lake Baikal, southwest to northeast, another 1,000 kilometers, almost to the Sea of 

Okhotsk and the Pacific Ocean. The two ranges form the dividing line – a continental divide 

– between the rivers that empty into the Arctic Ocean (via the Angara-Yenisei and Lena) and 

those that empty into the Pacific (via the Amur).  

 

Neither range is particularly tall or large, both being long and thin. The tallest peak of the 

Yablonoviy is Mount Sokhondo (Гора Сохондо) at 2,500 meters (8,202 feet) and the tallest 

in the Stanovoy is Mount Skalisty (Гора Скалистый) at 2,482 meters (8,143 feet).  

 

Early in Russia’s history, when the regions of the Far East were virtually unknown and 

completely unexplored, the watersheds served as the border between the Russian and 

Chinese Empires. All where the waters flowed to the east and south was China; all where the 

waters flowed to the north and west was Russia. This was the basis for the 1689 Treaty of 

Nerchinsk between the two countries. This status – and these borders – did not change until 

the 1858 Treaty of Aigun which essentially set them as they presently are today.  

 

➢ Km 5809: Cross the Baronovka River (река Бароновка) – The small river begins 

approximately ten kilometers due north. From the rail crossing, it runs a little less than four 

kilometers southwest to its mouth on the left bank of the Balyaga about five kilometers north 

of its confluence with the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5811: Kuli (Остановочный пункт Кули; “Octanovochnihy Punkt Kuli”) – Technically, 

this is a “Stopping Point.” The little village of Kuli is two kilometers south of the rail line.  
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➢ Km 5817: Cross the Tarbagatai River (река Тарбагатай) – This minor stream begins in the 

mountains approximately 15 kilometers north of the rail crossing. From here, it flows one 

and a half kilometers south where it merges into the right bank of the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5818: Tarbagatai (станция Тарбагатай) – A fairly large village of about 2,400 

inhabitants poised between the south of the railroad and the right bank (north side) of the 

Khilok River. The town was originally founded in 1905 around the Tigninskiy Coal Mine 

(Угольный разрез Тигнинский и завод) to develop the Tarbagataiskoye deposit of brown 

coal. The Tarbagataiskaya Depresssion (Тарбагатайская впадина) is a 20 kilometer-long 

basin that follows a coal seam through the Khilok River valley.  

 

➢ Km 5825: Platform 5825 (платформа 5825).  

 

➢ Km 5828: Novopavlovka (станция Новопавловка) – A mid-size village of 4,000 residents 

on the north shore of the Khilok River. Most of the town is to the north of the rail line and 

south of the M55 Highway. It is a small coal mining and timber town.  

 

➢ Km 5830: Cross the Zun-Tignya River (река Зун-Тигня) – Here’s a tricky one. A number of 

small south-flowing minor tributaries all come together within meters of one another and 

pass at the same place under the rail line. Within a few more meters, as the tracks are right 

alongside the Khilok River, they merge into the Khilok’s right bank. From northwest, north, 

and northeast, the three largest are the Barun-Tignya (река Барун-Тигня) at 20 kilometers-

long; the Miyshetaya (река Мышьетая) at 21 kilometers-long; and the Zun-Tignya (река 

Зун-Тигня) at 16 kilometers-long.  

 

➢ Km 5833: Ozdorovitelniy Lager (платформа Оздоровительный лагерь; “Wellness Center” 

or “Health Camp”). This stop is also known as Pionerlager (Пионерлагерь; “Pioneer 

Summer Camp”).  

 

➢ Km 5836: Tolbaga (станция Толбага) – A small village of some 500 persons set directly on 

the right bank of the Khilok. The rail line runs through the middle of the town. The station is 

now closed. There is a Tolbaga River (река Толбага); it’s a 14 kilometer-long left tributary 

of the Khilok which runs from south to north.  

 

➢ Km 5841: Platform 5841 (платформа 5841). 

 

➢ Km 5845: Voskresenka (платформа Воскресенка; “Resurrection”).  

 

➢ Km 5849: Platform 5849 (платформа 5849). 

 

➢ Km 5852: Platform 5852 (платформа 5852).  

 

➢ Km 5853: Cross the Bom-Gorkhon River (река Бом-Горхон) – This small river originates in 

the northwest about 15 kilometers from the rail crossing. From here, it flows east less than 

100 meters to the Khilok.  
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➢ Km 5856: Platform 5856 (платформа 5856).  

 

➢ Km 5858: Cross the Khokhotuika River (река Хохотуйка) – This small river ends in less 

than 500 meters south of here when it joins the right bank of the Khilok. It begins about 20 

kilometers to the northwest. The crossing is less than one kilometer west of the train station.  

 

➢ Km 5859: Khokhotuy (станция Хохотуй; “Laughter”) – The name of the village is 

Khokhotuyskoe (Хохотуйское); it has about 1,600 residents. It lies on the right bank (north 

side) of the Khilok River divided east-west by the Khokhotuika River. The railroad runs 

more or less through the middle of the village. The village was founded in 1899 during the 

construction of the Trans-Siberian Rail Line. In the 1940s, it was the site of a Japanese 

prisoner of war camp. The men were used to harvest timber; I doubt they were laughing.  

 

➢ Km 5866: Cross the Ushotiy River (река Ушоты) – This little creek begins 15 kilometers 

north and ends one kilometer south when it joins one of the many channels of the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5866: Ushotiy (платформа Ушоты) – This small settlement of several dozen houses 

and approximately 150 persons is south of the tracks and north of the right bank of one of the 

Khilok’s channels. For at least 200 kilometers, from Khokhotuy to Mogzon (Могзон), the 

Khilok is more often than not a highly braided river with many channels. It is also the 

terminus of hundreds of small streams, rivers, and creeks – about one every kilometer on 

either its right or left bank. Although most of these little rivulets have names, it’s simply too 

many to report. We’ll note the rivers of about ten kilometers in length and above that the 

trains passes over. Thus, we’ll cross over without comment hundreds of small creeks that are 

under this length and all the rivers on the opposite shore of the Khilok that the rail line does 

not cross.  

 

➢ Km 5868: Cross the Khul River (река Хул) – This small stream starts about a dozen 

kilometers north and terminates one kilometer south with its mouth on a right bank channel 

of the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5871: Mukhor-Shibirka (платформа Мухор-Шбирка) – Three or four houses to the 

north of the rails and a little eight kilometer-long stream of the same name (река Мухор-

Шбирка). Like all the other rivers in this section of the line, the river flows from north to 

south and joins the Khilok.   

 

➢ Km 5874: Cross the Zakulta River (река Закульта) – The river begins about 15 kilometers 

north; it ends on the right bank of the Khilok in one kilometer south.  

 

➢ Km 5874: Zakulta (платформа Закульта) – A small village of almost 500 persons entirely 

on the north side of the tracks.  
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KM 5884: Bada, a small town  
in the Yablonoviy Mountains 

➢ Km 5878: Shilya (платформа Шиля) – A very small village of 180 residents north of the 

railroad and a little ten kilometer-long river of the same name (река Шиля).  

 

➢ Km 5881: Cross the Badatui River (река Бадатуй) – This small stream begins about 15 

kilometers north of the rail crossing. From here, it flows south two kilometers where it joins 

the main channel of the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5883: Bada (станция Бада) – A village of some 4,700 persons on the right bank (north 

side) of the Khilok River. The railroad runs more or less through the center of town.  

 

Bada’s original name was Badino-Troisk 

(Бадино-Троицк; “Badino-Trinity”), named 

after the Badinskaya Steppe (Бадинская 

степь), a level area of the Khilok Valley 

between the Yablonoviy Mountains in the 

south and the Tsagaan-Khurtei (Цаган-

Хуртэй) Mountains in the north. The 

Tsagaan-Khurtei is a relatively small, low 

range extending less than 300 kilometers. It 

runs north of and roughly parallel to the 

Yablonoviy. Its highest peak is Mount Dabata 

(гора Дабата) at 1,586 meters (5,203 feet).  

 

Immediately upon exiting the village, the train 

passes the Bada Air Base (Авиабаза Бада), 

it’s one kilometer north and visible from the 

train. Bada is a medium-size forward base with several clusters of remote revetments for 

fighter aircraft. It is home to several dozen Sukhoi Su-24s (NATO codename “Fencer”), a 

supersonic, variable-sweep wing, twin-engined, two-seater, all-weather attack aircraft 

developed in the Soviet Union. The jet was widely distributed among former Soviet allies, 

thus the Su-24 may be found in Kazakhstan, Iran, Iraq, and Ukraine. Some of the jets are 

parked as close as 350 meters from the rail line.  

 

On April 11, 2013, President Vladimir Putin (Владимир Владимирович Путин; 1952-

present) visited Bada Village. It was reported as the most exciting event in the history of the 

town.  

 

➢ Km 5883: Cross the Bugutui River (река Бугутуй) – This little creek also starts about 15 

kilometers north of the rail crossing. It then flows south two kilometers to the right bank of 

the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5886: Platform 5886 (платформа 5886).  

 

➢ Km 5888: Cross the Olon-Shyebyer River (река Олон-Шэбэр) – This small stream begins 

15 kilometers north. From the rail crossing it runs south a little more than one kilometer to 

the Khilok.  
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➢ Km 5891: Zurun (платформа Зурун) – A very small village of approximately 275 persons 

lodged between the train tracks and the north side of the Khilok River.  

 

➢ Km 5891: Cross the Zurun River (река Зурун) – Immediately east after passing the Zurun 

Station, the train passes over this small stream. It begins about 20 kilometers north; it ends 

less than one kilometer south with its mouth on the right bank of the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5897: Cross the Alentui River (река Алентуй) – Almost 400 meters west before passing 

the Kharchetoi Station, the train passes over this little river. It begins one dozen kilometers 

north; it ends in 600 meters west on the Khilok River.  

 

➢ Km 5897: Kharchetoi (Остановочный пункт Харчетой; “Stopping Point Kharchetoi”) – 

This stopping point serves the small village of Glinka (Глинка). The village is located on the 

right bank of the Khilok River and has a population of approximately 275. One kilometer 

north is the M55 Highway. The M55 begins in Irkutsk, more or less follows the same route 

as the Trans-Siberian Railway, and ends in Chita.  

 

➢ Km 5902: Cross the Khuregat River (река Хурегат) – This little river, like almost all rivers, 

is the product of many tributaries. In its case, it takes its name from the union of the seven 

kilometer-long Praviy Khuregat (река Правый Хурегат; “Right”) and the eight kilometer-

long Leviy Khuregat (река Левый Хурегат; “Left”) at their confluence a dozen kilometers 

north. From the rail crossing, the river flows south two kilometers to its mouth on the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5905: Platform 5905 (платформа 5905).  

 

➢ Km 5907: Cross the Zhipkhegen River (река Жипхеген) – This stream has its source about 

a dozen kilometers north; from here it flows only a few hundered meters south to its 

confluence on the right bank of the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5907: Zhipkhegen (станция Жипхеген) – A good-size village just to the north of the 

Khilok River.  

 

➢ Km 5910: Cross the Khazhertoi River (река Хажертой) – The river begins about 18 

kilometers northwest. It ends on the right bank of the Khilok within meters of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 5911: Cross the Verkhnyaya Sulkhara River (река Верхняя Сулхара) – This small river 

begins 18 kilometers to the northeast. It likewise merges into the Khilok within meters of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 5916: Platform 5916 (платформа 5916).  

 

➢ Km 5917: Cross the Moikhan River (река Мойхан) – This little stream has its source one 

dozen kilometers northeast. It terminates on the right bank of the Khilok within meters south 

of the rails.  
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KM 5934: Khilok RR Station 

➢ Km 5919: Sosnovka (платформа Сосновка: “Pine”) – A tiny settlement north of the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 5919: Cross the Sosnovka River (река Сосновка; “Pine River”) – The union of the 12 

kilometer-long Pravaya Сосновка (река Правая Сосновка; “Right”) and the 13 kilometer-

long Levaya Сосновка (река Левая Сосновка; “Left”) takes place about 300 meters east of 

the rail crossing. This junction forms the Sosnovka. Both tributaries come down from the 

northeast. The Sosnovka then runs all of one kilometer until it merges into the right bank of 

the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5924: Platform 5924 (платформа 5924).  

 

➢ Km 5927: Cross the Kosurka River (река Косурка) – By itself, the little 12 kilometer-long 

Kosurka isn’t too much. It flows down from the northeast, but along the way it is enlarged by 

the addition of the seven kilometer Kosurka-1st (река Косурка-первая) and the 13 kilometer-

long Kosurka-2nd (река Косурка-вторая) Rivers. Despite its additions, it’s still just a little 

creek. It terminates on the Khilok within meters of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 5927: Platform 5927 (платформа 5927).  

 

➢ Km 5934: Khilok (станция Хилок) – A town of 

about 10,000 persons located in the wide valley of the 

Khilok River. The rail line runs across the central part 

of the town. Because there’s a bridge crossing the 

Khilok River, the city is fully developed on both sides 

of the river which meanders in a convoluted path 

through the town. Shortly after this station, the train 

begins to make its highest ascent of the Yablonoviy 

Mountains (Яблоновый хребет). Freight trains need 

to add extra locomotives to make the climb.  

 

➢ Km 5941: Zhilkina (платформа Жилкина) – A tiny 

village called Zhilkin Khytop (Жилкин Хутор) 

nestled against the Khilok to its south and the railroad 

to its north.  

 

➢ Km 5946: Tkacheva Pad (Ткачева Пад) – There’s a large timber operation on the right 

(south) after this platform.  

 

➢ Km 5946: Cross the Pryamaya River (река Прямая; “Straight River”) – This small river 

begins approximately a dozen kilometers northwest. It joins the Khilok River about 500 

meters south after passing under the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 5951: Cross the Gyrshelun River (река Гыршелун) – This minor tributary originates 

about 15 kilometers north and ends one kilometer south when it joins the Khilok.  
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➢ Km 5951: Gyrshelun (станция Гыршелун) – The village is on the right bank of the Khilok 

and divided roughly in half by the north to south flowing Gyrshelun River, The village has a 

population of about 900 and is developed on both sides of the rail line.  

 

Four kilometers due south of Gyrshelun, on the left bank of the Khilok, is Linyovo Ozero 

(Линёво Озеро; “Linyovo Lake”), a village of some 2,700 persons. It sits at the confluence 

of the Khilok and the 164 kilometer-long Bludnaya River (река Блудная; “Prodigal River”), 

also called Khilogson (река Хилогосон), one of the largest left tributaries of the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5959: Cross the Alentui River (река Алентуй) – This small tributary begins about 15 

kilometers north and ends two kilometers south when it joins the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5961: Alentuika (платформа Алентуйка) – A small village of about 150 persons just 

south of the tracks and north of the Khilok River. 

 

➢ Km 5961: Cross the Shantoi River (река Шантой) – This small stream begins in the hills 

some 10 kilometers north of the rail crossing. From here it flows two kilometers south until 

its confluence on the Khilok’s right bank.  

 

➢ Km 5966: Cross the Shabartai River (река Шабартай) – This little river has its source 15 

kilometers north. From the tracks, it flows south two kilometers to join the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5971: Khushenga (станция Хушенга) – This is a mid-size village of approximately 

1,800 persons on both sides of the rail line and on the north side of the Khilok River. The six 

kilometer-long Khurlukhta River (река Хурлухта) runs through town from north to south.  

 

➢ Km 5982: Daigur (платформа Дайгур) – A small village of 90 persons mostly to the south 

of the tracks and north of the river.  

 

➢ Km 5983: Cross the Severniy Zhepkes River (река Жепкес) – A small right tributary of the 

Khilok that starts almost 18 kilometers northwest of this crossing and ends in less than 300 

meters.  

 

➢ Km 5990: Cross the Kharagun River (река Харагун) – The Kharagun is an unusual river in 

that shortly before its confluence with the Khilok (and shortly before passing under the rail 

line), it divides into three distinct distributaries: one about three kilomters west before the 

village; one about one kilometer west before Kharagun; and one a little less than one 

kilometer east after passing the Kharagun Rail Station.  

 

This crossing is the first, or the most westerly. From this point, it’s upstream northeast about 

three kilometers to one of its divides; from there it’s another kilometer northeast to a second 

divide; then it’s about two kilometers north in a single channel to where the river starts its 

tributary divides. Over a half dozen named tributaries spread out like a fan from northwest to 

northeast. They range in length from 12 to 18 to 25 to 35 kilometers long. All sources come 

down from Tsagaan-Khurtei Mountains. Going downstream from the rail road tracks, the 

three distributaries reach the right bank of the Khilok in less than three kilometers south.  
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➢ Km 5992: Cross the Kharagun River (река Харагун) – This second crossing of the 

Kharagun is just a tiny creek almost in town. From here, it’s north about two kilometers to its 

split point. Downstream from the rail crossing, it’s a little less than three kilometers south to 

river’s confluence on the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5993: Kharagun (станция Харагун) – A mid-size town on both sides of the rail line and 

about three kilometers north of the Khilok River.  

 

➢ Km 5994: Cross the Kharagun River (река Харагун) – About a half of one kilometer east 

after the rail station and close to where the village ends, the train crosses over the Kharagun 

for the third time. From here, it’s northwest about two kilometers to its distributary split 

point. Downstream from the rail crossing, it’s a little less than three kilometers south to 

river’s confluence on the right bank of the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 5997: Cross the Khurtei River (река Хуртэй) – As its name indicates, this fairly 

substantial river flows down from the Tsagaan-Khurtei Mountains about 25 kilometers north 

of the rail crossing. Going south, it’s only about two kilometers until it spills into the Khilok.  
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➢ Km 6003: Sarantui (платформа Сарантуй) – This small village is north of the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 6005: Cross the Bolshoi Ulyentui River (река Большой Улэнтуй) – This tributary 

begins close to 25 kilometers northeast of this point. From the rail crossing, it flows about 

one kilometer south until it merges into the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 6006: Cross the Maliy Ulyentui River (река Малый Улэнтуй) – This one runs parallel 

to its big brother one kilometer west. Its length is about 18 kilometers. It also flows into the 

Khilok in one kilometer.  

 

➢ Km 6012: Cross the Taidutka River (река Тайдутка) – This river has its source close to 30 

kilometers due north. From the railroad crossing, it flows south two kilometers until its 

confluence on the right bank of the Khilok River.  

 

➢ Km 6013: Taidut (станция Тайдут) – A small village mostly to the north of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 6020: Platform 6020 (платформа 6020).  

 

➢ Km 6020: Cross the Khulruktuika River (река Хулруктуйка) – This minor tributary comes 

down from the hills about 15 kilometers to the north. It passes under the rail line and merges 

into the Khilok in one kilometer.  

 

➢ Km 6023: Cross the Barun-Nyemyetyei River (река Барун-Нэмэтэй) – This river of many 

small tributaries gets its start approximately 30 kilometers to the north. Once it passes under 

the tracks, it flows about 500 meters until it merges into the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 6024: Platform 6024 (платформа 6024).  

 

➢ Km 6033: Zagarino (станция Загарино) – A small village on the right bank of the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 6040: Cross the Zun-Nyemyetyei River (река Зун-Нэмэтэй) – This river begins 

approximately 35 kilometers to the north. From the rail crossing, it flows south a little less 

than three kilometers until it joins the right bank of the Khilok River.  

 

➢ Km 6041: Uletka (платформа Улетка) – The platform is for the village of Ukurik (Укурик) 

which is on the right bank of the Khilok about three kilometers to the southeast.  

 

➢ Km 6053: Cross the Khila River (река Хила) – Immediately before entering Mogzon, the 

train crosses the Khila. It ends 150 meters south of the tracks when it merges into one of the 

many channels of the Khilok. Its source is close to 75 kilometers to the north.  

 

➢ Km 6054: Mogzon (станция Могзон) – A small town of approximately 3,600 persons, it is 

sited at the confluence of the Khila and Khilok Rivers. For most trains, it’s a stop in the midst 

of the Yablonoviy Mountains.  
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100 Years Trans-Siberian Mainline 
The postage stamp features an emerging steam 
locomotive from a tunnel in the Yablonovy Mountains. 
The commemorative dates are 1902-2002. The 
surrounding postal block displays the route from 
Moscow to Vladivostok, the Amur River Bridge, and the 
KM 9288 final post marker in Vladivostok. For rail fans 
and philatelists, this stamp is a real collector’s item.  

➢ Km 6056: Cross the Alentuika River (река Алентуйка) – This river starts northeast about 25 

kilometers. It passes under the rails and meets the Khilok in less than two kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 6059: Platform 6059 (платформа 6059).  

 

➢ Km 6069: Platform 6069 (платформа 6069).  

 

➢ Km 6074: Cross the Gongota River (река Гонгота) – This small stream begins about ten 

kilometers to the north; it ends in three kilometers south where it joins the right bank of the 

Khilok. Note that there are many such small streams, almost one per kilometer on this entire 

section of the railroad. Most are less than ten kilometers in length and we don’t list them. 

Most however, do have names.  

 

➢ Km 6075: Gongota (станция Гонгота) – A small village on the north side of the rail line. It 

has a population of about 550. Immediately to the north of the village, there is a small walled 

cantonment.  

 

➢ Km 6086: Platform 6086 (платформа 

6086).  

 

➢ Km 6090: Cross the Gychekhen River 

(река Гычехен) – This minor tributary 

has its source 20 kilometers northwest. 

From the rail crossing, it flows a little 

less than four kilometers until it meets 

the right bank of the Khilok.  

 

➢ Km 6095: Cross the Khilok River 

(река Хилок) – Now little more than a 

meandering stream, this 840 kilometer-

long right tributary of the Selenga is not 

far from its source. The Khilok’s 

headwaters originate in a series of lakes 

that extend from 20 to 70 kilometers 

north of Sokhondo. Chief among many 

are Lake Arakhlei (озера Арахлей), 

Shakshinskoe (озеро Шакшинское), 

and Irgen (озеро Иргень). Following 

the river downstream leads close to 800 

kilometers southwest to its confluence on the Selenga about 35 kilometers east of 

Gusinoozyorsk (Гусиноозерск; “Goose Lake”) or about 75 kilometers southwest of Ulan-

Udé. The rail line and the river do not cross paths again. From the crossing, the train turns 

east and and the river traces upstream north to its beginning. The train is presently on the left 

bank (east side) of the river.  
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KM 6125: Yablonoviy Mountains 

➢ Km 6096: Sokhondo (станция Сохондо) – A little village of close to 1,100 inhabitants and a 

station named for the Yablonoviy Range’s highest peak, 2,508 meter-tall (8,228 feet) Mount 

Sokhondo (горa Сохондо). The village is on the left bank (east side) of the Khilok River and 

about equally divided on both sides of the rail line. Starting here, the train begins its highest 

ascent in the Yablonoviy Range.  

 

➢ Km 6001: Cross the Zhimiyger River (река Жимыгер) – This little stream starts about four 

kilometers to the southeast. After passing under the tracks, it flows west approximately four 

kilometers northwest until it merges into the left bank of the Khilok River. As the Trans-

Siberian Rail Line is leaving the Khilok River Valley, this is the last river the train crosses 

that connects to the Khilok – and it connects for the first time to its left, not right, bank.  

 

➢ Km 6106: Turgutui (станция Тургутуй) – A settlement of perhaps a dozen buildings to the 

east of the rail line. The village has a reported population of 22. Nobodies nose will bleed 

from the altitude, and no one will be gasping for breath, nonetheless this station marks the 

beginning of the Yabloniy Pass (Яблоновый перевал), which at 1,040 meters (3,412 feet) is 

the highest point on the Trans-Siberian Railroad. From here to Vladivostok, or from here to 

Moscow, it is literally all downhill.  

 

➢ Km 6111: Block Post 6111 (блок пост 

6111).  

 

➢ Km 6116: Cross the Kurgat River 

(река Кургат) – This little stream 

begins less than five kilometers north. 

It’s the beginning of a new watershed 

on the line. Henceforth, the waters that 

flow from this point, flow east via the 

Amur River to the Pacific Ocean. We’ll 

mention this in more detail when we 

reach the Kuka River (река Кука).  

 

After the Kurgat passes under the 

tracks, it flows three kilometers south 

along the west side of the rail line until its confluence less than one kilometer west of 

Yablonovo (Яблоново) with four other named tributaries. The resulting river is called the 

Zun-Kuka (река Зун-Кука).  

 

The Zun-Kuka flows southeast along the rail line for the next 18 kilometers to a little past 

Kuka Village (Кука) where the river joins with the 20 kilometer-long Barun-Kuka (река 

Барун-Кука). The resulting river is the Kuka. It flows approximately ten kilometers east to 

its end on the Ingoda River (река Ингода). We’ll meet the Kuka River when we cross it just 

south of Lesnaya (Лесная).  

 

➢ Km 6119: Yablonovaya (станция Яблоновая) – The village name is Yablonovo 

(Яблоново); most of it is north of the rail line and it has about 1,100 inhabitants. The root 
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KM 6133: Monument to the Dead 
Памятник погибшим в железнодорожной 

катастрофе, в посёлке Кука 

word of the station and town is Yabloko (Яблоко) which means “Apple.” Hence, the 

“Yablonoviy” Mountains are the Apple Tree Range. They were so named because wild apple 

trees grow in this area. The apples are naturally sweet and are eaten by animals of all kinds. 

Many of the apples in today’s commerce have genetic material from Eastern Siberia and 

Central Asia.  

 

➢ Km 6127: Platform 6127 (платформа 6127).  

 

➢ Km 6131: Platform 6131 (платформа 6131).  

 

➢ Km 6133: Kuka (станция Кука; “Cook”) – A 

long, one-street village almost all of which is 

to the north of the tracks. Kuka was the site of 

a rail disaster in 1995 which took many lives. 

There is a small memorial to the victims 

alongside the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 6139: Branch Line South – The first of 

two southern spurs, this very short one veers 

off to the right and heads almost due south two 

kilometers to a fairly large secured military 

cantonement. It measures 2.5 by 2.5 kilometers 

or 6.25 square kilometers. It appears to have 

dozens and dozens of housing units within its grounds.  

 

➢ Km 6139: Branch Line South – This second spur is less than 200 meters south of the first. 

It’s almost directly across the tracks from the rail station. The branch line splits off to the 

right and heads south approximately 35 kilometers traveling through Lesnoy-Gorodok 

(Лесной-Городок) → Krasnaya Rechka (Красная Речка; “Little Red River”) → 

Golubichnaya (Голубичная; “Blueberry”) → Druzhba (Дружба; “Friendship”) → 

Drovyanaya (Дровяная; “Woodburning”) → and Gorniy (Горный; “Mountain”). Its main 

purpose is to service the great coal mine at Golubichnaya.  

 

➢ Km 6139: Cross the Kuka River (река Кука) – Technically, the main line of the Trans-

Siberian does not cross this river as the line veers sharply to the left north and the river 

continues straight ahead due east. The actual crossing is 350 meters south under the spur line 

to Gorniy just described. Nevertheless, we’ve been following the Kuka and soon enough it 

ends so we’ll report it.  

 

The Kuka begins a mere three and a half kilometers northwest of here at the confluence of 

the 20 kilometer-long south-flowing Zun-Kuka and the 18 kilometer-long east-flowing 

Barun-Kuka Rivers. Their junction point is three kilometers southeast of the village of Kuka. 

From the rail crossing here on the spur, the Kuka first flows east about five kilometers 

through Staraya Kuka (Старая Кука; “Old Cook”), then north almost five kilometers to 

Novaya Kuka (Новая Кука; “New Cook”) where it merges into the left bank of the 708 

kilometer-long Ingoda River (река Ингода).  
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About 50 kilometers northeast of the Novaya Kuka confluence, the Ingoda picks up the 210 

kilometer-long left tributary Chita River (река Чита) at the city of Chita (Чита). From there, 

it’s more than 200 kilometers downstream east on the Ingoda to its junction with the 1,032 

kilometer-long Onon River (река Онон). The combination of the left Ingoda and the right 

Onon forms the mighty Shilka (Шилка). On its own, without including either of its tributary 

kilometers, the Shilka runs 560 kilometers northeast until it joins the 1,620 kilometer-long 

Argun (река Аргунь).  

 

The combination of the left Shilka and the right Argun forms the 2,824 kilometer-long Amur 

River (река Амур), the 9th longest river on earth and a major part of the border between 

Russia and China. The Amur eventually empties at the Sea of Okhotsk (Охотское море) and 

thus the Pacific Ocean.  

 

In other words, once the train crossed the Yablonoviy Range, it entered a new world. In the 

old world, all rivers drain to the west and north and eventually to the Arctic Ocean. 

Henceforth, in this new world, all rivers, streams, and creeks flow east and south to the Amur 

River and the Pacific Ocean. The train reaches all of these above-mentioned rivers in due 

course and we’ll describe each one of them as we reach them.  

 

➢ Km 6139: Lesnaya (станция Лесная) – This is a small industrial village mostly to the north 

side of the rail line. About 200 meters south of the rail split, the spur line crosses over the 

Kuka. Immediately after (east and north of) the spur and the Lesnaya train station, the main 

Trans-Siberian Line turns 90 degrees to the left and heads north towards Chita.  

 

➢ Km 6143: Novaya Kuka (Новая Кука) – A small industrial village of about 1,600 persons to 

the east of the rail line and the west (left bank) of the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6145: Zhipkovshchina (oстановочный пункт Жипковщина) – This “Stopping Point” is 

a three-street village of some 500 persons to the east of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 6145: Cross the Zhipkovshchinaskaya River (река Жипковщинаская) – This small 

river with a big name begins about 20 kilometers northwest. It ends in five kilometers east 

when it joins the left bank of the Ingoda. It runs through Zhipkovshchina Village.  

 

➢ Km 6151: Cross the Rushmalei River (река Рушмалей) – Along with the contributions of 

many other tributaries, this river may be said to begin eight kilometers northwest at the 

confluence of the 15 kilometer-long Dalniy Rushmalei (река Дальний Рушмалей; “Far 

Rushmalei”) and the 15 kilometer-long Blizhniy Rushmalei (река Ближний Рушмалей; 

“Near Rushmalei”) Rivers. Both tributaries begin to the northwest. From the railroad tracks, 

the Rushmalei flows less than five kilometers southeast to its mouth on the left bank of the 

Ingoda River.  
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➢ Km 6156: Ingoda (платформа Ингода) – This former station, now platform, and the small 

village are named for the Ingoda River (река Ингода) on whose left bank (west side) the 

village lies. The river’s overall length is 708 kilometers. Tracing it upstream from here, it 

orginates close to 500 kilometers southwest, not too far north of the Mongolian border.  

 

Following the river downstream from the rail crossing, it first flows north approximately 35 

kilometers to Chita where the Chita River (река Чита; locally called Chitinka; река 

Читинка) joins its left bank. From there, the Ingoda continues more than 200 kilometers east 

to the town of Onon (Онон) where it joins the Onon River (река Онон) – together they 

become the Shilka (река Шилка), one of the major tributaries of the Amur River (река 

Амур). The Trans-Siberian rail route follows the Ingoda from here until its end – and then 

follows the Shilka. Altogether the train follows the two rivers downstream over the next 500 

kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 6162: Cross the Domna River (река Домна) – This Ingoda tributary begins about 30 

kilometers north above the village of Domno-Klyuchi (Домно Ключи; “Domno-Springs”) 

and its confluence with the 15 kilometer-long Domna-Malaya River (река Малая Домна). 

From the rail crossing here, it flows only one kilometer southeast until it merges into the left 

bank of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6163: Domna (станция Домна) – This large village of 7,100 persons is located on the 

confluence of the Domna River and the left bank (west side) of the Ingoda River. The rail 

line runs more or less through the town from south to north. There is an important military 

airbase (Военный аэродром Домна) which houses MiG Fighter Jets two kilometers 

northwest of town. The base is the home of the 120th Fighter Aviation Regiment, which is 

part of the 26th Air Defense Division of the 14th Army Air Force and Air Defense. There are 

about fifty fighter aircraft stationed there.  

 

➢ Km 6169: Cross the Chernovka River (река Черновка) – This little creek begins about 15 

kilometers northwest of the rail crossing. It terminates on the left bank of the Ingoda in one 

kilometer.  

 

➢ Km 6173: Chernovskaya (станция Черновская) – Chernovskaya is the rail station for 

several towns just outside of Chita. Chernovo (Черново; “Rough”) is a small village set 

along the left bank (west side) of the Ingoda River two kilometers to the southeast. 

Naklonniy (Наклонный) and Chernovskiy Tsentr (Черновский Центр) are both about two 

kilometers north, and the two Kolochnoye’s (Колочное-1 and -2), are five kilometers to the 

west.  

 

➢ Km 6174: Branch Line East – Less than one kilometer after passing Chernovskaya Station a 

track veers to the right (east), crosses over a small pond, and runs one and a half kilometers 

to a small rail service and marshaling yard. The main line runs alongside it for the next two 

kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 6176: Platform 6176 (платформа 6176) – This platform serves Vostochniy 

(Восточный), which is immediately east, and Sibirskiy (Сибирский), which lies 
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immediately west. Sibirskiy is sited along the eastern shore of Lake Shveyka (озеро 

Швейка), the largest in a group of small lakes in and around Chernovskiy. All the lakes drain 

into the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6177: Cross the Zhereya River (река Жерея) – This little river is formed ten kilometers 

to the northwest by the joining of the five kilometer-long Pravaya Zhereya (река Правая 

Жерея; “Right”), the seven kilometer-long Srednyaya Zhereya (река Средняя Жерея; 

“Middle”), and the three kilometer-long Levaya Zhereya (река Левая Жерея; “Left”) Rivers. 

After it passes through and fills all the Shveyka lakes, it runs under the rail line and in three 

kilometers southeast merges into the left bank of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6178: Zhelezobetonniy (платформа Железобетонный) – A platform at the northern 

end of Vostochniy.  

 

➢ Km 6183: Branch Line South – Less than one kilometer west of Kadala Station, a minor spur 

line branches to the right and travels less than one kilometer to a factory and coal storage 

yard.  

 

➢ Km 6184: Branch Line North – Meters before the Kadala Rail Station, a minor spur line 

veers off to the left and runs seven kilometers northwest. It passes by the southern and 

western ends of the Chita Airport, then ends at the little coal-mining village of Rudnik 

Kadala (Рудник Кадала; “Mine Kadala”).  

 

➢ Km 6185: Kadala (станция Кадала) – This is the location of Chita’s commercial airport 

(Чита Кадала международный аэропорт). It’s almost in town; the main terminal building is 

only two kilometers northwest of this little suburban train station and about a dozen 

kilometers from the main rail station in downtown Chita. The airport offers service 

throughout Russia as well as international flights to China and Thailand. There is another 

airport about ten kilometers to the northeast in the northern part of the city, but it’s a military 

base. It’s called “Chita Northwest” (Чита Северо-Запад).  

 

The station takes its name from the Kadalinka River (река Кадалинка) which flows one 

kilometer north. It’s a small river that begins about 25 kilometers northwest of the airport and 

ends when it empties into Lake Kenon (озеро Кенон), the southern shore of which the train 

now follows for the next five kilometers. Lake Kenon is the cooling pond for the Chitinskaya 

CHP-1, the “Combined Heating and Power Plant,” or “Thermoelectric Power Plant” 

(Читинская ТЭЦ-1 or Теплоэлектроцентраль) for the city of Chita and the largest of its 

kind in Zabaikalskiy Krai.  

 

➢ Km 6186: Branch Line North – A little more than one kilometer east past the Kadala Station 

a spur branches off the main line which continues forward east. The branch turns left and 

runs six kilometers around the western shore of Lake Kenon to the Chitinskaya Power Plant. 

The branch ends at the town of Energetikov (Энергетиков). It services the large coal-fired 

electric generation plant which provides heat and electric to the city of Chita.  
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KM 6198: Chita-II RR Station 

➢ Km 6189: Zasopka (Засопка) – A suburb of Chita. Here, the train runs alongside the 

southern end of Lake Kenon.  

 

➢ Km 6191: Platform 6191 (платформа 6191).  

 

➢ Km 6194: Branch Line North – This short branch runs five kilometers north to the military 

airport “Chita Northwest” (Чита Северо-Запад).  

 

➢ Km 6195: Chita-1 (станция Чита-первая) – A large rail marshaling and service yard begins 

here and continues for the next two kilometers. Ordinary passenger trains do not usually stop.  

 

➢ Km 6197: Cross the Chita River (река Чита) – A triple set of three-truss rail bridges crosses 

the 40-60 meter-wide Chita. The Chita is a 210 kilometer-long tributary of the Ingoda. The 

river has its origins approximately 200 kilometers northeast of the city on the west side of the 

Yablonoviy Mountains. The Chita River soon terminates by merging into the left bank of the 

Ingoda River four kilometers southeast of the rail crossing.  

 

➢ Km 6198: Chita-2 Main Station (станция Чита-вторая) – A relatively large eastern 

Siberian city of some 325,000 persons, Chita is located at the confluence of the 160 

kilometer-long Chita River (река Чита; locally called 

Chitinka, Читинка) and the 708 kilometer-long 

Ingoda River (река Ингода).  

 

Founded in 1653, and similar to many such early 

Siberian settlements, Chita developed as a center for 

trade with China on the Tea Route. Later, in the period 

around 1825, the city was home to a prison and a 

number of Decembrists lived here. Chita earned the 

rather dubious sobriquet “City of Exiles.”  

 

At the end of World War II, on August 16, 1945, the 

Last Emperor of China, Puyi (Chinese: 溥仪; pinyin: 

Pǔyí), and his entourage were captured by the Soviet 

Red Army while attempting to flee to Japan. The 

Soviets took him to Chita and held him prisoner under 

house arrest in a sanatorium. He was transferred to 

Khabarovsk in 1946 and eventually repatriated against 

his will to China in 1950. More recently, Chita’s role 

as prison has again been in the news. After his conviction at trial in 2005, billionaire oligarch 

Mikhail Khodorkovskiy (Михаил Борисович Ходорковский; 1963-present) was sent to the 

YaG-14/10 penal colony in Krasnokamensk (Краснокаменск), a uranium mining town on 

the Chinese border within the Chita jurisdiction. After years of pleas for clemency, he was 

pardoned by Vladimir Putin at Christmas of 2013. He immediately flew to Berlin, Germany 

and soon thereafter re-located to Basel, Switzerland.  
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Our Lady of Kazan 

On a more positive note, a few years ago, Chita’s Orthodox community completed a great 

new blue and gold church dedicated to the Blessed Virgin of Kazan. It’s known as the 

Church of the Icon of Our Lady of Kazan (Собор 

Иконы Божией Матери Казанская) or more simply 

as Kazanskiy Sobor (Казанский собор). It’s on the 

square in front of the station and can be visited if your 

stop is long enough. It’s quite beautiful.  

 

When exiting the city, about three kilometers east 

after leaving Chita-2 Rail Station, the train again 

picks up the Ingoda River and follows along 

downstream on its left bank (north or east side). It 

parallels the east side of the river for the next 200 

kilometers until it meets the Onon River (река Онон) 

at Onon.  

 

➢ Km 6201: Confluence of Chita and Ingoda Rivers – 

There is no station or platform here, but three and 

one-half kilometers east after passing Chita-2 Station, 

the train comes alongside the confluence of the Chita 

and Ingoda Rivers. It’s on the right side (west) of the 

train, less than 30 meters from the tracks, if traveling 

south and east. The Chita, which is about 50 meters 

wide, joins the left bank of the Ingoda which is approximately 125 meters across.  

 

➢ Km 6204: Antipikha (станция Антипиха) – This is the first suburban town southeast 

outside of Chita city limits. The village is settled along the left bank (east side) of the Ingoda 

River to the north of the rail line. The large dacha village of Voskhod-14 (Восход-14) lies to 

the south of the tracks along the river.  

 

➢ Km 6204: Branch Lines North and South – Less than 500 meters east of Antipikha Station, a 

minor spur line runs to the left and north about three kilometers to a small industrial and 

mining section of town. At about the same point, another minor spur veers right and travels a 

little less than two kilometers to a large rail storage and service yard alongside an oxbow of 

the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6205: Cross the Antipikha River (река Антипиха) – This minor Ingoda tributary, 

sometimes called the Antipikha Creek (Ручей Антипиха), begins a little less than ten 

kilometers north. From the tracks, it flows close to one kilometer south and joins the left 

bank of the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6205: Stopping Point 6205 (Остановочный пункт 6205).  
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Our Lady of Kazan 
The original of this icon, also called 
Theotokos (lit., "God-bearer" or 
“Mother of God”) of Kazan 
(Казанская Богоматерь), was one of 
the most holy in all of Russian 
Orthodoxy. Under instructions from 
the Blessed Virgin, it was miraculously 
discovered buried in the ashes of Kazan 
(Казань), the capital of the Republic of 
Tatarstan, Russia, in 1579 by a nine-
year old girl There are many miracles 
attributed to it and the icon is one of 
the most important symbols of Russian 
national identity. It was stolen in 1904 
from the Monastery in Kazan where it 
had been held for centuries and it is 
believed to have been destroyed 
shortly thereafter. It portrays the 
Virgin Mary as protector and patron of 
the city of Kazan. There are two major 
Kazan Cathedrals, one in Moscow, the 
other in St Petersburg; and there are a 
number of other churches dedicated to 
Our Lady of Kazan throughout Russia. 
This is a venerated copy, worshipped by 
Pope John Paul II, in the Annunciation 
Cathedral of the Kazan Kremlin 
(Казанский Кремль).  

➢ Km 6207: Peschanka (платформа Песчанка) – The 

platform serves the dacha village of Peschanka to the 

east and Osetrovka (Осетровка), a small industrial 

suburb to the north of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 6207: Cross the Peschanka River (река 

Песчанка) – Less than 400 meters after passing the 

Peschanka Platform, the train crosses over this little 

creek. It begins about 15 kilometers north and ends 

500 meters south when it joins the left bank of the 

Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6212: Pionerskaya Children’s Sanatorium 

(платформа Пионерская Детский санаторий) – A 

small village to the north side of the rails and a large 

wooded area.  

 

➢ Km 6213: Cross the Nikishilkha River (река 

Никишилха) – This left tributary of the Ingoda ends 

here. Its confluence is within view from the right side 

of the train, 200 meters west. The train passes over 

this minor river on a twin set of single truss bridges 

just before entering Atamanovka (Атамановка). The 

Nikishilkha has its headwaters approximately 75 

kilometers northeast in the Yablonoviy Mountains.  

 

➢ Km 6215: Atamanovka (станция Атамановка) – A 

fairly large town of approximately 9,600 persons 

located on the left bank of the Ingoda River. The area 

is a large growing region for apples and one of the 

main industries in town is a juice and jam 

manufacturing operation.  

 

➢ Km 6216: Cross the Gryaznukha River (река 

Грязнуха) – This little creek originates about five 

kilometers due east. From the rail crossing it flows 

about 400 meters west until it merges into the left 

bank of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6217: Dachniy (платформа Дачный) – A large 

dacha village on the left bank of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6220: Zasopochnaya (платформа Засопочная 

Дачи) – A tiny dacha village.  
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The M58 Amur Highway 
The 2,100 kilometer-long M58 is the 
longest section of what is called the Trans-
Siberian Highway. It runs from Chita to 
Khabarovsk, more-or-less parallel to the 
Trans-Siberian Railroad. For many years, 
this section was unfinished and a source of 
endless trouble – a roadless section of some 
640 kilometers was called the "Zilov Gap." 
Mud, lack of signage, and lack of bridges – 
all contributed to an unpaved nightmare. 
Vehicles had to be loaded onto the Trans-
Siberian trains to make the journey. 
Although Russian President Vladimir Putin 
symbolically opened the Amur Highway in 
2004, it was not until 2010 that the St. 
Petersburg Times declared that paving was 
complete.  

➢ Km 6222: Kamenka (платформа Каменный карьер; “Kamenka Quarry”) – A tiny 

settlement nestled between the railroad tracks and the Ingoda River. There are several stone 

quarries in the immediate vicinity.  

 

➢ Km 6224: Platform 6224 (платформа 6224) – Some more dacha villages.  

 

➢ Km 6227: Glubokaya Pad (платформа Глубокая падь) – More dacha cottages along the 

Ingoda; this stop is also called Ozdorovitelniy 

(Оздоровительный; “Health Camp”).  

 

➢ Km 6227: Cross the Glubokaya River (река 

Глубокая) – This little stream begins 

approximately 15 kilometers northeast. After it 

passes under the tracks, it flows less than 150 

meters south and enters the left bank of the 

Ingoda. Another hundred meters downstream and 

there is an auto bridge across the Ingoda which is 

about 125 meters wide at this point.  

 

➢ Km 6230: Zemlyanichnaya (платформа 

Земляничная; “Strawberry”) – This tiny dacha 

village is nestled in the 90 degree angle made by 

the confluence of the Kruchina and Ingoda 

Rivers. It’s immediately north and west of the rail 

line.  

 

For the next few kilometers the train rides along 

in the Kruchiniskaya Depression (Кручиниская впадина), a level valley between the 

Chersky Ridge (Хребет Черского) to the northwest and the Daurskiy Ridge (Даурский 

хребет) to the southeast. These mountains run southwest to northeast across the Trans-Baikal 

Region and are intermediate ranges between the greater Yablonoviy Range to the south and 

the Stanovoy to the north.  

 

➢ Km 6229: Cross the Kruchina River (река Кручина) – The railroad crossing marks the end 

of the Kuchina as it crosses at its mouth on the Ingoda. Traveling upstream, the Kruchina is 

formed approximately 60 kilometers to the northeast at the confluence of the 15 kilometer-

long Pravaya Kruchina (река Правая Кручина) and the 20 kilometer-long Levaya Kruchina 

(река Левая Кручина) Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 6229: Novokruchininskiy (Новокручининский) – A tiny dacha village.  

 

➢ Km 6231: Kruchina (станция Кручина) – Most of this fairly large village is built between 

the west side of the rail line and and a wide east side elbow (left bank) of the Ingoda River.  
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➢ Km 6237: Alexandrovka (платформа Александровка) – A small dacha village built into a 

bend on the left bank of the Ingoda River. A much larger real village is built on the right 

bank on the other side of the river.  

 

➢ Km 6239: Branch Line North – Less than one kilometer before reaching the 

Novokruchininskiy Station a short spur branches off to the left and heads two kilometers 

northeast. It serves a relatively small, walled, secured compound that includes an oil tank 

farm.  

 

➢ Km 6240: Novaya (станция Новая; “New”) – The station is Novaya; the town of some 

10,000 persons surrounding it on the north side of the Ingoda River is Novokruchininskiy 

(Новокручининский). The town on the south side and back three kilometers is 

Aleksandrovka (Александровка). The station is called “New” because the old town was 

completed washed away in the Great Flood of 1897.  

 

➢ Km 6240: Cross the Balitui River (река Балитуй) – About 500 meters east after passing the 

Novaya Station, the train passes over this small stream. It begins approximately 15 

kilometers northeast and after passing under the tracks it joins the Ingoda in less than 300 

meters south.  

 

➢ Km 6244: Kholodnaya (платформа Холодная; “Cold”) – A little village in between the 

west side of the tracks and along the left bank (northeast side) of the Ingoda. Bring your 

sweater and long-johns.  

 

➢ Km 6246: Orlyonok (платформа Орлёнок Оздоровительный лагерь; “Eaglet Health 

Camp”) – A tiny hamlet north of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 6249: Platform 6249 (платформа 6249).  

 

➢ Km 6250: Cross the Yarovaya River (река Яровая; “Spring”) – This little river starts about 

ten kilometers to the northwest, close to the source of the Balitui River. From the rail 

crossing it flows through the western end of town approximately one kilometer southeast 

until it merges into the left bank of the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6251: Ptitsefabrika (платформа Птицефабрика; “Poultry Farm”) – A large village 

centered around the poultry-raising industry.  

 

➢ Km 6254: Makkaveyevo (станция Маккавеево) – The train station is almost at the end of 

town if traveling east. Essentially, Makkaveyevo is a small town of about 5,000 persons 

surrounded by large poultry operations.  

 

➢ Km 6255: Cross the Ungur River (река Унгур) – This little stream originates approximately 

20 kilometers northeast. After passing under the rail line, it flows two kilometers southwest 

to its confluence on the Ingoda.  
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➢ Km 6258: Cross the Budungui River (река Будунгуй) – This small river begins about 30 

kilometers to the northeast. From the rail crossing, it flows south less than one kilometer until 

it merges into the left bank of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6261: Sosnyak (платформа Сосняк) – A tiny village poised on the left bank of the 

Ingoda. Immediately south of the village is a small supplies base (a depot).  

 

➢ Km 6264: Darasun (станция Дарасун) – This is a fairly large village of approximately 

7,250 persons. Because there is a road bridge fording the Ingoda, the town extends to both 

sides of the river. The town takes its name from the Daurskiy Ridge, a 300 kilometer-long 

range of mountains to the west. The leading industry is a mining equipment plant. The rail 

station is the closest serving the “Resort-Darasun” (Курорт-Дарасун), a sanatorium town of 

about 3,100 persons 65 kilometers to the south. It is well known for its high quality calcium-

carbonate, bicarbonate, and calcium-magnesium mineral waters.  

 

➢ Km 6269: Platform 6269 (платформа 6269) – This platform serves a one kilometer-long, 

one-street, dacha village that runs along the left bank of the Ingoda River immediately west 

of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 6271: Cross the Shigiledzyur River (река Шигиледзюр) – This small stream starts 

approximately ten kilometers north. From the rail crossing it flows less than 400 meters south 

to its mouth on the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6274: Turinskaya (станция Туринская) – The station name is Turinskaya; the village is 

known as Bolshaya Tura (Большая Тура). This small town of some 1,100 persons used to be 

on high alert because of tension along the Chinese border. That’s no longer an issue today. 

There is a garrison and ammunition depot about three kilometers northeast of the rail station. 

It houses the military construction units of Glavspetsdalstroya Minvostokstroe 

(Главспецдальстроя при Минвостокстрое).  

 

The town takes its name from the nearby River Tura (река Тура) which, somewhat 

unusually, is seven kilometers east and is a right bank tributary of the Ingoda – thus the town 

is nowhere near the river. The river begins about 100 kilometers south and flows north until 

it meets the Ingoda about three kilometers upriver from Kadakhta.  

 

➢ Km 6276: Cross the Blizhniy River (река Ближний; “Near”) – This stream begins about ten 

kilometers north; from the rail crossing it flows less than 500 meters to its mouth on the left 

bank of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6287: Cross the Kadakhta River (река Кадахта) – This minor left tributary of the 

Ingoda originates approximately 15 kilometers north. After passing under the rail line it runs 

a little over one kilometer south to its confluence.  

 

➢ Km 6288: Kadakhta (станция Кадахта) – A small settlement of about 1,000 persons located 

on the left bank of the Ingoda River.  
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➢ Km 6292: Platform 6292 (платформа 6292) – Platform only reached on the “Even way.” 

 

➢ Km 6293: Platform 6293 (платформа 6293) – Platform only reached on the “Odd way.”  

 

➢ Km 6295: Karymskaya (станция Карымская) – The rail station is named Karymskaya; the 

railroad town surrounding it is Karymskoye (Карымское). It’s a big enough town of about 

12,200 persons and was founded in 1897 along the left bank of the River Ingoda with the 

development of the railroad. The original settlement had been washed away in the Great 

Flood of 1897. It’s the last large settlement before the junction of the Trans-Manchurian Line 

which is 14 kilometers east.  

 

➢ Km 6296: Cross the Shiveya River (река Шивея) – The rail line passes over this little 

stream less than one kilometer east after passing the Karymskaya Station. It begins about ten 

kilometers to the north. From the rail crossing it flows south less than two kilometers to its 

junction with the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6299: Platform 6299 (платформа 6299).  

 

➢ Km 6302: Platform 6302 (платформа 6302) – This platform serves a small dacha village 

built into an elbow of the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6303: Cross the Bayandarga River (река Баяндaрга) – This river begins approximately 

20 kilometers north; from the rail crossing it flows 250 meters east and merges into the left 

bank of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6304: Cross the Dolganga River (река Долганга) – This small stream originates north 

about 15 kilometers. From the tracks it flows less than 50 meters to its end on the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6307: Tarskaya (станция Тарская) – Formerly known as the Kitaiskiy Siding 

(Китайский разъезд; “Chinese Passing Track”), this tiny settlement lies just before the 

junction where the Trans-Manchurian Line branches south. There is a little station and a few 

nearby residences.  

 

➢ Km 6308: Branch Line to Manchuria – Here the rail line splits. The main Trans-Siberian 

route continues straight ahead east; the Trans-Manchurian Line forks to the right and heads 

south. About one kilometer after the split, the Trans-Manchurian Line line crosses the Ingoda 

River which is about 125 meters wide at the crossing.  

 

The Trans-Manchurian Line first runs southeast almost exactly 350 kilometers to the Russian 

border town of Zabaikalsk (Забайкальск). After crossing the border to Manzhouli (Russian: 

Маньчжурия; Chinese: 满洲里; pinyin: Mǎnzhōulǐ), the first city in China, the train 

continues another 2,000 kilometers, first southeast, then southwest, past Hailar (Chinese: 海

拉尔区; pinyin: Hǎilā'ěr Qū) → Harbin (Chinese: 哈尔滨; pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn) → Changchun 

(Chinese: 长春; pinyin: Chángchūn) → Shenyang (Chinese: 沈阳; pinyin: Shěnyáng) → 

Jinzhou (Chinese: 锦州; pinyin: Jǐnzhōu) → Shanhaiguan (Chinese: 山海关; pinyin: 

Shānhǎiguān) → Tangshan (Chinese: 唐山; pinyin: Tángshān) → Tianjin (Chinese: 天津; 
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pinyin: Tiānjīn) → then Beijing (Chinese: 北京; pinyin: Běijīng). The main Trans-Siberian 

Line continues its eastward journey towards Kharbarovsk (Хабаровск) and Vladivostok 

(Владивосток).  

 

THE TRANS-MANCHURIAN LINE IS DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER FIVE. 

 

➢ Km 6308: Otpor (платформа Отпор).  

 

➢ Km 6309: Platform 6309 (платформа 6309). 

 

➢ Km 6312: Platform 6312 (платформа 6312) – This platform serves the southernmost end of 

Kaidalovo (Кайдалово). The long and narrow village runs about two kilometers along the 

left bank of the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6312: Cross the Torgacha River (река Торгача) – About 250 meters north of Km 6312, 

this small river passes under the tracks. It’s formed eight kilometers northwest at the union of 

the 13 kilometer-long Pravaya Torgacha (река Правая Торгача; “Right”) and the eight 

kilometer-long Levaya Torgacha (река Левая Торгача; “Left”) Rivers. From the rail 

crossing, it’s close to 500 meters east and the river terminates on the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6315: Kaidalovo (платформа Кайдалово) – The platform is about a kilometer north of 

the village. It’s a small place of about 900 persons notable for the pretty view of Holy Trinity 

Church (Свято-Троицкая церковь) which is on the opposite side of the Ingoda River. In the 

summer, a ferry runs to it; in winter, it’s over the ice.  

 

➢ Km 6317: Cross the Yulya River (река Юля; “Julia”) – This minor tributary originates 

approximately 17 kilometers northwest. From the tracks, it runs 250 meters to its mouth on 

the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6319: Platform 6319 (платформа 6319).  

 

➢ Km 6322: Cross the Natsigun River (река Нацигун) – This river starts almost 20 kilometers 

northwest. From the rail crossing, it flows close to one kilometer and enters the left bank of 

the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6324: Natsigunsk (платформа Нацигунск) – This is the platform for Ust-Natsigun 

(Усть-Нацигун; “Mouth of the Natsigun”), a tiny village of several dozen houses 

sandwiched between the rail line to the north and the Ingoda-Natsigun River confluence on 

its south.  

 

➢ Km 6330: Platform 6330 (платформа 6330) – This platform serves the tiny settlement of 

Poselye (Поселье).  
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➢ Km 6330: Cross the Zhilkosha River (река Жилкоша) – This river originates almost 20 

kilometers northwest. It ends 300 meters east of the rail line when it merges into the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6334: Platform 6334 (платформа 6334).  

 

➢ Km 6337: Urulga (станция Урульга) – A village of close to 3,150 persons built on the 

confluence of the Urulga and Ingoda Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 6338: Cross the Urulga River (река Урульга) – This tributary, which is also called the 

Urulginka (река Урульгинка), begins about 50 kilometers northwest in the Daurskiy Ridge. 

After crossing under the rail tracks, it continues two and a half kilometers southeast until it 

joins the left bank of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6343: Platform 6343 (платформа 6343).  

 

➢ Km 6346: Platform 6346 (платформа 6346).  

 

➢ Km 6350: Platform 6350 (платформа 6350).  

 

➢ Km 6353: Platform 6353 (платформа 6353).  

 

➢ Km 6354: Cross the Talacha River (река Талача) – This Ingoda tributary which also has its 

origins in the Daurskiy Ridge begins approximately 70 kilometers to the north. Its confluence 

on the left bank of the Ingoda is at the rail crossing.  

 

➢ Km 6358: Platform 6358 (платформа 6358).  

 

➢ Km 6362: Savinskaya (платформа Савинская) – Savinskaya is the station name; the town is 

Savvino (Саввино). It’s a tiny hamlet along the left bank of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6362: Cross the Saborchina River (река Саборчина) – This little stream originates ten 

kilometers north. From here it flows about 350 meters south into the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6369: Platform 6369 (платформа 6369) – The small settlement of Galkino (Галкино) is 

served by this platform. The village is on both sides of the rail line immediately north on the 

Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6368: Cross the Ulyar River (река Уляр) – This little tributary runs right through the 

middle of Galkino. It begins some 17 kilometers northwest. It ends on the Ingoda in 500 

meters south.  

 

➢ Km 6372: Cross the Adzhak River (река Аджак) – This small river has its source close to 22 

kilometers due north. From the rails, it flows about 750 meters south to its mouth on the 

Ingoda.  
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KM 6407: Solntsevaya Railway Station 

➢ Km 6375: Cross the Shamashik River (река Шамашик) – This long stream has its start 23 

kilometers north. From the tracks it runs 750 meters south to the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6376: Zubaryevo (станция Зубарево) – A very small village a little north of the Ingoda 

River.  

 

➢ Km 6380: Platform 6380 (платформа 6380).  

 

➢ Km 6380: Cross the Verkhniy Baitsetui (река Верхний Байцетуй; “Upper”) – This river 

comes down almost 25 kilometers from due north. After passing under the rails, it enters the 

left bank of the Ingoda in less than 150 meters.  

 

➢ Km 6383: Unenker (Уненкер) – A small village on the other side (south or right bank) of 

the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6385: Platform 6385 (платформа 6385).  

 

➢ Km 6385: Cross the Nizhniy Baitsetui (река Нижний Байцетуй; “Lower”) – This twin of 

the Upper Baitsetui comes down 33 kilometers from the north. Its mouth is on the Ingoda in 

less than 25 meters.  

 

➢ Km 6393: Cross the Goremnak River (река Горемнак) – This river originates some 21 

kilometers due north. It empties into the Ingoda in one kilometer south.  

 

➢ Km 6394: Razmakhnino (станция Размахнино) – A large village of almost 1,000 persons 

located at the confluence of the Goremnak and Ingoda Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 6399: Cross the Zhernokovka River (река Жерноковка) – This little stream comes 

down from the north about 18 kilometers. From here, it runs approximately 600 meters to the 

Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6400: Krasnoyarovo (платформа 

Красноярово) – A one-street village 

running parallel to the rail tracks just 

north of the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6406: Cross the Solsontsovaya River 

(река Солсонцовая) – This stream 

originates north approximately 15 

kilometers. After passing under the 

tracks, it flows into the Ingoda in about 

one and a half kilometers south.  

 

➢ Km 6407: Solntsevaya (станция 

Солнцевая) – The station name is 

Solntsevaya; the village name is 
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Solntsevo (Солнцево). It’s a very small place all to the south of the rail line and about two 

kilometers north of the Ingoda River.  

 

If for some unimaginable God-knows-why reason one were tempted to leave the train here, 

there’s a bridge over the Ingoda and it’s possible to drive a dozen kilometers south on the 

P426 Road to Pervomayskiy (Первомайский; “May Day”). It is a fairly large mining town 

of about 13,000 inhabitants. There are a couple of things of some interest: the first is an 

enormous open-air, rare metals mine. It’s very deep and over one kilometer across. It is 

immediately north of town and called the Zabaikalskiy Mining Plant (Забайкальский горно-

обогатительный комбинат). Afterwards, if all the excitement of so much gold, silver, and 

platinum is too much for you, there’s a sanatorium resort just outside town in a pine forest; 

it’s called “Shivanda” (Шиванда) and it has mineral spring baths. It is located six kilometers 

northwest of town and its first spa buildings were erected in 1899. It’s locally quite 

renowned.  

 

➢ Km 6408: Branch Line South – Just at the eastern edge of the village, about 600 meters east 

of the Solntsevaya Rail Station, a single-track freight spur veers off to the right. It crosses the 

Ingoda River and runs south 12 kilometers to Pervomayskiy. There it services both the coal-

fired power plant and the ore concentration facilty at the Zabaikalskiy Mine.  

 

➢ Km 6413: Platform 6413 (платформа 6413).  

 

➢ Km 6414: Cross the Buliykta River (река Булыкта) – This little river begins close to 20 

kilometers northwest. It terminates on the left bank of the Ingoda in 500 meters southeast.  

 

➢ Km 6418: Onon (Разъезд Онон; “Siding Onon”) – There is nothing remarkable about this 

tiny village lying on the north shore (left bank) of the Ingoda River – other than its proximity 

to the confluence of two great rivers, for here, the Trans-Siberian Line has arrived at the 

beginning of the Pacific Ocean watershed of Russia, Mongolia, and northern China. Three 

kilometers east, the 708 kilometer-long Ingoda River comes to an end when it merges with 

the 1,032 kilometer-long Onon River (река Онон). The train tracks come right alongside the 

left bank (north side) where the two rivers join.  

 

➢ Km 6421: Confluence of the Ingoda (река Ингода) and Onon (река Онон) Rivers – At this 

confluence, both the Ingoda and Onon lose their names and get a new one; the combination 

of the two creates the Shilka (река Шилка), the largest left tributary of the Amur River. 

Before the merger, the Ingoda is about 130 meters wide; the Onon is a little larger at close to 

150 meters across. After their union, the newly-born Shilka River runs about 225 to 250 

meters wide.  

 

The Ingoda’s origins are in the Khentei Ridge (хребет Хэнтэй), a minor chain part of the 

mid-southernYablonoviy Mountains above the Mongolian border. The Onon’s headwaters 

also arise in the same area, but in the very southernmost section of the range, below the 

Russia-Mongolia border and northeast of Ulaan Baatar. If we were to follow the Onon back 

upstream, we would be treading on the birthplace of Temüjin (1155 or 1162-1227). Better 
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The Argun-Amur River – 3,000 Kilometers  
of Russia’s Far East border with China 

known by the name he gave himself, Ghenghis Khan (“Ruler of the World”), he is reputed to 

have been born somewhere near the source of the Onon.  

 

From this rail crossing, the 

Shilka flows 560 kilometers 

downstream through a most 

accessible route in a very 

scenic valley. The railroad 

follows it almost all the way. If 

the Shilka is sourced to the 

Ingoda, its length is 1,268 

kilometers; if it is traced to the 

Onon and its tributaries, its 

length is 1,592 kilometers.  

 

Downstream at the tiny 

settlement of Ust-Strelka 

(Усть-стрелка; “Mouth of the 

Arrow”), the Shilka terminates 

by merging with the 1,620 

kilometer-long Argun (река 

Аргунь). The two rivers form 

the Amur River (река Амур) 

which flows 2,824 kilometers to 

the Sea of Okhotsk (Охoтское 

мoре) and the Pacific Ocean. By this measure (1,620 + 2,824), the Amur is the world’s 10th 

longest river at 4,444 kilometers (2,761 miles). The Argun-Amur Rivers form approximately 

3,000 kilometers of the border between Russia’s Far East and China’s Manchuria. In China, 

the Amur River is known as the Heilongjiang (Chinese: 黑龙江; pinyin: Hēi lóng jiāng), in 

English, the “Black Dragon River.”  

 

➢ Km 6427: Platform 6427 (платформа 6427) – This platform is at the southernmost end of 

Kazanovo, which is quite a big place.  

 

➢ Km 6429: Kazanovo (станция Казаново) – A fairly big town of about 2,200 persons, 

Kazanovo lies on the left bank (west side) of the Shilka River.  

 

➢ Km 6431: Cross the Delmachik River (река Дельмачик) – This river has its source 

approximately 22 kilometers to the northwest. After it comes down from the mountains, it 

rides along the rail tracks and parallel to the Shilka for about ten kilometers north before 

merging into it. For a few kilometers, it’s impossible to tell whether it’s the Delmachik River 

or the Protoka Bezumka (Протока Безумка), a ten kilometer-long left side-channel of the 

Shilka.  

 

➢ Km 6437: Cross the Mitroshina River (река Митрошина) – This river runs right through the 

center of Mitrofanovo. It begins some 20 kilometers northwest. After passing under the rails, 
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it flows less than one kilometer south where it joins the Protoka Bezumka for about seven 

kilometers until it merges back into the Shilka.  

 

➢ Km 6437: Mitrofanovo (платформа Митрофаново) – A small village entirely to the south 

of the tracks and north of the river.  

 

➢ Km 6441: Cross the Kiya River (река Кия) – Just as the train enters the western town limits 

of Shilka, it crosses this tributary of the Shilka River. The Kiya ends about three kilometers 

south of the tracks when it merges into the Protoka Bezumka. Thereafter, its name changes 

and it becomes the Protoka Krivaya (Протока Кривая). The Kiya (or channel) stays 

independent for about the next 15 kilometers downstream, then it’s absorbed into the left 

bank of the Shilka. Tracing the 120 kilometer-long Kiya upstream leads over 85 kilometers 

(as the crow flies) to the northwest.  

 

➢ Km 6442: Shilka-Tovarnaya (станция Шилка-Товарная; “Shilka Commodity”) – The old 

freight station for Shilka; its interest lies mainly in the beautiful old wooden church at the 

station. Its name is the Holy Church of the Apostles Peter and Paul (Храм Святиих 

Апостолов Петра и Павла).  

 

➢ Km 6443: Platform 6443 (платформа 6443).  

 

➢ Km 6444: Shilka Passazhirskiy (станция Шилка Пассажирский) – The station and rail 

line run along the northern end of this small city of approximately 14,000 residents. The river 

is about three kilometers south.  

 

➢ Km 6446: Kibasovo (Кибасово) – A small village to the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 6452: Mirsanovo (платформа Мирсаново) – A three kilometer-long mostly one-street 

village running parallel immediately to the south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 6458: Kholbon (станция Холбон) – A town of approximately 2,500 persons almost all 

of which lies to the north side of the tracks. The south side is either a flood plain or channels 

of the Shilka River.  

 

➢ Km 6460: Cross the Averina River (река Аверина) – This little stream starts approximately 

15 kilometers northwest. From the tracks it flows less than 100 meters to one of the Shilka’s 

many side channels.  

 

➢ Km 6461: Platform 6461 (платформа 6461).  

 

➢ Km 6464: Platform 6464 (платформа 6464).  

 

➢ Km 6469: Aprelkovo (станция Апрелково) – A tiny hamlet wedged in between the south 

side of the rail and the north side of the river.  
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Railway Section:  Chita -- Belogorsk 

➢ Km 6475: Bishchigino (oстановочный пункт Бищигино) – From end to end, this mostly 

one-street village running along between the rail tracks and the river is almost three 

kilometers long.  

 

➢ Km 6478: Platform 6478 (платформа 6478).  

 

➢ Km 6479: 

Savvateyevo 

(Савватьево) – 

This village is 

on the right 

bank of the 

Shilka, the other 

side of the river 

from the train.  

 

➢ Km 6484: 

Platform 6484 

(платформа 

6484).  

 

➢ Km 6488: 

Branch Line 

South – 

Approximately 

600 meters 

before reaching 

the Priiskovaya 

Station, a spur 

line veers off to 

the right and 

travels less than 

one kilometer to 

a coal yard.  

 

➢ Km 6489: Priiskovaya (станция Приисковая) – The Trans-Siberian Rail Line runs more-or-

less through the center of town. Priiskovaya is the station name; the surrounding town of 

some 1,650 persons is called Priiskoviy (Приисковый). Both names have their root in priisk 

(прииск), which means “mine,” a reference to the nearby mining town of Nerchinsk 

(Нерчинск) which derives its name from the Nercha River (река Нерча). East of town, a 

branch line from the Trans-Siberian runs to Nerchinsk. North of town, on the other side of 

the Nercha River, is the little village of Mikhailovka (Михайловка), it’s about one-quarter 

the size of Nerchinsk.  

 

Priiskoviy is very attractively sited – it developed at the confluence of the Shilka and Nercha 

Rivers and is surrounded by these two on three sides. The Shilka defines Priiskoviy’s 
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southern and southeastern boundaries. The Nercha, which runs around the town’s northwest, 

north, and east sides, is a tributary of the Shilka which it joins in less than one kilometer 

south of town.  

 

About six kilometers by road southeast of the rail station, there is a small settlement named 

Kalinino (Калинино). It is reported – though not verified – that under the walls of the church 

lie the remains of Yerofei Pavlovich Khabarov (Ерофей Павлович Хабаров, c. 1603–1671), 

an early Cossack explorer. This is not certain; others believe that the grave contains the 

remains of his brother, Nikifor Khabarov.  

 

As for the town’s name, there were many “Kalinins” in the former Soviet Union. Some, but 

not all, have been renamed. The one most well-known is the separated Baltic oblast of 

Kaliningrad (Калининградская область). All these names are in memory of Mikhail Kalinin 

(Михаил Иванович Калинин; 1875-1946), Bolshevik revolutionary, confidant of Joseph 

Stalin, and the nominal head of state of the Soviet Union from 1919 to 1946. He died of 

natural causes and is interred in the Kremlin Wall.  
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KM 6490: Cross the Nercha River 

➢ Km 6490: Cross the Nercha River (река Нерча) – A little more than one kilometer east of 

the Priiskovaya Rail Station, the train comes to the Nercha River which is almost at its end. 

In 700 meters south, it terminates when it joins the left bank of the Shilka. The Nercha River 

is a 580 kilometer-long tributary of the 

Shilka. It is large, about 200 meters 

across. It’s spanned by a twin set of five 

truss bridges – which are almost double its 

summer width. The river has been known 

to greatly overflow its banks in the spring 

thaw. Tracing it upstream, it originates 

almost due north in the southern foothills 

of the Stanovoy Range (Становой 

хребет) of Mountains.  

 

➢ Km 6490: Branch Line North – 

Immediately after crossing the Nercha, a 

single-track branch line turns off to the 

left and heads north. It first runs nine 

kilometers to the Nerchinsk Rail Station 

(станция Нерчинск) → then continues 

three kilometers to the abandoned Nerchinsk Air Base (Нерчинск авиабаза) → then runs 

another four kilometers to the tiny village of Zarechniy (Заречный). The line actually 

terminates three kilometers further north in the middle of some fields. The former military air 

field is a rather forlorn sight. It was a small fighter base with a 1,700 meter runway and about 

20 revetments. Everything has been removed; the only thing left is the concrete in the 

ground.  

 

Although at 14,000 residents Nerchinsk has almost eight times the population of Priiskoviy, 

that’s still not saying much and the town is not too much today. However, it is famous 

historically for several reasons. First, the city had rich deposits of gold, silver, and other 

minerals. For 200 years, from the early 18th to the early 20th Centuries, the Nerchinskaya 

katorga (Нерчинская каторга) was a major Royal Tsarist prisoner labor camp. Thousands of 

convict-exiles were worked to death in the mines supplying precious metals for the Tsar’s 

treasury. In addition, some of the mines were privately-held and their owners became rich. 

The city’s most famous resident was Mikhail Butin (Михаил Дмитриевич Бутин; 1835-

1907). He along with his brother, Nikolai Dmitrievich Butin, were merchants and traders of 

all things, but primarily made their fortunes developing gold mines. Mikhail Butin’s palatial 

home, built in a Neo-Moorish style and occupying a city block, still stands and has been 

converted into a museum.  

 

The town is also notorious (for Russians, not Chinese) for being the site of the signing of the 

Treaty of Nerchinsk between Russia and China in 1689 (Russian: Нерчинский договор; 

Chinese: 尼布楚條約; pinyin: Níbùchǔ Tiáoyuē). The treaty defined the border between the 

two rival powers by means of the Argun River and Stanovoy Mountain Range and its 

watershed. This effectively kept Russia away from the Pacific Ocean – by halting their 

advance into the Amur region – for nearly two centuries. It was completely revised by the 
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Nerchinsk postcard dated 1900: Butin's Palace 

KM 6512: Abandoned Church 

1858 Treaty of Aigun when Russia annexed the land north of the Amur and by the 1860 

Treaty of Beijing which brought to border down to Vladivostok. The present border between 

Russia and China runs along the 

Argun, Amur, and Ussuri Rivers.  

 

Not all that many travelers today 

visit Nerchinsk and in truth there 

is not all that much there. But for 

some, the history of the place is 

enough and the people who live 

there are friendly and curious 

about anyone who makes the 

trouble to go out of his or her 

way to get there. The same can 

be said about many places, but 

Nerchinsk has a very special 

place in Russia’s Far East 

history.  

 

➢ Km 6496: Platform 6496 (платформа 6496).  

 

➢ Km 6500: Cross the Verkhniye Klyuchi River (река Верхние Ключи) – This little river 

starts approximately 18 kilometers north. From the rail line, it flows less than 20 meters into 

the left bank of the Shilka River.  

 

➢ Km 6501: Verkhniye Klyuchi (платформа Верхние Ключи; “Upper Springs”) – A small 

village of about 400 persons on the left bank of the Shilka. Unlike so many villages that 

typically run parallel to the rail line, this one runs up the river valley perpendicular to the 

rails. Thus, even though it’s a tiny village, 

it larger than it appears from the train. The 

same is true for the next village as well. 

The view from the train is only the bottom 

(southern) end of town.  

 

➢ Km 6506: Cross the Nizhniy Klyuchi 

River (река Нижний Ключи) – This river 

is a little shorter than its twin; it’s only 11 

kilometers long. It also arises north and 

empties into the Shilka.  

 

➢ Km 6506: Nizhniy Klyuchi (платформа 

Нижний Ключи; “Lower Springs”) – An 

equally small village to Upper Springs. On 

the other side of the river is the town of 

Borshchovka (Борщевка).  
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KM 6526: Kuenga Railway Station

➢ Km 6510: Platform 6510 (платформа 6510).

➢ Km 6515: Byankino (станция Бянкино) – This former station is Byankino; the village is

Shemetovo (Шеметово). It’s a tiny hamlet of maybe a dozen houses wedged between the

railroad and the river. There’s a rather lonely, scenic view of an abandoned Orthodox Church

on the opposite side of the Shilka near Km 6511-13.

➢ Km 6526: Kuenga (станция Куэнга) – The station’s name is Kuenga, it’s named after the

170 kilometer-long River Kuenga (река Куэнга) whose mouth is on the Shilka two

kilometers east. The town goes by another name, Dunayeva (Дунаева). The train, having

made a big 90-degree, left-hand northern

turn away from the Shilka River one

kilometer ago, now passes through this

town. We won’t see the Shilka again;

instead the route follows the Kuenga River

upstream north for the next 60 kilometers

until Cherniyshevsk-Zabaikalsk

(Чернышевск-Забайкальск). From there,

it’s another 300 kilometers northbound –

and east – to the next town of any note,

Mogocha (Могоча).

➢ Km 6526: Branch Line East – From

Kuenga, the original line of the Trans-

Siberian used to continue east to Sretensk

(Сретенск). If one follows that line today,

the train reverses course and runs back one kilometer south to the Shilka River, then a 90-

degree turn to the left (east). What used to be the main line is but today a minor spur. The

line runs 52 kilometers northeast, always hugging the left bank (north side) of the Shilka, to

Sretensk. There are a number of small villages along the way, but none of any great

importance. The stops are: Bolotovo (Болотово) → Bayan (Баян) → Kokertai (Кокертай)

→ Ust-Kurlych (Усть-Курлыч) → Kokui (Кокуй) → Ploshchadka (Площадка) →

Nefetebaza (Нефетебаза) → Zagotzerno (Заготзерно) → Matakan (Матакан) → and

Sretensk.

In fact, it’s not over. From there, a freight line from Sretensk continues another 80 kilometers 

northeast, continuing to hug the shore of the Shilka River. But from the beginning of the 

Trans-Siberian Railroad, Sretensk was the eastern end of the Trans-Baikal section of the line. 

During its first twenty years, passengers would disembark at Sretensk and board ferries 

which would take them down the Shilka, then down the Amur, all the way to Khabarovsk. In 

the first part of the 20th Century, there were upwards of 40 steamers plying the river, making 

this connection. That all changed in 1912 when the Amur Line was completed. That route, 

which is the present route today, runs north over the top of China, above the Amur River, 

from Kuenga to Khabarovsk.  
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KM 6539: Kuenga River and Train 

Typical “Shapka” (типичная шапка)
A Shapka may be any type of hat or cap. It need 
not be a fur cap as shown above. It can be any 
kind of headgear, although Russians famously 
wear shapkas from all types of valuable fur-
bearing animals. Especially popular furs include 
mink, fox, rabbit, beaver, ermine, polecat, sable, 
seal, chinchilla, racoon, bear, opossum, badger, 
wolverine, and lynx,  

After the new line was opened, Sretensk literally became a dead end. Today, Sretensk is a 

small town of about 7,900 persons spread across both sides of the river, although most of the 

town is on the right bank (south side). A 

bridge near Matakan connects the two 

sides.  

➢ Km 6530: Nizhnaya Kuenga

(платформа Нижняя Куэнга; “Lower

Kuenga”) – A small village of about 425

persons more or less on both sides of the

railroad and all to the west (right bank)

of the Kuenga River. Halfway through

the village going north, the train crosses

over a small west-to-east flowing stream

that joins the Kuenga River here. 

➢ Km 6530: Cross the Areda

River (река Ареда) – This 108 kilometer-long Kuenga tributary has its source close to 50 

kilometers (as the crow flies) northwest. After passing under the rail line, it flows due east 

250 meters to its union on the right bank of the Kuenga.  

➢ Km 6534: Verkhnaya Kuenga (платформа

Верхняя Куэнга; “Upper Kuenga”) – This

little village of some 450 persons is on the left

bank (east side) of the Kuenga River. It can be

reached year-round as there is a bridge over

the Kuenga just south of town.

➢ Km 6539: Shapka (станция Шапка; “Hat”) –

This is another closed station. About a half a

dozen houses and a small plant are located

here. A Shapka is a type of typically Russian

headgear, usually made of fur for the cold

winter months.

➢ Km 6546: Izvestkoviy (платформа

Известковый) – There are a couple of

buildings in the woods by the river.

➢ Km 6550: Shchebenochniy-Zavod

(платформа Щебеночний Завод; “Crushed

Stone” or “Gravel” Plant) – There are four or

five buildings here and a gravel mine.

➢ Km 6557: Shiviya-Nadelyaevo (Шивия-

Наделяева) – Here’s a clue just how isolated
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some of these Siberian villages are. Just to the east of the tracks, there’s an unpaved road that 

leads less than two kilometers to the Kuenga River. There’s no bridge there, but for more 

than six months of the year, the river is frozen over. During that time, motorists drive across 

and can reach this hamlet of some three dozen households. The rest of the year when they are 

cut off, they must travel north or south on their side of the river to reach anywhere else.  

➢ Km 6559: Shegya (Шегья) – A miniscule village.

➢ Km 6560: Cross the Olov River (река Олов) – This little tributary ends 725 meters south

when it joins the right bank of the Kuenga just to the east of the tracks. Following the river

upstream leads one about 70 kilometers northwest past the villages of Stariy Olov (Старый

Олов; “Old Olav”) and Noviy Olav (Новый Олав; “New Olav”), then into the southernmost

foothills of the Stanovoy Mountains.

➢ Km 6561: Branch Line West – It’s abandoned now, but there used to be a single-track non-

electrified line from here 16 kilometers west to the Areda Military Air Base (Ареда

авиабаза). Approximately ten kilometers west of the Olav-Kuenga river confluence, there is

the fairly good-sized town of Komsomolskoye (Комсомольское). Immediately to its west,

perhaps three kilometers, is the former Areda Airbase. It fell victim to a re-structuring of

Russian bases in similar fashion as did many bases in the United States under the 2005

BRAC mission (“Base Realignment and Closure” Commision).

➢ Km 6564: Ukurei (станция Укурей) – A little village of about 650 persons on the right bank

of the Kuenga River. The railroad more or less runs through the middle of town.

➢ Km 6565: Cross the Kuenga River (река Куэнга) – Less than two kilometers northeast after

passing through Ukurei, the train crosses over the Kuenga River. It’s about 50 meters wide

through most of this area. After the crossing, the Trans-Siberian Line continues to parallel the

river upstream, but hereafter on its left bank (east side) instead of its right. The Kuenga’s

origins begin approximately 130 kilometers northwest in the southernmost foothills of the

Stanovoy Range. The river ends approximately 40 kilometers due south downstream at its

confluence on the Shilka.

➢ Km 6576: Gaur (платформа Гаур) – A small village on the west side (right bank) of the

Kuenga. During the summer, a local ferry crosses; in the winter, it’s frozen and people drive

across. The platform is now closed.

➢ Km 6578: Cross the Gaur River (река Гаур) – This minor tributary of the Kuenga begins

close to 15 kilometers northeast. After passing under the tracks, it flows just under 500

meters to its mouth on the left bank of the Kuenga.

➢ Km 6579: Kundui (платформа Кундуй) – About a dozen houses to the east of the tracks.

➢ Km 6584: Branch Line East – Arriving from the southwest on the outskirts of the city limits

just as the train makes its approach into Cherniyshevsk (Чернышевск), a trunk line veers to
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Nikolai Cherniyshevskiy (1828-89) 
Born in Saratov, the son of a priest, his early education 
in a seminary gave him a life-long interest in literature 
and philosophy. One of several original thinkers in pre-
Soviet history, Cherniyshevskiy was a founder of 
"Narodism" (народничества), a form of Russian 
populism that espoused the movement of the then 
recently-emancipated serfs directly into a socialist state, 
rather than a capitalist one. Its ideals can be said to be 
Marxist. His writings advocated the revolutionary 
overthrow of the autocracy and the creation of a 
socialist society based on peasant communes. In 
Cherniyshevskiy’s view, the masses were the chief makers 
of history. He is reputed to have coined the phrase "the 
worse the better," to indicate that the worse the social 
conditions became for the poor, the more likely they 
would be to revolt. His most famous work is "What is to 
be Done?" (Что делать), a novel that has been called a 
"Handbook of Radicalism." It was the chief source of 
inspiration to Vladimir Lenin who wrote his 
eponymously-named pamphlet to advocate the 
formation of a Bolshevik vanguard to lead society to a 
new socialist era.  

the right (east) and enters a large switching and service station. It’s approximately one 

kilometer in length and can accommodate a dozen lines and hundreds and hundreds of cars.  

➢ Km 6585: Confluence of the Kuenga (река Куэнга) and Aleur (река Алеур) Rivers – Four

hundred meters to the left side (west) of the train, the Kuenga River turns to the northwest

and departs its parallel course with the rail line. The

Kuenga has traveled downstream more than 80 kilometers

from its source waters to reach here. The train route does

not see it again. At the same moment of the Kuenga’s

departure, it is joined by a left-bank tributary, the Aleur,

which the train now follows upstream for the next 100

kilometers – almost to the Aleur’s source.

Interestingly, and perhaps most annoyingly to the 

railroad’s engineers, because of the Aleur’s meandering, 

the rail line is forced to cross it over and over and over 

again – more crossings of the same river than any other on 

the entire Trans-Siberian Line.  

➢ Km 6585: Platform 6585 (платформа 6585).

➢ Km 6587: Cherniyshevsk-Zabaikalsk

(станция Чернышевск-Забайкальск) –

The town’s name is Cherniyshevsk

(Чернышевск). It’s a railroad town of

about 12,000 persons built on the

confluence of the Kuenga and Aleur

Rivers and named for Nikolai 

Cherniyshevskiy (Николай 

Гаврилович Чернышевский; 1828-

89), an early pre-Soviet revolutionary, 

philosopher, and utopian socialist. 

There’s a silver-painted statue of him 

on the platform.  

➢ Km 6588: Branch Line North – One

kilometer north of the Cherniyshevsk-

Zabaikalsk Rail Station a branch line

forks to the left. A small part of it runs

only a kilometer to a rail yard,

“Locomotive Depot” (Локомотивное

Депо), where there are perhaps a dozen

great service sheds to accommodate

maintenance and repairs to the trains.

The service area is about two 

kilometers long and then re-connects to the main line. 
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The other part of the branch continues north, follows the Kuenga further upstream, and runs 

close to 70 kilometers through Utan (Утан) → Milgidun (Мильгидун) → Kumakanda 

(Кумаканда) → Anamzhak (Анамжак) → Nalgekam (Налгекам) → Ust-Gorbitsa (Усть-

Горбица) → Insha (Инша) → Bukhta (Бухта) → Staraya Bukachacha (Старая Букачача) 

→ Agitskiy Most (Агитский Мост) → and ends at Bukachacha (Букачача). It’s a single-

track diesel freight line with limited service.

➢ Km 6588: Platform 6588 (платформа 6588).

➢ Km 6593: Cross the Aleur River (река Алеур) – The first of many crossings to come, this

one from the river’s left bank to its right (east to west side). The Aleur begins approximately

80 kilometers north. After passing under the railroad here, it flows southwest ten kilometers

through the town of Chernyshevsk-Zabaykalsk until its mouth on the left bank of the

Kuenga. Its waters’ entire journey would be Aleur → Kuenga → Shilka → Amur → Sea of

Okhotsk → Pacific Ocean.

➢ Km 6595: Aleur (станция Алеур) – Named after the river, it’s the smallest of hamlets,

perhaps a half-dozen houses to the west side of the rails and the river.

➢ Km 6596: Cross the Aleur River (река Алеур) – This crossing is from the right bank to the

left (west to east side).

➢ Km 6597: Cross the Aleur River (река Алеур) – Not a typo, it’s another crossing, actually

only 750 meters from the previous crossing and logically this one is from left bank to right

(east to west side).

➢ Km 6598: Cross the Aleur River (река Алеур) – The “bridgemaker’s friend” and it’s getting

confusing. This crossing is 1,300 meters from the last one. And this time, it’s from the right

bank to the left (west to east side). We’ll stay put here on the left bank (east side) for a few

kilometers.

➢ Km 6599: Platform 6599 (платформа 6599).

➢ Km 6602: Cross the Itiylei River (река Итылей) – This tributary of the Aleur comes down

from the northeast about ten kilometers. It passes under the rail line, then flows less than 200

meters west until its mouth on the left bank of the Aleur.

➢ Km 6606: Uley (платформа Улей; “Beehive”) – Three houses and a couple of outbuildings

to the west of the tracks and east of the river.
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➢ Km 6610: Platform 6610 (платформа 6610).

➢ Km 6614: Itiylei (платформа Итылей) – A couple of buildings.

➢ Km 6621: Cross the Aleur River (река Алеур) – Here the Trans-Siberian Line fords the

Aleur from the left bank to its right (east to west side).

➢ Km 6623: Bushulei (станция Бушулей; “Stations”) – A little village of close to 400 persons

with a couple of streets on each side of the railroad although the bulk of town is sandwiched

east of the rail line and west of the Aleur River. A part of town is referred to as Prigorod

Zhirikena (Пригород Жирикена).

➢ Km 6624: Cross the Zhilkos River (река Жилкос) – This little stream begins about 23

kilometers to the northwest. It ends when it merges into the Aleur’s right bank 250 meters

east of the rail crossing.

➢ Km 6627: Cross the Aleur River (река Алеур) – The rail line crosses over from the right

bank to the left bank (west side to the east).

➢ Km 6628: Cross the Tolaki River (река Толаки) – This small west-flowing river begins

about a dozen kilometers northeast of this crossing. It first flows through several good-size

ponds, then passes under the rail line. From here, it flows approximately 250 meters west

until its mouth on the left bank of the Aleur River.

➢ Km 6630: Cross the Aleur River (река Алеур) – Here the rail line fords the Aleur from iits

left bank to its right (east to west).

➢ Km 6628: Khoktonga (платформа Хоктонга) – A tiny dacha village.

➢ Km 6633: Zhireken (станция Жирекен) – A good sized town of some 4,200 persons east of

the rail line and on both sides of the Aleur River. The previous name of the village was

Khoktonga, which is now the name of the platform almost two kilometers south.

Zhireken is a mining town; there are vast open-air mines on the other side of the Aleur 

extending five kilometers east. The primary deposit is molybdenum, a shiny, silvery-white 

metal used as a stregthening alloy in heat- and corrosion-resistant steel manufacture. The 

concentrating plant, which is operated by Zhireken Mining GOK (Жирекенский горно-

обогатительный комбинат), is also on the east side of the river.  

➢ Km 6640: Cross the Aleur River (река Алеур) – From the right bank to the left bank (west

side to the east side).

➢ Km 6642: Cross the Aleur River (река Алеур) – From the left bank to right bank (east to

west side). In case anyone is confused, the train is presently on the west side (the right bank)

of the Aleur River.
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KM 6670: Zilovo Railway Station
Memorial to Sergei Lazo (1894-1920)

➢ Km 6644: Kavekta (платформа Кавекта) – Maybe a dozen houses on both sides of the

railway and the west side of the Aleur River. This platform is closed.

➢ Km 6647: Cross the Beziymyannaya River (река Безымянная; “Nameless”) – This minor

tributary’s source waters begin about ten kilometers to the west. After it passes under the

tracks, it runs 350 meters southeast to the right bank of the south-flowing Aleur River.

➢ Km 6650: Cross the Aleur River (река Алеур) – This is our final crossing of this little river.

In short order, the train line turns a bit east and the river continues upstream north. The Aleur

reaches its source in 15 kilometers. At this crossing, the train goes from the river’s right bank

to its left (west to east side) and quite shortly parts company.

➢ Km 6651: Platform 6651 (платформа 6651).

➢ Km 6653: Shirga (платформа Ширга).

➢ Km 6656: Platform 6656 (платформа 6656).

➢ Km 6661: Cross the Archikoi River (река Арчикой) – Just like a newly-married, freshly-

separated divorcée, almost as soon as the rail line separates itself from the Aleur River, it

takes up with a new river. In this case, the Archikoi. It starts a little less than ten kilometers

to the east. After passing under the tracks here, it flows approximately three kilometers

northwest where it joins with three other named five to fifteen kilometer-long tributaries,

thereby greatly increasing its size. It then runs northeast parallel to the west side of the train

for the next ten kilometers to Zilovo

(Зилово). We’ll catch up with it again.

➢ Km 6662: Archikoi (станция Арчикой) –

A few houses along the rail line.

➢ Km 6669: Platform 6669 (платформа

6669).

➢ Km 6670: Zilovo (станция Зилово) –

Zilovo is the station; Aksenovo-

Zilovskoye (Аксеново-Зиловское) is the

town. It’s a railroad town of close to 4,000

residents and crew changes for locomotive

duty take place here. During the Russian

Civil War of 1917-22, fought between the 

Bolshevik Red and Alexander Kolchak’s 

White Armies, a historic meeting took

place at this train station. Sergei Lazo (Сергей Георгиевич Лазо; 1894-1920), Dmitry

Shilov (Дмитрий Шилов), and Alexander Fadeev (Александр Александрович Фадеев;

1901-56) met and formed the idea behind Komsomol (Комсомол) – the Communist Youth

League. There are memorial plaques to Shilov and Lazo at the station. Lazo was tragically
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killed during the Civil War and there are monuments, street names, and districts all over the 

Russian Far East to him. We’ll be meeting Lazo again further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 6670: Confluence of the Archikoi (река Арчикой) and Beliy Uryum (река Белый 

Урюм; “White Uryum”) Rivers – In the center of town, near the railway station, the little 

Archikoi River joins up with the 145 kilometer-long Beliy Uryum. The Beliy Uryum has 

come down from the north, specifically from the Khorkoviy Ridge (Хорьковый хребет), 

which are foothills of the southeastern Stanovoy Mountains. Dozens of named tributaries are 

already a part of the river. With the addition of the Archikoi, it’s fairly substantial, about 20 

to 25 meters across. Both rivers run right through Aksenovo-Zilovskoye and their confluence 

is less than 400 meters north of the train station. You can walk to their junction in five to ten 

minutes if your train stops long enough.  

 

From this union, the train follows northeast alongside the right bank (south or east side) of 

the Beliy Uryum downstream for close to 100 kilometers, until the town of Sbega (Сбега). It 

crosses over the river several times along the way. In Sbega, the Beliy Uryum joins the 

south-flowing, 136 kilometer-long Chyorniy Uryum (река Чёрный Урюм; “Black Uryum”). 

Thereafter, they are called the Chyornaya (река Чёрная; “Black River”). Its total length is 76 

kilometers. We’ll describe it in further detail when we get there.  

 

➢ Km 6681: Tamka (платформа Тамка).  

 

➢ Km 6683: Cross the Toloka Kazarmennaya River (река Толока Казарменная; “Cleanup of 

Barracks”) – This unusually named river originates in a wetlands area approximately eight 

kilometers due south. From the rail crossing, it runs north one kilometer to its mouth on the 

right bank of the Beliy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6687: Platform 6687 (платформа 6687).  

 

➢ Km 6690: Cross the Mamachikha River (река Мамачиха) – This small stream comes up ten 

kilometers from the southwest and from the same general area as the previous river. After 

passing under the tracks it flows less than one kilometer northeast where it merges into the 

Beliy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6692: Zudyra (станция Зудыра) – A tiny village. According to a 2010 census, there 

were 32 persons living here. Almost all of the village is on the north shore of the Beliy 

Uryum River but there’s a little passenger bridge that lets people walk across.  

 

➢ Km 6695: Platform 6695 (платформа 6695).  

 

➢ Km 6699: Platform 6699 (платформа 6699).  

 

➢ Km 6703: Ulyakan (станция Ульякан) – A small village of almost 300 inhabitants on both 

sides of the tracks on the right bank (southern side) of the Beliy Uryum River. There is a 

mineral spring nearby and many years ago there was a small resort there.  
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It’s worth mentioning that at Ulyakan, as at virtually every town and village in Russia, 

there’s usually a river. In this case, there’s the 12 kilometer-long Ulyakanchik River (река 

Ульяканчик) and a 15 kilometer-long Ulei River (река Улей; “Beehive”), both flow from 

the north and feed into the left bank (north side) of the Beliy Uryum at Ulyakan. Like all 

rivers that flow into the “other” side of a river however, as the path of the Trans-Siberian 

does’nt cross them, we won’t make note of them.  

 

It’s easily forgotten, but for all the hundreds of rivers that the train crosses, there are an equal 

number of rivers on the other side of the river that it does not. Moreover, there are tens of 

thousands of other rivers all over Eurasian Russia that come nowhere near the train’s routes. 

This book only includes all the “large” rivers (over ten kilometers) that the train crosses and a 

few select others. Given all the rivers in Russia, in fact, it’s a small piece of a large universe.  

 

➢ Km 6708: Shaldura (платформа Шалдура) – A few houses.  

 

➢ Km 6711: Cross the Shaldura River (река Шалдура) – This little tributary begins almost 20 

kilometers to the southwest. From the rail crossing, it flows north 500 meters and joins the 

right bank of the Beliy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6712: Cross the Undurga River (река Ундурга) – This quite large tributary of the Beliy 

Uryum terminates one kilometer northeast of this crossing when it joins its right bank. 

Tracing it upstream leads southwest 100 kilometers to its source just nine kilometers east of 

Zhireken which the train passed some time ago.  

 

➢ Km 6713: Ust-Undurga (платформа Усть-Ундурга) – A platform serving a miniscule 

village at the mouth of the Undurga.  

 

➢ Km 6719: Uryum (станция Урюм) – This small village lies mostly on the north side of the 

rail line and just below (south of) the confluence of the Beliy Uryum and Chongol (река) 

Rivers. The 60 kilometer-long Chongol flows north to south and enters the left bank of the 

Beliy Uryum. The rail line does not cross it.  

 

➢ Km 6723: Cross the Obkoronda River (река Обкорунда) – This minor tributary is formed 

close to three kilometers due south by the union of the five kilometer-long Malaya 

Obkoronda (река Малая Обкорунда; “Little”) and the 12 kilometer-long Bolshaya 

Obkoronda (река Большая Обкорунда; “Big”) Rivers. From the rail tracks, it runs perhaps 

200 meters north to merge into the right bank of the Beliy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6725: Platform 6725 (платформа 6725).  

 

➢ Km 6628: Track Post Kulendekan (путевой пост Кулендекан) – A tiny hamlet on the right 

bank of the Beliy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6731: Cross the Beliy Uryum River (река Белый Урюм) – The train crosses from the 

right bank to the left (east to west side). It won’t stay here long.  
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➢ Km 6732: Platform 6732 (платформа 6732).  

 

➢ Km 6734: Cross the Beliy Uryum River (река Белый Урюм) – The train crosses back, now 

it’s from the river’s left bank to its right (west to east side).  

 

➢ Km 6737: Nanagriy (платформа Нанагры) – A small village on the right bank (east side) of 

the Beliy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6740: Cross the Dzhelonda River (река Джелонда) – This narrow river begins 22 

kilometers due south. Once it passes under the tracks, it’s immediately lost in a number of 

small channels that make up this section of the right bank of the Beliy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6743: Dzhelonda (Джелонда) – The train is on the right bank of the river; Dzhelonda, a 

village of 125 persons, is on the left. There is no bridge nearby.  

 

➢ Km 6744: Shakhaika (платформа Шахтайка) – Named for the nearby 974 meter (3,195 

feet) tall Mount Shakhaika (Гора Шахтайка). It’s one of the tallest peaks in this area. 

 

➢ Km 6746: Cross the Shakhaika River (река Шахтайка) – This river, like the previous one, 

comes straight up 15 kilometers from the south without a great number of tributaries and 

without any meandering. From the tracks, it’s only a few meters northwest to its mouth on 

the right bank of the Beliy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6747: Platform 6747 (платформа 6747).  

 

➢ Km 6749: Enter the Sbega Loops (Сбега петли) – For whatever engineering reason, here it 

was decided to closely follow the Beliy Uryum River rather than cross it. The line makes a 

double 180 degree turn or an “S” horseshoe curve. The first turn is clockwise about two and 

half kilometers, followed by the second counter-clockwise of three kilometers. Both 

horseshoes are about one and a half kilometers long (north to south) and close to one 

kilometer wide (east to west). The train meets more loops a little further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 6751: Platform 6751 (платформа 6751).  

 

➢ Km 6755: Exit Sbega Loops (Сбега петли) – Within one kilometer after exiting the second 

loop, the rail line crosses over the Beliy Uryum River.  

 

➢ Km 6756: Platform 6756 (платформа 6756).  

 

➢ Km 6756: Cross the Beliy Uryum River (река Белый Урюм; “White Uryum”) – This is the 

final crossing of the Beliy Uryum. If traveling eastbound, the train passes over the river’s 

right bank to its left (east side to west). This passage takes place one and a half kilometers 

upstream south from the Beliy Uryum’s end at its confluence with the Chyorniy Uryum 

(река Чёрный Урюм; “Black Uryum”). The newly-formed and re-named river is the 

Chyornaya (река Чёрная; “Black River”).  
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➢ Km 6757: Confluence of the Beliy Uryum and Chyorniy Uryum Rivers – A bit less than 150 

meters out the right side (facing east) of the train, the 75 meter-wide, 145 kilometer-long 

Beliy Uryum joins the 90 meter-wide, 136 kilometer-long Chyorniy Uryum. The resulting 

river is the newly-named Chyornaya. Almost immediately, its width is a little more than 150 

meters and it flows 76 kilometers southeast to Ust-Chyornaya (Усть-Чёрная) where it joins 

the left bank of the very large Shilka River.  

 

To reach this confluence, the Shilka has traveled northeast approximately 140 kilometers 

from Sretensk; 200 kilometers from Kuenga/Dunaevo; 230 from Priiskoviy; 280 from Shilka; 

and 300 kilometers from its source at Onon where it was formed by the union of the Onon 

and Ingoda Rivers.  

 

From the junction at Ust-Chyornaya, the Shilka continues its run downstream for another 250 

kilometers northeast until it joins the 1,620 kilometer-long Argun River (река Аргунь). At 

that confluence, about midway between the villages of Ust-Strelka (Усть-Стрелка) and 

Pokrovka (Покровка), the merged rivers lose their names and become the Amur (река 

Амур) – the tenth longest river in the world. It is also the border with China. Incidentally, the 

“villages” of Ust-Strelka and Pokrovka are nothing more than three or four farm buildings 

each. This is an extremely remote, almost uninhabited, area – at least on the Russian side. 

The Chinese side of the border is far more developed, although it too is remote.  

 

➢ Km 6758: Cross the Chyorniy Uryum River (река Чёрный Урюм; “Black Uryum”) – The 

crossing is from the river’s right bank to its left (west to east side). Three hundred and fifty 

meters downstream south of the crossing is the river’s confluence with the Beliy Uryum 

River. The confluence marks the end of the Black and White Uryum Rivers and the 

beginning of the Chyornaya River.  

 

The Chyorniy Uryum River has its source waters 136 kilometers to the northeast, a little 

above the town of Chaldonka (Чалдонка). The Trans-Siberian route follows the river for 

close to 100 of those 136 kilometers, crossing it several times alone the way. It parts 

company with the Chyorniy Uryum shortly above Chaldonka. Approximately 30 kilometers 

east of that point, the train comes to Mogocha (Могоча). On this next section of the journey, 

the Trans-Siberian route reaches the highest points (in latitude) of the trip through the 

Russian Far East. It’s a region of permafrost soil.  

 

➢ Km 6759: Sbega (станция Сбега) – A village of roughly 1,500 persons nestled into a left 

bank bend of the Chyorniy Uryum River immediately north of its confluence with the Beliy 

Uryum.  
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KM 6771: Kendagirskiy Tunnel  
Western Portal 

➢ Km 6766: Platform 6766 (платформа 6766).  

 

➢ Km 6770: Tyomnaya (платформа Тёмная; “Dark”) – 

A few houses along the Chyorniy Uryum’s left bank. 

This platform is closed.  

 

➢ Km 6771: Enter Kendagirskiy Tunnel Western Portal 

(Тоннель Кендагирский западный портал) – The 

tunnel is approximately 300 meters long. The eastern 

portal emerges alongside the left bank of the Chyorniy 

Uryum River.  

 

➢ Km 6775: Platform 6775 (платформа 6775).  

 

➢ Km 6775: Cross the Kendagiriy River (река 

Кендагиры) – Only worth mentioning because of its 

namesake the village. This little creek begins about 

six kilometers east of the rail line. It passes under the 

rails and immediately is taken up by the Chyorniy 

Uryum River.  

 

➢ Km 6779: Kendagiriy (станция Кендагиры) – A tiny 

village of some 40 inhabitants on the left bank of the Chyorniy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6781: Cross the Chyorniy Uryum River (река Чёрный Урюм) – The train crosses from 

the river’s left bank to its right – but it won’t be here for long.  

 

➢ Km 6783: Cross the Chyorniy Uryum River (река Чёрный Урюм) – The train crosses from 

the river’s right bank to its left (west to east side).  

 

➢ Km 6784: Platform 6784 (платформа 6784).  

 

➢ Km 6786: Platform 6786 (платформа 6786).  

 

➢ Km 6791: Platform 6791 (платформа 6791).  

 

➢ Km 6795: Gorky (Горький; “Bitter”) – Like the far larger Nizhny Novgorod, which is 

known as Gorky, this tiny hamlet is also named for Maxim Gorky (Максим Горький). 

“Gorky was the pseudonym of Alexei Maximovich Peshkov (Алексей Максимович 

Пешков; 1868-1936).  

 

➢ Km 6796: Rassipka (платформа Рассыпка) – A couple of houses.  

 

➢ Km 6799: Xenievskaya (станция Ксеньевская; also spelled “Ksenevskaya”) – The station is 

Xenievskaya; the town, which has a population of approximately 2,800, is named Xenievka 

(Ксеньевка; also spelled “Ksenevka”). It is yet another honor to Cossack Yerofei Khabarov  
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Maxim Gorky (1868-1936) 
Gorky was born in Nizhny Novgorod and became an 
orphan at the age of eleven; his father died of cholera, his 
mother of tuberculosis. By his early twenties, he had 
attempted suicide and rambled throughout the Russian 
Empire for five years. His experiences led him to write. He 
took the name "Gorky," which means bitter, in 1892 as a 
gesture representing his anger about life in Russia and a 
determination to speak the bitter truth. He enjoyed 
almost immediate success. He viewed his work as a moral 
and political act that could change the world. Gorky 
described the lives of common, ordinary people at the 
bottom of society and explored their hardships, 
humiliations, and brutalization - but also their inward 
humanity. He publicly opposed the Tsarist Regime, 
befriended many revolutionaries, and became personal 
friends with Vladimir Lenin after they met in 1902. He was 
also friends with Anton Chekhov and Leo Tolstoy. In 
1906, the Bolsheviks sent him on a fund-raising trip to the 
United States, where in the Adirondack Mountains he 
wrote his famous novel of revolutionary struggle, “The 
Mother” (Мать). From 1906 to 1913 he lived and worked 
on the Island of Capri, but then returned to Russia. He was 
awarded the Order of Lenin and given a mansion 
(formerly belonging to the millionaire Ryabushinsky, 
now the Gorky Museum) in Moscow. He was admired by 
Joseph Stalin who, along with Vyacheslav Molotov, were 
among those who carried his coffin at his funeral. He is 
buried in the Kremlin wall.  

 

(Ерофей Павлович Хабаров; ca. 1603-71) – for the town 

is named after his daughter Xenia (Ксении). Very little is 

known about her. We’ll be mentioning Khabarov further 

down the line.  

 

➢ Km 6799: Cross the Beryozovka River (река Берёзовка; 

“Birch Trees”) – This little tributary runs from south to 

north through the center of town. From the tracks it flows 

north only a few meters before joining the left bank of the 

Chyorniy Uryum. It is formed five kilometers due south 

by the union of the ten kilometer-long Levaya Beryozovka 

(река Левая Берёзовка) and the ten kilometer-long 

Pravaya Beryozovka (река Правая Берёзовка) Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 6804: Cross the Bolshaya Sobachkina River (река 

Большая Собачкина) – This river originates southeast 

about 17 kilometers. After passing 

under the rails, it flows approximately 

one and a half kilometers northwest to 

its mouth on the Chyorniy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6806: Cross the Malaya 

Sobachkina River (река Малая 

Собачкина) – The little sister of the 

previous river begins some six 

kilometers southeast. From the rail 

crossing it runs about 250 meters to 

the Chyorniy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6809: Mostovka (платформа 

Мостовка) – This platform is closed.  

 

➢ Km 6813: Cross the Leviy 

Amundikan River (река Левый 

Амундикан; “Left”) – This river is 

formed five kilometers southeast of 

the railroad by the union of the 12 

kilometer-long Maliy Amundikan 

River (река Малый Амундикан; 

“Little”) and the 15 kilometer-long 

Bolshoi Amundikan River (река 

Большой Амундикан; “Big”).  

 

From the tracks, it flows a few 

hundred meters north where the river 
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Railway Loops or Horseshoe Curves 
In general, trains cannot climb more than about 2%, 
that is, no more than two vertical feet over 100 
horizontal feet. Extreme railway curves are usually 
engineered as a way to lessen the grade in 
mountainous regions. In road design, if narrow 
enough, they are typically referred to as hairpin 
turns. An alternating series of them may be called 
switchbacks. The purpose is the same: the curve is 
used to lengthen an ascending or descending grade 
and thus, reduce the maxiumum gradient. Horseshoe 
curves are also used where the rail route must ford a 
deep gully or ravine. Deviating from what otherwise 
would be a straight line, the route instead makes a 
loop and follows the inside edge of the ravine, 
thereby allowing the slope to be overtaken more 
gradually.  
In the case of a spiral loop, the track extends over 
itself and makes a 360 degree turn. Spirals are useful 
when large vertical distances must be overcome and 
adequate space is available to keep the radius within 
normal gauge tolerance. If space is not available, 
narrow-gauge railways are sometimes constructed in 
mountain regions. A horseshoe changes the 
direction of a train, usually 180 degrees, more or less. 
A spiral loop does not. After the loop, trains usually 
continue in the same general direction.  
Another railway solution for especially steep grades is 
the Zig-Zag. These are one-way switchbacks that 
trains use to climb hills by reversing direction and 
making an ascent in a series of steps. Zig-Zags are 
troublesome because trains must stop and reverse at 
each stage and this may require an additional engine.  

swirls with the volume of a double 

confluence. The Praviy Amundikan 

River (река Правый Амундикан; 

“Right”) is directly across the Chyorniy 

Uryum from the Leviy Amundikan. The 

Right Amundikan is about 25 kilometers 

long and flows from north to south.  

 

➢ Km 6814: Platform 6814 (платформа 

6814).  

 

➢ Km 6818: Kataranga (станция 

Катаранга) – This station is closed.  

 

➢ Km 6819: Cross the Levaya Orochenka 

River (река Левая Ороченка) – This 

little stream isn’t much by itself; it begins 

less than five kilometers south, passes 

under the rails, then joins the left bank of 

the Chyorniy Uryum. Directly across the 

river, the ten kilometer-long south-

flowing Pravaya Orochenka (река 

Правая Ороченка) joins the right bank of 

the Chyorniy Uryum and makes another 

double confluence.  

 

➢ Km 6821: Platform 6821 (платформа 

6821).  

 

➢ Km 6826: Cross the Taliy Klyuch River 

(река Талый Ключ; “Thawed Spring”) – 

This small river originates approximately 

18 kilometers due south. From the rail 

line it runs about one kilometer north and 

joins the left bank of the Chyorniy 

Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6828: Taliy (платформа Талый; 

“Thawed”) – This platform is closed.  

 

➢ Km 6829: Cross the Ingada River (река 

Ингада) – The Ingada is formed two 

kilometers south at the junction of the 

eight kilometer-long Pravaya Ingada 

(река Правая Ингада; “Right”) and the 

seven kilometer-long Levaya Ingada 
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KM 6849: Inside the Arteushka Loop 

(река Левая Ингада; “Left”) Rivers. From the tracks it flows one kilometer to the Chyorniy 

Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6831: Platform 6831 (платформа 6831).  

 

➢ Km 6831: Cross the Anyusina River (река Анюсина) – Five kilometers southeast, the five 

kilometer-long Pravaya Anyusina (река Правая Анюсина) meets the five kilometer-long 

Levaya Anyusina (река Левая Анюсина) and the Anyusina is born. From the rail tracks, it 

travels a little more than one kilometer to the Chyorniy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6833: Cross the Kisliy Klyuch River (река Кислый Ключ; “Sour Spring”) – This very 

small river begins ten kilometers east. From the tracks it flows about a kilometer and a half to 

the left bank of the Chyorniy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6835: Kisliy Klyuch (станция Кислый Ключ; “Sour Spring”) – A tiny village of about 

50 persons on the left bank of the Chyorniy Uryum River.  

 

➢ Km 6840: Cross the Terluchi River (река Терлучи) – This small stream starts ten kilometers 

southeast. From the tracks it flows about one kilometer west to the Chyorniy Uryum River.  

 

➢ Km 6841: Platform 6841 (платформа 6841) – A couple of dozen houses planted between 

the left bank (east side) of the Chyorniy Uryum and the west side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 6845: Vesyoliy (платформа Весёлый) – The station is Vesyoliy; the small village 

nestled into a 180 degree turn of the rail 

line is Chaldonka (Чалдонка). Today, its 

population is only about 275, but for over 

100 years starting in 1829, it was a 

prosperous gold-mining town.  

 

➢ Km 6845: Enter the Chaldonka Loop 

(Чалдонка петля) – Immediately north 

after passing the Vesyoliy Platform, the 

loop begins a 90 degree turn to the right 

(east). This is a small and not particularly 

narrow horseshoe curve. From end to end, 

it’s only about one and a half kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 6846: Cross the Chaldonka River 

(река Чалдонка) – This little river’s source 

is ten kilometers southeast. The river 

crossing is at the center (apex) of the 180 degree turn of the curve. From the crossing, the 

Chaldonka runs two kilometers over the north end of town and into the left bank of the 

Chyorniy Uryum.  
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KM 6855: Arteushinskiy Tunnel 
Western Portal 

➢ Km 6847: Exit the Chaldonka Loop (Чалдонка петля) – After the river crossing at the 

loop’s apex, the train conitinues less than one kilometer and exits the loop. It immediately 

starts a turn to the right (east) for the next loop.  

 

➢ Km 6848: Enter the Arteushka Loop (Артеушинская петля) – This is one of the tightest, 

longest, and most narrow horseshoe curves on the Trans-Siberian Line. From the beginning 

of the southern end to the exit at the northern end, the loop is seven kilometers long. It begins 

with a 90 degree turn to the right, then runs four kilometers east until it makes a 180 degree 

turn at the Arteushka River (река Артеушка).  

 

➢ Km 6851: Arteushka (станция Артеушка) – This little village of 90 persons is completely 

encircled by the curve. It’s located about one-third of the way on the southern side.  

 

➢ Km 6852: Cross the Arteushka River (река Артеушка) – This little stream starts about five 

kilometers southeast. It passes under the tracks at approximately the center (apex) of the 

curve’s 180 degree turn. After the turnaround, the tracks run due west for close to three 

kilometers. The river runs through the middle of the loop five more kilometers northwest to 

its mouth on the Chyorniy Uryum.  

 

➢ Km 6855: Exit the Arteushka Loop (Артеушинская петля) – Here the train reaches the 

northwestern end of the curve. It makes a 90 degrees turn right and heads north.  

 

➢ Km 6855: Enter Arteushinskiy Tunnel 

Western Portal (Тоннель Артеушинский 

западный портал) – Twin side-by-side 

tunnels of 120 meters each.  

 

➢ Km 6855: Tyazhyoliy (платформа 

Тяжёлый) – A tiny settlement at the end of 

the curve.  

 

➢ Km 6858: Platform 6858 (платформа 

6858).  

 

➢ Km 6861: Perevalniy (платформа 

Перевальный).  

 

➢ Km 6861: Confluence of the Maliy and 

Bolshoi Uryum Rivers – Less than two 

kilometers west, the Chyorniy Uryum is close to its source tributaries. The rail line diverges 

east and does not see the river again. Five kilometers due north the Chyorniy Uryum is 

formed by the the union of the 12 kilometer-long Maliy Uryum (река Малый Урюм) and the 

15 kilometer-long Bolshoi Uryum (река Большой Урюм) Rivers. Both flow from north to 

south. 
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A few kilometers east after the rail line diverges from the Chyorniy Uryum, the beginnings of 

a new river start to form. Several unnamed minor tributaries run along the north side of the 

tracks and the train starts to follow them downstream. These are the source waters of the 

Amazar (река Амазар) and once formed, it flows 290 kilometers southeast until its mouth on 

the left bank of the Amur River at the tripoint boundary of Zabaikalskiy Krai, Amurskaya 

Oblast, and China. That point is about 20 kilometers west upriver from Mohexian (Chinese: 

漠河县; pinyin: Mòhé Xiàn) and the northernmost point of China.  

 

➢ Km 6862: Platform 6862 (платформа 6862).  

 

➢ Km 6868: Enter the Penkovaya Loop (Пеньковая петля) – Not quite as long or as narrow as 

the previous Arteushka Loop, nonetheless, this one is dramatic enough. It’s altogether five 

kilometers long and makes a complete 180 degree turn. It begins with a 90 degree turn to the 

right, then south for two kilometers, then the 180 degree turn of one kilometer, then north 

two kilometers, then a 90 degree turn right east and out. Park yourself on the left side of the 

train if you want some good photos.  

 

➢ Km 6870: Cross the Penkovaya River (река Пеньковая) – This tiny tributary comes up six 

kilometers from the south, passes under the rail line at the western end of the 180 degree 

turn, flows two and a half kilometers north through the middle of the loop and merges into 

the left bank of the 22 kilometer-long Kochkovataya River (река Кочковатая). From this 

confluence, the Kochkovataya, which originates seven kilometers northwest, continues its 

downstream eastward course along the rail line 15 kilometers to its confluence on the right 

bank of the Maliy Amazar (река Малый Амазар).  

 

The Maliy Amazar originates close to 25 kilometers northwest of this junction and from here 

continues four kilometers east to its union with the 34 kilometer-long Bolshoi Amazar (река 

Большой Амазар). The two rivers form the Amazar which we’ll discuss at more length 

when we reach it.  

 

➢ Km 6872: Penkovaya (станция Пеньковая; “Hemp”) – A tiny settlement inside the loop 

near its end.  

 

➢ Km 6873: Exit the Penkovaya Loop (Пеньковая петля) – Here the train makes a 90 degree 

turn to the right and heads east.  

 

➢ Km 6876: Proletarskiy (платформа Пролетарский; “Proletarian”).  

 

➢ Km 6880: Perevalniy (платформа Перевальный).  

 

➢ Km 6887: Confluence of the Kochkovataya and Maliy Amazar Rivers – North of the rail 

line, less than one kilometer, the Kochkovataya and a whole group of unnamed tributaries 

end by merging into the right bank of the Maliy Amazar. This latter river, and its own big 

group of little tributaries, has come down from the northwest some 24 kilometers. The Maliy 

Amazar now follows along the north side of the rail line four kilometers to its confluence 

with the Bolshoi Amazar.  
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➢ Km 6887: Ispolinniy (платформа Исполинный) – This platform is closed.  

 

➢ Km 6890: Confluence of the Maliy and Bolshoi Amazar Rivers – Less than one kilometer 

north of the rail line, the 28 kilometer-long southeast-flowing Maliy Amazar (река Малый 

Амазар) combines with the 34 kilometer-long south-flowing Bolshoi Amazar (река 

Большой Амазар) to create the 290 kilometer-long Amazar River (река Амазар).  

 

The route of the railroad follows the Amazar from its very beginning starting here. First, the 

river flows 15 kilometers southeast to Mogocha where it meets the left tributary, 80 

kilometer-long Mogocha River (река Могоча). This union effectively doubles its size. The 

Mogocha terminates and the Amazar continues 100 kilometers northeast to the town of 

Amazar (Амазар), the train follows it all the way.  

 

At Amazar, the train and river part company: the train heads northeast, the river southeast. 

The river flows another 175 kilometers (95 killometers as the crow flies) to its mouth on the 

left bank of the Amur River. The confluence point is near the very northernmost tip of China, 

about 60 kilometers north of Mohé (Chinese: 漠河; pinyin: Mòhé).  

 

➢ Km 6896: Razdolnoye (платформа Раздольное) – Some of this small village is along the 

west side of the tracks, but most of it is one kilometer east, pressed tight along the right bank 

(west side) of the Amazar River. This platform is closed.  

 

➢ Km 6900: Platform 6900 (платформа 6900).  

 

➢ Km 6901: Cross the Verkhnee Olongro River (река Верхнее Олонгро; “Upper Olongro”) – 

This small tributary joins the Amazar about 500 meters east of the rail crossing. The Upper 

Olongro originates in the hills approximately 26 kilometers to the southwest.  

 

➢ Km 6904: Platform 6904 (платформа 6904).  

 

➢ Km 6905: Cross the Srednee Olongro River (река Среднее Олонгро; “Middle Olongro”) – 

This river arises in the hills not quite 20 kilometers southwest. It runs straight through the 

city less than a kilometer west of the rail station and joins the right bank of the Amazar 250 

meters north of this crossing.  
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KM 6906: Mogocha 
100 Years of the Trans-Siberian 

➢ Km 6906: Mogocha (станция Могоча) – A fairly large town of close to 14,000 persons 

built on the confluence of the Mogocha and Amazar Rivers. The town put itself on the map 

in 1910 with the construction of the Trans-Siberian Railway. Like many Siberian and Far 

East places, the name comes from the 

river that runs through it. From 1947 until 

1953, the “Klyuchevlag” gulag prison 

camp was based here. It held up to 3,000 

prisoners who labored in the local 

molybdenum and gold mines.  

 

There is a small former airbase two 

kilometers west of the rail station. Closed 

in the 1990s, it was primarily a helicopter 

base. The runway is only 600 meters long, 

but there are about 25 revetments. 

Whether is might re-open is unclear. The 

entire area for the next several hundred 

kilometers is permafrost and winters are 

particularly brutal. Temperatures can reach 

50° and 60° below (F or C). Mogocha lost 

almost one-third of its residents after the base closure and the economic crisis after the 

dissolution of the Soviet Union. In recent years, it’s stabilized mainly due to trade with 

China.  

 

➢ Km 6913: Korolevskiy (платформа Королевский; “Royal”).  

 

➢ Km 6913: Cross the Nizhnee Olongro River (река Нижнее Олонгро; “Lower Olongro”) – 

This minor tributary of the Amazar begins almost 20 kilometers southwest of the rail 

crossing. It ends in one kilometer east when it merges into the right bank of the Amazar.  

 

➢ Km 6914: Medvezhiy-Klyuch (платформа Медвежий-Ключ; “Bear-Spring”).  

 

➢ Km 6930: Taptugary (станция Таптугары) – A small village of approximately 525 persons 

on both sides of the tracks immediately south of the Amazar River.  

 

➢ Km 6943: Zaikin Log (платформа Зайкин Лог).  

 

➢ Km 6955: Semiozyorniy (станция Семиозёрный) – A small village of approximately 1,000 

residents almost entirely to the south of the railroad and south (right bank) of the Amazar.  

 

➢ Km 6964: Chador (платформа Чадор) – A closed platform.  

 

➢ Km 6969: Tetyorkin Klyuch (платформа Тетёркин Ключ).  

 

➢ Km 6974: Platform 6974 (платформа 6974).  
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KM 7005: Near Amazar. 
A little fresh snow?  It’s May! 

➢ Km 6979: Platform 6979 (платформа 6979).  

 

➢ Km 6983: Bedoviy (платформа Бедовый).  

 

➢ Km 6995: Germanovskiy (станция Германовский) – Two buildings along the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 7001: Cross the Amazar River (река Амазар) – Immediately before entering the town of 

Amazar, the train crosses the river Amazar. Recall that the Amazar began about 125 

kilometers northwest, at the confluence of the Big and Little Amazars, or about 15 kilometers 

northwest of Mogocha. From this railroad crossing, the river flows southeast about 175 

kilometers until its confluence with the left bank of the Amur. The last two kilometers of the 

Amazar serve as the border between Zabalkalskiy Krai and Amursky Oblast. It’s an 

uninhabited area and there are no villages nearby. The closest Russian habitation is the tiny 

settlement of Ignashino (Игнашино) which is 28 kilometers downriver on the Amur.  

 

Across the Amur from Ignashino, about four kilometers upriver on the Chinese side, is the 

considerably larger town of Beijixiang, known as China’s “Arctic Village” (Chinese: 北极村; 

pinyin: Běijí Xiang). It is the most northern place in China, located at the top of Mohé 

County (Chinese: 漠河县; pinyin: Mòhé Xiàn). It’s a popular winter tourist destination for 

“northern lights” (aurora borealis) seekers and those who like visiting extreme places.  

 

➢ Km 7004: Amazar (станция Амазар) – A 

small town of close to 2,400 persons, it 

takes its name from the nearby river which 

is part of the Amur watershed. Amazar was 

founded in conjunction with the 

development of the Trans-Siberian Railroad 

in 1908. Its convenient location at the 

confluence of the Amazar and Bolshaya 

Chichatka Rivers (река Большая Чичатка; 

“Big Chichatka”) made it a perfect 

destination for the water transport of timber, 

hence it became a logging and sawmill 

town. The southeast-flowing Amazar meets 

the southwest-flowing Bolshaya Chichatka 

in a perfect “Y” formation and the town is 

nestled in the center of the top of the Y 

surrounded by water on three sides. The 

“stem” of the Y is the Amazar River and it continues its flow southeast. The rail route now 

turns northeast and follows the Bolshaya Chichatka upstream.  

 

➢ Km 7008: Platform 7008 (платформа 7008).  

 

➢ Km 7008: Cross the Bolshaya Chichatka River (река Большая Чичатка) – The Big 

Chichatka has its beginning almost 40 kilometers to the northeast at the village of Chichatka 

(Чичатка). There, several lessser tributaries combine to form the river. Many of these 
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originate on the southern slopes of the Stanovoy Mountains. We’ll discuss this when we 

arrive there.  

 

The Bolshaya Chichatka terminates six kilometers downstream southwest from this rail 

crossing when it merges into the left bank of the Amazar at the southern end of the town of 

Amazar. The train parts ways with the Amazar River at Amazar, but beginning here, the 

railway runs northeast parallel to the left bank (south side) of the Bolshaya Chichatka and 

follows it upstream to the village of Chichatka.  

 

➢ Km 7013: Track Post Krasavka-Khangli (путевой пост Красавка хангли).  

 

➢ Km 7021: Cross the Beryozovka River (рекa Берёзовка) – This minor creek originates 

about ten kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing, it flows a little less than 300 meters 

north and joins the left bank of the Bolshaya Chichatka.  

 

➢ Km 7026: Kolokolniy (Станция Колокольный; “Bell”) – Almost all of the towns on this 

stretch of the railroad exist on the map. In real life, there’s not much here.  

 

➢ Km 7031: Platform 7031 (платформа 7031).  

 

➢ Km 7031: Cross the Sestrenka Rivers (реки Малая и Большая Сестренка; “Little and Big 

Sister Rivers”) – These two rivers are almost inseparable. The Malaya Sestrenka (река 

Малая Сестренка) begins close to ten kilometers south. The Bolshaya Sestrenka (рекa 

Большая Сестренка) begins close to 12 kilometers southeast. The two rivers come together 

and almost touch at the rail crossing. Each passes independently and within 100 meters north, 

each joins the left bank of the Bolshaya Chichatka.  

 

➢ Km 7034: Potaika (платформа Потайка) – This rail stopping point has a recorded 

population of three.  

 

➢ Km 7040: Platform 7040 (платформа 7040).  

 

➢ Km 7041: Cross the Borgonskiy River (рекa Бургонский) – This little tributary begins 

about ten kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing, it flows a little more than one 

kilometer north to its mouth on the left bank of the Bolshaya Chichatka.  
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➢ Km 7044: Chichatka (станция Чичатка) – This tiny hamlet of a reported 14 persons is 

located at the confluence of the southeast-flowing, 80 kilometer-long Pinzhak River (река 

Пинжак; lower course also known as Dzhapidzhak (рекa Джапыджак)) and the southwest-

flowing, 60 kilometer-long Chichatka River (рекa Чичатка). The two rivers come together 

about one and a half kilometers northwest of town and form a “Y”. In this case however, the 

town is not in the Y. The village and the railroad are on the southwest side which is the left 

bank of the two rivers where they connect. The union of the two rivers forms the Bolshaya 

Chichatka River.  

 

➢ Km 7047: Platform 7047 (платформа 7047).  

 

➢ Km 7049: Platform 7049 (платформа 7049).  

 

➢ Km 7052: Zhanna (станция Жанна) – Immediately east of Zhanna a small two kilometer-

long horseshoe loop begins. A second three kilometer-long loop begins at Km 7057. Neither 

is especially dramatic, but both are good photo opportunities if another train comes along.  

 

➢ Km 7053: Cross the Zhanna River (рекa Жанна) – This small river begins about six 

kilometers due south. It passes under the rail line at the loop’s apex, then flows northwest six 

kilometers and joins the left bank of the Chichatka River immediately upstream before its 

merger with the Pinzhak.  

 

➢ Km 7058: Cross the Nilolskiy River (рекa Никольский) – This little stream passes under the 

tracks at the apex of the loop. It starts one kilometer south of the apex and from the crossing, 

it continues eight kilometers northwest to its mouth on the left bank of the Chichatka.  

 

➢ Km 7060: Nikolskiy (платформа Никольский; “St. Nicholas”) – This platform is at the 

northern end of the loop.  

 

➢ Km 7067: Malokovali (станция Малоковали) – This tiny place has 24 inhabitants. In 

degrees of latitude, it is the most northern place the Trans-Siberian route climbs in the Far 

East (Coordinates N54.1081; E121.5430). It’s all south from here to Vladivostok. Many 

sources list this station as Maliy Kovali (Малые Ковали), that’s incorrect, however there are 

two more Kovali’s at Km 7201 and Km 7339.  

 

➢ Km 7068: Cross the Pervaya Uteni River (река Первая Утени; “First Uteni”) – This river 

begins less than one kilometer north of the rail line. From here, it runs straight south eight 

kilometers where its right bank is joined by the seven kilometer-long Vtoraya Uteni River 

(река Вторая Утени; “Second Uteni”). From that confluence, the combined First and Second 

Uteni Rivers run two kilometers east and join the right bank of the 101 kilometer-long Uteni 

(река Утени).  

 

➢ Km 7072: Cross the Uteni River (река Утени) – This tributary originates about five 

kilometers northeast of the rail crossing. From here, it flows downstream south almost 100 

kilometers and joins the Amazar approximately 35 kilometers northwest of its confluence on 
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the Amur. Essentially, every river within hundreds of kilometers east, west, north and south 

of here drains into the Amur River watershed.  

 

➢ Km 7073: Platform 7073 (платформа 7073).  

 

➢ Km 7073: Enter the Uteni Loop (Утени петля) – Starting immediately east of the Uteni 

River crossing, the train makes a sharp 90 degree right-hand turn and enters a long, large, and 

wide horseshoe curve. It’s exceptionally large, altogether 12 kilometers from end to end. 

 

➢ Km 7076: Platform 7076 (платформа 7076).  

 

➢ Km 7078: Uteni (путевой пост Утени; “Track Post Uteni”) – This tiny settlement consists 

of a couple of houses along the tracks. It’s located almost at the bottom apex of the loop. At 

the very bottom, in one more kilometer south, the border line runs between Zabaikalskiy and 

Amur Oblast. There is a concrete marker alongside the rail line. The imaginary line between 

the two regions runs all the way through the loop, thus the western side is all in Zabaikalskiy 

Krai and the eastern side is all in Amurskaya.  

 

➢ Km 7079: Zabaikalskiy – Amur Border – Continuing its eastbound journey, the Trans-

Siberian crosses yet another internal Russian boundary. This one is between Zabaikalskiy 

Krai and the Amur Oblast (Амурская область). Amurskaya is a large region, 14th in area of 

Russia’s 85 districts. Its northern boundary is with the Sakha Republic (Yakutiya) and its 

southern is with the Heilongjiang province of China. Khabarovsk Krai and the Jewish 

Autonomous Oblast are to the east. Zabaikalsky Krai lies to the west. The population of the 

Oblast is around 820,000, ninety-five percent of them are ethnic Russian.  

 

The border between the two regions also marks the political boundary between Siberia and 

the Far East. From this point forward to the Pacific Ocean, Russians refer to the region as 

“Dalniy Vostok” (Дальний Восток), literally, the Far East.  

 

Amurskaya’s administrative capital is Blagoveshchensk (Благовещенск), a city of roughly 

215,000 persons. Although somewhat isolated today, it is one of the most historic settlements 

in the Russian Far East.  

 

➢ Km 7080: Platform 7080 (платформа 7080).  

 

➢ Km 7083: Exit the Uteni Loop (Утени петля) – At the northeastern top end of the loop, the 

line again makes a 90 degree right turn and continues on its way. There are some more 

horseshoe curves further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 7084: Cross the Tekan River (река Текан) – This river has its source five kilometers due 

north. After it passes under the tracks, it travels southeast more or less parallel to the rail line 

for 25 kilometers almost to Yerofei Pavlovich (Ерофей Павлович). About two kilometers 

north of that village, the Tekan merges into the Urka River (река Урка) and it’s the Urka that 

continues south.  
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KM 7111: Yerofei Pavlovich Railway Station 

KM 7111: Yerofei Pavlovich Railway Station 

➢ Km 7086: Ayachi (станция Аячи) – A 

hamlet of perhaps a dozen houses.  

 

➢ Km 7092: Platform 7092 (платформа 

7092).  

 

➢ Km 7094: Tekan (платформа Текан) – 

There is nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 7100: Cross the Tekan River (река 

Текан) – The train passes over the Tekan 

for the second time. Here it switches from 

the river’s left bank to its right (east side to 

west) and continues its run southeast 

almost to Yerofei Pavlovich (Ерофей 

Павлович).  

 

➢ Km 7102: Orochyonskiy (станция Орочёнский) – A building by the side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 7105: Platform 7105 (платформа 7105).  

 

➢ Km 7108: Cross the Tekan River (река Текан) – The train passes over the Tekan for the 

third and final time. Here it switches from the river’s right bank to its left (west side to east). 

In a little less than two kilometers south, the Tekan terminates by merging into the right bank 

of the Urka River.  

 

➢ Km 7109: Cross the Urka River (река Урка) – A kilometer north of its confluence with the 

Tekan, the train passes over this 161 kilometer-long tributary of the Amur. It begins 

approximately 60 kilometers north of this crossing and Yerofei Pavlovich. From here it flows 

approximately 70 kilometers due south to its junction with the left bank of the Amur about 

seven kilometers west (upriver) of the Chinese Arctic Village in Mohé County. Historically, 

the Urka was part of the water route taken by 

Yerofei Pavlovich and his band of explorers 

in 1649 between far northern Yakutsk and the 

Russian Far East.  

 

➢ Km 7111: Yerofei Pavlovich 

(станция Ерофей Павлович) – This town of 

close to 4,800 persons is named for Cossack 

criminal/explorer Yerofei Pavlovich 

Khabarov (Ерофей Павлович Хабаров; ca. 

1603-71), whose name is also commemorated 

at the regional capital Khabarovsk. To his 

credit, he was a Russian entrepreneur and 

adventurer, best known for his exploring the 

Amur River region and the Far East and his 
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attempts to colonize it for Russia. On the other hand, he was notorious for his brutality – and 

his harsh, murderous treatment of indigenous peoples.  

 

➢ Km 7116: Enter the Yagodniy Loops (Ягодные петли) – Starting here, the line undergoes a 

series of four 180 degree horseshoe curves, one after another, for a total of almost eleven 

kilometers ending near Itashino (Иташино). The first loop starts with a 90 degree clockwise 

turn to the left (west), then after one kilometer makes a 180 degree turn and heads east. After 

almost two kilometers, the train makes a second 180 degree counter-clockwise turn and 

heads west again. One kilometer later and the train turns 180 degrees clockwise for a third 

turn. Two kilometers east and the train makes a final 180 degree counter-clockwise turn, but 

it’s not as tight as the first three. At the end of the fourth loop, the train passes Itashino 

Station.  

 

Why all these loops? It’s mountainous and the alternative is tunneling. Depending on the 

local topography, sometimes it’s less expensive to put down a few extra kilometers of track 

then to bore through mountains. Incidentally, after these four, there are two more very 

narrow loops coming up in a few kilometers. We’ll mention them as we approach.  

 

➢ Km 7119: Yagodniy (платформа Ягодный; “Rich with Berries”).  

 

➢ Km 7125: Exit the Yagodniy Loops (Ягодные петли) – At the southeastern end of the third 

loop the train turns again and makes a fourth 180 degree turn. As mentioned, it’s a rather 

open horseshoe curve and not a hairpin turn. It ends by Itashino.  

 

➢ Km 7126: Itashino (станция Иташино).  

 

➢ Km 7130: Cross the Segachama River (река Сегачама) – This minor tributary begins 

approximately three kilometers northwest. From the rail crossing, the river flows east about 

two kilometers and crosses the tracks again. After passing just north of Segachama Village, 

the river continues on a southeast course three more kilometers to the village of Omutnaya 

(Омутная) where it joins the right bank of the Malaya Omutnaya River (река Малая 

Омутная).  

 

➢ Km 7131: Enter the Segachama Loop (Сегачама петля) – This is an exceptionally tight and 

narrow loop. At the entrance, it’s only 175 meters wide from track to track. From beginning 

to end, it’s three kilometers clockwise. It is much wider at the top than at the bottom. The 

loop’s shape resembles that of a light bulb.  

 

➢ Km 7134: Exit the Segachama Loop (Сегачама петля) – The eastern end is marked by a 

second crossing of the Segachama River.  

 

➢ Km 7134: Cross the Segachama River (река Сегачама) – The river runs from west to east 

over the northern end of the village, then turns southeast towards its confluence with the 

Malaya Omutnaya. The Segachama terminates immediately north of the rail line at the rail 

line’s crossing of the Malaya Omutnaya. It merges into its right bank.  
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➢ Km 7135: Segachama (станция Сегачама) – A dozen or so houses along the south side of 

the rails. The settlement has a recorded population of 35.  

 

➢ Km 7136: Enter the Omutnaya Loop (Омутная петля) – About a kilometer and a half 

southeast after passing through Segachama, the rail line again undergoes a three kilometer-

long 180 degree counter-clockwise turn. It’s bulbous-shaped like the previous loop, but not 

quite as narrow at the entrance.  

 

➢ Km 7139: Exit the Omutnaya Loop (Омутная петля) – A sharp 90 degree turn to the right 

and we’re out.  

 

➢ Km 7140: Cross the Malaya Omutnaya River (река Малая Омутная) – More a stream than 

anything else, it begins in the hills a little more than 25 kilometers due north of this crossing. 

Approximately 225 meters north of the crossing, the Segachama River joins the right bank of 

the Malaya Omutnaya.  

 

Heading downstream, the Malaya Omutnaya flows southeast approximately 35 kilometers 

until it joins the Bolshaya Omutnaya River (река Большая Омутная). Together they form 

the Omutnaya River (река Омутная) which continues 60 kilometers south until it joins the 

Amur about 15 kilometers downriver east of the Russian village of Ingashino (Игнашино) 
and 18 kilometers from the Chinese Arctic Village of Beiji Xiang (Chinese: 北极村; pinyin: 

Běijí xiang) on the other side of the Amur.  

 

➢ Km 7141: Malaya Omutnaya (станция Малая Омутная; “Little Omutnaya”) – A couple of 

buildings.  

 

➢ Km 7145: Platform 7145 (платформа 7145).  

 

➢ Km 7147: Sivachli (платформа Сивачли).  

 

➢ Km 7153: Enter the Bolshaya Omutnaya Loop (Большая Омутная петля) – Not as long and 

narrow as some others, but nonetheless the train enters a four kilometer-long clockwise 

horseshoe curve. It is approximately one and a half kilometers wide at its entrance. The 

Bolshaya Omutnaya River (река Большая Омутная) runs through its apex and center  

 

➢ Km 7154: Bolshaya Omutnaya (станция Большая Омутная) – “Big” Omutnaya isn’t so 

big; it’s a collection of a few dozen houses and 180 residents. It’s really named for the river, 

not the size of the settlement.  
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➢ Km 7155: Cross the Bolshaya Omutnaya River (река Большая Омутная) – Tracing this 

small river upstream leads about 50 kilometers northwest to its source near the village of 

Sergeyevskiy (Сергиевский). Following it downstream leads south close to 35 kilometers to 

its confluence with the Malaya Omutnaya. The two rivers create the Omutnaya and it flows 

into the left bank of the Amur some 60 kilometers further south.  

 

➢ Km 7157: Exit the Bolshaya Omutnaya Loop (Большая Омутная петля) – A 90 degree turn 

to the left and the loop is finished.  

 

➢ Km 7161: Platform 7161 (платформа 7161).  

 

➢ Km 7163: Glukharevo (платформа Глухарево).  

 

➢ Km 7164: Cross the Glukhareva River (река Глухарева) – The river starts as a tiny steam 

two kilometers north. From the tracks it flows southeast five kilometers and joins the right 

bank of the Nyalbukhta (река Няльбухта). The train comes to that one next.  

 

➢ Km 7167: Cross the Nyalbukhta River (река Няльбухта) – This river also originates as a 

tiny creek about two kilometers to the north. After it passes under the rails, it runs south five 

kilometers where it’s joined by the Glukhareva. The Nyalbukhta’s name prevails as it’s a tad 

longer from its source. From the confluence, the Nyalbukhta continues south close to 30 

kilometers until it merges into the left bank of the Bolshaya Omutnaya about seven 

kilometers north of its union with the Malaya Omutnaya.  

 

➢ Km 7172: Cross the Ulyatka River (река Улятка) – Shortly before the tiny village of 

Ulyatka (Улятка), there’s a small creek of the same name. It begins about 15 kilometers to 

the northeast. From the rail crossing, it flows southwest some 16 kilometers until it joins the 

left bank of the Nyalbukhta River which is on its way to meet the Bolshaya Omutnaya.  

 

➢ Km 7174: Ulyatka (станция Улятка) – A tiny village of about five houses.  

 

➢ Km 7176: Cross the Bolshaya Khalan River (река Большая Халан) – From the rail crossing, 

it is six kilometers north upstream to its source. Heading in the other direction downstream, 

it’s 12 kilometers southeast to the river’s end when it joins the right bank of the Khalan River 

(река Халан). From that confluence, the Khalan continues downstream southeast 15 

kilometers to the 200 kilometer-long Urusha River (река Уруша). The train comes to the 

town and river Urusha a bit further down the line, but for now we’ll say that from the 

confluence of the two, the Khalan is absorbed into the Urusha and the Urusha continues 

approximately 80 kilometers south to its mouth on the left bank of the Amur at the miniscule 

settlement of Sgibneva (Сгибнева).  

 

➢ Km 7183: Stopping Point Khalan (oстановочный пункт Халан).  

 

➢ Km 7184: Cross the Khalan River (река Халан) – This minor tributary begins some eight 

kilometers to the northwest. After passing under the rails, it first runs about a dozen 

kilometers to its confluence with the Bolshaya Khalan. It then continues another 15 
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KM 7207: Cross the Urusha River 

kilometers and merges into the right bank of the Urusha. From that point, it’s exactly 50 

kilometers (as the crow flies) due south to the Urusha’s confluence on the Amur.  

 

➢ Km 7191: Sgibeyevo (станция Сгибеево) – The 2010 census listed this town’s population 

as two. A few hundred meters north, the source waters of the Perviy Kovali River (река 

Первый Ковали; “First Kovali”) begin. The train runs parallel to the river for the next ten 

kilometers until it terminates by merging into the right bank of the Urusha River.  

 

➢ Km 7201: Kovali (платформа Ковали).  

 

➢ Km 7202: Enter the Kovali Loop (Ковали петля) – Another exceptionally narrow entrance 

to a bulbous-shaped loop. This one is a little less than three kilometers long and it runs 

through a heavily-wooded area so it’s not possible to see much of anything. Most passengers 

won’t notice the loop. All one might notice is the train is running much more slowly.  

 

➢ Km 7205: Exit the Kovali Loop (Ковали петля).  

 

➢ Km 7207: Cross the Urusha River (река 

Уруша) – Shortly before entering the 

town of Urusha, the train crosses this 

substantial-enough river. It’s about 125 

meters across and is spanned by a twin set 

of bridges. The 200 kilometer-long 

Urusha’s origins are in the southern 

foothills of the Stanovoy Mountains some 

120 kilometers northwest. Following it 

downstream leads 80 kilometers south 

until it joins the left bank of the Amur at 

Sgibneva. The Sgibneva confluence is 30 

kilometers downriver east of the Chinese 

high point at Beiji Xiang.  

 

➢ Km 7209: Urusha (станция Уруша) – 

Urusha is a small railroad and logging town of approximately 3,500 persons. The rail station 

is about one kilometer due east of the Urusha River which runs along the west side of town.  

 

➢ Km 7213: Platform 7213 (платформа 7213).  

 

➢ Km 7213: Cross the Taliy Klyuch River (река Талый Ключ) – This tiny tributary starts five 

kilometers north. From the tracks, it runs less than three kilometers south to its mouth on the 

right bank of the Riyvchak River (река Рывчак). Both the Taliy Klyuch and the next river, 

the Riyvchak (река Рывчак), cross at the apex of their respective loops on the rail line. Both 

loops are about two kilometers in length and one kilometer wide at their openings. Since both 

horseshoe curves are relatively wide and not long – and the area is heavily-wooded – most 

passengers will not notice that the train is making a loop.  
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➢ Km 7219: Cross the Riyvchak River (река Рывчак) – This little tributary begins less than 

one kilometer northeast. It passes under the rail line here, then runs eight kilometers west 

(picking up the little Taliy Klyuch along the way) to its mouth on the left bank of the Urusha 

River.  

 

➢ Km 7223: Glubokiy (станция Глубокий) – A little building alongside the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 7226: Cross the Chitkan River (река Читкан) – This little stream begins 15 kilometers 

to the southwest. After passing under the railroad, it flows northeast seven kilometers to its 

mouth on the right bank of the Bolshoy Madalаn River (река Большой Мадалан; “Big 

Madalan”).  

 

The Bolshoy Madalаn comes into being less than two kilometers north at the union of the 

southeast-flowing, 20 kilometer-long Madalan (река Мадалан) and the south-flowing, ten 

kilometer-long Maliy Madalan (река Малый Мадалан; “Little Madalan”) Rivers.  

 

After the Chitkan-Bolshoy Madalan confluence, the Bolshoy Madalan River turns and runs 

due east almost 25 kilometers to its union with the right bank of the Oldoi River (река 

Олъдой) about two kilometers south of the village of Madalan (Мадалан). We’ll discuss the 

Oldoi when we reach it a little further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 7227: Platform 7227 (платформа 7227).  

 

➢ Km 7230: Chitkan (платформа Читкан) – A couple of buildings alongside the tracks. 

 

➢ Km 7237: Cross the Ulyagir River (река Улягир) – This very modest little stream begins 

close to ten kilometers southwest. After running under the rail line, it continues northeast 

about three kilometers to its mouth on the right bank of the Bolshoy Madalan two kilometers 

north of Ulyagir Village (Улягир).  

 

➢ Km 7238: Platform 7238 (платформа 7238).  

 

➢ Km 7239: Ulyagir (станция Улягир) – Not a village at all, Ulyagir is one little building on 

the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 7247: Platform 7247 (платформа 7247).  

 

➢ Km 7248: Cross the Bolshoy Madalаn River (река Большой Мадалан) – This small river 

begins close to 20 kilometers northwest at the confluence of the Madalan and Maliy Madalan 

Rivers. From the rail crossing it flows five kilometers southeast until it mouth on the right 

bank of the much larger Oldoi River (река Олъдой).  

 

➢ Km 7249: Platform 7249 (платформа 7249).  

 

➢ Km 7250: Madalan (станция Мадалан) – A small village of approximately 425 persons 

almost entirely to the north of the rail line and built on the right bank of the Oldoi River.  
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➢ Km 7251: Cross the Oldoi River (река Олъдой) – A very substantial river, the Oldoi is close 

to 200 meters across at this point and it takes a twin set of four trusses to span it. The river is 

formed only one and a half kilometers north in a typical “Y” formation. Its right tributary is 

the south-flowing, 150 kilometer-long Bolshoy Oldoi (Большой Ольдой). Its left component 

is the southwest-flowing, 100 kilometer-long Maliy Oldoi (Малый Ольдой). The Maliy 

Oldoi runs parallel to the northbound BAM spur to Tynda (Тында) that the Trans-Siberian 

Line comes to soon enough.  

 

After the two rivers’ junction, the newly-named Oldoi meanders south downstream close to 

100 kilometers (55 as the crow flies) until it joins the left bank of the Amur about two 

kilometers downriver from the tiny Chinese village of Wusuli (Chinese: 乌苏里; pinyin: Wū 

sū lǐ) which is across the river – about 65 kilometers east of the Arctic Village of Beiji Xiang.  

 

➢ Km 7252: Platform 7252 (платформа 7252).  

 

➢ Km 7257: Platform 7257 (платформа 7257).  

 

➢ Km 7260: Oldoi (платформа Олъдой) – The smallest of settlements, and quite isolated. It’s 

on the right bank (north side) of the Maliy Oldoi and the train route is on the left bank. The 

Trans-Siberian follows the Maliy Oldoi upstream for the next ten kilometers, after which the 

river turns straight north along with the BAM Line and the main line of the railroad continues 

east.  

 

➢ Km 7265: Platform 7265 (платформа 7265).  

 

➢ Km 7267: Takhtamiygda (станция Тахтамыгда) – A small factory and prison town. Most of 

the village is to the south of the rail line; the prison is on the north side. The town’s 

population is about 1,700; the prison’s is close to 1,200. The prison was originally 

established as part of the Gulag system and was identified as Penal Colony No. 5 FSI. The 

prisoners were essential to the construction of the BAM Line, the junction of which the train 

reaches shortly. Both the town and the prison are immediately south of the Maliy Oldoi River 

and north of Highway M58 which has been running more or less parallel to the train route 

ever since Chita. The highway and the Trans-Siberian route continue to follow one another 

all the way to Khabarovsk.  

 

➢ Km 7268: Platform 7268 (платформа 7268).  

 

➢ Km 7268: Cross the Takhtamiygda River (река Тахтамыгда) – This small river originates 

about a dozen kilometers due south. After passing under the tracks, it flows north one 

kilometer to its mouth on the left bank of the Maliy Oldoi River.  

 

➢ Km 7270: Solnechniy (Солнечный; “Sunny”) – This little town is about a kilometer and a 

half north of the tracks.  
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KM 7273: Bamovskaya Railway Station 

➢ Km 7273: Bamovskaya (станция Бамовская; “BAM Junction”) – This surprisingly tiny 

village is the turning point and junction for the “Little BAM” Railway Line north 179 

kilometers to Tynda (Тында) and the intersection of the BAM Railway (Байкало-Амурская 

магистраль or БАМ). No mainline thru trains stop at Bamovskaya so getting off at this 

station is not a viable option. Some 

local east-west trains make the stop 

but it is not advisable to try to connect 

to the BAM here as most northbound 

trains do not stop. Rather, it’s 

necessary to continue east to 

Skovorodino (Сковородино), 30 

kilometers ahead, and make the 

change there. There are no 

accomodations at BAM Junction. The 

single track BAM branch line is less 

than 800 meters east of the station.  

 

From Bamovskaya, the little BAM 

route runs north through Shturm 

(Штурм) → Murtygit (Муртыгит) → 

Purikan (Пурикан) → Anosovskaya 

(Аносовская) → Silip (Силип) → Zabolotnoye (Заболотное) → Belenkaya (Беленькая) → 

Seti (Сети) → to Tynda, a city of 35,000 persons that is known as the “Capital of the BAM” 

(Столица БАМа). For about the first half of the line traveling north, the route follows the 

Maliy Oldoi River upstream almost to its source near Anosovskaya. Thereafter, from about 

Zabolotnoye, the little BAM route parallels the Tynda River downstream from fairly close to 

its headwaters to Tynda. From there, the Baikal-Amur Mainline runs either west 2,200 

kilometers through Nizhneangarsk → Severobaikalsk → Ust-Kut → and Bratsk → back to 

Taishet, or east some 1,900 kilometers through Komsomolsk-na-Amure → to Vanino → and 

Sovetskaya Gavan on the Pacific Ocean side of Russia.  

 

Heading further north? Approximately 30 kilometers northeast of Tynda, just after the 

settlement of Bestuzhevo (Бестужево), a branch line runs off the BAM. It’s a single-track, 

non-electrified, northern extension called the Amur-Yakutsk Mainline, abbreviated AYaM 

(Амуро-Якутская магистраль or АЯM). It was recently completed (almost), linking it to 

Yakutsk (Якутск), one of the world’s most isolated northern settlements. Altogether, the 

AYaM to Yakutsk will be 1,288 kilometers in length (including the 179 kilometers from 

BAM Junction to Tynda) when completed. Currently, it runs 1,213 kilometers to Nizhny 

Bestyakh (Нижний Бестях) which is on the right bank of the Lena River (east side). Yakutsk 

is on the opposite shore (left bank; west side). The final plans are to build a three kilometer-

long combined road and rail bridge some 40 kilometers further north at Tabaga (Табага) 

where the river is somewhat less wide. For now, local car and passenger ferries operate in the 

summer and fall. Winter ice allows traffic as well, but spring ice breakup prevents access for 

several months.  
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Yakutsk lies roughly 450 kilometers below the Arctic Circle and is the capital of Yakutia 

(Якутия), more formally known as the Sakha Republic (Республика Саха). The city lies on 

the left bank (west side) of the Lena River (река Лена), the easternmost of the three great 

rivers of Siberia that flow to the Arctic Ocean (the other two being the Ob and the Yenisei). 

At a length of 4,472 kilometers, the Lena is the 11th longest river in the world. It begins near 

the western side of Lake Baikal and runs northeast, ending at the Laptev Sea on the Arctic 

Ocean.  

 

Yakutia is mostly populated by ethnic Yakuts, a central Asian mix of Turkic and Mongolian 

peoples. Although Yakutia has an enormous geographic area of over three million square 

kilometers (a bit less than two million square miles), or roughly the size of India, it has a 

population of less than one million. India, by comparison, has more than one billion 

inhabitants.  

 

The Sakha Republic has the rather dubious distinction of recording the coldest temperatures 

on earth outside Antarctica. Temperatures as low as minus 90°F (-68°C) have been recorded 

at Verkhoyansk (Верхоянск) and Oymyakon (Оймякон). These latter two settlements are in 

constant competition each winter as to which may be the coldest. It’s with a perverse sense of 

pride and bemusement on the Moscow evening news weather report which city may possibly 

be breaking any records.  

 

DETAILS OF THE BAM AND AYaM LINES ARE COVERED IN CHAPTER SIX 

 

➢ Km 7277: Platform 7277 (платформа 7277).  

 

➢ Km 7278: Goreliy (станция Горелый; “Burnt”) – A couple of buildings to the east of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 7286: Cross the Imachi River (река Имачи) – A little less than a kilometer north of 

Imachi Station, this river begins three kilometers west of the rail crossing. From the crossing, 

it flows north along the eastern side the tracks about eight kilometers back to Goreliy and 

from there it continues north another five kilometers to its confluence on the left bank of the 

Krestovka River (река Крестовка). From that junction, the Krestovka runs six kilometers 

northwest, under the Little BAM line, and merges with the left bank of the Maliy Oldoi.  

 

➢ Km 7287: Imachi (станция Имачи) – A station building.  

 

➢ Km 7288: Platform 7288 (платформа 7288).  

 

➢ Km 7289: Enter the Poyomniy Loop (Поёмный петля) – A three kilometer-long horseshoe 

curve with a very narrow opening. It’s shaped like a light bulb.  

 

➢ Km 7290: Poyomniy (платформа Поёмный; “Flood Plain”).  
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➢ Km 7291: Cross the Poema River (река Поема) – This stream originates two kilometers to 

the southwest. It crosses the rail line at the apex of the loop, runs in the loop about 550 

meters, then passes under the rail again shortly before the loop is finished. From there, the 

Poema runs along the southern and western side of the tracks for nine kilometers until it 

merges into the right bank of the Bolshoy Never River (река Большой Невер) about a 

kilometer and a half west after it has crossed the rail line near Skovorodino (Сковородино).  

 

➢ Km 7292: Exit the Poyomniy Loop (Поёмный петля).  

 

➢ Km 7294: Platform 7294 (платформа 7294). 

 

➢ Km 7297: Enter the Skovorodino Loop (Сковородино петля) – This is a three kilometer-

long, fairly open, horseshoe curve. There’s a small unnamed stream tributary at the apex on 

the northern end. It flows south and meets the Bolshoy Never.  

 

➢ Km 7300: Exit the Skovorodino Loop (Сковородино петля).  

 

➢ Km 7300: Platform 7300 (платформа 7300). 

 

➢ Km 7304: Cross the Bolshoy Never River (река Большой Невер) – The “Big” Never River, 

a tributary of the Amur, begins roughly 40 kilometers due east of this crossing or about 20 

kilometers east of the village of Never (Невер). The Trans-Siberian Line follows it upstream 

for the next 20 kilometers to Never. Downstream from the rail crossing, it first flows 

southwest close to 45 kilometers, to just above the village of Taezhniy (Таежный), where it 

is joined by the Maliy Never (река Малый Невер) which begins 35 kilometers to the 

northeast, below the town of Kovali (Ковали).  

 

From the confluence of the two rivers, the Bolshoy Never (the Maliy Never loses its name), 

flows an additional 20 kilometers due south to the towns of Reynovo (Рейново) and 

Dzhalinda (Джалинда), where it joins the left bank of the Amur. Directly across the river is 

the Chinese hamlet of Lianfu. There’s a ferry that crosses the river but its use is restricted to 

local nationals. There is another ferry crossing six kilometers east at Xing Anzhen, but it also 

is available only for Chinese and Russian citizens.  

 

➢ Km 7305: Branch Line South – As the train approaches the Skovorodino Rail Station, just to 

the right (heading east), on the south side of the tracks, is a small switching station and a rail 

service yard with several maintenance sheds. There is also a single-track non-electrified 

branch that travels due south 70 kilometers to the industrial towns of Reynovo and 

Dzhalinda, the port on the Amur River. This southern branch is a dead end; it follows the 

Bolshoy Never River its entire length until its mouth on the Amur.  

 

➢ Km 7306: Skovorodino (станция Сковородино) – A big enough town of some 9,500 

persons. The railroad runs more-or-less east-west through its center and the Bolshoy Never 

River defines its northern boundary. If you are planning on taking the BAM, this is a good 

place to get off and make connections.  
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KM 7306: Skovorodino Railway Station 

After several early 20th Century name changes, the town received its most recent and current 

name in 1938 in honor of Athanasius Skovorodin (Афанасий Николаевич Сковородин; 

1890-1920), a local Soviet chief and revolutionary who was killed here during the Russian 

civil war.  

 

Continuing east, the Trans-Siberian 

Line parallels the left bank (south side) 

of the Bolshoy Never River for about 

the next 15 kilometers until the village 

of Bolshoy Never. There the train turns 

south and parts company with the 

river.  

 

➢ Km 7312: Platform 7312 (платформа 

7312).  

 

➢ Km 7318: Cross the Usmanka River 

(река Усманка) – The rail line crosses 

this minor tributary about 200 meters before the Vstrechniy (Встречный) Platform. The river 

begins about a dozen kilometers southwest of the rail line. From the crossing, it flows no 

more than 100 meters and joins the left bank of the Bolshoy Never River.  

 

➢ Km 7318: Vstrechniy (платформа Встречный).  

 

➢ Km 7322: Bolshoy Never (станция Большой Невер) – The rail station is Bolshoy Never; 

the town is Never (Невер). It has the distinction of being the starting point for the M56 Lena 

Highway (Лена шоссе), also called the Amur-Yakutsk Highway (Амуро-Якутская 

автомобильная дорога). The M58 Amur Highway runs slightly above Never and the two 

highways intersect at a giant cloverleaf four kilometers north of town.  

 

➢ Km 7329: Yakutskiy (платформа Якутский).  

 

➢ Km 7330: Enter the Kovali Loops (Ковали петли) – This is a horseshoe curve double loop. 

First, the rail line makes a gradual right-hand turn west. It then runs three kilometers and 

makes its first 180 degree turn.  

 

➢ Km 7332: Platform 7332 (платформа 7332).  

 

➢ Km 7334: Cross the Krivun River (река Кривун) – At the apex of the curve, this small river 

enters from the southwest. It’s traveled five kilometers from its source. From the rail 

crossing, the Krivun flows northeast three kilometers to its mouth on the left bank (west side) 

of the 15 kilometer-long Bolshiye Kovali River (река Большие Ковали). From this 

confluence, the “Big” Kovali River flows north six kilometers to its junction on the left bank 

of the Bolshoy Never River.  
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The M56 Lena Highway 
"Highway" may be a bit complimentary; it’s an 
unpaved road that runs 1,235 kilometers (767 
miles) to Yakutsk, more or less parallel to the 
AYaM Railway Line and the Lena River. In 
winter, when it’s frozen, it’s supposedly pretty 
good; in summer, when it rains, it’s a mud track 
that swallows whole cars. The road has another 
name: It’s called the "Highway from Hell."  
 
A second issue is that Yakutsk is located on the 
left bank (west side) of the Lena. The road and 
railway are on the east side. There is no bridge 
over the Lena anywhere in Yakutia. Technically 
the Lena Highway terminates at Nizhny 
Bestyakh (Нижний Бестях), a settlement of 
4,000 people opposite Yakutsk. When river 
conditions permit, residents drive over the 
frozen river to Yakutsk, or in summer, take the 
ferry – but much of the year the river is 
impassable due to flooding or ice floes or ice 
not thick enough to support vehicles. A bridge 
is planned to be built 40 kilometers north of 
Yakutsk, but the project has been delayed many 
times for various reasons.  
 
At Nizhny Bestyakh, the Lena Highway 
continues as the 2,031 kilometer-long Kolyma 
Highway. Known as the "Road of Bones," it is 
also unpaved and also designated M56. It links 
Yakutsk with Magadan which lies at the top of 
the Sea of Ohkotsk, northwest of the 
Kamchatka Peninsula. Magadan is literally the 
"end of the road."  

➢ Km 7338: Exit the Kovali Loops (Ковали петли) – After passing over the Krivun River, the 

loop continues north two kilometers, then makes a second 180 degree turn and heads south. 

About two kilometers later, the horseshoe curve is finished and the train comes to Kovali.  

 

➢ Km 7339: Kovali (платформа Ковали) – A 

handful of buildings immediately west of the 

rail line. 

 

➢ Km 7343: Ostrog (платформа Острог).  

 

➢ Km 7344: Enter Kerakskiy Tunnel Western 

Portal (Керакский Тоннель западный 

портал) – There are not too many tunnels on 

the Trans-Siberian Railroad, but here’s one. 

It’s almost exactly one kilometer in length. 

Also called the Ulruchinskiy Tunnel 

(Ульрихинский Тoннель), it was first built in 

1907. It was completely upgraded for double-

track in 1935. In 2014, it was announced that 

the tunnel would undergo another 

modernization.  

 

➢ Km 7345: Exit Kerakskiy Tunnel Eastern 

Portal (Керакский Тоннель восточный 

портал).  

 

➢ Km 7346: Ulruchi (станция Ульручьи) – A 

few buildings.  

 

➢ Km 7349: Cross the Kerak River (река 

Керак) – This little creek begins less than two 

kilometers west of this railway crossing. From 

here it flows almost due east (and a bit north) 

more than 75 kilometers – picking up, as all 

these Siberian rivers tend to do, innumerable 

named and unnamed tributaries – until it joins 

the right bank of the 304 kilometer-long Urkan 

River (река Уркан).  

 

From this confluence, the Urkan, which has traveled over 100 kilometers southeast to reach 

this point, continues close to another 200 kilometers southeast (125 as the crow flies) until it, 

in turn, joins the right bank of the 1,242 kilometer-long Zeya (река Зея) – one of the great 

tributaries of the Amur. Somewhat confusingly, there is a second river named Urkan. It is 

234 kilometers long and an upper left tributary of the Zeya. The Kerak flows into the lower 

Urkan which is a right Zeya tributary.  
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Siberian Tiger (Panthera tigris altaica) 
All tiger species are rare. The 20th century knew 
eight; three are extinct, two almost so, and 
three species survive in small numbers. The 
Siberian tiger (also known as the Amur, Ussuri, 
or Manchurian) is the rarest, with an estimated 
population of 350 in the wild.  
 
Tigers are the largest species of the cat family 
and Siberians are the largest of all tigers. Males 
can measure up to 13 feet (including the tail) 
and weigh over 650 pounds, much larger than 
any lion. Females measure about ¾ of this. 
Although tigers are protected in all countries, 
demand continues for their body parts, 
especially tiger bone and penis. These are 
particularly valued in traditional Chinese 
medicine and poaching remains an 
international problem. It is rumored that a 
poached tiger can bring up to $50,000 – that’s 
pretty big money anywhere, but especially so in 
Russia, North Korea, or China. In Russia, they 
are usually called Amur Tigers (Амурский тигр; 
"Amurskiy Tigr").  

The Zeya’s origins lie hundreds of kilometers north on the southern slopes of the easternmost 

Stanovoy Mountains. From this junction with the Urkan, the Zeya flows more than 600 

kilometers (350 as the crow flies) south until its confluence on the left bank of the Amur at 

Blagoveshchensk (Благовещенск).  

 

➢ Km 7355: Kerak (платформа Керак) – There 

is a stone water tower here, that’s it.  

 

➢ Km 7362: Angarich (станция Ангарич) – 

Three buildings to the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 7365: Cross the Angarich River (река 

Ангарич) – This minor tributary originates 

close to 20 kilometers southwest. From the rail 

crossing, it runs less than two kilometers 

northeast until it merges with the right bank of 

the Kerak about four kilometers west of its 

confluence with the left bank of the Urkan.  

 

➢ Km 7369: Urkan (платформа Уркан) – One 

very small building along the east side of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 7378: Cross the Urkan River (река 

Уркан) – This is yet a third river named 

Urkan. This one however is only a tiny creek. 

It begins one kilometer south and, after passing 

under the rail line, flows nine kilometers north 

to join the right bank of the Kerak.  

 

➢ Km 7379: Dzhiktanda (станция Джиканда).  

 

➢ Km 7383: Platform 7383 (платформа 7383).  

 

➢ Km 7388: Khailasutai (платформа 

Хайласутай).  

 

➢ Km 7398: Cross the Bolshoy Taldan River 

(река Большой Талдан) – No one would 

guess that this little creek is “Big” anything, 

but in the spring it’s big enough. Its source 

waters flow from some low-lying fields and 

marsh ten kilometers southwest of this point. Heading downstream, the river flows due north 

20 kilometers until it joins the right bank of the Kerak.  
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➢ Km 7400: Taldan (станция Талдан) – A town of approximately 3,600 persons built 

immediately east of a large open-air mine and west of the rail line. Next to the mine, on its 

west side, an equally large artificial reservoir for waste water.  

 

➢ Km 7405: Mari (платформа Мари).  

 

➢ Km 7411: Cross the Khudagachi River (река Худагачи) – This minor tributary begins 

within several meters of the rail line. From here, it flows due north 25 kilometers to its mouth 

on the right bank of the Kerak River.  

 

➢ Km 7419: Burinda (станция Буринда) – Two buildings on the north side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 7420: Platform 7420 (платформа 7420).  

 

➢ Km 7428: Promiysloviy (платформа Промысловый).  

 

➢ Km 7437: Cross the Gryaznushka River (река Грязнушка) – This little stream, which is 

used as a canal, begins about five kilometers south of the tracks. From here it flows north 

some ten kilometers where it becomes the Gudachi River (река Гудачи). From that point, the 

Gudachi continues close to 20 kilometers further north until it joins the right bank of the 

Urkan River.  

 

➢ Km 7439: Gudachi (станция Гудачи) – A small timber and logging town of about 380 

persons. Here the town is along the south side of the railroad tracks and the industrial section 

is on the north side.  

 

➢ Km 7449: Uniyr (платформа Унырь).  

 

➢ Km 7456: Gonzha (станция Гонжа) – Most of this small town is on the west side of the rail 

line and there is a small mine on the east side. If you would enjoy a spa visit, nine kilometers 

out of town is the “Sanatorium Gonzhinskiy Balneolechebnitsa” (Санаторий Гонжинская 

бальнеолечебница).  

 

➢ Km 7458: Cross the Gonzha River (река Гонжа) – This tiny stream begins within meters of 

the tracks. From here it runs northeast ten kilometers where it merges into the left bank of the 

Chalaya River (река Чалая). From that junction, the Chalaya travels close to 30 kilometers 

due north until its mouth on the right bank of the Urkan River. From the Chalaya-Urkan 

confluence, the Urkan continues southeast approximately 125 kilometers to its end on the 

right bank of the Zeya about 20 kilometers south of Ovsyanka (Овсянка) or about 45 

kilometers southwest of Zeya.  

 

From the Urkan-Zeya confluence, the Zeya flows more than 600 kilometers (350 as the crow 

flies) south to its end on the left bank (north side) of the Amur at Blagoveshchensk 

(Благовещенск).  
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➢ Km 7460: Platform 7460 (платформа 7460).  

 

➢ Km 7464: Platform 7464 (платформа 7464).  

 

➢ Km 7465: Cross the Chalaya River (река Чалая) – The smallest of creeks, no one would 

notice this “river” at all – but for depression of the creek bed, the surrounding vegetation, and 

the small bridges constructed for the railroad to cross it. The Chalaya starts less than two 

kilometers west; it runs due north 45 kilometers until it merges into the right bank of the 

Urkan.  

 

➢ Km 7466: Mineralniy (платформа Минеральный; “Mineral”).  

 

➢ Km 7470: Platform 7470 (платформа 7470).  

 

➢ Km 7474: Cross the Usetali River (река Усетали) – This little stream begins perhaps 300 

meters west before reaching Nyuyuzha (Нюкжа). From the tracks, it flows southeast not 

quite 30 kilometers until it joins the right bank of the Magdagachi River (река Магдагачи).  

 

➢ Km 7474: Nyuyuzha (станция Нюкжа) – A handful of houses on the east side of the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 7483: Glukhari (платформа Глухари; “Capercaillie”) – A type of grouse. The village is 

named for the 15 kilometer-long Glukhari River (река Глухари).  

 

➢ Km 7490: Cross the Gorchaki River (река Горчаки) – This little tributary has its source 

about 20 kilometers to the northwest. Five hundred meters north of the rail line, it’s joined by 

the Glukhari River which has run parallel to the train since it began at Nyuyuzha. Being 

longer, the Gorchaki name prevails and after it passes under the railroad, it continues 

southeast five kilometers to its mouth on the right bank of the Magdagachi River (река 

Магдагачи).  

 

➢ Km 7494: Magdagachi (станция Магдагачи) – As the train enters the city from the west, 

there is a fairly good size rail service yard on the right (south). The rail line, which generally 

runs north-south, more or less divides this city of 10,250 persons in two halves – with the 

east side somewhat larger than the west. Only two kilometers north, above the west side of 

town, are the remains of the former Magdagachi Air Base (Магдагачи Авиабаза). Closed 

during a general realignment of former Soviet bases during the 1990s, the aerodrome has a 

2,100 meter runway and 15 revetments. Young people now use it to race their cars.  

 

➢ Km 7498: Cross the Magdagachi River (река Магдагачи) – This river, from which the town 

draws its name, has its source approximately 20 kilometers to the northwest. From the rail 

crossing it flows mostly south some 60 kilometers where it joins the right bank of the Olga 

(река Ольга) which has come down 75 kilometers southwest from its source. From the 

junction, the newly-enlarged Olga (the Magdagachi loses its name) flows close to 40 

kilometers south to its mouth on the left bank of the Amur. Although there is a small 
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settlement there, the nearest town of any consequence is Chernyayevo (Черняево), which is 

18 kilometers downriver south.  

 

➢ Km 7499: Maliy (платформа Малый; “Little”).  

 

➢ Km 7502: Platform 7502 (платформа 7502).  

 

➢ Km 7504: Platform 7504 (платформа 7504).  

 

➢ Km 7507: Platform 7507 (платформа 7507).  

 

➢ Km 7511: Krasnaya Pad (станция Красная Падь) – A tiny village of close to 20 persons to 

the east of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 7516: Platform 7516 (платформа 7516).  

 

➢ Km 7519: Platform 7519 (платформа 7519).  

 

➢ Km 7521: Tiymersol (платформа Тымерсоль) – Several buildings to the east of the rail line 

and a reported population of four.  

 

➢ Km 7528: Daktui (станция Дактуй) – Daktui is the station; the village name is 

Kommissarovka (Коммиссаровка). It has a population of 725 and most of it is on the east 

side of the rail line which runs north-south through the town.  

 

➢ Km 7529: Cross the Olga River (река Ольга) – Very shortly after passing through 

Kommissarovka (when traveling south), the train passes over this river. The Olga flows some 

40 kilometers from the north to reach here; it then continues southwest approximately 50 

kilometers until it is joined on its right bank by the Magdagachi. From that confluence, the 

Olga flows another 40 kilometers due south to the left bank of the Amur.  

 

➢ Km 7535: Platform 7535 (платформа 7535).  

 

➢ Km 7538: Sulus (станция Сулус) – A little handful of buildings mostly to the south of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 7539: Cross the Sulus River (река Сулус) – Here is an especially modest creek. It 

begins within meters of the rail line, travels west four kilometers, then merges into the right 

bank of the nine kilometer-long Ologno River (река Ологно). Six kilometers northwest and 

the Ologno merges into the left bank of the Olga. In another 80 kilometers south, the Olga 

merges into the Amur.  

 

➢ Km 7540: Agorta (платформа Агорта).  

 

➢ Km 7549: Platform 7549 (платформа 7549).  
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KM 7559: Tygda RR Station Platform Vendors 

➢ Km 7553: Platform 7553 (платформа 7553).  

 

➢ Km 7555: Platform 7555 (платформа 7555).  

 

➢ Km 7555: Cross the Agorta River (река Агорта) – This small river begins close to 15 

kilometers to the northwest. After passing under the rail line, it runs approximately 500 

meters east and joins the right bank of the 30 kilometer-long Ulagach River (река Улагач) 

which has its source 22 kilometers to the northeast. In eight kilometers south, following 

along the east side of the rail line, the Ulagach terminates when it joins the left bank of the 

Tygda River (река Тыгда). We’ll be arriving at the Tygda soon enough and we’ll discuss it 

at that time.  

 

➢ Km 7558: Branch Line North – This 

short rail spur runs about five 

kilometers north to the mining 

settlement of Novopokrovka 

(Новопокровка). There’s a large open-

cast mine here which is the basis for 

the spur and the town.  

 

➢ Km 7559: Tygda (станция Тыгда) – 

A large enough village of some 3,300 

persons built on both sides of the 

railroad which runs north-south 

through town.  

 

➢ Km 7563: Platform 7563 (платформа 

7563).  

 

➢ Km 7563: Cross the Tygda River (река Тыгда) – The 264 kilometer-long Tygda’s source 

waters begin about 50 kilometers to the northwest, only about five kilometers south of Sulus. 

Running downstream, the river travels more than 200 kilometers (115 kilometers as the crow 

flies) southeast until it merges into the left bank of the Zeya near the town of Ust-Tygda 

(Усть-Тыгда). From the Tygda-Zeya confluence, the Zeya flows approximately 400 

kilometers (250 kilometers as the crow flies) until it meets the Amur at Blagoveshchensk.  

 

➢ Km 7566: Platform 7566 (платформа 7566).  

 

➢ Km 7573: Gorki (платформа Горки; “Hills”).  

 

➢ Km 7576: Platform 7576 (платформа 7576).  

 

➢ Km 7579: Chalganiy (станция Чалганы) – A small village of about 475 persons with a 

good-size coal mine immediately north of town.  

 

➢ Km 7585: Platform 7585 (платформа 7585).  
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➢ Km 7589: Platform 7589 (платформа 7589).  

 

➢ Km 7592: Buyak (платформа Буяк).  

 

➢ Km 7595: Platform 7595 (платформа 7595).  

 

➢ Km 7598: Ugolnaya (Угольная; “Coal”).  

 

➢ Km 7602: Ushumun (станция Ушумун) – A substantial town of some 2,700 persons.  

 

➢ Km 7603: Branch Line West – About 500 meters south after passing the station, a short two 

kilometer-long branch runs off to the southeast. It’s a fairly large rail service yard.  

 

➢ Km 7604: Cross the Sivaki River (река Сиваки) – This 109 kilometer-long river originates 

two kilometers west. After it passes under the railroad, it flows east 15 kilometers and fills 

the five kilometer-long Kurganskoye Reservoir (Курганское водохранилище). From the 

reservoir’s eastern end, the river re-commences and travels close to 80 kilometers due east 

(50 as the crow flies) to its mouth on the right bank of the Tygda River. From the Sivaki-

Tygda confluence, the Tygda flows southeast almost 50 kilometers (30 as the crow flies) 

until it terminates by joining the right bank of the Zeya.  

 

➢ Km 7607: Platform 7607 (платформа 7607).  

 

➢ Km 7610: Platform 7610 (платформа 7610).  

 

➢ Km 7615: Odunovo (платформа Одуново).  

 

➢ Km 7619: Platform 7619 (платформа 7619).  

 

➢ Km 7625: Branch Line East – This small freight branch line from Sivaki runs about 30 

kilometers north, then east. It’s a one-way dead end.  

 

➢ Km 7626: Sivaki (станция Сиваки) – A town of approximately 1,850 persons more or less 

equally divided on both sides of the rail line. The town takes its name from the Sivaki River 

(река Сиваки).  

 

➢ Km 7632: Cross the Maliy Onon River (река Малый Онон) – This little creek begins less 

than two kilometers east of the rail line. After passing under the tracks, it flows southwest 

approximately 35 kilometers to its confluence with south-flowing, 40 kilometer-long 

Bolshoy Onon (река Большой Онон). Henceforth, it’s the Onon River (река Онон) and it 

runs close to 20 kilometers southwest to its confluence on the left bank of the Amur River. 

Noet that this river has no relation to the 1,032 kilometer-long Onon River of Mongolia. Our 

route passed by that historic river of Genghis Khan’s birthplace back at Km 6420.  

 

➢ Km 7632: Platform 7632 (платформа 7632).  
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➢ Km 7635: Platform 7635 (платформа 7635).  

 

➢ Km 7637: Boryachka (платформа Борячка) – Lake Boryachka (озеро Борячка) is about 

two kilometers east.  

 

➢ Km 7647: Platform 7647 (платформа 7647).  

 

➢ Km 7650: Tu (станция Ту) – Two little buildings along the west side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 7655: Platform 7655 (платформа 7655).  

 

➢ Km 7663: Pereselencheskiy (платформа Переселенческий; “Resettlement”) – The town’s 

name is Pereselenets (Переселенец; “Settler”). A tiny village, perhaps a dozen houses.  

 

➢ Km 7674: Klyuchevoye (Ключевое; “Place with Springs”) – This tiny village is about three 

kilometers east of the platform.  

 

➢ Km 7677: Mukhinskaya (станция Мухинская) – The station is Mukhinskaya; the town is 

Mukhino (Мухино), large enough, a few hundred inhabitants, and built up on both sides of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 7680: Cross the Mukhino River (река Мухино) – This minor tributary begins 

approximately ten kilometers south of the rail crossing. From here, it flows some 35 

kilometers northeast until it joins the right bank of the Tu River (река Ту). The Tu begins 

about 60 kilometers west, about ten kilometers north of Tu Village and the rail line. From the 

Tu-Mukhino confluence, the Tu flows about 60 kilometers southeast until its mouth on the 

right bank of the Zeya River. From that junction, the Zeya flows close to 350 kilometers to 

its end at Blagoveshchensk (Благовещенск) on the Amur River.  

 

➢ Km 7682: Platform 7682 (платформа 7682).  

 

➢ Km 7685 Belovezh (платформа Беловежь).  

 

➢ Km 7695: Platform 7695 (платформа 7695).  

 

➢ Km 7699: Bereya (станция Верея) – A small village of no more than a hundred residents, 

built on the east side of the rails.  
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➢ Km 7703: Platform 7703 (платформа 7703).  

 

➢ Km 7711: Petrushi (станция Петруши) – The railroad village is on both sides of the tracks. 

The main village, which has a population of perhaps 400 to 500 persons, is about seven 

kilometers to the southeast.  

 

➢ Km 7714: Sluchaynoye (платформа Случайное; “Random”) – A very little village of no 

more than 100 person running perpendicular to the west side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 7715: Cross the Shiman River (река Шиман) – This tiny stream begins less than five 

kilometers west. From the rail crossing, it flows east less than 500 meters and merges into the 

right bank of the Pyora River (река Пёра). The Pyora begins approximately 15 kilometers 

north of the crossing and follows along the east side of the rail line.  

 

From this minor junction, the Pyora flows southeast six kilometers and joins up with the 

Belava River (река Белава) which prior to one of its own mergers was called the Vershina 

Belaviy River (река Вершина Белавы). It has come down about 20 kilometers from the 

northwest, about six kilometers northwest of Bazisnoye (Базисноyе). From the Belava-Pyora 

confluence onwards, the two combined rivers are known as the Bolshaya Pyora (река 

Большая Пёра).  

 

Always following along the east side of the rail line (the river’s right bank), the “Big” Pyora 

now flows south five kilometers through Shimanovsk (Шимановск) and comes within 300 

meters north of the rail station. From there, it continues southeast another 15 kilometers 

where it is joined by the Bolshoy Zolotoi Klyuch River (река Большой Золотой Ключ) just 

south of Svetilnoye (Светильное). From here, it’s five more kilometers southeast to Seletkan 

(Селеткан), then almost 18 kilometers southeast to its confluence with the east-flowing, 50 

kilometer-long Dzhatva River (река Джатва).  

 

From this confluence, the Bolshaya Pyora runs along the rail line another 40 kilometers south 

to its junction with the southeast-flowing, 70 kilometer-long Malaya Pyora (река Малая 

Пёра). Now it’s only three kilometers south to Ust-Pyora (Усть-Пёра) and then eight 

kilometers southeast to its confluence on the right bank of the Zeya River. That confluence 

point is five kilometers due east of Svobodniy (Свободный).  

 

From the Pyora-Zeya confluence, the Zeya runs approximately 180 kilometers south (135 

kilometers as the crow flies) until it joins the left bank of the Amur. A little further down the 

line, the train crosses the Zeya and heads southeast towards Belogorsk (Белогорск), then east 

to Birobidzhan (Биробиджан). Blagoveshchensk is not on the Trans-Siberian, it is a dead-

end branch line destination from Belogorsk.  

 

➢ Km 7718: Sosnovka (платформа Сосновка) – There are several farms on the south side of 

the rails.  

 

➢ Km 7723: Shimanovskaya (станция Шимановская) – Shimanovskaya is the station for the 

town of Shimanovsk (Шимановск). Almost as the train nears the station, there’s a short 
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shunt to the right (south) where there is a rail service yard and repair sheds. It re-connects to 

the main line a little further by the station. Shimanovsk is a fairly large city with a population 

of some 19,000. The railroad runs east-west through the center of the city effectively dividing 

it into northern and southern halves. Just one kilometer south of the city is a small, but 

working, airport. Shimanovsk’s primary industries are the production of heavy machinery, 

construction materials, and drilling equipment.  

 

The city was founded with the construction of the Amur section of the Trans-Siberian 

Railway in 1910 and originally named Pyora (Пёра) after the nearby river. It was renamed 

“Gondatti” in 1914 in honor of the explorer, statesman, and then-governor of Amur Oblast, 

Nikolai Gondatti (Николай Львович Гондатти; 1860-1946). In 1920, it was renamed 

“Vladimiro-Shimanovskiy” (Владимиро-Шимановский) after Vladimir Shimanovskiy 

(Владимир И. Шимановский; 1882-1918), a railway engineer and member of the Red 

Army who was shot and killed in Blagoveshchensk during the Russian Civil War. Its name 

was shortened to Shimanovsk in 1950.  

 

➢ Km 7726: Branch Line East – A little more than three kilometers east after passing 

Shimanovskaya Station, a single-track branch veers off to the left. It first passes Malinovka 

(Малиновка; “Robin”), then runs east almost exactly 40 kilometers and ends at a small port 

on the left bank of the Zeya River. From here, it’s 350 kilometers downriver south (215 

kilometers as the crow flies) to the Zeya’s confluence at Blagoveshchensk on the left bank of 

the Amur River.  

 

➢ Km 7729: Pyora (платформа Пёра).  

 

➢ Km 7731: No Name (Нет названия) – A tiny settlement on the south side of the tracks. No 

station, no platform, no stopping point, no tracking post, no checkpoint, no nothing, except 

about a dozen residences in a little peaceful hamlet.  

 

➢ Km 7736: Svetilnoye (платформа Светильное; “Illuminating”) – A small village of about 

120 residents on the left bank (east side) of the Bolshaya Pyora and the east side of the rail 

line. It’s a very little stream here so crossing it is not an issue.  

 

➢ Km 7737: Cross the Bolshoy Zolotoi Klyuch River (реки Большой Золотые Ключ; “Big 

Golden Spring”) – This little river begins about ten kilometers to the southwest. Within one 

kilometer west of the rail line, it’s joined by the ten kilometer-long left tributary Maliy 

Zolotoi Klyuch (река Малый Золотой Ключ; “Little Golden Spring”) which has come from 

the west. The Bolshoy Zolotoi Kyuch passes under the rail line and in less than one kilometer 

east joins the right bank of the Bolshaya Pyora.  

 

➢ Km 7742: Seletkan (платформа Селеткан) – A village of 275 persons on both sides of the 

rails and to the west side (right bank) of the Bolshaya Pyora River.  

 

➢ Km 7755: Dzhatva (платформа Джатва) – A few houses on both sides of the tracks.  
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Intercontinental Ballistic Missles  
An "ICBM" is a ballistic missle, invariably fitted with a nuclear 
warhead or warheads, and capable of being launched over a 
great range, usually defined as over 5,500 kilometers (3,500 
miles). They may be land-based (stored in silos), submarine-
based (roaming the world’s oceans), or mobile (launched from 
trains or heavy trucks). Although now restricted by the various 
SALT and START Treaties between the U.S. and Russia, they 
were designed to accommodate multiple independently 
targetable re-entry vehicles (MIRVs), allowing a single missile 
to carry a number of warheads, each of which could strike a 
different target.  
 
Pictured here is the Soviet R-36 (NATO code name SS-18 
Satan). It is the largest ICBM in history, with a throw weight of 
8,800 kilograms, twice that of the largest U.S. Minuteman 
Missle. Some versions of this missle are capable of carrying 10 
warheads; the maximum number on the U.S. Minuteman III is 
three.  

➢ Km 7758: Cross the Dzhatva River (река Джатва) – This minor tributary’s headwaters 

begin almost 50 kilometers northwest of the crossing or about 15 kilometers southwest of 

Shimanovsk. It ends about one kilometer east of the rails when it joins the right bank of the 

Bolshaya Pyora.  

 

➢ Km 7759: Platform 7759 (платформа 7759).  

 

➢ Km 7765: Ledyanaya (станция Ледяная; “Ice”) – The platform is Ledyanaya; the village is 

Glukhari (Глухари; “Capercaillie,” a type of wood grouse). Almost all of this small village 

of some 500 residents lies to the west of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 7766: Branch Line North – Shortly south after the train passes the Ledyanaya Station, 

there is a single track branch line that veers left. In four kilometers it reaches Uglegorsk 

(Углегорск), a closed administrative-territorial unit of some 5,400 inhabitants. Less than ten 

kilometers further north, the branch line connects to the Svobodniy Cosmodrome 

(Космодром Свободный). The area is off-limits and may not be visited.  

 

The town, base, and related facilities were developed in the early 1960s during the Cold War 

and were originally a secret Intercontinental Ballistic Missle (ICBM) site known only as 

Svobodniy-18. After the 1991 dissolution of the Soviet Union, there was concern that 

Russia’s use of the Baikonur Cosmodrome (Космодром Байконур) in Kazakhstan might be 

compromised as it was no longer located on Russian soil. There was discussion at the time of 

moving the space center operations here and in fact several successful orbiting satellites and 

missiles were launched. Eventually however, a satisfactory lease arrangement was agreed 

upon with Kazakhstan (currently valid until 2050) and billions of Rubles in re-location costs 

were saved. In 2007, a Presidential Decree from Vladimir Putin formally closed the 
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Svobodniy facilities. Nevertheless, in 2010, Prime Minister Putin declared that the 

government had re-contemplated their decision and decided to begin full scale construction 

of a cosmodrome on the site. Almost a billion dollars (equivalent in Rubles) was allocated 

over a three year period. It remains to be seen what will develop at Uglegorsk Village.  

 

➢ Km 7767: Kurgan (Курган) – Kurgan is a small two-street village of some 500 persons 

about one and a half kilometers to the east of the rail line and on the east side (left bank) of 

the Bolshaya Pyora.  

 

➢ Km 7773: Dom Otdiykha (платформа Дом Отдыха; “Rest House”) – The station is Dom 

Otdiykha; the village is Razlivnaya (Разливная). There are about 200 persons living here. 

The little village is tucked in between the east side of the rail line and the west side (right 

bank) of the Bolshaya Pyora River.  

 

➢ Km 7773: Buzuli (Бузули) – This is a very tiny village located one kilometer east of the rail 

line and very close to the right bank of the Bolshaya Pyora. Buzuli Station is next.  

 

➢ Km 7777: Buzuli (станция Бузули) – This station serves the fairly large village of 

Chernovka (Черновка). It has close to 1,400 residents. Most of this long, narrow, two-street 

wide village is sandwiched in between the east side of the railroad tracks and the west side 

(right bank) of the Bolshaya Pyora River. On the east side of the river (the left bank), is 

another village, Chembariy (Чембары). It has about 400 residents. The two villages are 

connected by a little bridge.  

 

Although the train does not cross it, the villages are built on the confluence of the Bolshaya 

Pyora and Buzuli Rivers (река Бузули). The Buzuli begins close to 50 kilometers north of 

town and ends here when it joins the left bank of the Bolshaya Pyora.  

 

➢ Km 7780: Nizhnie Buzuli (Нижние Бузули; “Lower Buzuli”) – This village of about 1,000 

inhabitants is located on the east side (left bank) of the Bolshaya Pyora River and close to 

three kilometers east of the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 7784: Cross the Yukhta River (река Юхта) – This minor tributary starts almost 20 

kilometers to the northwest or about six kilometers southwest of Glukhari. From the rail 

crossing, it flows less than one kilometer east and joins the right bank of the Bolshaya Pyora.  

 

➢ Km 7791: Yukhta (платформа Юхта) – A little part of Yukhta, the rail station village, is on 

the west side of the line, but the main village is southeast starting in one kilometer. In all, 

Yukhta, which has a population of close to 500, runs close to two kilometers mostly between 

the railroad on the western edge and the river on the east.  

 

➢ Km 7792: Cross the Grishin River (река Гришин) – This small river begins ten kilometers 

west. After it passes under the rails, it runs less than one kilometer east to its mouth on the 

right bank of the Bolshaya Pyora.  
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KM 7807: Svobodniy Railway Station 

➢ Km 7794: Dmitriyevka (Дмитриевка) – A three kilometer-long mostly one street village of 

some 1,425 residents sandwiched between the east side of the railroad and the west side 

(right bank) of the Bolshaya Pyora.  

 

➢ Km 7797: Cross the Malaya Pyora River (река Малая Пёра) – The “Little” Pyora River is 

not too little; it extends upstream northwest close to 75 kilometers. Its source waters begin 

about 30 kilometers southwest of Shimanovsk. On the other hand, it does’nt have much 

longer to go from here. It terminates 1,300 meters east of the rail crossing, or about one 

kilometer southwest of the tiny village of Yukhta-3 (Юхта-3), when it joins the right bank of 

the Big Pyora.  

 

➢ Km 7800: Ust-Pyora (станция Усть-Пёра; “Mouth of the Pyora River”) – The population is 

about 425. The town is also known as Dzhalun (Джалун). The village is one kilometer to the 

east of the rail line. Two and a half kilometers to the west is an airfield used by small aircraft. 

In one and a half kilometers south, along the tracks, is a mining industrial site, three 

kilometers west of there is a military housing cantonment. In five kilometers south, the train 

may be said to have entered the north end of Svobodniy.  

 

➢ Km 7805: Cross the Klyuchevaya River (река Ключевая) – This small river begins 

approximately a dozen kilometers to the west, or about three kilometers north of 

Novoivanovka (Новоивановка) Village. From the rail crossing, it flows five kilometers east 

where its mouth is on the right bank of the Bolshaya Pyora just before its confluence with a 

four kilometer-long right channel of the Zeya.  

 

➢ Km 7807: Svobodniy (станция Свободный; “Free”) – This large city of almost 60,000 

persons is sited on the right bank (west side) of the Zeya River. Despite its favorable 

location, it did not grow up as a river 

port. Rather, Svobodny was founded in 

1912 to service the construction of the 

Trans-Siberian Railway and, at the 

time, the construction of a bridge over 

the Zeya. Later, during the 1930s, it 

was a regional headquarters for the 

planning of the BAM Railway. Today 

it is primarily an industrial and mining 

city – in the surrounding area there are 

suitable deposits of gold, coal, sand 

and gravel, and the elements needed 

for the production of bricks.  

 

Originally named Alexeyevsk 

(Алексейевск) in honor of then-crown 

prince Alexei, after the abdication of 

Tsar Nicholas II in 1917 following the February Revolution, it was renamed Svobodny, 

meaning “free.” During Stalin’s era, “Free” became a lot larger for it was the home of the 

BAMLag prison, one of the biggest forced labor camps in the Gulag system. The camp 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsar
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reputedly claimed the lives of thousands of its estimated 200,000 prisoners during the early 

construction stage of the BAM railway.  

 

➢ Km 7810: Platform 7810 (платформа 7810) – A platform near the southern end of town.  

 

➢ Km 7811: Branch Line South – A ten kilometer-long bypass route begins here and runs to 

the Zeya River waterfront. The platforms or stations on its path are: Yunost (Юность; 

“Youth”) → Dalnevostochnaya (Дальневосточная; “Far East Place”) → Podgorniy 

(Подгорный) → and Pionerskaya (Пионерская; “Pioneer Village”) at Bardagon (Бардагон). 

 

➢ Km 7812: Mikhaylo-Chesnokovskaya (станция Михайло-Чесноковская) – Really an 

extension of Svobodny, this fairly good size town seems to revolve around a number of rail 

service yards. There are many branch lines running a few hundred meters on both sides of the 

tracks. Also, like Svobodny, the city lies alongside the right bank (west side) of the Zeya 

River.  

 

➢ Km 7813: Branch Line East – This little spur is two kilometers long and runs to an industrial 

area and docks on the Zeya River.  

 

➢ Km 7815: Platform 7815 (платформа 7815).  

 

➢ Km 7816: Rail Lines Separate – Here’s something a bit different. At this point, the rails 

divide, but it’s not a branch line. Rather, each line continues forward but gets further and 

further apart from one another until they’re separated by one and a half kilometers. At that 

point each line crosses the Zeya River on independent bridges.  

 

The river here is over 750 meters across. The western bridge has seven truss sections; the 

eastern bridge has nine. After a little more than six kilometers, the two sets of tracks re-unite 

just before the next town, Arga (Арга). There is also an auto bridge for the M58 Highway, 

but it is 27 kilometers upriver. We’ll ride along on the left or eastern fork.  
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KM 7817: Cross the Zeya River 

Km 7817: Cross the Zeya River (река Зeя) – The Zeya is the largest “left” tributary of the 

Amur. If there is any remaining confusion in that term, when facing downstream, all 

tributaries flowing into a river’s left bank are left tributaries. All those tributaries flowing 

from the right and joining the main stem on that side are right tributaries. As several 

thousand kilometers of the Amur’s length serve as the international border between Russia 

and China, a good part of the Amur’s right bank (south side) is in China and all of its left 

bank (north side) is in Russia.  

 

The 1,242 kilometer-long Zeya is the Amur’s largest left tributary and the 1,927 kilometer-
long Songhua River (Chinese: 松花江; pinyin: Sōnghuā jiāng) is its largest right tributary. 

Russians call the Songhua the Sungari (река Сунгари). Those taking the Trans-Manchurian 

Line meet the Songhua in Harbin, 

China. It flows northeast from Harbin 

to its confluence on the Amur at 

Tongjiang (Chinese: 童江; pinyin: 

Tóng jiāng) which is about 125 

kilometers south of Birobidzhan or 200 

kilometers southwest of Khabarovsk.  

 

After this crossing point over the Zeya, 

the Trans-Siberian Line does not see or 

cross the river again. From here the 

train travels southeast towards 

Belogorsk. The river flows some 170 

kilometers southwest to 

Blagoveshchensk and there it merges 

into the Amur.  

 

Tracing the Zeya north upriver leads more than 500 kilometers to the Zeya Reservoir 

(Зейское водохранилище), the largest body of water in Siberia or the Far East after Lake 

Baikal. The reservoir is formed by the Zeya Dam (Плотина Зейской) which is located at the 

town of Zeya. Ten years in constucton, the dam opened in 1975 and immediately became one 

of the largest hydroelectric generating plants in the world. The dam is 115 meters (379 feet) 

tall and 1,284 meters (4,213 feet) in length. The lake it forms is 225 kilometers long and in 

places up to 40 kilometers wide. The BAM Railway runs along the reservoir’s northern 

shore. The closest city of any real size is Tynda (Тында) which is 200 kilometers to the 

northeast. Tynda is an important stop on the BAM.  

 

From the Zeya Dam, which is at the southernmost point of the reservoir, to the Zeya’s 

inflowing confluence, which is on the northeasternmost tip of reservoir, it’s more than 200 

kilometers. From that point to the river’s headwaters, it’s another 400 kilometers northeast to 

the Stanovoy Mountains. The range forms a natural frontier between the Sakha Republic and 

several of the regions to the south of Yakutiya, including Amur Oblast. Essentially 

everything north of the Stanovoy Range flows to the Arctic Ocean or the Sea of Ohkotsk and 

everything to the south of the Stanovoy flows to the Amur, the Sea of Ohkotsk, or the Sea of 

Japan.  
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Tupolev Tu-95 (the “Bear”) in Flight 
The workhorse of the Soviet, then the Russian, Air 
Force, the Tu-95 family of long-range turboprop 
strategic bombers are the fastest propeller aircraft in the 
world. They are designed to deploy nuclear cruise 
missiles at any time and under any weather condtions. 
The US Air Force equivalent is the B-52 long-range 
Bomber. Like their American counterpart, the Tu-95 has 
been flying continuously for over 60 years, since 1952. 
The planes’ swept-wing design supports four-bladed 
propellors on four turboprop engines. The NK-12 
engines remain the most powerful turboprop engines 
ever built. Such power has a price; the Tu-95 is one of 
the noisiest aircraft in the world. Nicknamed the “Bear” 
by NATO forces, there are several dozen variants of the 
basic design; most modifications have to do with 
payload, altitude, or range capacity.  

 

➢ Km 7819: Platform 7819 (платформа 7819) – This platform serves the little village of 

Vvedenovka (Введеновка) which is one kilometer northeast.  

 

➢ Km 7821: Train Lines Re-join – The split that occurred five kilometers ago and divided the 

Trans-Siberian’s twin sets of rails and took each one over a different bridge over the Zeya is 

re-united here.  

 

➢ Km 7822: Cross the Arga River (река 

Арга) – This minor tributary begins 

more than 80 kilometers east of the rail 

crossing; from here it flows five 

kilometers south, then joins the left 

bank of the Zeya.  

 

➢ Km 7822: Branch Line North – This 

three kilometer-long spur runs 

northeast along the Arga River to a 

sand and gravel quarry used for 

construction material.  

 

➢ Km 7822: Arga (станция Арга) – A 

fairly big village more or less equally 

divided on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 7824: Branch Line South – Five 

hundred meters south after passing 

Arga Station, this short spur branches 

off two kilometers southwest to a 

secured military cantonment. The 

location is immediately north of the 

village of Klyuchiki (Ключики) at the 

confluence of the Arga and Zeya 

Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 7826: Ozyornoye (платформа 

Озёрное; “Lakeside”) – A small 

village. It’s hard to know where the 

lake is as there are none in the immediate vicinity although there are several small ponds 

nearby.  

 

➢ Km 7827: Zeiskiy (платформа Зейский).  

 

➢ Km 7835: Platform 7835 (платформа 7835).  
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➢ Km 7840: Belonogovo (станция Белоногово) – A village of approximately 700 persons 

almost entirely along the west side of the rail line. Unlike the previous village, here there is a 

little round lake, Lake Belonogovskoye (озеро Белоноговское). It’s immediately west 

behind the village and measures about one kilometer across.  

 

➢ Km 7843: Branch Line North – About one and a half kilometers north before reaching 

Seryshevo Station, there is a single track branch line that turns left and heads northeast. It 

runs almost exactly ten kilometers to the Ukrainka Air Base (Авиабаза Украинка; also 

called Seryshevo Air Base), headquarters of the 326th Heavy Bomber Air Division which is 

part of the 37th Air Army. It is a major nuclear bomber base and is one of Russia’s largest 

strategic long-range aviation bases in the Far East. Over 50 bomber aircraft and air tankers 

are stationed here. It’s one of the most important air re-fueling stations for military flights 

over the Pacific Ocean. Northeast another 22 kilometers, or about seven kilometers north of 

Vernoye (Верное) Village, there is another air base, a little smaller, but this one has been 

abandoned.  

 

➢ Km 7845: Seriyshevo (станция Серышево) – Seriyshevo is a mid-sized town of 

approximately 10,300 persons. It is named after Stepan Seryshev (Степан Михайлович 

Серышев; 1889-1928) who during the period 1917-24 was one of the leaders of the Partizan 

Movement in the Amur Region and then a commander in the Red Army. A contemporary of 

Sergei Lazo (Сергей Георгиевич Лазо; 1894-1920), there are a number of streets and 

regions in Russia named after him.  

 

➢ Km 7849: Polyana (платформа Поляна; “Meadow”) – A small settlement entirely on the 

east side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 7857: Ukraina (станция Украина; “Ukraine”) – Ukraina is the name of the station and 

the little adjacent village. The somewhat larger village one kilometer east is Krasnaya 

Polyana (Красная Поляна; “Red Field”).  

 

➢ Km 7862: Bochkaryovka (платформа Бочкарёвка) – A very large village spread out about 

equally on both sides of the railroad. Two kilometers to the west there is a small village that 

fronts the floodplain of the River Tom (река Томь). It’s called Tomskoye (Томьское).  

 

➢ Km 7864: Cross the Tom River (река Томь) – The Tom is 200 meters wide at this crossing. 

There are twin bridges of three trusses each to cross it. The Tom River is a 433 kilometer-

long left tributary of the Zeya which it joins 45 kilometers west of these bridges. Its source 

waters upriver are in the mountains close to 400 kilometers northeast.  

 

Belogorsk is bounded on its northern end by the Tom; therefore as soon as the train crosses 

the river, the train has entered the city.  

 

➢ Km 7866: Belogorsk-1 (станция Белогoрск-первый) – Something one notices when 

entering Belogorsk – from north or south – is that there are rail service yards and giant repair 

sheds at both ends of town. At each end of the city, there are short branch spurs that lead off 

several hundred meters to the service areas. Other than that perhaps, there’s nothing 
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KM 7863: Looking back at the length  
of the Rossiya not far from Belogorsk 

especially noteworthy in Belogorsk, although it’s fairly big, almost 70,000 persons, which is 

a little larger than Svobodny. Tourists seen disembarking the train at this station are probably 

heading to Blagoveshchensk. They’ll either catch a bus or taxi or wait for a local train. If it’s 

not possible to make a connection the same day, there are over a half-dozen hotels in this 

city.  

 

➢ Km 7867: Branch Line South – One kilometer down the line from the Belogorsk Rail 

Station, if traveling towards the direction of Khabarovsk (southeast), is a branch line that 

veers 108 kilometers southwest to the much larger city of Blagoveshchensk (Благовещенск). 

It’s the administrative capital of the Amur Oblast and over 200,000 people live there. The 

line diverges to the right and passes the stations of Nizina (Низина) → Tomichi (Томичи) → 

Srednelbelaya (Среднебелая) → Mokhovaya Pad (Моховая Падь; “Moss Pad”) → and 

Sadovoye (Садовое; “Garden”) → along the way. At Kilometer 73, the single-track line 

crosses the Zeya River on a combination road and rail bridge of eight great spans. The river 

at that point is one kilometer wide.  

 

Blagoveshchensk is sited at the arrow 

point-confluence where the Zeya River 

joins the left bank of Amur – the Amur, of 

course, being the border with China. The 

city completely occupies the right bank 

(west side) of the Zeya to the 

southeasternmost tip where the Amur 

flows by. Blagoveshchensk sits on the left 

bank (north side) of the Amur. 

Interestingly, at the point of their joining, 

the Zeya is almost twice as wide as the 

Amur.  

 

Directly across the Amur from 

Blagoveshchensk, on the Chinese southern 

side, is the northern Manchurian city of 

Heihe (Chinese: 黑河; pinyin: Hēi hé; “Black River”). When the river was not covered in ice, 

there used to be multiple daily ferries connecting the two cities. When the river is frozen, it 

was crossed by public bus; when the ice was too thin to carry buses, the route was operated 

by hovercraft. All these are no longer necessary as there has been a new bridge constructed. 

It was completed in 2013. From Heihe, there is Chinese rail service to Harbin and other 

points south. It is a little over 600 kilometers by rail due south to Harbin. There is also bus 

service and an airport.  

 

Blagoveshchensk has a very important – indeed an extraordinarily important – place in 

Russian history for it was at Blagoveshchensk in 1858 that the announcement of the Treaty 

of Aigun (Russian: Айгунский договор между Россией и Китаем; Chinese: 瑷珲条约; 

pinyin: Àihún Tiáoyuē) was made. Such good news, that the town’s name, Blagoveshchensk, 

which literally translates as “Annunciation,” is usually translated as “Good News” in this 

context. On May 28, Governor-General of the Far East, Nikolai Muravyev (Николай 
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Николаевич Муравьёв-Амурский; 1809-81), together with Yishan (Chinese: 奕山; pinyin: 

Yi Shān), Manchu official and member of the Qing imperial clan, signed a treaty that 

reversed the despised Treaty of Nerchinsk (1689).  

 

The earlier treaty had conceded to China all the territory between the Stanovoy Mountains 

and the Amur River – essentially all of the Far East to Vladivostok and Sakhalin Island. 

Quite literally, in the earlier treaty, the Russians had lost their access to the Pacific Ocean. 

The Treaty of Nerchinsk had prevented Russian expansion in the Far East for almost 200 

years. The new Treaty of Aigun reversed the earlier Nerchinsk Treaty.  

 

Oddly enough and as strange as it may seem, there is another side to this story – as is 

sometimes the case with bi-lateral treaties. Here, the then-greatly weakened Qing (Manchu) 

Dynasty (1636-1912), already on its knees midway through the Second Opium War (1856-

1860), ceded its sovereignty over more than one million square kilometers of land in 

exchange for nothing. Nothing except the threats of further violence and invasion by the 

Russians. Already having their hands full by a massive invasion of both the British and 

French Empires, is it any surprise that the Chinese were somewhat reluctant to be invaded by 

a third? That’s essentially what Count Muravyev promised (threatened) them. No surprise on 

this last point – the Aigun Treaty is regarded by the People’s Republic of China as one of the 
“Unequal Treaties” (Chinese: 不平等條約; Bù píngděng tiáoyuē). No modern Chinese 

government recognized this unequal treaty until Prime Minister Zhou Enlai (Chinese: 周恩来; 

pinyin: Zhōu Ēnlái; 1898-1976) did so in a desire to improve relations with Russia in 1969.  

 

Incidentially, although the “Good News” was announced in Good News, the treaty was 

negotiated and signed in the town formerly known as Aigun (Chinese: 瑷珲; pinyin: Àihun; 

means “Bright Jade”). It is located in northern Manchuria (Heilongjiang Province) about 30 

kilometers south of Heihe. It is now called Aihui (Chinese: 爱辉镇; pinyin: Àihuī).  

 

➢ Km 7868: Platform 7868 (платформа 7868) – Two kilometers southeast of the Belogorsk-1 

Rail Station and just on the edge of the city limits, the train comes to an enormous rail 

switching station. Multiple short branch lines interconnect to the right and left. Altogether, 

there are more than 60 lines divided into three separate but closely-linked yards. Tens of 

thousands of cars can be accommodated. From beginning to end, it’s over three kilometers to 

pass through.  

 

➢ Km 7871: Platform 7871 (платформа 7871) – This platform marks the southern end of one-

half of the switching yards.  

 

➢ Km 7872: Belogorsk-2 (станция Белогoрск-два) – Another platform in the midst of the 

marshalling yards.  
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➢ Km 7874: Platform 7874 (платформа 7874) – The yards are finished and the train is in the 

country. 

 

➢ Km 7880: Itikut (платформа Итикут) – A couple of houses.  

 

➢ Km 7884: Platform 7884 (платформа 7884).  

 

➢ Km 7886: Post 7886 (пост 7886).  

 

➢ Km 7893: Vozzhaevka (станция Возжаевка) – An otherwise ordinary town of some 6,000 

persons spread out on both sides of the rail line except this one has had a military garrison 

and an airbase for many years. The Vozzhaevka Airbase (Авиабаза Возжаевка) is five 

kilometers to the northeast and hosts jet fighter aircraft which may be flown in support of 

heavy bombers. The village was founded in 1877 by “Old Believers” who later moved away 

when the railroad came through.  

 

➢ Km 7902: Platform 7902 (платформа 7902).  

 

➢ Km 7904: Track Post Tola (путевой пост Тoла).  

 

➢ Km 7908: Platform 7908 (платформа 7908).  

 

➢ Km 7909: Cross the Belaya River (река Белая; “White River”) – The Belaya begins in the 

low-rising hills about 60 kilometers to the southeast. From the crossing of the rail line, it 

flows northwest a little more than 85 kilometers (crossing the Blagoveshchensk Rail Line as 

it goes) until it joins the left bank of the Zeya directly across from the little right bank city of 

Novopetrovka (Новопетровка). This latter city is almost midway between Svobodny (80 

kilometers north) and Blagoveshchensk (70 kilometers south).  

 

➢ Km 7910: Novorossiyka (платформа Новороссийска) – A little village to the east of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 7915: Pozdeyevka (станция Поздеевка) – A mid-sized village of close to 1,900 persons 

about equally divided on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 7920: Platform 7920 (платформа 7920).  

 

➢ Km 7923: Spartak (платформа Спартак) – The village name is Smirnovka (Смирновка). 

It’s a little one-street village that runs off east perpendicular to the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 7929: Platform 7929 (платформа 7929).  

 

➢ Km 7930: Platform 7930 (платформа 7930).  

 

➢ Km 7931: Platform 7931 (платформа 7931).  
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➢ Km 7934: Koroli (станция Короли; “Kings”) – A few houses on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 7936: Platform 7936 (платформа 7936).  

 

➢ Km 7942: Platform 7942 (платформа 7942).  

 

➢ Km 7942: Branch Line West – This branch runs 45 kilometers through Yekaterinoslavka-2 

(станция Екатеринославка-два) → to Erkovtsiy (Ерковцы). At that point, there are several 

splits in the line; each one services a different area of the Erkovtsiy Coal Mine (Ерковцы 

шахтного).  

 

➢ Km 7943: Cross the Ivanovka River (река Ивановка) – This small river’s source begins 

about 35 kilometers east of this intersection with the railroad. From the crossing, it flows 

almost 90 kilometers due west until the village of Ivanovka (Ивановка). From there, it 

travels a wild path north, then south, but always west another 40 kilometers until it joins the 

left bank of the Zeya about 15 kilometers upriver north of its confluence with the Amur at 

Blagoveshchensk.  

 

➢ Km 7944: Yekaterinoslavka (станция Екатеринославка) – Named for Catherine II the 

Great, Empress of Russia (Екатерина II Великая; 1729-96), this large town of 9,500 

residents is built along both sides of the rail line and immediately south of the Ivanovka 

River.  

 

➢ Km 7945: Branch Line South – This minor spur runs five kilometers southwest to the 

Taezhniy Oil Tank Farm (Таежный Нефтебаза).  

 

➢ Km 7949: Post 7949 (пост 7949).  

 

➢ Km 7951: Platform 7951 (платформа 7951).  

 

➢ Km 7956: Do (платформа До).  

 

➢ Km 7958: Platform 7958 (платформа 7958).  

 

➢ Km 7963: Troyebratka (станция Тройебратка) – This is now a former station.  

 

➢ Km 7966: Novomikhaylovka (платформа Новомихайловка; “New Michael’s Town”) – A 

fairly large village all to the west of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 7971: Cross the Zavitaya River (река Завитая) – The 262 kilometer-long Zavitaya’s 

source is found in the hills some 60 kilometers to the northeast. Following the river 

downstream from this railroad crossing leads approximately 100 kilometers (as the crow 

flies) southwest to its confluence with the Amur at the Russian port town of Poyarkovo 

(Поярково), which is across from the Chinese village of Bianjiangcun (Chinese: 卞姜昆: 

pinyin: Biàn jiāngkūn). That village is about ten kilometers east of the larger Chinese town of 
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KM 7995: Grassland Steppe 

Xunke (Chinese: 逊克; pinyin: Xùn kè). Poyarkovo and Bianjiangcun are 160 kilometers 

downriver east of Blagoveshchensk and Heihe.  
 

➢ Km 7972: Novoalekseyevka (платформа Новоалексеевка; “New Aleksei Town”) – A little 

railroad village adjacent to the west of the tracks and the actual village two kilometers east of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 7974: Tur (станция Тур) – A building alongside the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 7975: Branch Line South – Five hundred meters south after passing Tur, a short branch 

runs three kilometers south to a tank farm and storage facility.  

 

➢ Km 7984: Branch Line North – This branch travels five kilometers northeast to the tiny 

village of Chervonaya Armiya (Червоная Армия). There’s really nothing in the village; it’s 

merely adjacent to a mid-sized military compound.  

 

➢ Km 7985: Zavitaya (станция Завитая) – Zavitaya is the name of the river and the rail 

station; the town is called Zavitinsk (Завитинск) and it has close to 2,000 inhabitants. It’s a 

small industrial town and holds a military garrison. As has been the case in several other 

towns, there are short spur lines at each end of the city leading several hundred meters to rail 

switching yards and service sheds.  

 

Nine kilometers northeast of Zavitinsk is the former Zavitinsk Air Base (Завитинск 

авиабаза). From the 1950s to the 1990s, it operated as a close and medium range facility as 

opposed to its long-range sister base at Ukrainka. It also was one of the major Soviet/Russian 

nuclear bomber bases in the Far East. It was de-mobilized under the START Treaty.  

 

➢ Km 7987: Branch Line Southwest – 

Shortly after exiting the city limits, and 

just past the southern rail service area, 

a single-track branch veers to the right. 

It travels southwest 90 kilometers to 

the port town of Poyarkovo on the 

Amur River. There is a ferry station 

there, but it is not an international 

border crossing. Only local nationals 

may use it.  

 

➢ Km 7997: Deya (платформа Дея) – 

The platform serves the small village 

of Valuevo (Валуево) which is one 

kilometer to the north.  

 

➢ Km 8007: Tyukan (станция Тюкан; “Bale”) – A few houses to the east of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 8014: Irkun (платформа Иркун).  
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➢ Km 8022: Cross the Tyukan River (река Тюкан) – Ever since a little south of the Deya 

Station at Valuevo, the rail line has been running parallel to the left bank (east side) of the 25 

kilometer-long Sredniy Tyukan River (река Средний Тюкан; “Middle Tyukan”). It was 

joined on its right bank by the five kilometer-long Maliy Tyukan River (река Малый 

Тюкан; “Little Tyukan”) at Tyukan Village.  

 

Now the southwest-flowing, 15 kilometer-long Tyukan River has arrived. It was joined early 

on, near its source, by the ten kilometer-long Verkniy Tyukan River (река Верхний Тюкан; 

“Upper Tyukan”).  

 

After the rail crossing, the Tyukan flows about 250 meters south where its right bank is 

joined by the Sredniy Tyukan. The Tyukan name prevails and it flows along the west side of 

the railroad for the next five kilometers until its right bank is joined by the southeast-flowing, 

35 kilometer-long Praviy Tyukan River (река Правый Тюкан; Right Tyukan”). This 

confluence takes place about three kilometers northwest of Bureya (Бурея).  

 

From that junction, the Tyukan River continues its southward flow, but the rail line turns 

southeast. The train and river won’t meet again. From here, the river runs due south 15 

kilometers to its mouth on the right bank of the Bureya River (река Бурея). The Bureya is 

yet another of the great rivers of the Russian Far East that no one has ever heard of. The train 

crosses the Bureya a little further down the line and we’ll discuss it at that time.  

 

➢ Km 8024: Platform 8024 (платформа 8024).  

 

➢ Km 8028: Platform 8028 (платформа 8028).  

 

➢ Km 8029: Branch Line South – As the train approaches Bureya (Бурея), a branch line takes 

a right turn and heads southwest. It’s quite a complicated little line but essentially it serves 

over a dozen large open-air “brown” coal mines. The deposits here are some of the richest 

ever found and it has been mined for over 100 years. The line first runs a dozen kilometers to 

Amurskaya (станция Амурская) and then three more to Progress (станция Прогресс); both 

stations are in the town of Progress (Прогресс). From there, the line continues about ten 

kilometers west to Kholodniy Klyuch (станция Холодный Ключ; “Cold Spring”) at 

Shirokiy (Широкий).  

 

From there, the line splits. The right fork runs north and west about 25 kilometers, including 

several side branches, to Semiletka (Семилетка) → and Raichikhinsk (Райчихинск), the 

latter city being the largest in the area with a population of some 20,000. There are vast open-

cast coal mines in all directions of the compass from this city.  

 

The left fork leads south and east, first to Allochkin Otrog (Аллочкин Отрог), then over 30 

kilometers to a series of disconnected mines in all directions. There are no villages on this set 

of spurs, only coal mines. Workers commute by specially-designated private coal trains from 

Raichikhinsk.  
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KM 8035: Cross the Bureya River 

➢ Km 8030: Bureya (станция Бурея) – As the train enters this mid-sized town of some 4,500 

residents, the usual service yards shunt off to the right (south). Most trains make a brief stop 

here. There are vast open-air coal mines 25 kilometers due west.  

 

➢ Km 8033: Branch Line East –A short branch line runs off to the left here and extends eight 

kilometers along the right bank (north shore) of the Bureya River through the towns of 

Novobureyskiy (Новобурейский; “New Bureya”) → and Nikolaevka (Николаевка) → then 

some shipping wharves. Novobureyskiy is the administrative center of the Bureyskiy District 

and has a population of approximately 7,650.  

 

➢ Km 8034: Platform 8034 (платформа 8034) – This platform serves the small village of 

Malinovka (Малиновка; “Robin”) which is adjacent to the west side of the rail line and lies 

along the right bank of the Bureya River.  

 

➢ Km 8035: Cross the Bureya River (река Бурея) – At a length of 623 kilometers, the Bureya 

is one of the great tributaries of the Amur. It is however, virtually unknown as there are no 

major cities along its path.  

 

It begins more than 550 kilometers 

northeast of the town of Bureya in a 

most remote section of Khabarovsk Krai 

(Хабаровский край) roughly 200 

kilometers northwest of Komsomolsk-

na-Amure (Комсомольск-на-Амуре). 

Although like all large rivers it is 

formed by the contributions of many 

tributaries, its original source is the 

conjunction of two: the Pravaya Bureya 

(Правая Бурея; “Right Bureya”) and 

the Levaya Bureya (Левая Бурея; “Left 

Bureya”). The Right Bureya extends a 

further 120 kilometers north into this 

virtually uninhabited region; the Left 

Bureya travels some 100 kilometers northeast to its equally remote source. The BAM 

Railway crosses the Bureya and the M58 crosses it on a ferry.  

 

At this rail crossing of the Trans-Siberian Line, the river is almost 500 meters across. It is 

spanned by a double-set of bridges; one has four trusses, the other six. Within one kilometer 

from this point heading downstream to the southwest, the river immediately changes its 

character from a large river with a single channel to a multi-channeled, braided river for the 

next 60 kilometers until it meets the Amur. Even there, its distributaries join the Amur with 

two mouths separated by over six kilometers. The only Russian habitation anywhere nearby 

is the tiny village of Skobeltsino (Скобельцино), which is on the southeastern mouth. Across 

the Amur is the almost equally small Chinese village of Changshengxiang (Chinese: 昌圣象; 

pinyin: Chāng shèng xiàng). Both of these villages are 260 kilometers downriver from 

Blagoveshchensk and Heihe.  
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KM 8048: Cross the Domikan River 

 

➢ Km 8039: Platform 8039 (платформа 8039).  

 

➢ Km 8040: Kulusutai (платформа Кулусутай) – A couple of houses on the west side of the 

rails.  

 

➢ Km 8042: Platform 8042 (платформа 8042).  

 

➢ Km 8044: Cross the Belenkov Klyuch River (река Беленков Ключ) – This tiny creek 

originates less than ten kilometers to the east. From the rail crossing, it runs approximately 

six kilometers until it merges into the right bank of the Domikan (река Домикан) one 

kilometer before its mouth on the Bureya.  

 

➢ Km 8048: Cross the Domikan River (река Домикан) – This small tributary begins in the 

hills about 25 kilometers due east of the rail crossing. From here, it flows eight kilometers 

west until it merges into the left bank of the Bureya.  

 

➢ Km 8049: Platform 8049 (платформа 

8049).  

 

➢ Km 8050: Branch Line West – This 

spur runs five kilometers northwest 

along the left bank (south side) of the 

Domikan River to the very small village 

of Domikan. The village is about two 

and a half kilometers east of the Bureya 

River.  

 

➢ Km 8051: Domikan (станция 

Домикан) – A very small village of 

roughly 200 persons along the west side 

of the rail line. The slightly larger 

village of Novodomikan 

(Новодомикан) is three kilometers northeast by road. It is sited along the left bank of the 

Domikan.  

 

➢ Km 8056: Platform 8056 (платформа 8056) – This platform serves the very small village of 

Chernigovka (Черниговка) which is about one and a half kilometers northwest of the 

platform.  
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Railway Section:  Belogorsk -- Vladivostok 
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KM 8080: Arkhara Railway Station 

➢ Km 8060: Uletui (платформа Улетуй) – There is nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 8061: Petropavlovka (Петропавловка; “St. Peter & Paul Fortress”) – A quite impressive 

name – for nothing.  

 

➢ Km 8061: Cross the Uletui River (река Улетуй) – This minor stream begins three kilometers 

to the south at the 1-2-3 combination confluence of the Perviy Klyuch (Первый Ключ; “First 

Spring”), Vtoroi Klyuch (Второй Ключ; “Second Spring”), and Tretiy Klyuch (Третий 

Ключ; “Third Spring”) Rivers. Each of these little source tributaries is about three kilometers 

long. After passing under the rail line, the Uletui flows mostly west (and a little north) 25 

kilometers to its confluence on the left bank of the Bureya.  

 

➢ Km 8065: Platform 8065 (платформа 8065).  

 

➢ Km 8067: Krasnaya Gorka (Красная Горка; “Red Hill”) – This miniscule hamlet is about 

one kilometer west of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8069: Zhuravli (станция Журавли; “Cranes”) – A small collection of buildings and 

some residences north of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8075: Platform 8075 (платформа 8075).  

 

➢ Km 8079: Cross the Ilga River (река Илга) – This little creek begins less than ten kilometers 

due north. From the rail crossing, it flows along the west side of the rail line about nine 

kilometers to its mouth on the right bank of the Arkhara River (река Архара). The train 

comes to the Arkhara Station soon enough.  

 

➢ Km 8080: Arkhara (станция Архара) – A brief stop for a number of trains. Almost all of 

this mid-sized town of 9,100 persons is to the east of the rail line. On the west side, there is a 

small mine and an air landing strip.  

 

There are several theories as to how 

Arkhara received its name. The most 

widely accepted is that Amur Governor-

General Nikolai Gondatti (Николай 

Львович Гондатти; 1860-1946) gave it 

mistakenly in honor of the birthplace of 

Governor-General of Eastern Siberia, 

Count Nikolai Muravyov (Николай 

Николаевич Муравьёв-Амурский; 

1809-81).  

 

At the time, Count Muravyov was 

thought to have been born in Arkhangelsk 

(Архангельск), which in common 

parlance was referred to as “Arkhara.” It 
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KM 8086: Cross the Arkhara River 

is now believed that Muravyov was born in St. Petersburg and not Arkhangelsk but it’s not 

entirely certain. Moreover, his family had ties to the far north. His grandfather had been civil 

governor of Arkhangelsk and his great-grandfather had been an explorer of the region.  

 

Arkhara is known for its several nature reserves and attractions in the area around the town. 

There are hot springs by the River Mutnoy (река Мутной) and there is Esaulovskiy Spa 

(Есауловский минеральный источник) which has mineral water springs. There are several 

forests around the town and there is a designated “Green Zone Arkhara” (Зелёная зона 

посёлка Архары). Finally, there is Crooked Lake (Кривое озеро), where the ancient 

Komarov Lotus (лотосы Комарова) blooms in July and August. Lastly, there is the the un-

temptingly named Snake Hill (Змеиная сопка) – I’m still trying to figure out why anyone 

goes there but it’s always listed in the local tourist brochures.  

 

➢ Km 8085: Karerniy (платформа Карьерный) – A building to the west of the tracks. On 

some maps, the station is listed as Boi (Бой).  

 

➢ Km 8086: Cross the Arkhara River (река 

Архара) – The rail lines cross the 200 

meter-wide Arkhara on a twin set of four-

truss bridges. From this crossing, the 

Arkhara begins north and a little east close 

to 200 kilometers. Although its source is 

less than ten kilometers from the upper 

Bureya River, it flows south on its own 

independent path. After reaching the rail 

line, the Arkhara continues on its way 

southwest 40 kilometers until it joins the 

Amur near the tiny Russian settlement of 

Mikhaylovka (Михайловка). The nearest 

Chinese village is six kilometers upriver at 

Xiangyangxiang (Chinese: 向阳乡; pinyin: 

Xiàngyáng xiāng; “Village that Faces the Sun”).  

 

➢ Km 8088: Otvazhnoye (платформа Отважное; “Valiant”) – A fairly large village about one 

and a half kilometers west of the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 8091: Tatakan (станция Татакан) – A little settlement of 100 persons most of which is 

on the east side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8095: Kamenniy Karer (платформа Каменный Карьер; “Stone Quarry”) – The little 

village is on the west side of the rail line and may be reached by a one kilometer-long spur 

line. The quarry is on the east; it’s enormous and measures about four by five kilometers 

across. It may be reached by a spur that begins a little further down the line.  
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KM 8111: Rachinskiy Tunnels  
Western Portals 

➢ Km 8100: Branch Line North – This little trunk line runs a total of eight kilometers through 

the Kamenniy Quarry. It has several side branches to reach various sections of the open-air 

mine.  

 

➢ Km 8101: Boguchan (станция Богучан) – Perhaps a dozen houses along the north side of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 8110: Rachi (платформа Рачи) – A couple of buildings alongside the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 8111: Enter Rachinskiy Tunnel Western Portal (Рачинский Тоннель западный портал) 

– Unlike the BAM Railway which has many tunnels – and many very long tunnels – the 

Trans-Siberian Railroad has very few. This twin set, each at 980 meters in length, is one of 

the longer tunnels on the Trans-Siberian Line.  

 

The Rachinskiy Tunnels are the first of 

seven tunnels that pass under the foothills 

of the Lesser Khingan Mountain Range 

(Малый Хинган хребет). The Lesser 

Khingan chain runs more or less between 

the two Russian regions of Amurskaya and 

the Jewish Autonomous Region. Not long, 

nor large, they run about 500 kilometers in 

length and about 1,150 meters (3,750 feet) 

in height. Their somewhat larger 

counterpart, the Greater Khingan Range 

(Большой Хинган хребет), is located on 

the other side of the Amur River in the 

northern part of Chinese Inner Mongolia.  

 

The seven tunnels collectively are known 

as the Khingan Railway Tunnels 

(Хинганских железнодорожных тоннелей) or more simply as the Khingan Tunnels 

(Хинганские тоннели). The order of tunnels from west to east is: Rachinskiy (Рачинский); 

Tarmanchukanskiy (Тарманчуканский); Kasatkinskiy (Касаткинский); Large Kazachinskiy 

(Большой Казачинский); Small Kazachinskiy (Малый Казачинский); Obluchenskiy 

(Облученский); and the Lagar-Aul (Лагар-Аульский). All were constructed between 1912 

and 1915, near the beginning of the Trans-Siberian Railway. All were completely re-built or 

replaced by entirely new tunnels from the late 1990s to 2013.  

 

➢ Km 8112: Exit Rachinskiy Tunnel Eastern Portal (Рачинский Тоннель восточный портал) 

– The first tunnel was built in 1914. The second tunnel was added in 1990.  

 

➢ Km 8116: Platform 8116 (платформа 8116).  

 

➢ Km 8119: Cross the Uril River (река Урил) – This greatly meandering little river originates 

about 30 kilometers east of Uril and this crossing by the confluences of the 20 kilometer-long 
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KM 8140: Tarmanchukanskiy Tunnel 
Western Portal 

Maliy Uril (Малый Урил; “Little Uril”), the ten kilometer-long Sredniy Uril (Средний 

Урил; “Average Uril”), and the 30 kilometer-long Bolshoy Uril (Большой Урил; “Great 

Uril”) Rivers. From the rail crossing, it flows south approximately 50 kilometers until its 

mouth on the Amur about midway between the two small villages of Novopokrovka 

(Новопокровка) and Sagibovo (Сагибово). The confluence is about six kilometers from 

either village. On the opposite shore from the Uril’s mouth is the Chinese village of 

Hongguangxiang (Chinese: 红光乡; pinyin: Hóng guāng xiāng; “Red Township”).  

 

➢ Km 8120: Uril (станция Урил) – Uril is a small village of about 150 persons and a couple of 

dozen houses all to the north side of the rail line and the east side (left bank) of the Uril 

River.  

 

➢ Km 8128: Otrogi (платформа Отроги; a “Spur” or an “Offshoot”) – A single building on 

the north side of the tracks. It’s now closed.  

 

➢ Km 8136: Cross the Varamai River (река Варамай) – This tiny tributary begins only three 

kilometers to the northeast. After passing under the tracks, it flows one kilometer west to its 

mouth on the right bank of the Tarmanchukan River (река Тарманчукан). The train has been 

running parallel to the right bank (east side) of the Tarmanchukan for the past 15 kilometers, 

ever since Uril. We’ll mention it again shortly.  

 

➢ Km 8137: Tarmanchukan (платформа Тарманчукан) – A couple of buildings along the 

tracks. The reported population is 29.  

 

➢ Km 8139: Cross the Tarmanchukan River (река Тарманчукан) – This little tributary has its 

source about five kilometers northeast of the rail crossing. After it crosses under the tracks, it 

flows downstream northwest parallel to the west side of the railroad for the next 20 

kilometers until its confluence on the left 

bank of the Uril River at Uril Village.  

 

➢ Km 8140: Platform 8140 (платформа 

8140).  

 

➢ Km 8140: Enter Tarmanchukanskiy 

Tunnel Western Portal (Тоннель 

Тарманчуканский западный портал) – 

It’s a single large tunnel with twin tracks 

running through it. Its length is close to 

2,100 meters which makes is one of the 

longest on the Trans-Siberian Railway. 

There is a little winding road that runs over 

the top of the tunnels so motorists may 

drive it.  

 

➢ Km 8142: Exit Tarmanchukanskiy Tunnel 

Eastern Portal (Тоннель 
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Тарманчуканский восточный портал) – There are twin exits side-by-side separated by 

about 70 meters.  

 

➢ Km 8142: Platform 8142 (платформа 8142).  

 

➢ Km 8143: Cross the Kundurka River (река Кундурка) – This little stream starts 

approximately three kilometers northwest. After it passes under the tracks at Tonnelniy, it 

first runs seven kilometers along the west side of the rail line to Kundur (Кундур), then five 

kilometers southwest away from the rail line to its union on the right bank of the Mutnaya 

River (река Мутная). The train crosses over the Mutnaya soon enough and we’ll discuss it at 

that time. 

 

➢ Km 8143: Tonnelniy (платформа Тоннельный; “Tunnel”) – Six hundred meters east after 

existing the Tarmanchukanskiy Tunnels, the train passes by this platform. There are two little 

buildings on the north side of the tracks. One kilometer east and the rail line begins a 180 

degree horseshoe curve.  

 

➢ Km 8144: Enter Tarmanchukanskiy Loop (Тарманчуканский петля) – If traveling east 

towards Khabarovsk and Vladivostok, the rail line takes a 90 degree turn to the left and heads 

northeast. In a little less than one kilometer, before the apex of the curve, the line passes over 

the Kasatkino River (река Касаткино). After completing its 180 degree turn, the line runs 

one kilometer south, completing the curve. The line now follows along the left bank of the 

Kundurka. In all, it’s a two kilometer-long loop.  

 

➢ Km 8145: Cross the Kasatkino River (река Касаткино) – This little stream starts 

approximately five kilometers northwest of the Tarmanchukanskiy horseshoe curve. After it 

passes under the rail line a little before the apex, it flows south one kilometer through the 

center of the loop and joins the left bank of the Kundurka River.  

 

➢ Km 8146: Exit Tarmanchukanskiy Loop (Тарманчуканский петля).  

 

➢ Km 8146: Kasatkino (платформа Касаткинo) – It’s a place name, there is nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 8148: Enter Kasatkinskiy Tunnel Western Portal (Тоннель Касаткинский западный 

портал) – It’s a single tunnel with twin tracks running through it. It’s not long, only 75 

meters in length.  
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KM 8148: Kasatkinskiy Tunnel 
Eastern Portal 

➢ Km 8148: Exit Kasatkinskiy Tunnel Eastern Portal (Тоннель Касаткинский восточный 

портал) – Very shortly after the tunnel, the line makes another 180 degree loop.  

 

➢ Km 8149: Enter Kasatkinskiy Loop 

(Касаткинский петля) – This horseshoe 

curve is three kilometers long, one 

kilometer larger in size and longer than the 

previous loop. It begins with a sharp 90 

degree, left-hand turn from south to east. It 

maintains that direction for a little more 

than a kilometer. It then makes its 180 

degree turn, which takes another 

kilometer. At the peak of the apex, the rail 

line passes over the Guzhaikha River (река 

Гужаиха). We’ll mention that next. After 

the apex, the loop runs southwest another 

kilometer until it straightens out and 

continues its southern direction.  

 

➢ Km 8151: Cross the Guzhaikha 1-2-3 

Rivers (реки Гужаиха 1-2-3) – Midway through the horseshoe curve, the railroad passes 

over this small river. This Kundurka tributary is a little unusual in that it’s composed of three 

almost identical streams that come together as one. We first follow it northeast upstream 

about five kilometers. There it performs a three-way divide: its northern section is known as 

the Guzhaikha-3rd (река Гужаиха 3-я); the middle is the Guzhaikha-2nd (река Гужаиха 2-

я); and the southernmost is the Guzhaikha-1st (река Гужаиха 1-я). All three minor 

tributaries are about five kilometers long, so we’re not talking great rivers, just little creeks 

(with names).  

 

After the Guzhaikha, as a solo stream, passes under the loop’s apex, it runs less than two 

kilometers southwest to its mouth on the left bank of the Kundurka.  

 

➢ Km 8152: Exit Kasatkinskiy Loop (Касаткинский петля) – As the rail line straightens out 

to a south direction, it again follows along the Kundurka River which it left just before the 

loop.  

 

➢ Km 8154: Kundur-Khabarovskiy (станция Кундур-Хабаровский) – The station is Kundur-

Khabarovskiy; the town is Kundur (Кундур). It has about 800 residents and is spread out 

over both sides of the rail line. The station is partly named for the Krai (territory) which of 

course is named after Yerofei Khabarov (Ерофей Павлович Хабаров; ca. 1603-71), early 

explorer of Siberia and the Russian Far East.  

 

➢ Km 8158: Platform 8158 (платформа 8158).  

 

➢ Km 8158: Cross the Mutnaya River (река Мутная; “Muddy River”) – This little rivulet 

begins 35 kilometers to the northeast. From the railroad crossing, it travels southwest 35 
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KM 8167: Bolshoy Kazachinskiy Tunnel 
Eastern Portal 

kilometers until it joins the Amur’s left bank immediately west of the village of Pashkovo 

(Пашково).  

 

The Amur confluence is a little unusual in that the left bank of the 70 kilometer-long 

Mutnaya actually joins the right bank of the 59 kilometer-long Khingan River (река Хинган) 

about 100 meters north of their entry point on the Amur. Since the Mutnaya is the longer of 

the two rivers, technically, it could be said that the Khingan is a tributary of the Mutnaya. On 

the other hand, if the final 100 meters of the two rivers is ignored, it could also be viewed as 

a three river confluence.  

 

➢ Km 8163: Maliy Kazachinskiy Tunnel (Малый Казачинский тоннель) – This 132 meter-

long tunnel used to be in service here. It has been bypassed and is no longer used.  

 

➢ Km 8164: Kazachi (станция Казачий; “The Cossack”) – A couple of dozen houses spread 

out over both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8166: Platform 8166 (платформа 

8166).  

 

➢ Km 8166: Enter Bolshoy Kazachinskiy 

Tunnels Western Portal (Большой 

Казачинский тоннели западный портал) 

– These twin tunnels are 462 meters long.  

 

➢ Km 8167: Exit Bolshoy Kazachinskiy 

Tunnels Eastern Portal (Большой 

Казачинский тоннели восточный 

портал).  

 

➢ Km 8171: Cross the Udurchukan River 

(река Удурчукан) – This tributary of the 

Khingan River (река Хинган) begins 

approximately 30 kilometers northeast of the rail crossing and only about three kilometers 

east and west of the sources of the Mutnaya and Khingan Rivers respectively. The three 

rivers have almost parallel paths downstream southwest.  

 

After passing under the rail line, the Udurchukan flows five kilometers southwest until it 

joins the right bank of the Khingan. From the confluence, the Khingan continues another 20 

kilometers southwest until its mouth on the Mutnaya River almost exactly where it meets the 

Amur. The junction point is a rather rare three-way confluence. It is about one kilometer west 

of the small port village of Pashkovo.  

 

➢ Km 8174: Yesaulovka (станция Есауловка) – Two buildings along the north side of the rail 

line. The little village is one kilometer east, divided in half by the tracks. Each half is a single 

street that runs perpendicular to the rail line. This station is closed.  
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➢ Km 8175: Pereezd (Переезд; “Crossing Point”).  

 

➢ Km 8184: Yadrino (станция Ядрино) – This little hamlet has a small portion north of the 

rail line, but most of the town is on the southern side. Before the train even finishes passing 

through Yadrino, it begins a 90 degree turn left (north) which is the start of the great 

Obluchye Loop (Облучье петля), one of the longest and most narrow loops on the entire 

Trans-Siberian Railroad.  

 

➢ Km 8185: Platform 8185 (платформа 8185) – This platform is at the southern end of the 

beginning of the Obluchye Loop.  

 

➢ Km 8185: Enter the Obluchye Loop (Облучье петля) – This long and narrow horseshoe 

curve has an overall length of ten kilometers. From the southwestern starting point, the rail 

line runs straight north up the length of the west side of town three and a half kilometers to 

its intermediate crossover or five kilometers to its 180 degree clockwise loop turn. At the 

apex of the curve, the train passes over the Khingan River (река Хинган) which we’ll 

mention below.  

 

After completing the one kilometer-long horseshoe curve over the top of the loop, the rail 

line runs due south four kilometers the full length of the east side of the city where it makes a 

second 90 degree turn left and the loop ends. The Obluchye Rail Station is located at the 

northeastern end of town.  

 

➢ Km 8188: Cross the Khingan River (река Хинган) – The rail line crosses the 59 kilometer-

long Khingan at the top northern end of the Obluchye Loop. The river is a minor tributary of 

the Amur which it joins 40 kilometers southwest of this point. For about 35 of those 

kilometers, starting at Yadrino, the Khingan is the border between the Yevreyskaya and 

Amur Oblasts. It enters the left bank of the Amur near the port village of Pashkovo, at the 

same place as does the Mutnaya River. It could be said that the Khingan is a tributary of the 

Mutnaya as it joins that river less than 100 meters before its confluence with the Amur. It is a 

three river confluence.  

 

At this rail crossing point the Khingan is only a small stream that runs through the center of 

the Obluche Loop and the town from north to south. Its source waters begin about 20 

kilometers to the north.  

 

➢ Km 8188: Amur – Jewish Autonomous Oblast Border and New Time Zone (MT + 7) – As 

the Trans-Siberian Railway continues its eastward journey; the train crosses another internal 

Russian political subdivision. It departs Amurskiy Oblast and enters the Jewish Autonomous 

Oblast (Еврeйская автономная область; Yiddish: אווטָאנָאמע געגנט יִידישע ; Yidishe avtonome 

gegnt). The frontier also marks a change in time zone; local time moves forward one hour – 

it’s now Moscow Time (Московское время) plus seven hours.  
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“New” Synagogue (Новая синагога) 
and Menora (Менора) at Birodibzhan  

Of the total 85 Russian federal “subjects” (Субъекты федерации), the Jewish Oblast is one 

of the smallest. It ranks 61st in area and 80th in population. Its area measures approximately 

36,000 square kilometers (13,900 square miles) which makes it a little larger than the U.S. 

State of Maryland. The Oblast has a mere 175,000 residents, many of whom live in the 

capital city, Birobidzhan (Биробиджaн; Yiddish: בירָאבידזשַאנ; Biro-bijan), which has a 

population of about 75,000.  

 

The Oblast, which is commonly referred to 

as Yevreyskaya (Еврeйская; “Jewish”), 

has three borders: two domestic and one 

international. Its western border is with 

Amur Oblast. It is 90 kilometers long from 

north to south. Second, the Jewish Oblast 

has a 500 kilometer international border 

along its south with China’s Heilongjiang 

Province (Chinese: 黑龙江省; pinyin: Hēi 

lóng jiāng Shěng; lit., “Black Dragon 

River Province”). The Amur River 

(Heilongjiang River) defines this 

boundary. Finally, its third boundary, 

along its eastern and northern sides, is with 

Khabarovsk Krai (Хабаровский край). 

That border is also approximately 500 

kilometers long. Until a few years ago, the Oblast was an autonomous entity within 

Khabarovsk Krai, but after the 2008 realignment, it became the last remaining “Autonomous 

Oblast” in the Russian Federal Republic.  

 

Yevreyskaya was established by Joseph Stalin (Иосиф Виссарионович Сталин; 1878-1953) 

as a solution to Russia’s “Jewish problem.” According to the Nationality policy at the time, 

each of the Soviet Union’s ethnic or national groups was to receive a territory in which to 

pursue cultural autonomy in a socialist framework. Stalin saw in the far-away Far East a way 

to increase settlement in a mainly uninhabited area (which happens to share a strategic and 

vulnerable border with China) on the one hand, and remove a troublesome ethnic minority on 

the other. In the late 1920s – more than 20 years before the establishment of the State of 

Israel – a propaganda campaign was undertaken to induce Jewish pioneers to settle in the 

newly created oblast. Soviet Jews, who were suffering through pogroms and anti-Semitism, 

were each given 600 rubles, free railroad passage, and land around Birobidzhan. By the early 

1930s, more than 40,000 Jews from all over Russia and Eastern Europe had packed up their 

belongings, boarded the Trans-Siberian Railway, and traveled to the new Jewish Republic.  

 

The experiment was short-lived. The land is extremely inhospitable: swampy, mosquito-

infested in the summers, and winter temperatures that average minus 15 degrees Fahrenheit (-

26ºC). Thousands of kilometers from European-Russian civilization, with virtually no culture 

or infrastructure, few settlers remained long. By the late 1930s, almost as many had departed 

as had arrived.  
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KM 8193: Exit the Obluchye Loop 

KM 8190: Obluchye Railway Station 

Although at the height of the experiment in 1939 approximately 16 percent of Yevreyskaya’s 

population was Jewish – today that percentage is one. Ethnic Russians represent about 93 

percent of the Oblast’s population; about three percent identify themselves as Ukrainian, one 

percent Jewish, and a few “other.”  

 

➢ Km 8190: Obluchye (станция Облучье) 

– A town of about 9,400 persons that by 

chance must be one of the best-served by 

railroad in all of Russia – for the town is 

almost completely surrounded by the 

railroad line. Although Obluchye’s 

population is less than 10,000, it is 

nonetheless the second-largest city in the 

Jewish Autonomous Republic after 

Birobidzhan.  

 

A look at a map shows that the city is 

bounded by mountains in the north from 

which a small river (the Khingan) flows. 

Then from east to west, both sides are 

high hills that enclose the town in a long narrow valley with its own favorable microclimate. 

The south is a wide marshy plain.  

 

In other words, since the town is a little longer than five kilometers from north to south and 

only one kilometer wide from east to west – a person here is never further than 500 meters 

from a rail line. Whether that’s a good thing or not is a different question but this little city is 

almost entirely encircled by the Trans-Siberian Railroad. After making this seven kilometer 

long and narrow loop around the town (or ten kilometers if the northern extension is taken), 

the railroad – only one kilometer due east of its starting point at the eastern end of Yadrino 

village – continues on its eastward path.  

 

➢ Km 8192: Exit Obluchenskiy Loop 

(Облученский петля).  

 

➢ Km 8193: Enter Obluchenskiy 

Tunnel Western Portal (Облученский 

тоннель западный портал) – A short 320 

meter-long tunnel was constructed in 1912 

near the time of the beginning of the Trans-

Siberian Railway. In 2013, a new tunnel 

opened, parallel but longer than the 

original. The new tunnel is 862 meters long. 

The tunnel effectively smooths out the very 

sharp 90 degree turn that previously was in 

place.  
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KM 8206: Exit the  
Lagar-Aul Tunnel 

➢ Km 8194: Exit Obluchenskiy Tunnel Eastern Portal (Облученский тоннель восточный 

портал).  

 

➢ Km 8199: Udarniy (станция Ударный; “Impact” or “Collision”) – Let’s hope that there’s no 

impact or collision with our train. Udarniy is a small village mostly to the south of the tracks 

but bisected by the M58 Highway which here runs almost parallel to the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 8203: Cross the Listvennichnaya River (река Лиственничная; “Larch”) – This minor 

tributary begins about six kilometers due north. From the rail crossing, it flows straight west 

a dozen kilometers parallel to the south side of the tracks, passing Udarniy along the way, 

until it merges into the left bank of the Khingan near Yadrino.  

 

➢ Km 8203: Obalniy (платформа Обвальный; “Landslide”) – Another place that sounds like 

a lot of fun.  

 

➢ Km 8205: Enter Lagar-Aul Tunnels Western Portal 

(Лагар-Аульский тоннели западный портал) – 

These twin 1,250 meter-long tunnels were the first 

ever bored through permafrost. Many engineering 

lessons that were learned here would be applied when 

it came time to build the BAM, a great many 

kilometers of which are over, under, and through 

permafrost.  

 

➢ Km 8206: Exit Lagar-Aul Tunnel Eastern Portal 

(Лагар-Аульский тоннели восточный портал).  

 

➢ Km 8207: Lagar-Aul (станция Лагар-Аул) – Not 

really a village at all, more of a work support area and 

construction maintenance yard. Almost immediately 

after passing Lagar-Aul Station, the rail line starts 

following the Kimkan River (река Кимкан) east 

downstream. It begins about five kilometers to the 

north. The train stays along the river’s right bank 

(south side) for the next 30 kilometers until its 

confluence with the Kuldur River (река Кульдур) at Dvurechye (Двуречье). We’ll discuss it 

again at that time.  

 

➢ Km 8213: Cross the Verkhniy Kimkan River (река Верхний Кимкан; “Upper”) – This 

minor Kimkan tributary starts about seven kilometers west. After it passes under the railroad 

tracks, it runs approximately three kilometers until it joins the right bank of the Kimkan.  
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➢ Km 8213: Vorobyevo (станция Воробьево).  

 

➢ Km 8219: Abramovka (Абрамовка; “Abraham”) – A little clearing and a house on the south 

side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 8224: Kimkan (станция Кимкан) – A very small village of perhaps two dozen houses 

built on the south side of the rail line. The Kimkan River is about 650 meters north of the rail 

line and the village.  

 

➢ Km 8229: Platform 8229 (платформа 8229).  

 

➢ Km 8231: Snarskiy (платформа Снарский) – A bigger clearing and a few houses to the 

south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 8232: Branch Line North to BAM – A little less than two kilometers west and shortly 

before entering the village of Izvestkoviy (Известковый), a branch line turns sharply to the 

left and runs north to connect with the BAM. It travels approximately 325 kilometers passing 

the villages of Brusit (Брусит) → Kuldur (Кульдур) → Perevalniy (Перевальный) → 

Talandzha (Таланджа) → Zimove (Зимовье) → Ekhilkan/Tarakelok (Эхилкан/Таракелок) 

→ Alanap (Аланап) → Tyrma (Тырма) → Moshka (Мошка) → Sogda (Согда) → Ushman 

(Юшман) → Yagdynya (Ягдынья) → Elga (Эльга) → Adnikan (Адникан) → and Dublikan 

(Дубликан) along the way. The junction town at the northern end of the branch is Noviy 

Urgal (Новый Ургал).  

 

In the course of its northbound journey, the branch first crosses the Kimkan River 

immediately after its split from the main Trans-Siberian line. It then runs parallel upstream 

along the right or left banks of the 64 kilometer-long Kuldur River (река Кульдур), a left 

tributary of the Kimkan. A little south of the village of Perevalniy, and the train and the 

Kimkan part company.  

 

Beginning just north of Perevalniy, the line follows the Yaurin River (река Яурин) north 

downstream for the next 100 kilometers until Alanap where it joins the left bank of the 334 

kilometer-long Tyrma (река Тырма). The Tyrma is a left tributary of the Bureya which flows 

to the Amur.  

 

After crossing the Tyrma at the village of Tyrma, the train follows the Sutyr River (река 

Сутырь), one of the Tyrma’s major tributaries, upstream for the next 25 kilometers until its 

confluence with the minor tributary Moshka (река Мошка). The rail line then follows the 

Moshka upstream north for the next 20 kilometers almost to its source near Sogda. About ten 

kilometers north of the village of Sogda, the rail line starts following the Ushman River (река 

Юшман) downstream. The Ushman’s source is only ten kilometers south of that point, or 

about seven kilometers east of Sogda.  

 

The branch line now follows the Ushman for almost its entire length of 50 kilometers 

downstream north to its confluence on the left bank of the Bureya near Elga. Starting at Elga, 
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KM 8234: Izvestkovaya Railway Station 

the train follows north along the left bank of the Bureya upstream for the next 35 kilometers 

until Noviy Urgal.  

 

The branch line itself terminates at the junction with the BAM Line four kilometers east of 

Noviy Urgal, which is actually on the branch line, not the main BAM Line. From Noviy 

Urgal, it’s about 500 kilometers east to Komsomolsk-na-Amure and then another 400 

kilometers to Vanino and Sovetskaya Gavan on the Pacific Coast. Heading west from Noviy 

Urgal, first it is a dozen kilometers on the main BAM line to cross the Bureya River three 

kilometers south of Bureinsk (Буреинск). Then it’s more than 900 kilometers to Tynda; then 

another 1,300 to Nizheangarsk and Severobaikalsk at the north end of Lake Baikal. From 

there, it’s another 700 kilometers west to Bratsk and a further 300 kilometers to the BAM’s 

terminus on the Trans-Siberian Main Line at Taishet.  

 

DETAILS OF THE BAM AND AYaM LINES ARE COVERED IN CHAPTER SIX 

 

➢ Km 8234: Izvestkovaya (станция Известковая; “Limestone”) – The station name is 

Izvestkovaya; the surrounding town of some 1,800 persons is named Izvestkoviy 

(Известковый). The village was founded with the construction of the railroad and the 

discovery of large limestone deposits. 

The rail line more or less runs through 

the middle of town. Immediately to the 

north is the Kimkan River which flows 

east. Immediately to the south is 

Highway M58.  

 

➢ Km 8235: Confluence of the Kimkan 

(река Кимкан) and Kuldur (река 

Кульдур) Rivers – Immediately north 

of the tracks, at the tiny village of 

Pervoye Zarechye (Первое Заречье; 

“First District”), there is the 

confluence of the east-flowing, 35 

kilometer-long Kimkan and the south-

flowing 64 kilometer-long Kuldur. The 

Kimkan is absorbed into the Kuldur’s 

right bank and the Kuldur begins an easterly flow along the north side of the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 8237: Dvurechye (платформа Двуречье; “Mesopotamia”) – A fairly large village on 

the south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8241: Cross the Kuldur River (река Кульдур) – Here the train passes over from the 

Kuldur’s right bank (south side) to its left (north side). Its source waters begin about 60 

kilometers upstream due north of Izvestkovaya or about 20 kilometers northeast of Kuldur 

(Кульдур) Village on the BAM connector line. After passing under the tracks, the Kuldur 

continues east less than five kilometers to its union on the left bank of the Sutara River (река 

Сутара). At this confluence, both rivers lose their names and the 261 kilometer-long Bira 
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KM 8270: Londoko Railway Station 

River (река Бира; also known as the “Big Bira” – Большая Бира) begins. The Sutara has run 

close to 100 kilometers northeast to reach this confluence point which is about three 

kilometers west of Birikan (Биракан), the next town on the rail line. The Sutara begins only 

a dozen kilometers east of the Amur River but does not flow into it there as it is separated by 

a ridge of the Small Khingan Range.  

 

From the Kuldur-Sutara confluence, the rail line runs parallel to the Bira River for the next 

60 kilometers due east to the town of Bira (Бира), always staying on its left bank (north 

side). From Bira, the river and the train line continue in tandem southeast for the next 50 

kilometers until Birobidzhan (Биробиджан). At Birobidzhan, the river and rail part ways. 

The train continues its southeast path towards Khabarovsk and the river flows south close to 

80 kilometers to meet its end on the left bank of the Amur.  

 

➢ Km 8248: Birakan (станция Биракан) – The rail line runs very close above the north shore 

of the Bira River in this town and there is a bridge across it. Thus, Birakan, a small town of 

approximately 2,150 persons, is fairly well-developed on both sides of the rail line and both 

sides of the river. Birakan takes its name after the Birakan River (река Биракан), a minor left 

tributary of the Bira that the train shortly crosses.  

 

➢ Km 8249: Birakan Transfer (Бираканский переезд).  

 

➢ Km 8252: Cross the Birakan River (река Биракан) – This little tributary begins in the 

mountains approximately 25 kilometers north. From the rail crossing, it flows less then two 

kilometers southeast until it merges into the left bank of the Bira.  

 

➢ Km 8255: Platform 8255 (платформа 8255).  

 

➢ Km 8260: Tyoploye Ozero (станция Tёплоyе Озеро) – “Warm Lake” is the station name; 

the town’s name is Teploozyorsk (Теплоозёрск). This small city of some 4,300 persons is all 

on the north side of the east-west 

running railroad. The Bira River is 

about two kilometers to the south. The 

town takes its name from Warm Lake 

(Tёплоyе Озеро), which is about two 

kilometers southeast of the rail station. 

It connects to the Bira River.  

 

➢ Km 8265: Cross the Karer River (река 

Карьер; “Quarry”) – This little stream 

begins ten kilometers northwest, passes 

under the tracks, and flows into the 

Bira River in two kilometers southeast.  

 

➢ Km 8266: Izvestkoviy Zavod (станция 

Известковый Завод; “Limestone 

Plant”) – The station is named for the plant.  
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➢ Km 8270: Londoko (станция Лондоко) – One sees both Londoko and Londoko Factory 

(Лондоко-завод) listed for this small town of almost 1,100 residents. The “factory” is the 

Londoko Limestone Plant (Лондоковский известковый завод). Almost all the town is on 

the north side of the rail line and two kilometers north of the Bira River.  

 

➢ Km 8272: Cross the Bolshaya Kamenushka River (река Большая Каменушка; “Large”) – 

The Bolshaya Kamenushka originates 60 kilometers due north. It is joined seven kilometers 

north of the rail crossing by the southeast-flowing, 45 kilometer-long Malaya Kamenushka 

River (река Малая Каменушка; “Small”) and the southwest-flowing, 40 kilometer-long 

Levaya Kamenushka River (река Левая Каменушка; “Left”). These tributaries add 

considerably to its size. From the rail crossing, the river flows a little more than one 

kilometer south to its mouth on the left bank of the Bira.  

 

➢ Km 8276: Platform 8276 (платформа 8276).  

 

➢ Km 8276: Cross the Demnukan River (река Демнукан) – The small stream originates six 

kilometers north. From the rail crossing, it runs south five kilometers to its mouth on the Bira 

River.  

 

➢ Km 8278: Cross the Maliy Kandalik River (река Малый Кандалик) – The little river starts 

about six kilometers north. After passing under the rails, it flows southeast along the south 

side of the rail line for seven kilometers until it joins the right bank of the Bolshoy Kandalik 

River (река Большой Кандалик). From there, the Bolshoy Kandalik runs less than two 

kilometers east to its union on the left bank of the Bira River.  

 

➢ Km 8279: Kandalik (платформа Кандалик).  

 

➢ Km 8283: Cross the Bolshoy Kandalik River (река Большой Кандалик) – The not-so-big 

Bolshoy Kandalik also has its source six kilometers north. From the rail crossing, it flows 

southeast less than three kilometers where it is joined by the Maliy Kandalik. From that 

junction, it’s less than two kilometers to its end on the Bira.  

 

➢ Km 8283: Platform 8283 (платформа 8283).  

 

➢ Km 8288: Cross the Budukanka River (река Будуканка) – The Budukanka is formed four 

kilometers north by the union of the six kilometer-long, southeast-flowing, Pravaya 

Budukanka (река Правая Будуканка; “Right”) and the eight kilometer-long, southwest-

flowing, Levaya Budukanka (река Левая Будуканка; “Left”). After it passes under the rail 

line, it meanders ten kilometers east along the south side of the rail line, parallel to the left 

bank (north side) of the Bira River until it merges into it.  

 

➢ Km 8289: Budukan (станция Будукан) – Most of this very small village is on the north side 

of the rail line. The Budukanka River runs through it.  

 

➢ Km 8297: Bobrovskiy (платформа Бобровский).  
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KM 8306: Bira Railway Station 

 

➢ Km 8300: Cross the Bereznyakovaya River (река Березняковая) – This little tributary 

begins close to 15 kilometers northwest. From the rail crossing it runs three kilometers 

southeast to its mouth on the left bank of the Bira.  

 

➢ Km 8303: Cross the Chertov Palets River (река Чертов Палец; “Thunderbolt”) – This small 

stream originates ten kilometers north. From here it flows a little more than one kilometer 

south and merges into the Bira.  

 

➢ Km 8305: Cross the Nikita River (река Никита) – The Nikita comes together five 

kilometers north at the junction of the southeast-flowing, 28 kilometer-long Malaya Nikita 

(река Малая Никита; “Little”) and the south-flowing, 35 kilometer-long Bolshaya Nikita 

(река Большая Никита; “Big”). From the rail crossing south to its mouth on the Bira, it’s 

only one kilometer.  

 

➢ Km 8306: Bira (станция Бира) – 

Named for the river immediately south, 

this small town of approximately 3,200 

inhabitants is located at the confluence 

of the west-to-east-flowing Bira and 

the north-to-south-flowing Nikita 

Rivers. The town is about equally 

divided on both sides of the rail line. 

There are two one kilometer-long spur 

lines: one runs north to a storage 

facility; the other runs south to a small 

cantonment.  

 

Bira was founded in 1908 and 

designated an urban settlement in 1929. 

The plan during the 1930s was for it to be a place of Jewish resettlement within the 

autonomous Jewish Republic (Еврейская автономная область).  

 

➢ Km 8310: Platform 8310 (платформа 8310).  

 

➢ Km 8316: Semistochniy (станция Семисточный) – There’s nothing here except a station 

building. The village of about 330 persons is two and a half kilometers east.  

 

➢ Km 8318: Post 8318 (пост 8318) – There is a one kilometer-long spur north to a highly 

secure facility.  
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KM 8351: Birobidzhan Railway Station 
The name of the station appears in the Cyrillic and 
Hebrew alphabets.  

➢ Km 8319: Semistochniy (Семисточный) – The village is on the north side of the rail line, 

but there is no platform.  

 

➢ Km 8324: Platform 8324 (платформа 8324).  

 

➢ Km 8325: Cross the Sagdy Bira River (река Сагды Бира) – This river originates in the hills 

50 kilometers due north at the confluence of the 18 kilometer-long Pravaya Sagdy Bira (река 

Правая Сагды Бира) and the 15 kilometer-long Levaya Sagdy Bira (река Левая Сагды 

Бира) Rivers. Going south, it flows two kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Bira.  

 

➢ Km 8328: Trek (станция Трек) – A tiny village immediately to the south of the rail line. 

The old village is several hundred meters to the east. It is called Stariy Trek (Старый Трек; 

lit., “To boldly go where no man has gone before”). России шутка.  

 

➢ Km 8331: Cross the Eiyrnk River (река Эыряк) – This minor tributary starts close to 25 

kilometers north. From the rail crossing, it flows south approximately three kilometers to the 

Bira.  

 

➢ Km 8333: Cross the Trek River (река Трек) – The Trek begins approximately 45 kilometers 

north of this rail crossing; it ends two kilometers south when it joins the left bank of the Bira.  

 

➢ Km 8339: Platform 8339 (платформа Посёлок 8339).  

 

➢ Km 8339: Cross the Kirga River (река Кирга) – This little stream has its source almost 30 

kilometers north. Like the other small tributaries the train has recently passed over, it ends 

shortly. Its mouth is on the Bira five kilometers south at the village of Razdolnoye 

(Раздольное).  

 

➢ Km 8341: Track Post Kirga (путевой 

пост Кирга) – This small village of 300 

residents is entirely on the east side of rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 8342: Branch Line South – Here, a 

short spur veers off to the right and runs 

parallel to the main line for three 

kilometers. It serves several small 

limestone quarries, several industrial sites, 

and ends at a power plant.  

 

➢ Km 8351: Birobidzhan-I (Russian: 

воксал Биробиджан-первый; Yiddish: 

 Biro-bijan) – A pleasant city ;בירָאבידזשַאנ

of some 75,000 persons, Birobidzhan is 

the capital of the Jewish Autonomous 

Oblast (Еврeйская автономная область) which is commonly referred to as “Yevreyskaya” 
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Birobidzhan – Holocaust 
Memorial at New Synagogue 

(Еврeйская; “Jewish” or “Hebrew”). It is one of the more interesting and unusual stops along 

the Trans-Siberian Railroad.  

 

Birobidzhan was founded in 1915 as a railroad town and until 1931 was called “Tikhonkaya” 

(Тихонькая; “Quiet” or “Peaceful”). By the late 1920s and early 30s, the idea for a Jewish 

homeland had been fully developed by Soviet authorities. Stalin wished to strengthen Soviet 

presence along the Amur border with China and the inclusion of a European Jewish 

community in the Russian Far East was thought might attract favorable world press and 

financial aid from wealthy Jews living abroad.  

 

Unfortunately, living conditions proved much too 

difficult for most early settlers. Many of the first 

pioneers were not accustomed to an agricultural and 

rural lifestyle or Siberian/Manchurian winters. In the 

first six years of the program, from 1928 to 1935, 

19,635 Jewish settlers arrived and 11,450, more than 

half, left.  

 

Although the city lost most of its original Jewish 

settlers long ago – and many of their remaining 

descendants immigrated to Israel, there is nonetheless 

a small but thriving Jewish population in Birobidzhan 

today. A recent report had the Jewish residents 

numbering about 4,000, close to four percent of the 

overall population. Of course that leaves the vast 

majority of the citizens as ethnic Russian. In this 

regard, Birobidzhan is little different than most other 

Russian cities. It is the Jewish culture that makes it a 

worthwhile place to visit.  

 

There’s a small historic synagogue and a large new 

one. Next to the new synagogue, there’s a Jewish cultural center and a small holocaust 

memorial. If it is friendly people you are seeking, the people running the culture center could 

not be more welcoming.  

 

The city’s Jewish inhabitants are renewing their roots – Yiddish and Hebrew are once again 

being taught in schools, read in newspapers, heard on the local radio station, and seen on 

street signs. A Birobidzhan Jewish National University has opened offering courses in the 

study of Hebrew and Yiddish, history, and classic Jewish literature. Birobidzhan may be 

remote, but it’s not isolated. People living here know what’s going on in the world and they 

are warm, friendly, and willing to share their views.  

 

The city is named after the Bira and Bidzhan (река Биджан) Rivers. Although for the most 

part, the Bira runs along the south end of town, the Bidzhan neither begins nor ends 

anywhere near the city. They are both are tributaries of the Amur and two of the longest 
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Bidzhan River (река Биджан) 
Although the river has given its name, along with the 
Bira, to the capital city of the region – Birobidzhan – 
interestingly the river is nowhere to be found nearby 
and its waters do not cross the Trans-Siberian Railroad as 
do all the other rivers described in this book. The 274 
kilometer-long Bidzhan has its source in the Small 
Khingan Range (Малый Хинган) of mountains in the 
far central west of the oblast, less than 30 kilometers 
east of the Amur River. Rather than flow west and 
discharge there however, the river flows north and east – 
in the opposite direction of almost all nearby streams 
and rivers. After about 75 kilometers it turns and heads 
south. Along this leg of its path, it is joined by its major 
tributaries, the Bolshiy Taymen (Большой Таймень), 
Mami (Мами), Burkali (Буркалы), and the Ungun 
(Унгун). At the end of these 200 kilometers the 
Bidzhan breaks up into four or five distinct arms and 
empties into the Amur between the villages of 
Kvashnino (Квашнино) and Dezhnevo (Дежнево).  
 
Although there are no large cities anywhere along its 
flow, 35 kilometers downriver from the Bidzhan’s several 
mouths is the small Chinese city of Tongjiang (Chinese: 
通江; pinyin: Tōng jiāng. It lies just south of the 
confluence of the Amur and the Songhua River 
(Chinese: 松花江; pinyin: Sōnghuā Jiāng; Russian: 
Sungari; река Сунгари) – the largest of all the Amur’s 
many tributaries.  

rivers in the oblast. Although most of Birobidzhan lies above the left bank (north side) of the 

Bira River, there are substantial sections to the south.  

 

About midway through town, the Bira turns to the south and heads approximately 100 

kilometers to its end on the Amur. Since the train route continues more or less easterly when 

exiting Birobidzhan, the Bira River is no longer in view when departing.  

 

There is nothing near the Bira-Amur 

confluence; in fact the area is virtually 

uninhabited. The closest Russian 

settlement of any kind is the very small 

village of Golovino (Головино) which 

is about ten kilometers northwest 

upstream near the Bira River. The 

closest village on the Amur is the small 

port of Nizhneleninskoye 

(Нижнеленинское; “Lower Lenin 

Town”) which is approximately 60 

kilometers upriver. Nizhneleninskoye is 

only five kilometers downriver from 

the considerably larger Leninskoye 

(Ленинское; “Lenin Town”). Although 

tiny, Nizhneleninskoye has the 

advantage of being at the end of a 125 

kilometer branch line north to 

Birobidzhan.  

 

Directly south across the river from the 

Bira’s mouth, almost eight kilometers 

(the river here is extremely wide and 

there is an island in the middle) is the 

Chinese village of Qindeli (Chinese: 勤

得利; pinyin: Qín dé lì; “Diligence 

Enrichment”). This is a quite remote 

area for China as well. Qindeli is 

almost 600 kilometers northeast of 

Harbin and only 115 kilometers southwest of the northeasternmost corner of China, which is 

just below Khabarovsk.  

 

➢ Km 8352: Branch Line South – Traveling southeast, one and a half kilometers after passing 

the main rail station, a short spur leads less than one kilometer to a number of small factories 

and industrial sites.  

 

➢ Km 8353: Branch Lines North and South – A bit more than two kilometers after passing the 

main rail terminal and just before clearing the city limits, single-track cargo and freight 

branches veer to the right and left. The left branch runs less than one kilometer north into an 
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industrial site within a walled compound. The right branch heads south. One arm of the 

southern branch extends five kilometers and serves some local factories. The main part of the 

branch however crosses back over the Bira River and passes by the Birobidzhan-II (станция 

Биробиджан-второй) Rail Station.  

 

In all, the branch travels 125 kilometers south (90 as the crow flies) to Nizhneleninskoye 

(Нижнеленинское; “Lower Lenin Town”), a small industrial river port on the Amur River. 

Along the way, the branch line passes through the towns of Shchukinka (Щукинка) → 

Birofeld (Бирофельд) → Krasiviy (Красивый; “Beautiful”) → Lazarevo (Лазарево) → 

Ungun (Унгун) → Babstovo (Бабстово) → Leninsk (Ленинское; “Lenin Town”) → and 

finally Nizhneleninskoye.  

 

Nizhneleninskoye is close to four kilometers downriver from Leninskoye (Ленинское), a 

somewhat larger Amur port city and about 30 kilometers downriver from the confluence of 
the Sungari River (Russian: река Сунгари; Chinese: 松花江; pinyin: Sōnghuā jiāng) on the 

Amur at the Chinese town of Tongjiang (Chinese: 童江; pinyin: Tóng jiāng).  

 

➢ Km 8355: Birobidzhan-III Rail Station (станция Биробиджан-третий) – The Station serves 

the small village of Amurskiy (Амурский) which is adjacent to the north side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8355: Cross the Ikura River (река Икура) – It’s only a small river, but the city 

developed between it and the Bira. The Ikura has its source in the hills approximately 50 

kilometers due north of the city. From the rail crossing, it meanders south close to 70 

kilometers until it merges into the left bank of the Bira at the town of Naifeld (Найфельд). 

From there, the Bira continues approximately another 50 kilometers south until its 

confluence on the Amur.  

 

➢ Km 8366: Ikura (станция Икура) – This tiny hamlet which is named for the nearby river is 

entirely on the north side of the rail line. Starting about here, another little creek, the In-Bira 

(река Ин-Бира), starts to parallel the north side of the rail line. The train runs alongside its 

right bank for the next 20 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 8378: Track Post Usov-Balagan (путевой пост Усов-Балаган) – A few houses on the 

north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 8386: Confluence of In-Bira (река Ин-Бира) and Bolshoy In (река Большой Ин) 

Rivers – Approximately four kilometers north of this point, the 45 kilometer-long In-Bira 

River joins the right bank of the five kilometer-long Bolshoy In River. Both rivers have come 

from the northwest.  

 

The In-Bira begins approximately five kilometers north of Birobidzhan and runs parallel to 

the north side of the railroad from near Ikura to here. The Bolshoy In begins a mere five 

kilometers northwest at the union of the 100 kilometer-long In River (река Ин) and the 50 

kilometer-long Aur (река Аур). Both of these rivers have come down from the north almost 

side-by-side to one another. After their confluence, both the In and Aur lose their names and 
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become the Bolshoy In River. Five kilometers downriver, the In-Bira, a mere right tributary, 

joins.  

 

Thus, starting here, the Bolshoy In flows east along the left side (north) of the railroad for the 

next 45 kilometers until its confluence on the right bank of the 458 kilometer-long Urmi 

River (реки Урми) about eight kilometers northeast of In Station (станция Ин) at Smidovich 

(Смидович) Village. We’ll mention the Urmi again further down the line when we draw 

closer to it.  

 

➢ Km 8393: Aur (станция Аур) – A very small village on the north side of the tracks and the 

south side (right bank) of the Bolshoy In River. The village is home to the Aurskogo Sleeper 

Impregnation Plant (Аурского шпалопропиточного завода), i.e., where railroad ties are 

soaked in creosote and made ready for service. The factory is about one kilometer to the 

northeast of the village and just below it is a great service yard where hundreds and hundreds 

of freight cars can be loaded with sleepers. Creosote has a pretty strong odor; if the train 

windows are open, you may smell the plant when going by.  

 

Aur is named for the Aur River which terminates ten kilometers northwest of town when it 

joins with the In River to become the Bolshoy In. The Aur’s source is about 50 kilometers to 

the north.  

 

➢ Km 8405: Platform 8405 (платформа 8405).  

 

➢ Km 8408: Ol (станция Оль) – The station has been abandoned; the tiny village north of the 

rail line remains. Ol is named after its river, the Ol (река Оль). It begins about 70 kilometers 

northwest of the village and about 60 kilometers east of Birobidzhan. From its inception until 

its end, about 45 kilometers, it serves as a section of the border between the Jewish Oblast 

and Khabarovsk Krai. The Ol terminates when it joins the Urmi River (реки Урми) – which 

then takes over border duty.  

 

➢ Km 8416: Belgorodskoye (станция Белгородское; “White Town”) – A very small village 

all of which is to the north side of the tracks and south of the Bolshaya In River.  

 

➢ Km 8422: In (станция Ин) – The rail station is In, named for the nearby In and Bolshoy In 

Rivers; the surrounding town is Smidovich (Смидович), named in honor of Bolshevik 

revolutionary Pyotr Smidovich (Пётр Гермогенович Смидович; 1874-1935). Smidovich 

was instrumental in the creation of Yevreyskaya. From 1924 until his death, he was chairman 

of the State Committee on the Land of Jewish Workers (Государственного комитета по 

земельному устройству еврейских трудящихся), known as KomZET (КомЗЕТ). He 

believed in the principle of minority peoples establishing their own homelands and thus was 

also active in the creation of the far north Nenets Autonomous Area (Ненецкого 

автономного округа). He is buried in the Kremlin Wall.  

 

Smidovich is a fairly large village of roughly 5,100 residents and fully developed on both 

sides of the rail line. The Bolshoy In River flows about four kilometers north of town and 
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then turns north. In about five kilometers northeast, it terminates when it joins the right bank 

of the Urmi River.  

 

➢ Km 8425: Confluence of the Bolshoy In (река Большой Ин) and Urmi (река Урми) Rivers 

– From its source about 60 kilometers north of Birobidzhan, the In River flows southeast 

some 100 kilometers (five of which it serves as the border between Yevreyskaya and 

Khabarovsk Krai) until it meets the Aur River about ten kilometers northwest of the village 

of Aur. From that confluence point, the two rivers lose their names and become the Bolshiy 

In.  

 

The newly-named river flows east 45 kilometers until it merges into the right bank of the 

Urmi River. That confluence takes place five kilometers north of the little village of 

Peschanoye (Песчаное; “Sandy”) or about eight kilometers northeast of Smidovich.  

 

The Urmi – a very substantial river of 458 kilometers – begins more than 350 kilometers 

north of town (200 as the crow flies) in a completely isolated patch of high mountains. The 

group, which is more than 1,000 kilometers south of the Stanovoy Range, and completely 

separated from them, climbs to heights of over 2,000 meters (6,500 feet). There are no 

settlements of any kind in the area but the source waters in these mountains are located 175 

kilometers due west of Komsomolsk-na-Amure and 130 kilometers southeast of Chegdomyn 

(Чегдомын). A station on the BAM, Dzhamku (Джамку), is 70 kilometers to the north.  

 

As the Urmi winds its way south, like all large rivers, it is joined by innumerable tributaries 

along the way. After flowing approximately 325 kilometers it meets the Ol River, which is 

subsumed into the Urmi. From this point, which is 20 kilometers northeast of the town of Ol, 

the Urmi flows east for the next 95 kilometers – all the while it is the boundary between the 

Jewish Oblast and Khabarovskiy Krai. For this stretch, essentially the Urmi (and the border) 

run west to east parallel to and approximately five to twenty kilometers north of the Trans-

Siberian Railroad from Ol to Olgokhta (Ольгохта).  

 

Approximately 20 kilometers northeast of Olgokhta, the Urmi ends with a union between it 

and the almost equally long Kur (река Кур). Like the Urmi, the Kur has been joined by 

dozens of small and large named tributaries – and countless unnamed ones – on its journey to 

this confluence. It began its 434 kilometer-long flow in the mountains northeast, only 60 

kilometers west of Komsomolsk-na-Amure. Both the Urmi and the Kur lose their names at 

this junction and are rechristened as the Tunguska River (река Тунгуска).  

 

The newly-minted Tunguska takes over as the Yevreyskaya-Khabarovskiy border and flows 

86 kilometers southeast (50 as the crow flies) until its end on the left bank of the Amur a 

little north of Khabarovsk. Approximately 20 kilometers southwest of the Tunguska-Amur 

confluence is the tri-part border among the Jewish Oblast, Khabarovskiy Krai, and the 

People’s Republic of China.  
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➢ Km 8435: Urmi (платформа Урми) – This miniscule maybe settlement (for it’s really 

nothing more than a signpost along the railway) is also named for its nearby river, the Urmi 

(реки Урми).  

 

➢ Km 8442: Platform 8442 (платформа 8442).  

 

➢ Km 8449: Olgokhta (станция Ольгохта) – A tiny village of some 70 persons that runs along 

the north side of the rail line and along Highway M58 for almost two kilometers. Five 

kilometers due north flows the wildly meandering Urmi River, but its flood plain easily 

extends five kilometers in all directions. Thus, at the northern edge of town – there is 

nothing. Seen from the air, the several hundred square kilometers above Olgokhta are an 

uninhabitable, non-traversable, wasteland of marsh and rivers. The junctions of the Urmi, 

Tunguska, Ulika, Kur, and Amer Rivers all take place within this watery zone.  

 

➢ Km 8456: Platform 8456 (платформа 8456).  

 

➢ Km 8460: Confluence of the Urmi (река Урми) and Kur (река Кур) Rivers – Fifteen 

kilometers north of the rail line, about midway between Olgokhta and Volochayevka 

(Волочаевка), the right tributary, 458 kilometer-long Urmi River joins the left tributary, 434 

kilometer-long Kur River. At that confluence, both rivers lose their names and a new river, 

the 86 kilometer-long Tunguska (река Тунгуска) is born. From here, the Tunguska travels 

southeast until its union on the left bank of the Amur which it joins about 15 kilometers 

downriver north from Khabarovsk. The Tunguska is famous – infamous or notorious might 

be better word choices – for its extraordinary wide meandering and its enormous floodplain. 

It is a dangerous and uncontrolled river full of oxbows and elbows and hundreds of square 

kilometers of muddy plains.  

 

➢ Km 8461: Lumku-Korani (платформа Лумку-Корани).  

 

➢ Km 8463: Platform 8463 (платформа 8463).  

 

➢ Km 8466: Cross the Poperechka River (река Поперечка) – This minor tributary begins 

approximately 15 kilometers southwest. After passing under the rail line, it first runs about 

three kilometers northeast to Lake Poperechka (озеро Поперечка), a one by two kilometer 

lake; then another seven kilometers northeast to one of the thousands of channels that make 

up the extraordinarily-braided Tunguska River.  

 

➢ Km 8467: Poperechka (платформа Поперечка).  

 

➢ Km 8471: Platform 8471 (платформа 8471).  

 

➢ Km 8474: Volochayevka-1 (станция Волочаевка-первая) – What looks to be a single long 

narrow village built entirely on the north side of the rail line is actually two. Traveling east, 

first comes Partizanskoye (Партизанское), which has a population of about 1,000; next 

comes Volochayevka, which has about 1,150 inhabitants.  
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KM 8474: Volochayevskaya  
Fight Monument 

 

Russian history fans remember 

Volochayevka for the battle in February of 

1922 that took place here. It was one of the 

biggest battles in the final part of the Civil 

War. It took place near the rail station. 

There is a monument called 

“Volochayevskaya Fight” (Волочаевский 

бой) to commemorate it. There is also a 

chapel and common grave at the memorial 

site on June-Coran Hill (сопки Июнь-

Корань). The battle was the prelude to the 

successful takeover of Khabarovsk by the 

Red Army.  

 

➢ Km 8480: Checkpoint Tungusskiy 

(Блокпост Тунгусский).  

 

➢ Km 8481: Branch Line North – Not quite seven kilometers east after passing Volochayevka-

1 Station, a branch line diverges to the left immediately after the Tunguska Signal Post 

(Блокпост Тунгусский) and runs north. It first travels a little less than three kilometers to 

Volochayevka-2 Railway Station (станция Волочаевка-вторая), then another 350 

kilometers northeast to Komsomolsk-na-Amure (Комсомольск-на-Амуре). From there, 

further connections to the BAM east or west can be made. It’s 434 kilometers east to Vanino 

and 468 to Sovetskaya Gavan – both are ports on the Tatar Strait (Татарский пролив) which 

separates Sakhalin Island from the Russian mainland and connects to the Sea of Japan and 

the Pacific Ocean. Traveling west on the BAM from Komsomolsk-na-Amure, it’s 1,471 

kilometers to Tynda; 2,756 kilometers to Severobaikalsk; 3,526 to Bratsk; or 3,819 to 

Taishet, the BAM’s origination point and the connection to the main Trans-Siberian Rail 

Line.  

 

Stations, platforms, or villages along the way northbound from Volochayevka-2 are: 

Danilovka (Даниловка) → Utiniy (Утиный; “Duck”) → Platform 22 (платформа 22) → 

Dzharmen (Джармен) → Karerniy (Карьерный) → Platform 37 (платформа 37) → 

Partizanskiye Sopki (Партизанские Сопки; “Partisan Hills”) → Platform 52 (платформа 

52) → Darga (Дарга) → Dzhelyumken (Джелюмкен) → Vandan (Вандан) → Forel 

(Форель) → Dalnevostochniy (Дальневосточный; “Far East”) → Litovko (Литовко) → 

Razezd 12 (разъезд 12) → Sanboli (Санболи) → Platform 148 (платформа 148) → Nuskhi 

(Нусхи) → Selgon (Сельгон) → Razezd 18 (разъезд 18) → Khavchen (Хaвчен) → 

Kazarma (Казарма; “Barracks”) → Platform 207 (платформа 207) → Platform 213 

(платформа 213) → Razezd 21 (разъезд 21) → Yuzniy (Южный) → Bolon (Болонь) → 

Razezd Kharkov (разъезд Харьков) → Mengon (Менгон) → Teisin (Тейсин) → Elban 

(Эльбан) → Ulbinka (Ульбинка) → Podali (Подали) → Izvestkovaya (Известковая; 

“Limestone”) → Malmyzh (Малмыж) → Miylki (Мылки) → Khurba (Хурба) → and 

Komsomolsk-na-Amure.  
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Saint Nicholas “Lipensky”  
Russian Icon from 1294 held at Lipnya 
Church of St. Nicholas in Novgorod. 

The actual junction with the BAM Line east is about 16 kilometers south of the main station; 

the junction west on the BAM is not quite five kilometers west before reaching the station. In 

all cases however, there would be a change of train in Komsomolsk-na-Amure.  

 

➢ Km 8485: Dezhnyovka (станция Дежнёвка) – A handful of buildings along the north side 

of the tracks. The considerably larger village of Kamiyshovka (Камышовка) is two 

kilometers to the northwest.  

 

➢ Km 8491: Sovkhoznaya (платформа Совхозная) – A couple of dozen houses sandwiched 

between the north side of the rail tracks and the south side of Highway M58.  

 

➢ Km 8493: Klyuchevaya (платформа Ключевая; 

“Place of Springs”) – The small village is called 

Klyuchevoye (Ключевое). It lies between the rail and 

the Highway.  

 

➢ Km 8496: Nikolaevka (станция Николаевка) – This 

little town is misleading in the sense that it appears to 

be a small village built along both sides of the rail 

line, but in fact it is a much larger town of 7,900 

inhabitants extending from two to five kilometers 

north – all the way to the Tunguska River. There is a 

four kilometer-long branch line that runs north, and 

along with several side spurs, serves the entire town.  

 

There are well over 100 villages and towns named 

“Nikolaevka” in Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, Bulgaria, 

Kazakhstan, and Moldova. They keep their names for 

they are not in honor of Tsar Nicholas II of Russia of 

the early 20th Century but for Saint Nicholas 

(Николай Чудотворец; ca. 270-343) of the 4th 

Century. He is a particularly holy and revered figure in 

Orthodoxy and a forerunner of Santa Claus.  

 

Also known as “Nicholas the Wonderworker,” he had a reputation for secret gift-giving, such 

as putting coins in the shoes of those who left them out for him. He is one of only a few 

saints to be so highly regarded in the Anglican, Roman Catholic, Lutheran, and Orthodox 

faiths. Nicholas is the patron saint of sailors, merchants, archers, thieves, children, 

pawnbrokers, and students. There are many accounts of his various miracles and his 

generosity. His holy relics are divided in two churches in Bari and Venice, Italy.  

 

➢ Km 8504: Entusiastov (платформа Энтузиастов; “Enthusiast”) – A dacha village.  

 

➢ Km 8506: Priamurskaya (станция Приамурская) – The town’s name is Priamurskiy 

(Приамурский); it has a population of just over 4,000. Depending on the direction of the 

train, this is usually claimed to be either the last – or the first – town in Yevreyskaya. Its 
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The Protection of Our 
Most Holy Lady Theotokos 

Many Orthodox churches worldwide 
are named after the Pokrov Feast of 
the Intercession. Probably the most 
famous is St. Basil’s Cathedral in Red 
Square, Moscow, which is officially 
titled: “the Cathedral of the 
Intercession of Our Lady on the Moat” 
(Собор Покрова пресвятой 
Богородицы, что на Рву) or more 
simply as the “Intercession Cathedral” 
(Храм Покрова на рву).  

name literally translates as “Near the Amur (River).” In fact there are two more villages a 

little bit east of here before crossing the Amur River that are more “near” the Amur, but they 

are not equal in “town” status. The train reaches them soon enough.  

 

Priamurskiy has had other names in the past. From its 

founding by Russian settlers several centuries earlier 

until 1935 it was called “Pokrovka” (Покровка), 

which although literally means “cover” or “covering,” 

refers to Orthodox Church Slavonic “Pokrov” 

(Покровъ), which means “protection.” This in turn 

refers to the Virgin Mary who spread her cloak wide 

to cover and protect a group of kneeling supplicants. 

In Russia, it is celebrated as the most important 

solemnity after the Twelve Great Feasts. In Eastern 

Orthodoxy, it is known as the Intercession of the 

Theotokos (“God Mother”), the Protection of Our 

Most Holy Lady, the Protecting Veil of Our Lady, the 

Protection of the Theotokos, or the Feast of the 

Intercession.  

 

It was re-named in 1935 to “Molotov” (Молотов) 

after Vyacheslav Molotov (Вячеслав Михайлович 

Молотов; 1890-1986), Soviet party and state leader. 

He was one of the top leaders of the Communist Party 

from 1921 until 1957. The village kept his name until 

1958 when it was re-named after the Amur River.  

 

Heading east over the next several kilometers, until the 

great bridge over the Amur, there is one of the most 

complex river delta and floodplain watershed systems 

to be found anywhere on Earth. To begin, the Amur 

River, which for the last several hundred kilometers 

has run a gently northeast course, makes a fairly 

dramatic left turn– and proceeds to run more sharply to 

the north. From Khabarovsk, where it ceases to be the 

border with China, the Amur travels close to 1,000 

kilometers, passing Komsomolsk-na-Amure along the way, until its mouth at Nikolayevsk-

na-Amure (Николаевск-на-Амуре) at the Amur Liman (Амурский лиман) and Gulf of 

Sakhalin (Сахалинский залив), which separate the Russian mainland from Sakhalin Island 

(Остров Сахалин). This is also an entrance to the Sea of Okhotsk (Охотское морé).  

 

At the same time, at Khabarovsk, the Amur is joined from the south by the 900 kilometer-

long north-flowing Ussuri River (реки Успенский). For almost all of its length, it serves as 

the border between Russia and China – until here, its end. Adding to this enormous 

confluence, 20 kilometers north, the Tunguska River (река Тунгуска) enters from the west 
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Bolshoy Ussuriysky/Heixiazi Island 
Bolshoi Ussuriysky (остров Большой Уссурийский) 
or Heixiazi Island (Chinese: 黑瞎子島; pinyin: Hēi 
xiāzi Dǎo) is the largest of some 90 islands and islets 
in the middle of the Amur and Ussuri Rivers at their 
confluence demarcating the border between Russia 
and China. The island is surrounded by the Amur 
River to the north and the Ussuri (Amur Channel) 
to the south. Its western edge is another channel of 
the Amur. The island is approximately nine 
kilometers wide by 35 kilometers long. It has an area 
of about 340 km². Its full length – were its northern 
or southern edge the border – would make up less 
than two percent of the Russian-Chinese frontier, 
which stretches to some 4,300 kilometers (2,670 
miles) and is one of the longest land borders on the 
planet. The second-largest island in midstream is the 
Tarabarov (остров Тарабаров) or to the Chinese, 
the Yinlong (Chinese: 银龙島; pinyin: Yín long 
Dǎo).  
 
For more than 200 years, Bolshoy 
Ussuriyskiy/Heixiazi Island was the site of a 
territorial dispute between Russia and China. 
However in 2005, after years of negotiation and 
compromise, the Russian Duma and the Chinese 
People's Congress approved an agreement whereby 
Russia transferred approximately 174 km² of 
territory – about one-third of Bolshoy 
Ussuriyskiy/Heixiazi and all of Tarabarov/Yinlong – 
to China. In return, certain other mid-channel 
parcels were agreed upon or exchanged. The actual 
handover took place on October 14, 2008. 
Although the Russian Press decried that: “World's 
biggest country becomes a little bit smaller,” the 
fact is that if the border were drawn relying upon 
the usual standard of international law, that is the 
“main channel principle,” the two islands, in full, 
would have more than likely passed to China.  

and adds its flow to the Amur. The Tunguska serves as part of the regional boundary between 

the Jewish Oblast and Khabarovskiy Krai for its entire length of 86 kilometers.  

 

Finally, at this very busy tri-river union, 

none of the rivers flows in a single 

channel. In varying degrees, they have all 

broken up into multi-braided channels. 

None of them end neatly or in one piece at 

the Amur, nor does the Amur flow in one 

path – all divide into many separate arms. 

Technically, these are called distributaries 

– they are the opposite of tributaries. That 

is, they are streams that branch off and 

flow away from a main stream, most 

usually at its end. Although they are most 

commonly found at river deltas, they can 

occur anywhere where one flowing body 

of water meets another. The phenomenon 

is also known as river bifurcation. Both the 

Ussuri and the Tunguska end with a number of distributary channels at their mouths on the 

Amur.  

 

In places, it’s difficult to decide which river is which – the only way to tell in some cases is 

to drop a cork and determine the direction of the water’s flow. Even that can be misleading as 
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sometimes a watercourse’s upper level may flow differently than its subsurface current. For 

example, the final 40 kilometers of what should be the Ussuri – is not the Ussuri, it’s called 

the Amurskaya Protoka (Амурская Протокa; “Amur Channel”) because a 28 kilometer-long 

rogue side branch of the Amur breaks away from its main course 60 kilometers upriver from 

Khabarovsk near the Chinese village of Fuyuan (Chinese: 抚远; pinyin: Fǔ yuǎn). The side 

branch, which the Russians call the Kazakevichevo Channel (Казакевичева протока) and 

the Chinese call the Tongjiang River (Chinese: 通江河; pinyin; Tōng jiāng hé; lit., “Through 

River”), pours millions of gallons of water into the Ussuri making its mouth the earliest 

confluence point of the Amur and the Ussuri – and thus the technical end of the Ussuri and a 

continuation of the Amur.  

 

This breakaway branch also creates at least four large islands and a great many small ones. 

The largest is Bolshoy Ussuriysky Island (остров Большой Уссурийский) at 35 kilometers 

long and nine kilometers wide at its widest point. That widest point, roughly midway through 

the island, is not only the border between the two countries; its northern end is the tri-point 

boundary where the Jewish Oblast, Khabarovskiy Krai, and China come together. It is also 

the northeasternmost point of China.  

 
In China, the Bolshoy Ussuriysky is known as Heixiazi Island (Chinese: 黑瞎子島; pinyin: 

Hēi xiāzi Dǎo; lit., “Black Blind Island”). There are bridges to it from both Russia and China. 

On the island, there is a road from north to south that divides it and acts as the frontier. There 

are no customs or immigration facilities as this is not a legal crossing. The Russians and 

Chinese share the island which is inhabited on both sides of the border, though very sparsely.  

 

➢ Km 8507: Branch Line South – This nine kilometer-long spur runs due south parallel to the 

left bank of the Protoka Pemzenskaya (Протока Пемзенская) all the way to the twin Amur 

River villages of Osinovka (Осиновка) and Vladimirovka (Владимировка). The “Channel” 

Pemzenskaya is a 12 kilometer-long left sidearm of the Amur.  

 

➢ Km 8508: Cross the Ozero Bolshoye (озеро Большое; “Big Lake”) – This 500 meter-wide 

by six kilometer-long lake is a partially isolated oxbow channel fed by a distributary of the 

Tunguska River at its northern end and by the Amur’s Protoka Pemzenskaya at its southern 

end. It is but one small component of the complex river system mentioned above.  

 

➢ Km 8509: Block Post Pokrovskiy (станция Пост Покровский) – This is a large dacha 

village on both sides of the rail line tightly wedged in between the Ozero Bolshoye to the 

west and the Amur to the south and east. Everything here is mere meters above the average 

Amur River waterline and subject to occasional flooding. The passenger platforms are by Km 

8509; the Post is by Km 8510.  
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KM 8510-17: “Secret” Railway Tunnel under the Amur River 

KM 8510: Amur River Tunnel Western Portal 

➢ Km 8510: Branch Line Underground – Exactly four kilometers east of Priamurskaya Station 

a less than 200 meter-long spur veers to the left (north) and disappears underground. This is 

the western portal entrance to the 

Amur River Tunnel (Тоннель под 

Амуром западный портал), a single-

track railway tunnel of 7,198 meters 

length. Although the occasional 

passenger train uses the tunnel, it’s 

most commonly used by freight trains.  

 

Built in secret between 1937 and 1941 

and opened in 1942, the tunnel’s 

purpose was to have a more secure 

alternative to transit the Amur River. 

At the time of its construction, Soviet 

relations with Japan and by extension, 

China, were at an all-time low. The 

Japanese had invaded Manchuria in 

1931 and the Russians thereafter lost the Chinese Eastern Railroad (Китайско-Восточная 

железная дорога), their former line to Harbin, Vladivostok, and Port Arthur. Bridges are 

subject to aerial bombardment. Joseph Stalin personally ordered the completion of the tunnel 

in record time before the outbreak of the Great Patriotic War. Thousands of laborers were 

employed including hundreds of conscript prisoners in the Tunguska quarries. To this day, it 

remains the only underwater construction on the railways of Russia.  

 

➢ Km 8511: Imeni Telmana (Посёлок Имени Тельмана) – This settlement primarily of 

dachas is the last village (or the first if traveling west) on the left bank (west side) of the 

Amur River. It is easily as large as Priamurskiy but occupies a lot of what might be 

considered very risky ground. Everything as far as the eye can see is marshland, estuary, or 

sedimentary – all surrounded by moving water. It’s bounded by the Ozero Bolshoye to the 

west; several channels of the Amur to the east; and the railroad to the south.  
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KM 8515: Khabarovsk Amur Bridge 
Longest on the Trans-Siberian Railroad 

 

➢ Km 8511: Branch Line North – A little over five kilometers east of the Priamurskaya Rail 

Station another spur line branches off, this one to the right (south). The single-track spur 

promptly runs under the M58 Highway, then turns left (north) and runs under the main line 

of the railroad. Altogether, including its various extensions, the spur runs a total of five 

kilometers along a left-bank channel (west side) of the Amur River to a stone quarry and 

several industrial sites. It ends on the water at Pokrovka-Pier (Покровка-Пристань).  

 

➢ Km 8512-8515: Cross the Amur River (река Амур) – At a little more than 2½ kilometers, 

the Khabarovsk Bridge (Хабаровский Мост) over the Amur is the longest span of the Trans-

Siberian Railroad. The first permanent bridge across the river was completed in 1916 and 

allowed trains to operate year-round 

without using ferries or temporary rails 

(which were set on top of the river ice).  

 

During the Great Patriotic War, from 1937 

to 1942, a secret seven kilometer-long 

underground/underwater tunnel was built 

below the Amur for strategic reasons. It’s 

still used, but mostly by freight trains.  

 

In 1999, a new bridge was completed next 

to the old one. It has two levels, one for 

cars and one for trains – cars ride on top. 

The former bridge was subsequently 

dismantled. The new bridge is depicted on 

the reverse side of Russia’s largest 

banknote, the 5,000 Ruble.  

 

The bridge actually crosses several separate channels of the Amur. If traveling east, one first 

passes Priamurskiy, then the Ozero Bolshoye, then Post Pokrovskiy. Immediately after Imeni 

Telmana, the train enters the two-level bridge on the bottom level. A twin-lane roadway 

comes alongside on the right (south) and joins the route; it runs on top. The bridge 

immediately crosses over the first channel of the Amur; it is only 50 meters across. The train 

then rides over an uninhabitable island of river mud and marsh about 500 meters wide. Next 

the bridge crosses a second channel, this one also about 50 meters in width. Finally, another 

325 meter stretch over land and a little beach – and then the main stem of the Amur.  

 

The Amur’s main course at this point is almost 1,500 meters wide – a little less than one mile 

– and this is one of the river’s narrowest sections, easier to build a bridge. The crossing is 

exactly where the Amur is joined by the 12 kilometer-long left channel Protoka 

Pemzenskaya. Upon reaching its right bank (east side), the road veers to the left and the train 

tracks turn to the right. There is a commemorative post on this shore overlooking the river 

and bridge. It’s viewable on the 5,000 Ruble note. From here, it’s only a few more kilometers 

to Khabarovsk’s main rail station.  
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Russia’s Largest Banknote – the 5000 Ruble, honoring Count 
Muravyov-Amurskiy on obverse, the Khabarovsk Amur River Bridge on reverse 

The Amur River (Russian: река Амyр; Chinese: 黑龙江; pinyin: Hēi lóng Jiāng, lit., “Black 

Dragon River; Mongolian: Хар Мөрөн or Амар Мөрөн; Khar Mörön or Amar Mörön; 

Manchu: Sahaliyan Ula) has come a very long way to reach here. Essentially, its beginnings 

are found where northeastern Mongolia, the northwestern section of China’s Province of 

Inner Mongolia, and Russia come together. On the Trans-Manchurian Rail Line, this is near 

the border crossing of Zabaikalsk-Manzhouli. Zabaikalsk is the Russian city on the northern 

side of the border; Manzhouli is the Chinese city on the southern side. They are separated by 

several kilometers. The Amur has multiple sources and several of them join or contribute 

near this location.  

 

Although there is some academic disagreement, most hydrologists would agree that the 

primary source of the Amur is found in the western slopes of the northern Greater Khingan 

Mountains in Inner Mongolia – not too far from the border with northern Manchuria, or 

about 200 kilometers northeast of the city of Hailar, 600 kilometers northwest of Harbin, or 

400 kilometers due west of Blagoveshchensk.  

 

The Greater Khingan Range (Russian: Большой Хинган Хребет; Chinese: 大兴安岭; pinyin: 

Dà Xīng'ān lǐng; Mongolian: Их Хянганы нуруу; Manchu: Amba Hinggan) is a volcanic 

mountain range in northeastern China extending roughly 1,200 kilometers from north to 

south. The range divides the plain of northern Manchuria to the east from the Mongolian 

Plateau of Inner Mongolia to the west. In English, the Greater Khingan Mountains are just as 

commonly referred to as the Greater Hinggan Range.  

 

A tiny source stream begins here near the village of Lingnan (Chinese: 岭南; pinyin: Lǐng 

nán; “South Ridge”). At this early stage it is called the Ku Duerhe (Chinese: 苦读二河; 

pinyin: Kǔ dú èr hé). It flows southwest more than 150 kilometers until it’s joined by the 125 

kilometer-long Kelihe (Chinese: 颗粒和河; pinyin: Kē lì hé). Their confluence is at the 

mountain town of Wuer Qihanzhen (乌尔旗汉真; pinyin: Wū ěr qí hàn zhēn) – and here they 

each change their names to the Hailar River (Chinese: 海拉尔河; pinyin: Hǎi lā'ěr hé).  

 

From this junction, the Hailar twists and turns its way over 175 kilometers southwest across 

the Inner Mongolian steppe until it reaches the city of Hailar (Chinese: 海拉尔; pinyin: Hǎi 

lā'ěr). There it is joined by its major tributary, the Yimin River (Chinese: 伊敏河; pinyin: Yī 
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The Kherlen River – alternate source of the Amur 

mǐn hé) which has flowed more than 250 kilometers from the south to reach its end here at 

Hailar.  

 

Now the doubled-in-size Hailar River continues winding its way northwest about 250 
kilometers until it meets the flow (not in all years) from the Quanhe (Chinese: 泉涸河; 

pinyin: Quán hé), a river and canal that originates at the Mongolian/Inner Mongolian Lakes 

Hulun Nuur and Buir Nuur. 

The confluence point is 

approximately 30 kilometers 

east of Manzhouli (Russian: 

Маньчжурия; Chinese: 满洲里

; pinyin: Mǎn zhōu lǐ). At the 

confluence, the Hailar and 

Quanhe lose their names and 

become the Argun – which in 

English is also sometimes 

called the Ergune (Russian: 

Аргунь; Chinese: 额尔古纳河; 

pinyin: Éěr gǔ nà hé; 

Mongolian: Эргүнэ мөрөн, 

Ergüne mörön; Manchu: 

Ergune bira).  

 

The Argun’s total length is 

1,620 kilometers: that number 

includes the 600 plus 

kilometers it was called the 

Hailar and its originating tributary and the following 1,000 kilometers it flows as the Argun – 

and as the border between Russia and China. It keeps the name Argun until it joins with the 

Shilka River at Ust-Strelka (Усть-стрелка) and the two become the Amur.  

 

The length of the Amur – from where it is designated as the Amur – is 2,824 kilometers. The 

length of the Argun (all of it) is 1,620 kilometers. The total for the two: 4,444 kilometers 

(2,761 miles). That’s the usual number seen when citing the Amur as the world’s 10th longest 

river.  

 

But occasionally one sees the Amur listed as the world’s 8th longest river at 5,052 kilometers 

(3,139 miles). How is that?  

 

Well, it’s true – but it’s true only in wet years. We’ll return to the Argun in a moment, but 

first it’s necessary to digress to the Amur’s secondary source and its story. As mentioned, at 

the confluence point 30 kilometers east of Zabaikalsk-Manzhouli where the Argun becomes 

the Argun, the tributary River Quanhe is not constant. Its flow is occasional depending on the 

amount of precipitation in any given year. In years with a great deal of rain or snow, there 

can be a great volume of water contributing to the flow of the Argun because in high 

precipitation years, the normally exitless Lake Hulun overflows at its northern end and the 
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Heilongjiang (黑龙江) – Black Dragon River 
In western mythology, the dragon is an evil and 
dangerous creature: fire-breathing, horns and claws, a 
vicious serpentine tail, and an appetite for man. Not so 
in Asia, and especially not so in China. There, the dragon 
is a noble animal of the heavens and sometimes kind to 
humans. In ancient China, only the Emperor could wear 
robes embroidered with dragon emblems – a sign of 
supreme power.  
 
It is said that a long time ago when there were no rivers 
but only the vast eastern sea, there lived four great 
dragons: the Black Dragon, Yellow Dragon, Long 
Dragon, and Pearl Dragon. They lived high in the clouds 
and frolicked there. One day, they saw a spiral of 
fragrant smoke coming up from Earth and when they 
looked down they saw many people praying and making 
offerings of fruits and cakes. The people were praying to 
the Jade Emperor for rain for their land was parched and 
dry and their rice crops were dying. Famine was 
everywhere and the people were starving.  
 
Having pity for them, the dragons flew to the Heavenly 
Palace of the Jade Emperor and pleaded for relief from 
the drought. The Lord of the Heavens was not pleased to 
see them, nor was he inclined to help. Reluctantly 
however, he agreed to send rain – sometime.  
 
Ten days passed and still there was no rain. The people 
ate bark and grass and then white clay. The dragons 
decided to help the people – without the Jade Emperor’s 
permission.  

water runs north 30 kilometers to the 

confluence with the Hailar. In dry 

years, the Mongolian lakes have no 

need of an exit for their inflow and 

contribute nothing to an outflow.  

 

The secondary source of the Argun – in 

addition to the Hailar – is found at 

Lake Hulun (Russian: озеро Хулун; 

Chinese: 呼伦湖; pinyin: Hūlún Hú; 

Mongolian: Хөлөн нуур; Khölön 

Nuur; lit. “Foot-Lake,” also known as 

Dalai Nuur, lit., “Great Ocean Lake”), 

a sizeable body of water some 30 

kilometers wide by 90 kilometers long. 

It’s a popular summer resort area in 

northwestern Inner Mongolia about 30 

kilometers south of Manzhouli.  

 

Hulun Lake is in turn is linked by the 

Wuerxun he (Chinese: 乌尔逊河; 

pinyin: Wū ěr xùn hé), a small river that 

runs about 135 kilometers south to 

Lake Buir (Chinese: 湖呼伦贝尔; 

pinyin: Hú hūlún bèi'ěr; Mongolian: 

Буйр нуур; Buir Nuur). Buir Lake is 

smaller than Hulun; it’s about 20 by 35 

kilometers and almost entirely in 

Mongolia. Only its western edge is in 

Chinese Inner Mongolia.  

 

One of the headwaters that feeds into 

Lake Buir, and thus eventually also into 

Lake Hulun, is the Ha Lahahe 

(Chinese: 哈拉哈河; pinyin: Hā lā hā 

hé). Ending at Lake Buir, if traced 

upstream, it runs more than 200 

kilometers southeast, most of which 

serves as part of the China-Mongolia 

border. That’s one alternate source, but 

there is yet another source – even 

longer.  

 

The greatest inflow into either of the 

twin lakes is the Kherlen River, also 

known as the Kerülen (Russian: река 
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Heilongjiang (黑龙江) – continued 
They flew to the eastern sea and scooped up the water in 
their mouths. They flew back to the clouds over where 
the people lived which made them dark and they sprayed 
their water onto the ground. They did this many times 
and the people rejoiced for the rain and the crops 
returned.  
 
The Sea God was not happy and complained to the Jade 
Emperor that the dragons had stolen his water. Angered 
at their actions, the Jade Emperor summoned the four 
dragons: “You have disobeyed me and given the people 
rain against my wishes. Therefore you will be punished,” 
he said. Turning to the Mountain God, he commanded: 
“Take four mountains to place upon them so that they 
may dwell forever in the land they love so dearly!”  
 
Knowing that they could not fight against the powers of 
Heaven, the four dragons were each imprisoned under a 
mountain. The Black Dragon was placed in the far north; 
the Yellow Dragon in the middle of the country; the 
Long Dragon in the south, and the Pearl Dragon was put 
the southernmost of all. Yet even buried under their 
mountains, the dragons did not regret what they had 
done, nor did they forget the starving people. 
Determined to help them forever, the four dragons 
turned themselves into rivers, which flowed around high 
mountains and down into the valleys and plains. They 
crossed the land from west to east and the people they 
so loved came to live on their banks. So the rivers were 
named: 
 
• the northern Hēilóngjiāng (黑龙江) or “Black 

Dragon River,” which flows across the top of China;  
• the Huánghé (黄河) or “Yellow River” which flows 

through central China;  
• the Chángjiāng (长江) or “Long River” in the south 

known as the Yangtze;  
• and the Zhūjiāng (珠江) or “Pearl River” which lies 

in the southernmost province of Guangdong.  

Херлен; Chinese: 克鲁伦河; pinyin: 

Kè lǔ lún hé; Mongolian: Хэрлэн 

гол). At the mouth of the Kherlen on 

Hulun Nuur, there are three tiny 

Mongolian villages. The people are 

welcoming but there are no facilities 

for visitors.  

 

The Kherlen enters the south end of 

Hulun Nuur after traveling some 1,200 

kilometers from the southern slopes of 

the Khentii Mountains (Mongolian: 

Хэнтийн нуруу) of northern 

Mongolia. The source is nearby 

Burkha Khaldun (Mongolian: Бурхан 

Халдун), the most sacred mountain of 

Mongolia. It is thought to be both the 

birthplace and location of the tomb of 

Temüjin, otherwise known as Genghis 

Khan (Mongolian: Чингис Хаан; c. 

1162-1227). It’s about 180 kilometers 

northeast of Ulaanbaatar (Mongolian: 

Улаанбаатар).  

 

The Kherlen flows through the city of 

Choibalsan (Mongolian: Чойбалсан) 

along the way to Hulun Nuur. 

Choibalsan is the closet city to the site 

of the Soviet/Mongolian – Japanese 

Battle of Khalkhin Gol (Mongolian: 

Халхын голын байлдаан; Russian: 

бои на реке Халхин-Гол; Chinese: 诺

门坎事件; pinyin: Nuò méng kǎn shì 

jiàn; Japanese: ノモンハン事件 

Romanization: Nomonhan jiken). 

There is a museum in town dedicated 

to Georgy Zhukov (Георгий 

Константинович Жyков; 1896-

1974), hero of the battle.  

 

If one adds the 1,254 kilometers of the Kherlen and the 30 kilometers of the Quanhe to the 

944 kilometers of the Argun (the kilometers only when it is the Argun; i.e., without the 

Hailar) to the 2,824 kilometers of the Amur – it totals 5,052 kilometers. Thus one sees the 

Hailar-Argun-Amur River quoted as 4,444 kilometers and the Kherlen-Argun-Amur River 

cited as 5,052 kilometers. Both figures are correct.  
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Returning now to the Argun, with or without the flow of the Kherlen, the Hailar 

nomenclature ends and the Argun is the border for the next 944 kilometers. When it reaches 

the settlement of Ust-Strelka on the Russian side of the river, it merges with the 560 

kilometer-long Shilka. The confluence of the Argun and Shilka Rivers forms the 

Amur/Heilongjiang and the Shilka and Argun both lose their names. The confluence point is 

directly across the river from the boundary line between China’s provinces of Inner 

Mongolia and northern Manchuria. There’s no Chinese village nearby but the area is called 

Enhehadazhen (Chinese: 恩和哈达镇; pinyin: Ēn hé hādá zhèn). There is a radar installation 

there.  

 

The confluence, and thus the technical beginning of the Amur/Heilongjiang, is about 60 

kilometers southwest of the Chinese “Arctic Village” of Beiji Xiang (Chinese: 北极村), 80 

kilometers northwest above Mohé City (Chinese: 漠河; pinyin: Mòhé); or on the Russian 

side, 70 kilometers southeast of Amazar (Амазар), or 75 kilometers southwest of Yerofei 

Pavlovich (Ерофей Павлович).  

 

From here, the Amur slowly makes a great clockwise arc to the southeast for about 700 

kilometers until it reaches Blagoveshchensk, Russia and Heihe, China – having picked up a 

major right tributary, the Huma River (Chinese: 呼玛河; pinyin: Hū mǎ hé) at the Chinese 

town of Huma (Chinese: 呼玛; pinyin: Hū mǎ; Russian: Кумары) along the way.  

 

At Blagoveshchensk, the Amur more than doubles its size when it is joined by its largest left 

tributary, the Zeya River. Immediately before the point of this confluence, the Amur ranges 

from 600 to 700 meters across. The Zeya averages from 1,200 to 1,400 meters wide at its 

end.  

 

From Blagoveshchensk the Amur continues its flow southeast another 650 kilometers to 
Tongjiang (Chinese: 同江; pinyin: Tóngjiāng), all the while gathering to itself innumberable 

named and unnamed tributaries and all the while serving as the Russo-Sino border. At 

Tongjiang, the Amur is joined by its very largest tributary, the 1,927 kilometer-long Songhua 
River (Chinese: 松花江; pinyin: Sōnghuā Jiāng; Russian: река Сунгари; “Sungari”), which 

has come up from Harbin (Chinese: 哈尔滨; pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn; Russian: Харбин), Jilin City 

(Chinese: 吉林市; pinyin: Jílín Shì), and ultimately from its source waters at the border 

region of North Korea.  

 

After the confluence with the Songhua/Sungari, the Amur turns northeast, and flows 

approximately 250 kilometers toward Khabarovsk where it is joined by the 897 kilometer-

long Ussuri River (Russian: река Уссури; Chinese: 乌苏里江; pinyin: Wū sū lǐ jiāng) which 

has come up from above Vladivostok and has also been the border between China and 

Russia. At their union, both the Amur and Ussuri cease defining the Russia-China border.  

 

From Khabarovsk the Amur flows more than 1,000 kilometers north and a bit east to its end a 

little downstream from Nikolayevsk-na-Amure where it empties into the Tatar Strait 

(Татарский пролив) just below the Sea of Ohkotsk (Охотское морé) near the top of 

Sakhalin Island (остров Сахалин). Along the way it passes the cities of Amursk (Амyрск) 

and Komsomolsk-na-Amure.  
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Nevelskoy Monument 
at Vladivostok 

 

Not too distant before its mouth on the Tatary Strait, the Amur is joined by its last great 

tributary, the 723 kilometer-long Amgun (река Амгyнь). It begins in the southeast Stanovoy 

Mountains, about 80 kilometers east of Chegdomyn, and flows northeast until its confluence 

on the Amur about 100 kilometers upriver from Nikolayevsk-na-Amure.  

 

From Nikolayevsk, the Amur flows southeast its final 30 kilometers into an ever-widening 

delta on the Strait of Tatar which here is called the Amur Liman (Амурский лиман). A 

“liman” is an estuary. At Nikolayevsk, the river is approximately two and a half kilometers 

wide; halfway down to its end, it is six kilometers across; 

and at its mouth it is twelve. From the union with the sea, 

it is approximately 60 kilometers north to the Gulf of 

Sakhalin (Сахалинский залив) and the Sea of Ohkotsk or 

50 kilometers due east to northern Sakhalin Island.  

 

Both the liman and gulf are immediately north of the 

Nevel Strait (Пролив Невельского) which is the most 

narrow section of the 900 kilometer-long Strait of Tatar. 

Its length is 56 kilometers and its width at its narrowest 

point is 7.3 kilometers. It is named after Gennady 

Nevelskoy (Геннадий Иванович Невельской; 1813-76) 

who discovered and mapped the channel in 1849. It was 

his Amur Expedition that proved Sakhalin was an island. 

Previously, it had been thought to be a long peninsula. 

There are several monuments in his honor in Vladivostok 

and Nikolayevsk-na-Amure. He is buried in St. 

Petersburg’s Novodevichy Cemetery.  

 

By ship from the mouth of the Amur, it’s close to 850 

kilometers due south to the northernmost point of Japan, 

the port city of Wakkanai (Japanese: 稚内) on the island of 

Hokkaido (Japanese: 北海道). Staying in Russia, it is 

1,000 kilometers by sea to the port of Korsakov (Корсаков) at the southern end of Sakhalin. 

Korsakov is 40 kilometers south of Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk (Южно-Сахалинск), Sakhalin is an 

oblast and Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk is its capital and only major city. We’ll visit there when we 

take the BAM (Chapter Six).  
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➢ Km 8513: Yevreyskaya – Khabarovskiy Krai Border – In crossing the Amur River, the train 

also passes the provincial boundary between the Jewish Autonomous Oblast and 

Khabarovskiy Krai (Хабаровский край). There is no time zone change at this border as the 

clock already moved forward one hour when the train entered Yevreyskaya (that Oblast used 

to be part of Khabarovskiy Krai). It remains Moscow Time plus seven hours (MT + 7).  

 

Khabarovsk Territory is very large; in fact it is the 4th largest region of Russia. It shares its 

southern border with Yevreyskaya, China, and Primorskiy Krai (Vladivostok); its west is 

bounded by Amur Oblast and the Sakha Republic (Yakutiya); its northern frontier is topped 

by Magadan Oblast (Магаданская oбласть); and its eastern side faces three distinct 

maritime bodies of the Pacific Ocean: the Sea of Okhotsk , the Tatary Strait, and the Sea of 

Japan. As large as it is, the territory is very lightly populated, only about 1,350,000 persons. 

A little less than half of them, about 600,000, live in the administrative capital and largest 

city, Khabarovsk.  

 

The southern section of the oblast is mixed deciduous forest; the central region is low and 

swampy; the northern region is taiga, then tundra. Most of the inhabitants live in the south, 

although many indigenous peoples such as the Evenks, Negidals, Ulchs, Nanai, Oroch, 

Udege, and Amur Nivkhs, primarily live in the north. They are paleo-Siberian and 

Mongolian in origin. Some have reindeer cultures; others have maritime cultures based on 

walrus and whale on the Sea of Okhotsk.  

 

Almost all of these various tribes (and there are many others) are today measured in the 

several thousands of persons, not tens of thousands. Some maintain their aboriginal 

languages, mostly belonging in the Manchu-Tungus group. Also referred to as the 

“Tungusic” family of languages, it has traditionally been linked with the Turkic and 

Mongolian languages of the Altaic group. Other comparative linguists have speculated that 

the Tungusic languages might be related to the Korean, Japanese, and Ainu languages. 

Although a generalization, it is safe yet unfortunate to say that all of the minority languages, 

indeed many of the people, are endangered. Many of these languages have ended the 20th 

Century with no living native speakers. It is almost without question that most will not 

survive the 21st Century.  

 

➢ Km 8515: Amur (станция Амур) – Only the occasional local train might ever stop here. It’s 

less than one kilometer after crossing over to the right bank (east side) of the Amur River.  

 

➢ Km 8515: Branch Line North – Here a minor spur line branches left and travels about four 

kilometers north. It follows along the east side of the Amur River bank to several industrial 

sites.  

 

➢ Km 8516: Exit the Amur River Tunnel Eastern Portal (Тоннель под Амуром восточный 

портал) – This is where the tunnel under the Amur River re-emerges. Its single-track re-joins 

the main line of the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 8518: Severnaya (платформа Северная; “North”) – A northern suburban platform.  
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KM 8523: Khabarovsk-1 Railway Station 
This is the latest incarnation of the station. The first 
was a 100 square meter, one-story wooden building 
in 1897. It was burned down by Japanese troops in 
1920. The second, in neo-Russian style, was 
completed in 1935. At 80 times the floor space of 
that station, the new station of 1966 took on the 
appearance of today’s station. In March of 2000 a 
complete renovation and upgrading of the station 
began. It was completed in 2007. It is said to be in 
the style of Russian Modernism. It is in fact a most 
elegant edifice. Maybe even better, the railway 
cafeteria inside just off the main concourse serves 
excellent food at reasonable prices.  

➢ Km 8520: Platform 8520 (платформа 8520).  

 

➢ Km 8520: Branch Line Northwest – About two kilometers before the main rail station, a spur 

line runs off to the left (north). It traces back about three kilometers along the Amur to an 

industrial zone and several factories.  

 

➢ Km 8521: Branch Lines North and South – Shortly before reaching the main passenger 

station, the rails divide with spur lines running to the right and left. To the north, a short run 

of two kilometers to a great rail marshaling yard, it’s called Depot (Депо). To the south, a 

line that travels about five kilometers, in part along the Amur, through a heavily 

industrialized area with numerous factories 

and oil tank farms until it ends at 

Khabarovsk-Pier (Хабаровск-Пристань).  

 

➢ Km 8523: Khabarovsk-1 (Вокзал 

станции Хабаровск-первая) – The second 

largest city in Russia’s Far East after 

Vladivostok and the administrative capital 

of Khabarovskiy Krai, Khabarovsk is an 

exceptionally pleasant city with wide, tree-

lined boulevards, a large central square, a 

popular beach on the Amur, and an 

interesting museum of ethnography and 

local history. Khabarovsk’s summer 

temperatures are generally mild, sometimes 

even hot – winters are a little tough, but 

then that’s true for most places in this part 

of the world. The city is very cosmopolitan 

with large numbers of Chinese, Japanese, 

and Korean visitors engaged in commerce 

and tourism. There are numerous good 

hotels and restaurants. There are several 

beautifully restored cathedrals. Many 

visitors find Khabarovsk the most 

attractive, friendly, and interesting city, not 

only in Russia’s Far East – but in all of 

Russia.  

 

Khabarovsk, along with a number of other 

primitive settlements, was founded as a 

military outpost in the 1650s under Cossack Yerofei Khabarov (Ерофей Павлович Хабаров; 

ca. 1603-71) during the first wave of Russian Far East exploration. However, these outposts 

were abandoned after Russia signed the Treaty of Nerchinsk in 1689. As a result of the 

treaty, almost all of what is now called Russia’s Far East became an undeveloped and 

forgotten part of the Great Qing Empire (Chinese: 大清国; pinyin: Dà qīng guó; 1644-1912) 

also known as the Manchu Dynasty (Chinese: 清朝; pinyin: Qīng cháo) for the next 170 
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Yerofei Khabarov 
On the forecourt directly in front of 
the Railway Station is this imposing 
monument to Khabarov. It is by 
sculptor A.P. Milchin (Абрам 
Пейсахович Мильчин; 1912-94), an 
ealy Jewish settler to Birobidzhan. The 
work was unveiled in 1958 on the 100th 
anniversary of Khabarovsk. The statue 
measures 4.5 meters tall, with the 
pedestal, it’s 11.5 meters in height.  

Meteor on the Amur River at Khabarovsk 

years. Because the Russians were never truly content 

with this state of affairs, occasional forays and several 

minor naval skirmishes took place, but for the most 

part, very little occurred. It was not until the signing of 

the Treaty of Aigun in 1858 (subsequently confirmed 

and expanded in the Beijing Treaty of 1860) that a 

second wave of Far East colonization began under the 

stewardship of Siberian explorer and diplomat Count 

Muravyov-Amurskiy (Николай Николаевич 

Муравьёв-Амурский; 1809-81).  

 

Khabarovsk is strategically located on the hills 

overlooking the Amur River, close to its confluence 

with the Ussuri (Russian: реки Уссури; Chinese: 乌苏

里江; pinyin: Wūsūlǐ Jīang). The city is about 800 

kilometers north of Vladivostok and its population is 

approximately 600,000. There is frequent rail service, 

including the Trans-Siberian trains, between 

Khabarovsk and Vladivostok and there is daily rail 

service to Komsomolsk-na-Amure (Комсомольск-на-

Амуре) as well.  

 

Komsomolsk is about 350 kilometers north of 

Khabarovsk and is the junction point for the BAM 

Railway. From Komsomolsk, it’s about 450 kilometers 

east to the Pacific ports of Vanino and Sovetskaya 

Gavan. From Vanino, it’s possible to catch the train 

ferry to Kholmsk (Холмск) on Sakhalin Island. 

Kholmsk is about a 100 kilometer drive (two hours) 

west of Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, the largest city on 

Sakhalin. Westbound from 

Komsomolsk, it’s 3,819 kilometers to 

the BAM’s origination point at 

Taishet. The cities of Tynda, 

Severobaikalsk, and Bratsk are along 

the way. Both of these routes are 

described in detail in Chapter 6 of this 

book.  

 

In the summer and early fall, instead of 

the train, it’s possible to take a Meteor 

hydrofoil downriver from Khabarovsk 

to Komsomolsk-na-Amure. By water, 

it’s a quite direct route and takes about 
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Graf Muravyov-Amurskiy 
In 1891, a bronze statue of Nikolai 
Muravyov was erected on a bluff 
overlooking the Amur in Khabarovsk. 
In 1929, it was replaced by a statue of 
Lenin which stood for the next sixty 
years. The Muravyov-Amurskiy 
Memorial was restored in 1993 and this 
statue, with its regal pose, is the one 
featured on the front side of the 5000 
Ruble note.  

six hours, much faster than the train.  

 

In fact, it’s possible to go even further – altogether 

almost 1,000 kilometers to the Amur’s mouth at 

Nikolayevsk-na-Amure where it meets the Pacific 

Ocean (Тихий Океан) at the Sea of Okhotsk 

(Охотское морé). This trip takes an additional 12 

hours from Komsomolsk. The hydrofoils at both 

Khabarovsk and Komsomolsk come and go from the 

River Terminal (Речной вокзал) on the Amur. 

Departures are two to three times per week. Some 

overnight along the way. Departure times and dates 

must always be double-checked.  

 

Subject to change, the general schedule is as follows: 

Depart Khabarovsk at 6:30AM → Arrive Troitskoye 

(Троицкое; “Trinity”) at 9:40AM → Arrive Malmyzh 

(Малмыж) 10:45AM → Arrive Amursk (Амурск) 

11:30AM → Arrive Komsomolsk 12:30PM → Arrive 

Bogorodskoye (Богородское) 8:30PM → Arrive 

Nikolaevsk (Николаевск) 1:30AM. All stops are ten 

to fifteen minutes at the most and all times are local. In 

some cases, the ship stops in Bogorodskoye and 

overnights. If so, it resumes sailing at 6:30AM the 

following morning and arrives in Nikolaevsk at 

10:30AM.  

 

Some hydrofoils depart from Komsomolsk. These 

usually make the following stops: Depart Komsomolsk 

at 8:00AM → Arrive Kiselevka (Киселевка) 

12:00Noon → Arrive Tsimmermanovka 

(Циммермановка) 12:25PM → Arrive Bystrinsk (Быстринск) 12:50PM → Arrive Sofiisk 

(Софийск) 1:35PM → Arrive Mariinsk (Мариинск) 2:20PM → Arrive Bulava (Булава) 

3:05PM → Arrive Savinskoe (Савинское) 3:50PM → Arrive Bogorodskoye 4:20PM → 

Arrive Susanino (Сусанино) 5:25PM → Arrive Tyr (Тыр) 6:00PM → Arrive Takhta (Тахта) 

6:35PM → Arrive Innokentevka (Иннокентьевка) 7:35PM → Arrive Nikolaevsk at 8:45PM.  

 

Note that southbound returns from Nikolaevsk depart a little earlier than their northbound 

counterparts. The return trip runs upriver against the Amur’s current all the way and an extra 

hour or two is needed to complete the same journey. Inquire locally for current departure 

times.  

 

From Khabarovsk, in summer and fall, there are also daily ferries to Fuyuan (Chinese: 抚远; 

pinyin: Fǔ yuǎn), a small town 65 kilometers upriver to the west. Under a special agreement 

with China, Russians can make day trips for shopping here without a visa, but foreign 
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Khabarovsk’s Amur Waterfront 
The City Beach is in the foreground; Transfiguration 
Church at rear center left.  

Khabarovsk Regional Museum 
A world class collection of the Russian Far East 

citizens cannot. You’ll need a Chinese visa – and if you intend to return to Khabarovsk, a 

double or multiple entry Russian visa.  

 

There are also frequent bus and 

marshrutka (маршрутка) mini-bus taxis 

all day to Komsomolsk. The P454 

Highway is approximately 400 kilometers 

between the two cities and driving time is 

about six hours by mini-bus or eight hours 

by regular bus. The train route is the 

longest and the slowest. The train first 

must return 43 kilometers to the junction 

for the BAM at Volochayevka. From there 

it’s another 350 kilometers north. 

Depending on the service, it can take 

anywhere from eight to twelve hours.  

 

As the crow flies, it’s only 275 kilometers 

from Khabarovsk to Komsomolsk so it 

should be no surprise that the flight is brief, about an hour. For those in a hurry, the airport is 

eight kilometers northeast of the railroad station. Khabarovsk Noviy Airport (Аэропорт 

Новый Хабаровск) has daily flights throughout Russia and other locations in Asia. There are 

five airports within 10 to 25 kilometers of downtown on the east side of the city. Three 

however are military. Noviy is the commercial airport and next to it is a small airport for 

light aircraft.  

 

Besides strolling along the Amur River 

Promenade (Набережная Хабаровска), or 

swimming from the city beach (Хабаровска 

пляж), there are a number of worthwhile 

sights in town. Chief among them is the 

Museum of Regional Studies (Хабаровский 

краеведческий музей), a history museum. 

Opened in 1894, it is based on the extensive 

collection of Andrei Nikolayevich Baron 

von Korff (Андрей Николаевич барона 

вон Корфа 1831-93). He was Governor-

General of the Amur Region from 1884 

until his death. During his life, he had the 

opportunity to collect hunting trophies and 

articles of indigenous cultures that would 

disappear by the turn of that century. The 

collection may be the finest set of displays 

of all things Russian Far East available 

anywhere. In addition to many native animal species, there are two enormous stuffed Amur 

tigers and a great mounted sturgeon. There are several exceptional old maps and a 
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Kilometer Zero Marker at Lenin Square 

reconstruction of the Baron’s office. The museum is a time capsule of early Far East frontier 

life.  

 

Perhaps most intriguing of all are the artifacts from a large number of the Tungusic peoples – 

aboriginal tribal cultures that included the early Manchus, Evenks, and many smaller tribes 

such as the Nanai, Goldi, Xibe, Orochi, Olchi, Giliak, and Orok peoples. Virtually unknown 

except by Russian and Chinese cultural anthropologists and ethnographers; these are some of 

the most unusual and alien cultures on Earth. Some of the tribes whose lives revolved around 

the Amur made clothing, tents, and other items entirely out of fish skins. In fact, the Chinese 

name for the Nanai people was “Fish-skin Tartars” (Chinese: 鱼皮鞑子; pinyin: Yú pí Dá zi). 

There is a full-sized man’s suit of fish skin 

on display in the museum. The fish scales 

were as efficient as any modern rubber 

raincoat in keeping its occupant dry.  

 

Art fans may wish to visit the Far Eastern 

Art Museum (Дальневосточный 

художественный музей). It has a good 

collection of aboriginal art, plus a 

sampling of rare Russian religious icons 

and Japanese porcelain. There is a small 

selection of European master works as 

well. Khabarovsk’s Far East Military 

Museum (Военно-исторический музей) 

is well-regarded by military history buffs. 

Outdoors it has tanks, rocket-launchers, 

and heavy artillery pieces; inside it 

features all kinds of weapons, medals, propaganda posters, and other military memorabilia. 

There’s a luxury officers’ railway carriage from the 1920s in the courtyard.  

 

Not as popular perhaps but the city also has a Museum of Archaeology (Хабаровский музей 

археологии), a small Railway Museum (Музей истории Дальневосточной железной 

дороги), an excellent Geological Museum (Геологический музей Хабаровска), and an 

Arboretum (Хабаровский дендрарий). Most popular for an afternoon walk is the city’s 

main park, Dynamo (Парк Динамо). It’s just off Lenin Square and covers 30 hectares.  

 

Khabarovsk has two impressive Orthodox churches. The Assumption Cathedral (Успенский 

собор; also called Dormition Cathedral), which is new, is on Komsomolskaya Square 

(Комсомольская площад), close to downtown near the Amur riverfront. The Cathedral of 

the Transfiguration of the Savior (Спасо-Преображенский Кафедральный собор), which 

has been fully restored, is located high on a bluff overlooking the Amur. At 83 meters tall, its 

golden dome tops the third highest church in all of Russia.  

 

Across the way from the Transfiguration Church is Glory Square (Площадь Славы). It’s the 

city’s monument to the Great Patriotic War. It’s a bit run down, and somewhat 60s Soviet 
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On the left, the Assumption Cathedral; on the right,  
the Cathedral of the Transfiguration of Christ the Savior 

dated, but it’s a somber and imposing memorial nonetheless. Naturally, there’s an Eternal 

Flame (Вечный огонь).  

 

The center of town is 

Lenin Square 

(площади Ленина), a 

large and attractive 

meeting place. It’s 

about two kilometers 

from the train station. 

On one side is the 

requisite statue of 

Lenin (Памятник 

Ленина) and the 

Tsentralnaya Hotel 

(Гостиница 

Центральная). On 

the other side is 

Muravyov-Amurskiy 

Street (улица 

Муравьёва-

Амурского), the 

main street of town 

and a particularly attractive walk of about one and a half kilometers to Komsomolskaya 

Square and the Amur waterfront. In addition to the Tsentralnaya, Khabarovsk has half a 

dozen good hotels in all price ranges. One of the most popular is the original Intourist Hotel 

(Гостиница Интурист). It’s perfectly acceptable option and has an especially helpful travel 

office on the premises. The Amur Hotel (Гостиница Амур) on Lenin Street is a good choice 

too.  

 

You won’t be sorry that you stopped and stayed in Khabarovsk. The city’s easily worth a few 

days of your time.  
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The “Okean” (Ocean) 
Far East Russia’s Most Famous Train 

Nikolai Nikolayevich Muravyov-Amurskiy (1809-1881) 
(Николай Николаевич Муравьёв-Амурский) 

 
Born in St. Petersburg on August 11 (August 23 Gregorian calendar), 1809, Muravyov is typical of those 
whose place in Russian history is great – yet is unknown in the West. He was a statesman and diplomat 
of the first order who played a major role in the expansion of the Russian Empire to the Pacific Ocean. 
In 1860 he planted the Russian flag at what was to become the port of Vladivostok. Far-sighted, 
Muravyov proposed the construction of a Trans-Siberian railway decades before its accomplishment and 
suggested that Alaska be ceded to the United States. He was the first governor to propose to Tsar 
Nicholas I that serfdom be abolished (although the Tsar never did so). At the age of 38, Muravyov was 
appointed Governor-General of Irkutsk and Eastern Siberia. Under the Tsar’s instruction, he conducted 
border negotiations with China and in 1858 concluded the Treaty of Aigun with the Qing (Manchu) 
Empire which affixed the border along the Argun and Amur Rivers – where it remains to this day. The 
Treaty granted Russia free access to the territories of the Far East (including Khabarovsk, Vladivostok 
and Sakhalin Island) and Russia's access to the Pacific. For this, Muravyov was granted the title of Graf 
(Count) Amurskiy (i.e., "of the Amur River"). Muravyov died in Paris on November 18, 1881, and was 
buried in Montmartre Cemetery. In 1992, his remains were re-interred high on a hill overlooking the 
city of Vladivostok – the city which stands on the Muravyov-Amurskiy Peninsula, named for him. 

 

The most popular and comfortable way to depart Khabarovsk and reach Vladivostok is via 

the daily overnight Okean (Океан; “Ocean”) train. These distinctively painted blue and white 

trains with a dolphin motif run every evening departing at 9:00PM local time. Southbound, 

they are the Number 6 express trains with “firmenniy” (Фирменный; i.e., “special deluxe”) 

service. All compartments on the train are 

kupé with four berths; there is no 

“platskartniy” service available. One way 

tickets are 1,500 Rubles (about $50). 

Kupé compartments of four may be 

upgraded to SV (CB) “Spalniy Wagon” 

(Спальный Вагон) compartments of two 

for double the fare. Stops on the 733 

kilometer-long run are limited: from 

Khabarovsk, the train only stops at 

Dalnerechensk → Ruzhino → Ussuriysk 

→ and Ugolnaya before reaching 

Vladivostok. Travel time is eleven hours 

with the train arriving the next morning at 

8:10AM.  

 

When the Okean runs the route 

northbound from Vladivostok to 

Khabarovsk, it’s the Number 5. Daily evening departures are at 9:20PM local time. Also 

express service, but in this case, there are two additional stops. From Vladivostok, the train 

briefly stops at Ugolnaya → Ussuriysk → Sibirtsevo → Spassk-Dalniy → Ruzhino → 

Dalnerechensk → then Khabarovsk. Travel time is still eleven hours; the train arrives the 

next morning at 8:20AM.  
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Okean Kupé with lower berths folded 

The Okean is a “firmenniy” train. In addition to the “Rossiya” cross-country Trans-Siberian 

train (which is also a firmenniy train), two other trains also operate out of Khabarovsk with 

similar such service. One is the “Vostok” 

(Восток; “East”) which runs to the Pacific 

Ocean city of Nakhodka (Находка), 

bypassing Vladivostok. The other is the 

“Yunost” (Юность; “Youth”), which 

travels to Komsomolsk-na-Amure.  

 

➢ Km 8524: Platform 8524 (платформа 

8524).  

 

➢ Km 8524: Branch Line North – About a 

kilometer and a half east after passing the 

Khabarovsk-I Main Station, a short spur 

line runs to the left. It travels a dozen 

kilometers north to the city’s power and 

heat generating station at Beryozovka 

(Берёзовка).  

 

➢ Km 8526: Shveynaya Fabrika (платформа Швейная фабрика; “Garment Factory”).  

 

➢ Km 8528: Yubileynaya (платформа Юбилейная; “Anniversary”) – In one kilometer south 

the train enters one of the largest rail switching stations of the Russian Far East.  

 

➢ Km 8530: Locomotivnoye Depot (Локомотивное депо; “Roundhouse”) – Starting two 

kilometers ago, the train entered an enormous marshaling station and service facility. It 

covers three distinct sorting yards, one after another, and extends seven kilometers. The 

middle yard has the greatest capacity, perhaps 60 separate lines of track in all. Hundreds of 

trains and thousands and thousands of rail cars can be accommodated in these yards.  

 

➢ Km 8530: Branch Line North – This spur line begins about 300 meters after (south of) the 

Locomotivnoye Depot area. It first runs about three kilometers northeast, skirting past the 

east side of the military airport at Zheleznodorozhniy (Железнодорожный; “Railway”). 

From there it continues another ten kilometers north, this time running along the west side of 

the commercial airport Khabarovsk Noviy (Хабаровск Новый Аэропорт) where it 

terminates.  

 

➢ Km 8531: Gagarin Park (платформа Парк имени Гагарина) – The platform refers to the 

namesake park in honor of Hero-Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin (Юрий Алексеевич Гагарин; 

1934-68). The park is less than a kilometer to the northwest of the station.  

 

➢ Km 8532: Khabarovsk-II (станция Хабаровск-вторая) – This small station is located at the 

end of the second switching yard and the beginning of the third (when traveling eastbound). 

No through trains stop here although some local trains do. The station is located in the 
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KM 8532: Khabarovsk-II Railway Station 

Industrialniy (Индустриальный) section of the city about two kilometers east of the Amur 

River.  

 

➢ Km 8533: Branch Lines East and West – 

From the beginning to the end of the 

marshaling yard there are numerous short 

spurs that run anywhere from one to three 

kilometers into the industrial area that 

occupies this section of the city.  

 

➢ Km 8535: Ruberoidniy Zavod 

(платформа Рубероидный завод; 

“Roofing Plant”) – This is the commuter 

stop for workers at the Khabarovsk 

Cardboard-Roofing Factory Kalkrovlya 

(Хабаровского картонно-рубероидного 

завода Далькровля).  

 

➢ Km 8539: Stroika (платформа Стройка; “Construction”) – This platform is just about on 

the outskirts of the city. Eight kilometers to the northeast there is another military airbase but 

this one is no longer operational. Fourteen kilometers due east of this base is another air force 

base, but likewise, it too has been shut down indefinitely.  

 

➢ Km 8541: Branch Line West – There are several short spurs along this section of rail, but 

this one is the longest. It winds its way seven kilometers through the Krasnaya Rechka 

(Красная речка; “Little Red River”) district of town and ends on the right bank of the 

“Protoka Amurskaya” (Протока Амурская; “Amur Channel”). The Amur Channel is the 40 

kilometer-long body of flowing water that begins where the Ussuri River ends and the Amur 

River proper connects.  

 

➢ Km 8541: Confluence of the Amur (река Амур) and Ussuri (река Уссури) Rivers – In some 

ways, this confluence may be said to take place over a 40 kilometer-long stretch of water that 

begins well south of here and ends north fairly close to the city’s River Terminal (Речной 

вокзал). In any case, the union of the two large rivers does not take place within sight of the 

rail line. The waters merge anywhere from two to 25 kilometers west of the railroad starting 

from about Khabarovsk-II Rail Station south.  

 

Flowing from west to east, the Amur divides approximately 60 kilometers upriver west from 

Khabarovsk near the Chinese village of Fuyuan (Chinese: 抚远; pinyin: Fǔ yuǎn). The main 

course of the river continues northeast, but a very substantial channel of 28 kilometers diverts 

southeast. Russians call it the Kazakevichevo Channel (Казакевичева протока) after 

Kazakevichevo (Казакевичево), the village near where it empties. The Chinese call the 

channel the Tongjiang River (Chinese: 通江河; pinyin; Tōng jiāng hé; lit., “Through River”).  
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Confluence of Amur and Ussuri Rivers 

Technically, the mouth of the 

Kazakevichevo Channel on the left 

bank of the Ussuri is where the 

Ussuri terminates because the 

merger at Kazakevichevo Village 

is the earliest confluence point of 

the Amur and the Ussuri and the 

Amur is the larger of the two 

rivers. Consequently, the next 40 

kilometers of river from 

Kazakevichevo to Khabarovsk are 

designated the Protoka Amurskaya 

(Протока Амурская; “Amur 

Channel”). At Khabarovsk, quite 

near the River Terminal, the Amur 

Channel ends by merging into the right bank of the main stem of the Amur River proper.  

 

Although a number of islands are formed by this runaway river (the Kazakevichevo 

Channel), the two largest are Bolshoy Ussuriysky Island (остров Большой Уссурийский), 
known to the Chinese as Heixiazi (Chinese: 黑瞎子島; pinyin: Hēi xiāzi Dǎo) and Tarabarov 

Island (остров Тарабаров), or to the Chinese, Yinlong Island (Chinese: 银龙島; pinyin: Yín 

long Dǎo). The newly-agreed upon border of 2005 between Russia and China runs from 

north to south through the middle of Bolshoy Ussuriysky. All of Tarabarov was ceded to 

China. The islands are the northeasternmost points of China.  

 

➢ Km 8542: Krasnaya Rechka (станция Красная речка; “Little Red River”) – The station is 

named for the little river that flows less than 300 meters west. The village of Krasnaya 

Rechka is located in the district of Krasnorechenskoye (Краснореченское; lit., “Little Red 

River District”), the southernmost section of Khabarovsk. The station, village, and district all 

take their names from the Little Red River (Красная речка), a small stream that begins 

approximately ten kilometers southwest. From nearby the station, it flows about five 

kilometers northwest until it joins the right bank of the Amur Channel. The rail line does not 

cross it.  

 

➢ Km 8545: Dubrava (платформа Дубрава; “Oak Grove”) – A small dacha village.  

 

➢ Km 8548: Sadovaya (платформа Садовая; “Garden Place”) – A large dacha village.  

 

➢ Km 8551: Khekhtsirskiy (платформа Хехцирский) – This platform is for Khekhtsir 

(Хехцир), a very small dacha village on the south side of the rail line and just south of the 

large dacha villages that the train has passed through. One could say that this is the first 

village in the country beyond all the city limits. The southern end of Krasnorechenskoye and 

the Amur Channel are about ten kilometers to the northwest.  

 

➢ Km 8557: Platform 8557 (платформа 8557) – There is a tiny hamlet here nestled alongside 

the west of the rail line.  
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➢ Km 8558: Cross the Maliy Chirki River (река Малые Чирки) – This small tributary starts 

less than ten kilometers west of the rail line. After is passes under the tracks, it flows 15 

kilometers southeast until it merges into the right bank of the Chirka River (река Чирка) 

three kilometers southeast of Chirki (Чирки) Village.  

 

➢ Km 8561: Branch Line West – About 300 meters north before reaching Korfovskaya Station, 

this little spur turns out to the right and runs three kilometers west. It has a small one 

kilometer-long branch of its own, but essentially it’s all built to service the large quarry that 

is immediately south of the town.  

 

➢ Km 8561: Korfovskaya (станция Корфовская) – The rail station is Korfovskaya; the town 

is Korfovskiy (Корфовский). It’s a small mining town of about 5,700 persons, most of 

which is on the west side of the tracks. The large open-air stone quarry is about two 

kilometers from the rail station, adjacent to the town’s western edge.  

 

➢ Km 8568: Chirki (станция Чирки) – A tiny village named for the nearby river. All the town 

is to the east of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 8571: Platform 8571 (платформа 8571).  

 

➢ Km 8571: Cross the Chirka River (река Чирка) – This minor tributary begins about 15 

kilometers to the east. From the rail crossing, it flows close to 40 kilometers west until its 

mouth on the right bank of the Ussuri River. There is no Russian settlement in the vicinity 

but on the other side of the river is the small Chinese village of Zhuajizhen (Chinese: 抓鸡胗; 

pinyin: Zhuā jī zhēn).  

 

➢ Km 8573: Platform 8573 (платформа 8573) – This platform serves Bukatovka (Букатовка), 

a small settlement, mostly dachas, to the east of the tracks and south of the Chirka River.  

 

➢ Km 8573: Cross the Vladimirovka River (река Владимировка) – This little creek has its 

origin about seven kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing, it runs less than four 

kilometers west to its mouth on the left bank of the Chirka.  

 

➢ Km 8575: Kruglikovo (станция Кругликово) – The rail station and adjacent village are 

named Kruglikovo; the next adjoining village is Volodymyrivka (Владимировка). Both are 

very small villages on the east side of the rail line. The station was formerly well known by 

rail aficianados (афикианадос) best-known for being the western terminus of the Oborskaya 

Railroad (Оборская железная дорога), the only independently operated railroad in the 

Russian Far East. At one time there was passenger service, but in its last 20 years it was 

strictly for freight. From the beginning, its main purpose was to haul timber from the almost 

uninhabited forest regions where this line operated. 
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KM 8593: Cross the Kiya River 

➢ Km 8575: Branch Line East – Three hundred meters south after passing the Kruglikovo 

Station a single-track, non-electrified branch line used to veer to the left. “Used to” because 

the line was dismantled and sold for scrap in 2010. It formerly ran 158 kilometers northeast 

to Sukpai (Сукпай), passing the forest villages of Sita (Сита) → Obor (Обор) → Durmin 

(Дурмин) → Sidima (Сидима) → Mukhen (Мухен) → and Zolotoy (Золотой) along the 

way. The railroad was built in the 1930s mostly by Gulag labor prisoners. Later, a road was 

built parallel to the rail line. Eventually traffic on the road replaced that on the rail. The line 

went bankrupt in 2009.  

 

➢ Km 8579: Cross the Zoevka River (река Зоевка) – This small river originates about eight 

kilometers southeast of the rail line and the tiny village of Zoevka (Зоевка). From here, it 

runs close to 15 kilometers northwest to its mouth on the left bank of the Chirka River.  

 

➢ Km 8578: Zoevka (платформа Зоевка) – A tiny village about two kilometers east of the 

platform.  

 

➢ Km 8583: Cross the Kazakeyevka River (река Казакеевка) – This little stream starts less 

than five kilometers southeast of the rail line. After it passes under the tracks, it flows 

approximately eight kilometers northwest where it joins the left bank of the Zoevka River. 

That confluence is about five kilometers southeast of the Zoevka’s confluence on the Chirka.  

 

➢ Km 8590: Verino (станция Верино) – The 

station’s name is Verino; the surrounding 

town is Pereyaslavka (Переяславка). It has 

about 8,900 persons and is located on the 

right bank (north side) of the Kiya River 

(река Кия). Three kilometers northeast of 

town there used to be an active military air 

base. It was called Voeniy Gorodok 

Pereyaslavka (военый городок 

Переяславка), which merely translates as 

“Cantonement Pereyaslavka.” It was 

disbanded in 2009.  

 

➢ Km 8593: Cross the Kiya River (река Кия) 

– This 173 kilometer-long river begins 

approximately 120 kilometers southeast of 

the rail crossing in the western slopes of the Bolshoy Amban (Большой Амбань), which are 

foothills of the Sikhote-Alin (Сихотэ-Алинь) Mountains. From Pereyaslavka, it flows 

northwest close to 50 kilometers until it joins the right bank of the Ussuri River. Although 

it’s only about 75 meters across at this location, the surrounding land is low and it has the 

capacity to flood much wider. It is crossed by a twin set of triple-truss bridges.  

 

➢ Km 8598: Kiya (платформа Кия) – Nothing here at all.  
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KM 8604: Khor Railway Station 

➢ Km 8599: Branch Line South – In the middle of nowhere, about five kilometers north before 

reaching Khor (Хор), a branch line runs off to the left and travels 16 kilometers through 

Askanskiy (Асканский). It’s called the Askanskiy Bypass (Асканский обход). It crosses the 

Khor River (река Хор) on its own bridge, then re-joins the main line just before 

Dormidontovka (Дормидонтовка).  

 

➢ Km 8602: Branch Line West – A minor spur runs from here two and a half kilometers to 

serve an industrial site north of town.  

 

➢ Km 8604: Khor (станция Хор) – A town 

of 10,100 persons nestled into the right 

bank (north side) of the Khor River. The 

main industry in town is a large 

woodprocessing factory. Khor’s church is 

dedicated to St. Nicholas the 

Wonderworker mentioned previously. The 

M60 “Ussuri” Highway runs along the east 

side of the town. It has been running 

parallel to the train line ever since 

Khabarovsk. It continues to do so all the 

way to Vladivostok – it’s the major 

highway of the Russian Far East.  

 

➢ Km 8606: Cross the Khor River (река 

Хор) – There are two rail bridges over the Khor. The primary bridge is this one, two 

kilometers south of town. It’s a 400 meter-long, four truss structure. The other bridge is eight 

kilometers upriver east and part of the Askanskiy Bypass mentioned a little earlier. The 

bridge is a single-track, four truss structure, about 325 meters in length. In between the two 

of them runs the Ussuri Highway M60 road bridge.  

 

The 453 kilometer-long Khor is one of the largest tributaries of the Ussuri River. From the 

rail crossing, it flows downstream some 25 kilometers until it joins the right bank of the 

Ussuri. Tracing it upstream, the Khor begins approximately 250 kilometers northeast (as the 

crow flies) on the western slopes of the Sikhote-Alin Mountains, a few kilometers south of 

that range’s highest peak, Mount Tordoki-Yani (гора Тордоки-Яни), at 2,090 meters (6,857 

feet). As a point of reference, Mount Tordoki-Yani is approximately 165 kilometers west of 

Vanino and Sovetskaya Gavan on the Tatar Strait and 225 kilometers east of Khabarovsk.  

 

The Sikhote-Alin chain dominates the southeastern Pacific region of Russia. The chain 

begins in southern Khabarovskiy Krai and runs through the length of Primorskiy Krai 

(Приморский край). The chain is about 250 kilometers wide and 1,200 kilometers long. 

High peaks range from 1,500 to 2,000 meters. The mountains divide the watershed basins of 

the Amur and Ussuri Rivers, the Sea of Japan, and the Tatar Strait. They are rugged, full of 

gold, tin, other base metals, and coal, and they are prone to dangerous avalanches. They are 

home to the last remaining Amur Tigers (Амурский тигр) and Amur Leopards 

(дальневосточный леопард) in Russia. In 2001, the Sikhote-Alin Reserve (Сихотэ-
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Алинский заповедник) was included on the UNESCO World Heritage list of protected 

sites. It was the 14th such site in Russia.  

 

The combination of the Khor’s high mountain origin and its relatively short length until its 

mouth on the Ussuri leads to extraordinary flooding on occasion. In years of heavy snow or 

rainfall, it’s not unusual for it to spread so wide as to connect to the Kiya River which runs 

roughly parallel ten kilometers north. The entire space between the two rivers is a flood plain 

and therefore uninhabitable. In such flood years, together the two rivers form one great river 

from Pereyaslavka and Khor to the Ussuri. Although the word “Xop” translates as “Choir,” 

in Russian, that is not the meaning. In the language of the original people of this region, the 

word meant “Hell Devil” (чёрт дьявол).  

 

For about 400 kilometers or half the way from Khabarovsk to Vladivostok, the rail line 

parallels the south-to-north flowing course of the Ussuri River (Russian: река Уссури; 

Chinese: 乌苏里江; pinyin: Wū sū lǐ jiāng). Along this section of river, it is the Far East 

border between Russia and China. The Ussuri is an 897 kilometer-long right tributary of the 

Amur which it joins about 40 kilometers southwest of Khabarovsk via the Amur Channel. It 

originates on the slopes of Mount Snezhnaya (горы Снежная; “Mount Snow”) in the 

Sikhote-Aline Mountains. Mount Snow is 1,684 meters (5,525 feet) in height and found at 

the very southern end of the mountain range. It’s a remote and sparesly inhabited area 

bordering the Sea of Japan.  

 

➢ Km 8609: Khaka (станция Хака) – This station serves Novostroika (Новостройка; “New 

Construction”), a little farming village built on the east side of the rail line and left bank 

(south side) of the Khor River.  

 

➢ Km 8614: Branch Line East – This is the re-connection to the Askanskiy Bypass which 

began shortly before (north of) Khor.  

 

➢ Km 8615: Podkhoryonok (платформа Подхорëнок) – Nothing here at all.  

 

➢ Km 8616: Cross the Podkhoryonok River (река Подхорëнок) – This 112 kilometer-long 

river begins approximately 75 kilometers southeast of the rail crossing (as the crow flies) in 

the western foothills of the Sikhote-Aline with the junction of the 34 kilometer-long Right 

Podkhoryonok (река Правый Подхорëнок) and the 29 kilometer-long Left Podkhoryonok 

(река Левый Подхорëнок) Rivers. The confluence is just a few kilometers north of the 

border. From the rail crossing, the Podkhorenok flows only 15 kilometers due west to its 

union with the Ussuri River’s right bank. The train crosses the Khabarovskiy-Primorye 

boundary a little further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 8618: Dormidontovka (станция Дормидонтовка) – A village of about 1,400 inhabitants 

a little south of the Podkhoryonok River. The village is fairly well divided on both sides of 

the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8619: Cross the Pashino River (река Пашино) – This little river is a tributary of the 

Podkhoryonok. It is in fact a quite complex river with many widespread named tributaries, 
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KM 8651: Vyazemskaya Railway Station 

some longer than the river itself, but its source waters may be traced upstream over 40 

kilometers southeast of the rail crossing. From the tracks, the Pashino flows four kilometers 

northwest until it joins the left bank of the Podkhoryonok.  

 

➢ Km 8623: Dubki (платформа Дубки; “Oak Trees”) – This platform serves a second village 

named Dormidontovka (Дормидонтовка). It’s immediately southeast of the rail line and has 

a population of 600.  

 

➢ Km 8633: Krasitskiy (станция Красицкий) – The station name is Krasitskiy; the very small 

village on the east side of the tracks is Krasitskoye (Красицкое).  

 

➢ Km 8638: Tigroviy (платформа Тигровый) – There is a small set of farmsteads called 

Tigrovoye (Тигровое) about one kilometer to the east.  

 

➢ Km 8641: Cross the Tigrovka River (река Тигровка) – This small stream begins about 15 

kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing, it runs one kilometer west and meets the right 

bank of the Tretya Sedmaya River (река Третья Седьмая).  

 

➢ Km 8642: Cross the Tretya Sedmaya River (река Третья Седьмая; “Third Sedmaya”) – 

This small tributary begins a little more than 25 kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing, 

it runs approximately 15 kilometers northwest until its mouth on one of the right bank 

channels of the Ussuri.  

 

➢ Km 8646: Sadovoye (платформа Садовое; “Garden”) – A tiny village on the east side of 

the rails.  

 

➢ Km 8648: Cross the Vtoraya Sedmaya River (река Вторая Седьмая; “Second Sedmaya”) – 

The “Second” Sedmaya River has its origins about 35 kilometers due south of Vyazemskaya. 

From the rail crossing, it flows another 

ten kilometers northwest until it 

merges into the right bank of the 

Ussuri. The rail line crosses its cousin, 

the “First” Sedmaya River, a little 

south of Vyazemskaya.  

 

➢ Km 8651: Vyazemskaya (станция 

Вяземская) – The rail station is named 

Vyazemskaya; the surrounding town is 

called Vyazemskiy (Вяземский). It’s a 

fairly large town of approximately 

15,000 persons. Founded in 1894, it 

was regionally important during the 

building of this section of the Trans-

Siberian, the Ussuri Line.  
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Russian literature afficiandos may be curious about the city’s intriguing name. It naturally 

leads one to think that it might perhaps be a far-flung, far-eastern namesake in honor of 

Russian Romantic Poet Prince Pyotr Andreyevich Vyazemskiy (Пëтр Андреевич 

Вяземский; 1792–1878), closest friend and poetic soulmate of Aleksandr Pushkin 

(Алексaндр Сергеевич Пушкин, 1799-1837) and a leading personality of the Golden Age 

of Russian poetry in his own right.  

 

But alas, nevermind, like everyday life sometimes, it’s all rather more mundane. It’s named 

after the lead rail engineer of the Ussuri Line, Orestes Vyazemskiy (Орест Полиенович 

Вяземский; 1839-1910). Not to take away anything from him, mind you, after all, he’s got a 

town named after him and most of us don’t. He was responsible for the planning and building 

of the Ussuri Line (Уссурийская железная дорога), the section of the Trans-Siberian Line 

from Khabarovsk to Vladivostok. There’s a handsome bust of the mustachioed nobleman, 

surveyor, and civil engineer on the track side of the station. There’s also a small Red Army 

memorial inside the station and a monument to the Partisans on the square in front of the 

station.  

 

➢ Km 8652: Branch Line North – A very short spur runs off here to the right and travels north 

four kilometers to a small coal mining and processing plant.  

 

➢ Km 8655: Cross the Pervaya Sedmaya River (река Первая Седьмая; “First Sedmaya”) – 

This small river begins 30 kilometers due south. From the rail crossing, it flows close to eight 

kilometers north to its confluence on one of the the right bank channels of the Ussuri.  

 

➢ Km 8657: Otradnoye (Отрадное; “Welcome”) – A small village with a welcoming name 

entirely to the east of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8657: Cross the Gryaznukha River (река Грязнуха) – This small stream starts less than 

five kilometers south. After it passes under the rails, it runs just under six kilometers 

northwest and merges into a channel of the Ussuri.  

 

➢ Km 8661: Avan (станция Аван) – A small village on the east side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 8664: Cross the Avanchik River (река Аванчик) – This very minor tributary starts 

about 15 kilometers southeast. After passing under the railroad, it flows west two kilometers 

and joins the right bank of the Avan River (река Аван).  

 

➢ Km 8666: Cross the Avan River (река Аван) – This small river begins approximately 20 

kilometers to the south. From the rail crossing, it flows three kilometers northwest to its 

confluence on the right bank of the Ussuri at the tiny village of Venyukovo (Венюково).  
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➢ Km 8670: Cross the Kotikovka River (река Котиковка) – This small stream originates 

almost ten kilometers south; from the tracks it flows northwest four kilometers and joins the 

Ussuri.  

 

➢ Km 8673: Kotikovo (станция Котиково) – The station serves the little villages of Kotikovo, 

which is four kilometers east, and Vinogradovka (Виноградовка), which is three kilometers 

northwest on the right bank of the Ussuri River. Kotikovo has the distinction of being the 

closest rail station to China on the Ussuri Line of the railroad. The Ussuri River, which is the 

border, is only three kilometers west.  

 

➢ Km 8674: Cross the Shchebenchikha River (река Щебенчиха) – This little stream starts 

about a dozen kilometers to the southeast. After passing under the rail line, it runs two and a 

half kilometers north and joins the Ussuri River at Vinogradovka.  

 

➢ Km 8681: Gedike (станция Гедике) – Maybe two dozen houses sprinkled along both sides 

of the tracks. 

 

➢ Km 8688: Shchebenchikha (станция Щебенчиха) – A half-dozen houses along the west 

side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8696: Cross the Kamenushka River (река Каменушка) – This small river begins 

approximately 15 kilometers due east. From the rail line, it travels close to 15 kilometers 

northwest and merges into one of the most channelized sections of the right bank of the 

Ussuri. The confluence is one and a half kilometers south of the right bank village of 

Sheremetyevo (Шереметьево).  

 

➢ Km 8697: Kamenushka (станция Каменушка) – A tiny settlement, perhaps a couple of 

dozen houses mostly on the north side of the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 8701: Glebovo (Глебово) – A tiny village on the east side of the rail line. There is no 

platform.  

 

➢ Km 8703: Snarskiy (платформа Снарский) – A couple of houses to the east of the rail line. 

This is a former station.  

 

➢ Km 8707: Dobrolyubovka (платформа Добролюбовка) – This is a tiny village to the west 

of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 8714: Rozengartovka (станция Розенгартовка) – A small village of approximately 200 

persons. The station is named for Leon Rosengarten (Леон Маврикиевича Розенгарта), a 

railroad engineer of German extraction who directed the construction of this (Bikinskiy; 

Бикинский) section of the railway. He is said to have exclaimed “This is a rose garden” 

when he saw numerous blooming wild roses on a nearby hillside.  

 

➢ Km 8715: Lermontovka (Лермонтовка) – This fairly large village is settled along the right 

bank of the Bira River (река Бира) at its confluence with the left tributary Birushka (река 
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Mikhail Lermontov (1814-41) 
Mikhail Lermontov (Михаил Юрьевич 
Лермонтов) was born to a noble 
family in Moscow. He grew up to 
become the most important Russian 
romantic poet after the death of 
Alexander Pushkin in 1837. His works 
are considered among the most finest 
in Russian literature. An early illness 
caused him to recuperate in the 
Caucasus and his love of this region 
stayed with him all of his life. He is 
sometimes called the “Poet of the 
Caucasus.” Unfortunately, his poetry 
and verse do not translate well and he 
remains largely unknown to English-
speaking readers. He was shot and 
killed at the age of 26 in a duel over a 
supposed insult – just like Pushkin.  
Portrait by Pyotr Zabolotsky (1803-
66); original in the State Tretyakov 
Gallery, Moscow.  

Бирушка). It is served by the Rozengartovka Rail Station, two kilometers north. There used 

to be four military units stationed in the area, but this has been reduced to two. The town was 

settled by a large group of families displaced from the 

Ukraine. It was originally called Lermontov 

(Лермонтов). Its neighboring village, four kilometers 

southwest, is Pushkino (Пушкино). Both were named 

in honor of the poets.  

 

➢ Km 8716: Cross the Bira River (река Бира) – The 

Bira, a 61 kilometer-long right tributary of the Ussuri, 

is formed 40 kilometers east of Lermontovka by the 

union of the  ten kilometer-long Pravaya Bira (река 

Правая Бира) and the ten kilometer-long Levaya Bira 

(река Левая Бира) Rivers. Less than 250 meters east 

of the rail line, it is joined by its major tributary, the 

30 kilometer-long Birushka (река Бирушка). It has its 

origins southeast.  

 

From this confluence, the Bira passes under the rail 

line and continues close to ten kilometers west where 

it joins the Ussuri. Naturally, this is not the Bira River 

of Yevreyskaya Oblast. That Bira is 261 kilometers 

long and a left tributary of the Amur. This is why the 

latter Bira is often referred to as the “Big” Bira (река 

Большая Бира).  

 

➢ Km 8720: Platform 8720 (платформа 8720).  

 

➢ Km 8723: Siding 8723 (разъезд 8723).  

 

➢ Km 8728: Cross the Shivki River (река Шивки) – 

This 36 kilometer-long minor tributary begins about 

15 kilometers to the south at the confluence of the six 

kilometer-long Praviy Shiviki (река Правый Шивки) 

and the seven kilometer-long Leviy Shivki (река 

Левый Шивки) Rivers, a few kilometers northwest of 

the village of Svetlogorye (Светлогорье). From the 

railroad, it travels northwest one dozen kilometers and 

terminates on the right bank of the Ussuri River at 

Lonchakovo (Лончаково).  

 

➢ Km 8728: Stopping Point Shivki (остановочный 

пункт 8728).  

 

➢ Km 8736: Boitsovo (станция Бойцово) – A long, one-street village of some 60 residents 

that runs along the east side of the rails. Starting here, the rail line follows the little creek 
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KM 8756: Bikin Railway Station 

Bolshaya Nizinnaya (река Большая Низинная) downstream south for the next six 

kilometers. It’s immediately to the west side of the tracks. The stream ends when it joins the 

left bank of the Nizinnaya (река Низинная), but then the train starts to follow that one for 

the next dozen kilometers south down to Bikin (Бикин).  

 

➢ Km 8741: Epovskiy (Эповский) – Former platform, now nothing.  

 

➢ Km 8744: Cross the Vasilevka River (река Васильевка) – This little stream has its source 

about ten kilometers southeast. After passing under the rail line, it runs only one kilometer 

east and joins the left bank of another small tributary, the Nizinnaya (река Низинная; 

“Lowland River”). The Nizinnaya has come down from the northwest about 15 kilometers. 

From this confluence with the Vasilevka, the Nizinnaya continues south another ten 

kilometers until its confluence on the right bank of the Bikin River.  

 

➢ Km 8746: Track Post Perelesok (путевой пост Перелесок; “Grove”) – A little village along 

the east side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8753: Branch Line West – A spur veers off to the right and runs about three kilometers 

parallel to the main line. It’s the turn-off to reach Bikin’s marshaling yard and rail service 

area. The line re-connects shortly before reaching the main station.  

 

➢ Km 8756: Bikin (станция Бикин) – A large town of some 16,500 residents on the right 

bank (northeast side) of the Bikin River (река Бикин). As the train enters the city from the 

north, it passes by a large military cantonment. It’s on the east side of the tracks. Both from 

the train and from the road that run alongside the base, it’s possible to see a good amount of 

military hardware and soldiers parading around.  

 

Here’s a little something special. If 

you missed Vera Mukhina’s brilliant 

sculpture “Worker and Collective 

Farm Girl” (Рабочий и колхозница) 

in Moscow, you have another chance 

to see it here. Not the real statue of 

course, but a little replica. It’s perched 

on top of the front of the roof on the 

District House of Culture (Районный 

дом культуры).  

 

Finally, if ever one were ever so lucky 

as to see an Amur Tiger, it would most 

likely be in this part of Russia. The few 

remaining tigers in the wild are 

primarily concentrated in the Far East. 

It’s extraordinarily rare to see one of course, so don’t count on it. But in 1987, further south, 

near Nakhodka (Нахoдка), the train had to stop because there was a tiger on the tracks.  
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Bikin House of Culture 

➢ Km 8758: Branch Line East – About 300 meters before crossing the Bikin Bridge, the two 

rail lines divide. One continues straight over the bridge, the other turns to the left and follows 

along the right bank (east side) of the 

Bikin River a total of six kilometers before 

it crosses the river on another single-track 

bridge. As soon as it returns to the left 

bank, the line re-unites with the main line 

of the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 8759: Cross the Bikin River (река 

Бикин) – Not quite three kilometers south 

after passing the Bikin Rail Station the 

train passes over this 185 meter-long, two-

truss, single-track bridge. Trains coming in 

the other direction take the bypass route 

and its single-track bridge.  

 

The Bikin River is a 560 kilometer-long 

right tributary of the Ussuri. It begins 

about 250 kilometers (as the crow flies) to 

the northeast on the northern slopes of Stone Ridge (хребта Каменного), which is located in 

the central part of the Sikhote-Alin Mountains. It’s an exceptionally remote area about 100 

kilometers west of the Tatar Strait. Though still rare, one’s chances of seeing a tiger or 

leopard would be far greater in those mountains than in downtown Bikin.  

 

From the railroad crossing, the river flows approximately 25 kilometers west and a bit north 

until it terminates over a large delta on the right bank of the Ussuri at the tiny Russian 

settlement of Vasilevka (Васильевка). On the other side of the river, about five kilometers 

upriver, is the large Chinese town of Raohe (Chinese: 饶河镇; pinyin: Ráo hé zhèn).  

 

➢ Km 8764: Branch Line West – Here on the left bank (west side) of the Bikin the divided line 

re-unites just after the second rail bridge.  

 

➢ Km 8765: Cross the Dubnyakovaya River (река Дубняковая) – This little stream starts 

about a dozen kilometers southwest. Within 200 meters after it passes under the tracks it 

enters the left bank of the Bikin River.  

 

➢ Km 8769: Zvenevoi (станция Звеньевой) – The station name is Zvenevoi; the town’s name 

is Lesopilnoye (Лесопильное; “Sawmill”). This little town of some 850 persons used to be a 

center for the timber industry. It’s built into a great elbow bend on the left bank of the Bikin 

River. Two kilometers of spur lines extend into the town and were used for hauling timber 

originally floated on the river. For the next 20 kilometers, the train follows the left bank 

(west side) of the Bikin upriver very closely. 

 

➢ Km 8776: Khabarovskiy – Primorskiy Krai Border – Once again, and for the last time on 

this epic trans-continental rail journey, the train departs one of Russia’s 85 regions and enters 
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Platform Break 

another. In this case, the rail line leaves Khabarovskiy Krai behind and enters Primorskiy 

Krai (Приморский край; “Primorskiy Territory”) which is more commonly known as 

Primorye (Приморье). There is no time zone change here; time remains as in Khabarovsk, 

Moscow Time plus seven hours (MT + 7).  

 

Primorye translates as “Maritime,” and literally means “seaside” or “coastland.” The roots of 

the word are “Pri” (При) – which means “Near” and “Moré” (Mоре), which means the 

“Sea.” Thus the term means “near the sea.” It’s a logical and geographical reference to 

Primorskiy’s place on the Sea of Japan and the Tatar 

Strait. The terms “Primorskiy” and “Primorye” are 

simply derivatives of this.  

 

Primorskiy Krai, or the “Maritime Territory” is 

Russia’s 23rd largest region in terms of area and 25th 

largest in terms of population. It has very close to 

2,000,000 inhabitants and arpproximately 600,000 of 

them live in the administrative capital Vladivostok. 

Its shape is somewhat that of an oblong or rectangle; 

it is 900 kilometers long and about 250 kilometers 

wide through most of that length. The territory has 

over 3,000 kilometers of border: 1,350 to the east on 

the sea, 16 in the south with North Korea, about 800 

on the west with China, and close to 900 along a 

highly contorted border on the north with 

Khabarovskiy Krai.  

 

Most of the territory is mountainous and 80 percent of 

it is forested. Primorye’s highest peak is Anik 

Mountain (гора Аник) at 1,933 meters (6,342 feet). 

It’s located in the central region of the Sikhote-Aline Mountains on the border with 

Khabarovskiy Krai. It’s the third highest peak in the chain after Tordoki-Yani (Тордоки-

Яни; 2,090 meters) and Ko Mountain (гора Ко; 2,003 meters), both of which are just on the 

other side of the border. The Sikhote-Alin range is divided into several lesser parallel chains 

which run north to south: the Partizanskiy (Партизанский), Siniy (Синий; “Dark Blue”), 

and the Kholodniy (Холодный; “Cold”), chief among them.  

 

Primorye is most famous for its natural beauty and its wildlife. In addition to tigers and 

leopards, it is also home to the Ussuri Black Bear (Ursus thibetanus), the Manchurian Deer 

(Cervus elaphus xanthopygos), Eurasian Lynx (Lynx lynx), and Manchurian Wild Boar (Sus 

scrofa ussuricus). Salmon fishing in the Russian Far East is legendary.  
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➢ Km 8782: Alchan (станция Алчан) – This small village is spread over both sides of the 

railroad and lies along the left bank of the Bikin River. It is however, named for the nearby 

Alchan River (река Алчан) which is on the other side of the Bikin. The Alchan is a 170 

kilometer-long right tributary of the Bikin which has its source in the western slopes of the 

Sikhote-Alin Mountains. It is the largest tributary of the Bikin and it is subject to frequent 

flooding. The Alchan’s mouth on the Bikin is seven kilometers downriver from Alchan 

Village just at the Khabarovskiy – Primorye border.  

 

➢ Km 8783: Cross the Kedrovka River (река Кедровка; “Nutcracker”) – This little tributary 

begins about ten kilometers northwest of the rail line. After passing under the tracks, it flows 

northeast two kilometers and joins the left bank of the Bikin.  

 

The “Kedrovka” is a small bird (Latin: Nucifraga caryocatactes) very common across all of 

Eurasian Russia. They are birds of the deepest forest and taiga and collectors of all tree nuts, 

but especially pine nuts and Siberian cedar. So admired are they for their industriousness, the 

city of Tomsk erected a little monument in their honor. The “nutcracker” bird is in English a 

homonym for the utensil used to crack nuts. Not so in Russian. The tool is the Shchelkunchik 

(Щелкунчик), perhaps best known to many by Tchaikovsky’s score of the ballet, The 

Nutcracker. It premiered at St. Petersburg’s Imperial Mariinsky Theatre on December 18, 

1892 and has been featured around the world during the Christmas season ever since.  

 

➢ Km 8789: Cross the Malaya Burlitovka River (река Малая Бурлитовка) – This minor 

tributary is our last close connection to the Bikin for after here it continues its upriver path 

several hundred kilometers all the way east across Primorye almost to the Strait of Tatar. The 

rail line continues its path southwest so we won’t see the Bikin again. The Malaya Burlitovka 

begins about ten kilometers due north. After passing under the tracks, it runs about 200 

meters where it joins the left bank of the Burlitovka River (река Бурлитовка). That river 

then continues two kilometers northeast to its mouth on the left bank of the Bikin.  

 

➢ Km 8790: Cross the Burlitovka River (река Бурлитовка) – This slightly larger Bikin 

tributary begins close to 25 kilometers due west; it’s almost in the Ussuri River watershed 

but a small range of hills stands in the way and divides the Primorye landscape. As the crow 

flies, the Burlitovka’s source waters begin only six kilometers east of the Ussuri. But instead 

of running to the Ussuri, it flows due east to here. After passing under the rail line, the 

Burlitovka flows northeast approximately three kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of the 

Bikin River. From this confluence, the Bikin flows northwest 70 kilometers (35 kilometers as 

the crow flies) to its union on the right bank of the Ussuri near the village of Vasilevka.  

 

➢ Km 8792: Burlit-Volochayerskiy (станция Бурлит-Волочаевский) – The small village of 

Burlit (Бурлит) has a population of 225. About three kilometers to the southeast is the 

slightly larger village of Fedosevka (Федосьевка).  

 

➢ Km 8799: Cross the Shchegolikha River (река Щеголиха; “Woman of Fashion”) – This 19 

kilometer-long little river begins about seven kilometers west of the rail line. After passing 

under the tracks, it flows northeast a dozen kilometers and joins the left bank of the Bikin.  
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KM 8803: Arrival at Luchegorsk RR Station 

➢ Km 8803: Luchegorsk (станция Лучегорск) – Appearances can be deceiving. This looks 

like a tiny village of maybe a dozen houses adjacent to the east side of the station and the rail 

line. In this case however, the actual town is 12 kilometers to the east by road. It has a 

population of just over 20,000 and it known as the “largest town in the Far East not to be a 

city.” It is an industrial community built 

on the wealth of several large open-air 

lignite coal mines. Mining operations 

began over 100 years ago.  

 

The mines supply the fuel to run the 

Primorskiy Power Plant (Приморской 

ГРЭС) which is the most powerful 

thermal plant and power supplier in the 

Russian Far East. Its main chimney is 330 

meters (1,083 feet) high, making it the 

tallest building in the Far East. The plant 

is two kilometers north of town and like 

the town, built alongside the west end of 

Luchegorsk Reservoir (Лучегорское 

водохранилище). The town developed on 

the Kontrovod River (река Контровод), a 

minor left tributary of the Bikin. The river is dammed and forms a reservoir six kilometers 

long and not quite two kilometers wide. Water is supplied to the plant by means of a man-

made canal. The reservoir is used to allow the discharge water from the power plant to cool 

before it joins the Bikin. The reservoir is also a recreation area for the region. On its banks 

are dachas, summer camps for children, and access for sail boats and other small watercraft. 

A summer holiday camp for children or adults in Russian is known as a “Turbaza” 

(Турбаза).  

 

Luchegorsk also happens to be the closest town to Damanskiy Island (остров Даманский); it 

is 35 kilometers due west. However, since most of the men stationed there – and killed there 

– were based in Dalnerechensk (Дальнереченск), we’ll discuss the Damanskiy Island 

Incident when we reach Dalnerechensk. The various memorials are there.  

 

➢ Km 8804: Branch Line East – A little less than one kilometer south after passing the 

Luchegorsk Rail Station, a single-track spur runs off to the left. The line, along with many 

minor side branches, travels to the Primorskiy Power Plant and the coalfields both east and 

west of the main Trans-Siberian Line. Altogether, there are about 40 kilometers of line in all 

directions.  

 

➢ Km 8804: Cross the Pervaya Kontrovod River (река Первая Контровод; “First 

Kontrovod”) – A little more than one kilometer south after the Luchegorsk Station, the train 

passes over this small but important stream. It begins almost 20 kilometers to the northwest 

and derives its unusual name, “Kontrovod,” for its “contrary” flow – west to east. Virtually 

every other river between the Ussuri and the Sikhote-Alin Mountains flows from east to 

west. After passing under the rail line, it flows about five kilometers southeast where it joins 
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with the Second Kontrovod River (река Вторая Контровод) to form the Kontrovod River. 

The newly enlarged small river flows about five more kilometers east to Luchegorsk and fills 

the Luchegorsk Reservoir. Six kilometers east, the Kontrovod exits the reservoir dam and 

flows an additional five kilometers north until it joins the left bank (west side) of the Bikin 

River.  

 

➢ Km 8808: Cross the Vtoraya Kontrovod River (река Вторая Контровод; “Second 

Kontrovod”) – This little stream begins about 18 kilometers to the northwest. Although both 

the First and Second Kontrovod Rivers are only about eight to ten kilometers east of the 

Ussuri River, they are cut off from a possible westward flow by the Ridge Strelnikov (хребта 

Стрельникова). Therefore, they flow east.  

 

The ridge is a local north-south running line of low mountains named for Soviet Union Hero 

Lieutenant Ivan Strelnikova (Иван Иванович Стрельников; 1939-69) in commemoration of 

his role in the border conflict over the Damanskiy Island. He was killed on the island in the 

first wave of the attack by Chinese invaders. We’ll be discussing that incident a little further 

down the line.  

 

From the rail crossing, the Vtoraya Kontrovod flows northeast about six kilometers until its 

confluence with the Pervaya Kontrovod. From that junction, the newly-named Kontrovod 

runs about five kilometers until it empties into the Luchegorsk Reservoir (Лучегорск 

водохранилище). Six kilometers later, after exiting the reservoir’s dam, it flows its last five 

kilometers north to the Bikin River. Note that on some maps the Vtoraya Kontrovod is listed 

as the Vorona (река Ворона; “Crow River”).  

 

➢ Km 8812: Cross the Pravaya Chyornaya Rechka (Правая Чёрная Речка; “Right Black 

River”) – The little Right Black River originates about six kilometers to the northwest. From 

the railroad tracks, it flows around the east side of Lastochka, then southwest nine kilometers 

along the rail line where it crosses the rails again. From that second crossing, it runs a little 

more than one kilometer west to the little village of Emelyanovka (Емельяновка), then 

southwest four kilometers where it merges into the right bank of the Chyornaya Rechka 

(Чёрная Речка). From that confluence, the Chyornaya Rechka continues on a highly 

contorted path nine kilometers due west to the right bank of the Ussuri River.  

 

➢ Km 8813: Lastochka (станция Ласточка; “Swallow”) – There are twin small villages here: 

Lastochka and Ignatevka (Игнатьевка). They are both on the east side of the tracks. The 

nearby Lastochka River (река Ласточка), which the train does not cross, runs northeast 

about a dozen kilometers and joins the Vtoraya Kontrovod on its way to the Luchegorsk 

Reservoir. The village and river take their names from the bird species (Latin: Hirundo 

rustica); swallows are distributed on every continent on earth except Australia and 

Antarctica.  

 

➢ Km 8817: Cross the Sorokovaya River (река Сороковая) – This small stream starts about a 

dozen kilometers northwest on the east side of the Strelnikov Ridge. After it passes under the 

rail tracks, it runs one kilometer southeast and merges into the right bank of the north-to-

south flowing Pravaya Chyornaya Rechka.  
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➢ Km 8819: Cross the Pravaya Chyornaya Rechka (Правая Чёрная Речка) – The train passes 

over this river again. From this rail crossing, the river runs almost six kilometers southwest 

and joins the right bank of the Chyornaya Rechka. From there the Chyornaya Rechka flows 

nine kilometers west to the Ussuri.  

 

➢ Km 8821: Track Post Buinevich (путевой пост Буйневич) – There are perhaps a half a 

dozen houses here.  

 

➢ Km 8825: Cross the Chyornaya Rechka (Чёрная Речка) – This river originates 

approximately 18 kilometers to the northeast. After passing under the rail line, it meanders 

west about 16 kilometers to its mouth on the right bank of the Ussuri River.  

 

➢ Km 8830: Lyunino (платформа Люнино).  

 

➢ Km 8837: Cross the Krutoberezhnaya River (река Крутобережная; “Cool Gentle River”) – 

This nicely-named Ussuri tributary originates almost 20 kilometers to the southeast of the rail 

line. After passing under the tracks, it flows five kilometers northwest and merges into the 

Protoka Dlinnaya (Протока Длинная; “Long Channel”), a seven kilometer-long sidearm 

right channel of the Ussuri.  

 

➢ Km 8839: Guberovo (станция Губерово) – A village of approximately 630 inhabitants. 

Most of it is developed on the east side of the railway. The next town south is Novostroika 

(Новостройка; “New Construction”); it’s impossible to tell where one ends and the other 

begins as altogether there’s about four running kilometers of habitation.  

 

➢ Km 8850: Chaldanka (станция Чалданка) – A few houses along the east side of the rails. 

The recorded population of this settlement is one.  

 

➢ Km 8855: Sukhanovka (Сухановка) – A couple of houses a bit east of the rail line. No 

platform.  

 

➢ Km 8861: Ebergard (станция Эбергард) – This tiny village of some 27 residents is named 

after a rail engineer who worked on this section of the Ussuri Line. Almost of the village is to 

the southeast of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8862: Branch Line South – A little more than one kilometer south after passing 

Ebergard Rail Station, a branch turns to the left. It first travels east, then south, then west – a 

total of 26 kilometers crossing the Bolshaya Ussurka River (река Большая Уссурка) and its 

tributary the Malinovka River (река Малиновка; “Robin”) along the way. Essentially, the 

branch does a 180 degree clockwise loop around the east side of Dalnerechensk 

(Дальнереченск) and then re-joins the main line about five kilometers south of town. It’s 

called the Dalnerechensk Bypass (Обход Дальнереченск). From north to south, stations or 

platforms on the line are: Sokolikha (Соколиха) → Voguton (Вoгутон) → and 

Dalnerechensk-2 (Дальнереченск-второй).  
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➢ Km 8862: Cross the Cheldonka River (река Челдонка) – This tiny tributary originates 

within meters of the rail line here. It flows northwest four kilometers and joins the Ussuri. 

This is another one of the places where the rail line comes very close to China. Here, the 

Ussuri, which is the border; is about two and one-half kilometers west.   

 

➢ Km 8868: Salskoye (пост Сальское) – Salskoye is a good-sized village of 1,150 inhabitants 

on the right bank (north shore) of the Bolshaya Ussurka River about one kilometer east of the 

rail line. The M60 Ussuri Highway passes through the town and crosses the river near here so 

residents would more commonly use the rail station at Dalnerechensk.  

 

➢ Km 8871: Cross the Bolshaya Ussurka River (река Большая Уссурка) – At 440 kilometers 

in length, the “Great” Ussurka is one of the largest tributaries of the Ussuri River. Its 

headwaters originate 430 kilometers southeast near the southernmost end of the Sikhote-Alin 

Mountains about 25 kilometers northwest of Dalnegorsk (Дальнегорск), one of the very few 

settlements on the east side of Primorskiy Krai. Dalnegorsk is about 30 kilometers from the 

coast. Only a last thin line of the Sikhote-Alin keeps the river from flowing east into the Sea 

of Japan at that point.  

 

Following the Bolshaya Ussurka downstream from its crossing with the railroad leads some 

ten kilometers northwest until its confluence with the right bank of the Ussuri. The merger 

point is just across the Ussuri River from the Chinese village of Hutouzhen (Chinese: 虎头; 

pinyin: Hǔ tóu zhen). Until 1972 the Bolshaya Ussurka River was known by its Chinese 

name, the Iman (Russian: Иман; Chinese: 伊曼; pinyin: Yī màn). Both the river and town of 

Dalnerechensk had their names changed in a campaign after the Damanskiy Island Conflict 

to “de-Sinicize” the Russian Far East. Several hundred rivers, towns, mountains, bays, and 

other places had their names changed at that time.  

 

The river is 225 meters wide at the rail crossing. It’s spanned by a single-track, three truss 

bridge. The other single-track that crosses the river is 12 kilometers upriver on the Bolshaya 

Ussurka. That crossing is part of the Dalnerechensk Bypass route.  
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KM 8874: Dalnerechensk-I Railway Station 

➢ Km 8874: Dalnerechensk-I (станция Дальнереченск-первая) – For almost 80 years, from 

its development as a railroad town as part of the construction of the Ussuri Line in 1894, until 

1972, the town was known as Iman (Russian: Иман; Chinese: 伊曼; pinyin: Yī màn), its 

Chinese name. Then its name was 

changed to Dalnerechensk (lit., “a 

place at a far away river”) as part of a 

general campaign of changing 

Chinese-derived place names to assert 

Soviet sovereignty in the region. The 

campaign began shortly after the 

Damanskiy/Zhenbao Island Incident. 

The Russian-Chinese border (the 

Ussuri River) is about five kilometers 

west of town and on the other side of 

the river, in China, the old name 

Yiman continues to be used when they 

are referring to the city.  

 

Dalnerechensk is the most northern and 

the oldest city in Primorskiy Krai. It 

was founded in 1859 and originally called “Count” (Графская) in honor of Graf Muravyov-

Amurskiy (Николай Николаевич Муравьёв-Амурский; 1809-81). It is located five 

kilometers east of the Ussuri River at the confluence of the Bolshaya Ussurka and Malinovka 

(река Малиновка; “Robin”) Rivers. This large city of almost 28,000 persons lies on the left 

bank (south side) of the Bolshaya Ussurka and the left bank (west side) of the Malinovka 

River. The 440 kilometer-long Bolshaya Ussurka River is a tributary of the 897 kilometer-

long Ussuri and the 274 kilometer-long Malinovka is a tributary of the Bolshaya Ussurka. 

Until 1972, the Bolshaya Ussurka was known as the “Iman” River. The Bolshaya Ussurka is 

one of the largest tributaries of the Ussuri and the Malinovka is one of the largest tributaries 

of the Bolshaya Ussurka. All three of these rivers originate on the western slopes of the 

Sikhote-Alin Mountains.  

 

Dalnerechensk is a pleasant enough city but one reason that people come here is due to its 

location close to Damanskiy Island and interest in the events surrounding the conflict that 

took place nearby more than 50 years ago. There is a museum and a memorial in town, plus a 

memorial at the cemetery outside of town, plus another memorial and cemetery near 

Damanskiy Island itself. All are in honor of the border guards who died in 1969 during the 

border conflict over Damanskiy Island. A number of the guards are buried at the memorials 

and at the cemeteries. 

 

In the past, the Ussuri River border region had been a place of great tension between Russia 

and China. The most significant conflict, which included the deaths of 58 Russians and 

several hundred Chinese, occurred during what is now known in the West as the Sino-Soviet 

Border Conflict of 1969. In Russia, this very serious skirmish is known as the Damanskiy 

Island Border Conflict (Пограничный конфликт на острове Даманский) and in China it’s 

called the Zhenbao Island Incident (Chinese: 珍宝岛自卫反击战; pinyin: Zhēnbǎo dǎo zìwèi 
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Damanskiy/Zhenbao Island and the 
Sino-Soviet border conflict of 1969 

The Thalweg Principle 
Closely related to the “main shipping channel” 
principle is the “Thalweg” principle. A thalweg is 
an English loan word from German that literally 
means “valley way.” It refers to a line of the 
lowest elevation of a watercourse. Along the 
length of a river, the line may be calculated 
using soundings and other techniques that 
follows the deepest channels and lowest points. 
Under the thalweg principle, a boundary 
between two political states may be determined 
by the thalweg. It may or may not differ from 
the main shipping channel.  

fǎnjí zhàn; lit., “Treasure Island Self-

Defense War”). All these names refer to a 

tiny island in the middle of the Ussuri 

River 60 kilometers north of 

Dalnerechensk or 35 kilometers west of 

Luchegorsk. The island measures 0.74 

square kilometers (0.3 square miles). At 

one point, the Soviet Union had as many 

as 650,000 soldiers stationed on the border 

and the Chinese had some 800,000.  

 

The conflict arose during the time between 

the 1960s and 70s when Russo-Sino 

relations hit rock bottom. Its origins were 

in the Unequal Treaties. Beijing insisted 

on reviewing the 19th Century treaties: 

specifically the 1689 Treaty of Nerchinsk 

and the Convention of Peking (Beijing) Treaty 

of 1860.  

 

In accordance with the terms of the treaties, the 

border between the countries had been unfairly 

set on the Chinese bank of both the Amur and 

Ussuri rivers. This entitled the Russian Empire 

and then the USSR to the whole of the two. 

According to this formulation, every island in 

the Amur and Ussuri Rivers belonged to 

Russia.  

 

This unusual arrangement is contrary to the 

more common rule in international law where 

the demarcation line is drawn using the main 

shipping channel or median line principle. 

Under either of these principles, midstream 

islands are allocated to one side or the other 

depending on which side of the line they may 

lie. The Russian treaty arrangement by no 

means pleased the Chinese, with Mao Zedong 

(Chinese: 毛泽东; pinyin: Máo Zédōng; 1893-

1976) going so far as to declare that all the 

territory east of Lake Baikal belonged to China 

– similar to the ancient Manchu Empire border 

using the continental divide of northern Asia.  
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Damanskiy Island Memorial Cemetery 
The Island is visible in the right rear of this photo. 

Damanskiy/Zhenbao Island 

 

For reasons that are still unclear today, on March 2, 1969, a group of Chinese soldiers 

attacked Damanskiy/Zhenbao Island and killed a large number of Russian border guards. The 

Russians quickly retaliated and there were 

numerous casualties on both sides, not 

only on Damanskiy/Zhenbao Island, but at 

a number of places along the river frontier. 

The killing and the conflict over the island 

raised international concerns that the two 

nuclear super-powers could start a world 

war over the issue.  

 

All summer, intermittent hostilities 

continued, and war fever burned, but by 

the fall, Moscow and Beijing took a step 

back from the brink. On September 11, 

1969, on his way back home from the 

funeral of the Vietnamese leader Ho Chi 

Minh (born: Nguyễn Sinh Cung; 1890-

1969), Soviet Prime Minister Alexei 

Kosygin (Алексей Николаевич Косыгин; 1904-80) stopped over in Beijing for talks with 

his Chinese counterpart, Zhou Enlai (Chinese: 周恩来; pinyin: Zhōu Ēnlái; 1898-1976).  

 

No warm and fuzzy red carpet state visit, hastily-arranged and tense talks were held at the 

Beijing Airport – but progress was made. Both sides agreed to return previously recalled 

ambassadors and begin border negotiations.  

 

Inconclusive talks dragged on for over 15 

years until Mikhail Gorbachev (Михаил 

Сергеевич Горбачёв; 1931-present) came 

to power in 1985. Reversing position, he 

said that the border must be determined by 

the main channel in order to avoid future 

conflicts with China. The fate of most of 

the islands was therefore to be settled 

individually. On May 16, 1991 a new treaty 

was signed by Gorbachev and Chinese 

President Jiang Zemin (Chinese: 江泽民; 

pinyin: Jiāng Zémín; 1926-present). By the 

end of 1995, an agreement over the last 54 

kilometer-long stretch of the border was 

reached. Several of the larger islands 

adjacent to Khabarovsk were not settled 

until 2004.  
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KM 8884: Lazo Railway Station 

The most recent amendment to this Agreement was signed in July of 2008 and permanently 

settled all remaining issues. At over 4,200 kilometers, the long Russian-Chinese frontier – 

which is one of the longest land borders in the world between two countries – has finally 

been fully and peacefully settled. Incidentally, other than those little islands, it’s the same 

border affixed by Count Muravyov-Amurskiy 150 years earlier. Happily, not only is there no 

trouble or danger along the border today, but cross-border commerce has mushroomed all 

along the frontier. Trade and tourism have boomed and fortunes are being made every day.  

 

➢ Km 8879: Check Point 8879 (Блокпост 8879).  

 

➢ Km 8879: Branch Line North – Here the 26 kilometer-long Dalnerechensk Bypass (Обход 

Дальнереченск) re-unites with the main line.  

 

➢ Km 8884: Lazo (станция Лазо) – A mid-sized town of approximately 3,000 persons. Like 

so many Soviet/Russian cities, it’s had its share of name changes. It was originally called 

Muravyovo-Amurskaya (Муравьёво-Амурская), named for the Count and former 

Governor-General. After the Russian Revolution, it was changed to the settlement of Lazo 

(Посёлок Лазо), in memory of Sergei 

Lazo (Сергей Георгиевич Лазо, 1894–

1920), a Communist revolutionary leader 

in the Russian Far East who was brutally 

killed at this station.  

 

Although none of the facts are entirely 

clear, it is believed that in May of 1920, 

the Japanese, who had invaded the region 

after the Nikolayevsk Incident, managed 

to capture and take Lazo prisoner. Along 

with two other revolutionaries, Vsevolod 

Sibirtsev (Всеволод Михайлович 

Сибирцев; 1883-1920) and Alexei Lutski 

(Алексей Николаевич Луцкий; 1883-

1920), the three were turned over to White 

Army Cossacks. Although it has never 

been definitively proven, it is widely held that the three of them were tortured at Muravyovo-

Amurskaya Station and then their bodies incinerated in the firebox of a steam locomotive. 

Some gruesome accounts have them as burned alive by throwing them into the firebox. Some 

say that they were shot before being thrown into the fire. The actual train, Steam Locomotive 

E-629, is on a plinth at the Ussuriisk Rail Station (станция Уссурийск-I). There is a 

memorial plaque affixed to it with this story and their names.  

 

There’s a life-size memorial statue of Sergei Lazo at the Lazo Rail Station – and there’s 

another one of him in Vladivostok. There are also several dozen place names throughout the 

Far East in honor of the three murdered Comrades (singular: Товарищ; plural: Товарищи).  
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Sergei Lazo (1894–1920) 

Finally, the Nikolayevsk Incident (Russian: Николаевский инцидент; Japanese: 尼港事件; 

Romanization: Niko Jiken), mentioned just above, was a massacre of hundreds of Japanese 

and Russians in the northern town of Nikolayevsk-na-

Amure in February and March of 1920. Nikolayevsk 

is located 977 kilometers north of Khabarovsk where 

the mouth of the Amur River meets the Sea of 

Okhotsk. The incident became the pretext for the 

Japanese occupation of Sakhalin Island – which they 

did not return to Russia until 1945 after their defeat in 

World War II.  

 

➢ Km 8886: Cross the Degtyarka River (река 

Дегтярка) – Not quite two kilometers south after 

passing Lazo Station, the train passes over this minor 

tributary. It begins close to four kilometers southeast 

at the confluence of the five kilometer-long Malaya 

Degtyarka (река Малая Дегтярка) and the eight 

kilometer-long Bolshaya Degtyarka (река Большая 

Дегтярка) Rivers. From the railroad tracks, it flows 

northwest less than eight kilometers to its end on the 

right bank of the Ussuri River.  

 

➢ Km 8891: Grushevoye (станция Грушевое; “Pear”) 

– A small hamlet with two distinct halves on each side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8913: Cross the Lyubavka River (река Любавка) – This small stream begins 

approximately 16 kilometers to the northeast. After passing under the rail line, it flows close 

to five kilometers northwest to its junction on the Ussuri’s right bank.  

 

➢ Km 8914: Prokhasko (станция Прохасько) – A couple of buildings along the east side of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 8920: Confluence of the Ussuri (Russian: река Уссури; Chinese: 乌苏里江; pinyin: Wū 

sū lǐ jiāng) and Sungacha (Russian: река Сунгача; Chinese: 松阿察河; pinyin: Sōn gàchá hé) 

Rivers. It’s a rather contorted, meandering mess, but seven kilometers west of Filaretovka 

(Филаретовка) is the confluence of these two rivers.  

 

At this junction, the Ussuri ceases to be the border between China and Russia and the 

Sungacha takes over that role. The Sungacha begins by flowing out of the east side of Lake 

Khanka (Russian: oзеро Ханка; Chinese: 兴凯湖; pinyin: Xīng kǎi hú) about 100 kilometers 

to the south. The lake also forms part of the China-Russia border. The Sungacha is the only 

outflow of the lake. It’s an extraordinarily sinous river; its actual flow from source at Lake 

Khanka to its mouth on the Ussuri is just over 200 kilometers. As the crow flies, the distance 

is 72 kilometers. It is a left tributary of the Ussuri. From this confluence, the Ussuri continues 

north approximately 350 kilometers until it joins the Amur River at Khabarovsk.  
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KM 8931: Ruzhino Railway Station 

➢ Km 8921: Filaretovka (станция Филаретовка) – This village of just over 400 inhabitants 

runs off east roughly perpendicular to the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8922: Branch Line East – A short spur of about five kilometers off to the southeast 

serves an open-air coal mine.  

 

➢ Km 8923: Cross the Tamga River (река Тамга) – A little less than two kilometers south of 

Filaretovka Station, this little river passes under the tracks. Longer than it appears, it begins 

about 25 kilometers to the northeast, a few kilometers west of the village of Ilmovka 

(Ильмовка). About halfway through its course from its source to the rail line, it passes by the 

village of Tamga, then Filaretovka where it meets the rail line. From here, it runs about seven 

kilometers northwest and merges into the right bank of the Ussuri River less than two 

kilometers upriver south from its confluence with the Sungacha and the border with China.  

 

➢ Km 8929: Urozhaynoye (Урожайное) – A small village to the east of the rail line shortly 

before reaching Ruzhino Main Station.  

 

➢ Km 8931: Ruzhino (станция Ружино) – The station name is Ruzhino; the surrounding town 

is Lesozavodsk. The village of Ruzhino is 11 kilometers northeast. It’s named after the 

Ruzhinka River (река Ружинка), a ten-kilometer-long tributary of the Tamga.  

 

Lesozavoksk is a large town built along 

the right bank (east side) of the Ussuri 

River. It was not until 2002 at this station 

that the final and complete electrification 

of the Trans-Siberian Railroad took place.  

 

There is a modern art type sculpture 

commemorating this event. In addition, the 

town built a new Orthodox Church and 

dedicated it to Saint Nicholas (Николай 

Чудотворец; lit., “Nicholas 

Wonderworker”) – patron saint of 

travelers among other things. As always, 

Lenin exhorts; he’s in front of the rail 

station.  

 

➢ Km 8932: Branch Line South – This ten kilometer-long spur is a bypass route. It first runs a 

bit east, then south along the eastern edge of town. It then crosses the 200 meter-wide Ussuri 

River on a single-track, four truss bridge approximately three kilometers upstream southeast 

from the mainline bridge and heads west through the suburban village of Polevoye (Полевое; 

“Field”). Two kilometers southwest of there, it re-connects to the main line.  
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➢ Km 8936: Cross the Ussuri River (река Уссури) – The river here is 300 meters wide and 

crossed by a single line of track over four truss sections. The 897 kilometer-long Ussuri 

begins near 1,684 meter-tall Mount Snow (гора Снежная) more than 400 kilometers 

southwest of Lesozavodsk at the most extreme southeastern end of the Sikhote-Alin 

Mountains. Its headwaters arise about 70 kilometers due west of Olga (Ольга), a small port 

on the east coast of Primorye on the Sea of Japan. Expressed another way, the Ussuri’s 

source is about 160 kilometers northeast of Nakhodka (Находка).  

 

From the rail crossing at Lesozavodsk, the Ussuri flows some 25 kilometers north to the 

confluence with the Sungacha River which has been the border between China and Russia for 

the last 100 kilometers and now ends. At this point, the Ussuri becomes the border – and it 

remains the border for the next 500 kilometers (350 as the crow flies) north to Khabarovsk. 

There, it joins the right bank of the Amur River on its nearly 1,000 kilometer route north to 

its mouth on the Tatar Strait a little downriver from Nikolayevsk-na-Amure.  

 

➢ Km 8938: Lesozavodsk-I (станция Лесозаводск-первая; “Sawmill”) – Although perhaps 

three-quarters of Lesozavodsk is built on the Ussuri River’s right bank (north and east sides), 

a good quarter of the town lies on the left bank (south and west side). Lesozavodsk is a large 

town of some 37,000 persons. It was originally established as a sawmill in the beginning of 

the 20th Century. Later, it became well known for its woodworking factory, the Ussuri 

Woodworking Plant (Уссурийский деревообрабатывающий комбинат), the largest in the 

Russian Far East.  

 

It is from this side of the river that one drives from Lesozavodsk on the local road (Ulitsa 

Markovskaya; Улица Марковская) through Chemorechenskiy (Чемореченский) 15 

kilometers north to Markovo (Марково) and the border crossing station there. It’s one of 

those Russian-Chinese citizen-only crossings so it is not of interest to foreign travelers.  

 

Markovo is a tiny village on the right bank (east side) of the Sungacha River about six 

kilometers southwest of its confluence with the Ussuri. The border station is four kilometers 

by road east of the village. After exiting Russia, there is a one kilometer-long strip of no-

man’s land which includes crossing the Sungacha River over a bridge. On the other side is 

the Chinese immigration post. It’s a particularly rural area; the nearest transportation link of 

any kind is a small rail station 50 kilometers northwest at Hulinzhen (Chinese: 虎林市; 

pinyin: Hǔ lín shì).  

 

In the other direction, away from the Chinese border, about 13 kilometers due east from 

Lesozavodsk is the village of Lesnoye (Лесное). It’s on the M60 Ussuri Highway that has 

more or less paralleled the rail line since Khabarovsk.  

 

➢ Km 8941: Branch Line North – This is the point where the bypass route re-connects to the 

main line. From here, the bypass runs northeast: first through the village of Polevoye, then 

across the single-track bridge across the Ussuri River, then around the east end of 

Lesozavodsk until it re-connects to the main line about one kilometer south of the Ruzhino 

Rail Station.  
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“Kabarga” Siberian Musk Deer 
(Moschus moschiferus moschiferus) 

The Kabarga is a small primitive 
member of the deer family. They 
generally run less than one meter tall 
and weigh from 10 to 18 kilos. They are 
extinct in Europe and found only in 
Asia. They do not have antlers, they 
have tusks. Males also have abdominal 
glands that produce musk, an 
extraordinarily valuable strong-scented 
excretion that is used in perfumes and 
traditional medicines. There are seven 
distinct species of the genus Moschus 
and five subspecies of moschiferus, but 
the “Siberian” is the most common.  

➢ Km 8943: Check Point 8943 (Блокпост 8943).  

 

➢ Km 8946: Donskoye (Донское) – A tiny village about a kilometer and a half west of the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 8954: Kabarga (станция Кабарга) – Maybe a 

dozen houses most of which are on the east side of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8955: Cross the Kabarga River (река Кабарга) – 

This little stream begins about five kilometers to the 

east of the rail crossing. From the crossing it’s 

diverted into the Kabarginskiy Canal (канал 

Кабаргинский) which flows approximately 20 

kilometers northwest until it joins the right bank of the 

Sungacha River.  

 

➢ Km 8969: Narzanovka (платформа Нарзановка) – A 

platform in the middle of nowhere.  

 

➢ Km 8973: Cross the Shmakovka River (река 

Шмаковка) – This 46 kilometer-long river begins 

about 15 kilometers southeast or about midway 

between the two villages of Shmakovka (Шмаковка) 

and Olkhovka (Ольховка). From the rail crossing, it 

runs west close to four kilometers just south of the 

village of Pavlo-Fedorovka (Павло-Федоровка), then 

another 15 kilometers northwest where it merges into 

the right bank of the Belaya River (река Белая). From 

this confluence, the 87 kilometer-long Belaya flows 

two kilometers north until it merges into the right bank 

of the Sungacha.  

 

➢ Km 8975: Shmakovka (станция Шмаковка) – The 

station name is Shmakovka; Avdeyevka (Авдеевка) is 

the surrounding town of nearly 550 residents. About 

five kilometers due east is the village of Shmakovka 

which has a population of approximately 600. The 

town is well known for the Nicholas Holy Trinity Monastery (Свято-Троицкий 

Николаевский монастырь), established in the 1890s and the oldest in the Russian Far East. 

It’s located near the source of several mountain springs which have been developed into 

mineral springs resorts. These are the “Pearl” (Жемчужина), “Emerald” (Изумрудный), and 

“50 October” (50 лет Октября). The calcium-magnesium spring waters are bottled and sold 

under the labels “Shmakovka” (Шмаковская) and “Monastery” (Монастырская).  

 

➢ Km 8985: Belaya Rechka (платформа Белая Речка; “Little White River”).  
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The Chinese Eastern Railway 

 

➢ Km 8988: Cross the Belaya River (река Белая; “White River”) – This minor tributary begins 

approximately 40 kilometers southeast of the rail crossing. Heading west from the tracks, the 

Belaya flows about 20 kilometers northwest until it joins the right bank of the Sungacha two 

kilometers north of the Shmakovka’s confluence with the Belaya.  

 

➢ Km 8989: Komarovka (платформа Комаровка) – This small village is about four 

kilometers east of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8993: Runovka (Руновка) – This little village of some 550 persons lies ten kilometers 

east of the rail line on the M60 Ussuri Highway.  

 

➢ Km 8994: Kraevskiy (станция Краевский) – A couple of houses along the east side of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 8996: Novorusanovka (Новорусановка) – This village of 515 inhabitants is about four 

kilometers west of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 8998: Cross the Kraevskiy River (река Краевский) – This little stream begins about a 

dozen kilometers southeast of the rail crossing. From here, it flows approximately 25 

kilometers northwest until it joins the left bank of the Belaya shortly before that river joins 

the Sungacha.  

 

➢ Km 9002: Sungach (станция Сунгач) – A small settlement of roughly 225 persons and a 

good-sized cantonment immediately east. Six kilometers to the west is the larger village of 

Zelenodolskoye (Зеленодольское). Naturally, the village is named after the river.  

 

➢ Km 9005: Dukhovskoye (Духовское) 

– This little village of about 300 

residents is located one and a half 

kilometers east of the rail line and 

three kilometers west of the M60 

Highway.  

 

➢ Km 9014: Sviyagino (станция 

Свиягино) – A fairly large village of 

close to 1,250 persons almost all of 

which is on the east side of the rail 

line. Two kilometers west is the quite 

a bit larger town of Chkalovskoye 

(Чкаловское). We’ll come to that 

town next.  

 

Sviyagino is named after the 

hereditary nobleman, railroad engineer, 

and developer of the Far Eastern 
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Valery P. Chkalov (1904-38) 
This 2004 commemorative stamp of the 100th birthday 
of Chkalov features a portrait of the aviator and his 
aircraft that made the first non-stop flight from Moscow 
over the North Pole to Vancouver, Washington, USA.  

Railway, Nikolai Sviyagin (Николай Сергеевич Свиягин; 1856-1924). He was one of the 

founders of the Chinese-Russian city of Harbin (Russian: Харбин; Chinese: 哈尔滨; pinyin: 

Hā'ěrbīn) and the major developer of the Far Eastern Railway’s route from Khabarovsk to 

Vladivostok, having directly supervised its construction. Towards the end of his life, he was 

instrumental along with Nikolai Gondatti (Николай Львович Гондатти; 1860-1946) in the 

development of the Chinese Eastern Railway or “CER” (Russian: Китайско-Восточная 

железная дорога or КВЖД; Chinese: 中东铁路; pinyin: Zhōng dōng tiělù) whose route he 

planned. The CER cuts across the top of Manchuria, linking Chita to Vladivostok, and saves 

hundreds of kilometers compared with the all-Russia route above Manchuria. Both Sviyagin 

and Gondatti died and were buried in the Russian cemetery in Harbin. Their graves were 

destroyed during the anti-Russian hysteria during the Cultural Revolution in the 1960s.  

 

➢ Km 9015: Cross the Sorochyovka River (река Сорочёвка) – This small river of many little 

tributaries has its primary origin a dozen kilometers southeast at the confluence of the ten 

kilometer-long Sorochyovka Pravaya River (река Сорочёвка Правая) and the 13 kilometer-

long Sorochyovka Levaya River (река Сорочёвка Левая). After passing under the rail line, 

the Sorochyovka travels 30 kilometers north to its mouth on the right bank of the Sungacha.  

 

➢ Km 9017: Chkalovskoye (Чкаловское) 

– This large village of 3,800 persons 

begins on the north side of the tracks 

and continues for about three 

kilometers north. It is named after 

famed Soviet aviator and test pilot 

Valery Chkalov (Валерий Павлович 

Чкалов; 1904-38). There are numerous 

towns, villages, and streets throughout 

the former Soviet Union named in his 

honor. Chkalovskaya Station (станция 

Чкаловская), adjacent to Chkalovskiy 

Airport (Чкаловский аэропорт), 

outside of Moscow, is one of the most 

widely known. He was killed on a test 

flight. There is a memorial stone at 

Khodynka (Ходынское) in northwest 

Moscow at the place of the crash. His 

ashes are interred in the Kremlin Wall.  

 

➢ Km 9025: Drozdov (станция Дроздов) – A rural hamlet of 70 persons mostly to the west 

side of the rail line. The much larger village of Aleksandrovka (Александровка), which has 

a population of 1,325, is about two and a half kilometers due west.  

 

➢ Km 9032: Platform 9032 (платформа 9032).  

 

➢ Km 9034: Annenka (Анненка) – A small village about one and a half kilometers to the east 

of the rail line.  
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➢ Km 9036: Adarka (станция Адарка) – A small building alongside the tracks. This station is 

closed.  

 

➢ Km 9040: Cross the Оdarka River (река Одарка) – This little river has its source close to 25 

kilometers southeast near the village of Novovladimirovka (Нововладимировка) at the 

junction of the 15 kilometer-long Bolshaya Оdarka River (река Большая Одарка) and the 

ten kilometer-long Malaya Оdarka River (река Малая Одарка).  

 

After passing under the rail line, the Odarka flows approximately seven kilometers northwest 

where it joins the right bank of the Spasovka River (река Спасовка), one of the many 

tributaries of Lake Khanka (oзеро Ханка). From that confluence, the Spasovka flows about 

22 kilometers northwest until its mouth on the lake. The train passes over the Spasovka very 

shortly and we’ll mention it again when we cross it.  

 

➢ Km 9042: Khvaliynka (платформа Хвалынка) – A village of approximately 775 persons 

entirely on the east side of the rails. There is also a garrison posted here (гарнизон 

Хвалынка) which used to serve the military Airfied Khvaliynka (Аэродром Хвалынка) 

which is immediately south of the village.  

 

➢ Km 9045: Branch Line East – This short spur of eight kilometers serves the factory complex 

and the former air base Khvaliynka at Lyotno-Khvalynskoye (Лётно-Хвалынское).  

 

➢ Km 9046: Cross the Spasovka River (река Спасовка) – The Spasovka originates close to 20 

kilometers east. From the rail crossing it continues northwest approximately 35 kilometers 

until it flows into the southeastern shore of Lake Khanka near the village of Novoselskoye 

(Новосельское).  
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KM 9048: Spassk Dalniy Railway Station 

➢ Km 9048: Spassk Dalniy (станция Спасск-Дальний; “Far Saviour”) – Spassk, as it’s called 

locally, is a regional center of the construction industry. It is a large city of about 43,000 

persons, a number of whom work in the town’s cement works, the Novospasskiy Cement 

Plant (Новоспасский цементный завод). Due to the abundant nearby deposits of limestone, 

clay, and sand, a plant was built here and has been operating since 1907. It can produce up to 

3.5 million tons of cement per year. The plant is so important to the area’s economy that it is 

pictured on the city’s coat of arms. For 

a period of time, Aleksandr 

Solzhenitsyn (Александр Исаевич 

Солженицын; 1918-2008) was 

imprisoned in Spassk and worked in 

the cement factory. The plant is 

located on the right bank (north side) 

of the Spasovka River, about seven 

kilometers north of the rail station.  

 

The city is quite neatly divided by the 

north-south rail line which effectively 

creates east and west halves. On the 

western edge of the city is the section 

of Spasskoye (Спасское); on the 

eastern edge is the Ussuri M60 

Highway and the adjacent villages of 

Novinka (Новинка) and Dubovskoye (Дубовское). The main square of town, which is only 

about a kilometer from the rail station, holds the city hall, a statue of Lenin, and the Hotel 

Lotus (Гостиница Лотос), which is a pleasant place to stay.  

 

From its founding in 1886 until 1917, the city was called Spasskoye (Спасское; “Saviour”). 

Thereafter, until 1929, it was known as Spasskoye-Primorskiy (Спасск-Приморский). The 

city is built along the 43 kilometer-long Kuleshovka River (река Кулешовка), a minor 

tributary of the Spasovka River that runs along the western edge of town. The “Assault 

Spassk October 8-9, 1922” (Штурм Спасска 8-9 октября 1922 года), one of the last major 

battles of the Civil War, was fought here. There is a monument in town in honor of this 

conflict.  

 

Spassk is less than 20 kilometers east of the southeastern shore of Lake Khanka (Russian: 

oзеро Ханка; Chinese: 兴凯湖; pinyin: Xīng kǎi hú), the largest body of freshwater in 

northeast China and Far East Russia. An artificial line of 70 kilometers across the northern 

end of the lake represents part of the border between the two countries. About 70% of the 

lake is in Russia and the top 30% portion is in China. It is not deep; its depth averages from 

one to three meters with its deepest point at ten. The lake is a rather misshapen pear-shaped 

oval about 95 kilometers long and 50 kilometers wide. Due to its generally muddy waters, it 

is not particularly popular with swimmers, however, due to stong spring and fall winds, it is 

very popular with recreational wind-surfers. For both countries, all of the lake is a nature 

preserve and bird sanctuary. In Russian, it’s called the Khankaiskiy Reserve (Ханкайский 
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Water Lotus (Nelumbo nucifera) 
Almost impossible to believe but Lake Khanka is full 
of water lotus. Spassk and the lake lie in a warm 
micro-climate. Due to this unique environment, 
fruits, vegetables, and berries ripen here earlier than 
in all the surrounding regions. The District is one of 
the leading agricultural producers of Primorye.  

V.K. Arsenyev and Dersu Uzala 
Archival photo circa 1906-07 

заповедник). Although Lake Khanka is fed by 24 rivers and streams, its only outflow is the 

Sungacha River which flows north out of the lake’s northeastern end.  

 

The lake was prominently featured in the 

1975 classic film Dersu Uzala (Russian: 

Дерсу Узала; Japanese: デルス·ウザーラ; 

Romanization: Derusu·Uzāra) by Japanese 

director Akira Kurosawa (Japanese: 黒泽明

; 1910-98). It won the Academy Award for 

“Best Foreign-Language Film” and is 

based on the novel by scientist, writer, and 

explorer Vladimir Arsenyev (Владимир 

Клавдиевич Арсеньев; 1872-1930). It’s 

the story of his adventures in the Ussuri 

taiga (Уссурийская тайга; “Ussuriland”) 

and his friendship with and admiration of 

the aboriginal Nanai hunter Dersu Uzala 

(1849-1908). There are many natural 

features (i.e., glacier, river, plants, etc.) in 

the Russian Far East named in honor of 

Arsenyev. He is buried in Vladivostok’s 

Sea Cemetery (Морском кладбище 

Владивостока).  

 

Ussuriland was the term used during the Russian 

Empire for the Far East region roughly between the 

Ussuri and Sungacha Rivers and Lake Khanka in the 

west and the Tatar Strait and Sea of Japan in the east. 

It corresponds to today’s Primorskiy Krai, also called 

Primorye. Primorye translates as “lands near the sea” 

and has come to mean “maritime.”  

 

Lake Khanka, the Sungacha and Ussuri Rivers 

comprise an approximate 550 kilometer-long natural 

frontier that forms more than half the Russo-Sino 

border in the middle of territory that corresponds to 

the ancient Manchu province of East Tartary, also 

known historically as “Outer Manchuria.” Today’s 

Chinese region of Manchuria corresponds to what was 

known historically as “Inner Manchuria.” This vast 

northern and eastern region, Russia’s Far East 

Maritime Province, has its capital in Vladivostok. The 

region contains the entire Pacific Ocean water frontage 

from the border of North Korea all the way to 

Sakhalin Island and completely cuts off China’s 

northern access to the sea. How is it, one asks, that 
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Two Worlds – Two Gentlemen – Three Unequal Treaties 
Graf Muravyov-Amurskiy was a well-educated and highly refined man of 
his time. He was not hostile to Asian peoples, nor a participant in the 
Opium Wars. But he did his duty as he saw it and took advantage of a 
unique time in world history to secure vast land holdings for his country. 
Prince Gong also was no fool. He was an intelligent and educated man and 
a great admirer of western science and industry. He did everything possible 
to foster good relations with the West and to bring China out of feudalism. 
As a reward for his embarking on a new path of progress, his country was 
invaded multiple times, forced to accept the trade in opium, and forced to 
concede territory. His name and reputation were vilified under the 
Communist regime as a man who had "sold out" his country. The portrait 
on the left is by Konstantin Makovsky (1863); the photo on the right is by 
Felice Beato, Nov. 2, 1860, days after signing the Peking Treaty. 

Russia came to possess this very large and valuable piece of real estate?  

 

It’s not a very pleasant answer. The 1858 Treaty of Aigun (Russian: Айгунский Договор; 

Chinese: 瑷珲条约; pinyin: Àihún Tiáo yuē) reversed the 1689 Treaty of Nerchinsk and 

brought the frontier down from Russia’s northerly Yablonoviy and Stanovoy mountain 

ranges (the continental 

divide watershed) to 

the Amur River. On 

behalf of the Russian 

Empire, Nikolai 

Muravyov (Николай 

Николаевич 

Муравьёв-Амурский; 

1809-81) signed the 

Treaty of Aigun.  

 

Importantly however, 

the treaty left 

undefined the Chinese 

and Russian eastern 

boundary. It permitted 

both sides equal access 

to the Pacific Ocean. 

The eastern territories, 

including Sakhalin 

Island, were to be 

administered jointly.  

 

Towards the 

conclusion of the 

Second Opium War, 

the French and British, 

who had invaded 

China, forced their 

way into the Forbidden 

City. It was at this 

same time that the 

French burned down the Emperor’s Summer Palace – the target was originally to have been 

the Forbidden City. China’s Qing ruler, Prince Gong Yixin (Chinese: 恭亲王; pinyin: Gōng 

Qīnwáng; 1833–1898), was compelled to sign two treaties: one with the British, one with the 

French.  

 

Although Russia had not been a belligerent in the Opium Wars, nor had it invaded China, her 

representative Count Nikolai Ignatyev (Николай Павлович Игнатьев; 1832-1908) was at 

the bargaining table. He managed, as a matter of diplomacy, to have Prince Gong sign a third 

treaty with the Russian Empire. This third treaty confirmed the earlier Treaty of Aigun and 
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“En Chine - Le gâteau 
des Rois et... des Empereurs” 

The English translation of this 1898 French 
satiric cartoon is: “China – the cake of 
Kings and Emperors.” The caricatures are of 
British Queen Victoria, Kaiser Wilhelm II of 
Germany, Tsar Nicholas II of Russia, 
France’s Marianne (emblem of the French 
Republic), and the Meiji Emperor of Japan. 
Protesting Qing official Li Hongzhang (李
鸿章) throws up his hands but to no avail. 
The cartoon is a bitter commentary on the 
West’s domination over the East. The work 
is by Henri Meyer (1844-99), illustrator 
and caricaturist. Original in Paris at the 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France.  

awarded all the eastern lands, heretofore under joint Chinese-Russian control, solely to 

Russia. The new demarcation line was Lake Khanka, the Sungacha River, and the Ussuri 

River – all the way to its end where it joins the Amur at Khabarovsk. The three treaties 

collectively are known as the Convention of 

Peking (1860) or the Beijing Treaty of 1860 

(Russia: Пекинский договор 1860; Chinese: 北

京条约; pinyin: Běi jīng tiáo yuē). The gratuitous 

massive seizure by Russia of over 910,000 square 

kilometers (350,000 square miles) of land is 

known as the “Amur Acquisition.”  

 

The signing of these three treaties is considered a 

nadir of 19th Century Chinese history and, as 

might be imagined, one of the worst of the 

“Unequal Treaties” (Russian: Неравные 

договоры; Chinese: 不平等条约; pinyin: Bù 

píngděng tiáo yuē) imposed on China by the 

Western powers.  

 

➢ Km 9049: Branch Line East – About 500 meters 

south after passing Spassk-Dalniy Rail Station, 

several short spurs veer to the left and travel one 

to three kilometers east and south. Collectively, 

they all service nearby industrial areas.  

 

➢ Km 9052: Branch Line West – Another several 

short spur lines turn off here and run about one 

kilometer to the city’s coal-fired power generating 

plant and its adjacent mine.  

 

➢ Km 9054: Cross the Kuleshovka River (река 

Кулешовка) – This 43 kilometer-long tributary 

originates approximately 30 kilometers to the 

southeast. After passing under the rail line, it 

flows northeast through the Spasskoye western 

section of the city a dozen kilometers until it 

merges into the left bank of the Spasovka River 

almost immediately after it passes under the rail 

line two kilometers north of the Spassk-Dalniy 

Railway Station.  

 

➢ Km 9056: Stariy Klyuch (станция Старый Ключ; “Old Springs”) – This platform fairly 

well marks the end of town and the beginning of the countryside. The suburban village two 

kilometers north is Voskresenka (Воскресенка; “Sunday” or literally, “Resurrection”).  
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➢ Km 9056: Branch Line South – This short line runs about three and a half kilometers 

southeast to a massive power plant and coal mine.  

 

➢ Km 9060: Prokhoriy (Прохоры) – A large village of close to 1,100 persons entirely on the 

south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 9065: Branch Lines East and West – Five hundred meters before the next station, these 

two short spurs of about three kilometers each run southeast and northwest respectively into 

the Knorring (Кнорринг) military cantonments.  

 

➢ Km 9067: Knorring (станция Кнорринг) – This tiny station and village with a population of 

300 serves the Knorring Cantonments: One is two kilometers northwest and the other is two 

kilometers to the southeast.  

 

➢ Km 9071: Iskra (Искра; “Spark”) – This tiny village is about two kilometers northwest of 

the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 9075: Siniy Gai (Синий Гай) – The small village of Siniy Gai is about three kilometers 

east of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 9078: Track Post Tikhovodnoye (путевой пост Тиховодное) – A couple of buildings 

along the rail line. The platform is closed.  

 

➢ Km 9078: Cross the Dmitrievka River (река Дмитриевка) – Tracing this little tributary 

upstream first leads almost eight kilometers southeast to the village of Dmitrievka 

(Дмитриевка) and the A370 Ussuri Highway. That’s the highway that more or less parallels 

the rail line from Khabarovsk to Ussuriisk. From there, the river continues another 15 

kilometers southeast to its source.  

 

Following the Dmitrievka downstream from the rail crossing leads seven kilometers west to 

its confluence on the right bank of the right channel of the temporarily divided in half Ilistaya 

River (река Илистая). We’ll come to the Ilistaya in due course, but at the moment, it’s split 

into two large equal channels five kilometers across starting about six kilometers south of 

this confluence point and ending north approximately six kilometers. Once re-connected, the 

Ilistaya continues its northern path a dozen kilometers until it reaches its confluence on the 

southernmost point of Lake Khanka.  

 

➢ Km 9082: Altiynovka (Алтыновка) – A little village about two and a half kilometers west of 

the rail line.  
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➢ Km 9088: Cross the Chernigovka River (река Черниговка) – A little less than two 

kilometers north of Muchnaya Station, the rail line passes over this small river. It begins 

approximately 18 kilometers to the southeast at the unusual three-way junction of the ten 

kilometer-long Levaya Chernigovka (река Левая Черниговка), the 13 kilometer-long 

middle course Chernigovka River (река Черниговка), and the 11 kilometer-long Pravaya 

Chernigovka River (река Правая Черниговка). Needless to say, many other small tributaries 

contribute to the river and its tributaries, as is the case with all rivers.  

 

Going in the opposite direction, from the rail crossing, the Chernigovka flows just a bit less 

than ten kilometers west to its junction on the right bank of the Ilistaya River almost exactly 

at its two-way split, thus it’s another three-way confluence. From this confluence, the Ilistaya 

flows due north (in two halves) about a dozen kilometers, then reunites for another dozen 

kilometers until its mouth on Lake Trostnikovoye (озеро Тростниковое; “Reed Lake”), one 

of four little connected lakes at the very southernmost end of Lake Khanka.  

 

➢ Km 9090: Muchnaya (станция Мучная; “Flour”) – The rail station is in the small village of 

Muchnaya. Immediately adjacent to the east is the much larger village of Chernigovka 

(Черниговка; pop. 13,000). There is a large active military air base (аэродроме 

Черниговка) in between and to the south of these two towns.  

 

➢ Km 9096: Cross the Nizinka River (река Низинка; “The Hollow”) – Here a tiny stream and 

its little tiny two kilometer-long tributary begins close to five kilometers due south. After 

passing under the tracks, it runs six kilometers northwest to its end on the right bank of the 

Ilistaya River.  

 

➢ Km 9101: Khalkidon (станция Халкидон) – This is the station for the village of Khalkidon 

which lies about two and a half kilometers to the west. Immediately east of the station on the 

other side of the tracks is a military depot and the village of Vysokoye (Высокое). The M60 

Ussuri Highway runs right through the middle of the village.  

 

➢ Km 9105: Cross the Sukhoi Yar River (река Сухой Яр) – This very minor tributary begins 

approximately three kilometers northeast. From the rail line, it runs two kilometers southwest 

and joins the right bank of the Skotskaya River (река Скотская).  

 

➢ Km 9105: Svetliy (платформа Светлый; “Light”) – A tiny village about one kilometer east 

of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 9107: Cross the Skotskaya River (река Скотская) – Immediately before the branch line 

turn, this little stream passes under the rail line. It begins a dozen kilometers due east. From 

the rail line, it runs six kilometers northwest to its mouth on the right bank of the Ilistaya.  

 

➢ Km 9107: Branch Line North – A little less than two kilometers north of Sibirtsevo Station 

(станция Сибирцево), a line diverges right and heads to the Chinese border. Note that this 

border is only for local nationals; third party citizens are not permitted to cross, regardless of 

one’s visa. In 75 kilometers the line reaches the western shore of Lake Khanka and from 

there continues north parallel to it. In all, it’s a total of 150 kilometers to the Russia-China 
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border town of Turiy Rog (Турий Рог). Along the way, there are several minor spurs off the 

main branch line.  

 

From Sibirtsevo, the first side branch is 17 kilometers and a left turn south six kilometers 

where there is a secondary branch ten kilometers south to Malye Luchki (Малые Лучки), 

Voznesenka (Вознесенка), and Yaroslavskiy (Ярославский). Back on the main line, it’s 

only one kilometer north to Luchki (Лучки) on the right (east) and Berezovka (Березовка) 

on the left (west). From Luchki, the line continues five kilometers further north where there 

is another spur, this one running 11 kilometers west into a military cantonment four 

kilometers south of Blagodatnoye (Благодатное).  

 

Returning to the main branch, it’s six kilometers north to Novobelmanovka 

(Новобельмановка); then six to Leninskoye (Ленинское); then five to the large air base at 

Khorolsk (Хорольск), which is three kilometers east of the much larger town of Khorol 

(Хороль). The Khorolsk Air Base is about 16 kilometers southwest of the southern end of 

Lake Khanka. From here, it’s about 35 kilometers north through Morozovka (Морозовка) to 

the western lakeshore towns of Kamen-Rybolov (Камень-Рыболов) and Astrakhanka 

(Астраханка).  

 

Following the branch north, it’s a dozen kilometers to Troitskoye (Троицкое), then another 

dozen to Ilyinka (Ильинка). From there, it’s almost 20 kilometers north, passing Mayskoye 

(Майское) along the way, to Platono-Aleksandrovskoye (Платоно-Александровское) 

which is on the lake. From there, the branch line runs directly along the lakeshore seven more 

kilometers until its end at the village of Novokachalinsk (Новокачалинск).  

 

From Novokachalinsk, it’s 25 kilometers north by rail (or 18 kilometers by the A182 road) to 

Turiy Rog and the end of the line. Turiy Rog is a little settlement of some 650 persons and 

the most northern Russian town on the west side of Lake Khanka.  

 

From Turiy Rog, it’s three kilometers north by road to the final Russian border check-point. 

At that point, there’s a 900 meter-wide “no man’s land” which includes crossing the Bailing 

River (Russian: река Тур or река Белинхе; Chinese: 百灵河; pinyin: Bǎi líng hé). The 

Bailing is a 20 kilometer-long north-to-south flowing river, part of which serves as the 

border. Its mouth on Lake Khanka marks the western end of the invisible line that crosses the 

north of the lake representing the border.  

 

Although the Turiy Rog crossing is an international border, it is only open to local nationals. 

The Chinese border station is Mishan Port (Russian: Мишань Порт; Chinese: 密山口岸; 

pinyin: Mì shān kǒu'àn). It is ten kilometers south of Dangbizhen (Russian: Дангбичжэнь; 

Chinese: 当壁禎; pinyin: Dāng bì zhēn) – a village only slightly larger than Turiy Rog. The 

nearest, most useful rail connection is at Mishan (Russian: Мишань; Chinese: 密山市; 

pinyin: Mì shān shì), about 40 kilometers north. Harbin is close to 550 kilometers by rail to 

the west.  
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KM 9109: Sibirtsevo Railway Station 

➢ Km 9108: Branch Line East – A little more than one kilometer north of Sibirtsevo 

(Сибирцево), this line runs along the northern end of town eight kilometers east to the 

village of Monastiyrishchye (Монастырище).  

 

➢ Km 9109: Sibirtsevo (станция 

Сибирцево) – Until the Damanskiy 

Island Incident of 1972, this fairly large 

town of 8,600 persons was known as 

Manzovka (Манзовка). The old name 

had some rather obscure Chinese 

origins; accordingly it was changed to 

its present name.  

 

Sibirtsevo’s economic base is founded 

on several large concrete and stone 

construction and building supply 

companies. Additionally, it is an 

important railroad junction as it has a 

roundhouse (Локомотивное депо) for 

the lines north to Turiy Rog and south to Novochuguevka (Новочугуевка).  

 

Sibirtsevo’s twin town is Monastiyrishche (Монастырище); it’s immediately adjacent east 

and has a population of about 5,300.  

 

➢ Km 9110: Cross the Monastiyrka River (река Монастырка) - Barely 500 meters south of 

Sibirtsevo Station, this small river passes under the tracks. It begins almost due east some 20 

kilometers. From the rail crossing it travels four kilometers northwest to its end on the right 

bank of the Ilistaya.  

 

➢ Km 9110: Branch Line East – About one kilometer south after passing Sibirtsevo Rail 

Station, there is another branch, this one to the left. It travels 175 kilometers east a few 

kilometers beyond Novochuguevka, a little above the larger town of Chuguevka (Чугуевка).  

 

The route is: Sibirtsevo → Svetloyarovka (Светлояровка) → Vassianovka (Вассиановка) 

→ Retikhovka (Ретиховка) → Buyanki (Буянки) → Tikhorechnoye (Тихоречное) → 

Cherniyshevka (Чернышевка) → Arsenyev (Арсеньев) → Sysoevka (Сысоевка) → 

Varfolomeyevka (Варфоломеевка) → Limonnik (Лимонник) → and Novochuguevka. The 

route ends on the western slopes of the Sikhote-Alin Mountains.  

 

➢ Km 9119: Orekhovo-Primorskoye (станция Орехово-Приморское) – The station is 

Orekhovo-Primorskoye; the little village running perpendicular to the east is Orekhovo 

(Орехово). 

 

➢ Km 9120: Platform 9120 (платформа 9120).  
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Przhevalskiy Horse 
Among the several towns, mountains, a species of 
gazelle, and over 80 plant species, perhaps the most 
famous eponym of Nikolai Przhevalskiy is his horse: 
Equus ferus przewalskii. He was the first European to 
find and describe it. Also known as the Dzungarian 
Horse, it is a rare and endangered species of wild 
horse native to the grasslands of Central Asia, 
southern Siberia, and Mongolia. Most so-called 
“wild” horses are actually feral horses descended 
from domesticated horses. Przhevalskiy’s Horse is 
the only remaining truly wild horse in the world. 
They are of stocky build, with shorter legs than 
regular horses. Typical height is about 12-14 hands. 
Standard horses measure on average 14.2 hands.  
 
Przhevalskiy explored Siberia and the Russian Far 
East; what are now the Central Asian countries of 
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan; the Xinjiang, Qinghai, 
and Tibet regions of China; and Mongolia. He died 
of typhus on the shore of Lake Issyk-Kul in present 
day Kyrgyzstan. His grave and a small monument to 
him are there.  

➢ Km 9121: Cross the Ilistaya River (река Илистая; “Silty River”) – This large 220 kilometer-

long Lake Khanka tributary has its origins southeast of the rail crossing on the slopes of the 

Przhevalskiy Mountains (хребeт Пржевальского) of the southern Sikhote-Alin Range. The 

chain is named after Nikolai Przhevalskiy (Николай Михайлович Пржевальский; 1839-

88), a famed Russian Colonel, geographer, 

and naturalist of Polish extraction. He is 

perhaps the most renowned explorer of 

Central and Eastern Asia and Mongolia of 

the 19th Century.  

 

Tracing the Ilistaya upstream first leads 30 

kilometers south to the village of Gorbatka 

(Горбатка). Among many other tributaries, 

there, the Ilistaya is joined by the 35 

kilometer-long Malaya Ilistaya (река 

Малая Илистая). Continuing southeast 

another 40 kilometers and the river is 

jointed by the 30 kilometer-long Levaya 

Ilistaya (река Левая Илистая). Another 50 

kilometers southeast brings one to the 

headwaters of the Ilistaya.  

 

Although the Ilistaya is only about 40 

meters wide at the railroad crossing, it is 

nonetheless spanned by a twin set of six 

truss bridges with an overall length of 260 

meters. This is because the river may 

greatly expand during the spring flood 

season.  

 

Going in the other direction, downstream, 

after passing under the rail line, the river 

first flows northwest five kilometers where 

it is doubled in size by the addition of the 

102 kilometer-long left tributary 

Abramovka River (река Абрамовка). 

From that confluence, the Ilistaya travels 

almost straight north 60 kilometers until it 

joins Lake Trostnikovoye (озеро 

Тростниковое; “Reed Lake”), a very small 

lake at the southern end of Lake Khanka.  

 

Prior to the 1972 Damanskiy Island Incident and the Chinese-to-Russian re-naming 

campaign, the Abramovka was known as the Chikheza (река Чихеза) and the Ilistaya was 

known as the Lefa (река Лефа). Therefore, yesterday’s Lefa, Malaya Lefa (река Малая 
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KM 9132: Cross the Osinovka River 

Лефа), and Levaya Lefa (река Левая Лефа), are today’s Ilistaya, Malaya Ilistaya, and 

Levaya Ilistaya.  

 

➢ Km 9125: Perelyotnaya (платформа Перелётная) – Although there is in fact a small village 

of 100 persons at Perelyotniy, the main purposes of this station are the train repair and 

maintenance facilities. There is a spur here that diverts trains 180 degrees to the northeast and 

spreads them out over a vast service yard.  

 

➢ Km 9130: Branch Line East – A two kilometer-long spur runs northeast into and through a 

large military compound. It’s adjacent to the rail line starting at Km 9128.  

 

➢ Km 9131: Ipplolitovka (станция Ипполитовка) – The station name is Ipplolitovka; the 

village is Kremovo (Кремово). It has about 1,500 inhabitants and extends several kilometers 

on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 9132: Cross the Osinovka River 

(река Осиновка) – This 53 kilometer-long 

minor tributary begins about 45 kilometers 

south, below the village of Osinovka 

(Осиновка). From the rail crossing, it 

flows north seven kilometers to its 

confluence on the right bank of the 

Abramovka River. From there, it’s less 

than ten kilometers further north until the 

Abramovka terminates when it joins the 

left bank of the Ilistaya. From there, it’s 

about 60 kilometers north to Lake Khanka.  

 

➢ Km 9140: Branch Line South – A two and 

a half kilometer-long spur that runs to the 

now closed military airbase Ozyornaya Pad (Аэродром Озёрная Падь). It was 

decommissioned some years ago during the nationwide base re-alignment and is presently 

not operational.  

 

➢ Km 9141: Ozyornaya Pad (станция Озёрная Падь; “Marsh Pad”) – The station name is 

Ozyornaya Pad; the settlement is Novoshakhtinskiy (Новошахтинский) and it has a 

population of 7,675. About 100 of its residents are children in an orphanage (детский дом; 

lit., “Children’s Home”). As the station name proclaims, there are indeed several small lakes 

and marshes at the southern end of town.  

 

➢ Km 9148: Novoshakhtinskaya (станция Новошахтинская) – A station building, that’s 

about it.  
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➢ Km 9149: Branch Line North – Including its several side branches, this line runs a total of 

about 25 kilometers. It serves a number of large open-air lignite coal mines.  

 

➢ Km 9151: Nekruglovo (платформа Некруглово) – A little village of close to 450 persons 

entirely on the east side of the tracks. The village is sometimes listed as Nekrugliy 

(Некруглый). The tiny hamlet of Novoye (Новое) is five kilometers west and the even 

smaller settlement of Zeleniy Yar (Зеленый Яр) is two kilometers south.  

 

➢ Km 9156: Cross the Bakarasevka River (река Бакарасьевка) – This small stream begins 

about ten kilometers to the east. After passing under the rail line, it runs five kilometers 

southwest along the west side of the railroad through town until its terminus on the left bank 

of the south-flowing Mikhaylovka River (река Михайловка). One kilometer further south 

and the Mikhaylovka ends by joining the right bank of the Rakovka River (река Раковка). 

The Mikhaylovka begins approximately 20 kilometers due north at the hamlet of Dubki 

(Дубки; “Oaks”).  

 

Note that the train has reached a minor watershed; no longer do rivers flow north or west to 

Lake Khanka, and then the Sungacha, Ussuri, and Amur Rivers to the Sea of Okhotsk. 

Henceforth, rivers flow south to the Amur (Амурский залив) and Ussuri (Уссурийский 

залив) Bays, then the Peter the Great Gulf (Залив Петра Великого), and then to the Sea of 

Japan (Японское море).  

 

➢ Km 9158: Dubininskiy (станция Дубининский) – The rail station is Dubininskiy; the town 

is Mikhaylovka (Михайловка). It’s quite large with some 9,150 persons all to the west of the 

rail line. The town, its surrounding district (Михайловский район), and the nearby river 

(река Михайловка) are all named for the Archangel Mikhail (Архангел Михаил). There is 

an Orthodox Church in town named for him as well. He is one of the most revered figures in 

all of Orthodox Christianity, Roman Catholicism, Judaism, and Islam. There are over 300 

towns and villages in the former Soviet Union countries that bear the name “Mikhaylovka.” 

The far north White Sea-Arctic Ocean Russian seaport of Arkhangelsk (Архангельск) is 

named for him as is Le Mont Saint-Michel in Normandy, France. He is the patron saint of 

Germany, Ukraine, the city of Kiev, and Guardian of the Catholic Church and Vatican City.  

 

➢ Km 9159: Branch Line West – About 600 meters south of the Dubininskiy Station, a single-

track line veers to the right and heads west along the southern end of Mikhaylovka, then 

continues 13 kilometers until it connects to the 100 kilometer-long north-south Ussuriysk-

Pogranichniy (Уссурийск-Пограничный) line to the Chinese border. It’s a bypass route that 

eliminates the need to pass through Ussuriysk. We’ll mention this route in more detail when 

we reach its starting point just before (north of) Ussuriysk.  

 

➢ Km 9161: Cross the Rakovka River (река Раковка) – The 76 kilometer-long Rakovka has its 

origins in the Przhevalskiy Mountains about 40 kilometers to the southeast at the junction of 

the 15 kilometer-long Bolshaya Rakovka (река Большая Раковка) and ten kilometer-long 

Malaya Rakovka (река Малая Раковка) Rivers. About midway from its source, at the village 

of Rakovka (Раковка), the river has been dammed into the two by four kilometer Rakovskoe 
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Archangel Mikhail 
Original in Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow 

St Mikhail the Archangel 
The Holy Archangel Mikhail is one of the most celebrated 
and revered of all God’s angels. He is held in veneration by 
Jews, Christians, and Muslims and is the only angel praised 
by name in all three of their sacred texts: the Torah, Bible, 
and Quran.  
The Eastern Orthodox Faith in particular honors Mikhail 
with the title “Archistrategos” (Архистратегос) or “Supreme 
Commander of the Heavenly Host and all the Bodiless 
Powers.” Believers hold that he has interceded on behalf of 
humanity countless times and continually serves as the 
Defender of the Faith.  
In Russian iconography, Mikhail is often dressed in red, 
holding a sword. This shows his willingness to do battle and 
shed blood for the church. Just as often, he is shown 
trampling upon a serpent, dragon, demon, or the devil 
himself – all are Satan or his proxy.  
 
Icon by Andrei Rublyov (Андрей Рублёв; c.1360-1428), 
considered the greatest medieval painter of Orthodox icons 
and frescoes. The Russian Orthodox Chuch canonized 
Rublyov as a saint in 1988. His remains are buried at 
Andronicus Monastery in Moscow.  

Reservoir (Раковское водохранилище). It is the main drinking water supply for the city of 

Ussuriysk.  

 

After flowing northwest and passing under this rail crossing, the Rakovka turns 180 degrees 

and runs southwest about two kilometers where it is joined by the right tributary, south-

flowing, 20 kilometer-long Mikhaylovka River. A little less than two kilometers south of that 

confluence, it’s joined by the left tributary, northwest-flowing, 15 kilometer-long Vasilevka 

River (река Васильевка). Four kilometers further southwest, it is joined by the 33 kilometer-

long, south-flowing, right tributary, Repyovka River (река Репьёвка). Eleven kilometers due 

south, in downtown Ussuriysk, it’s joined by the left tributary, northwest-flowing, 67 

kilometer-long Komarovka River (река Комаровка), which more than doubles its size.  

 

From that confluence, it flows a little more than two kilometers south where it merges into 

the left bank of the much larger 245 kilometer-long Razdolnaya River (река Раздольная). 

From that union, the Razdolnaya runs more than 100 kilometers south to its end on the the 

estuary known as Tavrichanskiy Liman (Тавричанский Лиман). It’s the northwesternmost 

point of Amur Bay. The estuary’s mouth is adjacent to the town of Tavrichanka 

(Тавричанка).  

 

“Razdolnaya” is the name given in 1972 after the Damanskiy Island Incident for what used to 

be called the Suifenhe River (Russian: река Суйфэньхэ; Chinese: 绥芬河; pinyin: Suífēn hé). 

It enters Russia three kilometers northwest of the village of Poltavka (Полтавка), which is 60 

kilometers northwest of Ussuriysk (as the crow flies). At the river’s entry point into Russia, it 
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is joined by one of its tributaries, the Hubutu River (Russian: река Хубуту; Chinese: 户部图

河; pinyin: Hù bù tú hé), which has served as the border between China and Russia for the 

prior 100 kilometers south of that confluence.  

 

The Suifen River begins about 60 kilometers upriver west of the border at the confluence of 

the 148 kilometer-long Dasuifen River (Russian: река Дасуйфыньхэ; Chinese: 大绥芬河; 

pinyin: Dà Suífēn hé; “Great Suifen River”) and the 169 kilometer-long Xiaosuifen River 

(Russian: река Сяосуйфыньхэ; Chinese: 小绥芬河; pinyin: Xiǎo Suífēn hé; “Little Suifen 

River”). Approximately 190 kilometers of the Suifen’s 245 kilometer flow are in Russia.  

 

As the crow flies, from its entry point into Russia, the Suifen, now called Razdolnaya, flows 

southeast approximately 75 kilometers to Ussuriysk; then about 50 kilometers south to 

Amurskiy Bay.  

 

There is a border crossing at Poltavka but it is also for local nationals only. From Poltavka 

Village, it is six kilometers west on the A187 Highway to the Russian border station. Then 

there is a 150 meter-long bridge/road crossing over the 30 meter-wide Hubutu River. Chinese 

immigration and customs are just on the other side and the Chinese township of 

Sanchakouzhen (Chinese: 三岔口真; pinyin: Sān chà kǒu zhēn) is immediately adjacent to the 

border post. Sanchakou Town is about 60 kilometers south of Suifenhe Town (Chinese: 绥芬

河; pinyin: Suífēn hé) via the S206 road. Connections by rail or road to Harbin may be had at 

Suifenhe.  

 

➢ Km 9164: Cross the Vasilevka River (река Васильевка) – This small stream begins 

approximately 15 kilometers southeast. After passing under the rail line, it travels about 500 

meters west and merges into the left bank of the Rakovka River.  

 

➢ Km 9165: Vasilevka (платформа Васильевка) – A small village of some 650 residents 

entirely to the east of the rail line. The much larger village of Kirpichnoye (Кирпичное) is 

about four kilometers to the northwest on the M60 Ussuri Highway. Beyond there, about 

three kilometers west is the quite large town of Vozdvizhenka (Воздвиженка)  

 

Vozdvizhenka is the largest town nearest the military Airbase Vozdvizhenka (авиабаза 

Воздвиженка). It’s an active, fully functioning, airbase with a main runway of 3,000 meters 

and has been the home of the 444th Berlin Order of Kutuzov 3rd Degree and the Alexander 

Nevsky Heavy Bomber Aviation Regiment. Aircraft have included the supersonic long-range 

missle bomber Tupelov-22 and shorter range fighter jets. There are over 80 reinforced 

covered bunker revetments for the storage of aircraft on this base. Vozdvizhenka AB was 

host to U.S. President Gerald R. Ford (1913-2006) and Air Force One when he met with 

Soviet Premier Leonid Brezhnev (Леонид Ильич Брежнев; 1906-82) in 1974 as part of the 

SALT-1 negotiations.  

 

➢ Km 9169: Limichyovka (Остановочный пункт Лимичёвка) – Perhaps one dozen buildings 

on the east side of the rail line and two dozen on the west. The considerably larger village of 

Timiryazevskiy (Тимирязевский) lies about one kilometer to the west on the far side of the 

Rakovka River.  
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Pogranichniy Border Marker 

 

➢ Km 9173: Branch Line North – This is the starting point for the 100 kilometer-long line to 

Russian border town of Pogranichniy (Пограничный) and the Chinese border town of 

Suifenhe (Russian: Суйфэньхэ; Chinese: 绥芬河市; pinyin: Suífēn hé shì). From Suifenhe, 

it’s about 550 kilometers northwest by rail or road to Harbin, China. It is the only Russia-

China border crossing in Primorye open to citizens of all countries and therefore the most 

common route to Harbin. Although the route has great historical interest as it is the original 

route of the Chinese Eastern Railway (Russian: Китайско-Восточная железная дорога or 

КВЖД; Chinese: 东清铁路; pinyin: Dōng qīng tiě lù), because of very slow and infrequent 

rail service – and long delays, many people prefer to travel from Vladivostok to the border by 

car or bus. After crossing the border, ongoing Chinese rail or bus connections may be made 

to Harbin.  

 

The branch splits off the main line and begins four kilometers northwest of Ussuriysk Main 

Rail Station. Two kilometers further north is the Ussuriysk-2 Station (станция Уссурийск-

вторая). Nine kilometers north of that station, the train passes by the little three kilometer-

long spur line into the Airbase Vozdvizhenka (авиабаза Воздвиженка) and its neighboring 

village. As mentioned, it’s one of the largest air force bases in the Russian Far East. One 

kilometer further north is the western end of the 13 

kilometer-long Ussuriysk bypass route that begins 

near the Dubininskiy Station at Mikhaylovka. One 

kilometer further is the station and tiny village of 

Vozdvizhenskiy (Воздвиженский).  

 

From there, it’s 18 kilometers north to Galyonki 

Station (станция Галёнки) which is about midway 

between the villages of Galyonki (Галёнки) and 

Dzerzhinskoye (Дзержинское), both on the west side 

of the rails, four kilometers south and north 

respectively. Three kilometers northeast of Galyonki 

Station is the former military air base, Aerodrome 

Galyonki (аэродром Галёнки). Galyonki was 

decommissioned in 2010; it had been an attack 

fighter-jet airbase with a runway of 2,500 meters.  

 

From Galyonki Rail Station, it is 60 kilometers north 

to Pogranichniy, passing the stations, platforms, or 

villages of Dzerzhinskoye → Vladimirovka 

(Владимировка) → Lipovtsiy (Липовцы) → 

Druzhba (Дружба; “Friendship”) → Przhevalskaya (Пржевальская; named after Nikolai 

Przhevalskiy) → Sergeyevka (Сергеевка) → 70 KM → Taloviy (Таловый) → Barano-

Orenburgskoye (Барано-Оренбургское) → and Grodekovo-II (Гродеково-вторая) along 

the way. The main Pogranichniy Rail Station is Grodekovo-I (Гродеково-первая).  

 

Pogranichniy – which means “Border” – is a town of some 10,200 residents. It was founded 

in 1898 as a railway station on the Chinese Eastern Railway line and originally called 
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Grodekovo, after the Amur Governor-General and military man, Nikolai Grodekov 

(Николай Иванович Гродеков; 1843-1913). In 1958, the township was re-named 

“Settlement Frontier Pogranichniy” (посёлок Пограничный).  

 

From the Grodekovo-I Rail Station to the Suifenhe Rail Station, it is 26 kilometers west 

along a winding path. There are two platforms along the way: Sosnovaya-Pad (Сосновая-

Падь; “Pine Pad”) and Rassiypnaya Pad (Рассыпная Падь; “Scatter Pad”). Incidentally, both 

“Pads” are on the inside bends of two very sharp and narrow railway horseshoe curves. A 

little more than one kilometer northwest after passing Rassiypnaya Pad, the train crosses over 

a 65 meter-wide clearing in the forest – this is the “No Man’s Land” of the frontier.  

 

It’s an artificial boundary between the two countries as at this location there is no river or 

other marker, and there is no fence, just a clearing of the vegetation. Moreover, there is no 

border stop – customs and immigration are handled at the train stations. Cars, trucks, and 

busses take the local road between the two towns. It is 18 kilometers from Pogranichniy to 

the Chinese Border Post which is about four kilometers north of the rail crossing and about 

five kilometers east of the Suifenhe Rail Station. For road travelers, customs and immigration 

are at the Border Post.  

 

On its eight kilometer-long journey from the border strip to the Suifenhe Main Rail Station, 

the rail route includes a double-S-horseshoe curve and three tunnels. From east to west, the 

first is 250 meters, the second is 110 meters, and the third is 85 meters.  

 

Trains and busses to Harbin run relatively frequently from the Suifenhe Rail Station. If for 

some reason it’s not possible to make a connection on the same day and you must spend the 

night, there are plenty of hotels. Suifenhe is a big-enough city of some 60,000 persons. There 

are many hotels and restaurants.  

 

If taking this route from the west, i.e., from the direction of Moscow, the relevant kilometer 

post distances are: Km 7,596: Harbin → Km 8,144: Suifenhe → Km 8,170: Grodekovo-I 

(Pogranichniy) → Km 8,267: Ussuriysk → Km 8,379: Vladivostok. Remember that the 

distance from Moscow to Vladivostok via Khabarovsk on the Trans-Siberian Railroad is 

9,288 kilometers. The Chinese Eastern Railroad route shaves more than 900 kilometers off 

this distance.  
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Ussurisk Railway Station 
On display is Steam Locomotive YeL 629 (USA 1917), set 
as a memorial to the three young Bolsheviks, Sergei 
Lazo, Alexei Lutsky, and Vsevolod Sibirtsev, incinerated 
in the train’s firebox by White Guards in 1920.  

KM 9177: Ussuriysk Railway Station 
A heroic (and helpful) Vladimir Lenin poised on 
plinth pointing the way to the train station.  

➢ Km 9177: Ussuriysk-I (станция 

Уссурийск-первая) – Like many Russian 

places, Ussuriysk has had its share of 

name changes over the years. From 1866, 

the original village was called Nikolskoye 

(Никольское) after St. Nicholas. In 1898, 

it became a town and for the next 37 years 

was called Nikolsk-Ussuriysk (Никольск-

Уссурийск). From 1935 to 1957, during 

Stalin’s era, it was called Voroshilov 

(Ворошилов), after Kliment Voroshilov 

(Климент Ефремович Ворошилов; 

1881-1969), military man, politician, Hero 

of the Soviet Union, and sycophant of 

Joseph Stalin. A few years after Stalin’s 

death, it received its present name. It is 

now named simply for the Ussuri region.  

 

Ussuriysk is the second-largest city of the 

Primorskiy Territory after Vladivostok with a population of approximately 162,000. The city 

is located about 100 kilometers north of Vladivostok. It was founded at the junction of the 

Komarovka, Rakovka, and Razdolnaya (Suifenhe) Rivers. The Komarovka comes in from 

the east; the Razdolnaya from the west and the Rakovka runs from north to south through the 

city. The three meet within three and one-half kilometers of one another at what is now the 

southern end of town.  

 

It is an important railway hub and 

consequently an important railway 

service center. Within two kilometers 

northeast of the main station are vast 

marshalling yards and repair facilities. 

This is the headquarters of the 

Ussuriysk Locomotive Works 

(Уссурийский локомотиворемонтный 

завод), one of the main industries of the 

city.  

 

Ussuriysk is the informal capital of 

“Ussuriland,” a unique region known as 

the “northern jungle” and one of the 

world’s most interesting natural 

regions. It is famous for the mixture of 

species typical to the northern taiga and 

southern subtropics. It has sub-zero 

winters and hot summers. The region 

possesses the highest diversity of flora 
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Vitaliy Banyevur 
Born in Warsaw in 1902, evacuated to 
Moscow in 1915, moved to Vladivostok 
in 1917, Partisan guerrilla resistance 
member Banyevur fought the Whites 
and the Japanese in the Far East. A 
bounty was placed on his head. On 
September 17, 1922, he was captured by 
a White Guard Detachment, horribly 
tortured, and had his heart cut out.  
 
His terrible fate was idolized in Dmitry 
Nagishkin’s (Дмитрий Дмитриевич 
Нагишкин; 1909-61) “Banyevur Heart” 
(Сердце Бонивура), published in 1953 
and thereafter made into a film.  
 
Memorial bust on plinth in 
Vladivostok Public Park.  

and fauna in Russia, as well as a large number of rare and endangered species, including the 

Amur Tiger, Amur Leopard, and Ussuri Black Bear.  

 

Don’t be surprised if you see young men (and women) in uniform. Ussuriysk has many units 

of the military stationed in the city or its surroundings. Among others, it’s the home of the 

14th Brigade of the General Staff of the Army of the Far Eastern Military District and the 

headquarters of the Russian 5th Army. It is also home to the Ussuri Suvorov Military College 

(Уссурийское суворовское военное училище).  

 

There are two branch lines that commence from 

Ussuriysk, both with infrequent service. One goes 

twice a week via the Pogranichniy-Suifenhe Border to 

Harbin, in northern Manchuria, following the original 

route of the China Eastern Railway; the other is 

weekly (starting in Moscow) and runs to the Russian-

North Korean border towns of Khasan (Хасан) and 

Tumangang (Russian: Туманган; Korean: 두만강동), 

respectively, then onto Pyongyang (Korean: 평양; lit., 

“Flat Land”), North Korea. This latter line also has a 

spur that travels to the Yanbian Korean Autonomous 

Prefecture (Chinese: 延边朝鲜族自治州; pinyin: 

Yánbiān cháoxiǎn zú zìzhìzhōu; Korean: 연변 조선족 

자치주) of Jilin Province, China.  

 

➢ Km 9179: Cross the Komarovka River (река 

Комаровка) – This 67 kilometer-long left tributary of 

the Rakovka begins in the western slopes of Sikhote-

Alin Mountains 65 kilometers southeast of the rail 

crossing. Its source waters originate about 35 

kilometers north of the city of Artyom (Артём). After 

it passes under the rails, it continues west a little more 

than two kilometers until its confluence with the left 

bank of the Rakovka. From that junction, the Rakovka 

flows another three kilometers south until it, in turn, 

merges into the left bank of the Razdolnaya.  

 

➢ Km 9181: Check Point Sakhzavod (Блокпост 

Сахзавод; “Sugar Factory”) and Branch Line East – 

There are several little spurs that run from here three 

and four kilometers and serve several large industrial 

sites.  

 

➢ Km 9184: Platform 9184 (платформа 9184) – This 

platform is surrounded by a tiny village poised on the 

left bank of the Razdolnaya River.  
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KM 9199: Baranovskiy Railway Station 

KM 9196: Along the Razdolnaya River 

➢ Km 9188: Platform 9188 (платформа 9188).  

 

➢ Km 9190: Banevurovo (станция Баневурово) – This village of 500 persons is named 

Partizan (Партизан). The rail station used to be named this as well, but it was changed after 

the death of Partizan Vitaliy Banyevur (Виталий Борисович Баневур; 1902-22), a hero of 

the Civil War in the Far East and a hero of 

the Komsomolets. His short life was idolized 

in a powerful book and film. He is well 

known in Russia. There are several 

memorials to him in the Far East.  

 

The village itself runs along both sides of the 

rail line. One kilometer east is the Partizan 

Compound (Партизан Компунд), a small 

military cantonment off limits to the public. 

Seven kilometers northeast is the village of 

Banevurovo (Баневурово). It has a 

population of not quite 300.  

 

➢ Km 9193: Cross the Boevka River 

(река Боевка) – This small tributary starts a 

little less than ten kilometers to the 

northeast, almost immediately south of Banevurovo Village. From the rail line, it flows about 

100 meters west to its union with the left bank of the Razdolnaya.  

 

➢ Km 9194: Platform 9194 (платформа 9194).  

 

➢ Km 9199: Baranovskiy (станция Бaрaновский) – This little village of some 425 persons lies 

half-encircled by a more than 90 degree turn of the Razdolnaya River. To the north of the 

village, on the opposite bank of the 

river, is an extinct volcano, also 

named Baranovskiy. Two kilometers 

to the southeast is the even smaller 

village of Gorodechniy (Городечный) 

and two kilometers southeast – across 

the river, there is a bridge – is the tiny 

village of Terekhovka (Тереховка).  

 

➢ Km 9201: Branch Line South – A 

kilometer and a half south after 

passing the Baranovskiy Station, a 

branch line veers off to the right 

(west) and immediately crosses the 

Razdolnaya River just below (south 

of) Terekhovka. The route has two 

primary destinations: one line runs a 
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Khasan – Southeasternmost 
town in the Russian Far East 

Vladivostok-Slavyanka “Komyet” Hydrofoil  

little more than 200 kilometers to Shakhterskiy (Шахтерский), the most southern Russia-

China border crossing. Another line heads to Khasan (Хасан), the most extreme southeastern 

town in Russia and the border crossing with North 

Korea.  

 

From Baranovskiy south, the first 125 kilometers of 

stations or towns along the way include: Olenevod 

(Оленевод) → Tikhoye (Тихое) → Senokosnaya 

Station (станция Сенокосная), Senokosnoye 

(Сенокосное) → Nezhino (Нежино) → Vinevitino 

(Веневитино) → Provalovo Station (станция 

Провалово), Barsoviy (Барсовый) → Primorskaya 

Station (станция Приморская), Primorskiy 

(Приморский) → Kedrovaya Station (станция 

Кедровая; “Cedar”), Kedroviy (Кедровый) → 

Pozharskiy (Пожарский) → Narva (Нарва) → 

Lebyazhe-Vostochnoye (Лебяжье-Восточное) → and 

Bamburovo (Бамбурово).  

 

One kilometer south after passing Bamburovo, there’s 

a 14 kilometer spur to Veselaya Polyana (Веселая 

Поляна; “Cheerful Meadow”) → Blyukher Station 

(станция Блюхер) → and Slavyanka (Славянка). 

Slavyanka is a small port town on Slavyanskiy Bay 

(залив Славянский) which opens onto Amurskiy Bay. It is exactly 50 kilometers by water 

southwest of Vladivostok and may also be reached by daily hydrofoil service. It saves hours 

over the road or rail trip. If nothing else, it’s a nice excursion if you’re looking for something 

to do.  

 

Returning to the main branch line, from Bamburovo, it’s another 70 kilometers south through 

Poyma (Пойма) → Ryazanovka (Рязановка) → Kosogorniy (Косогорный) → Sukhanovka 

(Сухановка) → 10 Km Branch to 

Zarubino (Зарубино) → Gladkiy 

(Гладкий) → Gvozdevo (Гвоздево) 

→ 13 Km Branch to Port Posyet (Порт 

Посьет) → Zaysanovka (Зайсановка) 

→ to Makhalino Station (станция 

Махалино), which is the station for 

Kraskino (Краскино). Kraskino is a 

town of about 3,200 persons.  

 

Kraskino’s Makhalino Station is the 

Russian customs and immigration 

checkpoint for the section of the 

branch line that runs to China. From 

Makhalino Station, it’s 11 kilometers 
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Battle of Lake Khasan Memorial 

west to the split. A right fork leads 20 kilometers northwest to the Russian border station at 

Shakhterskiy. On the other side of the border is the Chinese checkpoint at Chenglingzi 

(Chinese: 陈灵芝; pinyin: Chén língzhī). From there, it’s another 15 kilometers to Hunchun, 

China (Chinese: 珲春; pinyin: Huī chūn; Korean: 혼춘), the capital city of the Yanbian 

Korean Autonomous Prefecture of China’s Jilin Province. The Chinese funded the rail line 

and a road in the early 1990s because they use both the Russian ports of Posyet and Zarubino 

which are on Posyet Bay (залив Посьета) which faces the Peter the Great Gulf (залив Петра 

Великого). From Hunchun, the Chinese rail network connects approximately 425 kilometers 

west to Jilin City; 550 kilometers west to Changchun; 

675 northwest to Harbin; or 850 southwest to 

Shenyang.  

 

The left fork after Kraskino travels due south some 30 

kilometers to Khasan, Russia’s border town with 

North Korea. For those with visas, this is the only 

entry point from Russia into North Korea. Service on 

the Ussuriysk-Khasan Line is quite limited, generally 

twice a week, and visas to North Korea are just about 

impossible to obtain, but should you secure one, this is 

the route to Pyongyang. The late Kim Jong-il (Korean: 

김정일; 1941-2011) never flew; he had a phobia of 

flying. Whenever he made official visits to Moscow, 

he traveled this route in his private armored rail car.  

 

Khasan’s terminal kilometer post reads 9,407. The 

route between Kraskino and Khasan passes 

Lebedinoye (Лебединое; “Swan Town”) along the 

way. Importantly, the route also passes a small 

cemetery and several battlefield memorials in honor 

of the Battle of Lake Khasan (Russian: Хасанские 

бои; Chinese: 張鼓峰事件; pinyin: Zhānggǔfēng Shìjiàn; Japanese: 張鼓峰事件; 

Romanization: Chōkohō Jiken), also known as the “Changkufeng” Incident.  

 

The battle was fought between July 29 and August 11 of 1938 on the heights surrounding 

Lake Khasan (Russian: озеро Хасан; Chinese: 哈桑湖; pinyin: Hāsāng Hú). It was an 

attempted invasion of Russia by the Japanese occupying force of Chinese territory then under 

Japan’s control and called Manchukuo (Chinese: 满洲国; pinyin: Mǎnzhōuguó; Japanese: 満

州国; Romanization: Manshū-koku), the Japanese word for Manchuria. The Japanese position 

was that the border demarcation under the Treaty of Peking had been incorrectly 

misinterpreted and that northern China’s access to the Sea of Japan should not have been cut 

off.  
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Heaven Lake atop Baekdu Mountain 

Although the Japanese were defeated in the incursion, it represented the most serious hostile 

act by Japan since the Mukden Incident of 1931 which was the pretext for the Japanese 

invasion of Manchuria. The Battle of Lake Khasan was to be the most serious Russo-Japan 

conflict until the disastrous 1939 Battle of Khalkhin Gol in Mongolia.  

 

Returning to Khasan, the border between 

Russia and the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea (Korean: 

조선민주주의인민공화국), or “DPRK,” to 

use its proper name, is the Tumen River 

(Russian: река Туманная; Korean: 두만강; 

Chinese: 图们江; pinyin: Tú men jiāng). At 

Khasan, it’s about 250 meters wide and is 

crossed by a single-track bridge of four 

trusses. The North Korean border town is 

Tumengang (Russian: Туманган; Korean: 

두만강동) at Km 9,412. From here, it is 60 

kilometers southwest to Rajin (Korean: 

라진), a rail depot town; then almost 800 

kilometers southwest to Pyongyang 
(Korean: 평양), the country’s capital. 

Pyongyang is located at Km 10,267 from Moscow – technically, this is the longest unbroken 

train ride in the world.  

 

The 521 kilometer-long Tumen River is unusual in that for almost its entire length it is an 

international border. It originates on the northeastern slopes of 2,733 meter-tall (9,003 feet) 

Mount Baekdu (Korean: 백두산; Chinese: 长白山; pinyin: Zhǎng bái shān; “Ever-White 

Mountain”), the highest mountain on the Korean Peninsula and set on the border between 

Korea and China. It is an active volcano and has a famously beautiful five kilometer-wide 

crater lake (Korean: 천지; Chinese: 天池; pinyin: Tiān chí; “Heaven Lake”) in the caldera. 

All Koreans (North and South) consider the mountain sacred as their place of ancestral 

origin.  

 

From almost its very source as a little creek, the Tumen serves as the border of eastern North 

Korea and Jilin Province of Northeast China (Manchuria). It remains the border between the 

two countries until its end near the tri-partite border of China, the DPRK, and Russia, at 

Khasan. There, China’s potential access to the Sea of Japan is cut off in a narrow finger-like, 

dead-end strip of land and Russia controls the final 17 kilometers of the river along with 

North Korea. It’s one of the shortest international borders in the world. There is a small 

granite marker post on the spot where the three countries meet. The Tumen River terminates 

with its mouth on Peter the Great Gulf on the Sea of Japan, known to the Koreans as the East 
Sea (Korean: 조선동해; lit., “Korean East Sea”). As the crow flies, the mouth is 135 

kilometers southeast of Vladivostok.  

 

Interestingly, the DPRK’s western border with China also originates on Mount Baekdu. The 

795 kilometer-long Yalu River (Korean: 압록강; Chinese: 鸭绿江; pinyin: Yālù jiāng) begins 
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Tri-Point Border Post 
Walking around the three sides of 
the marker puts you in China, 
Russia, and North Korea. The 
granite marker is on a little 
sandbar of the Tumen River less 
than one kilometer from the 
Russian border town of Khasan 
(Russian: Хасан), close to the site 
of the Battle of Lake Khasan 
(1938), one of the skirmishes 
leading to World War II.  

on the northwestern slopes of the volcano and flows 

southwest to its mouth on Korea Bay (Chinese: 朝鲜湾; 

pinyin: Cháoxiǎn Wān; Korean: 서조선만) between 

Dandong (Chinese: 丹东; pinyin: Dāndōng), China and 

Sinuiju (Korean: 신의주), DPRK. Korea Bay opens onto 

the Yellow Sea which in turn opens onto the East China 

Sea.  

 

➢ Km 9202: Gorodechniy (платформа Городечный) – 

This little settlement of 330 persons runs perpendicular to 

the north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 9204: Platform 9204 (платформа 9204).  

 

➢ Km 9206: Cross the Chertovka River (река Чертовка; 

“She-Devil”) – A small river with a scary name. This one 

starts about 15 kilometers to the east. After passing under 

the tracks, it flows some six kilometers southwest to its 

mouth on the left bank of the Razdolnaya River.  

 

➢ Km 9208: Razezd 9208 (платформа Разъезд; 

“Crossing”) – It’s a specialized word for a passing or 

over-taking place on a rail line.  

 

➢ Km 9214: Cross the Perevoznaya River (река 

Перевозная) – This little river begins close to 25 

kilometers southeast. From the rail line, it runs about two 

kilometers southwest through Razdolnoye (Раздольное) 

to a major left channel of the Razdolnaya River. 

Commencing here, the Razdolnaya breaks up into four, 

five, six large channels separated by several kilometers 

each. The overall span of the channels measures about 

eight kilometers across. It remains a wide delta estuary for the next 25 kilometers south until 

its mouth on the northernmost western corner of Amurskiy Bay (Амурский залив) near the 

town of Tavrichanka (Тавричанка).  

 

➢ Km 9215: Razdolnoye (станция Раздольное) – This village of about 7,500 residents 

extends along the east side of the rail line for more than ten kilometers, making it the longest 

and most narrow village in the Far East and one of the longest in Russia. It was founded in 

1865 and developed along the left bank (east side) of the Razdolnaya River. It is one of the 

oldest settlements in Primorskiy Krai. It is well known for its bottled mineral water – the 

“Lotus” (Лотос) brand. For the most part, the rail line is in between the village and the river. 

At this location, the Razdolnaya has a highly braided course, the village and rail line are 

actually alongside just one of its many channels. Three kilometers to the east of Razdolnoye 

is the tiny village of Timofeyevka (Тимофеевка).  
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KM 9218: Bezimyannaya Platform 

➢ Km 9218: Bezimyannaya (платформа Безымянная; lit., “Nameless”) – A town without a 

name?  

 

➢ Km 9222: Platform 9222 (платформа 

9222).  

 

➢ Km 9222: Cross the Popovka River (река 

Поповка) – This small stream originates 

approximately 20 kilometers to the east. 

After passing under the rail line, it runs 

due south about three kilometers until its 

mouth on the right bank of the River 

Kiparisovka (река Кипарисовкa). In turn, 

that river runs about eight kilometers 

southwest and joins of the many left 

channels of the Razdolnaya.  

 

➢ Km 9226: Kiparisovo (станция 

Кипарисово) – The station serves two villages: Kiparisovo, which has about 915 residents 

and runs north perpendicular to the railroad, and Steklozavodskiy (Стеклозаводский; “Glass 

Factory”), a tiny village of 170 persons on the north side of the rail line about one kilometer 

east of the rail station.  

 

➢ Km 9227: Branch Line East – Here is a short spur that runs two kilometers to large rail shed 

repair station at the village of Taezhniy (Таежный; “Taiga”).  

 

➢ Km 9228: Cross the Malaya Kiparisovka River (река Малая Кипарисовка) – This little 

tributary’s source waters arise in the hills less than 10 kilometers east of the rail crossing. 

From here, it flows west two kilometers where it joins the Kiparisovka River on its way to 

join a left channel of the Razdolnaya.  

 

➢ Km 9230: Platform 9230 (платформа 9230) – This platform serves the small village of 

Kiparisovo-II (Кипарисово-вторая). It’s about 1,500 meters to the west and has 

approximately 675 inhabitants. On the east side of the tracks are hundreds, if not thousands, 

of dachas.  

 

➢ Km 9231: Cross the Bolshaya Kiparisovka River (река Большая Кипарисовка) – This 

small river begins about 10 kilometers east of the rail crossing, quite close to the source of 

the Malaya Kiparisovka River. From the rail crossing, it flows northwest almost five 

kilometers and joins the left bank of the Kiparisovka River which in eight kilometers 

southwest merges into a left channel of the Razdolnaya.  

 

➢ Km 9232: Platform 9232 (платформа 9232) – Hundreds and hundreds of dachas to the south 

and east of the rail line here.  
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KM 9243: Nadezhdinskaya Railway Station 

➢ Km 9235: Sirenevka (платформа Сиреневка) – A small industrial site surrounded by a 

large rural settlement of dachas. The village population is 100; the dachas may number in the 

thousands. Until 1972, the village was known as Pachiheza (Пачихеза), a name that has 

Chinese roots – so it was eliminated.  

 

➢ Km 9236: Enter Kiparisovskiy Tunnel Western Portal (Тоннель Кипарисовский западный 

портал) – The tunnel is one kilometer long and sometimes called the Nadezhdinskiy Tunnel 

(Надеждинский тоннель).  

 

➢ Km 9237: Exit the Kiparisovkiy Tunnel Eastern Portal (Тоннель Кипарисовский 

восточный портал).  

 

➢ Km 9237: Platform 9237 (платформа 9237).  

 

➢ Km 9238: Klyuchevoi (платформа Ключевой) – This fairly large village lies east 

perpendicular to the rail line so its size is deceiving. It’s larger than it looks. At the southern 

end of town and immediately east of the rail line is a source of much employment – an open-

air coal mine. It’s less than 500 meters from the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 9242: Branch Line South – This minor single-track branch line runs 13 kilometers 

southwest through Zapadniy (Западный; “West”) → and Daviydovka (Давыдовка) → to 

Tavrichanka (Тавричанка), which partly lies on the Tavrichanskiy Liman (Тавричанский 

Лиман) at the head of Amur Bay (Амурский залив).  

 

The Muravyov-Amurskiy Peninsula 

(Полуостров Муравьёва-Амурского), 

upon which Vladivostok is found, is 

bordered on its west side by Amur Bay 

and its east by Ussuri Bay (Уссурийский 

залив). The Peninsula is approximately 30 

kilometers long by 12 kilometers wide. It 

is named for Count Nikolai Muravyov-

Amurskiy (Николай Николаевич 

Муравьёв-Амурский; 1809-81), the 

statesman instrumental in the founding of 

all of Russia’s Far East territories. The 

two long narrow bays and the peninsula 

face the Peter the Great Gulf (Залив 

Петра Великого), the largest gulf of the 

Sea of Japan.  

 

➢ Km 9242: Cross the Shmitovka River 

(река Шмитовка), a small stream that 

begins about ten kilometers north. From the rail tracks it flows south eight kilometers to the 

little village of Shmitovka where it joins the northeastern end of Amur Bay.  
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KM 9249: First View of Pacific Ocean (Uglovoy Bay) 

➢ Km 9243: Nadezhdinskaya (станция Надеждинская) – The train station of this fairly large 

town of 6,700 persons is called Nadezhdinskaya; the town is known as Volno-

Nadezhdinskoye (Вольно-Надеждинское).  

 

➢ Km 9248: Sovkhoznaya (платформа Совхозная) – This platform is just to the west of the 

small village of Prokhladnoye (Прохладное; “Cool”). It has about 1,500 inhabitants and is 

poised on the north shore of Uglovoy Bay (Угловой залив; “Corner” or “Angle” Bay), a five 

by six kilometer partially-enclosed inlet at the northeast end of Amurskiy Bay. Less than half 

a kilometer after passing the station, the rail line follows along the north shore of the bay for 

the next five kilometers. It’s the first time in over 9,000 kilometers that one can see – in a 

broad sense – the waters of the Pacific Ocean (Тихий Океан). If you’re traveling the Trans-

Siberian during the summer months, it should be visible right about early dawn on the 

overnight train from 

Khabarovsk. In the winter, 

there are fewer hours of light 

and the ocean might not be 

visible for a while yet.  

 

➢ Km 9251: Amurskiy Zaliv 

(станция Амурский залив; 

“Amurskiy Bay”) – Less than 

200 meters north of the rail line 

are parked fighter jets and the 

southern end of the runway of 

Prokhladnoye Airbase 

(Авиабаза Прохладное), a 

large fighter-jet base with a 2,500 meter runway. Depending on the prevailing wind direction, 

it’s possible to see supersonic aircraft taking off or landing right over the train as it passes by. 

To the right (south side), the station is less than 500 meters north of Uglovoy Bay. The bay 

opens onto Amur Bay, a body of water about 65 kilometers long with a width of 10 to 20 

kilometers. Vladivostok’s western side faces Amur Bay about 30 kilometers (as the crow 

files) south of this station.  
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Partial view of “little” Nakhodka Bay  
with Kazanskiy Cathedral on left 

Consecrated in 2011, the new Khram Kazanskiy at 
43.5 meters (143 feet) tall is the largest religious 
building in Promorskiy Krai. It sports nine golden 
domes and can hold 1,800 worshippers. As a gift 
from the Italian city of Bari, several relics from the 
tomb of St. Nicholas – the patron saint of 
navigation – were donated to the cathedral. They 
are housed in a special capsule by an icon of the 
saint. “Sister Hill” (Сестра гора) is in the fog at 
right.  

➢ Km 9252: Branch Line Southeast – Approximately 500 meters after passing the little 

Amurskiy Zaliv Station, there are three different sets of tracks which loop around to 

accommodate train traffic coming or going in different directions – but all lead onto the same 

branch line that first runs a dozen kilometers northeast to the new Vladivostok International 

Airport (Международный аэропорt Владивосток) at Knevichi (Кневичи) and then a total 

of 170 kilometers southeast to the port of Nakhodka (Находка), the third largest city of 

Primorye. If traveling in the opposite direction, that is, coming north from Vladivostok, the 

branch line veers off east three kilometers north after passing the Ugolnaya Rail Station 

(станция Угольная; “Coal Station”).  

 

The first major station on the branch line is Uglovaya (Угловая; “Corner” or “Angle”), 

which is about five kilometers east of where the branch begins. As the line in fact travels a 

bit further than Nakhodka (it ends at Cape Astafeva), it is technically known as the 

Uglovaya- Cape Astafeva Branch (Угловая-Мыс Астафьева отделения) although it may be 

colloquially referred to as the “Nakhodka Branch” (Находка отделения).  

 

Nakhodka lies at the northern end of Nakhodka Bay (залив Находка), a roughly 12 by 12 

kilometer protected body of water at the northeastern end of the highly indented southern 

Primorskiy coastline that fronts the Peter 

the Great Gulf on the Sea of Japan. From 

the end of the Great Patriotic War 

(Великая Отечественная война; lit., 

“Great Fatherland War”; the term 

approximately corresponds to World War 

II but does not include the War in the 

Pacific) and for the next 40 years 

throughout the cold war (Холодная 

война), Vladivostok was a closed city as it 

housed the Soviet Union’s Pacific Naval 

Fleet. Even non-Vladivostok Russians 

could not visit the city without special 

permission. During this era, the Trans-

Siberian Railroad took the Nakhodka 

branch line and ended its journey there. 

Early Tran-Sib travelers used to catch the 

ferry to Japan from Nakhodka. There is 

different ferry service now (and a new 

airport) from Vladivostok and 

consequently few persons travel to 

Nakhodka today – but if one is absolutely 

determined to go to “the end of the line,” 

this is it; for there’s no further one can go 

on this section of the Trans-Siberian 

Railway.  
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Cupolas & Crosses 
on Kazanskiy Cathedral 

(Храм Казанской иконы Божией 
Матери Находка)  

After branching off shortly after Amurskiy Zaliv or Ugolnaya Station, the line runs to: 

Geologicheskaya (Геологическая; “Geological”) → Uglovaya (Угловая) → Artyom 

(Артём) → Shakhterskaya (Шахтерская) → and the Branch Km 3 to Vladivostok 

International Airport.  

 

From there, the branch continues to: Artyom-Primorskiy-1 (Артём-Приморский-1) → 15 

Km Branch North to Zavodskoye (Заводское) → Artyom-Primorskiy-2 (Артём-

Приморский-2) → Artyom-Primorskiy-3 (Артём-Приморский-3) → Shkotovo (Шкотово) 

→ Smolyaninovo (Смоляниново) → and the 55 Km Branch South to Dunay (Дунай).  

 

Continuing, the line runs to: Romanovka (Романовка) → Novonezhino (Новонежино) → 

Lyukyanovka (Лукьяновка) → Anisimovka (Анисимовка) → Km 85 → Tigroviy 

(Тигровый) → Km 98 → Fridman (Фридман) → Krasnoarmeiskiy (Красноармейский) → 

Narechnoye (Наречное) → Partizansk (Партизанск; “Partisan”) → and the 37 Km Branch 

North to Nikolaevka Air Base (Авиабаза Николаевка) and Sergeyevka (Сергеевка).  

 

The line now runs to: Km 135 → Lozoviy (Лозовый) → Km 145 → Novaya Sila (Новая 

Сила) → Km 151 → Boyets Kuznetsova (Боец Кузнецова) → Km 159 → Ekaterinovka 

(Екатериновка) → Km 163 → Golubovka (Голубовка) → Radiostantsiya (Радиостанция; 

“Radio Station”) → and the 18 Km Branch Line to Nakhodka-Vostochnaya (Находка-

Восточная; “Nakhodka-East”).  

 

Close to its end, the remaining stations are: Ugolniy 

Prichal (Угольный Причал; “Coal Berth”) → 

Ugolniy Terminal (Угольный Терминал) → 

Vostochniy Port (Восточный Порт; “East Port”) → 

and finally, Nakhodka. We’re not quite at the end of 

the line, but we’ll come back to it in a moment.  

 

Known as the “Gate of Russia to the Pacific Ocean” 

(Воротами России в Тихий океан), Nakhodka, 

whose name means “Discovery,” is actually a quite 

pleasant, if widely spread out, city of close to 160,000 

persons on the northern end of Nakhodka Bay and on 

the eastern side of the Trudniy Peninsula (Трудный 

полуостров; “Difficult Peninsula”). The peninsula is 

one of several that jut out from the southern end of 

Primorye into the Peter the Great Gulf and the Sea of 

Japan. It measures about 12 kilometers long from 

north to south and about eight kilometers wide. On its 

northeastern side is a four kilometer-long by one 

kilometer-wide natural cleft that forms Nakhodka 

Cove (Бухта Находка), a small bay within the larger 

Nakhodka Bay (Залив Находка).  

 

Starting from the northeast end of Nakhodka Bay, 
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KM 9435: Tikhookeanskaya Railway Station 

near the Nakhodka Rail Station (станция Находка), city runs some ten kilometers west 

along the shore to the beginning of the small Nakhodka Cove, which is near the 

Tikhookeanskaya Rail Station (станция Тихоокеанская; “Pacific Ocean Station”). 

Nakhodka Rail Station is located at Km 9425; it is located at the northeastern edge of the city 

and is primarily a commuter station. Tikhookeanskaya Station, at Km 9435, is the main 

passenger station of the city.  

 

From there, Nakhodka wraps itself counter-clockwise around the shores of the little Cove 

Nakhodka another ten kilometers ending at the Cape of Astafeva (Мыс Астафьева). The 

Cape Astafeva Rail Station (станция Мыс Астафьева) is the terminal station – the true “end 

of the line.” Its kilometer post distance from Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Station is Km 9446. 

Speaking broadly, the ten kilometers of city around little Nakhodka Cove are industrial – it’s 

one of the leading shipping ports of Russia. The ten kilometers of city along the north shore 

of Nakhodka Bay are commercial and residential – the inhabitable sections of the city. 

Nakhodka’s main street, 

Nakhodkinskiy Prospekt 

(Находкинский проспект), follows 

along the shore of the bay the length 

of the city.  

 

The last stations of this last terminal 

branch of the Trans-Siberian Railroad 

are: Nakhodka → Ugolbaza 

(Угольбаза; “Coal Base”) → 

Aftobaza (Автобаза; “Auto Base”) → 

Barkhatnaya (Бархатная) → Torgoviy 

Port (Торговый порт; “Commercial 

Port”) → Morskoy Voksal (Морской 

воксал; “Seaport”) → 

Tikhookeanskaya → Zavodskaya 

(Заводская; “Factory Station”) → 

Rybniy Port (Рыбный порт; “Fishing Port”) → Rybniki (Рыбники) → Gorbolnitsa 

(Горбольница; “City Hospital”) → Arsenev (Арсеньев) → Krabovaya (Крабовая; “Crab 

Station”) → and Cape Astafeva.  

 

Nakhodka Bay was discovered in 1859 by the Russian corvette Amerika, which had sought 

shelter during a storm. She was carrying the Governor-General of Eastern Siberia, Nikolai 

Muravyov-Amurskiy (Николай Николаевич Муравьёв-Амурский; 1809-81), at the time. 

In honor of this occasion, Muravyov-Amurskiy named the bay Nakhodka which means 

“discovery” or “lucky find.” The word also translates as “Godsend” which was more-than-

likely the meaning of the sailor who exclaimed it during the storm. After World War II, in 

the early 1950s, Soviet authorities decided to close Vladivostok to foreign shipping and use it 

as the base for the Pacific Fleet (Тихоокеанский флот ВМФ России). Nakhodka became 

both the only port in the Russian Far East open to foreigners and the eastern terminus of the 

Trans-Siberian Railway. The city enjoys one of the mildest climates of all the Russian Far 

East due to its location on the Sea of Japan. It is a year-round ice-free port.  
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KM 9255: Ugolnaya Railway Station 

 

The city definitely suffered economically when Vladivostok was re-opened to commercial 

shipping beginning in 1991, but in recent years has staged a comeback. Commerce 

throughout the Far East has increased dramatically over the past decade and Nakhodka has 

re-taken its place as Russia’s largest Pacific Ocean port along with Vladivostok. Naturally, 

most of this commerce is marine-related; fisheries, canning, and coal-export shipping are the 

largest industries. However, petrochemical refining and production are rapidly becoming the 

major industries of the city. Not many tourists come to Nakhodka, but if you do, you’ll be 

surprised how pleasant a place it can be. We’ll return now to the main line back at Amurskiy 

Bay, pick-up where we left off, and continue our way south to Vladivostok.  

 

➢ Km 9251: Amurskiy Zaliv (станция Амурский залив; “Amurskiy Bay”).  

 

➢ Km 9252: Cross the Gryaznukha River (река Грязнухa) – This small stream begins in a 

little collection of ponds about three kilometers northeast of the rail crossing. It winds its way 

through this part of town and passes under the railroad and the branch line until it empties 

into the Uglovoy Bay northern extension of Amur Bay less than 500 meters from the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 9253: Cross the Saperka River (река Саперка) – A small stream, this one begins about 

six kilometers east of the rail crossing. After it passes under the tracks, it flows west less than 

one kilometer until it joins the right bank of the Peschanka River (река Песчанка) which in 

turn ends in less than 500 meters by joining Uglovoy Bay.  

 

➢ Km 9253: Cross the Peschanka River (река Песчанка) – About 600 meters after passing the 

Saperka, the train passes over another minor creek. This one starts about five kilometers to 

the southeast. From the rail crossing, it runs west about a kilometer and a half until its mouth 

on Uglovoy Bay.  

 

➢ Km 9254: Branch Line Northeast – This 

minor spur runs three kilometers east and 

serves the industrial area of Uglovoye 

(Угловое; “Corner”) which is sandwiched 

in between the beginning of the 170 

kilometer-long branch line to Nakhodka 

previously described and Uglovaya 

Station which is the next stop.  

 

➢ Km 9255: Ugolnaya (станция Угольная; 

“Coal Station”) – The station is on the 

eastern shore of Uglovoy Bay. There’s no 

distinguishing the villages, but about two 

and a half kilometers east is the village of 

Trudovoye (Трудовое) and the M60 

Highway. The route of the train closely follows along the waterfront for the next several 

kilometers.  
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KM 9259: Vesennyaya Railway Platform 

➢ Km 9256: Cross the Ugolnaya River (река Угольная) – Another tiny river, this one begins 

about five kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing it flows 500 meters west into Uglovoy 

Bay.  

 

➢ Km 9259: Vesennyaya (платформа 

Весенняя; “Spring”) – This platform is 

right on the water at the southeastern end 

of Uglovoy Bay. Immediately after passing 

the station however, the waterfront view 

ends for a few kilometers as the land juts 

out to the west and the train continues 

south. The next time the tracks follow 

water, it’s along Amurskiy Bay proper and 

no longer on Uglovoy Bay.  

 

➢ Km 9259: Cross the Vesennyaya River 

(река Весенняя) – Two hundred and fifty 

meters south of the Vesennyaya Platform, 

this little stream passes underneath the 

railroad tracks. It originates approximately four kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing 

it continues only 250 meters to its mouth on Uglovoy Bay very near its mouth on Amurskiy 

Bay.  

 

➢ Km 9261: Sadgorod (платформа Садгород; “Garden City”) – A pleasant leafy 

neighborhood a few kilometers of commuting distance from downtown Vladivostok. Prior to 

1972, Sadgorod was known as Lyanchikhe (Лянчихе), a name with Chinese origins.  

 

➢ Km 9263: Cross the Bogataya River (река Богатая) – This little river begins about 15 

kilometers east of the rail crossing. Three kilometers east, it is dammed and forms the 

Bogatinskoye Reservoir (водохранилище Богатинское), a small local water supply. From 

the rail crossing it flows approximately three kilometers west until it empties into Amurskiy 

Bay. Like the neighboring village of Sadgorod, the Bogataya River was known until 1972 as 

the Lyanchikhe River (река Лянчихе).  
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KM 9266: Okeanskaya Railway Station 

KM 9263: Sputnik Railway Platform 

➢ Km 9263: Sputnik (платформа Спутник) – The Sputnik Platform is immediately south of 

the Bogataya stream. The platform is named after the “Sputnik-1” (Спутник-первая), the 

first artificial Earth satellite ever deployed. It 

was launched into a low elliptical orbit from 

the Soviet Union’s Baikonur Space Center 

(космодром Байконур) in Kazakhstan on 

October 4, 1957. It was visible from 

everywhere on Earth and its one-watt radio 

pulses were detectable to anyone with a 

radio receiver.  

 

The propaganda success of the mission 

started the Sputnik “Crisis” and “Space 

Race” – the broad public perception that the 

United States was falling behind in advanced 

scientific and technological progress. This 

became official U.S. government policy 

when then-President John F. Kennedy 

(1917-63) announced on May 25, 1961, 

before a special joint session of Congress: I believe that this nation should commit itself to 

achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and returning 

him safely to earth. The rest is history.  

 

➢ Km 9264: Cross the Solenaya River (река Соленая; “Salty”) – This tiny tributary starts 

quite close to the rail crossing. From here it flows less than two kilometers north where it 

joins the Bogataya River which soon ends at Amurskiy Bay. In one kilometer the train re-

joins the waterfront and runs south parallel to the eastern shore of the Bay.  

 

➢ Km 9266: Okeanskaya (станция 

Океанская; “Ocean Place”) – Most of the 

next ten kilometers along the eastern shore 

of Amurskiy Bay are through well-to-do 

Vladivostok suburban neighborhoods. 

Many of the villages have small waterfront 

resorts, sanatoria, and large private houses.  

 

➢ Km 9266: Cross the Chernaya River (река 

Черная; “Black River”) – Five hundred 

meters after passing the Okeanskaya 

Platform the train passes over this little 

stream. It begins about five kilometers 

southeast of the crossing. From the tracks it 

only runs about 200 meters until it 

discharges into Amurskiy Bay.  
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KM 9269: Sanatornaya Railway Platform 

KM 9269: New 5,331 Meter-Long Low Bridge over Amurskiy Bay 

➢ Km 9269: Sanatornaya (платформа Санаторная; “Sanatorium”) – This is one of the best 

known locales around Vladivostok. Many Far East Russian millionaires have their palaces in 

this upscale district. It has a beachfront 

location on Lazo Park (Парк имени 

Лazo); and the Sanatoriy Lazurniy 

(Санаторий Лазурный), the Polyclinic 

Primorskiy Kraevoy (Поликлиника 

Приморский Краевой), and the venerable 

Vlad Motor Inn (Влад Мотор Инн) are 

all based here.  

 

➢ Km 9269: Bridge over the Amurskiy 

Zaliv (мост через Амурский залив) – 

The train does not cross over the new 

causeway; it merely passes by it. The 

route crosses the northeastern section of 

Amurskiy Bay near Sedanka from the 

south to the De-Friz Peninsula (Де-Фриз 

полуостров) on the north side. Opened in 

August of 2012, its total length is 5,331 meters. The De Friz Peninsula extends about seven 

kilometers into Amurskiy Bay and forms the western flank of Uglovoy Bay. The bridge 

permits road traffic to bypass a few kilometers of the Ussuri Highway on the way to 

Ussuriysk.  

 

➢ Km 9270: Cross the Sedanka River (река Седанка) – The Sedanka ends in less than 100 

meters from the rail line as the train in this section is running right alongside the shore. 

Tracing the Sedanka upstream leads about four kilometers southeast to the Sedanka 

Reservoir (водохранилищe Седанка), a kidney-shaped body of fresh water about two 

kilometers long and less than one wide. Also known as the Pionerskoye Reservoir 

(Пионерское водохранилищe), its main source is the Bolshaya Pionerskaya River (река 

Большая Пионерская) which is about six kilometers long.  

 

➢ Km 9271: Sedanka (станция Седанка) – The route of the railroad continues to follow 

alongside the shoreline of eastern Amurskiy Bay. The main point of interest at this station is 
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KM 9275: Chaika Railway Platform 

“Be Proud Soviet Pioneer, 
Your Country USSR” 

Russian: Гордись советский 
пионер, твоя страна СССР 

the original 1897 three-story station building; it’s in the same style as that of 

Nadezhdinskaya.  

 

➢ Km 9275: Chaika (платформа Чайка; 

“Seagull”) – A small suburban town.  

 

➢ Km 9277: Pionerskaya (платформа 

Пионерская) – This whistle-stop carries its 

name in a little time warp. It’s named for the 

“Pioneers,” the children’s organization and 

youth movement that existed in the former 

Soviet Union from 1922 until 1991 when most 

such organizations were dissolved.  

 

Loosely modeled on the Boy and Girl Scouts, 

the Young Pioneer Organization of the Soviet 

Union, also called the Vladimir Lenin All 

Union Pioneer Organization (Всесоюзная 

Пионерская организация имени Владимира Ленина) was an all-encompassing 

organization that promoted civic duty and loyalty to the state and Communist Party above all 

else. Organized for youth between the ages of 10 and 15, strong emphasis was placed on 

summer camps, sports, military-style inspections, collection 

drives of scrap paper and metal, and group singing of 

patriotic songs. The movement’s chief proponent in its early 

years was Nadezhda Krupskaya (Надежда Константиновна 

Крупская; 1869-1939), Bolshevik revolutionary, 

Commissar of Education, and the wife of Vladmir Lenin.  

 

➢ Km 9279: Vtoraya Rechka (станция Вторая Речка; 

“Second Little River Station”) – This handsome brand-new 

station is particularly busy and has frequent service. It is 

located 100 meters across the street from Vladivostok’s long 

distance bus terminal (Автобус вокзал). In an effort to help 

keep downtown traffic within reason, the city relegated the 

bus terminal to this suburban location which is about ten 

kilometers north of downtown and the main rail terminal. 

The rail station is also a stop on the new Aeroexpress 

(Аэроэкспресс) service to Vladivostok International 

Airport.  

 

➢ Km 9280: Cross the Vtoraya Rechka River (река 

Вторая Речка) – Five hundred meters after passing the 

Vtoraya Rechka Station the train passes over this small 

stream. It begins about six kilometers to the east. It ends 125 

meters west when it enters Amurskiy Bay.  
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KM 9281: Morgoradok Marina 

KM 9279: Vtoraya Rechka Railway Station 

➢ Km 9281: Morgoradok 

(платформа Моргородок) – The name is 

a conjunction of Morskoi Gorodok 

(Морской Городок; lit., “Marine Town”). 

The platform faces the Cove Kirpichnogo 

Zavoda (Бухта Кирпичного Завода), 

which is Vladivostok’s largest yacht basin 

and private marina named for the old brick 

factory that used to be here. It’s no Monte 

Carlo, not even Atlantic City, but if you 

enjoy ships it’s a nice place to meet some 

Russian pleasure sailors. There are slips 

for several hundred private water craft 

here.  

 

➢ Km 9283: Branch Lines East and 

South – One and a half kilometers after Morgoradok, or one kilometer before the next station 

of Pervaya Rechka, several branch lines veer off the main rail line and divide into a number 

of alternate paths.  

  

One line runs five and one-half kilometers 

due east and services the industrial sites 

and quarry in the Pervorechenskiy 

(Первореченский) section of the city. 

Another line travels a little more than four 

kilometers passing the stations of 

Voennoye Shossé (Военное Шоссе; 

“Military Highway”) → Tretya Rabochaya 

(Третья Рабочая) → Stalin Tunnel 

(Тоннель имени Сталина) → and 

Lyugovaya (Луговая; “Meadow”), shortly 

after which the rails divide in four 

directions.  

 

One line runs four kilometers east and 

serves the coal-fired power plant in the 

Fadeeva (Фадеева) section of the city; another runs seven kilometers south to the end of 

Cape Armur (Мыс Армур) and the shipyards at Cove Uliss (Бухта Улисс). That latter line 

ends footsteps away from the beginning of the new Russkiy Bridge (Русский мост) to 

Russkiy Island (остров Русский). A third spur heads back west five kilometers along the 

northern shore of Zolotoy Rog (Золотой Рог; “Golden Horn”) all the way to the Vladivostok 

Main Rail Station.  

 

The fourth and final spur travels south from Lyugovaya one kilometer, then turns west four 

kilometers past Maltsevskaya (Мальцевская), all the wharves of the southern end of Zolotoy 
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KM 9287: Central Square 
Monument to Fighters for  
Soviet Power in the Far East 

Rog, and ends underneath the new Zolotoy Bridge (Золотой мост) at Mys Churkin (Мыс 

Чуркин; “Cape Churkin”).  

 

➢ Km 9283: Cross the Pervaya Rechka (река Первая Речка; lit., “First Little River”) – In 

between and virtually unnoticed among the spaghetti lines of rail track, this little stream 

winds its way towards Amurskiy Bay. It begins close to three kilometes east and ends less 

than two kilometers west when it enters the bay.  

 

➢ Km 9284: Pervaya Rechka (станция Первая Речка; 

“First Little River Station”) – Named for the nearby 

stream, this otherwise small suburban station has a fairly 

large marshaling yard, altogether about 30 lines of track. 

The station and platform are in the middle of it all and so 

must be reached by overhead passageways.  

 

➢ Km 9287: Enter Tunnel under Central Square (Тоннель 

под центральной площадью) – It’s a short 150 meter-

long tunnel underneath Central Square (Центральная 

площадь). The square is also called “Revolutionary 

Fighters Square” (Площадь Борцов Революций) as it 

hosts the well-liked monumental bronze sculpture 

“Fighters for Soviet Power in the Far East” (памятник 

Борцам за власть Советов на Дальнем Востоке) and 

the much-disliked massive regional administration 

building dubbed the “White House” (Белый дом). Above 

ground, the square is sited at the corner of east-west 

running Ulitsa Svetlanskaya (улица Светланская) and 

north-south running Ulitsa Aleutskaya (улица 

Алеутская), two of the major avenues of the city.  
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KM 9288: Vladivostok – Eastern Terminus of the Trans-Siberian Railway 

Kilometer Post 9288 
End of the Line Vladivostok 

 

➢ Km 9288: Vladivostok (Железнодорожный вокзал Владивосток) – If you have taken the 

Trans-Siberian all the way from Moscow across Russia and therefore have spent a week or 

more riding the rails, you’ll more than likely be relieved to see the final, historic Kilometer 

Post 9288. There’s a plaque at its base. Translated into English, it bears the following 

inscription: Here is the terminus of the Great Trans-Siberian Railroad. Distance to Moscow 

is 9,288 kilometers. That’s right, 9288 Kilometers. For remember that this was the distance 

for almost 100 years, until the route change from Yaroslavl to Vladimir and Nizhny 

Novgorod/Gorky discussed in this book thousands of kilometers ago. The new official 

distance listed in Russian rail timetables is 9259 kilometers. The new journey is a little 

shorter, by 29 kilometers. Did anyone notice how 

much more quickly you arrived here?  

 

Incidentally, believe it or not, there are in fact a few 

more kilometers of track on this route. Although 

Vladivostok Terminal is the end of the line for 

passengers, the rails continue another three kilometers 

south down the Muravyov-Amurskiy Peninsula 

(Полуостров Муравьёва-Амурского). There are no 

more stations or passenger platforms; the additional 

tracks include a relatively small rail marshaling yard 

of about 20 lines and freight loading and unloading 

facilities on the west-facing docks on the mouth of 

Zolotoy Rog Bay (Бухта Золотой Рог) where it exits 

and meets the Eastern Bosphorus Strait (Пролив 

Босфор Восточный). The seven kilometer-long strait 

connects the Amurskiy (Амурский залив) and Ussuri 

Bays (Уссурийский залив) and separates the end of 

the Muravyov-Amurskiy Peninsula from twelve 

kilometer-diameter roughly circular Russkiy Island.  

 

The words used to name Vladivostok were not chosen 

by chance. According to one account, from the 

beginning in 1860, the city was destined to become an important point in the Russian Empire 
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No. 15 Ulitsa Aleutskaya 
The 1910 Art Nouveau-style Bryner 
Family Residence is today FESCO 
Headquarters.  

and like Vladikavkaz (Владикавказ; lit., “Ruler of the Caucasus”), named with the intent to 

rule. Vlad means “rule” and vostok means “east,” so quite literally; Vladivostok translates as 

“Ruler of the East.” As an aside, the male name Vladimir (Владимир) means “Ruler of the 

World.” Mir (Мир) means “world” or “peace.”  

 

Vladivostok is Russia’s great Pacific Ocean port and capital of Primorsky Krai. Sited on the 

Muravyov-Amurskiy Peninsula, at the head of the Zolotoy Rog (“Golden Horn Bay”), it’s 

only a little more than 100 kilometers from the Chinese and North Korean borders. The 

unusual name, Golden Horn, for Vladivostok’s Bay, is also no coincidence; it was named in 

1859 by Count Muravyov because of its resemblance to the similarly shaped harbor in 

Constantinople (now Istanbul). The city was founded as a military outpost; its outstanding 

natural harbor soon brought it prosperity as a trading port. It is home to the Russian Pacific 

Fleet and for this reason was a closed city from 1958 until 1991. Even Russian citizens 

needed special permits to visit. Ever since city’s re-opening, it’s been experiencing a 

recovery of its historic role as a major commercial port. The population is about 625,000.  

 

Because of its hilly, attractive setting and Pacific Ocean 

views, it’s sometimes called Russia’s “San Francisco.” 

And just as San Francisco had its lawless and wild days 

during the years of the Gold Rush, around the turn of the 

19th to 20th Centuries, Russia’s Far East capital was also 

a wild and woolly place, attracting its share of traders, 

treasure-seekers, criminals, prostitutes, and adventurers. 

Some would say that it is again such a place today.  

 

A Vladivostok tale: In 1849, a child is born in a village 

near Geneva. That little Swiss world is not big enough 

for young Julius Bryner and his wanderlust takes him 

around the globe until he eventually lands in 

Vladivostok. He earns a grand fortune, builds a fine 

home, marries a Russian-Buriyat woman, and fathers six 

children, among them, a son Boris Julievitch Bryner. He 

in turn grows up, marries, and fathers two children, one 

a son, born in 1920 in the family home and named after 

his grandfather.  

 

Several years later, mother and children flee the Russian 

Revolution, taking refuge in nearby Harbin, China. 

Father stays behind, eventually abandoning his family 

for another woman. Fearing a Chinese Revolution, mother and children leave Harbin and 

make their way to Paris, where they settle through the 1930s – until Hitler’s invasion of 

France. They again flee, this time resettling in New York. In short order, young Jules, now 

spelled as it is pronounced – “Yul,” makes his way onto Broadway and soon Hollywood. Oh, 

he’s also changed the spelling of his last name, adding another “n” – so it’s now Yul 

Brynner.  
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Yul Brynner (1920-85) 
A photo of the “King” in his most 
celebrated role as Mongkut of Siam in 
Rodgers & Hammerstein’s “The King 
and I.” He played the role on stage an 
astounding 4,625 times over the 
course of his extraordinary career.  

Funicular to Eagle’s Nest Hill 
Vladivostok’s Funicular starts at Pushkinskaya Street 
and rises to the top of Eagle's Nest Hill, one of the 
highest points in the city. From there are great views 
of Golden Horn Bay and the Russian Pacific Fleet.  

 

It’s a fascinating tale, and nicely told in Empire & 

Odyssey: The Brynners in Far East Russia and Beyond, 

by Rock Brynner, a professor of history and the son of 

Yul Brynner (birth name: Юлий Борисович Бринер; 

1920-85). The Bryner family mansion, at 15 Ulitsa 

Aleutskaya, where Yul was born, is now the 

headquarters of FESCO, the descendant of Julius’ 

original Far East Shipping Company.  

 

The best views of the city are from Eagle’s Nest Hill 

(Сопка Орлиное Гнездо). Some people say that the 

views are even more spectacular at night when the city’s 

lights reflect upon the waters. It’s 199 meters tall (653 

feet) and the highest point of the historic part of the city. 

There’s a road to the top, but it’s more fun to ride the 

funicular (Фуникулëр) which is now running again after 

being closed for many years. At the top, there’s a café 

and a bronze monument to Saints Cyril and Methodius, 

creators of what was to become the Cyrillic alphabet. 

They are widely venerated in the Slavic world.  

 

The top of Eagle’s Nest is also a good place to see the 

spectacular new bridges that are quickly becoming the 

new symbols of the city. The two giant cable-stayed 

bridges were built in time for the 2012 24th APEC 

Summit (Asia-Pacific Economic 

Cooperation Conference) hosted by 

Vladimir Putin (Владимир 

Владимирович Путин; 1952-present) in 

Vladivostok. The Zolotoy Bridge 

(Золотой мост) spans Golden Horn Bay 

from the center of the city. It is 2,100 

meters long and no photo of the 

Vladivostok Rail Station will ever be the 

same without the bridge behind it. The 

Zolotoy’s larger twin is Russkiy Bridge 

(Русский мост) which is 3,100 meters 

long and for the present, the longest cable-

stayed span in the world. It flies over the 

Eastern Bosphorus Strait and connects the 

southern end of Vladivostok – the bottom 

of the Muravyov-Amurskiy Peninsula – to 

Russkiy Island.  

 

For over half a century, Russkiy Island was 
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Zolotoy Most (top) & Russkiy Most (bottom) 
Golden Bridge spans Golden Horn Bay and Russkiy Bridge crosses 
the Eastern Bosphorus Strait to Russkiy Island. The two cable-
stayed bridges are eight kilometers apart and connected by a new 
highway. Construction on them began in 2008 and was 
completed in August of 2012. Russkiy Bridge is the longest in 
the world of its type.  

a military base and therefore a restricted area, but it has 

now been slated for 21st Century development. Major 

construction has been going on for over ten years and 

new roads and facilities have been built all over. Among 

other things, it’s the new home of Far Eastern Federal 

University (Дальневосточный федеральный 

университет), several new hotels, an international 

business center, an aquarium, several branches of the Russian Academy of Sciences, and a 

major new medical center/hospital complex. The APEC Summit was hosted on the facilities 

of the new university campus. U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton was one of the world 

leaders in attendance. It must also be said however that the fortune in Rubles spent on the 

bridges and the Russkiy Island project has not been without significant criticism. Many have 

complained that the projects were instruments to dispense lucrative favorable contracts to 

friends and cronies of Primorskiy political leaders. Students have also complained that they 

must now commute – far – from their former downtown locations, or worse, live on isolated 

Russkiy Island. Whatever the criticism, the development has gone forward and is today 

nearly complete.  
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“C-56” Vladivostok Submarine Museum 

Nicholas II Arch of Triumph 

 

Returning to town, the city’s main Central Square (Центральная площадь) is located at the 

corner of Ulitsa Svetlanskaya (улица Светланская) and Ulitsa Aleutskaya (улица 

Алеутская), just a few blocks north of the main rail 

terminal. “Revolutionary Fighters Square” (Площадь 

Борцов Революций), as it is also called, is the location of 

the monumental bronze sculpture “Fighters for Soviet 

Power in the Far East” (памятник Борцам за власть 

Советов на Дальнем Востоке) and the monumental 

regional administration building known as the “White 

House” (Белый дом).  

 

A few blocks to the east along Ulitsa Svetlanskaya, and 

then south a block to Ulitsa Korabelnaya Naberezhnaya 

(Улица Корабельная Набережная) and you’ll come to the 

Great Patriotic War Memorial (Мемориале Великой 

Отечественной войны) and its eternal flame (Вечный 

огонь) – the standard spot for wedding photos. Behind it, 

there’s a small Orthodox Chapel, recently restored; Neptune 

Park (парк Нептуна), a little park with a childrens’ 

playground; and an interesting little architectural curio 

rather grandiosely called the “Arch of Triumph” 

(Триумфальная Арка). It was built in 1891 in honor of the 

Tsar Alexander III’s son, Tsarevitch Nicholas II, who had 

sailed around the world to officiate the inaugural of the 

eastern end of the Trans-Siberian Railroad. Nicholas, of course, was destined to be the last 

Tsar of Russia.  

 

Fronting all of this are the wharves of Zolotoy Rog holding the Russian Pacific Naval Fleet 

and other large watercraft, the new Hyatt Regency Hotel, and the Submarine Museum 

(Мемориальная Подводная Лодка С-56). Not a replica, it’s an “S-56” (“S” for Stalin), built 

in 1936, and recognized as one of most 

lethal war craft of World War II. This 

particular sub sank 14 German ships. 

You can wander through it from stem 

to stern. No one leaves without a 

renewed respect for the men who lived 

for months at a time in such cramped 

and uncomfortable conditions.  

 

Only a block away is the main branch 

of the Arsenyev Primorye Regional 

Museum (Краеведческий 

Приморский Музей-Арсеньева), the 

chief museum of Primorskiy Krai. In 

addition to the main facility, there are 
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Count Muravyov-Amurskiy Statue & Tomb 

Pacific Fleet & Golden Horn Bay 
from Eagle’s Nest (Funicular 

track in foreground). 

three smaller specialized museums including Arsenyev’s Memorial House – that branch is 

not too far from the rail station. Like the regional museum in Khabarovsk, there’s plenty of 

stuffed wildlife – and if you’ve had 

your fill, there is also a good historical 

section illuminating the city’s and the 

region’s early life. On the second floor, 

there is a small exhibit on the Bryner 

family.  

 

High above the waterfront, on a south-

facing hill overlooking the Golden 

Horn, is the new memorial to and 

sarcophagus of Count Muravyov-

Amurskiy (Могила генерал-

губернатора Восточной Сибири 

графа Николая Николаевича 

Муравьёва-Амурского). Enough has 

been said of him and his remarkable 

career throughout this book so as to not 

repeat it here. Suffice to say that he lived the last twenty years of his life until age 72 in Paris. 

He died there in 1881 and was buried in the company of many luminaries in the city’s 

Montmartre Cemetery. In 1990, his remains were disinterred and brought “home” to 

Vladivostok – the city he helped found on the peninsula named for him.  

 

On the city’s west side, that is the side facing Amurskiy 

Bay, there is a decent aquarium (Владивостокский 

Океанариум Аквамир), and on the hill above it, the 

Fortress Museum (Музей Владивостокская 

Крепость). The Fortress, one of the largest of its type in 

the world, took over 40 years to construct. It was 

completed by the end of the 19th Century. It’s half 

above and half below ground and includes many 

passageways and bunkers. There are mines, rockets, and 

torpedoes to see. Naturally, it’s popular with school 

kids, but then, so is the oceanarium. Every day at 12:00 

Noon, the Vladivostok Fortress fires its cannon.  

 

Vladivostok’s largest church is Pokrov Cathedral 

(Храм Покрова), or in full, the Cathedral of the 

Intercession of the Theotokos-Virgin (Собор Покрова 

пресвятой Богородицы), but if you’ve been visiting 

some of the more spectacular Orthodox Cathedrals in 

other cities, this one might be nothing in particular for 

you.  

 

The city’s main performance venue is Maxim Gorky 
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Aleksandr Pushkin (1799-1837) 

Academic Theatre (Приморский краевой 

академический драматический театр имени 

Горького). Within a block in front of the theatre there 

are two quite expessive bronze statues: one to 

Aleksandr Puskhin (Александр Сергеевич Пушкин; 

1799-1837); the other to Sergei Lazo (Сергей 

Георгиевич Лазо; 1894-1920). In addition to the 

Maxim Gorky Theatre, there are several smaller 

specialized theatres and numerous cinemas throughout 

the city.  
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Saints Cyril and Methodius Statue atop Eagle’s Nest 
These two Byzantine brothers were born in Thessaloniki, Greece and lived in the 9th Century. They 
were Christian missionaries who created the Glagolitic alphabet, the oldest known Slavic alphabet and 
predecessor of the Cyrillic alphabet used for the Russian language. It is believed their purpose was to 
translate and transcribe the Bible and other religious texts for use by the Slavic peoples. There are many 
monuments of the two Saints throughout the Orthodox world; this bronze statue is located on Eagle’s 
Nest Hill, one of the highest points in the city of Vladivostok.  
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Ceiling Mural – Vladivostok RR Station 
This magnificent mural portrays the entire Trans-
Siberian railway voyage, from Kilometer 0 at Moscow’s 
Yaroslavl Station to Kilometer 9288 at Vladivostok’s Rail 
Station. It was painted by Vasily Gerasimenko (В. 
Герасименко) in 1956 and is entitled “Our Great 
Motherland” (Наша великая Родина).  

Vladivostok Railway  
Station Dining Room 

Arrival/Departure Vladivostok: 

Unless you live in Vladivostok – in 

which case you’re home – the city 

marks the end (or the beginning) of 

your cross-Russia Trans-Siberian Rail 

trip. One way or another you’ll need to 

leave (or arrive). There are several 

ways to do so as Vladivostok may be 

reached by air, by sea, or by land.  

 

By land: with limited exceptions – the 

dead-end route to Nakhodka or the 

route to North Korea, both previously 

described – Vladivostok is the end of 

the line – or the beginning. If you’re 

just starting your trip, the whole of 

Russia and Asia lies ahead. It’s 

possible to cross Russia, it’s possible to 

cross into China, and it’s possible to 

cross into Mongolia. All of these 

destinations may be reached by train 

(or bus when necessary).  

 

For rail travelers, the most famous train in or out of Vladivostok is the “Rossiya,” the Trans-

Siberian’s celebrated namesake rail service. It’s a “firmeniy” (фирменный) train. That’s the 

Russian designation for a train carrying the highest 

level of service and comfort. Technically, it’s the 

Number 1 westbound; eastbound it’s the Number 2. It 

departs on its seven-day ride to Moscow every other 

day on even-numbered dates. From Moscow, it 

operates every other day on odd-numbered dates. Both 

of these schedules are subject to exceptions depending 

on the number of days in the calendar month. 

Departure time from Vladivostok is 19:10 local time. 

Eastbound, the Rossiya departs Moscow at 23:45.  

 

Naturally, most persons do not necessarily travel non-

stop straight through to Moscow. Many will make 

various stopovers along the way. In addition to the 

Rossiya, there are a number of other trains that depart 

from Vladivostok and cross Russia or go to China or 

Mongolia. Previously mentioned, for example, there is 

the daily overnight departure on the Number 5 Okean, 

also a firmeniy train. It leaves Vladivostok every 

evening at 20:45 and arrives in Khabarovsk the next 

morning at 08:21. For most passenagers, Khabarovsk 
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Vladivostok Railway Station Main Waiting Hall Ceiling Mural  
Details of Moscow (Km 0) & Vladivostok (Km 9288) Terminals – Both Kilometer Posts are in the mural. 

is the next most popular Russian Far East destination after Vladivostok. From Khabarovsk, 

ongoing transportation can be arranged either continuing on the Trans-Siberian Rail route – 

or rail, road, or river transport north to Komsomolsk-na-Amure and the BAM.  

 

Staying with land transportation for a moment, there are also long-distance motorcoaches 

that travel to Khabarovsk and other points beyond and in-between. Although buses may not 

be as comfortable as the train, they are a good deal less expensive. And they usually offer far 

more frequent departures.  

 

In fact, in the case of one particular journey out of Vladivostok, it’s far more convenient to 

take the bus than the train. Due to a combination of lack of demand, poor scheduling, and 

delays at the Pogranichniy (Grodekovo)-Suifenhe border crossing, the rail trip to Harbin, 

China takes almost two days. That includes the better part of one day and a night waiting 

around in Ussuriysk. In addition, the train only runs twice a week, on Mondays and 

Thursdays from Vladivostok.  

 

It’s not really all that far to Harbin, it’s about 750 kilometers from Vladivostok. There are 

daily long-distance buses that make the run in about 12 hours – and that includes the border 

crossing. Departures are early morning from the Vladivostok Avtovoksal (Автовокзал; 

“Main Bus Station”). The Avtovoksal is about half an hour to the north of downtown, across 

the street from the Vtoraya Rechka (Вторая Речка) commuter rail terminal. If for some 

reason you miss the international bus, alternatively, one could catch a local train or bus from 

Vladivostok to Ussuriysk, then a local bus to the Russian border town of Pogranichniy 

(Пограничный). Altogether, that’s about 200 kilometers from Vladivostok.  

 

The last Russian train station is Grodekovo-I (Гродeково-первая) in Pogranichniy. From 

there, by rail or by road (the A184), it’s close to 25 kilometers to the Russia-China border. If 

on the train, the bogies need to be changed and that takes four to five hours. By bus, car, or 

taxi, it’s a few minutes crossing although customs and immigration officials can slow this 

down considerably.  
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Vladivostok Main Sea Terminal 

DBS Ferry “Eastern Dream”  

 

From the actual border crossing on the 

Chinese side, it is six kilometers to the city 

of Suifenhe (Chinese: 绥芬河市; pinyin: 

Suífēn hé shì; lit., “Fragrant River”) where 

rail or bus connections continue to a 

number of Chinese cities including Harbin. 

From Suifenhe, it’s approximately 550 

kilometers to Harbin.  

 

There are two Russia–China border 

crossings south of the  

Pogranichniy/Grodekovo (Russia) – 

Suifenhe (China) crossing: one at 

Kraskino/Shakhterskiy (Russia) – 

Chenglingzi/Hunchun (China) and another 

at Poltavka (Russia) – Sanchakouzhen 

(China). And there are two crossings further north at Turiy Rog (Russia) – Mishan 

Port/Dangbizhen (China) and Markovo (Russia) – Hulinzhen, (China), but all four of these 

borders are closed to third-country nationals. Hopefully, one or more of them will open in 

due time.  

 

Finally, if you are traveling by rail, it’s just about impossible to miss the Vladivostok 

Railway Station, but be sure to give yourself a little extra time to visit it for it ranks among 

the world’s most beautiful rail stations. Its eclectic Russian fortress style design is modeled 

after its near twin, Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Railway Station which was built at the same time, 

in 1911-12. Completely refurbished in 1994-96, the interior spaces – and the formal 

restaurant – are magnificent. It’s an exceptionally elegant train station. It replaced the 

original two-story building of 1893 when it was built.  

 

By sea: A second means of arriving or 

departing Vladivostok is by sea. The 

city is, after all, Russia’s largest port on 

the Pacific Ocean. Although the recent 

history of Russia-Asia ferry service is 

not very encouraging, for the moment, 

there is service.  

 

Formerly, FESCO (Far-East Shipping 

Company), today’s owners of the Dom 

Yul Brynner (Дом Юл Бриннер), 

operated a once-weekly passenger, 

cargo, and vehicle ferry service between 

Vladivostok and Fushiki (Japanese: 伏

木; Romanization: Fu shiki), Japan. Fushiki is a west coast port close to Toyama (Japanese: 

富山市; Romanization: Toyama) where there is express rail service and an airport. Older 
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Arrival in Sakaiminato, Japan 
on the ferry from Korea 

Vladivostok Local Sea Passenger Terminal 

Trans-Siberian guidebooks will note that the ship on 

this route was the Antonina Nezhdanova (Антонина 

Нежданова). Then, service was upgraded and it 

changed to the Rus (Рус), also a mixed passenger 

cargo ferry operated by FESCO. Unfortunately, 

traffic on the route was not enough to sustain 

expenses and the service was abandoned in 2009.  

 

Then, for several years, the gap in sea ferry service 

was filled by the Dong Chun, a Korean ferry that used 

to operate from Vladivostok, alternating with the 

more southern port of Zarubino (Зарубино), to 

Sokcho (Korean: 속초시; Romanization: Sok cho). 

Sokcho is located at the northeasternmost corner of 

South Korea (Korean: 대한민국; Romanization: 

Daehanmin-guk; English: “Republic of Korea” or 

“ROK”) and just below the border with North Korea 

(Korean: 조선민주주의인민공화국; Romanization: 

Chosŏn Minjujuŭi Inmin Konghwaguk; English: 

“Democratic People’s Republic of Korea” or 

“DPRK”). From Sokcho, it’s about a four hour bus 

ride across the peninsula to Seoul (Korean: 서울; Romanization: Se ŏul).  

 

Unfortunately, here again, passenger demand simply was not strong enough and the run was 

discontinued. The good news is that, for now, another Korean operator has decided to open 

the route and offer weekly service.  

 

Presently, DBS Ferry Marine operates the Eastern Dream, a large modern ship built in 1993. 

It sails between Vladivostok and Donghae (Korean: 동해시; Romanization: Dong hae), 

Korea, with continuing service to Sakaiminato (Japanese: 境港市; Romanization: Sakai min 

ato) in western Japan. Donghae is about 

100 kilometers south of Sokcho, also on 

the eastern side of South Korea, facing 

the Sea of Japan (called the East Sea by 

the Koreans). Sakaiminato is on the 

southwest coast of Honshu, Japan’s 

main island. It’s about 150 kilometers 
northeast of Hiroshima (Japanese: 広島

市; Romanization: Hiro shima) or about 

600 kilometers due west of Tokyo. It’s 

on the Japanese Sakai train line 

(Japanese: 境線; Romanization: Sakai-

sen) and five kilometers to the Miho-

Yonago Airport (Japanese: (美保飛行場; 

Romanization: Miho-Yonago hikōjō).  
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Aeroexpress Airport Train 

Vladivostok International Airport 

Starting from Vladivostok, the Eastern Dream departs every Wednesday at 2:00PM and sails 

south approximately 650 kilometers (400 miles) to Donghae, arriving the next day, Thursday, 

about 11:00AM. Later that same day, at 5:00PM, she departs and sails another 450 

kilometers (280 miles) for Sakaiminato, 

Japan, arriving the next morning, 

Friday, at 9:00AM.  

 

If traveling in the other direction, the 

Eastern Dream departs Sakaiminato 

every Saturday at 7:00PM bound for 

Donghae, arriving at 9:00AM Sunday. 

Depending on the time of year (varies 

seasonally), she leaves Donghae for 

Vladivostok on either Sunday or 

Monday at 2:00PM, arriving at 1:00PM 

on Monday or Tuesday.  

 

The least expensive one-way ticket in 

economy class from Vladivostok to 

Donghae is $205. Continuing to Sakaiminato is an additional $60 for a total one-way fare of 

$265. Second class to Donghae from Vladivostok is $230, to Sakaiminato it’s $305. First 

class one-way to Donghae is $270 and it’s $365 to Japan. More expensive cabins and suites 

are available. There are substantial discounts for purchasing round trip tickets.  

 

The Eastern Dream ticket office is located on the first floor of Vladivostok’s Main Marine 

Terminal (Морской воксал). The Terminal is almost adjacent to, just behind, the rail station. 

Adjacent to it, close to the docks, are several small sea terminals. These handle the local 

ferries to Russkiy Island and the hydrofoil service to Slavyanka.  

 

By air: For air travelers, there has been a remarkable improvement in air service in and out 

of Vladivostok. The old, derelict terminal 

building has been completely renovated 

and is now designated Terminal B. It’s the 

domestic terminal. Close nearby an 

additional brand new terminal has been 

constructed and is up and running. It’s 

designated Terminal A and is called the 

Vladivostok International Airport 

(Международный аэропорт 

Владивосток). The existing runways have 

been upgraded. The entire complex is near 

the town of Knevichi (Кневичи), about 40 

kilometers northeast of the city, past the 

military air base, just north of Artyom 

(Артём).  
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Coach Seating on Aeroexpress Train 

Vladivosotok Air flight to Tokyo 

Best of all, and perhaps more important, a 

dedicated train link has been established 

and regular passenger service has been 

instituted. The new rail service is called the 

Aeroexpress (Аэроэкспресс) and offers 

both standard and business class seating.  

 

The train departs on the hour, almost every 

hour, throughout the day from its new 

terminal next to Vladivostok’s main rail 

station. Travel time is 48 minutes. At the 

airport, the train arrives inside its own 

terminal which is directly connected to the 

airport’s Terminal B. In winter, you won’t 

need to wear your outer coat for there is no 

need to go outdoors. Airport security is at 

the air terminal’s entrance to the rail terminal. It could not be more convenient. Departures 

from the airport to town on the Aeroexpress are also on the hour.  

 

A one-way ticket in economy (standard coach) costs 200 Rubles ($6.50). That’s more than 

the public bus (number 107), but it’s a lot more comfortable. On this route, the bus brings its 

passengers downtown to the main train station rather than the suburban Avtovoksal. The bus 

also leaves about every hour; it takes 90 minutes.  

 

If you’re staying in another part of Vladivostok, not so close to the main railway station, the 

Aeroexpress makes the following stops between the main station and the airport: Vladivostok 

Main Railway Terminal → Vtoraya Rechka (Вторая Речка) → Ugolnaya (Угольная) → 

Artyom (Артём) → Vladivostok International Airport Knevichi.  

 

Finally, should your flight arrive late – the last train departs at 8:00PM – taxis are still 

operating. The official fare is 1500 Rubles ($50) – but most drivers will try for 2,000 or 

3,000 Rubles telling you that it is late and that the official fare does not apply. That’s not 

true. Hard bargaining is 

required.  

 

There are direct flights from 

Vladivostok to a number of 

cities in Russia, including 

Khabarovsk, Irkutsk, 

Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, 

Novosibirsk, and Moscow.  

 

In addition, there are 

international links to Seoul, 

Korea; Beijing and Harbin, 

China; Hanoi, Vietnam, and 
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Tokyo, Japan. This latter service is relatively new. Formerly, flights from Vladivostok to 

Japan were to Niigata, an inconvenient destination on Japan’s west coast. Presently, service 

is two times per week and flights arrive at and depart from Tokyo’s Narita International 

Airport (Japanese: 成田国際空港; Romanization: Narita Kokusai Kūkō).  
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Chapter 4 – Moscow to Beijing on the Trans-Mongolian Line 

KM 5641: Ulan-Udé  
Railway Station Waiting Room 

 

In its most general sense, the Trans-Mongolian Line refers to the 5,185 kilometer journey from 

Moscow across Russia to Irkutsk, then the 456 kilometers around Lake Baikal to Ulan-Udé – and 

then instead of continuing the next 3,647 kilometers to Vladivostok (for a total of 9,288) on the 

Trans-Siberian Main Line, turning south after Ulan-Udé and running the next 2,211 kilometers 

through Mongolia and ending in Beijing, China. At 7,852 kilometers, it’s the most direct rail 

route from Moscow to Beijing, the alternative Trans-Manchurian Line being 9,014 kilometers.  

 

This chapter begins in Ulan-Udé, travels to the Russian-Mongolian border, and continues south 

to Ulaan Baatar, Mongolia’s capital. From there, the chapter goes on to the Mongolian-Chinese 

border, then runs southeast through the famous Buddha-cave city of Datong, and ends in Beijing 

– the world class capital of the People’s Republic of China.  

 

➢ Km 5641: Ulan-Udé Passazhirskiy (Железнодорожная Станция Улан-Удэ 

Пассажирская; Ulan-Udé Passenger Station) – Ulan-Udé is a modern, friendly city of over 

400,000 persons and the capital of the Buriyat Republic (Республика Бурятия), more 

commonly referred to as Buryatiya 

(Бурятия). More complete details about 

Ulan-Udé, Buryatiya, and the Buriyat 

people and may be found in Chapter 3: The 

“Trans-Siberian Main Line.” 

 

The most comfortable means of transport 

out of the city and onto Mongolia and 

Beijing is the “Chinese” train, which is the 

Number 004 (also called 0043) eastbound 

(called K4 in China). It departs Moscow’s 

Yaroslavskiy Station once a week, every 

Tuesday at 23:55. The full run to Beijing 

takes six nights. When catching it midway, 

its departure from Ulan-Udé to Beijing is 

every Saturday at 15:47 local time. Its 

scheduled arrival time at Ulaan Baatar is 

06:50 local time on Sunday. If continuing 

from there, the train departs Ulaan Baatar at 07:30 and arrives in Beijing at 14:35 local time 

on Monday. Beijing is five hours ahead of Moscow Time: there is no daylight savings time in 

any of the three countries.  

 

Westbound, the Chinese train is the Number 003 (also called 0033 and the K3 in China). It 

leaves Beijing every Wednesday at 07:27 local time. It arrives in Ulaan Baatar at 14:35 on 

Thursday local time and departs at 15:22. The next day, Friday, it arrives in Ulan-Udé at 

06:20 local time. It departs at 07:05 and, if making the entire journey to Moscow, it arrives at 

Yaroslavskiy Station at 13:58 local Moscow Time on Monday. All the foregoing times 
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Conductor on  
the “Chinese” Train 

The “Friendship” Train 

change by several minutes throughout the year due to a variety of reasons including load 

factors. One must always check the current timetables.  

 

The Numbers 003 and 004 are called the “Chinese” 

trains because they are operated with Chinese coaches 

and staff. They offer 1st class two-berth deluxe cabins 

with shared bath on the adjacent cabin; 1st class four-

berth cabins; and 2nd class four-berth cabins. The 

dining car is Russian in Russia; Mongolian in 

Mongolia; and Chinese in China. All three are pretty 

good – some would say the Chinese is the best.  

 

The problem for most travelers is that the Chinese train 

is more often than not fully booked, 1st class berths are 

very difficult to obtain en-route, and the train only runs 

once a week. Therefore, many passengers leaving 

Ulan-Udé take the Number 306 which starts in Irkutsk. 

Newer coaches bear the inscription Irkutsk-Peking 

(Иркутск-Пекин); older coaches are lettered 

Nairamdaya (Найрамдая; “Friendship” in Mongolian), 

for that’s what the service used to be called. These 

trains have the usual 2nd class kupé (купе) four-berth 

cabins plus the less expensive open-style plaskartniy 

(плацкартный) berths.  

 

Departure time on the 306 from Ulan-Udé is at 15:47 with arrival in Ulaan Baatar at 06:50 

the following day. There are other trains as well including the Number 263 from Ulaan 

Baatar to Irkutsk and the Number 264 from Irkutsk to Ulaan Baatar. These services must be 

checked locally. Whichever train is taken, travel time runs anywhere from 15 to 24 hours – 

rather long for a 650 kilometer ride.  

 

Because train tickets between Ulan-Udé 

and Ulaan Baatar can sometimes be 

difficult to obtain, and because the train 

journey can be long, many persons opt for 

the bus. Every morning between 7AM and 

8AM, one or two motorcoaches leave from 

the parking lot by Ulan-Udé’s opera house, 

officially known as the Buriyat State 

Academic Opera and Ballet Theater 

(Бурятский государственный 

академический театр оперы и балета). 

Travel time between the two cities runs 

anywhere from 10 to 12 hours – quite a bit 

faster than the train. It’s also about half the 
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KM 5648: Cross the Uda River 

price. In Ulaan Baatar, busses drop their passengers at the UB Bus Depot which is close to 

the rail station.  

 

Since the days of camel caravans carrying tea, porcelain, and other goods from China to 

Russia, the route from Ulaan Baatar to Ulan-Udé has been through the Russian border town 

of Kyakhta (Kяхта) – and this is still the route used by busses and motor vehicles which take 

the highway to Mongolia. The train route however is through Naushki (Наушки), 30 

kilometers to the west. When the train route was planned and built in the 1950s, this was the 

route chosen by rail engineers. There’s not much in Naushki; there’s more Kyakhta which 

has great historical interest, although that latter city lost its place as a center for trade when 

the rail line shifted over to Naushki.  

 

Finally, if you must get in or out of town in a hurry, Ulan-Udé has two airports. The main 

passenger airport is variously known as Ulan-Udé Airport (Аэропорт Улан-Удэ), Baikal 

Airport (Аэропорт Улан Удэ–Байкал), or Baikal International Airport (Международный 

аэропорт Байкал). Confusingly, it used to be called Mukino Airport (Мухино Аэропорт) 

and sometimes still is. It is less than 15 kilometers west of downtown or the rail station.  

 

There are several flights a day to Moscow and there are flights to many other cities in Russia, 

including Irkutsk. Internationally, there are flights to Ulaan Baatar, Beijing, and occasionally 

Manzhouli (Russian: Маньчжурия; Chinese: 满洲里西郊机场 ; pinyin: Mǎnzhōulǐ Xijiāo 

Jīchǎng), the Chinese border town on the Russian-Chinese border on the route of the Trans-

Manchurian Rail Line. You’ll need a Chinese visa if you fly there.  

 

Ulan-Udé’s other 

airport is Ulan-

Udé Vostochniy 

(Аэродром 

Улан-Удэ 

восточный) or 

Ulan-Udé East. 

It’s about ten 

kilometers east 

of downtown. It 

was formerly a 

military airport 

and is home to 

one of Russia’s most successful export companies, the Ulan-Udé Aviation Plant (Улан-

Удэнский авиационный завод). They manufacture Mi-8, Mi-17 and Mi-171 helicopters and 

the Sukhoi Su-24UB and Su-39 attack aircraft. Over the last several years, a number of 

lesser-known airline companies have been flying commercially from Ulan-Udé East. Many 

of these flights are seasonal or charter. Some are real bargains. It’s worth checking with a 

local travel agent in Ulan-Udé to see if anything suits your needs.  
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The A165 Highway 
The A165 is the route to Ulaan Baatar used by cars, 
busses, and trucks. It begins by branching off the 
M55 Highway about 15 kilometers south of the 
Ulan-Udé Train Station at the village of Nur-
Seleniye (Нур-Селение). Its first 210 kilometers 
pass through Ivolginsk (Иволгинск) → Orongoi 
(Оронгой) → Gusinoozyorsk (Гусиноозёрск) → 
Novoselenginsk (Новоселенгинск) → Povorot 
(Поворот) → Subuktui (Субуктуй) → to Kyakhta 
(Кяхта). The above photo shows the fork one 
kilometer north before reaching Kyakhta that leads 
30 kilometers to Naushki.  
 
From Kyakhta, it’s six kilometers to the border 
crossing and then about 335 kilometers south 
through Sukh-Bataar (Сухэ-Батаар) → Darkhan 
(Дархан) → Bayangol (Баянгол)→ 
Bayanchandman (Баянчандмань) → to Ulaan 
Baatar.  
 
Although it is true that the road runs parallel to the 
railway, it cannot be said that it follows it closely. 
For both legs of the trip, the road is usually 
anywhere from ten to fifty kilometers from the rail 
line. It crosses it several times however.  

➢ Km 5643: Branch Lines North – Within two kilometers south after the train pulls out of the 

station several short spurs branch off to the left and serve local industrial sites. In one more 

kilometer the rail line starts to follow along upstream on the right bank of the Uda River.  

 

➢ Km 5647: Platform 5647 (платформа 

5647).  

 

➢ Km 5647: Branch Line East – About 375 

meters after the Km 5647 Post, the main 

line takes a 90 degree right hand turn south 

and promptly crosses the Uda River. The 

left fork of the rail line leads to a series of 

divides and spurs totaling about 15 

kilometers. All lines are freight and serve 

the industries on the east side of the city.  

 

➢ Km 5648: Cross the Uda River (река Уда) 

– The 467 kilometer-long Uda is one of the 

major tributaries of the 1,024 kilometer-

long Selenga (река Селенга). The Uda 

originates approximately 350 kilometers 

(as the crow flies) to the northeast, about 

100 kilometers northwest of Chita (Чита). 

It ends in nine kilometers downstream west 

where its mouth is on the right bank of the 

Selenga. The crossing is about 100 meters 

wide and the train passes from the river’s 

right bank (north side) to its left (south 

side) on twin rail bridges.  

 

➢ Km 5649: Zaudinskiy Rail Station 

(Заудинский Железнодорожный вокзал) 

– This is primarily a freight station at the 

eastern edge of the city. It’s best known to 

railroad fans as the junction point that 

begins the Trans-Mongolian Rail Line. The 

actual split of the rails is one kilometer 

further east.  

 

➢ Km 5650: Branch Line to Mongolia – One 

kilometer east of the Zaudinskiy Rail 

Station, the rail lines divide. The Trans-

Siberian Main Line continues straight 

ahead. The right fork makes a clockwise 

180 degree turn and begins the Trans-Mongolian. Altogether it’s a little more than 250 

kilometers southeast to the Russian-Mongolian border and the Russian border town of 
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KM 5690: Cross the Selenga River 

Naushki. Depending on the train, it can take anywhere from five to eight hours. For roughly 

the first 50 kilometers, the route follows the Selenga south upstream towards Mongolia. The 

river valley is quite bucolic and in warm weather there are usually cattle grazing.  

 

➢ Km 5652: Platform 5652 (платформа 5652).  

 

➢ Km 5655: Platform 5655 (платформа 5655).  

 

➢ Km 5658 Komushka (cтанция Комушка) – This is more or less the southern end of the 

suburbs of Ulan-Udé. In a few more kilometers the surroundings become more rural. The 

small river just off to the west is the Zaboka (Протока Забока), a right bank channel of the 

Selenga. The little dacha village of Ranet (Ранет) is entirely on the island created by the 

channel. It’s a large flood plain so not the best place to build a permanent house.  

 

➢ Km 5664: Medvedchikovo (cтанция Медведчиково) – A small industrial area. Starting 

from about here, the train follows the Selenga River upstream along its right bank for the 

next 25 kilometers, after which it crosses it.  

 

➢ Km 5671: Nizhniy Sayantui (платформа Нижний Саянтуй; “Lower” Sayantui) – This is a 

fairly large village of about 2,000 inhabitants. It lies along the right bank of the Selenga.  

 

➢ Km 5672: Platform 5672 (платформа 5672) – Former platform, now a ruin.  

 

➢ Km 5673: Cross the Sayantui River (река Саянтуй) – This small stream begins about 25 

kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing it flows one kilometer northwest until its 

confluence on one of the right channels of the Selenga.  

 

➢ Km 5674: Voznesenovka (платформа 

Вознесеновка) – A small village on the 

right bank of the Selenga and bisected by 

the M55 Highway. The town’s name 

derives from the Orthodox Feast of the 

Ascension.  

 

➢ Km 5677: Sayantui (cтанция Саянтуй) – 

A very small village along both sides of the 

tracks and about one kilometer east of the 

Kuitunskaya (протока Куйтунская), a 

right channel of the Selenga. The Selenga 

is only a few hundred meters further west.  

 

➢ Km 5682: Saratovka (платформа 

Саратовка) – A long narrow one-street 

village strung along between a right channel of the Selenga and the railroad.  
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The Selenga River and its tributaries supply 
half the water that flows into Lake Baikal 

➢ Km 5685: Selenga (платформа Селенга) – A tiny village about one kilometer east of the 

right bank of the Selenga.  

 

➢ Km 5687: Shalutiy (cтанция Шалуты) – Shalutiy is the station name at the village of 

Solontsiy (Солонцы). It’s a small village located about one kilometer east of the Selenga.  

 

➢ Km 5689: Kardon (платформа Кардон) – A long narrow village on the Selenga right bank.  

 

➢ Km 5690: Cross the Selenga River (река Селенга) – The rail line crosses the Selenga from 

its right bank to its left (east to west). It’s a major river crossing as the Selenga is about 500 

meters wide at this point. It’s crossed by a single track rail bridge of five trusses. Then the 

train parallels the river for the 

next 20 kilometers, then 

diverges for a while only to 

meet up again further upriver.  

 

Originating in Mongolia, the 

1,024 kilometer-long Selenga is 

one of the most important 

rivers of Mongolia and 

Buryatiya. It is the chief source 

of Lake Baikal (озеро Байкал). 

Of its total length, 409 

kilometers are in Russia. The 

river begins in north central and 

northwest Mongolia at the 

confluence of the 452 

kilometer-long right tributary 

Ider (река Идэр) and the 445 

kilometer-long left tributary 

Delger-Muren (река Дэлгэр-

Мурен) Rivers. A little further 

downriver, the 475 kilometer-

long Egiyn Gol River (река 

Эгийн Гол) adds its waters. The Egiyn is the only outlet of Lake Khövsgöl (Russian: ozero 

Ховсгол; Mongolian; Хөвсгөл нуур, pronounced: Khövsgöl nuur), Mongolia’s largest and 

deepest lake. Considered the little “sister” to Lake Baikal, Khövsgöl measures approximately 

135 kilometers long by 35 kilometers wide. It is called the “Blue Pearl” (Синяя жемчужина) 

and considered sacred by Mongolians. It is one of the most popular tourist attractions – 

remote as it is – in Mongolia.  

 

Returning to the Selenga, from the rail crossing at Kardon it is 30 kilometers northeast 

downriver to Ulan-Udé and the confluence with the right tributary Uda River. From there the 

Selenga flows a final 125 kilometers northwest to its great delta on the southeastern shore of 

Lake Baikal near the village of Kudara (Кудара). The main line of the Trans-Siberian 

Railroad follows most of this route.  
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Railway Section:  Ulan-Udé -- Sükhbaatar 

➢ Km 5691: Platform 5691 (платформа 5691).  

 

➢ Km 5696: Omulyovka (платформа Омулёвка) – A 2010 census listed the population of this 

tiny left bank village at 58. That’s hard to imagine as the place looks deserted.  

 

➢ Km 5702: 

Platform 5702 

(платформа 

5702). The 

platform is at the 

easternmost end 

of this three 

kilometer-long 

village. 

Ganzurino 

(Ганзурино) is 

especially 

narrow and 

strung along the 

left bank of the 

Selenga. It has a 

population of 

about 525.  

 

➢ Km 5703: 

Platform 5703 

(платформа 

5703).  

 

➢ Km 5707: 

Ganzurino 

(cтанция 

Ганзурино) – 

This station is at 

the westernmost extremity of the village and in fact is actually beyond the village. 

Immediately after passing through Ganzurino, the Selenga turns south and the rail line 

continues straight ahead west. The train won’t see the river again until Selenduma 

(Селендума).  

 

➢ Km 5712: Zun-Orongoi (Зун-Оронгой) – The smallest of hamlets immediately south of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 5714: Platform 5714 (платформа 5714).  
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➢ Km 5717: Ulus-Orongoi (платформа Улус-Оронгой) – This platform serves the very large 

village of Ulus-Orongoi, built on the south side of the tracks, and the much smaller village of 

Orongoi (платформа Оронгой), built on the north side of the tracks. Running from west to 

east along the south side of Ulus-Orongoi is the Orongoi River (река Оронгой). The train 

comes to it shortly. 

 

➢ Km 5719: Orongoi (платформа Оронгой) – Here is another village immediately north of 

the rail line called Orongoi. But it’s really not a village; it’s a large storage and warehousing 

operation.  

 

➢ Km 5720: Platform 5720 (платформа 5720) – This platform is at the other end of the 

operations center just described.  

 

➢ Km 5723: Cross the Orongoi River (река Оронгой) – The 70 kilometer-long Orongoi River 

begins approximately 45 kilometers northwest of the rail crossing. It ends in a little more 

than 15 kilometers east at its confluence on the left bank of the Selenga two kilometers 

southwest of Ganzurino Rail Station.  

 

➢ Km 5728: Nizhniy Ubukun (платформа Нижний Убукун; “Lower” Ubukun) – A small 

village of some 175 inhabitants on the north side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 5732: Ubukun (cтанция Убукун) – Ubukun is the station; the little village is Kharanga 

(Харанга).  

 

➢ Km 5736: Platform 5736 (платформа 5736).  

 

➢ Km 5740: Cross the Ubukun River (река Убукун) – This 94 kilometer-long tributary has its 

source about 70 kilometers to the west (35 kilometers as the crow flies). From the rail 

crossing it flows approximately 25 kilometers northeast where it joins the right bank of the 

Orongoi River about five kilometers west of the Orongoi Rail Station.  

 

➢ Km 5745: Stopping Point Sovkhoz Telman (oстановочный пункт Совхоз Тельман; “State 

Farm Telman”) – There’s nothing here today, but during Soviet Union times, a “Sovkhoz” 

(Совхоз) was a state farm, an agricultural enterprise owned and operated by the state. 

Workers on the farm were paid employees. This system was in distinction to “Kolkhoz” 

(Колхоз), or “collective” farms, which were cooperative associations owned by the public 

and managed by the participants – usually farmers. There were also fishing farms. Almost all 

state farms and collectives today have been privatized and sold off to local farmers or 

corporations.  

 

The platform now serves Sredniy Ubukun (Средний Убукун; “Middle” Ubukun). It’s a 

village of about 300 residents, one and a half kilometers east.  

 

➢ Km 5751: Zhargalanta (платформа Жаргаланта) – A rather large village of close to 900 

inhabitants between the railroad on the west side and the left bank of the Ubukun River on 

the east side. 
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KM 5755: Platform 5755 

 

➢ Km 5755: Cross the Ubukun River (река Убукун) – Here is the second crossing of this 

Orongoi right tributary. From the rail tracks, it’s about 50 kilometers northwest to its source 

and 45 kilometers northeast to its mouth.  

 

➢ Km 5755: Platform 5755 (платформа 

5755). An unpaved grass platform.  

 

➢ Km 5756: Cross the Kanal Ruchei 

(Канал Ручей; “Canal Creek”) – 

There are many canals that run from a 

number of small lakes five kilometers 

northwest of the rail line near the 

village of Yagodnoye (Ягодное; 

“Berry”). After irrigation duty in the 

cultivated fields south of Tokhoi 

(Тохой), most of them dry up. This 

one however continues to the Ubukun 

River and thus, eventually to the 

Arctic Ocean.  

 

➢ Km 5758: Sulfat (платформа Сульфат) – Sulfat is the station; Tokhoi (Тохой) is the 

village. It’s a large village of some 2,700 inhabitants. All of it is south of the railway. 

“Tokhoi” is Buriyat for “elbow” in the figurative sense of a bend for it is here that the river 

Ubukun makes its big turn from flowing south to flowing north. The station name of “Sulfat” 

translates into English as “sulphate,” as in the chemical. For many years, the town produced 

sulphate, sodium sulphide, bisulphate, soda ash, and related chemicals. By the middle of the 

20th Century, production was no longer commercially viable and the various plants in town 

closed.  

 

Adjacent to the village, rail station, and the rail line, is the one by two kilometer Lake 

Solenoye (озеро Соленое; “Salty Lake”). It used to be much larger. For several centuries, 

starting in 1680, salt was harvested from this lake and several others nearby. The Selenge 

Salt Plant (Селенгинский солеваренный завод) was one of the first industries in Buryatiya 

and produced annually over 50,000 pounds of salt. By the 1800s however, salt production 

was down to less than 10,000 pounds per year, and in 1925, the salt plant was closed. The 

town survived by switching to sulphate production, but this played out by the 1950s.  

 

➢ Km 5764: Cross the Zagustai River (река Загустай) – This small river’s source is in the low 

hills about 25 kilometers northwest of the rail crossing. From here it flows south almost 

exactly ten kilometers and empties into the northern end of Gusinoye Lake (oзеро Гусиное; 

“Goose Lake”). The train reaches it shortly and we’ll discuss it at that time.  

 

➢ Km 5767: Cross the Zagustaika River (река Загустайка) – This tiny creek begins within 

meters north of the rail line; after passing under the tracks it runs less than five kilometers 
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KM 5777: Gusinoozyorsk (on spur line) 

south until it joins the right bank of the Zagustai River and from there in three kilometers 

enters Lake Gusinoye.  

 

➢ Km 5769: Zagustai (cтанция Загустай) – The population of the village at the station is 

about 150; the population of the surrounding area is 1,250. The coal-burning power plant 

whose chimneys can be seen for many kilometers is three kilometers south, on the northern 

shore of the lake. The much larger town of Gusinoozyorsk (Russian: Гусиноозёрск; 

Buriyat/Mongolian: Галуута, pronounced Galuuta) is five kilometers southeast.  

 

➢ Km 5770: Branch Line Southeast – A little more than one kilometer south after passing 

Zagustai Station, a left-side spur branches off and runs two kilometers southeast into the 

thermal energy plant owned and operated by Gusinoozerskaya State (Гусиноозёрская 

ГРЭС), a joint stock company. Gusinoozyorsk, a city of 24,000 persons, is another kilometer 

further southeast on the northeastern shore of Lake Gusinoye.  

 

Gusinoozyorsk was founded in 1939 and 

originally named Shakhtiy (Шахты; 

“Mines”). The city kept that name until 

1953 when it took its present name. Its 

reference was to the large deposits of 

brown coal (Бурый уголь; also known as 

“lignite”) found in this area. Such 

deposits are still mined and burned today, 

hence the chimneys and power plant on 

the lake.  

 

➢ Km 5771: Branch Line Southeast – One 

kilometer south after the previous branch, 

another branch veers left and heads south. 

This one runs for a little more than 25 

kilometers along the eastern side of the 

lake until the coal-mining village of Tsaidam (Цайдам). It’s a freight line and not open to the 

public. If it were, the lake shore would be scenic enough but the open-air coal mines towards 

the end of the line at Tsaidam would not be. This is the Kholboldzhinskiy Coal Mine 

(Холбольджинский угольный разрез) and it is raw, ripped-open Planet Earth – coal mines 

may be useful, but attractive they are not.  

 

➢ Km 5772: Cross the Tobkhor River (река Тобхор) – The Tobkhor is a minor stream that 

begins less than five kilometers northwest of the rail crossing; from here it runs about 600 

meters south until it terminates at the northern end of Lake Gusinoye.  

 

➢ Km 5772: Platform 5772 (платформа 5772).  

 

➢ Km 5773: Lake Gusinoye (озеро Гусиное; “Goose Lake”) – Less than four kilometers south 

of Zagustai, the train arrives at the lake’s northern shore. This is not the railway station 

Gusinoye Ozero (cтанция Гусиное Озеро), that’s at the southern end of the lake and we’ll 
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get there soon enough. This is merely the start of the rail line’s running alongside the lake. 

From here, the line closely follows the west side of the lake for the next 28 kilometers.  

 

“Goose Lake” (Buriyat/Mongolian: Галуута нуур, pronounced Galuuta nuur) is an extended 

oval-shaped lake about 25 kilometers long from north to south and roughly eight kilometers 

wide from east to west. It’s a fresh-water lake and is 28 meters (92 feet) deep at its lowest 

points. The lake is most aptly named for it has been known as a migratory stopping place for 

geese for centuries. Due to coal mining and other development around the lake however, 

waterfowl enthusiasts claim that every passing year one finds fewer and fewer birds.  

 

➢ Km 5774: Cross the Elnik River (река Ельник; “Fir Grove”) – This small stream begins 

about a dozen kilometers northwest; from the rail crossing it’s only 225 meters south to the 

stream’s mouth on the shore of the lake. The miniscule village of Elnik is also here but it’s 

just a couple of houses.  

 

➢ Km 5777: Platform 5777 (платформа 5777).  

 

➢ Km 5780: Cross the Baratiy River (река Бараты) – This river originates about ten kilometers 

northwest. Like the previous stream, it flows into the lake in a couple of hundred meters. It is 

known locally as the Borootye (Buriyat/Mongolian: Бороотэ).  

 

➢ Km 5782: Baratiy (cтанция Бараты) – A couple of dozen houses to the west of the rail line. 

The lake is 200 meters to the east.  

 

➢ Km 5782: Cross the Sanginye River (река Сангинэ) – About 500 meters south after passing 

Baratiy, the train crosses over this little creek. It begins approximately a dozen kilometers to 

the northwest; it ends on the lake in 200 meters east.  

 

➢ Km 5787: Cross the Silbye River (река Сильвэ) – Similar to the previous small rivers, this 

one starts northwest of the rail line, in its case about 15 kilometers. After passing under the 

tracks it enters Lake Gusinoye in less than 200 meters.  

 

➢ Km 5791: Murtoi (платформа Муртой) – A few houses by the railroad tracks and along the 

lake.  

 

➢ Km 5792: Cross the Narin-Gorkhoi River (река Нарин-Горхой) – This small stream begins 

a dozen kilometers to the northwest. From the rail crossing it flows 250 meters east into Lake 

Gusinoye.  

 

➢ Km 5795: Cross the Murtoi River (река Муртой) – The Murtoi begins approximately ten 

kilometers northwest; from the tracks it flows 250 meters into the lake.  

 

➢ Km 5796: Platform 5796 (платформа 5796).  

 

➢ Km 5800: Gusinoye Ozero (cтанция Гусиное Озеро; “Goose Lake”) – This mid-sized 

village of some 3,000 persons is nestled into the far southwesternmost corner of Lake 
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Gusinoozyorskaya Datsan Cham Ceremony 
1890 Archival photo from the National Library of Russia 

Gusinoye. Immediately east is the lake’s primary discharge, the Tsagan-Gol River (река 

Цаган-Гол). The rail line crosses the river in a moment and we’ll mention it then.  

 

Gusinoye Ozero is the second-largest 

habitation in the region after 

Gusinoozyorsk and was founded in 

1934 along with the construction of the 

Ulan-Udé-Naushki railway line. Less 

then ten kilometers east by road around 

the bottom of the lake is the coal-

mining village of Tsaidam, but there’s 

really nothing there. Of more interest to 

most is the Tamchinskiy Datsan 

(Тамчинский дацан), one of the oldest 

surviving Buddhist lamaseries in 

Russia. It is also referred to as the 

Gusinoozyorskaya Datsan 

(Гусиноозёрская дацан) or Tamchin 

Khulunnorskiy (Тамчин 

Хулуннoрский).  

 

The Datsan was founded in 1741 on the west bank of Goose Lake. It was originally a yurt. 

Later a wooden building was erected and in the late 1800s a main temple of stone was 

constructed. For over 150 years the lamasery was widely-known for its annual Cham 

(Russian: Цам; Mongolian/Tibetan: Чам; Buriyat: Сам) performances. A solemn religious 

service, part-dance, part-Shamanistic, and featuring elaborate costumes and extraordinary 

frightening papier-maché face masks, it derives its origins from Tibetan Buddhism. Buriyats 

and Mongolians practice the same type of Buddhism as in Tibet. The purpose of the Cham is 

to show the presence of God on earth and to frighten away evil spirits.  

 

In 1938 the Datsan was forcibly closed as part of the then-Soviet anti-religious campaign. In 

1957, the government of Buryatiya declared the site a historical and architectural monument. 

In 1990, the lamasery was re-opened. Annual Cham ceremonies are again performed, usually 

in the summer.  

 

About 30 kilometers due east by road from the Gusinoe Ozero Rail Station is the present 

town of Novoselenginsk (Новоселенгинск; “New” Selenginsk). Prior to 1840, the town was 

known as Selenginsk (Cеленгинск) and was at a different location a few kilometers east. 

Subject to repeated flooding by the Selenga River, the decision was made to move the town. 

The old site became Staroselenginsk (Староселенгинск; “Old” Selenginsk) and is today a 

very small village. The new town became Novoselenginsk; it has about 2,350 residents. 

Novoselenginsk is roughly about midway on the A165 Highway between Ulan-Udé and 

Kyakhta. The “new” city named Selenginsk on the Selenga River and the Trans-Siberian Rail 

Line is about 85 kilometers northwest of Ulan-Udé via the railroad or the river. It’s a city of 

some 14,000 persons and was founded in 1961 as a Komsomol construction project to build 

the paper pulp mill there.  
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Abram Petrovich Hannibal 
Without question one of the most 
interesting, intelligent, and unusual 
men in Russian history is General-in-
Chief Abram Hannibal. He began life 
as the son of an Ethiopian prince. In 
1703 he was taken prisoner and made a 
vassal of the Turkish Sultan in 
Constantinople. From Istanbul, he was 
brought by the Russian Ambassador to 
the court of Peter the Great where he 
was baptized into Orthodoxy. Peter 
had a fondness for him, became his 
godfather, and he became known as 
the “Negro of Peter the Great” (Арап 
Петра Великого). Peter sent Hannibal 
to Paris for military training and from 
there he was to serve with distinction 
in the War of the Quadruple Alliance 
(1718-19). Nadezhda Hannibal 
(Надежда Осиповна Ганнибал; 1775-
1836), the daughter of one of 
Hannibal’s sons, Osip Hannibal (Осип 
Абрамович Ганнибал; 1744-1806), 
was the mother of Alexander Pushkin.  

 

Although neither Novoselenginsk nor Staroselenginsk 

are much today, the old Selenginsk had some 

importance in history. In the 17th and 18th Centuries, 

because the town was about midway between the then 

important trade centers of Kyakhta and Ulan-Udé, it 

was a key stop – a caravanserai – on the camel 

caravan tea route between China and Russia. In 1750, 

it had a population of 4,000 and was the largest city in 

Buryatiya. Several important border treaties among 

Russia, China, and Mongolia were planned or 

negotiated in Selenginsk. By 1800 however, 

Verkhneudinsk (Верхнеудинск), which was later to 

become Ulan-Udé, outgrew it and the town went into 

a slow decline.  

 

Most famously, from 1727 to 1730, Abram Petrovich 

Hannibal (Абрам Петрович Ганнибал; 1696-1781) 

was exiled to Selenginsk after the death of Peter 1st the 

Great (Пётр Я Великий; 1672-1725). Hannibal was 

the African-born great-grandfather of Alexander 

Pushkin (Александр Сергеевич Пушкин; 1799-

1837). An engineer by training, his mission during his 

time in Novoselenginsk was to survey the terrain and 

plan the transfer of the city away from its too-close 

proximity on the Selenga River. He oversaw the 

construction of the Selenginskaya Fortress 

(Селенгинская крепость), but did not see the 

completion of the new city as that took ten more years.  

 

➢ Km 5801: Branch Line Southwest – Almost 

immediately after passing the Gusinoye Ozero station 

a short spur forks to the right. It travels less than five 

kilometers to several coal fields.  

 

➢ Km 5803: Cross the Tsagan-Gol River (река Цаган-

Гол) – This river, along with the Bayan-Gol (река 

Баян-Гол), are the main outflows of Goose Lake. The 

Tsagan-Gol begins two kilometers north at the 

southeastern corner of the lake. From the rail crossing 

it flows southwest a little more than 15 kilometers 

where its confluence is on the left bank of the Temnik 

River (река Темник) about ten kilometers upstream 

northwest from the village of Temnik (Темник), also 

known as Atsula (Ацула). The train crosses the Temnik in short order.  
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Lake Gusinoye’s other egress is Bayan-Gol. It exits the lake five kilometers east at the 

village of Tsaidam. From there it runs south almost 15 kilometers to its mouth on a left-bank 

channel of the Selenga River known as the Staraya Selenga (Старая Селенга; “Old” 

Selenga). The Old Selenga Channel is quite sizeable; it runs anywhere from one to three 

kilometers west of and parallel to the main river for over 30 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 5814: Platform 5814 (платформа 5814) – Former platform, now dismantled.  

 

➢ Km 5817: Cross the Temnik River (река Темник) – The 314 kilometer-long Temnik is not a 

large river but it is a long one. As the crow flies, it begins approximately 150 kilometers due 

west of the rail crossing or about 70 kilometers due south of the village of Baikalsk 

(Байкальск) on the southern shore of Lake Baikal. Flowing southeast from the rail crossing it 

only runs four kilometers until its confluence on the left bank of the Selenga.  

 

➢ Km 5818: Platform 5818 (платформа 5818).  

 

➢ Km 5822: Selenduma (cтанция Селендума) – This village which lies mostly to the west 

side of the tracks has a population of about 2,600. It is situated a couple of kilometers 

southwest of the confluence of the Temnik and Selenga Rivers. During Soviet times, it was a 

large sheep-farming collective. There still are sheep farms in the region.  

 

Starting soon after passing through Selenduma, the rail line again follows the Selenga River 

south upstream. This time the train parallels the river for the next 75 kilometers, all the way 

to Naushki. The route continues to run along the Selenga after entering Mongolia as well but 

we’ll discuss its course there when we get there.  

 

➢ Km 5824: Platform 5824 (платформа 5824) – This platform is also called Temnik 

(Темник); there is nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 5828: Selenduma (платформа Селендума) – This confusingly-named platform serves 

the little village of Bilyutai (Билютай) which is on the west side of the tracks. The Selenga 

River is less than two kilometers due east.  

 

➢ Km 5836: Platform 5836 (платформа 5836) – This was a former platform, now it’s nothing.  

 

➢ Km 5842: Butikha (платформа Бутиха) – A couple of buildings on the left bank of the 

Selenga River.  

 

➢ Km 5845: Platform 5845 (платформа 5845).  

 

➢ Km 5845: Confluence of the Dzhida (река Джида) and Selenga (река Селенга) Rivers – 

One hundred meters east out the train windows, the 567 kilometer-long Dzhida meets the left 

bank of the 1,024 kilometer-long Selenga. At this point, the train veers west away from both 

the rivers only to cross over them again soon enough.  
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KM 5860: Cross the Dzhida River 

➢ Km 5853: Dzhida (платформа Джида) – Unfortunately, Dzhida is smaller than it used to be 

just a few years ago. In 2010 a nationwide base restructuring closed the Dzhida Air Force 

Base (Джида аэродром) and redeployed its operations to Shagol Air Base (Шагол 

аэродром) outside of Chelyabinsk (Челябинск). The Dzhida Air Base is immediately west 

of town by three kilometers. It was not a large air base but it had twin runways of 2,500 

meters each and supported a good deal of local employment. For now, it is abandoned.  

 

➢ Km 5860: Cross the Dzhida River 

(река Джида) – The highly-braided 

Dzhida manages to conform itself 

momentarily into a single channel and 

the bridge is built here. The single-

track rail bridge crossing is not quite 

100 long; the road bridge is 400 meters 

downstream.  

 

The 567 kilometer-long Dzhida is one 

of the longest tributaries of the 

Selenga. The river originates on the 

southern slopes of the western part of 

the Khamar-Daban Range (Хамар-

Дабан хребет) and flows parallel to 

the Dzhidinskiy Range (Джидинский хребет). The Khamar-Daban forms an east to west 

350 kilometer-long chain south of Lake Baikal which creates a natural boundary between the 

Irkutsk region and Buryatiya. The Dzhidinskiy Range is of equal length, about 350 

kilometers, and forms a natural frontier between the southern end of Buryatiya and 

Mongolia. Both ranges are not too tall; they have top heights of about 2,000 meters (6,500 

feet).  

 

From the Dzhida’s source, which is about 285 kilometers (as the crow flies) northwest of the 

rail crossing, or 100 kilometers east of Khövsgöl Lake, or 120 kilometers southwest of 

Slyudyanka (Слюдянка) at the southeasternmost end of Lake Baikal, it runs its entire length 

parallel, close, and just north of the Russian-Mongolian border. In the other direction, from 

here, the Dzhida does not have far to go. From the rail crossing, it flows only 15 kilometers 

northeast until it joins the left bank of the Selenga River about three kilometers southwest of 

the village of Dyebyen (Дэбэн), which is also called Obon-Giyziyk (Обон-Гызык) and is on 

the right bank (east side) of the Selenga.  

 

After crossing the Dzhida, the rail line turns southeast and in another six kilometers near the 

village of Zarubino (Зарубино) re-joins following the Selenga upstream. 

 

➢ Km 5866: Zarubino (Зарубино) – There’s no station, platform, or stop; it’s just a few 

buildings alongside the tracks. At this point, the Selenga comes back into view.  
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KM 5875: Cross the Selenga River 

➢ Km 5868: Khuzhir (платформа Хужир) – A tiny hamlet alongside the left bank of the 

Selenga River.  

 

➢ Km 5872: Platform 5872 (платформа 

5872).  

 

➢ Km 5875: Platform 5875 (платформа 

5875).  

 

➢ Km 5875: Cross the Selenga River 

(река Селенга) – This time the railway 

crosses over from the left bank (west 

side) to the right bank (east side) of the 

river and follows it south about another 

25 kilometers to Naushki. The river 

here is close to 250 meters wide.  

 

➢ Km 5881: Khoronkhoi (cтанция Харанхой) – This right bank Selenga village is fairly well 

spread out on both sides of the railway although most of the town is on the southern side.  
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KM 5897: Naushki Railway Station 
End of the Line in Russia 

➢ Km 5897 (0): Naushki Railway Station (cтанция Наушки) – In addition to its place as the 

final passenger station in Russia before entering Mongolia – and therefore by necessity the 

Russian customs (таможенный) and immigration (иммиграция) post, Naushki is also a 

fairly large sorting station. There are about a dozen lines of rail covering slightly more than 

one kilometer in front of the station. Naushki is also considered the starting point (Km 0) for 

the rail line crossing Mongolia as its construction started from here.  

 

Naushki is a rather small city; it has a population of only 3,200. It is located 256 kilometers 

southeast of Ulan-Udé by rail. Naturally, most persons traveling on the Trans-Mongolian 

Line never set foot in town; they simply wait around the station for a few hours trying to 

clear customs and get out. They may also be trying to change their last remaining rubles 

(рублей), but they’ll find a pretty lousy 

exchange rate. Nonetheless, it won’t get 

any better in Mongolia or China so this 

is the place. There’s really not much 

else to say. Depending on how crowded 

the train, and how many customs 

officers are on duty, the exit process 

usually takes anywhere from two to five 

hours. Once border formalities are 

completed, everyone re-boards the train 

and it’s on its way to Mongolia. 

Mongolian customs procedures usually 

take place on board between the border 

and Sukh Baatar (Сухэ-Батор) with 

final clearance at Sukh Baatar.  

 

Here’s a Naushki tale: It is 1991, the 

Soviet Union has disintegrated, 

Intourist is on the ropes, Mongolia’s just established diplomatic relations with the United 

States, and Russian, Mongolian, and Chinese visas are handed out liberally, without the need 

for “letters of invitation.” A friend and I decide to go around the world in 30 days. Several 

weeks of the trip will be on the Trans-Sib across Eurasia. After a week in Moscow and 

European Russia, then a week in Siberia, we’re here, getting close to the border. For both of 

us, it’s our first trip to these three countries. Neither of us speaks Russian (or Mongolian or 

Chinese). All day, since very early that morning in Ulan-Udé, we’ve been on some kind of 

local mail train taking a slow ride, stopping at every conceivable station. It’s getting late and 

we don’t know when we’ll ever get to Ulaan Baatar, but that’s another story. We just want to 

get out of Russia and into Mongolia.  

 

So for hours, we’ve been pestering and badgering our poor Provodnik: “Where’s 

Haywiken?” – “Gdye Haywiken?” – “Haywiken, soon?” – “Haywiken, one hour, maybe?” 

And on it goes. No answer, no reply, no communication. He has no idea what the hell we’re 

talking about. Finally, we arrive at the border and point up to the name emblazoned on top of 

the station: “НАУШКИ” – and say to the conductor, “See, we’re here, it says Haywiken! – 
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Mongolian Watch Tower by “No Mans 
Land” between Russia and Mongolia 

Ulan-Udé to Ulaan Baatar Bus waiting 
at Altanbulag, Mongolia Customs Post 

what’s wrong with you anyway?” He looks up and says: “Naushki!” – We say: “Naushki? 

What kind of a language is this anyway?”  

 

Of course, we’re the same two dolts that 

were asking everyone in Moscow: 

“Where’s a good Pektopah?” – “We’re 

hungry and we need to eat, do you know 

where’s a nice Pektopah?” For those not 

familiar with the Russian language, 

Restaurant is “Ресторан,” pronounced 

“Restoran” not “Pektopah.” 

 

Well, you may need some stupid stories 

like these, because you’re going to be in 

Haywiken, ooops, Naushki, for quite a 

while. Border formalities (passport, visa, 

customs declarations) here are in the Dark 

Ages. Count on three to four to five hours. 

Immigration officials will collect your 

passports and go away. Several hours later, they’ll return. Since you’ll have some time on 

your hands, you might as well change your remaining rubles into dollars, Chinese yuan (if 

they have any), or Mongolian tugrik. The exchange rates will be bad, but it’s your last 

chance. Rates are usually even lower in Mongolia. You’ll get better rates for U.S. dollars into 

tugrik in Ulaan Baatar.  

 

OK, the waiting is over, everyone has had their passports returned and the train is ready to 

go. Say “Hello Mongolia!” – Say Da Svidaniya (До свидания, “Goodbye,” but literally 

“until we meet again”) to Russia for this is it – you’re outta here. Well, not quite, it’s still 

about seven final kilometers to the actual 

border which is a most threatening 

combination of wall, fence, barbed wire, 

and electricity. One wonders: who is so 

desperately trying to smuggle him or 

herself into Mongolia? Or into Russia?  

 

For those taking the A165 Highway from 

Ulan-Udé to Ulaan Baatar, just above 

Kyakhta, the road splits. The right fork 

(which is the P442) leads 30 kilometers 

west to Naushki; the left fork runs south 

straight to Kyakhta. Naushki is the railroad 

border crossing; Kyakhta is the motor 

vehicle crossing.  

 

For this region, Kyakhta (Russian: Кяхта; 

Chinese: 恰 克 图 ; pinyin: Qiàkètú; 
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The Great “Sibirskiy Trakt” (Сибирский тракт) 
The Great Siberian Route connected Moscow in European Russia to Irkutsk in Siberia to Kalgan, a city 
near the Great Wall in China known as “Beijing’s Northern Door.” Now called Zhangjiakou, it’s about 
185 kilometers northwest of Beijing. A far eastern extension of the Trakt led to Nerchinsk. From there, 
goods could be shipped down the Amur River to Khabarovsk and eventually make their way to 
Vladivostok. The building of the Trans-Siberian Railway eliminated the hardships of this overland route.  

Mongolian: Хиагт or Ар Хиагт, lit., “North Kyakhta”) is a rather large city of approximately 

20,000 persons. It takes its name from the little River Kyakhta (река Кяхта) that runs 

through town. It’s a Russian border town directly north of and opposite its Mongolian 

counterpart, Altanbulag (Алтанбулаг; “Golden Spring”). Altanbulag is the town’s modern 
name. During the Qing Dynasty (Chinese: 清朝; pinyin: Qīng Cháo; 1644-1912), the city was 

known as Maimaicheng (Russian: Маймачен; Chinese: 買賣城; pinyin: Mǎi mài chéng, lit., 

“Trading City”; Mongolian: Наймаа хот or Öвöр Хиагт, lit., “South Kyakhta”).  

 

In 1689, the Treaty of Nerchinsk (Russian: Нерчинский договор; Chinese: 尼布楚條約; 

pinyin: Níbùchǔ Tiáoyuē), the first treaty between the Russian and Chinese (Qing) Empires, 

established the Stanovoy Mountain Range as the northern border of China. The Russians 

gave up their claims to the lands above the Amur River, but kept the area between Lake 

Baikal and the Argun River. Later, the 1727 Treaty of Kyakhta (Russian: Кяхтинский 

договор; Chinese: 布連斯奇條約/恰克圖條約; pinyin: Bùliánsīqí/Qiàkètú tiáoyuē) defined 

what is today the northern boundary of Mongolia and what was then the northern limit of the 

Qing Empire – at least in the west of China. It was not until the 1858 Treaty of Aigun and the 

1860 Treaty of Beijing that the current border of the Amur and Ussuri Rivers was delineated. 

Without those two latter treaties, there would be no Khabarovsk, Vladivostok, or Sakhalin 

Island in the possession of Russia today.  

 

By firmly establishing the western Russian-Chinese border – where it remains to this day – 

the 1727 Treaty of Kyakhta cemented Kyakhta’s place (and by extension Maimaicheng’s 
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Twinings’ Russian Caravan Tea 

Kyakhta Assumption Church 

place) as the locus of trade between the two empires. In the Treaty, trade concessions were 

granted that at the time were far more generous than those given to other European countries 

whose traders and merchants traveled by sea and were forced to trade exclusively at Canton 

(present day Guangzhou).  

 

For nearly 200 years, from the early 1700s until 

the completion of the Trans-Siberian Railroad at 

the beginning of the 20th Century, Kyakhta and 

Maimaicheng were the two most famous trading 

entrepôt of their day. Strategically located between 

the fur-trading capital of the north, Irkutsk, and 

Beijing, the tea- and silk-trading capital of the 

east, these two little towns had far more 

importance than their appearances would belie 

today.  

 

Kyakhta was the eastern end of the Russian 

Empire’s Great Siberian “Trakt” from Moscow. 

Maimaicheng had become the northern end of the 

Qing Empire. Russian traders arriving on 

horseback or by river transport dealt in furs, hides, leather goods, textiles, clothing, and 

cattle. Their Chinese counterparts, crossing the Gobi Desert (Russian: Гоби; Chinese: 戈壁; 

pinyin: Gēbì; Mongolian: Говь) on great camel caravans, traded silk, cotton, dried fruits, 

rice, porcelains, ginger, musk, exotic spices, and most importantly, tea. Both sides also 

exchanged gold, jewels, and other precious gemstones.  

 

So much tea was transported from China to Moscow – 

and then to Europe, that the overland Siberian Route 

was also known as the “Tea Road.” Twinings’ 

“Russian Caravan” brand of tea takes its name from 

this trade. The road started in Kalgan (Russian: 

Калган; Mongolian: Хаалган, lit., “Gate” in the Wall 

of China), the city known today as Zhangjiakou 

(Chinese: 张家口; pinyin: Zhāng jiākǒu, lit., “Zhang 

Family Gate”). It is located 185 kilometers northwest 

of Beijing and all forms of the city’s name (i.e., 

Chinese characters, Mongolian language, etc.) include 

the term “gate” for it was known as “Beijing’s 

northern door.” The city’s “Gate” was a defended 

passage through the Great Wall allowing entry to or 

exit from the heart of the Qing Empire and the 

“Middle” Kingdom.” Lands to the west or to the north 

were considered “barbarian” and their inhabitants 

were not usually welcome inside. Some Russian 

merchants had permanent warehouses and residences 

at Kalgan – just outside the gate.  
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View from Kyakhta, Russia Border looking  
south to Altanbulag, Mongolia Border 

 

It took over six long months to make the 10,000 kilometer land journey from Kalgan to 

Moscow. Traveling conditions were rough – and dangerous. Tea was packed into hard-dried 

rectangular-shaped bricks as these could be stacked and packed more easily. Although the 

30,000 kilometer sea route across the Indian Ocean and around southern Africa was both 

faster and cheaper, tea connoisseurs were of the opinion that the tea suffered. It was held that 

the southern tropical climes imparted a dampness, a “soggy” flavor, whereas the cold dry 

climates of Mongolia and Siberia allowed the tea to breathe free and fresh. It was even 

claimed that the nightly campfires on the camel caravans gave a certain slight “smoky” flavor 

to the tea bricks.  

 
One does not see any such camel caravans today. In fact if on the bus from Ulan-Udé, you 

probably won’t see Kyakhta either, except from a little distance. A few kilometers north of 

Kyakhta, a new highway, the Kyakhta Bypass (Обход Кяхты), branches off the A165 

Kyakhtinskiy Trakt (Кяхтинский Тракт) and runs around the city straight to the border. It’s 

eleven kilometers long and stays about one kilometer east of town its entire way. If for 

whatever reason you were to find yourself downtown, Kyakhta is not unpleasant. There are 

several lovely and historic Russian Orthodox churches, chief among them the blue-topped 

Assumption Church (Успенская церковь), and there is a Museum dedicated to the life of 

Sükhbaatar (Музей Сухэ-Батора), father of modern Mongolia.  

 

From Kyakhta’s downtown central square, conveniently named “Central Square” 

(Центральная площадь), or the bus station, it’s exactly five kilometers south to the Russian 

border post. There’s nothing particularly exciting going on there, just the usual routine of 

waiting in line and getting your 

passport stamped out. The 

facility itself is new and clean. 

If you’re on a “thru” bus, which 

is common, most of the time 

your luggage can remain on the 

coach. At the Mongolian border 

however, it must come off for it 

is subject to inspection. They 

employ sniffer dogs here, on 

both sides of the border. Drug 

smuggling is a problem and 

both the Russians and 

Mongolians are serious about it.  

 

After finishing at Russian customs and immigration, passengers re-board the bus and drive 

about 300 meters, pass through two fences, and exit Russia. Welcome to Mongolia! The 

space between the fences is barely 15 meters – so there’s not much “No Mans Land” at this 

location. The distance from the second fence to the Mongolian customs building is 200 

meters. It’s all brand new, a modern, state of the art facility. Surveillance cameras watch 

everyone and everything.  
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Railway Section:  Ulan-Udé – Zamyn-Üud  

Nicely, Mongolia is unique in this part of the world to offer American citizens a free entry 

with no visa in advance requirement. For regular tourists, they simply stamp a tourist entry 

visa into your passport and away you go. Citizens of most other countries are required to 

have visas – and they can’t secure them at the border. They must have made their 

arrangements beforehand. With a full bus, count on an hour or two to get through here. 

Compared with the multiple hours at the train crossing at Naushki, that’s not bad.  

 

Once the bus exits the customs post, it’s immediately in the town of Altanbulag. It’s a small 

town of about 4,500 persons and was designated in 2002 by the Mongolian Parliament as a 

“free-trade zone” (Mongolian: Алтанбулаг худалдааны чөлөөт бүс). The idea of course is 

to enhance the town’s economic life and bring back something of the historic role it once 

played. Since there is no caravan tea trade any longer, it’s hard to see what might develop. 

On the other hand, by number of passengers, Altanbulag is Mongolia’s busiest border 

crossing on the Russian border. There is a commercial currency exchange in town if you 

were not able to change in Russia.  

 

From 

Altanbulag, it is 

25 kilometers 

southwest to 

Sükhbaatar 

where you’ll 

meet both the 

rail line and the 

main road to 

Ulaan Baatar. 

Let’s return to 

Naushki and 

take the train 

from there to 

Sükhbaatar – 

and then 

continue to 

Ulaan Baatar.  
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Kilometer Post 16 in Mongolia 

KM 16: Selenga & Orkhon River Confluence 

➢ Km 6 (5904): Dozornoye (Дозорное; “Patrol” or “Lookout”) – From the Naushki Rail 

Station, it’s six kilometers due south to the Russia-Mongolia border (Российско-

Монгольская Граница); all the way the rail line runs parallel to the right bank of the 

Selenga River. For just these few 

kilometers, the river is the border. 

There’s a fence with a gate that can 

presumably be closed. Just to the left is a 

fairly good-sized building and the train 

stops. It’s probably the Russian border 

guards’ last chance to grab something (or 

someone!) off the train. After a minute, 

the train proceeds.  

 

For about half a kilometer after the gate 

and before a small right bank channel of 

the Selenga (the actual border), the train 

is in a “No Man’s Land” between the two 

countries. There’s nothing here. At the 

exact border crossing point, the train 

passes over the channel on an earthen 

causeway. There is no bridge and the rail line does not cross over the Selenga River proper. It 

remains on its right bank (east side).  

 

The total length of the border between Russia and Mongolia is 3,485 kilometers. Of Russia’s 

borders with 14 neighboring countries, only her borders with China and Kazakhstan are 

longer. There are about 15 legal border crossing points between Russia and Mongolia, but 

only a few are open to third country nationals. Most are reserved for local traffic.  

 

➢ Km 7 (5905): Cross the Mongolia-Russia Border (Монгольская-Российско Граница) – The 

Russian kilometer posts end near the gate and a new sequence begins. Technically, the 

sequence started at Km 0 at Naushki.  

 

From the little channel crossing, the 

Trans-Mongolian train has entered 

Mongol Uls (Mongolian: Монгол улс; 

“Mongol Nation”). A long time ago, it 

was called “Outer” Mongolia – as 

opposed to “Inner” Mongolia, which is a 

region of northeast China. During the 

communist era (1924-1992), it was called 

the People’s Republic of Mongolia 

(Mongolian: Бүгд Найрамдах Монгол 

Ард Улс; Bügd Nairamdakh Mongol Ard 

Uls). Mongolia is the 19th largest nation 

on earth, roughly about the same area as 

Alaska.  
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KM 21: Sükhbaatar Railway Station 

Damdin Sükhbaatar 
The father of modern Mongolia was born in 1893 in “Urga,” 
the former and historic name of the capital. At the time, 
Mongolia was part of the Chinese Manchu (Qing) Empire. 
Sükhbaatar was fortunate enough to get an education and 
learned to speak Russian. An early career in the Army and 
Russian military training set him on a revolutionary path. 
During 1920, he led armed forces against the Chinese 
occupation and in 1921 he was elected commander-in-chief of 
the newly-established provisional government. In early 1923, 
at the age of 30, he mysteriously died. It is widely believed 
that he was poisoned by his rivals. In 1924, Urga was renamed 
to Ulaan Baatar ("Red Hero") in his honor. From 1954, for 
more than fifty years, his body lay in state in a glass coffin in a 
grand mausoleum on Sükhbaatar Square. However, in 2005 
the mausoleum was dismantled, his remains were cremated, 
and his ashes buried in accordance with Buddhist tradition.  

 

From the border crossing, the train runs south all the while closely following the right bank 

of the Selenga upstream for the next ten kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 11: Khoit (Хойт Зөрлөг) – A few buildings along the east side of the tracks. The 

Mongolian words for “Rail Station” are “Zerleg” (Зөрлөг) and Ortoo (Өртөө), with 

somewhat of a “u” sound for the “ө.” Now that the train is in Mongolia, we’ll start using 

these words in the translations. Similarly, the Mongolian words for “river” (Russian: река) 

are “gol” (гол) and “mörön” (мөрөн), and we’ll start employing these words as well.  

 

➢ Km 16: Confluence of the Selenga (Mongolian: Сэлэнгэ гол) and Orkhon (Орхон гол) 

Rivers – The train leaves the 1,024 kilometer-long Selenga which originates almost 600 

kilometers to the west. Staying on the 

right bank (east side), the route now 

follows the Orkhon upstream, which 

although a tributary of the Selenga is 

longer than the Selenga. At 1,124 

kilometers, it is the longest river in 

Mongolia. Its source waters are in the 

Khangai Mountains (Mongolian: Хангайн 

нуруу) about 400 kilometers southwest of 

Ulaan Baatar. From there the Orkhon 

flows northeast before joining the Selenga 

here.  

 

➢ Km 21: Sükhbaatar Railway Station 

(Mongolian: Сүхбаатар Зөрлөг; Russian: 

cтанция Сухэ-Батор) – Traveling south 

from the Russian border, this is the first 
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Memorandum from Mongolia 
Do you like nice people? Mongolians are 
among the friendliest on Earth. Just say Hello! 
– "Sain baina uu ! "– (Сайн байна уу!) You 
won’t believe it until you try it, then you’ll see. 
 
Like open spaces? With a population of only 
2.7 million, and an area just over 1.5 million 
square kilometers, Mongolia is the least densely 
populated country in the world – at 1.7 persons 
per sq. km. Russia, hardly over-populated, 
stands at 8.4; the United States is 32; France, 
118; China, 139; Germany, 229; Japan, 338; 
India, 357; Taiwan, 639; Bangladesh, 1,127; and 
Hong Kong? - an astounding 6,349 persons per 
square kilometer. 
 
How about cold, like that too? Ulaan Baatar is 
1,350 meters (4,430 feet) above sea level. That, 
plus its latitude and distance from any ocean 
make it the coldest capital city on the planet – 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada is number two. 
 
Like sour horse milk? Huh? Yes, the Mongolian 
national drink is "Airag" (Mongolian: айраг), 
also called "Kumis" (Russian: кумыс). It’s 
fermented mare’s milk, slightly carbonated and 
slightly alcoholic. Think half-champagne and 
half-yoghurt – fresh and best mid-summer to 
early fall.  

city in Mongolia. It’s fairly large; it has a population of about 20,000. Customs and 

immigration procedures, which usually begin on the train, are completed here if necessary. 

This can take a couple of hours but it doesn’t usually happen.   

 

The city is entirely built along the right bank (east side) of the Orkhon River several 

kilometers southeast of its confluence with the Selenga. It was founded in 1940 as a railroad 

town and named in honor of Leninist revolutionary and father of modern Mongolia, Damdin 

Sükhbaatar (Дамдин Сүхбаатар; lit., “Axe 

Hero”; 1893-1923). From Sükhbaatar, it’s 

about ten hours to Mongolia’s capital. On 

many trains, this is an overnight journey. For 

most of the next 100 kilometers south, the 

train line follows the Orkhon River upriver.  

 

➢ Km 32: Delgerkhaan (Дэлгэрхан Зөрлөг) – 

The smallest of villages alongside the right 

bank of the Orkhon.  

 

➢ Km 41: Shaamar (Шаамар Зөрлөг) – A small 

town of approximately 4,200 persons; it’s 

fairly well divided on both sides of the rail 

line. The station is at the very southern end of 

town.  

 

➢ Km 60: Dulaankhaan (Дулаанхаан Зөрлөг) – 

The little station is about three kilometers west 

of the town. Dulankhaan has about 2,000 

inhabitants and is on the highway along the 

right bank of the Eree River (Ерее гол).  

 

➢ Km 61: Cross the Eree River (Ерее гол) – 

This 323 kilometer-long tributary begins over 

300 kilometers to the southeast on the western 

slopes of the Khentei Mountains (Хэнтий 

нуруу). The Khentei are located in 

northeastern Mongolia near the border with 

Russia. A southwestern spur of the chain 

extends almost as far as Ulaan Baatar. The 

range forms the natural watershed between waters that flow north and west to the Arctic 

Ocean via the Selenga, Lake Baikal, and the Angara to the Yenesei and the waters that flow 

east to the Pacific Ocean via the rivers Onon (Онон гол) and Kerülen (Хэрлэн гол) which 

eventually make their way to the Amur which runs to the Strait of Tatary.  

 

The Eree is over 100 meters wide at the crossing. After it passes under the rail bridge, it 

flows northwest about a dozen kilometers until its mouth on the right bank of the Orkhon. On 

many maps, the name of the river is often spelled Yeröö Gol (Ероо гол).  
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KM 72: Cross the Sharyn River 

KM 110: Horseman with  
Pole-Lasso near Kharaa River 

 

➢ Km 65: Eruu (Еруу Зөрлөг) – A couple 

of buildings along the east side of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 72: Cross the Sharyn River (Шарин 

гол) – This right bank tributary of the 

Orkhon begins nearly 100 kilometers 

southeast of the rail crossing near the 

village of Sharyn Gol (Шарин Гол). The 

village is about 40 kilometers due east of 

Salkhit (Салхит) which the train reaches 

further south. After the Sharyn passes 

under the rails, it flows less than five 

kilometers northwest to its junction with 

the Orkhon.  

 

➢ Km 73: Orkhon (Орхон Зөрлөг) – This little village of some 2,100 persons is about two 

kilometers to the east of the Orkhon River. It is divided in two halves by the Sharyn River. 

The northern half is along the rail line about 600 meters north of the river; the southern half, 

which has the train station, is about 500 meters south of it.  

 

➢ Km 103: Enkhtal (Енхал Зөрлөг) – A very small village immediately to the east of the line.  

 

➢ Km 105: Confluence of the Orkhon (Орхон гол) and Kharaa (Хараа гол) Rivers – About 

two and a half kilometers west of the rail line, the 291 kilometer-long Kharaa River joins the 

right bank of the Orkhon. From this confluence, the Orkhon diverges southwest and the train 

no longer follows it. Instead, the rail line follows the Kharaa southeast over the next 200 

kilometers all the way to Batsümber 

(Батсумбэр), which is about 50 kilometers 

north of Ulaan Baatar.  

 

The Kharaa’s origins are in the Khentei 

Mountains of Gorkhi Terelj National Park 

(Горхи-Тэрэлж национальный парк). The 

park begins about 50 kilometers northwest of 

Ulaan Baatar. From its source, the Kharaa 

flows almost 100 kilometers northwest, 

meeting the rail line at Batsümber. From 

there, it flows north close to 200 kilometers 

to its junction here about 20 kilometers north 

of Darkhan (Дархан). Along the way, the 

river is always in close proximity to the 

railway which it crosses a few kilometers 

north of Batsümber.  
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Mongolian Morinkhuur 

KM 150: Yurts (Gher) on Steppe 

 

➢ Km 123: Darkhan Railway Station (Дархан Зөрлөг) – 

With a population of close to 75,000, Darkhan is the third 

largest city in Mongolia. It was built in the early 1960s as 

an industrial and manufacturing center mostly with 

economic assistance from the Soviet Union. The city’s 

name literally means “smith” as in blacksmith or an iron 

foundry. For many years, it had quite a large Russian 

community, but most Russians are gone now.  

 

There are several items of some interest to tourists. There 

is a small Buddhist monastery, Haragin (Монастырь 

Харагин), which became active a few years ago after a 

long closure. The city also holds the Museum of 

Darkhan-Uul (Музей Дарханского аймака), also called 

the Traditional Museum of Folk Art (Традиционным 

Музеем Народного Искусства). It contains a collection 

of archaeological finds, traditional clothing, and religious 

artifacts.  

 

The other sight is Darkhan’s monument (Монумент 

посвящённый моринхуру) to the horse-head fiddle, the Morinkhuur (морин хуур). The 

morinkhuur is a two-stringed bowed fiddle with a wooden soundbox and a horse’s head 

carving at the top. The little monument may not be too much – but Mongolian music is. The 

morinkhuur is the national instrument of Mongolia. For those not familiar with this 

traditional music, it is among the most individual, eclectic, and unique styles of the world. It 

can be enchanting and ethereal. The morinkhuur, khomus (хомус; “Jew’s Harp”), and 

khoomei (хooмей), which is the human voice 

vocalized in “throat-singing,” have the power 

to transport one to the open steppes of 

Genghis Khan. If you see no other musical 

performance in all of Asia – see a 

performance of Mongolian music. This is 

most easily done in Ulaan Baatar. You will 

never forget it.  

 

➢ Km 132: Branch Line East – Not 

quite ten kilometers south of the Darkhan 

Rail Station a single-track freight line veers 

off to the left and runs over 60 kilometers to 

the coal fields at Sharyn Gol (Шарын Гол). 

The city has about 8,000 residents and is 

surrounded by vast open-air coal mines.  
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Mongol Empire at its Zenith 
The Mongol Empire lasted from 1206 to 1368. At its peak, it was 
the largest contiguous land empire in world history. Centered 
from its heart on the Central Asian steppe, it stretched from the 
shores of the Sea of Japan and the Pacific Ocean to the Black Sea 
and Eastern Europe. The Empire began under the leadership of 
Genghis Khan (c.1162-1227) who was proclaimed ruler of all the 
Mongols in 1206. His many conquests brought together a vast 
empire connecting east and west. The peace and prosperity that 
followed is known as the “Pax Mongolica” and lasted from 1210 
to 1350. Under the “Peace,” commercial trade and the exchange 
of ideas took place across Eurasia. It was during this time that 
Marco Polo (c.1254-1324) made his epic voyage to the court of 
Kublai Khan (1215-94) and lived there for 20 years. Kublai, a 
grandson of Genghis Khan, established the Yuan (Mongol) 
Dynasty of China. By the time of his death however, the Mongol 
Empire had splintered into four separate khanates ruled by the 
various heirs and descendants of Genghis Khan. The Empire 
ended when the Yuan Dynasty was overthrown by the Han 
Chinese Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) in 1368.  

➢ Km 145: Khongor (Хонгор Зөрлөг) – A small city settled along the right bank of the Kharaa 

River. The rail station is at the southern end of town. The neighboring village of Burhani 

(Бурханы) is less than two kilometers to the northeast.  

 

➢ Km 157: Tsaidam (Цайдам Зөрлөг; “Salt Marsh”) – A small village east of the Kharaa 

River.  

 

➢ Km 158: Salkhit (Салхит 

Зөрлөг; “Windy”) – A very 

small community also built 

along the Kharaa’s right bank.  

 

➢ Km 159: Branch Line West – 

This branch begins less than 

one kilometer south of Salkhit 

Rail Station. It runs 164 

kilometers to Erdenet 

(Эрдэнэт; lit., “with 

Treasure”), which is 

Mongolia’s second-largest city 

and the site of the fourth-largest 

copper mine in the world. The 

city was founded in 1974 and 

today has a population of 

approximately 83,000. It is 

home to the “Erdenet Mining 

Corporation” (Совместное 

монголо-российское 

предприятие Эрдэнэт), a joint 

Mongolian-Russian venture 

built to exploit the copper-

molybdenum deposit known as 

Erdenetiyn ovoo (Эрдэнэтийн 

овоо; lit., “Treasure 

Mountain”). It is the largest 

deposit of copper ore in Asia. 

The mine accounts for almost 

15% of Mongolia’s annual GDP 

and the majority of its hard 

currency income.  

 

Unless you’re a particular fan of 

cooper mines (which 

incidentally if you are, the mine can be visited by appointment), the most popular side trip for 

many people is to Amarbayasgalant Khiid (Амарбаясгалант хийд, “Monastery of Tranquil 

Felicity”), one of the three largest Tibetan Buddhist monasteries in Mongolia. It’s 
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KM 235: Highway near Dzüünkharaa 

approximately 60 kilometers northeast of Erdenet and takes about an hour to drive there in a 

private vehicle. Alternatively, the monastery may be reached from Darkhan; it’s about 135 

kilometers west and takes about two hours by car. During the 18th Century, the lamasery 

housed over 10,000 monks. It was vandalized during the early communist era in the 1930s, 

but is presently being restored with the aid of UNESCO funds.  

 

➢ Km 166: Erkhet (Эрхэт Зөрлөг) – A very small settlement that appears to be entirely 

devoted to industrial or military purposes. The Kharaa River is about two kilometers west.  

 

➢ Km 200: Baruunkharaa (Баруунхараа Зөрлөг) – A small city of close to 5,000 residents; it 

is built immediately east of the right bank of the Kharaa River and immediately west of the 

equally small town of Bayangol (Баянгол).  

 

➢ Km 215: Berkh (Берх Зөрлөг) – A couple of buildings along the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 231: Dzüünkharaa or Züünkharaa Railway Station (Дзүүнхараa or Зүүнхараа 

Зөрлөг) – The rail line through this city of 15,000 persons runs from west to east and fairly 

equally divides it into northern and southern halves. As the train enters the western end of 

town, you’ll see Prison Number 413 (Хорих 413); it’s just on the right (south side) of the 

tracks. The other employer you’ll see is Spirit Bal Buram (Спирит Бал Бурам), a spirit and 

beverage factory which has, according to 

their website, the capacity to produce 15 

tons of vodka in 24 hours. The factory is 

also on the right, just as the train is 

leaving the city’s east side. The Kharaa 

River runs along the southern edge of the 

city.  

 

➢ Km 241: Unegt (Унегт Зөрлөг) – 

Perhaps a dozen residences on the north 

side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 253: Mandal (Мандал Зөрлөг) – A 

small settlement of a couple of dozen 

buildings and small homesteads.  

 

➢ Km 255: Cross the Mandal River 

(Мандал гол) – This minor tributary begins about 25 kilometers to the northeast. From the 

rail crossing it flows west less than 300 meters where it joins the right bank of the Kharaa.  

 

➢ Km 274: Tünkhel (Тунхэл Зөрлөг) – A small town of several hundred persons built along 

the right bank (east side) of the Kharaa River. The town is also called Mandal (Мандал), like 

the village 20 kilometers to the north, so it’s referred to in the rail timetables by the name of 

its station.  
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KM 301: Cross the Kharaa River 

➢ Km 275: Cross the Tünkhel River (Тунхэл гол) – Almost exactly one kilometer south of the 

Tünkhel Rail Station, the line passes over this small river. It begins in the hills about 35 

kilometers to the northeast. From the rail crossing it flows only about 650 meters until it joins 

the right bank of the Kharaa River.  

 

➢ Km 301: Cross the Kharaa River 

(Хараа гол) – The train passes over 

from the right bank (east side) to the 

left (west side). It remains on this side 

for the next dozen kilometers until the 

rail line and river part ways at 

Batsümber (Батсумбэр).  

 

As mentioned earlier when discussing 

its confluence with the Orkhon, the 

291 kilometer-long Kharaa’s source 

waters begin about 50 kilometers 

northwest of Ulaan Baatar in the 

highlands of Gorkhi Terelj National 

Park. That’s about 50 kilometers 

southeast of this rail crossing as the crow flies. From here north, the river flows north 

approximately 200 kilometers until it joins the right bank of the Orkhon about 20 kilometers 

beyond Darkhan.  

 

➢ Km 306: Shatanga (Шатанга Зөрлөг) – A very small village to the west side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 307: Confluence of the Kharaa (Хараа гол) and Bayan (Баян гол) Rivers – On the other 

side of the river, that is, on the east side or right bank, a multi-channeled right tributary meets 

the Kharaa. It’s the Bayan River and it begins about 50 kilometers due east of this junction.  

 

➢ Km 314: Batsümber (Батсумбэр Зөрлөг) – Here’s a third place on the rail line referred to as 

Mandal (Мандал). In this case, it’s the station; the town is called Batsümber. It has about 

6,500 persons and most of it is located to the west of the rail line and all to the west side (left 

bank) of the Kharaa River. It is at Batsümber that the Kharaa River and the rail line part 

company. About two kilometers east of town, the river turns towards the southeast and from 

here can be traced upstream some 50 kilometers to its source. At the same time, the Sugnugur 

River (Сугнугур гол), a small left tributary, joins the Kharaa and the rail line proceeds to 

follow it south upstream for the next 40 kilometers almost to its source. In all, from here, the 

rail line continues straight south about 65 kilometers before it turns east to Ulaan Baatar.  

 

➢ Km 323: Nogoontolgoi (Ногоон Толгой Зөрлөг) – A tiny village located on the east side of 

the rail line and on both sides of the Sugnugur River.  

 

➢ Km 333: Cross the Mukhariin River (Мухарын гол) – This tiny stream originates about ten 

kilometers due west. After passing under the rail line, it flows two and a half kilometers 

northeast where it joins the left bank of the Sugnugur.  
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KM 375: Open Steppe near Emeelt 

 

➢ Km 335: Mukhariin Den (Мухарын День Зөрлөг) – There are about a dozen homesteads 

immediately northwest of the station building and another dozen about one kilometer south. 

Both settlements are along the west side of the rail line and the west side (left bank) of the 

Sugnugur which is now just a very small creek. By Burkhanta (Бурханта), the creek is gone.  

 

➢ Km 344: Arshaant (Аршаант Зөрлөг) – A little collection of homesteads all in a row up a 

hillside and all to the west of the rail line. 

 

➢ Km 353: Burkhanta (Бурханта Зөрлөг) – 

Another tiny hamlet, this one with perhaps 

a dozen dwellings.  

 

➢ Km 369: Davaany (Даваны) Зөрлөг – 

This small settlement of perhaps one to 

two hundred persons is about equally 

divided on both sides of the rail line  

 

➢ Km 379: Emeelt (Эмээлт Өртөө) – A 

fairly big town mostly running along the 

highway, all of which is a little south or 

west of the rail line. Immediately south 

after passing through town, the rail line 

makes a 90 degree turn and heads east its 

final 25 kilometers to Ulaan Baatar.  

 

➢ Km 397: Tolgoit (Толгойт Өртөө) – Although there is some limited passenger service, this 

station is primarily used for freight. It’s also a marshaling yard. It’s located at the western 

end of the city; the main passenger station is seven kilometers east further down the line.  
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KM 404: Ulaan Baatar Railway Station 

Heroic Statue of Sükhbaatar 

➢ Km 404: Ulaan Baatar Railway 

Station (Mongolian: Улаанбаатар; 

Russian: Улан-Батор) – Known to the 

local ex-pat community as “UB,” the 

capital of Mongolia is a pleasant city of 

about 1,250,000 persons. The name 

means “Red Hero” and was chosen in 

honor of Sükhbaatar in 1924. Ulaan 

Baatar is located in the wide Tuul River 

(Туул Гол) valley at an altitude of 

1,350 meters (4,430 feet).  

 

In historical references, starting from 

the early 1600s, the city was known as 

Urga (Өrgөө) which means 

“residence.” Urga is sometimes spelled 

Örgöö. It was originally a movable nomadic yurt monastery with each year’s location chosen 

by religious ceremony. From the early 18th Century until the early 20th, Ulaan Baatar was 

variously called Ikh Khüree (Их Хүрээ), Daa Khüree (Даа Хүрээ), Niislel Khüree (Нийслэл 

Хүрээ), Bogdiin Khüree (Богдийн Хүрээ), or simply Khüree (Хүрээ) – all of which loosely 

refer to a “great camp” or “capital.”  

 

Ulaan Baatar is worth at least a couple of days to visit. 

The modern city was laid out in a grid pattern, Russian 

style, in the 1930s. The main east-west street is Peace 

Avenue (Энх тайваны өргөн чөлөө; Enkh Taivny 

Örgön Chölöö). It runs parallel to and a bit north of the 

rail line through the city and fronts the southern end of 

Sükhbaatar Square (Сүхбаатарын талбай; 

Sükhbaatariin Talbai), the city’s largest and most 

important central plaza. Running parallel east-west, but 

a couple of kilometers south, is the Tuul River, the 

longest tributary of the Orkhon.  

 

At the northern side of Sükhbaatar Square is the 

National Parliament, usually referred to as Government 

Palace (Засгын газрын ордон; Zasgin gazrin ordon), 

but widely known as Saaral Ordon, (Саарал ордон; 

“Gray Palace”), because it used to be painted that color. 

Completely renovated in 2005, it now prominently 

displays at its center a large bronze seated-statue of 

Genghis Khan (c.1162-1227). At one end, to his right, 

is an equally large bronze of his third son Ögedei Khan 

(c.1186-1241), and to his left, a great bronze of his 

grandson Kublai Khan (1215-94), founder of the Chinese Yuan Dynasty.  
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Mongolian National Parliament Building 

Kilometer Zero 
At the center of Sükhbaatar Square you’ll find 
Kilometer O, the official measuring point for all 
distances from the capital and center of Mongolia’s 
world to around the world.  

In the center of the square is a great equestrian monument of Damdin Sükhbaatar (1893-

1923). Until a few years ago, the square also held a large granite mausoleum, very similar in 

style to the Lenin Mausoleum 

in Moscow, with Sükhbaatar’s 

body interred in a glass coffin, 

again, just like those of 

Vladimir Lenin (1870-1924), 

Hồ Chí Minh (1890-1969), 

Kim Il-Sung (1912-94), and 

Mao Zedong (1893-1976) – all 

used the same Russian 

technology to preserve their 

bodies. However today, Sükh’s 

Mausoleum is gone. In 2005, it 

was entirely dismantled and 

Sükh’s remains, along with 

those of Khorloogiin Choibalsan (Хорлоогийн Чойбалсан; 1895-1952), another early 

revolutionary Mongolian leader, were cremated in a traditional Buddhist ceremony. His 

ashes were buried at the site of his original grave in the Altan Ölgii National Cemetery.  

 

Ulaan Baatar has several museums worth visiting. Most popular is the Natural History 

Museum (Байгалийн түүхийн музей), which features the geology, geography, paleontology, 

anthropology, and the flora and fauna of Mongolia. The museum is famous for its many 

dinosaur fossils and meteorites. More dinosaur skeletal remnants have been discovered in 

Mongolia than most anywhere else on earth. Nearby and about equally popular is the 

National Museum of Mongolian History 

(Монголын үндэсний түүхийн музей). Its 

primary purpose is the preservation of 

Mongolian cultural heritage. It has exhibits 

from all periods in Mongolian history, but 

probably has the most complete collection 

of artifacts and information related to 

Genghis Khan and the Mongol Empire than 

one might ever see anywhere else.  

 

A third good museum is the Zanabazar 

Museum of Fine Arts (Музей 

изобразительного искусства имени 

Занабазара). Named for the 17th Century-

born Buddhist monk, high saint, and re-

incarnate lama Öndör Gegeeṅ Zanabazar 

(ндөр Гэгээн Занабазар; 1635-1723), he 

has been called the “Michelangelo” of Asia. 

His artistry includes painting, bronze-

casting, music, and writing. The Zanabazar 

Museum holds a particularly spectacular 
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Tibetan-style Wheel-of-Life Mandala 

collection of Buddhist thankgas. Thankgas are Tibetan-style silk paintings with embroidery, 

usually depicting a Buddhist deity or bodhisattva, a famous scene such as the wheel of life, or 

a mandala of some sort. They can be quite precious and often sell for hundreds of dollars 

depending on their quality.  

 

In the center of the city, close to Sükhbaatar Square, is the Ulaan Baatar Opera and Ballet 

Theatre (Национальный академический театр оперы и балета Монголии), which hosts 

performances of music, opera, and ballet. Works are most often Russian in origin, with 

occasional well-known guest performances from Moscow or St. Petersburg. For those 

interested in theatre and the performing arts, The Mongolian Theatre Museum is located in 

the Central Cultural Palace Building, just off Sükhbaatar Square. It contains over 9,000 

objects related to dance, circus, opera, music, and puppet theatre.  

 

If you wish to learn more about Mongolian (Tibetan) Buddhism, you’ll want to visit the 

Choijin Lama Temple (Чойжин ламын сүм), a monastery and the former home of the 

Choijin Lama, brother of the ruler and “Holy King” Bogd Khaan (Богд хаан; 1869-1924). 

Altogether, there is a group of four temples containing a comprehensive collection of 

Tibetan-related religious artifacts. In 

1938, the then-ruling Stalinist government 

converted the complex into a National 

Museum of Religion.  

 

Equally interesting is the Winter Palace of 

the Bogd Khaan, also now a museum. The 

Bogd Khaan was the third most important 

lama of the “Yellow Hat” Gelugpa 

tradition of Buddhism, below only Tibet’s 

Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama. He 

was made “Khan” of Mongolia in 1911 

when then Outer Mongolia declared 

independence from China’s Qing 

Dynasty. He was the spiritual leader of 

Mongolia’s Buddhists; his wife was holy 

in her own right and believed to be a 

bodhisattva. In the Buddhist tradition, a bodhisattva is an “enlightenment being,” a 

manifestation of great compassion whose role is to help others achieve enlightenment.  

 

The Bogd Khaan lived in the Winter Palace for twenty years. It is the only palace surviving 

from what were originally four residences. The complex includes six temples and displays 

many of the Bogd Khaan’s possessions, such as his throne and bed; his collection of art and 

stuffed animals; and his ornate ceremonial ger (гэр). In English, we usually use the Turkic, 

now Russian, word “yurt.” Many of his wife’s possessions are also on display.  
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Gandan Khiid Entrance Gate 

Temple of Bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara 
This temple within the Gandan Khiid complex 
houses the tallest indoor statue in the world. It is 
gilded with gold leaf and studded with 2,286 
precious stones and jewels.  

Ulaan Baatar’s most popular tourist attraction for many visitors is the Gandan Monastery (or 

Lamasery), known as Gandan Khiid (Гандан хийд; khiid means monastery or lamasery). 

With over 200 monks, it is Mongolia’s 

largest and most important. Of course, 

before the Communist Revolution in the 

early 20th Century, places like Gandan 

Khiid had thousands, not mere hundreds, 

of monks.  

 

It’s not very well known (for very little 

about Mongolia is very well known), but 

the Mongolians practice an identical form 

of Buddhism to that found in Tibet. The 

term “Dalai Lama” – for the spiritual 

leader of Tibet – is in fact a Mongolian 

language, not Tibetan, term. Dalai means 

“Great Ocean” or “Great Sea”; Lama is 

the equivalent of “Guru,” a teacher or high 

priest. Thus, although Dalai Lama literally 

means “great ocean teacher,” its more figurative rendering would be a teacher or priest of 

vastness or infinite wisdom. The term was coined centuries ago when Tibetan lamas came to 

Mongolia and brought their faith with them.  

 

Many Mongols are quite devout and visitors will see pilgrims and worshippers performing 

the same rituals and practicing the same rites – circumambulating the sacred shrines, 

spinning prayer wheels, prostrating 

themselves in devotion – as would a visitor 

find in Lhasa. The more formal name for 

the monastery is Gandantegchinlen Khiid 

(Гандантэгчэнлин хийд), which doesn’t 

translate very easily, but signifies 

something along the lines of “Great Place 

of Complete Joy” or “Great Way to the 

Cosmos.” The monastery’s most famous 

attraction is a gold-gilded and bejeweled 

26.5 meter (87 feet) high statue of Migjid 

Janraisig, a Buddha manifestation known 

as Avalokiteśvara in Hindu cultures and 

Guānyīn (Chinese: 觀世音菩薩 ; pinyin: 

Guānshìyīn Púsà) to Chinese Buddhists. 

He (sometimes she) is one of the most 

widely revered bodhisattvas in mainstream 

Mahayana Buddhism.  
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Why do Buddhist Pilgrims and Worshippers Spin Prayer Wheels ? 

A prayer wheel (Tibetan: khor) is a cylindrical vessel usually holding a consecrated prayer inside and often 
engraved with the Sanskrit mantra Om Mani Padme Hum on the outside. Wheels are spun clockwise, the 
direction of the orbiting universe. To Tibetan Buddhists, each revolution is as meritorious as reading the 
inscription aloud as many times as it is written on the scroll. This means that the more Om Mani Padme Hum 
mantras that are inside the prayer wheel – the more powerful it is. And the more it is spun, the more it is 
prayed. A literal translation of the mantra is “Jewel of the Lotus Flower,” but its meaning is far more complex.  

Naadam (Наадам) 

The word means “Games.” This annual summer 
festival celebrated from July 11-13 in Ulaan 
Baatar is also called “Eriin gurvan Naadam" 
(Эрийн гурван наадам), or the “Three Games 
of Men.” The games are wrestling, horse-racing, 
and archery. It is the biggest event in Mongolia 
and people from around the world come to 
witness it. Wrestling, known as Bökh (Бөх; 
“durability”), is considered the most important 
of the three “manly” skills.” Gehghis Khan 
considered it essential to keep his troops in fit 
condition and combat ready. Horse-racing has 
participants of all ages and competitions run 
cross-country from ten to thirty kilometers. In 
archery, contestants stand upright (not on 
horseback) and fire 75 meters to their targets. 
Today, women now participate in the archery 
contests.  
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The Battle of Khalkhin Gol 
Over 120,000 men and the largest tank force in history (prior to WWII) fought in eastern Mongolia 
throughout the summer of 1939. Hostilities ended only days before Hitler’s Sept. 1 invasion of Poland. 
The Battle of Khalkhin Gol (Mongolian: Халхын голын байлдаан; Russian: бойна реке Халхин-Гол), 
known in Japan as the Nomonhan Incident (Japanese: ノモンハン事件, Nomonhan jiken) after a nearby 
village, resulted in a crushing defeat for the Japanese Kwangtung Army. The battles (for there were 
several) took place near the city of Choibalsan (Чойбалсан), close to the border with northern China – 
then occupied by Japan. Because Japan had so decisively defeated Tsarist Russia in the Russo-Japanese 
war of 1905 (when they sank the entire Russian Navy), it is speculated that perhaps the Japanese 
believed that they could again deal with impunity against Russia.  
 
In 1939, Manchuria was a puppet state of Japan, known as "Manchukuo." Japan maintained that the 
border with Mongolia was the Khalkhin Gol (Халхин Гол), a river that flows into Lake Buir (Буйр 
нуур) on the Mongolian-Chinese border. The Mongolians and their Soviet allies held that the border 
ran some 16 kilometers east of the river and east of Nomonhan village. Over the course of the summer, 
there were three major offensives – each resulted in a Japanese defeat. The final blow started at dawn of 
August 20 when the new and then unknown Corps Commander Georgi Zhukov (Георгий 
Константинович Жуков; 1896-1974), along with 50,000 soldiers, 500 tanks, and 250 aircraft, 
surprised, surrounded, and destroyed several crack divisions of the Japanese Army consisting of some 
70,000 troops, along with their 125 tanks and 250 airplanes.  
 
Japan never waged war again with Russia or Mongolia. Instead, her military leaders turned their 
attentions to their eastern front and eventually Pearl Harbor. Stalin meanwhile, having agreed to the 
Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact with Hitler, was free of worry on his eastern front and could attack Poland, 
carving it in two with the Germans. The Battle of Khalkhin Gol was the first major victory for the 
brilliant Soviet “Comcor” Georgi Zhukov, earning him the first of his four "Hero of the Soviet Union" 
awards. To this day, he is the most decorated general officer in the history of the Soviet Union and of 
Russia.  

 

A little further afield, on a hill in the south of the city, is the Zaisan Memorial (Зайсан 

Мемориал). Zaisan features an enormous outdoor circular mosaic mural in the socialist 

realism style that depicts scenes of friendship and battlefield camaraderie between the 

peoples of the USSR and Mongolia. It has several rather complicated themes. One, it honors 

the Soviet soldiers killed in the Great Patriotic War and the defeat of Nazi Fascism. A 

defeated downtrodden swastika is included in the mural. Two, a second motif commemorates 

a century of good relations between Mongolia and Russia. In fact, relations between the two 

countries were so strong for so many years that it used to be an oft-told Soviet aphorism that: 

“Mongolia is our 16th Republic” – the former Soviet Union having 15 constituent Republics. 

Three, the mural depicts the Soviet support for Mongolia’s independence in 1921; the defeat 

of the Japanese Army by the Soviets and Mongolians at Khalkhin Gol in 1939; and finally 

the mural celebrates peacetime achievements such as the Soviet missions to outer space.  
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The Defeat of the Japanese Army at Khalkhin Gol as depicted at Zaisan Memorial 

Genghis Khan Equestrian Statue 

The full name of the monument is: “A Memorial to Soviet Soldiers on Zaisan Tolgoi” 

(Мемориал в память советских воинов на Зайсан-Толгое). The memorial is sited on top 

of one of the highest points in the city – and it’s a 300 step climb to the top from the parking 

lot. But those who make the climb are rewarded with a great view of this fast-changing city. 

At the base of the memorial is a giant golden Buddha statue and a new Buddha Park. It’s a 

popular half-day excursion to Zaisan and the park.  

 

Another half-day trip (or an overnight if you wish) is to the Genghis Khan Equestrian Statue 

(Чингис хааны морьт хөшөө) near the bank of the Tuul River. Completed in 2008, it’s 

about 55 kilometers east of Ulaan Baatar on a paved road. It’s essentially a commercial 

development by a Mongolian company. The statue is enormous at 40 meters tall (131 feet) 

and exceptionally well-crafted. It is claimed to 

be the largest equestrian statue in the world and 

it is the main draw. In the base of the statue 

there is a Genghis Khan Museum, a restaurant, 

and a gift shop. Visitors can walk inside the 

sculpture to the head of the horse where they 

have a panoramic view of the river valley and a 

close-up view of Genghis. We’ll mention 

Genghis in more detail below when we visit his 

headquarters at Karakorum (Хархорум).  

 

Surrounding the statue and visitor center is a 

200 hectare (500 acres) ger camp with plans for 

some 200 ger. Many are already in use. Tourists 

can stay at the camp and enjoy outdoor 

activities. Horseback riding, fishing, hiking – 

it’s all available. The camp is designed to 

resemble the traveling camps used by Genghis 

Khan and the Mongol Horde.  
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Mongolian Ger 
In Mongolia, it’s a ger; in Kazakhstan, kïiz üy (felt 
house); Kyrgyzstan, boz üy (grey house); Turkmenistan 
and Uzbekistan, ak öý (white house) or gara öý (black 
house); Afghanistan, Jirga; Pakistan, gher; Hindi, ghar; 
Iran, xeyme; and in Tajikistan, it’s a yurt, xona, or 
xayma. The Russians borrowed the Turkic word and call 
them yurta (юрта) and we borrowed the word from 
them – Yurt.  
 
No matter what you call it, it’s a wood lattice-framed, 
felt-covered, portable dwelling structure used by the 
peoples of Central Asia. The entire structure is designed 
to be carried on one camel or horse or yak. There’s a 
vent hole in the center of the roof for a stove’s chimney. 
In the summer, the lower outer edge can be raised to 
allow air to circulate and keep the occupants cool, or 
lowered in the winter to keep warm. There’s a strict 
hierarchy of platform-bed placement inside. The senior 
male takes the warmest place, opposite the doorway; his 
sons consecutively arranged (by age) to his right 
towards the door. Head of household’s wife is to his 
immediate left, daughters consecutively placed to her 
left towards the door. It is said that no Mongol (or 
Kazakh) is comfortable unless he is in his Yurt!  

For those looking to get out of Ulaan Baatar for a few days, there are other excursions 

possible. Within several hours drive of Ulaan Baatar, one of the most popular activities is a 

trip out to the nature reserve and ger camps at Terelj (Тэрэлж). It’s about 80 kilometers – 

also on a paved road – northeast from UB. Terelj is located at the southwestern end of 

Gorkhi-Terelj National Park (Горхи-Тэрэлж национальный парк; lit., “Rhododendron 

Creek” Nat’l Park), one of a number of nature reserves in Mongolia. A small portion of the 

park has been developed for tourists. 

They have restaurants, souvenir shops, 

horses and camels for rent, and 

naturally, ger camps. They have toilets! 

Many of these camps are run by 

“Juulchin” (sometimes spelled 

“Zhuulchin”), the former state tourism 

company. In fact, a number of these ger 

camps are called Juulchniy baaz 

(Жуулчны бааз, “Juulchin camp”).  

 

Comfortable, clean yurts are provided, 

complete with beds, blankets, and 

linens. Meals are provided as well. It’s 

not exactly luxury camping – but it’s 

not entirely roughing it either. To 

arrange a visit here – or anywhere 

further afield, it’s necessary to hire a 

car and driver. All this can be easily 

arranged in UB, there are dozens of 

travel companies that specialize in this.  
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Mongolian National Highway 
Most of the roads in Mongolia are unpaved. That’s 
usually OK, as long as it has not been raining.  

Erdene Zuu Stupa Surrounding Wall 

For travelers with several more days to spare, an exceptional excursion from UB is to 

Karakorum (Хархорум), the legendary headquarters established by Genghis Khan (Чингис 

Хаан; c.1162-1227) and located near the small town of Kharkhorin (Хархорин). It’s about 

370 kilometers from Ulaan Baatar on a 

mostly unpaved road, so it is a solid day’s 

drive. Visiting even for one day therefore 

requires a three-day/two-night excursion. 

It’s fairly popular and many people make 

the trip. There are several ger camps near 

the site and a couple of small hotels in 

nearby Kharkhorin. Kharkhorin is a mid-

sized town of almost 9,000 persons.  

 

Similar to the excursion to Terelj, tour 

agencies in UB can make all the 

arrangements. For people in a hurry or 

with limited time, there’s an airstrip with a 

single unpaved runway. There are daily 

scheduled flights during the summer from 

Uaan Baatar so it is possible to make it to 

Karakorum as a day trip.  

 

Karakorum is located in a very scenic valley of the Orkhon River (Орхон гол) not terribly 

far from its source. The valley has been designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Cultural 

Landscape. The location is in the eastern foothills of the Khangai Mountains (Хангайн 

нуруу) where they meet the grasslands steppe of central Mongolia.  

 

Karakorum was the capital of the Mongol Empire in the 13th Century and the capital of the 

Northern Yuan Dynasty in the 14th and 15th Centuries. Today, there are only a few ruins 

remaining from the days of Genghis Khan. Most people come to visit the adjacent monastery, 

Erdene Zuu Khiid (Эрдэнэ Зуу хийд), Mongolia’s largest Tibetan style lamasery complex 

and a UNESCO World Heritage Site.  

 

The Lamaist monastery of Erdene Zuu 

was built near Karakorum in 1585 and 

flourished for several hundred years. 

Many of its construction materials 

came from the ruins of Genghis Khan’s 

Karakorum. However, in 1939, the 

Communist leader and Mongolian 

Head of State Khorloogiin Choibalsan 

(Хорлоогийн Чойбалсан; 1895-1952) 

had most of the monastery destroyed as 

part of a purge that murdered some 

30,000 lamas and obliterated most of 

the monasteries in Mongolia. Three 
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Stone Tortoise outside the walls of 
Erdene Zuu Monastery, Karakorum 

One of the few remnants from the era of Genghis 
Khan, originally there were four stone markers. 

Tibetan Style Temple at Erdene Zuu Khiid 

temples and the external walls with the 

stupas remained. The temples became 

museums in 1947.  

 

In 1990, after the fall of Communism in 

Mongolia, Erdene Zuu was returned to the 

lamas and it has again become a place of 

worship. Today it is an active Buddhist 

lamasery as well as a museum open to 

tourists. It could be argued that the complex 

is most famous for its surrounding wall, 

which is vast, as opposed to its temples, 

which are rather small. Whatever your 

preference, the compound’s enclosure is 

impressive. It’s a great stone and stuccoed 

wall featuring 100 “stupas.” Stupa is a 

Sanskrit word that literally means “heap.” It 

describes a tower or mound structure often containing a Buddhist relic. Stupas of exceptional 

merit may contain a fragment of bone, a tooth, or a hair from the head of the great Buddha 

himself. The term used by Tibetans is “chorten.” They are worshipped by Buddhists. A 

comparable English-language term is “reliquary” which is the Roman Catholic and Orthodox 

Christian functional equivalent. There are many churches in Europe and Russia that claim to 

have a piece of the “true cross” or a thorn from the crown of thorns, and these are similarly 

deified by the faithful. They are far less frequently found in Protestantism as Martin Luther 

condemned them during the Reformation.  

 

Karakorum was established by Genghis 

Khan as his headquarters in 1220. It is 

claimed that four stone tortoises marked the 

boundaries of the capital; three remain, 

although their role as markers is not clear. 

The city was visited by several Europeans, 

including William of Rubruck (c.1220-

1293), a Flemish Franciscan missionary 

and papal envoy to the Mongols. He 

departed Europe for Karakorum in 1253 

and on his arrival in January of 1254 was 

granted an audience with the Great Khan 

Möngke (Мөнх хаан; 1209-59), fourth 

Khan of the Mongol Empire and the elder 

brother of Kublai Khan (1215-94), who 

succeeded him.  

 

On his return to Europe in 1255, he 

presented to his patron, King Louis IX of France (1214-70; more commonly known as Saint 

Louis and after whom the city of St. Louis, Missouri is named), a detailed report of his 
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Genghis Khan (c.1162-1227) 
The above portrait is considered Genghis 
Khan’s most true rendition. National 
Palace Museum, Taipei, Taiwan.  

Kublai Khan (1215-94) 
Original portrait in the National Palace 
Museum, Taipei, Taiwan.  

voyage complete with cultural observations and 

geographic descriptions. His report is considered 

one of the great masterpieces of medieval 

geographical literature, comparable to that of 

Marco Polo (c.1254-1324). Most scholars consider 

it more accurate than Polo’s accounts because 

William was a careful observer and an excellent 

writer. Unlike Marco Polo, he did not take folk 

tales, fables, and myth as truth. He described 

Karakorum as a walled city with four doors in the 

four directions of the compass. Two quarters within 

the city were housing, one for the “Saracenes” 

(Muslims), and one for the “Cathai” (Chinese or 

Oriental). He stated that there were twelve pagan 

temples (Buddhist temples), two mosques 

(Islamic), as well as a Nestorian church (an early 

form of eastern-rite Christianity).  

 

Karakorum was abandoned and later destroyed 

after Genghis Khan’s grandson, Kublai Khan 
(Mongolian: Хубилай хаан; Chinese: 元世祖 忽必

烈; pinyin: Yuán shìzǔ hū bì liè) transferred the 

capital to Khanbaliq (modern Beijing) in 1267. 

Shortly thereafter, he renamed the city Dadu 

(Chinese: 大都; pinyin: Dàdū; lit., “Great Capital”). 

Kublai was the fifth Great Khan of the Mongol 

Empire and the founder of the Mongol Dynasty 

(Chinese: 元朝; pinyin: Yuáncháo). In English, we 

generally know it as the Yuan Dynasty (1271–

1368).  

 

Kublai Khan’s name is as legendary (but not so 

notorious) as his grandfather’s. He was 

immortalized by the English Romantic poet Samuel 

Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834) in his poem Kubla 

Khan. Here’s the first refrain:  

 

In Xanadu did Kubla Khan 
A stately pleasure-dome decree: 
Where Alph, the sacred river, ran 
Through caverns measureless to man 
Down to a sunless sea. 
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Genghis Khan – Mongolian Hero 
Although he may be thought a scourge in the Western 
world, in Mongolia, he’s an iconic figure and national 
hero. You can’t visit Mongolia without visiting Genghis 
Khan – he’s everywhere. Ulaan Baatar’s airport is named 
after him, so is one of the top hotels in town. There are 
several giant statues of him, including one in front of 
the Parliament. His likeness is on the money (both coins 
and currency), on vodka bottles, and on cigarette packs; 
it’s even carved onto a nearby mountainside.  
 
Temüjin (his birth name) was born near the Onon and 
Kerülen Rivers, not too far from the present-day capital 
Ulaan Baatar. He adopted the name Genghis Khan 
meaning "Ruler of the Oceans," or more figuratively, 
"Ruler of the World." In his lifetime, he conquered the 
largest empire in history, from the Pacific to the Urals. 
Under his sons and grandsons, it stretched from present-
day Poland in the west to Korea in the East and from 
Siberia in the north to the Gulf of Oman and Vietnam in 
the south.  

It was Kublai Khan who welcomed Venetian merchant-explorer Marco Polo (c.1254-1324) 

to Xanadu (Chinese: 上都; pinyin: Shàngdū) in 1275. The city was located in what is now 

Inner Mongolia, 275 kilometers north of Beijing and is still called Shangdu. Xanadu was 

Kublai Khan’s summer capital after he decided to move his permanent capital to Dadu. (Film 

buffs will recall that in Orson Welles’ 

1941 classic Citizen Kane, the 

mountaintop estate was called 

“Xanadu.” The real-life model for the 

palace of the film exists; it was built by 

William Randolph Hearst (1863-1951) 

and is located in San Simeon, 

California. It’s popularly called the 

“Hearst Castle,” but Hearst called it 

“La Cuesta Encantada”).  

 

There are several ways to leave Ulaan 

Baatar. Perhaps the easiest is to fly. 

Chinggis Khan (Genghis Khan) 

International Airport (Чингис хаан 

олон улсын нисэх буудал) is located 

18 kilometers southwest of the city. 

Note that many local people still call 

this airport by its old name, Buyant 

Ukhaa (Буянт-Ухаа). The national 

carrier is MIAT Mongolian Airlines. 

MIAT or other international carriers 

offer scheduled service to Irkutsk, Beijing, Hohhot, Erenhot, Hong Kong, Moscow, Berlin, 

Seoul, Tokyo, and Osaka. There is occasional or charter service to certain other cities such as 

Singapore, Dubai, Hanoi and Bangkok offered seasonally. For domestic destinations, a host 

of local carriers flies to virtually every town in Mongolia. Most have at least an unpaved 

airstrip.  

 

Several years ago it was announced that Chinggis Khan Airport was to be replaced by a new 

international airport. After many repeated delays, it was scheduled for operations to begin in 

2019. It is located in the Khöshigt Valley about 60 kilometers south of Ulaan Baatar in the 

direction of Zuunmod (Зуунмод). That’s about 40 kilometers south of the present airport. A 

new highway is being constructed at the same time to link the airport to the capital.  

 

There is ongoing discussion on whether to name it: “New Ulaan Baatar International 

Airport” (Улаанбаатар хотын олон улсын шинэ нисэх онгоцны буудал) or “Khöshigt 

Valley International Airport” (Хөшигтийн хөндийн нисэх буудал) or some combination of 

those two names.  
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KM 404: Ulaan Baatar Railway Station 

KM 404: Ulaan Baatar – Beijing Train 

Of course for rail fans, flying won’t do – and fortunately there is rail service. The preferred 

and most highly-desired service is the “Chinese” train: the Number 004 to Beijing and the 

Number 003 to Moscow. This is the finest rail service available in the country. As previously 

mentioned, it’s the only train with 

private showers in first class (albeit 

shared between two cabins). 

Eastbound, the Number 004 (K4 or 

0043) departs Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy 

Station every Tuesday at 23:55. It 

arrives in Ulaan Baatar at 06:50 the 

following Sunday morning. It departs 

at 7:30 and arrives in Beijing about 30 

hours later on Monday afternoon at 

14:35.  

 

Westbound, the Number 003 (K3 or 

0033) departs Beijing every 

Wednesday morning at 07:27. About 

30 hours later, it arrives the next day, 

Thursday, in Ulaan Baatar at 14:35. A little less than an hour later, at 15:22, it departs for 

Moscow and arrives at Yaroslavskiy Station on Monday afternoon at 13:58.  

 

Not running to Beijing, but rather to Moscow is the two to three times a week Number 005 

westbound and the Number 006 eastbound from Moscow to Ulaan Baatar. It’s a regular 

Russian train with normal kupé and plaskartniy service, but not the extra deluxe first-class 

with shower cabins available on the Chinese trains.  

 

In addition to the above services, there are 

daily trains to and from Ulan-Udé and 

Irkutsk on the Number 263 to Irkutsk and 

the Number 264 from Irkutsk. Not daily, but 

twice a week, there are additional services to 

and from Beijing; Hohhot (Mongolian: Хөх 

хот; Chinese: 呼和浩特; pinyin: Hūhéhàotè), 

and Erenhot (Mongolian: Эрээн хот; 

Chinese: 二连浩特 ; pinyin: Èrliánhàotè). 

Hohhot is the capital city of Inner Mongolia 

and Erenhot is the Chinese border town with 

Mongolia. Finally, there is also daily local 

service and three times a week express 

service to and from UB and Zamyn-Üüd 

(Замын-Үүд). That’s the Mongolian border 

town on the border with China. From there, 

one could catch local bus transportation to Erenhot and beyond. The schedules for all these 

trains must be checked locally. There is a foreigners’ ticket booking office nearby the UB 

Rail Station.  
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KM 416: Cross the Tuul River 

 

It’s no fun, but if you’re stuck without a plane ticket and there’s no space on the train, you’ll 

have to take a bus. Northbound, heading for Ulan-Udé, it’s in fact a preferred way to go as 

the train is so slow and customs are so long at Naushki. The road through Kyakhta makes the 

same journey in much less time as the train; that is, about 10 to 12 hours instead of 15 to 20. 

Southbound, it’s another story. Mongolia is a large country; it’s more than 700 kilometers 

from Ulaan Baatar to the Chinese border – much of which is through the Gobi. It’s a long, 

dusty, tiring trip on a bus. Depending on your motorcoach, it can take one or two days. Bring 

food and bottled water. The long-distance bus station is a few blocks from the train station.  

 

➢ Km 407: Cross the Selbe River (Сельбе гол) – This minor Tuul tributary begins on the 

southern slopes of the mountains about 35 kilometers due north of Ulaan Baatar. From the 

rail crossing, it flows west about ten kilometers parallel to the south side of the rail line, then 

joins the right bank of the Tuul.  

 

➢ Km 414: Amgalan (Амгалан Өртөө) – This rail station is pretty much at the eastern end of 

the city. Close by are the Amgalan Botanical Gardens (Амгалангийн ботаникийн 

цэцэрлэг), Mongolia International University (Монголия Интернатионал Университы), 

and a few other institutions of higher learning or technical colleges.  

 

➢ Km 416: Cross the Tuul River (Туул гол) – At this crossing, the train passes over from the 

river’s right bank (north side) to its left (south side). The river’s source waters are found on 

the southwestern slopes of the Khentii Mountains (Хэнтийн нуруу), a chain found along the 

northern border of Mongolia and Russia about 200 kilometers northeast of Ulaan Baatar. The 

most famous peak in the chain is the legendary Burkhan Khaldun (Бурхан Халдун). At 

2,632 meters (8,635 feet) in height, it’s not particularly tall; however it’s the most revered 

mountain in Mongolia. Much of the mountain range is protected in the Khan-Khenteii-Nature 

Reserve.  

 

The Khentii range forms the watershed 

between the Arctic and Pacific Oceans. 

Rivers like the Tuul, which flow south or 

west, eventually merge into the Selenga 

and then Lake Baikal and the Arctic. 

Rivers on the northern or eastern sides of 

the range, like the 818 kilometer-long 

Onon (Онон гол) and the 1,254 kilometer-

long Kerülen (Хэрлэн гол), eventually 

flow to the Amur and then to the Pacific.  

 

Burkhan Khaldun is considered the most 

sacred mountain in Mongolia because it 

was first designated as such by Genghis 

Khan himself. The 704 kilometer-long 

Tuul, which flows in one direction from the Burkhan Khaldun, and the Onon, which flows in 

the opposite direction, are considered the most holy rivers in Mongolia. The Tuul is referred 
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KM 435: Grasslands of Mongolia 

to as Khatan Tuul (Хатан Туул), or “Queen Tuul.” The Onon is called Onon Khatan ljii 

(Онон Хатан лжи) or “Queen Mother Onon.” There are historical references to the Tuul and 

the Onon going back 1,000 years. The area in northeast Mongolia near the Onon’s source is 

thought to be the most likely place of Genghis Khan’s birth although the exact location is not 

known. Likewise, the area around Burkhan Khaldun is thought to be the most probable 

location of his tomb although it has never been discovered.  

 

The precise area is known as Ikh Khorig (Их Хориг; lit., “Great Taboo”) and has been 

defended by the Darkhad (Дархад), a clan of Mongol warriors and their descendants, since 

Genghis Khan’s death in 1227. For almost 800 years, upon penalty of death, no one was 

allowed into the area except to bury a relation of the Great Khan. Upon the founding of the 

People’s Republic of Mongolia in 1924, the Soviets declared the zone a “highly restricted 

area” and the status quo was maintained. Throughout the cold war, the outlying area was 

used for the storage of nuclear materials and a secret MiG Airbase, but the particular section 

of some 240 square kilometers thought to contain the Khan’s gravesite was left unmolested.  

 

From the rail crossing, which is 100 meters wide, the Tuul flows southwest, then northwest 

close to 500 kilometers until its confluence on the right bank of the Orkhon River about 60 

kilometers east of the cooper-mining city of Erdenet or 100 kilometers southwest of Darkhan. 

The Tuul is the Orkhon’s longest tributary. Some 225 kilometers northeast of that confluence 

and a few kilometers northwest of Sükhbaatar, the Orkhon merges into the right bank of the 

Selenga. From there, the Selenga flows more than 400 kilometers north past Ulan-Udé to 

Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 421: Tuul (Туул Зөрлөг) – There is a fairly substantial community here known as 

Bayanzürkh Tovchoo (Баянзурх Товчоо). Most of it lies to the north side of the rail line. 

The station is less than five kilometers east of the Sky Resort (Скай Ресортын) Ski Facility, 

an all-new winter ski resort only 15 

kilometers southeast from downtown 

Ulaan Baatar. The two ski runs, beginning 

and intermediate are built on the northern 

slopes of Bogd Khan Uul (Богд хан уул), 

the largest mountain (2,261 meters or 

7,418 feet) in the immediate vicinity of 

UB.  

 

➢ Km 431: Khonkhor (Хонхор Өртөө) – 

This little village lies to the north of and 

within the first of two very tight back-to-

back loops of the rail line. Photographers 

can usually get good shots of the train 

while passing through these. The little 

Khonkhor Station is at the beginning of the 

first loop; it’s almost 270 degrees 

clockwise. Four kilometers after passing the station and after completing the first loop, the 

train begins the second – which is almost a 360 degree counter-clockwise loop.  
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Mongolians outside of their “Ger” 

 

➢ Km 432: Branch Line Southeast – At the eastern apex of the first loop a branch line veers off 

to the left. It runs a little over a dozen kilometers to the large coal-mining town of Nalaikh 

(Налайх). It has a population of close to 30,000. The coal fields are to the south of the town 

and a large military airbase is six kilometers further southeast.  

 

➢ Km 440: Bumbat (Бумбат Зөрлөг) – A little station and two adjacent buildings to the north 

of the line.  

 

➢ Km 451: Bayan (Баян Зөрлөг) – A heavily-industrialized tiny town. Immediately after this 

station, the rail line wraps around another double 180 degree loop.  

 

➢ Km 460: Khairkhan (Хайрхан Зөрлөг) – A station building and about half a dozen other 

buildings.  

 

➢ Km 462: Khoolt (Хоолт Зөрлөг) – Two buildings on the east side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 468: Tsagaankhyar (Цагаанхяр Зөрлөг) – About a half a dozen buildings alongside the 

east of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 469: Chuluut (Чулуут Зөрлөг) – 

Another half a dozen buildings along the 

east side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 484: Khangai (Хангай Зөрлөг) – A 

fairly large village entirely to the west of 

the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 511: Bagakhangai (Багахангай 

Өртөө) – Most of this mid-sized town lies 

to the east of the rail line. About two 

kilometers northwest of town there is a 

former Soviet military airbase; it is now 

abandoned.  

 

➢ Km 512: Branch Line Northeast – Barely 500 meters south of the Bagakhangai Rail Station 

a branch line forks off to the left and runs just under 100 kilometers to the mid-sized city of 

Baganuur (Багануур). Originally intended as a Soviet military base city, it became a giant 

coal mining town once that resource was discovered. For a while it was the largest open-pit 

coal mine in Mongolia. It’s still a big operation, but there are other mines equal in size today. 

The rail line no longer carries passengers; it is only used for the transport of coal.  

 

Although it is in fact not very far, Baganuur is just on the other side of the watershed divide 

mentioned earlier. One of Mongolia’s greatest rivers, the 1,254 kilometer-long Kerülen 

(Mongolian: Хэрлэн гол; Chinese: 克鲁伦河 ; pinyin: Kèlǔlún hé) begins about 130 
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KM 525: Beginning of the Gobi Desert 

kilometers to the northeast of Baganuur, on the southern slopes of the Khentii Mountains in 

the Khan-Khenteii-Protected Area or about 200 kilometers northeast of Ulaan Baatar.  

 

After flowing southwest and passing through Baganuur, the Kerülen turns northeast and 

flows over 700 kilometers to Choibalsan (Чойбалсан), the largest city in eastern Mongolia. 

From there, it flows northeast another 350 kilometers (200 as the crow flies) across the 

Chinese border to its mouth on the southern end of Hulun Lake (Mongolian: Холон нуур; 

Chinese: 呼伦湖; pinyin: Hūlún Hú). This large and famous Inner Mongolian lake is only 40 

kilometers southeast of the Russian border town of Zabaykalsk (Russian: Забайкальск) and 

the Chinese border town of Manzhouli (Russian: Маньчжурия; Chinese: 满洲里; pinyin: 

Mǎnzhōulǐ) at the crossing point of the Trans-Manchurian Line of the Trans-Siberian 

Railway.  

 

In certain years of high precipitation (either heavy winter snowfall or very rainy autumns), 

the normally exitless Hulun Nuur overflows its northern shore and runs 30 kilometers north 

to the 1,620 kilometer-long Argun River (Mongolian: Эргүнэ мөрөн; Russian: река Аргунь; 

Chinese: 额尔古纳河; pinyin: Éěr gǔ 

nà hé). Since the 1698 Treaty of 

Nerchinsk, the Argun has been the 

border between Russia and China for 

almost 950 kilometers until it meets the 

560 kilometer-long Shilka River (река 

Шилка) at Ust-Strelka (Усть-

Стрелка).  

 

At that confluence, both affluent rivers 

lose their names and become the 2,824 

kilometer-long Amur River 

(Mongolian: Хар мөрөн; Russian: 

река Амур; Chinese: 黑龙江; pinyin: 

Hēi lóng jiāng; English: “Black Dragon 

River”) which then becomes the border 

for nearly the next 2,000 kilometers – 

all the way to Khabarovsk (Хабаровск). In all, the Kerülen-Ergune-Amur has a total length 

of 5,052 kilometers which makes it the 10th longest river in the world.  

 

➢ Km 523: Maanit (Мааньт Зөрлөг) – A little village entirely on the east side of the rail line. 

Maanit is also known as Bayan (Баян).  

 

➢ Km 548: Aguit (Агуит Зөрлөг) – There are perhaps half a dozen buildings at this station. 

The name of the location is Aguitain Jisa (Агуитайн Жиса).  
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Ovoo 
Known in the west as cairns (from the Gaelic word), 
“ovoos” are piles of stones, sometimes of wood, 
usually found on the tops of mountains or other 
high places. The Mongolian word literally means 
“heap.” Unlike cairns, which are usually a marker of 
some kind, ovoos are shamanistic. They are 
worshipped while traveling, generally by circling 
them clockwise three times and either adding 
another stone or something else, like coins, sweets, 
milk, or vodka. Sometimes worshippers place a 
branch or stick in the heap and tie a flag or scarf 
onto it. The same custom is seen in Tibet and 
Kazakhstan. There are over a half-dozen places in 
Mongolia with the word “ovoo” as part of its name.  

➢ Km 550: Gobi Desert (Mongolian: Говь; Chinese: 戈壁; pinyin: Gēbì) – There’s no magic 

moment and no sign announcing “Gobi,” but starting only an hour or two south of Ulaan 

Baatar, and well before Choyr (Чойр), the mountains, forest, and green grassland scenery of 

the northern “steppe” (степь) give way to flat, rock, and brown and the Gobi Desert begins.  

 

The Gobi is the largest desert of Asia and 5th largest in the world. It covers most of southern 

Mongolia and a large section of northwestern China, more specifically the western half of the 
Chinese province of Inner Mongolia (Mongolian: Өвөр Монгол; Chinese: 内蒙古; pinyin: 

Nèi Měnggǔ). Most of it is not sandy; it can be dry grass or covered in stone. Because of its 

northern latitude and overall altitude, 

about 1,000 to 1,500 meters (3,000-5,000 

feet) above sea level, the Gobi can be a 

very cold place – perhaps surprising when 

we usually think of a desert. Its 

temperature range is one of the most 

extreme on earth. Winter temperatures can 

drop down to -40° below (F or C) and 

summer heat can rise to +50°C (122°F). 

The Gobi roughly forms an arc extending 

1,600 kilometers (1,000 miles) from 

southwest to northeast and 800 kilometers 

(500 miles) from north to south. The 

Trans-Mongolian train runs roughly 

north-south passing through the Gobi one-

third of the way from its eastern end.  

 

Whether it is due to global warming, 

deforestation, or overgrazing by camels, 

sheep, and goats, there is no question that 

the Gobi is expanding – and expanding 

rapidly. The expansion is particularly 

dramatic on its southern edge. Each year, 

some thousands of square kilometers of 

marginally productive grasslands are 

turned into complete desert wasteland. 

Dust storms are larger and more intense. 

Every spring, dust storms extend 1,000 

kilometers southeast to Beijing and 

blanket the city for several weeks at a 

time. In many years, Gobi dust reaches 3,000 kilometers east and covers South Korea and 

Japan. People with respiratory problems must stay indoors; others wear face-masks, everyone 

has to wash their cars. The phenomenon is called “Yellow Dust” (Chinese: 黄沙; pinyin: 

Huáng shā; Korean: 황사; Japanese: こうさ).  
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KM 649: Choyr Railway Station 

Chinese authorities have attempted to curtail this expansion by planting what’s called the 

“Green Wall of China,” an ambitious project of planting trees and other hardy shrubs along 

the Gobi’s southern boundary. Formally known as the “Three North Shelter Forest Program” 

(Chinese: 三北防护林; pinyin: Sānběi Fánghùlín), it is planned to be 4,500 kilometers (2,800 

miles) of aerial seeding and inducements to farmers to plant and restore green space. Millions 

and millions of trees have already been planted. As of 2009, the Green Wall project had 

covered more than 500,000 square kilometers (200,000 square miles) and increased tree 

cover from 12% to 18%. The project intends to plant the largest artificial forest in the world 

and is expected to continue until the year 2050.  

 

Unfortunately however, unintended consequences such as the trees soaking up excessive 

amounts of precious groundwater, mono-culture forests being susceptible to disease, and 

continued over-farming and over-grazing, have had deleterious effects on the program. 

Checking the expansion of one of the planet’s largest deserts is a complicated problem and 

its possible solutions are controversial. At present, it is fair to say that the jury is still out on 

the Green Wall.  

 

➢ Km 572: Naraneleg (Наранелег Зөрлөг) – There are about six buildings all to the east side 

of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 598: Oortsog-enger (Оортсог-енгер Зөрлөг) – Another half a dozen structures in the 

middle of the desert by the east side of the railroad tracks.  

 

➢ Km 622: Lün (Лун Зөрлөг) – No different than the last stop. Altogether, there are fewer 

than ten residences or buildings of some kind here.  

 

➢ Km 625: Branch Line East – It’s an exaggeration to call this a branch line; it’s really only a 

one kilometer spur to the desolate and now mostly abandoned village of Bayantal (Баянтал). 

At one time this was a Soviet military air base. The runway is two kilometers northeast of 

town. At 2,800 meters in length, during the 1980s it was the longest air runway in Mongolia. 

The base was abandoned in 1989. A recent 

census reported that there were still about 

100 persons living in Bayantal.  

 

➢ Km 649: Choyr Railway Station (Чойр 

Өртөө) – This small city of about 7,500 

persons is the provincial capital of 

Govisümber (Говьсүмбэр), one of the 21 

“Aimags” (Аймаг) of Mongolia. An 

Aimag is comparable to a province; they 

are subdivided into Sums (Сум) which are 

the equivalent of a county. The city lies in 

the Choyr Depression, a lowland strip 

about 150 kilometers long by 10 to 20 

kilometers wide. The strip contains rich 

deposits of uranium which are being 
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Bactrian Camels (Camelus bactrianus) 
Named for the "Mother of all Cities," Bactra, now 
known as Balkh in present-day northern Afghanistan, 
and from where the ancient region of Bactria (later 
called Tokharistan) derives its name, the two-humped 
Bactrian camel is as ancient a beast of burden as is its 
Central Asian homeland. It is believed that camels were 
domesticated as early as 4,000 B.C. The Arabian camel, 
known as the Dromedary (Camelus dromedarius), has a 
single hump. Dromedaries would quickly perish in the 
cold winters of Mongolia. Bactrian camels can withstand 
temperatures as low as minus 40 degrees (C or F). These 
camels are taking a much needed drink in a rare pond in 
the northern Gobi Desert.  

mined. Choyr has a medium-security prison which holds about 500 prisoners. The district 

(sum) that encompasses Choyr is Sümber (Сүмбэр).  

 

Choyr’s most famous landmark is the silver statue in front of the railway station of 

Zhügderdemidiin Gürragchaa (Жүгдэрдэмидийн Гүррагчаа; 1947-present), Mongolia's first 

cosmonaut. He flew into outer space in early 1981 and was made a “Hero of the Soviet 

Union” that year. The Zaisan 

Memorial in Ulaan Baatar includes a 

scene of Gürragchaa’s flight in its 

mural. He rose to the rank of Major 

General in the Air Force and was 

Mongolia’s Minister of Defense from 

2000 to 2004.  

 

➢ Km 672: Shivee-Ovoo (Шивээ-Овоо 

Зөрлөг) – A few buildings alongside 

the west of the tracks and a large 

open-air mine about three kilometers 

north.  

 

➢ Km 684: Branch Line West – 

Although there are about a dozen 

structures along the west side of the 

tracks about 400 meters beyond the 

spur, the actual town of Shivee-Govi 

(Шивээ-Ловь Зөрлөг) is some five 

kilometers west on the spur line. It is a 

mine-processing town of about 1,800 

residents.  

 

➢ Km 718: Ölziit (Өлзийт Өртөө) – A 

quite large village on the east side of 

the rail line and a working open-air 

mine on the west side.  

 

➢ Km 728: Olon-Ovoo (Олон-Овоо Зөрлөг) – This is the railway station for Dalanjargalan 

(Даланжаргалан). The district includes the Eldev Coal Mine (Элдэвийн чулуун нүүрсний 

уурхай) which is a major supplier of bituminous coal to China. The mine is 21 kilometers 

north of the station. The village, which has at least 100 houses and yurts, is all to the north 

side of the rail line.  

 

Dalanjargalan was also a former Soviet air base town. There is a now-dismantled spur line 

that runs from the town northeast five kilometers to the base. Its main runway is 2,700 meters 

long and there are close to 40 hardened earthen revetments now almost completely buried in 

the drifting sands. It’s an eerie place.  
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KM 854: Gobi Desert 

➢ Km 742: Tsomog (Цомог Зөрлөг) – There are only a few buildings here along the east side 

of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 752: Khar-Airag (Хар-Айраг Зөрлөг) – This little town of some 3,600 persons is a 

primary fluorspar mining center. Mining and processing enterprises are at Bor-Öndör (Бор-

Өндөр) which lies 60 kilometers north on a spur. Fluorspar, also called fluorite, is a colorful 

mineral both in normal and ultraviolet light. Under the latter, it gives its name to 

“fluorescence,” which is the phenomenon of (most commonly) an indigo blue light emitting 

from the mineral. Fluorite has many valuable specialized uses such as for flux in smelting 

and the manufacture of certain glasses used in microscopes and telescopes. Large deposits of 

fluorite have been discovered in many diverse regions of the planet, but one such deposit is 

here in Mongolia. Although it has some lapidary and ornamental use, due to its relative 

softness it is not widely used as a semi-precious stone.  

 

➢ Km 753: Branch Line Northeast – A little over one kilometer south of the Airag Rail Station 

a spur line veers to the left and travels almost exactly 60 kilometers north to Bor-Öndör 

(Бор-Өндөр), a city of about 8,600 inhabitants. On the north side of town there is the GOK 

(Горно-обогатительный комбинат; ГОК) – in English the Mining and Processing Plant 

which consists of a great underground mine, an open-air mine, and a major processing center 

for several fluorspar mines in Dornogovi Aimag (Дорноговь Аймаг; “East Gobi”). It is the 

only such facility in Mongolia. Although technically Bor-Öndör is at the southernmost edge 

of Khentii Province (Хэнтий Аймаг), it borders on Donrogovi and its rail link is through that 

latter Aimag. The province begins shortly after Choyr and extends to the China border at 

Zamyn-Üüd (Замын-Үүд). The provincial capital is Sainshand (Сайншанд) which the train 

reaches soon enough after passing through Khar-Airag.  

 

➢ Km 780: Altgany gol (Алтганы гол 

Зөрлөг) – It can’t get much more isolated 

than this. There is a little station building 

and three others nearby, all on the east 

side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 796: Ulkhyn-Ovoo (Ульхун-Овоо 

Зөрлөг) – Hardly more than the previous 

station. This one has about five buildings 

along the east side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 844: Agisümber (Агисумбер Зөрлөг) 

– Fewer than a dozen buildings to the east 

of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 876: Sainshand Railway Station 

(Сайншанд Өртөө) – One of only a few stops, this one is in the heart of the Gobi. 

Depending on your sentiments for desert landscapes, it may well be best to pass through here 

while sleeping on an overnight train – for bleak is perhaps an understatement. Hour after 

hour as the train rolls through, the central Gobi is one of those landscapes where you think to 
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KM 876: Sainshand Railway Station 

yourself: “How can anyone live here?” Yet of course people do live here. Sainshand is the 

largest city (around 25,000 persons) between Ulaan Baatar and the border with China. It is 

the capital city of Dornogovi Aimag (Дорноговь Аймаг; “East Gobi”).  

 

Note that although some maps show a “Sainshand Airport,” this is incorrect. There is an 

abandoned former Soviet Airbase about seven kilometers north of town. It is derelict today 

and there are no flights from there. 

  

If you should find yourself staying in Sainshand and are looking for something to do, there is 

a restored Buddhist monastery, Khamariin Khiid (Хамарын хийд), about 50 kilometers 

south of the city. The monastery was founded by Dulduityn Danzanravjaa (Дулдуйтын 

Данзанравжаа; 1803-56), one of most 

unusual and charismatic lamas in 

Mongolia’s history. At its height before 

being destroyed in 1937 by 

Choibalsan’s Stalinist purge, the 

monastery had some 80 temples and 

5,000 monks.  

 

For the first half of the 19th Century, 

Buddhist priest Danzanravjaa composed 

poetry, wrote prolifically, and 

philosophized deeply. He believed that 

there was a spiritual energy in the Gobi 

Desert and secluded himself and his 

followers in caves for meditation 

periods of 108 days (108 being a sacred 

number). He was a leader of an extraordinarily idiosyncratic school of practitioners of 

Buddhism who bridge the gap between the so-called “yellow hat” (Gelugpa) and “red hat” 

(Nyingma) – the names derive from their preferred choice of colored headgear. If you cannot 

get out to the monastery, there is a museum dedicated to him and his works in Sainshand.  

 

Beginning to the west of Sainshand, and continuing for several hundred kilometers, are 

numerous archeological dinosaur excavation sites. In the 1920s, famed explorer, adventurer, 

and naturalist, Roy Chapman Andrews (1884-1960) – supposedly the real-life model for 

Harrison Ford’s “Indiana Jones” – led a series of expeditions through the Gobi in search of 

fossils. To this day, the volume of his discoveries has never been surpassed. His party was 

the first in the world to discover fossilized dinosaur eggs. In time, he was to become the 

Director of New York’s American Museum of Natural History, one of the largest and most 

celebrated museums in the world. His paleontology collections from the Gobi are there today 

– and in Ulaan Baatar’s Natural History Museum.  
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The Gobi Death Worm 
The “Olgoi-khorkhoi” (олгой-хорхой; lit., “large 
intestine”), also called the Mongolian Death Worm, is a 
two to five foot-long bright red creature with a body as 
thick as a man’s arm. It resembles a giant blood sausage. 
It was first brought to attention in the west by the 1926 
book “On the Trail of Ancient Man” by paleontologist 
and professor Roy Chapman Andrews (1884-1960), 
legendary explorer of the Gobi and credited with being 
the model for film character “Indiana Jones.” 
Mongolians claim that it has the ability to spray lethal 
venom from a distance and that to touch one is certain 
death. The worm is said to hibernate underground most 
of the year but become aroused in June and July and be 
seen after it has been raining and the ground is wet. No 
one has ever photographed a living Gobi Death Worm.  
 
The above painting is by Belgian artist and film director 
Pieter Dirkx (1984-present). 

➢ Km 877: Branch Line South – About 1,300 meters east after passing the Sainshand Rail 

Station, a single track line turns sharp right 90 degrees south and heads 60 kilometers straight 

to the small oil town of Dzüünbayan (Дзүүнбаян), also spelled Züünbayan (Зүүнбаян). The 

town has a population of about 1,900. The line was built over 50 years ago after oil was 

discovered there. For 20 years starting in 1950 over 4,000,000 barrels of oil were produced at 

the Züünbayan Oilfield. Over 

7,000,000 barrels of a fairly heavy oil 

were refined. A lighter crude was 

imported from Russia to be mixed. At 

the time, over 20% of Mongolia’s 

annual consumption of fuel was 

produced at this well. By 1970 

however, decreasing oil pressure and 

other newly discovered sources caused 

this facility to become obsolete and it 

was closed.  

 

➢ Km 894 Tushleg (Тушлег Зөрлөг) – 

A half a dozen buildings along the east 

side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 939: Örgön (Өргөн Зөрлөг) – 

This little hamlet is composed of 

several dozen dwellings all to the north 

side of the tracks and a large fluorspar 

mine about three kilometers to the 

southwest of town. The mine’s output 

is transported to the processing 

facilities at Bor-Öndör.  

 

➢ Km 964: Doloodyn khundii 

(Долоодин хундии Зөрлөг) – Three 

houses along the north side of the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 986: Ulaan-Uul (Улаан-Уул 

Зөрлөг; “Red Mountain”) – A large 

town of at least several hundred 

buildings and yurts, all of which are to 

the west side of the rail line. Many maps refer to this town as “Erdene” (Эрдене); that’s the 

name of its “Sum” (Сум), the district designation below that of a province or Aimag 

(Аймаг). Also, this Ulaan-Uul is not to be confused with the Sum of the same name in 

Khövsgöl (Хөвсгөл) Aimag, the northernmost of Mongolia’s 21 aimags and location of 

Mongolia’s most famous and sacred body of water, Lake Khövsgöl (Хөвсгөл нуур).  
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KM 1113: Zamyn-Üüd Railway Station 

➢ Km 1006: Nomt (Номть Зөрлөг) – A tiny settlement of five structures along the west side of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1018: Tsagaan Khad (Цагаан Хад Зөрлөг) – A tiny settlement consisting of the rail 

station plus three buildings, all on the east side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1031: Sumangiin zoo (Сумангийн зоо Зөрлөг) – A half dozen buildings along the south 

side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1046: Avgyn gol (Авгин гол Зөрлөг) – Three buildings on the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1069: Nart khoshuu (Нарт хошуу Зөрлөг) – A little station building on the east side of 

the tracks and six large buildings, all in a row, on the west side.  

 

➢ Km 1092: Shargyn-Ovoo (Шаргин-Овоо Зөрлөг) – A small settlement of about half a 

dozen buildings on the south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1113: Zamyn-Üüd or Dzamyn Ude Railway Station (Mongolian: Замын-Үүд Өртөө; 

Russian: станция Дзамын Удэ; English: “Road’s Gate”) – This little border town is located 

on the historic overland trading route known as the “Tea Road” between Russia and Kalgan, 

China. Kalgan is today called Zhangjiakou (Chinese: 张家口; pinyin: Zhāng jiā kǒu). Zamyn-

Üüd has about 11,500 residents and is 

the last town and last stop in Mongolia 

on the way to China. It is the only 

authorized border crossing for third-

country nationals between Mongolia 

and China. For this reason, it handles 

more than 1,000,000 border crossings 

a year. The town is quite compact and 

lies entirely on the west side of the rail 

line. Anything of interest is within a 

couple of blocks in front of the train 

station; there is nothing but endless 

empty desert on the east side of the 

railroad tracks.  

 

Zamyn-Üüd is about 12 to 16 hours to or from Ulaan Baatar by rail depending on how 

express the train is. Schedules vary, but in general most day trains leave anywhere from 

7:00AM to 9:00AM and arrive near midnight on the same day. Overnight trains by and large 

depart anywhere from 5:00PM in the afternoon until around 9:00PM and arrive about 

9:00AM to 11:00AM the next morning. In the summer months, soft-sleeper berths on the 

train can be notoriously difficult to come by. Hard sleeper sometimes not so easy either.  

 

In heading to China by rail, Mongolian exit procedures take place in the train station for 

passengers with tickets to China. Compared with many borders in this part of the world, 

things move rather quickly here; customs inspections, immigration, visa check, take about an 
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KM 0: Erlian Nation Gate at Chinese Border 

hour to an hour and a half. The Mongolian border officials are usually more interested in 

local travelers than in western tourists. From the train station, it is exactly 4.5 kilometers 

southeast to the actual border. There is a fence. Two hundred meters south of the fence the 

train passes under a great modern glass “Arc de Triomphe” with “People’s Republic of 

China” emblazoned across the top. It’s officially known at the “Erlian Nation Gate” 

(Chinese: 二连国门; pinyin: Èr Lián Guó Mén). Once through, the train has entered China 

(simplified Chinese: 中国; traditional Chinese: 中國; pinyin: Zhōng guó; lit., “Middle Land” 

or more poetically, “Middle Kingdom”).  

 

About 500 meters to the west of the arch is the auto/bus/truck Chinese customs area that 

handles the highway traffic to and from Mongolia. The train does not yet stop, it continues 

almost five kilometers south to the Erenhot/Erlian Railway Station – which is enormous. 

After being in Mongolia, it’s almost like entering another world. There are dozens of sets of 

tracks in the marshaling yard in front of the main terminal and there are many, many shunt-

off lines where the bogie-changing procedures are done. The station is set up to 

accommodate a large volume of rail traffic.  

 

The Mongolian kilometer posts end and starting at Erenhot/Erlian, a new, descending 

sequence measuring the distance to/from Beijing begins.  

 

Road traffic departing Zamyn-Üüd runs parallel 175 meters west of the rail line and passes 

through a large and extremely busy customs facility shortly before the border fence. Busses 

and trucks can line up here for hours. Hundreds may be seen in the parking lots. Once cleared 

at Mongolian customs, it’s 850 

meters to the fence, then 

another 500 meters to the 

Chinese customs control. The 

west side of the facility is for 

inbound traffic; east side is for 

outbound. No one is allowed 

to walk the 1.5 kilometers 

between the two customs 

facilities. There are local taxi 

drivers who take passengers 

back and forth all day long. 

They charge a couple of 

dollars. Once cleared at China 

customs and immigration, it’s a little more than one kilometer south to the Erenhot/Erlian 

city limits or about five kilometers to the main downtown roundabout traffic circle. The city 

train station is three blocks east of the roundabout.  

 

➢ Km 0: No Man’s Land – The border between Mongolia and China, which here is marked by 

a fence and then the arch, is 4,677 kilometers long. It is China’s longest land border. Her 

border with Russia (in two sections) is the second-longest at 3,645 kilometers. China has a 

total of 22,117 kilometers (13,743 miles) of international borders which makes it the most of 

any country. In all, China has land boundaries with 14 different nations, the most of any 
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China - "Zhōngguó" 
China is not known as "China" in China. That’s what we say; we take our word for the country from the 
"Qin" (or "Ch’in") Dynasty (221-206 B.C.) The Chinese say, in Romanized pinyin characters: 
"Zhōngguó." Here’s what it means. In simplified Chinese characters (used in the PRC), it’s: 中国; in 
traditional characters (Taiwan, Hong Kong, NYC Chinatown, it’s: 中國. The first character, pronounced 
"Zhōng," means "middle" or "center." The second character, pronounced "guó," means "country," 
"land," or "nation." See how easy this is?  So, their name for their country means "middle land" or 
"central country" or, how about "middle kingdom," or how about "middle of the world," or how about 
"center of the universe"?  All of these are perfectly good translations.  
 
If that, especially those latter renditions, seems a tad ego- or ethno-centric, think about this. We North 
Americans of European stock, come from countries around the Mediterranean. The word is derived 
from the Latin "mediterraneus," the first part of which is "medius," meaning "middle" or "center," the 
second part of which is "terra," meaning "earth," "land, " or "world. " So, in point of fact, we come from 
the "middle of the earth," or the "center of the world" as well. It seems to be a very human characteristic 
that everyone thinks that the world revolves around him or her and that we therefore are the center of 
the universe.  
 
Incidentally, although the Qin Dynasty, the first and shortest in Chinese history (15 years, two 
emporers), it began an imperial system that was to last more than two millennia, until 1912.  

KM 834: Erenhot/Erlian Railway Station 

country in the world along with 

Russia. If one counts China’s borders 

with Hong Kong and Macau – which 

remain firmly in place – then it has 16 

international borders.  

 

➢ Km 834: Erenhot/Erlian Railway 

Station (Mongolian: Эрээн хот; 

Chinese: 二连浩特火车站 ; pinyin: 

Èrlián hàotè huǒ chē zhàn) – This 

Chinese Inner Mongolian border town 

seems to have two names. Here’s why: 

“Erenhot” or more accurately “Ereen 

khot” is more or less the English 

pronunciation of the Mongolian name 

for the town (Mongolian: Эрээн хот). 

“Erlian” or “Erlyan” is the English approximation of the Chinese pronunciation for the same 

place (Chinese: 二连; pinyin: Èrlián). Since we’re now in China, we’ll simply call it Erlian.  

 

Regardless of which version of the town’s name you prefer, you have entered the “PRC” or 

the People’s Republic of China (华人民共和国; pinyin: Zhōnghuá Rénmín Gòng héguó), the 

third largest country on earth, after Russia and Canada. You’ve also entered the region of 

Inner Mongolia (Mongolian: Өвөр Монгол, “Öbür mongɣul”; Chinese: 内蒙古; pinyin; Nèi 

Měnggǔ, often spelled “Nei Mongol”).  
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Break-of-Gauge 
Erenhot/Erlian is the border point where the Trans-
Mongolian Rail Line makes a “break” (or change) of 
gauge – a place where one line of railway gauge 
meets a line of a different gauge. “Gauge“ in 
railroading refers to the distance between the inner 
sides of the heads of the two rails that make up a 
single railway line.  
 
Some 60 percent of the world’s railroads, including 
North America, much of South America, most of 
Europe, North Africa and the Middle East, much of 
Australia, and all of China use standard gauge. Also 
called “Stephenson’s Gauge,” for the rail engineer 
who pioneered its use, it is 1,435 mm (4 feet 81⁄2 
inches) across.  
 
Trains in Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan and 
most of the former Soviet Union, and Mongolia, 
however, run on a wide gauge of 1,520 mm (4 feet 
115⁄6 inches). Therefore, wherever lines of differing 
gauges meet, accommodation must be made. The 
most common solution is to change the bogies 
(wheel sets) underneath the carriages.  

 

The terms “Inner” and “Outer,” when referring to Mongolia, derive from the Manchu Qing 

Dynasty (Chinese: 清朝; pinyin: Qīng Cháo; 1644-1912) when they were (and still are) two 

distinct political and geographic regions. Outer Mongolia (Mongolian: Гадаад Монгол; 

Chinese: 外蒙古; pinyin: Wài Měnggǔ), pronounced Gadaad Mongol and mentioned earlier, 

has been an independent country for a century – ever since it declared its independence from 

the Chinese Republic in 1912. Its capital is 

Ulaan Baatar.  

 

Inner Mongolia is technically an 

autonomous region of the PRC. Its 
regional capital is Hohhot (Chinese: 呼和

浩特; pinyin: Hūhéhàotè). In area, it is the 

third largest region of China, after 

Xinjiang (Chinese: 新疆; pinyin: Xīnjiāng) 

and Tibet, which is called Xizang by the 
Chinese (Chinese: 西藏自治区 ; pinyin: 

Xīzàng Zìzhìqū). “Tibet” is its western 

name.  

 

The population of Inner Mongolia is almost 

25,000,000. It is one of 33 (34 if Taiwan is 

counted) political administrative entities 

that constitute China today. These political 

subdivisions include 22 provinces, five 

autonomous regions, four municipalities, 

and two “SARs” (special administrative 

regions; i.e., Hong Kong and Macau).  

 

Inner Mongolia is in turn subdivided into 

12 prefectures which are sometimes called 

“leagues” – an early Mongol term. The 12 

divisions are further subdivided into 101 

entities that go by several different names, 

but are the functional equivalent of 

counties.  

 

Ethnically, Inner Mongolia is only about 

17 percent Mongolian; roughly 80 percent 

of the region’s population is Han Chinese. 

Inner Mongolia has always been controlled 

by China. Although Mongolians are a 

minority in their own region, and all speak 

Chinese, they nevertheless culturally 

identify with Mongolia. Mongol culture is 
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Dinosaur Avenue Sauropods leading into Erlian 
The Sauropod group of dinosaurs includes the well-known genera 
such as Brachiosaurus, Diplodocus, Supersaurus, and Apatosaurus 
(formerly called Brontosaurus). Four-legged herbivores, they were 
the largest animals ever to have walked on the planet. They thrived 
during the Jurassic Period 150 million years ago and their fossil 
remains have been discovered on every continent except Anarctica.  

their common heritage and their common language. Mongolians on both sides of the China-

Mongolia border are fiercely proud of being Mongolian.  

 

Erlian is a city of almost 75,000 inhabitants located in the Gobi Desert on the border with 

Mongolia not quite ten kilometers south of the Mongolian border town of Zamyn-Üüd. It is 

one of two major hubs of rail transportation between China and Russia – and by extension, 

Europe. The other hub is Manzhouli (Russian: Маньчжурия; Chinese: 满洲里 ; pinyin: 

Mǎnzhōulǐ; Mongolian: Маньчжу), a city of 300,000 at the northern end of Chinese Inner 

Mongolia. Manzhouli is 

located on the Chinese 

border across from its 

Russian counterpart border 

city of Zaibaykalsk 

(Russian: Забайкальск). 

Manzhouli and 

Zaybaykalsk are on the 

Trans-Manchurian Rail 

Line. They are almost 800 

kilometers northeast of 

Erlian as the crow flies. 

(For details of the Trans-

Manchurian Rail route, see 

Chapter 5).  

 

Erlian is most famous in 

China as the “Dinosaur 

City.” All around the town 

and particularly at a nearby 

salt lake known as Ereen Dabusen Naoer (Chinese: 额热恩达布森卓尔; pinyin: Érèēn dábù 

sēn zhuóěr; Mongolian: Эрендавс нуур; lit., “Colorful Salt Lake”), there have been 

hundreds of dinosaur bone discoveries unearthed by paleontologists. The “lake” – most often 

a dried salt pan – is a dozen kilometers northeast of the city. Further afield, about 60 

kilometers east, is the Tongur Dinosaur Graveyard Ruins (Chinese: 通古尔恐龙墓地; pinyin: 

Tōng Gǔěr Kǒnglóng Mùdì). It’s in Saihangaobi Township (Chinese: 赛罕高毕苏木; pinyin: 

Sàihǎn gāo bìsū mù). It’s also a dinosaur bone repository. In the city is the Erlian Dinosaur 

Museum (Chinese: 二连浩特恐龙博物馆; pinyin: Èr Lián Hàotè Kǒnglóng Bówùguǎn).  

 

Continuing with this dinosaur theme, in 2006 Erlian erected a giant arch of two kissing 

Sauropods over the highway coming into town. Extending over a span of 80 meters, they are 

claimed to be the largest dinosaur statues in the world. The road has been re-named 

“Dinosaur Avenue” (Chinese: 恐龙大道; pinyin: Kǒnglóng Dàdào) and it is lined with 50 

dinosaurs of different species. In addition to the dinosaurs on the avenue, there are a number 

of other dinosaur statues here and there around town.  
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Changing Bogies at the 
China-Mongolia Border 

As recently as 1992, Erlian had a population of only 8,000. After the Chinese declared the 

city an international trade zone, its growth exploded. It is not yet finished; new construction 

is everywhere. Future plans envision more specialized track and rail cars that use variable 

gauge axles that eliminate the need for a change of wheels when traveling to Mongolia. Both 

Manzhouli to the north and Erlian are “break-of-gauge” stations for the railway. Erlian is a 

mandatory stop not only because of Chinese immigration and customs, but because it is a 

break-of-gauge. There are several remedies to accommodate a change of railroad gauge but 

the most common is to lift the railroad cars (by winches or hydraulic jacks) and roll in 

underneath a fresh set of “bogies,” the wheel undercarriages of the trains. As can be 

imagined, this process takes some time – figure on three to four hours at this frontier post for 

the change.  

 

It seems to vary with the seasons, or perhaps the mood of the officials – but most of the time 

everyone has to get out of the train and hang around the station while the bogies are changed. 

The train is shunted off to a changing shed and passengers wait in the terminal. Other times, 

rail officials allow passengers to peacefully slumber 

in bed, having only to give up one’s passport for a 

while. You’ll feel a little jolt when the carriage is 

raised a meter or two off the ground, but other than 

this, it’s possible to sleep through all the excitement. 

On one occasion some years ago, I was allowed to 

exit my carriage and visit the wheel-changing shed 

and take pictures. Usually however, they kick you out 

– too dangerous, they say. Maybe those 10 Yuan 

notes I was passing around helped avert the danger?  

 

On the weekly Trans-Mongolian train Number 004 

east from Moscow to Beijing, the bogie-changing and 

customs procedures take place between about 

9:00PM and 1:00AM. On the Number 003 from 

Beijing west, the time is around 8:00PM to Midnight. 

Some other trains make the switch during daylight 

hours. When the bogies have been switched and 

immigration formalities are finished, it’s about 12 to 

13 hours to Beijing if you’re on a direct train.  

 

China has a vast rail network and there are several 

alternative routes to reach Beijing. The rail kilometer distance naturally varies depending on 

the route taken. On a common route most often used by the Trans-Mongolian Line, Erlian is 

834 kilometers northwest of Beijing. We’ll use that route and note the distance in descending 

kilometers all the way from here to Beijing Main Station. By another commonly used route 

however, the distance is 843 kilometers and you may see that distance on other timetables. 

Not only may the route vary, but the arrival station in Beijing may vary. There are trains 

from Erlian to Beijing’s Main Station, Beijing West Station, and Beijing North Station. The 

total travel distance can vary by some 25 kilometers depending on which arrival station the 
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Country Profile - China 
The People’s Republic of China (PRC), also known as 
Mainland China, Communist China, or Red China, is the 
third largest country on earth, geographically – after 
Russia and Canada (the U.S. is fourth). It extends 
approximately 5,500 kilometers (3,400 miles) from 
north to south and about 5,200 kilometers (3,200 
miles) from east to west. China has the distinction of 
sharing its borders, more than 22,000 kilometers 
(14,000 miles) of them, with 14 countries (16 if one 
includes Hong Kong or Macau). That’s more neighbors, 
along with Russia, than any other country. It also has a 
long seacoast, about 14,000 kilometers (8,700 miles), 
on the east and southeast, facing the Yellow Sea, East 
China Sea, Taiwan Strait, and South China Sea. Although 
China should encompass four separate time zones, in the 
interest of simplicity, the entire nation is on one – 
Beijing time. In terms of people, it is the most populous 
country in the world, with over 1.3 billion people.  
 
Greatly simplified, China’s terrain consists of plains, 
deltas, and hills in the east; mountains, high plateaus, 
and deserts in the west. Its climate varies from tropical in 
south to subarctic in the north. Its landscape is diverse, 
with forest steppes and deserts (the Gobi and 
Taklamakan) in the dry north near Mongolia and 
Russia's Siberia, and subtropical forests in the south close 
to Vietnam, Laos, and Myanmar (Burma). In the west, 
the land is rugged and inaccessible. There are extremely 
high altitudes in the Himalayas and the Tian Shan 
mountain ranges, which form China's natural borders 
with India and Central Asia. By contrast, China's eastern 
seaboard is low-lying and has many valuable ports.  
 
China’s territory includes the earth’s highest point, Mt. 
Everest, 8,848 meters (29,029 feet); and the second 
lowest, the Turpan Depression (Turpan Pendi) at 154 
meters (505 feet) below sea level. China has three great 
river systems within her borders: the Yangtze (Chang 
Jiang), the third-longest river in the world at 6,300 km 
(3,915 miles); the Yellow River (Huang He), 5,464 km 
(3,395 miles); and the Pearl River (Zhu Jiang), 2,200 
km (1,367 miles). A fourth great river, the Amur (2,824 
km (1,755 miles), or in Chinese the Heilong Jiang, she 
shares with Russia as their common border for 
approximately 1,600 km (1,000 miles).  

train uses. For reference, the distance 

between Erlian and Beijing as the crow 

flies is 555 kilometers.  

 

Speaking of crows, persons wishing to 

avoid the long ride to Beijing can fly. 

Erlian Saiwusu International Airport 

(Chinese: 二连浩特赛乌苏国际机场 ; 

pinyin: Èrliánhàotè Sàiwūsū Guójì 

Jīchǎng), 30 kilometers south of the 

city near the tiny village of Saiwusu, 

has daily flights to Beijing as well as 

flights to Ulaan Baatar, Hohhot, and 

Xilinhot (Chinese: 锡林浩特 ; pinyin: 

Xīlínhàotè; Mongolian: Шилийн хот). 

That latter city is a center of Mongol 

tradition and custom in Inner Mongolia. 

It is particularly well known for its 

annual summer Naadam Festival.  

 

For those on a very tight budget – or 

those who cannot secure plane or train 

tickets, there are overnight sleeper 

busses to Beijing. These operate out of 

the Muxiyuan Long-Distance Bus 
Station (Chinese: 木 樨 园 客 运 站 ; 

pinyin: Mùxī yuán kèyùn zhàn). 

Naturally, there are busses to Hohhot 

and Xilinhot as well. It’s about 350 

kilometers south by road to Hohhot and 

takes six or seven hours. To Xilinhot, 

it’s approximately 350 kilometers due 

east by road.  

 

➢ Km 820: Xili (Chinese: 西里; pinyin: 

Xī lǐ) – A couple of small railroad 

service buildings along the west side of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 810: Saiwusu (Chinese: 赛乌苏 ; 

pinyin: Sàiwūsū) – This little village to 

the west of the rail line has the Erlian 

Aiport five kilometers further to the 

southwest.  
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KM 675: Zhurihe Desert Warfare Training Base 

➢ Km 778: Qiha Rigetu (Chinese: 齐哈日格图; pinyin: Qí hārì gé tú) – A very carefully 

planned small village of artificial irrigation on a large scale immediately west of the tracks. 

 

➢ Km 758: Branch Line Northeast – At this point, a spur branches off and runs 45 kilometers 

to the Chagannuo Erjiankuang (Chinese: 查干淖尔碱矿; pinyin: Chá gàn nào'ěr jiǎn kuàng), 

a tremendous open-air alkaline-potash mine. Its massive tailings and washings have produced 

Lake Chagannaoer (Chinese: 查干淖尔; pinyin: Chá gàn nào'ěr), an artificial lake about five 

kilometers in diameter.  

 
➢ Km 757: Gurban Obo (Chinese: 古尔班敖包; pinyin: Gǔ ěr bān áobāo) – A minor railroad 

station and passing yard.  

 

➢ Km 718: Sonid Youqi (Chinese: 苏尼特右旗; pinyin: Sū ní tè yòu qí) – This large town of 

approximately 68,000 persons is less than 100 kilometers from the southern edge of the Gobi 

Desert – yet here it is still the Gobi. There is nothing but the bleakest of desert, with some 

occasional dry grassland as far as the eye can see in every direction. The Chinese name for 

the town is Saihantalazhen (Chinese: 赛汉塔拉镇; pinyin: Sài hàn tǎ lā zhèn).  

 

Less than a kilometer north before reaching the station, a short spur runs off to the northeast 

about two kilometers. It connects to the city’s fuel depot and an industrial site. In fact, just 

about everything to the east of the rail line is industrial. The majority of the city, at least 80 

percent of the town, lies to the west of the rail line. If you need to stay here, there are good 

hotels at reasonable prices. It’s not a bad town.  

 

➢ Km 675: Zhurihezhen Railway 

Station (Chinese: 朱日和镇站; pinyin: 

Zhū rì hé zhèn zhàn) – Also written as 

“Jurhin,” this small city, all of which 

lies to the east side of the rail line, is a 

stop on many of the trains between 

Beijing and Mongolia. It is best known 

to members of the PLA (People’s 

Liberation Army) for the Zhurihe 

Combined Tactics Training Base, a 

1,000 square kilometer desert warfare 

training center about 20 kilometers 

southwest of the city. Developed in 

1957 and kept top secret for more than 

fifty years, it is the largest military 

training base in Asia. The PLA opened the base in 2003 to official visitors from many 

countries, including the United States, on goodwill tours. There is a small military airbase, 

also about 20 kilometers southwest of Zhurihe, or about ten kilometers northwest of the 

Training Base.  
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KM 580: Inner Mongolia Gobi Grasslands 

The PLA’s China Military Online website reports that: “With information technology as its 

support and computer network as its platform, the base integrates five major systems, 

namely, the directing, adjusting and monitoring system, the battlefield environment 

simulation system, the computer-aided assessment system, the comprehensive support 

system and the base management system.” It’s a modern high-tech battlefield environment 

on which Zhurihe’s soldiers train.  

 

➢ Km 640: Bayanzhurihe Sumu (Chinese: 巴彦朱日和苏木; pinyin: Ba yàn zhū rì hé sū mù) – 

This tiny settlement lies adjacent to the east side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 625: Xinminjiang (Chinese: 新民乡; pinyin: Xīnmín xiāng) – This little hamlet is also 

entirely on the east side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 618: Xingwang (Chinese: 兴旺; pinyin: Xīngwàng) – There are three tiny villages here. 

Xingwang is along both sides of the rail line. Liujiagou (Chinese: 刘家沟; pinyin: Liú jiā 

gōu) is perhaps 500 meters to the northeast and Dawanzi (Chinese: 大丸子; pinyin: Dà 

wánzi) is 500 meters southwest.  

 
➢ Km 611: Huangyangcheng (Chinese: 黄羊城; pinyin: Huáng yángchéng) – The tiniest of 

villages, this one along the west side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 605: Tumuertaizhen (Chinese: 土牧尔台镇; pinyin: Tǔ mù ěr tái zhèn) – By Inner 

Mongolian standards, this is a pretty large town. It occupies at least a dozen blocks north to 

south and east to west on both sides of the railroad station.  

 

➢ Km 600: Tasihai (Chinese: 它似海; pinyin: Tā sì hǎi) – A tiny village on the west side of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 598: Aguituxiang (Chinese: 阿贵图乡; 

pinyin: Ē guì tú xiāng) – Another very 

small village, this one spread over both 

sides of the tracks. Immediately adjacent to 

the west is the even smaller village of 

Xiwang Bingcun (Chinese: 息网并存 ; 

pinyin: Xī wǎng bìngcún).  

 

➢ Km 590: Sanguifang (Chinese: 三规范 ; 

pinyin: Sān guīfàng) – A tiny hamlet just 

to the west of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 588: Honggeertuxiang (Chinese: 洪格

尔图县; pinyin: Hóng gé ěr tú xi’àn) – The 

smallest of villages, this one to the east side 

of the railroad.  
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Chinese Railroad Terms 
English  Chinese  Pinyin 
Train  火车  Huǒ chē 
Railway  铁路  Tiělù 
Railroad  铁道  Tiědào 
Train Station 火车站  Huǒchē zhàn 
Station  站  zhàn 
Branch Line 支线  Zhīxiàn 
Line  线  Xiàn  

➢ Km 585: Qiaojiacun (Chinese: 桥架村 ; pinyin: Qiáojià cūn) – This small village runs 

alongside the south of the rail line as the line has turned east for a short distance.  

 

➢ Km 583: Chenjiacun (Chinese: 陈家村; pinyin: Chén jiā cūn) – Another tiny village, this one 

to the west side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 579: Wulan Hada Sumu (Chinese: 乌兰哈达苏木; pinyin: Wū lán hādá sū mù) – A fairly 

large village all to the east of the rail line.  

 
➢ Km 571: Wujiacun (Chinese: 吴家村; pinyin: Wú jiā cūn) – A tiny village to the west of the 

rails.  

 

➢ Km 559: Qahar Youyi Houqi (Chinese: 察哈尔 

右翼 后 旗; pinyin: Cháhā'ěr Yòuyì Hòuqí) – 

The name of this large town which is 

developed on both sides of the railway is 

Bayan Qagan (Chinese: 巴彦查干; pinyin: Ba 

yàn chá gān); it is the regional center of the 

township of Qahar Youyi Houqi. The 

population of the district is sightly more than 

210,000.  

 

The change in scenery is quite remarkable. From almost complete desert and dry grassland, it 

has changed in less than 50 kilometers to green. There are also lakes. Surrounding Qahar 

Youyi Houqi are three: Baiyinnao, two kilometers northwest; Wulan Hushao Haizi, ten 

kilometers northeast; and the Shimenkou Reservoir, twelve kilometers to the southeast. There 

will be many more such small lakes as the train continues south towards the more moderate 

and humid climate of Beijing.  

 

Incidentally, the name “Qahar Youyi Houqi” is merely the Chinese approximate 

pronunciation of the original Mongolian words that translate as: Qahar Right Rear Banner.” 

The rail line passes by a few more similarly-named counties: “Qahar Youyi Qianqi” means 

Qahar Right Front Banner; and “Qahar Youyi Zhongqi” is Qahar Right Middle Banner.  

 

➢ Km 550: Xiajianghexiang (Chinese: 下降和县; pinyin: Xiàjiàng hé xi’àng) – A fairly large 

village spread across both sides of the rail line. The surrounding area is highly cultivated with 

crops.  

 

➢ Km 546: Hongshengcun (Chinese: 红生村; pinyin: Hóng shēng cūn) – This small village is 

all to the east of the rail line.  
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➢ Km 541: Branch Line Northeast – This is the beginning of the major line across central Inner 

Mongolia. The line first travels approximately 45 kilometers to Shangdu (Mongolian: 

Шангду; Chinese: 上都 ; pinyin: Shàngdū; lit., “Higher Capital”), legendary summer 

headquarters of Kublai Khan (Mongolian: Хубилай хаан; Chinese: 忽必烈; pinyin: Hū bì liè; 

1215-94). Although the Shangdu site was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site several 

years ago, Kublai Khan’s city of some 100,000 persons is no more than a collection of ruins. 

Shangdu today is a modern Chinese Inner Mongolian city of several hundred thousand 

residents.  

 

From Shangdu, the line continues some 250 kilometers northeast to a three-way divide: one 

dead-end branch runs north about 160 kilometers to Xilinhot; a second dead-end branch runs 

south about 70 kilometers to Zhenglanqi; and the main line continues generally east more 

than 600 kilometers to Tongliao (Chinese: 通辽; pinyin: Tōngliáo). From there, connections 

can be made northeast to Harbin (Chinese: 哈尔滨; pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn), east to Changchun 

(Chinese: 长春 ; pinyin: Chángchūn), or southeast to Shenyang (Chinese: 沈阳 ; pinyin: 

Shěnyáng). With a population of about 400,000 – and half of that Mongolian, Tongliao is one 

of the largest cities of Inner Mongolia.  

 

Xilinhot (Mongolian: Шилийн хот; Chinese: 锡林浩特; pinyin: Xīlín hàotè) is the seat of 

Xilin Gol League (Mongolian: Шилийн Гол аймаг; Chinese: 锡林郭勒盟 ; pinyin: 

Xīlínguōlēi méng). A “league” is the prefectural level subdivision of the Autonomous Region 

of Inner Mongolia. The Mongolian word for league is “Aimag” (Mongolian: Аймаг; 

Chinese: 盟; pinyin: méng). Although historically there were 12 leagues, this terminology is 

being phased out in favor of prefecture-level cities – which are not really cities at all, they are 

like provinces. The leagues (or prefecture-level cities) are further subdivided into county-
level cities, counties, and “banners” (Mongolian: Хошуу; Chinese: 旗; pinyin: qí), the latter a 

Mongolian term that translates as “flag” or “banner” and essentially means “county.” Both 

Xilinhot and Erlian/Erenhot, for example, are county-level cities of Xilin Gol League.  

 

Xilinhot is a city of some 150,000 persons. Economically, it is a center of coal-mining; 

culturally, it is a center of Mongolian culture. They celebrate a large Naadam Festival every 

summer. There is an airport.  

 

Zhenglanqi (Chinese: 正蓝旗; pinyin: Zhèng lán qí) is an attractive and popular Mongolian 

grasslands city of some 83,000 persons located along the Shandian River (Chinese: 闪电河; 

pinyin: Shǎn diàn). The 200 kilometer-long Shandian is the most important headwater of the 

Luan River (Chinese: 滦河; pinyin: Luánhé). The Shandian ends and the Luan begins at 

Shuangshan Reservoir (Chinese: 双山水库; pinyin: Shuāng shān shuǐkù), about 30 kilometers 

downstream northeast of Zhenglanqi.  

 

From the reservoir, the Luan flows southwest some 600 kilometers through Inner Mongolia 

to the Bohai Sea (Chinese: 渤海; pinyin: Bó Hǎi), passing Duolun (Chinese: 多伦县; pinyin: 

Duōlún Xiàn), the Great Wall (Chinese: 万里长城; pinyin: Wànlǐ chángchéng), and Chengde 

(Chinese: 承德; pinyin: Chéngdé) along the way. It is crossed by the Trans-Manchurian 
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Railway Line about 60 kilometers northeast of Tangshan (Chinese: 唐山; pinyin: Tángshān). 

Its mouth on the Bohai is about 100 kilometers east of Tangshan and 75 kilometers southwest 
of Shanhaiguan (Chinese: 山海关; pinyin: Shānhǎiguān).  

 

➢ Km 540: Benhongxiang (Chinese: 本宏县; pinyin: Běn hóng xi’àn) – Only a little more than 

a kilometer after passing the eastern branch turnoff, the train passes through this small 

village. Most of it is to the west side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 535: Hejia Dicun (Chinese: 和家地村; pinyin: Hé jiā de cūn) – A very tiny place all to 

the west of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 532: Daliuhaoxiang (Chinese: 大六好县; pinyin: Dà liù hǎo xi’àn) – It looks like one 

long village over four kilometers long running parallel to the west side of the rail line, but it’s 

really about five or six villages starting with this one.  

 
➢ Km 516: Songquancun (Chinese: 松泉村; pinyin: Sōngquán cūn) – A tiny settlement on the 

west side of the tracks.  

 
➢ Km 515: Lijia Pocun (Chinese: 李家坡村; pinyin: Lijiāpō cūn) – Another tiny settlement on 

the west side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 512: Yadifang (Chinese: 亚地方; pinyin: Yà dì fāng) – There is a little station building 

here and it’s a stop on some local trains. The tiny village is immediately south of the tracks. 

A large rail service shed is just behind the station to the north.  

 

➢ Km 507: Cross the Bawang River (Chinese: 霸王河; pinyin: Bàwáng hé; “King” River, but 

really “Despot”) – The river crossing here is almost 100 meters wide; there are twin bridges 

about 100 meters apart for the line is double-tracked. The Bawang begins in the hills 

approximately 50 kilometers to the west of the rail crossing. From here it flows close to 30 

kilometers southeast until it empties into the Huangqi Sea (Chinese: 黄旗海; pinyin: Huángqí 

hǎi), a large but shallow lake about 16 kilometers long by five wide. It has an average depth 

of around four meters (12 feet). Several other rivers flow into the Huangqi, but like many 

such lakes in Inner Mongolia, it has no exit.  

 

➢ Km 505: Branch Line Southeast – This very short spur runs four kilometers to a coal yard. 

The coal yard serves the city’s power plant which is adjacent to it.  

 

➢ Km 503: Jining Railway Station (Chinese: 集宁火车站; pinyin: Jí níng huǒchē zhàn) – This 

large station lies at the western end of a great marshaling yard. It’s over a kilometer long and 

holds about 30 parallel lines of track. This is not the passenger station; that is next.  

 

➢ Km 502: Branch Line West – About one kilometer after the sorting station, the Trans-

Mongolian Line takes a sharp 90 degree turn to the left. The branch line continues straight 

ahead to the west. From this junction, trains run over 150 kilometers to Hohhot (Mongolian: 
Хөх хот; Chinese: 呼和浩特; pinyin: Hūhé hàotè) and another 175 kilometers further west to 
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Open-Cast Mining 
Also called “open-cut” or “open-pit,” this surface 
mining technique extracts stone and minerals by digging 
them up and removing them from the earth. By 
definition, it leaves a large hole in the ground. An 
advantage is that it is inherently safer than extractive 
methods that require tunneling into the earth. A 
disadvantage is that it can leave a tremendous eye-sore. 
Open-cast mining is best suited to the removal of vast 
amounts of usually soft materials such as sand or gravel 
that lie close to the surface. Underground tunneling is 
required when minerals occur in veins in hard rock deep 
under the surface of the earth. Materials typically 
extracted from open-cast mines are coal, clay, gypsum, 
gravel, copper, iron, gold, silver, diamonds, and 
uranium. Several of these are also retrieved by tunneling.  

Baotou (Mongolian: Бугaт хот; Chinese: 包头; pinyin: Bāotóu). The station to change trains 

for this branch line is Jining South Station.  

 

Hohhot is the capital of Inner Mongolia and a large modern city of just under 2,000,000 

persons. A little less than ten percent are ethnic Mongolian; the vast majority of the city’s 

population is Han Chinese. Hohhot is a popular summertime destination for Chinese (and 

others) seeking a grasslands adventure. Horseback riding, outdoor barbeques, and sleeping in 

a yurt are part of the picture. The city’s name means “Blue City” a reference to the Mongol 

culture’s association with the blue sky, eternity, and purity. It’s the theme of the Mongolian 

state flag.  

 

Baotou is a prefecture-level city, one of 

twelve districts that constitute Inner 

Mongolia. The overall province has a 

population of about 2,650,000 and the 

urban area itself has around 1,750,000 

residents. The city is mostly industrial 

and located in the west-central section 

of Inner Mongolia. Baotou is less than 

three percent ethnic Mongolian; the 

rest of the city is Han Chinese with 

very small amounts of several other 

minorities.  

 

A short dead-end spur line runs from 

Baotou approximately 50 kilometers 

northeast to the mining towns of 

Baihugou (Chinese: 白狐沟; pinyin: Bái 

hú gōu) and Tianyigong (Chinese: 田义

功; pinyin: Tián yì gōng).  

 

Another dead-end spur line runs due 

north from Baotou about 140 

kilometers to the Bayan Obo Mining 

District (Chinese: 白 云 鄂 博 矿 区 ; 

pinyin: Báiyún Èbó Kuàng qū). The 

twin open-cast mines located there, 

some of the largest on the planet, 

constitute the greatest deposits of rare 

earth metals ever discovered. Bayan 

Obo alone supplies more than 50 percent of the entire global production of rare earths. There 

are several side branches along the way to Bayan Obo as well.  

 

Rare earth metals are a set of 17 chemical elements in the periodic table. They are used in 

hundreds of products from aerospace components, cell-phones, superconductors, light bulbs, 
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The Yellow River – “China’s Sorrow” 
At 5,464 kilometers (3,395 miles) in length, the “Huang He” (黄河), or 
Yellow River, is the second-longest river in Asia after the Yangtze and the 
sixth-longest in the world. It is called “yellow” because of its color; it is 
the most silt-laden river in the world. It picks up endless tons of yellow 
“loess” soil along its course and never runs clear except in its uppermost 
reaches. It’s known as “China’s Sorrow” because of its tendency to 
overflow its banks and flood – sometimes with devastating consequences. 
Historical records document that it has killed millions of persons, 
repeatedly, including in the 20th Century. Its source waters begin on the 
Tibetan Qinghai plateau and it generally runs its course from west to east 
with the exception of a giant clockwise 270 degree turn through Inner 
Mongolia, passing just below the cities of Baotou and Hohhot. This 
section is known as the “Ordos Loop” (鄂尔多斯). Its mouth is on the 
Bohai Sea, the innermost sea of the Yellow Sea – which incidentally draws 
its name and color from the Yellow River. The Chinese say: “When the 
Huang He flows clear” in the same spirit that English speakers say: “When 
hell freezes over” or “When pigs fly.” The river’s course does not intersect 
with the Trans-Mongolian Railway. About the closet the river comes to 
the line is 160 kilometers due west of Datong.  

camera lenses, spark plugs, lasers, ceramics, batteries, fluorescent lamps, fiber-optics, 

stainless steel, and nuclear medicine. They are called “rare” because although they are 

relatively plentiful throughout the planet, they are not usually found concentrated in an 

economically 

exploitable deposit. The 

mining of rare earths is 

particularly challenging 

and the sites containing 

them have been prone 

to extraordinary 

environmental damage.  

 

Also from Baotou, a 

southern line leads 

close to 100 kilometers 

to Dongsheng 

(Mongolian: Донгшенг 

хот; Chinese: 东 胜 ; 

pinyin: Dōng sheng), a 

city of some 230,000 

person about 30 

kilometers northeast of 

Ordos (Mongolian: 

Ордос хот; Chinese: 鄂

尔 多 斯 ; pinyin: 

È'ěrduōsī). Both cities 

have sizeable Mongol 

minority populations. 

Dongsheng is the 

capital of the Ordos 

region, one of 12 that 

make up Inner 

Mongolia. From 

Dongsheng, there is a 

connecting line over 

800 kilometers south to 
Xi’An (Chinese: 西安 ; 

pinyin: Xī'ān) and another east 400 kilometers to Fengzhen (Chinese: 丰镇 ; pinyin: 

Fēngzhèn). Fengzhen is about 90 kilometers due south of Jining on the Trans-Mongolian 

Line. We’ll be reaching it shortly.  

 

If one stays on the main line west from Baotou, after about 250 kilometers, it turns south and 

and west and eventually travels over 1,000 kilometers to Lanzhou (Chinese: 兰州; pinyin: 

Lánzhōu), a city of over 2,000,000 persons on the Yellow River (Chinese: 黄河; pinyin: 

Huáng hé). Lanzhou is in the heart of the Gansu (Chinese: 甘肃; pinyin: Gānsù) or Hexi 
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Corridor (Chinese: 河西走廊 ; pinyin: Héxī zǒuláng), a little more than 600 kilometers 

northwest of Xi’An and on the main line of the Silk Road to Ürümqi (Chinese: 乌鲁木齐; 

pinyin: Wūlǔmùqí) and beyond. Incidentally, the Yellow River, in its great clockwise 

northern turn between Lanzhou and Xi’An, flows just below Baotou and Hohhot.  

 

➢ Km 501: Jining South Railway Station (Chinese: 集宁火车站南; pinyin: Jí níng huǒchē 

zhàn nán) – Another kilometer beyond the branch line turn-off and the train arrives at Jining 
South (Chinese: 集宁南站; pinyin: Jí níng nán zhàn). This is the main passenger station and 

it’s enormous. The station serves Jining District (Chinese: 集宁区; pinyin: Jí níng qū), which 

is the administrative capital of Ulanqab (Mongolian: Улаанцав хот; Chinese: 乌兰察布; 

pinyin: Wūlánchábù Shì), a prefecture-level city and one of 12 divisions that make up Inner 

Mongolia. The population of Ulanqab is approximately 2,200,000 and over 96 percent are 

Han Chinese. Jining has about 320,000 residents.  

 

On many maps Jining is shown as Ulanqab, also spelled Ulaan Chab. It’s confusing, but 

technically Jining is the district and Ulanqab is the city – when in fact, Jining is the city and 

Ulanqab is a much larger administrative division.  

 

Jining is an important junction and centrally-located railway hub where the north-south 

Trans-Mongolian Line intersects with several east-west China rail lines, most notably the 

Beijing-Baotou Railway, also called the Jingbao Railway (Chinese: 京包铁路; pinyin: Jīng 

bāo tiělù). As its name indicates, the 824 kilometer-long line connects Beijing and Baotou. 

The Trans-Mongolian train will be using the Jingbao Line from here all the way to Beijing.  

 

The first section of the line between Beijing and Zhangjiakou was originally known as the 

“Imperial Peking-Kalgan Railway” and was built between 1905 and 1909. It was the first 

railway designed and built entirely by the Chinese. The chief engineer was Jeme Tien Yow 

(Chinese: 詹天佑 ; pinyin: Zhān Tiānyòu; 1861-1919), known today as the “Father” of 

China’s railways. He is buried at the Qinglongqiao Railway Station. Jeme Tien Yow’s 

original line was extended from Zhangjiakou (Kalgan) to Hohhot in 1921 and further 

extended to Baotou in 1923.  

 

➢ Km 493: Guyingpan Railway Station (Chinese: 古营盘站; pinyin: Gǔ yíng pán zhàn) – This 

village could be said to mark the end of the built-up area south of Jining.  
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➢ Km 492: Branch Line Southeast – Technically this is not a branch. It’s the connection point 

where the track of a new CHR high-speed line that is not yet open meets the existing rail 

system. When operational, the train will stop at Jining South Station, not here. It’s more than 

half-completed and when finished the line will be the first CHR service in Inner Mongolia. 

The line runs between Hohhot and Zhangjiakou (Chinese: 张家口; pinyin: Zhāng jiā kǒu) 

with one stop in Ulanqab (Jining South). The current route is over 450 kilometers long and 

takes anywhere from six to eight hours. The new high-speed service, which runs on dedicated 

rails over an entirely new route, is only 286 kilometers long. Travel time will be about an 

hour. The new line goes underneath the mountains between Ulanqab and Zhangjiakou and 

many, many kilometers are through tunnels built especially for this new service.  

 

➢ Km 487: Shengliying (Chinese: 申立银; pinyin: Shēnglì yíng) – A very tiny village to the 

east of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 486: Sujicun Railway Station (Chinese: 苏集村站; pinyin: Sū jí cūn zhàn) – A little 

village on the west side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 479: Naji Railway Station (Chinese: 纳继站; pinyin: Nà jí zhàn) – This tiny village to 

the west side of the rail line is listed on some maps as Naobaogou (Chinese: 纳包沟; pinyin: 

Nào bāo gōu).  

 

➢ Km 477: Zhanggaigou (Chinese: 张爱国; pinyin: Zhāng'àiguó) – A tiny village on the east 

side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 470: Tuguiwula Railway Station (Chinese: 土贵乌拉站; pinyin: Tǔ guì wūlā zhàn) – 

Tuguiwula is the name of the station; Chahar Youyi Qianqi (Chinese: 察哈尔右翼前旗; 

pinyin: Chá hā ěr yòuyì qián qí) is the name of the district, it’s one of the 11 subdivisions 

that make up Ulanqab. The name of the town is Tuguiwulaxiang (Chinese: 土贵乌拉乡; 

pinyin: Tǔ guì wūlā xiāng). It’s a large town of about 250,000 inhabitants located about five 

kilometers southwest of the Huangqi Sea, mentioned previously as an inland lake with no 

egress.  

 
➢ Km 464: Suojiacun Railway Station (Chinese: 索家村站; pinyin: Suǒ jiā cūn zhàn) – A little 

village and station along the east side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 456: Hongshabaxiang Railway Station (Chinese: 红砂坝县站; pinyin: Hóng shā bà xi’àn 

zhàn) – This little village has a train station, most of the other tiny villages the train passes 

by, do not.  
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➢ Km 453: Nantucheng (Chinese: 男图层; pinyin: Nán tú céng) – This little one-street village 

runs alongside the east side of the rails for about a kilometer.  

 
➢ Km 444: Yongwang Zhuangcun Railway Station (Chinese: 永王庄村站; pinyin: Yǒng wáng 

zhuāng cūn zhàn) – The little settlements along this section of the line were first developed as 

small river towns on the Yinma River (Chinese: 饮马河; pinyin: Yǐn mǎ hé) which the train 

soon crosses.  

 

➢ Km 439: Cross the Yinma River (Chinese: 饮马河; pinyin: Yǐn mǎ hé) – This river begins 

approximately 30 kilometers west on the eastern slopes of the small mountain range that runs 

between here and Hohhot. After passing under the two side-by-side rail bridges here, it flows 

south 25 kilometers into Fengzhen where it joins the Yu River (Chinese: 御河; pinyin: Yù hé; 

“Imperial River”). Thereafter, the Yu flows due south a total of close to 75 kilometers, 

Spoken Chinese – Pǔtōnghuà 
Although there are several hundred regional languages and dialects in China (most not mutually 
intelligible), the one official language is Pŭtōnghuà (普通话) – literally "common language." Called 
Mandarin in English, this variety embodies the pronunciation of Beijing, the grammar of the Manchu 
(Mandarin) dialects, and the vocabulary of colloquial Chinese literature. It is the most widely-used form 
of spoken Chinese today. This is no accident – a common language is considered a unifying cultural 
force and its use was widely promoted from the time the communists took over in 1949. It is the 
medium of instruction in all public schools regardless of school’s geographic location or the students’ 
ethnic origin. Thus, most persons throughout China today speak at least two languages: Pŭtōnghuà and 
their regional dialect.  
 
Contrary to most western-persons’ belief, spoken Chinese is not too difficult – in fact it is considered 
one of the easiest languages in the world to study and learn. Grammatical structure is like English: 
subject-verb-object. Personal pronouns – I, you (familiar and formal as in French, Spanish, Russian, and 
others), he, she, it, we, and they – are virtually the same as in English.  
 
Chinese is not an inflected language, so for example, nouns have no specified numbers (singular, dual, 
plural); gender (masculine, feminine, neuter); nor specified cases (nominative, vocative, accusative, etc.) 
Verbs have no tenses (past, present, future, etc.); specified moods (indicative, subjunctive, imperative); 
specified voices (active, reflexive, passive); nor aspects (perfective, imperfective). Because of this, context 
and auxiliary words (like tomorrow and yesterday) play a large part in understanding and 
communication.  
 
The "foreign-ness" of the sound of Chinese, its "sing-song" character to most western ears, is because it 
is a "tonal" language – completely unlike English or other western tongues. It is possible to change the 
meaning of a spoken word by changing the pitch level at which it is spoken. Tonal qualities are found in 
well over half the languages of the world. English and most western languages have none – or rather 
they have one – flat. There is stress, for example, on certain syllables, but no tones. The number of tones 
in tonal languages varies. Pŭtōnghuà is about average, with four. One of the simplest, Zulu, has two, 
high and low. Thai is penta-tonal; that is, it has five. Cantonese, with eight tones, is considered a difficult 
language, even by Chinese people. 
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passing through Datong (Chinese: 大同; pinyin: Dàtóng) along the way, and ending 30 

kilometers south of Datong by merging into the left bank of the Sanggan River (Chinese: 桑

干河; pinyin: Sāng gàn hé).  

 
The Sanggan begins near the city of Shuozhou (Chinese: 朔州; pinyin: Shuòzhōu) about 100 

kilometers southwest of its junction with the Yu River. From the Sanggan-Yu confluence, the 

Sanggan flows close to 200 kilometers northwest until it meets and merges with the 100 
kilometer-long Yang River (Chinese: 洋河; pinyin: Yáng hé) a few kilometers south of 

Shacheng (Chinese: 沙城; pinyin: Shāchéng), often listed as Huailai (Chinese: 怀来; pinyin: 

Huái lái). It’s about 75 kilometers southeast of Zhangjiakou.  

 
The resulting river is rechristened the Yongding (Chinese: 永定河; pinyin: Yǒngdìng hé) and 

it flows a brief 20 kilometers southeast to its mouth on the western end of the Guanting 

Reservoir (Chinese: 官厅水库; pinyin: Guāntīng shuǐkù). There are actually two large bodies 

of water here and they together measure 30 kilometers in length. Several other rivers also 

feed into the reservoir but only one emerges at the southern end and that is the Yongding. 

From its exit it meanders 125 kilometers (70 as the crow flies) southeast to Beijing where it 

supplies the lakes, golf courses, and country clubs around the southwest end of the city with 

fresh water. It’s a particularly scenic river and it only visits the finest of places.  

 

From Beijing the river continues its march to sea, this leg some 135 kilometers southeast to 

Tianjin (Chinese: 天津; pinyin: Tiānjīn) where it gets caught up in the North Canal (Chinese: 

北运河 ; pinyin: Běi yùn hé). After a few kilometers it’s released and flows almost 70 

kilometers southeast as the newly-named Yongding New River (Chinese: 永定新河; pinyin: 

Yǒngdìng Xīn hé). It enters the Bohai Sea at Beitangkou (Chinese: 北塘口; pinyin: Běi táng 

kǒu), about a dozen kilometers north of Tianjin Port (Chinese: 天津港; pinyin: Tiānjīn gang).  

 

➢ Km 438: Cross the Yinma River (Chinese: 饮马河; pinyin: Yǐn mǎ hé) – Only 750 meters 

south of the previous crossing, the rail line passes over the river a second time, this time from 

its right bank (west side) to its left (east side).  

 

➢ Km 437: Cross the Yinma River (Chinese: 饮马河; pinyin: Yǐn mǎ hé) – One more time, 850 

meters after the last crossing, the train crosses over the river again, this time from its left 

bank to its right.  

 

➢ Km 436: Xinanzhuang Railway Station (Chinese: 新安庄站; pinyin: Xīn'ān zhuāng zhàn) – 

This tiny village straddling both sides of the tracks and located on the right bank of the 

Yinma River has a train station.  

 

➢ Km 434: Jiandi Railway Station (Chinese: 监地站; pinyin: Jiàn dǐ zhàn) – A tiny village 

with a rail station.  

 

➢ Km 433: Xiguancun (Chinese: 西关村; pinyin: Xiguān cūn) – This little village is entirely to 

the west of the rail line.  
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➢ Km 432: Enter Tunnel – The tunnel is new. It was completed in 2012. It’s not quite one 

kilometer long and replaced a previous 1.5 kilometer-long turn along the Yinma River. It 

normally would not be worth much notice except that it’s the first tunnel on the Trans-

Mongolian Line since the train left Ulan-Udé in Russia.  

 

➢ Km 429: Touhaocun (Chinese: 头号村; pinyin: Tóuhào cūn) – This small village lies along 

the right bank of the Yinma River; the rail line runs right through town.  

 

➢ Km 428: Ximawan (Chinese: 西马万; pinyin: Xi mǎ wàn) – A tiny settlement along the south 

side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 421: Branch Line West – This is the junction point for the Dazhun Line (Chinese: 大准

线; pinyin: Dà zhǔn xiàn), a primarily coal transport line that runs west across the southern 

edge of Inner Mongolia approximately 400 kilometers to Dongsheng and then from there 100 

kilometers north to Baotou. The rail line crosses the Yellow River twice on this journey. 

Dongsheng is 30 kilometers northeast of the city of Ordos. Ordos the district is one of the 12 

that constitute Inner Mongolia. Dongsheng is the administrative capital of the district.  

 

In the opposite direction, the Dazhun forks off and runs southeast parallel to the present 

Jingbao Line 50 kilometers to Datong. However, it travels east of the city of Fengzhen and 

runs closely alongside the left bank (east side) of the Yinma, and subsequently the Yu River, 

all the way to Datong. The main Jingbao Rail Line also parallels these two rivers, but on the 

right bank which is the west side.  

 

➢ Km 419: Fengzhen Railway Station (Chinese: 丰镇站; pinyin: Fēngzhèn zhàn) – With a 

population of close to 340,000, this is the largest city between Jining and Datong and the last 

city the train visits in Inner Mongolia. Most trains stop here, if only for a few minutes. The 

next province of China is Shanxi (Chinese: 山西; pinyin: Shānxī) which the line reaches 

shortly after leaving Fengzhen. Between Fengzhen and Datong, starting about Km 385, look 

off to the mountains on either side of the tracks. You’ll have to look carefully, but this is the 

first place where it’s possible to see remnants of un-restored sections of the Great Wall 

(Chinese: 万里长城; pinyin: Wànlǐ Chángchéng). There will be much better views of the wall 

again, to the north, during the 200 kilometer-long stretch between Datong and Zhangjiakou.  

 

➢ Km 414: Wutaiwacun Railway Station (Chinese: 五台洼村站; pinyin: Wǔ tái wā cūn zhàn) – 

A little village spread out over both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 413: Cross the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region – Shanxi Province Border – The rail 

line leaves Inner Mongolia and passes into Shanxi (Chinese: 山西; pinyin: Shān xī; lit., “West 

of the Mountains”), one of 33 political regions of China. The name Shanxi refers to the 

province’s location west of the Taihang Mountains (Chinese: 太行山; pinyin: Tài háng shān). 

Neither large nor tall, the Taihang range runs approximately 400 kilometers from north to 
south and forms the eastern edge of the Loess Plateau in Shanxi, Henan (Chinese: 河南; 

pinyin: Hé nán), and Hebei (Chinese: 河北; pinyin: Hé běi) provinces. The average height of 

its mountains is 1,500 to 2,000 meters (5,000-6,500 feet), although its highest peak, Xiao 
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Wutaishan (Chinese: 小五台山; pinyin: Xiǎo Wǔ tái shān), reaches 2,882 meters (9,455 feet). 

Shandong (Chinese: 山东; pinyin: Shān dōng) Province, literally, “East of the Mountains” 

also takes its name with reference to the Taihang Mountains.  

 

For the most part, Shanxi is a plateau bordered by mountain ranges, the Taihang in the east 

and the Lüliang Mountains (Chinese: 吕梁山脉; pinyin: Lǚliáng Shānmài) in the west. The 

province of Hebei is to its east; Henan is on the south; and Shaanxi (Chinese: 陕西; pinyin: 

Shǎnxī) lies to the west. Most of Shanxi’s border with Shaanxi is defined by the Yellow 
River (Chinese: 黄河; pinyin: Huáng hé). Shanxi’s northern boundary with Inner Mongolia is 

its shortest and it was marked centuries ago by the Great Wall.  

 
The population of Shanxi is close to 36,000,000; its capital is Taiyuan (Chinese: 太原 ; 

pinyin: Tài yuán). Taiyuan’s population is about 4,200,000 and it is located just about in the 

center of the province. The name of the city means “Great Plains,” a reference to its location 
where the Fen River (Chinese: 汾河; pinyin: Fén Hé) leaves the moutains and heads to its end 

on the Yellow River. At 694 kilometers in length, the Fen is the second-longest tributary of 

the Yellow River after the 818 kilometer-long Wei (Chinese: 渭河; pinyin: Wèi Hé).  

 

➢ Km 405: Buziwanxiang (Chinese: 堡子湾乡; pinyin: Bǔzi wān xiāng) – A fairly large village 

on the west side of the rail line. There is a train station near here about midway between this 

and the next village. It goes under the name of this village. Beginning just a few kilometers 
before this village, the rail line starts to parallel the Yu River (Chinese: 御河; pinyin: Yù hé; 

“Imperial River”). From here it follows the river’s right bank downstream all the way to 

Datong. Across the river, the parallel rail is visible; it also follows the Yu downsteam, but on 

its left bank.  

 

➢ Km 403: Buziwan Railway Station (Chinese: 堡子湾站; pinyin: Bǔzi wān zhàn) – A minor 

rail station.  

 

➢ Km 400: Hongci Pucun (Chinese: 红瓷濮村; pinyin: Hóng cí pù cūn) – This village is spread 

across both sides of the rail line.  
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The Great Wall at Simatai 
We’ll discuss the Great Wall in more 
detail further below, but for the 
moment keep an eye open around Km 
385 after Fengzhen and then again 
between Km 295-270 after Datong. 
The rail line runs inside the Wall; that is 
to the east or south of it. Essentially 
the Wall runs along today’s border 
between Shanxi Province and Inner 
Mongolia. Historically, China’s 
northern border was defended to keep 
the Mongols and other northern 
peoples out.  

➢ Km 397: Enter Tunnel – This tunnel is also quite new as the rail line is continually being 

upgraded. The tunnel is one and a half kilometers long. The original line, which still exists, 

runs along the Yu River and is three and a quarter kilometers long. It is in part because of 

new tunnels and slight route changes that the line between Erlian/Erenhot and Beijing has 

shrunk over the last several years. It’s one reason timetable distances are different than 

kilometer posts along the railway. The cities have not 

moved – the rail lines have gotten shorter. The 

kilometers posts are all wrong – but only by a few 

kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 393: Enter Tunnel – Another new tunnel, this 

one is just under 800 meters long. The former route 

along the right bank of the Yu is 1,350 meters – not a 

great difference, but it all adds up. The straightening 

out of the line also has another advantage; trains can 

maintain higher speeds.  

 

➢ Km 390: Yu River Dam (Chinese: 御河坝; pinyin: 

Yù hé bà) – At this point, the train is almost on top of 

the dam. The Yu River flows through a narrow 

canyon and here it has been dammed. The alternate 

rail line on the left bank is not visible because it is in 

a 500 meter-long tunnel exactly at this point on its 

side. The road from Datong comes up the canyon, 

crosses over the dam, and then continues north on the 

other side of the river. The village in the river valley 

below (south of) the dam and through which the 

other rail line runs is Shudigoucun (Chinese: 熟地狗

村; pinyin: Shúdì gǒu cūn). 

 

➢ Km 387: Gushancun Railway Station (Chinese: 孤山

村站; pinyin: Gū shān cūn zhàn) – There is a small 

rail station at this village which lies sandwiched 

between the rail line on its west and the Yu River on 

its east.  

 

➢ Km 385: North Yangfangcun (Chinese: 北杨放村 ; 

pinyin: Běi yáng fàng cūn) – This tiny village lies 

along the east side of the tracks on a minor tributary of the Yu River. It is very close to this 

location where the rail line crosses over from the north side of the Great Wall to its south 

side. Keep a sharp lookout.  

 

➢ Km 381: Gudianzhen Railway Station (Chinese: 古店镇站; pinyin: Gǔ diàn zhèn zhàn) – A 

quite large town mostly on the east side of the rail line.  
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Datong’s Nine Dragon Screen 
A "dragon screen" is a wall covered with colored, glazed, 
ceramic tiles in a raised bas-relief design. Datong’s is over 
600 years old and built in the Ming Dynasty. Its nine 
colored dragons swirl amid yellow clouds, blue skies, 
crashing waves and mountain cliffs. It’s the largest one in 
China at 45.5 meters (150 feet) long. Its height is 8 
meters (26 feet) and its width is 2 meters (6.5 feet). 
There’s a little remnant of a reflecting pool in front of it 
and it’s protected by an iron gate. That, unfortunately, 
takes away a good part of its charm. The "magic" of a 
dragon screen – always fronted by a large reflecting 
pool, is that under the reflection of sun or moon light, 
and a little breeze, the dragons embossed onto the 
screen appear to writhe on the moving waters.  

➢ Km 376: Branch Lines South – A little less than two kilometers north before reaching 

Datong Rail Station, several lines (for there is a spaghetti of lines here) veer off to the 

southwest. In less than a half-dozen kilometers, the lines again divide in many directions. 

One line runs east 325 kilometers to Beijing following the Sanggan River and then the 

Yongding River almost all of the way there. This route passes well south of Zhangjiakou, 

crosses over the Guanting Reservoir, and enters Beijing via the Badaling section of the Great 

Wall.  

 

Another route heads south 120 kilometers to Shuozhou, then another 200 kilometers south to 

Taiyuan, the capital and largest city of Shanxi Province. South from there are many 

alternatives such as the 600 kilometers to Xi’An and the 500 kilometers to Zhengzhou 

(Chinese: 郑州; pinyin: Zhèng zhōu), the capital and largest city of Henan (Chinese: 河南; 

pinyin: Hé nán) Province.  

 

A short dead-end line runs 40 

kilometers southwest of this great rail 

divide to the other side of Qifeng 

Mountain (Chinese: 七峰山; pinyin: Qī 

fēngshān) to Heiliushuicun (Chinese: 

黑柳水村; pinyin: Hēi liǔ shuǐ cūn).Yet 

another dead-end short branch follows 
the Shili River (Chinese: 十 里 河 ; 

pinyin: Shílǐ hé) and extends west 45 

kilometers to near Beiduanwucun 
(Chinese: 北段五村; pinyin: Běi duàn 

wǔ cūn). The Shili is a 100 kilometer-

long right bank tributary of the Yu 

River which it joins less than five 

kilometers south of Datong.  

 

➢ Km 374: Datong Railway Station 

(Chinese: 大同火车站; pinyin: Dàtóng 

huǒ chē zhàn) – This is the main 

station for the city of Datong (Chinese: 

大同 ; pinyin: Dàtóng); it is in the 

northern end of town. If you have been 

thinking of making just one stop 

between Mongolia and Beijing – or if 

you only have time for one stop – this 

should be it, for it is by far the most 

noteworthy place along the route.  

 

Datong is a large city with a population of approximately 1,600,000. It is located at the 

northernmost tip of Shanxi Province, along the Yu River which runs from north to south 

through the middle of the city. The city unfortunately has a bad reputation as a dirty, 
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The “Hanging Temple” at Heng Shan 

industrial, coal-mining town – and all that is true. It is the third-largest coal-mining center in 

China and known as one of the country’s most polluted cities. You’ll see lumps of coal 

everywhere and you’ll find coal dust everywhere. Don’t wear your white linens or white silk 

here. Some people can’t wear their contact lenses either.  

 

On a more positive note, in recent years the city has been trying to clean up, for example, by 

using more environmentally friendly means of extracting and handling coal. These efforts 

have been partially successful and Datong today is markedly improved compared to 20 years 

ago. On the other hand, coal will never go away; it is the base of the city’s economy and 

around the city are some of China’s richest reserves of this important, but dirty, black 

sedimentary rock.  

 

Putting coal aside, Datong is also known for a number of good reasons. There are several 

notable temples in town: the Huayan Monastery (Chinese: 华严寺; pinyin: Huá Yán Sì) and 

Shanhua Temple (Chinese: 善化寺; pinyin: Shàn Huà Sì) are both worth seeing. Also in town 

is the Nine Dragon Screen (Chinese: 九龙壁; pinyin: Jiǔ Lóng Bì). There are a number of 

such screens in China; most with 3, 5, 7, or 8 dragons (such numbers are more auspicious 

than others), however, there are only four with nine. Datong’s Nine Dragon Screen is 

considered exceptionally artistic. They are all spectacular. Two of the other nine dragon 

screens are in Beijing: one in the Forbidden City, the other in Behai Park. The fourth is in 

Pingyao (Chinese: 平遥; pinyin: Píngyáo), a city famous for being one of the best preserved 

ancient cities in the world. It’s also in Shanxi Province about 80 kilometers southwest of 

Taiyuan.  

 

For rail buffs, Datong has a world-famous reputation for the Datong Electric Locomotive 

Works (Chinese: 大同电力机车厂; pinyin: Dàtóng diànlì jīchē chǎng). Founded in 1953, its 

factory was one of the last places in the 

world where steam-engine trains were 

manufactured. Up until 1989, the factory 

made the famous “Iron Rooster” brand of 

locomotives. The plant continues to 

operate, but today manufactures electric 

locomotives as well as parts for existing 

diesel engines still in service in China and 

many parts of the world. The antique 

steam engine locomotive museum was 

moved to Beijing in 2004. Factory tours 

can be arranged through China 

International Travel Service.  

 

Another reason that so many people come 

to Datong is to visit the spectacularly-sited 

temple commonly known as the “Hanging Temple” (Chinese: 悬空寺; pinyin: Xuán Kōng Sì) 

and sometimes called the “Hanging Monastery.” Built 1,500 years ago, it’s 65 kilometers 

southeast of town and perched directly onto a cliff face near Mount Heng (Chinese: 恒山; 
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The Yungang Grottoes 
1,500 years ago, Buddhist monks on the Silk Road 
decided that Buddha should be worshipped at this 
particular place. Over the centuries they carved out 
of the rock over 250 caves and some 50,000 bas-
reliefs and statues of Lord Gautama Buddha and his 
many bodhisattvas (from the Sanskrit, an 
enlightened, compassionate being who forgoes 
nirvana in order to save others). The sculptures 
range from several centimeters high to the Giant 
Buddha at 17 meters (56 feet). The Yungang 
Grottoes are one of three great cave sites in China. 
The other two are the Longmen or Dragon's Gate 
Grottoes (Chinese: 龙门石窟 ; pinyin: Lóngmén 
shíkū), near Luòyáng (Chinese: 洛阳 ) and the 
Thousand Buddha Caves at Mogao Ku (Chinese: 莫
高窟; pinyin: Mò gāo kū), outside of Dùnhuáng 
(Chinese: 敦煌).  

pinyin: Héng Shān). Heng Mountain is one of the Five Sacred Mountains of Taoism. The 

temple’s several buildings are 75 meters (250 feet) up and filled with Buddha statues, 

paintings, incense burners, and other holy materials – so it is a real temple but a monastery it 

is not. During the summer tourist season, several hundred, if not a thousand, tourists visit it 

every day. Most monks or lamas usually prefer a little peace and quiet – and neither you nor 

they will find that here.  

 

Datong’s most famous sight is also out of 

town, but not so far. Only 16 kilometers 

southwest of the city are the 5th Century 

Yungang Buddhist Grottoes, also called 

the Cloud Ridge Caves (Chinese: 云冈石

窟; pinyin: Yúngāng Shíkū). These are one 

of the three greatest cave-statuary 

complexes in China and a major 

destination of anyone traveling the Silk 

Road. The caves have been declared a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site.  

 

If you only have time for one attraction in 

Datong, or if that coal dust is getting the 

better of you and you decide to leave – at 

least try to make it to this attraction. Most 

of the grottoes were built between 460 and 

525 A.D. during the Northern Wei 

Dynasty (Chinese: 北魏; pinyin: Běi Wèi; 

386-535). They’re built onto the side of a 

series of cliffs along a mountain and 

extend about one kilometer from east to 

west.  

 

Because the stone in which they are built 

is relatively soft, they are gradually being 

eaten away by the effects of the elements – 

sandstorms in particular. Over the course 

of 15 centuries, statuary that was once 

deeply recessed in the dark shadows of a 

grotto, is now fully exposed and in plain 

view. It is presumed that protective shelters will eventually be built to cover many of the 

façades now open to the weather.  

 

Several of the grottoes have vividly painted murals on the inside walls. Although far fewer 

than those at Mogao Ku, they are nonetheless superb examples of Buddhist cave painting art. 

The entire site can be visited in a half a day.  
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➢ Km 372: Cross the Yu River (Chinese: 御河; pinyin: Yù hé) – Previously described, the Yu 

begins about 50 kilometers north of this crossing at its confluence with the Yinma River at 

Fengzhen. From here, it flows south about 35 kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of the 

Sanggan River. More than 500 kilometers downriver to the southeast, it enters the Bohai Sea 

as part of the Yongding River at Beitangkou, which is about 50 kilometers due east of 

Tianjin. The river here is 300 meters wide.  

 

 

  

The Great Wall (“Wànlǐ Chángchéng”) 
"Wàn" (万) means 10,000, "Lǐ" (里) is an ancient measurement of length, and "Chángchéng" (长城) 
means wall – thus, what we call the Great Wall, the Chinese call “Wan Li Changcheng,” literally the 
10,000 Li Wall. Sometimes said to be the only man-made feature visible from outer space – this is not 
true; it’s not visible from that distance – it is nevertheless one of earth’s most remarkable structures. Its 
construction began during the Qin Dynasty in the 3rd century B.C. when it originally linked a series of 
older tribal fortifications. It was greatly expanded during the Northern Wei period (AD 386-535) and at 
several other times. Its present form largely reflects the additions and improvements built during the 
Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). The wall’s purpose has always been to prevent northern peoples – the 
"Xiong-nu," Mongols, and others, from invading the "Han" (the ethnic Chinese).  
 
The Wall begins on the shores of the Bohai Sea at Shanhaiguan Pass. Along with its several branches, it 
snakes 7,500 kilometers (4,660 miles) across mountains, deserts, and grasslands through northern 
China, Inner Mongolia, and up the Gansu ("HeXi") Corridor – ending in the western wastelands at 
Jiayüguan. From Beijing, there are several good sites for visiting. Because they are only about an hour 
from downtown, most visitors will be taken to Badaling or Juyongguan – scenic of course, but by far 
the most crowded. About two hours away is Mutianyu, which though still popular, is less crowded than 
Badaling. Three hours from Beijing are Jinshanling and Simatai – easily the most dramatic Great Wall 
scenery on a day trip from Beijing. There are cable-cars at all the sites to ease the climb up (or down).  
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KM 350: Countryside looking West 

➢ Km 370: Branch Line North – The lines here are merely the connecting lines to the branch 

lines that diverged two kilometers north of Datong Station. From this junction, it is five 

kilometers northwest to re-join that northern set of splits. The purpose of these connectors is 

to allow traffic that need not enter the city to bypass it – typically freight trains headed for 

other destinations.  

 

➢ Km 368: Datong East Railway Station (Chinese: 大同东站; pinyin: Dàtóng dōng zhàn) – Not 

a stop on most through trains.  

 

➢ Km 367: Branch Line South – This little 16 kilometer-long connector line runs to the 

southern, more direct, route to Beijing described above as one of the branch lines that begin 

slightly north of Datong. Many trains take this route, but not the Trans-Mongolian. Instead, 

the Trans-Mongolian Line and a number of other trains head northeast about 175 kilometers 

to Zhangjiakou.  

 
➢ Km 366: Santiaojian (Chinese: 三条件; pinyin: Sān tiáo jiàn) – Starting about here it can be 

said that the train has left the city and has entered the surrounding countryside. This is the 

first village out of town that the train passes. It is entirely to the south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 361: Niujia Pucun (Chinese: 牛家濮村; pinyin: Niú jiā pù cūn) – This little village lies to 

the south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 357: Zhoushizhuangzhen Railway 

Station (Chinese: 周士庄镇站; pinyin: 

Zhōu shì zhuāng zhèn zhàn) – This is 

quite a large village mostly all to the 

south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 346: Xijucun (Chinese: 西局村 ; 

pinyin: Xi jú cūn) – A very small rural 

village about equally divided on both 

sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 343: Julebao Railway Station 

(Chinese: 聚乐堡站; pinyin: Jù lè bǎo 

zhàn) – Only a small station building, 

the village is about two kilometers to 

the west.  

 

➢ Km 339: Wuli Taicun (Chinese: 五里台村; pinyin: Wǔ lǐ tái cūn) – A very small village 

entirely to the west side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 329: Wangguanrentunzhen Railway Station (Chinese: 王官人屯镇站; pinyin: Wáng guān 

rén tún zhèn zhàn) – A fairly large village all to the east of the tracks.  
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KM 300: Countryside looking North 

➢ Km 328: Nansha Lingcun (Chinese: 南沙另村; pinyin: Nánshā ling cūn) – A tiny village 

immediately to the east of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 325: Beishalingcun (Chinese: 被杀铃村; pinyin: Bèi shā líng cūn) – Another tiny village, 

also to the east side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 323: Yanguantuncun (Chinese: 盐官屯村; pinyin: Yán guān tún cūn) – One more, also 

on the east side.  

 

➢ Km 321: Qingshun Pucun (Chinese: 清顺濮村; pinyin: Qīng shùn pú cūn) – A tiny village, 

also east of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 317: Yanggao Railway Station (Chinese: 阳高站; pinyin: Yáng gāo zhàn) – This is a 

fairly large city of some 300,000 persons. Only local trains stop here.  

 

➢ Km 307: Liulin Pucun (Chinese: 柳林濮村; pinyin: Liǔ lín pú cūn) – A tiny village to the 

north of the tracks. If in some way one could get off the train at this village, know that there 

is a small resort three kilometers to the north. It’s the Yunmen Mountain Hotspring Holiday 

Resort (Chinese: 云门山温泉度假村; pinyin: Yún mén shān wēnquán dùjià cūn). It’s a nice 

place. Yanggao is the nearest station.  

 

➢ Km 304: Mojia Pucun (Chinese: 

墨家濮村 ; pinyin: Mòjiā pú cūn) – 

Another tiny village to the north of the 

rail line. The countryside throughout 

this stretch consists of mountains to the 

north and level, extensively cultivated 

lands to the south. The mountains are 

the dividing line between Shanxi 

Province to the south side and Inner 

Mongolia to the north.  

 

➢ Km 303: Wujia Pucun (Chinese: 
吴家濮村; pinyin: Wú jiā pú cūn) – This 

little hamlet lies to the south side of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 301: Luowenzaozhen Railway Station (Chinese: 罗文皂镇站; pinyin: Luō wén zào zhèn 

zhàn) – This large village lies entirely on the north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 298: Taiping Pucun (Chinese: 太平濮村; pinyin: Tàipíng pú cūn) – This small village is 

on the north side of the rail line.  

 
➢ Km 295: Xi Jiawancun (Chinese: 席家湾村; pinyin: Xí jiā wān cūn) – A tiny village to the 

north side of the rails.  
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The Great Wall at Mutianyu 

 

➢ Km 295-270: The Great Wall (Chinese: 万里长城; pinyin: Wànlǐ Chángchéng) – On the left 

side of the train (north) when heading east towards Beijing, there are good views of the wall 

as the train runs parallel to it for more than 20 kilometers. The most outstanding view is near 

Km 284.  

 

➢ Km 293: Shatun Pucun (Chinese: 沙屯濮村; pinyin: Shā tún pú cūn) – A very tiny village to 

the south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 291: Shuitong Sicun (Chinese: 水桶思村; pinyin: Shuǐtǒng sī cūn) – A small village on 

the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 288: Tianzhen Railway Station (Chinese: 天镇站; pinyin: Tiān zhèn zhàn) – This is the 

rail station for the town of Guqianpuzhen (Chinese: 谷前堡镇; pinyin: Gǔ qián bǎo zhèn). 

Including its immediate neighboring 

villages, it’s quite a large town by 

comparison to many of the others the train 

has passed by. All of it is to the south side 

of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 280: Xiaxiaobao Railway Station 
(Chinese: 夏小堡站; pinyin: Xià xiǎo bǎo 

zhàn) – This tiny station is all by itself on 

the west side of the tracks; it serves the 

twin villages of Xuanjiataxiang (Chinese: 

悬架他乡; pinyin: Xuán jià tā xiāng) and 

Xuanjiatacun (Chinese: 悬架塔村; pinyin: 

Xuán jià tǎ cūn) which are a few hundred 

meters away on the east of the rail line.  

 
➢ Km 269: Yongjiabao Railway Station (Chinese: 永嘉堡站; pinyin: Yǒngjiā bǎo zhàn) – The 

rail station here serves the villages of Lujiawanzhen (Chinese: 卢家湾镇; pinyin: Lú jiā wān 

zhèn) and Shangwancun (Chinese: 上湾村; pinyin: Shàng wān cūn). Both villages are on the 

southern side of the rail line and lie along the left bank of the Nanyang (Chinese: 南洋河; 

pinyin: Nányáng hé; “South Yang River”) which the train started following about 20 

kilometers ago, not long after the Tianzhen Railway Station.  

 

The Nanyang begins about 25 kilometers to the southwest, a little south of the village of 

Shatun Pucun which the train passed a short while ago. It is the product of several affluent 

rivers, the Baideng (Chinese: 白登河; pinyin: Báidēng hé) chief among them. The Baideng in 

turn begins about 50 kilometers southwest of that junction near the village of 

Xiashenjingxiang (Chinese: 夏沉靖翔 pinyin: Xiàchénjìng xiáng).  

 

From Lujiawanzhen, the Nanyang flows approximately 40 kilometers northeast, the rail line 

running parallel to its left bank (north side) the entire while, until Chaiguobu (Chinese: 柴沟
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堡; pinyin: Chái gōu bǎo). There, the Nanyang meets two left bank tributaries, one after the 

other, in less than five kilometers; first the 50 kilometer-long Xiyanghe (Chinese: 西洋河; 

pinyin: Xī yáng hé) and then the 60 kilometer-long Dongyanghe (Chinese: 东洋河; pinyin: 

Dōng yáng hé). Out of this second confluence, the Yang River (Chinese: 洋河; pinyin: Yáng 

hé) emerges.  

 

From here, the Yang flows just about exactly 100 kilometers southeast until its confluence 

with the left bank of the Sanggan River – the two rivers then become the Yongding which 

flows from that union only 20 kilometers east until its mouth on the western end of Guanting 

Reservoir. As previously mentioned, after exiting the reservoir, the Yongding flows southeast 

more than 300 kilometers through Beijing and Tianjin before entering the Bohai Sea.  

 

➢ Km 266: Yongjia Pucun (Chinese: 永嘉濮村; pinyin: Yǒngjiā) – A small village about 

equally divided on both sides of the rail line. The southern edge of town lies along the left 

bank of the Nanyang River.  

 

➢ Km 263: Cross the Shanxi – Hebei (Chinese: 河北; pinyin: Héběi) Provincial Border – Here 

the Trans-Mongolian trains enter the third of China’s 33 regions. The first character of 

Hebei’s name is “河” or Hé, which means river. The second character is “北” or Běi, which 

means north. Thus, quite literally, the province’s name means “North of the River” which is a 

reference to its location north of the Yellow River.  

 

Starting at the top and traveling around Hebei clockwise, its northern border is with Inner 

Mongolia. The two regions are separated by the Yan Mountains (Chinese: 燕山; pinyin: Yān 

Shān) and the Great Wall. In Hebei Province however, unlike in Shanxi, the wall does not 

remain along the northern edge its entire length. Rather, it drops down to the southeast, 

continues just north of Bejing and runs to the Bohai seacoast at Shanhaiguan (Chinese: 山海

关; pinyin: Shānhǎiguān). The eastern portion of the Great Wall, including Badaling and the 

other well-known wall destinations north of Beijing, are all found in the Yan Mountains.  

 

On its northeast corner, Hebei has a short border with Liaoning (Chinese: 辽宁; pinyin: 

Liáoníng), the southernmost one of the three provinces that constitutes modern Manchuria.  

 

On two fronts of its eastern side, Hebei is bound by the Bohai Sea, also called the Bohai 

Gulf. The Bohai constitutes the innermost body of water of the Yellow Sea and is formed by 

the Liaodong Peninsula (Chinese: 辽东半岛; pinyin: Liáodōng bàndǎo) to the north and the 

Shandong Peninsula (Chinese: 山东半岛; pinyin: Shāndōng bàndǎo) to the south. The sea 

route between the two peninsulas is the Bohai Strait (Chinese: 渤海海峡; pinyin: Bóhǎi 

hǎixiá).  

 

The central portion of the eastern seacoast on the Bohai is occupied by the Tianjin city 

municipality district, which along with Beijing’s municipal district, are carved out of the 

central portion of Hebei Province. A tiny portion of Hebei, physically separated from the rest 

of the province, is found in between the Bejing and Tianjin municipal districts.  
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The Great Wall at Jinshanling 

To the southeast, Hebei borders Shandong Province and to the south it borders Henan 

Province. Although at no place is the Yellow River the actual border, for close to 650 

kilometers it runs parallel to and just south of the northern borders of both Henan and 

Shandong which separate those two provinces from Hebei.  

 

Hebei’s western boundary with Shanxi is marked by the Taihang Mountains. Mount 

Xiawutai, the chain’s highest peak at 2,882 meters (9,455 feet), is found in northwestern 

Hebei Province.  

 

Hebei Province has approximately 72,000,000 

inhabitants. Its capital and largest city is Shijiazhuang 

(Chinese: 石家庄; pinyin: Shí jiā zhuāng), a heavily-

industrialized city about 280 kilometers southwest of 

Beijing. It has a population around 10,000,000.  

 

➢ Km 258: Beigao Yacun (Chinese: 北高崖村; pinyin: 

Běi gāo yá cūn) – A little village entirely on the west 

side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 254: Huashancun (Chinese: 花山村; pinyin: Huā 

shān cūn) – Portions of this small village lie on both 

sides of the tracks, but most of it is on the west side.  

 

➢ Km 253: Xiwanbao Railway Station (Chinese: 西湾

堡站; pinyin: Xiwān bǎo zhàn) – This tiny village is 

all to the east of the rails and the west (left bank) of 

the Nanyang River. The village is located in the 
Xiwanbaoxiang District (Chinese: 西湾葆翔; pinyin: 

Xiwān bǎo xiáng).  

 

➢ Km 250: Xishatancun (Chinese: 系沙滩村; pinyin: Xì shātān cūn) – This really tiny village 

lies to the west side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 249: Nanxinzhuangcun (Chinese: 南辛庄村; pinyin: Nán xīn zhuāng cūn) – This little 

village is east of the rail line and west of the Nanyang River.  

 

➢ Km 248: Xiangyangcun (Chinese: 向洋村; pinyin: Xiàng yáng cūn) – Another tiny village 

wedged in between the rail line to its west and the river to its east.  
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➢ Km 239: Chaigoubaozhen Railway Station (Chinese: 柴沟堡镇站; pinyin: Chái gōu bǎo zhèn 

zhàn) – Chaiguobao is a fairly large city of several hundred thousand persons. It is famous in 

China for the quality of its smoked meats, especially hams, pork, and bacon products. You 

will probably be able to smell these aromas as the train rolls through the city as there are 

meat processors all over town. The city is located at the confluence of the Nanyang and 

Xiyang Rivers. On some timetables, the rail station is listed as Huaian Station (Chinese: 怀安

站 ; pinyin: Huái'ān zhàn). Chaiguobao is located in Huaian Country (Chinese: 怀安县; 

pinyin: Huái'ān xiàn).  

 
➢ Km 237: Cross the Xiyang River (Chinese: 西洋河; pinyin: Xī yáng hé; “West Yang River”) 

– A little less than two kilometers north after passing the Huaian Railway Station in 

Chaiguobu, the rail line passes over this small tributary. The river, which is less than 100 

meters across, begins in the mountains about 50 kilometers to the west of the rail crossing, or 

about 20 kilometers north of Luowenzaozhen. After passing under the twin rail bridges here, 

the Xiyang flows southeast almost exactly three kilometers until it merges into the left bank 

of the Nanyang River.  

 

➢ Km 234: Cross the Dongyang River (Chinese: 东洋河; pinyin: Dōng yáng hé; “East Yang 

River”) – This much larger tributary has its start at the eastern end of the Youyi Reservoir 

(Chinese: 友谊水库; pinyin: Yǒuyì shuǐkù) about 60 kilometers northwest of this rail crossing. 

The Youyi Reservoir is about six kilometers long and one kilometer wide. Several rivers 

flow into it, but the largest is the 35 kilometer-long Hou River (Chinese: 后河; pinyin: Hòu 

hé) which enters the reservoir on its westernmost end from the northwest.  

 

At the twin rail bridges of the rail crossing, the Dongyang is about 500 meters across. From 

here it flows downstream southeast a little less than four kilometers until its junction with the 

left bank of the Nanyang River. At that point the two rivers lose their names and the new 

river is called simply the Yang. From this confluence, the Yang flows 100 kilometers 

southeast until it joins the left bank of the Sanggan whereupon the two rivers both lose their 

names in favor of the Yongding.  

 

➢ Km 232: Beishachengxiang (Chinese: 北沙城乡; pinyin: Běi shā chéng xiāng) – A small 

village sited on the west side of the rail line and the north side (left bank) of the Dongyang 

River.  

 

➢ Km 230: Zhoujia Hecun (Chinese: 周家河村; pinyin: Zhōu jiā hécūn) – A mid-sized village 

all to the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 228: Hejia Tuncun (Chinese: 禾嘉屯村; pinyin: Héjiā tún cūn) – This little village lies 

on the north side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 225: Guoleizhuang Railway Station (Chinese: 郭磊庄镇站; pinyin: Guō lěi zhuāng zhèn 

zhàn) – The rail line runs straight through the middle of this fairly good-sized town dividing 

it into two equal north-south halves.  
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Kalgan’s Dajing Gate (大境门) 

➢ Km 216: Wangyuzhuang Railway Station (Chinese: 王玉庄镇站; pinyin: Wáng yù zhuāng 

zhèn zhàn) – An infrequently used station.  

 

➢ Km 209: Kongjiazhuangzhen Railway Station (Chinese: 孔家庄镇站 ; pinyin: Kǒng jiā 

zhuāng zhèn zhàn) – Kongjiazhuang is the county seat for Wanquan County (Chinese: 万全县

; pinyin: Wànquán Xiàn). It’s quite a large town on the left bank of the Yang River and lies 

immediately west of the even larger city of Zhangjiakou; thus it almost appears to be a part 

of it.  

 

➢ Km 198: Cross the Tongqiao River (Chinese: 通窍河; pinyin: Tōngqiào hé) – This river has 

its source a little less than 20 kilometers north of the rail crossing at the confluence of the 50 

kilometer-long, south-flowing Xigou (Chinese: 西沟河 ; pinyin: Xi gōu hé) and the 60 

kilometer-long, southwest-flowing Qingshui (Chinese: 清水河; pinyin: Qīngshuǐ hé) Rivers. 

From the rail crossing the Tongqiao flows south approximately nine kilometers to its 

confluence on the left bank of the Yang River.  

 

➢ Km 197: Branch Line North to Zhangjiakou Railway Station (Chinese: 张家口站; pinyin: 

Zhāng jiā kǒu zhàn) – Most trains stop at the next station, Zhangjiakou South, but in fact 

there is a “main” rail station in the city. It’s eight kilometers north on a dead-end branch 

along the left bank (east side) of the Tongqiao River.  

 

➢ Km 196: Zhangjiakou South Railway Station (Chinese: 张家口南站; pinyin: Zhāng jiā kǒu 

nán zhàn) – Today an industrial city of almost half a million persons, Zhangjiakou was 

historically known to Europeans until the mid-20th Century by its Mongolian name “Kalgan” 

(Mongolian: Халган; lit., “Gate”). 

The third of the three Chinese 

characters that constitute the city’s 

name today means “gate.” All are 

references to Dajing Gate (Chinese: 大

境门; pinyin: Dà jìng mén), the gate 

leading to the northern regions above 

the Great Wall.  

 

Zhangjiakou’s place as the most 

important trading city on the route 

from Beijing to Mongolia to Russia 

was ensured by the fact that it’s on the 

most direct route through the Yan 

Mountains north. Its strategic location 

and its gate placed it on the main 

overland route – the tea caravan route 

from Kalgan to Kyakhta – and to all points north. For this reason, for centuries, the city’s 

nickname was “Beijing’s Northern Door.”  
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The Dajing Gate may be considered the “fourth” of the famous passes through the Great 

Wall. We’ll discuss the other three further below as we reach them. The Gate is located at the 

northern end of the city; about four kilometers north of the main rail station and on the west 

side of the Tongqiao River. Originally built in 1458 and restored in 1644 during the Ming 

Dynasty, it’s a brick and mortar arched opening which measures 12 meters tall (39 feet) and 

nine meters (29 feet) wide. There are two iron gates which can close the entrance of the arch 

and over which is written in four impressive characters “山河好大” (pinyin: Shān hé hào dà; 

“Great Mountains and Rivers”). The top of the gate has a 12 meter (39 feet) long by 7.5 

meter (25 feet) wide platform.  

 

The region immediately north of Zhangjiakou includes the highest sections of the Great Wall. 

The stretch that runs from Huapinling Mountain (Chinese: 化品领山; pinyin: Huà pǐn ling 

shān) to Bingshanling (Chinese: 冰山菱; pinyin: Bīngshān ling) is over 2,000 meters (6,500 

feet) tall, giving it the highest points above sea level of the wall.  

 

➢ Km 191: Zhaijia Zhuangcun (Chinese: 斋家庄村; pinyin: Zhāi jiā zhuāngcūn) – This is the 

first village after leaving the city. Zhangjiakou has an airport; it’s about three kilometers 

northeast of this village or about four kilometers east of the south rail station.  

 

➢ Km 186: Shalingzizhen Railway Station (Chinese: 沙岭子镇站; pinyin: Shā lǐng zi zhèn 

zhàn) –  

 

➢ Km 184: Shalingzi East Railway Station (Chinese: 沙岭子东站; pinyin: Shā lǐng zi dōng 

zhàn) – A minor station in a busy area, the city’s power plant is here.  

 

➢ Km 175: Dongwayao (Chinese: 东瓦窑; pinyin: Dōng wǎ yáo) – Although none are very 

close to the tracks, and none have rail stations, there are many small villages along this 

section of the line.  

 

➢ Km 171: Xuanhua Railway Station (Chinese: 宣化站; pinyin: Xuānhuà zhàn) – This large 

mostly industrial city has a population of approximately 275,000. Historically it has always 

been considered the “Gateway to Beijing” and for this reason there has always been a large 

military presence here. The city is also well known for its production of grapes; some are 

used for making wine, but most are table grapes.  

 

➢ Km 170: Branch Line North – This short spur runs ten kilometers north to a large military 

garrison of the People’s Liberation Army.  

 

➢ Km 169: Branch Line Northeast – This line follows the Longyang River (Chinese: 龙洋河; 

pinyin: Lóng yáng hé) close to 35 kilometers, almost to its source and ends at the little village 
of Baimiao (Chinese: 白描; pinyin: Bái miáo).  

 

➢ Km 164: Cross the Longyang River (Chinese: 龙洋河; pinyin: Lóng yáng hé; “Dragon Yang 

River”) – This small Yang tributary begins approximately 40 kilometers northeast. After 
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The Great Wall at Simatai 

passing under the rail line it flows less than two kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of 

the Yang River.  

 

➢ Km 163: Nanyangdiancun (Chinese: 南洋店村; pinyin: Nán yáng diàn cūn) – A very small 

village to the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 156: Xinzhuangzixiang Railway Station (Chinese: 辛庄子乡站; pinyin: Xīn zhuāngzi 

xiāng zhàn) – A small modern factory town on the north side of the railway.  

 

➢ Km 155: Xiangshui Pucun (Chinese: 香水濮村; pinyin: Xiāngshuǐ pú cūn) – A tiny village 

mostly to the south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 153: Enter Tunnel – A short 200 meter-long tunnel.  

 

➢ Km 149: Shanghuayuan (Chinese: 上花园 ; pinyin: Shàng huā yuán) – A fairly large 

mountain village perched along both sides of the rail line.  

 
➢ Km 146: Xiahuayuan District 

Railway Station (Chinese: 下花园区站

; pinyin: Xià huā yuán Qū zhàn) – A 

large town located on the left bank 

(north side) of the Yang River. The 

rail station is near the river at the 

southern end of the town.  

 

➢ Km 141: Jimingyixiang (Chinese: 鸡

鸣驿乡; pinyin: Jī míng yì xiāng) – A 

small town a little to the north of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 139: Xiaoyingcun (Chinese: 小营

村; pinyin: Xiǎo yíng cūn) – A tiny 

village along the north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 138: Xibalizhen Railway Station (Chinese: 西八里镇站; pinyin: Xi bālǐ zhèn zhàn) – 

This little township is about half a kilometer north of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 133: Xiyuanzicun (Chinese: 戏园子村; pinyin: Xìyuánzi cūn) – A little village on the 

north side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 130: Xinbaoan Railway Station (Chinese: 新保安站; pinyin: Xīn bǎo'ān zhàn) – A fairly 

large village to the south of the rails.  
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➢ Km 129: Dongyuanzicun (Chinese: 东苑子村; pinyin: Dōng yuànzi cūn) – A little village on 

the south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 127: Dongbalixiang (Chinese: 东八里乡; pinyin: Dōng bālǐ xiāng) – A small village 

south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 125: Liangtian Tuncun (Chinese: 良田屯村; pinyin: Liángtián tún cūn) – This little 

village lies along the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 123: Branch Line South – This dead-end branch runs 140 kilometers southwest to the 

coal mine at Xihuzhuang (Chinese: 西户庄; pinyin: Xi hù zhuāng).  

 

➢ Km 122: Branch Line North – This ten kilometer-long spur runs northwest to the coal mines 
and coal-mining town of Shangbali (Chinese: 上八里; pinyin: Shàng bālǐ).  

 

➢ Km 121 (105): Shachengzhen Railway Station (Chinese: 沙城镇站; pinyin: Shāchéng zhèn 

zhàn) – Railway timetables usually list this large town as Shacheng (Chinese: 沙城; pinyin: 

Shāchéng; lit., “Sand City”), but on many maps it’s listed as Huailai County (Chinese: 怀来

县; pinyin: Huái lái xiàn). Its population is approximately 340,000. It is an important rail 

junction and many lines come together at this station. The city is located eight kilometers 

northeast of the confluence of the Yang and Sanggan Rivers. Downriver from this junction 

the river is known as the Yongding (Chinese: 永定河; pinyin: Yǒngdìng hé).  

 

Here’s a kilometer complication that causes endless confusion. The distance to this city from 

Beijing (and hence the distance of the Trans-Mongolian Line from Beijing to Moscow) is 

routinely measured several different ways. The distance from Beijing Main Station is 121 

kilometers; the distance from Beijing West Station is 115 kilometers; and the distance from 

Beijing North Station is 105 kilometers. This is why one sees different distances published 

from varying sources.  

 

The result has ramifications beyond the interest of only railroad buffs. Every station from 

Beijing to Erlian/Erenhot has at least three “official” kilometer distances. The total number of 

kilometers merely depends on the origination station and the line taken. The most commonly 

cited distance from Beijing to Erlian/Erenhot is 832 kilometers. That’s the one we’ve been 

using until now. It’s the distance from Beijing Main Station to Erlian/Erenhot via the Jingbao 

and Fengsha Lines – which is a typical route.  

 

However, most trains to Shacheng through Badaling from Beijing use Beijing North Station 

– and most distances on this section of the route are measured from there. Therefore, for the 

next 100 kilometers, we’re going to switch to the locally-posted kilometer distances as if we 

were going to Beijing North Station. Shortly before arrival, there is another junction to 

Beijing Main Station, which we will take – and thus will re-calibrate our kilometers again at 

that time.  
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Fengsha Rail Line (丰沙铁路) 

➢ Km 120 (104): Branch Line Southeast – This is the Fengsha Rail Line (Chinese: 丰沙铁路; 

pinyin: Fēng shā tiělù), an early route from Beijing northwest along the Yongding River to 

Zhangjiakou and then onto Datong. 

The name is a combination of Fengtai 
(Chinese: 丰台 ; pinyin: Fēngtái), its 

original starting station in the district 

of the same name in Beijing near 

today’s Beijing West Rail Station, and 
Shacheng (Chinese: 沙 城 ; pinyin: 

Shāchéng), its destination station here.  

 

The Fengsha Line is famous for being 

one of the most scenic rail routes in 

China. It runs through steep 

mountains, has many tunnels, and 

tracks from here more than 100 

kilometers alongside the Yongding all 

the way to Beijing – including through 

the Zhenzhu Lake Scenic Area 

(Chinese: 珍珠湖景区; pinyin: Zhēnzhū hú jǐngqū). The route was pioneered by the Datai 

Branch Line (Chinese: 大台支线; pinyin: Dà tái zhīxiàn) in 1907. Its primary purpose was for 

the transport of coal from Datong and Taiyuan. The upgraded, double-track Fengsha Line 

was completed in 1955. Although it is a double-track line, due to the narrow river-gorge, 

much of the time the lines are separated and run on opposite banks of the Yongding, often 

alternating from the right to the left banks. At other times, the two tracks run alongside one 

another in parallel on the same bank. Railroad fans from all over the world come to Beijing 

to ride this railroad.  

 

Although the line originally began at Beijing’s minor Fengtai Rail Station; that station has 

been closed since 2010. It has been demolished and is currently undergoing a completely 

new construction. When finished, perhaps sometime in 2015, it will be a new major station 

along the lines of Beijing South; i.e., enormous. The plan is for it to become the major high-

speed rail station of the city and the starting point of the Beijing-Guangzhou Railway – one 

of the busiest in China. Therefore, for the moment, the Fengsha Line originates at Beijing 

Main Station. This is temporary.  

 

From its beginning, the stations on the Fengsha Line are: Beijing Main Station (北京站; Km 

0) → Shijingshan South (石景山; Km 25) → Sanjiadian (三家店; Km 37) → Xieyangjian (斜

阳件; Km 43) → Luopoling (落坡岭; Km 50) → Yanchi (延迟; Km 60) → Zhuwo (珠窝村; 

Km 69) → Yanhecheng (沿河城; Km 79) → Jiuzhuangwo (旧庄窝; Km 91) → Guangting (官

厅镇; Km 102) → and Shacheng (沙城; Km 121).  

 

➢ Km 100: G7 Jingxin Expressway – Overhead, the rail line is crossed by a new six-lane 

super-highway from Beijing to Hohhot. It’s part of China’s explosion of infrastructure 
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development: the expansion of the road network, its new airports, and the high-speed rail 

service.  

 

➢ Km 97: Nangan Zhuangcun (Chinese: 南竿莊村; pinyin: Nán gān zhuāng cūn) – A tiny 

village to the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 95: G6 Beijing-Tibet Expressway – The rail line is crossed by another new super-

highway, this one eventually runs to Tibet. It originates on the north side of Beijing, like the 

G7. The two highways intersect at a great clover-leaf three kilometers northwest of this 

crossing.  

 

➢ Km 94: Daqin Railway Line (Chinese: 大秦铁路; pinyin: Dàqín tiělù) – Unlike virtually all 

the other railways in China which are operated by the State Ministry of Railways, the Daqin 

Line is run by the Daqin Railway Company, a publicly-traded stock corporation. The name 

derives from its two terminal points: Datong (Chinese: 大同 ; pinyin: Dà tóng) and 

Qinhuangdao (Chinese: 秦皇島; pinyin: Qín huáng dǎo).  

 

The overhead crossing of the railway here is neither a branch nor a junction as there is no 

means to leave one line and join the other. There are no intersections on the Daqin; the line 

runs 653 kilometers from the coal-mining city of Datong in Shanxi Province to Qinhuangdao, 

China’s largest coal-export port, located in Hebei Province on the Bohai Sea. It passes 

through the municipal districts of Beijing and Tianjin along the way. The Daqin transports 

more coal than any other railway in the world. The line itself is purposely built for super-

heavy loads: double-track construction of extra wide subgrade, 75 kilogram per meter rails, 

extra-heavy duty locomotives, and longer trains allow its freight trains to carry 20,000 metric 

tons at a time – the largest carrying capacity in China. Double locomotives, sometimes called 

“double-doubles,” routinely pull car lengths of two to three kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 92: Tumu Railway Station (Chinese: 土木站 ; pinyin: Tǔmù zhàn) – So tiny it’s 

impossible to find.  
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The Great Wall at Badaling 

➢ Km 90: Langshan (Chinese: 狼山乡; pinyin: Láng shān xiāng) – This mid-sized town is 

simply surrounded by transport infracstructure. The rail line is on the southern edge of town; 

the G6 Expressway is a bit further to the south. Both cross the Guanting Reservoir several 

kilometers east. At the northern end of town, the Daqin Railway, the G7 Expressway, and the 

G110 National Highway all pass by. It’s a crossroads.  

 
➢ Km 88: Sanyingcun (Chinese: 三鶯村; pinyin: Sān yīng cūn) – A very small village to the 

north of the rail line immediately before crossing over the Guanting Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 87: Cross the Guanting Reservoir (Chinese: 官厅水库; pinyin: Guāntīng shuǐkù) – 

Previously mentioned, the Guanting is one of the most important sources of fresh drinking 

water for the city of Beijing. It’s composed of two fairly large bodies of water. The 

northeastern lake is the largest, measuring almost 20 

kilometers long. Most of it is one to two kilometers 

wide, but the northernmost section is about five 

kilometers across. The southwestern lake is close to 

seven kilometers long and almost three kilometers 

wide. The railroad bridge crosses the northern lake in 

a narrow section near its middle; the bridge is 650 

meters in length.  

 

The upper lake is fed by several rivers but the two 

largest are the Yongding, which feeds into the lake’s 

southwesternmost end, and the 50 kilometer-long 

Guishui River (Chinese: 妫水河; pinyin: Guī shuǐ hé), 

which empties into the lake’s northeasternmost tip. 

Very close to the Yongding’s mouth on the Guanting, 

a 1,500 meter-long, partially man-made channel 

allows the main reservoir to drain into the smaller 

southern lake. There is a dam at the southern lake’s 

southernmost end through which the Yongding flows. 

Its first kilometers are marked by a gorge which is 

used by white-water enthusiasts for recreational 

purposes. Rafting trips can be arranged here. Both the 

Fengsha and Datai Rail Lines, also mentioned previously, run through the gorge following 

the Yongding downstream on their paths to Beijing.  

 

The Guanting, at 75 kilometers northwest of Beijing, and the Miyun (Chinese: 密云水库; 

pinyin: Mìyún shuǐkù), at 80 kilometers northeast, are the two largest reservoirs serving 

China’s capital city. The Miyun Reservoir is not far from the Mutianyu (Chinese: 慕田峪; 

pinyin: Mùtiányù) site of the Great Wall.  

 

➢ Km 84: Duanzhuangcun (Chinese: 段庄村; pinyin: Duàn zhuāng cūn) – A very small village 

immediately south of the rail line.  
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Beijing Municipal District 

➢ Km 79: Donghuayuanzhen Railway Station (Chinese: 东花园镇站; pinyin: Dōng huāyuán 

zhèn zhàn) – This is also the mere tiniest of a village; it’s on the south side of the tracks. It 

happens to have a rail station.  

 

➢ Km 76: Taishi Zhuangcun (Chinese: 太师庄村; pinyin: Tài shī zhuāng cūn) – Another tiny 

village also to the south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 74: Qingshuihecun (Chinese: 清水河村; pinyin: Qīng shuǐ hé cūn) – A miniscule village 

along the east side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 73: Cross the Hebei Province – Beijing Municipal District Border (Chinese: 北京市; 

pinyin: Běi jīng Shì) – Administratively, China is divided into 33 regions (34 if including 

Taiwan). Of these, 22 are provinces (Chinese: 省 ; pinyin: shěng); five are autonomous 

regions (Chinese: 自治区; pinyin: zì zhì qū); two, Hong Kong and Macau, are classified as 

“SARs” (Chinese: 特別行政區 ; pinyin: tèbié xíng zhèng qū; “Special Adminstrative 

Regions”); and four are municipalities 

(Chinese: 直辖市; pinyin: zhí xiá shì). 

The four municipalities are Beijing, 

Tianjin, Shanghai (Chinese: 上 海 ; 

pinyin: Shàng hǎi), and Chongqing 

(Chinese: 重庆; pinyin: Chóng qìng).  

 

Both the Beijing and Tianjin 

Municipalities, which touch one 

another, are completely surrounded by 

Hebei Province with the exceptions 

that a tiny portion of Hebei (an 

“exclave”) is entirely surrounded by 

Beijing and Tianjin and a portion of 

Tianjin’s boundaries are on the Bohai 

Sea. The Beijing Municipal District is 

huge; it’s over 16,000 square 

kilometers (6,000 square miles). It is 

divided into 16 sub-districts which 

include 14 urban and suburban 

counties and two rural counties.  

 

Starting at the center, the two counties in the middle (red) comprise the old city, formerly 

enclosed by the ancient city walls. This section is now inside the Second Ring Road and 

constitutes the heart of the city. Most tourists will never get beyond these two counties with 

the possible exception of a visit to the Great Wall. Incidentally, there is no First Ring Road – 

or rather there is no more. It originally was a 17 kilometer-long tram route in operation from 

the 1920s to the 1950s. Its constituent streets still exist but no one refers to them as, or even 

knows that they were, the First Ring.  
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Beijing Kilometer Zero 

Forming a band around these first two counties are four more counties (blue), still urban, and 

these are contained between the Second and Fifth Ring Roads. At various points you may 

find place names that end with “门” (mén), which means “gate,” or “村” (cūn), which means 

“village.” The former were locations of entrance and exit in the Beijing city wall; villages 

were outside the wall.  

 

Six more counties (green) surround these 

first inner six, although they are still 

considered inner suburbs. They are 

connected by the Sixth Ring Road. To the 

north of these twelve, there are four more 

large counties (tan); these are the outer 

suburbs and rural counties. They include 

the portions of the Great Wall most often 

visited by tourists; i.e., Badaling, 

Juyongguan, Mutianyu, Jinshanling, and 

Simatai.  

 

Naturally, the 16 counties that make up 

Beijing are in turn subdivided into many 

levels: towns, townships, “ethnic” 

townships, and subdistricts, but these need 

concern only a Beijing municipal administrator. Most persons think of the city as divided 

into neighborhoods and again, naturally, there are many. Some are famous – some infamous 

– and many extend beyond a single district. Altogether, the municipality holds close to 

21,000,000 persons and of these, 16,000,000 live in the urban core. This makes Beijing the 

second-largest city in China after Shanghai and one of the most populous urban areas in the 

world. 

 

Incidentally, all these rings are surrounding something and one might well ask – what’s at the 

center? The center of the world, for Chinese people, is the Forbidden City (Chinese: 故宫; 

pinyin: Gùgōng). In front of and adjacent to it is Tian’anmen Square (Chinese: 天安门广场; 

pinyin: Tiān’ān mén Guǎngchǎng). There you will find Beijing’s center of the center. There 

is a Kilometer Zero point indicator on Tian’anmen Square and all distances to and from 

China’s capital are measured at this point.  

 

➢ Km 72: Wang Zhuangcun (Chinese: 王莊村; pinyin: Wáng zhuāng cūn) – A little tiny village 

on the north side of the rail line.  

 
➢ Km 71: Beiyuanzi (Chinese: 北苑子; pinyin: Běi yuàn zi) – Another little hamlet to the south 

of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 70: Kangzhuangzhen Railway Station (Chinese: 康庄镇站; pinyin: Kāng zhuāng zhèn 

zhàn) – About one-quarter of this fairly large town lies to the north side of the rail line; the 

other three-quarters to the south. Most of its southern section is industrial. At Kangzhuang, 
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KM 86: Kangzhuang Kangxi Grassland 

an extra locomotive is added to the train. The next 30 kilometers are particulary mountainous 

and the trains need the additional pulling power. The second loco is removed further down 

the line.  

 

Kangzhuang Station is the closest rail stop 

for the Kangxi Grassland (Chinese: 康西

草原; pinyin: Kāng xi cǎoyuán), a nature 

site and tourist attraction. Less than five 

kilometers west of town are more than 

5,000 acres of elevated rolling steppe. In 

the summer months, temperatures are 

much cooler here than in Beijing. 

Mongolian yurts are set up and 

Beijing’ers seeking fresh air come to 

camp, Bar-B-Q, and horseback ride. It’s a 

little bit of Mongolia two hours away 

from the city. Some complain that it’s 

over-crowded.  

 

➢ Km 69: Branch Line South – This little service line runs about five kilometers, branching 

several times along its path. It serves a number of factories and industrial sites in the southern 

part of the city.  

 

➢ Km 68: Branch Line North – Two kilometers east of Kangzhuang Station a short branch 

forks off to the left. It travels ten kilometers northeast to the Yanqing Railway Station 

(Chinese: 延庆站; pinyin: Yánqìng zhàn). Yanqingzhen (Chinese: 延庆镇; pinyin: Yánqìng 

zhèn) is an attractive little town developed on both sides of the Guishui River. Due to the 

construction of a dam ten kilometers downriver, the Guishui here forms a lake, Lake Guishui 

(Chinese: 妫水湖; pinyin: Guī shuǐ hú). The northern shore of the lake holds Weishui Park 

(Chinese: 炜水公园; pinyin: Wěi shuǐ gōngyuán) and Lingzhao Temple (Chinese: 灵照寺; 

pinyin: Líng zhàosì), both popular attractions. The rail station is in the southern end of town.  

 

➢ Km 64: Xibozi Railway Station (Chinese: 西拨子站; pinyin: Xi bōzi zhàn) – A minor station 

before Badaling.  

 

➢ Km 61: Badaling Railway Station (Chinese: 八达岭站; pinyin: Bā dá lǐng zhàn) – The views 

of the Great Wall are excellent here although it’s not a stop on any express trains. To visit, 

you’ll have to return on a local train or take a bus. No one should visit Beijing without 

visiting the Great Wall and Badaling is the most popular and most easily visited section of 

the wall.  
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The Great Wall at Badaling 

“It looks like new,” someone will say – and it does, for the Badaling portion of the wall has 

undergone complete restoration. In 1957, it was the first part of the wall to open for tourists. 

It’s visited by millions annually. This is the section where President Richard Nixon and his 

wife First Lady Pat were taken during his historic 

visit in 1972. Every American President since then 

has made the requisite tour to Badaling, most 

recently, President Barack Obama in 2009.  

 

The Badaling area is highly developed (some might 

say over-developed). There are hotels, restaurants, 

golf courses, a cable car, camels, costumes for hire 

for photo-taking opportunities, and an unimaginable 

number of gift shops. Bring your wallet – and then 

hold on to it, for pickpockets work this crowded 

tourist attraction as well.  

 

The Badaling section of the wall was completely re-

built in 1505 during the Ming Dynasty (Chinese: 明

朝; pinyin: Míng cháo; 1368-1644). At that time, it 

was a military outpost. The highest section is reached 

at Beibalou (Chinese: 北八樓; pinyin: Běi bā lóu); 

it’s approximately 1,015 meters (3,330 feet) above 

sea level. From the main visitor area, the Wall may 

be hiked ten kilometers to the southwest. It degrades 

along the way until it disappears. Going in the other 

direction, it may be hiked seven kilometers southeast until it ends.  
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KM 58: Qinglongqiao Railway Station 

KM 61-58: Badaling to Qinglongqiao 

➢ Km 60: Enter Badaling Tunnel (Chinese: 八达岭隧道; pinyin: Bādálǐng suìdào) – One 

kilometer southeast after passing the Badaling Station, the rail line enters the Badaling 

Tunnel. It is one kilometer long. It goes 

underneath the visitor center, the parking 

lot, and the Great Wall. All are directly 

overhead on the top of the mountain upon 

which the Great Wall is constructed.  

 

Almost immediately after the train exits 

the tunnel on the Qinglongqiao (Chinese: 

青龙桥; pinyin: Qīng lóng qiáo) side, the 

two parallel sets of rail lines separate. 

Within half a kilometer the northern half 

of the line makes a 90 degree turn to the 

left and runs one kilometer. This is the 

switchback for this half of the line. The 

Qinglongqiao Rail Station is here. The 

train stops, then reverses, then comes back 

one kilometer and again turns 90 degrees 

left in order to resume its southeasterly 

journey to Beijing.  

 

The southern half of the line makes its turn 

a little sooner after exiting the Badaling 

Tunnel. Within 250 meters it turns 90 degrees to the right. In another 250 meters it enters 

another tunnel; this one is short, only about 200 meters. The line now runs about one 

kilometer and ends. This is its switchback and at the dead-end is the Qinglongqiao New 

Station. The train reverses, goes back down the one kilometer switchback, then turns right 90 

degrees a second time and enters another 150 meter-long tunnel. After it emerges from this 

tunnel, it continues its turn for a total of almost 180 degrees before it puts itself back on the 

main line by re-joining the other half of 

the line.  

 

➢ Km 58: Qinglongqiao 

Railway Station (Chinese: 青龙桥站; 

pinyin: Qīng lóng qiáo zhàn) – “Are 

we there yet?” No, but we’re close, 

we’re less than two hours to Beijing. 

This is a very exciting little place for 

here the train passes through the Great 

Wall and most trains stop at least for a 

little while. The wall is way up, above 

your head, running along the crest of 

the hills and then it comes down to this 

station. The northern zigzag actually 
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Jeme TienYow 
The “Father” of China’s Railways was born in 1861 in 
Guangzhou, Guangdong Province. At the age of 12 
he was selected by Ming officials to be educated in 
the United States. After primary school in New 
Haven, Connecticut, he was admitted to Yale 
University where he graduated in 1881 with a degree 
in civil engineering with a specialization of railroad 
construction. His first assignment in 1888 was the 
British built Peking-Mukden line. In 1902, he was 
selected to build a special 37 kilometer-long line to 
the Ming Tombs so that the Empress Dowager Cixi 
could visit the graves of her ancestors. So impressed 
was she with the project that he was given the 
responsibility of building the line from Beijing to 
Kalgan in 1905. The line runs through the 
mountains north of Beijing and was considered 
especially technically challenging. The line includes 
unusually steep grades, zig-zags, and the tunnels at 
Badaling. He completed the line two years ahead of 
schedule and under budget.  
 
Jeme died in 1919 at the age of 57 and in his honor 
his body was buried at the Qinglongqiao Railway 
Station where his Peking-Kalgan Railway crosses 
underneath the Great Wall. There is a statue and 
small museum to him there.  

destroyed the wall and went over it. It’s 100 meters 

from the station and a great place to take some 

photographs.  

 

The station is a famous landmark in its own right as it 

commemorates the Qinglongqiao zigzag twin 

switchbacks and their rail engineer, Jeme Tien Yow 

(Chinese: 詹天佑; pinyin: Zhān Tiānyòu; 1861-1919). 

He is known as the “Father” of China’s Railroads and 

is buried at this station. There is a museum in his 

honor and a statue.  

 

➢ Km 58: Qinglongqiao West Railway Station 

(Chinese: 青龙桥西站 ; pinyin: Qīng lóng qiáo xi 

zhàn) – It is not possible to see both Qinglongqiao 

stations on the same route for one is on the north side 

of the line and the other is on the south. This is the 

station on the southern or western side of 

the line. It is also called Qinglongqiao 

New Railway Station (Chinese: 青龙桥新

站; pinyin: Qīng lóng qiáo xīn zhàn). As 

both Qinglongqiao Stations are at their 

respective ends of one kilometer-long 

switchbacks, they are equidistant from 

Badaling or Beijing or any other place 

along the rail line.  

 

In addition to the two Qinglongqiao Rail 

Stations, there is also a little Qinglongqiao 

“town.” It’s not really an actual town, 

rather, it’s a large parking lot and a 

number of shops geared to tourists. It’s 

located at the southern edge of the 

southern half of the line, immediately after 

its switchback and just before it re-

connects to the other half of the line.  

 

➢ Km 56: Enter Tunnel – The two halves of 

the line separate by a few meters and enter 

twin tunnels of just under 150 meters in 

length. The lines re-join as soon as they 

exit the tunnel.  

 

➢ Km 55: Enter Tunnel – Another twin set 

of short tunnels, these two are 75 meters 
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Great Wall Sites North of Beijing 
There are 14 possible Great Wall sites worth visiting. 
Those underlined have been restored or partially 
restored.  

long. The Great Wall is 150 meters to the left (north) immediately as the train exits the 

tunnel.  

 

➢ Km 55: Enter Tunnel – No, not a typo. About 350 meters south of the prior tunnels, there is 

another set of tunnels. These two are 100 meters long.  

 

➢ Km 54: Sanpucun Railway Station (Chinese: 三堡村站; pinyin: Sān bǎo cūn zhàn) – This is a 

tiny village of less than a dozen houses along the east side of the rail line. It’s a popular spot 

to park a car as there is a hiking trail from here about one kilometer up to the southeastern 

end of the Badaling section of the Great Wall.  

 

➢ Km 52: Shangguan (Chinese: 上官 ; 

pinyin: Shàngguān) – It’s not a village; 

it looks more like a private resort 

facility along the east side of the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 51: Juyongguan Railway Station 

(Chinese: 居 庸 关 站 ; pinyin: 

Jūyōngguān zhàn) – The rail station is 

Juyongguan; the village is Sanqiaozi 

(Chinese: 三桥子; pinyin: Sān qiáo zi). 

It’s sandwiched in between the rail line 

to the east and the road to the west. 

This is the closest station to the Great 

Wall’s Juyong Pass (Chinese: 居庸关; 

pinyin: Jūyōng Guān). The pass is two 

kilometers south of the station by road.  

 

The Juyong Pass was one of the three 

most important passes of the Great 

Wall. The other two are the Shanhai 

Pass (Chinese: 山海关; pinyin: Shānhǎi 

Guān), which is almost 300 kilometers east near the very beginning of the wall on the Bohai 

Sea, and the Jiayu Pass (Chinese: 嘉峪关; pinyin: Jiāyù Guān), part of a fortress more than 

2,000 kilometers west on the Silk Road. The Jiayu is not the western end of the Great Wall 

although it is close to it. In history, the extent of civilized China went to the last gates of the 

Silk Road, the Yumen Gate (Chinese: 玉门关; pinyin: Yùmén Guān; “Jade Gate Pass”) and 

Yang Gate (Chinese: 阳关; pinyin: Yáng guan; “Sun Gate”). Both of these final outposts, 

now ruins, are a little beyond Dunhuang (Chinese: 敦煌; pinyin: Dūnhuáng), the famous Silk 

Road city at the very end of the Gansu Corridor.  

 

The full length of the Juyong Pass extends through the 18 kilometer-long Guangou Valley 
(Chinese: 关沟山谷 ; pinyin: Guān gōu Shāngǔ), both sides of which are surrounded by 

mountains. Its length and strategic position were such that it was defended at both its 
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The Great Wall at Juyongguan 

northern and southern ends. What is today called the Juyong Pass was known as the 

“Nankou,” or more simply, the “Nan” Pass (Chinese: 南口关; pinyin: Nánkǒu guan; “South” 

Gate Pass). The north pass was known as “Badaling” Pass (Chinese: 八达岭关; pinyin: Bā dá 

lǐng guān).  

 

The Nan (Juyong) Pass today has been completely 

restored to its size and appearance during the Ming 

Dynasty. It’s a central fortress with several gates and 

the white marble Cloud Platform (Chinese: 居庸关云

台; pinyin: Jūyōngguān Yúntái), a pavillon that looks 

like a gateway but in fact was a base for three large 

white “dagobas” (stupas). The structure is known for 

its Buddhist stone carvings and inscriptions in six 

ancient languages. It dates from the mid 14th Century. 

The gate complex is surrounded by a perimeter of 

three kilometers of restored wall. Although three 

kilometers doesn’t sound like too much to hike, the 

walls at Juyongguan are exceptionally steep. It’s a 

hike.  

 

➢ Km 49: Enter Tunnel – The twin tunnels are 350 

meters long and about 300 meters east of the Juyong 

Pass complex. It’s visible immediately before the 

train enters the tunnel, but only partially visible once 

it exits. The Great Wall, which had ended five 

kilometers to the north, re-commences here as a separated three kilometer-long ring around 

the Juyong Pass central compound. The northeastern end of the encircling wall runs over the 

underground rail lines. 

 

➢ Km 46: Dongyuancun Railway Station (Chinese: 东园村站; pinyin: Dōng yuán cūn zhàn) – 

A prosperous and modern little village thanks to tourism. Most but not all of the village is to 

the north of the rail line.  

 
➢ Km 44: Xiyuancun (Chinese: 西园村; pinyin: Xi yuán cūn) – A small village all of which is 

to the south side of the tracks.  

 
➢ Km 43: Huajiaoyuan (Chinese: 花椒原; pinyin: Huājiāo yuán) – A tiny village on the north 

side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 40: Nankouzhen Railway Station (Chinese: 南口镇站; pinyin: Nánkǒu zhèn zhàn) – 

Nankou is a fairly large, mostly industrial city with a centrally located train station. The extra 

locomotive is removed here.  

 

➢ Km 32: Branch Line North – This is the junction point of the Jingtong Railway (Chinese: 京

通铁路; pinyin: Jīngtōng tiělù), an 804 kilometer-long line that connects Beijing to Tongliao 
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(Chinese: 通辽; pinyin: Tōngliáo), a city at the eastern end of Inner Mongolia. From there, 

rail connections could be made approximately 325 kilometers east to Changchun (Chinese: 

长春; pinyin: Chángchūn) or 250 kilometers southeast to Shenyang (Chinese: 沈阳; pinyin: 

Shěnyáng). Harbin (Chinese: 哈尔滨; pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn) is about 250 kilometers northeast of 

Changchun. With a population of close to 400,000, Tongliao is one of the largest cities of 

Inner Mongolia. About half its population is Mongolian.  

 

➢ Km 31: Changping Railway Station (Chinese: 昌平 区站; pinyin: Chāngpíng Qū zhàn) – A 

not very large town; mostly industrial.  

 

➢ Km 28: Cross the Sixth Ring Road (Chinese: 六环路; pinyin: Liù huán lù) – Here the rail line 

goes underneath the expressway. Beijing’s Sixth Ring is its newest and most distant from the 

city center. More a rectangle than a circle, its radius from Kilometer Zero in Tian’anmen 

Square varies from 15 to 20 kilometers. Its circumference around the city is 220 kilometers; 

it’s actually beyond the New Beijing Capital International Airport. Portions of the Ring were 

built at several stages during the 2000s and the entire road was officially opened in 2010. 

Although its name is the “Sixth” Ring, it’s actually the fifth ring around the city. Ring 

number one was a tram line that no longer exists.  

 

➢ Km 24: Branch Line Southwest – This branch serves as a 35 kilometer-long connector to the 

Fengsha Line (Chinese: 丰沙铁路; pinyin: Fēng shā tiělù). The Fengsha begins at the old 

Fengtai Station (Chinese: 丰台站; pinyin: Fēngtái zhàn) in the western Fengtai district of 

Beijing and runs northwest along the Yongding River to Shacheng (Chinese: 沙城; pinyin: 

Shāchéng); it then continues to Zhangjiakou and Datong. It is an historic and especially 

scenic route. The connection to the Fengsha Line takes place at the far western outskirts of 

Beijing just before crossing the Yongding River at Sanjiadiancun (Chinese: 三家店村; pinyin: 

Sānjiā diàn cūn).  
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➢ Km 23: Cross the Beisha River (Chinese: 北沙河; pinyin: Běi shā hé; “North Sand River”) – 

This small stream begins about ten kilometers to the northwest. The Beisha used to be larger, 

but much of its volume was diverted into the citywide canal system. From the rail crossing, it 

flows less than five kilometers due east and empties into the northwestern end of the Shahe 

Reservoir (Chinese: 沙河水库; pinyin: Shā hé shuǐkù), a small Beijing city reservoir three 

kilometers long and less than one kilometer wide.  

 

The Shahe’s outflow is the Wenyu River (Chinese: 温榆河; pinyin: Wēn yú hé) which runs 75 

kilometers southeast until it joins the North Canal (Chinese: 北运河; pinyin: Běi yùn hé). 

From this confluence, the North Canal flows south approximately 80 kilometers until it is 

joined by the Yongding River. Although the North Canal continues on its southern path, most 

of its excess drainage capacity is carried via the 70 kilometer-long Yongding New River 

(Chinese: 永定新河; pinyin: Yǒngdìng Xīn hé) and empties into the Bohai Sea at Beitangkou 

(Chinese: 北塘口; pinyin: Běi táng kǒu) about 45 kilometers due east of Tianjin.  

 

➢ Km 21 (45): Shahe Railway Station (Chinese: 沙河站; pinyin: Shā hé zhàn; “Sand River 

Station”) – The scenery now is completely urban. Traveling south below Shahe Station, there 

are alternate lines that bring trains into the city. Although the most direct route is 21 
kilometers due south to Beijing North Station (Chinese: 北京北站; pinyin: Běijīng běi zhàn), 

not all long-distance trains use this station. Another common route, and the path taken by the 

Trans-Mongolian and Trans-Manchurian Lines, takes one around the east side of Beijing and 
terminates at Beijing Main Station (Chinese: 北京站; pinyin: Běijīng zhàn). That route is 45 

kilometers long and we’ll follow it.  

 

Beijing is the starting point of the 824 kilometer-long Jingbao Railway (Chinese: 京包铁路; 

pinyin: Jīngbāo Tiělù) to Baotou in Inner Mongolia that the Trans-Mongolian Line uses for 

approximately 500 kilometers from Beijing to Jining South Station.  

 

➢ Km 20 (44): Cross the Nansha River (Chinese: 南沙河; pinyin: Nán shā hé; “South Sand 

River”) – The Nansha arises in Wenquanzhen (Chinese: 温泉镇; pinyin: Wēnquán zhèn), a 

hilly section of Beijing’s outer suburbs about 20 kilometers to the southwest. The area is well 

known for its many hot springs and hot springs resorts. From the rail crossing, the river flows 

four kilometers northeast to its mouth on the southwestern end of Shahe Reservoir. The 

egress of the reservoir is the Wenyu River.  

 

➢ Km 18 (42): Rail Lines Divide – Here’s the split in the lines. The line to Beijing North 

Station continues straight south; the line to Beijing Main Station makes its turn and heads 

east. If by chance your train’s final destination is Beijing North, the following stations are 

along the way: Qinghe Railway Station (Chinese: 清河站; pinyin: Qīng hé zhàn) at Km 11 → 

Cross the Fifth Ring Road (Chinese: 五环路; pinyin: Wǔ huán lù) at Km 9 → Cross the 

Fourth Ring Road (Chinese: 四环路; pinyin: Sì huán lù) at Km 5 → Qinghuayuan Railway 

Station (Chinese: 清华园站; pinyin: Qīng huá yuán zhàn) at Km 4 → Cross the Third Ring 

Road (Chinese: 三环路; pinyin: Sān huán lù) at Km 3 → and Beijing North Railway Station 

at Km 0. 
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➢ Km 35: Huangtudian Railway Station (Chinese: 黄土店站; pinyin: Huáng tǔ diàn zhàn) – 

This is a large freight yard. This section of the line is paralleled by Metro Line 13.  

 
➢ Km 29: Cross the Qing River (Chinese: 清河; pinyin: Qīng hé) – Like the Dynasty, the word 

means “clear” or “clean.” The primary source of the Qing’s waters is Kunming Lake 

(Chinese: 昆明湖; pinyin: Kūnmíng hú) located at the Summer Palace (Chinese: 颐和园; 

pinyin: Yíhé yuán) 15 kilometers southwest at the northwestern corner of Beijing. Kunming 

Lake itself is fed by many streams and controlled canals but one of its main overflow rivers 

is the Qing. From here at the rail crossing, it flows less than ten kilometers northeast where it 

merges into the right bank of the Wenyu River. As previously mentioned, the Wenyu flows 

southeast through several rivers until its waters eventually reach the Bohai Sea.  

 

➢ Km 22: Wangjing Railway Station (Chinese: 望京站; pinyin: Wàng jīng zhàn) – This is a 

large station for service and freight purposes only. No passenger trains stop here.  

 

➢ Km 20: Cross the Beixiao River (Chinese: 北小河; pinyin: Běi xiǎo hé; “Little North River”) 

– This little creek begins about ten kilometers to the west in the green spaces that surround 

Olympic Park (Chinese: 奥林匹克公园; pinyin: Àolín pǐkè gong yuán). From the rail crossing 

it flows southeast a little less than ten kilometers until it merges into the left bank of the Ba 

River (Chinese: 坝河 ; pinyin: Bà hé). From that junction, the Ba flows less than ten 

kilometers southeast until its mouth on the right bank of the Wenyu.  

 

➢ Km 19: Cross the Airport Expressway – Otherwise known as the S12 Highway, this 

motorway, which was entirely upgraded before the Beijing Olympics, begins near the 

northwestern corner of the Second Ring Road and runs northwest to the Beijing Capital 

International Airport intersecting with the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Ring Roads along the 

way. From beginning to end, it is only 20 kilometers; remarkably close to downtown for a 

major international airport.  

 

➢ Km 18: Cross the Fifth Ring Road (Chinese: 五环路; pinyin: Wǔ huán lù) – The rail line 

goes over the expressway on a large concrete platform. The Fifth Ring is a six lane 

expressway that runs about 12 to 17 kilometers out from Tian’anmen Square. It has a 

circumference of 98 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 16: Branch Line East – It’s not exactly a branch; it’s a one kilometer spur that becomes a 

great nine kilometer-long circle that goes round and round. Within the circle are several 

fishing farms and the Chinese National Film Museum (Chinese: 中国电影博物馆; pinyin: 

Zhōngguó diànyǐng bówùguǎn).  

 

➢ Km 15: Cross the Ba River (Chinese: 坝河; pinyin: Bà hé) – This small river has its source 

about ten kilometers southwest from a canal that begins by the Yonghegong Lama Temple 

(Chinese: 雍和宫; pinyin: Yōnghé gōng). After crossing under the rail line here, the Ba flows 

almost 15 kilometers to its end on the right bank of the Wenyu River.  
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➢ Km 15: Cross the Liangma River (Chinese: 亮马; pinyin: Liàng mǎ; “Bright Horse River”) – 

This small stream begins by several canals six kilometers west. From the rail crossing it 

flows east less than three kilometers until it terminates by joining the right bank of the Ba 

River.  

 

➢ Km 13: Xinghuo Railway Station (Chinese: 星火站; pinyin: Xīng huǒ zhàn) – This is a 

freight station with no passenger services.  

 

➢ Km 9: Branch Line West – This short spur runs less than three kilometers to one of the city’s 

power stations.  

 

➢ Km 8: Cross the Tonghui River (Chinese: 通惠河; pinyin: Tōng huì hé) – The Tonghui 

originates as an outflow of the South Moat (Chinese: 南护城河; pinyin: Nán hùchénghé) near 

the Temple of Heaven (Chinese: 天坛; pinyin: Tiān tán) about a dozen kilometers southwest 

of this rail crossing. From the crossing it flows due east 15 kilometers where it joins the right 

bank of the Wenyu River. From that union, the Wenyu only carries on in its own name a few 

more kilometers. It very soon gets absorbed into the North Canal which eventually runs to 

the Bohai Sea east of Tianjin.  

 

➢ Km 7: Branch Lines to Jingqin, Jingshan, Jingcheng, and Fengsha Railways – From the air, 

it resembles a giant diamond-shape composed of rail lines running in the four cardinal points 

of the compass (east, west, north, and south) and all connected to one another by sections of 

curved track linking the 90 degree angles. It’s one of the main rail junctions in the city. Our 

line turns right 90 degrees and continues due west to Beijing Main Station. Straight ahead the 

line runs south, then west about 30 kilometers to many other lines including the Fengsha. A 

90 degree turn east leads to the Jingqin and Jingcheng Lines. Here’s the line-up:  

 

• Jingqin Line (Chinese: 京秦铁路; pinyin: Jīngqín tiělù) – A 294 kilometer-long line from 

Beijing to the coastal city of Qinhuangdao (Chinese: 秦皇岛; pinyin: Qínhuángdǎo); it 

passes Tianjin and Tangshan along the way;  

 

• Jingshan Line (Chinese: 京山铁路; pinyin: Jīngshān tiělù) – Almost the same route as the 

preceding except that it continues to the end-of-the-Great Wall city of Shanhaiguan 

(Chinese: 山海关; pinyin: Shānhǎiguān), also on the Bohai Sea;  

 

• Jingcheng Line (Chinese: 京承铁路; pinyin: Jīngchéng tiělù) A 256 kilometer-long line 

originating in Beijing and running northwest to Chengde (Chinese: 承德 ; pinyin: 

Chéngdé) in northern Hebei Province;  

 

• Fengsha Line (Chinese: 丰沙铁路; pinyin: Fēng shā tiělù) – A 121 kilometer-long line 

northwest from Beijing to Shacheng (Chinese: 沙城; pinyin: Shāchéng) which is on the 

Jingbao Line from Beijing to Baotou, Inner Mongolia.  
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➢ Km 5: Cross the Fourth Ring Road (Chinese: 四环路; pinyin: Sì huán lù) – The fourth ring is 

an expressway with connections to virtually every other expressway that leads into or out of 

the city. For the most part, it runs eight to ten kilometers out from the center of the city at 

Tian’anmen Square. Its circumference is approximately 65 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 5: Beijing East Railway Station (Chinese: 北京东站; pinyin: Běijīng dōng zhàn) – The 

unwanted orphan of Beijing’s many rail stations; this station is primarily used for freight. 

There is limited passenger service to Chengde (Chinese: 承德; pinyin: Chéngdé) and Huairou 

(Chinese: 怀柔; pinyin: Huáiróu).  

 

➢ Km 3: Rail Service Yard and Loop – A little spur veers off to the north and makes a one and 

a half kilometer-long 360 degree loop around a large covered service and maintenance 

facility.  

 

➢ Km 3: Cross the Third Ring Road (Chinese: 三环路; pinyin: Sān huán lù) – Unfortunately 

best known for its terrible traffic jams, this ring is about two and a half kilometers further out 

than the Second Ring. Generally, it runs five to seven kilometers in radius from Tian’anmen 

Square. It has a circumference of 48 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 2: Beijing Rail Sorting Yard – For a little more than one kilometer, the rail line passes 

through a great marshaling yard.  

 

➢ Km 1: Branch Line South – A line diverges and heads south four kilometers where it splits. 

Its eastern fork becomes the Jingjin Chengji Railway (Chinese: 京津城际铁路; pinyin: Jīng-

Jīn chéngjì tiělù), the 120 kilometer-long high-speed line to Tianjin. The western fork runs 

four kilometers to Beijing South Rail Station (Chinese: 北京火车南站; pinyin: Běijīng huǒ 

chē nán zhàn) and from there many points south and west including Beijing West Railway 

Station (Chinese: 北京火车西站; pinyin: Běijīng huǒ chē xī zhàn).  

 

➢ Km 1: Cross the Tonghui River (Chinese: 通惠河; pinyin: Tōng huì hé) – Less than one 

kilometer east of Beijing Station, the rail line again passes over this river. It flows next to the 

Second Ring Road.  

 

➢ Km 1: Cross the Second Ring Road (Chinese: 二环路; pinyin: Èr huán lù) – Perhaps 750 

meters east of the rail station, the line crosses over Beijing’s Second Ring. This innermost of 

the five rings is the closest to downtown. Its radius varies from three to five kilometers out 

from Tian’anmen Square and it has a circumference almost exactly 33 kilometers.  

 

In fact it’s no ring; it’s almost completely square. The road occupies much of the same space 

where the ancient city walls used to stand. In many places the road closely follows the moat 

that surrounded the walls. In places, the moat survives as a canal. Numerous junctions bear 

the old city gate names; a few still stand. Most of the original city walls were torn down after 

the People’s Republic of China was declared in 1949 and much of Beijing’s Subway Line 2 

runs underneath the road.   
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Entering the Forbidden City 
Built from 1406 to 1420, the City was the Chinese 
Imperial Palace from the Ming Dynasty to the 
demise of the Qing in 1912. You’re not forbidden 
today, but during those 500 years the city was 
closed to commoners for it was the home of 
emperors and their households, as well as the 
ceremonial and political center of the government. 
It is the world's largest palace complex and covers 72 
hectares (178 acres). It is a rectangle 961 meters 
(3,153 feet) north to south and 753 meters (2,470 
feet) east to west. There are almost 1,000 buildings 
surrounded by an 8 meter (26 feet) high wall and a 
6 meter deep moat. The Forbidden City is a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site.  

➢ Km 0 (7852): Beijing Railway Station (Chinese: 北京火车站; pinyin: Běi jīng huǒ chē zhàn) 

– Beijing is the capital of the People’s Republic of China; its name literally translates as 

“Northern Capital” – for there have been several capitals at various locations in China’s long 

history. With over 17 million persons, Beijing is one of the largest cities in the world; both 

by population and geography. It’s also 

one of the world’s most interesting cities.  

 

Although it is large, it’s not difficult to 

get around. The city’s main street, 

running through central Beijing from east 

to west, is Chang’an Avenue (Chinese: 长

安街; pinyin: Cháng'ān Jiē), lit., “Eternal 

Peace Street”); Line 1 of the Beijing 

Subway runs directly underneath it. The 

city is designed on a square grid pattern, 

with a series of five ever-expanding ring 

roads encircling it. All the rings revolve 

around the city’s center, which is the 

Forbidden City (more about that below). 

The outermost Fifth Ring, which is 

somewhat confusingly known as the Sixth 

Ring (Chinese: 六环路; pinyin: Liù huán 

lù), is an expressway which runs around 

the city on a radius approximately 15-20 

kilometers from its center. The Sixth Ring 

Road is comparable – in every sense – to 

Washington D.C.’s “Beltway,” the Paris 

Boulevard Péripherique, and Moscow’s 

MKAD (МКАД). Because the city proper 

is remarkably square, Beijing’s “rings” are 

in fact more rectangular than concentric.  

 

Beijing is far too large to walk from place 

to place, so at some point, you’ll have to 

flag down a taxi or take the metro (Chinese: 北京地铁; pinyin: Běijīng Dìtiě). Fortunately, in 

comparison with most big cities of the world, taxis are not expensive. And the subway 

system is very good; it’s air-conditioned in the summer and inexpensive. Signs for the station 

stops are bi-lingual in Chinese and English. The system layout is illustrated on maps quite 

clearly and it is not difficult to use. Perhaps its worst problem is that it’s very popular and 

therefore well-frequented. It can be very crowded (best to use it midday or later in the 

evening if you can).  

 

A list of Beijing’s sights and attractions would be very long, but at minimum no one should 

miss Tian’anmen Square (Chinese: 天安门广场; pinyin: Tiān’ān mén Guǎngchǎng) – the 

largest public square in the world, and within or around it, the Mao Zedong Mausoleum 
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Beijing’s Metro System 
Metro stations can be recognized by their blue signs 
with a capital "D" for "Dìtiě." From what was a single 
cross-town east-west line (Line 1), with a small 
central loop, 20 years ago, has grown to a nine-line 
system of 228 kilometers of track with almost 150 
stations. Current plans call for 11 lines and 420 
kilometers by 2012 and 19 lines with 561 kilometers 
by 2015. Massive contruction in Beijing never stops. 
Stand still a little too long and you’ll either be run 
over by a bulldozer, hoisted by a crane, or buried in 
concrete!  

(Chinese: 毛主席纪念堂 ; pinyin: Máo Zhǔxí Jìniàntáng), the Great Hall of the People 

(Chinese: 人民大会堂 ; pinyin: Rénmín Dàhuìtáng), and the China National Museum 

(Chinese: 中国国家博物馆; pinyin: Zhōngguó guójiā bówùguǎn). At Tian’anmen Gate, you’ll 

find the entrance to the Forbidden City and the Imperial Palace Museum. These are more 

commonly referred to by Chinese people as Gugong (Chinese: 故宫; pinyin: Gùgōng) which 

means “Former Palace.” Also at Tian’anmen Gate (Chinese: 天安门; pinyin: Tiān’ān mén; 

lit., “Gate of Heavenly Peace”), you can’t miss the enormous Portrait of Chairman Mao 

Zedong (Chinese: 毛泽东 ; pinyin: Máo 

Zédōng). The portrait’s hung here for a 

reason: It was on this Gate – right above 

that portrait – that Mao proclaimed the 

founding of the PRC on October 1, 1949. 

October 1st is to the Chinese what July 4th 

is to Americans – Independence Day.  

 

Not far from Tian’anmen Square, you’ll 

find Beihai Park (Chinese: 北海公园 ; 

pinyin: Běihǎi Gōngyuán), often described 

as a masterpiece of oriental garden design. 

It’s a nice place to sit and rest awhile if 

you’re exhausted from walking around.  

 

In southeastern Beijing, you’ll find the 

Temple of Heaven (Chinese: 天坛; pinyin: 

Tiāntán), a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

Built from 1406 to 1420 during the reign of 

the Yongle Emperor (Chinese: 永 乐 ; 

pinyin: Yǒnglè; 1360-1424), who also built 

the Forbidden City, Tiantan is marvel of 

symmetrical perfection – it was constructed 

without a single nail.  

 

Of the many temples in Beijing, the most 

popular – and for many the most 

interesting, is the Yonghe Temple (Chinese: 雍和宮; pinyin: Yōng hé gōng), commonly 

known as the “Lama Temple.” It’s in northeast Beijing, near the Second Ring Road. It is a 

temple and monastery of the Geluk School (also called Gelugpa and known as “Yellow Hat”) 

of Tibetan Buddhism. It is one of the largest and most important Tibetan monasteries in the 

world and for those who are planning on going to Tibet on this trip or the next trip, it’s an 

excellent introduction to Tibetan Buddhism.  

 

A bit further afield, a few kilometers northwest of downtown, you’ll find another World 

Heritage Site, the Summer Palace (Chinese: 颐和园 ; pinyin: Yíhé Yuán). This includes 

Kunming Lake, Dowager Empress CiXi’s Marble Boat, the Long Corridor, and the 17-Arch 

Bridge.  
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The Temple (Altar) of Heaven 

Chairman Mao Portrait on 
Tian’anmen Gate at the Main 

Entrance to the Forbidden City 

 

Excursions further out of town are possible 

and these would most certainly include a visit 

to at least one section of the Great Wall, and 

perhaps the Ming Dynasty Tombs (Chinese: 

明朝十三陵; pinyin: Míng cháo shí sān líng). 

There’s also the Peking Man site (Chinese: 北

京 猿 人 ; pinyin: Běijīng Yuánrén) at 

Zhoukoudian and the historically important 

Lugou Bridge (Chinese: 卢 沟 桥 ; pinyin: 

Lúgōu Qiáo), known in the West as the 

“Marco Polo” Bridge – for he described it in 

his 13th Century travelogue Il Milione (“The 

Million”), commonly titled “The Travels of 

Marco Polo.” More information about Beijing 

and its sights may be found at the end of 

Chapter 5: “Moscow to Beijing on the Trans-

Manchurian Line.”  

 

When it comes time to leave this enormous city, there are five distinct rail stations and two 

major airports. We’ll discuss the rail stations below, immediately after the airports.  

 

Beijing Capital International Airport (Chinese: 北京首

都国际机场; pinyin: Běijīng Shǒudū Guójì Jīchǎng) is 

located about 32 kilometers northeast of the city center. 

A modern toll highway connects it to the city. From 

what used to be a rather sleepy run-down little place 20 

years ago, Beijing Capital has grown into a three-

terminal mega-port, the busiest in Asia and second-

busiest in the world after Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta 

International Airport in number of take-offs and 

landings. The airport handles just over 100 million 

passengers per year and there are flights to over 120 

destinations in China and around the world.  

 

The airport has three terminals. Terminal 1 is primarily 

for domestic services. It handles the routes of Hainan 

Airlines and its subsidiary carriers such as Grand China 

Air, Deer Air, and Tianjin Airlines. The international 

routes of Hainan, including Hong Kong, Taiwan, and 

Macau, operate out of Terminal 2. The terminal dates 

from the 1980s but was completely renovated in 2004 

and again in 2008.  

 

Terminal 2 opened in 1999 and serves China Southern 
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Concourse at Beijing Capital Airport 

Airlines, China Eastern Airlines, SkyTeam members, and several dozen domestic and 

international carriers. Terminals 1 and 2 are connected by a walkway that takes about 10-15 

minutes to cover.  

 

Terminal 3 is the newest of the three terminals and at the time of its opening in 2008 before 

the Beijing Olympics was the largest man-made structure in the world in terms of area 

covered. It is primarily an international terminal and handles flights from Air China, the Star 

Alliance members (United, SAS, Lufthansa, Thai, Singapore, etc.), Oneworld members, and 

some other domestic and international flights which do not operate from Terminals 1 and 2. 

The terminal’s appearance is quite 

dramatic, even spectacular. It was 

designed by a consortium of architects 

including the British firm of Foster + 

Partners, its founder and chairman, 

Norman Foster. They also built the 

new Hong Kong Airport in 1998.  

 

Terminal 3 also includes a rail link to 

Beijing city center from within the 

terminal. It’s the Airport Express Line 

of the Beijing Subway (Chinese: 机场

轨道交通线 ; pinyin: Jīchǎng guǐdào 

jiāotōng xiàn) which is for the most 

part an elevated Metro Line. The line 

runs from Terminal 3 to Terminal 2 

and then 28 kilometers to Beijing’s Dongshimen Station (Chinese: 东直门; pinyin: Dōng zhí 

mén) with only one other stop at Sanyuanqiao (Chinese: 三元桥; pinyin: Sān yuán qiáo) 

along the way. A one-way trip only takes about 20 minutes. Like the terminal, it was built for 

the Olympic Games.  

 

In addition to the rail link, there are eleven different bus routes to the city from the three 

terminals. Busses depart from outside the baggage claim areas at the respective terminals. 

Taxis are available at those same locations.  

 

On a positive note, Beijing Capital Airport has been voted the “World’s Best Airport” by 

Condé Nast Traveler magazine. There is no question about it – the difference in service today 

from 20 years ago is like night and day, almost another world. On the other hand, very 

simply, Beijing’s airport is big. You have to check your ticket before you get out there and 

make sure you’re going to the right terminal. Although there are people movers and free 

shuttle bus transportation among the three terminals, it can take some time to go from one 

terminal to another. Terminal 3 is the most distant.  

 

Even with all this added capacity, Beijing Capital Int’l Airport is inadequate to handle the 

ever-increasing volume of domestic and international travel. For this reason, a few years ago, 

work began on a new mega-large airport at Daxing. Ground was cleared in 2014 and the 
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airport is scheduled to open sometime in 2019. Now officially known as Beijing Daxing 

International Airport (Chinese: 北京大兴国际机场; pinyin: Běijīng Dàxīng Guójì Jīchǎng), 

it’s located approximately 46 kilometers south of Tian'anmen Square. There’s a dedicated 

rail line of some 40 kilometers to Beijing West RR Station and in the long-term planning of 

the Beijing Subway, Line 20 (Line R4) of the system was scheduled to terminate at the new 

airport at about the same time as the airport opens for business.  

 

The airport has four new runways specifically designed to handle ultra-heavy cargo flights. 

Passenger capacity is ultimately planned to handle 125-200 million per year, making it by far 

the busiest airport in the world. The airport has an astounding terminal area of more than 

1,000,000 square meters (11,000,000 sq. ft.) The building was designed by the very avant-

garde British architectural firm of Zaha Hadid and French planners ADPI, and executed by 

the Beijing Institute of Architectural Design. It consists of a dramatic central hub with six 

long curved spokes. Seen from the air, it looks like something out of the 21st Century – but of 

course, we’re in the 21st Century.  

 

Planning also included the complete re-shuffling of the flights and carriers stationed at the 

two giant airports. Some lines preferred to stay where they were; others choose to move out 

to the new facility. Some airlines will have flights to both. It’s now more important than ever 

to determine where you’re arriving or departing. Finally, old “China hands” will remember 

the former (mostly domestic) airport of Beijing Nanyuan Airport (Chinese: 北京南苑机场; 

pinyin: Běijīng Nányuàn Jīchǎng). Located only two kilometers south of the 4th Ring Road or 

less than 15 kilometers from Tian'anmen Square, it’s scheduled to close and be demolished. 

Nanyuan is the oldest airport in China; it was first opened in 1910.  

 

Beijing’s multiple rail stations are no less complicated than the multiple airport terminals. 

You must know which rail station is the correct one for your departing train. Travel time 

between the various stations is such that if you were to arrive at the wrong station, you would 

invariably miss your train’s departure at the proper station. As mentioned above, there are 

five. In order of importance or railway traffic they are: Beijing (Central) Railway Station, 

Beijing West Railway Station, Beijing South Railway Station, Beijing North Railway 

Station, and Beijing East Railway Station.  
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Beijing’s Main Railway Station 
Opened in 1903, but completely rebuilt in the 1950s, 
this is the original and still main train station of Beijing. 
In general, trains for Manchuria (including Harbin, 
Shenyang, and Dalian), the Eastern Seaboard (including 
Qingdao, Shanghai, Nanjing, and Hangzhou); and Inner 
and Outer Mongolia depart from this station. Both the 
Trans-Mongolian and Trans-Manchurian Lines operate 
from this terminal.  

Beijing West RR Station 

Beijing (Central or Main) Station 

(Chinese: 北京火车站; pinyin: Běi jīng 

huǒ chē zhàn), also more simply called 

Beijing Station (Chinese: 北 京 站 ; 

pinyin: Běi jīng zhàn), is the city’s 

centrally-located, historic, and original 

rail terminal. It opened in 1959 and 

was the largest station in China at the 

time. It is the only station within the 

boundaries of the old walled city and 

its soaring twin clock towers and 

graceful architecture mix traditional 

Chinese themes with Victorian British 

and Soviet Realist styles. The station’s 

large outdoor sign “Beijing Railway 

Station” in Chinese characters was 

personally drawn by Chairman Mao 

Zedong. He was well-respected as a 

distinctive and artistic calligrapher 

during his life.  

 

Since 1996, a good portion of its traffic 

has been shifted over to the new much 

larger Beijing West Railway Station in 

order to relieve traffic congestion. Beijing Station 

however remains the terminus for both the Trans-

Mongolian and Trans-Manchurian Lines of the Trans-

Siberian Railway and the station for international trains 

to Ulaanbaatar, Moscow, and Pyongyang. In general, it 

is the station for trains to Manchuria (Shenyang, 

Changchun, Dalian, Harbin, etc.) plus trains to 

Qingdao and trains to the Yangtze River Delta such as 

Shanghai, Nanjing, Suzhou, and Hangzhou. Some of 

the trains for Inner Mongolia leave from here as well. 

The station is a stop on Beijing’s Metro Line 2.  

 

Today, Beijing West Railway Station (Chinese: 北京

火车西站; pinyin: Běi jīng huǒ chē xī zhàn), also called 

“West Station” (Chinese: 西站; pinyin: Xi zhàn), is the 

city’s largest station with the most passenger traffic. It 

opened in 1996 and it is the largest rail station in Asia. 

It is a major terminal for both regular trains and the 

new high-speed trains that are rapidly taking over rail 

service in China. Trains depart this station primarily 

for western and southwestern China including Xi’An, 
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Beijing South Railway Station 

Chongqing, Chengdu, Changsha, Guilin, Nanning, Hohhot, and Urumqi. It is the terminal for 

trains to Wuhan, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Kowloon (Hong Kong), and the train to Lhasa, 

Tibet (the Qingzang Railway, also known as the Qinghai-Tibet Railway). Beijing West 

Station is connected to Metro Lines 9 and 7.  

 

Beijing South Railway Station (Chinese: 北京火车南站; pinyin: Běi jīng huǒ chē nán zhàn) 

is the newest of the city’s rail stations. Opened in 2006, this enormous station is also claimed 

to be Beijing’s largest – it’s a question of how it is measured, by square meter of floor space 

or by passenger volume. Without debate, it is the city’s leading station for China’s high-

speed trains which are known as CRH.  

 

CRH trains depart from Beijing South to Tianjin about every ten to fifteen minutes all day 

long. Travel time for the 117 kilometers is 30 minutes. The trains operate at 330 kmh to 350 

kmh (205-217 mph). CRH trains also run to Shanghai through Jinan, Nanjing, and Suzhou. 

Top speeds of 300 to 

350 kmh allow the the 

train to make the 1,302 

kilometers in a little less 

than five hours. This 

compares with the 

regular overnight 

sleeper service which 

takes about 16 hours. 

There are approximately 

90 CRH trains a day 

traveling between 

Beijing and Shanghai. 

The new high-speed line 

includes crossing over the two longest bridges in the world. Several of the trains continue to 

Hangzhou and Ningbo; one goes to Fuzhou. There is also high-speed service to Qingdao via 

the Jinan branch, and Hefei. Beijing South Railway Station is connected to the Beijing 

Subway Line 4.  

 

Beijing North Railway Station (Chinese: 北京火车北站; pinyin: Běi jīng huǒ chē běi zhàn), 

also more simply called Beijing North Station (Chinese: 北京北站; pinyin: Běi jīng běi zhàn), 

and formerly known as Xizhimen Station (Chinese: 西直门站; pinyin: Xī zhí mén zhàn) is the 

oldest surviving rail station in the city. It was built in 1905 and substantially renovated in 

2005. It provides service to the north and northwest, primarily to Inner Mongolia and the 

cities of Hohhot in the south and Manzhouli in the north of that region. Note that this does 

not include either the Trans-Mongolian nor Trans-Manchurian Lines; those lines operate out 

of Beijing Main Station. Trains from Beijing North also depart to Liaoning Province as well 

as to Badaling Great Wall in Yanqing County. The station is also the southern terminus of 

the Beijing Suburban Railway. The rail station is next to the Xizhimen interchange station of 

Lines 2, 4 and 13 of the Beijing Metro.  
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CRH Trains 
China uses the English letter acronym CRH for “China Railway High-Speed,” their version 
of Japan’s Bullet train (Shinkansen), the French TGV (Train à Grande Vitesse), or the 
German ICE (Inter-City Express) Train. Chinese speakers also use the term “Hexie Hao” 
(Chinese: 和谐号; pinyin: Héxié Hào; lit., “Harmony”) to describe the service. World-wide, 
the common features of all high-speed rail service include: dedicated tracks, unimpeded 
with local or freight traffic; continuously-welded rails for a smoother and safer ride; and a 
large turning radius which allows high speeds to be maintained.  
 
The fastest train in the world is the Shanghai “Maglev” (上海磁浮示范运营线), a magnetic 
levitation train. In test performance it has reached top speeds of 500 kmh (310 mph). On 
its normal run between Shanghai Airport and Pudong, it routinely operates at a top speed 
of 431 kmh (268 mph).  
 
CRH, TGV, ICE, and Shinkansen trains all normally operate at speeds of 300 to 320 kmh 
(185-200 mph) and occasionally reach top speeds around 350 kmh (220 mph). The only 
other way to increase the average speed on a given run is to decrease the number of stops 
along the way.  

Beijing East Railway Station (Chinese: 北京火车东站; pinyin: Běi jīng huǒ chē dōng zhàn), 

or more simply called “Beijing Dong” (Chinese: 北京东站; pinyin: Běi jīng dōng zhàn), 

serves only a few passenger trains a 

day. It is primarily a freight station. 

The few destinations served are 

Jinzhou, Chengde, Shijiazhuang, and 

Huairou. The station is not connected 

to the city’s subway system.  
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Mao Zedong (Chinese: 毛泽东; pinyin: Máo Zédōng; 1893-1976) 
If it may be said that Sun Yat-sen (1866-1925) brought China into the 20th Century, it too may be said 
that Mao Zedong transformed a backwards, agrarian, peasant society into a modern, industrialized, and 
powerful society, ready to take its place in the 21st.  In 1998, Mao was named by Time Magazine as one 
of the 100 most important people of the 20th Century. He was so named for a reason – He is 
considered one of most influential figures in modern world history because he led the largest nation on 
earth out of the darkness of internal strife, corruption, war-lordism – and Western colonialism and 
imperialism. The Chinese are the first to admit that he was not without fault, for he made many 
mistakes, nevertheless, he is revered as the "Father of Modern China."  
 
The son of a fairly well-to-do peasant farmer, Mao was born December 26, 1893, in the village of Shao 
Shan, near Changsha, in Hunan Province. He was trained in Chinese classics and later received a modern 
education. As a young man he was disturbed by the oppressive social conditions he witnessed and he 
joined the revolutionary army that overthrew the Qing (Manchu) Dynasty (1644-1912). He first 
encountered Marxism at Peking University. In 1921, at the age of 27, he attended the First Congress of 
the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and two years later he was elected to its Central Committee. At 
that time, Marxists believed that revolution lay in the hands of urban workers, but by 1925 Mao 
concluded that it was the peasantry in China, not the urban proletariat, that had to be mobilized.  
 
Early revolutionaries however had their rivalries. The Kuomintang (KMT or Nationalists) under Chiang 
Kai-shek (1887-1975) and the Communists split in 1927. From 1928 until 1934, Mao, along with others, 
established rural soviets in the country and built the Red Army. Because of continuing attacks from the 
Nationalists, in 1934, Mao led the Red Army on the "Long March" (Chinese: 长征; pinyin: Cháng 
zhēng), a 9,600-kilometer (5,965-mile), year-long journey from Jiangxi north to Yan'an in Shaanxi 
province. Its purpose was a strategic retreat to regroup and strengthen before taking on the KMT again.  
 
From 1937 to 1945, the rivalry between the KMT the CCP was put aside as they concentrated their 
efforts against the Japanese who had invaded China and launched a full-scale war of aggression. After 
defeating the Japanese, the Nationalists tried to eliminate the Communists, but with aid from the Soviet 
Union, Mao defeated the KMT.  Chiang Kai-shek fled to Taiwan where he assumed the Presidency, an 
office he held until his death in 1975.  
 
Mao established the People’s Republic of China on October 1, 1949 and was appointed its First 
Chairman. From 1950 forward, he introduced land reforms and the first Five Year Plan in 1953. In an 
attempt to break with the Russian model of Communism and to instill in the Chinese people a renewed 
sense of revolutionary fervor; Mao launched the Great Leap Forward in 1958. Unfortunately, the 
program was a great failure and an estimated 20 to 30 million people died in the famine that followed. 
In 1959, he gave up the position of head of state (although he remained Chairman of Communist Party 
until his death in Beijing on September 9, 1976). Because of his criticism of the Soviet Union during the 
Great Leap Forward, he so alienated the Russians that they withdrew their aid in 1960. From then on, 
Mao concentrated his efforts on ideology and by 1964 – all the way until 1976, Mao’s thoughts, 
speeches, and quotations became the most widely printed book written in the 20th Century – 
Quotations from Chairman Mao (Chinese: 毛主席语录; pinyin: Máo zhǔxí yǔlù), more commonly 
known as the "Little Red Book" Chinese: 红宝书; pinyin: Hóng bǎoshū).  
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Mao Zedong (continued) 
In 1966, Mao followed the failed Great Leap Forward with the Cultural Revolution, also considered to 
have been a disastrous mistake. The campaign, which lasted until his death in 1976, was an attempt to re-
establish revolutionary ideology. Led by Mao and his wife, Jiang Qing (1914-91), mass mobilization 
began, much of which was directed against CCP leadership. China, especially her young people, virtually 
spun out of control. His death plunged China into national grief and effectively ended this ill-starred 
"Revolution."  
 
During Mao’s later years, his friend and revolutionary compatriot, Zhou Enlai (1898-1976), did most of 
China’s foreign policy work, including the groundbreaking shift in relations with the United States 
through its emissary Henry Kissinger (1923-present) and President Richard Nixon (1913-94). After 
Mao's death, Deng Xiaoping (1904-97) began introducing social and economic reforms. Mao’s 
mistakes were legion – yet to this day, he is revered by more persons on the face of the earth than any 
other person, living or dead.  
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Chapter 5 – Moscow to Beijing on the Trans-Manchurian Line 

 

One could say that the Trans-Manchurian Line begins with the Trans-Siberian Railway at 

Moscow, crosses over the Ural Mountains from European to Asian Russia; then tracks across 

Siberia to Chita, altogether a total of 6198 kilometers. Approximately 100 kilometers thereafter, 

the Trans-Manchurian Line branches off the main Trans-Siberian Railway and heads southeast 

more than 400 kilometers on the Tarskaya-Zabaikalsk Branch (Веткa Тарская-Забайкальск) to 

Zabaikalsk on the Russian-Chinese border. From Manzhouli on the Chinese side of the border, 

the train continues more than 2,300 kilometers southeast through Harbin, then southwest to 

Beijing.  

 

The total route is 9,014 kilometers, only about 300 kilometers less than the 9,288 kilometers to 

Vladivostok, but 1,100 kilometers more than the 7,852 kilometers to Beijing on the alternate 

Trans-Mongolian Line through Mongolia. All three lines have their own appeal – and their 

differences. All three pass by Irkutsk and Lake Baikal, highlights on any trip. And all three pass 

through Ulan-Udé, the capital city of Buryatia and a highlight in its own right. Since both the 

Trans-Mongolian and Trans-Manchurian end in Beijing, the big difference in these two routes is 

what may be seen or visited along the way on either route.  

 

The former route offers the obvious interest of Mongolia and its capital Ulaan Baatar. For almost 

a century this country and this city were several of the most isolated places on earth. Now open 

to everyone and bustling on a pace of development almost beyond belief, Mongolia is a 

fascinating country with a fascinating, friendly people. The Trans-Manchurian route runs 

through Mongolian steppe grasslands as well, but in Inner Mongolia, which is part of China. 

Further south, the line passes through Harbin and if one is traveling during the winter months, 

the Harbin Ice Festival should be in full swing. This is one of the great festivals and sights in the 

world. If your journey is anytime between early January and early March, it is a must stop. The 

ice festival is breathtaking – but don’t forget to bring the very warmest clothes you own, or buy 

some more there. You’ll need them.  

 

This chapter begins in Chita, then runs to the Chinese border, crosses the northern end of Inner 

Mongolia, travels through Harbin, Changchun, and Shenyang; passes by the starting point of the 

Great Wall at Shanhaiguan, then crosses through Tangshan and Tianjin before ending at Beijing. 

Weeks could be spent visiting all the places of interest on this route. For those fortunate enough 

to have some extra time available, an alternate, roundabout route to Beijing from Dalian across 

the Bohai Sea via Qingdao is also described.  

 

➢ Km 6198: Chita-2 Main Railway Station (станция железная дорога Чита-вторая) – Chita 

is a fairly large Siberian city of close to 325,000 persons. It is located at the confluence of the 

160 kilometer-long Chita River (река Чита; locally called Chitinka, Читинка) and the 708 

kilometer-long Ingoda River (река Ингода). Due to its proximity at the beginning of the 

Trans-Manchurian branch line and its place on the main Trans-Siberian line, it is a 

transportation hub. Further information about Chita may be found in Chapter 3: The Trans-

Siberian Main Line.  
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Provodnitsa on the “Vostok” 

 

Chita is the administrative capital of Zabaikalskiy Krai (Забайкальский край), which the 

train entered shortly before reaching Petrovsk-Zabaikalskiy (Петровск-Забайкальский). The 

“krai” (territory) has a total population of about 1,100,000 of whom about 90 percent are 

ethnic Russian. Buriyats comprise about seven percent and the remaining three percent is 

composed of many ethnic minorities. Most of Zabaikalskiy’s western boundary is alongside 

Buryatiya with a small northwestern portion along Irkustk Oblast. It has a short border on the 

northeast with the Sakha Republic and a longer frontier on its eastern side with Amur Oblast. 

Its southeastern and southern international borders are with China and Mongolia respectively. 

The territory used to be called Chita Oblast (Читинская область), but in 2006 that political 

entity merged with the former Agin-

Buryat Autonomous Region (Агинский 

Бурятский автономный округ) and 

formed the newly-named Zabaikalskiy 

Krai, literally, “Trans-Baikal Territory.”  

 

It is possible to fly to Chita; the 

international airport “Kadala” (Кадала 

международный аэропорт), is less than 

15 kilometers west of the city’s main rail 

station. The Trans-Siberian Rail Line runs 

right alongside it. There is domestic 

service to most of the usual major cities in 

Russia. International service is mostly to 

Chinese cities in Manchuria as well as 

winter charter flights to Southeast Asia.  

 

The most well known rail service on the Trans-Manchurian Line is the Vostok (Восток), 

which means “East” and can also be translated as the “Orient.” Its numbers are 020 when 

eastbound and 019 when westbound. The train has two-berth first class compartments called 

spalniy vagon (спальный вагон), four-berth second class cabins called kupé (купе), open 

berth plaskartniy (пласкартный) service, and a restaurant carriage (вагон-ресторан). The 

020 departs Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Terminal every Saturday a little before midnight. It 

reaches Nizhniy Novgorod early Sunday morning and Yekaterinburg early Monday morning. 

Very early Tuesday morning, it’s Novosibirsk and by mid-afternoon later that same day it’s 

Krasnoyarsk. By early morning Wednesday the train reaches Irkutsk and later that afternoon 

it’s passing through Ulan-Udé.  

 

Late evening of the fourth day, around midnight local time, the train runs through Chita and 

from there, it’s another 13 hours to the border at Zabaikalsk. Anywhere from four to six 

hours may be spent here as the bogies must be changed from Russian wide gauge to Chinese 

standard gauge.  

 

It’s usually sometime in the afternoon of Thursday that the train gets underway from the 

Chinese border city of Manzhouli. It arrives in Harbin early afternoon on Friday. From there, 

it’s another 17 hours with arrival in Beijing close to 6:00AM local time on Saturday.  
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Dining & Lounge Car on the “Vostok” 

 

When exiting the city, about three 

kilometers east after leaving Chita-2 Rail 

Station, the train comes alongside the 

Ingoda River and follows it downstream 

on its left bank (north or east side). The 

main line of the Trans-Siberian parallels 

the river for the next 200 kilometers. 

However, after 100 kilometers, the line 

meets the Onon River (река Онон) at 

Onon (Онон). There, the Trans-

Manchurian train branches off south from 

the main line and crosses the river.  

 

➢ Km 6201: Confluence of the Chita and 

Ingoda Rivers – Three and one-half 

kilometers after passing Chita-2 Station, 

the train comes alongside the confluence of the Chita (река Чита) and Ingoda (река Ингода) 

Rivers. The junction is on the right side (west) of the train when traveling southeast. The 

confluence is less than 30 meters from the train tracks. The Chita is about 30 meters wide at 

the point where it joins the left bank of the 125 meter-wide Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6204: Antipikha (станция Антипиха) – This is the first suburban town southeast of the 

Chita city limits. It is settled along the left bank (east side) of the Ingoda River to the north of 

the rail line. The large dacha village of Voskhod-14 (Восход-14) lies to the south of the 

tracks along the river.  

 

➢ Km 6204: Branch Lines North and South – Less than 500 meters to the east of Antipikha 

Station, a minor spur line runs to the left and north about three kilometers to a small 

industrial and mining section of town. At almost the same point, another minor spur veers 

right and travels a little less than two kilometers to a large rail storage and service yard on an 

oxbow of the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6205: Cross the Antipikha Creek (ручей Антипиха) – About 400 meters after the three-

way split of the branch lines, the main line of the railway passes over the small creek 

Antipikha. It begins a mere two kilometers north of the rail crossing. It ends in less than two 

kilometers when it joins the left bank of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6205: Stopping Point 6205 (Остановочный пункт 6205) – Another 350 meters after 

crossing the Antipikha, the train passes by Stopping Point 6205.  

 

➢ Km 6207: Peschanka (платформа Песчанка) – A small industrial suburb of Chita to the 

north of the rail line.  
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1st Class Corridor on the 
Moscow-Beijing “Vostok” 

➢ Km 6208: Cross the Peschanka River (река Песчанка) – Less than 400 meters after passing 

the Peschanka Platform, the train crosses over this little creek. It begins about five kilometers 

northeast and ends 500 meters south when it joins the left bank of the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6212: Pionerskaya (станция Пионерская) – A small village to the north side of the 

rails.  

 

➢ Km 6213: Cross the Nikishilkha River (река Никишилха) – This tributary ends here on the 

Ingoda’s left bank. Its confluence is within view from the right side of the train, 200 meters 

west. The train passes over this minor river on a twin set of single truss bridges just before 

entering Atamanovka (Атамановка). The Nikishilkha 

has its headwaters approximately 75 kilometers 

northeast in the Yablonoviy Mountains.  

 

➢ Km 6215: Atamanovka (станция Атамановка) – A 

fairly large town of approximately 9,600 persons 

located on the left bank of the Ingoda River. The area 

is a large growing region for apples and one of the 

main industries in town is a juice and jam 

manufacturing operation.  

 

➢ Km 6215: Pionerskaya Children’s Sanatorium 

(Пионерская Детский санаторий).  

 

➢ Km 6216: Cross the Gryaznukha River (река 

Грязнуха) – This little creek originates about five 

kilometers due east. From the rail crossing it flows 

about 400 meters west until its mouth on the Ingoda’s 

left bank.  

 

➢ Km 6217: Dachniy (платформа Дачный) – A large 

dacha village on the left bank of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6220: Zasopochnaya (платформа Засопочная Дачи) – A tiny dacha village.  

 

➢ Km 6222: Kamenka (платформа Каменный карьер; “Kamenka Quarry”) – The tiniest of 

settlements nestled between the railroad tracks and the Ingoda River. There are several stone 

quarries in the immediate vicinity.  

 

➢ Km 6224: Platform 6224 (платформа 6224).  

 

➢ Km 6227: Glubokaya Pad (платформа Глубокая падь) – More dacha cottages, this stop is 

also call Ozdorovitelniy (Оздоровительный; “Health Camp”).  

 

➢ Km 6227: Cross the Glubokaya River (река Глубокая) – This little stream begins at the 

confluence of several very small yet named tributaries about seven kilometers northeast. 
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KM 6230: The “Vostok” en-route 

After it passes under the tracks, it flows less than 200 meters and enters the left bank of the 

Ingoda. Another hundred meters downstream and there is an auto bridge across the Ingoda. 

The river here is about 125 meters wide.  

 

➢ Km 6229: Cross the Kruchina River (река Кручина) – The railroad crossing marks the end 

of the Kuchina as it crosses at its mouth on the Ingoda. Traveling upstream, the Kruchina is 

formed approximately 60 kilometers to the northeast at the confluence of the 15 kilometer-

long Pravaya Kruchina (правая Кручина) and the 20 kilometer-long Levaya Kruchina 

(левая Кручина) Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 6230: Zemlyanichnaya (платформа 

Земляничная; “Strawberry”) – This little 

village is nestled along the left bank of the 

Ingoda Rivers.  

 

For the next few kilometers the train rides 

along in the Kruchiniskaya Depression 

(Кручиниская впадина), a level valley 

between the Chersky Ridge (Хребет 

Черского) to the northwest and the 

Daurskiy Ridge (Даурский хребет) to the 

southeast. These mountains run southwest 

to northeast across the Trans-Baikal Region 

and are intermediate ranges between the 

greater Yablonoviy Range to the south and the Stanovoi to the north.  

 

➢ Km 6231: Kruchina (станция Кручина) – Most of this fairly large village is built between 

the west side of the rail line and an east side elbow (left bank) of the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6237: Alexandrovka (платформа Александровка) – A small dacha village built into a 

bend on the left bank of the Ingoda River. A much larger section of the village is built on the 

right bank on the other side of the river.  

 

➢ Km 6239: Branch Line North – Less than one kilometer before reaching the 

Novokruchininskiy Station a short spur branches off to the left and heads two kilometers 

northeast. It serves a relatively small, walled, secured compound that includes an oil tank 

farm.  

 

➢ Km 6240: Novaya (станция Новая; “New”) – The station is Novaya; the town of close to 

10,000 residents surrounding it on the east side of the Ingoda River is Novokruchininskiy 

(Новокручининский). The town on the west side of the river is Aleksandrovka 

(Александровка). The station is called “New” because the old town was completed washed 

away in the Great Flood of 1897.  
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Railway Section:  Chita -- Hailar 

➢ Km 6240: Cross the Balitui River (река Балитуй) – About 500 meters east after passing the 

Novaya Station, the train passes over this small stream. It begins approximately 15 

kilometers northeast and after passing under the tracks it joins the Ingoda in less than 300 

meters south.  

 

➢ Km 6244: Kholodnaya (платформа Холодная; “Cold”) – A little village in between the 

west side of the tracks and along the left bank (northeast side) of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6246: Orlenok (платформа Орленок Оздоровительный лагерь; “Eaglet Health 

Camp”) – A tiny hamlet north of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 6249: 

Platform 6249 

(платформа 

6249).  

 

➢ Km 6250: Cross 

the Yarovaya 

River (река 

Яровая; 

“Spring”) – This 

little river starts 

about ten 

kilometers to the 

northwest, close 

to the source of 

the Balitui River. 

From the rail 

crossing it flows 

through the 

western end of 

town less than 

one kilometer 

south until it 

merges into the 

left bank of the 

Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6251: 

Ptitsefabrika 

(платформа Птицефабрика; “Poultry Farm”) – A large village centered around the poultry-

raising industry.  

 

➢ Km 6254: Makkaveyevo (станция Маккавеево) – The train station is almost at the end of 

town if traveling east. Essentially, Makkaveyevo is a small town of about 5,000 persons 

surrounded by large poultry operations.  
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➢ Km 6255: Cross the Ungur River (река Унгур) – This little stream originates approximately 

20 kilometers northeast. After passing under the rail line, it flows two kilometers southwest 

to its confluence on the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6258: Cross the Budungui River (река Будунгуй) – This small river begins about 30 

kilometers to the northeast. From the rail crossing, it flows south less than one kilometer until 

it merges into the left bank of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6261: Sosnyak (платформа Сосняк; “Pine”) – A tiny village poised on the left bank of 

the Ingoda. Immediately south of the village is a small military base.  

 

➢ Km 6264: Darasun (станция Дарасун) – This is a fairly large village of approximately 

7,250 persons. Because there is a road bridge fording the Ingoda, the town extends to both 

sides of the river. The town takes its name from the Daurskiy Ridge (Даурский Хребет), a 

300 kilometer-long range of mountains to the west. The leading industry is a mining 

equipment plant. The rail station is the closest serving the “Resort-Darasun” (Курорт-

Дарасун), a sanatorium town of about 3,100 persons 65 kilometers to the south. It is well 

known for its high quality calcium-carbonate, bicarbonate, and calcium-magnesium mineral 

waters.  

 

➢ Km 6269: Platform 6269 (платформа 6269) – This platform serves a one kilometer-long, 

one-street, dacha village that runs along the left bank of the Ingoda River immediately west 

of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 6271: Cross the Shigiledzyur River (река Шигиледзюр) – This small stream starts 

approximately ten kilometers north. From the rail crossing it flows less than 400 meters south 

to its mouth on the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6274: Turinskaya (станция Туринская) – The station name is Turinskaya; the village is 

known as Bolshaya Tura (Большая Тура). This small town of some 1,300 persons used to be 

on high alert because of tension along the Chinese border. That’s no longer an issue today. 

There is a garrison about three kilometers north of the rail station. It houses the military 

construction units of Glavspetsdalstroya Minvostokstroe (Главспецдальстроя при 

Минвостокстрое).  

 

The town takes its name from the nearby River Tura (река Тура) which, somewhat 

unusually, is seven kilometers east and is a right bank tributary of the Ingoda – thus the town 

is nowhere near the river. The river begins about 100 kilometers south and flows north until 

it meets the Ingoda about three kilometers upriver from the little village of Kadakhta 

(Кадахта).  

 

➢ Km 6276: Cross the Blizhniy River (река Ближний; “Near River”) – This stream begins 

about ten kilometers north; from the rail crossing it flows less than 500 meters to its 

confluence on the Ingoda.  
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KM 6295: Ingoda River near Karymskoye 

➢ Km 6287: Cross the Kadakhta River (река Кадахта) – This minor left tributary of the 

Ingoda originates approximately 15 kilometers north. After passing under the rail line it 

flows a little over one kilometer south to its confluence.  

 

➢ Km 6288: Kadakhta (станция Кадахта) – A small settlement between the tracks and the left 

bank of the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6292: Platform 6292 (платформа 6292). Even way 

 

➢ Km 6293: Platform 6293 (платформа 6293). Odd way  

 

➢ Km 6295: Karymskaya (станция Карымская) – The rail station is named Karymskaya; the 

railroad town surrounding it is Karymskoye (Карымское). It’s a big enough town of about 

12,200 persons and was founded in 1897 along the left bank of the River Ingoda with the 

development of the railroad. The original settlement had been washed away in the Great 

Flood of 1897. It’s the last large settlement 

before the junction of the Trans-

Manchurian Line which is 14 kilometers 

east.  

 

➢ Km 6296: Cross the Shiveya River (река 

Шивея) – The rail line passes over this 

little stream less than one kilometer east 

after passing the Karymskaya Station. It 

begins about ten kilometers to the north. 

From the rail crossing it flows south less 

than two kilometers to its junction with the 

Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6299: Platform 6299 (платформа 

6299).  

 

➢ Km 6302: Platform 6302 (платформа 6302) – This platform serves a small dacha village 

built into an elbow of the Ingoda River.  

 

➢ Km 6303: Cross the Bayandarga River (река Баяндарга) – This little river begins 

approximately 15 kilometers north; from the rail crossing it flows 250 meters east and 

merges into the left bank of the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6304: Cross the Dolganga River (река Долганга) – This small stream originates north 

about 15 kilometers. From the tracks it flows less than 50 meters to its end on the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6307: Tarskaya (станция Тарская) – Formerly known as the Kitaiskiy Siding 

(Китайский разъезд; “Chinese Passing Station”), this tiny settlement lies just before the 

junction where the Trans-Manchurian Line branches south. There is a little station and a few 

nearby residences.  
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➢ Km 6309: Branch Line to Manchuria – Here the rail line splits. The main Trans-Siberian 

route continues straight ahead east; the Trans-Manchurian Line forks to the right and heads 

south. Less than one kilometer after the split, the line crosses the Ingoda River which is about 

125 meters wide at this crossing.  

 

The Trans-Manchurian Line first runs southeast almost exactly 350 kilometers to the Russian 

border town of Zabaikalsk (Забайкальск). After crossing the border to Manzhouli (Russian: 

Маньчжурия; Chinese: 满洲里; pinyin: Mǎnzhōulǐ), the first city in China, the train 

continues another 2,000 kilometers, first southeast, then southwest, past Hailar (Chinese: 海

拉尔区; pinyin: Hǎilā'ěr Qū) → Harbin (Chinese: 哈尔滨; pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn) → Changchun 

(Chinese: 长春; pinyin: Cháng chūn) → Shenyang (Chinese: 沈阳; pinyin: Shěn yáng) → 

Tangshan (Chinese: 唐山; pinyin: Táng shān) → Tianjin (Chinese: 天津; pinyin: Tiān jīn) → 

then Beijing (Chinese: 北京; pinyin: Běi jīng). The main Trans-Siberian Line continues its 

eastward journey towards Kharbarovsk (Хабаровск) and Vladivostok (Владивосток).  

 

➢ Km 6309: Platform 6309 (платформа 6309).  

 

➢ Km 6309: Cross the Ingoda River (река Ингода) – After following this river downstream for 

the past 100 kilometers, ever since Chita, the line now crosses it. The 708 kilometer-long 

Ingoda begins on northern slopes of the Khentei Ridge (хребет Хэнтэй), a range of 

mountains on the Russian-Mongolian border in north central Mongolia. The chain’s highest 

peak is the legendary Burkhan Khaldun (Бурхан-Халдун), which is near both the birthplace 

and hidden grave of Genghis Khan (birth name, Temujin; 1155 or 1162-1227). It is 

considered a most sacred area by Mongolians.  

 

The source waters begin approximately 550 kilometers southwest of the rail crossing. It is an 

extremely remote area with no towns of any significance. The closest village of any size is 

Kira (Kырa) which is about 75 kilometers east and located on the Russian side of the border.  

 

Following the Ingoda downstream from the rail crossing leads about 125 kilometers due east 

to its confluence with the 1,032 kilometer-long Onon River (река Онон), three kilometers 

east of the village of Onon. The source of the Onon is also in the Khentei Mountains and 

quite near the source of the Ingoda. At their confluence, the combined rivers become the 560 

kilometer-long Shilka (река Шилка) which in turn is the left component of the two rivers 

(the other being the 1,620 kilometer-long Argun) that form the Amur River.  

 

➢ Km 6310: Platform 6310 (платформа 6310).  

 

➢ Km 6316: Adrianovka (станция Адриановка) – This village has a population of about 

1,200. It is fairly well divided on both sides of the railway line. Although the train does not 

cross it, the village is also divided by the Mogoitui River (река Могойтуй) which runs 

parallel to the west side of the rail line. The Mogoitui begins about 15 kilometers due south 

and after passing through town runs due north seven kilometers until it merges into the right 

bank of the Ingoda near the railroad bridge.  
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There is a small memorial in honor of Sergei Lazo (Сергей Георгиевич Лазо; 1894-1920) at 

this station. He was a revolutionary hero of the October 1917 Revolution and the 1918-20 

Civil War and there are memorials to him all over Siberia, the Russian Far East, and 

Moldova, as he was born there.  

 

➢ Km 6317: Cross the Guzheeva River (река Гужеева) – This small stream originates about 

ten kilometers southeast; after passing under the rails, it flows less than 500 meters until it 

joins the right bank of the Mogoitui.  

 

➢ Km 6320: Siding 65 (разъезд 65) – A little building by the east side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 6325: Siding 66 (разъезд 66) – Immediately after passing this siding the rail line makes 

a double-loop.  

 

➢ Km 6325: Enter Loop – The first turn is 180 degrees clockwise and is about three kilometers 

long. Its mouth is quite narrow at about 550 meters across.  

 

➢ Km 6326: Cross the Mir River (река Мир; “World” or “Peace”) – On the inside bend of the 

first loop, that is at its apex, the train passes over this small creek. It begins about five 

kilometers due east. From the rail crossing, it flows about another seven kilometers northwest 

until it joins the right bank of the Mogoitui River. From there, the Mogoitui flows north some 

dozen kilometers and joins the Ingoda.  

 

➢ Km 6329: Enter Loop – This horseshoe curve runs counter-clockwise also close to three 

kilometers in length. At its exit, its opening is about 450 meters wide.  

 

➢ Km 6331: Sedlovaya (станция Седловая; “Saddle”) – The tiny hamlet of Sedlovoi 

(Седловой) is at the end of the second loop.  

 

➢ Km 6337: Platform 6337 (платформа 6337) – This stopping point is also called Pereval 

(Перевал) which simply means “Pass.” In a little less than three kilometers east, the rail line 

turns around another double-loop.  

 

➢ Km 6340: Enter Loop – The first loop is approximately three kilometers long and very 

narrow. Its mouth is 325 meters across. This horseshoe curve has the classic “lightbulb” 

shape.  

 

➢ Km 6342: Siding 67 (разъезд 67) – This siding is near the end of the first 180 degree turn 

and the beginning of the second.  

 

➢ Km 6343: Enter Loop – This horseshoe curve is about two kilometers long and quite wide. 

Its opening is close to 800 meters wide.  
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KM 6372: Mogoitui Sign 

➢ Km 6348: Buryatskaya (станция Бурятская) – A tiny settlement mostly to the south of the 

rail line. The village and the station are named after Buryatiya.  

 

➢ Km 6349: Cross the Zimka River (река Зымка) – This little stream begins approximately ten 

kilometers north. From the rail crossing, it flows southeast about one kilometer to its mouth 

on the left bank of the Tselkhema River (река Целхема). The Tselkhema begins about ten 

kilometers to the northwest and from this confluence runs parallel to the west side of the rail 

line for the next ten kilometers until it merges into the 25 kilometer-long Mogoitui River 

(река Могойтуй).  

 

Note that this is a second river with the name Mogoitui. From the Tselkhema-Mogoitui 

confluence, the Mogoitui continues southeast, still parallel to the west side of the rail line, 

another dozen kilometers until its confluence on the left bank of the Aga River (река Ага). 

The rail route crosses that river soon enough and we’ll discuss it at that time.  

 

➢ Km 6350: Cross the Shivishi River (река Шивиши) – Less than one kilometer east after 

passing over the Zimka, the rail line crosses over this small creek. This one also begins about 

ten kilometers north and also flows less than one kilometer south after passing under the rail 

line to its confluence on the Tselkhema.  

 

➢ Km 6355: Siding 68 (разъезд 68).  

 

➢ Km 6358: Usharbai (Остановочный пункт Ушарбай) – This little village of several 

hundred residents, all to the northeast of the rail line, is a “stopping point.” That means that 

there is no rail station, just a platform. There is little practical difference among “platforms” 

(платформа), “sidings” (разъезд), or “stopping points” (остановочный пункт).  

 

➢ Km 6361: Siding 69 (разъезд 69).  

 

➢ Km 6372: Mogoitui (станция Могойтуй) 

– This town of some 11,000 persons is the 

administrative center of Agin-Buriyat 

(Агинский Бурятский), formerly called 

the Autonomous District of Agin-Buriyat 

(Агинский Бурятский автономный 

округ). The political status changed when 

the district merged with Chita Oblast in 

2006 and formed the present Trans-Baikal 

Region (Забайкальский край). The actual 

“capital” of the now dissolved district was 

Aginskoye (Агинское), a small city of 

close to 17,000 persons about 30 kilometers 

southwest of Mogoitui. Both Mogoitui and 

Aginskoye are important centers of Buriyat 

culture.  
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➢ Km 6379: Siding (разъезд) – Dismantled platform.  

 

➢ Km 6386: Ostrechnaya (станция Остречная) – A little station building on the north side of 

the tracks and a dozen residences on the the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 6387: Cross the Aga River (река Ага) – The 167 kilometer-long Aga begins 

approximately 50 kilometers west of the rail crossing at the confluence of the right tributary 

Urdo-Aga (река Урдо-Ага) and the left tributary Khoito-Aga (река Хойто-Ага). Both 

tributaries are about 30 kilometers long and each begins near an eponymously-named village. 

The river runs through Aginskoye on its way here.  

 

After passing under the rails, the Aga flows northeast close to 75 kilometers to its mouth on 

the left bank of the Onon River about ten kilometers downstream west of the village of 

Ononskoye (Ононское). This junction point is about 25 kilometers upriver south from the 

Onon’s confluence with the Ingoda River near Onon forming the Shilka River.  

 

➢ Km 6388: Ara-Bulak (платформа Ара-Булак) – A small village of a few dozen houses on 

the south side of the tracks and a minor cantonment at the southern end of the village. About 

two kilometers east there is a small garrison.  

 

➢ Km 6395: Aga (станция Ага) – This small village of several hundred persons lies entirely to 

the east side of the rail line. The small River Khila (река Хила) runs between the tracks and 

the village. The rail line follows it upstream south for the next dozen kilometers. It ends five 

kilometers north when it joins the right bank of the Aga. Before 2002, the name of Aga 

village was Khila (Хила).  

 

➢ Km 6398: Cross the Khila River (река Хила) – This 109 kilometer-long tributary of the Aga 

begins approximately 75 kilometers southwest in a vast marsh area. From the rail crossing, it 

flows north less than ten kilometers to its confluence on the right bank of the Aga.  

 

➢ Km 6403: Siding (разъезд) – Dismantled platform.  

 

➢ Km 6407: Siding 71 (разъезд 71) – This siding serves the military cantonment Bilchirtui 

(Бильчиртуй) that is three kilometers south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 6412: Siding (разъезд) – Dismantled platform.  

 

➢ Km 6419: Bulak (станция Булак) – A station building and less than a dozen houses along 

the eastern side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 6424: Step (станция Степь; “Steppe”) – This fairly large village was the home of the 

Steppe Aerodrome (Аэродром Степь), a fighter air base capable of maintaining long-range 

aircraft. Although dismantled in 2010, as part of Russia’s re-structuring of its bases 

throughout the country, there has been recent talk of restoring and upgrading the base.  
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KM 6444: Cross the Onon River 

➢ Km 6427: Cross the Bolshoy Tsugal River (река Большой Цугаль) – This minor tributary 

has its source approximately ten kilometers northwest. From the rail crossing, it flows 

approximately 20 kilometers northeast until its confluence on the left bank of the Onon about 

two kilometers east of the village of Tsugol (Цугол).  

 

➢ Km 6430: Siding 72 (разъезд 72).  

 

➢ Km 6440: Platform 6440 (платформа 6440) – The platform serves the westernmost end of 

the town of Olovyannaya.  

 

➢ Km 6342: Cross the Sochol River (река Сочол) – Less than one kilometer west before 

reaching the next station, the train passes over this minor tributary of the Onon. It begins 

approximately 20 kilometers to the southwest. From the rail crossing, it flows northeast a 

little more than one kilometer and joins the left bank of the Onon.  

 

➢ Km 6443: Olovyannaya (станция Оловянная; “Tin”) – A mid-sized town of approximately 

8,100 inhabitants, it originally developed in the early 1800s around the first tin mine in 

Russia. Later, at the end of the 19th Century, Olovyannaya grew with the building and 

servicing of the railroad. The town, which lies entirely to the west (left bank) of the Onon 

River, is about equally divided north-south by the rail line which runs east-west. The railway 

station is at its eastern end.  

 

➢ Km 6444: Cross the Onon River (река Онон) – Not quite one kilometer east after leaving 

town, the train crosses over the 1,032 kilometer-long Onon, a river with some legendary 

fame. Sometime around 1155 or 1162 – the date is uncertain – and approximately 900 

kilometers upstream to the southwest in 

northeastern Mongolia, Genghis Khan was 

born along its banks. Legend holds that at 

birth he was grasping a clot of blood in his 

fist, an extraordinary sign in Mongolian 

lore that signals he was destined to 

become a great leader. In his case, the 

prophecy was correct and he grew up to 

conquer and briefly rule the largest empire 

in the history of mankind.  

 

The exact spot of the Great Khan’s birth is 

not known, but it is presumed to be by the 

Onon River near Burkhan Khaldun 

(Бурхан Халдун) Peak in the on the 

eastern slopes of the Khentei Mountains 

(Хэнтэй горах). His secret gravesite is 

also supposed to be in these mountains. The Khentei Range forms the watershed divide 

between the Arctic Ocean, via Lake Baikal, and the Pacific Ocean, via the Amur River. 

Rivers on the western and southern sides flow west, then north to the Arctic; those on the 

northern or eastern slopes flow east, then north and end in the Pacific. The range runs along 
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KM 6455: Yasnogorsk Kharanorskaya GRES 

the northern Mongolian border with southern Russia (Buryatiya), about 200 kilometers 

northeast of Ulaan Baatar.  

 

From the rail crossing, the Onon flows north approximately 125 kilometers until it meets the 

Ingoda River three kilometers downriver east of the village of Onon and 20 kilometers 

upriver southeast of the town of Shilka. The combined rivers are thereafter known as the 

Shilka – which flows 560 kilometers northeast to near Ust-Strelka, (Усть-стрелка), a tiny 

settlement, where it joins the 1,620 kilometer Argun (Russian: река Аргунь; Chinese: 额尔古

纳河; pinyin: Éěr gǔnà hé). From that point forward, it’s the mighty Amur/Heilongjiang 

River (Russian: река Амур; Chinese: 黑龙江; pinyin: Hēi lóng jiāng; English, “Black 

Dragon River”) which flows southeast, then northeast, all the way to the Sea of Okhotsk 

(Охoтское мoре) on the Pacific Ocean. The flow of the Onon-Shilka-Amur makes the Amur 

the 10th longest river in the world (1,032 + 560 + 2,824 = 4,416).  

 

➢ Km 6445: Platform 6445 (платформа 6445) – The rail line follows the Onon south upriver 

on its right bank (west side) for about the next ten kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 6455: Yasnogorsk-Zabaikalskiy (станция Ясногорск-Забайкальский) – The town’s 

name is Yasnogorsk (Ясногорск). It has a population of close to 8,200 and is built at the 

confluence of the Onon and Turga (река 

Турга) Rivers. Most of the town lies to the 

north of the rail line; the power plant and 

reservoir are on the south side of the tracks. 

It was because of the location’s ready 

access to large amounts of fresh water and 

proximity to the brown coal deposits of the 

Kharanorskiy Coal Mine (Харанорский 

угольный разрез) that in the mid-1990s 

the decision was made to develop the 

Kharanorskaya Power Plant (Харанорской 

ГРЭС). An artificial reservoir was also 

built as a cooling pond for the plant. The 

coal-fired thermal power plant is the largest 

in the Trans-Baikal region.  

 

➢ Km 6456: Confluence of the Onon (река 

Онон) and Turga (река Турга) Rivers – Approximately four kilometers west of the rail line 

and on the other side of the Kharanorskaya Power Plant cooling pond, the 1,032 kilometer-

long Onon River is joined on its right bank by the 168 kilometer-long Turga River. We’ll 

mention the Turga again when the line reaches it short order, but for now note that it parallels 

the west side of the rail line for the next 30 kilometers upstream until the line crosses over it. 

The Onon continues its upriver path southwest and therefore the train will not see it again.  

 

➢ Km 6464: Yasnaya (станция Ясная; “Clear”) – A fairly large town of some 7,800 residents, 

it is built along the right bank (east side) of the Turga River. The town was founded in 1904 

during the Russo-Japanese War as a military garrison on the rail line. It is still home to the 
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33rd Chemical Tank Brigade (33-я химическая танковая бригада), a formation of 

flamethrower and amphibious tanks of the Russian Red Army.  

 

➢ Km 6471: Siding 75 (разъезд 75) – A little building by the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 6480: Birka (станция Бырка) – A small village of fewer than 200 residents built along 

both sides of the rail line and located immediately north (right bank) of the Turga River. Less 

than two kilometers southeast is Urtuiskiy (Уртуйский), a village of about equal size. Two 

kilometers south of that is a quite large highly-secured military facility.  

 

➢ Km 6481: Cross the Turga River (река Турга) – This 168 kilometer-long tributary begins 

about 100 kilometers to the northeast, about 25 kilometers beyond the village of Turga. From 

the rail crossing, it flows northwest approximately 30 kilometers until its mouth on the right 

bank of the Onon at Yasnogorsk. The rail line continues to follow the Turga upsteam along 

the left bank (south side) for the next ten kilometers.  

 

About four kilometers west of the rail crossing, the Turga is joined by the left tributary Urta 

River (река Урта). It arises about 25 kilometers to the southeast and is not crossed by the 

railroad.  

 

➢ Km 6487: Mirnaya (станция Мирная; “Peaceful”) – This small village of about 150 

inhabitants lies on the north side of the rail line. The Turga River runs through the village 

from east to west. In another four kilometers east, the Turga turns north and the rail line 

continues east. At that point however, the Turga’s left bank is joined by the small tributary 

Tsunguruk (река Цунгурук). The rail line now follows this tiny stream for the next 30 

kilometers to a series of many small ponds that constitute its source waters.  

 

➢ Km 6496: Bezrechnaya (станция Безречная) – Most of this little town lies south of the rail 

line and south (left bank) of the Tsunguruk River. The town used to have about 5,000 

residents. It was the site of the Bezrechnaya Aerodrome (Аэродром Безречная), a military 

airfield four kilometers east. After the air base was disbanded in the early 2000s, the town 

lost most of its population. Today, it has fewer than 1,000 residents and the airbase has been 

abandoned.  

 

➢ Km 6502: Siding 114 (разъезд 114).  

 

➢ Km 6510: Khada-Bulak (станция Хада-Булак) – A mid-sized village located on both sides 

of the rail line and west of the Tsunguruk River.  
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KM 6542: Borzya Railway Station 

➢ Km 6518: Shakhtyorskaya (станция Шахтёрская; “Miner”) – About a half-dozen buildings 

along the east side of the tracks. The enormous Kharanorskaya Coal Field (Харанорское 

угольное месторождение) open-cast mine is immediately to the east of rail station. It 

measures more than five kilometers across in any given direction. The rail line passes 

alongside of it south after the station.  

 

➢ Km 6525: Sherlovaya (станция Шерловая) – There is a small village of several hundred 

persons immediately to the west of the station. Six kilometers further west, there is the town 

of Sherlovaya Mountain (Шерловая Гора); it has a population of close to 12,500. The 

village was originally founded in the 18th Century on the discovery of gemstones: 

aquamarine, topaz, tourmaline, among others. Once these were exhausted, the brown coal 

(lignite) deposits were – and still are – exploited. There are several very large open-air mines 

in the surrounding area.  

 

➢ Km 6536: Zun-Torei (станция Зун-Торей) – A tiny village of perhaps two dozen houses 

and buildings on the east side of the tracks and a fairly large rail marshaling yard on the west 

side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 6539: Platform 6539 (платформа 6539).  

 

➢ Km 6539: Cross the Borzya River (река Борзя) – This 304 kilometer-long tributary has its 

origins about 125 kilometers northeast on the slopes of the Kukulbey Mountain Range 

(Кукульбе́й горный хребет), a small group of low mountains averaging about 1,000-1,200 

meters tall. The range runs about 140 kilometers from its beginning near Sherlovaya 

Mountain and extends to the northeast.  

 

After passing under the rail line, the Borzya travels downstream approximately 100 

kilometers, first west, then north, to its confluence on the right bank of the Onon River at the 

little village of Ust-Borzya (Усть-Борзя). The junction point is about 25 kilometers due 

south of Yasnogorsk.  

 

➢ Km 6542: Borzya (станция Борзя) – A 

large railroad town of some 30,000 

residents located below the left bank 

(south side) of the Borzya River. The city 

is about equally divided into east and west 

halves by the north-south rail line. It’s a 

junction point for a branch line to 

Mongolia.  

 

About a dozen kilometers west of Borzya 

near the village of Chindant (Чиндант), 

used to be the Borzya Air Base (Авиабаза 

Борзя), also called the Aerodrome 

Chindant (Аэродром Чиндант). It was 

one of the largest Russian Air Force bases 
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Soviet Tanks at the Battle of Khalkhin Gol 

in the region, but it also has been closed. Chindant village is about two and a half kilometers 

south of the air base.  

 

In the course of the next 25 kilometers, the train passes through a number of loops. Several of 

these horseshoe curves are quite narrow and offer some good photo possibilities. We’ll list 

the approximate kilometer posts as we go forward.  

 

➢ Km 6543: Branch Line to Mongolia – About one kilometer southeast after passing Borzya 

Station, a line veers to the right and heads southwest. Unfortunately, it’s only a freight route 

for otherwise it could be very useful if it were open to passengers. The possibility of 

passenger service has been discussed from time to time, so it is not unreasonable to think that 

it could occur. The line was originally built by the Soviet Union to transport coal out of 

eastern Mongolia.  

 

From here, the line first runs approximately 90 kilometers southwest to the twin salt lakes of 

Barun-Torei (озеро Барун-Торей) and Zun-Torei (озеро Зун-Торей) and the Russian border 

town of Solovevsk (Соловьевск). After crossing the border, the line continues close to 250 

kilometers southwest to Tumur Zam (Тумур Зам) Station at Mongolia’s fourth largest city, 

Choibalsan (Чойбалсан).  

 

That’s the end of the line. Choibalsan is not connected by rail to Mongolia’s capital, Ulaan 

Baatar (Улаанбаатар). The other ways to reach Ulaan Baatar are by road or the city’s airport 

which now occupies the former Soviet Air Base. Soviet, Mongolian, and World history buffs 

go to Choibalsan to visit the battlefield of 

Khalkhin Gol and the little museum 

dedicated to Marshal Georgiy Zhukov 

(Георгий Константинович Жуков; 

1896-1974). Be forewarned, the 

museum’s OK, but the battlefield is 

merely a grassland with a few derelict 

tanks lying about.  

 

The Battle of Khalkhin Gol (Russian: 

боина реке Халхин-Гол; Mongolian: 

Халхын голын байлдаан; Japanese: ノモ

ンハン事件; Romanization: Nomonhan 

jiken; English: Nomonhan Incident; 

Chinese: 诺门坎事件; pinyin: Nuò mén 

kǎn shìjiàn) is discussed in Chapter 4: Moscow to Beijing on the Trans-Mongolian Line. It 

took place in 1939, immediately before the Great Patriotic War and at the time was the 

largest air and tank battle in the history of warfare. The Soviet Red Army, along with their 

Mongolian allies, defeated the Japanese Imperial Army’s attempt to expand their occupation 

of Chinese Manchuria into Mongolia.  
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Mikhail Khodorkovskiy 
Former Yukos CEO, oil billionaire, and oligarch 
Mikhail Khodorkovskiy (Михаил Борисович 
Ходорковский; 1963-present) has had the 
misfortune of being imprisoned for several years in 
the Krasnokamensk labor camp YaG-14/10 
(Исправительное учреждение общего режима ЯГ-
14/10). Although the details are complex, 
essentially Khodorkovskiy made his fortune in 
banking, then oil, in the Gorbachev-inspired, 
perestroika days of the post-Soviet Union. Early on, 
he became a philanthropist and gave generously to 
reform projects, democracy foundations, journalists, 
teachers, and cultural exchanges. His critics claim his 
efforts were merely political posturing for his own 
future. In 2003, he had a televised run-in with 
Vladimir Putin and not long thereafter he found 
himself under arrest for looting his oil companies. 
He has been in jail and in court ever since. 
Numerous charges have been brought and 
numerous sentences have been imposed. He has 
staged several hunger strikes and a number of his 
contemporaries have fled Russia or been killed. It is 
extremely difficult to know what the full truth is – 
but Amnesty International and many supporters of 
human rights have urged clemency on his behalf. In 
June of 2011, Khodorkovskiy was transferred to 
Prison Colony No. 7 Segezha (Сегежа) in the 
northern region of Karelia near the Finnish border. 
“Segezhlag” was one of the original camps of the 
Soviet Gulag system. In a recent interview with the 
British press, he reported that the weather was a 
“little better” at Segezha than at Krasnokamensk. In 
December of 2013, he was granted a full pardon by 
President Vladimir Putin. He promptly exiled 
himself to Switzerland, then re-located to London.  

The battle established the career of soon-to-

be-famous General Zhukov and earned him 

the first of his four lifetime “Hero of the 

Soviet Union” (Герой Советского Союза) 

awards. His experience at Khalkhin Gol 

was artfully employed shortly thereafter in 

1941 defending Russia’s capital against the 

Nazis in the Battle of Moscow and again in 

the five month siege of 1942-43 in the 

Battle of Stalingrad. Marshal Zhukov 

remains the most decorated General in the 

history of Russia and the Soviet Union.  

 

➢ Km 6545: Branch Line North – This freight 

line runs about 150 kilometers northeast to 

Aleksandrovskiy Zavod (Александровский 

Завод) and several other points.  

 

➢ Km 6547: Enter Loop – This counter-

clockwise curve is about 1,600 meters in 

length and 550 meters across at its mouth. 

It’s a complete 180 degrees and ends with 

another 180 degree south turn to the right 

clockwise, but this second loop is quite 

wide open.  

 

➢ Km 6549: Siding 115 (разъезд 115) – A 

tiny building on the right side (south) of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 6555: Siding 81 (разъезд 81) – This 

siding serves the little village of 

Novoborzinskoye (Новоборзинское) which 

is on the east side of the rail line. The 

village has about 275 inhabitants.  

 

➢ Km 6561: Soktui (станция Соктуй) – 

There’s a station building and a half a dozen 

other buildings all by the rail line, then one 

kilometer west there is the little village of 

Yuzhnoye (Южное; “South”). It has 

perhaps 150 residents.  

 

➢ Km 6561: Enter Loop – The little station of 

Soktui is itself 500 meters on the inside 

edge of the beginning of a very wide and 
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not very noticeable horseshoe curve. Overall, the curve is three kilometers long and one and 

a half kilometers across at its mouth’s opening.  

 

➢ Km 6564: Enter Loop – Approximately three kilometers south after passing Soktui Station, 

the train enters another fairly wide loop. This one is two kilometers long and one kilometer 

across.  

 

➢ Km 6567: Siding 116 (разъезд 116) – A little building on the south side of the rail line. 

About three kilometers east, the rail line makes a 180 degree clockwise loop.  

 

➢ Km 6570: Enter Loop – Here’s the tightest loop on this section of the line. Its shape is the 

classic light-bulb. The curve is two kilometers long with a mouth opening of slightly under 

475 meters.  

 

➢ Km 6573: Siding 82 (разъезд 82).  

 

➢ Km 6583: Kharanor (станция Харанор) – A fairly large village of about 1,100 residents 

mostly on the west side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 6584: Branch Line East – Less than one kilometer south after passing the Kharanor Rail 

Station, a line turns to the left and heads a little more than 200 kilometers east to the village 

of Priargunsk (Приаргунск; lit., “before the Argun”) which is located on the left bank of the 

Argun River and the border with China. It’s a dead-end as there is no recognized border 

crossing and the branch line terminates at Priargunsk. There is a road however that continues 

northeast to Novotsurukhaitui (Новоцурухайтуй) and other very remote destinations along 

the Argun River. About midway along on the branch line, there is a southern spur that runs 

15 kilometers to the uranium mining and prison town of Krasnokamensk (Краснокаменск).  

 

The stations or villages on the branch line from Kharanor are: Arabatuk (Арабатук) → 

Aramogoitui/Kovili (Арамогойтуй/Ковыли) → Margutsek (Маргуцек) → 

Urulyungui/Tselinniy (Урулюнгуй/Целинный) → 15 Km spur south to Krasnokamensk → 

Yubileiniy (Юбилейный; “Anniversary”) Ust-Tasurkai (Усть-Тасуркай) → Dosatui 

(Досатуй) → Molodezhniy (Молодежный;”Youth”)→ and Priargunsk.  

 

➢ Km 6596: Siding 83 (разъезд 83).  

 

➢ Km 6609: Dauriya (станция Даурия) – A large village of close to 4,200 persons more or 

less equally divided on both sides of the rail line. The village’s name comes from the ethnic 

Daur (Даур) people who inhabited this region until the 17th Century. At that time, all the 

territory from Lake Baikal and the Yablonoviy Range to the western end of the Amur Region 

was called “Dauriya” (Даурия) or “Daurskaya Land” (Даурская земля).  

 

The Daur (Chinese: 达斡尔族; pinyin: Dáwò'ěrzú) are an Asiatic people who speak Daurskiy, 

a language included in the Mongolian branch of the Altaic family of languages. They are 

related to the Khitan peoples (Russian: Хитан; Chinese: 契丹; pinyin: Qì dān) and their 

language is most closely affiliated to Khitan. The Khitan people and their language are 
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extinct. Only the name of their race survives as the Russian word for China, that is, “Kitai” 

(Китай). The English equivalent of that word is “Cathay,” the word that would have been 

used by Marco Polo (1254-1324).  

 

Daurs traditionally were Shamanists although many have converted to Tibetan Buddhism. It 

is estimated that there are about 130,000 Daur people living today; almost all are in northern 

Manchuria, Inner Mongolia, and Xinjiang. The largest community of them is the Morin 

Dawa Daur Autonomous Banner (Chinese: 莫力达瓦达斡尔族自治旗; pinyin: Mòlì Dáwǎ 

Dáwò'ěrzú Zìzhìqí) in the Hulunbuir Region (Chinese: 呼伦贝尔; pinyin: Hūlúnbèi'ěr; 

Mongolian: Хөлөнбуйр хот) of Inner Mongolia, China. Nierjizhen Town (Chinese: 尼尔基

镇; pinyin: Ní ěr jī zhèn) is the administrative capital of the region. A “banner” is a 

Mongolian term equivalent to a county. The region is about 350 kilometers east of Hailar 

District (Chinese: 海拉尔区; pinyin: Hǎilā'ěr qū).  

 

➢ Km 6622: Siding 84 (разъезд 84).  

 

➢ Km 6631: Bilyutui (станция Билютуй) – A small village of several hundred residents most 

of which lies south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 6639: Siding 85 (разъезд 85).  

 

➢ Km 6649: Matsievskaya (станция Мациевская) – This is a very tiny village. There are 

about four or five dwellings on the west side of the rail line north of the station, then another 

four of five houses on the east side south of the station.  
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KM 6660: Zabaikalsk 
Although some rail cars are fitted with 
variable gauge axles (VGA) and thus 
are able to handle a “break of gauge” 
without change, such cars are often 
reserved for towing work at the break 
of gauge rail station itself. The general 
rule is that all passenger and freight cars  
must have their wheel undercarriage 
assemblies (bogies) changed when 
crossing from one country’s tracks to 
another if those countries use gauges 
of different widths. The wheels on 
locomotives are fixed; therefore, the 
locomotives themselves are changed at 
the border.  
 
Russia and most of the former Soviet 
states employ a wide gauge of 1,520 
mm (4 feet 115⁄6 inches). China uses 
standard gauge of 1,435 mm (4 feet 81⁄2 
inches). Although there are several 
methods to change bogies, the simplest 
is to jack up the carriages and roll in 
fresh bogies of the desired width. Dual 
tracks must be set in the rail yards 
where bogie-changing occurs.  

➢ Km 6660: Zabaikalsk Railway Station (станция 

Забайкальск) – This is the last stop in Russia before 

crossing the border into China. The town was founded 

in 1904 as “Railway Siding No. 86” (Разъезд 86) on 

what was then the Chinese Eastern Railway, also 

known as the Chinese Far East Railway or KVZhD 

(Китайско-Восточная железная дорога or КВЖД; 

Chinese: 东清铁路; pinyin: Dōng qīng tiělù)  

 

The line provided a shortcut for the Trans-Siberian 

Railroad on its main Moscow to Vladivostok route. 

Starting from the junction at Tarskaya, it crossed the 

border here, continued east across northern Manchuria 

via Harbin, Mudanjiang, and Suifenhe to the Russian 

border near Ussuriysk, then headed south down to the 

port of Vladivostok. By cutting straight across 

Manchuria, the route drastically reduced the travel 

distance required by otherwise tracking entirely within 

Russia; that is, going over the top of Manchuria and 

coming around Khabarovsk. Altogether, the Chinese 

route saves more than 900 kilometers.  

 

Unfortunately, a couple of wars and numerous political 

considerations got in the way of geography and the 

Russians found it necessary to complete the longer rail 

route over the top of China, all in Russian territory. 

The new route, which is the route of the Trans-Siberian 

Railway today, was completed in 1916. It’s still 

possible to travel to Vladivostok using the original 

route of the China Far East Railway, but it requires 

several changes of trains and a second Russian visa (or 

a double-entry visa). Nowadays, most persons use the 

Trans-Manchurian Line if they are headed to Beijing, 

not Vladivostok.  

 

Zabaikalsk is still an important railway city. It has a 

population of approximately 12,000 and because it is 

the final terminal in Russia, it is the station for 

changing the bogies (wheel undercarriages) of the 

train. Zabaikalsk is a busy trans-shipment station and a 

break-of-gauge. The broad gauge of Russia (1,520 mm 

or 4 feet 115⁄6 inches) and the standard gauge used in 

China (1,435 mm or 4 feet 81⁄2 inches) are 

incompatible, hence the bogies must be changed from 

Russian to Chinese gauge at this point. This takes 

anywhere from three to five hours. For most 
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KM 6661: Russia Zabaikalsk Border 

KM 6661: China Manzhouli Border 

passengers, Zabaikalsk is simply a place 

to hang around and wait several hours 

while the wheel assemblies on the 

carriages are changed and Russian border 

formalities are attended to. Customs 

(Таможенный) and Immigration 

(Иммиграция) officials are stationed here 

and usually there’s a four to six hour 

delay in departing Russia and entering 

China.  

 

The Russian-Chinese Highway AH6 also 

crosses at Zabaikalsk-Manzhouli so there 

is usually a line of cars and trucks waiting 

for inspection and clearance. The twin 

Russian/Chinese auto and truck facilities 

face one other on either side of the border and are two and a half kilometers east of the rail 

line. One leaves the parking lot and roadway of the Russian Immigration and Customs 

control facility, crosses a line, and enters the parking lot and roadway of the Chinese 
Customs (Chinese: 海关; pinyin: Hǎi guān) and Immigration (Chinese: 移民; pinyin: Yí mín) 

control facility – there is no “No Man’s Land” in between the two countries.  

 

➢ Km 6661: Russia-China Border Crossing (Российско-Китайская Граница) – The railway 

departure is a little more exciting than the exit by road, although not by too much. Just about 

exactly one kilometer south after leaving the Zabaikalsk Railway Station, the train goes 

underneath a triumphal arch with “RUSSIA” (РОССИЯ) emblazoned across its top. Then, as 

if never to be outdone, 125 meters further along the line, China welcomes the train with a 

massive imposing arch that proclaims “People’s Republic of China” (Chinese: 中华人民共和

国; pinyin: Zhōnghuá Rénmín Gònghéguó) across its top. “China” is also known as the 

“PRC” or “mainland” China. Chinese people colloquially refer to their country as “Da Lu” 

(Chinese: 大陆; pinyin: Dà lù; “Big Land”). 

 

Since we’re on the topic of borders, 

Russia, the world’s largest country by 

area, has international land frontiers 

with 14 nations which are, along with 

China, the most of any country. Her 

longest border is with China. It’s in two 

sections and totals 3,645 kilometers. 

She has a sea boundary with the United 

States of less then four kilometers at the 

Diomede Islands (острова Диомида) in 

the Bering Strait between Alaska and 

Russia. The western island, Big 

Diomede (остров Ратманова), is 

Russia’s easternmost point. It is 
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Railway Section:  Manzhouli -- Shenyang 

separated from the U.S. Little Diomede Island not only by several kilometers, but by the 

International Date Line. The two Diomedes are 23 hours apart by time zones.  

 

China, the world’s third largest country by area (and first in population), has international 

land borders with 14 countries which, like Russia, is the most of any country on Earth. If one 

counts her borders with Hong Kong and Macau however, then China has 16 borders. Under 

the “handover” 1997 Treaty of Sovereignty for Hong Kong and the 1999 Treaty for Macau, 

existing land 

borders for both 

of these “Special 

Administrative 

Regions” 

(“SARs”) remain 

in place for fifty 

years from the 

dates of the 

handovers. 

Border 

regulations, visa 

requirements, 

immigration 

procedures, 

currency (the 

Hong Kong 

Dollar and the 

Macanese 

Pacata), local 

stamps and 

postage, and left-

hand driving, all 

remain in place 

just as before the 

handovers. 

Although both 

SARs have their 

own flags, 

neither may be flown above the red and yellow-star flag of the People’s Republic of China, 

which is now the official flag.  

 

Two more minor points about China’s borders: 1. Only her land boundary with Mongolia is 

longer than her border with Russia; 2. Since the Republic of China (“ROC” or Taiwan) is an 

island (including her numerous smaller satellite islands), the ROC has no land borders with 

any other country. Therefore, mainland China’s land borders are not affected by the inclusion 

or exclusion of the ROC with the PRC. On the other hand, both the PRC’s and the ROC’s  
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Railroad Map showing all Trans-Siberian Routes 
as they pass through or around Manchuria 

various sea border claims do depend on the inclusion of Taiwan. Essentially, the location of 

Taiwan gives an added several hundred kilometer “reach” to Chinese claims of ocean 

sovereignty.  

 

➢ Km 2343 (935): Manzhouli Railway Station (Chinese: 满洲里火车站; pinyin: Mǎnzhōulǐ 

huǒ chē zhàn; Mongolian: Манжуур; Russian: Маньчжурия; i.e., “Manchuria”) – An 

extremely busy border town, Manzhouli is the Chinese twin to Russia’s border town of 

Zabaikalsk, but it’s a twin on steroids. The commercial development based on trade and the 

rail traffic between the two is astounding. Manzhouli has grown in the last twenty years to a 

city of over 300,000 persons. It 

has become China’s busiest 

land port of entry and accounts 

for some 60 percent of all 

imports and exports to and from 

Russia and Eastern Europe.  

 

It’s only one kilometer from the 

Zabaikalsk Rail Station to the 

two border arches, but it’s 

about ten from there to the main 

station at Manzhouli. There are 

no stops of course because 

technically no one on the train 

has yet been admitted into 

China. The Russian kilometer 

posts end at the border and the 

Chinese do not employ them in 

the same way. The rail 

distances in China are 

somewhat more complicated 

than in Russia or Mongolia as 

there are many alternate routes a given train may take. That’s why, for example, when 

looking at a Chinese Rail timetable, you’ll usually see several different distances listed 

between the same two cities. That’s no error; the distance depends on which routing is used.  

 

Via the route taken by the Trans-Manchurian trains, it’s 6,661 kilometers (by the kilometer 

posts) from Moscow to the border at Manzhouli. It is then ten kilometers from the border to 

the Manzhouli Rail Station. From there, by the newly-revised (2016) official Chinese rail 

timetable, it’s a further 2,343 kilometers to Beijing: thus, a total of 9,014 kilometers (6,661 + 

10 + 2,343 = 9,014). However in China, you won’t see kilometer posts bearing any of these 

numbers. Rather, if you spot posts at all (which in China are little squat markers, shaped like 

mini-tombstones), the ones you’ll see on this first leg of the journey to Beijing will indicate 

in descending kilometers the distance from Manzhouli to Harbin, the major capital city in 

central Manchuria. Using the route taken by the K19 and K20 Trans-Manchurian Line trains, 

it is 935 kilometers from Manzhouli to Harbin. With no delays, it usually takes a little more 

than 12 hours. From Manzhouli to Beijing it’s not quite 30 hours. For the sake of clarity, 
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Sun Yat-sen (1866-1925) 
Father of China 

The only person widely revered in 
both the PRC and the ROC 
(Taiwan), Dr. Sun (he was a 
medical doctor) was a 
revolutionary, politician, writer, 
and philosopher who brought 
China into the 20th Century. Born 
near Macau and educated in 
Hawaii, his most famous legacy is 
his political philosophy, the Three 
Principles of the People (Chinese: 
三民主義; pinyin: sanmin zhuyi). 
These are Nationalism (民族; 
minzu), Democracy (民權; 
minquan), and Sovereignty (also 
translated as the People's 
Livelihood, 民生; minsheng). Sun 
claimed that his inspiration for the 
three principles was Abraham 
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address: 
"government of the people, by the 
people, for the people." Dr. Sun 
died of liver cancer at the age of 58 
at Rockefeller Hospital in Beijing. 
His remains lie in a great 
mausoleum in Nanjing. Sun went 
by many names during his life, but 
he is known to the Chinese as Sun 
Zhongshan (孫中山). 

we’ll list the descending kilometers to Beijing at all stops, 

and from here to Harbin, list the distances to Harbin in 

parenthesis after the Beijing number.  

 

For those who can’t wait to get to Beijing, Manzhouli has 

an airport, Xijiao Airport (Chinese: 满洲里西郊机场; 

pinyin: Mǎnzhōulǐ xī jiāo jīchǎng); it’s located in the 

southwest part of the city, ten kilometers from the rail 

station. In addition to frequent flights to Beijing, there are 

flights to Hohhot, Hangzhou, Sanya, Shenyang, 

Shenzhen, Hong Kong, Harbin, Shanghai, and Tianjin. 

International destinations include Chita, Irkutsk, Ulan-

Udé, and Ulaanbaatar via Choibalsan.  

 

Although it may seem as if you’re in far northern 

Manchuria, you’re actually in far northern Inner 

Mongolia. Shaped like a giant croissant, China’s third 

largest region of Inner Mongolia (Chinese: 内蒙古自治区; 

pinyin: Nèi Měnggǔ Zìzhìqū; Mongolian: Өвөр Монгол) 

stretches itself all the way around the nation of Mongolia. 

One end starts more than 1,000 kilometers west of Hohhot 

and wraps itself around east and north to its other end at 

the very top of China, next to its northernmost point in 

Mohé County (Chinese: 漠河县; pinyin: Mòhé xiàn), 

which is in Heilongjiang Province (Chinese: 黑龙江省; 

pinyin: Hēilóng jiāng shěng). Inner Mongolia is one of 

China’s least populated places. The region has 

approximately 25,000,000 inhabitants and its capital city, 
Hohhot (Chinese: 呼和浩特; pinyin: Hū hé hào tè; 

Mongolian: Хөх хот) has a little less than 3,000,000.  

 

Manzhouli is located in a very strategic location; it’s 

placed about 2/3rds along the way on a fairly straight-line, 

75 kilometer-long, political border between China and 

Russia. About 50 kilometers to the west is the tri-partite 

boundary of China-Russia-Mongolia and approximately 

25 kilometers to the east is the beginning of China’s 

geographic boundary with Russia, the Argun River, which 

is a natural frontier.  

 

From this starting point, the 1,620 kilometer-long Argun 

runs northeast for 944 kilometers until it is quite near the 

little village of Ust-Strelka, (Усть-стрелка) on the 

Russian side of the border, just at the very top of Inner 

Mongolia, close to its boundary with northern Manchuria. 

It’s about 80 kilometers above Mohé City (Chinese: 漠河; 
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KM 2312 (904): Zhalainuoer  
National Mine Park 

pinyin: Mò hé), on the Chinese side and an equal distance below Amazar (Амазар) and 

Yerofei Pavlovich (Ерофей Павлович) on the Russian side. The confluence of the Argun 

and the 560 kilometer Shilka forms the Amur/Heilongjiang River. The Argun was 

established as part of the Russia-China border by the Treaty of Nerchinsk in 1689. The Amur 

became the border much later – when the Russian Empire was greatly extended under the 

1858 Treaty of Aigun.  

 

➢ Km 2335 (927): Lubin zhan (Chinese: 胪滨站; pinyin: Lú bīn zhàn) – A minor passing track 

station at the very southwesternmost end of Manzhouli.  

 

➢ Km 2320 (912): Zhalainuoer West Station (Chinese: 扎赉诺尔西站; pinyin: Zhā lài nuò'ěr xi 

zhàn) – This small industrial city has 

several large open-air coal mines at the 

base of its economy. They are located 

about five kilometers to the southeast of 

town and the train passes them shortly.  

 

The coal deposits were discovered at the 

turn of the 20th Century and have been 

exploited for 100 years. The fields are 

some of the largest in China and extend 

over ten square kilometers. The rail line 

comes within meters of their northern end. 

The main attraction of the city is the 

Zhalainuoer National Mine Park (Chinese: 

扎赉诺尔国家矿山公园; pinyin: Zhā lài 

nuò'ěr guójiā kuàngshān gōngyuán) which 

is located at the mines and includes a 

mining museum. For many years the mine 

was famous for its use of steam locomotives to handle the loading of coal. In the early 2000s, 

that was for the most part replaced by giant earth-loading trucks. Note that on many maps 

and directories, Zhalainuoer is often spelled “Jalaninur.”  

 

➢ Km 2314 (906): Zhalainuoer Station (Chinese: 扎赉诺尔站; pinyin: Zhā lài nuò'ěr zhàn) – 

This station is not as frequently used as the West Station.  

 

➢ Km 2313 (905): Cross the Quanhe River/Mutnaya Protoka Canal (Chinese: 泉涸河; pinyin: 

Quán hé; “Dry Spring”; Russian: Мутная Протока; “Muddy Channel”) – Here the rail line 

crosses over a 35 meter-wide little canal. As seemingly inconsequential as it appears to be, it 

has a rather big story behind it.  

 

Approximately 15 kilometers south of Zhalainuoer City, or this rail crossing, is the northern 

end of Hulun Lake (Chinese: 呼伦湖; pinyin: Hūlún Hú; Mongolian: Хөлөн нуур, Khölön 

Nuur), a 30 kilometer-wide by 90 kilometer-long rectangular-shaped body of water. 

Approximately 80 kilometers south of Hulun’s southern end is a second one, Lake Buir 

(Chinese: 呼伦贝尔湖; pinyin: Hūlúnbèi'ěr hú; Mongolian: Буйр нуур, Buir Nuur), a 20 
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kilometer-wide by 35 kilometer-long oval-shaped lake. Legend holds that the Hulun Buir 

grassland steppe was named after two Mongolian lovers: handsome young Hulun and 

beautiful Buir. They became separated and formed Lakes Hulun and Buir. They are 

connected to one another but were destined never to join together again. The lakes are 

naturally well-stocked, fished commercially, and very popular summer resort areas. Hulun 

Lake is also known as Dalai Nuur (Mongolian: Далай нуур; “Great Ocean Lake”).  

 

Buir Lake’s surface area covers about 600 square kilometers. It is almost entirely in 

Mongolia; only its western shoreline lies along the Chinese Inner Mongolian border. Buir’s 

only outflow is the 135 kilometer-long Wuerxun River (Chinese: 乌尔逊河; pinyin: Wū ěr 

xùn hé) which flows north out of the lake’s northern end and connects with the northeast 

shore of Hulun Lake.  

 

Much larger Hulun Lake covers an area of 2,339 square kilometers. It is the largest lake in 

Inner Mongolia and one of the five largest freshwater lakes of China. In addition to its inflow 

from Buir Lake, it has a far greater primary source. At its southern end it is fed by the 1,254 

kilometer-long Kherlen River (Chinese: 克鲁伦河; pinyin: Kèlǔlún hé; Mongolian: Хэрлэн 

гол), one of the great rivers that flow east from Mongolia’s Khentei Mountains.  

 

Although both Hulun and Buir Lakes are relatively large, they are shallow. In most ordinary 

years, during the summer, their large surface-area waters warm up considerably and 

evaporate. In years of heavy fall or winter precipitation however, Hulun Lake spills over at 

its northern end forming the seasonal Quanhe River. Its waters flow about a dozen kilometers 

north and formerly, the overflow would flood into the deep open pits of the Zhalainuoer Coal 

Mine. To eliminate this problem, the Mutnaya Protoka was built. It catches the spillover from 

the lake and the Quanhe immediately south of the coal field and carries the Kherlen-Hulun 

Lake-Quanhe overflow a total of approximately 30 kilometers northeast to their confluence 

with the 676 kilometer-long Hailar River (Chinese: 海拉尔河; pinyin: Hǎilā'ěr Hé).  

 

From that junction downstream northeast, the river is called the Argun (Russian: река 

Аргунь; Chinese: 额尔古纳河; pinyin: Éěr gǔ nà hé; Mongolian: Эргүнэ мөрөн, Ergüne 

mörön) and for the next 944 kilometers, it is the border between China and Russia. When the 

Argun meets the Shilka River downstream, the two combined are called the Amur which 

remains the border until near Khabarovsk.  

 

Normally, the Amur is cited as having a length of 4,444 kilometers. Its normal composition is 

the Hailar-Argun at 1,620 kilometers plus the Amur proper at 2,824 kilometers (1,620 + 

2,824 = 4,444). In years of heavy rains or snows however, the Amur may be longer. Its 

composition in those years is the Kherlen at 1,254 kilometers plus the Quanhe-Mutnaya 

Channel at 30 kilometers plus the Argun at 944 kilometers plus the Amur at 2,824 kilometers 

(1,254 + 30 + 944 + 2,824 = 5,052 kilometers). Consequently, in normal years, the Amur is 

the world’s tenth-longest river; in certain wet years however, it is the eighth-longest.  

 
➢ Km 2305 (897): Hubei (Chinese: 湖北; pinyin: Húběi) – A small mining village widely 

spread out along the south side of the rail line. About four kilometers northeast of the village 

is the east to west flowing Hailar River. From here, it runs approximately 20 kilometers north 
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KM 800: Hulunbuir Grasslands 

until its confluence with the occasionally running Kherlen-Quanhe. From this point 

downriver, the Hailar no longer is called by that name; it is the Argun and for the next 944 

kilometers northeast, it serves as the border between China and Russia.  

 

The China-Russia border from this same point west, the roughly 35 kilometers to Manzhouli 

and Zabaikalsk, is an artificial line drawn on a map. Likewise, from Zabaikalsk west, the 

next 50 kilometers are a man-made line to the tri-point boundary with Mongolia.  

 

➢ Km 2293 (885): Aergong (Chinese: 阿尔贡; pinyin: Ā'ěr gong) – A tiny hamlet of perhaps a 

dozen buildings on the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2282 (874): Cuogangzhen 

(Chinese: 嵯岗镇; pinyin: Cuó gǎng 

zhèn) – A little town of about 5,000 

inhabitants with the Hailar River 

running just north of it. Most but not 

all of town is to the north side of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2252 (844): Haerhongde 

(Chinese: 赫尔洪得; pinyin: Hè ěr 

hóng de) – This is the station for 
Haergan (Chinese: 哈尔甘; pinyin: Hā 

ěr gān), a very small rural settlement 

about equally divided on both sides of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2219 (811): Wangongzhen (Chinese: 完工镇; pinyin: Wángōng zhèn) – A small town of 

about 5,200 persons entirely built on the north side of the rail line just below the Hailar 

River.  

 

➢ Km 2188 (780): Wu Gunuoer (Chinese: 无故诺尔; pinyin: Wúgù nuò'ěr) – A small mining 

town about equally divided on both sides of the railway.  
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➢ Km 2157 (749): Hailar District Railway Station (Chinese: 海拉尔区火车站; pinyin 

Hǎilā'ěr Qū huǒ chē zhàn) – By Chinese standards, this is a small city of about a quarter-

million people; by Inner Mongolian standards, it’s a major metropolis. Hailar is the 

administrative seat of the region of Hulun Buir (Chinese: 呼伦贝尔; pinyin: Hūlúnbèi'ěr; 

Mongolian: Хөлөнбуйр, Khölönbuir), a vast, scenic grassland. You’ll see both names used 

somewhat interchangeably, so it can be confusing.  

 

Hulunbuir is the largest and northernmost region of the 12 administrative divisions that 

constitute the Chinese Autonomous Region of Inner Mongolia (Chinese: 内蒙古; pinyin: Nèi 

ménggǔ; Mongolian: Өвөр Монгол, Öbür Monggol). Hailar “District,” the city, lies more or 

less at the center of Hulunbuir. The city is known as the “Pearl of the Grasslands” and it’s 

usually full of Russians stocking up on inexpensive Chinese goods. Try to get out of town if 

you can for the grasslands extend one hundred kilometers in every direction. It’s an excellent 

place to visit, ride on horseback, drink “Airag” (Mongolian: Айраг; Russian: Кумыс; 

English: Koumiss), and stay in a “Ger” (Mongolian: Гэр; Russian: Юрта; English: Yurt). 

Tour agencies in town can handle the arrangments.  

 

Hailar lies along both sides of, and is about equally divided by, the banks of the south to 
north flowing Yimin River (Chinese: 伊敏河; pinyin: Yī mǐn hé), a left tributary of the Hailar 

River. The Hailar (Chinese: 海拉尔河; pinyin: Hǎilā'ěr Hé), which flows from east to west 

and eventually to Manzhouli, runs along northern end of the city about four kilometers north 

of the railway station and the city’s power plant, both of which are found in the northwest 

end of town.  

 

From Hailer, the Trans-Manchurian train to Harbin takes about 10 hours; the same train to 

Beijing takes 27. Hulunbuir Hailar Airport (Chinese: 呼伦贝尔海拉尔机场; pinyin: 

Hūlúnbèi'ěr hǎilā'ěr jīchǎng; Mongolian: Хөлөнбуйр Хайлар Онгоцын Буудал), re-named 

in 2011 from Hailer Dongshan Airport (Chinese: 海拉尔东山机场; pinyin: Hǎilā'ěr dōngshān 

jīchǎng) is less than five kilometers due east of the city and has flights to virtually 

everywhere in China, Mongolia, Chita, and Hong Kong. There is another airport, but it’s an 

abandoned military airbase less than ten kilometers southwest of the city.  

 

➢ Km 2156 (748): Cross the Yimin River (Chinese: 伊敏河; pinyin: Yī mǐn hé) – The Yimin 

begins approximately 250 kilometers south of Hailar, about 50 kilometers northeast of the 

town of Arxan (Chinese: 阿尔山; pinyin: Ā'ěr shān), which is near the easternmost extremity 

of Mongolia.  

 

In the general vicinity of the rail crossing the river is about 75 meters wide. It’s wide here 

because it is almost at its end. Five kilometers north downriver, the Yimin merges into the 

left bank of the Hailar. It’s one of its larger tributaries.  

 

➢ Km 2151 (743): Branch Line South – This minor spur runs a kilometer and a half southeast 

to a single purpose specialized factory.  

 

➢ Km 2148 (740): Branch Line South – This branch runs approximately 90 kilometers south 

along the Yimin River to the town of Yiminhezhen (Chinese: 伊敏河镇; pinyin: Yī mǐn hé 
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zhèn). There are several large mines at this location. About halfway along the line, the train 

passes by the Bayanhushuo Grassland Tourist Attraction (Chinese: 巴彦呼硕草原旅游景点; 

pinyin: Ba yàn hū shuò cǎoyuán lǚyóu jǐngdiǎn), a popular grassland resort area.  

 

➢ Km 2146 (738): Branch Line North – This spur runs northwest 22 kilometers to the coal 

mines at Dongming (Chinese: 东明县; pinyin: Dōngmíng xiàn).  

 

➢ Km 2129 (721): Hakezhen zhan (Chinese: 哈克镇站; pinyin: Hā kè zhèn zhàn) – A small 

town all on the south side of the rail line and south of the Hailar River.  

 
➢ Km 2111 (703): Haocun (Chinese: 郝村; pinyin: Hǎo cūn) – A tiny village sandwiched in 

between the rail line on the south and the Hailar River on the north.  

 

➢ Km 2102 (694): Zhaluo Mudecun zhan (Chinese: 扎罗木得村站; pinyin: Zhā luó mù de cūn 

zhàn) – This rail station serves this small town on the left bank (south side) of the Hailar.  

 

➢ Km 2093 (685): Dayan zhan (Chinese: 大雁站; pinyin: Dà yàn zhàn) – At the southern end 

of this mid-sized city, near the train station, the rails split. One line runs along the south side 

of the city, the other runs along the north side. They re-connect after about seven kilometers 

at the northern end of town.  

 

➢ Km 2089 (681): Bayanzhen (Chinese: 巴彦镇; pinyin: Ba yàn zhèn) – A coal mining city.  

 

➢ Km 2083 (675): Haiman (Chinese: 海曼; pinyin: Hǎi màn).  

 
➢ Km 2075 (667): Yakeshi zhan (Chinese: 牙克石站; pinyin: Yá kè shí zhàn) – This is a large 

city of 400,000 inhabitants located on the left bank of the Zhamin River (Chinese: 扎敏河; 

pinyin: Zhā mǐn hé).  

 

➢ Km 2072 (664): Cross the Zhamin River (Chinese: 扎敏河; pinyin: Zhā mǐn hé) – This 

tributary begins about 150 kilometers to the southeast. From the bridge over the river, it 

flows north a little less than ten kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of the Hailar River.  

 

➢ Km 2068 (660): Branch Line North – The main line turns to the right and continues 

southeast towards Harbin; the branch forks to the left and heads north close to 400 

kilometers. The northern route runs to and dead-ends near the northern end of Hulunbuir 

Province and Inner Mongolia about 100 kilometers south of Mohé (Chinese: 漠河; pinyin: 

Mòhé), which is China’s northernmost city and located in Manchuria. There is a rail link to 

Mohé, but it’s another line and begins at Harbin. About halfway up the branch, a fork turns to 

the right at Jianlin (Chinese: 健林; pinyin: Jiàn lín) and runs east approximately 200 

kilometers to Oroqen (Chinese: 鄂伦春; pinyin: Èlúnchūn) and then Jagdaqi (Chinese: 加格达

奇; pinyin: Jiā gé dá qí) where the line joins the main north-south line that runs from Harbin 

to Mohé.  
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➢ Km 2053 (645): Xiaobei zhan (Chinese: 小贝站; pinyin: Xiǎo bèi zhàn) – There is nothing

here so it is hard to know who or what this little whistestop serves.

➢ Km 2042 (634): Mianduhezhen zhan (Chinese: 免渡河镇站; pinyin: Miǎn dùhé zhèn zhàn) –

A fairly large city built along the right bank (east side) of the Zhamin River. The rail line

runs north-south more or less through the center of the city.

➢ Km 2040 (632): Cross the Zhamin River (Chinese: 扎敏河; pinyin: Zhā mǐn hé) – At the

southern end of Mianduhe, the rail line passes over the Zhamin for the second time. It’s about

75 meters wide at this location.

➢ Km 2031 (623): Beitouhe zhan (Chinese: 北头河站; pinyin: Běi tóuhé zhàn) – A little

station.

➢ Km 2012 (604): Wunuerzhen zhan (Chinese: 乌奴耳镇站; pinyin: Wū nú ěr zhèn zhàn) – A

small city.

➢ Km 2000 (592): Halagou zhan (Chinese: 哈拉沟站; pinyin: Hā lā gōu zhàn) – A station.

➢ Km 1990 (582): Xilingkou zhan (Chinese: 西岭口站; pinyin: Xi lǐng kǒu zhàn) – A small

station.

➢ Km 1979 (571): Yi Liekede (Chinese: 一列刻的; pinyin: Yīliè kè de) – A small village on

both sides of the tracks.

➢ Km 1972 (564): Xinganling zhan (Chinese: 兴安岭站; pinyin: Xīng'ān lǐng zhàn; Mongolian:

Хянганы, Khyangan) – This small station is poised at the highest point on the Trans-

Manchurian Line, 958 meters (3,143 feet) above sea level and about midway through the

Greater Khingan Range (Chinese: 大兴安岭; pinyin: Dà Xīng'ān lǐng; Mongolian: Их

Хянганы нуруу, Ikh Khyangan Nuruu). Also known by its Manchurian name, the Greater

Hing’an Range is a chain of mountains that extends roughly 1,200 kilometers from north to

south forming a natural geographic boundary between Manchuria and northern Inner

Mongolia. Most trains do not stop here.

➢ Km 1964 (556): Xinnangou (Chinese: 新南沟; pinyin: Xīn nán gōu) – Here’s a very unusual

track layout. The line separates and one half runs along north, enters an almost one

kilometer-long tunnel, then re-joins. The southern half does a complete 360 degree loop, then

re-joins the other half of the line after the tunnel at Xinshali. It amounts to two completely

different ways to solve a steep incline problem.

➢ Km 1960 (552): Enter Tunnel – Here the northern half of the rail line and enters one of two

side-by-side single-track tunnels. They each are a little less than one kilometer long.

➢ Km 1957 (549): Xinshali (Chinese: 芯纱丽; pinyin: Xīn shā lì).
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➢ Km 1947 (539): Boketuzhen Zhan (Chinese: 博克图镇站; pinyin: Boketu zhèn zhàn) – The

Trans-Manchurian trains stop here, although there’s not much. Boketu is about 150

kilometers before the regional boundary between Inner Mongolia and Manchuria. Starting

immediately east of Boketu, the train begins to follow the Yalu River (Chinese: 雅鲁河;

pinyin: Yǎ lǔ hé) downstream for the next 200 kilometers – all the way to a little beyond

Nianzishan (Chinese: 碾子山; pinyin: Niǎn zi shān).

➢ Km 1946 (538): Cross the Yalu River (Chinese: 雅鲁河; pinyin: Yǎlǔ Hé) – A little more

than a kilometer east after passing the Boketu Station, the line passes over this small river.

It’s small here as its source waters only begin about 20 kilometers to the northeast on the

eastern slopes of the Greater Khingan Range.

From the rail crossing, the Yalu flows south parallel to the rail line for almost the next 200 

kilometers. About 20 kilometers south after Nianzishan, the railway turns east and the river 

continues south another 100 kilometers to its confluence on the right bank of the Nenjiang 

(Chinese: 嫩江; pinyin: Nèn jiāng). At 1,370 kilometers in length, the Nen River is the 

longest tributary of the 1,434 kilometer-long Songhua River (Chinese: 松花江; pinyin: 

Sōnghuā Jiāng) which itself is the longest tributary of the Amur. The Nen is often called the 

“Nonni” River as that is its pronunciation in Manchu. Likewise, the Songhua is often called 

the “Sungari” as that is its Manchu name. The train crosses over the Nen further down the 

line near Fulaerji (Chinese: 富拉尔基; pinyin: Fù lā ěr jī) and it crosses the Songhua in 

Harbin.  

Note that this Yalu is not Yalu River that forms a good part of the border between China and 

North Korea and ultimately flows into the Yellow Sea. The other Yalu is larger and spelled 

as follows: Yalu River (Chinese: 鸭绿江; pinyin: Yālǜ jiāng). Although the terms in Chinese 

are not always used consistently, more often than not a “Jiang” is a large river and a “He” is a 

smaller one.  

➢ Km 1936 (528): Branch Line Southwest – This is the beginning of the Bolin Line (Chinese:

博林线; pinyin: Bó lín xiàn) which travels approximately 125 kilometers, often following the

Chaor River (Chinese: 绰尔河; pinyin: Chuò ěr hé), and ends at Taerqizhen (Chinese: 塔尔气;

pinyin: Tǎ ěr qì).

➢ Km 1935 (527): Goukou zhan (Chinese: 沟口站; pinyin: Gōu kǒu zhàn) – A small town most

of which is located on the east side of the rail line.

➢ Km 1928 (520): Qishan zhan (Chinese: 旗山站; pinyin: Qí shān zhàn; “Qi Mountain”) – A

tiny village mostly east of the tracks.

➢ Km 1918 (510): Yalu zhan (Chinese: 雅鲁站; pinyin: Yǎ lǔ zhàn) – A large village or a small

town sandwiched between the rail line on the east and the Yalu River on the west.

➢ Km 1906 (498): Zigou zhan (Chinese: 紫沟站; pinyin: Zǐ gōu zhàn) – Maybe a dozen

buildings along the east side of the tracks.
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➢ Km 1903 (495): Shimenzi zhan (Chinese: 石门子站; pinyin: Shímén zi zhàn) – Difficult to

see anything here.

➢ Km 1896 (488): Lamashan zhan (Chinese: 喇嘛山站; pinyin: Lǎma shān zhàn; “Lama

Mountain”) – A few dozen houses about equally divided on both sides of the rail line.

➢ Km 1886 (478): Balin zhan (Chinese: 巴林站; pinyin: Bā lín zhàn) – A fairly big village

built on both sides of the rail line and all on the east side (left bank) of the Yalu River.

➢ Km 1875 (467): Fulin (Chinese: 傅林; pinyin: Fu lín) – Perhaps a dozen houses along the

west side of the tracks.

➢ Km 1866 (458): Xinchuoyuan zhan (Chinese: 新绰源站; pinyin: Xīn chuò yuán zhàn) – A

tiny village on the western outskirts of Nanmu Village.

➢ Km 1864 (456): Nanmu zhan (Chinese: 南木站; pinyin: Nán mù zhàn) – This is a quite large

village built along the left bank (east side) of the Yalu River.

➢ Km 1854 (446): Halasu zhan (Chinese: 哈拉苏站; pinyin: Hā lā sū zhàn) – Another fairly

large village also built on the left bank (north side) of the Yalu.

➢ Km 1843 (435): Sandaoqiao zhan (Chinese: 三道桥站; pinyin: Sān dào qiáo zhàn) – About

two dozen houses, almost all south of the rail line and north of the Yalu River.

➢ Km 1833 (425): Woniuhe zhan (Chinese: 卧牛河站; pinyin: Wò niú hé zhàn) – The rail

station, which has a couple of dozen houses around it, is about three kilometers south of the

much larger main section of the village. The main village is spread out over both sides of the

rail line.

➢ Km 1833 (425): Branch Line East – Less than 500 meters past the Woniuhe Station, this

minor spur veers off to the left and runs seven kilometers to a private community of about

100 large exclusive residences all surrounded by thick woods. The compound is most likely

some sort of government or military retreat zone.

➢ Km 1832 (424): Enter Tunnel – A kilometer and a half southeast of Woniuhe Station, the rail

line crosses over a small unnamed tributary of the Yalu, then enters a 200 meter-long tunnel.
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➢ Km 1824 (416): Zhalantun Zhan (Chinese: 扎兰屯站; pinyin: Zhā lán tún zhàn; Mongolian:

Жалан-Айл хот) – This large city of some 130,000 persons is located in between the left

bank (east side) of the Yalu River and the rail line which runs along the city’s eastern edge.

The rail station is located at the northern end of the city. Zhalantun is the last city in the

southeastern foothills of the Greater Khingan Mountains. It is considered a scenic area. The

station may or may not be a stop on your train and if it is, it’s the last stop in Inner Mongolia.

About 40 kilometers to the south, the line crosses the border into Manchuria.

➢ Km 1814 (406): Gaotaizi zhan (Chinese: 高台子站; pinyin: Gāotái zi zhàn) – A mid-sized

village about equally divided on both sides of the rail line.

➢ Km 1811 (403): Jiajiagou (Chinese: 家家购; pinyin: Jiā jiā gòu) – A couple of dozen houses

mostly to the east of the rail line.

➢ Km 1808 (400): South Gaotaizi (Chinese: 南高台子; pinyin: Nán Gāotái zi) – A very tiny

village on the west side of the tracks.

➢ Km 1792 (384): Chengjisihan zhan (Chinese: 成吉思汗站; pinyin: Chéng jí sī hán zhàn) – A

large village or a small town almost all of which is on the west side of the rail line.

➢ Km 1780 (372): Inner Mongolia – Manchuria (Heilongjiang Province) Border – This is an

approximate kilometer location for the boundary as there is nothing on the rail line to

indicate exactly when the train leaves the Autonomous Region of Inner Mongolia and enters

Manchuria (Chinese: 满洲; pinyin: Mǎnzhōu; Russian: Маньчжурия).

As the Chinese don’t generally use the term “Manchuria,” it’s worth examining why we use 

that word and what it means. Thus, to begin, what do the Chinese call Manchuria? They call 

it “Dongbei” which literally means Northeast (Chinese: 東北; pinyin: Dōng běi) and refers to 

Northeast China. More formally, in Chinese, the Manchuria region is called the Three 

Northeast Provinces (Chinese: 東北三省; pinyin: Dōngběi sānshěng), which refers to its 

composition of three separate provinces:  

• Heilongjiang (Chinese: 黑龙江省; pinyin: Hēi lóng jiāng shěng; English: “Black

Dragon River Province;” Manchu: Sakhaliyan ula). The Manchu term means “Black

River,” i.e., without the Dragon – the now Russian Island of Sakhalin comes from the

same word as this was originally part of “Outer Manchuria.” Today’s Manchuria was

historically called “Inner Manchuria.” The capital of Heilongjiang is Harbin.

• Jilin (Chinese: 吉林省; pinyin: Jílín shěng; Manchu: Girin ula). The original Manchu

term meant “along the river,” but the word Jilin does not have that meaning today in

Chinese. Jilin’s capital is Changchun.

• Liaoning (Chinese: 辽宁省; pinyin: Liáo níng shěng). “Liáo” is an ancient name taken

from the Liao Dynasty of the Khitan Empire (907-1125). “Níng” means

“peacefulness.” The origins of this province are not the same as the rest of

Manchuria. The provincial capital is Shenyang which was historically known as

Mukden.
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Map Hi-Lighting the “Three Provinces” 

Manchuria’s (or Dongbei’s) western boundary is with Inner Mongolia; its north and east 

frontiers adjoin Russia and are separated from it by the Argun, Amur, and Ussuri Rivers. On 

the southeast, Dongbei borders North Korea and is separated from that country by the Tumen 

and Yalu Rivers. The “Three Provinces” have a combined area of almost 800,000 square 

kilometers, about the size of Pakistan or 100,000 square kilometers larger than the U.S. State 

of Texas. The Heilongjiang Province of Manchuria contains China’s northernmost point (in 

Mohé County along the Heilongjiang/Amur River) and easternmost point (at the junction of 

the Amur and Ussuri Rivers near Khabarovsk, Russia).  

In the West, we use the historical name “Manchuria” derived from one of its ancient 

inhabitants, the Manchu. Over the millennia, Northeast China has been home to many 

nomadic peoples, some 

pastoral and peaceful, others 

merciless marauders. Pre-

eminent among these were the 

Manchu (Chinese: 满族; 

pinyin: Mǎn zú; Manchu: 

Manju). In China, the term 

“Manchuria” is rarely used as 

it is associated with the 

Japanese Imperial Army’s 

occupation and the puppet state 

of Manchukuo (Chinese: 满洲

国; pinyin: Mǎnzhōuguó; 

Japanese: 満州国; 

Romanization: Manshū-koku). 

The Manchu were (and are) an 

ethnically separate, Asiatic 

people who spoke Tungusic 

languages belonging to the Altaic language family – not related to Chinese, which is in the 

Sino-Tibetan family. Their day in the sun came when they conquered all of China and 

established the Qing (Manchu) Dynasty (1644–1912). In doing so, they replaced Ming 

Dynasty (1368-1644), which in turn had replaced the Yuan (Mongol) Dynasty (1234-1368). 
Led by Sun Yat-sen (Chinese: 孫中山; pinyin: Sūn Yìxiān), the 1911 Chinese Revolution 

ended the Qing Dynasty and with it the Last Qing Emperor (Chinese: 末代皇帝), widely 

known as Puyi (Chinese: 溥仪; pinyin: Pǔyí). Puyi was the subject of the 1987 Bernardo 

Bertolucci film The Last Emperor. The film details the end of Puyi’s reign and the end of the 

Qing Dynasty. It won nine Academy Awards including Best Picture and Best Director. It was 

the first western film ever authorized and shot in Beijing’s Forbidden City.  

During the 20th Century, the Manchu people were almost completely assimilated into the Han 

Chinese. The Manchu language is virtually extinct; its only surviving speakers are a few 

small pockets of elderly people in remote areas of northeast China and some scholars. It’s 

considered a difficult and complex language, with a number of grammatical similarities to 
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Chinese Ethnic Minorites 
With slightly under 92 percent, the Han represent the 
vast majority of China’s people – both in China and 
around the world. Substantial groups of minorities do 
exist however and China has great diversity, although it 
is often over-looked. Here are the 20 largest ethnic 
groups in China according to the 2010 national census.  

English  Chinese  p iny in  %’age  populat ion  

Han  汉族  Hàn Zú  91.65  1,220,844,520 
Zhuang  壮族   Zhuàng Zú    1.30   16,926,381 
Hui  回族    Huí Zú         0.79  10,586,087 
Manchu  满族  Mǎn Zú  0.78  10,387,958 
Uyghur  维吾尔族  Wéiwú'ěr Zú  0.76  10,069,346 
Miao  苗族   Miáo Zú  0.71  9,426,007 
Yi  彝族     Yí Zú      0.65  8,714,393 
Tujia  土家族   Tǔjiā Zú  0.63  8,353,912 
Tibetan  藏族   Zàng Zú  0.47  6,282,187 
Mongolian 蒙古族   Měnggǔ Zú  0.45  5,981,840 
Dong  侗族   Dòng Zú  0.22  2,879,974 
Bouyei  布依族       Bùyī Zú  0.22  2,870,034 
Yao       瑶族   Yáo Zú  0.21  2,796,003 
Bai       白族   Bái Zú  0.15  1,933,510 
Korean  朝鲜族  Cháoxiǎn Zú   0.14  1,830,929 
Hani      哈尼族      Hāní Zú  0.13  1,660,932 
Li       黎族   Lí Zú  0.11  1,463,064 
Kazakh  哈萨克族  Hāsàkè Zú  0.11  1,462,588 
Dai   傣族   Dǎi Zú  0.09  1,261,311 
She  畲族      Shē Zú    0.05  708,651 

Japanese, Korean, and Turkish. The Manchu written language uses a vertical script and looks 
similar to the Mongolian alphabet from which it was taken.  

The Manchus are officially recognized as a minority people by the PRC and their numbers 

have actually been increasing in recent years due to a resurgence of ethnic pride. By self-
identification in a current census, their numbers were about 10,000,000 – in a nation of 1.3 

billion. In China, the Han (Chinese: 汉

族; pinyin: Hànzú) represent 

approximately 92 percent of the 
population. The other eight percent is 
composed of some 55 officially 

recognized minority peoples. The 
Manchu are the third largest ethnic 

minority in China. 

 Km 1773 (365): Jixinhe zhan (Chinese: 

吉新河站; pinyin: Jí xīn hé zhàn) – A
tiny town spread out over both sides of
the rail line.

 Km 1763 (355): Nianzishan zhan (碾子

山站; pinyin: Niǎn zi shān zhàn) – This

is a mid-sized city of some 80,000
inhabitants located on the left bank
(north or east side) of the Yalu River.

The rail line passes through the
northern end of the city more or less

from west to east.

Starting just south of the city, the rail 

line begins its general turn to the east. 
As the Yalu continues its southerly path 

downstream, the rail line and river 
separate. The small river now visible is 

the Bachahe (Chinese: 八岔河; pinyin: 

Bā chà hé), a 90 kilometer-long left 
distributary of the Yalu that the rail line 
now follows downstream for the next 60 kilometers. The Bacha River is unusual in that it’s a 

break-away river from the main stem of the Yalu. It charts its own course roughly parallel to 
the main river and ends with its mouth on the right bank of the Nenjiang about 20 kilometers 
upriver from the Yalu’s mouth.  

 Km 1752 (344): Luhe zhan (Chinese: 鲁河站; pinyin: Lǔ hé zhàn) – This little village lies

about one kilometer to the east of the rail line.
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➢ Km 1731 (323): Longjiang zhan (Chinese: 龙江站; pinyin: Lóng jiāng zhàn; “Dragon River 

Station”) – About two-thirds of this small town lies to the north of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1722 (314): Baishanxiang zhan (Chinese: 白山乡站; pinyin: Bái shān xiāng zhàn; 

“White Mountain Township”) – This tiny little hamlet lies entirely on the west side of the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 1711 (303): Heigang zhan (Chinese: 黑岗站; pinyin: Hēi gang zhàn) – Perhaps one 

dozen houses along the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1701 (293): Huerhula zhan (Chinese: 虎尔虎拉站; pinyin: Hǔ ěr hǔ lā zhàn) – A small 

village fairly well divided along both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1695 (287): Branch Line South – A minor spur runs nine kilometers to the coal mine 

and coal-fired power plant at Daoxiangcun (Chinese: 稻香村; pinyin: Dào xiāng cūn). Both 

are along the right bank of the Nenjiang River. 

 

➢ Km 1692 (284): Fulaerji zhan (Chinese: 富拉尔基站; pinyin: Fù lā ěr jī zhàn) – The Chinese 

name for the town is Fulaerji; in native Daur language, it is pronounced Hulan ergi which 

means “red riverbank.” It’s a fairly large city of some 300,000 residents located along the 

right bank of the Nenjiang River.  

 

➢ Km 1690 (282): Cross the Nenjiang River (Chinese: 嫩江; pinyin: Nèn jiāng) – At 1,370 

kilometers in length, the Nen is the longest tributary of the Songhua River. Called the 

“Nonni” or “Non ula” by the region’s original Manchu inhabitants, the river begins more 

than 500 kilometers to the north, almost at the top of Manchuria, about 150 kilometers 

northwest of Heihe (Chinese: 黑河; pinyin: Hēi hé), which is across the Amur River from the 

Russian city of Blagoveshchensk (Russian: Благовещенск). Measured from another point, 

the Nen begins approximately 160 kilometers southwest of the Chinese city of Da Hinggan 

Ling (Chinese: 大兴安岭; pinyin: Dà xīng'ān lǐng), also called Tahezhen (Chinese: 塔河镇; 

pinyin: Tǎ hé zhèn). Tahe is about 165 kilometers southeast of Mohé (Chinese: 漠河; pinyin: 

Mò hé), the northernmost city of China and the end of the northern railway line.  

 

For much of its northern length, the Nen River serves as the border between Heilongjiang 

Province and Inner Mongolia. The river is formed by the confluence of several smaller rivers, 

but the 200 kilometer-long Nanweng (Chinese: 南瓮河; pinyin: Nán wèng hé) is the most 

important as it too serves as the border from its mouth on the Nen, north to very near its 

source.  

 

The river at the rail crossing is 500 meters wide and after passing under the rail bridge the 

Nen flows southeast close to 250 kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of the 1,434 

kilometer-long Songhua River (Chinese: 松花江; pinyin: Sōnghuā jiāng) about 35 kilometers 

north of Songyuan (Chinese: 松原; pinyin: Sōng yuán) or about 150 kilometers southwest of 

Harbin.  
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From that junction, the Songhua (also called the Sungari from its Manchu name), flows 

approximately 200 kilometers northeast to Harbin; then close to 700 kilometers northeast to 

its confluence on the right bank of the Amur at the tiny village of Sanjiangkou (Chinese: 三江

口; pinyin: Sān jiāng kǒu) which is five kilometers north of the somewhat larger town of 

Tongjiang (Chinese: 同江; pinyin: Tóng jiāng). The Songhua-Amur confluence point is 250 

kilometers southwest upriver from Khabarovsk (Russian: Хабаровск).  

 

➢ Km 1678 (270): Ang’angxi zhan (Chinese: 昂昂溪站; pinyin: Áng'áng xī zhàn) – Usually a 

brief stop, but usually the first stop in Manchuria. Ang’angxi is a city of approximately 

90,000 inhabitants. It is within the jurisdiction of the city of Qiqihar (Chinese: 齐齐哈尔; 

pinyin: Qíqí hāěr), 25 kilometers to the north.  

 

➢ Km 1673 (265): Branch Lines North and South – The main rail line between Harbin and 

Manzhouli is the Binzhou Line (Chinese: 滨洲线; pinyin: Bīn zhōu xiàn). At this point it 

intersects with the north to south running Pingqi Line (Chinese: 平齐线; pinyin: Píng qí 

xiàn). Depending on whether the train is running east or west, there are spurs from the main 

line starting three to five kilometers before the actual intersection which is about one a half 

kilometers south of the rail station at Yushutun (Chinese: 榆树屯; pinyin: Yúshù tún) which is 

on the Pingqi Line.  

 

Traveling south on the Pingqi leads some 200 kilometers to Baicheng (Chinese: 白城; pinyin: 

Bái chéng) and from that city there are three-way connections east, west, and further south. 

Changchun, for example, is approximately 325 kilometers southeast.  

 

Traveling north on the Pingqi leads 25 kilometers to Qiqihar (Chinese: 齐齐哈尔; pinyin: 

Qíqí hāěr; Manchu: Cicigar hoton), which is located along the left bank of the Nen River. 

Qiqihar is the second largest city of Heilongjiang Province and has a population of around 

one and a half million. From the Qiqihaer Railway Station (Chinese: 齐齐哈尔站; pinyin: 

Qíqí hā'ěr zhàn), the line continues northwards and eventually splits into a number of 

destinations. From Qiqihaer, it’s about 500 kilometers northeast to Heihe and then across the 

Amur River border to Blagoveshchensk, Russia. Or from Qiqihaer, it’s approximately 800 

kilometers northwest to Mohé, China’s northernmost city.  

 

A number of tourists come to Qiqihaer and continue no further north as there are several 

things to see in or around the city. Most famously, the city is surrounded by extensive 

wetlands including the Zhalong Nature Preserve (Chinese: 扎龙国家级自然保护区; pinyin: 

Zhālóng Guójiā Jízìrán bǎohùqū), 2,175 square kilometers that serve as a seasonal (April to 

October) stopover and nesting area for an especially diverse number of storks, swans, herons, 

grebes, and other birds. Many rare species are found here. The marshlands are fed by the Nen 

River, or Nenjiang. The marshlands lie on a flyway (migration path) from the Russian Arctic, 

around the Gobi Desert, to South East Asia. Their most famous visitor is the Red-Headed 

Crane, one of the rarest creatures on earth. They are also one of the most widely painted and 

portrayed creatures, prominently featured on many silk scolls in Chinese, Japanese, and east 

Asian art. The southern part of the wetlands is crossed by the train after leaving Ang’angxi.  
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Red-Headed Crane 
There are 15 species of crane in the world 
and almost all are endangered, some 
critically. One of the very rarest is the 
Red-Headed Crane, also known as the 
Japanese or Manchurian Crane (Chinese: 
丹顶鹤; pinyin: Dāndǐng Hè; Japanese: タ
ンチョウ, Tancho: Latin: Grus 
japonensis). It is estimated that there are 
only 1,500 left in the wild. They are a 
symbol of luck, longevity, and fidelity 
and have been revered for centuries. In 
spring and summer, they breed in Siberia, 
Manchuria, and northern Mongolia. In 
the fall, they migrate south. One of the 
few places to see them is the Qiqihar 
Zhalong Nature Preserve.  
 
Pine, Plum, and Cranes; 1759, by Shen 
Quan (沈銓; c.1682-1760). Hanging 
scroll on silk, Palace Museum, Beijing.  

Qiqihar also suffered from the misfortune of Japanese 

wartime occupation. From 1931 until the end of WWII in 

1945, the city was an important military base for the 

Japanese state of Manchukuo. During their occupation, 

the Imperial Japanese Army established a notorious, 

secret unit for the purpose of research into chemical 

warfare. The Chinese estimate that some 2,000,000 

chemical weapons were produced; the Japanese claim the 

number is somewhat more like 700,000. Whatever the 

number, the weapons were dumped into the rivers and 

buried at various locales in Manchuria. As of August, 

2010, 188 nations are parties to the International 

Chemical Weapons Convention including China and 

Japan. Under the Convention, China and Japan are trying 

to find the weapons and properly dispose of them.  

 

➢ Km 1669 (261): Hongqiying zhan (Chinese: 红旗营站; 

pinyin: Hóng qí yíng zhàn) – A half dozen houses along 

the west side of the tracks.  

 
➢ Km 1665 (257): Houwujia Zicun (Chinese: 后五家子村; 

pinyin: Hòu wǔ jiā zi cūn) – A very small village on the 

south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1646 (238): Yantongtun zhan (Chinese: 烟筒屯

站; pinyin: Yān tǒng tún zhàn) – A fairly large 

village or small town mostly to the north of the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 1629 (221): Houtaiping Zhuang (Chinese: 后太

平庄; pinyin: Hòu tàipíng zhuāng) – A tiny village 

to the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1625 (217): Xilianhe (Chinese: 席联合; pinyin: 

Xí liánhé) – A tiny village on the north side of the 

tracks.  

 
➢ Km 1620 (212): Taikang zhan (Chinese: 泰康站; 

pinyin: Tài kāng zhàn) – Mongol Autonomous 

County of Dorbod (Chinese: 杜尔伯特蒙古族自治县

; pinyin: Dù'ěrbótè měnggǔzú Zìzhìxiàn) – Not a 

stop on the train, but the Trans-Manchurian passes 

thru this administrative subdivision of a quarter-

million Mongolians living in Manchuria. Most of 

the town lies to the south of the rail line.  

 

http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E4%B8%B9
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KM 1570: Daqing Oil Drilling Rig 

➢ Km 1609 (201): Gaojia zhan (Chinese: 高家站; pinyin: Gāo jiā zhàn) – The station is listed 

as Gaojia; the town is called Qianfengcun (Chinese: 前锋村; pinyin: Qián fēng cūn). Most of 

it is on the south side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1598 (190): Qijiacun (Chinese: 七家村; pinyin: Qī jiā cūn) – A little village to the south 

of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1589 (181): Lamadian zhan (Chinese: 喇嘛甸站; pinyin: Lǎma diān zhàn) – A fairly 

large town most of which is on the south side of the railway line.  

 
➢ Km 1585 (177): Sanshengcun (Chinese: 三生村; pinyin: Sān shēng cūn) – The train passes 

through a large switching station and about one kilometer south is this village.  

 

➢ Km 1582 (174): Branch Line South – This is the beginning of the Tongrang Line (Chinese: 

通让线; pinyin: Tōng xiàn). It travels south and a little bit west about 150 kilometers to Da’an 

(Chinese: 大安; pinyin: Dà'ān) where it meets other lines and connects to all points east, 

west, and south.  

 

➢ Km 1579 (171): Ranghu Road zhan (Chinese: 让湖路站; pinyin: Ràng hú lù zhàn) – A 

freight and industrial train station at the very western edge of Daqing.  

 

➢ Km 1567 (159): Daqing Railway Station 

(Chinese: 大庆站; pinyin: Dà qìng zhàn) – 

This city of one million persons is China’s oil 

capital. It was founded in 1959 to house 

workers brought in to develop the Daqing 

Oilfield (Chinese: 大庆油田; pinyin: Dà qìng 

Yóu tián), China’s largest oilfield and one of 

the most productive in the world. Since its 

inception, it has produced over 10 billion 

barrels. Its current production is one million 

barrels per day.  

 

Although China is commonly thought to be a 

major coal producer and not widely known as 

a petroleum producer, Daqing proves 

otherwise. China has some substantial oil and 

gas deposits. The problem is that relative to its demand, these are not nearly enough and the 

country must import more than 90 percent of its oil and gas requirements.  

 

“Daqing” means “Great Celebration.” The city was praised by Chairman Mao Zedong 

(Chinese: 毛泽东; pinyin: Máo zédōng; 1893-1976) as a model for Chinese industry. Daqing 

is large; from west to east, the train passes through 30 kilometers of urban built-up area. The 

rail station is about in the middle. There are substantial districts of town on both the north 

and south sides of the rail line. The county around Daqing has grown to over 2½ million 
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persons and it is one of the wealthiest in China. You’ll see hundreds of drilling rigs from the 

train’s windows outside of downtown.  

 

➢ Km 1557 (149): Longfeng zhan (Chinese: 龙凤站; pinyin: Lóng fèng zhàn; “Dragon Phoenix 

Station”) – This large sorting station is at the southeastern end of the city, just about at the 

city limits. Surrounding the station, especially to the south, are the oil tank farms and 

refineries necessary to process crude oil.  

 

➢ Km 1545 (137): Wolitun zhan (Chinese: 卧里屯站; pinyin: Wò lǐ tún zhàn) – A fairly large 

city almost all of which is to the south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1535 (127): Andazhen zhan (Chinese: 安达镇站; pinyin: Āndá zhèn zhàn) – Another 

fairly big city but this one has its railroad station at the very center of the city.  

 

➢ Km 1524 (116): Yangcao zhan (Chinese: 羊草站; pinyin: Yáng cǎo zhàn) – The tiniest of 

villages, but this one has a train station.  

 

➢ Km 1504 (96): Song zhan (Chinese: 宋站; pinyin: Sòng zhàn) – A small village about 

equally divided on both sides of the tracks.  

 
➢ Km 1482 (74): Shangjia zhan (Chinese: 尚家站; pinyin: Shàng jiā zhàn) – A very small 

village on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1471 (63): Zhaodong zhan (Chinese: 肇东站; pinyin: Zhào dōng zhàn) – A quite large 

town built on both sides of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1460 (52): Jiangjia zhan (Chinese: 姜家站; pinyin: Jiāng jiā zhàn) – A very small village 

to the south side of the rails.  

 

➢ Km 1450 (42): Limudiancun zhan (Chinese: 里木店村站; pinyin: Lǐ mù diàn cūn zhàn) – A 

tiny village on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1439 (31): Duiqingshan zhan (Chinese: 对青山站; pinyin: Duì qīng shān zhàn) – A very 

small town with the railroad station at the center of it.  

 

➢ Km 1429 (21): Wanlecun zhan (Chinese: 万乐村站; pinyin: Wàn lè cūn zhàn) – A tiny 

village mostly on the north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1427 (19): Branch Line South – This line turns off to the right and makes a great 

counter-clockwise circle around the southern end of Harbin. It connects to the southwest 

running line to Changchun; the southern line that runs to Jilin; and southeast line that heads 

to Suifenhe (Chinese: 绥芬河; pinyin: Suífēn hé) and Vladivostok (Russian: Владивосток).  

 

➢ Km 1419 (12): Branch Line North – Here a fork branches off to the left and heads northeast 

over 600 kilometers to Heihe and the Amur River ferry crossing to Blagoveshchensk. There 

are many other branches off this line to many other northeast destinations.  
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➢ Km 1418 (10): Miaoataizi zhan (Chinese: 庙台子站; pinyin: Miào tái zi zhàn) – A little 

village to the north side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1416 (8): Siberian Tiger Park (Chinese: 东北虎林园; pinyin: Dōngběi hǔ lín yuán) – If 

by chance you happen to see a great Manchurian Tiger out the window of the train, don’t be 

too surprised. The rail line runs alongside the parks western limit for a little more than two 

kilometers. Since there are over 500 tigers in the park, you have a good chance of spotting 

one. There it no stop for the train here; you’ll have to come out to the park from Harbin.  

 
➢ Km 1414 (6): Cross the Songhua River (Chinese: 松花江; pinyin: Sōng huā jiāng; Manchu: 

Sunggari ula; Russian: река Сунгари) – The river crossing here is very wide, almost three 

kilometers across although that includes crossing several islands in the river along the way. 

Although there are a number of sections of Harbin on the left bank (north side) of the river, 

the bulk of the city and most of its attractions are on the right bank (south side). Two notable 

exceptions: the Siberian Tiger Park, just passed; and the Harbin Ice Festival. It’s set up on the 

northern shoreline of the Songhua.  

 

We’ve discussed the Songhua previously so there’s no need to repeat that here. Suffice to say 

that it’s a 1,434 kilometer-long left tributary of the Amur River that begins about 700 

kilometers south of Harbin (350 kilometers as the crow flies) in the Baishan Reservoir 

(Chinese: 白山水库; pinyin: Bái shān shuǐ kù). That body of water has two major sources: 

the Toudao Songhua River (Chinese: 头道松花江; pinyin: Tóu dào song huā jiāng; “First 

Songhua River”), which begins near Baekdu Mountain on the North Korean border and flows 

more than 200 kilometers northwest to the reservoir, and the equally long Erdao Songhua 

River (Chinese: 二道松花江; pinyin: Èr dào sōnghuā jiāng; “Second Songhua River”) which 

begins in Heavenly Lake (Chinese: 天池; pinyin: Tiān chí) atop Baekdu Mountain and flows 

approximately 250 kilometers northwest to the reservoir.  

 

Known to Koreans as Baekdu Mountain or Paektu-san (Korean: 백두산) and known to the 

Chinese as Baitoushan (Chinese: 白头山; pinyin: Báitóu shān) or Changbaishan (Chinese: 长

白山; pinyin: Cháng bái shān), Baekdu is an active stratovolcano particularly sacred in 

Korean culture and a major attraction for both North and South Koreans and Chinese tourists. 

It’s 2,744 meters (9,003 feet) tall and topped by an azure blue five kilometer-wide Crater 

Lake in the caldera. Both the Koreans and the Manchus consider the lake their place of 

ancestral origin.  

 

Mount Baekdu is most unusual in that it is the source of three major rivers: the Songhua, the 

521 kilometer-long Tumen (Chinese: 图们江; pinyin: Túmen jiāng; Korean: 두만강), and the 

790 kilometer-long Yalu (Chinese: 鸭绿江; pinyin: Yālǜ jiāng; Korean: 압록강). The latter 

two rivers form the border between China and North Korea. We’ll mention some more 

details about Baekdu a little further below when we get closer to it.  

 

Heading downriver on the Songhua from Harbin leads nearly 700 kilometers northeast to its 

confluence on the Heilongjiang/Amur River near the town of Tongjiang (Chinese: 同江; 
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pinyin: Tóng jiāng). That junction point is about 125 kilometers south of the Russian city of 

Birobidzhan (Russian: Биробиджан).  

 

➢ Km 1407 (1): Branch Line North – Here is the intersection for the northbound line out of 
Harbin. It’s almost immediately before reaching the Harbin East Rail Station (Chinese: 哈尔

滨东站; pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn dōng zhàn). The branch first runs seven kilometers east where it 

splits. The right hand fork runs south and ties into the eastern and southeastern lines 

departing Harbin. The left hand fork runs north approximately 125 kilometers to Suihua 

(Chinese: 绥化; pinyin: Suíhuà) where it divides in half. One half continues east several 

hundred kilometers to a number of northeast destinations; the other half travels due north 

approximately 450 kilometers to Heihe on the Heilongjiang/Amur River border across from 

Blagoveshchensk in Russia.  
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World Famous Harbin Ice Festival 

KM 1408: Harbin Railway Station 

➢ Km 1408 (0): Harbin Railway Station 

(Chinese: 哈尔滨火车站; pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn 

huǒ chē zhàn; Russian: станция железная 

дорога Харбин) – Capital of Heilongjiang 

Province and, with 10 million persons, 

China’s tenth largest city. Harbin is 

sometimes called the Oriental St. 

Petersburg due to its Russian heritage, 

European-influenced architecture, and its 

ultra-cold winters. Its average monthly 

January high only reaches -13°C (9°F). Its 

other nickname, “Ice City,” refers both to 

its cold climate and its most famous annual 

attraction: the “Harbin International Ice 
and Snow Sculpture Festival” (Chinese: 哈

尔滨国际冰雪节; pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn Guójì 

Bīng xuě Jié), also called the “Ice Lantern Festival” (Chinese: 冰灯艺术节; pinyin: Bīng dēng 

Jié).  

 

Officially, the festival starts with an enormous display of fireworks on the evening of January 

5th and continues for one month. In fact, the snow sculptures and ice carvings are so immense 

and elaborate (and take so much time and effort to build) that it’s possible to see them about 

a month in advance and several months afterwards. The Ice Lantern carvings feature millions 

of tiny light bulbs embedded into ice sculptures; the snow carvings are recorded in the 

Guinness Book of Records for their size. Hundreds of thousands of tourists from all over the 

world come every year. If you book now, you might get a hotel room for the 2025 Festival. 

Actually, Harbin is a big city with thousands of hotel rooms in all classes and categories. 

Even at the height of the festival, it’s usually not too tough to find a decent room.  

 

Harbin developed along the southern bank of the Songhua River, the longest tributary of the 

Heilongjiang (Amur River). Its general flow 

is northeast until its confluence with the 

Amur near Tongjiang some 200 kilometers 

upriver from Khabarovsk. It is navigable by 

medium-sized ships from the Amur all the 

way to Harbin. In English, the river is also 

called the Sungari (from its Manchu name 

which means “White River”). Although 

evidence of human settlement along the 

Songhua goes back thousands of years, the 

modern city of Harbin didn’t really get 

started until the close of the 19th Century 

when it grew from a small village to a much 

larger city with the construction by Russia 

of the Chinese Eastern Railway in 1898.  
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Harbin’s St. Sophia Cathedral 

Harbin’s Jewish Cemetery 

Harbin became then (and is now) the major rail hub of 

northeast China for two reasons. One, in 1897, Russia 

secured a treaty concession with China allowing them 

to build an extension of the Trans-Siberian Railway 

across Manchuria to Vladivostok. This route greatly 

shortened the distance to Vladivostok. Two, equally 

important, at that same time, an 880 kilometer 

southern branch of the line (called the South 

Manchuria Railway) was established to link Harbin to 

the ice-free, warm-water port city of Dalian (Chinese: 

大连; pinyin: Dà lián; Russian: Далянь or Дальний), 

and the Russian Naval Base at Port Arthur (Russian: 

Порт-Артур). Port Arthur is now known as 

Lüshunkou (Chinese: 旅顺口; pinyin: Lǚ shùn kǒu), 

also called Lüshun City or Lüshun Port. Dalian is also 

sometimes called in English “Dairen” from the 

Japanese pronunciation of the same word.  

 

At the turn of the 20th Century, Harbin was the center 

of Russian culture in the Far East – and Harbin 

prospered. But following Russia’s defeat in the 1904-05 Russo-Japanese War, Russia’s 

influence declined and many of her citizens and businesses left. The void was quickly filled 

with foreign nationals from all over the world, including the United States. Because China 

commerce was so lucrative, numerous countries opened consulates and established 

manufacturing, commercial, and banking enterprises. Harbin however, now an international 

metropolis, was destined to beome a center of Russian culture again, but again, only 

temporarily.  

 

In the decade from 1913 to 1923, Russia 

suffered through World War I, the Russian 

Revolution, and the Russian Civil War. In 

the 1920s Harbin was flooded with 100,000 

to 200,000 (estimates vary) Russian White 

émigrés fleeing the Bolsheviks. Defeated 

White Guards, and then other refugees from 

all over Russia, retreated to the city (among 

them, young Yul Brynner and his mother 

from Vladivostok). Harbin became the 

largest Russian enclave outside Russia. 

These foreign denizens are still referred to 

as “Harbinyets” (Харбинец).  

 

In addition, a sizeable Jewish community was formed by Russian Jews; this community later 

included German Jews, who fled Nazi Germany in the 1930s. The Russians established 

Russian schools and published Russian language newspapers. A landmark (museum today) is 

the 1907 Russian Orthodox church, Saint Sophia Cathedral (Chinese: 圣索非亚大教堂; 
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Harbin Siberian Tiger Park 
In the wild, the Siberian/Manchurian/Amur/Ussuri 
Tiger is critically endangered. It is estimated that 
fewer than 350 survive, mostly in Siberia and 
Russia’s Far East. Virtually none are wild in China or 
North Korea. In 1986, the Chinese government 
established the world’s largest Siberian tiger breeding 
farm, the Heilongjiang Northeast Tiger Forest Park 
(黑龙江东北虎林园). The park is located on the 
north bank of the Songhua River to the northwest 
of Harbin, occupying over 350 acres.  
 
Despite popular misconception, tigers readily breed 
in captivity – after all, they’re cats. The problem is 
genetic diversity. The Chinese are attempting to 
remedy this with as large a breeding pool as possible. 
Presently, there are over 700 tigers in the park, with 
several hundred roaming freely for visitors to see – 
and, controversially, to feed. Tourists can buy live 
chickens, ducks, even a cow! Park guards set the prey 
loose. The hungry cats don’t waste much time 
making a meal of it. Pictured above is a streak 
tussling over a pheasant.  

pinyin: Shèng suǒfēi yà dà jiàotáng; Russian: Софийский собор в Харбине). The Jews 

established Synagogues and published newspapers in Yiddish. Harbin once housed, along 

with Shanghai, the largest Jewish community of the Far East. It reached its peak when 20,000 

European and Russian Jews lived in the city. The parents of Ehud Olmert, former Prime-

Minister of Israel, lived in Harbin, having 

escaped persecution in Russia and the 

Ukraine. In 2004, Olmert traveled with an 

Israeli trade delegation and while there 

visited his grandfather’s grave which was 

in the Huangshan Jewish Cemetery 
(Chinese: 黄山犹太人公墓; pinyin: Huáng 

shān Yóutairén gōng mù; English: 

“Yellow Mountain Jewish Cemetery”) in 

the eastern suburbs of the city. It is the 

largest Jewish cemetery in the Far East 

with over 700 graves, many with clearly 

legible Hebrew inscriptions on the 

tombstones.  

 

In 1931 and 32, Japanese troops invaded 

Manchuria and established the state of 

Manchukuo. In 1935, the Soviet Union, 

under pressure, was forced to sell their 

interest in the Chinese Eastern Railway to 

the Japanese. Russian interests in the South 

Manchuria Railway and the Liaodong 

Peninsula (Chinese: 辽东半岛; pinyin: 

Liáodōng bàndǎo), which holds the cities 

of Dalian and Port Arthur, had already 

been conceded in the Treaty of Portsmouth 

which formally ended the 1904-1905 

Russo-Japanese War. The Treaty derives 

its name from the place of its negotiation 

and signing. The talks were held at the 

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, named for 

Portsmouth, New Hampshire, but actually 

located in Kittery, Maine. President 

Theodore Roosevelt won the 1906 Nobel 

Peace Prize for his efforts at the 

conference.  

 

By 1935, with no further interests in 

China, there was a full-scale exodus of Russian émigrés from Manchuria and Harbin in 

particular. There would never again be such a large Russian presence in China – until today’s 

shopping tours from nearby Vladivostok. Now, Russians come armed with their wallets and 
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Giant Snow Sculpture at Harbin Ice Festival 

Harbin International Airport 

their rubles. At about the same time and certainly by the end of the 1930s, almost every 

Jewish resident had also left the city when full-scale war began.  

 

The Japanese invasion of Manchuria began 

in September of 1931 immediately 

following the “Mukden Incident.” A full 

scale invasion – total war – began with the 

Second Sino-Japanese War which 

commenced in July of 1937 after the 

“Marco Polo Bridge Incident.” The Japan-

China conflict was subsumed by WWII and 

did not end until the Second World War 

ended in 1945. Essentially, Manchuria – 

and China – closed for business to most of 

the world from the end of WWII until the 

early 1970s when it began to re-open. 

Japanese tourists, although they are 

everywhere in China, have not yet returned 

in large numbers to Manchuria.  

 

Harbin is centered around its main train station. The general area is mixed: many businesses, 

large buildings, and many small hotels. To the east is the Nangang District, it also is mixed, 

but with more residential areas and better hotels. To the west and northwest is Daoli District, 

it has many of the more upscale hotels, prime shopping areas, and St. Sophia’s church. 

Daoli’s main street is Zhongyang Dajie (Chinese: 中央大街; English: “Central Street”; 

Russian: Китайская улица, Kitaiskaya Ulitsa, lit., “Chinese Street”). It’s a pedestrian-only, 

cobblestoned avenue aligned with eclectic, 

turn-of-the-century, and European 

architecture It ends near Sidalin Park 

(Chinese: (斯大林公园; pinyin: Sīdàlín 

gōng yuán; Russian: Сталин Парк; “Stalin 

Park”) on the banks of the Songhua River.  

 

Across the Songhua River on the north 

shore is Sun Island Park (Chinese: 太阳岛

公园; pinyin: Tàiyáng Dǎo gōng yuán) and 

a few kilometers further north, the Siberian 

Tiger Park (Chinese: 东北虎林园; pinyin: 

Dōngběi hǔ línyuán). You can (in the 

summer) take a ferry to Sun Island, 

otherwise a cable car connects it to the 

shore. In warm weather, it’s a relaxing 

place to stroll, wander, or picnic. In winter, Sun Island is the main venue for the gigantic 

snow and ice sculptures that are part of the Harbin Ice Festival. Back in town, across the 

river, the place for most of the Festival’s “ice lanterns” is Zhaolin Garden, also in Daoli 
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One of China’s New High-Speed Rail Trains 

District. Ice lanterns are great ice sculptures with imbedded colored lights. To reach the Tiger 

Park, there is public bus transportation or, easiest, catch a cab.  

 

When it comes time to leave, Harbin Taiping International Airport (Chinese: 哈尔滨太平国际

机场; pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn tàipíng guójì jīchǎng) is about 35 kilometers southwest of town 

connected by a modern expressway. Harbin is a large city and there are many flights to most 

of China’s domestic destinations and quite 

a few international ones, mostly in Asia 

but also the Russian Far East.  

 

In town, the main train station, Harbin 

Railway Station (Chinese: 哈尔滨站; 

pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn zhàn), handles over 200 

daily arrivals and departures to and from 

every corner of the country. Recently 

opened in 2012, Harbin West Railway 

Station (Chinese: 哈尔滨西客站; pinyin: 

Hā'ěrbīn xi kè zhàn) handles most of the 

high speed train service that is rapidly 

taking over everywhere in China.  

 

Departing south from Harbin, the distance 

measured (in descending kilometers) to Beijing via the route of the K19/K20, the Trans-

Manchurian Line, is 1,408 kilometers. Incidentally, that’s not the very shortest route 

possible, but it’s fairly direct and includes some major destinations, many of which are 

worthy of a stopover. The shortest possible routing is 1,249 kilometers. The standard time for 

the Trans-Manchurian is 16½ hours. Depending on the service, other trains make the Beijing-

Harbin trip in as few as 8 or as many as 27 hours. Most take between 12 and 15.  

 

Recently introduced, the fastest service between the two cities is on the twice-daily High 

Speed Rail (HSR), (Chinese: 中国高速铁路; pinyin: Zhōng guó gāosù tiělù). The D26 and 

D28 to Beijing and the D25 and D27 from Beijing, use the shortest route possible, go over 

200 kilometers per hour (130 mph) and make the trip in eight hours. It is anticipated that as 

rail lines are improved over the next few years, the journey will be even quicker as these 

trains can go in excess of 300 kmh.  
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Unit 731 Building, Pingfang District 
Japanese experimentation with chemical and biological warfare agents took place throughout their 
"Manchukuo" occupation. However, their covert programs greatly accelerated once they’d established "Unit 
731" - code name for the Imperial Japanese Kwantung Army Unit responsible for some of history’s most 
horrible war atrocities. Unit 731’s facilities were located at Pingfang District (Chinese: 平房区; pinyin: Píngfáng 
Qū), then an isolated location, now an industrial suburb of Harbin. The compound was six square kilometers 
and housed over 150 administrative buildings, laboratories, workers dormitories, barracks, an autopsy-
dissecting building, and a special prison to hold human test subjects. Three giant furnaces handled "disposal" of 
human carcasses. Subjects chosen for testing were humorously referred to as "logs" or "lumber" – an inside 
"joke" on the part of the staff as the facility’s cover story was that it was a lumber mill.  
 
More than 10,000 people were subjects of experimentation. More than 95 percent of them were Chinese and 
Korean. The remaining five percent were South East Asians, Pacific Islanders, and a small number of Allied 
soldiers, then prisoners of war. Unit 731 prisoners were purposely infected with deadly diseases; then subject to 
vivisection without anesthesia, removing brain, lungs, liver, and other organs to study the effects of disease on 
the human body. These "experiments" were conducted while the patients were alive because it was feared that 
the decomposition process would affect the results. Victims included men, women, children, and infants. In 
order to study blood loss, prisoners’ limbs were amputated, and sometimes re-attached to the opposite sides 
of the body. Prisoners’ limbs were frozen and amputated, while others had limbs frozen then thawed to study 
the effects of untreated gangrene and putrification. After Japan surrendered to the Allies in 1945, General 
Douglas MacArthur secretly granted immunity to the physicians of Unit 731 in exchange for providing 
America with their research on biological warfare. Very few ever faced prosecution for war crimes. At war’s 
end, most of Pingfang was burnt or blown-up by the Japanese to destroy evidence, but the incinerator where 
the victims were burnt remains and is still in use as part of a factory. A portion of the compound has been 
preserved and is open to visitors as a War Crimes Museum. You’ll need a strong stomach.  
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➢ Km 1401: Harbin West Railway Station (Chinese: 哈尔滨西客站; pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn xi kè 

zhàn) – This relatively new terminal handles close to 100 trains per day, most of them, the 

new high speed trains.  

 

➢ Km 1397: Branch Line East – Here’s the line that runs around the east end of the city and 

connects to the southern line to Jilin; the southeast line to Mudanjiang (Chinese: 牡丹江; 

pinyin: Mǔ dān jiāng) and Suifenhe; and the northern line previously discussed.  

 

➢ Km 1396: Harbin Southwest Airport (Chinese: 哈尔滨西南机场; pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn xī nán 

jīchǎng) – Immediately out the right hand side (west side) train window you should be able 

to see a set of twin runways and dozens of small aircraft. It’s a flight training base.  

 

➢ Km 1385: Yushuzhen (Chinese: 于淑镇; pinyin: Yú shū zhèn) – A little village on the west 

side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1382: Cross the Yunliang River (Chinese: 运粮河; pinyin: Yùn liáng hé) – This minor 

tributary begins about 20 kilometers to the southeast at the Xinglong Reservoir (Chinese: 兴

隆水库; pinyin: Xīnglóng shuǐkù). From the rail crossing it flows approximately 20 

kilometers northwest until it joins the right bank of the Songhua River.  

 

➢ Km 1376: Wujiazhen (Chinese: 五家镇; pinyin: Wǔ jiā zhèn) – A little village spread out 

over both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1358: Shuangchengpu zhan (Chinese: 双城堡站; pinyin:  Shuāng chéng bǎo zhàn) – A 

little town, most but not all of which is to the east side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1348: Fuqiangcun (Chinese: 富强村; pinyin: Fùqiáng cūn) – A tiny village to the east of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1337: Lalingzhen (Chinese: 拉林镇; pinyin: Lā líng zhèn) – This small village is almost 

all to the east side of the rail line.  

 
➢ Km 1335: Cross the Yinla River (Chinese: 引拉河; pinyin: Yǐn lā hé) – This unusual river is 

not really an independent river at all; it’s a right bank stream that emerges out of the Lalin 

River about 50 kilometers east. From the rail crossing, it flows another 40 kilometers west 

until it re-joins the Lalin. Therefore, technically, it is a channel.  

 

➢ Km 1328: Cross the Lalin River (Chinese: 拉林河; pinyin: Lálín hé) – At 448 kilometers in 

length, the Lalin is the second longest tributary of the Songhua River. It begins about 250 

kilometers southeast, approximately halfway to the North Korean border. From the rail 

crossing, it flows northwest approximately 65 kilometers to its confluence on the right bank 

of the Songhua. For about 150 kilometers of its length, the Lalin serves as the boundary line 

between Heilongjiang and Jilin Province.  

 

➢ Km 1328: Heilongjiang – Jilin Province Border – The train crosses over the Lalin River and 
enters Jilin Province (Chinese: 吉林省; pinyin: Jílín shěng; “Auspicious Forest”). Jilin is the 
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middle province of the three that make up Manchuria (Dongbei). Its northern boundary is 

with Heilongjiang; its southern is with Liaoning Province. Its western border is along Inner 

Mongolia and it has a short border with Russia in its northeast corner. Almost all of its 

eastern side fronts North Korea, officially known as the DPRK, or the Democratic People’s 
Republic of Korea (Korean: 조선민주주의인민공화국; Romanization: Chosŏn Minjujuŭi 

Inmin Konghwaguk). The province is separated from North Korea by the Yalu and Tumen 

Rivers.  

 

For the most part, the Yalu River (Chinese: 鸭绿江; pinyin: Yālù Jiāng; Korean: 압록강; 

Romanization: Amnok-gang) flows southwest some 790 kilometers before emptying into 

Korea Bay, above the Yellow Sea. The Tumen (Chinese: 图们江; pinyin: Túmen Jiāng; 

Korean: 두만강; Romanization: Duman-gang; Russian: река Туманная) flows in exactly the 

opposite direction, northeast, and runs 521 kilometers before its mouth on the Sea of Japan 

(also called the East Sea). So in fact, but for the two rivers’ source, the few square kilometers 

around Mt. Baekdu, the Korean peninsula is actually almost, but not quite, an island!  

 

The Tumen’s final 17 kilometers form the border between North Korea and Russia, about 

130 kilometers southwest of Vladivostok. It’s one of the worlds’ shortest international 

borders and it holds the distinction of being the only place where the three countries – China, 

Russia, and Korea – come together at a tri-point boundary. It’s one of the most obscure 

border points in the world.  

 

Jilin is well-known in China for two things: it is the source for many traditional medicines 

and it is home to China’s largest Korean population. For whatever the reason, the climate, 

soil, winter’s cold ground temperatures – Jilin has an abundance of natural products that are 

used in traditional medicines. Virtually anything that can be farmed, raised, hunted, or found 

is used. It is claimed that the province has over 27,000 kinds of wild plants and 9,000 types 

of medicinal herbs. Jilin is China’s largest producer of deer antlers and ginseng – you’ll see 

them everywhere for sale. The population of Jilin Province is approximately 28,000,000 of 

whom about 3,500,000 reside in the capital city Changchun (Chinese: 长春; pinyin: Cháng 

chūn).  

 

As for its connection to Korea, in very early times (37 B.C. – 668 A.D.), Jilin was Korea – or 

rather, it was part of the ancient Kingdom of Goguryeo (also spelled Koguryŏ) which was 

located in the present day Korean Peninsula, southern Manchuria, and the southern Russian 

maritime region of Primorsky Krai (Приморский край). The English word “Korea” comes 

from “Goryeo,” which in turn comes from the Goguryeo Kingdom. The region remained 

Korean thru the next dynasty as well, from 698 – 926 A.D., when it was known as the Balhae 

Korean Kingdom (Chinese: 渤海; pinyin: Bó hǎi; Korean: 발해; Romanization: Barhae). 

After that, it was successively controlled by the Mongolians, Manchurians, and finally, the 

Chinese.  

 

Of Jilin Province’s nine prefectures, its largest (occupying about half the North Korean 

border region) is the Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture (Chinese: 延边朝鲜族自治州; 

pinyin: Yánbiān Cháoxiǎnzú Zìzhìzhōu; Korean: 연변(옌벤 조선족 자치주; Romanization: 

Yeonbyeon Joseonjok Jachiju). Approximately 40 percent of the region’s residents are ethnic 
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Heavenly Lake atop Mt. Baekdu 
At 2,744 meters (9,003 feet), Baitoushan is the 
highest mountain on the Korean peninsula and 
Manchuria. The mountain is also a volcano. In one 
of history’s great geological events, sometime 
around 1000 A.D., it erupted and threw rock, ash, 
and pumice as far as northern Japan—a distance of 
approximately 1,200 kilometers. The eruption 
created the 5-kilometer diameter, 850-meter deep 
summit caldera, now filled with the waters of Lake 
Tianchi (“Heavenly Lake”). The Chinese-DPRK 
border runs directly through the center of the 
summit caldera lake. Melting snows feed the lake; 
then its waters flow north. Near the outlet is a 70 
meter (230 feet) waterfall. The mountain is the 
source of the Songhua, Tumen (Duman) and Yalu 
(Amnok) Rivers. Baitoushan last erupted in 1702; 
geologists consider it to be dormant.  

Korean. Both Chinese and Korean are the official languages – all signs must be in both 

languages – and both are taught in schools. Therefore, almost everyone is at least bi-lingual.  

 

Tens of thousands of South Korean tourists visit the prefecture every year, for it’s the only 
accessible place to reach Mt. Baekdu, also spelled Paekdu (Korean: 백두산; Romanization: 

Baekdu-san). It means “white-headed” 

mountain in English. The Chinese call it 

Changbai Shan (Chinese: 长白山; pinyin: 

Chángbái Shān), which means “Ever-

White Mountain.” It is also known as 

Baitou shan (Chinese: 白頭山), which 

translates as “White Mountain.”  

 

Like Crater Lake in Oregon, Changbai 

Shan’s volcano-collapsed caldera has 

filled with water – it’s known as Heavenly 
(or Sky or Celestial) Lake (Chinese: 天池; 

pinyin: Tiān chí; Korean: 천지; 

Romanization: Cheon ji). And like 

Oregon’s Crater Lake, it’s the most pure, 

clear, yet intensely-colored azure blue 

water in the world.  

 

In North Korean legend, Kim Jong-il 

(Korean: 김정일; 1941-2011) is supposed 

to have been born here. Many also believe 

that Heavenly Lake is home to another 

type of monster. Over the years, numerous 

sightings have been alleged of unidentified 

creatures living in its depths (similar to the 

Loch Ness Monster in Scotland). In 2007, 

a Chinese TV newsman shot a 20-minute 

video of six seal-like, finned “Lake 

Tianchi Monsters” near the DPRK border. 

No one has ever adequately explained the 

film or its clearly visible ripples on the 

lake’s waters.  

 

Mt. Baekdu has been revered and worshipped by its indigenous peoples throughout history. 

Both the Manchus and Koreans considered it to be the place of their ancestral origin. Koreans 

in particular believe that Baekdu-san is a sacred and divine mountain – it is the legendary 

beginning of Korea’s first kingdom, “Gojoseon” (2333–108 B.C.). Today, the mountain is 

surrounded by a 2,000 square kilometer natural reserve, mostly covered in thick forest. 

Although the volcano may be dormant, the region is quite active geologically – thus, there 

are hot springs resorts on the mountain where hotels, restaurants, and other accommodations 

have sprung up. Since access from the North Korean side is virtually impossible, almost all 
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Jilin City Railway Station 

facilities are found in, and visitors come to the mountain through, China’s Jilin Province and 

Yanbian. The DPRK has applied to UNESCO for Mt. Baekdu’s inclusion as a World 

Heritage Site.  

 

In addition to Baekdu mountain, Yanbian Prefecture holds the culturally important Balhae 

Kingdom archaeological site: the Ancient Tombs at Longtou Mountain (Chinese: 龙头山古墓

群; pinyin: Lóngtóushān gǔmùqún, Korean: 육정산 고분군; Romanization: Yugjeong san 

gobungun) which includes the Mausoleum of Princess Jeonghyo (Chinese: 贞孝公主墓; 

pinyin: Zhēnxiào Gōngzhǔ mù; Korean: 정효공주묘; Romanization: Jeong-Hyo Gongju-

Myo). As with so many things, the tombs 

and the mausoleum, although unheard-of 

in the West, are of great importance to a 

large group of people, in this case, many 

millions of Koreans.  

 

The route to Baitoushan runs through 

Yanbian’s prefectural capital, Yanji 

(Chinese: 延吉市; pinyin: Yánjí shì; 

Korean: 연길시; Romanization: Yeongil-

si), a city of about 400,000 persons of 

whom some 60 percent are Korean. By 

rail, Yanji is 477 kilometers from 

Changchun; most trains take about eight 

hours to get there. It’s a nice city and 

perhaps best known for its Korean cuisine. 

The top spots in town feature the most famous special food – “Dog cuisine,” using edible 

dogs bred for this purpose. The most popular local dish, “Dog Meat Soup,” is said to be 

fabulous (although this author cannot claim to have tried it).  

 

The climb to Changbai Shan and Tiānchí can only be done from mid-summer through early 

fall; the rest of the year the mountain is snowbound. But if it happens that you find yourself 

in Jilin Province in the dead of winter – you’re still in luck for there is another great 

opportunity available, and it’s not so far or as strenous as climbing Mt. Baekdu.  

 

If you have a bit of extra time, and you’ve stepped off the Trans-Manchurian train in Jilin’s 

capital Changchun during the winter months (something not too many pesons do), then you 

might want to consider making a short excursion of only 125 kilometers east (two hours by 

train). For there you’ll find second-city and former capital of Jilin Province, Jilin City 

(Chinese: 吉林市; pinyin: Jílín shì) – a city of approximately two million persons and a 

worthwhile winter destination in its own right. Alternatively, Jilin may be visited from 

Harbin. It’s about 250 kilometers south and may be reached by highway or train.  

 

The city is almost completely surrounded by the Songhua River, which starts at the North 

Korean border, runs west to Jilin, then north, west, and east, eventually making its way to 

Harbin and finally north to its confluence with the Heilongjiang/Amur. Because Jilin is so 
closely tied to the river, it’s known as “River City” (Chinese: 江城; pinyin: Jiāng chéng). 
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Rime Ice formation by the Songhua River 

Cold-weather sightseers come to Jilin to see the extraordinary natural phenomenon known as 

“Rime Ice” (Chinese: 雾凇; pinyin: wù sǒng). Rime ice is the crystallization of super-cooled 

water vapor onto power-lines, airplanes, 

grass, shrubs, and the branches of trees 

and other objects caused when relatively 

warm water vapor rises, forming 

microscopic droplets which freeze when 

they meet the cold air (-20°C/-15°F). The 

Songhua is the only river in the region that 

does not freeze over in winter. The ice-

rimed trees along its banks are considered 

one of the four great natural wonders of 

China, along with the karst-formation 

mountains of Yangshou County (Chinese: 

阳朔县; pinyin: Yángshuò xiàn) and Guilin 

(Chinese: 桂林; pinyin: Guì lín); Yunnan’s 

Shilin (Chinese: 石林; pinyin: Shí lín, 

literally “Stone Forest”); and the Three 

Gorges (Chinese: 三峡; pinyin: Sān xiá) of the Yangtze River (Chinese: 长江; pinyin: Cháng 

jiāng).  

 
➢ Km 1324: Caijiagou zhan (Chinese: 蔡家沟站; pinyin: Cài jiā gōu zhàn) – This little station 

is in the center of town.  

 
➢ Km 1306: Fuyu zhan (Chinese: 扶余站; pinyin: Fú yú zhàn) – This large town is about 

equally divided on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1288: Branch Line East – This short spur line runs 50 kilometers due east to the small 

town of Yushu (Chinese: 榆树; pinyin: Yú shù).  

 

➢ Km 1285: Taolaizhao zhan (Chinese: 陶赖昭站; pinyin: Táo lài zhāo zhàn) – This small 

town is about equally divided on both sides of the rail line.  

 
➢ Km 1279: Cross the Songhua River (Chinese: 松花江; pinyin: Sōng huā jiāng) – The river at 

this crossing is about 500 meters wide. By rail, the distance from Harbin Main Train Station 

to here is 151 kilometers; as the crow flies, it’s 122 kilometers; by the river, it’s 375 

kilometers.  

 

 

 

http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E7%9F%B3
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Puyi – The Last Emperor 
of China (1906-1967) 

He ostensibly reigned several times in 
his life: first, between 1908 and 1912 as 
a child appointed by the Dowager 
Empress CiXi; second, for 12 days in 
1917 under a Chinese warlord; third, 
from 1932 to 1945, as puppet emperor 
of Manchukuo (Chinese: 满洲国; 
pinyin: Mǎnzhōuguó; Japanese Kanji: 
滿州國; Manshū-koku; English: 
Manchuria), under the command of 
the Japanese.miltary. He was the 12th 
and final member of the Qing 
(Manchu) Dynasty. In August of 1945, 
at the end of World War II, Puyi was 
captured by the Soviet Red Army in an 
attempt to escape to Japan. Despite his 
requests to Joseph Stalin to allow him 
to remain in the USSR, he was 
repatriated to China in 1950. He spent 
the better part of the next 10 years in 
the Fushun War Criminals 
Center/Liaoning Prison where he was 
"rehabilitated." In 1959, with Mao 
Zedong’s permission, Puyi returned to 
Beijing where he worked and wrote his 
memoirs until his death in 1967.  

➢ Km1275: Yaojiacun zhan (Chinese: 姚家村站; pinyin: 

Yáo jiā cūn zhàn) – A small town on both sides of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1271: Caiyuanzizhen (Chinese: 菜园子真; pinyin: 

Càiyuán zi zhēn) – A fairly large village mostly to the 

south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1260: Dajiagouzhen zhan (Chinese; 达家沟真站; 

pinyin: Dá jiā gōu zhēn zhàn) – This small town is 

almost entirely to the west of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1252: Cross the Yinma River (Chinese: 饮马河; 

pinyin: Yǐn mǎ hé) – The 387 kilometer-long Yinma 

begins approximately 200 kilometers to the southeast 

about 30 kilometers northwest of Huadian (Chinese: 

桦甸; pinyin: Huà diān), which is about 100 

kilometers south of Jilin City. From the rail crossing, 

it flows about 50 kilometers north to its mouth on the 

left bank of the Songhua.  

 

➢ Km 1243: Dehui zhan (Chinese: 德惠站; pinyin: Dé 

huì zhàn) – This is a large city of several hundred 

thousand persons. The rail station is on the eastern 

side of the city.  

 

➢ Km 1225: Buhai zhan (Chinese: 布海站; pinyin: Bù 

hǎi zhàn) – A small village mostly to the east of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1206: Wopi zhan (Chinese: 沃皮站; pinyin: Wò 

pí zhàn) – A little village on both sides of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1195: Mishazi zhan (Chinese: 米沙子站; pinyin: 

Mǐ shā zi zhàn) – A little town on both sides of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1175: Yijianbao zhan (Chinese: 一间堡站; 

pinyin: Yī jiàn bǎo zhàn) – A small village on the 

west side of the tracks.  

   

➢ Km 1173: Cross the Yitong River (Chinese: 伊通河; 

pinyin: Yī tōng hé) – This 342 kilometer-long river 

begins about 120 kilometers south at the Shoushan 

Reservoir (Chinese: 寿山水库; pinyin: Shòushān 

shuǐkù). From the rail crossing, it flows north over 
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KM 1162: Changchun Railway Station 

125 kilometers until its confluence on the left bank of the Songhua River.  

 

➢ Km 1170: Changchun North Station (Chinese: 长春北站; pinyin: Cháng chūn běi zhàn) – 

This is an enormous switching station, two kilometers long with dozens of lines of track.  

 

➢ Km 1167: Branch Line North – Here is one of several intersections for the line bound for 

points northwest. The route first travels 150 kilometers to Songyuan; from there it continues 

another 70 kilometers northwest to Da’an (Chinese; 大安; pinyin: Dà'ān) where there is a 

four way intersection: one line heads north, another west, and a third south. The line 

primarily serves western Manchuria and Inner Mongolia.  

 

➢ Km 1164: Branch Line East – This junction begins by turning southeast. In less than three 

kilometers, it passes by Changchun East Station (Chinese: 长春东站; pinyin: Chǎng chūn 

dōng zhàn), then continues east about 125 kilometers to Jilin City. From Jilin, there are rail 

connections north to Harbin; east to Yanbian; or south to the Baishan Lake Scenic Area 

(Chinese: 白山湖风景区; pinyin: Bái shān 

hú fēngjǐng qū).  

 

➢ Km 1162: Changchun Railway Station 

(Chinese: 长春火车站; pinyin: Cháng chūn 

huǒ chē zhàn) – The capital and largest 

city of Jilin province, Changchun has a 

population of close to 3,500,000. The 

name Changchun translates as “Long 

Spring” and originates from the ancient 

Jurchen (Chinese: 女真; pinyin: Nǚ zhēn) 

language – a forerunner of the Manchu 

language, itself almost extinct.  

 

The city grew rapidly after 1898 when the 

southern branch of the Russian-built 

Chinese Eastern Railway was extended from Harbin to Dalian and Lüshunkou (Chinese: 旅顺

口; pinyin: Lǚ shùn kǒu; i.e., “Port Arthur”). Though only a provincial capital today, 

Changchun is perhaps best known as the 1932 to 1945 “Capital” of the Japan-controlled 

puppet regime state of Manchukuo (i.e., Manchuria, Chinese: 満州国; pinyin: Mǎn zhōu guo; 

Japanese: 滿洲國; Romanization: Man shū ko ku, literally “Manchu State”). In 1934, it had 

less than 150,000 residents; by 1944 the population was over 850,000, among them a little 

over 150,000 were Japanese settlers.  

 

During the occupation, China’s last emperor Puyi (Chinese: 溥仪; pinyin: Pǔ yí), was 

installed as the head of the Manchukuo government by the Japanese. He resided in the 

Imperial Palace, the seat of which had been moved to Changchun from Jilin City (located 

125 kilometers to the east and Jilin’s second largest city). The Palace is a popular tourist 

attraction. It’s officially known as the Museum of the Imperial Palace of Manchu State 
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Entrance to Manchukuo Imperial Palace 
Puyi, the last Manchu (Qing) Emperor, "reigned" 
over Manchukuo from 1932 to 1945 under the 
Japanese miltary. In 1933, the League of Nations 
declared that Manchuria remained rightfully part of 
China, which led Japan to resign its membership. 
Manchuria was not liberated until Japan’s loss in 
WWII. The story of Puyi’s life is for the most part 
accurately told in Bernardo Bertolucci’s 1987 epic 
film The Last Emperor. A number of scenes in the 
film were taken in this palace.  

(Chinese: 偽滿皇宮博物院; pinyin: Wěi Mǎn Huánggōng Bówùyuàn), but literally translates 

as the Illegitimate Manchukuo Imperial Palace Museum.  

 

Changchun was heavily damaged during World War II and occupied by the Soviet Red Army 

in 1945. It was thereafter occupied by Chiang Kai Shek’s (Chinese: 蒋介石; pinyin: Jiǎng jiè 

shí; 1887-1975) Kuomintang (Chinese: 中国国民党; pinyin: Zhōngguó guómíndǎng) forces 

until the Siege of Changchun by the 

People’s Liberation Army in 1948. 

Changchun today is largely an industrial 

city specializing in the manufacture of 

machinery and transportation equipment. 

It produces 10%, 20%, and 50%, 

respectively, of all tractors, automobiles, 

and passenger trains made in China.  

 

The city has two major passenger rail 

stations: the main station and the new 

Changchun West Station (Chinese: 长春西

站; pinyin: Chǎngchūn xi zhàn). 

Changchun West is primarily used for the 

high-speed train service on the Harbin-

Dalian Line.  

 

About 35 kilometers northeast of the main 

rail station is the city’s new airport, 

Changchun Longjia International Airport 

(Chinese: 长春龙嘉国际机场; pinyin: 

Chǎngchūn lóng jiā guójì jīchǎng). It 

opened in 2005 and serves Jilin as well. 

It’s connected to Changchun by road and 

by high-speed rail. There are flights to 

several dozen cities in China and a half a 

dozen international Asian destinations.  
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Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) 
In China and in Chinese communities around the world, TCM is found in a variety of forms: 
acupuncture, Shiatsu massage, moxibustion, cupping, and herbal medicines, to name a few. What 
most have in common is the belief – a philosophy – that the universe is made of an energy called "qi" 
(Chinese: 气, 氣; pinyin: qì), which is the life-process or flow of energy that sustains living beings. 
TCM believes that the body is a small universe unto itself and that all illnesses, maladies, and 
temperments are caused by external or internal factors which disrupt the body's natural processes. 
Therefore, a proper balance of Yin/Yang, deficiency/excess, emptiness/fullness, hot/cold, 
male/female, wind/water, etc., is required to maintain the body’s natural harmony. One look in a 
TCM shop is a window into an exotic world of deer antlers, dried mushrooms, seahorses, geckos and 
other lizards, snake skins, turtle plastrons, bear bile, tiger penis , rhino horn, wormwood and and 
above all – ginseng – in fresh, dried, or cured form. Some of these products are illegal – all are highly 
regarded.  
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Liao River Watershed 

➢ Km 1161: Branch Line North – Not one kilometer west out of Changchun Rail Station, a line 

veers off to the right and heads north seven kilometers where it joins the line to Songyuan 

previously mentioned.  

 

➢ Km 1154: Changchun South Railway Station (Chinese: 长春南站; pinyin: Chǎngchūn nán 

zhàn) – Not for passenger service; it’s primarily a freight and marshaling yard.  

 

➢ Km 1142: Datun zhan (Chinese: 大屯站; pinyin: Dà tún zhàn) – This small city lies on the 

southwestern edge of Changchun and is almost inseperable from it.  

 

➢ Km 1132: Fanjiatun zhan (Chinese: 范家屯站; pinyin: Fàn jiā tún zhàn) – This small city is 

fully developed on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1122: Taojiatun zhan (Chinese: 陶家屯站; pinyin: Táo jiā tún zhàn) – A small town.  

 
➢ Km 1100: Gongzhuling zhan (Chinese: 公主岭站; pinyin: Gōng zhǔ lǐng zhàn) – A fairly big 

town with an active fighter jet airbase two and a half kilometers north of the rail station.  

 

➢ Km 1090: Cross the Dongliao River 

(Chinese: 东辽河; pinyin: Dōng liáo 

hé; “East Liao River”) – This river has 

its source approximately 150 

kilometers southeast. From the rail 

crossing it flows close to 200 

kilometers southwest until it merges 

with the 350 kilometer-long Xiliao 

River (Chinese: 西辽河; pinyin: Xi liáo 

hé; “West Liao River”). The resulting 

river is the Liao (Chinese: 辽河; 

pinyin: Liáo hé) and it runs southwest 

approximately 400 kilometers to the 

East Liao Bay (Chinese: 辽东湾; 

pinyin: Liáo dōng wān) of the Bohai 

Sea (Chinese: 渤海; pinyin: Bó hǎi), 

an extension of the Yellow Sea 
(Chinese: 黄海; pinyin: Huáng hǎi). Including its longest tributary, the Liao is 1,390 

kilometers long. Its watershed drainage system is the most important in southern Manchuria.  

 
➢ Km 1074: Guojiadian zhan (Chinese: 郭家店站; pinyin: Guō jiā diàn zhàn) – A mid-sized 

town about equally divided on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1062: Shijiabaozhen (Chinese: 十家堡镇; pinyin: Shí jiā bǎo zhèn) – There’s no 

passenger station at this mid-sized town, but the train passes through a fairly large freight 

yard.  
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The Siping Martyrs Monument 

➢ Km 1049: Cross the Linjia River (Chinese: 蔺家河; pinyin: Lìn jiā hé) – This small river 

begins a dozen kilometers east as part of the outflow from the Xiasantai Reservoir (Chinese: 

下三台水库; pinyin: Xià sān tái shuǐkù). It only keeps this name in its early range; in ten 

kilometers west it changes to the Tiaozi River (Chinese: 条子河; pinyin: Tiáo zi hé) which 

then flows 30 kilometers west until it joins the Zhaosutai River (Chinese: 招苏台河; pinyin: 

Zhāo sū tái hé). The Zhaosutai in turn flows about 75 kilometers south where it merges into 

the Liao about 100 kilometers north of Shenyang.  

 

➢ Km 1047: Siping Railway Station 

(Chinese: 四平站; pinyin: Sì píng zhàn) – 

This city of about half a million persons 

gets a two minute stop. Historically, Siping 

is one of the places where the Manchu 

nationality originated. In the 20th Century, 

it is best known as the site of several major 

battles in the Chinese civil war from 1945-

49. The battles and the fallen are 

memorialized at the Siping Martyrs 

Monument (Chinese: 四平烈士纪念塔; 

pinyin: Sìpíng lièshì jìniàn tǎ) which is 

located in the northwest part of the city 

very near the rail station.  

 

➢ Km 1043: Branch Line East – This branch 

first runs southeast about 80 kilometers to Liaoyuan (Chinese: 辽源; pinyin: Liáo yuán). 

After there, the line divides and travels to many destinations in southeast Jilin Province, a 

number of which are along the North Korean border.  

 

➢ Km 1042: Jilin – Liaoning Province Border – There’s no river or fence or any other 

indication, but about here the train passes from one province to another. Liaoning (Chinese: 

辽宁省; pinyin: Liáo níng shěng) is the smallest and southernmost of the three provinces that 

constitute Dongbei (Manchuria). It takes its name from the Liao River. The province has a 

population of approximately 44,000,000 and its capital city is Shenyang which has about 

5,750,000 inhabitants.  

 

Liaoning is bordered on its northeastern side by Jilin Province; the Yalu River separates it 

from North Korea along the east; and Inner Mongolia and Hebei Province run along its 

northwest and southwest sides respectively. Its southern flank fronts two bodies of the 

Yellow Sea: the Bohai Sea to the southwest and Korea Bay to the southeast. The Liaodong 

Peninsula (Chinese: 辽东半岛; pinyin: Liáo dōng bàndǎo) juts out and separates these two 

minor seas. The end of the peninsula is capped by two important seaports: Dalian and 

Lüshunkou (Port Arthur). The ports are separated by about 40 kilometers; both cities are at 

the end of the Southern Manchurian Railway extension of the Chinese Eastern Railway, built 

by the Russians and taken over by the Japanese after the Russo-Japanese War. Numerous 

passenger ferries and a rail-ferry make the crossing from Dalian to the Shandong Peninsula 

(Chinese: 山东半岛; pinyin: Shān dōng bàndǎo) on the southern side of the Yellow Sea.  
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Railway Section:  Changchun -- Beijing 

 

➢ Km 1035: Cross the Erdao River (Chinese: 二道河; pinyin: Èr dào hé; “Two Pathways 

River”) – This minor tributary begins in the wetlands approximately 20 kilometers southeast. 

After passing under the railroad, it flows close to 75 kilometers southwest until its confluence 

on the left bank of the Zhaosutai.  

 

➢ Km 1019: 

Shuangmiaozi 

zhan (Chinese: 

双庙子站; 

pinyin: Shuāng 

miào zi zhàn) – 

A mid-sized 

town.  

 

➢ Km 1009: 

Quantou zhan 

(Chinese: 泉头

站; pinyin: 

Quán tóu zhàn) 

– A small town.  

 

➢ Km 994: 

Changtu zhan 

(Chinese: 昌图

站; pinyin: 

Chāng tú zhàn) 

– A mid-sized 

town.  

 

➢ Km 984: 

Mazhonghezhen 

(Chinese: 马仲

河镇; pinyin: Mǎ zhòng hé zhèn) – A small village mostly on the east side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 974: Jingouzizhen (Chinese: 金钩子镇; pinyin: Jīn gōu zi zhèn) – A small village.  

 

➢ Km 969: Cross the Qinghe River (Chinese: 清河; pinyin: Qīng hé; “Clear River”) – This 

river begins in the mountains about 125 kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing it flows 

25 kilometers southwest until its mouth on the left bank of the Liao River.  

 

➢ Km 965: Branch Line East – This minor branch line known as the Kaifeng Line (Chinese: 开

丰线; pinyin: Kāi fēng xiàn) makes a dead-end run approximately 85 kilometers to 

Fuyuancun (Chinese: 福园村; pinyin: Fú yuán cūn).  
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➢ Km 964: Kaiyuan zhan (Chinese: 开原站; pinyin: Kāi yuán zhàn) – A fairly big town, this 

one has a military airbase four kilometers southwest of the rail station.  

 
➢ Km 952: Cross the Shahe River (Chinese: 沙河; pinyin:  Shā hé; “Sand River”) – This river 

has its source at the Guanmenshan Reservoir (Chinese: 关门山水库; pinyin: Guān mén shān 

shuǐkù) about 30 kilometers east. From the rail crossing it flows only a dozen kilometers 

southwest until it merges into the left bank of the Liaohe.  

 

➢ Km 951: Zhongguzhen (Chinese: 中固镇; pinyin: Zhōng gù zhèn) – This little village lies 

mostly along the east side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 940: Pindingpuzhen (Chinese: 平顶堡镇; pinyin: Píng dǐng bǎo zhèn) – A little village 

east of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 933: Cross the Chaihe River (Chinese: 柴河; pinyin: Chái hé; “Firewood River”) – This 

river begins in the Jinjia Reservoir (Chinese: 金家水库; pinyin: Jīn jiā shuǐkù) in the 

mountains about 125 kilometers to the east. From the rail crossing it flows less than two 

kilometers northwest where it meets the Liao River.  

 

➢ Km 932: Branch Line West – This short line runs approximately 80 kilometers northwest 
until it dead-ends at the town of Kangping (Chinese: 康平; pinyin: Kāng píng).  

 

➢ Km 929: Tieling zhan (Chinese: 铁岭站; pinyin: Tiě lǐng zhàn) – The station name is Tieling; 

the town is Yinzhou (Chinese: 鄞州; pinyin: Yín zhōu). There is also a little village of Tieling 

a few kilometers down the line.  

 
➢ Km 915: Cross the Fanhe River (Chinese: 泛河; pinyin: Fàn hé; “Flood River”) – The Fan 

River begins about 100 kilometers east; from the rail crossing it flows close to 15 kilometers 

northwest to its junction on the left bank of the Liao.  

 

➢ Km 902: Xintaizizhen (Chinese: 新台子镇; pinyin: Xīntái zi zhèn) – A small industrial town.  

 

➢ Km 901: Cross the Wanquan River (Chinese: 万泉河; pinyin: Wàn quán hé; “10,000 Spring 

River”) – This small river begins about ten kilometers east out of the Yilu Reservior 

(Chinese: 一路水库; pinyin: Yīlù shuǐkù). From the rail crossing it flows close to a dozen 

kilometers until it merges into the Liao River.  

 

➢ Km 890: Xinchengzi zhan (Chinese: 新城子站; pinyin: Xīnchéng zi zhàn) – This fairly large 

town is Shenbei (Chinese: 沈北; pinyin: Shěn běi); the train station is Xinchengzi.  

 
➢ Km 882: Cross the Puhe River (Chinese: 蒲河; pinyin: Pú hé) – This not-so-small river 

begins in the Qipanshan Reservoir (Chinese: 棋盘山水库; pinyin: Qípán shān shuǐkù) about 

20 kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing it flows more than 150 kilometers southwest 

until it joins the right bank of the Hunhe (Chinese: 浑河; pinyin: Hún hé). From that 

confluence, the Hun River flows approximately 50 kilometers south until it merges with the 
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Taizi River (Chinese: 太子河; pinyin: Tàizǐ hé) and the two combined form the Daliao 

(Chinese: 大辽河; pinyin: Dà liáo hé). From there, the “Big” Liao River runs close to 100 

kilometers southwest until its mouth on the northeasternmost corner of the East Liao Bay of 

the Bohai.  

 

➢ Km 877: Branch Line Southwest – Rather than going through the city, this spur runs around 

the northwest outskirts of town and links into the various lines exiting the city in that 
direction. In about 20 kilometers it reaches the Shenyang West Railway Station (Chinese: 沉

阳西站; pinyin: Shěn yáng xi zhàn).  

 
➢ Km 863: Cross the Xinkai River (Chinese:  新开何; pinyin:  Xīn kāi hé; “New Start”) – The 

“New Beginning” River begins about 15 kilometers east out of the Hun River, thus 

technically it is a distributary. From the rail crossing, it flows approximately 35 kilometers 

west where it joins the left bank of the Pu River.  
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KM 862: Shenyang North Railway Station 

➢ Km 863: Branch Line East – Only a few meters after passing over the Xinkai River, a branch 

line veers off and runs east. In five kilometers, it reaches the Shenyang East Railway Station 

(Chinese: 沉阳东站; pinyin: Shěn yáng dōng zhàn) and after that continues hundreds of 

kilometers to the easternmost points of Liaoning and Jilin Provinces.  

 

➢ Km 862: Shenyang North Railway Station (Chinese: 沈阳北站; pinyin: Shěn yáng běi 

zhàn) – This is the city’s main passenger rail station. Most lines and the high-speed rail 

service converge here. When the original 

station building opened in 1911, it was 

called the Liaoning Main Station (Chinese: 

遼寧總站; pinyin: Liáo níng zǒng zhàn), 

later it was called the “Old North Station” 

(Chinese: 老北站; pinyin: Lǎo běi zhàn).  

 

These names serve to differentiate it from 

the station downtown which is technically 

the Main Station (Chinese: 瀋陽站; pinyin: 

Shěn yáng zhàn) as it was built earlier, in 

1899. It is known locally as the South 

Station (Chinese: 沉阳南站; pinyin: Shěn 

yáng nán zhàn) even though there is in fact 

a station designated as South Station in the 

Sujiatun District (Chinese: 苏家屯区; 

pinyin: Sūjiā tún Qū). Since this is confusing, most people refer to this latter station as 

Sujiatun Station (Chinese: 苏家屯站; pinyin: Sūjiā tún zhàn).  

 

➢ Km 860: Branch Line East – Here a line veers off and runs less than ten kilometers, passing 
the Huanggutun (Chinese: 皇姑屯站; pinyin: Huáng gū tún zhàn) and Dacheng Rail Stations 

(Chinese: 大成站; pinyin: Dà chéng zhàn) along the way, before splitting into northwest and 

southwest bound lines. Four kilometers northwest of the split is Shenyang West Rail Station 

(Chinese: 沉阳西站; pinyin: Shěn yáng xi zhàn).  

 

➢ Km 859: Shenyang Railway Station (Chinese: 沈阳火车站; pinyin: Shěn yáng huǒ chē 

zhàn) – This is an enormous new rail station. Because of the great amount of traffic at 

Shenyang North, more and more rail service is being directed through this terminal. There’s 

no way to be sure which rail station your train is using without checking your ticket. This 

station traditionally has been the terminal for the Trans-Manchurian Line trains.  

 

Shenyang is the provincial capital of Liaoning, the southernmost of the three provinces that 

make up what most of us call Manchuria. It has a population of about 5,750,000 and for the 

most part is an industrial city. At the beginning of the 20th Century, it was known as Mukden 

(from its 300-year old Manchu name). However, in 1914, not long after the end of the Qing 

(Manchu) Dynasty, it reverted to its earlier name of Shenyang. When the Russians built the 

South Manchuria Railway, Mukden, like Harbin, became a Russian stronghold. During the 

1904-05 Russo-Japanese War, the city was the site of the Battle of Mukden (February 19-

March 10, 1905), which ended Russian presence in southern Manchuria. Following the 
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The Great Helmsman 

The Mukden Incident (9/18) Museum 

Japanese victory, Mukden became one of the chief bases for Japanese expansion into 

Manchuria.  

 

Some years later, the Mukden Incident 

gave the Japanese the pretext to create the 

Manchukuo state. Although full-scale war 

did not start until 1937, the Mukden 

Incident represented an early event and the 

beginning of the Second Sino-Japanese 

War. On September 18, 1931, a section of 

railroad owned and run by Japan’s South 

Manchuria Railway Department was 

dynamited. The Imperial Japanese Army 

accused Chinese dissidents of the sabotage 

and, using the incident as a pretext, invaded 

Manchuria. This led to the establishment of 

Manchukuo the following year. While the 

responsibility for the railroad explosion 

remains controversial, the prevailing view is that Japanese militarists staged the incident in 

order to provide an excuse for invasion.  

 

In English we know it as the Mukden Incident; the Japanese refer to it as the Manchurian 

Incident (Japanese: 満州事変; Romanization: Manshujihen). In China, it’s known as the 

September 18 Incident (Chinese: 九一八事变; pinyin: Jiǔyībā Shìbiàn). Unfortunately, 

relations between China and Japan are not always as harmonious as they could be. Every 

year, when there are demonstrations and protests in China again Japan – they take place on 

September 18th. That’s not a good day to wear your Rising Sun Flag (Japanese: 旭日旗; 

Romanization: Kyokujitsu-ki) tee-shirt.  

 

There are a fair number of things for tourists 

to see in Shenyang and several are worth 

mentioning. Depending on how quickly you 

move about, it will take at least one full day, 

more like two, to see it all. The city’s center 

of activity – the hotels, restaurants, and 

nightlife – revolves around downtown, which 

sprang up by the South Railway Station, the 

former hub of the Southern Manchurian 

Railway. At the center of this district is 

Zhongshan Square (Chinese: 中山广场; 

pinyin: Zhōng shān guǎng chǎng), which 

features one of China’s largest statues of 

Chairman Mao.  

 

For horticulturalists, there’s Shenyang Botanical Garden, a large preserve of several hundred 

acres. It is dedicated to botanical research and has over 1,700 kinds of plants, especially from 
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Rooftops at the Shenyang Imperial Palace 

Nurhaci – Manchu Emperor 
He united the various Manchu tribes, 
consolidated the Eight Banners military 
system, and launched an assault on 
China's Ming Dynasty and Korea's 
Joseon Dynasty. His conquest of 
Liaoning Province set the stage for the 
conquest of all China by his 
descendants, who founded the Qing 
(Manchu) Dynasty. He is also credited 
with the creation of a written script for 
the Manchu language.  

the northeast region (Dongbei, i.e., “Manchuria”). The 

garden is located in the Dongling District (Chinese: 东

陵区; pinyin: Dōnglíng Qū), which is in the southern 

part of the city. The southern edge of town is fairly 

well demarcated by the Hunhe (Chinese: 浑河; pinyin: 

Hún hé), a 415 kilometer river that begins in the 

northeast near the boundary with Jilin Province, then 

flows diagonally southwest until it empties into 

Liaodong Bay on the Bohai Sea (Chinese: 渤海; pinyin: 

Bó hǎi). For rail enthusiasts, on the other side of the 

Hunhe and about 15 kilometers further south of town, 

there is the Shenyang Steam Locomotive Museum 

(Chinese: 沈阳铁路 蒸汽机车陈列馆; pinyin: Shěn 

yáng tiělù zhēngqì jīchē chénliè guǎn), which features 

a number of steam locomotives from countries around 

the world. It’s located in the Sujiatun District 

(Chinese: 苏家屯区; pinyin: Sū jiā tú Qū).  

 

About ten kilometers east of the city is the Fuling 

Tomb (Chinese: 福陵; pinyin: Fú líng), also known as 

the East Tomb (Chinese: 东陵; pinyin: Dōng líng). It is 

the mausoleum of Nurhaci, (Chinese: 努尔哈赤; pinyin: 

Nǔ'ěr hāchì; 1559-1626) and his wife, Empress Xiao 

Ci Gao (Chinese: 孝慈高皇后; pinyin: Xiào cí gāo 

huáng hòu; 1575-1603). Nurhaci was part of the “Aisin 

Gioro” (Chinese: 爱新觉罗; pinyin: Aixīn juéluó) clan, 

the family name of the Manchu emperors who founded 

the Qing Dynasty in 1644. That dynasty survived until 

the 20th Century, to 1912, when it ended with the 

overthrow of Puyi. The Fuling Tomb is a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site.  

 

Shenyang’s two most famous attractions 

are the 9/18 Museum and the Shenyang 

Imperial Palace. The museum is properly 

called the 9/18 Incident Museum (Chinese: 

九一八历史博物馆; pinyin: Jiǔyī bā lìshǐ 

bówù guǎn). It’s dedicated in memory of 

the Mukden Incident and Japanese war 

crimes. Depending on your tolerance for 

the grisly and the grim, you’ll need a 

couple of hours to explore the 9/18 

Musuem. The musuem, both inside and 

out, displays some remarkable sculptures – 

in stone and bronze. The themes are tragic, 

but they are well-done and are moving. 
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Many of the exhibits with black and white photos taken during the occupation are almost 

unviewable, and yet many were taken by Japanese war photographers at the time. It does not 

seem possible that they could have been seen in Japan during the war without having been 

censored. There are also some rather graphic full-size dioramas of bodies and corpses 

portrayed in the exhibits explaining the so-called medical experiements at Harbin’s Unit 731. 

Be forewarned: a number of the exhibits at this museum are not for the squeamish and are 

definitely not for children.  

 

The Imperial Palace, known as Shenyang or Mukden Palace (Chinese: 盛京宫殿; pinyin: 

Shèn jīng Gōng diàn) or Shenyang Gugong (Chinese: 沈阳故宫; pinyin: Shěn yáng Gù gōng) 

is the former Imperial Palace of the early Qing Dynasty. It is a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site and modeled after – and is a smaller version of – the Forbidden City in Beijing. It’s not 

so small, so plan on at least a couple of hours to walk through it. Some of the relevant scenes 

in Bernardo Bertolucci’s biographical film of Puyi, The Last Emperor, were filmed at the 

Shenyang Palace. Its construction began in 1625 by Nurhaci and the first three Qing 
emperors lived there until 1644. After the Qing (Manchu) Dynasty (Chinese: 清朝; pinyin: 

Qīng Cháo; 1644-1912) replaced the Ming Dynasty (Chinese: 明朝; pinyin: Míng Cháo; 

1368-1644), the royal court moved to Beijing and the Mukden Palace lost its status as the 

official residence of the Emperor. Thereafter, it became a regional palace. It is located in the 

center of the city about five kilometers south of the 9/18 Museum.  

 

For those who need to get out of town in a hurry, the city is served by the Shenyang Taoxian 

International Aiport (Chinese: 沈阳桃仙国际机场; pinyin: Shěn yáng táo xian guójì jīchǎng). 

It’s located about 20 kilometers south of the main rail station. Shenyang has three other 

airports, but they are reserved for test flights and military purposes.  
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A collection of bays around the Bohai  
Sea: Korea, Liaodong, Bohai, and Laizhou 

Alternative Southern Route from Shenyang to Beijing: 
 

➢ Shenyang to Dalian: Shenyang is 859 kilometers northeast of Beijing on the Trans-

Manchurian Line. It takes about ten hours. By most of the other rail routings used today, it’s 

703 kilometers and takes four hours by high-speed train. If you are in no hurry, another 

alternate, entirely different and somewhat roundabout, route to Beijing heads south from 

Shenyang to the port city of Dalian (Chinese: 大连; pinyin: Dà lián), then ferries across the 

Bohai Strait between the Bohai and 
Yellow Seas to Yantai (Chinese: 烟台; 

pinyin: Yāntái), then drops down for a 

cool one (“Tsingtao” brand beer) in 

Qingdao (Chinese: 青岛; pinyin: 

Qīngdǎo). After a day or two on the 

beach, it’s easy to catch the high-speed 

train from there: 888 kilometers to Beijing 

in 5½ hours.  

 

If you’re interested in the “beach and 

beer” route, begin by taking the train from 

Shenyang to Dalian. It’s 400 kilometers 

south and takes from four to six hours by 

rail, depending on which train you catch. 

Dalian is located near the southern tip of 

the Liaodong peninsula (Chinese: 辽东半

岛; pinyin: Liáo dōng bàndǎo). It’s the 

long, triangular-shaped area of land at the 

north end of the Yellow Sea, with Korea 

Bay to its east and the Liaodong Bay and Bohai Sea to its west. This train ride from 

Shenyang follows the original route of the South Manchuria Railroad, built by the Russians 

and taken by the Japanese.  

 

Dalian is a large city of some three and a half million inhabitants and the second biggest city 

of Liaoning Province, after the capital Shenyang. It is the southernmost city of Northeast 

China (Dongbei; i.e., Manchuria) and one of China’s major seaports. Because its waters do 

not freeze over in the winter, the Russians coveted it, paid the Chinese dearly for it, built a 

railroad to it, and fought for it – only to lose it in the the Russo-Japanese War in 1905. 

Among several other names, the Russians usually call it Dalniy (Russian: Дальний). At the 

time, it was Russia’s most important port in the Pacific. Its loss was a great one and they 

were not to return to the city until it was liberated at the end of World War II. There are still 

many examples of Russian heritage and architecture in the city.  

 

Dalian is an unusually diverse city. It’s an industrial center, primarily specializing in 

shipbuilding and railroad locomotives. But it also has many light industrial manufacturing 

operations and at the same time, it’s the largest financial and banking center of the Northeast 

– larger then Harbin. It’s an IT center and was favorably commented on as such in the best-

selling book: The World Is Flat by New York Times commentator Thomas Friedman (2007). 
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Dalian Railway Station 

Restaurant on Dalian’s "Russian" Street 

At the same time, it’s China’s largest petroleum port. It’s the terminus of an oil pipeline from 

the Daqing oilfields. It’s a harbor for oil tankers and China’s major center for oil refineries, 

diesel engineering, and chemical production. Finally, the city is home to a number of well-

regarded universities and the Chinese Naval Academy.  

 

As busy as all this sounds (and it is busy), 

Dalian is nonetheless regarded as one of the 

most beautiful big cities in China and it’s a 

very popular destination among Chinese 

tourists and foreign visitors from Japan, 

South Korea, and Russia. Its warm summer 

temperatures and many beaches, as well as 

its importance in China’s modern history, 

make it an interesting place to visit. Some 

of the city’s most well-known beaches are 

Tiger beach, Xinghai, Jinshitan, and 

Fujiazhuang beaches. Seafood naturally is 

the favorite in beachside cafés and local 

restaurants.  

 

Because of its beaches, the city is very 

popular with Russian tourists – and most eventually will make it to “Russian Street” 

(Russian: Улица Российская), if only for a Russian dinner. However it must be said that the 

little district is not much – one rather forlorn street jammed with cheap Chinese junk doing 

its best to imitate cheap Russian junk. At best, you might pick up a decent Matryoshka 

(Russian: Mатрёшка) – a Russian “nesting” doll probably “made in China.”  

 

Here’s a bit of trivia: Dalian was home to Japanese actor Toshiro Mifune (Japanese: 三船 敏

郎; 1920-97), without doubt Japan’s most recognized film star internationally and one of the 

greatest cinematic talents of all time. He appeared in over 150 feature films. Several of his 

unforgetable films were Rashomon, the Seven Samurai, Throne of Blood, and Yojimbo, all 

directed by filmmaker Akira Kurosawa 
(Japanese: 黒澤 明; 1910-98), himself one 

of the greatest and most influential 

filmmakers in the history of the cinema. 

Mifune was born in Qingdao, to Japanese 

parents, and grew up in Dalian with his 

parents and siblings. He spent the first 19 

years of his life in China.  

 

By rail or by road, 40 kilometers south of 

Dalian, at the very southernmost tip of the 

Liaodong Peninsula, is the town that used 

to be called “Port Arthur.” It was named 

after a British Royal Navy Lieutenant, 

William C. Arthur, who sought refuge 
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Japanese Propaganda 
from the Russo-Japanese War 

This woodcut print from 1904 or 1905 
shows Tsar Nicholas II waking from a 
nightmare of bloodied and battered 
Russian forces returning from battle. 
The Japanese commentary on the left 
quotes the walking wounded 
battleships, locomotive, telegraph line, 
and cannons – all bemoaning their 
unhappy fate. Artist Kobayashi 
Kiyochika (1847-1915).  

there for his damaged ship. Its Chinese name is Lüshun or Lüshunkou, literally “Lüshun 

Port” (Chinese: 旅顺口; pinyin: Lǚshùn kǒu; Russian: Порт-Артур). Under Russian control 

in the late 19th and early 20th Centuries, it was one of the most heavily fortified military 

bastions in the world. Despite its extraordinary defenses, it was attacked in the early hours of 

February 8-9, 1904 in the Battle of Port Arthur, the 

opening gambit of the Russo-Japanese War. 

(Japanese: 日露戦争; Romanization: Nichi-Ro 

Sensō; Russian: Русско-японская война; Chinese: 

日俄战争; pinyin: Rì'é Zhànzhēng)  

 

The battle began with a nighttime surprise torpedo 

assault on the Russian fleet by a squadron of 

Japanese destroyers. The attack, conducted in 

peacetime against a largely unassuming and 

unprepared Russian force has been widely compared 

to the Japanese repeat performance of a surprise 

attack at Pearl Harbor (December 7, 1941). Port 

Arthur eventually fell in January of 1905 after a 

bloody battle known as the Siege of Port Arthur. In 

September of 1905, Russia capitulated, having lost 

the war after a series of battles on land and sea 

during which the Japanese occupied all of Korea, 

cut the Russian’s supply line of the railway from 

Harbin, split the Russian Army, and annihilated the 

Russian Fleet in the disastrous Battle of Tsushima 

Strait.  

 

The humiliating defeat of the Russians – and the loss 

of their Navy – severely demoralized and outraged 

the Russian people. Within months, their 

dissatisfaction with the Tsar and their government 

led to the Russian Revolution of 1905.  

 

Lüshun today is very popular with Chinese and 

international tourists; it’s a beautifully-sited city, 

surrounded by the sea on three sides, and has a 

fascinating history. Although the city’s southern half 

and the Naval Port are controlled by the Chinese military and off-limits to foreigners, 

Lüshunkou (port district) is open. Several years ago, a “World Peace Park” opened on the 
western coast of Lüshun, on the Bohai Sea (Chinese: 渤海; pinyin: Bó hăi). North of the Park 

is the Lüshun Development Zone and Lüshun New Port where the railroad ferry across the 

Yellow Sea to Yantai operates. The ferry dock is at Lüshun West Station which is about 35 

kilometers west of downtown Dalian. All other ferries to and from Yantai continue to operate 

out of Dalian.  
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Ferry from Dalian to Yantai 

Bohai Train Ferry 
By crossing the Bohai Strait from Lüshun to Yantai, 
a distance of 100 nautical miles (185 kilometers), 
the railroad saves 1,800 kilometers. Each ship can 
handle up to 50 railway freight cars, 50 twenty-ton 
trucks, 25 passenger cars, and 400 passengers.  

Because of its good weather and the many beaches along its surrounding 900-kilometer 

coastline, Yantai is also a popular summer-time destination for Chinese holiday-makers. It’s 

less known by foreigners than either 

Dalian or Qingdao. Yantai is the largest 

fishing seaport in Shandong Province and 

on the Shandong Peninsula (Chinese: 山

东半岛; pinyin: Shān dōng Bàndǎo). It’s 

also known as the Jiaodong Peninsula 

(Chinese: 胶东半岛; pinyin: Jiāo dōng 

Bàndǎo). You could say that the 

Shandong Peninsula is the reverse mirror 

image, the twin counterpart, of the 

Liaodong Peninsula which holds Dalian 

and Lüshun. It marks the southern limit of 

the Bohai Sea to its north and west; and 

the northern limit of the Yellow Sea to its 

south and east. Its two biggest cities are 

Yantai and Qingdao. The body of water 

that separates the two peninsulas and 

connects the Bohai and Yellow Seas is the 

Bohai Strait (Chinese: 渤海峡; pinyin: Bó 

hăi xiá).  

 

➢ Dalian to Yantai Ferry Crossing: The most popular crossing of the strait is by ferry between 

Dalian and Yantai. Depending on the season, there is at least daily, and often several times a 

day, service. It takes six hours and costs about $25-$30 for a standard ticket. Berths, vehicles, 

etc., are additional. There’s a cafeteria aboard and the food’s not bad. Occasionally, there are 

fast ferries, which make the trip in a bit over three hours. Their operation is seasonal. 

Whether fast or slow, all these ferries take vehicles.  

 

Let’s say that you’re not interested in going 

to Yantai or Qingdao, yet have made your 

way down to Dalian, now what? One option 

is the thrice-weekly overnight ferries from 
Dalian to Incheon (Korean: 인천; 

Romanization: Incheŏn), South Korea 

(Korean: 대한민국; Romanization: 

Daehanmin-guk; English: “Republic of 

Korea”). Sailing time is 16 to 18 hours and 

costs around $125.00 per person, one-way, 

second-class. The Incheon Port International 

Ferry Terminal is near Incheon International 

Aiport. Both are connected to Seoul 

(Korean: 서울; Romanization: Seŏul) by the 

metro system and public bus. It’s 50 

kilometers and takes about an hour.  
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Yantai Railway Station 

Backing into the Yantai Ferry  
Terminal to off-load motor vehicles 

 

Unfortunately, the former ferry service from Dalian west to Tanggu (Chinese: 塘沽; pinyin: 

Táng gū), the port that serves Tianjin (Chinese: 天津; pinyin: Tiān jīn) 40 kilometers to the 

east, was discontinued several years ago and is no longer operating. It fell victim to the high-

speed train. Likewise, previous ferry 

services from Dalian to Shanghai and 

Qingdao no longer operate; there simply 

was not enough demand.  

 

If neither sailing to Korea nor venturing 

south to Yantai appeal to you, you’ll have 

to make your way back north. You can 

return to Shenyang and catch trains from 

there to just about anywhere. Or, from 

Dalian, you can take one of several direct 

overnight trains to Beijing. Depending on 

which one you catch, and its exact route, 

it’s about 1,000 kilometers and takes from 

10 to 11 hours.  

 

➢ Yantai to Qingdao: On arrival at Yantai 

you can see the Railway Station from the 

ferry terminal; it’s about a kilometer to your right as you come in. From here to Qingdao, it’s 

235 kilometers and 4½ hours – but rail service is not frequent, as little as once a day. You 

may have to take a bus, the terminal is not far.  

 

The countryside on the way to Qingdao is pleasant enough, mostly flat, a few hills, mostly 

agricultural, but then broken up by some fairly large industrial complexes from time to time. 

The train makes about a half-dozen stops and then you’re there.  

 

Beachside resort that it may be, 

nevertheless Qingdao (Chinese: 青岛; 

pinyin: Qīng dǎo) is another big city; its 

population is close to five million and if 

you include the surrounding area, it jumps 

to over eight million. It is a major seaport, 

naval base, and industrial center. It is also 

home of the Tsingtao Brewery, the most 

famous Chinese beer (Chinese: 啤酒; 

pinyin: pí jiǔ) – exported around the world.  

 

The character “青” (pinyin: qīng) in 

Chinese means “green” or “lush” and the 

character “岛” (pinyin: dǎo) means 

“island.” So, although the Chinese might 

simply think of the beer and the city as 
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Downtown Qingdao 
Taiping Hill TV Tower is in the distant background 

“green island,” because western societies have used a half-dozen transliteration systems to 

render Chinese characters into English, or French, or Russian, or whatever – the result is that 

we have “Tsingtao” for the beer and “Qingdao” for the city. They are both the same – “Green 

Island.” 

 

If Dalian may be said to be the Russian 

city of China, then Qingdao is the 

German city. Qingdao fronts the Yellow 

Sea (Chinese: 黄海; pinyin: Huáng hǎi) to 

its east; directly behind, to the west, is 

Jiaozhou Bay (Chinese: 胶州湾; pinyin: 

Jiāozhōu Wān), which stretches about 30 

kilometers across in all directions. So 

desired was the city and its bay that in 

1898 the area was transferred to Germany 

(under great pressure upon the Qing 

Empire government) on a 99-year lease, 

modeled after the equally long British 

lease of Hong Kong.  
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Chinese Ferry Service 
Everyday, there are hundreds of ferries 
on dozens of routes all over China. 
On even the shortest of trips you’ll 
find a tea, soft drink, beer, and snack 
bar. On sailings over a few hours in 
length you’ll find a cafeteria – and the 
food’s usually OK. Of course, you 
can’t be too picky. On longer 
voyages, there’s usually a common 
sleeping/resting area for a surcharge 
of a few dollars. On larger ships there 
will be cabins with two or four berths 
and private baths (double or triple the 
basic fare). Obviously bringing a 
bicycle, motorcycle, or car costs 
more. All the ferries have websites 
(although some are only in Chinese) 
that list sailing schedules and fares. 
Clockwise from top left: Welcome 
Aboard!, standard seating, common 
sleeping, gift shop/duty-free shop, 
cafeteria, and four-berth cabin.  
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Qingdao Railway Station 

Tsingtao Beer  
The city of Qingdao is best known 
internationally for its Tsingtao Brewery 
(Chinese: 青岛啤酒厂; pinyin: 
Qīngdǎo píjiǔchǎng). Founded in 1903 
as "Germania-Brauerei" (Germany 
Brewery), it holds about 15% of China’s 
domestic market. Tsingtao is a well-
hopped pilsner of 4.7% alcohol. It 
accounts for most of the brewery's 
production. An unpasteurised version 
is sold as Tsingtao Draft.  

The bay area became known as the 

Kiautschou Bucht concession, the German 

transliteration of Jiaozhou Bay. The village 

of Qingdao became the German colony of 

Tsingtau, and all of it became the colonial 

base for Germany’s commercial 

development in China. It also became the 

naval base for the Imperial German Navy’s 

Far East Squadron.  

 

Qingdao remained a German colonial 

possession in Manchu China from 1898 to 

1914. During that time, the Kiautschou Bay 

concession was transformed into a modern 

city. The backwards fishing village of 

Tsingtau was set out with the most up-to-

date German engineering: wide streets, livable housing 

areas, grand government buildings, a sewer system, a 

clean drinking water supply, and, unheard-of at the 

time, electricity throughout the city. Tsingtau had the 

highest school density and highest per capita student 

enrollment in all of China, with schools at all levels 

funded by the German treasury and Protestant and 

Roman Catholic missions. The main street of the 

former Chinese village was renamed Marktstrasse, 

(“Market Street”) and grand villas were built along the 

length of its frontage on the seaside. Today, these 

buildings are almost all small corporations, private 

medical practices, law offices, or foreign consulates. A 

select few are still private dwellings.  

 

As a consequence of the First World War, Germany 

lost its possession of Qingdao and control of the 

concession passed to Japan. The Japanese held the city 

until 1922 when it reverted to China. Japan again 

occupied Qingdao in 1938 and held it until the end of 

World War II.  

 

Even more so than Yantai or Dalian, Qingdao attracts 

hordes of beach-loving summer Chinese tourists. Why 

so many? Because the city has the closest beaches to 

Beijing. There are a half-dozen high-speed trains every 

day. The travel time is only five and one-half hours so 

many people can come simply for the weekend. Until a 

few years ago, this was impossible. In the sweltering 

heat of a Beijing summer, the lure of fresh seafood, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simplified_Chinese_characters
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St. Michael’s Cathedral 
The seat of the Bishop of the Roman Catholic 
Diocese of Qingdao, the twin-spired St. Michael’s 
Cathedral (Chinese: 圣彌格爾主教座堂; pinyin: 
Shèng Mígé'ěr Zhǔjiào Zuòtáng) is an excellent 
example of Romanesque revival architecture in 
China. Designed by German architect Alfred Fräbel, 
it was completed and consecrated in 1934.  

Surf’s Up Dude! – Qingdao Beach 
Zhanqiao Walking Pier is in the background 

cool ocean breezes, clean sand beaches, salt 

water, and turn-of-the-century romantic 

colonial architecture, is almost irresistable. 

Qingdao is one city, especially on summer 

weekends, where you’ll need advance hotel 

reservations.  

 

Before we depart, one word of caution. 

Although Qingdao has much to offer, be 

clear that it is not some quaint, quiet, ocean-

side hideaway. It’s a thoroughly modern 

metropolis of many millions of people. 

Most of the sea frontage is dominated by 

massive skyscrapers and busy traffic. True, 

there is a seaside promenade of 37 

kilometers that hugs most of the shoreline, 

but immediately behind it is the bustling 

city. The splendid surviving villas – and there are many – have for the most part been cut off 

from the shoreline by new development. No longer can they view the sea. On a positive note, 

there are many beaches, not terribly crowded, and hundreds of hotels and restaurants for 

every budget.  

 

When it’s time to leave, head to the 

Qingdao train station (Chinese: 青岛火车站

; pinyin: Qīngdǎo huǒchē zhàn). It’s 888 

kilometers east to Beijing and the new 

high-speed trains make the journey in five 

hours and thirty minutes.  
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➢ Km 859: Shenyang Railway Station (Chinese: 沈阳站; pinyin: Shěn yáng zhàn) – After 

having made the sidetrip on the Qingdao Beach and Beer Route, we’ll pick up where we left 

off, in Shenyang. We’ll re-board the Trans-Manchurian train to Beijing. As mentioned, by 

the route of the Trans-Manchurian Line, it’s 859 kilometers and ten hours to Beijing, or 

alternatively, it’s 703 kilometers and five hours by the new high-speed trains. The high speed 

trains use Shenyang’s North Station (Chinese: 沈阳北站; pinyin: Shěn yáng běi zhàn) so this 

means transferring from the city’s main station to the north station. The two stations are only 

a few kilometers apart. If you’re going to stop in Tianjin, by the Trans-Manchurian, it’s 722 

kilometers and eight hours from Shenyang. By the high-speed train, it’s 552 kilometers and 

4½ hours. There are about 50 trains per day between the two cities.  

 
➢ Km 856: Huanggutun zhan (Chinese: 皇姑屯站; pinyin: Huáng gū tún zhàn) – This station 

hosts a tremendous servicing shed for the care and maintenance of trains.  

 
➢ Km 852: Dacheng zhan (Chinese: 大成站; pinyin: Dà chéng zhàn) – There is a good sized 

marshaling yard at this depot.  

 

➢ Km 850: Branch Line South – The branch that runs off here circles around the southwest 

side of the city and connects to the lines that head south.  

 

➢ Km 846: Branch Line South – This branch is the beginning of one of the several lines that 

runs southeast to Tianjin and Beijing. The total kilometers between Shenyang and those cities 

vary widely depending on which line is taken. The high-speed trains take the shortest route.  

 

➢ Km 843: Shenyang West Rail Station (Chinese: 沉阳西站; pinyin: Shén yáng xi zhàn) – This 

station is actually a large marshaling yard.  

 

➢ Km 837: Lanjiatun zhan (Chinese: 兰家屯站; pinyin: Lán jiā tún zhàn) – A minor station at 

the western end of the sorting yard.  

 

➢ Km 834: Masanjia zhan (Chinese: 马三家站; pinyin: Mǎ sān jiā zhàn) – A small town along 

the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 830: Cross the Puhe River (Chinese: 蒲河; pinyin: Pú hé) – This river begins to the 

northeast of Shenyang about 45 kilometers from this rail crossing. From here it flows about 

100 kilometers southwest to its confluence on the right bank of the Hunhe. From there, the 

Hun flows approximately 50 kilometers south until it merges with the Taizi River. The two 

combined are now called the Daliao and it runs close to 100 kilometers southwest until its 

mouth on the northeasternmost corner of the East Liao Bay of the Bohai.  

 

➢ Km 816: Xinglongdian zhan (Chinese: 兴隆店站; pinyin: Xīng lóng diàn zhàn) – A mid-

sized village to the south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 807: Cross the Liao River (Chinese: 辽河; pinyin: Liáo hé) – This 1,390 kilometer-long 

river begins approximately 250 kilometers northeast of the rail crossing (125 as the crow 

flies) at the confluence of the 350 kilometer-long Dongliao and the 350 kilometer-long Xiliao 
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Rivers. From the rail crossing it runs southwest approximately 200 kilometers to the 

Liaodong Bay of the Bohai Sea.  

 

➢ Km 799: Branch Line West – This branch runs about 60 kilometers and then divides in 

several directions. One line runs north, another further west, both serving sections of Inner 

Mongolia. Another line follows a more northern route towards Beijing. Another line runs 

south and re-connects to the main line.  

 

➢ Km 794: Xinmin zhan (Chinese: 新民站; pinyin: Xīnmín zhàn) – A small town to the south 

of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 788: Cross the Liu River (Chinese: 刘河; pinyin: Liú hé) – This river has its source about 

150 kilometers northwest; from the rail crossing it flows less than a dozen kilometers 

southeast where it joins the right bank of the Liao River.  

 

➢ Km 771: Dahongqi zhan (Chinese: 大红旗站; pinyin: Dà hóngqí zhàn; “Big Red Flag”) – A 

very small town along the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 768: Cross the Raoyang River (Chinese: 绕阳河; pinyin: Rào yáng hé) – This river 

begins near the Inner Mongolia border about 100 kilometers to the northwest. From the rail 

crossing it flows close to 125 kilometers southwest until it merges into the right bank of the 

Liaohe.  

 

➢ Km 756: Raoyanghe zhan (Chinese: 绕阳河站; pinyin: Rào yáng hé zhàn) – A little village 

mostly to the south side of the rail line.  

 
➢ Km 745: Lijia zhan (Chinese: 励家站; pinyin: Lì jiā zhàn) – Another tiny village mostly to 

the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 728: Cross the Dongsha River (Chinese: 东沙河; pinyin: Dōng shā hé; “East Sand 

River”) – This river has its start in the Youlin Reservoir (Chinese: 友邻水库; pinyin: Yǒu lín 

shuǐkù) about 70 kilometers to the north. From the rail crossing it flows south some 25 

kilometers until its mouth on the right bank of the Raoyang River.  

 

➢ Km 724: Branch Line North – This short branch runs about 55 kilometers where it links in to 

the four-way divide mentioned a few kilometers ago.  

 

➢ Km 723: Dahushan zhan (Chinese: 大虎山站; pinyin: Dà hǔ shān zhàn) – A small town 

about equally divided on both sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 714: Cross the Yangchang River (Chinese: 羊肠河; pinyin: Yáng cháng hé) – This small 

river begins approximately 50 kilometers to the north. From the rail crossing it flows 20 

kilometers south to its junction with the right bank of the Raoyang.  

 
➢ Km 713: Gaoshanzi zhan (Chinese: 高山子站; pinyin: Gāo shān zi zhàn) – A small town 

built around an open-air mine.  
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➢ Km 696: Qingduizi zhan (Chinese: 青堆子站; pinyin: Qīng duī zi zhàn) – A small town 

about equally divided on both sides of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 682: Branch Line Southeast – In five kilometers this line connects with the alternate line 

between Jinzhou and Shenyang; then it continues over 300 kilometers to the various 

desinations along the southeast coast of Liaoning Province: from Dalian in the west to 

Dandong (Chinese: 丹东; pinyin: Dān dōng) in the east. Dandong is the most important 

Chinese border town with North Korea. It’s less than 200 kilometers to Pyongyang (Korean: 

평양; Chinese: 平壤; pinyin: Píng rǎng).  

 
➢ Km 681: Goubangzi zhan (Chinese: 沟帮子站; pinyin: Gōu bāng zi zhàn) – A small town 

more or less equally divided in two halves by the rail line.  

 
➢ Km 666: Yangquanzi zhan (Chinese: 羊圈子站; pinyin: Yáng quàn zi zhàn) – A small village 

to the south of the rail line.  

 
➢ Km 656: Shishan zhan (Chinese: 石山站; pinyin: Shí shān zhàn) – A small town on both 

sides of the tracks.  

 
➢ Km 642: Cross the Daling River (Chinese: 大凌河; pinyin: Dà líng hé) – This 397 kilometer-

long river has its source about 350 kilometers to the southwest; it begins about 50 kilometers 

north of the city of Qinhuangdao and flows in a long clockwise arc from there. From the rail 

crossing it flows approximately 50 kilometers southeast to its mouth on the central north side 

of Liaodong Bay.  

 

➢ Km 640: Ling hai zhan (Chinese: 凌海站; pinyin: Líng hǎi zhàn) – A small town almost all 

of which lies to the south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 621: Branch Line North – This line runs north to Tongliao (Chinese: 通辽; pinyin: 

Tōngliáo) and Inner Mongolia.  

 

➢ Km 617: Jinzhou Railway Station (Chinese: 锦州站; pinyin: Jǐn zhōu zhàn) – A five 

minute stop in Jinzhou, Liaoning Provinces’s second-largest city. It’s a mid-sized city of 

close to a million persons. The city’s most famous sight is the Guangji Pagoda (Chinese: 广

济寺塔; pinyin: Guǎng jì sì tǎ). The 72 meter (236 feet) tall tower is located in Guta Park 

(Chinese: 古塔公园; pinyin: Gǔ tǎ gōng yuán) in southeastern part of the city. It has 13 levels 

in an octagon shape. It’s a fine example of classic Liao style architecture.  

 

Geographically, Jinzhou is China’s northernmost seaport. It is located at the top of Liaodong 

Bay (Chinese: 辽东湾; pinyin: Liáo dōng wān), on the northern end of the Bohai Sea. 

Directly south, on the opposite side of the Bohai, is the end point (the mouth) of the Yellow 

River (Chinese: 黃河; pinyin: Huáng hé), China’s second longest river, after the Yangtze, and 

the 6th longest in the world at 5,464 kilometers (3,395 miles). The Bohai is the innermost gulf 

and entrance to the Yellow Sea (Chinese: 黄海; pinyin: Huáng hăi). The Yellow Sea opens 
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onto the East China Sea (Chinese: 东中国海; pinyin: Dōng Zhōngguó hăi), which in turn 

becomes the Pacific Ocean (Chinese: 太平洋; pinyin: Tài píng yáng). Given the location of 

these waterways and China’s booming economy, they are some of the busiest seaways of the 

world, mostly full of container cargo ships going to Wal-Mart.  

 

Both the Yellow River and the Yellow Sea are called “yellow” for a reason. They derive their 

names from the yellow “loess” (sand/silt/soil/clay) of China’s Loess Plateau (Chinese: 黄土

高原; pinyin: Huángtǔ gāoyuán); the adjacent region of Inner Mongolia; and the Mongolian 

Gobi Desert. The sand particles from these places are extraordinarily friable – they break up 

and erode easily – and either wash away into the streams and rivers, or blow away in great 

sandstorms every spring. The Yellow River and its tributaries run golden yellow – no clarity 

– all year long. The air, usually in spring, also turns yellow – sometimes with almost no 

visibilty and airline flights can be cancelled – from the blowing dust. Anyone who has spent 

the months of March or April in Beijing or Seoul can testify to the mess on their un-garaged 

car every morning and the choking and hacking from their lungs on breathing the air. During 

the spring season, many people wear white hospital face masks as the dust/sand storms can 

last for several days.  

 

From Jinzhou southwest, for about the next 200 kilometers, the train essentially hugs the 

western shore of the Bohai Sea – but you’ll rarely, if ever, see the water, as it’s always five to 

ten kilometers to the east. If you were so inclined, at almost any station, you could leave the 

train, take a bus or a taxi, and look for a beach. In fact, about midway, shortly after Huludao 

zhan (Chinese: 葫芦岛; pinyin: Húlu dǎo) at Xingcheng (Chinese: 兴城; pinyin: Xīng chéng), 

there is an almost unknown little archipelago, a tiny group of islands just offshore in the East 

Liao Bay (Chinese: 辽东湾; pinyin: Liáo dōng wān). Most are uninhabited, but the largest is 

inhabited. It’s all of about five kilometers across and it’s called Juhua Island (Chinese: 菊花

岛; pinyin: Jú huā dǎo; English: “Chrysanthemum Flower Island”). Here’s a secret – you will 

be the ONLY western person on the island if you go. Now be careful, although many people 

may claim that they want to find the “real” authentic China, when they get there, they 

complain that there’s no coffee, no internet, and no banana pancakes. Juhua is rural, and 

agricultural – and the people are nice. But that’s about it. It’s another world, long-ago China. 

There’s electricity, but that’s about all.  

 
➢ Km 614: Cross the Xiaoling River (Chinese: 小凌河; pinyin: Xiǎo líng hé) – The river here is 

crossed by a twin set of rail bridges almost one kilometer across. The “Little” Ling River 

begins approximately 125 kilometers upriver to the southwest out of the overflow from the 

Yuanbao Mountain Reservior (Chinese: 元宝山水库; pinyin: Yuán bǎo shān shuǐkù). From 

the rail crossing it flows east about a dozen kilometers across the southern end of Jinzhou and 

then south about 35 kilometer to the Xiaoling Estuary (Chinese: 小凌河口; pinyin: Xiǎo líng 

hé kǒu). The estuary is located at the northwesternmost corner of the Liaodongwan on the 

northern end of the Bohai.  

 

➢ Km 611: Taoyuan zhan (Chinese: 桃园站; pinyin: Táo yuán zhàn) – A minor passing station 

on the western edge of the city. About one kilometer west is a large airfield. There is another 

about 15 kilometers to the northeast.  
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➢ Km 606: Nuerhe zhan (Chinese: 女儿河站; pinyin: Nǚ'ér hé zhàn) – A small rail marshaling 

yard.  

 

➢ Km 605: Branch Line West – Not quite one kilometer west past the Nuerhe Station building 

a branch turns off to the right and runs northwest. It travels 30 kilometers then splits in two 

halves. One half runs south 15 kilometers; the other half runs north about 20. Both lines serve 

a number of small communities on their respective routes.  

 
➢ Km 604: Cross the Nuer River (Chinese: 女儿河; pinyin: Nǚ'ér hé; “Daughter River”) – The 

Nuer begins in the coastal mountains about 100 kilometers to the southwest and about 30 

kilometers west of Huludao (Chinese: 葫芦岛; pinyin: Húlu dǎo). After it passes under the 

rails at this crossing, it flows less than 15 kilometers northeast until it joins the right bank of 

the Xiaoling at the southeast end of Jinzhou.  

 

➢ Km 587: Gaoqiaozhen zhan (Chinese: 高桥镇站; pinyin: Gāo qiáo zhèn zhàn) – A pretty 

large station in a pretty small town.  

 

➢ Km 576: Tashan zhan (Chinese: 塔山站; pinyin: Tǎ shān zhàn) – A little station along with a 

couple of dozen houses on the east side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 575: Branch Line West – This short branch links up to the alternate Shenyang-Beijing 

Line that runs parallel to the present line, but further west from the coast. The alternate line is 

over 150 kilometers shorter and makes fewer stops. It carries the high speed rail service. The 

branch also links to another westbound line that runs approximately 225 kilometers to 
Chengde (Chinese: 承德; pinyin: Chéngdé) and points beyond.  

 

➢ Km 569: Cross the Lianshan River (Chinese: 连山河; pinyin: Lián shān hé) – This minor 

river begins about 25 kilometers northwest; from the railroad crossing it flows east ten 

kilometers to it mouth on Jinzhou Bay (Chinese: 锦州湾; pinyin: Jǐn zhōu wān) of the East 

Liao Bay.  

 

➢ Km 568: Branch Line West – This short branch runs ten kilometers northwest and links into 

the same westbound branches reached by the previous branch line about ten kilometers ago.  
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➢ Km 567: Huludao zhan (Chinese: 葫芦岛站; pinyin: Húlu dǎo zhàn) – A large station in a 

mid-sized city. Huludao has about 500,000 inhabitants and it best known as a shipbuilding 

center and a Chinese naval submarine base. It’s also very popular with Chinese tourists in the 

summer for its beaches. The Great Wall passes through Huludao at Jiumenkou (Chinese: 九

门口; pinyin: Jiǔ mén kǒu) on the Hebei border where it spans the Daqing River in the form 

of nine gates. It is the only section of the Great Wall to be built over water and was listed as a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2002.  

 

On the east side of the rail line is the Huludao military airfield. About 15 kilometers east is 

Huludao Harbor (Chinese: 葫芦岛港; pinyin: Húlu dǎo gǎng) and less than eight kilometers 

south is Lianshan Bay (Chinese: 连山湾; pinyin: Lián shān wān). Both are located on the 

Liaodongwan, the northwesternmost section of the Bohai. About ten kilometers west is the 

new North Huludao Rail Station (Chinese: 葫芦岛北站; pinyin: Húlu dǎo běi zhàn). It’s on 

the northern alternate line between Beijing and Jinzhou. It’s the station and the line for the 

high-speed rail service.  

 

➢ Km 566: Branch Line East – This short spur serves the industries 15 kilometers east at 

Huludao Harbor.  

 

➢ Km 566: Cross the Wuli River (Chinese: 五里河; pinyin: Wǔ lǐ hé; “Five Li River”) – This 

minor river has its source approximately 25 kilometers to the northwest. After crossing under 

the rails, it flows less than ten kilometers until it merges into the right bank of the Lianshan 

River just before it meets Jinzhou Bay.  

 

➢ Km 562: Cross the Cishan River (Chinese: 茨山河; pinyin: Cí shān hé; “Ci Mountain River”) 

– This very small river starts less than five kilometers to the west. From the rail crossing it 

runs ten kilometers east where it joins the Wuli at its confluence with the Lianshan.  

 

➢ Km 548: Cross the San River (Chinese: 三河; pinyin: Sān hé; “Three River”) – This minor 

tributary begins approximately 15 kilometers northwest in the Sanhe Reservoir (Chinese: 三

合水库; pinyin: Sān hé shuǐkù). From the rail crossing it flows south less than five kilometers 

where it joins the left bank of the Xingcheng River (Chinese: 兴城河; pinyin: Xìng chéng hé) 

five kilometers before its mouth on the Liaodongwan.  

 

➢ Km 546: Xingcheng zhan (Chinese: 兴城站; pinyin: Xìng chéng zhàn) – A small city of 

about 150,000 persons on the left bank (north side) of the Xingcheng River. The city more or 

less extends five kilometers east – all the way to the Bohai where there are beach resorts and 

unusually, hot springs resorts, for there are hot springs here. Xingcheng is locally famous for 

possessing one of the finest preserved Ming Dynasty towns in China, complete with its 

original city walls. Xingcheng is also the gateway for ferries to Juhua Island (Chinese: 菊花

岛; pinyin: Jú huā dǎo; English: “Chrysanthemum Flower Island”). It’s a beautiful and 

secluded island about ten kilometers offshore. It’s a popular day excursion for Chinese 

tourists. There is a military airport five kilometers to the south and a commercial airport 

about ten kilometers further south of that.  
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➢ Km 545: Cross the Xingcheng River (Chinese: 兴城河; pinyin: Xìng chéng hé) – This 

seasonably variable river is crossed by twin rail bridges and fairly well marks the southern 

end of the city. The Xingcheng begins about 50 kilometers northwest and from the rail 

crossing runs ten kilometers east to the Bohai.  

 

➢ Km 522: Cross the Yantai River (Chinese: 烟台河; pinyin: Yāntái hé) – This river’s source is 

in the Jianchang Reservoir (Chinese: 碱厂水库; pinyin: Jiǎn chǎng shuǐkù) about 25 

kilometers to the northwest. From the rail crossing it flows half a dozen kilometers east to its 

mouth on the Liaodongwan.  

 

➢ Km 509: Dongxinzhuang zhan (Chinese: 东辛庄站; pinyin: Dōng xīn zhuāng zhàn) – A 

small village almost entirely to the west side of the rail line.  

 
➢ Km 502: Cross the Liugu River (Chinese: 六股河; pinyin: Liù gǔ hé; “Six Sections River”) – 

This river’s sourcewaters begin in the mountains approximately 125 kilometers north. After 

passing under the rails here, it flows about a dozen kilometers southeast to its mouth at the 
Liugu Estuary (Chinese: 六股河口; pinyin: Liù gǔ hé kǒu) on the East Liao Bay.  

 

➢ Km 498: Suizhong zhan (Chinese: 绥中站; pinyin: Suí zhōng zhàn) – This mid-sized town is 

almost entirely to the north side of the station and the rail line. Three and a half kilometers 

north, at the town’s northern end is the alternate rail line between Beijing and Jinzhou and 

the Suizhong North Rail Station (Chinese: 绥中北站; pinyin: Suí zhōng běi zhàn). Two 

kilometers south of town is another military airfield.  

 

Suizhong County (Chinese: 绥中县; pinyin: Suízhōng xiàn) is the southwesternmost in 

Liaoning Province and the train soon reaches the border with Hebei. Suizhong is known to 

Chinese people as the home of the first “Taikonaut” (Chinese: 太空人; pinyin: Tàikōng rén; 

“Spaceman”) – i.e., the first PRC citizen to travel into space, Yang Liwei (Chinese: 杨利伟; 

pinyin: Yáng Lìwěi).  

 

➢ Km 488: Cross the Changtan River (Chinese: 长澾河; pinyin: Chǎng tàn hé) – This little 

stream’s source is less than ten kilometers north; from the rail crossing it flows southeast 

close to ten kilometers to the southern end of the Liaodong Bay.  

 

➢ Km 479: Cross the Gou River (Chinese: 狗河; pinyin: Gǒu hé; “Dog River”) – This river 

begins approximately 70 kilometers to the northwest. From the rail crossing it runs less than 

ten kilometers to the Bohai.  

 

➢ Km 466: Cross the Shi River (Chinese: 石河; pinyin: Shí hé; “Stone River”) – This small 

river has its start in the Dafengkou Reservoir (Chinese: 大风口水库; pinyin: Dà fēngkǒu 

shuǐkù) about 20 kilometers northwest. From the tracks here, it flows less than ten kilometers 

south to the Bohai.  
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The Great Wall at Shanhaiguan 

➢ Km 447: Cross the Jiujiang River (Chinese: 九江河; pinyin: Jiǔ jiāng hé; “Nine River”) – 

This little river begins approximately 20 kilometers northwest. From the rail line crossing it 

runs three and a half kilometers to the Bohai.  

 

➢ Km 439: Liaoning – Hebei Provincial Border – There’s no marker so it’s only an 

approximate boundary point, but this is about where the rail line passes out of Manchuria and 

into Hebei Province (Chinese: 河北省; pinyin: Héběi shěng). The name “Hebei” literally 

translates as “north of the river” and refers to its position as north of the Yellow River 

(Chinese: 黄河; pinyin: Huáng hé).  

 

Circling the province clockwise and starting at 12:00 o’clock, it borders Inner Mongolia to 

the north; Liaoning to the northeast; the Bo Sea to the east; Shangdong on the southeast; 

Henan on the south; and Shanxi to the west. A completely separated small piece of the 

province (an “exclave”) is centered between the municipal districts of Beijing and Tianjin. Of 

China’s total of 33 constituent political units (not including Taiwan), it ranks 12th in area and 

6th in population. Its population is approximately 72,000,000 and that does not include 

Beijing or Tianjin which are completely surrounded by the province. A rough equivalent to 

Hebei’s northern border is the Great Wall which runs from east to west across the top of the 

province separating it for the most part from Inner Mongolia.  

 

➢ Km 437: Yangzhuangcun Junction (Chinese: 杨庄村; pinyin: Yáng zhuāng cūn) – There is no 

station and no stop here, but this is where the two alternate lines from Beijing to Shenyang 

come together and for the next two kilometers there is a large rail marshaling yard. The lines 

split again a little further east.  

 
➢ Km 433: Shanhaiguan Railway Station (Chinese: 山海关站; pinyin: Shān hăi guān zhàn) – 

Word for word, Shanhaiguan means “mountain-sea-pass.” More figuratively, it’s translated 

as “Pass between the Mountains and the Sea” or even “The First Pass under Heaven,” all of 

which refer to its role up to the 17th Century as the strategic site that played a major role in 

the defense of Beijing from the northeast. Shanhaiguan is where the route from Beijing into 

Manchuria passes through a narrow section 

along the coast and where the Great Wall 

reaches its end at the Bohai Sea. Keep your 

eyes open, for just before reaching town, 

you’ll see the easternmost section of the 

Wall. It continues from here only another 

four kilometers until it reaches the Bohai 

and ends. That’s it – the Great Wall’s 

easternmost point and its end – or its 

beginning. Either way, it’s quite a sight.  

 

If you can’t get off the train here, don’t 

worry, you might try coming back again 

from Beijing. You could take the high-

speed train or it’s about 300 kilometers on 

the G025 – the Jingshen Expressway 
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(Chinese: 京沈高速公路; pinyin: Jīngshěn Gāosù Gōnglù). It’s a modern fast expressway 

(with tolls) that links Beijing to Shenyang, 658 kilometers by this road. Incidentally, 
“Jingshen” Highway – it’s Beijing plus Shenyang (Beijing 北京 + Shenyang 沈阳 = 京沈 = 

Jingshen).  

 

Fully restored, the Wall at Shanhaiguan is a popular tourist spot. The final end section is 

known as “Old Dragon Head” (Chinese: 老龙头; pinyin: Lǎo lóngtóu). From here, you can 

start walking – and a few people have done it – to the Great Wall’s other end. You’ll have to 

follow it west for about 7,500 kilometers (4,660 miles), across mountains, deserts, and 

grasslands until its last gate (or pass, “guān,” 关 or 關, translates either way), the Jiayüguan 

(Chinese: 嘉峪关; pinyin: Jiāyù guān; lit., “Excellent Valley Pass”). The Jiayu Pass was one 

of the most important destinations on the Silk Road and, for the early Chinese, the end of the 

civilized world.  

 

About 20 kilometers west of Shanhaiguan, the train route leaves the Bohai and heads inland 

towards Beijing, but there’s still (on this route) about 400 kilometers to go and five hours, so 

don’t get too anxious. The fastest high-speed trains from Beijing to Shanhaiguan use a route 

that is 315 kilometers and takes two and a half hours travel time.  

 

➢ Km 431: Cross the Dashi River (Chinese: 大石河; pinyin: Dà shí hé; “Big Stone River”) – 

The river starts in the mountains about 50 kilometers north of the rail crossing; from the 
crossing it flows five kilometers to the Shi Estuary (Chinese: 石河口; pinyin: Shí hé kǒu) on 

the Bohai. Immediately west after crossing the river and one kilometer south is a major 

Chinese Air Fighter Base. You may be able to see it from the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 429: Longjiaying zhan (Chinese: 龙家营站; pinyin: Lóng jiā yíng zhàn) – A minor 

passing track station.  

 

➢ Km 426: Branch Line South – This spur line bypasses the central city. It first runs about five 

kilometers southwest past the port then to the Qinhuangdao South Rail Station (Chinese: 秦

皇岛南站; pinyin: Qín huáng dǎo nán zhàn). From there, it connects to the 150 kilometer-

long line west to Tangshan and points beyond. The Trans-Manchurian trains use this line 

after running through the city.  

 

➢ Km 422: Qinhuangdao zhan (Chinese: 秦皇岛站; pinyin: Qín huáng dǎo zhàn) – A city of 

some 800,000 persons in a district of 3,000,000. Qinhuangdao is known as the “backyard 

garden of Beijing and Tianjin” for both its proximity to the two large cities and its resorts, 

primarily Beidaihe. Qinhuangdao is best known today as China’s leading shipping port for 

coal. China is the world’s third-largest coal exporter and much of that traffic ships through 

this city. There are a number of rail links between Qinhuangdao and Shanxi Province, 

China’s largest coal producer.  

 

➢ Km 419: Cross the Tang River (Chinese: 汤河; pinyin: Tāng hé; “Soup River”) – This river 

begins in the mountains about 20 kilometers to the northwest. From the rail crossing it runs 

south approximately eight kilometers to its mouth on the Bohai next to the Port of 

Qinhuangdao.  
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KM 400: Beidaihe Railway Station 

 

➢ Km 418: Branch Lines West – Two westbound lines begin here: one runs a fairly northerly 

course through Qianxi (Chinese: 迁西; pinyin: Qiān xi) and Zunhua (Chinese: 遵化; pinyin: 

Zūn huà) some 300 kilometers to Beijing; the other travels more or less due west through 

Qianan (Chinese: 迁安; pinyin: Qiān ān) to Beijing. The latter route is a little shorter by 

about 20 kilometers. The line of the Trans-Manchurian train drops well south and travels 

through Tangshan and Tianjin; thus it is over 400 kilometers to Beijing.  

 

➢ Km 415: Cross the Xiaotang River (Chinese: 小汤河; pinyin: Xiǎo tāng hé; “Little Soup 

River”) – This small river begins less than ten kilometers north; from the rail crossing it 

flows three kilometers southeast where it joins the Tang at its mouth on the Bohai.  

 

➢ Km 410: Branch Line East – Here the line is re-joined by the 15 kilometer-long connection 

that originated east of Qinhuangdao Main Rail Station, bypassed the city center, and traveled 

via Qinhuangdao South Station.  

 
➢ Km 407: Nandasi zhan (Chinese: 南大寺站; pinyin: Nán dà sì zhàn; “South Big Temple 

Station”) – A minor passing station.  

 
➢ Km 403: Cross the Xin River (Chinese: 新河; pinyin: Xīn hé; “New River”) – This little 

stream originates about five kilometers north; from the rail crossing it flows about seven 

kilometers east to its mouth on the Bohai.  

 
➢ Km 401: Cross the Dai River (Chinese: 戴河; pinyin: Dài hé) – This small river originates 

some 20 kilometers to the north. From the rail crossing it runs about ten kilometers south to 

the Bo Sea.  

 
➢ Km 400: Beidaihe zhan (Chinese: 北戴河

站; pinyin: Běi dài hé zhàn) – A large 

modern new rail terminal serves this resort 

city of some 70,000 persons. The Bedaihe 

Beach resort area covers about ten 

kilometers of waterfront on the Bo Sea. 

The town has been a summer retreat for the 

upper levels of the Communist Party for 

decades – Mao Zedong (Chinese: 毛泽东; 

pinyin: Máo zédōng; 1893-1976) at one 

time had a summer resort house here.  

 

➢ Km 392: Cross the Yang River (Chinese: 

洋河; pinyin: Yáng hé) – The Yanghe 

begins in the mountains about 60 

kilometers to the north. From the rail crossing it flows southeast close to a dozen kilometer to 

its end on the Bohai.  
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➢ Km 380: Cross the Dongsha River (Chinese: 东沙河; pinyin: Dōng shā hé; “East Sand 

River”) – This little stream starts less than 15 kilometers northwest. From the rail crossing it 

runs a dozen kilometers southeast to the Dapu Estuary (Chinese: 大浦河口; pinyin: Dà pǔ 

hékǒu), which is a collection of the mouths of several rivers on the Bohai.  

 

➢ Km 372: Changli zhan (Chinese: 昌黎站; pinyin: Chāng lí zhàn) – A large heavily-

industrialized city, but you may notice outside of town that there are wine vineyards. Changli 

is one of China’s leading winemaking districts with some 80 percent of the tillable land 

devoted to Cabernet Sauvignon grapes. For this reason, Changli is sometimes called China’s 

“Bordeaux region.”  

 

➢ Km 369: Cross the Yinma River (Chinese: 饮马河; pinyin: Yǐn mǎ hé) – The Yinma begins 

approximately 25 kilometers northwest; from the rail crossing it runs about 20 kilometers 

east to the Dapu Estuary.  

 

➢ Km 357: Jiulongshan zhan (Chinese: 九龙山站; pinyin: Jiǔlóng shān zhàn) – A recently 

renovated station in a small city.  

 

➢ Km 356: Cross the Longfeng River (Chinese: 龙凤河; pinyin: Lóng fèng hé; “Dragon 

Phoenix River”) – This small stream starts ten kilometers to the north. From the rail crossing 

it flows close to 20 kilometers to its confluence on the right bank of the Yinma River. The 

Longfeng is also called the Jiahe (Chinese: 贾河; pinyin: Jiā hé).  

 

➢ Km 338: Cross the Luan River (Chinese: 滦河; pinyin: Luán hé) – This large river begins 

almost 600 kilometers to the northwest in Inner Mongolia at the Shuangshan Reservoir 

(Chinese: 双山水库; pinyin: Shuāng shān shuǐkù). The reservoir is primarily fed by the 150 

kilometer-long Shandian River (Chinese: 闪电河; pinyin: Shǎn diàn hé) which originates 

south in Hebei Province. The most important city along the Luan’s course is Chengde which 

is about 150 kilometers northwest of the rail crossing as the crow flies. From the rail 

crossing, the Luanhe continues another 70 kilometers southeast to the Luan Estuary 

(Chinese: 滦河口; pinyin: Luán hékǒu) on the western shore of the Bo Sea.  

 

➢ Km 335: Luanxian East Station (Chinese: 滦县东站; pinyin: Luán xiàn dōng zhàn) – This is 

a heavily built-up urbanized area.  

 

➢ Km 334: Branch Line South – This is a dead-end spur that runs 75 kilometers southeast and 
terminates at the Jingtanggang Railway Station (Chinese: 京唐港站; pinyin: Jīng táng gǎng 

zhàn) and Jingtang Harbor (Chinese: 京唐港; pinyin: Jīng táng gǎng).  

 

➢ Km 331: Luanxian Railway Station (Chinese: 滦县站; pinyin: Luán xiàn zhàn) – Most of this 

city lies to the south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 330: Branch Line North – The lines divide here and run parallel north and south around 

a rail switching yard for more than one kilometer. After that, the branch turns northwest, runs 

close to 15 kilometers, and connects to one of the northern routes to Beijing.   
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➢ Km 319: Cross the Sha River (Chinese: 沙河; pinyin: Shā hé; “Sand River”) – This small 

river begins about 50 kilometers due north. From the rail crossing it flows almost 100 
kilometers southwest past Tangshan to its mouth on Bohai Bay (Chinese: 渤海湾; pinyin: 

Bóhǎi wān) which is the westernmost bay of the Bo Sea.  

 

➢ Km 314: Branch Line North – Another 15 kilometer-long link north to an alternate line to 

Beijing.  

 

➢ Km 307: Cross the Shiliu River (Chinese: 石溜河; pinyin: Shí liū hé) – This river begins only 

about ten kilometers north. After passing under the tracks, it runs southwest close to 25 

kilometers where it joins the left bank of the Tang River (Chinese: 唐河; pinyin: Táng hé). 

The train crosses over the Tang a few kilometers further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 306: Guye zhan (Chinese: 古冶站; pinyin: Gǔ yě zhàn) – Despite the urban setting of the 

rail station, there is much agricultural land in the surrounding countryside.  

 

➢ Km 302: Cross the Shiliu River (Chinese: 石溜河; pinyin: Shí liū hé) – Here the rail line 

passes over the Shiliu for the second time.  

 
➢ Km 300: Cross the Shiliu River (Chinese: 石溜河; pinyin: Shí liū hé) – A third time.  

 

➢ Km 299: Wali zhan (Chinese: 洼里站; pinyin: Wā lǐ zhàn) – A little village.  

 

➢ Km 292: Kaiping zhan (Chinese: 开平站; pinyin: Kāi píng zhàn) – The city is north of the 

rail line; to the south are farm fields.  

 

➢ Km 285: Cross the Tang River (Chinese: 唐河; pinyin: Táng hé) – The Tang originates from 

the outflow of the Douhe Reservoir (Chinese: 陡河水库; pinyin: Dǒu hé shuǐkù) about 20 

kilometers to the northeast. The reservoir’s main source is the 30 kilometer-long Dou River 

(Chinese: 陡河; pinyin: Dǒu hé) which comes down from the mountains further north. After 

crossing the rail line here, the Tang runs close to 60 kilometers south until it empties into 

Bohai Bay.  

 

➢ Km 283: Tangshan South Railway Station (Chinese: 唐山南站; pinyin: Táng shān nán zhàn) 

– This station is located in the southeast corner of the city. Tangshan East Rail Station 

(Chinese: 唐山东站; pinyin: Táng shān dōng zhàn) is approximately 17 kilometers due north 

in the northeast section of Tangshan.  

 

➢ Km 277: Cross the Mei River (Chinese: 煤河; pinyin: Méi hé; “Coal River”) – This river 

originates out of the Qinglong Reservoir (Chinese: 青龙水库; pinyin: Qīng lóng shuǐkù) 

which is adjacent to the rail line. The reservoir is fed by the 20 kilometer-long Qinglong 

River (Chinese: 青龙河; pinyin: Qīng lóng hé). From the rail crossing it flows southwest 

approximately 40 kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Jiyun River (Chinese: 蓟运河; 
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Tangshan  
Anti-Seismic Memorial 

pinyin: Jì yùn hé) which flows an additional 40 kilometers south where it empties into the 

Beitangkou (Chinese: 北塘口; pinyin: Běi táng kǒu) on the Bohai.  

 
➢ Km 274: Cross the Mei River (Chinese: 煤河; pinyin: Méi hé) – A second crossing, there 

will be another.  

 
➢ Km 274: Xugezhuang zhan (Chinese: 胥各庄站; pinyin:  Xū gè zhuāng zhàn) – A minor 

passing station.  

 
➢ Km 271: Cross the Mei River (Chinese: 煤河; pinyin: Méi hé) – A third crossing.  

 

➢ Km 269: Fengnan zhan (Chinese: 丰南站; pinyin: Fēng nán zhàn) – A small station 

alongside the northern end of the Jintang Canal (Chinese: 津唐运河; pinyin: Jīn táng yùnhé). 

As its name indicates, the canal connects some of the drainage systems of Tianjin with those 

of Tangshan.  

 

➢ Km 260: Tangshan Railway Station (Chinese: 唐山站; pinyin: Táng shān zhàn) – An 

enormous new railway station on the west side of the city. After this station, the Trans-

Manchurian train heads south to Tianjin. In the other direction, about 25 kilometers north is 

the Tangshan North Rail Station (Chinese: 唐山北站; pinyin: Táng shān běi zhàn). The 

station is in the northwest corner of the city and is on 

the high-speed line to Beijing.  

 

By Chinese standards, Tangshan is an average-sized 

big city of almost three million inhabitants 

(7,500,000 in the surrounding area), in an average 

area (northeastern China), with an average industrial 

base (chemicals, iron and steel plants, machinery, 

motor vehicles, petroleum products, textiles, glass, 

coal-mining, cement, and electricity production) – yet 

with a big difference: a very BIG earthquake. At 

3:42AM on July 28, 1976, Tangshan shook from a 

quake variously measured from 7.5 to 8.2 on the 

Richter and Moment Magnitude scales. Known as the 

“Great Tangshan Earthquake,” it resulted in a 

tremendous number of casualties and is believed to 

be the largest earthquake of the 20th Century by death 

toll.  

 

The authorities initially reported the number killed at 

655,000, but that was changed to the official death 

count of 255,000. Many experts believe that the 

actual number of fatalities was two to three times the 

official number. After the quake and its devastation, rebuilding started almost immediately 

and most of the town was completely rebuilt in a new and modern style. Today, Tangshan’s a 

tourist attraction and considered a beautiful place; it’s known as the “Brave City of China.” 
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KM 250: Countryside south of Tangshan 

The earthquake is remembered at the Anti-Seismic Memorial, located in Anti-Seismic 

Square. Politically, the earthquake came in one of the most dramatic years in China’s modern 

history. In the continuous “Curse of 1976,” the earthquake was preceded by the death of 

Zhou Enlai (Chinese: 周恩来; pinyin: Zhōu'ēnlái; 1898-1976), followed by the deaths of Zhu 

De (Chinese: 朱德; pinyin: Zhū dé; 1886-1976) and Mao Zedong (Chinese: 毛泽东; pinyin: 

Máo zédōng; 1893-1976). Year of the Quake?  

 

From Tangshan, there are thirty trains a day, in each direction, to and from Beijing. The K19 

and K20 operate over 260 kilometers; it takes three and a half hours. The high-speed trains 

use a route that’s 151 kilometers due west and takes from one to two hours – it depends on 

how “express” the express train is. If you have been thinking of making a stop in Tianjin 

along the way, there are over 50 trains a day, both ways, between Tangshan and Tianjin. The 

route is 123 kilometers southwest and takes an hour to an hour and a half.  

 

➢ Km 254: Fengnan zhan (Chinese: 丰南站; 

pinyin: Fēng nán zhàn) – For the first 

several kilometers on departing Tangshan, 

the train re-traces its route until it reaches 

the main line south to Tianjin.  

 

➢ Km 252: Cross the Mei River (Chinese: 煤

河; pinyin: Méi hé) – This is a re-cross 

from the previous crossing. After this, the 

few repeat kilometers are over and from 

here forward it’s fresh track.  

 

➢ Km 248: Qidaoqiao zhan (Chinese: 七道

桥站; pinyin: Qī dào qiáo zhàn) – A small 

station with a number of passing lanes.  

 

➢ Km 241: Tangfang zhan (Chinese: 唐坊站; pinyin: Táng fang zhàn) – A very small rural 

village surrounded by lush green fields.  

 

➢ Km 218: Lutai zhan (Chinese: 芦台站; pinyin: Lǔ tài zhàn) – A mid-sized town mostly to the 

west side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 212: Branch Line East – This short spur runs 35 kilometers to the port area at 

Binhaizhen (Chinese: 滨海镇; pinyin: Bīn hǎi zhèn).  

 

➢ Km 211: Hangu zhan (Chinese: 汉沽站; pinyin: Hàn gū zhàn) – A small station.  

 

➢ Km 209: Cross the Jiyun River (Chinese: 蓟运河; pinyin: Jì yùn hé) – This wildly 

meandering river has its origins more than 150 kilometers due north in the Yuqiao Reservoir 

(Chinese: 于桥水库; pinyin: Yú qiáo shuǐkù). After passing under the rails here, it flows 

approximately 25 kilometers south where it merges with the Yongding New River (Chinese: 

永定新河; pinyin: Yǒngdìng xīn hé) almost at its mouth. The two combined rivers enter the 
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Bohai at the Beitangkou Mouth (Chinese: 北塘口; pinyin: Běi táng kǒu) which is about a 

dozen kilometers north of Tianjin Port (Chinese: 天津港; pinyin: Tiān jīn gǎng).  

 

➢ Km 202: Chadian zhan (Chinese: 茶淀站; pinyin: Chá diàn zhàn) – A remote station.  

 

➢ Km 193: Cross the Yongding New River (Chinese: 永定新河; pinyin: Yǒng dìng xīn hé) – 

This river is merely one element of a comprehensive, complex, man-made, water 

management system designed to prevent flooding and to provide irrigation for agriculture. As 
such, it is more a canal than a natural river. It is named after the Yongding River (Chinese: 永

定河; pinyin: Yǒng dìng hé) for it catches a good part of its flow. The Yongding is a 650 

kilometer-long river that arises in Inner Mongolia and flows through Beijing.  

 

Following the Yongding New River’s course upstream leads about 60 kilometers west where 

it originates out of the North Canal (Chinese: 北运河; pinyin: Běi yùn hé). The North Canal 

begins about 100 kilometers northwest near Beijing and picks up a number of rivers 

including the Yongding along its path. Following the North Canal downriver from its 

confluence with the Yongding New River leads a dozen kilometers southeast to a three way 

junction with the Tzu-ya (Chinese: 子牙河; pinyin: Tzu-yá hé), the Xinkai (Chinese: 新开河; 

pinyin: Xīn kāi hé), and the Hai (Chinese: 海河; pinyin: Hǎi hé) Rivers. From here, it runs 

close to 80 kilometers – all the way through Tianjin southeast to Tianjin Port.  

 

Following the Yongding New River’s course downstream from the rail crossing leads only 

five kilometers southeast to its mouth at the Beitangkou on the Bohai.  

 

➢ Km 187: Branch Line West – This branch runs northwest about eight kilometers, then splits: 

one half travels south and links into the many various lines that travel around the Bohai 

towards Yantai (Chinese: 烟台; pinyin: Yān tái), Qindao (Chinese: 青岛; pinyin: Qīng dǎo), 

and further points. The other half runs close to 40 kilometers northwest and links into the 

main lines leaving the city towards Beijing.  

 
➢ Km 181: Taida zhan (Chinese: 泰达站; pinyin: Tài dá zhàn) – Tianjin is an enormous city; 

this station could almost be considered an alternate city station of the southeast section.  

 

➢ Km 180: Branch Lines East and South – There are two distinct lines branching off within 

several hundred meters of one another. The first runs southeast some ten kilometers to the 

Tianjin Port. Along the line are the Tianjin Port Passenger Transport Station (Chinese: 天津

港客运站; pinyin: Tiānjīn gǎng kè yùn zhàn), a sea terminal; and the final stop at Xingang 

Station (Chinese: 新港站; pinyin: Xīn gǎng zhàn; “New Port Station”) on the wharves.  

 

The other line runs south two kilometers to Tanggu South Station (Chinese: 塘南沽; pinyin: 

Táng gū nán zhàn), then turns east and links up with the line mentioned immediately above.  

 
➢ Km 177: Tanggu zhan (Chinese: 塘沽; pinyin: Táng gū zhàn) – A large modern station with 

covered tracks.  
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➢ Km 161: Cross the Yuanjia River (Chinese: 袁家河; pinyin: Yuán jiā hé) – This little river 

begins in the series of inter-connected small rivers and canals about 15 kilometers to the 

northwest. From the rail crossing it flows south three kilometers where it joins the left bank 

of the Hai River. In 40 kilometers east, the Hai meets the Bohai.  

 

➢ Km 154: Cross the Xijian River (Chinese: 西殲河; pinyin: Xi jiān hé) – This very small 

stream begins about ten kilometers northwest when it comes out of the Beitang Drainage 

River (Chinese: 北塘排水河; pinyin: Běi táng páishuǐ hé). The Beitang is one of the major 

canals serving the city of Tianjin. From the rail crossing the Xijian flows less than three 

kilometers to its confluence on the Hai he.  

 

About six kilometers north of the rail line here, the Xijian passes by the Tianjin Binhai 

International Airport (Chinese: 天津滨海国际机场; pinyin: Tiānjīn bīnhǎi guójì jīchǎng). 

Employing perhaps more useful reference points, Tianjin’s airport is less than 20 kilometers 

due east of the downtown central city and the main rail station.  

 

➢ Km 144: Cross the Yueya River (Chinese: 月牙河; pinyin: Yuè yá hé; “Crescent River”) – 

This small river begins approximately ten kilometers northwest as part of the Beitang 

Drainage River and the Xinkai River. From the rail crossing it flows three kilometers south to 

its end on the left bank of the Hai River.  
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KM 137: Tianjin Railway Station 

➢ Km 137: Tianjin Railway Station (Chinese:天津火车站; pinyin: Tiān jīn huǒ chē zhàn) – 

With a population of just under 13,000,000, Tianjin is the 6th largest city of the PRC. It is an 

interesting city and features a great deal of European architecture. It is located along the Hai 

River (Chinese: 海河; pinyin: Hǎi hé, literally “Sea River”), which ends at Tanggu, the port 

that serves Tianjin. Tanggu is about 40 kilometers to the east on the Bohai Bay (Chinese: 渤

海湾; pinyin: Bó hǎi wān) of the Bohai Sea. The Hai River is 1,329 kilometers long and is 

one part of an extensive system of controlled waterways linking both Beijing and Tianjin to 

the sea. Tianjin is also located close to the northern end of the Grand Canal (Chinese: 大运河; 

pinyin: Dà yùn hé), which at a length of 

1,776 kilometers, is the longest man-made 

canal in the world. It starts at Beijing, runs 

through Tianjin, then goes south all the 

way to Suzhou (Chinese: 苏州; pinyin: Sū 

zhōu), west of Shanghai, and ends at 

Hangzhou (Chinese: 杭州; pinyin: Háng 

zhōu). Along its flow, it intersects with 

both the Yellow (Chinese: 黄河; pinyin: 

Huáng hé) and Yangtze Rivers (Chinese: 

长江; pinyin: Cháng jiāng; lit., “Long 

River”).  

 

Tianjin is essentially a big business city 

and perhaps the most excitement in town 

may be in the numerous Economic and 

Technological Development Zones that are found throughout the metropolitian area. The 

city’s planners have assiduously courted high-tech, petroleum processing, and signifcant 

numbers of manufacturing industries – and their efforts have paid off. Tianjin is one of the 

wealthiest cities in China by per capita income; it is a major export city and its Free Trade 

Zone is the largest in northern China.  

 

In the history of China’s 19th Century colonization, Tianjin was a treaty port and its foreign 

concessions were numerous. As a consequence of the unequal treaties that China had been 

compelled to sign, western presence in coastal China had grown rapidly. During that time, 

Great Britain and France were joined by Japan, Germany, and Russia. Even countries that did 

not have other Chinese concessions, such as Austria-Hungary, Italy, and Belgium, had 

communities in Tianjin – each with their own schools, newspapers, troops, police, hospitals, 

and churches. The treaties gave westerners the freedom to travel throughout China, engage in 

commerce with comparatively little restraint, and be governed by the principle of 

“extraterritoriality,” that is, their citizens were not subject to Chinese laws, but by the laws of 

their home countries.  

 

During the 19th Century, not too frequently, but on an occasional and somewhat regular basis, 

western arrogance and Chinese humiliation combined into an unhappy and sometimes deadly 

mix. Tianjin’s history is no exception and it has not always been a calm or peaceful one. The 

city has experienced a number of revolts, revolutions, and anti-foreigner rebellions. In the 
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Tianjin Cathedral of St. Joseph 
In Chinese, the "Laoxikai" Church (圣
若瑟主教座堂) is the site of the 
Roman Catholic Diocese of Tianjin. 
Built in 1913, it is the successor to Our 
Lady of Victory Church (圣母得勝堂) 
which was known as the Wanghailou 
Church and was burned in the Tianjin 
Massacre.  

light of more than one hundred years of history, all may perhaps be understandable, but at the 

time, the city was at the center of some of China’s most xenophobic and violent 

demonstations against the west. The most notorious incident, and one of the worst Sino-

Occidental atrocities of the time, was the “Tianjin Church Incident” of 1870 (Chinese: 天津

教案; pinyin: Tiān jīn Jiào'àn), also known in English as the “Tianjin Massacre.” This violent 

outbreak nearly precipitated international warfare and signaled the end of the “cooperative 

policy” between China and the Western treaty powers.  

 

The Tianjin Massacre resulted from a number of factors, but prior to the incident, the French 

community had erected a Roman Catholic cathedral, the “Wanghailou” Church (Chinese: 望

海楼教堂; pinyin: Wànghǎi lóu jiàotáng), without a permit. The public atmosphere 

surrounding its construction was extremely hostile as 

the cathedral had been built on the site of an existing, 

but derelict, temple. This angered the Chinese 

community and fueled the growing anti-foreign 

sentiment. In addition, Catholic nuns, the French 

Sisters of Mercy, had been active in bringing very sick 

and poor children into their church-sponsored 

orphanage. In the course of these “adoptions,” 

sometimes payments – gratuities – were made to the 

childrens’ relatives. Inopportunely, during 1870, an 

already high number of deaths through outbreaks of 

disease, including some at the orphanage, increased. In 

June of that year, a kidnapper was arrested and he 

claimed to have sold children to the janitor of the 

Catholic orphanage.  

 

Wild and crazy rumours were rampant and included 

those that the Roman Catholic Church was a front for 

kidnapping and cannibalism. One of the more lurid of 

these tales claimed that the nuns were removing the 

childrens’ hearts and gouging out their eyes. “Proof” of 

this was found in the orphanage kitchen where bottles 

of the childrens’ “eyes” were seen by Chinese 

witnesses. In fact, the bottled eyes of the children were 

later verified as “baby” onions pickled in vinegar along 

with cucumbers, “cornichons à la française.”  

 

On June 21st, a hostile crowd had gathered and the 

French consul, Henri Fontanier, in a rage and panic, 

fired his gun at the local Chinese magistrate. He missed, but succeeded in killing the 

magistrate’s servant. Immediately the crowd surged and killed the consul and his assistant. 

The mob went on to burn down the French consulate, the Wanghailou Cathedral, the 

orphanage, and four chapels. Ten sisters were raped and butchered. Two priests and a 

number of Catholics – foreign and Chinese – were slaughtered. Three Russian traders, 

bystanders, found themselves in the wrong place at the wrong time and were also killed.  
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Tianjin Our Lady of Victory Church 
Above, an archival photo of the 
Wanghailou Church shortly after it was 
burned in the 1870 "Tianjin Massacre." The 
church was rebuilt but destroyed in the 
1900 Boxer Rebellion. Rebuilt again, it was 
destroyed in the 1976 Tangshan earthquake. 
In 1983, it was reconstructed yet again and, 
below, as it appears today.  

 

French gunboats were sent to Tianjin. Reprisals were demanded by the French government. 

This led to demands for reparations, which the Qing were obliged to pay. The 51 Chinese 

rioters involved in the incident were 

executed. Later, in 1900, the Boxers rose 

in Tianjin, only to be defeated by an eight-

nation expeditionary force. And in 1937, 

the city was attacked and invaded in the 

Battle of Beiping (Beijing) – Tianjin. The 

Japanese seized the city and occupied it 

until their defeat in 1945 at the end of 

World War II. The Japanese occupation 

was followed by a brief American military 

presence that ended in 1947 after mass 

demonstrations erupted throughout the 

city, protesting a series of rapes by U.S. 

service-members.  

 

Fast-forward to the 21st Century: today Tianjin 

has everything modern life in an urban 

environment can provide. The city has numerous 

cultural activities, sports, commerce, industry, and 

parks, yet it is relatively unknown to most foreign 

visitors (except business persons). This is true 

despite the fact that it is one of China’s largest 

cities, has a long history as a trading port, and is 

close to Beijing. Nonetheless, because there are 

few major tourist “sights,” it is usually low on the list 

of places to see or visit in China – at least for a first 

time visitor.  

 

Long distance rail service arrives and departs from 

Tianjin Main Railway Station (Chinese: 天津站; 

pinyin: Tiān jīn zhàn). On the Trans-Manchurian 

train, it’s 137 kilometers to Beijing and takes about 

one and a half hours. It arrives at Beijing’s Main 

Railway Station. Note that Tianjin’s main station is 

informally called “East Station” (Chinese: 东站; 

pinyin: Dōng zhàn) because it is located in the 

eastern section of the city. There are major passenger 

stations designated as “North” and “West” in those 

respective areas of the city. Tanggu Rail Station 

(Chinese: 塘沽; pinyin: Táng gū zhàn), located in the 

southeast of the city, is also an important station.  

 

If you’re not on the Trans-Manchurian, in 2008, 
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Chinese rail authorities introduced the Beijing–Tianjin Intercity Rail service. These advanced 

high-speed trains have a top speed of 350 kilometers per hour. Their route is 120 kilometers 

and takes 30 minutes; they arrive and depart at Beijing’s South Railway Station (Chinese: 北

京南站; pinyin: Běi jīng nán zhàn), one of the most remarkable 21st Century structures to be 

seen anywere in the world.  

 

Starting from very early in the morning until very late at night, the Beijing-Tianjin trains 

leave about every 10 or 15 minutes all day long. There are over 70 per day in each direction.  

 

➢ Km 133: Tianjin North Railway Station (Chinese: 天津北站; pinyin: Tiānjīn běi zhàn) – A 

large station.  

 

➢ Km 132: Cross the Xinkai River (Chinese: 新开河; pinyin:  Xīn kāi hé) – More a canal than a 

river, the Xinkai originates out of the Jinzhong River (Chinese: 金钟河; pinyin: Jīn zhōng hé) 

about 13 kilometers northwest, and ends in less than three kilometers southwest at the three-
way confluence of the North Canal (Chinese: 北运河; pinyin: Běi yùn hé), the Tzu-ya 

(Chinese: 子牙河; pinyin: Tzu-yá hé), and the Hai (Chinese: 海河; pinyin: Hǎi hé) Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 132: Branch Line West – Immediately upon crossing the Xinkai canal, a line diverges to 

the left and heads five kilometers southwest to Tianjin West Railway Station (Chinese: 天津

西站; pinhin: Tiānjīn xi zhàn). From there the line continues west eventually linking up to 

innumerable connections throughout China.  

 

➢ Km 131: Branch Line East – Here a line veers off right and travels close to 45 kilometers 

well over the northeast end of the city and connects with the line that runs from Tianjin Main 

Station to Tangshan. That is, the main line that enters and exits the city from its east side.  

 

➢ Km 128: Nancang zhan (Chinese: 南仓站; pinyin: Nán cāng zhàn; “South Warehouse 

Station”) – This is a vast rail marshaling yard extending over three kilometers in length.  

 

➢ Km 123: Beicang zhan (Chinese: 北仓站; pinyin: Běi cāng zhàn; “North Warehouse 

Station”) – A freight yard.  

 
➢ Km 121: Cross the Yongding New River (Chinese: 永定新河; pinyin: Yǒng dìng xīn hé) – 

This river/canal comes out of the North Canal four kilometers to the west. From the rail 

crossing it runs 60 kilometers southeast to the Beitangkou.  

 
➢ Km 117: Branch Line West – This line runs 70 kilometers to Bazhou (Chinese: 霸州; pinyin: 

Bà zhōu) where it intersects with a north-south line from Beijing to Hengshui (Chinese: 衡水; 

pinyin: Héng shuǐ) and points beyond.  

 

➢ Km 114: Branch Line North – This line travels 85 kilometers and intersects with the 

northern lines from Qinhuangdao to Beijing.  

 

➢ Km 108: Yangcun zhan (Chinese: 杨村站; pinyin: Yáng cūn zhàn) – A small station by the 

north side of the tracks.  
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➢ Km 108: Cross the North Canal (Chinese: 北运河; pinyin: Běi yùn hé) – Not 500 meters 

north of Yangcun Station the train passes over this important canal. It begins about 100 

kilometers northwest out of a diversion of waters from the Wenyu (Chinese: 温榆河; pinyin: 

Wēn yú hé) and Xiaozhong (Chinese: 小中河; pinyin: Xiǎo zhōng hé) Rivers. After passing 

under the rails here, it flows 15 kilometers south where a good portion of its waters are taken 

into the Yongding New River and flow to the Bohai. The canal however continues southeast 

another 15 kilometers where it merges into the Tzu-ya and Xinkai Rivers and the resulting 

river that continues to the sea is the Hai.  

 

➢ Km 104: Wuqing zhan (Chinese: 武清站; pinyin: Wǔ qīng zhàn) – A little station. 

Immediately west after this station, the high-speed line, which has been running parallel to 

the regular lines, veers off to the north and takes its own path to Beijing.  

 

➢ Km 101: Cross the Longfeng River (Chinese: 龙凤河; pinyin: Lóng fèng hé; “Dragon 

Phoenix River”) – This small river is formed out of a network of minor tributaries about 40 

kilometers northwest, or about halfway to Beijing. From the rail crossing, part of it flows 

about ten kilometers southeast until it joins the left bank of the North Canal. Another larger 

portion of it runs east, then south to the left bank of the Yongding New River.  

 

➢ Km 97: Douzhangzhuang zhan (Chinese: 豆张庄站; pinyin: Dòu zhāng zhuāng zhàn) – A 

small station with a fairly large freightyard.  

 

➢ Km 88: Cross the Long River (Chinese: 龙河; pinyin: Lóng hé; “Dragon River”) – This river 

begins about 40 kilometers northwest out of the confluence of several minor tributaries. From 

the rail crossing it runs about ten kilometers east where it joins the Longfeng River.  

 

➢ Km 87: Luofa zhan (Chinese: 落垡站; pinyin: Luò fá zhàn) – A station at the southern end of 

a small town.  
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➢ Km 76: Langfang zhan (Chinese: 廊坊站; pinyin: Láng fang zhàn) – A small station at the 

southeast corner of the city. Langfang has a population of about 775,000 and is located about 

halfway between Tianjing and Beijing. It is considered a “green” city as there are many 

parks. Langfang’s five kilometer-long pedestrian walking street is the longest in China.  

 

Langfang’s place in history was secured in 1900 during the Boxer Rebellion. On June 26th a 

European force of more than 2,000 sailors and marines marching from Tianjin to Beijing to 

proctect foreign legations and citizens there was defeated and forced to turn back. In China, it 

is known as the Battle of Langfang (Chinese: 廊坊战役; pinyin: Láng fang zhàn yì); in the 

west, it is known as the “Seymour Expedition” after its commander, Vice-Admiral Edward 

Hobart Seymour. It is best remembered in China as a defeat of superior armed and trained 

professional soldiers by boys and common peasants armed for the most part with swords and 

spears.  

 

➢ Km 74: Langfangbei zhan (Chinese: 廊坊北站; pinyin: Láng fang běi zhàn) – A much larger 

station more towards the city center. It’s by no means in the north of the town; it’s merely 

north of the other station.  

 

➢ Km 51: Cross the Dalong River (Chinese: 大龙河; pinyin: Dà lóng hé; “Great Dragon 

River”) – This not-so-great little tributary starts about 20 kilometers northwest. From the rail 

crossing it runs only four kilometers southeast to its mouth on the left bank of the Long 

River.  

 

➢ Km 49: Anding zhan (Chinese: 安定站; pinyin: Ān dìng zhàn) – A small town to the north 

side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 37: Weishanzhuang zhan (Chinese: 魏善庄站; pinyin: Wèi shàn zhuāng zhàn) – A small 

town mostly to the north side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 32: Branch Line South – This branch first travels due south approximately 65 kilometers 

to Bazhou where it meets the east-west branch from Tianjin. Continuing south, it runs 175 

kilometers to Henhshui and then further points from there.  

 

➢ Km 30: Cross the Sixth Ring Road (Chinese: 六环路; pinyin: Liù huán lù) – Starting here at 

the southern outskirts of Beijing the rail line reaches the first of five expressways (“Rings”) 

that encircle the city. Like Washington D.C.’s “Beltway,” the Paris Boulevard Péripherique, 

or Moscow’s MKAD (МКАД), these motorways are designed to move traffic around the city 

and avoid congestion downtown. Beijing’s Sixth Ring is the newest and most distant from 

the city center. Its radius from Kilometer Zero in Tian’anmen Square varies from 20 to 30 

kilometers and it’s more a rectangle than a circle. Its circumference is 220 kilometers; that’s 

beyond the Beijing Capital International Airport. The road was opened in 2010 and although 

its name is the “Sixth” Ring, it’s actually the fifth ring around the city. Ring number one was 

a tram line dismantled in the 1940s.  

 
➢ Km 27: Huangcun zhan (Chinese: 黄村站; pinyin: Huáng cūn zhàn) – This is primarily a 

freight station.  
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➢ Km 21: Liying zhan (Chinese: 李营站; pinyin: Li yíng zhàn) – A small station on the 

southwest outskirts of the city.  

 

➢ Km 20: Cross the Fifth Ring Road (Chinese: 五环路; pinyin: Wǔ huán lù) – The rail lines 

pass over the expressway on the Liying Bridge (Chinese: 李营桥; pinyin: Li yíng qiáo). The 

Fifth Ring is a six lane expressway that extends out from Tian’anmen Square about 12 to 17 

kilometers out. It has a circumference of 98 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 17: Branch Lines East and West – Here the rail line intersects with lines traveling both 

east and west. The westbound line runs five kilometers, then connects with the various lines 

that serve the western part of the city. The eastbound line travels some 20 kilometers across 

the southern end of Beijing and then links into the many lines that enter or exit the city from 

the east side of town. This route is an alternative way of reaching Beijing Main Station, 

though it would be about ten kilometers further.  

 

➢ Km 15: Cross the Fourth Ring Road – (Chinese: 四环路; pinyin: Sì huán lù) – The fourth 

ring is probably the busiest expressway in Beijing as it connects to virtually every other 

highway that leads into or out of the city. For the most part, its radius is eight to ten 

kilometers out from the center of the city at Tian’anmen Square. Its circumference is 

approximately 65 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 12: Cross the Third Ring Road (Chinese: 三环路; pinyin: Sān huán lù) – This ring is 

famous for its traffic jams. It’s only about two and a half kilometers further out than the 

Second Ring so it is most useful in getting around the city – but that’s why it’s so popular. It 

runs five to seven kilometers out from Tian’anmen Square and its circumference is 48 

kilometers. Immediately after passing over the highway the lines diverge. The northbound 

line continues six kilometers north and then west to Beijing West Railway Station (Chinese: 

北京西客站; pinyin: Běi jīng xīkè zhàn), then all points west beyond. The eastbound line 

travels to Beijing South (Chinese: 北京南站; pinyin: Běi jīng nan zhàn) which we’ll pass 

momentarily.  

 
➢ Km 9: Cross the Liangshui River (Chinese: 凉水河; pinyin: Liáng shuǐ hé; “Cold Water 

River”) – At the point of crossing, this little river is underground beneath dozens of line of 

track for it runs about 150 meters west in front of the western portals to Beijing South 

Station.  

 

The river begins out of several minor tributaries about five kilometers west. From the rail 

crossing it flows across the lower southeast corner of the city, then northeast, then southeast, 

a total of 50 kilometers until it merges into the right bank of the North Canal.  

 

➢ Km 9: Beijing South Railway Station (Chinese: 北京南站; pinyin: Běi jīng nan zhàn) – 

Imagine a giant flying saucer from outer space has landed and you’re inside it. That’s the 

new station. It simply must be seen to be believed. Almost unbelievable architecture, a 

marvel of engineering. Through trains roll in one end and exit the other.  
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The 21st Century is here – Beijing South Railway Station 
Beijing’s newest train station is designed to handle 30,000 passengers per hour or 250,000,000 
per year. The glass ceiling is covered with over 3,000 solar panels to generate electricity.  

➢ Km 5: Cross the Second Ring Road (Chinese: 二环路; pinyin: Èr huán lù) – This is the 

innermost of the five rings and therefore the closest to downtown. Its radius varies from three 

to five kilometers from Tian’anmen Square. The ring’s circumference is almost exactly 33 

kilometers. The Second Ring occupies much of the space where the ancient city walls used to 

stand and in many places the road closely follows the moat that surrounded the walls. In a 

number of places, the moat survives as a canal. Much of Beijing’s Subway Line 2 runs 

underneath the road.  

 

➢ Km 5: Branch Line East – Within 300 meters after passing over the Ring Road, a line veers 

off to the right and heads across the southeastern quandrant of the city. It links into the 

eastern lines of Beijing and eventually travels to Tianjin.  

 

➢ Km 5: Cross the South Moat (Chinese: 南护城河; pinyin: Nán hù chéng hé) – Two hundred 

meters after the split in the lines the train passes over one of the ancient boundaries of the 

city and now a drainage canal.  

 

➢ Km 1: Branch Line East – This connection is to the main line entering or exiting Beijing 

Main Station. Four kilometers east is Beijing East Railway Station (Chinese: 北京东站; 

pinyin: Běijīng dōng zhàn), which is primarily a freight yard. After that, the line divides in 

multiple directions and takes multiple routes.  
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Beijing West Railway Station 
In addition to the Main Beijing RR Station, there are 
two enormous stations at Beijing West and South. 
Beijing North and East are considerably smaller. 

➢ Km 0: Beijing (Central or Main) Railway Station (Chinese: 北京火车站; pinyin: Běi jīng 

huǒ chē zhàn) – Capital of the People’s Republic of China, this city offers enough history, 

sightseeing, food, and comfort to satisfy the most demanding of travelers. Although Beijing 

is the capital of China and seat of government, it’s not China’s largest city. That distinction 
goes to Shanghai (Chinese: 上海; pinyin: Shàng hǎi), with approximately 20 million persons; 

Beijing is number two, at 17 million.  

 

If you have arrived on the Trans-

Manchurian line, then you’ve arrived at the 

main railway station, Beijing Station, 

(Chinese: 北京站; pinyin: Běi jīng zhàn). It 

is also the arrival/departure point for the 

Trans-Mongolian trains. Many other trains 

(in fact more trains) arrive and depart from 

Beijing’s newer station, Beijing West 

Railway Station (Chinese: 北京西客站; 

pinyin: Běi jīng xīkè zhàn), commonly called 

Beijing West (Chinese: 北京西; pinyin: Běi 

jīng xī) or just West Station (Chinese: 西站; 

pinyin: Xī zhàn). Beijing West was 

completed in 1996 to help alleviate the 

congestion at Beijing’s main station. It’s 

enormous – it is the largest train station in 

all of Asia, perhaps the world.  

 

In 2008, another gargantuan station went into operation – Beijing South (Chinese: 北京南站; 

pinyin: Běi jīng nan zhàn). It’s the hub for the Beijing–Tianjin Intercity Rail, discussed 

earlier. In addition to these three great stations, Main, West, and South, there is also Bejing 

North Railway Station (Chinese: 北京北站; pinyin: Běi jīng běi zhàn), formerly known as 

Xizhimen Railway Station (Chinese: 西直门站; pinyin: Xī zhí mén zhàn), and Beijing East 

(Chinese: 北京东站; pinyin: Běi jīng dōng zhàn). For the most part, these two latter railway 

stations serve as commuter line stations – but you have to be careful, because there are 

several long-distance lines that operate from them. The bottom line is that you must always 

check and double-check your rail ticket to insure that you’re headed to the right station when 

you’re leaving town.  

 

With this multitude of stations, Beijing is easily the largest railway hub in China and center 

of one of the largest rail systems on the planet. Speaking very broadly, routes to and from the 

north and east use Beijing’s main station; and trains coming from or going to the west and 

south use Beijing West. An underground metro connection linking these two stations is 

currently under construction. It may be finished by the time you read this.  

 

But now, you’ve just arrived after your epic 9,014-kilometer railroad journey across Russia, 

Siberia, Inner Mongolia, and Manchuria – and you’re hungry. What might you find right 

around Beijing’s main rail station? How about Peking Roast Duck – now usually called 

Beijing Duck (Chinese: 北京烤鸭; pinyin: Běi jīng kǎo yā). Although there are Beijing Duck 
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Beijing’s Duck Restaurants 
There are hundreds of independent 
duck restaurants in Beijing – and most 
of them are fabulous. There are also 
two famous chains – Quanjude 
(Chinese: 全聚德) and Bianyifang 
(Chinese: 便宜坊), both with locations 
all over the city – and histories going 
back hundreds of years. The one above 
is a Quanjude, just off Tian’anmen 
Square.  
 
Ducks are specially bred for the Beijing 
Duck dish and slaughtered after 65 
days. They are seasoned and glazed 
with syrup before going into a roasting 
oven. They are hung on hooks above 
an open fire fuelled by hardwood from 
fruit trees. Sliced in front of the diners 
by the cook, Beijing Duck is prized for 
its sweet, thin, crispy skin. The cook 
slices each piece to consist of a little 
skin and a little meat. It is then rolled 
into thin, flour pancakes, and eaten 
with spring onions, hoisin sauce, or 
sweet bean (plum) sauce. Afterwards, a 
duck soup is served. Nothing is wasted 
– the Chinese say that every part of the 
duck is eaten except the quack.  

restaurants all over the city, the neighborhood around 

Beijing’s main station is particularly well-known for 

the dish. The local style of cooking in Beijing is 

Mandarin and its most famous dish is Beijing Duck. 

No visitor to China should go home without trying it at 

least once. And in this part of town, it’s not expensive.  

 

Geographically, and speaking broadly, Mandarin 

cuisine is that found in the north of China, more or less 

north of the Yangtze River. It’s based on wheat. South 

of the Yangtze, one finds Cantonese, and its base is 

rice. Naturally, there are dozens of styles of food in 

China; and every region has its own specialties. But the 

line of the Yangtze is a well-recognized one.  

 

In the previous chapter’s discussion of Beijing (after 

the arrival of the Trans-Mongolian Line train), we 

mentioned several of great sights in the city:  

Tian’anmen Square, and either on it or surrounding it, 

the Mao Zedong Mausoleum, the Great Hall of the 

People, and the China National Museum. At the 

northern end of the Square, Tian’anmen Gate, and the 

entrance to the Forbidden City and Imperial Palace.  

 

Also mentioned, and close by, you’ll find Beihai Park, 

a good place to relax after marching around all day; 

and a bit further away, but not too far, is the 

magnificent Temple of Heaven. Almost at the other 

end of town from there is the Yonghe Tibetan Temple 

– and almost as popular.  

 

At the conclusion of the Trans-Mongolian Railway 

trip, we also discussed several sights outside of Beijing 

– the Great Wall, Summer Palace, and the Marco Polo 

Bridge. Before closing out this journey, let’s have a 

closer look at these last two places.  

 

First, the Summer Palace: it is one of only three 

UNESCO World Heritage Sites in Beijing; the others 

are the Forbidden City and the Temple of Heaven, 

usually called “Tiāntán.” The Summer Palace or “Yihe 

Yuan” (Chinese: 颐和园; pinyin: Yíhé Yuán; lit., 

“Gardens of Nurtured Harmony”), although built and 

re-built over several centuries, took its present form 

between 1886 and 1902. It was a summer pleasure 

ground built for the Dowager Empress CiXi (Chinese: 
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CiXi’s Marble Boat at the Summer Palace 
The Marble Boat (Chinese: 石舫; pinyin: Shí Fǎng), also 
known as the Boat of Purity and Ease (Qing Yan Fǎng) 
is built on Kunming Lake at the Summer Palace outside 
of Beijing. It is a pavilion meant for drinking tea, dining, 
or simply relaxing.  

Mao Zedong Mausoleum in the 
Center of Beijing’s Tian’anmen Square 

慈禧太后; pinyin: Cíxǐ Tàihòu) the sometimes regent and de facto ruler of China from 1861 

to her death in 1908. It was she, who on her deathbed chose Puyi (1906-1967), at the age of 2 

years and 10 months, to rule China.  

 

And it was she who diverted 30 million 

“taels” of silver, said to be designated for 

the Chinese Navy, into the reconstruction 

and enlargement of the Summer Palace. 

Because of this profligacy, when the 

Eight-Nation Alliance of Western powers 

marched on Beijing and seized the 

Forbidden City in reprisal for the 1900 

Boxer Uprising, the Chinese military was 

unable to properly respond as it was 

under-equipped and under-funded partly 

because the Empress had consumed the 

funds to build the Marble Boat and other 

adornments at the Palace.  

 

The two great natural features at the 

Summer Palace are Longevity Hill (60 meters high) and Kunming Lake. The lake covers 

almost three square kilometers and is entirely man-made. Little paddle boats may be rented 

there. The earth excavated was used to build Longevity Hill. The man-made features of the 

Summer Palace are a variety of not-too-large residences, several temples, gardens, and other 

classical-style architectural structures. These are primarily built upon the hillside. None are 

too, too large – but all are grand. 

Everything is done in exceptionally 

good taste.  

 

One of the Palace’s most artistic 

features is the “Long Corridor” 

(Chinese: 长廊; pinyin: Cháng Láng). 

It was built in 1750, when the Qianlong 
Emperor (Chinese: 乾隆帝; pinyin: 

Qiánlóngdì; 1711-99) commissioned it 

so that his mother could enjoy a walk 

through the gardens protected from the 

elements. It is 728 meters long and 

lavishly decorated with more than 

14,000 paintings. The corridor runs 

along the shore of Kunming Lake with 

the Palaces on the hillside behind. One 

end is close to the Marble Boat. The 

extraordinary paintings along the 

corridor cover the beams and the 

ceilings with episodes from Chinese 
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The 17 Arch Bridge at the Summer Palace 
The Bridge is 150 meters long and 8 meters wide. It 
connects the Octagonal Tower on the shore to the 
South Isle in Kunming Lake. Its design emulates the 
Marco Polo Bridge. Like that bridge, the balustrades are 
topped with carved lions; there are 544 in different 
postures. The Bridge was built between 1736 and 1795, 
during the Qing Dynasty.  

Empress CiXi (1835-1908) 
Without question, CiXi is one of the 
most complex, controversial, and 
possibily misunderstood, personalities 
of late 19th Century. She was the last 
Manchu Empress. Originally a 
concubine, she took over and ruled a 
dying empire into the 20th century. 
Views of her role have ranged from 
that of an extraordinarily ruthless 
murderess – to that of a moderate, if 
reluctant, reformer whose sole 
ambitions were for the good of her 
country. One of the more balanced 
and sympathetic, portraits of her is 
found in the 1956 Pearl S. Buck novel 
Imperial Woman.  

classical literature, folk tales, historical and legendary 

figures, and famous Chinese buildings and landscapes. 

In between these scenes and covering any leftover 

undecorated sections, are paintings of flowers, birds, 

fish, and insects. Nothing is left unadorned.  

 

The Qianlong Emperor was a major patron of the arts. 

In addition to his own contribution of some 40,000 

poems, he commissioned a catalogue of all the 

important works of Chinese culture known at that 
time. It is called the Siku Quanshu (Chinese: 四庫全書

), and fills 36,000 volumes. It employed as many as 

15,000 artisans and the entire work took twenty years 

to complete.  

 

The Summer Palace is only a few kilometers 

northwest from downtown Beijing. There is one 

access you can reach by metro and there are several 

highway exits between the 4th and 5th Ring Roads of 

Beijing. Several public busses will take you there, but 

naturally, it’s a lot easier to take a cab.  

 

If you’re in Beijing during the hot and 

sticky summer, you’ll probably want 

to spend a full day at the Summer 

Palace. It’s a relaxing place and it’s 

usually a couple of degrees cooler 

than downtown. If it’s winter, you 

either might not want to go at all – 

because it’s mostly outdoors, or if you 

do, you’ll easily be able to zip through 
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Stone Lions on the Marco Polo Bridge 

Detail of one section in the Long Corridor 
Imagine 14,000 such paintings – hard to imagine, but they are here.

in half a day. There will be no crowds as there can be in the summer, especially on the 

weekends when Beijingers bring their children.  

The last excursion we’ll 

mention is the Marco 

Polo Bridge. Its Chinese 

name is the “Lugou” 

Bridge (Chinese: 卢沟桥; 

pinyin: Lúgōu Qiáo). It’s 

15 kilometers southwest 

of downtown Beijing 

only requires a couple of 

hours to get there, see it, 

and get back. There are 

several public busses that 

will take you – but the 

easiest way to get there is 

to take a taxi. The driver will almost always wait because he’ll want a fare back to town – 

and he knows you’re not going to be at the bridge very long. A half-hour to an hour is all it 

really takes to see it.  

The Lugou Bridge is famous for two reasons: one, it was described by Marco Polo (1254-

1324), hence its western name, in his book of travels, Il Milione (The Million). And second, 

it was the site of the “Marco Polo Bridge Incident,” which marked the beginning of the 

Second Sino-Japanese War and ultimately World War II in Asia (1937-1945).  

The bridge crosses the Yongding River (Chinese: 永定河; pinyin: Yǒng dìng hé), one of the 

main tributaries of the Hai River (Chinese: 海河; pinyin: Hǎi hé). The Yongding is the largest 

river to flow through Beijing; its total length is 650 kilometers. The Yongding changed its 

course several times in very early history, but has held its present one at least since Marco 

Polo witnessed it. When he saw the river, it 

was fast running and known for its flash 

floods. The last several centuries of water 

projects, canals, and diversions have 

resulted in a much smaller river today, and 

sometimes it actually runs dry. The Hai, 

after it flows by Beijing, continues to 

Tianjin, then Tanggu, emptying at the 

Bohai.  

Luguo Bridge is well-known for its 

aesthetic features, which we’ll mention in a 

moment, but it’s also considered an 

architectural masterpiece. For one, it’s built 

of solid granite, with a central arch for the 

larger riverboats of its time and then to each 
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Marco Polo (c. 1254-1324) 
Few persons have captured the 
imagination of the west as has this 
man. At the age of 17, he accompanied 
his father Niccolò and uncle, Maffeo, 
and travelled through Asia where they 
were welcomed at the court of Kublai 
Khan. They returned to Venice 24 
years later with great riches – but he 
found himself imprisoned. It was 
during this time that he dictated his 
memoirs. These were to become 
greatly embellished over time, leading 
to doubts as to his credibility. Later 
released, he re-gained his fortune, 
married, and had three daughters.  

As to his veracity, it is widely quoted 
that on his deathbead Polo said: I do 
not tell half of what I saw because no 
one would have believed me. Anyone 
who has traveled the Silk Road and 
visited the places Marco Polo described 
has little doubt that he made the 
journey he told of. This author is one 
of those people.  

side, five smaller arches. Each of the bridge’s ten supporting piers is protected by triangular 

iron pillars that were placed to prevent damage by flood and ice. Keep in mind that Beijing 

freezes in the winter. Come spring, when the river 

ice floes break up, they crash downstream causing all 

kinds of damage to unprotected structures. Yet the 

Marco Polo Bridge has stood for almost 1,000 years. 

Construction of it started in 1189 and was completed 

in 1192, although it was reconstructed in 1698. The 

bridge is 267 meters (874 feet) long and just over 9 

meters (30 feet) in width. 

What’s so interesting aesthetically is that both sides 

of the bridge, on the railings, are hundreds of unique 

stone lions from different eras. Each one is a little 

different – the design and posture of each varies; and 

many have more little “baby” lions hiding on their 

heads, backs, in front, or on the big lions’ paws. 

Depending on who’s counting, there are said to be 

anywhere from 482 to 496 of them. Early records 

claim that there were originally 627. Most date from 

the Dynasties of the Ming (1368-1644) and Qing 

(1644-1911), but some are from the earlier Yuan 

(1271-1368), while a few have been dated to the Jin 

Dynasty (1115-1234).  

“Over this river there is 

a very fine stone bridge, 

so fine indeed, that it 

has very few equals in the 

world.” 

From The Diary of Marco Polo, published as Il 

Milione. It is a fine bridge and it’s easy to see why it 

was the model for the 17-Arch Bridge at the Summer 

Palace.  

Here’s a last word about this remarkable bridge. In 

the summer of 1937, well after Japan had established 

its rule in Manchuria, through their own 

interpretation of a treaty with China, Japan had 

expanded its armed forces, in many places beyond 

Manchuria. This “presence,” not quite an occupation, 

and estimated between 7,000–15,000 men, was 
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Pearl Harbor Attack – December 7, 1941 
Photograph taken from a Japanese plane of 
"Battleship Row" during the beginning of the 
surprise air and torpedo attack on ships moored on 
both sides of Ford Island. View looks to the east, 
towards the supply depot and submarine base. The 
explosion in the center is a torpedo strike on the 
USS West Virginia. Beside craft destroyed, 2,402 
personnel were killed and 1,282 were wounded. 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt proclaimed it: A 
date which will live in infamy and the United States 
declared war on Japan the next day.  

ostensibly to “guard” highways, bridges, and railway lines. On the night of July 7, Japanese 

night maneuvers near the Luguo Bridge were carried out without prior notice to the local 

authorites. Chinese troops, thinking an attack was underway, fired shots, leading to 

retaliation and an exchange of fire. A missing Japanese soldier (later turned-up), mis-

communications, war fever, and national pride on both sides, led to two days of attack and 

counter-attack.  

For the next several weeks, although there 

were several fits and starts of the conflict, 

the heightened tensions caused by the 
Marco Polo Bridge Incident (Chinese: 七七

卢沟桥事变; pinyin: Qīqī Lúgōuqiáo 

Shìbiàn; Japanese: 盧溝橋事件; 

Romanization: Rokōkyō Jiken; English: 

“Rokō Bridge Incident”) led directly into 

full scale war with the Battle of Beiping 

(Beijing) – Tianjin (Chinese: 平津作战; 

pinyin: Píng Jīn Zùozhàn) at the end of 

July and the Battle of Shanghai (known in 

China as the “Battle of Songhu” (Chinese: 

淞滬會戰; pinyin: Sōnghù Huìzhàn) in 

August. Although there are some 

disagreements among historians over the 

Marco Polo Bridge Incident, consensus 

holds that the incident was an unintentional 

accident – although it was exacerbated by 

Japanese militarists. A significant minority 

of historians, and of course the Chinese, 

believe that the incident was fabricated by 

the Japanese Army to provide a pretext for 

the invasion of China.  

Whatever the real reason, the end result 

was the full scale invasion of China, years of brutal occupation, the loss of millions of lives, 

and eventually, a total war in the Pacific – ultimately involving the United States.  

Sightseeing finished, and this trip over, here’s a last comment on an inescapable aspect – 

though fortunately a very pleasant one – of Chinese life: Chinese food. Beijing Duck was 

mentioned previously – and set forth as an example of Mandarin, that is, northern, Chinese 

cuisine. Another very special feature of Mandarin dining is Manhan Quanxi, or the 

“Manchu-Han Imperial Feast,” also called “Manchu-Han Chinese full banquet” (Chinese: 满

汉全席; pinyin: mǎn hàn quán xi), an elaborate banquet originally intended for the emperors 

of the Qing Dynasty. Recorded in history, these banquets were the grandest meals ever 

documented in Chinese cuisine. The traditional banquet consisted of at least 108 unique 

dishes from the Manchu and Han Chinese culture. Meals were held over three days, spread 

out over six banquets. The culinary skills displayed consisted of cooking methods using rare 
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Placing "Běijīng kǎo yā" into the oven 

ingredients from all over Imperial China. Of course, today, half of the ingredients would be 

on an endangered species list!  

The term Manhan Quanxi is still used, although now it’s metaphorical – for there simply is 

no such real comparison. But that doesn’t stop Chinese people from trying. Grand banquets 

are usually organized in the private dining rooms of prestigious restaurants and hotels and 

they remain an expensive and grand 

manner in which to host honored and 

important guests.  

Thus, for example, a tour of Beijing’s 

Great Hall of the People (Chinese: 人民大

会堂; pinyin: Rénmín Dàhuìtáng) not only 

includes viewing the Great Auditorium 

(largest in the world, seating 10,000 

persons) – but the largest dining room in 

the world, the State Banquet Hall. It can 

simultaneously seat 5,000 persons, as was 

done on the occasion of then-President 

Richard Nixon’s visit to China in 1972. 

A state visit to China would probably be 

the closest one could come to a Manhan Quanxi, but you don’t have to be an Emperor, a 

President, or a King to enjoy a good meal. There is fabulous food all over Beijing – most of it 

very affordable. And by the way, if you’re lucky enough to be a guest, let your Chinese host 

be a host – to not let the host provide and pay for his or her guest would be a great insult – 

your host would lose “face.” Next time, it will be your turn.  

Among gourmets, connoisseurs, epicures, restaurateurs, demanding food critics, and the 

well-traveled and well-fed, there is universal consensus that two of the world’s greatest 

cuisines are Chinese and French. This is no accident. It is so for a number of reasons – 

starting with the first and perhaps most important. A great cuisine originates in choice; that 

is, the sheer number and diversity of basic ingredients. In both French and Chinese cuisine, 

almost every conceiveable thing that may be consumed, in one manner or another, is. Nor 

does one find, in either in French or Chinese life, all kinds of religious, cultural, or other 

taboos against eating certain items, i.e., no pork, no shell-fish, no meat, etc. This 

cosmopolitan – or some might say, omnivorous – appetite may be best expressed in the 

following famous culinary cliché from Hong Kong and China’s Guangdong Province 

(Chinese: 广东省; pinyin: Guǎng dōng shěng) – the center of “Cantonese” cuisine.  

The Cantonese people, who have spread themselves all over the globe (the majority in every 

“China Town” in the world), are notorious for eating anything and everything. They proudly 

proclaim – and love telling this joke:  
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Hong Kong, as seen from the 
lounge at the Inter-Continental Hotel 

Along with Guangzhou (Canton), the capital city of 
Guangdong Province, Hong Kong is the center of 
Chinese Cantonese cuisine.  

“In Canton (Guangdong), we eat everything on the ground 

with four legs except tables and chairs and we eat everything 

in the sky except airplanes.” 

A second reason for great cuisine is the astonishing variety and use of exotic spices; there is 

nothing boring about Chinese or French food. Just think of how many ways there are to 

prepare a chicken – or a duck, or a fish – or a hundred different fishes. Is every dish always 

hot chili peppers? Is every meal always 

curry? Of course not – how boring, and 

some countries’ cuisine, although they 

may feature a number of wonderful dishes, 

ultimately use the same ingredients and 

spices over and over and over again.  

A third reason: presentation – in both 

Chinese and French cultures, the display of 

a dish is regarded almost as highly as the 

dish itself. Presentation for its own sake is 

an artistic expression of the master chef 

and his or her kitchen staff. Otherwise, 

why bother to carve ice?  

Yet another reason: the multitude of 

cooking methods. That is, frying, stewing, 

braising, roasting, etc. With the exception 

of baking, which is not common in 

Chinese food, the extraordinary variety of 

the manners in which heat and flame are 

applied to various dishes is exceptional in these two countries. And of course, the quick stir-

frying, which is not common in France, is the staple of Chinese.  

A final reason, although there are many others. Both countries have hundreds of years of a 

cultural tradition of forging stronger relationships among families, friends, and business 

associates, over the dining table. In almost no other societies on earth will one witness such a 

special relationship with food and dining. Almost before the last course is served at a 

leisurely lunch will the conversation move to what’s coming up for dinner. It’s a fascination 

– indeed a compulsion and a devotion – to dining that is unique to these culures and not

really comparable to any others.

It’s true that all people enjoy a good meal – but nowhere else on earth will you find more 

time, energy, and care taken in the preparation of a meal than in China or in France. It’s 

simply a way of life that other peoples do not embrace. As different as night and day as the 

two countries and these two cuisines are – the people are identical twins in their obsession 

with food. It has to be seen, lived, and preferably, tasted, to be properly understood.  
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Our journey is over – for now.  In due time, there will be another, so we’ll take the 
opportunity to wish you a pleasant and safe trip no matter where your road may take you. 

English: Goodbye  

Russian: до свидания; pronounced:  Do svidaniya  

Mongolian: баяртай; pronounced Bayartai   

Chinese: 再见 (simplified) or 再見 (traditional); pronounced: Zài jiàn 

Beijing National Stadium 
At 8:00PM of the 8th day of the 8th month, the 
Opening Ceremonies of the 2008 Summer 
Olympics began at the Beijing National Stadium, 
popularly known as the Bird's Nest. The number "8" 
is considered auspicious in Chinese culture. Reputed 
to be the most widely-viewed event in television 
history, an estimated two to four billion persons 
watched the spectacle. The stadium’s main purpose 
is to host athletic events, primarily track & field. The 
Bird’s Nest was also the venue for the Closing 
Ceremonies, including the "handover" of the 
Olympic Flag to London – site of the Summer 
Olympics of 2012. 

So, given the fact that at the moment, you’re not in France – but that you are in China, seize 

the moment . . . 

  “Bon Appétit !” – or rather: 

“ 慢 慢 吃！”(mànmàn chī!,

literally, eat slowly, in order to enjoy 

your meal).  
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Chapter 6 – Moscow to Sakhalin Island and Japan on the BAM 

Route of the BAM West to East: Taishet → Bratsk → Ust Kut → 
Severobaikalsk → Tynda → Komsomolsk-na-Amure → Vanino → Sovetskaya Gavan 

 

Running east out of Moscow, at least for the first few days, almost all the Trans-Siberian trains 

follow the same basic route (although the stops vary). Approximately halfway between Moscow 

(Москва) and Vladivostok (Владивосток), at Kilometer 4515, the train arrives at Taishet 

(Тайшет) – and very close to this station is the western starting point of the BAM (БАМ), the 

Baikal-Amur Mainline (Байкало-Амурская Магистраль). Of course one could also say that it is 

the western ending point.  

 

The BAM is a less frequently used alternative to cross Siberia and the Russian Far East and 

journey to Russia’s Pacific Coast. Traffic, both passenger and freight, is generally light and for 

much of its length it is still a single-track line. The BAM is a 4,310 kilometer-long railway built 

anywhere from 600 to almost 800 kilometers north of and parallel to the Trans-Siberian Line in 

order to develop the mineral and other wealth of the farther north regions of Siberia and to place 

rail service well above the border with China. Some of the impetus to build the railway was 

strategic and stemmed from a number of years when political and diplomatic relations between 

the Soviet Union and the People’s Republic of China were particularly difficult.  

 

In fits and starts from 1938 to 1984, construction of the BAM took close to 50 years. In one of its 

most challenging sections, the boring of the Severomuyskiy Tunnel (Северомуйский тоннель), 

construction work was only completed in 2003. Although estimates vary widely, the most 

commonly accepted cost of the rail line is 17.70 billion Rubles (5.67 billion U.S. Dollars), 

making it the most expensive infrastructure project in the history of the Soviet Union.  
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Single and Double Tracks 
It should be fairly obvious but the addition of a second 
parallel line of track usually results in a more than 
doubling of the capacity of traffic on a rail system. 
When only one track exists – as on much of the BAM – 
countless hours are wasted by trains sitting on side spurs 
waiting for other trains to pass by. When a second line is 
added to a system, there is an immediate benefit in that 
bi-directional traffic can be accommodated. Even so, to 
keep things moving efficiently, there is still the need for 
passing lanes as freight trains generally operate much 
more slowly than passenger trains. Passenger trains 
always have priority over freight traffic. Although the 
BAM started as a single track line, over the years, several 
sections have been upgraded to double-track.  

 

Traveling east from Taishet, the BAM first runs about 

300 kilometers to Bratsk (Братск), where it crosses the 

Angara River (река Ангара) over the Bratsk 

Hydroelectric Dam, one of the largest dams and dam 

reservoirs in the world. From there, it continues northeast 

about 400 kilometers to Ust-Kut (Усть-Кут) where it 

crosses the mighty Lena River (река Лена). The next leg 

drops southeast about 350 kilometers over and through 

the Baikal Mountain Range (Байкальский хребет) and 

down to Severobaikalsk (Северобайкальск; lit., 

“Northern Baikal”) near the northern tip of Lake Baikal 

(озеро Байкал).  

 

From Severobaikalsk, it’s a long, lonely, and wild 1,300 

kilometers northeast, then southeast, to Tynda (Тында), 

the city considered the “Capital” of the BAM. Along the 

way, the train passes through and under the 

Severomuyskiy (Северомуйский хребет) 

and Kodar Mountain Ranges (Кодар 

хребет). Here there are many tunnels 

including the longest in Russia, the 15,343 

meter-long Severomuyskiy Tunnel 

(Тoннель Северомуйский).  

 

Continung from Tynda it’s another almost 

1,500 kilometers southeast to Komsomolsk-

na-Amure (Комсомольск-на-Амуре), a 

particularly lovely city built on the left 

bank of the Amur River (река Амур). From 

Komsomolsk, there is a branch line south to 

the main line of the Trans-Siberian and then 

onto Khabarovsk (Хабаровск); it’s about 

350 kilometers. Alternatively, during the 

summer months, there are hydrofoils that 

make the trip along the Amur River. For 

those in a hurry, there is also a paved 

highway and an airport.  

 

If taking the BAM to its end, the last leg to 

the Pacific Ocean is about 450 kilometers 

southeast of Komsomolsk to the port cities 

of Vanino (Ванино) and Sovetskaya 

Gavan (Советская Гавань). These last two 

cities are ports on the Tatar Strait 

(Татарский пролив), which separates the 
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KM 0 (4515): Taishet Railway Station 

Russian Far East mainland from Sakhalin Island (остров Сахалин). From Vanino, there’s a 

passenger, vehicle, and rail ferry to Kholmsk (Холмск) where land connections to Yuzhno-

Sakhalinsk (Южно-Сахалинск) or other points on Sakhalin (Сахалин) can be made. Since 

Sakhalin railways use the Japanese narrow gauge of 1,067 mm (3 feet, 6 inches), the railcars 

coming from the Russian mainland must have their bogies (wheel undercarriages) changed in 

Kholmsk. From Sakhalin Island, it’s possible (in the summer) to ferry to Hokkaido, Japan or fly 

there year-round.  

 

Altogether, the BAMs total length of 4,310 kilometers includes 21 tunnels with a total length of 

47 kilometers. Crossing countless rivers and streams, there are more than 4,200 bridges with a 

total length of over 400 kilometers. Beyond the first 1,500 kilometers east of Taishet, much of 

the length of the BAM is single-track (not counting the intermittent side spurs allowing trains to 

pass by one another). The reasoning on this account is simply expense. At the time of 

construction however, the track bed was built wide enough to allow the addition of a second set 

of tracks should the volume of traffic ever make that necessary. In a number of places, this has 

been done.  

 

Although Taishet is not a large city, it is 

nonetheless an important junction for the 

Russian rail system as it has a most 

strategic central location in the Russian rail 

system. From Taishet by rail, it’s about 

5,200 kilometers west to the Baltic Sea at 

St. Petersburg – and then eventually to the 

Atlantic Ocean. To the east, it’s not quite 

4,800 kilometers to Vladivostok via the 

Trans-Siberian Main Line or 4,310 

kilometers on the BAM to Vanino and 

Sovetskaya Gavan – these eastern 

destinations all allow access to the Pacific 

Ocean.  

 

In fact, Taishet is a multi-directional rail connection point. First, as mentioned, it is on the main 

line of the Trans-Siberian Railroad from Moscow to Vladivostok. It is thus also on the the Trans-

Mongolian and Trans-Manchurian Lines to Beijing. Beginning in Moscow traveling east, the 

major or more important stations along the route are:  

 

• Km 0: Moscow Yaroslavskiy Railway Station  

• Km 191: Vladimir  

• Km 440: Nizhny Novgorod/Gorky  

• Km 870: Kotelnich  

• Km 956: Kirov/Vyatka  

• Km 1434: Perm  

• Km 1770: Pervouralsk  

• Km 1814: Sverdlovsk/Yekaterinburg  

• Km 2138: Tyumen  
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KM 0 (4515): Waiting Room  
at the Taishet Railway Station 

• Km 2428: Ishim  

• Km 2711: Omsk  

• Km 3035: Barabinsk  

• Km 3336: Novosibirsk  

• Km 3713: Mariinsk  

• Km 3914: Achinsk  

• Km 4098: Krasnoyarsk  

• Km 4515: Taishet  

• Km 4519: BAM Junction  

 

Second, four kilometers east of Taishet, after passing through one enormous switching station, 

the train comes to BAM Junction (БАМ Железнодорожный узел). There’s no station, but a set 

of rail tracks veer off to the left (north) and begin the BAM. Technically, the junction is the 

starting (or ending) point of the Baikal-Amur 

Mainline. From BAM Junction, it’s 4,306 

kilometers east to the end of the line at 

Sovetskaya Gavan poised on the Strait of 

Tatary. Also note that a road (mostly unpaved) 

begins here and fairly closely parallels the 

BAM for most of its length. Its first section is 

known as the Avtodoroga BAM (Автодорога 

БАМа).  

 

Third, Taishet is the junction for the 600 

kilometer line southwest to Abakan (Абакан), a 

city of approximately 165,000 persons and 

capital of the Republic of Khakassiya 

(Респyблика Хакасия). The starting point for 

this line is on the western outskirts of Taishet, 

just before the train enters the city limits, about 

one and a half kilometers from the Railway 

Station. Moreover on this route, about 100 kilometers before reaching Abakan at the town of 

Kuragino (Курагино), there is a junction for the new branch line to Kyzyl (Кызыл), capital of 

the Tuva Republic (Респyблика Тыва) and one of the more exotic destinations on Earth. 

Formerly, the region was one of the few places of inhabited Russia never connected by rail.  

 

From Abakan, there is another branch line north 450 kilometers to Achinsk (Ачинск) and a 650 

kilometer line west to Barnaul (Барнаул). From Barnaul, there are further extensions to 

Novosibirsk (Новосибирск), Kazakhstan (Казахстан), and many other points.  

 

Whichever way – or whatever route – one takes to reach Taishet, know that this is where the 

adventure of the BAM begins. Let’s move forward and explore the stops between Taishet and the 

Pacific Ocean at Sovetskaya Gavan for it is said that:  

 

“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step”  
“The Way of Lao-Tzu,” Lao Tzu (Chinese: 老子; pinyin: Lǎo zǐ; 604 B.C.- 531 B.C.)  
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KM 2: Taishet Switching Station & Freight  
Yard between Taishet and BAM Junction 

 

➢ Km 0 (4515): Taishet (Железнодорожная станция Тайшет; lit., “Cold River” in the 

indigenous Ket Language) – Irkutsk Oblast (Московское Время + 5 Часа; Moscow Time + 

5 hours). Taishet began life in 1897 as a Trans-Siberian Railroad town along the Taishet 

River (река Тайшет), a minor tributary of the 1,012 kilometer-long Biryusa (река Бирюса). 

Today it has a population of approximately 35,000 and in addition to being the junction point 

for the Trans-Siberian Rail and BAM Lines, it is on the M53 Baikal Highway.  

 

From the 1930s to the 1950s, Taishet was the administrative center for several gulag labor 

camps and the construction of the first section of the BAM. It is said by survivors that 

between Taishet and Bratsk there is “a dead man under every sleeper.” During the war years, 

along with gulag labor, Japanese and German prisoners of war formed a large proportion of 

the forced labor. A number of the 

Germans were only repatriated in 1955, 

after former West German Chancellor 

Konrad Adenauer’s (1876-1967) 

friendship visit to Moscow.  

 

Although there is nothing wrong with 

Taishet, because it is not a large town, 

there are limited possibilities and 

accommodations and for this reason, 

many persons intending to board the 

BAM make their stopover in 

Krasnoyarsk (Красноярск), about 400 

kilometers west of Taishet. There are 

more hotels and restaurants there and 

more rail connections are available.  

 

Taishet and the BAM journey begin in 

Irkutsk Oblast (Иркутская oбласть) – usually more simply called Irkutskaya (Иркутская). If 

you have been traveling east by rail, the train passed from Krasnoyarsk Krai (Красноярский 

край) to Irkutsk Oblast only about 40 kilometers ago, at Km 4474. At that provincial 

boundary, clocks were moved forward one hour as it is the border for the time zone as well.  

 

In terms of size, Irkutskaya is big. It’s the fifth largest region of Russia’s 85 federal subjects 

(Субъекты федерации). In terms of population, it’s also fairly large. It has approximately 

2,430,000 persons. Keep in mind that for the most part, Russia is a very sparsely populated 

country.  

 

Irkutskaya shares its entire western border with the giant Krasnoyarsk Krai. Its northern 

border runs along underneath the equally large Sakha Republic (Республика Саха; usually 

called Yakutiya; Якутия) and its northeastern border is with Zabaikalskiy Krai 

(Забайкальский Край). To the east and south, it shares a long border – and Lake Baikal – 

with the Republic of Buryatia (Республика Buryatiya). Its relatively short southwestern 

border is with the Tuva Republic (Республика Тыва).  
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Nikolai Gogol (1809-52) 
Nikolai Gogol (Николай Васильевич 
Гоголь) was born in the small 
Ukrainian village of Velyki Sorochyntsi 
(Ukrainian: Великі Сорочинці; 
Russian: Великие Сорочинцы) in the 
central Poltava Oblast. He spent much 
of his adult life in St. Petersburg, then 
Europe, then Moscow. Few writers have 
been as idiosyncratic as Gogol. His 
work – short stories, plays, and novels 
– has been described and praised as 
romantic, satirical, surrealistic, and 
grotesque. His writings have varied 
from historical, such as Tarus Bulba to 
satirical, Dead Souls and The 
Government Inspector, to the absurd, 
The Nose and The Overcoat, to the 
farcical, The Tale of How Ivan 
Ivanovich Quarreled with Ivan 
Nikiforovich. Gogol is without 
question one of the most original and 
creative writers of the 19th Century, or 
indeed of any century. The 
circumstances of his death are also 
bizarre – he essentially starved himself 
and died of madness. He is buried in 
Moscow’s Novodevichy Cemetery.  

 

The administrative capital of Irkutskaya is the city of 

Irkutsk (Иркутск). It has about 600,000 residents. It’s 

a particularly historic Siberian city and is the most 

common gateway to Lake Baikal. On the Trans-

Siberian Line, Irkutsk is 674 kilometers southeast of 

Taishet. The few other large cities of Irkutskaya are 

Angarsk (Ангарск), with about 265,000 inhabitants; 

Bratsk (Братск) with about 250,000 residents; Ust-

Ilimsk (Усть-Илимск) with roughly 110,000 persons; 

and Usolye-Sibirskoye (Усолье-Сибирское), with a 

population of 100,000.  

 

Irkutsk Oblast and Buryatiya are the two Russian 

regions most famous for Lake Baikal (озеро Байкал), 

the deepest and largest lake (by water volume) on 

Earth. We’ll be coming to the lake at Severobaikalsk 

(Северобайкальск) in about 1,000 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 3 (4518): Platform 4518 (платформа 4518).  

 

➢ Km 4 (4519): BAM Junction (БАМ 

Железнодорожный узел) – Technically the starting 

(or ending) point of the Baikal-Amur Mainline. From 

here, it’s 4,310 kilometers east to the end of the line at 

Sovetskaya Gavan. If traveling east on the Trans-

Siberian, the branch line veers off to the left and heads 

north.  

 

➢ Km 6 (4521): Cross the Akulshetka River (река 

Акульшетка) – This little stream begins about ten 

kilometers to the southeast; after passing under the 

tracks it flows northwest approximately ten kilometers 

to the village of Stariy Akulshet (Старый Акульшет; 

“Old Akulshet”) where it merges into the right bank of 

the Biryusa River (река Бирюса). About 15 kilometers 

north of here the train follows along the Biryusa for a 

few kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 10: Akulshet (станция Акульшет) – A tiny 

village to the west of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 13: Branch Line West – Here a very short branch 

line runs off to the left (west) and serves a large 

secured processing site. Altogether with its several 

sub-branches, the spur travels about three kilometers.  
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BAM Railway Section:  Taishet – Ust-Kut 

 

➢ Km 19: Razdezd No. 2 (раздезд № 2) – Three or four buildings to the left (west) of the rail 

line. A “razdezd” is a passing place or a stopping point. Oftentimes they were established at 

the beginning of the rail’s construction. They are neither a station nor a platform.  

 

➢ Km 22: Srednyaya Gogolevka (Средняя Гоголевка; “Middle Gogol Town”) – A very tiny 

village adjacent to the east side of the tracks. No platform and no stop. 

 

➢ Km 24: Platform 24 (платформа 24) – This platform serves Nizhnyaya Gogolevka (Нижняя 

Гоголевка; “Lower Gogol Town”), which has maybe two dozen houses on the east side of 

the rails, and Rogolyovka (Роголёвка), and even smaller village on the west side.  

 

➢ Km 24: Cross 

the Baironovka 

River (река 

Байроновка) – 

About 500 

meters north after 

passing through 

Nizhnyaya 

Gogolevka 

village, the train 

crosses this 

stream. Its source 

is 70 kilometers 

south. From this 

crossing 

however, it’s 

almost finished. 

It joins the right 

bank of the 

Biryusa River 

(река Бирюса) 

three kilometers 

to the north.  

 

The 1,012 

kilometer-long 

Biryusa is a very 

substantial 

Siberian river. Its 

headwaters are approximately 350 kilometers due south of Taishet in the northwestern Sayan 

Mountains. The actual origin is quite close to where the borders of Irkutsk Oblast, 

Krasnoyarsk Krai, and the Tuva Republic come together – about 400 kilometers due east of 

Abakan.  
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From the mouth of the Bayronovka, the Biryusa flows north and then west close to 700 

kilometers (250 as the crow flies) until it meets the Chuna River (река Чуна) about ten 

kilometers east of the village of Burniy (Бурный; “Rapid”). The Chuna, at 1,203 kilometers, 

is also a very substantial river. At the confluence of the Biryusa and Chuna, they both lose 

their names and become the Taseyeva River (река Тасеева). It then flows northwest about 

125 kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Angara (река Ангарa) at Sosnoviy 

(Сосновый; “Pine”).  

 

From that confluence, the Angara continues about 65 kilometers west until it joins the right 

bank of the Yenisei (река Енисей) at the little village of Strelka (Strelka; “Arrow”). Strelka’s 

about 35 kilometers upriver southeast of the fairly large town of Lesosibirsk (Лесосибирск). 

Lesosibirsk is close to the end of the northern 285 kilometer-long Achinsk-Novoyeniseisk 

rail line (ветка Ачинск-Новоенисейск). From either Lesosibirsk or Strelka, the Yenisei 

flows north an additional 2,500 kilometers until it empties into the Arctic Ocean at the Kara 

Sea.  
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KM 28: Rybinsk  

KM 58: Nevelskaya 

➢ Km 28: Rybinsk (Рыбинск) – There are several tiny hamlets along this section of the line. 

Each is located to the west of the rail line and on the right bank (east side) of the north-

flowing Biryusa River.  

 

➢ Km 30: Kostomarovo (станция 

Костомарово) – This small village is 

spread out on both sides of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 38: Borisovo (платформа Борисово) 

– A fairly large village to the west of the 

rail line and built along a six kilometer-

long right arm channel of the Biryusa 

River.  

 

➢ Km 45: Pulyaevо (платформа Пуляево) 

– The rail line has just completed a great 

180 degree clockwise turn and is now 

running south. This little village is to the 

left (east). To its immediate east is the 

northwest-flowing Toporok River (река Топорок) which in about a dozen kilometers joins 

the right bank of the Biryusa.  

 

➢ Km 48: Toporok (станция Топорок) – This small settlement lies east by the railroad tracks 

just west of the Toporok River. About one kilometer south is a slightly larger village, 

Shevchenko (Шевченко), close to where 

the train crosses the Toporok.  

 

➢ Km 49: Branch Line South – Just 

above (north of) the village of Shevchenko, 

a minor spur veers off to the right. It travels 

a total of ten kilometers through Korolenko 

(Короленко) and ends at Kvitok (Квиток), 

both little villages along the left bank (west 

side) of the Toporok River.  

 

➢ Km 50: Cross the Toporok River 

(река Топорок) – The 230 kilometer-long 

Toporok has its source about 150 kilometers 

to the south in the foothills of the Sayan 

Mountains not far from the village of Uk 

(Ук). From this crossing point, it only flows 

another 15 kilometers northwest until it joins the right bank of the 1,012 kilometer-long 

Biryusa River. The river here is about 50 meters wide and it’s crossed by a twin set of 100 

meter-long bridges.  
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1989 Soviet Union Commemorative Stamp 

➢ Km 53: Platform 53 (платформа 53) – There is a little farmstead here immediately to the 

south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 57: Nevelskaya (станция Невельская) – A fairly large village of some 525 persons 

mostly to the north and west side of the tracks. It was originally a Gulag work camp of 1,000 

to 3,000 inmates.  

 

The station and village are named in 

honor of Gennady Nevelskoy 

(Геннадий Иванович Невельской; 

1813-76). Admiral, navigator, and 

explorer, Nevelskoy was the first 

Russian seaman to discover that the 

Strait of Tatar (Татарский пролив) 

was a strait and not a gulf and 

therefore that Sakhalin was an island 

and not a long peninsula. The 

Nevelskoy Strait (Пролив 

Невельского), a 56 kilometer-long 

and narrow body of water connecting 

the Tatar Strait to the Amur Liman 

(estuary) is named after him. At the 

time he had no way of knowing that the Japanese seafarer Mamiya Rinzō (Japanese: 間宮 林

蔵; 1775-1844) had made the same discovery 40 years earlier. In Japan, the Tatar Strait is 

known as the Mamiya Strait (Japanese: 間宮海峡; Romanization: Mamiya kaikyō).  

 

➢ Km 58: Cross the Erchema River (река Ерчема) – A little more than one kilometer east after 

passing through Nevelskaya the train passes over this small river. It begins approximately 15 

kilometers north. From the railroad crossing, it flows about 800 meters south and merges into 

the right bank of the Srednyaya Erchema (река Средняя Ерчема) which began about a 

dozen kilometers to the northeast. The train soon crosses over it.  

 

From the Erchema-Srednyaya Erchema confluence, the Srednyaya Erchema flows about six 

kilometers southwest until it joins the right bank of the Toporok River. The train follows 

alongside the right bank (east side of train) of the Srednyaya Erchema for the next dozen 

kilometers, almost until it source.  

 

➢ Km 64: Malinovka (платформа Малиновка; “Robin”) – A tiny hamlet to the west side of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 66: Platform 66 (платформа 66).  

 

➢ Km 68: Enter Loop – The rail line begins a small three kilometer-long double horseshoe 

curve. The mouth of the first loop is about 750 meters wide and the turn is clockwise. At the 

loop’s apex, the Srednyaya Erchema River enters. The train continues around the bend and 
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KM 97: Parchum Railway Station 

makes its second loop counter-clockwise. The second curve’s open side is one kilometer 

wide and thus it’s not much of a loop at all.  

 

➢ Km 69: Cross the Srednyaya Erchema River (река Средняя Ерчема; “Middle Erchema”) – 

This minor tributary begins less than two kilometers east. From here it runs southwest 

approximately 17 kilometers to its confluence on the right bank of the Toporok.  

 

➢ Km 73: Cross the Vaskin River (река Васькин) – This little river begins within 500 meters 

north of the rail line. From here, it flows south about 15 kilometers and joins the right bank 

of the 25 kilometer-long Verkhnyaya Erchema River (река Верхняя Ерчема; “Upper 

Erchema”). From this confluence, the Verkhnyaya Erchema runs almost a dozen kilometers 

west to its confluence on the right bank of the Toporok.  

 

➢ Km 76: Razdezd No. 6 (раздезд № 6).  

 

➢ Km 86: Razdezd No. 7 (раздезд № 7) – A few buildings to the north side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 92: Cross the Parchunka River (река Парчунка) – This small stream has its origins 

about 20 kilometers northwest of the rail crossing and about 25 kilometers east of the Biryusa 

River. However, instead of flowing west and emptying itself there, it follows its own logic 

and flows southeast to here.  

 

After passing under the rail line, in about five kilometers, the Parchunka flows east along the 

south side of the village of Parchum (Парчум), then travels north three kilometers and 

crosses under the BAM tracks again. After this crossing, it turns east and flows about a dozen 

kilometers until it joins the left bank of the mighty Chuna River at the little village of 

Novobalturina (Новобалтурина). That village is about three kilometers northeast of 

Zavodskoy (Заводской) which the train comes to shortly down the line. The rail line meets 

the Chuna River soon enough as well.  

 

➢ Km 93: Platform 93 (платформа 93).  

 

➢ Km 97: Parchum (станция Парчум) – A 

village of six streets entirely to the north 

side of the rail line. It’s quite large by 

local standards as it has a population of 

about 725.  

 

➢ Km 99: Cross the Parchunka River (река 

Парчунка) – As is the case with most of 

these small rivers, it’s sometimes difficult 

to notice crossing them. At this crossing, 

for example, there is a set of two small 

bridges, each about 30 meters across. The river is about ten meters wide, but naturally its 

width can vary dramatically. From this crossing, the Parchunka continues east until its 

confluence on the Chuna.  
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Also, as previously mentioned, although much of the BAM Railway further down the line is 

single-track, for more than the first thousand kilometers the rail is double-track – and 

electrified. Of the entire route, the western Taishet-Taksimo sector of 1,469 kilometers is 

electric. But this changes. Much of the BAM is not (and perhaps never will be) electrified. 

After the electric lines end, the locomotives are switched to diesel type and continue on a 

single-track.  

 

➢ Km 104: Kamensk (платформа Каменск) – Most of this four-street village lies to the south 

of the rail line. The Parchunka River runs along the north side of the tracks and the town.  

 

➢ Km 107: Razdezd No. 9 (раздезд № 9) – There are a couple of buildings to the south of the 

tracks. This is the hamlet of Kedroviy (Кедровый; “Cedar”).  

 

➢ Km 109: Zavodskoi (платформа Заводской; “Factory Town”) – A mid-sized village to the 

south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 111: Platform 111 (платформа 111).  

 

➢ Km 117: Novochunka (станция Новочунка) – The town of approximately 1,800 persons is 

also called Novochunka after the nearby Chuna River (река Чуна). Immediately after the 

train passes the station, there are both left and right (north and south) short spurs of about one 

and a half kilometers to minor industrial areas.  

 

➢ Km 118: Cross the Shkurin River (река Шкурин) – This little creek originates about five 

kilometers to the west. From here, it flows one kilometer north into Lake Shkurin (озеро 

Шкурин), a small one kilometer-long, very narrow oxbow lake cut off from the Chuna a 

long time ago. From the lake, the river continues another two kilometers northeast until it 

terminates on the left bank of the Chuna River.  

 

➢ Km 119: Platform 119 (платформа 119).  

 

➢ Km 121: Cross the Stariy Dzhidykan River (река Старый Джидыкан; “Old”) – This little 

stream is somewhat unusual. It ends in one and a half kilometers north on the left bank of the 

Chuna. That part’s easy. It begins less than two kilometers south as an off-shoot of the 

Dzhidykan River (река Джидыкан). From this split, the Dzhidykan flows due east one and a 

half kilometers and also enters the left bank of the Chuna.  

 

At their connection, the two rivers do not join in a confluence; rather, they separate. 

Technically therefore the Stariy Dzhidykan is a distributary. The Dzhidykan begins about 20 

kilometers due west. Along its path, it’s joined by the eight kilometer-long Maliy Dzhidykan 

(река Малый Джидыкан; “Little”), the six kilometer-long Verkhniy Dzhidykan (река 

Верхний Джидыкан; “Upper”), the five kilometer-long Sredniy Dzhidykan (река  Средний 

Джидыкан; “Middle”), and the ten kilometer-long Nizhniy Dzhidykan (река Нижний 

Джидыкан; “Lower”). Each and every one a right bank tributary. Quite a little Chuna family.  
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➢ Km 123: Oktyabrsk (платформа Октябрьск) – There is also the fairly large village of 

Pionerskiy (Пионерский; “Pioneer”) immediately adjacent to the north side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 123: Branch Line South – Immediately before the Chuna River crossing, a spur line runs 

off to the right (south). It does not cross the river; rather, it parallels the Chuna’s left bank 

(south side) east for a dozen kilometers until an industrial area just before the town of 

Lesogorsk (Лесогорск). Lesogorsk is on the other side of the Chuna from Oktyabrskiy 

(Октябрьский).  

 

➢ Km 124: Cross the Chuna River (река Чуна) – This large river is crossed by a twin set of 

five-truss bridges. It is almost 300 meters wide at this crossing. The Chuna begins 21 

kilometers upriver (east) and four kilometers south of the town of Chunskiy (Чунский). 

There, the 900 kilometer-long Uda River (река Уда) converges with the 150 kilometer-long 

Chuksha River (река Чукша). At this confluence, they each lose their separate identities and 

become the Chuna. To keep matters a bit confusing however, local people continue to call 

the Chuna the Uda for more than 250 kilometers downstream. Only near another village also 

called Oktyabrskiy (Октябрьский) do they begin to use the word Chuna.  

 

The Uda begins in an extremely remote area about 275 kilometers northeast of Kyzyl and 

around 350 kilometers east of Abakan in the far western section of the East Sayan 

Mountains. Its origins are very close to where the three regions of Irkutskaya Oblast, 

Krasnoyarsk Krai, and the Tuva Republic come together. The Chuksha begins close to 150 

kilometers southeast of the convergence point, and less than 50 kilometers southwest of 

Vikhorevka (Вихоревка), which is just west of Bratsk (Братск).  

 

From the rail crossing, the Chuna (or Uda) flows northwest more than 400 kilometers until it 

meets and merges with the 1,012 kilometer-long Biryusa (река Бирюса; locally called the 

“Ona,” Она) and becomes the Taseyeva (река Тасеева) which flows another 125 kilometers 

before meeting the Angara River, which in turn, empties into the Yenisei and eventually the 

Arctic Ocean.  

 

➢ Km 125: Platform 125 (платформа 125) – This platform comes up shortly after crossing to 

the other side (right bank, east side) of the Chuna River. The platform serves the west end of 

the town.  

 

➢ Km 129: Sosnovye Rodniki (станция Сосновые Родники; “Pine Springs”) – The town 

name is Oktyabrskiy (Октябрьский; “October”). It begins as soon as the river Chuna is 

crossed, but it’s long and narrow, built on the northern side (right bank) of the Chuna River, 

and the train station is not until the very far eastern end of town. There is a 1,700 meter-long 

single runway airstrip just north of the town, but there are no facilities. More than likely, it’s 

for government and military use only.  
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➢ Km 130: Branch Line North – One kilometer east after passing the Sosnovye Rodniki rail 

station, a branch line turns left and runs north. It first travels three kilometers to a mine 

processing facility. Thereafter, it continues another 18 kilometers to an extremely secure, 

heavily fortified facility in the middle of nowhere.  

 

➢ Km 136: Platform 136 (платформа 136) – A tiny dacha village just across the river from 

Lesogorsk.  

 

➢ Km 139: Cross the Shundakan River (река Шундакан) – This small river begins about 25 

kilometers north of the tracks; from here it flows south less than two kilometers until its 

mouth on the northern shore (right bank) of the Chuna River.  

 

➢ Km 142: Chuna (станция Чуна) – The rail station is Chuna; the town is Chunskiy 

(Чунский). It is a large town of some 15,000 persons and the administrative center of the 

district. Almost all of the town is built north of the railroad station. Chunskiy is not quite four 

kilometers north of the confluence of the Uda and Chuksha Rivers which together form the 

Chuna River.  

 

➢ Km 143: Vagonnoye Depo (платформа Вагонное Депо; “Wagon Depot”).  

 

➢ Km 144: Cross the Zermokan River (река Зермокан) – Almost immediately as the train 

clears the town limits it crosses a little twin set of bridges over this stream. At this spot, it is 

dammed and forms a small reservoir to the north of the tracks. The Zermokan’s source 

waters are in the hills 30 kilometers due north of Chuna. In the other direction from this 

crossing, it only flows south four more kilometers until it terminates on the right bank of the 

Chuksha which in turn terminates in three kilometers west on the right bank of the Uda, 

forming the Chuna.  

 

➢ Km 147: Platform 147 (платформа 147).  

 

➢ Km 153: Platform 153 (платформа 153).  

 

➢ Km 154: Izykan (платформа Изыкан) – A fairly large village of some 600 persons most of 

which is on the north side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 157: Cross the Zekan River (река Зекан) – A small tributary of the Chuksha which it 

joins in less than 750 meters to the right (east) of the tracks. In the other direction, the 

Zekan’s source begins 30 kilometers to the north.  

 

➢ Km 157: Platform 157 (платформа 157) – The tiny hamlet here is Zakharovka (Захаровка).  

 

➢ Km 158: Cross the Chuksha River (река Чукша) – Very shortly after passing the 

Zakharovka Platform, the line passes over this river; it’s not so small; it’s about 30 meters 

across and there are twin 50 meter bridges to cross it. The Chuksha does not have far to go 

until its end, only another 25 kilometers southwest where it meets the Uda just below the 

town of Chuna – and then their respective waters are renamed as the Chuna River. In the 
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other direction, the Chuksha’s source is upstream about 100 kilometers southeast and some 

60 kilometers east of Bratsk. After crossing, the train is on the left bank of the river.  

 

➢ Km 165: Elan (платформа Элан) – A tiny village nestled into a curve of the left bank of the 

Chuksha River.  

 

➢ Km 167: Targiz (станция Таргиз) – This little village of about 475 persons is on the left 

bank of the Chuksha in between the train tracks on its west side and the Chuksha on its east 

side.  

 

➢ Km 170: Cross the Chuksha River (река Чукша) – The BAM makes another pass over the 

Chuksha; now the train is on the right bank (north or west side) of the river. Essentially, the 

train route has been following the Chuksha ever since Chuna. Their paths diverge ten 

kilometers east after the town of Chuksha (Чукша), which comes up next.  

 

➢ Km 175: Cross the Myndadym River (река Мындадым) – This river begins close to 30 

kilometers northeast of here. After it passes under the tracks, it goes south about one 

kilometer and joins the right bank of the Chuksha. From our location now, the Chuksha runs 

about 50 kilometers southwest to its merger with the Uda – forming the Chuna.  

 

➢ Km 177: Chuksha (платформа Чукша) – The town is on the right bank (north side) of the 

Chuksha River. The BAM route follows the Chuksha east ten more kilometers. The river 

then breaks away and continues upstream on its way south but the rail line turns sharply to 

the left (northeast). The train continues in this direction for the next 40 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 187: Confluence of the Chuksha (река Чукша) and Tarei (река Тарей) Rivers – Just 

about one kilometer to the south, the Chuksha River diverts due south on its way upriver to 

its source. At this point, it is joined by the right tributary Tarei River. The path of the rail line 

now runs parallel to it upstream for the next 30 kilometers northeast to the village of Tareya 

(Тaрея). The route of the train does not cross over the Tarei.  

 

➢ Km 191: Keshevo (станция Кешево) – The station is Keshevo; the town is Sosnovka 

(Сосновка). It has about 1,000 residents. Starting here, a new small river appears on the right 

side (east) of the train; it’s the Tarei (река Тарей). The line started following it about four 

kilometers ago, just at the time of the turn north and shortly after its end where it merged into 

the Chuksha. The rail line follows it upstream for the next 30 kilometers, staying on its right 

bank (north or west side). A number of small tributaries cross the path of the train and flow 

into the Tarei along the way. As usual, we’ll describe the rivers ten kilometers long or longer.  

 

➢ Km 192: Platform 192 (платформа 192).  

 

➢ Km 200: Cross the Kaimeya River (река Каймея) – This little tributary begins about 16 

kilometers north. After it passes under the rail line, it only goes about one kilometer and 

merges into the right bank of the Tarei.  
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➢ Km 207: Cross the Korovyatka River (река Коровятка) – This small river starts 

approximately 20 kilometers north. From the rail crossing, it flows about one kilometer to its 

mouth on the right bank of the Tarei.  

 

➢ Km 210: Tareya (станция Тaрея) – The station and village are named Tareya after the river 

Tarei which flows immediately to the south and begins about 30 kilometers south. Almost all 

of the town lies to the north side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 212: Cross the Krestovka River (река Крестовка) – This small stream has its source 

about 15 kilometers north of the rail crossing. From here it flows south about 400 meters 

until its mouth on the right bank of the Tarey.  

 

➢ Km 226: Ognyovka (станция Огнёвка; “Moth”) – A tiny village of perhaps six or seven 

houses along the north side of the rails. The town takes its name from the nearby Ognyovka 

River (река Огнёвка). It’s a 15 kilometer-long minor right tributary of the Tarei that the rail 

line does not cross.  

 

➢ Km 231: Platform 231 (платформа 231).  

 

➢ Km 236: Cross the Talei River (река Талей) – This little river originates about six 

kilometers west. From the rail crossing, it flows southeast along the north side of the rail line 

for a dozen kilometers, then joins the right bank of the Turma River (река Турма). The train 

comes to the Turma quite soon.  

 

➢ Km 237: Platform 237 (платформа 237).  

 

➢ Km 246: Turma (платформа Турма) – A fairly large village entirely on the north side of the 

tracks. About four kilometers east after passing this town, the train line begins to follow a 

new small river, the Vikhoreva (река Вихорева). Its source is about 35 kilometers southwest 

of Turma and it flows northeast to the Angara River north of the Bratsk Sea (Братское 

Море). The train crosses the Vikhoreva a little further down the line and we’ll mention it 

again at that time.  

 

➢ Km 250: Cross the Turma River (река Турма) – This small tributary of the Vikhoreva 

begins approximately 15 kilometers north of this rail crossing where it is formed by the 

confluence of the Mokraya Turma (река Мокрая Турма; “Wet Turma”) and the Sukhaya 

Turma (река Сухая Турма; “Dry Turma”) Rivers. It does not have far to go; it merges into 

the left bank of the Vikhoreva 500 meters south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 259: Balaga (платформа Балага) – This is a small dacha village called Putevoi 

(Путевой) wedged in between the train tracks on the north side and the Vikhoreva River on 

the south.  

 

➢ Km 267: Branch Line North – About one and a half kilometers west before reaching the 

Vikhorevka Station, a short spur veers off to the left and runs two kilometers north to a small 

15 line marshaling yard and coal station.  
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KM 269: Vikhorevka Railway Station 

KM 270: Lokomotivnoye Depo Platform 

 

➢ Km 269: Vikhorevka (станция Вихоревка) – Some 22,000 persons live in this fairly good-

sized city which essentially fills a triangle formed by the Ub River (река Убь), which runs 

along its eastern and northern sides, and the Vikhoreva River (река Вихорева), which 

borders the town’s southern edge. For 

the most part, the rail line follows 

along the north side of the Vikhoreva 

River. The city is quite industrialized 

and laid out in a grid pattern. Less than 

350 meters due south of the train 

station is a highly secure 1,000 inmate 

prison colony for those with TB.  

 

The town was founded on the left bank 

of the Vikhoreva River in 1947 as a 

workers settlement for the construction 

of the western section of the BAM 

between Taishet and Bratsk. Many of 

the workers were Japanese POWs. The 

river, railroad station, and the town 

were named after Vikhor Savin (Вихор 

Савина; c. 1590-1630), a military officer killed here by Tungus people in the 17th Century.  

 

There is a small village about two kilometers to its south, on the other side of the Vikhoreva 

River, called Bambui (Бамбуй), and there is another larger village two and a half kilometers 

to the east of that, called Kuznetsovka (Кузнецовка). It may be said that Vikhorevka and its 

neighboring towns extend the farthest west of the greater Bratsk urbanized area.  

 

➢ Km 270: Lokomotivnoye Depo (платформа Локомотивное Депо).  

 

➢ Km 272: Cross the Ub River (река 

Убь) – Twin bridges span the 25 meter-

wide Ub at the city limit. The line continues 

to run two tracks and it still electrified.  

 

The Ub does not have much more to go. In 

two kilometers south, it joins the left bank 

of the Vikhoreva River and is finished. The 

Ub has a most interesting path. Tracing it 

upstream, its course is approximately 50 

kilometers north, and just a bit west. From 

there, it turns 180 degrees counter-

clockwise over about ten kilometers. Then, 

its origin is southwest about 30 kilometers, 

beginning just above the tiny village of 

Ognyovka that the train passed about 50 kilometers ago.  
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➢ Km 272: Platform 272 (платформа 272).  

 

➢ Km 276: Platform 276 (платформа 276).  

 

➢ Km 283: Cross the Vikhoreva River (река Вихорева) – The railroad crosses over the 

Vikhoreva less than one kilometer south of the village of Morgudon (Моргудон) which is on 

the river’s right bank (east side). The Vikhoreva River begins approximately 80 kilometers to 

the southwest, or about 35 kilometers southwest of Turma. From its source, it flows north 

about 35 kilometers, then approximately 40 kilometers east along the railroad line from 

Turma to Vikhorevka. From this crossing, it flows north alongside the BAM past Bratsk and 

then more than 75 kilometers due north until it joins one of the left-side giant arms of the 

Angara River (река Ангара) made by the Ust-Ilimsk Dam (плотиной Усть-Илимской) 

some 250 kilometers to the north.  

 

➢ Km 284: Morgudon (станция Моргудон) – A very large dacha village all to the east of the 

rail line and the Vikhoreva River.  

 

➢ Km 287: Branch Line East – A single-track runs off to the right. At first it would appear that 

it only goes three kilometers to the enormous power-generating facility and aluminum 

smelter but in fact it continues. It is a branch that first travels 20 kilometers serving all the 

factories and power plants in downtown Bratsk center, called Novobratsk (Новобратск). 

Then, from this heavily-industrialized downtown lakefront area, the line runs north another 

15 kilometers where it re-joins the main line above Anzyobi (Анзёби). Stations on the 

branch are: Bagulnaya (Багульная) and Bratsk (Братск).  

 

➢ Km 290: Cross the Malaya Turma River (река Малая Турма) – This little tributary begins 

ten kilometers south of the rail crossing. From here it flows north 1,500 meters and joins the 

right bank of the Vikhoreva.  
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KM 293: Anzyobi Railway Station 

➢ Km 293: Anzyobi (станция Анзёби) – A little passenger station essentially in the middle of 

nowhere. Nevertheless, this is the station for the downtown “Tsentralniy” (Центральный) 

district of Bratsk. It’s about ten kilometers east by taxi or bus from the station to the 

downtown waterfront. The surrounding area is called “Chekanovskiy” (Чекановский).  

 

Although Bratsk was settled as a fortress as early as 1636 at the confluence of the Angara 

and Oka Rivers, the city did not really take off until the development of the BAM in the late 

1940s and then the building of the dam and hydroelectric project in the early 1950s. This 

section of the railroad was primarily built by over 40,000 Gulag prisoners. The dam was built 

by paid laborers. In addition to the giant Bratsk Hydroelectric Power Station (Братской 

Гидроэлектрический Электростанция or ГЭС), which is one of the most powerful electric-

generating plants in the world, the city 

also holds one of the largest aluminum 

smelters (Братский алюминиевый 

завод) in Russia, an enormous paper-

pulp mill, a coal-fired power plant, 

and numerous chemical factories.  

 

Bratsk (Братск) is a city of 250,000 

persons, but it’s spread out over three 

quite distinct administrative districts 

which in turn contain a number of 

smaller residential cities. The largest 

district is Tsentralniy, sometimes 

called Novobratsk – Anzyobi is the 

station. It has about 150,000 

inhabitants. It covers the southern left bank waterfront of the Bratsk Reservoir (Братское 

водохранилище), commonly called the Bratsk “Sea” (Братское море). The Tsentralniy 

District is an almost unimaginable vision of heavy industry not usually frequented by many 

tourists. 

 

The second largest district is Padunskiy (Падунский), which has about 56,000 inhabitants. It 

is also on the left bank of the reservoir, but further north than Tsentralniy. It includes the 

residential areas of Padun (Падун), Energetik (Энергетик), South Padun (Южный Падун), 

and Bikey (Бикей). Most of Bratsk’s nicer hotels are in these sections.  

 

On the other side of the dam and lake is the right bank district of Pravoberezhniy 

(Правобережный; “Right Bank”) and the sections of Gidrostroitel (Гидростроитель), 

Osinovka (Осиновка), and Sukhoi (Сухой). Collectively, the population here is about 

38,000.  

 

In addition to the BAM from Taishet west or Severobaikalsk east, Bratsk may be reached on 

the P419 Highway 225 kilometers south from Tulun (Тулун). There, the P419 intersects with 

the M53 Baikal Highway. From Tulun, it’s approximately 350 kilometers southeast to 

Angarsk or 275 kilometers northwest to Taishet. Bratsk also has an airport (Аэропорт 
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KM 325: BAM Arriving at Padunskiye Porogi 

KM 326: Padunskiye Porogi Railway Station 

Братск). It’s less than ten kilometers 

north of the city and has some intra-

Siberian service, flights to Moscow, and 

in winter, charter service to Bangkok, 

Thailand.  

 

In the summer and fall, Bratsk may also 

be reached by trice-weekly hydrofoil 

service to and from Irkutsk. Travel time 

is about 12 hours – which is 

considerably less than the train.  

 

➢ Km 296: Branch Line North – 

Hardly a branch, it’s merely a short spur 

to the left that leads about six kilometers 

to a couple of industrial sites.  

 

➢ Km 297: Urozhay (Урожай) – Here the train passes a large dacha village.  

 

➢ Km 303: Branch Line East – The mainline is re-joined by the 35 kilometer-long spur that 

veered off and went downtown to Tsentralniy shortly after Morgudon.  

 

➢ Km 304: Galachinskiy (станция Галачинский).  

 

➢ Km 315: Bratskoye Moré (станция Братское Море) – This station marks the beginning of 

the Padunskiy District. The lake is 300 meters southeast of the station and the line follows 

along its left bank for the next several kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 321: Platform 321 (платформа 

321).  

 

➢ Km 326: Padunskiye Porogi (станция 

Падунские Пороги) – This is the 

closest and most convenient rail station 

to the dam which is about four 

kilometers southeast. It’s usually 

possible to hire a taxi from here and 

pay for an hour or so to see it. 

Alternatively, arrangments can be 

made to tour the dam but this must be 

done in advance and is best arranged 

through your hotel.  

 

➢ Km 328: Energetik (платформа 

Энергетик; “Energy Worker”) – Although this platform is closer to the dam than is 

Padunskiye Porogi, very few trains stop here.  
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Bratsk Reservoir & Dam 
The Bratsk concrete dam across the Angara River is 125 
meters (410 feet) high and 4,675 meters (15,350 feet) 
long. The dam controls the water used by the Bratsk 
Hydroelectric Plant (Братская ГЭС). At the time of its 
completion, the hydro plant was the world’s single 
largest power generator until Canada’s Churchill Falls 
project was opened in 1971.  
 
Behind the dam is the Bratsk Reservoir (Братское 
водохранилище), locally called the Bratskoye Sea. It has 
a surface area of 5,470 square kilometers (2,110 square 
miles). At the time when it was filled after the dam’s 
completion in 1967, it was the world’s largest artificial 
lake. The Baikal Amur Mainline and a vehicular road run 
along the top of the dam.  

 

➢ Km 329: Branch Line North – A little more than one kilometer past the Energetik Platform 

and immediately before crossing the dam, this minor spur branches off to the left and runs 

downstream about six kilometers along 

the left bank of the Angara River. It 

serves the various heavy industry sites 

that are below the dam. At the fork, the 

main line turns to the right (south) and 

in 200 meters begins to cross over the 

top of the dam. There is also an auto 

road alongside of the railroad. It 

crosses the dam just below the rail line. 

It’s possible to walk along the auto 

road – but not the railroad tracks. There 

are manned guard stations at either end 

of the dam on the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 329: Cross the Angara River (река 

Ангара) over the Bratsk Reservoir Dam 

– From one end to the other, the BAM 

tracks and the vehicular road across the 

Bratsk Dam are approximately five 

kilometers in length. Traveling east, the 

first section of the dam wall is about 

725 meters long on the left shore (west 

coast) of the sea; it is pressed against 

the earth and the city of Energetik, so 

it’s either underground or underwater 

and not visible. Then, like a bird let 

loose and set free, for one kilometer the 

train soars over the concrete dam – the 

Bratskoye Moré to the right; a sheer 

drop of 125 meters (410 feet) to the left. 

It’s breathtaking – but not for those with 

acrophobia. Returning to earth, the rails and road continue another 2,950 meters on the 

concrete wall, this one against the right shore (east side) of the Bratskoye at Osinovka 

(Осиновка).  

 

Thus, sometimes one sees the Bratsk Dam quoted as 4,675 meters (15,350 feet) long, that’s 

the entire length of the dam. Yet other times the length is listed as 924 meters (3,030 feet) 

across, that’s just the vertical drop section.  

 

At the time of its construction, the master plan envisioned three dams on the Angara: the first 

south at Irkutsk; the second at Bratsk; and the third north at Ust-Ilimsk (Усть-Илимск). 

There are neither locks nor shipping canals bypassing the dam at any of the three. The 

decision was simply a strategic one of expediency and cost. The choice was made that 
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shipping – which is important, but nonetheless seasonal, would have to take a back seat to 

energy production. Should the need arise at some future time; the dams were built to 

accommodate the addition of ship elevators. To date, this has not been done.  

 

Finally, there is presently a fourth Angara Dam under construction – and it’s just about 

finished. Three hundred kilometers downstream northwest of Bratsk as the crow flies, or ten 

kilometers north of Kodinsk (Кодинск), a gargantuan construction project has been 

underway ever since the mid-1970s. The hydroelectric dam (Богучанская ГЭС) at 

Boguchany (Богучаны) is 2,587 meters (8,488 feet) long. It’s a combination of 774 meters 

(2,539 feet) of reinforced concrete for the central dam (spillway) portion and a 1,813 meter 

(5,948 feet) long rock-fill segment. Its height is 79 meters (259 feet).  

 

The new Boguchany Reservoir will back up the Angara River all the way to Ust-Ilimsk. It 

will have a surface area of 2,326 square kilometers (898 square miles), less than half that of 

the Bratskoye, but sizeable nonetheless.  

 

Since the BAM Line is presently crossing it, let’s mention the 1,779 kilometer-long Angara 

River. Its source waters begin only 600 kilometers due south as the crow flies at Lake 

Khövsgöl (Mongolian: Хöвсгöл нуур) at the extreme north central tip of Mongolia. But it 

takes many thousands of kilometers to reach from there to here – rivers not flying like crows.  

 

Khövsgöl Lake supplies some of the headwaters of the Selenga River (река Селенга). From 

there, a number of tributaries begin and form the Selenga. It first flows south, then east, then 

north over 1,000 kilometers to its mouth, a great delta, on the eastern shore of Lake Baikal 

(озеро Байкал). Along the way, the Selenga travels above Ulaan Baatar (Улан-Батор), past 

Sükhbaatar (Сухэ-Батор), and over the Mongolian-Russian border at Naushki (Наушки). 

From the border, it flows north through Buryatiya’s capital city, Ulan-Ude (Улан-Удэ́), then 

northwest until it empties into Lake Baikal.  

 

It is approximately 150 kilometers from the Selenga delta across the lake to the beginning of 

the Angara River proper, at Listvyanka (Листвянка), Lake Baikal’s only outlet. From here 

the Angara flows 60 kilometers north to the Irkutsk Dam, and from there, it continues 

another 50 kilometers to Angarsk (Ангарск). Heading downriver from Angarsk, it’s more 

than 600 kilometers almost due north until the dam at Bratsk.  

 

It’s not over. From the Bratsk Dam, the Angara continues its way north almost exactly 300 

kilometers downstream to the next great dam at Ust-Ilimsk. From there, it’s another 375 

kilometers to the new dam at Kodinsk.  

 

It’s still not over. From Kodinsk, the Angara flows due west 450 kilometers to its confluence 

with the Yenisei at the dramatically-poised village of Strelka (Стрелка; “Arrow”). Strelka is 

like an arrow – it’s built right on the pointed tip of the confluence – exactly, for those who 

are familiar with it, like the Deutsches Eck (German Corner) of Koblenz in Germany at the 

merger of the Rhine and the Moselle. In fact, the name “Koblenz” comes from the Latin 

Confluencia meaning the merging of rivers and the origin of our word.  
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Strelka is located about 35 kilometers upriver (south) from Lesosibirsk (Лесосибирск), a city 

of some 60,000 persons 250 kilometers due north of Krasnoyarsk (Красноярск). At the 

union, the one and a half to two kilometer-wide Angara meets the merely 750 to 1,000 meter-

wide Yenisei. Before their junction, the Angara is twice the size of the Yenisei; after the 

confluence, the newly-enlarged Yenisei is two kilometers across.  

 

From this junction, the Yenisei flows downstream an additional 2,500 kilometers almost 

straight north to its mouth on the Arctic Ocean’s Kara Sea (Карское море). Naturally it is 

joined by a number of other great tributaries along its way.  

 

There are only a few habitations north of Lesosibirsk and none are connected by roads or rail. 

They have airports and in summer commercial freight and passenger cruise ships visit. One 

such village is Turukhansk (Туруханск), a habitation of some 5,000 persons at the 

confluence of the Yenisei and the nearly 3,000 kilometer-long Nizhnyaya Tunguska 

(Нижняя Тунгуска; “Lower Tunguska”) Rivers. It is located approximately 1,250 kilometers 

north of Strelka or 1,500 kilometers north of Krasnoyarsk. Joseph Stalin was one of 

Turukhansk’s “guests” during his early days when once banished to Siberia.  

 

From Turukhansk, it’s almost 600 kilometers north downriver to Dudinka (Дудинка), a city 

of 22,000 residents and one of the most remote northern settlements on earth. Dudinka is 

approximately 1,650 kilometers north of Strelka or 1,900 kilometers north of Krasnoyarsk. 

Continuing north, it is only another 600 kilometers to the Arctic Ocean. Dudinka is the port 

that serves nearby Norilsk (Норильск). A road and rail line connects the two cities; they are 

only 80 kilometers apart east to west.  

 

Norilsk is the northernmost city in Siberia and the world’s second largest city after 

Murmansk north of the Arctic Circle. It is an enormous mining town of 175,000 persons. The 

people who live there, on the tundra, live under some of the harshest conditions on the planet. 

Average February temperatures range at −35 °C (−31 °F) and during cold snaps run as low as 

−58 °C (−72 °F). Summer July temperatures average a balmy +12 °C (54 °F). The city is 

covered in snow about 250 to 275 days a year and the polar night lasts from December 

through mid-January – about six weeks of no sun at all.  

 

There is only one reason for human beings to live like this: The geological ore deposits at 

Norilsk are the richest and largest nickel, copper, palladium, and platinum deposits in the 

world. There are substantial quantities of gold, silver, and other precious minerals as well.  
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Bratsk – Irkutsk Angara River Hydrofoil 

Angara River Terminal at Bratsk 

Bratsk to Irkutsk via the Angara River: During the summer months, from approximately 

mid-June to mid-September, it’s possible to travel between Bratsk and Irkursk on the Angara 

River. In fact, other than flying, it’s the fastest and most direct way to travel. As the crow 

flies, the Angara River connects the cities in an almost straight line from north to south. High 

speed hydrofoils cruise between the two 

cities three times per week.  

 

Subject to change, departures from 

Bratsk are on Wednesdays, Fridays, and 

Sundays. From Irkutsk, the hydrofoils 

leave on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and 

Saturdays. Departures are always in the 

morning, around 8:00 AM. Travel south 

from Bratsk to Irkutsk, which is 

upstream, takes about thirteen hours. 

Northbound from Irkusk, heading 

downstream, takes a little over twelve. 

The one-way fare is approximately 

$50.00.  

 

Altogether, the cruise is just under 600 

kilometers. There are sixteen stops between Bratsk and Irkutsk – mostly at some quite remote 

Siberian villages along the way. Stops are brief, five minutes at most, just enough time for 

passengers and their luggage to disembark and new passengers to board. It’s a very scenic 

trip and can be a welcome escape from the routine of long train rides. Traveling southbound, 

the ports are:  

 

• Bratsk (Братск)  

• Naratai (Наратай)  

• Shumilovo (Шумилово)  

• Yushniy (Южный; “South”)  

• Priboyniy (Прибойный)  

• Karakhun (Карахун)  

• Chistiy (Чистый)  

• Podvolochnaye (Подволочная)  

• Atalanka (Аталанка)  

• Anosovo (Аносово)  

• Klyuchi (Ключи)  

• Sharagai (Шарагай)  

• Ust-Uda (Усть-Уда)  

• Balagansk (Балаганск)  

• Melkhitui (Мельхитуй)  

• Svirsk (Свирск)  

• Usolye-Sibirskoye (Усолье-Сибирское)  

• Irkutsk (Иркутск)  
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Hydrofoil Cabin Bratsk - Irkutsk 

Angara River north of Ust-Uda 

 

 

With the exception of a few of these 

places, most are tiny villages with no 

accommodations or tourist facilities of 

any kind.  

 

There is a small café on board. It serves 

processed snack foods, coffee, soft 

drinks, and beer. It’s best to bring your 

own food and beverages with you. The 

lady who usually runs it is very pleasant 

and speaks good English. She’s the wife 

of the Captain. He’s a nice guy too.  

 

The same journey by rail is almost 

1,000 kilometers and takes 19 hours. 

However, there is daily train service. 

Starting at Bratsk’s Anzyobi station, the route is not quite 300 kilometers west on the BAM 

line to BAM Junction, just east of Taishet. Then, it’s another 665 kilometers southeast on the 

Trans-Siberian main line through Nizhneudinsk (Нижнеудинск) → Zima (Зима) → Usolye-

Sibirskoye → and Angarsk (Ангарск) → to Irkutsk.  
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KM 339: Gidrostroitel Railway Station 

➢ Km 336: Stroitel (Строитель; “Builder”) – No stop or station, the train merely passes by a 

large dacha village built alongside the right bank of the Bratskoye Moré. Stroitel is just one 

of more than a dozen such communites 

to the south of the rail line on the lake.  

 

➢ Km 339: Gidrostroitel (станция 

Гидростроитель; “Hydro Builder”) – 

This is the main right bank railway 

station for the Pravoberezhniy 

(Правобережный) District and the 

surrounding cities of Gidrostroitel and 

Osinovka. It’s a very pretty little 

station.  

 

➢ Km 340: Branch Line East – This 

short spur begins about 750 meters east 

beyond the Gidrostroitel Station. It 

veers right and travels through the 

woods almost eight kilometers to 

emerge at a small dacha village in Sukhoy (Сухой). The tracks extend almost to the very end 

of a small peninsula on Zyaba Bay (залив Зяба) of the Bratskoye Moré.  

 

➢ Km 340: Branch Line West – This spur turns left about 1,300 meters beyond the 

Gidrostroitel Station. After its turn, it wraps around 180 degrees and winds itself past the 

Luzhki Station (станция Лужки; “Meadows”) and through Osinovka (Осиновка), the 

industrial neighborhood of Bratsk directly behind Gidrostroitel Station. In all, it runs about 

eight kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 351: Podvyezdniy (станция Подвыездный) – A tiny village of about eight houses on 

the north side of the tracks. Over the course of the next several kilometers the rail line crosses 

over a large number of small creeks. They all begin just a few kilometers to the north – some 

only fill after rainstorms – then flow south to meet one or another of the northeastern arms of 

the Bratsk Reservoir. Some have names; some don’t.  

 

➢ Km 354: Cross the Zyaba River (река Зяба) – This little stream begins less than one 

kilometers west of the rail crossing. From here, it flows south five kilometers until it joins 

one of the northern arms of the Bratskoye Moré.  

 

➢ Km 357: Cross the Sukhaya River (Сухая Речка; “Little Dry River”) – This creek begins 

about three kilometers to the west. After passing under the train it flows less than five 

kilometers east where it joins one of the many small northern bays of the Bratskoye 

Reservoir, in this case, the Pikhtoviy (Залив Пихтовый; “Fir Bay”).  

 

➢ Km 364: Zyaba (станция Зяба) – A small rural village entirely to the east side of the rail 

line.  
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➢ Km 378: Pashenniy (станция Пашенный) – A very small village on the east side of the line.  

 

➢ Km 393: Veseliy Bor (станция Веселый Бор) – A closed station.  

 

➢ Km 403: Kezhemskaya (станция Кежемская) – The station name is Kezhemskaya; the town 

is Kezhemskiy (Кежемский). It’s a fairly large town to the south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 405: Branch Line West – A little less than two kilometers east of Kezhemskiy, a short 

spur line runs to the left. It travels less than one kilometer to a small industrial area 

surrounding an open-air mine.  

 

➢ Km 416: Mamyr (станция Мамырь) – This small village lies about one and a half 

kilometers northeast of the rail line. A short spur line leads from just before the station two 

kilometers south to an open air mine. The word “mamyr” is Evenki for swamp or wetland.  

 

➢ Km 417: Platform 417 (платформа 417).  

 

➢ Km 426: Yarskaya (станция Ярская) – A closed and dismantled station.  

 

➢ Km 428: Cross the Kezhma-Kezhemskaya River (река Кежма-Кежемская) – The River’s 

origin is not far, about 15 kilometers to the north. From the rail crossing, it travels south 

approximately 25 kilometers, and empties into one of the northern arms of the Bratskoye Sea, 

about 50 kilometers northeast of the Bratsk Dam.  

 

➢ Km 434: Cross the Rechushka River (река Речушка) – This river begins about 500 meters 

north of the rail line. From here, it runs south approximately 20 kilometers and joins one of 

the many northern arms of the Bratskoye.  

 

➢ Km 436: Rechushka (станция Речушка) – A perfect nine kilometer square town entirely on 

the north side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 444: Cross the Kezhma-Volokovaya River (река Кежмa-Волоковая) – A small stream 

that begins about 15 kilometers north. After passing under the rail line, it continues south 

approximately 15 kilometers until it becomes the Zaliv Kezhma-Volokovaya (Залив Кежмa-

Волоковая) one of the many north-extending arms of what is technically the right bank of 

the Angara River – and is now more commonly thought of as the Bratskoye Reservoir. This 

particular bay is exceptionally narrow and extends 20 kilometers until it meets the main 

channel of the Angara. There are many such arms.  

 

➢ Km 448: Prizyv (Призыв) – A former station, there is nothing here now, just a dot on the 

map.  

 

➢ Km 451: Cross the Mindei River (река Миндей) – This little river begins about nine 

kilometers north of the rail line. From here, it runs south approximately 15 kilometers and 

joins one of the many northern arms of the Bratskoye Sea.  
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Ust-Ilimsk Reservoir & Dam 
Like the dam at Bratsk, the Ust-Ilimsk is concrete 
gravity dam. It is the third most northern of the 
four great dams across the Angara River. The first is 
the dam at Irkutsk; the second at Bratsk; and the 
fourth is the new dam at Boguchany. The Ust-
Ilimsk’s main section (shown in this photograph) is 
105 meters (344 feet) tall and 1,475 meters (4,839 
feet) wide. It is flanked by two earth-filled auxiliary 
dams, each over 1,700 meters (5,575 feet) long. The 
dam was planned in the 1950s, built in the 60s, filled 
in the 70’s, and started generating electricity in 
1980. Before the Bratsk Dam and Hydroelectric 
Plant, there was no Bratsk; likewise before the Ust-
Ilimsk Dam and Power Plant, there was no Ust-
Ilimsk. Both cities were originally created to house 
the workers and then became cities. The reservoir 
the dam creates backs up the Angara 300 
kilometers to Bratsk and the Ilim River 250 
kilometers to beyond Zheleznogorsk-Ilimskiy.  

➢ Km 455: Enter Loop – This is a large horseshoe curve. It is six kilometers long and ends at 

Vidim (Видим). Its mouth is two and a half kilometers across.  

 

➢ Km 458: Kaymonovskiy 

(Каймоновский) – At the southern apex 

of the loop, this village is on the west side 

and Chistopolyanskiy (Чистополянский) 

is on the east. The Vidim River (река 

Видим) runs through the middle of the 

apex and between the two villages..  

 

➢ Km 459: Cross the Vidim River (река 

Видим) – About the time the train comes 

out of the very end of the curve and starts 

to travel north, it crosses this small river. 

It begins about 30 kilometers north and 

after the rail crossing flows less than ten 

kilometers south to yet another northern 

arm of the Angara River.  

 

➢ Km 460: Chistopolyanskiy 

(Чистополянский) – This village lies 

entirely on the east side of the rail line and 

the P419 Highway.  

 

➢ Km 460: Branch Line South – Within 

meters after crossing the Vidim River, a 

little spur line comes up and joins the 

BAM. It’s only two kilometers long; its 

purpose is to serve a mine that is 

immediately south of and between these 

last two villages of Kaymonovskiy and 

Chistopolyanskiy.  

 

➢ Km 461: Vidim (станция Видим) – A 

fairly large village of about 1,200 persons. 

The Vidim River runs from north to south 

through the town and the rail line parallels it. Although most of Vidim is on the north and 

west sides of the rail line and river; a small portion and the rail station is to the south and east 

of the river.  

 

➢ Km 469: Cross the Blizhnyaya Rechka River (река Ближняя Речка; “Near Little River” ) – 

This little stream starts not quite ten kilometers east of the rail crossing; from here it flows 

eight kilometers northwest along the rail line and then merges into the left bank (east side) of 

the Vidim. There are dozens of small creeks and streams over the next 20 kilometers – most 

are unnamed and under ten kilometers long so we won’t describe them.  
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➢ Km 476: Cross the Chyornaya River (река Чёрная; “Black River”) – The Black River 

begins within several meters west of the rail line. Once it passes under the tracks, it runs the 

next 50 ten kilometers east parallel to the south side of the railroad all the way until its 

confluence on the left bank (west side) of the 589 kilometer-long Ilim River (река Илим) a 

kilometer beyond Seleznyovo (Селезнево). There are dozens of small creeks and streams 

over the next 50 kilometers that join the Chyornaya, but most are unnamed and under ten 

kilometers long so we won’t describe them.  

 

➢ Km 480: Sokhatiy (станция Сохатый; “Elk”) – A few houses and a mine. There’s also an 

800 meter spur to the left (north) which is used to load output from the mine. The village 

name is Prokhodimiy (Проходимый).  

 

➢ Km 487: Cross the Topka River (река Топка) – This stream starts about ten kilometers 

northwest of the rail crossing; from here it flows less then 100 meters where it merges into 

the left bank (north side) of the Chyornaya River.  

 

➢ Km 489: Stopping Point Sotsgorodok (пункт Соцгородок) – A fairly large village 

immediately north of the tracks and the Chyornaya River.  

 

➢ Km 491: Cross the Kuzmin River (река Кузьмин) – This little creek originates ten 

kilometers north. From the rail crossing, it runs about 300 meters south to its mouth on the 

left bank of the Chyornaya.  

 

➢ Km 502: Chyornaya (станция Чёрная; “Black”) – Fifteen houses, all in a row along the 

north side of the rail. The town is named for the river.  

 

➢ Km 523: Seleznyovo (станция Селезнёво) – A tiny village of perhaps two dozen houses 

strung along both sides of the rail line about 350 meters north of the Chyornaya River. In less 

than one kilometer east, the rail line makes a 90 degree turn to the north and begins to follow 

the left bank of the Ilim River. The turn is immediately north of the Chyornaya-Ilim River 

confluence.  

 

➢ Km 524: Confluence of the Chyornaya (река Чёрная) and Ilim (река Илим) Rivers – About 

250 meters south of the very apex of the turn, the 50 kilometer-long, west to east-flowing 

Chyornaya meets the 589 kilometer-long, south to north-flowing Ilim. It’s quite dramatic as 

the little five- to ten-meter Chyornaya, instantly becomes a 250 meter-wide river. Not 

natural? Correct, it is not natural.  

 

The Chyornaya may be joining the left bank of the Ilim River, but it’s really joining the Ust-

Ilim Reservoir (Усть-Илимское водохранилище). Approximately 225 kilometers northeast 

of this union, at Ust-Ilimsk (Усть-Илимск), there is the third most northern of the four great 

dams on the Angara. All the rivers that are associated with this watershed are much higher 

and much wider than they were before the construction of the dams in the 1960s. This 

particular junction is large enough to merit its own name: it’s called the Zaliv Chyorniy 

(Залив Черный; “Black Bay”).  
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Alexander Suvorov 
Suvorov is famous for being one of only several generals in 
history who never lost a battle. The others are Alexander 
the Great, Lucius Cornelius Sulla, and Genghis Khan. He 
was born in Moscow to a noble family and was educated in 
that milieu. He learned all the major European languages 
and was particularly interested in military history, especially 
that of the great Roman generals. He entered the Army, 
served with distinction, and was promoted to the rank of a 
colonel by age 33. After his success against the Turks and 
the Ottoman Empire in the Russo-Turkish War of 1787–
1792, Catherine the Great made him a Count. After his 
victories in the Polish Uprising, Catherine named him Field 
Marshall. His last campaigns were against the Swiss and 
Italians. They did not go well, though he was not defeated. 
His march across the Alps has been compared to that of 
Hannibal the Great. Suvorov lies buried in the church of 
the Annunciation in the Alexander Nevsky Monastery in 
St. Petersburg. The Suvorov Memorial Museum proclaims 
him as “One of the Greatest Commanders of the World” 
and he is widely regarded as one of the finest military men 
in history.  
 
The accompanying portrait hangs in St. Petersburg’s 
Suvorov Museum (Музей Суворова). It is by George Dawe 
(1781-1829), one of the most prolific and successful 
portraitists of the early 19th Century. Although popular 
with British royalty, his greatest success came at the court 
of St. Petersburg. There, he was commissioned to paint 
over 300 portraits of the Russian Generals active during 
Napoleon’s invasion of Russia for the Military Gallery of 
the Winter Palace. Dawes’ remains lay in the crypt of St 
Paul’s Cathedral in London.  

Alexander Suvorov (1729-1800) 
(Александр Васильевич Суворов) 

 

At the Chyornaya-Ilim confluence, 

the BAM takes a sharp 90 degree turn 

to the left and begins to follow the 

Ilim downstream due north. From 

here, the rail line parallels the river 

very closely.  

 

➢ Km 526: Platform 526 (платформа 

526).  

 

➢ Km 530: Seleznyovskiy 

(Селезнёвский) – There’s no stop or station because the village is on the other side of the 

river. You can see it from here, that’s all.  

 

➢ Km 532: Platform 532 (платформа 532) – A dacha village along the left bank of the Ilim 

River.  
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➢ Km 533: Cross the Ilim River (река Илим) – A twin set of 400 meter-long bridges 

diagonally span the 400 meter-wide Ilim River, which greatly widens immediately north of 

the bridge. Twin bridges are required as the BAM continues to be double-track and 

electrified.  

 

The Ilim, which has a total length of 589 kilometers, is a right tributary of the Angara. It 

begins more than 200 kilometers south, about 150 kilometers further below and beyond its 

first major confluence with one of its major tributaries, the 125 km-long Tuna (река Туна). 

As the Ilim moves north, it’s joined by innumerable tributaries, some quite large. Generally 

speaking, it flows north between and parallel to the Angara and Lena (река Лена) Rivers.  

 

From this crossing, the Ilim winds its way northwest over 250 kilometers until it joins the 

Angara about 160 kilometers north (as the crow flies) of the Bratsk Dam (Братск плотиной). 

From that confluence, the Angara flows another 35 kilometers until the dam at Ust-Ilimsk 

(плотиной Усть-Илимской). From that already far northern point, it’s almost impossible to 

imagine that the waters of the Angara flow yet another 3,000 kilometers to the mouth of the 

Yenisei on the Kara Sea of the Arctic Ocean.  

 

➢ Km 533: Platform 533 (платформа 533) – More dacha villages along the river.  

 

➢ Km 535: Sredneilimskaya (станция Среднеилимская) – Sredneilimskaya is the station; the 

town’s name is Shestokovo (Шестаково). It has about 800 inhabitants. The town runs along 

the east side of the tracks for about four kilometers, though it is only a couple of streets wide. 

The BAM Line crosses from the Ilim’s left bank to the right (west to east) and immediately 

passes through this fairly large village. The southern end of Shestokovo partially sits on a 

little peninsula that juts into the Ilim River. It’s a handy place to build a bridge.  

 

As the train moves north towards Zheleznogorsk-Ilimskiy (Железногорск-Илимский), 

another village, slightly smaller in size, is built on another peninsula that also juts out into the 

Ilim River. The two towns used to be one. After the flooding of the Ilim River by the Ust-

Ilimsk Dam, the towns became separated by the greatly englarged Korshunikha River (река 

Коршуниха). The other village is Suvorovskiy (Суворовский) and it lies to the west less 

than one kilometer. It is named after the great General Alexander Suvorov (Александр 

Васильевич Суворов; 1729-1800). From Sredneilimskaya, the rail line follows the 

Korshunikha River upstream for the next dozen kilometers until it crosses it.  

 

➢ Km 536: Platform 536 (платформа 536).  

 

➢ Km 542: Zhelezniy (станция Железный) – “Zhelezo” (Железо) is a noun; it means iron. 

The name of this station, which is only a tiny building in the middle of nowhere, is 

“Zhelezniy,” which is the adjective form of the word. In English, it would be “iron-y” or 

“iron-ish.” Naturally, we don’t say that. “Zheleznaya doroga” (Железная дорога) is the 

Russian term for railroad. It literally means “iron road.” In French, it’s “Chemin de fer” (lit., 

“way of iron”) and in Chinese it’s “铁路” (pinyin: Tiě lù; “iron road”).  
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KM 549: Korshunovskiy Iron Mine 

➢ Km 544: Angarskaya (Ангарская) – The whole area is a great iron mine, with the usual 

mountains of tailings and adjacent drainage ponds. It’s sort of a mess – but that’s somewhat 

the usual at mines.  

 

➢ Km 547: Branch Line East – There is a short seven kilometer-long spur that veers to the 

right at this point. It along with several side branches encircles the vast open-air iron ore 

mine. Essentially there used to be a 400 meter-tall hill here that is now a 200 meter-deep hole 

in the ground. The hole is almost three kilometers in diameter.  

 

➢ Km 547: Cross the Korshunikha River (река Коршуниха) – This small river begins close to 

30 kilometers east of this rail crossing. From here, it flows southwest along the rail line 12 

kilometers until it joins the right bank of the Ilim River at Shestokovo just in front of the 

Sredneilimskaya Rail Station.  

 

➢ Km 549: Enter Korshunovskiy Tunnel 

Western Portal (Коршуновский 

Тoннель Западный Портал) – A 950 

meter tunnel underneath what’s left of 

the iron mountain.  

 

➢ Km 551: Branch Line East – 

Immediately upon exiting the tunnel, 

there is another short spur line that 

turns to the right. It goes perhaps four 

kilometers, also around the iron mine, 

and connects to the other spur passed a 

few kilometers back.  

 

➢ Km 552: Korshunikha-Angarskaya 

(станция Коршуниха-Ангарская) – Korshunikha-Angarskaya is the name of the rail station 

for this city of 26,000 persons that used to be called “Korshunikha.” It was named after the 

17th Century prospector Shestak Korshunov (Шестак Коршунов) who discovered what later 

came to be called Zheleznogorsk (Железногорск; lit., “Iron Mountain Town”). The 

“Ilimskiy” was added in the 1960s to differentiate the city from several other “Iron Towns” 

in Russia. Today the city is called Zheleznogorsk-Ilimskiy (Железногорск-Илимский) and 

it exists for the exploitation of the iron mountain and the iron ore processing by the 

Korshunovskiy Mining Plant (Коршуновский горно-обогатительный комбинат).  

 

➢ Km 554: Cross the Kuznetsova River (река Кузнецова) – This stream starts about a dozen 

kilometers north of the rail crossing. After it passes under the tracks; it travels less than 250 

meters to its mouth on the right bank of the Rassokha River (река Рассоха). From this 

junction, the Rossokha flows less than three kilometers and joins the right bank of the 

Korshunikha on its way down to the Ilim. The train crosses the Rossokha in just another 

moment and we’ll discuss it then.  

 

➢ Km 554: Platform 554 (платформа 554).  
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➢ Km 555: Cross the Rassokha River (река Рассоха) – This minor tributary starts 15 

kilometers north of this rail crossing, immediately south of the little town of Khrebtovaya 

(Хребтовая). From the rail crossing, the Rassokha flows south three kilometers to its mouth 

on the right bank of the Korshunikha.  

 

➢ Km 558: Cross the Rassokha River (река Рассоха) – Here the train passes over this little 

river for the second time. For the next dozen kilometers upstream until the river’s end at 

Khrebtovaya, the rail line is east of the right bank of the Rossokha.  

 

➢ Km 562: Sibirishnaya (платформа Сибирьишная) – This former platform consists of one 

tiny building alongside the tracks. Four kilometers to the west is the Sibirochniy River (река 

Сибирочный) and her many little tributaries. These all begin a few kilometers south of 

Khrebtovaya, unite somewhere along the way, and flow south until they reach the Rassokha 

two kilometers north of Zheleznogorsk-Ilimskiy.  

 

➢ Km 573: Khrebtovaya (Хребтовая) – A small mining town of some 1,500 persons almost 

entirely to the east side of the rail line. There are not many through roads in Siberia above the 

Baikal Highway, but here there is one.  

 

In addition to the rail line, Khrebtovaya is on the P419 Highway. The M53 section of the 

Baikal Highway begins in Novosibirsk (with a side branch to Tomsk) and runs through 

Kemerovo → Krasnoyarsk → Taishet → Angarsk → and Irkutsk for a total of 1,860 

kilometers. Between Taishet (250 kilometers to the northwest) and Angarsk (375 kilometers 

to the southeast), is the town of Tulun (Тулун; Km 4794 on the Trans-Siberian RR). Tulun is 

the starting place of the 225 kilometer P419 highway north to Bratsk. But the P419 does not 

end there, it continues another 350 kilometers northeast to Ust-Kut (Усть-Кут) passing 

Vidim → Khrebtovaya → and Semigorsk (Семигорск) along the way. It often parallels the 

BAM railroad. After Ust-Kut, there are other roads that follow along the BAM, but they are 

not as reliable and not always paved.  

 

➢ Km 576: Branch Line Northwest: Ust-Ilimsk Branch (ветка на Усть-Илимск) – At this 

junction, a branch line runs to the left and heads north 215 kilometers to Ust-Ilimsk (Усть-

Илимск), a planned city of 95,000 people built in 1966 along with the construction of the 

dam. The train delivers its passengers to the main rail station located in the southeast section 

of “New Town.”  

 

It’s all relative of course, but even Russian people consider Ust-Ilimsk to be an extreme 

“northern” city. Winters are very tough. Ust-Ilimsk consists of two main parts: the right bank 

(east side) of the Angara River, which is called “New Town” (Новый город), and the left 

bank (west side), which is called “Old Town” (Старый город). They are located at some 

distance from one another. Most of the city’s population lives in New Town. Old Town is 

located below the Ust-Ilimsk Hydroelectric Power Station (Усть-Илимская 

гидроэлектростанция or ГЭС) on the left bank of the river. New Town runs along the 

reservoir and the river below the dam on the right bank. New Town is divided into three quite 
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separate districts. They are connected by a 750 meter-long bridge across the Angara below 

the dam. The top of the dam is not a public roadway as it is at Bratsk.  

 

The dam holds back both the Angara and Ilim Rivers in a great reservoir known as the Ust-

Ilimskoye (Усть-Илимское водохранилище). It is the third most northern of the four great 

dam-reservoirs on the Angara River and collectively referred to as the Angara “Cascade” 

GES (Ангарского каскада ГЭС).  

 

After the Ust-Ilimsk Rail Station, the line continues north about two kilometers, then splits. 

The right hand fork travels 15 kilometers through several of the city’s districts to its end at a 

large industrial area. The left hand fork after the passenger terminal is a little shorter; it runs 

about 13 kilometers along the Angara’s right bank. No branch line crosses the river and 

operates on the left bank although there are both large industrial and residential sections on 

the opposite side of the river.  

 

Stations or platforms along the way between Khrebtovaya and Ust-Ilimsk are: Nachalniy 

(Начальный) → Balarikhta (Баларихта) → Igirma (Игирма) → Rudnogorsk (Рудногорск) 

→ Sopka (Сопка) → Tushama (Тушама) → Stopping Point 156 (пункт км 156) → 

Tubinskaya (Тубинская) → Diabazoviy (Диабазовый) → and Karapchanka (Карапчанка). 

They are all small or non-existent towns. “Non-existent” towns are merely labels or place 

names on a map, few or no people actually live there.  

 

A final note: Ust-Ilimsk has an airport (Усть-Илимск аэропорт) with a 3,000 meter (10,000 

feet) runway – large enough to handle any size jets. It is located 17 kilometers northwest of 

town. Unfortunately tough economic times forced its closure in 2001 and it has not yet re-

opened.  

 

➢ Km 581: Platform 581 (платформа 581).  

 

➢ Km 582: Enter Loop – This counter-clockwise 180 degree horseshoe curve is three and one-

half kilometers long from end to end and 750 meters wide at its opening. It’s a heavily 

forested area so not all that much can be seen.  

 

➢ Km 589: Karstovaya (станция Карстовая; “Karst Town”) – This tiny settlement consists of 

perhaps a half-dozen houses along the north side of the rail line. There is a local road from 

the village four kilometers south to a large limestone open-air quarry. It’s almost a perfect 

circle 750 meters in diameter and very deep.  

 

Beginning near the Ust-Ilimsk branch line turn-off a few kilometers back, the BAM Line has 

been running parallel to and south of the Muka River (река Мука). The rail line follows 

along the Muka’s right bank for the next several kilometers and crosses it soon enough.  

 

➢ Km 601: Platform 601 (платформа 601).  

 

➢ Km 609: Cross the Muka River (река Мука) – About halfway along passing through the 

southern end of Semigorsk (Семигорск), the train crosses over this little river on twin 30-
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meter bridges. The Muka is about 20 meters across and this is nearly its end. To the right 

(east) about 125 meters, the Muka joins the left bank of the Kupa River (река Купа) on its 

way north.  

 

The Muka’s origin’s are close to 70 kilometers northwest of Semigorsk, about 20 kilometers 

north of Nachalniy or 20 kilometers due east of Balarikhta, both of these latter villages are on 

the branch line to Ust-Ilimsk.  

 

➢ Km 609: Platform 609 (платформа 609). 

 

➢ Km 611: Semigorsk (станция Семигорск) – This is a fairly large village of about 850 

persons, the first half of which is built along the left bank (north side) of the Muka River and 

the second half of which is perched along the left bank (west side) of the Kupa River. The 

railroad tracks run along either the southern or the eastern sides of the town. The rail station 

is at the very northeastern end of the village.  

 

➢ Km 619: Cross the Kupa River (река Купа) – The BAM passes over the Kupa on a twin set 

of 50-meter single-truss bridges. The river is about 50 meters wide at this crossing. The Kupa 

is a relatively long small river; its source is in the mountains more than 125 kilometers due 

south of this junction. From this crossing point, it winds its way northeast another 30 

kilometers until it terminates by joining the right bank of the Kuta River (река Кута) at 

Kaymonovo (Каймоново). The railroad closely follows it from here until its end.  

 

➢ Km 621: Merzlotnaya (станция Мерзлотная; “Permafrost”) – A small settlement of perhaps 

two or three dozen houses built along the right bank (south side) of the Kupa River.  

 

➢ Km 632: Aralkit (платформа Аралькит) – A non-existent town.  

 

➢ Km 641: Platform 641 (платформа 641).  

 

➢ Km 647: Razdezd Kaymonovo (раздезд Каймоново) – There is nothing here at all.  

 

➢ Km 649: Kaymonovo (платформа Каймоново) – This platform is on the right bank of the 

Kuta River directly opposite the little village of Kaymonovo. The village has about 125 

persons and is nestled into the cradle of the “Y” formed by the confluence of the Kupa and 

Kuta Rivers. The south-flowing 408 kilometer-long Kuta is a very long and complicated 

tributary. It begins nearly 200 kilometers north of this confluence and has many, many minor 

streams running into it. Immediately before the junction it is about 75 meters wide. The 

north-flowing Kupa is close to 60 meters across before the union. After the confluence, the 

river grows to around 120 meters in width and, following the common but not always 

followed rule of naming the larger or longer of two rivers after a confluence, the Kupa 

disappears and the Kuta remains. The Kupa is the largest tributary of the Kuta.  

 

Oddly enough, Kaymonovo Village is not named after either the Kupa or the Kuta; it’s 

named after the nearby 40 kilometer-long Kaymonka (река Каймонка), which in turn is 

named after the original settler Mitka Kaymonov (Митька Каймонов), who founded the 
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village in 1699. The creek empties into the left bank of the Kupa River about one kilometer 

prior to its merger with the Kuta.  

 

The village of Kaymonovo, which lies on the confluence of the Kuta and Kupa Rivers, is on 

the opposite side of Kuta from the BAM. For the moment, the railroad is on the right bank 

(south side) of the river. That changes shortly.  

 

➢ Km 651: Cross the Kuta River (река Кута) – The line passes over twin 125-meter wide 

bridges from the river’s right bank (south side) to its left (north side). From here, the Kuta 

travels about 60 kilometers east until it joins the left bank of the Lena (река Лена) at Ust-

Kut. The BAM follows very closely alongside the river until its end.  

 

➢ Km 652: Platform 652 (платформа 652).  

 

➢ Km 657: Vakhtoviy (Вахтовый) – There used to be a tiny settlement here, now there is 

nothing.  

 

➢ Km 661: Ruchei (станция Ручей; “Creek”) – A fairly large town timber town of 

approximately 1,300 persons strung along the left bank of the Kuta River.  

 

➢ Km 672: Yantal (станция Янталь) – There are a few houses by the train station, but most of 

this village of some 1,800 inhabitants is two and a half kilometers south of the station and 

north of the railroad tracks and the Kuta River. There is a short spur line to the left (north) 

which services an adjacent mine.  

 

➢ Km 674: Cross the Elovaya River (река Еловая; “Spruce”) – The Spruce River begins about 

20 kilometers to the north. From the rail tracks it flows about 125 meters and joins the left 

bank of the Kuta River.  

 

➢ Km 674: Platform 674 (платформа 674) – The platform is at Yantal Village. For the next 

several kilometers, the train runs south and follows the left bank (east side) of the Kuta River. 

There are a number of small dacha villages along the river, hence the many platforms.  

 

➢ Km 676: Platform 676 (платформа 676).  

 

➢ Km 677: Cross the Polovinka River (река Половинка; “Half”) – There are actually quite a 

few Polovinka rivers in Russia; they are usually found halfway between two better known 

sights, cities, or other rivers. This one begins about 40 kilometers to the northwest. After it 

passes under the rail line, its confluence with the left bank of the Kuta is less than 100 meters 

along the right hand side of the tracks.  
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➢ Km 679: Platform 679 (платформа 679) – Two little dacha villages here along the left bank 

of the Kuta: Romashka-2 (Ромашка-2; “Chamomile”) and Parus (Парус; “Sail”).  

 

➢ Km 680: Platform 680 (платформа 680) – This tiny dacha village on the Kuta is 

Cheremushki (Черемушки).  

 

➢ Km 684: Kuta (станция Кута) – This is a former station, now closed. It’s the tiniest of 

villages nestled by the railroad tracks and the river.  

 

➢ Km 685: Platform 684 (платформа 684).  

 

➢ Km 687: Platform 687 (платформа 687).  

 

➢ Km 690: Platform 690 (платформа 690) – Three more tiny dacha villages along the Kuta: 

Romashka (Ромашка; “Chamomile”), Yasnaya Polyana (Ясная Поляна; “Clear Glade”), 

and Ostrov Nevezniya (Остров Невезния; “Misfortune Island”).  

 

➢ Km 692: Platform 692 (платформа 692) – Here are the tiny villages of Avtotransportnik 

(Автотранспортных; “Motorman”) and Taezhnik (Таежник; “Taiga Man”).  

 

➢ Km 692: Cross the Bermyakina River (река Бермякина) – This small tributary starts 30 

kilometers north. From the railroad crossing, it flows about 250 meters south to its mouth on 

the left bank of the Kuta River.  

 

➢ Km 693: Platform 693 (платформа 693) – Another miniscule village on the Kuta, Yagodka 

(Ягодка; “Berry”).  

 

➢ Km 694: Platform 694 (платформа 694) – This is one of the larger villages on this stretch of 

the railroad, Avtomobilist-1 (Автомобилист-1;”Motorist”).  

 

➢ Km 697: Platform 697 (платформа 697) – An unnamed village.  

 

➢ Km 699: Bermyakino (станция Бермякино) – A former station.  

 

➢ Km 700: Platform 700 (платформа 700).  

 

➢ Km 703: Platform 703 (платформа 703) – Here is a little group of villages, one after the 

other, all along the left bank of the Kuta: Olenyonok (Оленёнок; “Fawn”), Rucheek 

(Ручеек; “Streamlet”), Yasniy-1 (Ясный-1; “Clear”), Yasniy-2 (Ясный-2; “Clear”).  

 

➢ Km 706: Platform 706 (платформа 706).  

 

➢ Km 707: Panikha (платформа Паниха) – There is a small village here called Kirzavod 

(Кирзавод).  
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The Lena River (река Лена) 
Photo taken east of Kachug (Качуг) about 100 
kilometers from the Lena’s source in the Baikal 
Mountains immediately west of central Lake Baikal 
slightly above Olkhon Island. Here the river is only 
about 20-25 meters across.  

➢ Km 709: Cross the Panikha River (река Паниха) – This minor river starts 15 kilometers to 

the northwest. From the railroad crossing, it flows about 600 meters south to a left channel of 

the Kuta River for here the Kuta has temporarily split into two rivers.  

 

➢ Km 713: Ust-Kut (станция Усть-Кут; “Mouth of the Kuta River”) – The city of Ust-Kut, 

which has about 45,000 inhabitants, actually begins almost ten kilometers before this 

kilometer reading on the BAM. Never really wider than one to one and a half kilometers, 

Ust-Kut wraps itself around some 30 kilometers of the left bank (north side) of the Kuta 

River, then the Lena River. The city has several rail stations and a number of platforms. It 

was founded in 1631, making it one of the oldest settlements in eastern Siberia. It is 

sometimes called the “City with Three Names” as it may be called “Ust-Kut,” the city and 

the airport; or “Lena,” the main train station; and “Osetrovo” (Осетрово; “Sturgeon”), the 

name of its riverport.  

 

This small station, designated Ust-Kut, is about 750 meters north of the confluence of the 

Kuta and Lena Rivers. At this point, the Kuta is about 100 to 125 meters wide. The Lena is 

approximately 225 to 250 meters wide. As mentioned, the train has already gone through 

about ten kilometers of mostly residential sections of town. The train continues and soon 

comes to the next station, named for the river Lena.  

 

➢ Km 720: Lena (станция Лена) – Lena is the closest rail station to the “downtown” area, if 

there can be said to be one. A few kilometers downriver is the Osetrovskiy River Port 

(Осетровский речной порт), which for many years was the largest inland port in all of 

Russia. Today, Moscow’s inland port 

is larger. The river port is the primary 

means of transportation for all goods to 

Yakutsk (Якутск) and the further north 

arctic coastal regions. For this reason, 

Ust-Kut is also called the “Gateway to 

the North” (Воротами на север). 

Tourist-based passenger cruise service 

is available during the summer months.  

 

About three kilometers downriver 

northeast from Lena Station is the 

vehicle bridge over the Lena River – it 

is currently the last auto bridge across 

the river for its entire length. At the 

bridge, the Lena is about 300 meters 

across; the steel spans of the bridge are 

almost 400 meters wide. The railroad 

bridge is a little further downriver. 

There is also an airport at Ust-Kut 

(Аэропорт Усть-Кут); it’s ten 

kilometers north of town and handles small to medium size aircraft. The most frequently 

flown destination is Irkutsk.  
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The Lena – World’s 11th Longest River 

 

➢ Km 722: Enter Tunnel (Тoннель) – A 300 meter-long tunnel.  

 

➢ Km 723: Rechniki (платформа Речники; “Boatman”) – This platform is in one of the 

largest residential sections of town.  

 

➢ Km 725: Portovaya (платформа Портовая).  

 

➢ Km 730: Yakurim (станция Якурим) – This section of the city is also known as Osetrovo 

(Осетрово; “Sturgeon”). It’s the river port where the ships and barges congregate and are 

loaded before heading downriver on the Lena 1,980 kilometers to Yakutsk. Due to the icing 

over of the river, there are only about 125 to 170 navigation days a year available. Osetrovo 

is also the fuel oil “tank farm” section of the city.  

 

➢ Km 731: Cross the Yakurim River (река Якурим) – About 500 meters east after passing 

Yakurim Station, the rail line passes over this small stream. It begins in the hills about 60 

kilometers due north of the rail crossing. From here, it flows one kilometer due south to its 

mouth on the left bank of the Lena River.  

 

➢ Km 735: Lena-Vostochnaya (станция Лена-Восточная; “Lena East”) – More or less the last 

section of this 30 kilometer-long narrow river city.  

 

➢ Km 736: Branch Line Northeast – A little less than one kilometer east after passing the 

Lena-Vostochnaya Station and shortly before the railroad bridge over the Lena River, a 

minor branch line veers off to the right 

while the main line begins a big 

clockwise turn lining it up to cross the 

bridge. The branch passes underneath 

the main line in a moment, and then 

continues northeast along the left bank 

of the Lena a dozen kilometers beyond 

the end of town and to the next village 

which is called Polovinka 

(Половинка; “Half”). Polovinka is 

named after the 40 kilometer-long 

Polovinnaya River (река Половинная; 

“Halfway”), the Lena tributary that 

joins and ends at this point. The river 

was named because it is about halfway 

between the town of Ust-Kut and the 

village of Podymahino 

(Подымахино). These names go back 

to the 1600s.  

 

➢ Km 737: Cross the Lena River (река 

Лена) – At this crossing of the Lena 
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The Lena River north of Lensk (Ленск) 

from left bank to right (west side to east), the river is about 275 meters wide. The bridge is a 

single-track as the twin tracks were reduced to one at Lena. The line is still electrified; that 

does not change for another 500 kilometers. The bridge is 350 meters across.  

 

Along with the Ob and the Yenisei, the Lena is one of the three “great” rivers of Siberia – 

and the world. At 4,472 kilometers in length, the Lena is world’s 11th longest river. The 

5,410 kilometer Ob-Irtysh (река Обь-Иртыш) is earth’s seventh-longest river, and the 

Yenisei (река Енисей), at 5,539 kilometers, is fifth. All three flow from south to north and 

all three drain into the Arctic Ocean. The Lena is the easternmost of the three and the only 

one to run entirely in Russia. The two others begin in Mongolia and China. The Lena is also 

the world’s second-longest undammed river, the first being the Amazon.  

 

Speaking very broadly, the Ob and its giant tributary the Irtysh – the westernmost of these 

three Siberian Rivers – begins below Novosibirsk, where Kazakhstan, Russia, China, and 

Mongolia come together. Joined by many other massive tributaries and countless smaller 

ones, it flows north to the 1,000 

kilometer-long Gulf of Ob 

(Обская губа) on the Kara Sea 

(Карское море) of the Arctic 

Ocean.  

 

The centrally-sited Yenisei has 

both of its beginnings in 

Mongolia: one as the Selenga 

River which flows to Lake 

Baikal, then discharges as the 

Angara and joins the Yenisei 

several hundred kilometers 

above Krasnoyarsk. The other 

source is also in northern 

Mongolia, near Tuva and south 

of Abakan. The Yenisei flows 

its thousands of kilometers north to end at the Yenisei Gulf (Енисейский залив), a 50 

kilometer-wide by 250 kilometer-long channel which also drains into the Kara Sea.  

 

Interestingly and amazingly, the Lena begins in the Baikal Mountains (Байкальский хребет) 

only seven kilometers from the central west side of Lake Baikal. Were it not for a few hills in 

the way creating this divide, the Lena would merely be a tiny unnamed stream as its 

headwaters would join Baikal and its hundreds of other tributaries and flow out the Angara 

and then to the Yenesei and thus an entirely different route. Instead, from its source 

approximately two-thirds of the way up the western shore of the lake – about 60 kilometers 

north of the northernmost tip of Olkhon Island (остров Ольхон) – its waters flow north, 

west, south, then west again, for about 300 kilometers until they meet the 125 kilometer-long 

north-flowing Kulenga River (река Куленга). This confluence is near the two tiny villages of 

Verkholensk (Верхоленск) and Tolmacheva (Толмачева), about 225 kilometers north of 
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Lena River Delta 
Like a giant underwater coral sea fan, the Lena Delta has 
the classic Greek delta (Δ) shape after which river deltas 
were named. With an area of about 30,000 square 
kilometers (11,600 square miles), it is one of the largest 
deltas in the world.  

Tiksi (Тикси) - Road to the airport at right rear 

Irkutsk (Иркутск) and 150 kilometers 

from the western shore of Lake Baikal 

(both distances as the crow flies). 

Already, by Verkholensk, the Lena is 

just over 150 meters wide.  

 

After that, for close to the next 500 

kilometers, the river straightens itself 

out and more-or-less flows north, 

roughly parallel to the Angara River 

(река Ангара), all the way to Ust-Kut. 

As is always the case with these great 

rivers, the Lena is joined by countless 

large and small, named and unnamed, 

tributaries along the way. The river in 

Ust-Kut is about 275 meters across.  

 

From Ust-Kut, it’s approximately 300 

kilometers downriver (170 as the crow 

flies) northeast to Kirensk (Киренск) 

where the Lena is joined by a major 

tributary, the 750 kilometer-long 

Kirenga River (река Киренга). After 

this confluence, the river ranges from 

425 to 500 meters wide. From Kirensk, the Lena winds itself downstream northeast some 425 

kilometers to Vitim (Витим), where it’s joined by the almost 2,000 kilometer-long Vitim 

River (река Витим). After that union, the Lena is one kilometer across.  

 

Continuing northeast from Vitim, the Lena 

first flows 215 kilometers to Lensk 

(Ленск), then 425 kilometers east to 

Olyokminsk (Олёкминск), near the 

confluence of the 1,320 kilometer-long 

Olyokma River (река Олёкма). 

Olyokminsk holds the record for the 

greatest range of recorded temperatures of 

any place on Earth, −66 °C (−87 °F) to +45 

°C (113 °F). The Lena is now consistently 

one and half kilometers in width.  

 

From this confluence, it’s almost exactly 

650 kilometers northeast by river to 

Yakutsk (Якутск), the capital of the Sakha 

Republic (Республика Саха), otherwise 

known as Yakutiya (Якутия). It is 

increasingly difficult to give a good 
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BAM Railway Section:  Bratsk -- Taksimo 

measurement of the Lena’s width as from here to the Arctic Ocean the river takes on a 

braided character and there is rarely a single channel. At Yakutsk, for example, from 

downtown east across the river and its many channels to dry land on the right bank, it is a 

little more than 11 kilometers. The main channel, in the middle of this enormous river of 

rivers, is four kilometers across.  

 

From Yakutsk, 

it’s nothing but 

tundra all the 

way to the 

Arctic Ocean. 

Upon leaving 

the city, first the 

Lena flows 

downstream 170 

kilometers due 

north to the 

Lena’s 

confluence with 

its second-

longest tributary, 

the 2,273 

kilometer-long 

Aldan River 

(река Алдан). 

From there, it’s 

another 190 

kilometers 

northwest to the 

Lena’s largest 

tributary, the 

2,650 kilometer-

long Vilyui 

River (река 

Вилюй). Now 

the river when braided ranges from ten to fourteen kilometers across; in the occasional places 

where the river narrows down to a single channel, it varies from about five to eight 

kilometers wide.  

 

From the Vilyui confluence, the Lena flows more or less straight north 1,100 kilometers, 

over and above the Arctic Circle, to the Lena Delta (Дельта Лены), a 125 kilometer-long by 

250 kilometer-wide fan of usually frozen fresh and brackish water, sediment, and mud on the 

Laptev Sea (мoре Лаптевых) of the Arctic Ocean. It’s one of the greatest deltas on Earth.  

 

Unbelievably, there is a settlement up here; it’s Tiksi (Тикси) and it has a population of 

5,000 presumably very hardy souls. It’s the world’s most northern settlement with a 
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population of at least 5,000. It’s a port on the Arctic Ocean just below and east of the Lena 

Delta. The name Tiksi means “moorage place” in the Sakha language. There is a full-size 

airport with a 3,000 meter runway eight kilometers north of town. Naturally, there are no 

roads to or from Tiksi.  

 

Here’s a last bit about the Lena – Lenin took his name from the river. His birth name was 

Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov (Владимир Ильич Ульянов; 1870-1924). In 1897, after having 

been convicted and imprisoned for plotting against the life of Tsar Alexander III, he was 

banished to eastern Siberia. While there, he wrote several of his works under various pen 

names and met and married his wife, Nadezhda Krupskaya (Надeжда Константиновна 

Крyпская; 1869-1939), also a dedicated revolutionary. Upon the completion of his sentence, 

he went into exile in Europe. While living in London in 1902, he adopted the name “Lenin” 

as his nom de guerre after the river. It was not an uncommon practice by revolutionaries at 

the time. Stalin’s name is also a pseudonym.  

 

For the rest of his life he was known as Vladimir Ilyich Lenin (Владимир Ильич Ленин). 

The town of his birth, Simbirsk (Симбирск), a rural town on the Volga River 900 kilometers 

east of Moscow, subsequently changed its name to Ulyanovsk (Ульяновск) in his honor. 

Today, it is a city of some 600,000 persons and still proudly bears his true name.  
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On the Road between  
Ust-Kut & Severobaikalsk 

➢ Km 739: Predlenskiy (платформа Предленский) – A little building on the right of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 753: Polovinka (Половинка) – This little village is one and one-half kilometers due 

west on the opposite side of the Lena River. Henceforth, the river is no longer visible and 

won’t be again as the rail line turns sharply right to the east and the Lena continues its 

northbound path towards Yakutsk and the high Arctic.  

 

➢ Km 759: Chudnichniy (платформа Чудничный) – Just about nothing here in the way of any 

human settlement. Beginning at Chudnichniy, the BAM Line starts to follow along the right 

bank (south side) of the Chudnichka Creek (река Чудничка). From its source to its mouth, 

it’s a grand total of 13 kilometers – the train running alongside all the while. The creek is a 

minor tributary of the Tayura River (река Таюра) which it soon reaches.  

 

➢ Km 769: Kalpashniy (Калпашный) – A dot on a map. Starting a kilometer after here, the 

train comes to the 216 kilometer-long Tayura River (река Таюра) and follows it south 

(upstream) to the next station.  

 

➢ Km 781: Cross the Tayura River 

(река Таюра) – From the rail 

crossing, the Tayura flows 

downstream (north) a contorted 60 

kilometers (30 kilometers as the crow 

flies) until it terminates by joining the 

right bank of the Lena at the village of 

Tayura (Таюра). The village is 20 

kilometers due east of Kazarki 

(Казарки) which is in turn 30 

kilometers northeast of Ust-Kut. The 

Tayura is not an insubstantial creek; 

from this rail crossing, its source is 

more or less due south some 150 

kilometers.  

 

The BAM has been following the Tayura upstream along its left bank for about ten 

kilometers but after crossing it separates and instead begins to follow one of its tributaries, 

the 98 kilometer-long Niya River (река Ния). The confluence of the Niya and the Tayura is 

60 meters from the rail crossing; it’s immediately on the right (west).  

 

➢ Km 784: Zvyozdnaya (станция Звёздная; “Stellar”) – Zvyozdnaya is the rail station; 

Zvyozdniy (Звёздный; “Star”) is the town. It has about 950 residents and is built along the 

right banks of both the Tayura and Niya Rivers where they come together. The settlement 

was developed in 1974 with the building of the BAM Railway. Starting here, the train 

follows the Niya for the next 75 kilometers, almost its entire length.  
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The Baikal Mountains on the road 
between Ust-Kut and Severobaikalsk 

➢ Km 785: Cross the Svistun River (река Свистун) – This little river is formed ten kilometers 

north by the combination of the nine kilometer-long Bolshoy Svistun (река Большой 

Свистун) and six kilometer-long Maliy Svistun (река Малый Свистун) River. After passing 

under the rail line, it joins the right bank of the Niya in about 50 meters south.  

 

➢ Km 798: Cross the Zhilinnaya River (река Жилинная) – This small river comes together 

twelve kilometers north at the confluence of the 23 kilometer-long Malaya Zhilinnaya (река 

Малая Жилинная) and the 30 kilometer-long Bolshaya Zhilinnaya (река Большая 

Zhilinnaya) Rivers. Its confluence with the right bank of the Niya River is just out the train 

window to the right (south side).  

 

➢ Km 801: Cross the Niya River (река Ния) – The BAM shifts from the right to the left bank 

of the river (west to east). It started following the Niya from its mouth on the Tayura at 

Zvyozdniy about 15 kilometers ago. The rail line crosses it several more times further south 

of here.  

 

➢ Km 804: Irdykan (станция Ирдикан) 

– A tiny village wedged in between the 

rail tracks and the river, both are on the 

left bank.  

 

➢ Km 822: Niya (станция Ния) – A little 

village of about 1,250 inhabitants on 

the left bank of the river for which it is 

named. The railroad tracks are between 

the town and the river.  

 

➢ Km 828: Cross the Niya River (река 

Ния) – Here the rail line passes from the 

left bank to the right (west to east).  

 

➢ Km 836: Takovka (станция Таковка) – A tiny settlement to the west of the rail line. The 

village is named for the nearby Takovka River (река Таковка), a 30 kilometer-long left 

tributary of the Niya.  

 

➢ Km 841: Cross the Niya River (река Ния) – This time the rail line crosses the Niya from its 

right bank to its left (east to west).  

 

➢ Km 852: Nebel (станция Небель) – A small village in two sections, the first to the west of 

the tracks, the second to the east. They are separated by about two kilometers. The station is 

at the north end of the first section.  

 

➢ Km 853: Cross the Niya River (река Ния) – This time for the last time, the the rail line 

crosses the Niya. Here it’s from its left bank to its right (west to east). The river’s source 

waters begin a mere three kilometers west.  
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➢ Km 857: Cross the Beraya River (река Берая) – This little tributary is formed by the joining 

of five or six little streams, a number of which cross the rail line here. The train then follows 

along the river for the next 30 kilometers southeast on one side or the other until the Beraya 

joins the left bank of the Kirenga River (река Киренга) at Sedankina (Седанкина).  

 

➢ Km 864: Marikta (станция Марикта) – A tiny village on the right bank of the Ukhanga 

River.  

 

➢ Km 874: Ukhanga (Уханга) – Named for the nearby Ukhanga River (река Уханга), a 15 

kilometer-long tributary of the Beraya; this settlement is only a couple of houses.  

 

➢ Km 876: Bireya (станция Бирея) – Almost nothing.  

 

➢ Km 880: Cross the Beraya River (река Берая) – The rail line has been running parallel 

alongside the right bank of this small river for over 20 kilometers. Now it passes over onto its 

left bank (west to east). After this crossing it flows southeast another ten kilometers until its 

mouth on the left bank of the Kirenga River at the town of Sedankina.  

 

➢ Km 884: Cross the Beraya River (река Берая) – Cross from left bank to right and no more. 

From here, the BAM continues east, then south; the Beraya flows northeast five kilometers 

until its end on the 746 kilometer-long Kirenga River (река Киренга). The train crosses that 

major river a bit further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 888: Branch Line North – A very short spur runs two kilometers north to a small mine 

and an oil tank farm on the left bank of the Kirenga River at its confluence with the Beraya.  

 

➢ Km 889: Kirenga (станция Киренга) – The station stop is Kirenga; the town is 

Magistralniy (Магистральный) which means “Main” or “Arterial.” It is a railroad town that 

developed from the beginning of this section of the BAM in 1975. It’s a fairly big place of 

just over 7,000 residents; almost all of it lies to the south of tracks. It was built immediately 

below the left bank of the Kirenga River, partially sandwiched in between two of its minor 

tributaries, the Beraya and the Okukikta (река Окукикта). There are two small adjacent 

villages: Sedankina on the Kirenga’s left bank (same side) and Klyuchi (Ключи), on the 

river’s right bank (other side).  

 

➢ Km 890: Branch Line South – About 900 meters east after passing the Kirenga Station, a 

minor branch line diverges from the main railway and heads south. Its first four kilometers 

run along the east side of Magistralniy, then it splits. The right fork turns west and travels 

five kilometers to an industrial and mining area. The left fork runs south ten kilometers to a 

highly secure military facility identified on some maps as “Magistralniy.”  

 

➢ Km 890: Cross the Okukikta River (река Окукикта) – Within meters after the branch line, 

the train passes over this small tributary of the Kirenga. It begins about 35 kilometers 

southwest of this crossing. It ends one kilometer north when it joins a left sidearm channel of 

the Kirenga River at Sedankina.  
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➢ Km 897: Cross the Karaulnaya River (река Караульная; “Guard”) – This creek begins a 

little less than 15 kilometers to the southwest. After passing under the rail line, it flows 

approximately 200 meters north and joins the left bank of one of the many channels of the 

Kirenga River.  

 

➢ Km 904: Cross the Baldakhinya River (река Балдахиья) – This minor tributary ends about 

800 meters north at its confluence with the left bank of the Kirenga. It source waters begin 

almost 50 kilometers due south.  

 

➢ Km 908: Okunaiskaya (станция Окунайская) – The station is Okunaiskaya; the village, 

which is six kilometers south, is Okunaiskiy (Окунайский). Both draw their names from the 

nearby river Okunaika (река Окунайка). It is a 150 kilometer-long, east-to-west flowing, 

right bank tributary of the Kirenga River. The Okunaika’s mouth is across the river three 

kilometers north of this point.  

 

➢ Km 911: Branch Line West – Three kilometers south of Okunaiskaya Station, a branch line 

veers right and heads west. It’s a short spur, only seven kilometers to a small industrial area. 

The turn is at the tiny village of Novoselovo (Новоселово).  

 

➢ Km 914: Platform 914 (платформа 914) – This platform is located at the twin small villages 

of Okunaiskiy (Окунайский) and Konets Lug (Конец Луг).  

 

➢ Km 915: Cross the Kirenga River (река Киренга) – Here the train passes over the Kirenga 

River. It’s about 250 meters across at this point. An auto bridge runs parallel to the rail 

bridge about 125 meters immediately north. The Kirenga is 746 kilometers long and an 

important right tributary of the Lena which it joins almost exactly 250 kilometers due north 

at Kirensk (Киренск), a city of close to 12,650 persons. The river begins in the Baikal 

Mountains about 150 kilomters south as the crow flies with the union of two tributaries: the 

Pravaya Kirenga (река Левая Киренга; “Right”) and the Levaya Kirenga (река Правая 

Киренга; “Left”).  

 

The Levaya Kirenga begins about 60 kilometers south of this union almost on the shore of 

Lake Baikal – only six kilometers and a mountain ridge separates it from the lake. The 

Pravaya Kirenga similarly is about 60 kilometers long and it too begins only a few kilometers 

west of the western shore of the lake. The twin Kirengas are only separated by about 15 

kilometers at their sources, both flow northwest to their junction, then the single Kirenga 

starts its journey north. The Pravaya-Levaya meeting place is about 375 kilometers northeast 

of Irkutsk or approximately 125 kilometers southwest of Severobaikalsk (Северобайкальск; 

“North Baikal”).  

 

➢ Km 919: Cross the Garbilak River (река Гарбилак) – This minor right tributary of the 

Kirenga begins about 40 kilometers northeast; after passing under the rails it flows about one 

kilometer northwest until its confluence.  

 

➢ Km 930: Ulkan (станция Улькан) – The station is Ulkan; the town is Yukhta (Юхта). It’s a 

fairly large town of approximately 5,400 persons built at the confluence of the Kirenga and 
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KM 932: Outskirts of Ulkan 

Ulkan Rivers (река Улькан). The town is on the right bank of each river, precisely where 

they join at a 90 degree angle.  

 

The Kirenga runs from south to north along 

the west side of the town. The Ulkan River 

runs from east to west along the south end 

of town – and terminates when it joins the 

Kirenga. The Ulkan River arises in the 

Baikal Mountains on the western shore of 

Lake Baikal about 175 kilometers south of 

its terminus here. Both the Ulkan and 

Kirenga Rivers begin only a few dozen 

kilometers north of the source of the Lena. 

The rail line makes a 90 degree turn east 

here and follows the right bank (north side) 

of the Ulkan for the next ten kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 938: Cross the Fabkakun River (река 

Фабкакун) – This small stream begins about ten kilometers northeast of this rail crossing. It 

ends in one kilometer south when it joins the right bank of the Ulkan.  

 

➢ Km 942: Cross the Umbella River (река Умбелла) – A minor tributary of the Ulkan, the 

Umbella begins about 50 kilometers northeast of this crossing. It ends 650 meters south of 

the train tracks when it merges into the right bank of the Ulkan.  

 

➢ Km 948: Umbella (станция Умбелла) – A tiny little village which, most unusually, has 

running water on three sides and the railroad on the fourth. All along its western side, the 

150-meter wide Ulkan flows from south to north. Across its northern top, the 50-meter wide 

Umbella runs from east to west, ending when it meets the Ulkan. The village’s southern edge 

is framed by the 30-meter wide Yukhteya (река Юхтея), another minor tributary of the 

Ulkan which also runs from east to west and also has its confluence here. Finally, the 

village’s eastern side is the railroad tracks which run from north to south. The three rivers 

and the BAM make an almost perfect square around the village.  

 

➢ Km 956: Cross the Pravaya Yukhteya River (река Правая Юхтея) – Less than one 

kilometer west before this crossing, the Yukhteya River divides in half. Its right half is the 

Pravaya Yukhteya which begins about a dozen kilometers to the northeast. Its left half, the 

Levaya Yukheya (река Левая Юхтея), starts about 15 kilometers due south. After the 

confluence of the two, the Yukheya runs ten kilometers west to its mouth on the right bank of 

the Ulkan at Umbella.  
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KM 995: Passing through the Baikal 
Mountain Range near Delbichinda 

➢ Km 959: Kalakachan (станция Калакачан) – Two buildings.  

 

➢ Km 962: Cross the Kalakachan River (река Калакачан) – This little creek begins five 

kilometers east. From here, it runs south just under ten kilometers until it merges into the 

right bank of the Kunerma River (река Кунерма).  

 

➢ Km 964: Cross the Chuma River (река Чума) – This tiny tributary begins about five 

kilometers to the east; after passing under the tracks it flows one kilometer where it joins the 

left bank of the Kalakachan.  

 

➢ Km 971: Cross the Surinskiy River (река Суринский) – This minor stream has its source 

five kilometers due north. After passing under the railroad it joins a host of small creeks in a 

marshy area. Other streams include the Surinya (река Суринья) and the Sukhaya (река 

Сухая). They all join the Kunerma here.  

 

➢ Km 974: Cross the Surinya (река Суринья) – A little larger than the previous stream, this 

one originates about ten kilometers to the north. It also joins the Kunerma wetlands 

immediately south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 977: Cross the Kunerma River (река Кунерма) – About five kilometers before the 

village of Kunerma, the train line passes over this right tributary of the Ulkan which it joins 

40 kilometers southwest of this crossing. Tracing it to its source leads about 50 kilometers 

southeast of this point to the Baikal Mountains.  

 

➢ Km 982: Kunerma (станция Кунерма) – A very small village. The town and the train are on 

the left bank of the Kunerma. The rail line follows the river for the next 20 kilometers, then 

crosses it again.  

 

➢ Km 997: Delbichinda (станция 

Дельбичинда) – For approximately the 

past 15 kilometers, ever since Kunerma, the 

train line has entered the only traversable 

pass through the Baikal Mountains. The 

Baikal Range (Байкальский хребет) rises 

very steeply beginning at the northwestern 

shore of Lake Baikal about 150 kilometers 

south of Severobaikalsk. The mountains 

extend to about 250 kilometers north of 

that city, altogether, running close to 400 

kilometers from south to north. At the same 

time, the mountain range is very narrow, 

only about 30 to 40 kilometers at its widest 

central section.  

 

It’s no accident that the BAM Line runs through here. This route of the train, roughly from 

Kunerma to Goudzhekit (Гоуджекит), is a little more than 35 kilometers and it’s the only 
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place where there is a natural east-west low saddle though the mountains. Even so, the 

mountains on both sides of the pass are between 1,000 to 1,200 meters (3,300-4,000 feet) tall. 

Because railroads cannot handle much grade, and because there’s no room to turn and carve 

out switchbacks, a long tunnel in the middle section of the route had to be constructed. The 

train reaches it shortly.  

 

The Baikal Mountains are not enormously tall; but they’re impressive nonetheless, especially 

at their initial location alongside the lake. Their highest peak is Chersky Mountain (Пик 

Черского) at 2,572 meters (8,438 feet), named after the Polish explorer and geographer Jan 

Czerski (Иван Дементьевич Черский; 1845-92). He was the first person to map Lake 

Baikal.  

 

Naturally all waters on the western slopes of the range flow west and north, eventually 

joining the Lena to Yakutsk and the Arctic. The waters on the very narrow and steep eastern 

portion of the range flow into Lake Baikal and from there out the Angara on its way to the 

Yenisei and the Arctic. In addition to its role as a natural frontier, the Baikal Range is also 

the political frontier between the two regions of Irkutskaya and Buryatiya. The train reaches 

that border very shortly.  

 

➢ Km 999: Branch Line South – Not really a branch line, the turn to the right is the former rail 

line before completion of the Baikal-Daban Tunnel (Байкальский-Дабанский Тoннель). It 

still is in place and can be used in the event of any problems in the tunnel. The line first runs 

south, makes a hairpin counter-clockwise 180 degree turn, then runs north, then east – 

altogether about 15 kilometers until it re-joins the new line at the village of Daban (Дабан).  

 

➢ Km 1000: Cross the Kunerma River (река Кунерма) – The rail line passes over this small 

river again and passes by a small building. In three kilometers north, the line performs an 

almost 360 degree turn to line itself up for the tunnel.  

 

➢ Km 1002: Granitniy (Гранитный) – A tiny hamlet along the west side of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1003: Enter Loop – This is by all accounts the most narrow and completely circular of 

all the horseshoe curves on the BAM Railway. The mouth of the loop is 115 meters across; 

the loop itself is a balloon-shaped, clockwise three kilometer-long turn that almost rotates 

around a complete 360 degree circle. Only at its exit at Km 1006 does the line turn to the east 

and continue on its path under the Baikal Mountains.  

 

➢ Km 1004: Cross the Delbichinda River (река Дельбичинда) – This minor tributary ends five 

kilometers south of here when it joins the right bank of the Kunerma River three kilometers 

east of the Delbichinda Station. Heading upstream the river begins in the mountains about 20 

kilometers north of this crossing.  

 

➢ Km 1005: Cross the Delbichinda River (река Дельбичинда) – The train makes a big 

clockwise loop and crosses the river again.  
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KM 1013: Exit the Baikal-Daban Tunnel 

➢ Km 1007: Platform 1007 (платформа 1007) – The platform is at the southern end of the 

loop and immediately before the entrance to the tunnel.  

 

➢ Km 1007: Enter Baikal-Daban Tunnel Western Portal (Байкальский-Дабанский Тoннель 

Западный Портал) – For the next 6,686 meters the train is in the dark passing underneath 

the auto road and the old rail line that winds its way over and through this mountain pass.  

 

➢ Km 1010: Irkutskaya – Buryatiya Border – About halfway through the tunnel, the train 

leaves Irkutskaya Oblast (Иркутская oбласть) and enters the Republic of Buryatiya 

(Республика Бурятия), a region with a population of only about 975,000.  

 

Although Buryatiya may be small in its number of inhabitants, it is a large region 

geographically. It ranks 15th in area out of Russia’s 85 federal subjects. To the north and 

west, it borders Irkutsk Oblast and Lake Baikal; its north and east face Zabaikalskiy Krai 

(Забайкальский край); and its southern boundaries meet the borders of Mongolia and the 

Tuva Republic (Республика Тыва). Over 80 percent of the region is mountainous.  

 

Ethnic Buryats make up about 30 percent of the Republic’s people; the rest are primarily 

Russian. The administrative capital is Ulan-Udé (Улaн-Удэ́), a city of about 400,000 

persons. The Buryats (Буряат) are a major northern subgroup of Mongolian people. They 

speak – to varying degrees – a 

mutually intelligible dialect of the 

Mongol language called Buryat. They 

share many of the customs of 

Mongolians such as a love for the 

grasslands; nomadic shepherding 

(though few practice this today); life in 

a Gher (Mongolian: гэр; means 

“home”; Russian: Юрта; English: 

Yurt); and especially Airag 

(Mongolian: Aйраг) which the 

Russians and western people call 

Koumiss (Кумыс or Кымыз) – 

fermented mare’s milk.  

 

At approximately 500,000 persons, the 

Buryats are the single largest 

indigenous ethnic group in Siberia. Although the majority of them are found in their 

homeland, the Buryat Republic, there are others in the neighboring oblasts and especially 

around Lake Baikal and Olkhon Island (остров Ольхон) in particular.  

 

➢ Km 1013: Exit Baikal-Daban Tunnel Eastern Portal (Байкальский-Дабанский Тoннель 

Восточный Портал) – The train exits the Baikal-Daban Tunnel and continues on its eastern 

path.  
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KM 1028: Goudzhekit Railway Station 

➢ Km 1014: Daban (станция Дабан) – The village takes its name from the little seven 

kilometer-long Daban River (река Дабан) that runs alongside the railroad through town.  

 

➢ Km 1015: Confluence of the Daban (река Дабан) and Goudzhekit (река Гоуджекит) Rivers 

– The little Daban creek which starts on top of the tunnel on the Irkutskaya – Buryatiya 

Border and flows east, joins the right bank of the Goudzhekit River. Their merger takes place 

about 650 meters on the left side (north) of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1016: Cross the Verkhnyaya Bira River (река Верхняя Бира) – This small tributary 

originates about a dozen kilometers due south in the eastern side of the Baikal Mountains. 

From the rail line, it travels less than 400 meters north and joins the right bank of the 

Goudzhekit River.  

 

➢ Km 1017: Beryozka (платформа Берёзка; “Birch Tree”).  

 

➢ Km 1019: Cross the Bira River (река Бира) – The Bira begins a little less than 15 kilometers 

south. After passing under the rail line, it flows about 125 meters north to its mouth on the 

Goudzhekit.  

 

➢ Km 1028: Goudzhekit (станция Гоуджекит) – After passing through the tunnel, the train 

emerges on the eastern side of the Baikal Range and continues through the Kunerma-

Goudzhekit pass to this small village.  

 

Some trains stop here and some do not. If 

yours does not, it’s easy enough to get to 

Goudzhekit by marshrutka (маршрутка) 

taxi from Severobaikalsk. It’s about 25 

kilometers by road and takes half an hour. 

The attraction is the thermal mineral 

springs that were accidently discovered in 

1989 while drilling in the granite rocks for 

the town’s water supply. A small resort 

with hotel facilities has been built around 

the spring. The hotel can accommodate 

about 50 persons and is open year round. 

Two outdoor swimming/soaking pools 

have been set up with different 

termperatures: one is hot; the other is really 

hot. It’s not expensive and it’s very pleasant. The camp is surrounded by the Baikal 

Mountains.  

 

The word goudzhekit is said to be Buriyat for “place of the devil.” What the connection is, is 

not clear as the bubbling hot waters were not discovered until late in the 20th Century.  
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Soaking in the  
Goudzhekit Hot Springs 

KM 1030: Baikal Mountains 

➢ Km 1030: Solnechniy (Солнечный; “Sunny”) – The 

hot springs are actually located here. Back on the 

train after Solnechniy and traveling east, the 

countryside is mostly fertile grassy plains; the 

mountains are over now. From this point it’s all a 

gradual downhill to Severobaikalsk. The rail line 

continues to follow closely along the right bank 

(south side) of the Goudzhekit River 

 

➢ Km 1031: Platform 1031 (платформа 1031).  

 

➢ Km 1036: Cross the Goudzhekit River (река 

Гоуджекит) – The rail line has been following 

alongside the right bank (south side) of this river 

since it emerged from the Baikal-Daban Tunnel. 

Rivers now flow from west to east – the opposite 

direction they were flowing before entering the 

tunnel. The Goudzhekit has its source at a small lake 

in these mountains about 40 kilometers northwest of 

this crossing, or about 20 kilometers due north of 

Daban. From the point where the train passes over it 

here, the Goudzhekit only flows another six 

kilometers east. Then, at Tyya (Тыя), it joins the Tyya River (река Тыя) and that’s the end of 

it.  

 

➢ Km 1039: Cross the Goudzhekit 

River (река Гоуджекит) – Having just 

crossed from the river’s right bank to its left 

a little less than three kilometers back, now 

the train re-crosses over from left bank to 

right (north side to south).  

 

➢ Km 1043: Tyya (станция Тыя) – A 

building at the confluence of the Goudzhekit 

and Tyya Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 1045: Cross the Tyya River 

(река Тыя) – A little more than one 

kilometer back west, the Goudzhekit River 

merged into the right bank of the Tyya. This 

effectively doubled its size to about 75 

meters across. Now the train crosses it. The Tyya River begins approximately 100 kilometers 

north in a small lake in a region of small lakes just to the east of the upper Baikal Mountains. 

It ends 20 kilometers south of the rail crossing when it empties onto a fairly large delta into 

Lake Baikal immediately below the city of Severobaikalsk. The railroad follows the left bank 

(east side) of the river all the way there.  
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➢ Km 1047: Platform 1047 (платформа 1047).  

 

➢ Km 1049: Platform 1049 (платформа 1049).  

 

➢ Km 1057: Platform 1057 (платформа 1057).  

 

➢ Km 1060: Platform 1060 (платформа 1060).  
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KM 1063: Severobaikalsk Railway Station 

Lake Baikal at Severobaikalsk 

➢ Km 1063: Severobaikalsk (станция Северобайкальск; “North Baikalsk”) – Severobaikalsk 

is a mid-size city of about 25,000 inhabitants and easily the most popular stop on the upper 

region of Lake Baikal. The city was developed as a Komsomol Youth project in 1974 as part 

of the building of the BAM Line. 

There are plenty of hotels in town and 

most people visit to enjoy the fresh air 

and the outdoors. Hiking, camping, 

and swimming in Lake Baikal are the 

most popular activities. Hot springs 

and modest resort facilities are 

available at Goudzhekit (Гоуджекит) 

and Dzelinda (Дзелинда). Neither 

village is far from town.  

 

Other than the railroad, the most 

common way to reach the city (at least 

during the summer months) is by 

twice-a-week hydrofoil service to and 

from Irkutsk. The one-way trip takes 

about 12 hours. Southbound Komyeta 

(Кометa) hydrofoils depart Nizhneangarsk (Нижнеангарск) on Wednesdays and Saturdays 

at 7:40AM arriving at Severobaikalsk at 8:00AM. Departing at 8:20AM, they continue to 

Olkhon Island (остров Ольхон) arriving at 2:30PM. At 2:40PM, they depart and sail to Port 

Baikal (Порт Байкал) at the mouth of the Angara River arriving at 6:40PM. At 7:00PM, the 

hydrofoils complete their run by sailing down the Angara to Irkutsk arriving at 8:10PM. The 

cost is around 4,200 Rubles or $120 US per 

person one-way.  

 

Northbound service from Irkutsk to 

Severobaikalsk is scheduled on Tuesdays and 

Fridays. Hydrofoils depart Irkutsk at 

8:50AM and arrive at Port Baikal at 10:00 → 

Olkhon Island at 2:40PM → Severobaikalsk 

at 8:40PM → and Nizheangarsk at 9:10PM. 

In June, July, and August, it’s always 

daylight during these sailing hours.  

 

Twenty-five kilometers northeast of 

Severobaikalsk at Nizheangarsk there is a 

regional airport (Нижнеангарск аэропорт) 

with year-round flights several times a week 

to Ulan-Udé (Улан-Удэ) and Irkutsk. It’s 

about 500 kilometers to either city and flying time is around an hour and a half. Cost is about 

$150 US one-way. The airstrip is at the north end of town about one kilometer from the rail 

station.  
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Road from  
Severobaikalsk to Irkutsk 

KM 1070: Mysovoy Tunnel-2 

Despite words to the contrary, there is a road between Severobaikalsk and Irkutsk. It’s 

unpaved and in some sections rough, but for the most part, it’s perfectly driveable. It’s 

mostly used by long-haul log truckers. There are no scheduled services. Private marshrutka 

taxis make the run in about ten to 12 hours. Inquire 

in the parking area in front of the train station.  

 

➢ Km 1066: Platform 1066 (платформа 1066).  

 

➢ Km 1067: Mysovoy Tunnel-1 (Мысовой Тoннель-

1) – Starting here is a series of four ferro-concrete 

tunnels collectively called the Mysovoy Tunnels 

(Мысовые тоннели; “Cape Tunnels”). They run 

along the northern shore of Lake Baikal between Km 

1067 and Km 1075. A number of their sections were 

constructed, not bored and in places are open on one 

side and look out onto the lake. This first one is 414 

meters-long.  

 

➢ Km 1069: Mysovoy Tunnel-2 (Мысовой Тoннель-

2) – This one is the longest at 1,856 meters.  

 

➢ Km 1072: Mysovoy Tunnel-3 (Мысовой Тoннель-

3) – This tunnel is 900 meters long.  

 

➢ Km 1074: Mysovoy Tunnel-4 (Мысовой Тoннель-4) – The final tunnel is 1,400 meters in 

length.  

 

➢ Km 1083: Cross the Sukhoi 

Molokon River (река Сухой Молокон) – 

This small river begins about a dozen 

kilometers due north. It ends here where it 

meets the shore of Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 1083: Sukhoi Molokon 

(платформа Сухой Молокон).  

 

➢ Km 1084: Rail Checkpoint 1084 

(Блок-пост 1084).  

 

➢ Km 1090: Nizhneangarsk (станция 

Нижнеангарск; “Lower Angarsk”) – A 

small town of about 5,500 residents, this was 

the original settlement at the northern end of 

Lake Baikal long before the BAM. The town’s history goes back to 1643 and it remains the 

administrative capital for the district. Clearly visible when passing through town on the east 

side of the train is the pretty wooden “Church of the Vladmir Icon of the Mother of God” 
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KM 1091: Nizhneangarsk & Lake Baikal 

KM 1090: Nizhneangarsk RR Building 

(Церковь Владимирской иконы 

Богоматери). You can’t miss its blue- and 

gold-domed rooftops.  

 

➢ Km 1095: Platform 1095 (платформа 

1095) – Many dachas are here.  

 

➢ Km 1097: Dushkachan (платформа 

Душкачан) – This tiny village has a 

recorded population of 102.  

 

Essentially, just about all the water north 

of Nizhneangarsk is part of the Kicherskiy 

Marsh (Кичерские болота), a large 

swamp area at the very northern end of 

Lake Baikal. The marsh measures about 20 

kilometers wide and close to 30 kilometers long. It is fed by many tributaries, the 

Kholodnaya (река Холодная), Kichera (река Кичера), and Verkhnyaya Angara (река 

Верхняя Ангара), chief among them. The train passes over all of these rivers shortly.  

 

➢ Km 1099: Cross the Dushkachanka River (река Душкачанка) – This little stream has its 

source approximately ten kilometers north. After it passes under the rail line it immediately 

merges into the marshland of northern Lake Baikal.  

 

➢ Km 1103: Kholodnaya 

(платформа Холодная; “Cold”) – A 

small village on the right bank of the 

Kholodnaya River (река Холодная). 

From here, it’s about one and a half 

kilometers south to the Kicherskiy 

Marsh. After this point, Lake Baikal is 

no longer in view. The waters from here 

north becoming increasing dispersed but 

are all part of the marsh.  

 

➢ Km 1104: Cross the Kholodnaya 

River (река Холодная; “Cold River”) – 

This small source river of the Kicherskiy 

Marsh begins in the eastern section of the 

northern Baikal Mountains approximately 75 kilometers north of this rail crossing. From 

here, it flows two and one-half kilometers until it joins the west side of the marsh.  

 

➢ Km 1105: Kholodniy (станция Холодный; “Cold Town”) – Only a station building here, 

the village is back west two kilometers.  
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KM 1127: Kichera Railway Station 

➢ Km 1121: Cross the Neruchangda River (река Неручангда) – This minor Baikal tributary 

flows about ten kilometers from its source northwest until it joins the marshes here 

immediately south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1123: Cross the Kichera River (река 

Кичера) – This fairly large river begins 

approximately 135 kilometers northeast of 

the rail crossing in the Baikal Mountains. 

About 40 kilometers north, it fills Lake 

Kulinda (озеро Кулинда), an attractive 

five kilometer-long by one kilometer-wide 

body of water. From the rail crossing, the 

river flows one kilometer until it joins one 

of many ponds and wetlands that make up 

the Kicherskiy Bog.  

 

➢ Km 1127: Kichera (станция Кичера) – A 

village of some 1,400 persons built mostly 

on the south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1135: Cross the Chalauta River (река Чалаута) – This river begins about 15 kilometers 

to the northeast; after passing under the rail line it flows approximately seven kilometers 

southeast until its confluence with the right bank of the Verkhnyaya Angara River (река 

Верхняя Ангара). The train comes to that river soon enough.  

 

➢ Km 1142: Dzelinda (станция Дзелинда) – This little village is best known for having a hot 

spring and mineral baths. Starting about here, the train begins to follow the Verkhnyaya 

Angara River (река Верхняя Ангара) upstream along its right bank (north side).  

 

➢ Km 1147: Cross the Akit River (река Акит) – The Akit begins ten kilometers north; from 

here it flows less than two kilometers and joins Verkhnyaya Angara.  

 

➢ Km 1155: Istochnik Dzelinda (платформа Источник Дзелинда; “Source Dzelinda”) – 

There are natural hot springs here.  

 

➢ Km 1156: Cross the Dzelinda River (река Дзелинда) – This river begins in a small lake 

some 22 kilometers northeast. After it passes under the rail line it flows about two kilometers 

until its mouth on the right bank of the Verkhnyaya Angara.  

 

➢ Km 1163: Kiron (станция Кирон) – A tiny settlement on the right bank of one of the 

channels of the Verkhnyaya Angara River.  

 

➢ Km 1172: Cross the Kiron River (река Кирон) – This small stream begins about ten 

kilometers to the northwest. From the rail crossing it runs about 300 meters south and joins 

the Verkhnyaya Angara River.  
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KM 1181: Angoya Railway Station 

➢ Km 1177: Cross the Yakchiy River (река Якчий) – This river begins close to 25 kilometers 

north in a series of small ponds, Lake Yakchiy (озеро Якчий) the most prominent. After 

passing under the tracks, it flows one kilometer to its mouth on the right bank of the 

Verkhnyaya Angara.  

 

➢ Km 1181: Angoya (станция Ангоя) – 

A small settlement of 820 persons on 

the north side (right bank) of the 

Verkhnyaya Angara River.  

 

➢ Km 1184: Cross the Vershina 

Darmikov River (река Вершина 

Дармиков) – This river also begins in 

a number of small ponds about 20 

kilometers to the north. It ends in less 

than three kilometers when it merges 

into the Verkhnyaya Angara.  

 

➢ Km 1188: Cross the Ognyoi River 

(река Огнёй) – This small stream begins about a dozen kilometers northwest of the rail 

crossing. From the crossing it flows south less than four kilometers where it becomes lost in 

the marshland surrounding this section of the Verkhnyaya Angara River.  

 

➢ Km 1193: Ogdynda (Огдында) – This former station has been dismantled.  

 

➢ Km 1203: Cross the Podkamenniy River (река Подкаменный) – This river begins about 25 

kilometers northwest of the rail crossing. From the rail line it runs southeast approximately 

five kilometers where it joins the dozens of channels of the now highly-braided Verkhnyaya 

Angara River.  

 

➢ Km 1206: Cross Agnei River (река Агней) – This little river originates in the Baikal 

Mountains about 20 kilometers due north. After it passes under the tracks, it flows 

approximately four kilometers to the great mass of marsh and water centered by the 

Verkhnyaya Angara.  

 

➢ Km 1210: Ognei (станция Огней) – A small building.  

 

➢ Km 1225: Cross the Anamakit River (река Анамакит) – This little tributary has its source 

approximately 40 kilometers north. After passing under the rail line, it flows less than two 

kilometers where it is completely lost in the marsh only to become part of the Verkhnyaya 

Angara River.  
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KM 1235: Cross the Verkhnyaya Angara River 

KM 1242: Noviy Uoyan Railway Station 

➢ Km 1227: Anamakit (станция Анамакит) – A couple of buildings to the south of the tracks. 

Anamakit in the Evenk language means “place of moose.” 

 

➢ Km 1235: Cross the Verkhnyaya 

Angara River (река Верхняя Ангара; 

“Upper” Angara River) – For the 

moment, the river has pulled itself 

together into a single 300 meter-wide 

channel and the train crosses it. The 

auto bridge is parallel to the rail bridge 

about 100 meters downriver.  

 

The 452 kilometer-long Verkhnyaya 

Angara is the second largest source 

river of Lake Baikal after the Selenga 

(река Селенгa). Its waters begin some 

300 kilometers northeast of this rail 

crossing at an altitude of 2,000 meters 

(6,500 feet) in some of the highest peaks of the Baikal Mountains. From the crossing, it flows 

southwest approximately 150 kilometers to its mouth on the Kicherskiy Marsh on the 

northeasternmost tip of the lake.  

 

➢ Km 1235: Platform 1235 (платформа 1235).  

 

➢ Km 1242: Noviy Uoyan (станция Новый Уоян) – This town of some 4,100 persons lies 

along the south side of the rail line about six kilometers east of the left bank of the 

Verkhnyaya Angara River. Its two main industries are maintenance of the railroad and timber 

harvesting.  

 

➢ Km 1256: Cross the Gonkuli River 

(река Гонкули) – This minor tributary 

begins about 40 kilometers southeast of the 

rail crossing. After passing under the rail 

line, it flows northwest a little under 20 

kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of 

the Verkhnyaya Angara River. 

 

➢ Km 1259: Bakaniy (платформа 

Баканы).  

 

➢ Km 1277: Yanchui (станция 

Янчуй).  

 

➢ Km 1282: Cross the Yanchui River 

(река Янчуй) – This small river begins 
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KM 1315: Kyukhelbekerskaya Railway Station 

approximately 80 kilometers south. From the rail crossing, it winds its way four kilometers 

north until its confluence on the left bank of the Verkhnyaya Angara.  

 

➢ Km 1296: Churo (станция Чуро).  

 

➢ Km 1300: Cross the Yanchukan River (река Янчукан) – A small river that begins about 30 

kilometers southeast. After passing under the rail line, it runs eight kilometers north until it 

meets the left bank of the Verkhnyaya Angara River.  

 

➢ Km 1313: Yanchukan (платформа Янчукан).  

 

➢ Km 1315: Kyukhelbekerskaya (станция Кюхельбекерская) – The station is 

Kyukhelbekerskaya; the nearest town is Yanchukan. It’s a small village of about 425 

inhabitants strung along the left bank of the Verkhnyaya Angara River.  

 

In another dozen kilometers northeast, the Verkhnyaya Angara is joined by the Angarakan 

River (река Ангаракан). At the confluence, the BAM Line turns east and follows along the 

left bank of the Angarakan upstream. 

The Verkhnyaya Angara comes from 

further north and the train line does 

not see it again.  

 

Kyukhelbekerskaya Station is named 

after the poet and Decembrist Wilhelm 

Kyukhelbeker (Вильгельм Карлович 

Кюхельбекер; 1797-1846). 

Kyukhelbeker’s ancestors were of 

noble German origin. He was educated 

in St. Petersburg and taught for several 

years at the Russian College of 

Foreign Affairs where his 

contemporary and friend was 

Alexander Pushkin (Александр Сергеевич Пушкин; 1799-1837). Though never as famous 

as Pushkin, he was nevertheless a highly respected poet, writer, and lecturer. He toured most 

of Europe and spoke a number of languages. He was caught up in the Decembrist Uprising 

and exiled to Barguzin (Баргузин), Buryatia. A few years after that exile, he was allowed to 

move to Tobolsk where he later died of tuberculosis. He is buried in the “Logjam” Cemetery 

(Завальное кладбище) of Tobolsk along with a number of other famous residents.  

 

➢ Km 1330: Kovokta (станция Ковокта) – A tiny village to the south of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1331: Cross the Dyapkar River (река Дупкар) – A little less than one kilometer east 

after passing the Kovokta Station the train passes over this small river. Its source is 

approximately 15 kilometers southwest. From the rail crossing it runs about 350 meters and 

merges into the left bank of the Angarakan on its way to the Verkhnyaya Angara.  
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KM 1354: Enter Severomuiskiy Tunnel 

KM 1332: Southern Stanovoy Mountains 

➢ Km 1333: Cross the Kovokta River (река Ковокта) – This river has its source about 35 

kilometers to the south. After passing under the railroad here, it flows about 350 meters until 

it joins the left bank of the Angarakan River.  

 

➢ Km 1343: Platform 1343 

(платформа 1343).  

 

➢ Km 1343: Cross the Beziymyannaya 

River (река Безымянная; “Nameless” 

River) – There are actually quite a few rivers 

in Russia with this name. It’s not an 

unnamed river; “Nameless” is its name. It 

begins close to 15 kilometers south of the 

rail crossing. From here it flows about 300 

meters to its mouth on the left bank of the 

Angarakan. From there, it’s about 18 

kilometers west to the Verkhnyaya Angara 

River.  

 

➢ Km 1344: Angarakan (станция Ангаракан; “Of the Angara”) – A building. The place is 

named for the nearby Angarakan River which flows just a few hundred meters north.  

 

➢ Km 1353: Itykit (станция Итыкит) – This was formerly the western-side workers’ village 

for the men who built the Severomuiskiy Tunnel. During peak construction years, several 

thousand men lived here and in the eastern workers’ village.  

 

➢ Km 1354: Enter Severomuiskiy Tunnel 

Western Portal (Северомуйский Тоннель 

Западный Портал; “Northern Muiskiy 

Tunnel”) – At 15,343 meters, this is the 

longest tunnel of all the Trans-Siberian 

Rail Lines and the longest tunnel of any 

kind in Russia. It opened in 2003 and is 

named for the Northern Muiskiy Ridge 

(Северо-Муйский хребет) of mountains 

under which it passes. The Muiskiy 

Mountains are in the southern section of 

the Stanovoy Highlands (Становое 

нагорье), a 700 kilometer-long range of 

mountains stretching west to east across 

from the top of Lake Baikal.  

 

Construction of the Severomuiskiy Tunnel continued intermittently for 26 years. Its boring 

was particularly difficult as most of the route is permafrost. During its peak construction 

period, almost 5,000 miners and railroadmen were employed. Fifty-seven men died in 

accidents during the course of its construction.  
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KM 1354: Severomuyskiy Tunnel Schematic 

KM 1369: Severomuyskiy 
Tunnel Monument 

 

Prior to the tunnel’s completion, the 

bypass route over the Muyskiy 

Mountain pass was 54 kilometers long. 

The bypass route is kept in operating 

condition in case there is ever any 

trouble in the tunnel. With its several 

dramatic loops and a high-flying 

elevated viaduct called the “Devil’s 

Bridge” (Чёртов мост), the bypass is 

considered one of the most beautiful 

sections of the entire BAM Line. Rail 

enthusiasts make a point of seeking 

out the prior route.  

 

➢ Km 1369: Exit Severomuiskiy Tunnel 

Eastern Portal (Северомуйский 

Тоннель Восточный Портал; 

“Northern Muiskiy Tunnel”) – As soon 

as the train is back in daylight, look for the pyramid-shaped memorial in honor of the 

tunnel’s opening.  

 

➢ Km 1370: Okusikan (станция Окусикан) – This former workers’ village for the eastern-side 

crew is located at the tunnel exit and at the confluence of the 

Kazankan (река Казанкан) and Okusikan (река Окусикан) 

Rivers – both of which the train soon crosses. “Breakthrough” 

by the east and west crews in the middle of the tunnel took 

place on March 30, 2001 with a deviation between the axes of 

the tunnels of less than ten centimeters. Although the first 

train passed through in December of that year, completion 

work took another two years before the tunnel was placed into 

regular service.  

 

➢ Km 1371: Cross the Kazankan (река Казанкан) – 

Less than one kilometer east after passing the Okusikan 

Station, the train passes over this small river just above its 

confluence with the Okusikan River (река Окусикан). The 

rail line begins a 180 degree clockwise loop. The Kazankan’s 

source is about 20 kilometers northeast. From here, it flows 

south one kilometer where it is crossed again by the rail line; 

then it continues south two more kilometers until it merges 

into the left bank (north side) of the Muyakan River (река 

Муякан) on its way east. The Okusikan’s source is about 25 

kilometers northwest. It starts in the pass over the tunnel and 

flows east away from Lake Baikal. It terminates when it meets 

the right bank of the Kazankan here.  
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➢ Km 1372: Cross the Kazankan River (река Казанкан) – The train passes over the Kazankan 

again near the end of its loop. After passing under the railroad here, it flows a little more than 

three kilometers where it merges into the left bank (north side) of the east-flowing Muyakan 

River (река Муякан) which the train passes over soon enough as well.  

 

➢ Km 1373: Cross the Angarakan-Muyakanskiy River (река Ангаракан-Муяканский) – This 

small stream flows from the west about 15 kilometers. Two hundred meters east, it joins the 

right bank of the south-flowing Kazankan River.  

 

➢ Km 1374: Kazankan (станция Казанкан) – Most of this village lies immediately east of the 

rail line in the right angle-shaped corner of the confluence of the Kazankan and Muyakan 

(река Муякан) Rivers. After another kilometer south, the rail line makes another great loop 

and crosses the Muyakan River (река Муякан).  

 

➢ Km 1376: Cross the Muyakan River (река Муякан) – After Kazankan, the train turns west 

two kilometers and begins its next loop, this one counter-clockwise. At the western end of 

the loop, it passes over the 92 kilometer-long Muyakan River, then continues due east, now 

running along its right bank (south side).  

 

The Muyakan begins approximately 25 kilometers southwest of this crossing. From here, it 

flows mostly east and a bit north some 75 kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of the 

Muya River (река Муя), a 315 kilometer-long left tributary of the Vitim (река Витим), 

which is in turn a 1,978 kilometer-long tributary of the Lena. The BAM reaches all these 

rivers further down the line, except the Lena, which it previously crossed at Ust-Kut. From 

this point until the Muyakan’s end, the BAM runs parallel to the river on one bank or the 

other.  

 

➢ Km 1381: Cross the Medeezhiy River (река Медеежий) – This river begins about 15 

kilometers south of the rail crossing. It is effectively doubled-up in size two kilometers 

before it reaches here with the addition of the 15 kilometer-long Perviy Oran (река Первый 

Оран). After passing under the rail line the Medeezhiy flows north about 600 meters until its 

confluence on the right bank of the Muyakan.  

 

➢ Km 1381: Cross the Oran-Muyakanskiy River (река Оран-Муяканский) – Within about 

500 meters of the Medeezhiy, the train comes to this river. It also begins approximately 15 

kilometers to the south. From the rail crossing it flows north close to 700 meters where it 

meets the Muyakan.  
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KM 1431: Cross the Muyankan River 

➢ Km 1384: Cross the Nizhniy Oran River (река Нижний Оран) – This small river begins 

some ten kilometers due south; from the rail crossing it runs a little over one kilometer to its 

mouth on the right bank of the Muyakan.  

 

➢ Km 1385: Severomuisk (станция Северомуйск; “North” Muisk) – A settlement of about 

1,500 persons located mostly to the north of the rail line and immediately south (right bank) 

of the Muyakan River for which it is named. The village was formerly twice its present size 

during the building of the Severomuyskiy Tunnel.  

 

➢ Km 1391: Cross the Konchakoti River (река Кончакоти) – The source of this small stream 

is about a dozen kilometers to the south. From the rail crossing it runs about 600 meters until 

it merges into the Muyakan.  

 

➢ Km 1397: Arkum (станция Аркум).  

 

➢ Km 1403: Cross the Unen River (река Унен) – This little creek begins almost 20 kilometers 

to the southwest; from the rail crossing it flows less than three kilometers northeast until it 

merges into the right bank of the Muyakan River.  

 

➢ Km 1414: Ulgi (станция Ульги).  

 

➢ Km 1418: Platform 1419 (платформа 1418).  

 

➢ Km 1422: Cross the Lapro River (река Лапро) – This little river has its source 

approximately 20 kilometers southwest. After passing under the rail line it flows 500 meters 

north until it joins the Muyakan.  

 

➢ Km 1431: Cross the Muyakan River 

(река Муякан) – Here the rail line 

crosses over from the river’s right 

bank to its left (south to north side).  

 

➢ Km 1432: Muyakan (станция 

Муякан) – This station is located in in 

the foothills of the Muyakanskiy 

Range (Муяканский хребет) of 

mountains. The range extends about 

125 kilometers between the Muyakan 

and Muya Rivers and averages about 

2,000 to 2,500 meters tall (6,500-8,200 

feet).  

 

➢ Km 1439: Shchebyonochniy Zavod (платформа Щебёночный Завод; “Crushed Stone 

Plant”) – This large quarry serves the rail line and the surrounding area. It was instrumental 

in the building of the BAM through this region.  
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KM 1450: Muyakanskiy Mountains 

KM 1457: Cross the Muya River 

➢ Km 1441: Railroad Check Point 1441 (Блок-пост 1441).  

 

➢ Km 1444: Cross the Sunuyokit River (река Сунуёкит) – This widely-braided tributary of a 

dozen minor distributaries originates in the mountains about 70 kilometers northwest of the 

rail crossing. After it passes under the rail 

line, it continues one and a half kilometers 

east until it joins the left bank of the 

Muyakan River.  

 

➢ Km 1447: Ulan Makit (разъезд Улан-

Макит; “Railway Siding” Ulan Makit).  

 

➢ Km 1448: Cross the Akukan River (река 

Акукан) – This small river has its source 

about 25 kilometers north. From the rail 

crossing it runs only one kilometer south to 

its confluence on the Muyakan.  

 

➢ Km 1450: Cross the Amakan River (река 

Амакан) – Another minor tributary of the 

Muyakan. This one begins close to 15 

kilometers north. From the crossing it flows south a little over one kilometer and meets the 

Muyakan.  

 

➢ Km 1457: Cross the Muya River (река Муя) – At 315 kilometers in length, the Muya is a 

reasonably large tributary of the Vitim which is a very long tributary of the Lena. Its source 

waters arise more than 200 kilometers southwest of the rail crossing – about halfway back to 

the northern end of Lake Baikal. From here, the river flows a little more than 100 kilometers 

east to its junction on the left bank of the Vitim at the small settlement of Ust-Muya (Усть 

Муя). At this present crossing, the rail line passes over the Muya from its left bank to its 

right (west to east side). We’ll discuss 

the Vitim River again when we get 

there.  

 

The vehicle road, which is here referred 

to as the Avtodublor BAM 

(Автодублëр БАМа), crosses the Muya 

at this point; the road bridge is about 

600 meters north of the railroad bridge.  

 

The Muyakan River, which the rail line 

has been following over the past 75 

kilometers (ever since exiting the 

Severomuyskiy Tunnel), comes to an 

end immediately below this crossing. 

Five kilometers upriver south on the 
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KM 1469: Taksimo Railway Station 

Muya, the Muyakan, along with its multitude of channels, merges into the left bank of the 

Muya.  

 

Going forward east from the rail crossing point, the train roughly follows the right bank 

(south side) of the Muya River for the next 15 kilometers until Taksimo (Таксимо).  

 

➢ Km 1457: Platform 1457 (платформа 1457).  

 

➢ Km 1460: Platform Muya (платформа Муя).  

 

➢ Km 1463: Platform 1463 (платформа 1463).  

 

➢ Km 1466: Cross the Bolshaya Tukalakta River (река Большая Тукалакта) – This Muya 

tributary originates approximately 20 kilometers to the south. Within about 400 meters after 

passing under the rail line, it’s joined on its right bank by the Tukalakta River (река 

Тукалакта). One hundred meters north from there, the river ends by joining on the right bank 

of the Muya River.  

 

➢ Km 1467: Cross the Tukalakta River (река Тукалакта) – This small river has its source 

about 13 kilometers south. From the rail crossing it runs less than two kilometers north to its 

mouth on the right bank of the Bolshaya Tukalakta River. Thereafter the two end on the 

Muya in 100 meters.  

 

➢ Km 1469: Taksimo (станция Таксимо) – This mid-sized city of about 9,300 residents on 

the right bank of the Muya River started life as a Yakut village at the turn of the century. It 

grew along with the construction of the railroad in the 1970s. It became BAM famous for its 

Komsomol work bridgade when in 1984 they layed 5,400 meters of track in one day – a 

world record at the time. Taksimo is the 

administrative capital of the local Muya 

Region (Муйский район) and the place 

where the electrified lines of the BAM 

terminate. From this point forward, except 

for occasional sections (usually around 

cities), the trains are powered by diesel 

locomotives. After passing through town, 

the rail line continues east towards the 

Vitim River. The Muya turns north and 

continues its final 75 kilometers without 

the company of the rail line. Taksimo has 

a small airport. Regional flights are 

sometimes available. 

 

Lastly, Taksimo is the regional rail supply 

base for Bodaibo (Бодайбо). That city of 

15,000 is connected by a 225 kilometer-long gravel road north from Taksimo. It is built on 

the confluence of the Vitim and Bodaibo Rivers on the opposite side (north side-right bank) 
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BAM Railway Section:  Taksimo -- Tynda 

of the Vitim and goods must be ferried across as there is no bridge. In winter, fully-loaded 

supply trucks ford the river over the ice. Bodaibo is one of the largest gold mining centers in 

Russia. There are a half-dozen mines in operation and the city’s history as a gold center goes 

back to the 1860s. The area is so rich in gold that it’s a restricted zone. Private mining is not 

permitted.  

 

➢ Km 1473: 

Platform 1473 

(платформа 

1473).  

 

➢ Km 1475: 

Branch Line 

South – Not 

really a branch, 

it’s a ten 

kilometer-long 

local spur to a 

small asbestos 

mine.  

 

➢ Km 1492: 

Lodya (станция 

Лодя).  

 

➢ Km 1499: 

Platform 1499 

(платформа 

1499).  

 

➢ Km 1501: Cross 

the Mudirikan 

River (река 

Мудирикан) – 

This Muya tributary begins about 100 kilometers southwest in the Southern Muyskiy 

Mountains (Южно-Муйский хребет). After passing under the rail line here, it flows 

northeast close to 15 kilometers where it joins the right bank of the Muya River about 15 

kilometers upriver west from its confluence with the left bank of the Vitim River.  

 

➢ Km 1508: Aku (станция Аку).  

 

➢ Km 1511: Cross the Reeva River (река Реева) – This minor tributary begins less than five 

kilometers southwest. From the rail crossing it travels southeast about eight kilometers along 

the north side of the rail line, then changes course and flows northeast about eight kilometers, 

altogether about 16 kilometers, to its junction on the left bank of the Stariy Vitim (Старый 

Витим), a 30 kilometer-long left hand channel of the Vitim River.  
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The Stariy Vitim begins approximately two and one-half kilometers north of the BAM bridge 

crossing of the Vitim. It takes away a little less than half the river, therefore for the next 30 

kilometers downriver the left channel “Old” Vitim is roughly 250 to 400 meters across. The 

Vitim proper is about 400 to 800 meters wide. The distance between the two rivers ranges 

from one to five kilometers. The island created in the middle, as is the case with most such 

Siberian river islands, is a massive wetland, bog, swamp, mudmess – you name it. It’s useful 

for wildlife, that’s about all.  

 

➢ Km 1519: Cross the Aku River (река Аку) – This little tributary begins close to 30 

kilometers to the southwest. After passing under the rail line it flows about six kilometers 

northeast to its confluence on the left bank of the Stariy Vitim. The last few kilometers of the 

Aku are also known as the Nizhniy Usmun (река Нижний Усмун; “Lower Usmun”).  

 

➢ Km 1527: Cross the Lesnoi River (река Лесной) – This minor stream originates about five 

kilometers west of the rail line. From the rail crossing it flows due north close to six 

kilometers and joins the left bank of the Stariy Vitim almost exactly at the same confluence 

as the Verkhniy Usmun (река Верхний Усмун) channel. The Upper Usmun is a six 

kilometer-long left side channel of the Stariy Vitim, itself a left channel of the Vitim.  

 

➢ Km 1531: Cross the Verkhniy Usmun (река Верхний Усмун; “Upper Usmun”) – This 

stream starts approximately 15 kilometers to the southwest. After passing under the rail line 

it runs north about five kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of the Verkhniy Usmun 

channel. From there, it continues north another four kilometers until it terminates on the left 

bank of the 30 kilometer-long Stariy Vitim. Its final four kilometers are also an extension of 

the two kilometer-long connection to the Stariy Vitim left-hand side channel of the Vitim. 

Thus, this waterway is both a river and a channel, at least for its final kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 1533: Shiveriy (станция Шиверы) – A lonely little white-painted station house is all 

there is.  

 

➢ Km 1535: Vitim (платформа Витим) – The tiniest of hamlets, it’s perhaps a half-dozen 

farmsteads, not really a village.  

 

➢ Km 1535: Cross the Vitim River (река Витим) – At 1,978 kilometers in length, the Vitim is 

one of the great tributaries of the Lena (река Лена). The river is a little over 525 meters wide 

at this crossing point and there are both rail and motor vehicle bridges side-by-side spanning 

it here. Although the Vitim River’s source is only about 300 kilometers southwest of this 

BAM crossing as the crow flies, by way of the river it’s more than 1,000 kilometers as the 

Vitim flows in an especially tortuous path.  

 

The Vitim begins approximately 200 kilometers east of Lake Baikal, about two-thirds of the 

way up the lake. It starts at the coming together – in the classic open “Y” formation – of two 

very substantial tributaries, the 175 kilometer-long, northeast-flowing Vitimkan (река 

Витимкан), which begins about 125 kilometers east of Baikal, and the 125 kilometer-long 

southwest-flowing China River (река Чина).  
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KM 1535: Cross the Vitim River 

 

Naturally both of these rivers have many substantial tributaries of their own and the Vitim 

has dozens and dozens all along its way north to the Lena. Perhaps the largest south of the 

BAM crossing is the Kalakan (река Калакан), a 300 kilometer-long east to west flowing 

tributary. It joins the Vitim near the township designated as Kalakan (Калакан), for there are 

no residents. It’s about 200 kilometers upriver.  

 

Following the Vitim River downstream 

from the railroad crossing leads northwest 

some 450 kilometers to the only city of 

any size on the river, Bodaibo (Бодайбо), 

the gold-mining center. Bodaibo is 

located on the right bank (north side) of 

the Vitim at its confluence with the 100 

kilometer-long southwest-flowing 

Bodaibo River (река Бодайбо). The 

city’s population is around 15,000.  

 

Only ten kilometers downstream from 

Bodaibo, on the left bank (south side) of 

the Vitim is the much smaller town of 

Mamakan (Мамакан). It’s a town of some 

2,000 inhabitants built on the confluence of the Vitim and 209 kilometer-long north-flowing 

Mamakan River (река Мамакан). Given its equally remote location, perhaps not 

surprisingly, Mamakan is a gold mining center as well.  

 

From Bodaibo or Mamakan, the Vitim flows northwest some 325 kilometers, serving for a 

short while as the border between Irkutskskaya and the Sakha Republic (Республика Саха; 

commonly called Yatkutiya) along the way, until its confluence with the right bank of the 

Lena River at the not very large town of Vitim (Витим). At the Lena-Vitim confluence, each 

of the two rivers is about one kilometer wide; and thereafter the Lena grows considerably 

larger. Vitim village is about 225 kilometers upriver from and southwest of Lensk (Ленск). 

At 25,000 persons, Lensk is one of the largest towns along the Lena.  

 

From Lensk, the Lena flows almost another 1,100 kilometers northeast to Yakutsk (Якутск), 

and from there another 1,600 kilometers north to its great delta on the Laptev Sea of the 

Arctic Ocean.  
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KM 1561: Kuanda Railway Station 
Golden Link Monument 

➢ Km 1535: Buryatiya – Zabaikalskiy Krai Border and Enter New Time Zone (MT+6 hours) – 

For more than 750 kilometers, the Vitim is used to define the regional border between the 

Republic of Buryatiya and Zabaikalskiy Krai (Забайкальский Край; lit., “Trans-Baikal 

Territory”). Traveling east, the BAM exits Buryatiya and enters Zabaikalskiy when it crosses 

the mid-point of the river. The river boundary also serves as the time zone line, so clocks 

move forward one hour. The local time is Moscow Time plus six hours. Train time of course 

is no longer used; now all rail timetables use local time.  

 

Travel guidebooks only a few years old will note that this is the border between Buryatiya 

and the Chita Oblast (Читинская область). However, that changed in 2008. The former 

Chitinskaya merged with the Agin-Buriyat Okrug (Агинский-Бурятский Автономный 

округ), an autonomous enclave within Chitinskaya. The Agin-Buriyat Okrug is now an 

administrative division within Zabaikalskiy Krai. The Krai’s borders with Buryatiya, 

Irkutskaya, the Sakha Republic (Yakutiya), Amur Oblast, China, and Mongolia remain the 

same.  

 

Zabaikalskiy is very large; in area it is ranked 12th out of Russia’s 85 regions. It is 

approximately the same size and shape as its immediate western neighbor, Buryatiya, which 

is 15th in size. The Krai has approximately 1,100,000 residents; some 90 percent of whom are 

Russian. About seven percent are ethnic Buriyats who are a majority only in the south-central 

department of Agin-Buriyat. The administrative capital of this small former Okrug is 

Aginskoye (Агинское).  

 

The administrative capital of Zabaikalskiy is Chita (Чита), a city of some 325,000 persons. 

Chita is located at the confluence of the Chitinka and Ingoda Rivers and an important stop on 

the Trans-Siberian Railway. Chita is about 500 kilometers south of this river crossing or 

about 625 kilometers due east of Irkutsk.  

 

➢ Km 1536: Platform 1536 (платформа 

1536).  

 

➢ Km 1543: Koyra (станция Койра).  

 

➢ Km 1551: Cross the Koyra River (река 

Койра) – This small tributary begins in 

an extensive series of small ponds about 

15 kilometers to the east. It’s a large 

marshland area just south of the rail line 

and Kuanda (Куанда). From the rail 

crossing the Koyra flows northwest close 

to 25 kilometers and joins the right bank 

of the Vitim River.  

 

➢ Km 1561: Kuanda (станция Куанда) – 

A village of close to 1,600 persons most 

of which is along the north side of the rail line. The station is BAM famous for it was the 
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place in 1984 where the two halves of the rail line from Taishet (west) and Komsomolsk-na-

Amure (east) were connected. The event is celebrated by the “Golden Link” Monument 

(Памятник золотое звено БАМа) which is adjacent to the rail station.  

 

➢ Km 1564: Platform 1564 (платформа 1564).  

 

➢ Km 1570: Cross the Kuanda River (река Куанда) – This 196 kilometer-long river has its 

source about 150 kilometers east of the rail crossing in the mountains near Lake Leprindokan 

(озеро Леприндокан), about five kilometers south of Kodar (Кодар). After passing under 

the tracks, it winds its way northwest approximately 50 kilometers until it merges into the 

right bank of the Vitim River.  

 

Less than two kilometers northeast above this crossing, the Kuanda is joined by one of its 

largest tributaries, the 127 kilometer-long Syulban (река Сюльбан). Starting here, the train 

parallels the left bank (south side) of this west-flowing river for the next 75 kilometers 

following it upstream until a few kilometers beyond Naledniy (Наледный). The Kuanda 

River is also commonly called the Konda (река Конда).  

 

➢ Km 1572: Kuandinskiy (платформа Куандинский).  

 

➢ Km 1584: Taku (разъезд Таку; “Siding Taku”) – A few buildings on the left bank (south 

side) of the Syulban River. Taku takes its name from the Taku River (река Таку) which 

flows immediately south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1590: Cross the Taku River (река Таку) – Here is an interesting little river; it’s a 

distributary of the Syulban. For whatever reason, it’s unhappy in its path as part of the 

Syulban and breaks away from the left bank (south side) of the main stem and flows on its 

own about 11 kilometers southwest until it merges into the right bank of the Kuanda.  

 

➢ Km 1602: Balbukhta (разъезд Балбухта; “Siding Balbukhta”).  

 

➢ Km 1605: Cross the Kadagachi River (река Кадагачи) – This small creek starts less then ten 

kilometers south; from here it flows about 600 meters and joins the left bank of the Syulban.  

 

➢ Km 1611: Enter Loop – Here the train enters a 2,500 meter-long counter-clockwise 

horseshoe curve. Its opening is about 550 meters across so it’s a tight narrow loop. At its end, 

the curve turns right clockwise 90 degrees and the rail line continues along its eastbound 

path.  

 

➢ Km 1617: Syulban (Сюльбан) – This former small settlement is named for the Syulban 

River which runs east to west less than one kilometer north of town.  

 

➢ Km 1634: Cross the Varonka-Makit River (река Варонка Макит) – This little stream begins 

approximately ten kilometers to the south. From the rail crossing it empties into the Syulban 

in less than 100 meters north. The rail line only follows the Syulban another ten kilometers; 

after that the river turns north towards its source and the railroad continues east.  
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KM 1647: Exit Kodarskiy Tunnel 

KM 1654: Maloye Leprindo Lake 

 

➢ Km 1637: Naledniy (разъезд Наледный; Siding “Ice”) – About five kilometers northeast of 

this settlement, the Syulban River diverges. The BAM continues northeast and the river 

traces upstream north more than 50 kilometers. Its source waters originate about 15 

kilometers west of BAM Peak (Пик БАМ), a 3,072 meter (10,079 feet) mountain named in 

honor of the rail line. It is the highest peak in the Kodar Range (Кодар хребет) of the 

Stanovoy Upland (Становое нагорье). It’s a very remote area; the mountain was only 

climbed for the first time in 1963.  

 

➢ Km 1645: Enter Kodarskiy Tunnel 

Western Portal (Кодарский Тоннель 

Западный Портал) – This tunnel runs 

1,981 meters under the Kodar Mountains, a 

200 kilometer-long range that is part of the 

greater Stanovoy Mountains. The Kodars 

are high enough – both in latitude and 

altitude – that they are covered by over 19 

recognized, named glaciers. The Kodar 

Tunnel was built from 1982 to 1987. Prior 

to its completion, the rail line went over the 

mountains by way of the Kodar Pass 

(Кодарский перевал).  

 

➢ Km 1647: Exit Kodarskiy Tunnel Eastern 

Portal (Кодарский Тоннель Восточный Портал).  

 

➢ Km 1648: Platform 1648 (платформа 1648) – The train emerges from the tunnel about 400 

meters before this platform.  

 

➢ Km 1649: Kodar (станция Кодар) – This station and the next, Leprindo (Леприндо), are 

best known as the jumping-off points for 

the nearby glacial lakes. There are several 

of them. The altitude of the lakes is close to 

1,000 meters (3,300 feet) and their origins 

are tectonic. That is, they were formed by 

shifts in the surface of the earth caused by 

earthquakes – like Lake Baikal. For this 

reason, they are exceptionally deep and 

filled with the purest of waters, although 

not the clearest, for they are glacier-fed.  

 

Starting two kilometers east of Kodar 

Station is Maloye Leprindo Lake (озеро 

Малое Леприндо; “Little Lake Leprindo”). 

It’s seven kilometers long and about one 

kilometer wide. The rail line follows along 
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its southern shore its entire length, roughly from about Km 1650 to Km 1658. At the 

northeastern end of the lake, the BAM tracks cross over a small 325 meter-long stream that 

connects Little Lake Leprindo to Bolshoye Leprindo Lake (озеро Большое Леприндо; “Big 

Lake Leprindo”).  

 

Big Leprindo Lake is 11 kilometers long by almost three kilometers wide at its widest. At 

this lake, the rail line runs along its northern shore from about Km 1659 to Km 1671 – all the 

way until the village of Leprindo which is located at the lake’s northeastern end. The twin 

Leprindo lakes are the source of the Chara River (река Чара) which flows out of the eastern 

end of Bolshoye Leprindo Lake and which the train comes to soon enough.  

 

There is more. Although less convenient to reach because they are not directly on the rail 

line, five kilometers south of Bolshoye Leprindo is Lake Leprindokan (озеро Леприндокан) 

and ten kilometers south of it is Lake Dovochan (озеро Довочан). Leprindokan is about six 

kilometers long by around two kilometers wide; it is the source of the Kuanda River. Further 

south, Lake Dovochan is five kilometers long by one kilometer wide. All are popular with 

hikers and rugged outdoorsmen.  

 

“Kodar” means a steep rocky slope in the Evenki language of the region’s original 

inhabitants.  

 

➢ Km 1659: Cross the Leprindo Creek (ручей Леприндо) – This tiny waterway connects the 

two Leprindo lakes. The distance between the lakes and the length of the creek is 325 meters.  

 

➢ Km 1666: Cross the Mergeli River (река Мергели) – This little Bolshoye Leprindo tributary 

begins about a dozen kilometers to the northwest. From the tracks it flows one kilometer 

south until it reaches the north shore of the lake.  

 

➢ Km 1668: Leprindo (станция Леприндо) – This was a long and narrow village built along 

the northern shore of Big Lake Leprindo but most of it has now been abandoned. The village 

of Leprindo is almost exactly 25 kilometers due south of Peak BAM. In less than two 

kilometers, just as the rail line is leaving the lake behind, there is a small exiting stream 

immediately to the right-hand side (south side). This is the very beginning of the Chara River 

(река Чара). We’ll mention it again when the line crosses it a few kilometers from here.  

 

➢ Km 1679: Sallikit (станция Салликит).  

 

➢ Km 1680: Cross the Sallikit River (река Салликит) – A small stream that begins about a 

dozen kilometers northwest and ends a dozen kilometers east when it joins the left bank of 

the Chara River.  

 

➢ Km 1685: Cross the Leviy Sallikit River (река Левый Салликит; “Left” Sallikit) – This 

Sallikit tributary begins approximately ten kilometers northeaast; from the rail crossing it 

flows a little more than seven kilometers east until its mouth on the left bank of the Sallikit. 

In three more kilometers east the Sallikit empties into the Chara River.  
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KM 1713: Cross the Chara River 

➢ Km 1699: Sakukan (станция Сакукан) – A station building and a passing track.  

 

➢ Km 1702: Cross the Verkhniy Sakukan River (река Верхний Сакукан; “Upper” Sakukan) – 

This river begins about 50 kilometers northwest of the rail crossing. At the railroad crossing, 

a right arm of the river that broke away five kilometers west passes under the tracks and 

another five kilometers southeast until it joins the left bank of the Chara.  

 

The main stem of the river continues east almost 20 kilometers to its union on the left bank of 

the Chara about 200 meters north of the rail-Chara River crossing.  

 

➢ Km 1713: Cross the Chara River (река Чара) – This great 851 kilometer-long northern 

Siberian river begins by flowing out of the eastern end of Bolshoye Leprindo Lake. From its 

very source, the rail line runs parallel to its left bank (north side) for close to its first 50 

kilometers, that is, until this rail crossing. About 200 meters to the left (north), you might see 

the confluence of the Chara and the Verkhniy Sakukan Rivers.  

 

Continuing downstream from the rail 

crossing or from the confluence, the 

Chara flows north and a little east 800 

kilometers until its confluence on the left 

bank of the 1,436 kilometer-long 

Olyokma River (река Олёкма) which 

runs roughly parallel 200 kilometers to 

the east of the Chara for most of its 

length. From their meeting point, the 

Olyokma flows only another 30 

kilometers north until it merges into the 

right bank of the Lena River 13 

kilometers downriver east of Olyokminsk 

(Олёкминск).  

 

Olyominsk is a small city of about 9,500 

persons on the left bank of the Lena 600 kilometers upriver southwest of Yakutsk and 400 

kilometers downriver east from Lensk. Because of its isolation and lack of road access, there 

is an airport at Olyokminsk.  
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KM 1719: Novaya Chara Railway Station 

➢ Km 1715: Branch Line South – A short line diverges here and runs about 40 kilometers 

southeast and ends in the middle of nowhere near the former settlement of Naminga 

(Наминга). During the 1950s to 1960s there was a cooper mine here. Believing that the 

deposit was played out, the community was abandoned. Since then, modern geological 

surveys have determined that the Udokan Copper Deposit (Удоканское медное 

месторождение) is the largest in Russia and the third largest in the world. Only money, 

permafrost, and logistical complications have prevented the site from being fully exploited. It 

will be in the near future.  

 

➢ Km 1719: Novaya Chara (станция Новая Чара) – “New” Chara is a fairly good sized city 

of close to 4,350 persons. It developed along with the railroad line starting in 1979. In 

addition to a large local coal deposit, the town is also supported by activities associated with 

the Udokan copper mine.  

 

The local sight of most interest 

is “Chara Sands” (Чарские 

пески), a five by ten kilometer 

desert of pure sand, complete 

with large dunes and two small 

oases. It’s about ten kilometers 

from town.  

 

Fifteen kilometers north of 

Novaya Chara by road is Chara 

(Чара), the original settlement in 

this region. It’s now a small 

village on the left bank (west side) of the Chara River. There’s a bridge that crosses the 

Chara and there’s a small airport that serves the two towns.  

 

➢ Km 1720: Cross the Nirungnakan River (река Нирунгнакан) – About one and one-half 

kilometers east of town the train passes over this small stream. Its source waters flow from 

the mountains about 35 kilometers southeast of Novaya Chara. From the rail crossing, the 

river flows north two kilometers until it joins the right bank of the Chara River.  

 

➢ Km 1723: Cross the Namingnakan River (река Намингнакан) – Four kilometers east of 

Novaya Chara the rail line crosses over this minor tributary. It begins some 20 kilometers 

southeast of the rail crossing. Following it downstream from the tracks leads only one and a 

half kilometers to its confluence on the Chara River.  

 

➢ Km 1728: Platform 1728 (платформа 1728).  

 

➢ Km 1731: Platform 1731 (платформа 1731).  

 

➢ Km 1733: Cross the Unkur River (река Ункур) – This minor tributary begins approximately 

20 kilometers southeast of the rail crossing. From here, it flows some ten kilometers 

northwest until it terminates on the right bank (east side) of the Chara River.  
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➢ Km 1736: Platform 1736 (платформа 1736).  

 

➢ Km 1740: Kemen (разъезд Кемен) – A tiny village on the north side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1742 Cross the Kemen River (река Кемен) – A little less than two kilometers east after 

Kemen Station, the train passes over this small river. The Kemen has its source 

approximately 50 kilometers southeast of the rail crossing. From the crossing it flows about a 

dozen kilometers north to its mouth on the right bank of the Chara River. The indigenous 

Evenki name of the river is the Ngeven (река Нгевен).  

 

➢ Km 1746: Cross the Yukteken River (река Юктэкэн) – This small river begins about 20 

kilometers southeast; from the rail crossing it flows northeast close to 18 kilometers to its 

junction on the left bank of the Bolshaya Ikabya River (река Большая Икабья) just one 

kilometer south of its confluence with the right bank of the Chara.  

 

➢ Km 1757: Ikabya (станция Икабья) – This little village lies along the south side of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1759: Cross the Bolshaya Ikabya River (река Большая Икабья) – The “Big” Ikabya 

flows more than 60 kilometers from the southeast to reach the rail crossing point. As the 

crow flies it’s about 32 kilometers. From the crossing, the river flows north close to eight 

kilometers until it terminates on the right bank of the Chara.  

 

➢ Km 1759: Cross the Buguiktokan River (река Бугуиктокан) – Three hundred meters east of 

crossing the Bolshaya Ikabya, the train crosses over this river. The Buguiktokan has its 

source about 20 kilometers southeast. After passing under the tracks it flows alongside the 

Bolshaya Ikabya River for close to six kilometers until it joins its right bank about two 

kilometers before (south of) the Bolshaya Ikabya’s confluence with the Chara.  

 

➢ Km 1769: Chapo Ologo (платформа Чапо Олого) – The village is about five kilometers 

northwest of the rail platform. It’s a small village just south of a bend on the Chara River. 

Over the next several kilometers, the train reaches the most northern point of the BAM.  

 

➢ Km 1770-72: Northernmost point of the BAM Railway Line. Latitude: 57° 08′ 84″ N; 

Longitude: 118° 93′ 87″ E. Incidentally, this is also the most northern point of the road that 

generally runs along the railroad line. Here it’s still called the Avtodoblor BAM 

(Автодоблëр БАМа).  

 

➢ Km 1774: Senatorskiy (станция Сенаторский) – The BAM has rounded its northernmost 

corner and it’s all south from here.  

 

➢ Km 1775: Platform 1775 (платформа 1775).  

 

➢ Km 1782: Cross the Ikabyakan River (река Икабьякан) – Traveling from west to east, the 

rail line transits from the river’s left bank to its right. The Ikabyakan begins about 50 
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kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing, it flows approximately 15 kilometers northeast 

where it merges into the left bank of the Kurung-Yuryakh River (река Курунг-Юрях) which 

has come up about 50 kilometers from its source also in the southeast. From this junction 

point, the Kurung-Yuryakh flows about 10 kilometers north until it joins the right bank of the 

Chara River.  

 

We won’t see or hear of the Chara again. From its confluence with Kurung-Yuryakh, it 

travels close to 250 kilometers north to the town of Chara (Чара), then another 400 

kilometers northeast to its confluence on the left bank of the Olyokma River (река Олёкма) 

at the settlement of Ust-Chara (Усть-Чара). From there, the Olyokma flows 30 kilometers 

northwest until its confluence on the right bank of the Lena River at Krestiy (Кресты). 

Krestiy is only 15 kilometers downstream east of Olyokminsk (Олёкминск). From that 

confluence (or from Olyokminsk) the Lena continues almost 600 kilometers northeast to 

Yakutsk and then another 1,500 kilometers due north to the Lena River Delta, the Laptev 

Sea, and Tiksi (Тикси) – all on the Arctic Ocean.  

 

➢ Km 1787: Ikabyakan (станция Икабьякан) – A little rail building is all that is here. Over the 

next 40 kilometers, the rail line twists and turns a great deal due to the mountainous 

topography. There are about nine horseshoe curves, but most are quite open and might not 

even be noticed as a loop. Two are quite narrow however, and we’ll mention them as we 

reach them.  

 

➢ Km 1800: Cross the Praviy Mururin River (река Правый Мурурин) – The “Right” Mururin 

originates less than ten kilometers to the east. From the rail crossing it flows west a little 

more than three kilometers where it merges into the right bank of the Mururin River (река 

Мурурин). The Mururin begins about 15 kilometers southeast in the same general area of the 

the source of the Ikabyakan River. From the Praviy Mururin and Mururin confluence, the 

Mururin flows about 15 kilometers west until it joins the right bank of the Ikabyakan 

approximately three kilometers northwest of the Ikabyakan Station.  

 

➢ Km 1800: Enter Loop – Starting immediately after the Praviy Mururin River crossing, the 

rail line turns to the right and begins a 180 degree counter-clockwise horseshoe curve. The 

loop is three kilometers long and its mouth is 800 meters wide. The second narrow loop is at 

the regional border coming up shortly.  

 

➢ Km 1804: Cross the Praviy Mururin River (река Правый Мурурин) – This river crossing 

marks the end of the horseshoe curve. Having previously crossed from the river’s right bank 

to its left (north side to south), now the rail line crosses over from the river’s left bank to its 

right (south side to north). From here, the train follows along the Praviy Mururin’s northern 

bank for the next five kilometers to its source.  

 

➢ Km 1810: Mururin (станция Мурурин) – The train soon reaches the highest altitude section 

of the BAM rail line between Km 1820 and Km 1821. For the next 50 kilometers, all the way 

to Khani (Хани), the rail line is double-tracked.  
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KM 1820: Udokan Range 1,310 meters 

➢ Km 1811: Cross the Kurung-Yuryakh River (река Курунг-Юрях) – At this crossing point, 

the Kurung-Yuryakh River is just a tiny stream. Its source is less than ten kilometers due 

south. From the rail crossing it runs approximately 40 kilometers northwest to its junction 

with the left tributary Ikabyakan River. At that confluence, the Ikabyakan terminates and the 

Kurung-Yuryakh continues another 15 kilometers northwest until it terminates on the right 

bank of the Chara River.  

 

➢ Km 1820-21: Highest altitude of the 

BAM – At 1,310 meters (4,298 feet) 

tall, this is the highest altitude that the 

BAM reaches. The line runs through 

the Udokan Pass (перевал Удокан) 

which is a low point in the Udokan 

Range (Удокан хребет). The Udokan 

is a 200 kilometer-long chain of 

mountains located in between the 

northern top of Zabaikalskiy Territory 

and the southern portion of Yakutiya. 

The average altitude of the Udokan 

Mountains is between 2,000 to 2,300 

meters (6,500-7,500 feet). The highest 

peak in the range is 2,561 meters (8,402 

feet). It is unnamed. The Udokan extends in a northeasterly direction roughly fronted on the 

north by the right bank of the Chara River and on the south by the left bank of the River 

Khani (река Хани). The train left the Chara a very short while ago and it comes to the Khani 

very soon. 

 

➢ Km 1834: Enter Loop – The rail line takes a left turn and begins a three kilometer-long, 180 

degree clockwise horseshoe curve. The loop’s mouth is 800 meters wide. At the loop’s apex, 

the Olongdo River (река Олонгдо) crosses from north to south and the regional borderline is 

crossed. There is a memorial sign at the crossing.  

 

➢ Km 1835: Cross the Olongdo River (река Олонгдо) – At the northern apex of the railway 

loop, the train passes over this small river. It begins about 25 kilometers north. From its 

source to its mouth on the Khani River, it serves as the border between Zabaikalskiy Krai to 

the west and Yakutiya to the east. North of these 25 kilometers, the border between the two 

regions runs another 200 kilometers north to a tripoint boundary among Irkutskaya Oblast, 

Zabaikalskiy, and Yakutiya.  

 

After the Olongdo passes under the railroad at this crossing, it flows south one and a half 

kilometers and merges into the left bank of the 141 kilometer-long Khani River. Once the 

train passes over the Olongdo, it leaves Zabaikalskiy and enters Yakutiya.  

 

➢ Km 1835: Zabaikalskiy – Sakha Republic Border – There is quite a complicated little border 

story here. Let’s start at the top. The territory of Zabaikalskiy (Забайкальский край) and the 

Republic of Sakha (Республика Саха) – more commonly called Yakutiya (Якутия) – share a 
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relatively short common boundary of about 225 kilometers. Its northern end begins at a 

tripoint that includes Irkutsk Oblast about 140 kilometers north of this rail crossing as the 

crow flies.  

 

From north to south, it is an artificial boundary with no natural features for its northern first 

200 kilometers, but after that for the next 25 kilometers it employs the Olongdo River which 

is used from its source southward its entire length until its confluence with the 141 kilometer-

long Khani River (река Хани). The BAM Line crosses over the Olongdo River border one a 

one-half kilometers north of its mouth on the Khani. Once it crosses over the Olongdo, the 

train has left Zabaikalskiy and entered Sakha – although that changes again in a few 

kilometers.  

 

The Khani has come up from the southwest about 25 kilometers to meet the Olongdo. From 

this junction, as the Olongdo terminates, the Khani becomes the Zabaikalskiy–Yakutiya 

border for the next 25 kilometers southeast until a second tripoint, that of Sakha, 

Zabaikalskiy, and Amurskaya Oblast (Амурская область). The train runs alongside parallel 

to the north or east (left bank) of the Khani River over these kilometers and therefore is in 

Yakutiya during this time.  

 

This second tripoint border is formed by the confluence of the Saku (река Саку) and Khani 

Rivers and we’ll mention it again when we reach it. Altogether from this tripoint, the Khani 

remains the border for the next 80 kilometers east – the train running parallel to it all the 

while, but then it’s no longer the Zabaikalskiy–Yakutiya border, it’s the Yakutiya-

Amurskaya border.  

 

The Khani ends being the border when it ends, that is to say, when it merges into the left 

bank of the Olyokma River (река Олёкма), for then the Olyokma takes over border duty and 

it becomes the Yakutiya-Amurskaya border. Although the rail route now follows the 

Olyokma south for the next 75 kilometers to Yuktali (Юктали), only the first ten kilometers 

are the Yakutiya border. After these first few kilometers, another east-to-west running 

tributary of the Olyokma becomes the border and the rail route diverges south off this path.  

 

At a little over 3,000,000 square kilometers (1,160,000 square miles), Yakutiya, more 

formally known as the Sakha Republic, is Russia’s largest geographical region. It is roughly 

five times the size of France, which is Europe’s largest country, or more than four times the 

area of Texas. It is about the size, but not shape, of India which is the world’s 7th largest 

country. It is, on the other hand, one of Russia’s least populated regions. Sakha has about 

950,000 residents, ranking it 58th of Russia’s 85 federal “subjects” (субъекты федерации). 

Its population density is one of the lowest in the world.  

 

Yakutiya is located in the northeastern part of Siberia. Its southern borders are on Irkutskaya 

Oblast, Zabaikalskiy Krai, and Amurskaya Oblast. Its western side runs along Krasnoyarsk 

Krai (Красноярский край) and its eastern borders join along Khabarovsk Krai 

(Хабаровский край), Magadan Oblast (Магаданская область), and the Chukotka 

Autonomous Region (Чукотский автономный округ). The Republic’s entire northern 

boundary of more than 1,500 kilometers is spread across two seas of the Arctic Ocean 
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“Pole of Cold” Monument at Verkhoyansk 

(Северный Ледовитый океан): the Laptev (Море Лаптевых) and East Siberian (Восточно-

Сибирское море). On its northern center is the Lena Delta (Дельта Лены), which at 30,000 

square kilometers (11,600 square miles) is one of the largest river estuaries in the world.  

 

More than 40 percent of Yakutiya’s territory lies above the Arctic Circle and almost all of its 

land is permafrost. It has taiga forests, tundra, and arctic desert regions. In addition, many 

great rivers run through the Republic on their way to the Arctic Ocean. The largest are the 

Lena (4,472 km), Vilui (2,650 km), Olenyok (2,292 km), Aldan (2,273 km), Kolima (2,129 

km), Indigirka (1,726 km), and Olekma (1,436 km). The route of the BAM crosses many of 

these rivers and we’ll describe them as we meet them.  

 

The more than 2,000 kilometers of regional frontier across the southern edge of Yakutiya is 

in part defined by the natural divide of the Stanovoy Mountains (Становой хребет). 

Historically known as the “Outer Khingan” range (Внешний Хинган хребет), the chain runs 

from west to east close to 900 kilometers. It is the continental watershed between waters that 

flow east to the Pacific Ocean (Тихий океан) and those that flow north to the Arctic Ocean.  

 

The administrative capital of the Sakha Republic is Yakutsk (Якутск), a city of almost 

270,000 persons and a port along the Lena River. Of the city’s population, about 60 percent 

are ethnic Yakuts; the rest are Russian. In the region overall, about half the population is 

Yakut, the other half mostly Russian, but 

there are several ethnic indigenous peoples 

as well. These include the Evenki 

(Эвенки), Evens (Эвены), and Tatars 

(Татары) with several percentage points 

each.  

 

Finally, no introduction to this region 

would be complete without mentioning the 

climate – for after Antarctica, Yakutiya is 

the world’s coldest place. The climate is 

characterized as sharply continental, with 

long extremely cold winters and short 

mildly warm summers. Winter 

temperatures of minus 70°C (-95°F) degrees 

have been recorded. Yakutiya is famous 

throughout Russia for its “Pole of Cold” (Полюсы холода), but there are two places in fact 

where the coldest temperatures in the northern hemisphere have ever been measured. One is 

Verkhoyansk (Верхоянск), a small town of 1,300 persons located near the Arctic Circle 

about 675 kilometers north of Yakutsk. Average January temperatures here are -45°C (-

50°F). The other inhabited icebox is Oymyakon (Оймякoн), a tiny village of some 475 

persons on the Oymyakon River in eastern Yakutiya. Identical low temperatures have been 

recorded there.  
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KM 1864: Khani Railway Station 
Northernmost Station on the BAM Line 

➢ Km 1836: Olongdo (разъезд Олонгдо) – This is the first rail stopping point in the Sakha 

Republic. After crossing over the Olongdo River, the rail line follows along its left bank 

south downstream one and a half kilometers until its junction with the Khani River. 

Thereafter, the train follows the Khani downstream along its left bank (east side) for 

approximately 25 kilometers. For those kilometers, the right bank (west side) of the river is 

Zabaikalskiy Krai.  

 

➢ Km 1858: Confluence of the Saku (река Саку) and Khani (река Хани) Rivers – Five 

hundred meters out the right-hand side windows of the train (south side) is the Tripoint 

Border of Zabaikalskiy Krai, Amurskaya Oblast, and the Sakha Republic. The three regions 

meet at the “T” confluence of the south to north-flowing Saku River, which has come up 

from the southwest, and the west to east-flowing Khani, with the Khani forming the top of 

the “T.” The Saku River arises in the Udokan Range (Удокан хребет) of the eastern 

Stanovoy Mountains about 35 kilometers to the southwest. 

 

To the left bank (west side) of the Saku is Zabaikalskiy Krai; to its right bank (east side) is 

Amurskaya Oblast. To the left bank (north side) of the Khani River is Yakutiya; and to the 

right bank (south side) is Amurskaya. For the next several kilometers east, the rail line 

parallels the northern shore (left bank) of the Khani River and thus remains in Yakutiya.  

 

➢ Km 1864: Khani (станция Хани) – 

Named after the river, this small village 

of nearly 800 residents lies sandwiched 

in between the railroad tracks to the 

north and the Khani River to the south.  

 

A number of minor superlatives are in 

order for Khani. Not only is it the only 

BAM Rail Station in the Sakha 

Republic, it is the northernmost station 

on the entire BAM Line. The town’s 

website proudly proclaims that it is 

2,380 kilometers to Irkutsk and 2,380 

kilometers to Khabarovsk – some kind 

of a midpoint. The same source states 

that Khani is located close the to the 

highest point of the rail line, 1,310 meters (4,298 feet), at the Udokan Pass in the Udokan 

Mountains which the train passed a while ago. For a small railroad town, here’s another high-

water mark: when the village’s population was 1,000 in 2004, 550 persons were employees 

of the railroad. Note also that the double-track line ends at Khani.  

 

➢ Km 1866: Cross the Khani River (река Хани) – About two and a half kilometers east of the 

Khani Rail Station, the BAM Line passes over the Khani River from its left to right bank 

(north to south) and in crossing the train leaves Yakutiya behind and enters for the first time 

Amurskaya Oblast (Амурская область). In this general vicinity, the river averages between 

50 and 75 meters wide.  
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➢ Km 1866: Sakha Republic – Amurskaya Border – The Khani River is the border and the 

train now enters Amurskaya Oblast. Roughly similar in area to Irkutskaya and Zabaikalskiy 

Oblasts, Amurskaya is the 14th largest Russian federal subject. Its northern border is with 

Sakha; its western side runs along Zabaikalskiy; its eastern borders are with Khabarovsk Krai 

(Хабаровский край) and the Jewish Autonomous Oblast (Еврейская автономная область); 

and its southern boundary is along the Heilongjiang Province (Chinese: 黑龙江省; pinyin: 

Hēilóngjiāng Shěng) of the People’s Republic of China (Chinese: 中华人民共和国; pinyin: 

Zhōnghuá Rénmín Gònghéguó), or more simply, China (Chinese: 中国; pinyin: Zhōngguó). 

The Amur River (Russian: река Амур; Chinese: 黑龙江; pinyin: Hēilóng Jiāng: “Black 

Dragon River”) defines most of that very long border.  

 

The population of Amurskaya is about 815,000 which ranks it 61st out of Russia’s 85 regions. 

The administrative capital of the oblast is Blagoveshchensk (Благовещенск), a city of some 

215,000 persons located on the Amur River in the southern portion of the province. Although 

somewhat off the beaten track as it is not on the mainline of the Trans-Siberian Railroad, 

Blagoveshchensk is nonetheless a city of some interest and worth visiting. It is one of the 

oldest settlements in the Russian Far East. The Amur River may be crossed there to Heihe 
(Russian: Хэйхэ; Chinese: 黑河; pinyin: Hēi hé; English: “Black River”), China and from 

there connections can be made to Harbin (Russian: Харбин; Chinese: 哈尔滨; pinyin: 

Hā'ěrbīn).  

 

➢ Km 1868: Cross the Altual River (река Алтуаль) – This minor Khani tributary begins 

approximately 20 kilometers to the southwest. It terminates on the right bank of the Khani 

about 50 meters out the left-hand side (north) of the train.  

 

➢ Km 1876: Uskol (разъезд Усколь).  

 

➢ Km 1880: Cross the Yus-Kyuyol River (река Ус-Кюёль; also spelled “Юс-Кюэль”) – This 

right tributary has its source some 50 kilometers southwest. After passing under the train, it 

empties into the Khani about 150 meters to the north.  

 

➢ Km 1904: Velbetkan (станция Вельбеткан) – Just about nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 1905: Cross the Engeya River (река Енгея) – This tiny stream discharges into the Khani 

just to the left of the train tracks. Following it upstream leads a little less than ten kilometers 

southwest.  

 

➢ Km 1911: Cross the Khain-Khan River (река Хайн-Хан) – This little stream begins close to 

30 kilometers southwest. It ends 200 meters north of the tracks when it joins the right bank of 

the Khani.  

 

➢ Km 1918: Olyokma (станция Олёкма) – This small village lies for the most part 

sandwiched in between the north side of the rail line and just below the right bank (south of) 

the Khani River.  
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KM 1918: Olyokma Railway Station 

➢ Km 1922: Cross the Khani River (река 

Хани) – Here the train crosses over 

from the right bank to the left (south to 

north) of the river and thereby re-enters 

the Sakha Republic. Both the rail line 

and the river make a sharp turn to the 

left and head north.  

 

➢ Km 1922: Amurskaya – Yakutiya 

Border –The Khani River marks the 

border for just a few more kilometers. 

There is a memorial sign to indicate 

leaving Amurskaya and entering 

Yakutiya.  

 

➢ Km 1922: Confluence of the Khani (река Хани) and Kurankh (река Куранах) Rivers – One 

kilometer downstream east, the Khani is joined by one of its largest tributaries, the Kuranakh. 

Prior to its end at the confluence, the Kuranakh is almost the same size as the Khani. Thus, 

immediately thereafter, the Khani doubles in size. It now ranges almost 200 meters across. 

The right tributary Kuranakh originates about 50 kilometers south of this junction.  

 

➢ Km 1927: Cross the Khani River (река Хани) – This time the rail line passes from the 

river’s left to right bank (north to south) and thus re-enters Amurskaya Oblast.  

 

➢ Km 1927: Yakutiya – Amurskaya Border – The train is back in the Amur Region. For the 

next 300 kilometers, all the way to Tynda (Тында), the train crosses over one river after 

another. With several exceptions, most are small. They are all part of the Lena River 

watershed flowing north to the Arctic Ocean.  

 

➢ Km 1937: Confluence of the Khani (река Хани) and Olyokma (река Олёкма) Rivers – The 

rail line does not cross either river here, but about 200 meters to the left side of the train (east 

side), the west-to-east-flowing Khani River ends when it merges into the left bank of the 

south-to-north-flowing Olyokma. The Olyokma is one of the larger rivers of northern Siberia.  

 

The rail route takes a sharp 90 degree right-hand turn and runs south following the left bank 

(west side) of the Olyokma upstream. The border between Amurskaya and Yakutiya is for 

the next ten kilometers defined by the Olyokma. The rail route crosses the Olyokma River a 

little further down the line. We’ll discuss it when we get there.  

 

➢ Km 1944: Cross the Khotugu-Chabinikit River (река Хотугу-Чабиникит) – This small river 

begins close to 20 kilometers southwest; from the rail crossing it flows less than one 

kilometer east and terminates on the left bank of the Olyokma.  

 

➢ Km 1946: Confluence of the Olyokma (река Олёкма) and-Kuduli (река Кудули) Rivers – 

Two hundred meters east of the train is the left bank of the Olyokma River. On its opposite 

side, its right bank, it is joined by a small east to west-flowing river, the right tributary 
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Kuduli. The Kuduli now becomes the Amurskaya-Yakutiya boundary and we won’t see it 

anymore as the train follows the Olyokma south. The Kudali begins almost 50 kilometers 

southeast of here and its entire length – right to its source – serves as the border. Beyond that, 

other rivers, or no rivers, serve that function.  

 

➢ Km 1953: Cross the Soguuru-Chabinikit River (река Согууру-Чабиникит) – This small 

river originates southwest about 25 kilometers. From the rail crossing, it flows southeast 

approximately three kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of the Olyokma River.  

 

➢ Km 1961: Imangrakan (станция Имангракан) – A little station building to the east side of 

the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1962: Cross the Kurulta River (река Курульта) – Less than one kilometer south after 

passing Imangrakan, the train passes over this small creek. It begins about seven kilometers 

west; from the rail crossing it runs three kilometers northeast into the Olyokma.  

 

➢ Km 1968: Cross the Imangrakan River (река Имангракан) – This small river begins some 

35 kilometers west of the rail crossing. Just at the crossing, the river divides into two 

channels; the train first crosses the northern of the two, in one kilometer it passes over the 

second. Each runs about two kilometers east until they merge into the left bank of the 

Olyokma River.  

 

➢ Km 1975: Cross the Imangra River (река Имангра) – This not-so-small river begins a little 

over 110 kilometers due east of this location. From the rails, it flows two kilometers 

northeast until its junction on the Olyokma.  

 

➢ Km 1978: Cross the Medvezhya Protoka (Медвежья-Протока; “Bear’s Channel”) – Not 

really an independent river, this channel breaks off from the main stem of the Olyokma about 

seven kilometers south of this crossing. Several arms parallel the river north and this one is 

crossed by the railroad line. The train crosses it again in two kilometers south. Side channels 

like this eventually re-connect to their main river.  

 

➢ Km 1988: Cross the Tas-Yuryakh River (река Тас-Юрях; “Stone River” in native Yakut) – 

This river has its origin about 90 kilometers southwest. After passing under the rail line, it 

flows one kilometer east to its confluence on the Olyokma. The Tas-Yuryakh is also called 

the “Taziy” (Тазы).  

 

➢ Km 1992: Tas-Yuryakh (станция Тас-Юрях) – A building on the right side (west) of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 1994: Cross the Olyokma River (река Олёкма) – This 1,436 kilometer-long river has its 

beginnings more than 800 kilometers southwest in the Muroyskiy Range (Муройский 

хребет) of the Olekminskiy Stanovik Mountains, a 125 kilometer-long group about halfway 

between this rail crossing and Chita. The closest city of any size is Mogocha (Могоча), 

which is about 150 kilometers due east of the Olyokma’s source. The Muroyskiy Range is  

not particularly tall; altitudes vary from 1,200 to 1,900 meters (3,900-6,200 feet).  
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The Evenk People 
The Evenk (Эвенк) or Evenki (Эвенки) people number 
about 67,000. There are about 35,000 in Russia where 
they once were known as the Tungus, and there are 
about 30,000 in northern China where they are called 
鄂温克族 (pinyin: Èwēnkè Zú). They belong to the 
Baikal or Paleo-Siberian group of Mongolian and 
northern Asian people. Evenki is a Tungusic language, 
also called Manchu-Tungus. The group includes Manchu 
(Jurchen), Evenk, Even, Negidal, Nanai, Oroch, Orok, 
Oroqen, Udege, Ulch, and Xibe. All of these languages 
are endangered and most will be extinct by the middle 
or end of this century. Linguists have traditionally placed 
Tungusic within the Altaic language family along with 
Turkic, Mongolian, and sometimes Korean and 
Japanese. None of these classifications however is 
definitive and the subject is highly debated.  
 
The Evenk traditional way of life is a mixture of pastoral 
nomadism and hunter-gatherers. They settle mostly in 
taiga boreal forest and live in conical tents made of birch 
bark and reindeer pelts covering wooden frames. For 
people of such small numbers, they have managed to get 
around quite well. Successful reindeer herdsmen since 
Neolithic times, they have spread from Lake Baikal to 
the Amur River to Sakhalin Island and the Sea of 
Okhotsk to the Kamchatka Peninsula to the Sakha 
Republic where they bump up against the Yakuts. The 
Yakuts are a Turkic people whose language is in the 
Turkic family of languages. Related languages include: 
Turkish, Turkmen, Azerbaijani, Tatar, Bashkir, Kazakh, 
Karakalpak, Kyrgyz, Uzbek, Uyghur, Tuvan, Tofa, 
Khakas, Chuvash, and a number of other lesser known 
languages.  

 

From the rail crossing, the Olyokma flows almost straight north close to 600 kilometers 

where its left bank is joined by the 851 kilometer-long Chara (река Чара), which has run 

almost parallel its entire length about 200 kilometers to the west. From that great confluence, 

the newly-enlarged Olyokma flows only another 30 kilometers northwest until it joins the 

right bank of the 4,472 kilometer-long Lena River a dozen kilometers downstream from 

Olyokminsk (Олёкминск). That latter river town has a population of about 9,500 and is 

roughly halfway between Lensk and Yakutsk.  

 

At this crossing there is a rail and auto bridge side-by-side about 250 meters apart. The river 

here is about 425 meters across. Fifteen kilometers south upstream, the Olyokma is joined by 

one of its largest tributaries, the 583 kilometer-long Nyukzha (река Нюкжа) not far from the 

town of Yuktali (Юктали). The train 

reaches this confluence and town soon 

enough.  

 

➢ Km 1999: Cross the Chopkokon River 

(река Чопкокон) – This little river 

begins about ten kilometers north. After 

passing under the rail line, it flows 

south about 250 meters to its mouth on 

the right bank of the Olyokma.  

 

➢ Km 2007: Confluence of the Olyokma 

(река Олёкма) and Nyukzha (река 

Нюкжа) Rivers – It won’t be apparent 

as the two rivers are both large and of 

roughly equal size, but less than 200 

meters south of the rail line the 

Olyokma takes a sharp right-hand turn 

90 degrees and heads upsteam south. 

The rail route does not see this river 

again. Rather, the train continues 

traveling east, now following the 

Nyukzha upstream from its mouth here.  

 

The town on the south side of the river 

at the confluence is Ust-Nyukzha (Усть 

Нюкжа; “Mouth of Nyukzha”), locally 

well-known as it is almost entirely 

populated by indigenous Evenk people 

and some Yakuts. Although there are 

only about 500 residents, they live a 

traditional life of reindeer herding, 

hunting, and fishing. There are about 

67,000 Evenki living today, half in 
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KM 2013: Yuktali Railway Station 

Russia, half in northeastern China, perhaps 1,000 in Mongolia. The old name for them was 

Tungus people. Their language belongs in the Manchu-Tungus group.  

 

➢ Km 2013: Yuktali (станция Юктали) – This small town of approximately 2,300 persons is 

nestled into a 180 degree bend on the right bank of the east to west-flowing Nyukzha River. 

Many travelers remember the stop for the great decorative wrought-iron clock on the track 

side of the station.  

 

➢ Km 2013: Cross the Yutali River (река 

Юктали) – In the middle of town, not far 

from the rail station, the train crosses the 

small stream Yuktali for which the town 

is named. It begins about 15 kilometers 

north, flows south, crosses the rails, and 

terminates on the right bank of the 

Nyukzha two kilometers south of the rail 

crossing.  

 

➢ Km 2015: Platform 2015 (платформа 

2015).  

 

➢ Km 2021: Cross the Topkun River (река 

Топкун) – This little stream starts a little 

less than ten kilometers north; from the rail crossing it enters the Nyukzha in less than 200 

meters south.  

 

➢ Km 2023: Cross the Namarak River (река Намарак) – This small river begins quite near the 

Amurskaya-Sakha border about 30 kilometers northeast of the rail crossing. After passing 

under the rail line, it runs a little less than two kilometers south until its mouth on the right 

bank (north side) of the Nyukzha River.  

 

➢ Km 2031: Cross the Derpuk River (река Дерпук) – This creek begins approximately ten 

kilometers northeast. Its mouth is about 600 meters west on the Nyukzha.  

 

➢ Km 2033: Taluma (разъезд Талума) – There is nothing here.  
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➢ Km 2034: Cross the Taluma River (река Талума) – This little river ends its course on the 

right bank of the Nyukzha River in less than 200 meters south of the rail line. It begins in the 

southern foothills of the Stanovoy Mountains (Становой хребет) approximately 50 

kilometers due east of the rail crossing.  

 

The Stanovoy Range runs roughly from the Olyokma River in the west, close to 900 

kilometers to the Uchur River (река Учур) in the east, almost to the Sea of Okhotsk. The 

Stanovoy Mountains separate the watershed of the Arctic Ocean (via the Lena River) from 

the watershed of the Pacific Ocean (via the Amur River). The range, known to the Chinese as 
the Greater or Outer Khingan (Chinese: 外興安嶺; pinyin: Wài xìng'ān lǐng), was the border 

between Russia and China from the Treaty of Nerchinsk in 1689 to Treaty of Aigun in 1858. 

Today, a good section of the range approximately coincides with the southern boundary of 

Yakutiya; the watershed for the most part marking the actual border.  

 

➢ Km 2041: Cross the Chepchekan River (река Чепчекан) – This little stream begins about 

seven kilometers east; it enters the Nyukzha just at the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2048: Cross the Eldovul River (река Елдовуль) – This minor stream also begins about 

seven kilometers to the east. It terminates on the Nyukzha in one kilometer west.  

 

➢ Km 2050: Cross the Nyukzha River (река Нюкжа) – Rather than go around a large bend of 

the river, the rail engineers decided to cross the river at this location and thus the line 

switches from following the Nyukzha’s right bank to following its left (east to west side). 

The crossing is fairly big; the river is almost 300 meters wide at this point. There is a road 

bridge about 375 meters to the south.  

 

The 583 kilometer-long Nyukzha is a right tributary of the Olyokma River which it joins at 

the village of Ust-Nyukzha near Km 2007 on the BAM Line. Its source waters begin 

approximately 400 kilometers south of the rail crossing, less than 60 kilometers north of 

Yerofei Pavlovitch (Ерофей Павлович), a village and station on the Trans-Siberian 

Mainline. The Nyukzha’s largest tributary is the 243 kilometer-long Lopcha River (река 

Лопча) which the rail line reaches soon enough.  

 

➢ Km 2054: Cross the Nizhniy Davan River (река Нижний Даван; “Lower Davan River”) – 

This minor tributary arises about 20 kilometers west of the rail crossing and about ten 

kilometers east of the Olyokma River. From here, the Lower Davan’s confluence on the left 

bank of the Nyukzha is less than 250 meters east of the rail tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2058: Dyugabul (станция Дюгабуль) – A small settlement to the west of the rail line 

and west (left bank) of the Nyukzha River.  

 

➢ Km 2059: Cross the Verkhniy Davan River (река Верхний Даван; “Upper Davan River”) – 

Another minor left tributary of the Nyukzha, the Upper Davan River starts approximately 20 

kilometers southwest of the rail line. From this crossing, it flows less than 100 meters east to 

its mouth on the Nyukzha.  
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KM 2121: Chilchi Railway Station 

➢ Km 2059: Cross the Dyugabul River (река Дюгабуль) – About 300 meters south of the 

Verkhniy Davan River crossing, the train crosses over this small river. The Dyugabul begins 

close to 18 kilometers south; it terminates on the Nyukzha within 25 meters from the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 2070: Cross the Nyukzha River (река Нюкжа) – Here the train re-crosses the Nyukzha 

River, this time from its left bank to its right (west to east side).  

 

➢ Km 2074: Cross the Nizhnyaya Suvelga River (река Нижняя Сувельга; “Lower Suvelga 

River”) – This minor right bank tributary of the Nyukzha has its source close to 40 

kilometers northeast in the southern foothills of the Stanovoy Range. The rail crossing is at 

its mouth.  

 

➢ Km 2077: Cross the Verkhnyaya Suvelga River (река Верхняя Сувельга; “Upper Suvelga 

River”) – This small tributary starts about 25 kilometers east. Like its sister river three 

kilometers downstream north, it ends on the right bank of the Nyukzha within meters of the 

rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2085: Cross the Amnunnakachi River (река Амнуннакачи) – This small tributary has 

its source close to 12 kilometers east; from the rail crossing it enters the Nyukzha.  

 

➢ Km 2086: Unkur (станция Ункур) – A building by the side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2092: Cross the Nyukekte River (река Нюкэктэ) – This hard-to-pronounce little stream 

begins almost ten kilometers northeast. After passing under the tracks it terminates on the 

Nyukzha in less than 200 meters.  

 

➢ Km 2113: Cross the Chilchi River (река Чильчи) – This good-sized Nyukzha River 

tributary’s source waters originate some 125 kilometers northeast of this rail crossing in the 

Stanovoy Range southern foothills 

along the Amurskaya Oblast and Sakha 

Republic frontier. From the crossing, 

which is 150 meters wide, it flows less 

than one kilometer southeast until its 

confluence on the right bank of the 

Nyukzha.  

 

➢ Km 2121: Chilchi (станция Чильчи) – 

Founded in 1976 along with the 

building of the BAM, this small village 

of some 300 persons is located on the 

right bank (east side) of the Nyukzha 

River.  

 

➢ Km 2126: Cross the Muchug River 

(река Мучуг) – This minor tributary 
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KM 2171: Lopcha Railway Station 

begins approximately ten kilometers northeast of the village of Chilchi, which is two 

kilometers south of the train station. The river runs along the northern end of the village and 

merges into the Nyukzha River within meters of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2140: Cross the Karurak River (река Карурак) – This small river begins approximately 

35 kilometers northeast of the rail crossing. Although it’s only about two kilometers south to 

the Nyukzha River from the rail line, the immediate area is mostly lowland marsh. From the 

crossing therefore, the Karurak meanders about five kilometers through the marsh until it 

merges into the Nyukzha.  

 

➢ Km 2144: Marikta (разъезд Марикта).  

 

➢ Km 2147: Cross the Dyurpukan River (река Дюрпукан) – This little creek starts a dozen 

kilometers northeast. After passing under the rails it flows about two kilometers until it 

reaches the right bank of the Nyukzha.  

 

➢ Km 2151: Cross the Karurakan River (река Каруракан) – This small river originates some 

35 kilometers northeast. From the rail crossing, it flows less than three kilometers to its 

confluence on the Nyukzha.  

 

➢ Km 2156: Cross the Nizhnyaya Larba River (река Нижняя Ларба; “Lower Larba River”) – 

This fairly large Nyukzha right bank tributary arises more than 175 kilometers to the 

northeast, a little above the Amurskaya-Yakutiya border on the southern side of the Stanovoy 

Mountains and about 50 kilometers southwest of Neryungri (Нерюнгри), a town along the 

M56 Highway to Yakutsk (Якутск). From the railroad crossing, it’s about one kilometer 

south to the river’s mouth on the 

Nyukzha.  

 

➢ Km 2171: Lopcha (станция Лопча) – 

This small town of approximately 500 

persons is named after the nearby 

Lopcha River (река Лопча) which 

flows into the Nyukzha’s left bank, 

i.e., on the opposite side of the river 

from the town. The 243 kilometer-long 

Lopcha begins more than 150 

kilometers (as the crow flies) to the 

southwest, about 35 kilometers east of 

the Olyokma River.  

 

There is a memorial sign posted here: 

“Mid BAM” (Середина БАМа) for 

this is more or less a midway point between Taishet and Sovetskaya Gavan.  
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KM 2216: Larba Railway Station 

KM 2180: Taiga Countryside 

➢ Km 2181: Cross the Sivakan River (река Сивакан) – This little stream originates ten 

kilometers northeast. From the rail crossing, it flows south less than 500 meters to its mouth 

on the Nyukzha.  

 

➢ Km 2182: Cross the Amnunnakachi 

River (река Амнуннакачи) – This minor 

tributary begins close to a dozen kilometers 

northeast. It joins the Nyukzha immediately 

after passing under the rail line. If some of 

these words don’t especially seem like 

Russian, they are not. They are Evenk 

language words taken from the area’s 

original inhabitants.  

 

➢ Km 2188: Cross the Onyon River 

(река Онён) – This small tributary has its 

source approximately 18 kilometers to the 

northeast. From the rail crossing, it flows 

about one kilometer until its confluence on 

the right bank of the Nyukzha.  

 

➢ Km 2188: Elgakan (разъезд Эльгакан) – The smallest of hamlets. A building by the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2195: Cross the Zhelezniy River (река Железный; “Iron River”) – This small river’s 

source is a dozen kilometers northeast; from the rail crossing it flows about one kilometer 

until it joins the Nyukzha.  

 

➢ Km 2198: Cross the Zayachiy River (река Заячий; “Hare River”) – This little river begins 

about 15 kilometers northeast. After passing under the rails it flows about 400 meters until it 

joins one of the several channels of the Nyukzha.  

 

➢ Km 2210: Cross the Givun River (река 

Гивун) – This river has its origins 

approximately ten kilometers north; from 

the crossing it runs only several meters 

until it merges into the Nyukzha. 

 

➢ Km 2216: Larba (станция Ларба) – This 

small BAM town of about 500 persons 

was established in 1975 by a Komsomol 

Youth Brigade.  

 

➢ Km 2217: Confluence of the Nyukzha 

(река Нюкжа) and Srednyaya Larba (река 

Средняя Ларба) Rivers – About three 

kilometers due south of Larba, the 
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Nyukzha meets the Srednyaya Larba River and turns south. The rail line no longer follows it. 

Tracing the Nyukzha upstream to its source leads more than 250 kilometers southwest to the 

Zabaikalskiy-Amurskaya border about 60 kilometers north of Yerofei Pavlovitch on the main 

line of the Trans-Siberian Railway.  

 

➢ Km 2220: Cross the Srednyaya Larba River (река Средняя Ларба; “Middle Larba River”) – 

This fairly good sized Nyukzha right tributary has its source about 150 kilometers to the 

northeast, near the Amurskaya-Sakha Republic boundary about 75 kilometers south of 

Neryungri. From the rail tracks, it winds its way another five kilometers southwest until it 

joins the Nyukzha.  

 

➢ Km 2220: Stopping Point 2220 (остановочный пункт 2220).  

 

➢ Km 2224: Cross the Turkinskiy River (река Туркинский) – This little river’s source is close 

to a dozen kilometers southeast of the rail crossing. From here, it flows north less than two 

kilometers until its junction on the left bank of the Srednyaya Larba.  

 

➢ Km 2232: Cross the Sosnoviy River (река Сосновый; “Pine River”) – The Sosnoviy begins 

approximately ten kilometers to the southeast; after passing under the tracks it runs about 

three kilometers northwest until it merges into the Srednyaya Larba. 

 

➢ Km 2241: Lumbir (разъезд Лумбир) – The smallest of villages, Lumbir is located about 

five kilometers south of the Srednyaya Larba River.  

 

➢ Km 2245: Stopping Point 2245 (остановочный пункт 2245).  

 

➢ Km 2246: Cross the Amutkachi River (река Амуткачи) – This small tributary begins about 

three kilometers south of the rail line. From the rail crossing it flows northwest ten kilometers 

until it joins the now highly-braided left bank of the Srednyaya Larba River.  

 

➢ Km 2253: Cross the Lumbir River (река Лумбир) – The BAM is quickly approaching the 

watershed dividing Pacific-flowing and Arctic-flowing rivers. For the next few kilometers 

the rivers runs south instead of north – at least initially.  

 

The Lumbir has its source about six kilometers north. From the rail crossing point it flows 

south approximately six kilometers until it merges into the right bank of the east to west-

flowing Verkhnyaya Larba River (река Верхняя Ларба). The rail line crosses that river soon 

enough and we’ll mention it then.  
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KM 2268: Khorogochi Railway Station 

➢ Km 2254: Cross the Giler River (река Гилэр) – This tiny river begins ten kilometers to the 

northeast. After passing under the rail tracks it runs less than 200 meters until it merges into 

the left bank of the Lumbir River. From that confluence it’s only about four kilometers south 

to the Lumbir’s end on the Verkhnyaya Larba.  

 

➢ Km 2255: Stopping Point 2255 (остановочный пункт 2255).  

 

➢ Km 2258: Cross the Verkhnyaya Larba River (река Верхняя Ларба; “Upper Larba River”) 

– This river, the third Larba the rail line crosses, begins approximately 150 kilometers 

northeast, near the village of Verkhnyaya Larba (Верхняя Ларба), near the Amurskaya-

Yakutiya border, and more or less runs parallel to the other two Larba Rivers. The village of 

Upper Larba is about 45 kilometers west of Nagorniy (Нагорный; “Upland”) or about 95 

kilometers south of Neryungri.  

 

After passing under the tracks, the Verkhnyaya Larba continues almost 30 kilometers due 

west until its mouth on the right bank of the Nyukzha. Traveling in the opposite direction, the 

rail line follows the Verkhnyaya Larba east upstream along its left bank (south side) for the 

next 15 kilometers. The river and rail line part company when the train turns southeast and 

the river continues its upstream path from the northeast.  

 

➢ Km 2266: Cross the Khorogochi River (река Хорогочи) – This left tributary has its 

beginning some 18 kilometers due south. After passing under the rail line it only travels one 

kilometer north until it is swallowed up into one of the many left channels of the Verkhnyaya 

Larba.  

 

➢ Km 2268: Khorogochi (станция 

Хорогочи) – The rail station is a little 

more than one kilometer east past the 

village. Khorogochi is a small village 

with a population of about 400. It was 

originally constructed in 1974 as part 

of a BAM Komsomol youth brigade 

known as the “Moscovskiy 

Komsomolets.” The name of the 

village comes from the Evenki word 

for capercaillie, a type of northern 

grouse.  

 

➢ Km 2270: Stopping Point 2270 (остановочный пункт 2270).  

 

➢ Km 2274: Cross the Zabroshenniy River (река Заброшенный; “Abandoned River”) – This 

forsaken little river has its origins about 15 kilometers south. After it passes under the rails it 

runs about 300 meters until it joins the left bank of the now highly-braided Verkhnyaya 

Larba.  
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➢ Km 2276: Confluence of the Verkhnyaya Larba (река Верхняя Ларба) and the Kutiykan 

(река Кутыкан) Rivers – Less than one kilometer north, the Verkhnyaya Larba’s upstream 

path turns northeast. At that point, the 34 kilometer-long Kutiykan joins its left bank. The 

Kutiykan begins approximately 18 kilometers due south as the crow flies but its path takes it 

parallel to the north side of the rail line for the next ten kilometers southeast.  

 

➢ Km 2281: Cross the Maristiy River (река Маристый) – This tiny stream begins some seven 

kilometers southwest; from here it only runs 500 meters north where it joins the left bank of 

the Kutiykan.  

 

➢ Km 2286: Cross the Kutiykan River (река Кутыкан) – This small river has its start about 20 

kilometers to the southwest. After passing under the tracks it flows approximately a dozen 

kilometers northwest until it merges into the left bank of the Verkhnyaya Larba. This north-

flowing river and its minor tributaries are the last waters on this side of the Pacific-Arctic 

Divide which the train soon crosses.  

 

➢ Km 2290: Kutiykan (разъезyд Кутыкан) – A small building by the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2295: Stopping Point 2295 (остановочный пункт 2295).  

 

➢ Km 2296-2298: Watershed between the Arctic and Pacific Oceans – Although there is 

nothing visually significant, the rail kilometers between 2296 and 2298 comprise the 

continental dividing line between the watersheds of the Arctic and Pacific Oceans. To the 

north and west, rivers flow to the Arctic, most commonly via the Lena River. To the east and 

south, rivers flow to the Amur River which eventually ends at Nikolayevsk-na-Amure 

(Николаевск-на-Амуре), a city of approximately 23,000 persons at the northern end of the 

Tatar Strait (Татарский пролив) on the Sea of Okhotsk – and thus the Pacific Ocean.  

 

For example, the last river crossed was the Kutiykan. It flows north and west to the 

Verkhnyaya Larba which flows west to the Nyukzha which flows northwest to the Olyokma 

River which flows north to the Lena which in turn flows north to its great estuary on the 

Laptev Sea of the Arctic Ocean.  

 

By contrast, the next river the train crosses is the Mokhovoi River (река Моховой) which 

flows south to the Kovanta (река Кованта). The Kovanta flows south to the Getkan (река 

Геткан) which flows east to the Tynda (река Тында) which flows east to the Gilyuy (река 

Гилюй) which flows southeast to the Zeya (река Зея) which flows south to the Amur which 

in turn flows southeast, then northeast to the Sea of Okhotsk. At their closest meeting points 

(or those of their minor tributaries), the waters of the Kutiykan and Mokhovoi Rivers are 

separated by less than two kilometers – the kilometers between 2296 and 2298. From the 

mouth of the Lena River to the mouth of the Amur, by air as the crow flies, it’s a 2,325 

kilometer separation. By water, following the Kutiykan all the way to the Artic and following 

the Mokhovoi all of its way to the Pacific, the separation is more than 6,000 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 2299: Cross the Mokhovoi River (река Моховой; “Moss River”) – This little river starts 

less than two kilometers north of the rail line. After crossing, it flows southeast along the 
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Hot Water Pipes near Tynda RR Station 
One vast difference between Western and Soviet 
societies is the use of centralized hot water for both 
heating and domestic purposes. Typically, large oil- 
or coal-fired power plants are located on the 
outskirts of Russian cities. From these, water is 
heated and distributed under pressure for untold 
miles throughout a city. Uncesasing maintenance is 
required, especially in the winter. A serious issue can 
mean no hot water for days for an entire city and if 
this occurs in winter, pipes freeze and burst. It will 
take several generations before individual boilers 
and hot water heaters can be installed in new 
construction and older sytems can be upgraded or 
replaced.  

west side of the tracks seven kilometers until its confluence on the right bank of the Kovanta 

River. The Kovanta then runs an additional six kilometers south along the right side (west) of 

the railway until its mouth on the left bank of the Getkan River. The train’s route takes it 

over the Kovanta very shortly.  

 

➢ Km 2305: Cross the Kovanta River (река Кованта) – This minor stream, which is also 

known as the Kovali (река Ковали), begins about 20 kilometers to the northeast. After 

passing under the train tracks, it flows 

south through Kuviykta (Кувыкта) about 

seven kilometers until it joins the Getkan 

River.  

 

➢ Km 2309: Kuviykta (станция Кувыкта) – 

A very small town of some 300 persons 

located alongside the left bank (east side) 

of the Kovanta River.  

 

➢ Km 2311: Confluence of the Kovanta 

(река Кованта) and Getkan (река Геткан) 

Rivers – Less than three kilometers south 

of Kuviykta, the north to south-flowing 27 

kilometer-long Kovanta ends on the west to 

east-flowing 129 kilometer-long Getkan 

River. The train line makes a sharp left east 

and follows the north side (left bank) of the 

Getkan over the next 30 kilometers to 

Tynda (Тында). Over these kilometers, 

nearly a dozen tributaries add their waters 

to the Getkan. The Getkan begins 

approximately 100 kilometers west of its 

Kovanta confluence and ends when it 

merges into the left bank of the 154 

kilometer-long Tynda River at Tynda.  

 

➢ Km 2312: Stopping Point 2312 

(остановочный пункт 2312).  

 

➢ Km 2312: Cross the Gusiniy River (река Гусиный) – Six kilometers from north to south and 

empties into the left bank of the Getkan immediately out the right hand side train window. 

 

➢ Km 2316: Cross the Navachan River (река Навачан) – Seven kilometers from north to south 

and also joins the Getkan within several meters of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2319: Cross the Alachan River (река Алачан) – Eight kilometers from north to south 

and joins the Getkan in less than one kilometer south.  
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➢ Km 2322: Cross the Panakachi River (река Панакачи) – Not quite 20 kilometers from north 

to south and merges into the Getkan within a few meters of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2324: Cross the Zakharovskiy River (река Захаровский) – Seven kilometers from north 

to south and ends within meters of the train.  

 

➢ Km 2328: Cross the Amunachi River (река Амуначи) – Sixteen kilometers from north to 

south and joins the left bank of the Getkan about one kilometer south.  

 

➢ Km 2333: Cross the Zolotoi River (река Золотой; “Gold River” ) – The Gold River, also 

known as the Gonim (река Гоним), runs 15 kilometers from north to south and ends on the 

Getkan within one kilometer south of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2335: Kuryan (станция Курьян) – There’s a tiny settlement here, but the real purpose of 

this place is to allow trains to pass one another. The tracks, which have been single, double-

up and double again, thus allowing, for example, faster passenger trains to pass freight trains.  

 

➢ Km 2337: Cross the Amunali River (река Амунали) – Also known as the Kordyan (река 

Кордян), this river begins 15 kilometers due north. From the tracks it flows about one 

kilometer and merges into the Getkan.  

 

➢ Km 2341: Stopping Point 2341 (остановочный пункт 2341).  

 

➢ Km 2341: Cross the Ogon River (река Огон) – This river also goes by the name Sangerov 

(река Сангеров). It flows 17 kilometes from north to south and ends just on the other side of 

the railway on the left bank of the Getkan.  

 

➢ Km 2346: Cross the Tynda River (река Тында) – Less than two kilometers before reaching 

downtown Tynda, the rail line crosses over the 154 kilometer-long Tynda River, which is 

about 100 meters wide at this crossing. It’s a single-track bridge.  

 

Easily visible, as it’s only 300 meters west of the bridge, is a perfect “Y” confluence of the 

Getkan and Tynda Rivers. Immediately prior to their joining, the two rivers are about the 

same size, both 50 to 60 meters across. After their merger, the Tynda essentially doubles. 

The Getkan, flowing from the west, ends, and the Tynda, which has come up more than 140 

kilometers from the southwest, continues approximately 15 kilometers on an easterly path 

towards its confluence on the right bank of the 545 kilometer-long Gilyuy River. The Gilyuy 

is one of the major tributaries of the Zeya River, itself a major tributary of the Amur.  

 

The Tynda River more or less equally divides the city into northern and southern halves; the 

BAM Line and railway station are in the southern half, that is, on the right bank. Most the 

town’s housing and hotel accommodations however are on the left bank.  

 

➢ Km 2346: AYaM Branch Line South – About 250 meters after crossing the Tynda River, a 

spur line veers off to the right. Known as the “Little BAM” (Маленький БАМ), the line 

travels south 179 kilometers to Bamovskaya (Бамовская) where it connects to the main 
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KM 7273: Bamovskaya 
Bamovskaya Railway Station is located at Km 
7273 on the main Trans-Siberian Line which is 
also Km 0 of the AYaM Line.  

Trans-Siberian Railway. From Tynda south, stations along the way on the Little BAM are: 

Seti (Сети) at Km 160 → Belenkaya (Беленькая) at Km 133 → Zabolotnoye (Заболотное) 

at Km 112 → Silip (Силип) at Km 94 → Anosovskaya (Аносовская) at Km 82 → Purikan 

(Пурикан) at Km 66 → Murtygit (Муртыгит) at Km 49 → Shturm (Штурм) at Km 19 → 

and Bamovskaya at Km 0.  

 

Bamovskaya is a small station and settlement 

located less than one kilometer west of the 

actual junction point. It lies at Km 7273 on the 

main Trans-Siberian Rail Line. Most trains 

operating from Tynda on the Little BAM route 

offer through service to other cities on the main 

Trans-Siberian Line, but some other 

connections are possible and can be made at 

Skovorodino (Сковородино) which lies 30 

kilometers to the east of Bamovskaya.  

 

Technically, the Little BAM represents the first 

179 kilometers of the 1,288 kilometer-long 

AYaM (АЯM) to Yakutsk. “AYaM” is the 

abbreviation for the “Amur-Yakutsk Mainline” 

(Амуро-Якутская магистраль), a mostly 

complete railway linking the Trans-Siberian 

Railway to the Baikal-Amur Mainline and then 

onto Yakutsk, the capital city of the Sakha 

Republic. The AYaM route north of Tynda begins about 30 kilometers northeast of town. 

We’ll discuss it when we reach there.  

 

If traveling by road, the Little BAM runs roughly parallel to and west of the A360 Lena 

Highway (Амуро-Якутская автомагистраль) – “roughly,” because the highway distance 

varies from one to over 50 kilometers east of the rail line on its north-south route. At its 

southern terminus, about five kilometers north of the village of Never (Невер), Trans-

Siberian Railway Station Bolshoy Never (Большой Невер), both of which are about 15 

kilometers east of Skovorodino, the A360 merges into the 2,100 kilometer-long, east-west, 

P297 Amur Highway (Амур автодорога) from Chita to Khabarovsk.  

 

North from Tynda, the A360 Lena Highway runs more than 1,200 kilometers through 

Neryungri → Aldan (Алдан) → and Tommot (Томмот) → to Yakutsk and beyond. It’s also 

known as the “Highway from Hell.” We’ll mention it again when we reach the AYaM 

junction.  
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KM 2348: Tynda Railway Station 
“Capital of the BAM” 

BAM Man with a Hammer 

➢ Km 2348: Tynda (станция Тында) – 

Tynda is a leafy-green city of some 37,000 

persons built along the Tynda River for 

which it is named. It is said that the word 

“Tynda” is Evenk in origin and means “on 

the river bank.” The general area around 

Tynda became known as early as the 

middle 1800s as a place of gold deposits. 

The city itself became permanently 

inhabited in the early part of the 20th 

Century as a way station en-route to richer 

gold fields further north.  

 

By the late 1930s, railway engineers had 

designated Tynda as a junction in plans for 

the BAM Railway Line. At that time, the 

179 kilometer spur line from Bamovskaya 

on the Trans-Siberian Railway was completed. However, construction stopped and the line 

was dismantled during the Great Patriotic War as its rails were needed elsewhere.  

 

The tracks were re-laid in the early 1970s when the BAM Project was revived and the city 

subsequently grew rapidly. Soviet planners at the time called for Tynda to reach 100,000 in 

population. Further development occurred during the 1980s with the construction of the 

Amur-Yakutsk Mainline. The city reached a peak population of 65,000 persons in 1991.  

 

However, as in much of Russia after Perestroika, 

economic stagnation occurred during the 1990s and by 

the year 2000 the city’s population had shrunk down to 

40,000. By the 2010 census, the city bottomed at some 

35,000 persons.  

 

Today, the city’s size has increased to its present 

37,000 and it is believed that the population numbers 

have stabilized and that the city can adapt and function 

normally at this level. Tynda is justifiably proud of its 

role in the creation of the BAM and most of the city’s 

monuments and modern history revolve around the 

railroad. Most notable are the BAM Man Monument, 

alternatively known as the Monument Bridge Builder 

(Памятник мостостроителю) or the Man with a 

Sledgehammer (Мужчина с кувалдой), and the BAM 

Museum (музей истории БАМа). Both are on the 

north side of the Tynda River (left bank) and worth 

seeing if you decide to stay over in town.  
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➢ Km 2349: Branch Line East – Approximately one and a half kilometers east after passing the 

Tynda Rail Station, a minor spur line turns off to the left. It runs a little over six and a half 

kilometers until it re-joins the BAM three kilometers before reaching Shakhtaum 

(Шахтаум). There are two eastern rail bridges over the Tynda River and essentially this route 

runs to the alternate. The train reaches the mainline bridge approximately five kilometers east 

of Tynda Station. This first bridge is just over three kilometers northeast of the station and 

three kilometers northwest of the mainline crossing.  

 

➢ Km 2354: Cross the Tynda River (река Тында) – The river at this point is close to 125 

meters wide. It’s crossed by a modern single track bridge of four sections.  

 

➢ Km 2355: Cross the Chanakachi River (река Чанакачи) – About 500 meters east after 

crossing the Tynda, the rail line passes over this small stream. Its source is north about eight 

kilometers and it terminates when it meets the Tynda two kilometers to the south.  

 

➢ Km 2356: Branch Line West – Here the alternate bridge line re-connects to the mainline.  

 

➢ Km 2359: Shakhtaum (станция Шахтаум) – There’s a rail station, a couple of buildings, 

and about two kilometers of passing tracks. The village of Vostochniy (Восточный; East”) is 

about two kilometers north.  

 

➢ Km 2360: Branch Line North – Very soon after passing the Shakhtaum Station, there’s an 

eight kilometer-long spur to the left that runs to a coal-fired industrial plant.  

 

➢ Km 2361: Cross the Orochikan River (река Орочикан) – This minor tributary originates 

about ten kilometers northwest. From the rail crossing it flows south a little over one 

kilometer where it joins the right bank of the Gilyuy River (река Гилюй) which the train 

crosses next.  

 

➢ Km 2365: Cross the Gilyuy River (река Гилюй) – The BAM tracks are doubled in the 

section between Tynda and Bestuzhevo (Бестужево) and the 175 meter-wide river is forded 

by twin bridges of three trusses each. At this crossing, the train passes from the river’s right 

bank to its left (north to south side). There is also an auto bridge crossing of the Gilyuy 300 

meters downriver south.  

 

The 545 kilometer-long Gilyuy begins approximately 125 kilometers northeast along the 

Amurskaya-Yakutiya boundary in the southern foothills of the Stanovoy Mountains. From 

the rail crossing, the river flows south ten kilometers where it is met by the Tynda River 

which then terminates. From there, the Gulyuy flows 350 kilometers southeast until its 

confluence on the left bank of the 1,242 kilometer-long Zeya River about 25 kilometers 

upriver north of the 2,420 square kilometer Zeya Reservoir (Зейское водохранилище) and 

Hydroelectric Dam (Зейская гидроэлектростанция or Зейская ГЭС). The town of Zeya 

(Зея) is five kilometers below (south of) the dam on the Zeya River.  

 

The Gilyuy is the second-longest tributary of the Zeya, the first being the 647 kilometer-long 

Selemdzha (река Селемджа).  
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➢ Km 2369: Cross the Luchamakit River (река Лучамакит) – This minor tributary begins 

about six kilometers southeast; from here it runs a little over two kilometers until its mouth 

on the Gilyuy.  

 

➢ Km 2372: Cross the Kolbichi River (река Колбычи) – This small river has its source about 

20 kilometers to the southeast. After passing under the rail line it flows one kilometer and 

merges into the left bank of the Gilyuy.  

 

➢ Km 2373: Cross the Sivagkan River (река Сивагкан) – This little stream starts about ten 

kilometers southeast; from here it runs less than one kilometer into the Gilyuy.  

 

➢ Km 2375: Bestuzhevo (станция Бестужево) – A small station and a couple of buildings 

alongside a channel of the Gilyuy River which flows less than two kilometers to the west.  

 

➢ Km 2376: AYaM Branch Line North – The double tracks end as one set of them turns to the 

left and begins the northern spur known as the Amur-Yakutsk Mainline or “AYaM” (Амур-

Якутск магистрал or “АЯM”). The other half continues east towards Komsomolsk-na-

Amure on the now single-track BAM. Altogether, the AYaM to Yakutsk is 1,288 kilometers 

(including the 179 kilometers from BAM Junction to Tynda). 

 

The original section of the AYaM from Bamovskaya to Tynda was worked on as early as the 

1930s – although that section was dismantled as part of the war effort in the 1940s. Serious 

work re-commenced in 1972 and the Little BAM was fully operational by 1977. By 1979, the 

AYaM was open from Tynda to Neryungri. By the late 1980s, it was open as far as Chulman 

and by 2004 it was extended to Tommot, then Amga. A train ran to Kyordyom in 2010 and 

the section to Nizhniy Bestyakh was officially opened to passenger traffic in 2019. The rail 

distance to Nizhniy-Bestyakh is 1,213 kilometers.  

 

The AYaM begins at Km 0 at Bamovskaya (Бамовская) or “BAM Junction” which is 

located on Km 7273 of the Trans-Siberian Mainline. By AYaM reckoning, Tynda is found at 

Km 179, Shakhtaum is located at Km 190, and the turn-off just after Bestuzhevo is at Km 

205.  

 

Continuing north, its 20 kilometers to Gilyuy (Гилюй) at Km 225→ then 25 to Mogot 

(Могoт) at Km 250 → and another 20 to Rikhard Zorgye (Рихард Зорге) at Km 269. The 

route crosses the Amur Oblast – Sakha Republic Border near the village of Yakutskiy 

(Якутский) at Km 285.  

 

Nagornaya-Yakutskaya (Нагорная-Якутская), the station for Nagorniy (Нагорный), is at 

Km 298 → then AyAM (АЯM) and the entrance to the Nagorniy Tunnel (Нагорный 

Тоннель) are located at Km 319. At 1,300 meters in length, it’s the longest tunnel on the 

AYaM Line; it passes under the Stanovoy Range.  

 

Zolotinka (Золотинка) comes up at Km 340 → Okurdan (Окурдан) at Km 357 → Oborcho 

(Оборчо) at Km 382 → Berkakit (Беркакит) at Km 399 → and Neryungri Passenger Station 
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Ferry across Lena River at Pravaya Lena 

(Нерюнгри-Пассажирская) is found at Km 408. Neryungri is a major coal-mining region 

and Berkakit is a staging area for work on the AYaM. The majority of the town’s residents 

work for the railroad.  

 

The next stations are Neryungri-Grusovaya (Нерюнгри-грузовая; “Neryungri Cargo”) at 

Km 416 → Denisovskiy (Денисовский), the station for Serebryany Bor (Серебряный Бор) 

at Km 419 → Chulman (Чульман) at Km 430 → and Chulbass (Чулбасс) at Km 444. In this 

section, the line crosses over the 109 kilometer-long Chulman River (река Чульман) a total 

of five times.  

 

Continuing its run north, the AYaM Line next comes to Tenisty (Тенистый) at Km 455 → 

then Bolshoy Khatymi (Большой Хатыми) at Km 485 → Ogonyer (Оганер) at Km 504 → 

Taezhnaya (Таежная; “Taiga”) at Km 548 → Bolshoy Nimnyr (Большой Нимныр) at 608 

→ Seligdar (Селигдар) at Km 653 → Kosarevskiy (Косаревский), the station for Lebedniy 

(Лебедный), at Km 669 → and Aldan (Алдан) at Km 686. Aldan is headquarters for the 

AYaM administration.  

 

Running from Aldan, the next stations are Nizhniy Kuranakh (Нижний Куранах) at Km 716 

→ Tommot (Томмот) at 767 → Bolotniy (Болотный) at Km 802 → and Verkhnyaya Amga 

(Верхняя Амга), known simply as Amga (Амга), at Km 869. That last station name is 

misleading because there is another “Amga” located on the Amga River 300 kilometers to 

the northeast or 160 kilometers southeast of Nizhniy Bestyakh and Yakutsk. Immediately 

east of Tommot, the line crosses the enormous 2,273 kilometer-long Aldan River (река 

Алдан), the largest tributary of the Lena River. At Verkhnyaya Amga, the AYaM crosses the 

1,462 kilometer-long Amga River (река Амга), the longest tributary of the Aldan.  

 

Further north, the stations are Karbykan 

(Карбыкан) at Km 932 → Uluu (Улуу) at 

Km 962 → Kyurgelyakh (Кюргелях) at 

Km 982 → Khaniyerdakh (Ханиердах) at 

Km 1061 → Olen (Олен) at Km 1085 → 

Lyutenka (Лютенька) at Km 1101 → 

Kyordyom (Кёрдём) at Km 1136 → 

Menda (Менда) at Km 1153 → Rassoloda 

(Рассолода) at Km 1176 → and Pravaya 

Lena (Правая Лена; “Lena Right Bank”) 

at Km 1136.  

 

Pravaya Lena has been one of the 

anticipated locations for the combined rail 

and road bridge across the Lena River. 

However, the river here is more than two 

kilometers wide and is especially prone to extensive flooding and massive springtime ice 

floes. The planned bridge is three kilometers in length. If this becomes the bridge location 

then the next stops on the left bank (west side) of the Lena would be Tabaga (Табага) at Km 

1209 → Kyurdyugelakh (Кюрдюгелах) at Km 1228 → Chabyda (Чабюда) at Km 1249 → 
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Yakutsk-Grusovaya (Якутск-Грузовая; “Yakutsk-Cargo”) at Km 1275 → Yakutsk-

Passazhirskaya (Якутск-Пассажирская; “Yakutsk-Passenger Station”) at Km 1284 → and 

Rechnoy Port (Речной порт; “River Port”) at Km 1288.  

 

Because of the challenge crossing the Lena, there has been discussion of a tunnel underneath 

it. Although this alternative would eliminate the danger of destructive ice, costs are estimated 

to be double those of a conventional bridge. All of the tunnel boring would be in permafrost.  

 

Presently, the AYaM Line continues north past Pravaya Lena on the right bank of the river to 

Khaptagay (Хаптагай) at Km 1195 → and terminates at Nizhniy Bestyakh (Нижний 

Бестях) at Km 1213 which is across the river from Yakutsk. At the moment, this is the 

northern terminus of the line although there are plans to extend it more than 2,000 

kilometers, all the way to Magadan (Магадан). This proposed construction would be years, if 

not decades, into the future.  

 

For the near future, in the summer and fall months, a passenger and vehicle ferry crosses the 

Lena from Nizhniy Bestyakh to Yakutsk. In winter, cars drive over the river. For several 

springtime months however, Yakutsk is cut-off from surface transportation as the ice is either 

too thin or the floes make it too hazardous to cross. During those months, the only way to 

reach Yakutsk is by the city’s airports (one international and one domestic), both of which 

are on the left bank of the Lena several kilometers from the city.  

 

Yakutsk is a city of close to 275,000 persons located on the left bank (west side) of the Lena 

River approximately 450 kilometers south of the Arctic Circle. Its mines are a major world 

supplier of gold and diamonds. The city was settled as a Russian fort as early as 1632 but did 

not grow extensively until gold was discovered in the late 1800s. Today, it is home to about 

equal numbers of ethnic Yakuts and Russian people. It has several good museums about 

permafrost and Yakut culture but is most well known as the world’s leading contender for the 

title of “World’s Coldest City.” Its winters are legendary and temperatures of minus 60° 

Centigrade (-80°F) are not unheard of. As the world’s largest city built entirely on 

permafrost, most buildings in Yakutsk are constructed on concrete piles. During the summer 

months, tour boats offer cruises on the Lena upriver to the 150 to 300 meter-high (500 to 

1,000 feet) Lena Pillars (Ленские столбы) and downriver to Tiksi (Тикси) and the 30,000 

square kilometer (11,500 square mile) Lena Delta (Дельта Лены) fronting the Laptev Sea of 

the Arctic Ocean.  

 

When and if a bridge or tunnel is built across the Lena, Yakutsk would lose its rather dubious 

status as one of the world’s most isolated northern settlements. Unless the climate drastically 

changes however, it should retain its status as one of the world’s coldest settlements.  

 

If driving, the road from the Trans-Siberian Main Line north to Tynda and then onto Yakutsk 

is the A360, which is known in English as the Lena Highway (Ленское шоссе). However, 

few persons in Russia call it that; rather they call it the Amur-Yakutsk Highway (Амуро-

Якутская автомобильная дорога or Амуро-Якутская автомагистраль). It was previously 

known as the “Highway from Hell” but since paving was completed in 2014, it’s not so 
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Former “Highway from Hell” 
It got that name as it used to be mostly unpaved. In 
winter months, when frozen, it was fine; cars and 
trucks could maintain speeds of 50 to 80 
kilometers per hour. But in spring, summer, and fall, 
with rain, it became a quagmire of mud. In 2006, it 
was voted on the internet the “World’s Worst 
Road.” If that appeals to you, take the Kolyma 
Highway to Magadan; it’s still got a long way to go 
before it’s completely paved.  

“hellish” any longer. It runs north-south alongside the AYaM’s route, most often within 

several kilometers of the rail line. Altogether, it’s about 1,200 kilometers long.  

 

It begins at the cloverleaf of the 2,100 kilometer-long, Chita to Khabarovsk, east-west, P297 

Amur Highway (Амур автодорога). That’s about five kilometers north of the village of 

Never (Невер). The Rail Station on the Trans-Siberian Main Line is Bolshoy Never 

(Большой Невер). The town and the station are about 15 kilometers east of Skovorodino. At 

first, it runs 170 kilometers north to Tynda 

and from there continues another 200 

kilometers to Serebryany Bor, which is 

nearby Neryungri. Then it’s approximately 

250 kilometers north to Aldan and another 

80 kilometers to Tommot. There, the road 

crosses the Aldan River and then it’s about 

125 kilometers to Verkhnyaya Amga.  

 

After crossing the Amga River, it’s  

northeast another 375 kilometers to 

Nizhniy Bestyakh and the ferry or ice road 

across the Lena River to Yakutsk. 

Although there is limited public bus 

service, most persons traveling by road will 

take a marshrutka (маршрутка) taxi. They 

make the trip from the rail stations at 

Aldan, Tommot, and even Tynda. It’s a 

question of finding one and negotiating a 

fare. Count on at least a day or two and a 

fare of 2,000 to 3,000 Rubles. Most people 

prefer to fly.  

 

Heading further north? It’s not over for 

those addicted to bad roads. A few 

kilometers north of Nizhniy Bestyakh by road is the end of the A360 Lena Highway. Here 

it’s replaced by, and is the beginning of, the unpaved 2,030 kilometer-long Kolyma Highway 

(дорога Колыма) to Magadan (Магадан). More formally, it is the P504 Federal Automobile 

Highway Kolyma (Федеральная автомобильная дорога Колыма) It’s also known as the 

“Road of Bones” (Дорога Костей), so-named in memory of the lives of dozens of “Gulag” 

construction workers who died and were buried under the highway during its construction. 

Because of the difficulty of digging graves in the ever-present permafrost, it was easier to 

bury the men’s bodies under the road surface as construction progressed.  

 

Other than by air or by sea, the Kolyma Highway is the only way to reach Magadan, a city of 

close to 100,000 persons located at the northern end of the Sea of Okhotsk on the Pacific 

Ocean. If you get this far, know that Magadan’s Sokol Airport (Аэропорт Сокол) has flights 

to many points in Russia as well as occasional flights to Anchorage, Alaska. As virtually 
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everywhere in Russia, during the winter there are charter flights to Thailand, Vietnam, 

Cambodia, Spain, Cyprus, Greece, and several Persian Gulf beach destinations.  

 

➢ Km 2380: Bestuzhevo (разъезд Бестужево) – A siding and a passenger building.  

 

➢ Km 2381: Cross the Sivagichi River (река Сивагичи) – This little stream begins only about 

six kilometers southeast; after it passes under the rail line it joins the Gilyuy River in less 

than a kilometer.  

 

➢ Km 2383: Cross the Diyalak River (река Диялак) – Another tiny stream, this one comes up 

from the south six kilometers, crosses the rail line and enters the Gilyuy.  

 

➢ Km 2389: Cross the Zimovichi River (река Зимовичи) – This small river flows a dozen 

kilometers straight north from its source to the rail line, then joins the left bank of the Gilyuy.  

 

➢ Km 2393: Dzhelingra (станция Джелингра) – A tiny settlement located on the left bank 

(south side) of the Gilyuy River. The BAM Line follows the Gilyuy upstream a total of about 

80 kilometers, from Shakhtaum to Marevaya (Маревая).  

 

➢ Km 2398: Cross the Dzhelingra River (река Джелингра; “River rich in trout” in Yakut) – 

This minor left tributary of the Gilyuy begins about seven kilometers south of the rail 

crossing at the confluence of the Levaya Dzhelingra (река Левая Джелингра) and the 

Pravaya Dzhelingra (река Правая Джелингра) Rivers. The “Left” Dzhelingra comes up 

from the southwest about 15 kilometers before it ends at this junction; the “Right” 

Dzhelingra arises from the southeast about 20 kilometers. From the rail crossing, the 

Dzhelingra flows north one kilometer where it merges into the Gilyuy.  

 

➢ Km 2409: Cross the Gilyuy River (река Гилюй) – The river here is not too large, only about 

150 meters across. The train passes over it from the left bank to its right (south to north side).  

 

➢ Km 2413: Cross the Gilyuy River (река Гилюй) – The BAM Line crosses over the Gilyuy 

again, this time from its right bank to its left (north to south). In between the two rail 

crossings, one kilometer to the south of the line, the river is joined by one of its many 

tributaries, the 40 kilometer-long Shtikzhak (река Штыкжак). It comes up from the 

southeast and joins the Gilyuy in a typical “T” junction.  

 

➢ Km 2416: Cross the Gilyuy River (река Гилюй) – Here the line crosses an oxbow of the 

river, not the main stem, and therefore remains on its left bank (southern side). On the 

opposite bank, the Gilyuy is joined by another of its many tributaries, the Maliy Gilyuy (река 

Малый Гилюй). It has flowed from the north about 85 kilometers from the southern side of 

the Stanovoy Mountains.  
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Ulukitkan Leads the Caravan 
“Улукиткан ведет караван” 

© 1949 from the book “In the Grip of 
Dzhugdyra” by Gregory Fedoseyev  

➢ Km 2417: Amut (станция Амут) – A little building. Note that on some maps this stop is 

indicated as Ozerniy (Озерный).  

 

➢ Km 2427: Cross the Itazhak River (река Итажак) – This little creek begins about ten 

kilometers due south. After passing under the rail line it immediately joins the left bank of 

the Gilyuy River.  

 

➢ Km 2431: Cross the Oparinskiy River (река Опаринский) – This small river’s source is 20 

kilometers south; from the rail crossing it immediately joins the Gilyuy.  

 

➢ Km 2436: Marevaya (станция Маревая) – The village, built along the left bank (south side) 

of the Gilyuy River, is named Mareviy (Маревый). It has about 700 residents.  

 

➢ Km 2441: Confluence of the Gilyuy (река Гилюй) and Kuduli (река Кудули) Rivers – 

About five kilometers east after passing through Marevaya, the Gilyuy River turns northeast 

towards its source waters and the rail line heads southeast. At the confluence point, the 

Gilyuy is joined by a minor left tributary, the 37 kilometer-long Kuduli (река Кудули). The 

BAM now follows alongside the left bank of this river upstream for the next 20 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 2446: Cross the Bolotniy River (река Болотный; “Swamp River”) – This tiny steam 

starts just six kilometers south; after passing under the rail line it flows one kilometer north 

and joins the left bank of the Kuduli River.  

 

➢ Km 2450: Cross the Maristiy River (река Маристый) 

– This river’s source is 15 kilometers to the south. 

From the tracks it runs one and a half kilometers north 

until it joins the Kuduli.  

 

➢ Km 2454: Cross the Leviy Kuduli River (река Левые 

Кудули; “Left Kuduli River”) – This minor tributary 

also begins 15 kilometers south. After passing under 

the rails it flows about 500 meters until it merges into 

the Kuduli.  

 

➢ Km 2459: Zmeika (разъезд Змейка; “Siding Snake”) 

– There is nothing here and it doesn’t sound like a 

very nice place anyway.  

 

➢ Km 2471: Kuduli (станция Кудули) – A building 

along the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2481: Ulukitkan (разъезд Улукиткан) – This 

now defunct station was named after Ulukitkan (1871-

1963), a native Evenk and one of the most famous 

explorers and trackers of Yakutiya and the Russian Far 

East. His single Evenk name means “squirrel.” He was christened in the Orthodox faith and 
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KM 2496: Cross the Unakha River 

took the Russian name “Simeon.” For six years he was the guide for early surveyor, writer, 

and explorer Gregory Fedoseyev (Григорий Анисимович Федосеев; 1899-1968), himself a 

legend for his explorations. His work The Last Bonfire (Последний костёр) chronicles his 

final adventures with Ulukitkan.  

 

➢ Km 2492: Cross the Bolshoy Khaitkan River (река Большой Хайткан) – This river begins 

close to 30 kilometers northwest or about ten kilometers north of Kudali. It runs parallel to 

the rail line from there, then crosses here. From the rail crossing, it travels less than five 

kilometers southeast to its mouth on the right bank of the Unakha (река Унаха).  

 

➢ Km 2494: Unakha (станция Унаха) – A small village nestled into the right bank (west side) 

of the Unakha River. A very short spur line leads south from here two kilometers to a mining 

area. The word “Unakha” is Evenki for a “thawed patch.”  

 

➢ Km 2496: Cross the Unakha River (река Унаха) – This 287 kilometer-long river has its 

source on the southern slopes of the Stanovoy Mountain Range near the Amur-Yakutiya 

border about 75 kilometers to the north. From the crossing of the rail line, the river meanders 

southeast approximately 125 kilometers 

until its union with the right bank of the 

Zeya River.  

 

In fact, at this confluence, the Zeya is 

greatly enlarged and forms the Zeya 

Reservoir (Зейское Водохранилище). Its 

dimensions are approximately 25 

kilometers wide by 225 kilometers long. 

The Unakha joins the western shore of the 

Zeya Reservoir exactly 475 kilometers due 

north of the Zeya’s mouth on the Amur 

River at Blagoveshchensk 

(Благовещенск). The BAM runs along the 

northern shore of the reservoir and we’ll 

discuss it again when we reach it.  

 

➢ Km 2511: Dipkun (станция Дипкун) – This small town of 2,300 residents lies mostly to the 

west side of the rail line and the west side of the little Dipkun River (река Дипкун). By 

coincidence, it is located on the same latitude as Moscow but its climate is far more severe. 

The town is built on permafrost and the buildings must be built on stilts. A short spur from 

the station leads eight kilometers north to a secured facility.  

 

The train does not cross over the Dipkun. It arises less than ten kilometers to the north, flows 

past the town, and three kilometers south merges into the 20 kilometer-long Mostachi (река 

Мостачи). In three more kilometers east, the Mostachi is joined by the 15 kilometer-long 

Gakula River (река Гакула) and two kilometers south after that confluence, the Mostachi is 

in turn absorbed into right bank of the Olongro River (река Олонгро). The rail line shortly 

crosses over the Olongro.  
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KM 2525: Dyoss Railway Siding 

 

➢ Km 2518: Cross the Olongro River (река Олонгро) – This river begins close to 30 

kilometers due north of the rail crossing. After it passes under the rail tracks, it meanders 

some 35 kilometers southeast until it merges into the right bank of the Bryanta River (река 

Брянта). The Bryanta is a fairly large right tributary of the Zeya. The train reaches it soon 

enough.  

 

➢ Km 2524: Cross the Malie Valyuchi River (река Малые Валючи) – This little tributary 

starts two kilometers north of the rail line; after flowing under the tracks it runs six 

kilometers south until its mouth on the left bank of the Olongro.  

 

➢ Km 2525: Dyoss (разъезд Дёсс) – The 

smallest of hamlets. Due to the 

topography, in three kilometers, beginning 

at Km 2528, the line undergoes the first of 

several very tight and narrow horseshoe 

curves. We’ll mention them as we 

approach.  

 

➢ Km 2528: Enter Loop – A not quite 90 

degree turn to the right begins a counter-

clockwise loop of 180 degrees three 

kilometers long. At the entrance to the 

loop, its opening is 800 meters across. As 

the train completes its first turn about Km 

2530, it starts another 180 degree curve, this one clockwise and almost a complete circle. It’s 

in the typical light-bulb shape. Its mouth is only 200 meters across and it runs for two 

kilometers. At its exit the line runs parallel to the top of the first loop for another two 

kilometers until it very gradually straightens out and continues east.  

 

➢ Km 2537: Cross the Dyoss River (река Дёсс) – This 166 kilometer-long tributary begins 

more than 140 kilometers north in the Stanovoy Range along the Amurskaya-Sakha border. 

From the rail crossing it flows south close to 25 kilometers to its mouth on the right bank of 

the Bryanta River three kilometers north upriver from the Olongro’s junction with the 

Bryanta.  

 

➢ Km 2542: Moskovskiy Komsomolets (разъезд Московский Комсомолец) – A stopping 

point named for the Moscow squad of Komsomolets who built this section of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2542: Enter Loop – A turn to the left north begins this very narrow and fairly long 

clockwise 180 degree hairpin turn. The loop is three and one-half kilometers long and its 

mouth is 615 meters wide. At its apex, there is a small stream, the Veseliy.  

 

➢ Km 2544: Cross the Veseliy River (река Веселый; “Cheerful River”) – At the very top and 

center of the horseshoe curve, the train passes over this small happy stream. It begins about 
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BAM Railway Section:  Fevralsk – Hokkaido, Japan 

two kilometers north and flows south from here not quite four kilometers to its union on the 

right bank of the Bryanta.  

 

➢ Km 2550: Cross the Bryanta River (река Брянта) – The 317 kilometer-long Bryanta has its 

origins in the southern Stanovoy Range about 100 kilometers north as the crow flies and near 

the Amur-Yakutiya boundary. After passing under the rail line, it flows south more than 100 

kilometers until it terminates on the northwest side of the Zeya Reservoir (Зейское 

Водохранилище). Technically, it is a right tributary of the Zeya.  

 

➢ Km 2561: Uchugei (разъезд Учугей) – A little building beside the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2563: Cross the Utugai River (река Утугай) – This 225 kilometer-long river begins 

about 125 kilometers northeast in the Stanovoy Mountains. From the rail crossing it flows 

south some 75 kilometers (as the crow flies) until it also joins the Zeya Reservoir’s 

northwestern shore.  

 

➢ Km 2569: Enter 

Loop – The rail 

line turns 

sharply 90 

degrees left and 

north. The 

horseshoe curve 

is not quite three 

kilometers long 

and its opening 

is 950 meters 

across. The 

Vasikan River 

crosses it twice: 

near its western 

end and at its 

apex.  

 

➢ Km 2569: Cross 

the Vasikan 

River (река 

Васикан) – This 

tiny tributary 

begins less than 

three kilometers 

north; from the 

rail crossing it 

flows west about 

six kilometers 

and joins the left bank of the Utugai.  
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➢ Km 2570: Cross the Vasikan River (река Васикан) – At the apex of the loop, the Vasikan 

enter and runs south. Its source is less than two kilometers north.  

 

➢ Km 2574: Cross the Praviy Tutaul River (река Правый Тутаул; “Right Tataul”) – This 

small river starts about five kilometers southwest. After passing under the rails it flows less 

than one kilometer and joins an uncommon three-way confluence with the ten kilometer-long 

Sredniy Tataul (река Средний Тутаул; “Middle Tataul”) and the 15 kilometer-long Leviy 

Tataul (река Левый Тутаул; “Left Tataul”) Rivers. From the junction point the now singly-

named Tataul (река Тутаул) runs two kilometers south past the village of Tataul (Тутаул), 

then approximately 30 kilometers due south until it joins the right bank of the Pravaya 

Kokhani River (река Правая Кохани). From there, the Pravaya Kokhani runs an additional 

35 kilometers south to its mouth near the northwestern corner of the great Zeya Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 2577: Tutaul (станция Тутаул) – A small village of some 450 inhabitants.  

 

➢ Km 2583: Cross the Tataul River (река Тутаул) – From here the rail line no longers follows 

the Tataul. The river continues due south; the tracks head southeast. Numerous unnamed tiny 

tributaries continue to cross the rail line and join the Tataul, but that is typical with these 

minor tributaries on all larger rivers.  

 

➢ Km 2588: Cross the Dulusmar River (река Дулусмар) – This minor tributary’s source is less 

than five kilometers north. From the rail crossing it runs another five kilometers southwest 

and merges into the left bank of the Tataul.  

 

➢ Km 2592: Klepikovo Village (станция Клепиково) – A small building by the side of the 

tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2600: Cross the Pravaya Kokhani River (река Правая Кохани; “Right Kokhani River”) 

– This river originates close to 50 kilometers due north. From the crossing of the tracks, it 

runs south about 30 kilometers to the far western end of a one-wide by five kilometer-long 

lake formed by the Pravaya and Levaya Kokhani (река Левая Кохани) Rivers. As the 

Pravaya is the longer of the two, it keeps its name and continues another 15 kilometers due 

south until its confluence on northwestern end of the Zeya Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 2606: Pervoprokhodtsiy (разъезд Первопроходцы; “Pioneer Trailblazers”) – A 

building.  

 

➢ Km 2613: Cross the Levaya Kokhani River (река Левая Кохани; “Left Kokhani River”) – 

The Left Kohkani begins some 45 kilometers to the north. From the rail crossing it flows 

southwest 20 kilometers to the far eastern end of the little Kokhani Lake and joins the 

Pravaya Kokhani River. From there, the Right Kokhani flows another 15 kilometers south 

until its mouth on the Zeya Reservoir.  
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➢ Km 2619: Cross the Bardagon River (река Бардагон) – The source of the Bardagon is less 

than two kilometers north of the tracks. From here, it flows due south some 40 kilometers 

until it joins one of the northern extending arms of the Zeya Reservoir near the little port 

village of Khvoiniy (Хвойный; “Coniferous”).  

 

➢ Km 2623: Cross the Oktagli River (река Октагли) – Also known as the Zhola (река Жола), 

the rail line crosses within 500 meters of its source. From here, the river runs about a dozen 

kilometers southeast until it enters the largest northern arm of the Zeya Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 2626: Milko (разъезд Милько) – It’s only a small building but the full name of this 

place is: “Railway Siding named after General Milko” (Железнодорожный разъезд Имени 

Генерала Милько). General Anatoly Milko (Анатолий Яковлевич Милько; ?-1987) was a 

well-respected railway troop commander. He died prematurely in an auto accident near 

Tynda during the construction of the BAM. There is a street in Tynda named after him. The 

apartment building where he lived is on the street. Between this siding and the next at 

Mulmuga (разъезд Мульмуга), the rail line has four horseshoe curves, three fairly wide, one 

very narrow.  

 

➢ Km 2629: Enter Loops – The first and second back-to-back loops are not particularly narrow 

and thus not too dramatic, nonetheless, they are twin 180 degree horseshoe curves which 

constitute an “S” curve. Each curve is about the same size, about three kilometers long. And 

each has an opening close to 1,400 meters wide. Traveling east, the first is clockwise and the 

second is counter-clockwise. The end of the second is 500 meters west before crossing the 

Mulmuga River.  

 

➢ Km 2634: Cross the Mulmuga River (река Мульмуга; “Big Water” in Evenki) – The 

headwaters of the 234 kilometer-long Mulmuga are in the southern slopes of the Stanovoy 

Range close to the Amur Oblast and Sakha Republic border about 100 kilometers (as the 

crow flies) to the north. From the railroad tracks the river runs south 15 kilometers until it 

joins the largest of the northern arms of the Zeya Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 2634: Enter Loop – Almost immediately east after crossing over the Mulmuga River, the 

tightest and most narrow horseshoe curve begins. In all, it’s not quite four kilometers long 

and only 350 to 500 meters wide. Its width at its mouth is essentially the same throughout the 

curve. At its apex, the Kamenistiy River (река Каменистый) passes through and runs two 

kilometers southwest to the Mulmuga.  

 

➢ Km 2636: Cross the Kamenistiy River (река Каменистый; “Rocky River”) – Two and a half 

kilometers after crossing over the Mulmuga, the line passes over this small stony stream at 

the apex of the hairpin turn. The little creek begins five kilometers northeast and ends in two 

kilometers southwest when it merges into the left bank of the Mulmuga.  

 

➢ Km 2644: Mulmuga (разъезд Мульмуга) – A small building beside the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2652: Cross the Maliy Dymkoul River (река Малый Дымкоуль; “Little Dymkoul 

River”) – This small stream starts about ten kilometers north. After passing under the rails, it 
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Elga Coal Field (Эльгинское угольное месторождение) 

travels south about 15 kilometers until its confluence with a northern arm of the Zeya 

Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 2658: Cross the Dymkoul River (река Дымкоуль) – The Dymkoul has its source a little 

more than 45 kilometers to the north. After it passes under the railroad, it flows south about a 

dozen kilometers and joins the same arm of the Zeya as the Little Dymkoul.  

 

➢ Km 2662: Mulmugakan (разъезд Мульмугакан) – Another station where there is only a 

little building alongside the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 2663: Confluence of the Ulakan (река Улакан) and Maliy Ulakan (река Малый 

Улакан) Rivers – Barely one kilometer east past the Mulmugakan Siding, the eight 

kilometer-long “Little” Ulakan merges into the nine kilometer-long Ulakan. Both arise 

almost due north and join together about 350 meters east of the tracks. The rail line now 

follows the right bank (west side) of the Ulakan downstream for the next half a dozen 

kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 2669: Cross the Ulakan River (река Улакан) – This little river’s source waters begin 

approximately 15 kilometers to the north. From the rail crossing it runs along the west side of 

the rail line a little more than two kilometers until its mouth on the right bank of the 

Mulmugakan River (река Мульмугакан) which the train crosses next.  

 

➢ Km 2672: Cross the Mulmugakan River (река Мульмугакан) – This 144 kilometer-long 

river has its origins close to 125 kilometers north, not far south of the Amur-Yakutsk 

boundary. From the railroad tracks it flows south approximately 20 kilometers to one of the 

northern arms of the Zeya Reservoir and merges at the little town of Gorniy (Горный; 

“Mountain”).  

 

➢ Km 2676: Branch Line North – Approximately 300 kilometers to the north, on the other side 

of the Stanovoy Mountains, lies Elginskoye (Эльгинское) and the Elga Coal Complex 

(Эльгинский угольный комплекс), one of the largest and richest deposits of high-quality 

coking coal on 

earth. 

Construction of 

a 321 kilometer-

long spur line 

began in 2002, 

but the 

developers went 

bankrupt after 

only 60 

kilometers of 

rail were laid. In 

2007, the project 

was bought by 

the Russian mining company Mechel (Мечел) for 2.3 billion US Dollars. In 2008, 
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Zeya Hydroelectric Dam 

construction was started anew and the line was completed in 2012. It’s known as the Ulan-

Elga Branch (Железнодорожная линия Улан-Эльга) of the BAM and it’s used exclusively 

by Mechel to transport coal to the Pacific Ocean port at Vanino and other points.  

 

➢ Km 2677: Ulak (разъезд Улак) – A building. A short four kilometer-long spur runs south 

from here to a small mine.  

 

➢ Km 2679: Cross the Demnu River (река Демну) – This tiny creek begins less than one 

kilometer west; from the tracks it flows two kilometers southeast to the Zeya Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 2687: Cross the Zeya River (река Зея) – The rail line crosses over the channel that 

separates the main body of the Zeya Reservoir (Зейское Водохранилище) from its largest 

northeastern arm. The bridge is just over one kilometer long. Although it’s not apparent 

because the Zeya Reservoir is a great body of water, in actuality the train is crossing over the 

Zeya River from its right bank (north or west side) to its left (south or east side).  

 

At 1,242 kilometers in length, the Zeya is the longest and largest left tributary of the Amur 

River. At its confluence with the Amur at Blagoveshchensk, it is considerably larger than the 

Amur. Its source waters begin over 300 kilometers to the northeast in the Tokiinskiy 

Stanovik (Токийский Становик) mountain ridge, an eastern section of the Stanovoy 

Mountains. The range is located where the three regions of Amurskaya Oblast, the Sakha 

Republic, and Khabarovsk Krai come together. The river, which in great part forms the Zeya 

Reservoir, enters the reservoir at its far northeasternmost extremity, about 40 kilometers due 

east of the railroad crossing or about 15 kilometers east of the village of Bomnak (Бомнак).  

 

Bomnak is found at the confluence of the 

Bomnak River (река Бомнак) and the 

northern shore of this arm of the reservoir. 

It is one of the few remaining traditional 

reindeer-herding Evenk villages in the Far 

East and was the home of the famous guide 

Ulukitkan. Its population is about 500.  

 

On the eastern side of the rail crossing is 

the village of Verkhnezeysk (Верхнезейск; 

“Upper Zeya”). From the village or from 

the rail bridge, it’s approximately 175 

kilometers southwest through the reservoir 

to the Zeya Hydroelectric Dam (Зейская 

гидроэлектростанция or Зейская ГЭС). 

The reservoir has an average surface area 

of 2,420 square kilometers and was formed in the late 1970s upon completion of the Zeya 

Dam. The massive concrete buttress dam has a height of 116 meters (380 feet) and a length 

of 714 meters (2,343 feet). In addition to enormous electrical power generation, the dam and 

reservoir were built to control the prior flooding of the Zeya River which was notorious.  
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Five kilometers south of the dam and located on the river’s right bank is the city of Zeya 

(Зея) which has a population of almost 25,000. Naturally much of the local economy 

revolves around electricity generation, but the city was prosperous from gold-mining even 

before construction of the dam.  

 

From Zeya City, the river flows south more than 450 kilometers to Svobodniy (Свободный; 

“Free”) where it passes under the Trans-Siberian Railway and the P297 Amur Highway. 

From there, the Zeya flows close to another 200 kilometers south to the city of 

Blagoveshchensk where it terminates by merging into the left bank of the Amur. The entire 

650 kilometers from Blagoveshchensk to Zeya is navigable.  

 

➢ Km 2690: Verkhnezeysk (станция Верхнезейск; “Upper Zeya Station”) – This is a large 

village of some 1,600 residents built on a peninsula created by the flooding of the Zeya 

Reservoir. Most trains stop here at least for a few minutes. About eight kilometers west on 

the opposite peninsula (on the other side of the rail bridge) is the town of Gorniy (Горный) 

which has about 800 persons. Between the two villages is an air strip – but it looks 

abandoned. The next 20 kilometers are quite scenic as the rail line follows along the northern 

shore of one of the largers arms of the Zeya Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 2706: Apetyonok (разъезд Апетёнок) – A tiny village located along one of the 

northeastern arms of the Zeya Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 2717: Cross the Ivanzha River (река Иванъжа) – This is one of a thousand small rivers 

that runs into Zeya Reservoir. It starts close to 15 kilometers northeast; from the crossing it 

flows two kilometers west into one of the eastern ends of the Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 2720: Cross the Amutachi River (река Амутачи) – This small river flows not quite 20 

kilometers from the east to reach here; then it continues another four kilometers until it joins 

Zeya Reservoir.  

 

➢ Km 2730: Cross the Urkan River (река Уркан) – This 234 kilometer-long left tributary 

begins in the Dzhagdiy Range (Джагды хребет) about 100 kilometers southeast of the rail 

crossing. The Dzhagdiy is a minor range that runs between Amurskiy Oblast and 

Khabarovskiy Krai. After the Urkan passes under the rails it flows an additional dozen 

kilometers until it joins the longest southern arm of the Zeya Reservoir. Within sight of the 

rail line, some 500 meters to the west, the Urkan is joined by the Izhak River (река Ижак) 

which the train crosses very shortly as well.  

 

➢ Km 2733: Cross the Izhak River (река Ижак) – This small river has come up about 60 

kilometers from its source in the south. From the rail crossing it flows north a little more than 

three kilometers where it joins the left bank of the Urkan River which soon joins the Zeya 

Reservoir. From the crossing, the rail line runs parallel to the left bank (west side) of the 

Izhak for the next 35 kilometers upstream.  

 

➢ Km 2734: Izhak (разъезд Ижак) – A tiny rail siding named for the river immediately to the 

east.  
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KM 2779: Ogoron Railway Station 

 

➢ Km 2757: Ulyanovskiy Stroitel (разъезд Ульяновский Строитель; “Ulyanovsk [Lenin] 

Builder”) – A little building by the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2760: Cross the Pyatnadtsatiy River (река Пятнадцатый; “15th River”) – This little 

stream begins about a dozen kilometers southwest. From the tracks it flows less than 400 

meters until it merges into the left bank of the Izhak.  

 

➢ Km 2762: Cross the Dvenadtsatiy River (река Двенадцатый; “12th River”) – This river 

starts close to 20 kilometers southwest. After passing under the railroad it runs about 650 

meters and joins the Izhak’s left bank. We’re not mentioning the other dozen such rivers as 

they’re just too small.  

 

➢ Km 2768: Cross the Izhak River (река Ижак) – Here the rail line crosses over from the 

river’s left bank to its right (west to east side) and the two part company. From the rail 

crossing to the river’s source it is 20 kilometers southwest.  

 

➢ Km 2779: Ogoron (станция Огорон) – A tiny village of 325 residents with a stylishly 

decorated rail station. The village takes its name from Lake Ogoron (озеро Огорон), a small 

two kilometer-diameter round pond 

located four kilometers to the west. It 

is the source of the Dep (река Деп), a 

348 kilometer-long left tributary of the 

Zeya which it joins about 150 

kilometers downriver south of Zeya.  

 

➢ Km 2786: Cross the Safarka River 

(река Сафарка) – One of many small 

creeks and streams that fills Ogoron 

Lake. This one begins less than five 

kilometers east. From here, it flows 

northwest less than ten kilometers 

where it empties into the lake.  

 

➢ Km 2789: Cross the Chetkanda River 

(река Четканда) – Another small 

tributary, this one begins about 25 kilometers to the southeast. From the rail crossing it runs 

northwest about ten kilometers where it meets the left bank of the Dep River just as it is 

existing Lake Ogoron.  
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➢ Km 2792: Cross the Svetliy River (река Светлый: “Light River”) – This illuminated little 

stream begins only two kilometers south of the rail line; from the crossing it flows ten 

kilometers northwest until its confluence on the left bank of the Dep River. For the next 18 

kilometers south, the rail line follows along the left bank (east side) of the 36 kilometer-long 

Ushmun River (река), a minor tributary of the Dep. It begins about five kilometers southwest 

of the rails and it extends about ten kilometers northwest to the Dep River.  

 

➢ Km 2803: Moldavskiy (разъезд Молдавский; “Moldavian”) – A building alongside the 

tracks named by the BAM work crew from Moldova. Moldova bears the distinction of being 

the only Slavic country of the former Soviet Union to have a Romance language, Moldovan, 

which is essentially the same as Romanian.  

 

➢ Km 2815: Enter Loop – An “S” horseshoe curve begins here. The rail line first makes a four 

kilometer-long 180 degree counter-clockwise turn, then a second, narrower three kilometer-

long clockwise 180 degree turn. The first loop’s mouth (facing due north) is two kilometers 

wide; the second loop’s opening (facing due south) is one and one-half kilometers across.  

 

➢ Km 2816: Ulagir (разъезд Улагир) – A siding near the start of the first loop.  

 

➢ Km 2820: Cross the Ulagir River (река Улагир) – The rail line crosses over this small 

stream at the apex of “S” curve’s second 180 degree turn. The river starts less than five 

kilometers north. From the crossing it flows due south seven kilometers alongside the rail 

line until its mouth on the right bank of the Tungala River (река Тунгала).  

 

➢ Km 2831: Cross the Tungala River (река Тунгала) – This small river begins about 40 

kilometers east. From the rail crossing, it flows west some 30 kilometers until it joins the left 

bank of the Dep.  

 

➢ Km 2833: Miroshnichenko (разъезд Мирошниченко) – A minor siding noteworthy only for 

its monument to “Hero of the Soviet Union” Victor Miroshnichenko (Виктор Петрович 

Мирошниченко; 1917-41). The son of a railwayman and a squad leader of a Komsomol 

group, he was serving in a railway brigade near Kirov during the Great Patriotic War when 

he was killed by German fire while blowing up a bridge. There are a number of streets and 

schools named after him throughout the former Soviet Union and there is a bust of him in 

Tynda.  
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KM 2846: Tungala Railway Station 

➢ Km 2844: Cross the Pekarnaya River (река Пекарная) – This tiny tributary begins one 

kilometer south of the rail line; from here it flows north three kilometers and joins the left 

bank of the Tungala.  

 

➢ Km 2846: Tungala (станция Тунгала) 

– A small village of about 600 

inhabitants almost all of which is to the 

south side of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 2859: Cross the Tungala River 

(река Тунгала) – Here the rail line re-

crosses the Tungala only two 

kilometers north of its source. From the 

rail crossing, it flows a total of about 70 

kilometers until its mouth on the left 

bank of the Dep.  

 

➢ Km 2863: Cross the Nizhniy Dzhelon 

River (река Нижний Джелон) – This little stream begins about five kilometers south of the 

rail line; from the crossing it flows northeast close to 15 kilometers where it joins the left 

bank of the 118 kilometer-long Tuksi (река Тукси). From that junction, the Tuksi flows 

southeast less than four kilometers where it is joined by the Kamnega River (река Камнега) 

which has come up about 15 kilometers from just beside the next railway station. The 

Kamnega ends and the Tuksi continues another 50 kilometers southeast where it ends on the 

right bank of the Dugda River (река Дугда). The train comes to the Dugda soon enough.  

 

➢ Km 2865: Kamnega (разъезд Камнега) – A small building by the side of the railway. The 

little brook just to the north side of the tracks is the source of the Kamnega River (река 

Камнега). From here it flows northeast a little less than 20 kilometers until its confluence on 

the left bank of the Tuksi. The BAM Line does not cross the Kamnega.  

 

➢ Km 2879: Tangomen (разъезд Тангомен) – A former siding. The Tangomen River (река 

Тангомен) begins just on the other side of the rail tracks. The train follows it from here for 

the next 15 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 2893: Cross the Tangomen River (река Тангомен) – This little river has its source near 

the Tangomen Rail Station about 15 kilometers to the northwest. From the rail crossing it 

flows another two and a half kilometers until its confluence on the left bank of the 65 

kilometer-long Sagayan River (река Сагаян), a left tributary of the Dugda.  
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KM 2894: Dugda Railway Station 

➢ Km 2894: Dugda (станция Дугда) – The 

station serves the small town of 700 

persons. The town is named for the river 

which is less than three kilometers east.  

 

➢ Km 2901: Cross the Dugda River (река 

Дугда) – The 165 kilometer-long Dugda’s 

origins lie some 145 kilometers to the 

northeast near the Dzhagdiy Range 

(Джагды хребет) and the border between 

Amurskaya Oblast and Khabarovsk 

Territory. From the rail crossing, it flows 

south approximately 20 kilometers until it 

joins the right bank of the Nora River 

(река Нора). The rail line crosses the Nora 

in just a few kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 2911: Cross the Nora River (река Нора) – The 305 kilometer-long Nora also has its 

source in the Dzhagdiy Mountains about 125 kilometers northeast along the Amur-

Khabarovsk frontier. After it passes under the rail tracks, the river runs more than 175 

kilometers until its confluence with the right bank of the Selemdzha River (река Селемджа), 

one of the major tributaries of the Zeya. The railway reaches the Selemdzha shortly.  

 

➢ Km 2919: Nora (разъезд Нора) – A building alongside the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 2920: Cross the Bolshaya Elga River (река Большая Эьлга) – This minor tributary has 

its headwaters about 25 kilometers to the east. From the rail crossing it flows west about 15 

kilometers to its confluence on the left bank of the Nora.  

 

➢ Km 2933: Cross the Glubokiy River (река Глубокий; “Deep River”) – The Glubokiy’s 

origin is just five kilometers to the north. From the tracks it runs less than two kilometers 

south to its junction on the right bank of the Meun River (река Меун).  

 

➢ Km 2935: Cross the Meun River (река Меун) – This 124 kilometer-long river has its start 

approximately 100 kilometers due east in the western foothills of the Dzhagdiy Range. From 

the rail crossing it flows southeast some 25 kilometers and merges into the left bank of the 

Nora. In its upper reaches, the Meun is also called the Mevon (река Мевон).  

 

➢ Km 2940: Meun (разъезд Меун) – A little building along the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2956: Cross the Istochniy River (река Источный) – This tiny creek begins eight 

kilometers north beside the rail line. After crossing the line here, it flows approximately 400 

meters southwest and merges into the left bank of the Meunchik River (река Меунчик) 

which the train crosses in short order.  
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KM 3000: Near Chervinka 

➢ Km 2957: Drogoshevsk (станция Дрогошевск) – No different than the last several stations, 

a small maintenance building alongside the rails is all there is.  

 

➢ Km 2959: Cross the Leviy Razvil River (река Левый Развил) – This small tributary 

originates about a dozen kilometers to the northeast. After passing under the rail line, it runs 

less than 500 meters west to its confluence on the left bank of the Meunchik.  

 

➢ Km 2965: Cross the Meunchik River (река Меунчик) – This minor stream begins along the 

west side of the rail line about 20 kilometers north, or about five kilometers south of the 

Meun Siding. After passing under the rails, it flows south on the east side of the tracks seven 

kilometers until its mouth on the right bank of the Burunda River (река Бурунда) about 150 

meters east of where it crosses under the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2971: Cross the Burunda River (река Бурунда) – The 187 kilometer-long Burunda 

starts in the southern Dzhagdiy foothills approximately 125 kilometers to the northeast. From 

the rail crossing it runs southwest close to 60 kilometers where it merges into the left bank of 

the Nora about 25 kilometers upriver north of its confluence with the Selemdzha River.  

 

➢ Km 2983: Skalistiy (разъезд Скалистый; “Rocky”) – A little building.  

 

➢ Km 2987: Cross the Malaya Burundushka River (река Малая Бурундушка) – This 60 

kilometer-long small river has its source about 25 kilometers to the east. After passing under 

the rails, it continues northwest about 15 kilometers along the west side of the rail line until it 

joins the left bank of the Burunda about ten kilometers northwest of Skalistiy.  

 

➢ Km 2995: Cross the Chervinka River (река Червинка) – This 104 kilometer-long river 

begins about 15 kilometers east. From the crossing, it travels approximately 60 kilometers 

southwest where it joins a great three river confluence along with the Nora and Selemdzha 

Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 3000: Chervinka (разъезд Червинка) 

– Another little building.  

 

➢ Km 3003: Cross the Sokhatinka River 

(река Сохатинка) – This little tributary 

begins less than five kilometers to the 

northeast. After passing under the rail 

tracks, it travels close to 40 kilometers 

until it merges into the left bank of the 32 

kilometer-long Burundushka River (река 

Бурундушка) about ten kilometers east of 

its merger into the right bank of the 

Selemdzha.  

 

➢ Km 3012: Cross the Selemdzha River 

(река Селемджа) – For a brief moment the highly-braided Selemdzha aligns itself into one 
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channel and at this point is crossed by the rail line and an auto bridge. Here the river is about 

200 meters wide.  

 

At 647 kilometers in length, the Selemdzha is the longest tributary of the Zeya River. The 

river’s source is more than 350 kilometers to the northeast at the easternmost extremity of 

Amur Oblast. It arises in the Yam-Alin (Ям-Алинь хребет) and Aesop Range (Эзоп хребет) 

of mountains, part of the Bureinsky Range (Буреинский хребет), which in part forms the 

boundary between Amurskiy Oblast and Khabarovsk Krai.  

 

It’s an exceptionally remote area about 300 kilometers northwest of Komsomolsk-na-Amure 

(Комсомольск-на-Амуре) or 400 kilometers west of Nikolayevsk-na-Amure (Николаевск-

на-Амуре). The Bureinsky Range is about 400 kilometers long and rises to heights of over 

2,000 meters (6,500 feet). The range is crossed by the BAM when it passes through the 

Dusse-Alinskiy Tunnel (Дуссе-Алиньский тоннель) at Km 3382. The Dusse-Alin (Дуссе-

Алинь хребет) is the third range that comprises the Bureinsky Mountain chain.  

 

After passing under the rails just north of Fevralsk (Февральск), the Selemdzha flows due 

west about 60 kilometers where it is joined in a three-way confluence by the Nora River from 

the north and the Chervinka River from the northeast – these greatly increase the river’s size. 

From here, the Selemdzha flows more than 125 kilometers southwest until it joins the left 

bank of the Zeya five kilometers north of the village of Novokiyevskiy Uval (Новокиевский 

Увал).  

 

From that confluence, the Zeya continues approximately 75 kilometers southwest to 

Svobodniy or 225 kilometers to Blagoveshchensk where it meets its end on the left bank of 

the Amur.  

 

➢ Km 3014: Branch Line East – A short spur line of five kilometers runs to the mid-sized 

village of about 4,800 persons at Fevralskoye (Февральское). The village lies along the left 

bank (south side) of the Selemdzha.  
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KM 3016: Fevralsk Railway Station 

➢ Km 3016: Fevralsk (станция Февральск; 

“February”) – There is a small railroad 

town around the station, but most of the 

population lives in Fevralskoye, four 

kilometers northwest. Fevralskoye is for 

the most part a timber and mining center. 

There are plans to develop a 144 

kilometer-long spur line to the 

Ogodzhinskaya Coal Field 

(Огоджинского угольного 

месторождения) from here. 

 

➢ Km 3020: Cross the Byssa River (река 

Бысса) – There are two bridges across the 

river: one for the railroad; the other for cars 

and trucks. The 235 kilometer-long Byssa 

is a left tributary of the Selemdzha. It has 

its source about 125 kilometers east in the western foothills of the Bureinsky Mountains. 

From the rail crossing it flows west about 25 kilometers until it joins the Selemdzha at the 

village of Byssa (Бысса). One section of the Byssa River is known for its thermal mineral 

springs which are used to treat skin and stomach conditions. 

 

➢ Km 3035: Zvonkoye (разъезд Звонкое) – A rail siding with a small building. The settlement 

is called Zvonkiy (Звонкий) which means “ringing.”  

 

➢ Km 3039: Cross the Utiniy River (река Утиный; “Duck’s River”) – This river’s source 

waters are a mere few hundred meters on the west side of the rail line. After crossing the line 

it flows northeast about 15 kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of the 73 kilometer-long 

Iga River (река Ига) about five kilometers south of its confluence on the Byssa.  

 

➢ Km 3043: Cross the Poputniy River (река Попутный) – This small river starts 

approximately four kilometers northwest of the railway. From the rail crossing, it flows 

southeast close to ten kilometers where it merges into the Zvonkiy River (река Zvonkiy). 

That small tributary which only began eight kilometers southwest, then flows northwest 

approximately eight kilometers until it meets the 44 kilometer-long Yansai River (река 

Янсай) which in turn flows northwest six kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Iga 

about 15 kilometers upriver south from its junction with the Byssa River.  

 

➢ Km 3060: Demchenko (разъезд Демченко) – Virtually nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 3064: Cross the Yansai River (река Янсай) – This river begins about ten kilometers on 

the southwest side of the rail line. After passing under the line it flows northeast 

approximately 35 kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Iga.  

 

➢ Km 3078: Cross the Izvilistiy River (река Извилистый) – This small stream begins less than 

ten kilometers southwest of the tracks. From the rail crossing it flows northeast almost 
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KM 3078: Middle of Nowhere 

KM 3101: Isa Railway Station 

another ten kilometers until it joins the left 

bank of the Isakan River (река Исакан). 

From that confluence the Isakan only flows 

one more kilometer where it meets the left 

bank of the 76 kilometer-long Isa River 

(река Иса). At that junction both rivers lose 

their names and become the Iga. The Iga 

continues due north almost 70 kilometers 

until it terminates on a “T” junction with the 

left bank of the Byssa.  

 

➢ Km 3082: Isakan (разъезд Исакан) 

– A minor siding.  

 

➢ Km 3085: Cross the Isakan River 

(река Исакан) – The Isakan’s source waters 

originate close to 30 kilometers to the south, about ten kilometers southeast of the village of 

Isa (Иса). After the river passes under the train it flows northeast another five kilometers 

until it merges with the left bank of the Isa River and the two become the Iga.  

 

➢ Km 3101: Isa (станция Иса) – A small village of some 550 persons, it is named for the 

nearby river. The village website states that the word “Isa” is Evenki for “Eye” although 

they’re not sure what that means. The town’s original name was Fedkin Klyuch (Федькин 

Ключ), which is derivative of Feodor (Феодор) and Spring or Source (Ключ). Thus 

“Theodore’s Source” for the man who found a good supply of water here. Starting about Km 

3108 the rail line begins a set of two 

back-to-back 180 degree loops.  

 

➢ Km 3108: Enter Loop – The first 

horseshoe curve begins with a sharp 

(although not quite 90 degrees) turn to 

the right south. The curve runs 

counter-clockwise 2,500 meters to its 

apex where it is crossed by the Fedkin 

Klyuch River. From there, the loop 

runs north another 2,500 meters; thus a 

five kilometer-long loop. Its mouth is 

1,500 meters wide.  

 

This double-loop is not a very nice “S” 

curve as the second 180 degree turn is 

a convoluted affair with no regular 

shape to it. From end to end however, it’s almost eight kilometers long clockwise and it 

begins with an opening of only 500 meters across.  
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➢ Km 3111: Cross the Fedkin Klyuch River (река Федькин Ключ; “Fyodor’s Spring River”) 

– This little Isa tributary begins a few meters south of the tracks and runs northwest, then 

northeast, close to 30 kilometers and joins the left bank of the Isa about 60 kilometers 

downstream from its own source waters (20 as the crow flies). From the Fedkin Klyuch-Isa 

confluence, the Isa flows close to 25 kilometers north and joins the 45 kilometer-long Isakan 

River. The Isa and the Isakan form the 73 kilometer-long Iga River.  

 

➢ Km 3117: Gvozdevskiy (разъезд Гвоздевский) – This former siding is near the end of the 

second loop.  

 

➢ Km 3124: Cross the Omutnaya River (река Омутная) – This little stream begins about two 

kilometers southwest of the rail line; from here it heads north less than two kilometers where 

it joins the left bank of the Ledyanoi River (река Ледяной).  

 

➢ Km 3126: Cross the Ledyanoi River (река Ледяной; “Icy River”) – This small stream 

begins about two kilometers southwest of the rail line; then after crossing, runs north about 

five kilometers until it joins the left bank of the Isa.  

 

➢ Km 3129: Mustakh (разъезд Мустах) – A small building along the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 3141: Cross the Pravaya Ulma River (река Правая Ульмa; “Right Ulma River”) – The 

Right Ulma’s source waters begin close to 20 kilometers northeast of this crossing point, 

almost on the the Amur Oblast-Khabarovskiy Krai border. After passing under the tracks, it 

flows five kilometers south where it merges with the Levaya Ulma (река Левая Ульма), 

which is also known as the Bordak River (река Бордак). The Left Ulma winds its way about 

20 kilometers from the southeast before reaching this junction point.  

 

The combined river, now simply known as the Ulma (река Ульма), flows 346 kilometers 

northwest (150 kilometers as the crow flies) until its confluence on the left bank of the 

Selemdzha near the village of Uglovoye (Угловое; “Corner”). Uglovoye is about 15 

kilometers downriver west from the village of Ulma (Ульма).  

 

The rail bridge that crosses over the Pravaya Ulma is the highest bridge on the BAM Line at 

49 meters (161 feet).  

 

➢ Km 3141: Platform 3141 (платформа 3141).  

 

➢ Km 3149: Ulma (разъезд Ульма) – A building by the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3152: Cross the Levaya Ulma River (река Левая Ульмa; “Left Ulma River”) – Also 

known as the Bordak (река Бордак), this tributary of the Ulma begins about five kilometers 

due north. From the rail crossing it runs south, then northwest, approximately 15 kilometers 

until it joins the Pravaya Ulma to form the Ulma.  

 

➢ Km 3155: Amurskaya – Khabarovskiy Border (MT + 7 hours) – Traveling east, the train 

leaves Amur Oblast behind and enters Khabarovskiy Krai (Хабаровский Край). The 
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KM 3155: Amurskaya Oblast – Khabarovskiy 
Krai Border Line Monument 

boundary also marks another time zone and clocks move forward one hour. There is a rather 

large crossed “X” monument at the boundary line.  

 

Khabarovsk Territory is Russia’s fourth largest federal subject by area; it is somewhat larger 

than the state of Texas. The territory extends about 1,800 kilometers from north to south and 

ranges from 125 to 750 kilometers 

from east to west. Its entire eastern 

side fronts the Pacific Ocean, either by 

the Sea of Okhotsk at its northern half, 

or the Sea of Japan along its southern 

end. Its southern boundaries are with 

Primorskiy Territory (Приморский 

край), the Chinese region of 

Manchuria (Russian: Маньчжурия; 

Chinese: 满洲; pinyin: Mǎnzhōu; now 

more commonly referred to as 

Dongbei; Chinese: 东北; pinyin: 

Dōngběi; lit., “Northeast”), and the 

Jewish Autonomous Oblast 

(Еврейская автономная область). 

Along its southwestern side is the 

Amur Oblast (Амурская область) and 

the northern half of its western front is 

along the Sakha Republic (Респyблика Саха), also called Yakutiya (Якyтия). Its relatively 

narrow northern top is bordered by the Magadan Region (Магаданская область).  

 

The territory has a population of approximately 1,350,000 which ranks it 35th largest in 

Russia; its administrative capital is the city of Khabarovsk (Хабаровск) which has a 

population of somewhat less than 600,000.  

 

Russian explorers first ventured into the region in the early 1600s, most notably Yerofei 

Khabarov (Ерофей Павлович Хабаров; ca. 1603-71) for whom the city and territory are 

named. However, these early exploration were eventually repelled by the Chinese. Russian 

administration was not cemented until the diplomatic efforts of Governor-General and 

statesman Nikolai Muravyov-Amurskiy (Николай Николаевич Муравьёв-Амурский; 

1809-81) in the middle 1800s. For his efforts he was awarded his honorary last name: “of the 

Amur” by Tsar Alexander II. Muravyov-Amurskiy’s knowledge of the region’s geography 

was greatly aided by the Admiral and explorer Gennady Nevel (Геннадий Иванович 

Невельской; 1813-76) for whom the Nevelskoy Strait (Пролив Невельского), an extension 

of the Tatar Strait (Татарский пролив), is named.  

 

Khabarovsk Krai is crossed by sections of two rail lines – which connect to one another. The 

Trans-Siberian Railway runs along the southern edge of the territory for approximately 250 

kilometers from Khabarovsk to Bikin (Бикин) and the BAM operates over 1,100 kilometers 

from Etyrken (Этыркэн) to Sovetskaya Gavan (Советская Гавань) on the Pacific Shore. 
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KM 3162: Etyrken Railway Station 

The two lines are connected by a 350 kilometer-long branch that runs from Khabarovsk north 

to Komsomolsk-na-Amure (Комсомольск-на-Амуре).  

 

➢ Km 3156: Cross the Dyamkukan River (река Дямкукан) – This little river starts just a 

couple of hundred meters north of the rail line less than one kilometer after passing the 

border. It flows south, then east, a total of ten kilometers and joins the right bank of the 

Etyrken River (река Этыркэн) about one kilometer south of the village of Etyrken.  

 

➢ Km 3160: Cross the Etyrken River (река Этыркэн) – This minor tributary has its source 

about 15 kilometers to the northwest, along the Amur-Khabarovsk boundary. After passing 

under the rails, it flows southeast close to six kilometers and crosses under the rail line again. 

From there, it continues about four 

kilometers southeast where it merges into 

the right bank of the Tuyun River (река 

Туюн) which the train crosses a little 

further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 3162: Etyrken (станция Этыркэн) – 

A village of some 650 residents. There are 

several logging companies in town.  

 

➢ Km 3166: Cross the Etyrken River (река 

Этыркэн) – The rail line crosses over from 

the river’s left bank to its right (north to 

south side). From here it’s four kilometers 

to the Etyrken’s junction with the right 

bank of the Tuyun.  

 

➢ Km 3177: Cross the Tuyun River (река Туюн) – The 200 kilometer-long Tuyun has its 

source close to 45 kilometers northwest of the rail crossing, next to the Amur Oblast-

Khabarovsk Krai border. Starting a little before the crossing, the BAM Line follows the river 

very closely for the next 50 kilometers until their paths diverge about five kilometers before 

Stlanik (Стланик).  

 

From the point where the rail parts ways with the river, the Tuyun flows south another 100 

kilometers (55 as the crow flies) to its confluence on the right bank of the Bureya River (река 

Бурея). The train reaches that large river in a short while.  

 

➢ Km 3179: Amgan (разъезд Амган) – A siding named for the nearby river, a minor tributary 

of the Tuyun. It does not cross the rail line.  
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KM 3247: Alonka Railway Station 

➢ Km 3186: Enter Loops – This set of two loops, which forms a perfect “S,” is so gentle and 

so wide that most persons on the train will likely take no notice. The first horseshoe curve 

begins with a counter-clockwise turn south to the right of almost three kilometers. The mouth 

is 1,500 meters across. The second turn, which runs clockwise, is about two kilometers long 

and its opening is also almost 1,500 meters wide. Since both loops are 180 degrees, for a total 

of 360, the rail line never really changes direction overall. It continues on its west to east 

path.  

 

➢ Km 3191: Cross the Koreya River (река Корея) – Two hundred meters out the right-hand 

side of the train (south side), the Koreya ends when it meets the left bank of the Tuyun River. 

The Koreya begins 15 kilometers to the north.  

 

➢ Km 3193: Cross the Shugara River (река Шугара) – This little tributary originates about ten 

kilometers northeast; from here it passes under the tracks and in 200 meters west joins the 

left bank of the Tuyun River.  

 

➢ Km 3195: Shugara (разъезд Шугара) – A building.  

 

➢ Km 3200: Cross the Nizhnyaya Shugara River (река Нижняя Шугара; “Lower Shugara 

River”) – Another small tributary of the Tuyun, this one starts about ten kilometers north; it 

ends in 100 meters where it joins the Tuyun.  

 

➢ Km 3210: Cross the Zakhar River (река Захар) – This little stream begins about tweleve 

kilometers north. From the rail crossing it flows less than 100 meters and enters the Tuyun.  

 

➢ Km 3211: Tuyun (разъезд Туюн) – A siding with a small building.  

 

➢ Km 3220: Cross the Vosporukhan River (река Воспорухан) – This small river starts close to 

25 kilometers northwest of the rail crossing. After passing under the rails it flows about 500 

meters until its mouth on the left bank of 

the Tuyun River. In about five kilometers 

east, the Tuyun makes a 90 degree turn 

south and the rail line continues on an 

overall easterly path.  

 

➢ Km 3233: Stlanik (разъезд Стланик; 

“Elfin”) – A building.  

 

➢ Km 3247: Alonka (станция Алонка) – 

Most of this small town of some 425 

persons lies to the west side of the rail 

line.  

 

➢ Km 3250: Cross the Malaya Alonka River 

(река Малая Алонка; “Little Alonka 

River”) – This river has its source about 
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six kilometers west of town. After passing under the rail line it flows north 15 kilometers 

where it is joined by the 25 kilometer-long Bolshaya Alonka (река Большая Алонка; “Big 

Alonka River”) which has come down from the northwest. From that union, the now singly-

named Alonka flows five kilometers northeast where it is joined by the little six kilometer-

long Levaya Alonka River (река Левая Алонка; “Left Alonka River”).  

 

From this point the Alonka continues another five kilometers northeast until its confluence 

on the 353 kilometer-long Niman River (река Ниман) which has come from the Aesop 

Range (Эзоп хребет) of mountains, part of the Bureinsky Range (Буреинский хребет). 

From here, the Niman flows its last 25 kilometers southeast until it terminates on the right 

bank of the 623 kilometer-long Bureya. The train comes to the Bureya very shortly.  

 

➢ Km 3258: Enter Loops – Starting here and over the next 25 kilometers, there are nine 

horseshoe curves. Some are quite narrow, others less so. Two villages are passed along the 

way: Kychyrankiy (Кычыранкы) and Chebangda (Чебангда). By the time the train comes to 

the Bureya River and the village of Bureinsk (Буреинск), they are finished.  

 

➢ Km 3259: Cross the Kycharankiy River (река Кычаранкы) – This little stream’s source is 

less than one kilometer southwest of the tracks; from here it flows just under ten kilometers 

east where it joins the right bank of the ten kilometer-long Oksende River (река Оксэндэ) 

which immediately joins the right bank of the Bureya. The river crossing is at the apex of the 

first 180 degree loop.  

 

➢ Km 3263: Kychyrankiy (разъезд Кычыранкы) – A building by the side of the railway. The 

line here goes around a large rather open loop. This is the second loop. There are three more 

loops before Chebanga (Чебангда).  

 

➢ Km 3267: Cross the Checheranka River (река Чечеранка) – This small river begins 

approximately ten kilometers northwest. From the rail crossing it runs southeast seven 

kilometers until it joins the Bureya. The river crossing is at the apex of the fourth loop.  

 

➢ Km3269: Cross the Shelbachi River (река Шелбачи) – This tiny tributary begins about three 

kilometers due west; from the rail crossing it flows less than two kilometers due east where it 

joins the right bank of the Checheranka. This river comes through the apex of the fifth loop.  

 

➢ Km 3274: Cross the Chabigda River (река Чабыгда) – This little stream has its source close 

to six kilometers northwest of the rail line. From the crossing it flows about seven kilometers 

until its mouth on the right bank of the Bureya. The river runs through the apex of the sixth 

loop. This counterclockwise horseshoe curve is also the narrowest of the group. It’s a little 

over two kilometers long and has a mouth open-side of 850 meters.  

 

➢ Km 3275: Chebangda (разъезд Чебангда) – A small building by the tracks at the end of a 

loop. Starting a few kilometers southeast of here, the rail line follows south along the right 

bank (west side) of the Bureya River for the next seven kilometers until it crosses it. Three 

final loops are coming up. They make a double “S” formation.  
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Bureya Hydroelectric Power Plant 

➢ Km 3282: Cross the Barauchan River (река Бараучан) – This small river starts about a 

dozen kilometers northwest and flows through the apex of this, the ninth and final loop in 

this series of loops. From the rail crossing it flows five kilometers southeast until its 

confluence on the Bureya.  

 

➢ Km 3285: Cross the Unkshandiyr-Salaa River (река Ункшандыр-Салаа) – This little stream 

starts close to ten kilometers west, passes under the rail line, and empties into the Bureya 

River in less than one kilometer east.  

 

➢ Km 3289: Bureinskiy (разъезд Буреинский) – The village name is Bureinsk (Буреинск). If 

it were any closer to the Bureya River, it would be in the water.  

 

➢ Km 3291: Cross the Unkshar River (река Ункшар) – Moments before crossing the Bureya 

River, the train passes over this small river which has come down 20 kilometers from the 

northwest. It empties into the Bureya immediately before the long rail bridge over the 

Bureya.  

 

➢ Km 3292: Cross the Bureya River (река Бурея) – At this rail crossing the Bureya is not quite 

400 meters across. The rail bridge spanning it is 575 meters across and the river can flood 

into a three kilometer-wide floodplain adjacent on the river’s east side. There is also a road 

bridge 125 meters to the south of the rail bridge.  

 

At 623 kilometers in length, the Bureya is formed by the confluence of the Pravaya (река 

Правая Бурея; “Right”) and Levaya (река Левая Бурея; “Left”) Bureya Rivers on the 

southern slopes of the Aesop (Эзоп хребет) and Dusse-Alin (Дуссе-Алинь) Mountain 

chains some 175 kilometers to the 

northeast. Both ranges are considered 

extensions of the Bureinskiy 

(Буреинский хребет), a 400 

kilometer-long chain of mountains 

along the southwestern border of 

Khabarovsk Krai where it meets Amur 

Oblast. From the junction point of the 

two Bureya Rivers, the Pravaya 

extends upstream more than 150 

kilometers north; the Levaya extends 

upstream 120 kilometers northeast.  

 

From the rail bridge between Bureinsk 

and Noviy Urgal (Новый Ургал), the 

Bureya flows southwest more than 350 

kilometers to its mouth on the left bank 

of the Amur at Skobeltsino (Скобельцино). That small village is about a dozen kilometers 

south downriver from the somewhat larger town of Astashikha (Асташиха). It’s a 

particularly remote area. The nearest town of any size is along Trans-Siberian Railway at 

Arkhara (Архара), which is 40 kilometers due east.  
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Along its course, the Bureya is dammed near the village of Talakan (Талакан) at the 

Bureyeskaya Hydroelectric Power Plant (Бурейская гидроэлектростанция or Бурейская 

ГЭС), the largest power plant in the Russian Far East, and at the Lower Bureisk Power Plant 

(Нижне-Бурейская гидроэлектростанция or Нижне-Бурейская ГЭС), near the village of 

Novobureyskiy (Новобурейский). Like other great Russian hydro projects, both of these 

dams form enormous reservoirs upriver from their locations.  

 

➢ Km 3296: Branch Line South – Almost four kilometers east after crossing over the Bureya 

River, the rail line splits. The left fork, which is the main line of the BAM, continues straight 

ahead east to Urgal-1 Rail Station and points beyond; the right fork is the beginning of the 

Isvestkoviy-Chegdomyn Branch Line (ветки Известковый–Чегдомын), a 374 kilometer-

long southern spur to Isvestkoviy (Известковый; “Limestone”) which is on the main line of 

the Trans-Siberian Railway.  

 

Stations south of Noviy Urgal (at Km 347) include: Dublikan (Дубликан) → Adnikan 

(Адникан) → Platform 290 → Elga (Эльга) → Dolina (Долина; “Valley”) → Yagdynya 

(Ягдынья) → Korchagin (Корчагин) → Ushman (Юшман) → Platform 212 → Sogda 

(Согда) → Moshka (Мошка; “Midges”) → Platform 193 → Malinnik (Малинник; 

“Rasberry Bushes”) → Platform 180 → Platform 173 → Tyrma (Тырма) → Alanap 

(Аланап) → Tarakelok (Таракелок) → Ekhilkan (Эхилкан) → Zimovye (Зимовье; 

“Cabin”) → Talandzha (Таланджа) → Yaurin (Яурин) → Perevalniy (Перевальный) → 

Kuldur (Кульдур) → Brusit (Брусит) → and the Isvestkovaya Rail Junction (Примыкание 

Известковая Железнодорожный), which is found at Km 8232 on the Trans-Siberian Line. 

The actual station Izvestkovaya and the village of Isvestkoviy are two kilometers east at Km 

8234 of the Trans-Siberian. By branch line calculation, Izvestkovaya Station is at Km 0.  

 

There are no large cities near the rail junction; the closest “big” cities are Obluchye 

(Облучье), which is 40 kilometers west, and Birobidzhan (Биробиджан), which lies 120 

kilometers east.  
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KM 3302: Noviy Urgal Railway Station 

Noviy Urgal Railway Station Waiting Room Interior Mosaic 

➢ Km 3302: Noviy Urgal (станция 

Новый Ургал) – This is a fairly large 

town of around 6,800 persons. 

Technically, Noviy Urgal is located 

near the northern end of the 

Isvestkoviy-Chegdomyn Branch Line 

and the “true” BAM line lies one and a 

half kilometers to the north. The two 

alternate lines run parallel side-by-side 

for nearly nine kilometers.  

 

It’s really a distinction without much 

difference as the line from the Bureya 

River east to Urgal-1 Station (the next 

station) splits and then re-joins itself all 

within the space of nine kilometers. The two lines merely allow rail traffic to pass one way or 

another in order to increase efficiency. Noviy Urgal was founded in 1974 along with the 

construction of the railroad and many of the town’s citizens work for the BAM. The Noviy 

Urgal Railway Station is particularly well-regarded for its enormous mosaic mural which 

covers one main wall. The town’s website notes that Noviy Urgal has one of the largest rail 

“roundhouses” of the BAM.  

 

➢ Km 3310: Platform 3310 (платформа 3310).  

 

➢ Km 3312: Urgal-1 (станция Ургал-один) – This station serves Urgal (Ургал), a village of 

some 4,600 residents. The station and village are on the main line of the BAM. The southern 

nine kilometer-long spur line through Noviy Urgal ended six kilometers west when it re-

joined the main line. Most passenger traffic on the BAM stops at Noviy Urgal, not usually 

here. Both this station and Noviy Urgal take their names from the Urgal River (река Ургал) 

which flows from east to west immediately north of each town. It flows for about 125 

kilometers from the east. It does not cross the rail line at any point. The Urgal River enters 

the left bank of the Bureya about five kilometers northwest of Noviy Urgal just south of Ust-

Urgal (Усть-Ургал).  
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KM 3355: Mukunga Railway Station 

➢ Km 3314: Branch Line North – This short branch runs about a dozen kilometers northeast 

and then splits near Veseliy (Веселый). From there, one half continues northeast 15 

kilometers past Sredniy Urgal (Средний Ургал; “Middle Urgal”), the other half runs 

southeast eight kilometers to Chegdomyn (Чегдомын). Chegdomyn is a town of some 

13,000 inhabitants built nearby a large coal mine. It is the end point of the Isvestkoviy-

Chegdomyn Branch Line. It has an airstrip and a small military base. At one time it was 

home to a logging operation manned by North Koreans.  

 

➢ Km 3324: Chemchuko (разъезд Чемчуко) – There is a large open-air coal mine three 

kilometers to the northeast. The mountains of coal tailings are visible from the train. Starting 

about eight kilometers after this station, the rail line begins to follow the Soloni River (река 

Солони) upstream for the next 50 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 3336: Cross the Mugulye River (река Мугуле) – This little tributary begins almost 20 

kilometers due east; from the tracks it flows northwest five kilometers where its mouth is on 

the right bank of the Soloni River (река Солони).  

 

➢ Km 3339: Mugulye (разъезд Мугуле) – A small building alongside the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3343: Cross the Turuk River (река Турук) – This little stream starts about six kilometers 

northeast. From the rail crossing it flows less than three kilometers northwest until it joins the 

Soloni.  

 

➢ Km 3346: Turuk (разъезд Турук) – A building.  

 

➢ Km 3346: Cross the Soloni River (река Солони) – This Bureya tributary begins about 50 

kilometers to the southeast. After passing under the rail line it runs close to another 50 

kilometers northwest until its confluence on the left bank of the Bureya River. The BAM 

Line, which had been running upstream parallel to the Soloni’s right bank for the past 15 

kilometers, now follows alongside the river’s left bank for the next 35 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 3349: Cross the Kholodniy River 

(река Холодный; “Cold River”) – This 

little creek begins about three 

kilometers south of the line and merges 

into the left bank of the Soloni as soon 

as it passes under the train.  

 

➢ Km 3355: Mukunga (разъезд 

Мукунга) – A small building. The stop 

is named after the nearby Mukunga 

(река Мукунга) and Little Mukunga 

(река Малая Мукунга) Rivers that are 

on the other side of the tracks. The 

Little Mukunga runs three kilometers; 

the Mukunga about ten. Both are right 
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KM 3382: Dusse-Alinskiy Tunnel  

tributaries of the Soloni, that’s why the train does not cross them. The rail line is presently 

following the Soloni upriver along its left bank (west side).  

 

➢ Km 3360: Cross the Birakachan River (река Биракачан) – This minor tributary starts ten 

kilometers to the southwest. It immediately joins the Soloni’s left bank as soon as it passes 

under the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3365: Soloni (станция Солони) – A rail depot.  

 

➢ Km 3366: Cross the Sinkaltu River (река Синкальту) – This little stream begins about eight 

kilometers west; from the tracks it immediately runs to the Soloni and merges into its left 

bank.  

 

➢ Km 3371: Cross the Naldindya River (река Налдындя) – This minor stream originates 

seven kilometers south. After it passes under the rail line it flows northwest about one 

kilometer and enters the left bank of the Soloni River.  

 

➢ Km 3374: Naldiy (разъезд Нальды) – A building alongside the tracks. About six kilometers 

east after passing this stopping point, the Soloni River turns sharply north and the rail line 

heads southeast.  

 

➢ Km 3382: Dusse-Alinskiy Tunnel 

Western Portal (Дуссе-Алиньский 

Тоннель Западный Портал) – Heading 

east, the train enters one of the longest 

tunnels on the BAM Line. At 1,852 

meters in length, it crosses under the 

Dusse-Alin Ridge (Дуссе-Алинь хребет), 

part of the Bureinsky Range (Буреинский 

хребет), a 400 kilometer-long series of 

mountains with heights in the low 2,000 

meters. The tunnel was built from 1947 to 

1952 by prisoners from the BAMLag 

(Бамлаг or Байкало-Амурский 

исправительно-трудовой лагерь), the 

Baikal-Amur labor camp set up as part of 

the GULag (ГУЛаг or Главное управление лагерей и мест заключения; “General 

Directorate of the camps and detention facilities”) prison system that existed in the former 

Soviet Union from 1934 to 1960.  

 

➢ Km 3384: Dusse-Alinskiy Tunnel Eastern Portal (Дуссе-Алиньский Тоннель восточный 

портал) – Here the train exits the tunnel.  

 

➢ Km 3384: Dusse-Alin (разъезд Дуссе-Алинь) – A building. Starting here the rail line 

closely follows alongside the left bank of the Chyort River (река Чёрт). Its origins are seven 

kilometers west. We’ll cross the river soon enough and mention it again at that time.  
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➢ Km 3388: Cross the Krestak River (река Крестак) – This little creek runs four kilometers 

from the north, crosses the rail and enters the left bank of the Chyort.  

 

➢ Km 3393: Avakha (разъезд Аваха) – A former stopping point.  

 

➢ Km 3395: Cross the Chyort River (река Чёрт) – This small river, which the train has been 

following since Dusse-Alin, has its beginning approximately 20 kilometers northwest. From 

the rail crossing it flows about 500 meters until it joins the right bank of the Egono (река 

Эгоно). That river begins about 35 kilometers north. Downstream from this confluence the 

Egono runs southeast less than ten kilometers until it joins the right bank of the 132 

kilometer-long Suluk (река Сулук) which has traveled more than 120 kilometers from the 

northeast to reach this confluence.  

 

The Suluk is almost at its end, from its union with the Egono it travels a dozen kilometers 

southeast until it merges with the left bank of the north-flowing Ayakit (река Аякит). The 

combined rivers Suluk and Ayakit both lose their names and the new river is called the 

Amgun (река Амгунь). In time it becomes a very substantial watercourse. The BAM crosses 

it further down the line and we’ll discuss it then.  

 

Over the next 70 kilometers northeast the rail line is crossed by dozens and dozens of small 

rivers that join the Amgun. As usual, we’ll try to isolate and briefly describe only those that 

are above ten kilometers or longer.  

 

➢ Km 3402: Suluk (станция Сулук) – This is a large village of approximately 700 persons.  

 

➢ Km 3417: Cross the Ayakit River (река Аякит) – This is a fairly complicated river 

confluence: three small rivers combine and one great river is born. The Ayakit is a small 58 

kilometer-long tributary that has come up from the southwest. Less than 500 meters west of 

the tracks it meets the Laka River (река Лака) which has come up about 35 kilometers from 

the south. The Laka terminates and the Ayakit passes under the rail line. From there it flows 

less than 200 meters where its left bank is joined by the Suluk which has traveled 132 

kilometers from the northeast. Now both the Suluk and the Ayakit lose their identities and 

become the Amgun. The rail line follows the Amgun from here northeast for the next 200 

kilometers, until Postyshevo (Постышево).  

 

➢ Km3422: Cross the Mogdiy River (река Могды) – This minor tributary has traveled 

approximately 30 kilometers from the southeast to reach here. After passing under the rails, it 

flows less than two kilometers north to its mouth on the right bank of the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3423: Mogdiy (разъезд Могды) – A minor building by the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3430: Cross the Irungda River (река Ирунгда) – This small stream begins almost 30 

kilometers south; from the rail crossing it runs less than two kilometers until its confluence 

on the right bank of the Amgun.  
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KM 3457: Gerbiy Railway Station 

➢ Km 3440: Orokot (разъезд Орокот) – A building by the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3441: Cross the Orokot River (река Орокот) – This river has its source about 40 

kilometers to the southeast. As it nears the rail line it divides into a half dozen smaller rivers 

(distributaries), crosses under the rails at many points, then ends on the Amgun in less than 

three kilometers north. One of these distributaries is large enough to carry its own name, the 

Praviy Orokot (река Правый Орокот).  

 

➢ Km 3442: Cross the Praviy Orokot River (река Правый Орокот; “Right Orokot River”) – A 

less than ten kilometer-long channel of the Orokot. It breaks off a few kilometers south of the 

rail line, then flows to the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3447: Cross the Bolshoy Kurkaltu River (река Большой Куркальту) – This multi-

channel Amgun tributary starts about 30 kilometers south of the rail line. After its many 

paths cross under the rail line, they join the Amgun three kilometers north.  

 

➢ Km 3449: Cross the Maliy Kurkaltu River (река Малый Куркальту) – The “Small” 

Kurkaltu begins about 15 kilometers south; from the rail line it flows north three kilometers, 

also joining the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3455: Cross the Gerbiy River (река Герби) – This largish minor tributary has its source 

in the hills approximately 55 kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing it runs about two 

kilometers north to end on the right 

bank of the Amgun. Like the previous 

several rivers, the Gerbiy is composed 

of many distributaries. There is a small 

Monument to the BAM alongside the 

tracks near here.  

 

➢ Km 3457: Gerbiy (станция Герби) – 

A station and a small village.  

 

➢ Km 3466: Cross the Talidzhak River 

(река Талиджак) – This river starts 

about 60 kilometers southeast of the 

rail crossing; from here it flows 

approximately one kilometer north and 

joins the right bank of the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3468: Talidzhak (разъезд Талиджак) – A former station, now closed.  
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➢ Km 3479: Cross the Kurkaltu River (река Куркальту) – This river comes together about 

three kilometers to the south where the 20 kilometer-long Leviy Kurkaltu (река Левый 

Куркальту) and the 22 kilometer-long Praviy Kurkaltu (река Правый Куркальту) Rivers 

join. After the Kurkaltu passes under the rail line it joins the right bank of the Amgun in less 

than two kilometers north.  

 

➢ Km 3481: Urkaltu (разъезд Уркальту) – A building and a section of passing track are about 

all there is here.  

 

➢ Km 3483: Cross the Tala-Birakan River (река Тала-Биракан) – This little river originates 

about a dozen kilometers to the southeast. After it passes under the rail line it flows north 

about two kilometers where it joins the right bank of the Ulkao (река Улькао), another minor 

tributary. The Ulkаo then runs north perhaps two kilometers until it merges into the right 

bank of the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3485: Cross the Ulkao River (река Улькао) – This river is formed five kilometers 

southeast by the combination of the 16 kilometer-long Leviy Ulkao (река Левый Улькао) 

and the 18 kilometer-long Praviy Ulkao (река Правый Улькао) Rivers. From the rail 

crossing, the Ulkao runs north a little more than two kilometers to its confluence on the 

Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3489: Cross the Amgun River (река Амгунь) – The railway bridge crosses over from 

the right bank to the left (south and east side to the north and west side) one kilometer south 

of the Amgun’s confluence with the Badzhal River (река Баджал). The Badzhal is a mid-

sized tributary that begins approximately 85 kilometers to the southeast. As both rivers are 

multi-channeled, the view to the right (northeast) looks like a vast marshland and it’s difficult 

to tell which river is which.  

 

The 723 kilometer-long Amgun begins in the Bureinskiy Range at the confluence of the 

Suluk and Ayakit Rivers about 75 kilometers southwest of this rail crossing. The tracks have 

paralleled the river from its source to here. The train continues to follow the river 

downstream northeast for the next 150 kilometers, crossing it several times along the way, 

until it crosses it again and parts company at Tavlinka (Тавлинка). From there, the rail line 

heads south and the river continues northeast.  

 

From Tavlinka, the Amgun flows more than 500 kilometers until it reaches the left bank of 

the Amur near Kalma (Кальма). That small town is about 100 kilometers upriver southwest 

of Nikolaevsk-na-Amuré and the Amur’s mouth on the Tatar Strait.  

 

➢ Km 3494: Badzhal (разъезд Баджал) – A former station named for the nearby river.  

 

➢ Km 3497: Cross the Dzholokon River (река Джолокон) – This minor tributary’s source is 

about eight kilometers northwest. After passing under the rail line it flows north alongside 

the tracks for about four kilometers, then turns northeast five more kilometers and merges 

into the left bank of the Amgun just before reaching Dzhamku.  
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➢ Km 3513: Dzhamku (станция Джамку) – A BAM railroad town of about 650 residents on 

the left bank of the Amgun River.  

 

➢ Km 3520: Cross the Amgun River (река Амгунь) – Here the BAM crosses from the river’s 

left bank to its right (west to east side) . . . but not for long.  

 

➢ Km 3522: Cross the Sektali River (река Сектали) – This small stream originates 

approximately ten kilometers southeast. From the rail crossing it flows less than one 

kilometer into the many channels of the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3525: Sektali (разъезд Сектали) – A former stopping point named for the nearby river.  

 

➢ Km 3526: Cross the Maliye Sektali River (река Малые Сектали; “Small Sektali”) – This 

tiny tributary starts less than three kilometers southeast; then after passing under the tracks 

runs less than two kilometers north and joins the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3532: Cross the Epkakan River (река Эпкакан) – This little river begins approximately 

20 kilometers to the southeast. From the rail crossing it flows north along the west side of the 

train for the next four kilometers, then crosses over again. From that point it runs about three 

kilometers north until its mouth on the right bank of the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3537: Cross the Epkakan River (река Эпкакан) – This time the rail line shifts from the 

right bank (east side) to the left bank (west side) of this little creek. It ends in two kilometers 

north when it joins the right bank of the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3539: Cross the Amgun River (река Амгунь) – Here is another crossing of the Amgun. 

This time the rail line crosses from the right bank to the left (east to west).  

 

➢ Km 3541: Cross the Egogna River (река Эгогна) – This small tributary arises in the hills 30 

kilometers north of the rail crossing; from here it runs less then two kilometers and joins the 

left bank of the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3542: Eanga (разъезд Эанга) – A building by the tracks. Over the next 75 kilometers 

north to Beryozoviy (Берёзовый) the rail route crosses over perhaps 50 small streams and 

creeks. All flow down from the northwest and most have no names. All meet the Amgun 

within a kilometer east of the rail line. We’ll mention a dozen or so of the larger ones, the 

ones that for the most part have been named. Note that many break up into multi-channeled 

small rivers that ford across the rail line in several different sections. In other words, many of 

the following rivers form distributaries near their ends. They kept the BAM bridge-builders 

busy.  

 

➢ Km 3561: Cross the Zhurchaschiy River (река Журчащий; “Murmurous” or “Loquacious” 

River) – This talkative little river begins about five kilometers north. From the rail crossing it 

flows less than two kilometers where it merges into the left bank of the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3563: Amgun (станция Амгунь) – A small logging village of less than 500 persons.  
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➢ Km 3566: Cross the Ebkan River (река Эбкан) – This left tributary begins some 35 

kilometers northwest of Amgun. From the rail crossing it runs less than one kilometer south 

to the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3571: Cross the Yasina River (река Ясина) – This tiny river is somewhat unusual only 

in that its three minor tributaries all have their own names: The Pravaya Yasina (река Правая 

Ясина; “Right”), Srednayaya Yasina (река Средняя Ясина; “Middle”), and the Levaya 

Yasina (река Левая Ясина; “Left”). The main stem only runs ten kilometers north; there its 

three components merge, each one is about a dozen kilometers long. The Yasina meets the 

left bank of the Amgun on the right side (south) of the train for the line here is almost in the 

river.  

 

➢ Km 3575: Cross the Sonakh River (река Сонах) – This small river also meets the Amgun 

almost underneath the train; its confluence is only several meters from the tracks. Tracing it 

upstream leads 15 kilometers north, and then to a three-way divide by the Praviy Sonakh 

(река Правый Сонах; “Right”), Sredniy Sonakh (река Средний Сонах; “Middle”), and 

Leviy Sonakh (река Левый Сонах; “Left”); each about 20 kilometers long.  

 

➢ Km 3579: Sonakh (разъезд Сонах) – A railroad siding.  

 

➢ Km 3585: Cross the Nizhniy Dzhelokon River (река Нижний Джелокон; “Lower 

Dzhelokon”) – This little tributary has its source waters about 15 kilometers northwest; from 

the rail crossing it travels about five kilometers northeast until its mouth on the right bank of 

the Dzhelokon (река Джелокон). From there the Dzhelokon continues about two kilometers 

until it joins the left bank of the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3588: Cross the Dzhelokon River (река Джелокон) – This small river begins 

approximately 15 kilometers northwest. As it flows down towards the Amgun, it’s joined by 

the Zapadniy Dzhelokon (река Западный Джелокон; “West Dzhelokon”), then the Sredniy 

Dzhelokon (река Средний Джелокон; “Middle Dzhelokon”), then the Vostochniy 

Dzhelokon (река Восточный Джелокон; “East Dzhelokon”), one after the other until it 

reaches the railroad. After passing under the tracks it runs about a kilometer and a half east 

where it is joined by the Nizhniy Dzhelokon. In another two kilometers northeast the 

Dzhelokon joins the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3591: Cross the Lesistiy River (река Лесистый; “Wooded River”) – This tiny tributary 

starts only about six kilometers northwest. After passing under the tracks it flows almost that 

same distance again parallel to the left bank of the Amgun before it eventually merges into it.  

 

➢ Km 3593: Cross the Gokan River (река Гокан) – This little tributary begins about 30 

kilometers northwest. About three kilometers before the Gokan reaches the railroad it splits 

into two distributaries, so technically the rail line crosses it twice. The two halves are one 

kilometer apart; the second crossing is near Km 3594. After each half passes under the tracks 

they rejoin and flow alongside the Amgun for about ten kilometers until their mouth on its 

left bank. 
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KM 3621: Cross the Amgun River 

 

➢ Km 3595: Ebgun (разъезд Эбгунь) – A building along the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3598: Cross the Ebgun River (река Эбгунь) – This little river starts in the hills about 30 

kilometers northwest. From the rail crossing it runs approximately three kilometers northeast 

to the left bank of the Gokan River and from there it flows about another five kilometers 

northeast before merging into the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3604: Cross the Elga River (река Эльга) – This tributary begins approximately 20 

kilometers north; from here it flows less than two kilometers to its mouth on the left bank of 

the Amgun.  

 

➢ Km 3615: Postiyshevo (станция Постышево) – Postiyshevo is the station for the town of 

Beryozoviy (Берёзовый; “Birch”), a small town built along the left bank (north side) of the 

Amgun River and mostly to the left (north side) of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3621: Cross the Amgun River (река Амгунь) – The BAM crosses over the Amgun for 

the last time for here the rail line turns south and the river continues on its northeastern 

course. The crossing is from the river’s left bank to its right (west to east side). The river at 

this location flows in several channels; 

altogether it’s about 400 meters wide and 

so is the rail bridge. Immediately west 100 

meters there is a vehicle bridge; it’s about 

425 meters long.  

 

Heading downriver from the railroad 

bridge, the Amgun first travels northeast 

about 135 kilometers to Vladimirovka 

(Владимировка). From there, it continues 

more than 250 kilometers west and a little 

north to its confluence on the left bank of 

the River Amur. There are no large cities 

at that location but it’s almost exactly 

another 100 kilometers downriver 

northeast to Nikolaevsk-na-Amuré, which 

itself is less than 50 kilometers west of the 

Amur’s mouth on the Tatar Stait. From that salt-water confluence, it’s approximately 50 

kilometers north to the Sea of Okhotsk, which is a sea of the Pacific Ocean.  

 

➢ Km 3622: Stopping Point 3622 (остановочный пункт 3622) – This platform serves the 

settlement of Tavlinka which lies on the right bank of the Amgun less than 250 meters west 

of the rail line. Tavlinka is locally well-known as the home of some 225 Old Believers.  

 

➢ Km 3623: Cross the Tunnelevskiy River (река Туннелевский) – This tiny tributary starts 

about six kilometers southwest of the rail line; after passing underneath it flows less than two 

kilometers north and meets the right bank of the Amgun.  
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➢ Km 3629:  Duki (разъезд Дуки) - A small town of about 1,700 inhabitants built along the 

left bank of the Duki River (река Дуки) which the train soon crosses. 

 

➢ Km 3634: Stopping Point 3634 (остановочный пункт 3634).  

 

➢ Km 3634: Cross the Duki River (река Дуки) – About 600 meters after passing the Duki 

Platform the rail line passes over this river. The Duki is 181 kilometers long and begins about 

125 kilometers southwest of the rail crossing at the confluence of the Right (река Правые 

Дуки) and Left (река Левые Дуки) Duki Rivers. From here at the town of Duki it flows 

northeast a little less than 20 kilometers until it terminates on the right bank of the Amgun 

about ten kilometers downriver east on the Amgun from Tavlinka.  

 

➢ Km 3638: Bolen (разъезд Болен; “Sick”) – Not necessarily the nicest name for a town, but 

that’s the way it is. For the next dozen kilometers the rail line parallels the right bank (north 

side) of the little Elgaya River (река Эльгая). Although the train never crosses the Elgaya, a 

number of named and unnamed small creeks cross the rail line in order to join it. The Elgaya 

flows from east to west and joins the right bank of the Duki River at Bolen.  

 

➢ Km 3638: Cross the Marinka River (река Маринка) – The Marinka’s source is about a 

dozen kilometers to the northeast. From the rail crossing it runs about 500 meters west to the 

right bank of the Elgaya River. The Elgaya then continues a little more than two kilometers 

west and joins the right bank of the Duki.  

 

➢ Km 3646: Cross the Vorolaebka River (река Воролаевка) – This little stream starts about 

five kilometers northeast. After it passes under the rail line it flows a little more than two 

kilometers until its confluence on the Elgaya.  

 

➢ Km 3653: Cross the Atikana River (река Атыкана) – This tiny tributary begins about six 

kilometers due north. After it passes under the tracks it joins the right bank of the Moniy 

River (река Мони) in about 600 meters south. From that confluence, the Moniy flows a bit 

more than two kilometers west and merges into the right bank of the Elgaya.  

 

➢ Km 3659: Moni (разъезд Мони) – Named for the nearby creek which the train does not 

cross. The Moni River source is just to the south of the BAM. From its start it runs west 

along the rail about eight kilometers until it merges into the Elgaya.  
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➢ Km 3676: Cross the Siroki River (река Сироки) – This river travels about 40 kilometers 

from the west to reach the rail crossing. From here, it flows some 15 kilometers east into the 

oval-shaped Evoron Lake (озеро Эворон), a scenic body of water about 30 kilometers long 

and 12 kilometers wide. In fact, virtually all the nearby rivers and streams on the lake’s west, 

north, and east sides flow into it. The Evoron’s discharge is at its southernmost tip via the 

Evur River (река Эвур) which flows into the Devyatka River (река Девятка) which in turns 

flows into the Gorin (река Горин). We’ll cross the Gorin a little further down the line. The 

lake is a well known sanctuary for migratory birds. 

 

➢ Km 3677: Cross the Odan River (река Одан) – This little stream starts close to a dozen 

kilometers south. From the rail crossing it flows about 15 kilometers east to the right bank of 

the Siroki. From that confluence, it’s less than two kilometers further east and the Siroki 

enters the southwestern side of Evoron Lake.  

 

➢ Km 3679: Evoron (станция Эворон) – This village of close to 1,300 residents is best known 

for its location near Lake Evoron. In the years 1937 to 1943 it was a penal colony for GULag 

interns working on the BAM; during the 1945 to 1949 war years, it was a POW camp for 

Japanese prisoners.  

 

➢ Km 3680: Cross the Maliy Odan River (река Малый Одан; “Little Odan”) – Less than one 

kilometer east after the Evoron Rail Station the BAM passes over this small river. Its source 

is not quite ten kilometers south. From the railway it flows three kilometers northeast until its 

mouth on the right bank of the Odan. From that point, the Odan reaches the Siroki in eight 

kilometers east and Lake Evoron in two kilometers after that.  

 

➢ Km 3687: Cross the Verkhnyaya Katama River (река Верхняя Катама; “Upper Katama”) – 

It’s five kilometers southwest to the river’s source and one kilometer northeast to the river’s 

mouth on Evoron Lake.  

 

➢ Km 3688: Cross the Srednyaya Katama River (река Средняя Катама; “Middle Katama”) – 

Three kilometers southwest to the source; one kilometer northeast to Lake Evoron.  

 

➢ Km 3690: Katama (разъезд Kaтama) – An abandoned village.  

 

➢ Km 3690: Cross the Nizhnyaya Katama River (река Нижняя Катама; “Lower Katama”) – 

Only two kilometers southwest to the source, but two kilometers northeast to its discharge on 

the lake.  

 

➢ Km 3692: Cross the Verkhnyaya Malma River (река Верхняя Мальма; “Upper Malma”) – 

It’s a little more than two kilometers southwest to the river’s source and two kilometers east 

to the river’s mouth on the left bank of the Malma River (река Мальма).  

 

➢ Km 3694: Cross the Malma River (река Мальма) – This river’s source is seven kilometers 

northwest; from the rail line it’s another seven kilometers east to the river’s mouth on the 

right bank of the south-flowing Evur River (река Эвур). The Evur is the only outlet of Lake 

Evoron and it begins about ten kilometers upstream north of the Malma-Evur confluence.  
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The Nanai 
There may be fewer than 17,000 Nanai people 
remaining in the world today. They are an indigenous 
Far East group whose lives centered around the Amur 
River and its tributaries. Current census listings report 
about 11,000 living in Khabarovsk Krai; a little less than 
5,000 in northern China; and the balance in Primorskiy 
Krai, Sakha, and Kamchatka. They are included in the 
Manchu-Tungus group of peoples, most closely related 
to the Evenki, Evens, and Orochi. Their language is in 
the Manchu-Tungisic group which traditionally was 
included in the Altaic language family along with the 
Turkic and Mongolic families, although these 
connections are not entirely clear. Some authorities 
include their language in a “Macro-Altaic” group which 
includes Japanese, Korean, and Ainu.  
 
Outside of academic circles, the most well-known Nanai 
is Dersu Uzala (Дерсу Узала; 1849-1908). For the last 
five years of his life, he was a hunter and guide for the 
expeditions of Russian scientist, explorer, and writer 
Vladimir Arsenyev (Владимир Клавдиевич Арсеньев; 
1872-1930). Uzala became known in the west through 
the eponymously-named film by Akira Kurosawa (黒泽
明; 1910-98). The movie was based on the writings of 
Arsenyev. It won the Academy Award for “Best Foreign 
Film” in 1975.  

 

➢ Km 3695: Cross the Malaya Malma River (река Малая Мальма; “Little Malma”) – The 

Little Malma begins about three kilometers southwest. From the rail crossing it flows about 

four kilometers northeast to the right 

bank of the Malma River. From that 

confluence it’s less than two 

kilometers southeast to the Evur River. 

From that Malma-Evur confluence, it’s 

less than two kilometers downstream 

south to Selkhoz (Сельхоз), a tiny 

village with a population of 80.  

 

➢ Km 3700: Platform 3700 (платформа 

3700) – The platform is located west 

of the village of Katama (Kaтama). 

The Kharpichan Railway Station is 

two kilometers further east. 

 

➢ Km 3701: Cross the Kharpichan River 

(река Харпичан) – This tributary 

begins a little over 25 kilometers 

northwest of the rail crossing; from 

here it flows three kilometers east 

where it joins the right bank of the 

Devyatka (река Девятка). The 

Devyatka is a name change 

continuation of the Evur River out of 

Lake Evoron but now below (south of) 

Selkhoz village. From the Kharpichan-

Devyatka confluence, the Devyatka 

flows southeast approximately 15 

kilometers until its junction on the left 

bank of the Gorin River (река Горин) 

about four kilometers north of the 

village of Gorin (Горин).  

 

➢ Km 3702: Kharpichan (станция 

Харпичан) – This is the station 

designated for the village of 

Kharpichan. It’s a small village of 

some 850 inhabitants. 

 

➢ Km 3705: Condon (платформа 

Кондон) – This tiny village of less 

than 500 persons is nestled into the 

right bank of the Devyatka River about one and a half kilometers east of the rail line. It is one 
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of the few remaining settlements of Nanai (Russian: Нанайцы; Chinese: 赫哲族; pinyin: 

Hèzhézú), a Tungusic people of the Far East who were formerly known as Golds or Samagir. 

The traditional livelihood of the Nanai was hunting and fishing.  

 

Their ancestors were the Jurchens (Chinese: 女真; pinyin: Nǚzhēn) of northern Manchuria. 

The Jurchens’ other more famous descendants are the Manchus (Chinese; 满族; pinyin: 

Mǎnzú) who to an astonishing extent assimilated into the mainstream Han Chinese (Chinese: 

漢人/汉人; pinyin: Hànrén) in less than one century.  

 

The Nanai are Shamanist with particular reverence for the Russian brown bear and Amur 

tiger. Their traditional clothing was made entirely out of fish skins, sewn together with 

extraordinary skill and completely waterproof. Their unusual clothing earned them the 

sobriquet “Fish-skin Tatars” (Russian: Рыба-татары кожи; Chinese: 鱼皮鞑子; pinyin: Yú pí 

dá zi).  

 

➢ Km 3712: Cross the Gorin River (река Горин) – The west to east-flowing, 390 kilometer-

long Gorin begins approximately 175 kilometers southwest of the rail crossing. After passing 

under the rail line, the Gorin’s waters flow east about 70 kilometers where it is joined by the 

135 kilometer-long Boktor (река Боктор) at the village of Boktor (Боктор). Boktor is a 

right-bank Gorin River village of less than 350 persons but is famous for being a Nanai 

settlement. It is about 70 kilometers northeast of Komsomolsk-na-Amuré.  

 

After the confluence, the Gorin flows due south another 50 kilometers where it terminates on 

the left bank of the Amur near the village of Bichi (Бичи) about 50 kilometers downriver 

northeast from Komsomolsk-na-Amuré.  

 

➢ Km 3715: Gorin (станция Горин) – This town of about 4,200 residents lies just below the 

right bank (south side) of the Gorin River. Most of the town is immediately south of the rail 

line as well.  

 

➢ Km 3720: Cross the Aponi River (река Апони) – This small river begins about 20 

kilometers southwest of the rail crossing. From here it flows two kilometers east to its mouth 

on the right bank of the Gorin.  

 

➢ Km 3720: Cross the Nuni River (река Нуни) – The Nuni’s origin is ten kilometers to the 

south; at the rail crossing it joins the right bank of the Aponi.  

 

➢ Km 3724: Stopping Point 3724 (разъезд 3724).  

 

➢ Km 3738: Cross the Bogochan River (река Богачан) – This small river begins less than two 

kilometers east of the rail line; from the rail crossing it flows southwest about four kilometers 

until it meets and merges into the left bank of the Tapaka (река Тапака), another small 

tributary that starts about ten kilometers to the northwest. From that confluence, the Tapaka 

flows south less than two kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of the Khurmuli River 

(река Хурмули). The train reaches the Khurmuli in a short while.  
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KM 3750: Khurmuli Railway Station 

➢ Km 3740: Mavrinskiy (разъезд Мавринский) – The siding is Mavrinskiy; town is Mavrinsk 

(Мавринск). There is a rather large factory town less than three kilometers to the southwest, 

it’s called Domostroitelniy Zavod (Домостроительный Завод) which means “House-

Building Plant.” It has a population of 500.  

 

➢ Km 3741: Branch Line East – A freight line spur branches to the left (east) and runs 15 

kilometers southeast to a small industrial area.  

 

➢ Km 3748: Cross the Khurmuli River (река Хурмули) – This 96 kilometer-long river 

originates about 65 kilometers southwest. After passing under the rails it flows a little less 

than 30 kilometers northeast to its confluence on the right bank of the Gorin about midway 

between Mavrinsk and Boktor.  

 

➢ Km 3750: Khurmuli (станция Хурмули) 

– This station is well-known locally for its 

large bas-relief over its rail side entrance. 

The town has close to 2,000 residents. 

During the BAM construction from 1946 

to 1947, there were over 6,000 prisoners 

encamped here. They built the section 

between Urgal and Komsomolsk-na-

Amuré.  

 

➢ Km 3768: Kholoni (Холуни) – A tiny 

village.  

 

➢ Km 3769: Cross the Kholuni River (река 

Холуни) – This little river starts some 25 

kilometers southwest; from the rail crossing it travels close to 20 kilometers northeast until it 

merges into the right bank of the Khurmuli River about five kilometers east of Khurmuli.  

 

➢ Km 3775: Lian (разъезд Лиан) – A tiny village of several dozen residents.  

 

➢ Km 3786: Cross the Kholvasi River (река Хольваси) – This small river originates about ten 

kilometers west of the rail line and the village of Khalgaso (Хальгасо). From the crossing it 

runs north about 35 kilometers to its mouth on the right bank of the Khurmuli.  

 

➢ Km 3789: Khalgaso (станция Хальгасо) – The rail station is just to the east of a neatly laid 

out grid of three by four streets. Altogether there are perhaps four or five dozen houses in this 

town of some 200 persons. About two kilometers west of town there is an enormous service, 

storage, and warehousing center; it’s called “Start” (Старт).  

 

One and a half kilometers south after passing Khalgaso Station, the rail line makes a very 

sharp 90 degree right hand turn and starts a loop.  
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➢ Km 3790: Enter Loop – It’s fairly large, but fairly open, so it’s nothing too dramatic. This 

counter-clockwise horseshoe curve is almost five kilometers in length. Its mouth is 1,600 

meters wide. The Silinka River crosses its apex.  

 

➢ Km 3793: Cross the Silinka River (река Силинка) – Immediately beyond rounding a rather 

large wide-open loop and the Start Center, this small river crosses over the apex of the curve. 

The Silinka begins about 40 kilometers west of Khalgaso, about five kilometers south of the 

village of Festivalniy (Фестивальный). From this crossing point it flows southeast 20 

kilometers – right through downtown Komsomolsk-na-Amuré – until its mouth on the left 

bank of the Amur River (река Амур). The Silinka is joined near here at this crossing by 

several other smaller rivers.  

 

➢ Km 3795: Cross the Soorol River (река Соороль) – This minor tributary has its start about 

25 kilometers west. After it passes under the rail line, it flows east one kilometer and merges 

into the right bank of the Silinka.  

 

➢ Km 3796: Cross the Tsurkul River (река Цуркуль) – This Silinka tributary begins about 50 

kilometers southwest. From the rail line crossing, it runs one kilometer east and joins the 

Silinka.  

 

➢ Km 3797: Branch Line West – The main line has a split and a branch line runs north, then 

west. The main line heads southeast for Komsomolsk-na-Amuré. The spur first travels about 

22 kilometers to the town of Solnechniy (Солнечный; “Sunny”); it then continues another 20 

kilometers to Gorniy (Горный; “Mountain”). Also known as the “Solar Village” (Посёлок 

Солнечный), Solnechniy and Gorniy were developed to exploit one of the largest tin mines 

ever discovered, the Pravourmiyskoe Deposit (Правоурмийское месторождение).  

 

➢ Km 3799: Silinka (разъезд Силинка) – A very tidy little siding, it no longer serves 

passengers. Silinka is the station name; the village is Imeni Popova (Имени Попова; 

“Named after Popov”). Northeast is the small village of Novaya Sopka (Новая Сопка; “New 

Hill”). Two kilometers northwest on the tracks is the equally small hamlet of Severo-

Gorodok (Северо-Городок; “North Village”).  

 

➢ Km 3803: Cross the Chyornaya River (река Чёрная; “Black River”) – This little stream 

doesn’t have far to go. It ends four kilometers east of this spot when it merges into the right 

bank of the Silinka. Its path fairly well marks the northwestern end of Komsomolsk. Tracing 

the river upstream does not lead very far either. Its source is less than ten kilometers to the 

west in some marshy fields.  

 

➢ Km 3804: Enter Loops – There are two back-to-back horseshoe curves here making an “S” 

turn. Each one is about three kilometers long. The first, more northern, runs clockwise and 

has an opening of about 1,300 meters; the second is counter-clockwise and its mouth is about 

1,000 meters wide. The Bolshoi Khapsol River (река Большой Хапсоль) runs through the 

apex of the second loop.  
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KM 3819: Komsomolsk Happy Camper 

➢ Km 3804: Branch Line East – This very short spur and its several even shorter sub-branches 

runs a total of about four kilometers. They serve the city’s power plant which is located about 

seven kilometers northwest of the main downtown area of Komsomolsk.  

 

➢ Km 3806: Khapsol (разъезд Хапсоль) – A number of buildings on both sides of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3808: Cross the Bolshoi Khapsol River (река Большой Хапсоль) – This tiny stream 

begins several kilometers to the west of the crossing. Although it’s only the most modest of 

creeks, the “Big” Khapsol and its many tiny tributaries effectively mark the western edge of 

the city. From this crossing, it flows south nine kilometers until its confluence at Miylka 

Lake (озерo Мылка), a three by four kilometer body of water at the southwest end of the city 

that flows through a channel into the Amur River.  

 

➢ Km 3806: Exit Loops – The rail line resumes its southern direction.  

 

➢ Km 3812: Bolshaya Khapsol (разъезд Большая Хапсоль) – Several rail buildings on both 

sides of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 3813: Komsomolsk-na-Amuré-2 (станция Комсомольск-на-Амуре-второй) – A 

freight station; no passenger service.  

 

➢ Km 3814: Branch Line East – The passenger station for Komsomolsk is not on the main line 

of the BAM; it’s on this spur. The left fork of the junction leads less than four kilometers east 

to Komsomolsk-na-Amuré Main Station 

(Комсомольск-на-Амуре 

железнодорожного вокзала). The right 

fork runs south and continues the main 

line of the BAM. If heading to 

Komsomolsk Station, the spur runs 

through several kilometers of sorting lines 

and service yards on both sides of the 

tracks. From there, it’s one more kilometer 

to the Main Passenger Terminal. It’s a fine 

pink pastel building about one kilometer 

north of the main center of town.  

 

➢ Km 3815: Cross the Bolshoi Khapsol 

River (река Большой Хапсоль) – The 

train crosses this little creek again. It’s on 

its way one more kilometer south to 

Miylka Lake (озеро Мылка), a roughly two by five kilometer body of water attached to the 

Amur River.  

 

➢ Km 3816: Depot (разъезд Депо) – A depot.  
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KM 3819: Komsomolsk Railway Station 

First Builders Memorial 

➢ Km 3819: Komsomolsk-na-Amuré Main Station (Комсомольск-на-Амуре 

железнодорожного вокзала) – Komsomolsk Main Station is not on the main line of the 

BAM; it’s about five kilometers to the 

east of the rail junction where the BAM 

divides. The main passenger terminal 

of Komsomolsk-na-Amuré is usually 

more simply referred to as Voksal 

Komsomolsk (вокзал Комсомольск). 

It’s about one kilometer north of 

downtown.  

 

“Komsomolsk on the Amur,” which 

takes the first part of its name from the 

Communist Youth League of Soviet 

times, is a particularly pleasant city of 

about 260,000 persons sited on the left 

bank (west side) of the Amur River 

(река Амур). At the beginning of the 

1930s, the Soviet Union began 

construction on the Amur of what was to become the major ship building city of the Far East. 

Komsomol youth volunteers, along with forced labor from nearby prison camps, provided the 

bulk of the workforce.  

 

For those not already familiar, “Komsomol” (Комсомол; an abbreviation from the Russian 

“Kommunisticheskii Soyuz Molodyozhi,”), or the “Communist Union of Youth” 

(Коммунистический союз молодёжи), was the 

young people’s division of the Communist Party of the 

Soviet Union. Persons eligible for Komsomol 

membership were between 14 and 28 years of age. 

Younger children joined the “Young Pioneer” 

(Всесоюзная пионерская) organizations. At its 

greatest extent during the 1970s, it had enrolled tens of 

millions of members. It is estimated that about two-

thirds of the present population of Russia was once a 

member. Komsomol disbanded with the advent of 

“perestroika” (перестрoйка; lit., “restructuring”) in 

1991.  

 

Because Komsomolsk was planned from the beginning 

to be a model Soviet city, it has many “Stalin” neo-

renaissance style buildings (in the general theme of 

Moscow’s Seven Sisters Buildings though not nearly 

as tall). It’s a city of broad tree-lined boulevards and 

old-fashioned tram service. Many of its European-style 

buildings are painted in soft pastel colors as in St. 

Petersburg (Санкт-Петербург). Like that far more 
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“Glory to Komsomol” Outdoor Mosaic 

Lenin Statue 
Young couples still celebrate their 
marriage at the Lenin Statue in 
Komsomolsk-na-Amure. 

famous city, this colorful 

architecture is especially 

lovely when contrasted 

with a blanket of snow 

in the winter months. 

Interestingly, all over the 

city you’ll find great 

murals and mosaics – 

usually with Komsomol-

type themes: youth, 

science, industry, etc. 

Some are quite 

spectacular.  

 

In addition, the city has 

over twenty major memorials and monuments, most dedicated either to Great Patriotic War 

or the Komsomol or BAM workers. In particular, the War Memorial (Мемориальный 

комплекс Павшим в боях Великой отечественной войны 1941-45) and the “First Builders 

of the City” Memorial (Памятник первостроителям города), both nearby the River 

Terminal, are worth seeing. In all, it’s a city easily worth a day or two of your time. It’s one 

of the most pleasant cities in the Russian Far East.  

  

In addition to ship and submarine building, Komsomolsk 

remains today a major center for industries such as 

aircraft manufacturing, metallurgy, machinery, and oil 

refining. The city’s most important company is the 

Komsomolsk-na-Amuré Aircraft Production Association 

(Комсомольский-на-Амуре авиационный завод имени 

Ю.А. Гагарина; more usually referred to as “KNAAZ” 

or in Russian: “КНААЗ”), Russia’s largest aircraft 

manufacturer. It is one of the most successful enterprises 

in Khabarovsk Krai and contributes almost half of all tax 

payments to the budget of the territory. In addition to 

these large private and state-run corporations, there are 

two military air bases located near the city, Dzemgi 

(Дземги) to the north and Khurba (Хурба) to the south. 

Khurba Airport (Аэропорт Хурба) doubles as the 

civilian commercial airport; it is 17 kilometers south of 

town.  

 

Besides the airport, the other means of reaching the city 

are by rail, road, and in the summer months, the river. 

Heading east by rail, the BAM runs to Vanino and 

Sovetskaya Gavan in about 13 to 14 hours respectively. 

Going west on the BAM, Noviy Urgal is about 14 hours 

and Tynda is close 37. There is a southern branch line to 
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Komsomolsk River Station 

Khabarovsk and daily trains take about nine hours (express busses make the trip in six 

hours).  

 

In the summer, hydrofoils ply the Amur from Khabarovsk to Nikolaevsk-na-Amuré 

(Николаевск-на-Амуре). From Komsomolsk upriver south to Khabarovsk, it is about eight 

hours; it’s only six when going downstream from Khabarovsk to Komsomolsk. From 

Komsomolsk north downriver to Nikolaevsk, it’s about 12 hours; it’s more like 14 hours 

when returning upstream. The Amur is not dammed so there is current. Hydrofoils run 

several times per week from June until October. They dock at the River Terminal (Речной 

вокзал) on the Amur River waterfront which is about four kilometers southeast of the rail 

station.  

 

Returning to Komsomolsk’s main rail 

station for a moment, the spur that 

entered the city from the main line of 

the BAM continues for freight traffic 

east about one and a half kilometers 

where it splits. The right fork travels 

close to four kilometers southeast and 

terminates in an industrial district 

adjacent to the Bolshoye Silinskoye 

(Большое Силинское), a small estuary 

at the mouth of the Silinka River where 

it meets the Amur. It serves as a 

sheltered harbor directly off the main 

stream of the fast-flowing Amur River.  

 

The left fork of the spur line continues several kilometers northwest, also through an 

industrial area, but then turns right (northeast) crossing the Silinka River along the way, and 

heads to Dzemgi (Дземги). From Voksal Komsomolsk to Dzemgi, it is almost exactly nine 

kilometers.  

 

The spur continues about one and a half more kilometers northeast when it splits again. This 

time the left fork first passes through a switching station with about a dozen lines, then in 

three more kilometers terminates at the city’s largest oil refinery which is located at 

Komsomolsk’s northeasternmost corner.  

 

The right fork of the train line travels east close to two kilometers where it goes through – 

actually crossing the runway of – Dzemgi Airport (Аэропорт Дземги), a large air base 

located near the northeast end of the city. From there the line continues another six 

kilometers to a smaller oil refinery on the left bank of the Amur River. The line ends on a 

depot wharf on the river where rail cargo can be loaded and unloaded directly onto river 

barges. In all, it’s 18 kilometers from Komsomolsk Main Station to the river depot.  

 

The second-largest city in the area is Amursk (Амурск), named of course for the river on 

whose left bank it lies. It’s a city of approximately 40,000 residents about 45 kilometers 
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south of Komsomolsk. Amursk is more directly connected to Komsomolsk by road than by 

rail for it is not directly on the branch from Komsomolsk to Khabarovsk; the closest station 

on that line is Miylki (Мылки), which is about 13 kilometers to the northwest of downtown.  

 

If leaving Komsomolsk by rail, the train backtracks along its spur to the junction point west 

of Depot on the BAM Line. Therefore, we’ll start counting kilometers backwards until the 

train reaches the BAM and picks up where it left off when the train branched off from the 

main line. After leaving the station, the train first passes back through the marshaling yards 

for several kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 3816: Depot (платформа Депо) – A depot.  

 

➢ Km 3815: Cross the Bolshoi Khapsol River (река Большой Хапсоль) – The train crosses 

this little creek again on its way west out of town.  

 

➢ Km 3814: BAM Lines North and South – The right fork of this junction turns north and 

heads back to Tynda and all points west. The left fork heads south. It splits again in a few 

kilometers for the Khabarovsk-Vanino Divide. Since we are going east to the Pacific Coast, 

we’ll take the left fork.  

 

➢ Km 3815: Malaya Khapsol (Малая Хапсоль) – A tiny village tucked in between the rail line 

and the north shore of Lake Miylki. The Little Khapsol River (река Малый Хапсоль) runs 

through the middle of the village.  

 

➢ Km 3815: Cross the Maliy Khapsol River (река Малый Хапсоль) – This little creek begins 

less than ten kilometers northwest of this crossing in a marshy area. It ends less than one 

kilometer south of the tracks when it joins the northern end of Lake Miylki.  

 

➢ Km 3823: Khummi (разъезд Хумми) – The village of Khummi is one of the last suburbs 

south of Komsomolsk.  

 

➢ Km 3824: Branch Line West – Here begins a short five kilometer-long spur line to secure 

facility west of the main rail line.  

 

➢ Km 3825: Cross the Bochin River (река Бочин) – This small stream begins about 25 

kilometers northwest of this crossing point. From the rail line, it runs two and a half 

kilometers northeast where it joins the Rudnikovskoye (озера Рндниковское), a one by two 

kilometer lake. The lake has two outflows, the Sukhaya (река Сухая; “Dry”), which flows 

into Lake Mylka which in turns flows to the Amur; and the Slepaya (река Слепая; “Blind”), 

which runs south about five kilometers past the village of Noviy Mir (Новый Мир), then 

joins the Krivoye (река Кривое) and Khurba (река Хурба) Rivers which flow into the 

Amur. It’s a vast marshy area extending for kilometers north and south along the river.  

 

➢ Km 3826: Komsomolsk-Sortirovochniy (станция Комсомольск-Сортировочный) – This is 

a major switching station and train marshaling yard. The multiple lines continue for several 
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kilometers. The station is actually just beyond (south of) the split in the line that we discuss 

next.  

 

➢ Km 3826: Branch Line South to Khabarovsk (ветка на Хабаровск) – From Komsomolsk, 

there are daily trains to Khabarovsk and vice-versa; travel time is about nine hours. In fact, as 

one exits the city of Komsomolsk, the “branch” line is the strait-a-way portion of the rail 

running south over 350 kilometers to Khabarovsk (Хабаровск). The main line of the BAM 

makes a sharp left 90 degree turn and heads east towards the Amur River. We’ll be headng 

that way in a moment but first we’ll mention the branch. Its official name is the 

Komsomolsk-na-Amuré--Volochaevka Branch (ветка Комсомольск-на-Амуре--

Волочаевка).  

 

The stations, platforms, or villages along the way are: Khurba (Хурба) → Miylki (Мылки; 

“Soapy”) → Malmyzh (Малмыж) → Izvestkovaya (Известковая; “Limestone”) → Podali 

(Подали) → Ulbinka (Ульбинка) → Elban (Эльбан) → Teisin (Тейсин) → Mengon 

(Менгон) → Razezd Kharkov 249 (разъезд Харьков 249) → Bolon (Болонь) → Yuzniy 

(Южный) → Razezd 21 (разъезд 21) → Platform 213 (платформа 213) → Platform 207 

(платформа 207) → Kazarma (Казарма; “Barracks”) → Khavchen (Хaвчен) → Razezd 18 

(разъезд 18) → Selgon (Сельгон) → Nuskhi (Нусхи) → Platform 148 (платформа 148) → 

Sanboli (Санболи) → Razezd 12 (разъезд 12) → Litovko (Литовко) → Dalnevostochniy 

(Дальневосточный; “Far Eastern”) → Forel (Форель; “Trout”) → Vandan (Вандан) → 

Dzhelyumken (Джелюмкен) → Darga (Дарга) → Platform 52 (платформа 52) → 

Partizanskiye Sopki (Партизанские Сопки; “Partisan Hills”) → Platform 37 (платформа 

37) → Karerniy (Карьерный) → Dzharmen (Джармен) → Platform 22 (платформа 22) → 

Utiniy (Утиный; “Duck”) → Danilovka (Даниловка) → and Volochaevka-2 (Волочаевка-

Два).  

 

Three kilometers south of Volochaevka-2, the branch line meets the Trans-Siberian Main 

Line at its Kilometer Post 8481. Heading west, it’s 130 kilometers to Birobidzhan 

(Биробиджан); 615 to Belogorsk (Белогорск; “White City”); or 2,283 back to Chita (Чита).  

 

Traveling east after the Volochaevka-2 Junction, there are stations at Dezhnёvka 

(Дежнyoвка) → Nikolaevka (Николаевка) → Priamurskaya (Приамурская) → Imeni 

Telmana (Имени Тельмана) → and Amur (Амур) → after which the line reaches 

Khabarovsk. Altogether, it is 42 kilometers from the junction point to the Khabarovsk Main 

Railway Station or 807 kilometers all the way to Vladivostok (Владивосток).  

 

➢ Km 3828: Platform 341 (платформа 341) – Technically, the next few platforms are 

measured from the beginning of the Komsomolsk–Volochaevka Branch.  

 

➢ Km 3830: Noviy Mir (разъезд Новый Мир; “New World”) – A small village immediately 

below Lake Rudnikovskoye and just west of where the Slepaya River meets the Krivoye. 

Four kilometers to the east, the BAM Line crosses the Amur River. Six kilometers south is 

the Khurba Airport (аэропорт Хурба) – a military base that also serves as the city’s 

commercial airport.  
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KM 3834: Amur River Railroad Bridge 
Photo from the Amur River Terminal; the distance 
to the rail bridge is six kilometers due south.  

➢ Km 3831: Cross the Krivoye River (река Кривое) – The Krivoye does not have much of a 

true beginning or an end. It’s one of the longer and more permanent of the hundreds of 

channels that run along a more than three kilometer-wide shoulder of sediment on the east 

bank of the Amur River. It’s a channel and it shifts from time to time depending on each 

year’s flood level. In the case of the Krivoye, it’s permanent enough that the entire village of 

Noviy Mir is built alongside its eastern bank.  

 

➢ Km 3831: Platform 344 (платформа 344).  

 

➢ Km 3832: Platform 345 (платформа 345).  

 

➢ Km 3833: Razezd Amur 353 (разъезд Амур 353) – The last stopping point before crossing 

the Amur River.  

 

➢ Km 3834: Cross the Amur River (река Амур) – The place for crossing the Amur was not 

chosen by accident; it is one of the most narrow sections of the river in this area. The river at 

this point is about 1,250 meters wide. The bridge, a single rail track along with an 

accompanying vehicle road, is a set of 

eight spans measuring 1,437 meters in 

length. It is the longest bridge on the BAM 

and it was not completed until 1975. Prior 

to the bridge, only ferries (and ice roads) 

were available.  

 

The Amur River – one of the great rivers 

of Asia – begins close to 4,000 kilometers 

west of Komsomolsk in the mountains of 

northern Mongolia. For several thousand 

kilometers, along with its greatest source 

tributary the Argun (река Аргун), it is the 

border between Russia and China. On the 

Chinese side of the frontier it is called the 

Heilongjiang (Chinese: 黑龙江; pinyin: Hēi 

lóng jiāng; lit., “Black Dragon River”). It 

is the tenth longest river in the world.  

 

From Komsomolsk, the Amur flows northeast some 600 kilometers – always in Russian 

territory – to Nikolaevsk-na-Amuré, where it empties into the Strait of Tatar (Татарский 

пролив) about 50 kilometers west of Sakhalin Island (остров Сахалин) and about 60 

kilometers south of the Sea of Okhotsk (Охотское морé).  

 

➢ Km 3839: Cross the Kedroviy River (река Кедровый; “Cedar River”) – A very minor right 

bank tributary of the Amur, the Kedroviy ends two kilometers north of this crossing when it 

joins Pivan Lake (озера Пивань), which in turn empties into the Amur in less than two 

kilometers. The small river Kedroviy begins about five kilometers southeast in a wetlands 

area. Lake Pivan is more or less an oval about one kilometer in diameter.  
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Japan-Russia Treaty of Portsmouth 
Signed on September 5, 1905 at the 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard in Kittery, 
Maine, the treaty ended the Russo-
Japanese War of 1904-05. The Russian 
signatory at the lower left hand side is 
Count Sergei Witte (Сергей Юльевич 
Витте; 1849-1915), Director of Railway 
Affairs from 1889 to 1891 and considered 
the “Father of the Trans-Siberian Railway.” 

 

➢ Km 3841: Cross the Sovkhoznaya River (река Совхозная) – Another tiny stream, this one 

also joins Pivan Lake two kilometers northwest of the rail crossing. Its source is several 

kilometers southeast of the crossing by the contributions of the little Belichiy (река Беличий; 

“Squirrel”) and Pivanskiy (река Пиванский) Rivers.  

 

➢ Km 3842: Cross the Novoselskiy River (река Новосельский) – One more tiny creek before 

the train comes to Pivan Village. The Novoselskiy ends 250 meters south of the railroad 

when it merges into the Sovkhoznaya. In the other direction, it begins in the hills about five 

kilometers northeast of this crossing.  

 

➢ Km 0 (3842): Pivan (станция Пивань) – Pivan is the station for Pivan-Pristan (Пивань-

Пристань; “Pivan Wharf”), a village of some 1,800 inhabitants on the right bank (east side) 

of the Amur River. It’s the first village after the crossing; beyond here, the train does not 

meet the Amur again. From Pivan-Pristan, the river travels northeast and the BAM Line 

heads east. The actual wharf area is reached by a three-kilometer-long spur that branches to 

the left about one kilometer north after passing Pivan Station. The wharf area is well-

sheltered by lying within a small inlet off the 

Amur River.  

 

Technically the next 468 kilometers are not part 

of the BAM. Although the line may be thought of 

as if it were the BAM, it was built independently 

during the Great Patriotic War in order to link 

Komsomolsk and its connection to the Trans-

Siberian Railway to Vanino (Ванино) and 

Sovetskaya Gavan (Советская Гавань; “Soviet 

Harbor,” commonly called “Sovgavan”; 

Совгавань) on the Pacific. If Vladivostok were 

lost, Vanino or Sovgavan could provide a 

secondary rail access to the Pacific Ocean.  

 

Then as now, from Vanino, rail cars were 

transferred by ferry onto Sakhalin Island (Остров 

Сахалин). The line was used to transport troops 

to re-take Sakhalin and the Kuril Islands 

(Russian: Курильские острова; Japanese: 千島列

島; Romanization: Chishima rettō; lit., “1,000 

Island Archipelago”) from the Japanese after 

Russia declared war on Japan on August 8, 1945. 

Japan had been granted the southern half of 

Sakhalin (the portion below the 50th Parallel) in 

1905 by the Treaty of Portsmouth which ended 

the Russo-Japanese War. For his efforts in 

arranging the treaty negotiations, even though he 

had publicly expressed a pro-Japanese stance at 
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the beginning of the war and in fact never actually went to Portsmouth, President Theodore 

Roosevelt (1858-1919) was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1906.  

 

Perhaps then it is no surprise that neither the Japanese nor the Russians were satisfied with 

the results of the Portsmouth Treaty. For their part, the Japanese believed that their military 

victory over Russia entitled them to all the Kurils and all of Sakhalin. They viewed Russia’s 

largest island as a natural extension of the Japanese archipelago, no different than Hokkaido. 

When the Japanese public learned that they only received half of Sakhalin (Japanese: 樺太; 

Romanization: Karafu to) and received no war reparations, their frustration and humiliation 

boiled over into the Tokyo Hibiya Incendiary Riots (Japanese: 日比谷焼打事件; 

Romanization: Hibiya Yakiuchi Jiken) and caused the collapse of the Japanese Prime 

Minister’s cabinet at the time.  

 

Russia for her part believed that since she was the victim of a surprise attack at Port Arthur, 

robbed of her rail lines in Manchuria, and devastated by the loss of almost her entire Naval 

fleet at the Battle of Tsushima – that now she was robbed at the point of a gun of far eastern 

lands that she believed were an integral part of the Tsar’s Empire.  

 

Mutual enmity ensued for the next 40 years until the closing days of World War II when 

Russia re-took Sakhalin and all the Kurils. To this day, 70 years further on and the two 

nations have never signed a peace treaty officially ending World War II and Japan continues 

to press its claims to the four southernmost islands of Kunashir (Russian: Кунашир; 

Japanese: 国後島; Romanization: Kunashiri-tō), Iturup (Russian: Итуруп; Japanese: 択捉島; 

Romanization: Etorofu-tō), Shikotan (Russian: Шикотан; Japanese: 色丹島; Romanization: 

Shikotan-tō), and the uninhabitable Habomai Rocks (Russian: Хабомаи; Japanese: 歯舞群島; 

Romanization: Habomai guntō). All four islands are collectively known in Japan as the 
Northern Islands Territories (Japanese: 北方領土; Romanization: Hoppō Ryōdo).  

 

Unfortunately for both of these two great nations, the dispute is alive and kicking. It’s known 

in each country as the Kuril Islands Dispute (Russian: Спор о принадлежности 
Курильских островов; Japanese: 北方領土問題; Romanization: Hoppō Ryōdo Mondai). 

Peacemakers wanted: Teddy Roosevelt need not apply.  

 

Returning to our railroading, beginning at Pivan, the BAM employs a new numbering system 

which starts at Km 0. By this reckoning, Vanino is located at Km 432 and Sovetskaya Gavan 

is at Km 468. We’ll put the total kilometer number from Taishet in (parenthesis) after the 

new number from Pivan for reference. You’ll see the former, but not the latter, numbers 

posted alongside the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 1 (3843): Cross the Ammonalniy River (река Аммональный) – Another tiny stream, 

this one begins about five kilometers north and ends close to 600 meters west of the railroad 

when it joins Lake Pivan. Starting here, the line makes a tight 180 degree clockwise turn and 

crosses the Ammonalniy again.  
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➢ Km 2 (3844): Cross the Ammonalniy River (река Аммональный) – The train is on the far 

side of its first loop and crosses the Ammonalniy again. The line thereafter makes a wide turn 

and then forms a second narrow 180 degree clockwise loop.  

 

➢ Km 6 (3848): Cross the Novoselskiy River (река Новосельский) – This is a second great 

loop and brings the train over the Novoselskiy again. This horseshoe curve ends by forming 

another third loop, this one counter-clockwise. The second and third loops form an “S” 

curve.  

 

➢ Km 8 (3850): Kumte (разъезд Кумте).  

 

➢ Km 18 (3860): Enter Loops – Traveling for the moment south, the rail line begins a large 

clockwise horseshoe curve. It is three kilometers long and has an opening of 1,250 meters. 

It’s then immediately followed by another three kilometer-long counter-clockwise loop with 

a mouth of 900 meters wide. The double “S” ends at Km 23 (3865).  

 

➢ Km 22 (3864): Cross the Polerechniy River (река Поперечный) – This little stream begins 

less then five kilometers northwest. From the rail crossing a little beyond the apex of the 

second loop, it flows southeast three kilometers and joins the right bank of the Bolshoi Gaiter 

River. Two kilometers south of that confluence, the Bolshoi Gaiter crosses the rail line near 

Km 27 (3869) and flows south three and a half kilometers and enters the northern end of 

Lake Khummi (озера Хумми).  

 

➢ Km 27 (3869): Cross the Bolshoi Gaiter River (река Большой Гайтер) – This little river 

begins close to 15 kilometers northeast of the rail crossing. From here, it runs south three and 

one-half kilometers, past the village of Gaiter, and joins the northern end of Lake Khummi.  

 

➢ Km 29 (3871): Gaiter (станция Гайтер) – The rail station is about two and a half kilomters 

northwest of the village. Gaiter is a fairly substantial place built on the northern shore at the 

midsection of Lake Khummi. Khummi is a triangular-shaped, fresh-water estuary about 

seven kilometers wide at its mid-section and about 20 kilometers long at its longest. It is fed 

by several rivers and it drains into and is adjacent to the right bank of the Amur River.  

 

➢ Km 32 (3874): Cross the Maliy Gaiter River (река Малый Гайтер) – This small stream 

begins ten kilometers north; from here it flows less than 500 meters south into Lake 

Khummi.  

 

➢ Km 35 (3877): Cross the Maliy Amu River (река Малый Аму) – This little creek starts 

three kilometers north. From the rails, it runs two kilometers southeast into Lake Khummi.  

 

➢ Km 37 (3879): Cross the Amu River (река Аму) – This stream begins about six kilometers 

to the north. After crossing under the tracks, it runs two kilometers south to Khummi Lake.  

 

➢ Km 40 (3882): Cross the Maliy Kartel River (река Малый Картель) – This little river 

begins close to a dozen kilometers to the north. After crossing under the tracks, it runs two 

kilometers south to Khummi Lake.  
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➢ Km 41 (3883): Kartel (станция Картель) – The station is Kartel; the village is called 

Bolshaya Kartel (Большая Картель). It’s sited at the northeasternmost end of Lake Khummi.  

 

➢ Km 43 (3885): Cross the Bolshoi Kartel River (река Большой Картель) – This small river 

originates almost 20 kilometers to the north. After crossing under the tracks, it runs less than 

two kilometers to its mouth on Lake Khummi.  

 

➢ Km 46 (3888): Cross the Praviy Omor River (река Правый Омор; “Right Omor River”) – 

This little river also begins about 20 kilometers north of the rail line. From here it flows 

about one kilometer south where it joins the right bank of the Bolshoi Omor (река Большой 

Омор). Within another kilometer that river discharges into Lake Khummi.  

 

➢ Km 47 (3889): Emmer (Эммер) – There’s no station and no stop, it’s just a tiny village on 

the north side of tracks.  

 

➢ Km 47 (3889): Cross the Bolshoi Omor River (река Большой Омор; “Great Omor River”) – 

The “Big” Omor has its source about 20 kilometers northeast. After passing under the rails it 

runs south about a kilometer and a half where it is joined by the “Right” Omor (река Правый 

Омор). In one more kilometer south, the Bolshoi Omor joins the northeasternmost tip of 

Lake Khummi.  

 

In between the Praviy Omor and the Bolshoy Omor, there flows the Sredniy Omor (река 

Средний Омор; “Middle Omor River”), Leviy Omor (река Левый Омор; “Left Omor 

River”), and Maliy Omor (река Малый Омор; “Little Omor River”) Rivers, but they are all 

tributaries of the Bolshoi Omor and do not cross the rail line on their own. Thus, they get no 

independent mention here.  

 

➢ Km 51 (3893): Cross the Sovkhozniy River (река Совхозный) – This tiny stream starts 

about six kilometers northeast of the rail crossing and Selikhino. From here it flows less than 

one kilometer southeast and joins the right bank of the Selikhin River (река Селихин) which 

in three kilometers west enters the northeastern most corner of Khummi Lake.  

 

➢ Km 52 (3894): Selikhin (станция Селихин) – Selikhin is the station name; Selikhino 

(Селихино) is the village. It is a fairly good-sized place of about 4,300 persons built near a 

watery inlet of the Selikhin River at the northeasternmost corner of Khummi Lake. All of the 

town lies to the north side of the rail line.  
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The Sakhalin Tunnel 
A dream project of railway engineers 
and Joseph Stalin; for the moment, it 
has been indefinitely postponed.  

➢ Km 53 (3895): Branch Line Northeast to Sakhalin Island – A little more than one kilometer 

east past the Selikhin Station, a now dismantled branch line formerly made a left turn and 

headed northeast. The line traveled about 120 kilometers along the right bank of the Amur 

River and ended at Chorny Mys (Чёрный Мыс; “Black Cape”).  

 

The line was originally part of a plan by Joseph Stalin 

(Иосиф Виссарионович Сталин; 1878-1953) in the 

early 1950s to connect Sakhalin Island to the Russian 

mainland via a tunnel. The best place to build the 

Sakhalin Tunnel (Сахалинский тоннель) was at the 

Nevelskoy Strait (Пролив Невельского) for there the 

Strait of Tatary narrows down to only seven 

kilometers. The contemplated tunnel would have had a 

length of about ten kilometers.  

 

The tunnel portal on the mainland side was to have 

been at Cape Lazarev (Мыс Лазарев). Although no 

tunnel construction ever was undertaken, exploration 

shafts were drilled. On Sakhalin, the tunnel would 

have resurfaced at Cape Pogibi (Мыс Погиби) and 

fom there the line would have been linked to the rail 

system on the island.  

 

After the death of Stalin, worked stopped on the 

project and for a variety of reasons never re-started. 

The partially completed rail line was used for some 

years to haul timber but that stopped in the early 

1990s. Since then, much of the line has been 

dismantled or stolen for scrap. Stations or villages 

along the way to Chorny Mys are: Eldi (Элди) → 

Barachan (Барачан) → Machtoviy (Мачтовый) → 

Oktyabrskiy (Октябрьский) → Ondy (Онды) → 

Chuchi (Чучи) → Nizhnetambovskoye (Нижнетамбовское) → Siding 101 (разъезд 101) → 

Shelekhovo (Шелехово) → Yagodniy (Ягодный; “Berry”) → and Chorny Mys (Чёрный 

Мыс).  

 

➢ Km 54 (3896): Cross the Selikhin River (река Селихин) – This river begins a little more 

than 25 kilometers to the northeast. After passing under the rails, it flows five kilometers 

west to the northeasternmost end of Lake Khummi. Interestingly, the river has another name. 

It is also called the Nizhniy Khoviy (река Нижний Ховынь).  

 

➢ Km 56 (3898): Branch Line South – This little spur veers to the right and runs about 500 

meters into a highly-secure rail facility with about a dozen lines. The entire compound is 

walled.  
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➢ Km 63 (3905): Eldigan (разъезд Эльдиган) – Although the settlement looks like it has 

about a dozen farmsteads, the 2011 census reported that there were only nine people living 

here.  

 

➢ Km 65 (3907): Cross the Praviy Eldigan River (река Правый Эльдиган) – This little river 

begins about eight kilometers north from the rail crossing which is at the apex of a small 

loop. From here, it flows less than two kilometers southwest to its confluence on the right 

bank of the Eldigan River (река Эльдиган) which itself only began several kilometers east. 

The Eldigan is a minor left ributary of the Selikhin and it flows about 15 kilometers to reach 

it.  

 

➢ Km 70 (3912): Tudur (разъезд тудур) – A tiny village.  

 

➢ Km 71 (3913): Cross the Eldigan River (река Эльдиган) – Here the train passes over the 

Eldigan almost at its very source and at the apex of a second loop. Following the river 

downstream leads about 20 kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of the Selikan.  

 

➢ Km 81 (3923): Cross the Machtovaya River (река Мачтовая) – The Machtovaya, which is 

also known as the Tudur (река Тудур), is a fairly substantial small river that begins in the 

hills about 15 kilometers south of Poni. It’s joined by the seven kilometer-long Poni River 

(река Пони) immediately south of the village. After it crosses the rails it flows north about 

75 kilometers, passing the village of Machtoviy (Мачтовый) along the way, until it 

discharges into the right bank of the Amur just north of the village of Oktyabrskiy not far 

from the Sakhalin Island spur line station of Ondy.  

 

➢ Km 82 (3924): Poni (разъезд Пони) – A tiny village built immediately north of the 

confluence between the Poni and Machtovaya Rivers. Less than three kilometers east of Poni 

the rail line has a triple loop. We’ll mention it when we get there.  

 

➢ Km 85 (3927): Enter Loops – There are three 180 degree loops here. The first runs north 

clockwise 180 degrees; the second travels south counter-clockwise for another 180 degree 

turn; the third goes north again clockwise for another 180 degrees – all in the space of just 

under six kilometers. The first and the third curves are the narrowest.  

 

➢ Km 89 (3931): Cross the Sayakan River (река Саякан) – This small stream begins less than 

one kilometer north of the rail line at the apex of the third loop. From the crossing it runs 

parallel along the south side of the tracks for the next six kilometers until Snezhniy 

(Снежный), where it ends on its confluence with the right bank of the Gur River (река Гур) 

immediately south of town.  

 

➢ Km 95 (3937): Kun (разъезд Кун) – This is the stopping point for the village of Snezhniy 

(Снежный; “Snowy”) which is located two kilometers to the east and has about 1,900 

residents. Snezhniy is built on the south side of the railroad tracks and the north side (right 

bank) of the 349 kilometer-long Gur River (река Гур), a mid-size tributary of the Amur. The 

train now follows the Gur upstream for the next 60 kilometers, crossing it or one of its 

tributaries a number of times.  
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The Gur has its source about 250 kilometers southeast, almost midway between here and 

Sovetskaya Gavan. Following the Gur downriver from the rail crossing leads just over 100 

kilometers southwest to the village of Ust-Gur (Усть-Гур) and the river’s confluence on the 

right bank of the Amur River some 50 kilometers south of Komsomolsk-na-Amuré or about 

20 kilometers south of Amursk. Before 1973, the Gur was known as the Khungari (река 

Хунгари). 

 

The Kun River (река Кун), for which the station is named, is a five kilometer-long tiny right-

tributary of the Gur which it joins three kilometers south of Snezhniy. Virtually every little 

unnamed creek and stream in this general area are tributaries of the Gur.  

 

➢ Km 99 (3941): Cross the Verknyaya Seaka River (река Верхняя Сeака) – This little creek 

starts fewer than seven kilometers north. From the rail line, it runs about one and a half 

kilometers south and merges into the right bank of the Gur.  

 

➢ Km 105 (3947): Siding 105 (разъезд 105) – This siding serves the tiny village of Khumma 

(Хумма).  

 

➢ Km 106 (3948): Cross the Khumma River (река Хумма) – This small stream begins less 

than ten kilometers due north. After passing under the tracks it flows a little more than one 

kilometer to its mouth on the Gur.  

 

➢ Km 112 (3954): Gurskoye (станция Гурское) – A small village of about 800 persons built 

between the south side of the rail line and the right bank (north side) of the Gur River.  

 

➢ Km 114 (3956): Cross the Moncha River (река Монча) – A little less than two kilometers 

east after passing Gurskoye Station the rail passes over this small stream. It flows from the 

north about 15 kilometers to reach here. From the rail crossing it runs less than two 

kilometers until it joins the right bank of the Gur.  

 

➢ Km 122 (3964): Cross the Pochepta River (река Почепта) – This small right bank tributary 

of the Gur begins approximately 15 kilometers north. From the rail crossing it joins the Gur 

in less than 500 meters south.  

 

➢ Km 124 (3966): Pochepta (разъезд Почепта) – No sign of life here whatsoever. Last census 

listed two inhabitants.  

 

➢ Km 127 (3969): Cross the Uktur River (река Уктур) – The rail line continues running 

parallel to the right bank of the Gur (north side). This crossing is over the Uktur, one of the 

Gur’s many tributaries. The Uktur’s source begins a little more than 80 kilometers northeast 

of the rail crossing; from the crossing it ends in less than two kilometers west when it joins 

the right bank of the Gur.  

 

➢ Km 135 (3977): Siding 135 (разъезд 135) – This siding serves Sagdzhemu (Сагджему). 
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The Sikhote Alin Mountains 
From approximately Km 100 to Km 350 on the 
localized kilometer system, the BAM runs through 
the Sikhote-Alin (Сихотэ-Алинь) mountain chain. 
The range can broadly be stated to run along 
Russia’s Pacific Coast for 1,100 kilometers, from 
Vladivostok to a little below Nikolaevsk-na-Amure. 
The chain is not particularly narrow; most of it is 
150 to 200 kilometers wide. Its highest peaks are 
2,000 meters tall.  
 
The Sikhote-Alin range contains one the most 
biologically diverse and unusual temperate forests of 
the world. It is a mixed zone between northern taiga 
and the subtropics. Southern species such as the 
Siberian/Manchurian Tiger, the Amur Leopard, and 
the Himalayan Black Bear are found along with 
northern species such as the reindeer, the Ussuri 
Brown Bear, and Mountain Lynx.  
 
In the early part of the 20th Century, Sikhote-Alin 
was extensively explored by Vladimir Arsenyev 
(Владимир Клaвдиевич Арсеньев; 1872-1930) who 
recounted his observations and adventures in over 
60 works on the geography, wildlife, and 
ethnography of the region. His most famous book 
is Dersu Uzala (Дерсу Узала; lit., “Dersu the 
Trapper”; 1923). Dersu (c. 1850-1908), a Nanai 
hunter was a guide for Arsenyev’s surveying crew 
from 1902 to 1907. In his book, Arsenyev describes 
Dersu and aboriginal cultures with great sensitivity, 
most atypical of western views of native cultures in 
the early 1900s.  
 
Arsenyev’s family home in Vladivostok is today a 
museum and may be visited. His book Dersu Uzala 
was turned into an Oscar-winning film in 1975 by 
Akira Kurosawa (Japanese: 黒澤 明; 1910-98).  

➢ Km 136 (3978): Cross the Udminka River (река Удоминка) – This tiny tributary has its 

origins about ten kilometers northeast; from the rail crossing it runs less than one kilometer 

to its confluence on the right bank of the Gur.  

 

➢ Km 138 (3980): Uktur (станция Уктур) – 

The station is about three kilometers west of 

the village. There is in fact a short spur line 

that runs a little above the village but it’s 

infrequently used. Uktur has a population of 

about 1,700 and is located on the right bank 

of the Gur and the left bank of the 

Nizhnyaya Udomi (река Нижняя Удоми) 

where the two rivers have their confluence. 

The Nizhnyaya Udomi is a small right 

tributary of the Gur and the train crosses it 

in a moment. The rail line takes a sharp 90 

degree turn here to the right (south) as does 

the Gur River.  

 

➢ Km 140 (3982): Cross the Nizhnyaya 

Udomi (река Нижняя Удоми; “Lower 

Udomi River”) – Traveling east, the 

confluence of the Lower Udomi and the 

Gur is 300 meters out the right-hand 

window of the train (south side). To reach 

here, the little river traveled a little more 

than 50 kilometers from the northeast.  

 

➢ Km 141 (3983): Cross the Kholoika River 

(река Холойка) – This little river begins 

about a dozen kilometers to the southeast; 

from the rail crossing it flows less than 400 

meters to its mouth on the right bank of the 

Gur.  

 

➢ Km 147 (3989): Aksaka (разъезд Аксака) 

– This used to be a tiny village perched 

alongside the right bank (west side) of the 

Gur River. According to a recent report, the 

population had gone to zero and the town 

was abandoned.  

 

➢ Km 148 (3990): Cross the Aksakinka River (река Аксакинка) – Less than one kilometer 

south of Aksaka Station, the line passes over this small stream. Its source is about ten 

kilometers due east. Its junction with the Gur is just out the train window.  
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➢ Km 149 (3991): Cross the Gur River (река Гур) – The BAM Line switches sides and crosses 

over the Gur from its right bank to its left (east to west side). It won’t stay here for long. The 

Gur is a fairly large right tributary of the Amur which it meets and merges into about 125 

kilometers west of here. At this crossing of the rail line, the Gur is over 125 meters wide. The 

river’s source is more than 200 kilometers to the southeast.  

 

➢ Km 154 (3996): Galitskiy (разъезд Галитский) – It’s difficult to see any village here.  

 

➢ Km 156 (3998): Cross the Gur River (река Гур) – After its brief visit on the left bank of the 

Gur, the train re-crosses and returns to the river’s right bank, but again, not for long. 

Beginning less than two kilometers south of this point, the train and river part ways: the river 

comes up from the south; the rail line turns east and follows the Verkhnyaya Udomi River 

(река Верхняя Удоми) upstream. The train reaches the Verkhnyaya Udomi very shortly.  

 

➢ Km 159 (4001): Cross the Kimoi River (река Кимой) – This small stream starts less than ten 

kilometers north of the rail line; from the crossing it immediately enters the right bank of the 

Verkhnyaya Udomi River.  

 

➢ Km 161 (4003): Kenai (станция Кенай) – The Kenai Station is about one kilometer north of 

the village. There is a short spur line from the main line that runs there but it’s not frequently 

used. Kenai is a small village of about 600 persons that lies near the confluence of the right 

bank (east side) of the Gur River and the mouth of the Verkhnyaya Udomi River. From the 

Kenai Station east for the next 35 kilometers, the rail line follows along one bank or the other 

of the Verkhnyaya Udomi. It’s a small right tributary of the Gur which it joins three 

kilometers west of the station.  

 

➢ Km 164 (4006): Cross the Dimga River (река Дымга) – This little river has its source waters 

about ten kilometers north; after it passes under the tracks it flows some 750 meters and 

enters the Verkhnyaya Udomi.  

 

➢ Km 168 (4010): Cross the Verkhnyaya Udomi River (река Верхняя Удоми; “Upper Udomi 

River”) – The train crosses the Upper Udomi from its right bank to its left (north to south 

side). The Upper Udomi ends about a dozen kilometers west where it joins the Gur slightly 

west of Kenai. It begins about 35 kilometers east of this crossing point. From here the train 

follows it for the next 25 kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 171 (4013): Udomi (станция Удоми) – A tiny village on the left bank (south side) of 

the Upper Udomi River.  

 

➢ Km172 (4014): Cross the Oune River (река Оунэ) – This little river begins about 20 

kilometers to the southeast. From the rail crossing it only flows several hundred meters 

northwest until it merges into the left bank of the Verkhnyaya Udomi.  
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New and Old Kuznetsovskiy Tunnel Routes 

➢ Km 182 (4024): Oune (станция Оунэ) – Another tiny village on the left bank (south side) of 

the Upper Udomi.  

 

➢ Km 186 (4028): Cross the Abakani River (река Абакани) – This minor left tributary 

originates about a dozen kilometers south of the rail crossing. From here it flows a little more 

than 500 meters until its mouth on the Verkhnyaya Udomi.  

 

➢ Km 188 (4030): Kosgrambo (разъезд Косграмбо) – Yet another tiny village built along the 

south side of the Verkhnyaya Udomi River.  

 

➢ Km 188 (4030): Cross the Kosgrambo River (река Косграмбо) – This really small stream 

begins about three kilometers south of the rail line; from here it flows less than one kilometer 

until it joins the left bank of the Verkhnyaya Udomi.  

 

➢ Km 195 (4037): Otkosnaya (станция Откосная; “Slope”) – The village of “Slope” is quite 

appropriately named for immediately after the village the line used to make an extremely 

tight, four kilometer-long, clockwise hairpin turn that began a rapid descent down the 

mountain. The 180 degree horseshoe turn was known as the Udomenskaya Loop 

(Удоменская петля).  

 

After coming around the turn, the 

rail line entered the old 

Kuznetsovskiy Tunnel and three 

kilometers after that passed 

through the village of 

Kuznetsovskiy (Кузнецовский). 

Shortly thereafter, the line made 

another 180 degree turn and within 

several kilometers twice crossed 

the Muli River (река Мули) and 

passed through the village of Sollu 

(Соллу) before reaching the town 

of Vysokogornaya 

(Высокогорная). As of 2011, all 

this has changed.  

 

The average elevation in this section of the Sikhote-Alin Mountains (Сихотэ-Алинский 

Горы) is from 600 to 800 meters, with occasional peaks reaching 1,000. For years, the old 

rail line was burdened with the tight turns and steep grade – only limited weight could be 

handled and double locomotives had to be employed. Therefore, starting in 2008, 

construction of a new route and a new tunnel was undertaken.  

 

Completed in 2011, the new route completely eliminates the hairpin turn after Otkosnaya; the 

line continues east at the end of where the turn used to begin and soon enters a new four 

kilometer-long Kuznetsovskiy Tunnel. After passing through the tunnel, the line continues 

southeast another six kilometers until it reaches Vysokogornaya and picks up the prior route. 
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KM 4044: New Kuznetsovskiy  
Tunnel Eastern Portal 

Altogether, the new route shaves off more than 20 kilometers by abandoning the old route. 

No doubt however, the citizens of both Kuznetsovskiy and Sollu are not too happy about the 

change.  

 

Having crossed this saddle of the Sikhote-Alin Mountains, the rail line begins its 50 

kilometer descent towards the Pacific. From this point forward, rivers run to the east – either 

to the Sea of Japan, the Tatary Strait, or the Sea of Okhotsk – as the mountains form a great 

divide and the line is now on the eastern side of it.  

 

➢ Km 198 (4040): Kuznetsovskiy Tunnel Western Portal (Кузнецовский Тоннель Западный 

Портал) – In June of 2011 the new 3,890 meter-long tunnel opened and replaced the former 

413 meter tunnel. Both the former and 

current new tunnels are named after 

Arseny Kuznetsov (Арсений 

Петрович Кузнецов; 190?-43), a 

Soviet rail engineer and chief of the 

surveying party that planned the route 

from Komsomolsk to Sovetskaya 

Gavan. The work took its toll on 

Kuznetsov and he died during 

construction of the route. He is buried 

near the town named after him along 

this line. There is a small memorial in 

his honor there.  

 

Note that even though the new tunnel 

has shortened the route, the kilometer 

post distances east of the tunnel have 

not been changed. The station stops at 

Km 203: Kuznetsovskiy (Кузнецовский) and Km 210: Sollu (Соллу) and the prior route 

simply have been eliminated. The rails remain and are maintained in case there is ever 

trouble in the tunnel.  

 

➢ Km 216 (4058): Cross the Muli River (река Мули) – The new line from the Kuznetsovskiy 

Tunnel re-connects to the existing BAM near this crossing of the 95 kilometer-long Muli 

River. The Muli originates a little less than 20 kilometers northwest, quite near the village of 

Kuznetsovskiy. From this junction it flows along the route of the BAM for the next 75 

kilometers, all the way to its mouth on the Tumnin River (река Тумнин) near the town of 

Koto (Кото). The train route crosses the Muli again further down the line.  

 

➢ Km 217 (4059): New Railway Junction – This is where the new six kilometer-long line from 

the Kuznetsovskiy Tunnel’s Eastern Portal meets the existing line of the BAM.  

 

➢ Km 218 (4060): Cross the Mulinka River (река Мулинка) – This little Muli tributary starts 

close to 20 kilometers due north. From the rail crossing, it flows south less than one 

kilometer and merges into the left bank of the Muli at the western edge of Vysokogorniy.  
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➢ Km 219 (4061): Vysokogornaya (станция Высокогорная; “Highland”) – A fairly large 

mountain town of about 3,375 inhabitants located on the left bank (north side) of the Muli 

River. The town’s name is Vysokogorniy (Высокогорный).  

 

➢ Km 223 (4065): Cross the Ada-Baka River (река Ада-Бака) – This minor tributary begins a 

little less than ten kilometers north of the tracks. From here it flows about 350 meters south 

to its mouth on the left bank of the Muli.  

 

➢ Km 229 (4071): Cross the Soviniy River (река Совиный; “Owl River”) – This little creek 

has its start less than eight kilometers due north; from the rail road it flows one and a half 

kilometers south until its confluence on the Muli.  

 

➢ Km 231 (4073): Cross the Dakka River (река Дакка) – This minor tributary begins about 15 

kilometers north; from the rail crossing it flows a little more than one kilometer until it 

merges into the left bank of the Muli.  

 

➢ Km 240 (4082): Datta (станция Датта) – Datta is a tiny village on the left bank of the Muli 

River. It is somewhat known to the outside world as about 100 of its residents are native 

Orochi (Орочи). This indigenous group, related to the Nanai (Нанайцы) people, is almost 

extinct. We’ll discuss them again when we reach the village of Uska-Orochskaya (Уська-

Орочская) a little further down the line. After passing through the village, the BAM Line 

continues to parallel the Muli River downstream.  

 

This Datta should not to be confused with the village of the same name located at the mouth 

of the Tumnin River on the Tatar Strait about 25 kilometers north of Vanino. That Datta has 

about 1,050 inhabitants.  

 

➢ Km 244 (4086): Cross the Sirovatka River (река Сыроватка) – This tributary begins about a 

dozen kilometers north of the rail crossing. From here, it immediately joins the Muli as the 

rail line is almost on the river.  

 

➢ Km 245 (4087): Cross the Oroi River (река Орой) – This small stream originates 

approximately ten kilometers due north; from the rail crossing it immediately merges into the 

Muli.  

 

➢ Km 249 (4091): Cross the Maliy River (река Малый; “Little River”) – The “Small” River 

begins about eight kilometers north; from the tracks it flows approximately 700 meters until 

its mouth on the left bank of the Muli River.  

 

➢ Km 251 (4093): Cross the Beryozoviy River (Берёзовый; “Birch River”) – The “Birch” 

River starts close to ten kilometers north of the rail crossing. From the crossing it flows south 

approximately one kilometer to its union with the Muli.  
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➢ Km 258 (4100): Cross the Muli River (река Мули) – Very shortly west before entering 

Kenada (Кенада) village, the rail line crosses over the Muli from its left bank to its right 

(north to south side).  

 

➢ Km 261 (4103): Kenada (станция Кенада) – A fairly large village wedged in between the 

Muli River to its north and the train line to its south. The rail station is at the far eastern edge 

of town. About seven kilometers east of the station the Muli River is considerably enlarged 

by the addition of the 25 kilometer-long Oemku River (река Оемку) which comes down 

from the northwest and joins the Muli’s left bank.  

 

➢ Km 269 (4111): Cross the Kenada River (река Кенада) – This minor tributary originates a 

little less than 20 kilometers to the southwest; after crossing the rail line it runs just under one 

kilometer north to its confluence on the right bank of the Muli.  

 

➢ Km 274 (4116): Dzhigdasi (станция Джигдаси) – A tiny village located along the right 

bank (south side) of the Muli River.  

 

➢ Km 275 (4117): Cross the Dzhigdasi River (река Джигдаси) – A little over one kilometer 

east out of Dzhigdasi, the train crosses this small tributary. It terminates about 500 meters to 

the left (north) of the train where it merges into the right bank of the Muli. Following it 

upstream leads about 20 kilometers southwest to its source.  

 

➢ Km 283 (4125): Cross the Bolshie Luki River (река Большие Луки) – This minor stream 

flows six kilometers from it source southwest until it reaches the rail line, then within 400 

meters north, it joins the Muli.  

 

➢ Km 287 (4129): Cross the Tokuinka River (река Токуинка) – This small tributary begins 

eight kilometers due west of the rail crossing. After passing under the tracks it immediately 

empties into the right bank of the Muli.  

 

➢ Km 288 (4130): Koto (разъезд Кото) – A small village on the right bank of the Muli River.  

 

➢ Km 289 (4131): Cross the Koto River (река Кото) – About 600 meters southeast after 

passing the Koto Rail Station the train passes over this minor tributary. It begins 

approximately 15 kilometers southwest. After crossing the rail line it flows less then 300 

meters north until it ends on the right bank of the Muli.  

 

➢ Km 292 (4134): Confluence of the Muli (река Мули) and Tumnin (река Тумнин) Rivers – 

Four kilometers southeast of Koto, the Muli terminates on the right bank of the Tumnin 

River. Starting from this point, the BAM follows the Tumnin downstream over the next 100 

kilometers until its end on the Tatar Strait at the village of Landyshi (Ландыши) about 20 

kilometers north of Vanino.  

 

The Tumnin is wide, over 150 meters when in one channel and much wider when braided. It 

is the largest river on the eastern slopes of the Sikhote-Alin Mountain Range. Although the 

train rides alongside the 364 kilometer-long Tumnin’s right bank until its end, it never 
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crosses the river. Before reaching this junction, the Tumnin has already traveled southeast 

over 250 kilometers from the eastern slopes of the central Sikhote-Alin Mountains. The 

river’s source begins approximately 125 kilometers northeast of Komsomolsk.  

 

➢ Km 294 (4136): Inau (разъезд Инау) – A tiny village.  

 

➢ Km 295 (4137): Cross the Inau River (река Инау) – This small stream begins about ten 

kilometers southwest of this crossing point. From here it flows about 500 meters east until it 

joins the right bank of the Tumnin.  

 

➢ Km 303 (4145): Tuluchi (станция Тулучи) – This is a fairly large timber-industry village of 

some 800 persons. It’s built up along the right bank of the Tumnin River.  

 

➢ Km 304 (4146): Cross the Tuluchi River (река Тулучи) – A little more than one kilometer 

south of Tuluchi, the train passes over this small river. Its source is about 15 kilometers west 

of this point; it ends in 500 meters east when it merges into the Tumnin.  

 

➢ Km 308 (4150): Cross the Agcha River (река Агча) – This little stream starts approximately 

15 kilometers west of the rail crossing; from here it flows east less than 300 meters until it 

joins the Tumnin.  

 

➢ Km 311 (4153): Cross the Akur River (река Акур) – Here the rail line crosses one of the 

larger tributaries of the Tunmin. The Akur River winds its way down approximately 80 

kilometers from the Sikhote-Alin Mountains southwest of this junction. From the crossing of 

the rail line, the Akur flows less than two kilometers northeast to its mouth on the right bank 

of the Tumnin.  

 

➢ Km 312 (4154): Cross the Glukhoi River (река Глухой; “Deaf River”) – This small stream 

begins almost ten kilometers due south; from the rail crossing it flows just under one 

kilometer north to its junction with the Tumnin.  

 

➢ Km 318 (4160): Akur (разъезд Акур) – A small village poised between the Tumnin River 

on its north and the railroad to its south.  

 

➢ Km 321 (4163): Cross the Gorniy River (река Горный; “Mountain River”) – This tiny 

stream begins less than ten kilometers southwest; from the rail crossing it runs less than 100 

meters north to the Tumnin.  

 

➢ Km 323 (4165): Siding 323 (разъезд 323). 

 

➢ Km 324 (4166): Akurskiy Sovkhoz-38 (Акурский Совхоз-38) – At one time there was a 

state farm collective here; now there is nothing. It’s still listed on some maps.  
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KM 340: Tumnin Railway Station 

➢ Km 332 (4174): Lyudyu (разъезд Людю) – A minor siding.  

 

➢ Km 337 (4179): Cross the Bolshaya River (река Большая) – This little “Big” river begins 

about a dozen kilometers northwest of the rail crossing; from here it flows less than 100 

meters east to its mouth on the Tumnin.  

 

➢ Km 340 (4182): Tumnin (станция 

Тумнин) – A mid-sized village of 

approximately 1,150 inhabitants, Tumnin 

developed as a railroad town in 1945 with 

the construction of the BAM. It’s located 

on the right bank (west side) of the 

Tumnin River.  

 

Nine kilometers from the village in the 

Chope River (река Чопэ) Valley is a very 

popular resort, the Tumninskiy Thermo-

Mineral Spring (Тумнинский термо-

минеральный источник). The waters are 

clear, bluish, alkaline, and mineralized 

with a high content of silica and fluoride. 

The springs were discovered in 1939 when hunters noticed that wild animals went there to 

cure themselves from wounds.  

 

➢ Km 342 (4184): Cross the Buya River (река Буя) – This little stream originates about ten 

kilometers northwest of the rail crossing. After passing under the tracks, it runs less than 200 

meters east until its confluence on the right bank of the Tumnin.  

 

➢ Km 343 (4185): Cross the Chope River (река Чопэ) – This small stream starts close to ten 

kilometers west. It ends at its union with the Tumnin in about three kilometer south.  

 

➢ Km 349 (4191): Cross the Bolshoi Таi River (река Большой Таи) – The “Large” Tai begins 

a little more than a dozen kilometers to the west; it ends on the right bank of the Tumnin in 

about one kilometer south.  

 

➢ Km 350 (4192): Cross the Maliy Tai River (река Малый Таи) – The “Little” Tai begins 

about a dozen kilometers west; it ends on the Tumnin in less than one kilometer south.  

 

➢ Km 352 (4194): Deichi (разъезд Дейчи) – A siding.  

 

➢ Km 356 (4198): Cross the Khau River (река Хау) – The origin of the Khau is in the eastern 

foothills of the Sikhote-Alin Mountains about 20 kilometers west of the rail crossing point. 

From the rail line to its mouth on the Tumnin, this minor tributary starts its own little channel 

and meanders about four kilometers south before joining the right bank of the larger river.  
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KM 366: Khutu Railway Station 

➢ Km 359 (4101): Cross the Perevalniy River (река Перевальный) – This minor tributary 

begins only six kilometers west of the tracks; from its rail crossing it wanders about six 

kilometers southeast before merging into the Tumnin.  

 

➢ Km 364 (4206): Cross the Khutu River (река Хуту) – The 230 kilometer-long Khutu is the 

largest tributary of the Tumnin. As the crow flies, it begins about 125 kilometers northwest 

of this crossing. From its source, it flows east, then south, then northeast until it reaches this 

point. Almost exactly at the tracks, the 

Khutu is joined by the 15 kilometer-long 

Gadua River (река Гадуа) which has come 

down from the northwest. From the rail 

crossing, the Khutu winds around another 

seven kilometers southeast until it meets 

and merges into the right bank of the 

Tumnin River.  

 

➢ Km 366 (4208): Khutu (разъезд Хуту) – 

A tiny village nestled into a curve on the 

right bank of the Tumnin River. All the 

town is to the east alongside the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 369 (4211): Cross the Bobo River 

(река Бобо) – This minor creek begins 

some 15 kilometers southwest of the 

tracks. From here; it flows several kilometers south before merging into the Tumnin.  

 

➢ Km 376 (4218): Imbo (станция Имбо) – A miniscule village on the Tumnin’s right bank 

(west side). There is almost nothing here.  

 

➢ Km 378 (4220): Cross the Kutu River (река Куту) – This little stream originates about a 

dozen kilometers west of the rail crossing; from here it flows 500 meters east to its 

confluence on the right bank of the Tumnin.  

 

➢ Km 380 (4222): Stopping Point 380 (остановочный пункт 380).  

 

➢ Km 380 (4222): Cross the Khudyami River (река Худями) – Following the Khudyami 

upstream leads to its source in some low hills about 35 kilometers southwest of the rail 

crossing and the village of Uska-Orochskaya (Уська-Орочская). From the tracks the river 

flows less than 300 meters until it joins a small right channel of the Tumnin. In less than two 

kilometers the channel joins the main course of the Tumnin.  

 

➢ Km 380 (4222): Ust-Orochi (станция Усть-Орочи) – The station still bears the old name for 

the town; the new name since 1986 is Uska-Orochskaya (Уська-Орочская). The village lies 

along the right bank (south side) of the Khudyami River just before its confluence with the 

right bank of the Tumnin. The rail line travels along the easternmost edge of the town.  
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KM 380: Ust-Orochi Railway Station 

The derivation of the name “Ust-Orochi” is not “mouth” of the Orochi. There is no “Orochi” 

River and “Ust” as used here is a corruption of the word“Uska” (Уська). Uska is the name 

(single name) of an indigenous Orochi (Орочи) who lived here at the turn of the 19th-20th 

Century. The village was visited and 

written about by the explorer and writer 

Vladimir Arsenyev (Владимир 

Клавдиевич Арсеньев; 1872-1930) in 

1908. The village today has about 1,100 

residents of whom perhaps 100 are 

Orochi. The only other village with such a 

population is Datta (Датта), which also 

has about 100 native Orochi.  

 

The Orochi are greatly endangered as a 

people. Their closest living relatives are 

the Nanai (Нанайцы). Their languages are 

closely related; both are in the Oroch 

Tungus-Manchu group of the Altaic 

family of languages. It is believed that 

there are about 1,000 Orochis still living 

today; a little over 425 in Khabarovsk Krai, 125 in Magadan, perhaps 40 in Sakhalin, 25 in 

Primorye, and the remainder dispersed. How many still speak Orochi is not known, but in a 

2010 census it was fewer than ten.  

 

➢ Km 389 (4231): Cross the Chepsari River (река Чeпсари) – This little creek begins about 

seven kilometers to the west; from the crossing of the rails it flows less than one kilometer 

until it merges into the Tumnin.  

 

➢ Km 390 (4232): Chepsariy (Чепсары) – This little settlement consists of a couple of 

buildings.  

 

➢ Km 391 (4233): Cross the Lachama River (река Лачама) – The BAM Line passes over the 

Lachama within 20 meters of its end point on the Tumnin. To be more specific, the 

Lachama’s confluence is actually on one of the large channels of the Tumnin for here it is 

divided into many. For at least its last 50 kilometers, the Tumnin spreads out into a braided 

river with many separate channels. Its overall width is anywhere from one to two kilometers 

wide and any one single channel averages about 100 to 150 meters across. There are often 

two or three major channels and dozens of smaller ones.  

 

Tracing the tributary Lachama upstream, it begins about 25 kilometers west of this 

confluence in a lowlands area.  

 

➢ Km 394 (4236): Cross the Zubkovskiy Klyuch River (река Зубковский Ключ) – This little 

stream begins about ten kilometers to the southwest. From the rail crossing it flows only a 

few meters east until it merges into one of the many channels that constitute the right bank of 
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KM 398: Mongokhto Railway Station 

Mongokhto Airbase  
Entrance Monument 

the Tumnin River. This particular channel is large and permanent enough to have its own 

name; it’s called the Stariy Tumnin (Старый Тумнин; “Old Tumnin”).  

 

➢ Km 396 (4238): Cross the Mongokhto 

River (река Монгохто) – This very small 

stream originates next to the airbase at 

Mongokhto about seven kilometers 

southwest. After it passes under the 

railroad tracks it joins the Stariy Tumnin 

channel of the Tumnin. The channel re-

connects to the main stream in about three 

kilometers. The tracks here are right 

alongside the river.  

 

➢ Km 398 (4240): Mongokhto (станция 

Монгохто) – A little station building 

stands all by itself in the middle of 

nowhere on the right bank of the Tumnin 

with the vast sedimentary flatlands of the 

river directly behind it. A more lonesome picture one could not imagine. But there is more to 

Mongokhto than meets the eye for the village that lies only a few kilometers south of the 

station is home to one of the largest and most 

important Russian Airbases in the Far East.  

 

The base is officially known as Kamenny Ruchey 

(Каменный Ручей; “Stony Creek”) but it’s also called 

Alekseyevka (Алексеевка) or most commonly 

Mongokhto. The base is located two kilometers west of 

the village of Mongokhto and was completed in 1953. 

It is operated by the Navy. With a 3,425 meter-long 

(11,237 feet) runway, it can handle any size aircraft. 

The base operates for both fighters and long-range 

bombers and there is on-base nuclear weapons storage 

at this most secure facility. Tourists are not welcome.  

 

At its peak during the 1970s it had 8,000 residents; 

today it has closer to 4,000. Though it has been down-

sized, it is still one of the most strategically important 

bases in the Russian Far East. According to 

declassified data, Mongokhto Base has been, ever since 

the cold war, one of the Top Ten of 300 high-priority 

targets set for nuclear attack by NATO forces in the 

event of serious hostilities.  
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The Tu-95 Bear Strategic Aircraft 
The Tupolev-95 Bear has been built in many Tu-95 
and Tu-142 variants, but was originally designed as a 
strategic, intercontinental heavy-payload bomber 
aircraft. The one pictured above is the type in service 
with the 310th OPLAP Naval Air Base at 
Mongokhto. The first flight of the Tu-95 was in 
1954 and it entered service in 1956. The aircraft has 
maximum and cruise speeds of 920 kmh and 710 
kmh, respectively. The Tu-95 Bear can climb at the 
rate of 10 meters per second and has a service ceiling 
of 12,000 meters. It has an unrefuelled combat 
radius of 6,400 km. With one in-flight refuelling, 
the aircraft has a combat radius of 8,200 km. Its 
maximum range is 15,000 km.  
 
The TU-95 houses a large bomb bay at the center of 
gravity of the aircraft, which is immediately aft of 
the wing central torsion box. The Tu-95MS Bear H 
is capable of carrying six KH-55 Granat (NATO 
designation AS-15 Kent) nuclear-armed long-range 
cruise missiles with a range of 3,000 km. The 
missiles are mounted on a catapult launch drum in 
the bomb bay. Alternatively, the aircraft can carry 
14 Kh-SD anti-ship missiles with a range of 600 km 
or eight conventionally armed Kh-101 air launch 
cruise missiles, which have a range of up to 3,000 
km. The rear gun compartment is fitted with twin-
barrelled GSh-23L cannons. The Tu-95 weighs 
approximately 94,400 kg, with a maximum take-
off weight of 188,000 kg. By any measure, it’s an 
aerial powerhouse, reckoned with at one’s peril. 

The Mongokhto Rail Station is less than 

four kilometers north of the village and 

connected to it by road. The next station, 

Landyshi (Ландыши), is also close to 

Mongokhto and is sometimes used.  

 

➢ Km 400 (4242): Cross the Kamenniy 

River (река Каменный; “Stone River”) – 

This little creek begins just north of the 

village of Mongokhto, about five 

kilometers southwest of here. From the rail 

crossing, it joins the Tumnin in less than 

500 meters east. The rail line only follows 

the Tumnin’s right bank two more 

kilometers. After that the river continues 

six kilometers northeast to its mouth on the 

Tatar Strait at the cape village of Datta 

(Датта). Datta is about 25 kilometers north 

of Vanino or about 35 kilometers north of 

Sovetskaya Gavan.  

 

➢ Km 403 (4245): Landyshi (станция 

Ландыши) – Three little buildings; two 

alongside the tracks, the third behind. Some 

trains stop here for Mongokhto and its 

airbase for it is six kilometers southwest by 

road. The station marks the end of the line 

following the Tumnin River. The Russian 

word Landysh (Ландыш) means “lily of the 

valley” (Latin: Convallaria majalis), a 

small lovely, but poisonous, flowering 

plant.  

 

➢ Km 404 (4246): Branch Line Southwest – 

Less than one kilometer after passing 

Landyshi, a right fork on the line leads onto 

a short freight spur that runs six kilometers 

southwest to the town of Mongokhto. The 

main line veers to the left and turns south 

towards Vanino. The next 25 kilometers are 

right alongside the Tatar Strait.  

 

➢ Km 412 (4254): Dyuanka (станция 

Дюанка) – Another little station building, 

all by itself, standing by the sea. About one kilometer to the south, there is the tiny village of 

Dyuanka. 
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➢ Km 413 (4255): Cross the Bolshaya Dyuanka River (река Большая Дюанка) – Less than 

one kilometer south of the Dyuanka Station, the BAM crosses over this 50 meter-wide river 

on a 60 meter single-trestle bridge right over the confluence on the Tatary Strait. Except for 

this narrow opening to the Strait, the end of the river is a rather large delta. There is blue 

water on both sides of the train for about half a kilometer. It’s very scenic.  

 

The Bolshaya Dyuanka is a fairly large river. From its source in the flatlands at the base of 

the Sikhote-Alin Mountains, it flows some 60 kilometers due east to reach here.  

 

➢ Km 414 (4256): Cross the Malaya Dyuanka River (река Малая Дюанка) – Less than one 

kilometer past the “Big” Dyuanka crossing, the rail line crosses over the “Little” Dyuanka. 

This river begins about 20 kilometers due west; it ends on the Tatar Strait within meters from 

the rail line. The two Dyuanka Rivers are separated by about 800 meters at their respective 

mouths.  

 

➢ Km 416 (4258): Cross the Toki River (река Токи) – This small river originates 

approximately 15 kilometers west of the rail crossing. Just before it reaches the Tatar Strait, 

it forms a small round lake, Lake Toki (озеро Токи), which is a little less than one kilometer 

in diameter. For a brief moment, here again the train has water on both sides: the Tatar Strait 

on the east and Lake Toki on the west.  

 

➢ Km 423 (4265): Branch Line West – A little less than one kilometer before entering the great 

Toki (Токи) Station marshaling yard, a short spur line runs to the right (west). With an 

overall length of less than five kilometers, the line divides several times and each sub line 

serves one large industrial site or another.  

 

➢ Km 424 (4266): Toki (станция Токи) – Here’s something we haven’t seen in a while, a 

large switching station. This rail marshaling yard opens up on arrival to an ever expanding 

series of lines, about 25 in all. The length of the switching lines is just over one kilometer 

with the station dead center on the west side. The southern end of the sorting station is 

actually right on the water of the Tatar Strait. Toki is a fairly sizable – and fairly industrial – 

town. Almost all of it seems to center around the railroad.  

 

➢ Km 424 (4266): Branch Line West – About 500 meters south past the Toki Rail Station 

another branch line veers off to the right and runs west. Altogether, it travels some 20 

kilometers northwest to a number of different industrial and military sites.  

 

➢ Km 426 (4268): Cross the Muchke River (река Мучке) – Not a big river, the Muchke begins 

in some low foothills about 30 kilometers west of this rail crossing. Immediately on the west 

side of the rail line, the river fills a one kilometer-long pond, Lake Muchke (озеро Мучке). 

The pond drains at its eastern end just by the tracks. After passing underneath the train, the 

river flows 900 meters east until it drains into the Tatar Strait.  
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KM 431/432: Vanino Railway Station 

➢ Km 427 (4269): Branch Line East – Less than one kilometer south after the Muchke River, 

there is a very short spur line that encircles a large modern coal-handling facility built on the 

Tatar Strait. It’s a loop of four kilometers and it holds about a half-dozen cranes. About 300 

meters offshore is a barge loading/unloading facility connected by a bridgeway over which 

movable cranes can operate.  

 

➢ Km 428 (4270): Branch Line West – There are several short spur lines here, all running a 

kilometer or two to various destinations within a large oil refinery and tank farm.  

 

➢ Km 430 (4272): Stopping Point 430 (остановочный пункт 430) – This platform serves the 

village of Chudinova (Чудинова).  

 

➢ Km 432 (4274): Vanino-Port (станция Ванино-Порт) – Vanino is an important port city of 

some 17,000 persons about 30 kilometers north by road from Sovetskaya Gavan, another 

important harbor town. Vanino’s main port is built on both sides of the Uy River (река Уй) 

which widens considerably at its 

mouth onto a gulf on the Strait of 

Tatar. The mouth of the river is less 

than five kilometers from the open 

waters of the Strait – which makes it a 

very convenient, yet sheltered harbor. 

Vanino has all the usual equipment one 

finds in a port today: heavy lifting 

cranes; piers for docking the largest of 

ships; thousands of containers waiting 

to be loaded and unloaded; and storage 

and loading facilities for bulk goods 

such as timber and coal.  

 

Although it was settled as early as the 

mid 1850s, Vanino did not take off 

until 1945 when it became the transit 

point for over 50,000 Japanese prisoners-of-war. A short while later it became the staging 

ground for hundreds of thousands of – if not several million – internal Russian prisoners in 

the GULag. These work camp prisoners transited through Vanino on their way to Sakhalin 

Island and Kolyma, today’s Magadan Oblast.  

 

Presently, Vanino-Port is one of Russia’s top ten largest ports measured by cargo-handling 

volume and it is Russia’s second-largest coal port on the Pacific after Vostochniy-Port 

(Восточный-Порт; “East Port”) near Nakhodka (Находка), with between 1.5 and 2 million 

tons of coal handled per year. Vanino-Port also has an oil terminal and refinery. It is the only 

oil refinery in Russia that is designed specifically for producing fuel oil for ship engines.  

 

Vanino-Port is the hub and main railway connection for the Sakhalin Shipping Company 

(Сахалинское морское пароходство; commonly called “SASCO”), which runs vehicular, 

passenger, and rail ferry service to Kholmsk (Холмск), a port on the southwest coast of 
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Vanino-Kholmsk Rail-Ferry 

Sakhalin Island (Остров Сахалин). This service provides an important connection between 

Sakhalin and the Russian mainland. Sakhalin Shipping also operates freighters to Magadan 

(Магадан), Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky (Петропавловск-Камчатский), and Pusan (Russian: 

Пусан; Korean: 부산), South Korea (Russian: Южной Кореия; Korean: 한국). Winter 

icebreaker service is also operated out of this port. We’ll mention the Vanino-Kholmsk Rail-

Ferry in more detail a little further below.  

 

There are two very good places to stay in Vanino: the Hotel Vanino (Гостиница Ванино), 

within sight and walking distance of the train station, and the “Komnatiy Otdiykha” 

(Комнаты отдыха), the “resting room” within the train station. The latter is especially 

friendly and well-maintained. Look for this author’s signature and comments in the guest 

book.  

 

In departing Vanino-Port the most useful train is the 351. It starts at 17:25 local time 

everyday at Sovetskaya Gavan-Sorting Station and 15 minutes thereafter arrives at Vanino. 

From Vanino-Port, it departs at 17:51 and travels through Komsomolsk-na-Amure and 

Khabarovsk to Vladivostok. Travel time to Komsomolsk is close to 11 hours; to Khabarovsk 

it is 24 hours; and to Vladivostok it’s about 40 hours. Along the way, alternative connections 

may be made in Komsomolsk to further points west on the BAM, or from Khabarovsk, 

further points east or west on the Trans-Siberian. Another version of the same train does the 

same run at about the same times in reverse starting at Vladivostok. In other words, it departs 

Vladivostok at 17:20 and arrives in Sovgavan at 09:00 not quite 40 hours later.  

 

Finally, as of the last several years, 

Vanino and by extension Sovetskaya 

Gavan, have been connected by road to 

the rest of Russia. The Lidoga-Vanino 

Highway (автомобильной трассы 

Лидога-Ванино) runs 329 kilometers 

west from Vanino to the right bank 

Amur River town of Lidoga (Лидога). 
About one-third of the highway is 

paved; the rest is dirt and gravel. 

Ligoda sits about midway on Highway 

P454 between Komsomolsk-na-Amure 

and Khabarovsk. It’s about 185 

kilometers north to Komsomolsk or 

220 kilometers south to Khabarovsk.  

 

➢ Km 434 (4276): Vanino (станция Ванино) – This station does not have open access to the 

port and therefore is not much used.  

 

➢ Km 436 (4278): Cross the Chistovodniy River (река Чистоводный: “Clear Water”) – On 

some maps this river is called the Chistovodnaya River (река Чистоводная); locally, it’s also 

known as the Uy (река Уй). Approximately four kilometers after leaving Vanino Port, the 

train passes over Chistovodniy. It has its source waters about 50 kilometers due west in the 
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Rail-Ferry Rear Loading Portal 

eastern foothills of the Sikhote-Alin Mountains. In less than one kilometer east, the Uy turns 

into a wide estuary which opens onto an ever wider gulf on which the port of Vanino is built. 

The river ends on the Tatar Strait seven kilometers east of this rail crossing. The Uy is the 

source of most of the fresh water running into Vanino Harbor. The train crosses over it at the 

apex of its counter-clockwise 180 degree turn around the far western end of Vanino Port and 

thereby crosses from the river’s left bank to its right (north to south).  

 

➢ Km 436 (4278): Cross the Vstrechniy River (река Встречный: “Meeting River”) – Less 

than 300 meters from the previous Chistovodnaya River, and still in the apex of the hairpin 

turn, this little ten kilometer-long tributary “meets” the Chistovodnaya on its right bank and 

merges into it just after it passes under the rails. The very slightly enlarged Chistovodnaya 

travels about three kilometers east where it widens considerably as the Port of Vanino.  

 

➢ Km 437 (4279): Branch Line East to Vanino-Kholmsk (Холмск) Rail-Ferry – One kilometer 

after the train crosses over the Uy River and makes its turn around the bay, the rails divide 

and this little spur begins. It first runs one kilometer along the southern shore (right bank) of 

the river to a rail marshaling yard. The sorting station is also about a kilometer in length and 

contains around a dozen sorting lines. After that, the spur divides in three directions.  

 

The left rail line takes a shortcut over a short bridge across the Uy two kilometers back to the 

main terminal at Vanino. The right-hand rail travels about a kilometer and a half, dividing 

again several times, to service an enormous containerized cargo loading/unloading wharf and 

coal-loading facility. Like all modern cargo shipping cranes, they can be moved along the 

pier on their own sets of iron wheels on “railroad” type 

tracks. Essentially, about 15 to 20 cranes are available 

for container handling and five to ten are available for 

the bulk transfer of coal. It’s a large operation.  

 

The middle rail of this three-way junction veers 

slightly to the left, divides into two halves, and runs 

300 meters where it terminates at Yug Station 

(Станция Юг; “South Station”) The rail lines end at 

two dead-end piers on the water. These are the loading 

docks for the Vanino-Kholmsk Rail-Ferry. When in 

port, the ferries’ rear-facing loading bays can be raised 

open and thus allow trains to be driven directly onto 

the ship. Two trains and two ferries can be 

accommodated simultaneously. Rail lines are 

embedded in the ships’ floor structure and side-by-side 

row after row of rail is conducted onboard.  

 

It’s quite an impressive sight – and it’s quite a delicate 

operation as the weight of a line of a fully-loaded 

freight train can cause a ferry to list – or worse. 

Therefore trains are boarded from the center outward to the right or left, then the opposite 

side, then left, then right, etc. in sequence. Otherwise the ship could capsize. The process is 
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KM 442: Sovetskaya Gavan-Sorting Station 
This is the end of the line – the final long-haul 
passenger station on the BAM. 

done in reverse when disembarking the train ferry; the outside rows – right, left, right, etc. – 

are driven off first, then the center aisles. From bow to stern, the train-ferries are 125 meters 

(410 feet) long.  

 

The Vanino-Kholmsk rail-ferries have been operated by SASCO, the Sakhalin Shipping 

Company, since 1973. Ostensibly, there is daily service as four rail and vehicle ferries sail 

the route on alternate days. Bad weather however can cause cancellations and it’s advisable 

to build an extra day or two into your plans. A one-way crossing from Vanino to Kholmsk or 

vice-versa takes from 15 to 20 hours; it’s usually done in 18. Costs vary depending on class 

of service, but count on about $100 for the least expensive cabin. Vehicles are additional and 

are priced according to their size. A shuttle bus operates between the ferry and the Vanino 

Railway Station. The port area is restricted and cannot be entered by casual visitors. Tickets 

for the ferry are sold at the train station.  

 

➢ Km 439 (4281): Cross the Disazta River (река Дисазта) – This little stream (“It’s a 

disastah!”) begins about ten kilometers to the southwest. It runs right by the Sovetskaya 

Gavan Sorting Station, passes under the rails and empties into right bank of the Chistovodniy 

River (Uy River) next to Yug Station and the train ferry loading docks.  

 

➢ Km 440 (4282): Branch Line North – This short spur veers off left from the main line and 

runs a little less than two kilometers to a large containerized freight handling facility. It 

appears to be a secure operation as it is entirely ringed by concrete walls and high fences.  

 

➢ Km 441 (4283): Branch Line North – About 700 meters beyond the previous branch, another 

spur forks off the main line. This one travels about seven kilometers to some not very 

frequently used alternate loading berths on the Tatar Strait.  

 

➢ Km 442 (4284): Sovetskaya Gavan-

Sortirovochniy (станция Советская 

Гавань-Сортировочный; “Soviet Harbor 

Marshalling Yard”) – By the gargantuan 

standards of the Russian rail system, this 

sorting yard is a small one, fewer than ten 

lines within a rail yard approximately one 

kilometer long. There are also some 

additional short side branches that extend to 

various service sheds and some minor coal-

loading facilities.  

 

The town surrounding the station is 

Oktyabrskiy (Октябрьский; “October”); it 

has a population of approximately 6,300. 

Three and a half kilometers to the south of 

the rail station is the town of Zavetiy Ilicha 

(Заветы Ильича). It has a population of 

approximately 9,000 and is one of several 
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homeports for the Russian Pacific Naval Fleet. Immediately west of the port is an airbase, the 

former home of the 42nd Regiment. For this reason, it’s known as the “42nd Aerodrome” 

(Аэродром Сорок-второй). It has a single runway of 2,500 meters, large enough for most 

medium-sized jets. As part of a Far East base restructuring several years ago, the military 

airbase was closed.  

 

About 18 kilometers southwest of Sovetskaya Gavan, or about eight kilometers northwest of 

the village of Gatka (Гатка), is another abandoned military airbase, the former Mai-Gatka 

Base (Авиабаза Май-гатка). It’s a full length airfield of 3,000 meters. Intermittent 

commercial passenger service has been offered here ever since the military departed.  

 

For reasons known only to Soviet master rail planners, “Sovgavan-Sort” is the final long-

distance passenger rail station on the BAM Line – even though it’s technically a “sorting” 

station and not a regular passenger station. So much for labels. One might be tempted to 

think that, having come halfway around the world, the rail service would continue a mere 25 

additional kilometers to end at Sovetskaya Gavan-City Rail Station – but that might be too 

convenient. Rather, passengers must disembark here and wait around (at least an hour or two) 

and then transfer to Sovgavan on a local train. Most don’t bother – they take a bus or haul a 

taxi. Even were one tempted to take the train, the Sovetskaya Gavan-City Rail Station is 

several kilometers out of town in the middle of nowhere and it’s still necessary to find a bus 

or taxi.  

 

➢ Km 451 (4293): Cross the Tolka River (река Толка) – This little stream originates some ten 

kilometers north of this crossing; from here it flows about a kilometer south until it joins the 

left bank of the Mai River (река Май).  

 

➢ Km 452 (4294): Cross the Mai River (река Май) – This little river begins about 35 

kilometers west of this crossing in some lowlands at the foot of the Sikhote-Alin Mountains. 

From here it flows seven more kilometers east to its mouth.  

 

There are two bridges at this crossing; one is for cars and trucks and the other is the rail 

bridge. The vehicle bridge is 130 meters east of the rail bridge. Both are built over a 

combination of twin 500 meter-long land causeways with two central elevated spans of about 

50 meters allowing the river to flow. The Mai River, which one kilometer west of the 

crossings is a five to ten meter-wide creek, opens up by the bridges to a 600 meter-wide 

estuary and tidal channel leading to the Sovgavan Harbor. The channel, which is one of 

several, is seven kilometers long until its mouth empties on the harbor. From there, it’s less 

than five kilometers east until the harbor opens onto the Tatar Strait. The former airfield and 

the town of Zavetiy Ilicha are along its left bank (north side); the village of Maiskiy 

(Майский) is along its right (south side).  

 

➢ Km 458 (4300): Desna (станция Десна) – There’s nothing but a couple of buildings along 

the tracks, but it’s the closest station to Maiskiy (Майский; “May”). Named for the nearby 

river, Maiskiy is about three kilometers northwest of this station. It’s a small town of around 

2,500 persons located on a peninsula that’s formed by the Mai River to its north and 

Sovgavan Harbor to its south. On the opposite bank of the Mai lie Zavetiy Ilicha and the 
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airbase. On the opposite bank of Sovetskaya Harbor is the city of Sovetskaya Gavan. There 

are two minor one kilometer-long spur lines that reach the Mai River and Sovgavan Harbor 

from here.  

 

➢ Km 460 (4302): Cross the Bolshaya Khadya River (река Большая Хадя) – The BAM Line 

crosses this multi-channeled, braided river just at its confluence with the waters of Sovgavan 

Harbor. It has traveled over 100 kilometers from the mountains southwest of this crossing to 

reach here. From the bridge, which marks the western extent of the sea’s tidal reach and salty 

waters, it is 11 kilometers to the Strait of Tatary. The width of the channel for almost all 

those 11 kilometers is one and a half to two kilometers. The channel is Soviet Harbor.  

 

One small component of the “Big” Khadya is the inflow of the ten kilometer-long Glu River 

(река Глу). It joins the left-most (northernmost) channel within one kilometer west of the 

bridge.  

 

Depending on the amount of flowing water – and that depends on rainfall, spring thaw, and 

time of the year – the crossing of the railroad is usually over four main channels just before 

the river opens up onto the harbor. There are either bridges or causeways over each of the 

channels varying in length from 70 to 200 meters. The entire distance across the river, from 

left bank (north) to right (south) is a little over one kilometer. After the train crosses the 

Bolshaya Khadya, it rides along its right bank for two and a half kilometers until it turns 

south, then east, towards Sovetskaya Gavan-City Station.  

 

➢ Km 463 (4305): Branch Line South – This little spur turns to the right and travels about four 

kilometers passing a potash mine along the way. The main line of the train circles around the 

mine clockwise 180 degrees before reaching the next, and southernmost, channel of 

Sovetskaya Harbor. It’s called Sovetskaya Gavan-Port (Советская Гавань-Порт).  

 

➢ Km 466 (4308): Cross the Bolshoi Egge River (река Большой Згге) – This small river 

begins about 15 kilometers to the southwest. Similar to the other previously crossed rivers-

turned-sea channels, the “Big” Egge terminates as a 50 meter-wide large stream less than 500 

meters downstream from the bridge. There, it opens up onto a sea channel, an arm of 

Sovetskaya Harbor. It quickly grows to about 400 meters across and one kilometer further 

downstream it is 600 meters wide. Two kilometers beyond that and it’s 800 meters across 

and joins the main channel that constitutes Sovgavan Harbor. From there, it’s nine kilometers 

northeast to the harbor’s mouth on the Tatar Strait.  

 

Immediately prior to its passing under the rail line, the Big Yegge is joined by the Malaya 

Yegge (река Малая Згге). The “Little” Egge originates about five kilometers to the 

southeast. Only a small rise in elevation keeps it from flowing directly into the Tatar Strait 

which is only three kilometers further east.  

 

➢ Km 467 (4309): Branch Line North – Here a branch diverges from the main line and runs 

north about four kilometers almost to the city of Sovetskaya Gavan. It splits along the way 

and each half serves some rather negligible industrial sites. Although the line exists – and 

therefore could easily be upgraded to serve the city, there appears no desire or plan to do so.  
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➢ Km 468 (4310): Sovetskaya Gavan-Gorod (станция Советская Гавань-Город; “Soviet 

Harbor-City Station”) – As mentioned, the station is located a little less than four kilometers 

south of town. A short bus or taxi ride brings you to city center. There’s really only one 

hotel, the “Sovetskaya Gavan” (Гостиница Советская Гавань), and fortunately it’s a nice 

place. It’s located on Ulitsa Pionerskaya 14 (Улица Пионерская 14) in the center of the city. 

When it comes time to leave, and in checking the rail timetable at the station, always inquire 

whether the train’s departure time is from the “City” or the “Sorting” station. The city station 

train is only a local connection to the sorting station. The sorting station train hosts the long-

distance train.  

 

Sovgavan (Совгавань), as it is known to its inhabitants, is a city of some 27,000 persons 

many of whom, rather logically, work in one segment or another of the shipping industry. 

Freight, fishing, canning, coal and timber hauling may all be included in this definition of the 

shipping industry. Not too long after its founding in 1853, the city was named 

Imperatorskaya Gavan (Императорская Гавань; lit., “Imperial Harbor” or “Emperor’s 

Harbor”), after the then-reigning Emperor (Tsar) Nicholas I (Николай I Павлович Романов; 

1796-1855). It was re-named in 1922 during the Soviet era to Soviet Harbor. Whether the 

city’s name should revert to its orginal name has been debated for several years. As the reign 

of Nicholas was not terribly popular, preference for him over the Soviets is not very great. 

Therefore, for the time being at least, Sovetskaya Gavan it remains.  

 

For the most part, the city and several of its neighboring towns occupy both the northern and 

southern shores of an eleven kilometer-long natural deepwater inlet off the Tatar Strait. By 

contrast, the inlet forming Vanino’s harbor is only four kilometers long. Zavetiy Ilicha and 

the airfield are located on a separate channel at the northeastern end of the main Sovgavan 

Harbor channel. Sovetskaya Gavan city proper and Lososina (Лососина; “Salmon”) occupy 

most of the southern shoreline of the main channel of the harbor. Lososina is northeast of 

Sovetskaya Gavan by about four kilometers. It has about 3,250 residents and its main 

industry is fish processing.  

 

The town of Mayskiy is in the middle, on its own peninsula sticking into the middle of 

Sovetskaya Harbor. Because Sovetskaya Gavan is fairly well spread out along the main 

channel of the inlet, it’s probably easiest to state that the “downtown” section is near the 

middle of the southern shore of the harbor, about eight kilometers southwest of the open 

waters of the Tatar Strait. Because of their northern latitudes and the large volume of fresh 

water that enters their harbors, both Sovgavan and Vanino ports freeze over in the winter. At 

both harbors, ice-breakers are employed to keep them open.  

 

There are a few minor sights in the city, mostly having to do with the Great Patriotic War. 

Perhaps the best known monument is the Red Partizan Lighthouse (Маяк Красный 

Партизан). Built at the end of the 19th Century, it’s one of the oldest on the Russian Pacific 

coast. It’s on the headland at the entrance to Sovgan Harbor. It’s known as Red Partisan in 

commemoration of those murdered near this spot during the Russian Civil War. Not far from 

the lighthouse on a high cliff is a monument in memory of this event.  
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The railroad line does not completely end at the Sovgavan-Gorod Rail Station. It continues 

east a few more kilometers and dead-ends at a small industrial site. But that’s it – and if 

you’ve been riding along the BAM all these thousands of kilometers from Taishet, you have 

completed a great journey, and a journey not accomplished by many.  

 

So, is this the end of the road? Well perhaps not – unless you live in Sovgavan and are now 

home. But if you’re not home, it’s soon time enough to leave. Besides the airport, train, or 

the half-paved road to Komsomolsk or Khabarovsk, the other way out of town is by sea, and 

unless you travel with your own personal yacht, this most likely means the rail-ferry to 

Sakhalin Island.  
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Mamiya Rinzō (1775-1844) 
Rinzō is one of Japan’s early great 
explorers and navigators. This statue is 
at Cape Sōya, Hokkaido Island.  

CROSS THE TATAR STRAIT 

THE VANINO-KHOLMSK RAIL-FERRY TO SAKHALIN ISLAND 

 

Beginning in 1973, SASCO, the Sakhalin Shipping Company, started operating a daily 

overnight train-ferry between the port of Vanino on the Russian mainland and the port of 

Kholmsk (Холмск) on the island of Sakhalin. There 

are two rail docks at each end. The rail-ferries, which 

also hold cars, trucks, and other vehicles, as well as 

passengers, dock their sterns to port. Each ferry has a 

great rear-facing hatch that opens to permit the 

loading and unloading of trains and other vehicles. 

The usual depature time from Vanino east (or 

Kholmsk if traveling west) is 12:00 Noon with arrival 

at Kholmsk (or Vanino) the next morning. Note that 

the schedule is often disrupted by bad weather.  

 

Although from Vanino directly east across the Strait 

of Tatar to Sakhalin Island is only 125 kilometers, 

Khomsk is not directly across the Strait; it is several 

hundred kilometers to the south. The sailing distance 

from one port to the other is approximately 265 

kilometers. The sailing time varies from 15 to 20 

hours.  

 

The Tatar Strait (Татарский пролив) is a 900 

kilometer-long channel separating the southeast coast 

of the Far East Russian mainland, roughly from 

Vladivostok to Nikolayevsk-na-Amuré, from Sakhalin 

Island. Its width varies greatly from about 25 to 50 

kilometers wide in the north to anywhere from 100 to 

300 kilometers across in the south. Its narrowest section is only 7.3 kilometers wide at the 56 

kilometer-long Nevelskoy Strait (Невельского пролив), which is more than three-quarters of 

the way up Sakhalin Island’s northern end.  

 

For many centuries, the Tatar Strait was believed to be a gulf. It was not until 1849 that the 

Russian navigator Captain Gennady Nevelskoy (Геннaдий Ивaнович Невельской; 1813-

76) established that the strait connected the Sea of Japan in the south to the Sea of Okhotsk in 

the north. The strait’s narrowest section now bears his name. For the Russians, the discovery 

proved that Sakhalin was an island. Prior to this, Sakhalin was believed to be a peninsula, 

like Kamchatka (полуостров Камчатка).  

 

Naturally, the Japanese have a slightly different take on the matter. They call the Tatar Strait 
the “Mamiya” Strait (Japanese: 間宮海峡; Romanization: Mamiya kaikyō) after their explorer 

and navigator Mamiya Rinzō (Japanese: 間宮 林蔵; 1775-1844) who made the same 

discoveries forty years earlier. In 1809, he also sailed these waters and established that 

Sakhalin is an island and not connected to the Asian mainland.  
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Monument to La Pérouse at Cape Sōya 

Russo-Japan Sakhalin Island 
Map showing Sakhalin divided along the 50th 
Parallel – the border between Russia and Japan 
for almost 50 years until the end of WW II.  

 

However, although Rinzō may have been 

a great explorer and he did map much of 

Sakhalin – and Nevelskoy was also an 

important figure in the exploration of the 

Russian Far East – the fact is that both of 

these “discoveries” had already been 

discovered by the French seaman Jean-

François de La Pérouse (1741-88?), who 

charted most of the Tatar Strait in 1787. 

Naturally, to be fair, it should be said that 

neither Rinzō nor Nevelskoy knew of La 

Pérouse.  

 

About halfway across the Strait of Tatar, 

the ferry crosses the invisible line that 

separates Khabarovskiy Krai from 

Sakhalin Oblast (Сахалинская oбласть). The 

Oblast includes the very large island of 

Sakhalin and the very small Kuril Islands 

(Russian: Курильские острова; Japanese: 千島

列島; Romanization: Chishima rettō). The 

Kurils are a volcanic chain of some 56 islands 

that run approximately 1,300 kilometers from 

northeastern Hokkaido in Japan to the southern 

end of the Kamchatka Peninsula of Russia. 

They are Russian territory, though several are 

claimed by Japan. Just a few years ago, there 

was a realignment of several of Russia’s time 

zones. The change included Sakhalin Island. 

When crossing the Tatar Strait, it’s time to 

move clocks forward one more hour (MT + 8 

hours). That’s one hour ahead of the Russian 

mainland and the cities of Vanino, Sovetskaya 

Gavan, Komsomolsk-na-Amuré, Khabarovsk, 

and Vladivostok.  

 

Sakhalin is Russia’s largest island. In area, the 

Oblast ranks 37th of Russia’s total of 85 federal 

subjects; in population, it is 72nd. It is 948 

kilometers long (589 miles) and 25 to 170 

kilometers wide (16 to 106 miles), with a 

surface area of 72,492 square kilometers 

(27,989 square miles). The adminstrative capital 

of the Oblast and the island’s largest city is 

Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk (Южно-Сахалинск; “South 
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1875 Treaty of St. Petersburg 
Original in Japan Foreign Ministry 
archives, Tokyo, Japan. 

Sakhalin”). The island’s population is approximately 500,000 with almost 200,000 of those 

persons living in Yuzhno. Only about 19,000 persons live in the Kurils.  

 

Japanese ambitions over Sakhalin Island – which they call Karafuto (Japanese: 樺太; 

Romanization: Karafu to) – began as early as 1807 when they declared sovereignty over the 

island. According to the Japanese, it was Mamiya Rinzō who discovered the Strait of Tatary 

and established that Sakhalin is an island and therefore not part of the Russian mainland. 

From the Japanese point of view, Sakhalin (or Karafuto) is a natural extension of Hokkaido 

and the northernmost island of the Japan archipelago.  

 

Japan pressed its claims in 1845 as well as its claims over the Kuril Islands. Russian settlers 

ignored these claims but Japan and Russia did agree in 1855 by the Treaty of Shimoda 

(Russian: Шимода договор; Japanese: 日露和親条約; 

Romanization: Nichiro Washin Jōyaku) to share 

Sakhalin: Russians in the north and Japanese in the 

south, with no clear boundary between them. They 

also divided the Kurils: the southernmost four 

(Etorofu/Iturup, Kunashir, Shikotan, and the Habomai 

Rocks) went to Japan; everything else north went to 

Russia.  

 

This all changed in 1875 however, when Russia and 

Japan agreed upon the Treaty of Saint Petersburg 

(Russian: Петербургский договор; Japanese: 樺太・

千島交換条約; Romanization: Karafuto-Chishima 

Kōkan Jōyaku). Under the terms of the new treaty, 

Japan relinguished sovereignty over its portion of 

Sakhalin in exchange for all the Kurils up to the 

Kamchatka Peninsula. The two Empires agreed on 

these new conditions because without a well-defined 

border on Sakhalin, there had been numerous 

incidents between Russian and Japanese settlers.  

 

Time marches on and borders were to change again. 

After her defeat in the Russo-Japanese War (1904-05), 

Russia agreed in the Treaty of Portsmouth (New 

Hampshire) to return the southern part of the island below the 50th parallel to Japan. Russia 

retained the northern three-fifths of the island. South Sakhalin became Japan’s Karafuto 
Prefecture (Japanese: 樺太庁; Romanization: Karafuto-chō) with the capital at Toyohara 

(Japanese: 豊原; Romanization: Toyo hara), which is today’s Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk. Russia’s 

northern section formed Sakhalin Oblast, with the capital at Aleksandrovsk-Sakhalinskiy 

(Александровск-Сахалинский). Japan continued her complete occupation of all the Kurils.  

 

The most recent change in ownership (or possession) in the region occurred in the final days 

of World War II. On August 6, 1945, the United States dropped the first atomic bomb ever 

used in warfare on Hiroshima. On August 8, the Soviet Union declared war on Japan and 
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Quad Cabin on the 
Vanino-Kholmsk Rail-Ferry 

invaded Manchuria the next day, August 9. On that same day, the United States dropped a 

second nuclear bomb on Nagasaki.  

 

On August 11, 1945, after the twin bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Russia launched 

an invasion from Sovetskaya Gavan to re-take the southern portion of Sakhalin Island. Close 

to half a million Japanese were living on Sakhalin at the time. Although about 200,000 

persons were evacuated before the invasion, it took several years thereafter for the remaining 

300,000 Japanese citizens and a large number of Koreans to be repatriated. Some thousands 

of Japanese defenders who did not escape were taken 

prisoner. Japan has claimed that over 20,000 civilians 

were killed during the invasion.  

 

On August 15, Emperor Hirohito (Japanese: 裕仁; 

1901-89), who is more properly referred to now as 

Emperor Showa (Japanese: 昭和天皇; Romanization: 

Shōwa-tennō), announced the surrender of Japan on a 

recorded message broadcast over the radio. The 

invasion of the Kuril Islands (Russian: Курильская 

десантная операция) took place between August 18 

and September 1. On August 23, the Japanese 

garrisons assigned to the islands surrendered as part of 

the general Surrender of Japan and thereafter the 

Soviets occupied all of the Kurils without further 

resistance.  

 

On August 28, the occupation of Japan by United 

States and the Allied Powers began and on September 

2, 1945, the Japanese government signed the 

Instrument of Surrender on the United States Navy 

battleship the USS Missouri in Tokyo Bay. The state 

of war between Japan and the Allies formally ended when the Treaty of San Francisco 
(Japanese: サンフランシスコ講和条約; Romanization: San-Furansisuko kōwa-Jōyaku) came 

into force on April 28, 1952. It was signed on September 8, 1951.  

 

Although Japan renounced its claims of sovereignty over southern Sakhalin and the Kuril 

Islands in the San Francisco Treaty, it continues to maintain that four of the southernmost 

Kurils were not subject to the treaty. Russia rejects these claims and the status of the islands 

continues to generate friction between the two countries. Japan and Russia signed a Joint 

Declaration in 1956 that formally ended the state of war between them but did not resolve the 

Kuril Islands dispute. Article 9 of the Declaration postpones resolution until the conclusion 

of a final peace treaty. To date, there has been no final peace treaty and thus the ownership 

issues of the four southernmost Kurils have not been permanently resolved.  
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Arrival at Kholmsk Port Rail-Ferry Dock 

Kholmsk Off-Loading Rails viewed  
through the stern portal of the Rail-Ferry 

➢ Km 87: Kholmsk (Холмск; “Hill”) – 

On the sea approach to Sakhalin 

Island’s southwestern coast, there are 

two ports containing three distinct 

operations. The entrance to each 

harbor is separated by one kilometer. 

Each is about the same size and both 

are busy ports.  

 

To the north is Kholmsk-Zapadniy 

(Сахалинский Западный морской 

порт; “Kholmsk-West”). It is the 

newer of the two, having opened in 

2002. It features an all-new 

containerized cargo facility operated by 

a large number of heavy-lift cranes and 

is directly accessible to the rail system. Kholmsk-West was specifically built to handle the 

cargo requirements of the Sakhalin-I and Sakhalin-II oil and gas projects off the Sakhalin 

Shelf (Сахалинские шельфовые проекты). One of the largest and most difficult offshore 

projects ever undertaken, the development includes the 12,376 meter-long (40,604 feet) 

Chayvo Well, the longest oil well ever drilled.  

 

Kholmsk-Port (Холмск-порт), to the south, contains the Kholmsk Trading Port (Холмский 

морской торговый порт), a commercial port established at the beginning of the 20th Century 

and the twin docks of the Rail-Ferry (Холмск-Ванино морская железнодорожная 

грузопассажирская паромная). Arriving rail-ferries back in to either one of two rail-

embedded wharves which allow for the direct transfer of rail cars onto land. The two docks 

are separated by about 225 meters. The stern-facing loading portal is raised and vehicles 

disembark. Cars and trucks are off-loaded 

first; then trains are driven onto the wharf 

rail tracks. The wharf is flexible and can be 

raised or lowered to accommodate the tides.  

 

Within less than one kilometer, the off-

loaded trains, their wheels set on Russian 

gauge, enter several large railroad sheds 

where their bogies are changed to the more 

narrow Japanese gauge. The narrow gauge 

is a holdover from Japan’s occupation of 

Sakhalin until the end of World War II. 

Although the island’s rail network is today 

run by Sakhalin Railways (Сахалинская 

железная дорога), a division of Russian 

Railways, the rail system was built during 

Japanese control of the island. Since the 

island’s railways use the Japanese gauge of 
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A Set of Russian Wide-Gauge Bogies 

Kholmsk Morskoi Vokzal (Sea Terminal) 

1,067 millimeters (3 feet, 6 inches), the 

trains coming from the Russian 

mainland need their bogies (wheel 

undercarriages) changed; this is done in 

the service sheds on arrival in 

Kholmsk. Upon completion to the new 

set of undercarriage wheel assemblies, 

the trains exit the sheds and head south 

out of the rail yard.  

 

Since 2004, the Sakhalin rail network 

has been gradually converting to the 

much wider Russian gauge of 1,520 

millimeters (4 feet, 115⁄6 inches). 

However, this is a tedious process and 

progess has been incremental. Essentially, it’s tied-up the island’s railways to the point that 

passenger service has become an almost forgotten last place priority. Today, Sakhalin’s rail 

system is primarily devoted to the movement of freight where time is not of the essence.  

 

Tickets for the rail-ferry can be purchased at the Sea Terminal (Морской вокзал) which is 

located on Ulitsa Sovetskaya (улица Советская) immediately in front of the rail-ferry 

loading docks. Tickets and information for the railroad are available at the Kholmsk Rail 

Station (Холмск железнодорожная станция; sometimes referred to as Kholmsk-South, 

Холмск-Южный), about 650 meters south of the Sea Terminal also on Ulitsa Sovetskaya, or 

the Kholmsk-North Rail Station (Холмск-Северный железнодорожная станция; 

sometimes called Kholmsk-Gruzovoi (Холмск-Грузовой; “Kholmsk Cargo”), about two 

kilometers north of the Sea Terminal on Ulitsa Lesozavodskaya (улица Лесозаводская; 

“Timber Factory Street”), which is the same street as Sovetskaya but the name changes.  

 

Should you find yourself stuck overnight 

in Kholmsk waiting on the ferry, know 

that you have a decent choice of hotels. 

There are five: the Kholmsk (Гостиница 

Холмск); Seagull (Чайка); Olympus 

(Олимп), Hope (Надежда), and a 

guesthouse of the Sakhalin Shipping 

Company (Гостевой дом ОАО 

Сахалинское морское пароходство). 

The latter is rudimentary but 

conveniently located nearby the Sea 

Terminal. The others are not far away; 

Kholmsk is not a very large city.  

 

Kholmsk’s modern origins begin in 1870 

when it was founded as a military 

outpost. After the Russo-Japanese War 
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KM 87: Kholmsk Railway Station 

of 1904-1905, the city, along with the southern half of the island, was transferred to Japan 

under the Treaty of Portsmouth. The Japanese renamed it Maoka (Japanese: 真岡; “True 

Hill”). After the Red Army re-took all of 

Sakhalin at the end of the Second World 

War, the city was renamed Kholmsk in 

1946, a name derived from the Russian 

word with the meaning of hill.  

 

Kholmsk is a city of about 30,000 persons 

and although it is not famous for being a 

particularly beautiful place – it does have a 

worthwhile Municipal Natural Science 

Museum (Холмский муниципальный 

естественнонаучный музей). The 

museum has collections of marine animals 

and shells collected during the Russian 

explorations of the Okhotsk, Bering, and 

Japan Seas. Some would argue that 

Kholmsk is an attractive place – at least 

once you leave downtown and hike the hills that surround the city. Only then can a visitor 

appreciate the sea views and the attractive setting.  

 

From Kholmsk, the direct but closed rail line is 87 kilometers east to the island’s largest city 

and administrative capital, Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk (Южно-Сахалинск). By road on the A392 

Highway (also designated as the P495 Highway), it’s a little longer at about 90 kilometers. It 

takes about 90 minutes. Although the road is not quite as direct as the rail line, everyone 

takes the road because rail service has been halted. Essentially, the direct rail line has been 

inoperable for the last several years. Alternate service is available but it runs along a 

completely different route that is altogether 275 kilometers long. Service is exceedingly 

lengthy. Because marshrutka (маршрутка) taxi service from the Kholmsk Rail Station to the 

Yuzhno Rail Station is so frequent, cheap, and easy, few persons bother with the train.  

 

We’ll outline the direct rail route over the next several pages in case it’s ever put back into 

service, but realistically must point out that for now, it’s the highway that is used. The route 

by road is: Kholmsk → Pyatirechye (Пятиречье) → Chaplanovo (Чапланово) → 

Bambuchek (Бамбучек)→ Pozharskoye (Пожарское) → Viysokoye (Высокое) → Ogonki 

(Огоньки) → Petropavlovskoye (Петропавловское) → Uspenskoye (Успенское) → 

Troitskoye (Троицкое; “Trinity”) → and Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk.  

 

By rail, to reach Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk from Kholmsk, the direct line heads south from 

Kholmsk Station, then east – but first we’ll mention that there is another line that runs about 

125 kilometers north along the west coast, and this is part of the alternate train route to 

Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk. From Kholmsk, the stations on this northbound line are: Kholmsk-

Severniy (Холмск-Северный; “Kholmsk-North”) → Simakovo (Симаково) → Mineralnaya 

(Минеральная) → Yablochnaya (Яблочная) → Sadovniki (Садовники) → Pioneriy-

Sakhalinskie (Пионеры-Сахалинские) → Kostromskaya-Sakhalinskaya (Костромская-
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Сахалинская) → Krasnoyarskaya-Sakhalinskaya (Красноярская-Сахалинская) → 

Chekhov-Sakhalinskiy (Чехов-Сахалинский) → Baikovo (Байково) → Novoselovo-

Sakhalinskoye (Новоселово-Сахалинское) → Urozhainoye (Урожайное) → Tomari 

(Томари) → Staromayachnaya (Старомаячная) → Penzenskaya (Пензенская) → Ilinsk-

Yuzhno (Ильинск-Южно; “Ilinsk-South”) → and Ilinsk-Sakhalinskiy (Ильинск 

Сахалинский).  

 

From a little south of Ilinskiy (Ильинский), this western branch turns southeast about 25 

kilometers, crosses the island, and then joins the main north-south Sakhalin rail line at 

Arsentevka (Арсентьевка). There is no further northbound rail service on the west coast of 

Sakhalin. From Arsentevka, it’s approximately another 125 kilometers south to Yuzhno-

Sakhalinsk. That’s the alternate rail route used to reach Yuzhno from Kholmsk.  

 

Returning to Kholmsk, we’ll get started on our would-be rail trip to Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk via 

the direct route. Note that we’ll count down the kilometer distances starting at Kholmsk-

South Station (Холмск-Южный) at 87. You won’t see these numbers along the tracks and 

you won’t be able to travel this route because most of it is not open.  

 

➢ Km 84: Kholmsk-Sortirovochniy (станция Холмск-Сортировочный; “Kholmsk Sorting 

Station”) – From either the Kholmsk-South Main Railway Station or the twin docks of the 

Vanino-Kholmsk Rail-Ferry (for these are two separate rail lines a few hundred meters 

apart), it’s a little under three kilometers south to here. What’s here? Not much, it’s a sorting 

station, a relatively small rail marshaling yard where locomotives and freight cars can be 

switched from track to track depending on their destinations. A “sorting” station (Russian 

terminology) may be called a “switching” station or a rail “marshalling” yard (English 

terminology). This one has about a half-dozen lines within a length of one kilometer.  
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Km 73: Devil’s Bridge 

➢ Km 83: Branch Line South – About one kilometer south of the switching station, a branch 

line diverges to the right; the line to Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk turns 90 degrees left to the east. The 

southern branch runs some 75 kilometers along the west coast of Sakhalin Island passing 

through the stations or towns of Serniye-Istochniki (Серные-Источники; “Sulphur Springs”) 

→ Priboy (Прибой) → Pravda (правда) → Lyublino (Люблино) → Zyryanskoye 

(Зырянское) → Kalinino (Калинино) → Svetlyaki (Светляки; “Fireflies”) → Zavety-Ilicha 

(Заветы Ильича; “Precepts of Ilyich”) → Yasnonmorskiy (Ясноморский) → Lovetskaya 

(Ловецкая) → Nevelsk (Невельск) → Seleznevo (Селезнево) → Lopatino (Лопатино) → 

Gornozavodsk (Горнозаводск; “Hill Factory”) → Shakhta-Sakhalinskaya (Шахта-

Сахалинская) → and Shebunino (Шебунино).  

 

Shebunino is 60 kilometers north of the southwesternmost cape – and the southernmost point 

– of Sakhalin, Cape Crillon (Мыс Крильон, Japanese: 西能登呂岬; Romanization: Nishi 

notoro-misaki; English: Cape Nishinotoro). There are no roads and the area is completely 

uninhabited. From the end of the cape to the northernmost tip of Japan, at Cape Soya 

(Japanese: 宗谷岬; Romanization: Sōya Misaki) on Hokkaido Island, it is 43 kilometers 

across the LaPerouse Strait (Russian: пролив Лаперуза; Japanese: 宗谷海峡; Romanization: 

Sōya kaikyō; English: Soya Strait). Both Cape Crillon and the Crillon Peninsula 

(Крильонский полуостров) were named after one of the most renowned French military 

leaders of the 16th Century, Commander Louis de Crillon-Balbes (1543-1615). They were 

named by French naval officer and explorer Jean-François de La Pérouse (1741-1788?).  

 

➢ Km 78: Nikolaychuk (платформа Николайчук) – A settlement of several dozen houses 

strung along the west side of the rail line. The platform and village are named for Boris 

Nikolaichuk (Борис Мартынович 

Николайчук; 1924-45), a young lance 

sergeant who led an assault team of the 

Red Army against the Japanese in August 

of 1945. He was killed near the Devil’s 

Bridge. There is an obelisk in his honor 

close to the platform. Nikolaychuk is the 

last station open on the main line to 

Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk. From here forward, it 

is closed.  

 

➢ Km 74: Enter Tunnel – This is the 

beginning of the highlight of Sakhalin 

Railways: Devil’s Bridge (Чёртов мост). 

It’s an outstanding example of imaginative 

railroad engineering and is naturally 

popular with railroad enthusiasts. First the train enters an 800 meter-long tunnel – a tunnel 

that turns a 360 degree underground loop. It’s called the Takaradai Loop (петля Такарадай). 

As soon as it emerges, it flies over a deep ravine on the Devil’s Bridge until it enters a second 

tunnel.  
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➢ Km 73: Cross Devil’s Bridge – Along with the prior tunnel, the bridge was constructed by 

the Japanese in 1928. It is 125 meters (410 feet) long and 41 meters (135 feet) tall; it is the 

highest bridge on Sakhalin Island. The bridge was the scene of heavy fighting between 

Russian and Japanese soldiers in 1945.  

 

Unfortunately, the bridge and tunnel became victims of the changover from narrow gauge to 

Russian gauge. Upgrading them would take almost an entire replacement of the tunnel and 

the bridge. They were abandoned in 1994 and remain closed. There’s no current timetable of 

when they might be placed back into service. Their closure shuts down this section of the line 

for about the next 50 kilometers until Novoderevenskaya (станция Новодеревенская).  

 

➢ Km 73: Enter Tunnel – This tunnel is about 400 meters long.  

 

➢ Km 69: Kamyshevo-Sakhalinskoye (станция Камышево-Сахалинское; “Reed-

Sakhalinsk”) – It’s only a little station house with a big name. The town’s name is 

Kamyshevo (Камышево; “Reed”).  

 

➢ Km 68: Cross the Lyutoga River (река Лютога) – The 130 kilometer-long Lyutoga is the 

third-longest river on Sakhalin. It begins about 15 kilometers north of the rail crossing near 

Pyatireche (Пятиречье). From the crossing it flows south about 70 greatly meandering 

kilometers until its discharge at the northernmost end of the Gulf of Aliva (залив Анива) at 

the village of Aliva (Анива). Eighty kilometers due south, at its mouth, the gulf is 100 

kilometers across and opens onto the LaPerouse Strait and the Sea of Okhotsk.  

 

➢ Km 60: Chaplanovo (станция Чапланово) – This little village of some 900 persons is 

embraced on three sides by water, the Lyutoga River on the south and west, the Tiobut (река 

Тиобут) on the north. It is named after Soviet gunnery Sergeant Yevgeniy Chaplanova 

(Евгеия Чапланова; ?-1945) who died in the battle at Devil’s Bridge.  

 

➢ Km 60: Cross the Tiobut River (река Тиобут) – About 500 meters north of the Chaplanovo 

Station the line crosses over this tributary of the Lyutoga. Its source is some 50 kilometers to 

the northeast. It ends when it joins the left bank of the Lyutoga about 600 meters downstream 

west of this crossing.  

 

➢ Km 54: Cross the Lyutoga River (река Лютога) – The rail line crosses over from the left 

bank (west side) of the river to its right (east side).  

 

➢ Km 53: Pyatireche (станция Пятиречье) – A small village that fairly well straddles both 

sides of the rail line.  

 

➢ Km 53: Cross the Lyutoga River (река Лютога) – Just as the rail line passes out of the 

village, it crosses the river here. It’s merely a small stream now. The line crossed over from 

the river’s right bank to its left.  

 

➢ Km 51: Enter Tunnel – The line passes through a 200 meter-long tunnel.  
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➢ Km 48: Chistovodnoye (станция Чистоводное) – This little village of about 200 residents is 

nestled into several bends along the right bank of the Tiobut River.  

 

➢ Km 47: Cross the Tiobut River (река Тиобут) – The line crosses from the river’s right bank 

(west side) to its left (east side).  

 

➢ Km 45: Cross the Ozhidaevskaya River (река Ожидаевская) – This little 20 kilometer-long 

creek begins about 15 kilometers to the northeast. From this crossing it flows an additional 

three kilometers west until it merges into the left bank of the Tiobut River at Chistovodnoye.  

 

➢ Km 45: Cross the Ozhidaevskaya River (река Ожидаевская) – Here the rail line passes over 

the river from its left bank (south side) to its right (north side).  

 

➢ Km 44: Cross the Ozhidaevskaya River (река Ожидаевская) – One more time, this time the 

line runs from the right bank to left.  

 

➢ Km 43: Ozhidaevo (станция Ожидаево) – Maybe a dozen houses straddling both sides of 

the tracks. The population is less than twenty.  

 

➢ Km 40: Cross the Suchkovataya River (река Сучковатая) – This little creek’s source is less 

than ten kilometers east. From the rail crossing it flows about one kilometer until its mouth 

on the left bank of the Ozhidaevskaya.  

 

➢ Km 37: Cross the Ozhidaevskaya River (река Ожидаевская) – The rails cross the river from 

left bank to right.  

 

➢ Km 30: Pereval (Перевал; “Passage”) – A place for the rail line to run through.  

 

➢ Km 17: Novoderevenskaya (станция Новодеревенская) – Starting here the line functions 

again although there is very limited service.  

 

➢ Km 11: Kurskaya-Sakhalinskaya (станция Курская-Сахалинская) – A tiny station.  

 

➢ Km 7: Dalnee (станция Дальнее; “Distant”) – A little village to the west of the tracks.  

 

➢ Km 2: Cross the Susuya River (река Сусуя) – The 83 kilometer-long Susuya is along with 

the Lyutoga River one of the two largest rivers of southern Sakhalin. It begins its course 

about 40 kilometers to the northeast. From the rail crossing it flows close to 30 kilometers 

due south until it terminates at the northernmost end of the Gulf of Aniva (залив Анива) just 

south of the village of Dachnoye (Дачное; “Green Valley”). Dachnoye is about 15 

kilometers north of Korsakov (Корсаков).  

 

➢ Km 1: Branch Line North – Slightly less than one kilometer north of Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk 

Rail Station, the line divides in two. In terms of the overall layout of Sakhalin Rail, this is the 

most important fork in the system. The westbound branch we’ve been following runs to 

Kholmsk and then north to Ilinskiy or south to Shebunino, both lines run along the island’s 
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west coast. In total, it includes about 275 kilometers of rail. The northbound branch of this 

fork travels more than 850 kilometers either through the central portions of the island or 

along its east coast to just beyond Moskalvo (Москальво), which is about 35 kilometers west 

of Okha (Oxa), northern Sakhalin’s largest city. Note however that the 200 kilometer-long 

narrow-gauge section of rail that extends north from Nogliki (Ноглики) to Okha was closed 

in 2006.  

 

From Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, where the line begins at Km 0, the first stations or cities along the 

northbound route are: Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk-Gruzovoi (Южно-Сахалинск-Грузовой; 

“Cargo”) → Lugovoye (Луговое; “Meadow”) → Novoaleksandrovka (Новоалександровка) 

→ 22 km branch to Sinegorsk (Синегорск) → Bereznyaki-Sakhalinskiy (Березняки-

Сахалинские) → Starorusskoye (Старорусское; “Old Russian”) → Sokol (Сокол; 

“Falcon”) → 22 km branch to Biykov (Быков) → Dolinsk (Долинск) → 7 km branch to 

Starodubskiy (Стародубский) → Ruchi (Ручьи) → Sovetskoi (Советской) → Podlesnaya 

(Подлесная) → Kirpichnaya (Кирпичная) → Firsovo (Фирсово) → Bzmorye (Взморье) → 

Arsentyevka (Арсентьевка) → and the 30 km connecting branch to Ilinskiy (Ильинский) 

and the west coast of Sakhalin.  

 

After Arsentyevka at Km 158, the line continues north to Poyasok (Поясок) → Tikhaya 

(Тихая; “Quiet) → Tsapko (Цапко) → Pugachyovo (Пугачёво) → Vostochniy 

(Восточный; “East”) → Zaozyornoye (Заозёрное) → Zaozyornoye-Novoye (Заозёрное-

Новое) → Ugledarsk (Угледарск) → Grebenskaya (Гребенская) → Porechye (Поречье; 

“Riverlands”) → Makarov (Макаров) → Tumanovo (Туманово) → Markovo (Марково) → 

Novoye (Новое) → 8 km branch to Vakhrushev-Ugolniy (Вахрушев-Угольный; 

“Vakhrushev Coal”) → Vakhrushev/Lermontovka (Вахрушев/Лермонтовка) → Gastello 

(Гастелло) → Poronaisk (Поронайск) → and a 60 km branch to Trudovoye (Трудовое).  

 

A few kilometers north after Poronaisk, which is located at Km 330, there is a short nine 

kilometer-long branch to Tikhmenovo (Тихменово), but the main Nogliki Line continues 

north to Veteranskaya (Ветеранская; “Veterans”) → Yolochki (Ёлочки; “Christmas Trees”) 

→ Olen (Олень; “Deer”) → Leonidovo (Леонидово) → Zabaikalets (Забайкалец) → 

Vozvrascheniye (Возвращение) → Matrosovo (Матросово) → Buyukliy (Буюклы) → 

Mishka (Мишка) → Elniki (Ельники) → Smirnykh (Смирных) → Pobedino (Победино) 

→ 50 km branch to Pervomaisk (Первомайск) and Izvestkovky (Известковый) → 

Yuzhnaya-Khandasa (Южная-Хандаса) → Sliva (Слива; “Plum”) → Onor (Онор) → 

Severnaya-Khandasa (Северная-Хандаса) → Taulan (Таулан) → Longari (Лонгари) → 

Palevo/Yasnoye (Палево/Ясное) → Tymovsk (Тымовск)→ Voskresenovka/Klyuchi 

(Воскресеновка/Ключи) → Uskovo (Усково) → Slava/Molodezhnoye 

(Слава/Молодежное; “Glory” and “Youth”) → Ado-Tymovo (Адо-Тымово) → Irkir 

(Иркир)→ Alba (Альба) → Argi-Pagi (Арги-Паги) → Nysh (Ныш) → and Nogliki.  

 

Nogliki, a town of close to 11,000 persons, is located at Km 653 from Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk. It 

has become a regional transport center for the Sakhalin I and II gas projects. There is 

passenger service to and from Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk on the Number 1/2 trains, but passenger 

service further north to Okha (Oxa) was discontinued in the 1980s and freight service ended 

in 2006. At 233 kilometers in length, the narrow-gauge line of 750 mm (29.5 inches) was 
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Lenin Statue on Lenin Square 

famous as the longest narrow gauge railroad in Russia. Unfortunately, it was dismantled, 

removed, and sold for scrap. The road mostly follows the former rail route, but not always. 

The former railway route runs from Nogliki → Venskoye (Венское) → Goryachiye Klyuchi 

(Горячие Ключи) → Dagi (Даги) → Piltun (Пильтун) → Sabo (Сабо) → Vostochniy 

(Восточный; “East”) → to Okha.  

 

Okha is a small city of about 32,000 residents at the far northeastern end of Sakhalin Island. 

It is subject to a very severe climate. It is 850 kilometers north of Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk and the 

major center of the oil and gas industry on Sakhalin. A fortune has been poured into the city 

over the last 15 years. A new Okha Airport (Аэропорт Оха Новостройка) was opened 

several years ago and there are daily flights to Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk and Khabarovsk.  

 

The former rail line did not end at Okha; it continued 35 kilometers west to Moskalvo 

(Москальво) and then an additional five kilometers south to terminate at the very end of 

Cape Skoblikova (Мыс Скобликова). The road from Okha continues north about 65 

kilometers though exceptionally remote territory and then ends in the middle of the Schmidt 

Peninsula (Полуостров Шмидта). This northernmost peninsula of Sakhalin is about 30 

kilometers wide and 50 kilometers long; it is surrounded by the Sea of Okhotsk and is 

uninhabited. Its northern tip ends at Cape Elizabeth (Мыс Елизаветы), named after the 

German born Empress Elizaveta Alekseevna (Елизавета Алексеевна; 1779-1826), wife of 

Emperor (Tsar) Alexander I (Александр I Павлович; 

1777-1825). As the crow flies, the distance between 

Cape Elizabeth at the northern end of Sakhalin and 

Cape Crillon at the southern end is exactly 950 

kilometers.  

 

➢ Km 0: Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk (станция Южно-

Сахалинск Пассажирский) – The rail station is 

located in the heart of the city at the eastern end of 

Ploschad Lenina (Площадь Ленина), the main 

square. Both Kommunisticheckiy Prospekt 

(Коммунистический Проспект) and Ulitsa Karla 

Marksa (улица Карла Маркса) lead directly to it. 

The main north-south street running perpendicular to 

these two is Ulitsa Lenina (улица Ленина). Most of 

the city’s hotels are either on the square or within a 

couple of blocks of it. The “Avtostantsiya” 

(Автостанция) Main Bus Terminal is a few hundred 

meters to the left of the rail station when facing it.  

 

“Yuzhno” as it is known to its citizens, is a fairly large 

city of some 197,000 persons. It is the sixth largest 

city in the Russian Far East. It was founded in 1882 as a settlement of convicts and originally 

called Vladimirovka (Владимировка). Under Japanese administration from 1905 to 1946 it 

was known as Toyohara (Japanese: 豊原市). After the Soviets retook the city at the end of 

World War II, it was renamed to Yuzho-Sakhalinsk which merely means “South Sakhalin.”  
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Sakhalin State Regional Museum 

KM 0: Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk Railway Station 

 

Although there is nothing in particular 

terribly special about Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, 

it is most certainly a pleasant city with wide 

avenues and many tree-lined streets. 

There’s a large park named after Yuri 

Gagarin (Городской парк имени 

Гагарина) on the east side of the city. It 

contains a zoo. The most recognizable 

building in town is the Sakhalin State 

Regional Museum (Краеведческий 

музей). Built by the Japanese to be a 

museum of local and regional culture, it 

continues in that same role today. There’s a 

museum of railway equipment (Музей 

железнодорожной техники) located at the 

Yuzhno Station, and there’s a Geological Museum (Геологический музей) and a State 

Archaeoogical Museum (Археологический музей СахГУ).  

 

For fans of Anton Chekov (Антон Павлович Чехов; 1860-1904), there is a Museum of 

Anton Chekhov (Музей имени А. П. Чехова), a drama theatre Anton Chekhov 

(Драматический театр имени А. П. Чехова), and the Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk Literary and Art 

Museum of the Book by Anton Chekhov “Sakhalin Island” (Южно-Сахалинский 

городской Литературно-художественный музей книги А. П. Чехова “Остров 

Сахалин”).  

 

In 1890, Chekhov made a famous – and arduous – voyage through Siberia to Sakhalin Island 

by train, horse-carriage, and steamer. His purpose was to visit the Katorga, or prison camp, 

of Sakhalin and take a census of its inmates. He spent three months and interviewed 

thousands of convicts. By his own accounts, he was shocked and moved by the inhumane 

conditions he witnessed. He compiled his 

findings in Ostrov Sakhalin (Остров 

Сахалин; “Sakhalin Island”), first 

published in 1893. 

 

First and foremost however, today, Yuzhno 

is a business city and holds the Far East 

headquarters of Sakhalinerergo 

(Сахалинэнерго), the largest energy 

company in the east of Russia; Exxon, 

known in Russia as ENL (Эксон Нефтегаз 

Лимитед); Sakhalin Energy (Сахалин 

Энерджи); Gasprom (Газпром); and 

Rosneft (Роснефть), the latter are the 

operators of Sakhalin I and II, the largest oil 

and gas projects of the Russian Federation. 
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Sakhalin’s Anton Chekhov 
Chekhov is considered one of the greatest short 
story writers and playwrights in history. Among 
many works, some of his most famous include: “The 
Seagull,” “Uncle Vanya,” “Three Sisters,” “The Cherry 
Orchard,” and “Lady with the Lapdog.” Never easy 
to understand, Chekhov gave no apologies to his 
readers. He claimed that the role of an artist was to 
ask questions, not to answer them. His originality of 
thought is expressed in what came to be known as 
the “stream of consciousness” technique, later 
adopted by James Joyce, Virginia Woolf, William 
Faulkner, and other modern writers.  
 
A physician by training, Chekhov battled 
tuberclulosis for the last twenty years of his life. He 
died in a German Black Forest spa town but his body 
was transported back to Russia and was buried in 
Moscow’s Novodevichy Cemetery.  

 

To leave Yuzhno, or to leave Sakhalin, 

one can drive west over to Kholmsk and 

take the train-ferry to Vanino or drive 

south to Korsakov (Корсаков) and – 

summer and fall only – take the Japanese 

car and passenger ferry to Wakkanai, 

Japan. We’ll cover that shortly.  

 

The only other option is to fly. Yuzhno’s 

airport (аэропорт Южно-Сахалинск) is 

about eight kilometers south of the rail 

station in the Khomutovo District 

(Хомутово). Daily flights are available to 

Moscow, Vladivostok, Khabarovsk, and 

Nogliki. International flights are not as 

frequent but include Seoul, Korea; Harbin, 

China; and Sapporo, Japan. In the winter, 

there are also charter flights to Nha Trang, 

Vietnam, and Bangkok and Phuket, in 

Thailand.  

 

In departing Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, we’ll 

track along the railway to Korsakov and 

then take the ferry to Japan. Note however 

that in reality almost no one takes the train. 

There is frequent bus and marshrutka taxi 

service from the Avtostantsiya bus terminal 

by the train station.  

 

➢ Km 2: Cross the Podorozhka River (река 

Подорожка) – The Podorozhka begins 

near the east-side city Botanical Garden 

(Ботанический сад), less then three 

kilometers from here. After passing under the rails, it flows one kilometer west, passing 

through a small lake, then continues about two more kilometers until it joins the left bank of 

the Susuya. 

 

Over the next few kilometers the train passes over a number of small creeks and streams. All 

arise a few kilometers to the east and all flow west and merge into the Susuya, the “major” 

river of Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk. The Susuya flows due south and ends at the northern end of the 

Gulf of Aniva not too far from Korsakov.  
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➢ Km 4: Bolshaya Elan (станция Большая Елань) – A small suburb of Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk.  

 

➢ Km 4: Cross the Elanka River (река Еланька) – Almost immediately south after passing the 

station, the train passes over this little stream. The river’s source is about eight kilometers 

northeast; it ends in three kilometers southwest with its mouth on the Susuya.  

 

➢ Km 8: Cross the Khomutovo River (река Хомутово) – This little stream begins about 15 

kilometers to the northeast of town. From the rail crossing it flows southwest past the airport 

a little over five kilometers until it merges into the left bank of the Susuya River.  

 

➢ Km 10: Khristoforovka (станция Христофоровка) – A few industrial size buildings 

scattered around, there is nothing remarkable here. The station also serves the adjacent town 

of Listvenichnoye (Лиственичное).  

 

➢ Km 11: Cross the Khristoforovka River (река Христофоровка) – This tiny river begins a 

little more than ten kilometers to the east. From the rail crossing it runs less than four 

kilometers to the Susuya.  

 

➢ Km 15: Cross the Suchanka River (река Сучанка) – Like its little fellow travelers, the 

Suchanka begins approximately six kilometers northeast. From here it only flows about one 

kilometer until it meets the Susuya.  

 

➢ Km 18: Matsulyovka (станция Мацулёвка) – Due to a quirk in 1946 when renaming 

Japanese-named towns to their original Russian names, the town was renamed Mitsulyovka 

(Мицулёвка), that is with an “i” instead of an “a” – and that’s how it remains. The village 

consists of several dozen houses along two or three streets, all to the east of the rail tracks.  

 

➢ Km 19: Cross the Balkhash and Osinovka Rivers (реки Балхаш и Осиновка) – Within the 

space of 300 meters, these two minor creeks pass by the railway. Each begins anywhere from 

five to ten kilometers to the east. Each flows west approximately 500 meters where they join 

the left bank of the Susuya. The train is almost running parallel to the Susuya now.  

 

➢ Km 23: Cross the Plutovka River (рекa Плутовка) – Within meters of the Dachnoye Rail 

Station this minor river passes by. It begins almost ten kilometers northeast. After flowing 

under the tracks, it joins the left bank of the Susuya in about 500 meters.  

 

➢ Km 24: Branch Line West – Only about 250 meters north of the Dachnoye Station, a short 

spur runs off to the right. It almost immediately crosses the Susuya River, then runs 

southwest almost ten kilometers until it reaches the northern shore of the Gulf of Aniva. 

From there, the line follows the coast about eight kilometers until it reaches the small city of 

Aniva (Анива). Aniva has about 9,100 inhabitants and is well known for its fishing industry. 

It is a leading center for pink salmon. The branch route is: Dachnoye → Ozeretskoye 

(Озерецкое) → Novopeschanskoye (Новопесчанское) → Aniva.  
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Eins Sōya Ferry Arrival at Port Korsakov 
Upon arrival passengers are shuttled by a bus like the 
one at the top of this photo to the Port Korsakov 
Marine Terminal where they clear customs and 
immigration. The process is reversed when leaving.  

➢ Km 24: Dachnoye-Sakhalinskoye (станция Дачное-Сахалинское) – The village is 

Dachnoye (Дачное). All of it is to the east of the rail line. There is a fairly large industrial 

storage area about a kilometer north of the village.  

 

➢ Km 26: Cross the Khutornaya River (река Хуторная) – This minor creek begins about seven 

kilometers northeast; from the rail crossing it flows just under one kilometer southwest to its 

mouth on the Gulf of Aniva within 500 meters of the Susuya’s mouth on the Aniva.  

 

➢ Km 27: Cross the Solovyovka River (река Соловьёвка) – Only about 300 meters before 

reaching Solovyovka, the train passes over this small river. It begins about a dozen 

kilometers to the northeast. From the rail crossing it travels 500 meters and enters Aniva Bay.  

 

➢ Km 27: Solovyovka (станция Соловьёвка) – This is a fairly large village all to the east of 

the rail line. For the next dozen kilometers, the train rides right alongside Aniva Bay.  

 

➢ Km 31: Tretya Pad (станция Третья Падь; “Third Pad”) – A village of some 525 residents 

on the shore of Aniva Bay.  

 

➢ Km 31: Cross the Plastunka River (река Пластунка) – This small stream runs right though 

the village and empties into the gulf at the rail tracks. It begins about ten kilometers 

northeast.  

 

➢ Km 33: Vtoraya Pad (станция Вторая Падь; “Second Pad”) – It’s actually a little difficult to 

determine where one “Pad” ends and another begins, but no matter, there are three of them in 

a row and all just before Korsakov.  

 

➢ Km 34: Pervaya Pad (станция Первая 

Падь; “First Pad”) – Technically, Pad 

number one is located on a one kilometer-

long branch line that runs west off the main 

line here.  

 

➢ Km 36: Novik (платформа Новик) – A 

platform no longer in use.  

 

➢ Km 39: Korsakov (Russian: станция 

Корсаков; Japanese: コルサコフ; 

Romanization: Korusakofu) – Although not 

quite the very end of the line, for most 

travelers this is pretty much the end of their 

Russian adventure. Next stop Japan. Of 

course, if you’re traveling from west to east, 

this is only the beginning of your travels in 

Russia.  
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Eins Sōya Ferry Wakkanai-Korsakov 

From Korsakov, the usual way out of town is via the Eins Sōya, the Japanese Ferry to 

Hokkaido. It’s worth mentioning however, that Korsakov is only about 30 kilometers south 

of the Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk Airport (Аэропорт Южно-Сахалинск). Regular scheduled flights 

go to several cities in Russia including Moscow, Khabarovsk, and Vladivostok; other cities 

sometimes seasonally. International service is available to Seoul, Harbin, and Sapporo. The 

airstrip less than five kilometers east of Korsakov is just that, an airstrip. It’s 1,500 meters – 

no large jets can use it.  

 

Late Breaking News: The ferry “Eins Soya” that used to connect Korsakov and 

Wakkanai made its last trip in September 2015. Since the ferry was sold to the 

Philippines and is now operating there, it doubtless will not return. Thereafter for one 

year local operators ran a hydrofoil (passengers only, no vehicles). There has been talk 

by officials to re-open the route, but for now, you must fly. If and when ferry service 

resumes, the following discussion will again become relevant.  

 

The ferry service is seasonal – summer and fall only. It is operated by Heartland Ferry 

(www.heartlandferry.jp). The annual schedule is usually published quite close to the 

beginning of the season, around April or May. The schedule varies from the end of May or 

the beginning of June to the end of 

September, but it is generally once a 

week in June, then twice a week by 

about the middle of July until 

September. The ferry operates out of 

Wakkanai, docks one or two nights in 

Korsakov, then returns to its home 

port. If the weather is very bad, the 

ship remains in port. The weather 

across the Strait of La Perouse is 

notoriously fickle and its seas can be 

very rough.  

 

Departure time is usually between 

10:30AM or 11:00AM local time from 

Korsakov or Wakkanai. The crossing 

takes about five and one-half hours, arriving in Wakkanai at 2:30PM or arriving in Korsakov 

at 4:30PM local time. There is a two hour difference in Japan Time and Russian Sakhalin 

Time. In the summer of 2013 a one-way ticket in second class (“tatami” class) cost 25,000 

Yen ($275) or its equivalent in Rubles. A round trip ticket costs 40,000 Yen ($450). First 

class is 35,000 and 50,000 Yen one-way or round-trip respectively. It is a vehicle ferry and 

some people bring their cars or motorcycles. An average size car runs about 30,000 Yen one-

way; a motorcycle about 9,000 Yen. Vehicles require paperwork – plan that in advance.  

 

Korsakov is a city of approximately 33,000 persons on the Salmon Cove (бухта Лосось) of 

Aniva Bay (залив Анива) at the southern end of Sakhalin Island a little less than 40 

kilometers south of Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk on the A391 Highway. It takes less than an hour to 
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Eins Sōya Ferry Clocks 
What time is it? That depends on where you are. 
Printed departures are on local time. There is a two 
hour time difference between Japan and Sakhalin 
and the Kurils.  

drive there. The main occupation for many of its residents is the shipping industry. There are 

also fishermen, mainly crabbers.  

 

Although very little is known of Korsakov’s early aboriginal beginnings, Russian presence 

on the island can be said to begin in 1853 when an expedition commanded by the navigator 

Gennady Nevelskoy (Геннaдий Ивaнович Невельскoй; 1813-76) raised the Russian flag 

over an Ainu fishing village and named it “Fort Muravyovskiy” (Форт Муравьёвский) after 

Governor-General of Eastern Siberia Nikolai Muravyov-Amurskiy (Николай Николаевич 

Муравьёв-Амyрский; 1809-81). It was the first and is the oldest Russian settlement on 

Sakhalin Island.  

 

Nevelskoy also discovered the strait that was later named for him, Nevelskoy Strait (пролив 

Невельского). It’s 56 kilometers long and narrows down to 7.3 kilometers, the most narrow 

section of the Tatar Strait. It connects the Tatar Strait in the south to the Amur estuary in the 

north. If a tunnel were ever to be built 

connecting Sakhalin Island to the Russian 

mainland, it would be here. Nevelskoy 

discovered that the “Gulf” of Tatary was in 

fact a Strait and therefore that Sakhalin was 

an island. He had no knowledge of La 

Perouse or Mamiya Rinzō’s earlier 

expeditions. He also founded Nikolayevsk-

on-Amur (Николаевск-на-Амуре) in 1850, 

the first Russian settlement in the region. 

Muravyov-Amurskiy is one of Russia’s 

greatest statesmen and diplomats and signed 

the Treaty of Aigun with the Qing Dynasty 

of China granting most of the Far East to 

Russia. He is buried in Vladivostok which is 

located on the Muravyov-Amurskiy 

Peninsula, named after him.  

 

The early Russian presence at Korsakov was 

not to last however, they abandoned the settlement and Sakhalin generally in 1854 due to 

their difficulties during the Crimean War (1853-56; known in Russia as the “Eastern War,” 

Восточная война). They returned 15 years later in 1869 and renamed the settlement “Fort 

Korsakovskiy” (Форт Корсаковский) after then-Governor General of Eastern Siberia, 

Mikhail Korsakov (Михаил Семёнович Корсаков; 1826-71).  

 

Claim to Sakhalin was disputed by Russia and Japan but in 1875, the whole of the island was 

ceded to Russia under the Treaty of Saint Petersburg (Russian: Петербургский договор; 
Japanese: 樺太・千島交換条約; Romanization: Karafuto-Chishima Kōkan Jōyaku). The 

Treaty, between the Empire of Japan and the Empire of Russia provided that Japan give up 

all claims to Sakhalin island in exchange for sovereignty over all the Kuril Islands (Russian: 

Курильские островa; Japanese: 千島列島; Romanization: Chishima rettō) up to the 

Kamchatka Peninsula (полуостров Камчатка).  
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Port Korsakov Marine Terminal 

 

The status quo was interrupted in 1905 when Korsakovskiy, Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, and all the 

lower half of Sakhalin Island below the 50th Parallel was awarded to Japan by the Treaty of 

Portsmouth after Russia’s defeat in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905. For his role in the 

peace process, then President Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919) was awarded the Nobel Peace 

Prize in 1906.  

 

Renamed Ōtomari (Japanese: 大泊), Korsakov was temporarily the capital of Karafuto 

Prefecture (Japanese: 樺太庁; Romanization: Karafuto-chō) between 1905 and 1907. Under 

Japanese administration the town grew substantially into a modern city with paved streets 

and electricity. In 1907, the capital was moved to Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, at the time called 
Toyohara (Japanese: 豊原) by the Japanese.  

 

All this changed again in 1945 with the defeat of Japan in the Second World War when the 

island, in full (and the Kurils), returned to Russian sovereignty.  

 

➢ Km 40: Cross the Korsakovka River (река Корсаковка) – This little river empties into the 

port just alongside the rail line. It begins almost 20 kilometers northeast, a little above the 

village of Noviy (Новый). Ulitsa 

Rechnaya (Улица Речная; “River 

Street”), which becomes the Korsakova-

Okhotskaya Highway (Корсакова-

Охотская трасса), follows alongside the 

river for most of its length.  

 

➢ Km 42: Korsakov Port (Корсаков Порт) 

– The railroad tracks do not quite end at 

the Korsakov Rail Station, they continue 

about three kilometers along the docks and 

piers, with several various short spurs 

leading to loading and unloading cranes.  

 

The rail tracks actually end at a little 

jutting-out cape at the north center of 

Aniva Bay. It’s called Cape Tomari-Aniva 

(Мыс Томари-Анива) and it’s believed to be the landing place of Nevelskoy when he 

“discovered” the Ainu settlement. The cape effectively marks the southern end of Korsakov. 

Aniva Bay is defined by two peninsulas: to the west is the Crillon Peninsula (Крильонский 

полуостров), which ends at Cape Crillon; to the east is the Tonino-Aniva Peninsula 

(Тонино-Анивского полуострова), which ends at Cape Aniva (Мыс Анива). The distance 

across between the two capes is 105 kilometers.  
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Eins Sōya Ferry arriving at Wakkanai 

Eins Sōya Ferry Tatami Class 

THE EINS SŌYA KORSAKOV–WAKKANAI FERRY TO HOKKAIDO ISLAND 

 

After departing Korsakov, the ferry heads due south out of Aniva Bay and into the La 

Pérouse Strait (Russian: Пролив Лаперуза), or as the Japanese call it, the Sōya Strait 
(Japanese: 宗谷海峡; 

Romanization: Sōya Kaikyō). 

The Strait divides the southern 

end of Russia’s largest island, 

Sakhalin, from the northern 

end of Japan’s second-largest 

island, Hokkaidō. It is a natural 

maritime pathway connecting 

the Sea of Japan (Japanese: 日

本海; Romanization: Nihon 

kai; Russian: Японское море) 

on the west with the Sea of 

Okhotsk (Russian: Оотское 

море; Japanese: オホーツク海; 

Romanization: Ohōtsuku umi) 

on the east. The Strait is 40 kilometers long and 20 to 40 meters deep.  

 

The Strait is named after Jean-François de Galaup, Comte de Lapérouse (1741-88?), who 

explored the channel in 1787. Unusually, Japan only claims its territorial waters at three 

nautical miles into the La Pérouse Strait instead of the usual twelve. This is reportedly to 

allow nuclear-armed United States Navy warships and submarines to pass through the strait 

without violating Japan’s prohibition against nuclear weapons in its territory.  

 

From Korsakov, which is close to the top 

of Aniva Bay, it is 165 kilometers out of 

the bay and across the strait to the 

Japanese port city of Wakkanai – the 

northernmost city in Japan. The sailing 

takes about five and a half hours – in good 

weather.  

 

Unlike Russia, the largest continental 

country on Earth, Japan (Japanese: 日本; 

Romanization: Nihon or Nippon; literally 

“sun’s origin,” but usually translated as 

“land of the rising sun”) is an island nation 

– and not such a very large one at that. 

Although there are thousands of small 

islands in the Japanese archipelago, 97 

percent of the country’s land mass is spread out over four main islands, often called the 

Japanese “homeland” or “mainland.” From north to south, these are Hokkaido (Japanese: 北

海道; Romanization: Hokkaidō; literally, “North Sea Circuit” – circuit being a mostly archaic 
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Jean François de La Pérouse  
Jean François de Galaup, Comte de Lapérouse (1741-
1788?), was born in the south of France and joined the 
French Naval College when he was 15 years old. In the 
years between 1757 and 1782, he saw action or sailed to 
the French fort of Louisbourg in Nova Scotia, 
Newfoundland, Hudson Bay, the West Indies, and 
Mauritius. Beginning in 1785, he sailed and mapped in 
the Pacific, including Easter Island, Hawaii, Alaska, 
California, and Chile. He was the first European to set 
foot on the island of Maui.  
By 1787, his Asian travels took him to Macau, Japan, 
Korea, and the Russian Far East – including his passage 
through the strait that now bears his name. From there, 
he sailed to the South Pacific and visited the islands of 
Somoa and Tonga, and Australia. In 1788, he left for 
New Caledonia and the Soloman Islands. Neither he, his 
crew, nor his two ships, were ever sighted again. More 
than a century later, search explorations confirmed that 
both of his ships had been wrecked on the reefs of 
Vanikoro, one of the Santa Cruz Islands in the Solomon 
Islands chain.  
There are places and things – bays, straits, mountains, 
towns, schools, glaciers, reefs, animal species, even a 
crater on the moon – named in honor of Lapérouse. He 
was one of the great explorers of the 18th Century. His 
only true comparison is the British explorer, navigator, 
and cartographer Captain James Cook (1728-79).  
Above: “Louis XVI donnant des instructions à La 
Pérouse, le 29 juin 1785,” by Nicolas André Monsiau 
(1754-1837) Chateau de Versailles. (1817).  

political subdivision); Honshu 

(Japanese: 本州; Romanization: Honshū; 

lit., “Main State”), where the capital 
Tokyo is located; Shikoku (Japanese: 四

国; Romanization: Shikoku; means 

“Four Provinces”); and Kyushu 

(Japanese: 九州; Romanization: Kyūshū; 

lit., “Nine Provinces”).  

 

Honshu is the largest of Japan’s islands, 

Hokkaido the second-largest, then 

Kyushu, then Shikoku. In total, Japan 

has about 30,000 kilometers of shoreline 

and no land boundaries with any other 

country. Its northern shores on Hokkaido 

face the Russian Sea of Okhotsk; and its 

eastern shores front the Pacific Ocean. 

Most of the country’s west faces the Sea 

of Japan and its southwest looks to the 

East China Sea.  

 

Ranked by size, Japan is the 62nd largest 

country on earth; its area is 377,930 

square kilometers (145,920 square 

miles), a bit larger than Germany and 

somewhat similar in overall shape and 

size (a little smaller) than the U.S. State 

of California.  
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Cape Sōya  
The Monument of the Northernmost Point of 
Japan (日本最北端の地の碑) is located at the tip of 
Cape Sōya on Hokkaido Island. In addition to this 
marker, there are more than ten other monuments 
or memorials including one dedicated to the victims 
of Korean Air Lines flight 007 shot down by the 
Russians in 1983; a statue of Mamiya Rinzō; the 
Monument of Peace, a memorial of the USS Wahoo 
Submarine; and the Cape Sōya Lighthouse.  

Wakkanai Customs & Immigration Facility 

➢ Km 396: Wakkanai (Japanese: 稚内

市, 北海道; Romanization: Wakkanai-

shi, Hokkaidō; lit., “North Sea 

Circuit”; Russian: Вакканай, 

Хоккайдо) – Wakkanai is a city of 

some 40,000 persons located at the top 

north of the island of Hokkaidō. By 

rail, it is 396 kilometers north of 

Sapporo (Japanese: 札幌; 

Romanization: Sapporo), the capital of 

Hokkaidō. As the crow flies, it is 260 

kilometers due north of Sapporo and 

1,100 kilometers north of Tokyo 

(Japanese: 東京; Romanization: 

Tōkyō), the capital of Japan. The city is 

nestled into the western end of Sōya 
Bay (Japanese: 宗谷湾; Romanization: Sōya wan), a 16 kilometer-wide indentation at the 

northern end of the island. Although it is Japan’s northernmost city, it’s not the northernmost 

point; that is Cape Sōya (Japanese: 宗谷岬; Romanization: Sōya Misaki), 31 kilometers 

northeast by road.  

 

Both Wakkanai and Cape Sōya are popular 

tourist destinations for Japanese – and fairly 

popular with Russian tourists as well. Most 

of the signs in town are in Kanji, English, 

and Russian. There are plenty of hotels and 

minshuku (Japanese: 民宿; small family 

hotels or pensions) in all price ranges and 

there are many restaurants featuring – what 

else? – seafood, especially the giant snow 

crabs which are a local delicacy but quite 

expensive. For those needing a soak, there 

are three large swimming pools and onsen 

(hot baths) in town. Possibly the city’s most 

unusual sight is the Breakwater Dome 

(Japanese: 港北防波堤ドーム; 

Romanization: Kōhoku bōhatei dōmu), an 

enormous 427 meter-long arched arcade that 

runs along the west side of the city harbor. 

Its purpose is to provide protection from the 

freezing east-blowing winter winds.  

 

The two most popular excursions from 

Wakkanai are to ferry out to the offshore 
islands of Rebun (Japanese: 礼文島; 

Romanization: Rebun-tō) and Rishiri 
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Cape Sōya KAL 007 Memorial 
In what was one of the worst atrocities against a 
civilian passenger airliner during a time of peace, on 
September 1, 1983, a Korean Airlines Boeing 747 on 
a routine flight from New York to Seoul via 
Anchorage, Alaska was purposely shot down by 
missles fired from a Russian fighter jet.  
 
The KAL flight had inadvertently and 
unintentionally flown into restricted Soviet 
Airspace, first over the Kamchatka Peninsula, then 
over Sakhalin Island. All 269 persons aboard were 
killed, including a sitting U.S. Congressman. The 
flight went down close to Moneron Island in the 
Tatar Strait.  

(Japanese: 利尻島; Romanization: Rishiri-

tō). The two islands are part of the 

Rishiri-Rebun-Sarobetsu National Park 
(Japanese: 利尻礼文サロベツ国立公園; 

Romanization: Rishiri Rebun Sarobetsu 

Kokuritsu Kōen), Japan’s northernmost 

park. They both are prime destinations for 

nature-lovers and hikers.  

 

Rebun has an area of approximately 80 

square kilometers. It is about 29 

kilometers from north to south and about 

eight kilometers from east to west. It is 

quite high, reaching 490 meters (1,607 
feet) at Mt. Rebun (Japanese: 礼文岳; 

Romanization: Rebun-daké). That’s a lot 

for a small island.  

 

Rishiri is an extinct volcano and rises a 

very dramatic 1,721 meters (5,646 feet) at 

Mt. Rishiri (Japanese: 利尻山; 

Romanization: Rishiri-san). It is 

approximately 180 square kilometers and 

has a coastline of some 63 kilometers. 

Both the islands may be reached by 

frequent (in the summer) ferries from 

Wakkanai and air service by commuter 

craft from the Wakkanai Airport. The 

airport also has flights to Sapporo and on 

occasion to Tokyo.  

 

Unless you’re a cold-weather winter-

lover, you might prefer visiting Wakkanai 

in the summer. The city is famous for 

having one of the worst climates in Japan. 

Due to the Aleutian Low, a semi-

permanent low pressure center extending 

out from Alaska’s Aleutian Islands during 

the winter. Temperatures of minus 20°C 

(-4°F) are typical. Wakkanai’s mean 

annual temperature is 6.5°C (43.7°F), the 

second lowest average in Japan.  

 

And that’s only the beginning: average 

annual snowfall is 6.5 meters (257 

inches), the third highest for a city in 
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KM 396: Wakkanai Rail Station  
This is either the first or the last kilometer of rail in 
Japan – it’s the end (or beginning) point of the 
Super Sōya and Sarobetsu rail service from Wakkanai 
to Sapporo. It is northernmost railway station in 
Japan and quite literally “the end of the line.”  

Wakkanai Harbor & Breakwater Dome 

Japan and one of the highest anywhere in 

the world. For comparison, Canada’s 

Happy Valley-Goose Bay receives an 

average annual snowfall of 4.6 meters (181 

inches). If that’s not enough, the Aleutian 

Low also makes the average winter 

sunshine hours the lowest of Japan and the 

winter wind speeds, which hit the city 

directly from the Sea of Japan, are Japan’s 

highest with an average of 20 kilometers 

per hour, which amplifies the daily average 

winter temperatures of -23°C (-11°F).  

 

Transportation out of Wakkanai includes 

flying, the road, or the railroad. Starting 

with air services, the Wakkanai Airport 

(Japanese: 稚内空港; Romanization: Wakkanai Kūkō) is ten kilometers southeast of town and 

offers twice-daily flights to Sapporo and Tokyo in the summer. Service to Tokyo is reduced 

to a single daily flight in the winter. Costs vary widely depending on the type of ticket 

purchased, but count on about $80 to $100 U.S. one-way for Sapporo and $250 to $300 for 

Tokyo. Also available during summer months are flights to Nagoya (Japanese: 名古屋; 

Romanization: Nagoya) and Kansai (Japanese: 関西国際空港; Romanization: Kansai Kokusai 

Kūkō), the airport for Osaka (Japanese: 大阪; Romanization: Ōsaka). All flights are operated 

by ANA-All Nippon Airways. The bus ride from the depot near the train station takes about 

20 minutes.  

 

The least expensive means of getting to 

Sapporo from Wakkanai is the bus. 

Busses run from the Bus Terminal in 

front of the train station three times a day 

in both directions. Departures are about 

11:30AM, 1:00PM, and 4:30PM. The bus 

takes close to six hours and costs 6,000 

Yen ($65). They arrive at the Sapporo 

Bus Depot which is not far from the main 

railway station there. A good section of 

the bus route is along the western side of 

Hokkaido, that is, along the Sea of Japan. 

It is a scenic ride.  

 

Somewhere in the middle of the price 

range between busses and airlines, there is 

the rail service. There are two rail stations 

in Wakkanai: the Main Station (Japanese: 
稚内駅; Romanization: Wakkanai-eki) and 

the South Station (Japanese: 南稚内駅; 
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KM 396: Wakkanai Main Railway Terminal 

The Super Sōya Limited Express 

Romanization: Minami-Wakkanai-eki). 

Both are terminals for the three times daily 

express services of the Super Sōya 

(Japanese: スーパー宗谷; Romanization: 

Sūpā Sōya) Limited Express and the slightly 

less express Sarobetsu (Japanese: サロベツ; 

Romanization: Sarobetsu) between 

Wakkanai and Sapporo.  

 

The first 259 kilometers between Wakkanai 

and Asahikawa (Japanese: 旭川; 

Romanization: Asahikawa) operate on the 

Sōya Main Line (Japanese: 宗谷本線; 

Romanization: Sōya-honsen), the 

northernmost railway line in Japan, and the 

137 kilometers between Asahikawa and 

Sapporo are part of the Hakodate Main Line (Japanese: 函館本線; Romanization: Hakodaté-

honsen). The difference in lines is transparent to the user and there is no change of train 

required. The Hakodate Company also operates the world-famous Cassiopeia overnight train 

service from Sapporo to Tokyo which we’ll mention when we get to Sapporo.  

 

The rail distance from Wakkanai to Sapporo is 396 kilometers (259 + 137) and we’ve listed 

that number here. But note that you won’t see that number posted along the rail tracks 

because each Japanese rail line uses its own separate numbers. We’re using the total merely 

for reference.  

 

The Super Sōya operates twice daily in both directions and takes five hours. It operates at a 

maximum speed of 130 kilometers per hour. It offers both coach and first class seating. A 

one-way second class ticket costs just over 10,000 Yen ($110); first class is almost double. 

Subject to change, departures from Wakkanai are at 7:10AM and 4:51PM; arrivals in 

Sapporo at 12:06PM and 9:50PM 

respectively. Departures from Sapporo to 

Wakkanai are almost at the same times.  

 

The Sarobetsu is also a limited express 

train, also operating between Sapporo and 

Wakkanai. It runs once daily and takes 

about five and a half hours. Its usual 

departure time from either Wakkanai or 

Sapporo is between 1PM and 2PM. It runs 

the same route as the Super Sōya but makes 

several additional stops and takes about 30 

minutes longer. It is also slightly less 

comfortable and has no first class seating. 

Coach seating is only a bit less expensive 

than the Super Sōya.  
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Capsule Hotel  
A unique Japanese experience – but not for the claustrophobic – is to spend a night in a Capsule (カプセルホ
テル; Kapuseru Hoteru). Invented as an inexpensive alternative for the too tired or too inebriated Japanese 
businessman (サラリーマン; Sararīman) afraid to return home to an angry spouse, they are found in all major 
cities. Most are for men, but there are some for women. They run about 4,000 to 5,000 Yen ($50-60) per 
night and feature shared toilet and bath facilities and common areas for TV, smoking, and eating. Some have 
onsen (温泉) – hot bathing pools and steam or sauna.  
 
Capsule Hotels often have several hundred capsules on several floors of a high-rise building. The individual 
capsules are molded plastic or fiberglass and about two meters long, by one to one and a quarter meters tall and 
wide. They have their own interior lighting and TV/radio controls. Wireless internet is almost always available 
and included in the room rate. Capsules are arranged side by side and stacked one on top of the other. Extra 
luggage is stored in nearby lockers. The entrance/exit opening closes by a slide-down curtain. Bed linens, a 
pillow, towel, and yukata (浴衣) robe and slippers are all provided.  

 

Although there are almost 100 rail stations between Wakkanai and Sapporo, the only ones 

where the Super Sōya stops are: Wakkanai (稚内駅) → Minami-Wakkanai (南稚内駅) → 

Toyotomi (豊富駅) → Horonobe (幌延駅) → Teshio-Nakagawa (天塩中川駅) → Otoineppu (

音威子府駅) → Bifuka (美深駅) → Nayoro (名寄駅) → Shibetsu (士別駅) → Wassamu (和寒

駅) → Asahikawa (旭川駅) → Fukagawa (深川駅) → Takikawa (滝川駅) → Iwamizawa (岩

見沢駅) → and Sapporo Main Railway Station (札幌駅). In all cases, when asking questions 

or looking for help, pronounce the name of the station listed above and add “-eki” (駅) – 

which means station. It’s the final character in all the foregoing station names.  

 

Except for the first couple of kilometers (or last few kilometers if traveling north), the train 

route is mostly through the interior of Hokkaidō, almost always following along the Teshio 

River (Japanese: 天塩川; Romanization: Teshio-gawa). Later, from Asahikawa to Sapporo, 

the rail line follows the Ishikari River (Japanese: 石狩川; Romanization: Ishikari-gawa). By 

and large, it’s a most scenic ride.  
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KM 0: Sapporo Railway Station & JR Tower 
Sapporo Station is the hub of the three major rail lines 
that serve Hokkaido as well as a connection point for 
two of the city’s three subway lines. Sapporo’s main bus 
station is also close by. At 38 stories (173 meters or 568 
feet), the attached JR Tower is the tallest building in 
Hokkaido. Its top dozen floors are the Hotel Nikko 
Sapporo and its 38th floor is an observation deck.  

Sapporo Snow Festival Snow Sculpture 

➢ Km 0: Sapporo (Japanese: 札幌市; 

Romanization: Sapporo-shi) – There is 

no question but that Sapporo is the 

“coolest” big city in Japan. With a 

population of a little under 2,000,000, 

it’s the capital of the northern island 

Hokkaidō and Japan’s fourth-largest 

city. It’s “cool” in every sense of the 

word. First, it is cold. Winter 

temperatures here routinely range from 

minus 10°C to minus 20°C degrees 

(15°F to -5°F); minus 28°C (-20°F) has 

been recorded. And snow? Sapporo’s 

average winter snowfall is 630 

centimeters (250 inches), making it one 

of the few large cities in the world with 

such heavy winter precipitation.  

 

On the other hand, when given lemons, 

the people of Hokkaidō have made 

lemonaid. What other city boasts a 

Winter Snow Festival (Japanese: さっ

ぽろ雪まつり; Romanization: Sapporo 

Yuki-matsuri) comparable to Sapporo’s? Running over the course of seven days in February, 

the Sapporo Snow Festival attracts close two million persons – equal to the city’s population 

– from all over the world every year.  

 

For cool winter weather enthusiasts, add the ski industry. Hokkaidō is loaded with ski resorts 

and Sapporo is the hub of transportation and the hotel capital of the island. There are several 

hundred hotels in every price range, from top luxury suites to capsules. Out of town, and 

featured in the 1972 Winter Olympics – the 

first winter Olympics ever hosted in Asia – 

ski mountains such as Mt. Teine (Japanese: 

手稲山; Romanization: Teine-yama) and 

world-class ski resort towns such as Niseko 

(Japanese: ニセコ; Romanization: Ni-seko) 

are within easy driving distance from the 

city.  

 

How about “cool” in the summer? Unlike 

steamy humid Tokyo and the rest of 

blistering Japan, Sapporo enjoys 

delightfully low-humidity days and cool 

nights all summer long. Average daytime 

temperatures in June, July, and August are 

20°C to 25°C degrees (70°F to 77°F).  
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The Susukino Crossing – Day and Night 
Susukino is one of the major red-light districts of Japan. It is not an official designation of any part of 
Sapporo; rather it’s a commonly used name for a nightlife district centered around the Susukino Building 
which features the Nikka Whisky Distilling (ニッカウヰスキー株式会社) logo. Nikka is a fine Japanese malt 
whisky made strictly in accordance with Scotch standards. They have been producing high quality, fine scotch 
whiskies for almost a century. The company owns the Ben Nevis Distillery in Scotland.  

 

How about cool (maybe hot) nightlife? Susukino (Japanese: すすきの; Romanization: 

Susukino), the entertainment (and redlight) district a little south of city center has it all. If you 

can’t find what you’re looking for here, you won’t find it anywhere. There are enough bars, 

cafés, restaurants, cabarets, “adult” entertainment, and dubious nightclubs to meet any 

demand. Susukino is also home to several dozen legitimate tourist-class hotels. It’s a popular 

place to stay for any visitor.  

 

Finally, if you’re looking for a cool one, then a Sapporo Beer should do the trick. You can 

get one on your visit to the Sapporo Beer Museum (Japanese: サッポロビール博物館; 

Romanization: Sapporo bīru hakubutsukan). The Sapporo Brewery runs free daily guided 

tours covering the history of beer in Japan and the process of brewing. At the end of the tour, 
free samples of different kinds of beer are offered. At the adjacent Beer Garden (Japanese: サ

ッポロビール園; Romanization: Sapporo Bīru En), you can purchase different assortments of 

beer at reasonable prices. The Sapporo Brewery is one of the most popular visits in the city.  

 

It’s not for no reason that Sapporo is one of the most popular tourist destinations in all of 

Japan. For a city of two million, it routinely hosts seven times its population, or 14 million 

persons, annually. Many people find Sapporo their favorite city in Japan. It’s a new city, 

almost entirely created since the end of World War II, and it’s laid out in a modern logical 

grid. The main street is Ō-Dōri (Japanese: 大通り; lit., “Big Street”), it runs east and west 

across the city and divides it into north and south halves. Running perpendicular is Sōsei-
Gawa (Japanese: 創成川; lit., “Creation River”), it extends north and south, thus dividing the 

city into east and west halves. The other major street in town is Eki-Mae-Dōri (Japanese: 駅

前道リ、; lit., “Street in front of the train station”).  
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Sapporo Clock Tower 
The “Tokeidai” is the symbol of the 
city. Built in 1878 for the Sapporo 
Agricultural College (now Hokkaido 
University), it survived the aerial 
bombing of WWII and is the oldest 
building in the city.  

The 147 meter-tall Sapporo TV 
Tower as seen from Ōdori Park 

 

Other sights include the former Hokkaidō Prefectural 

Government Office Building (Japanese: 北海道府旧本

府舎; Romanization: Hokkaidō-fu kyū hon-fu-sha); the 

historic Sapporo Clock-Tower (Japanese: 札幌時計台; 

Romanization: Sapporo Tokeidai); the well-regarded 

Hokkaidō Museum of Modern Art (Japanese: 北海道

立近代美術館; Romanization: Hokkaidō Ritsu kindai 

Bijutsukan); and the new Miyanomori Art Museum 

(Japanese: 宮の森美術館; Romanization: Miyanomori 

Bijutsukan).  

 

Well-known green spaces include Odori Park 

(Japanese: 大通公園; Romanization: Ōdōri Kōen), 

where you’ll find the Sapporo TV Tower (Japanese: さ

っぽろテレビ塔; Romanization: Sapporo Terebi-tō); 

Moerenuma Park (Japanese: モエレ沼公園; 

Romanization: Moerenuma Kōen), designed by 

Japanese-American artist and sculptor Isamu Noguchi 

(Japanese: 野口 勇; 1904-88) and contains some 

remarkable selections of his work; and the Hokkaidō 
University Botanical Gardens (Japanese: 北海道大学植

物園; Romanization: Hokkaidō Daigaku 

Shokubutsuen), the latter featuring a renowned 

collection of 

lilacs, the 

“official” plant 

of Hokkaidō. Every spring Hokkaidō hosts a lilac 

festival.  

 

Here special mention must be made of Maruyama 

Park (Japanese: 円山公園; Romanization: Maruyama 

Kōen), which among other things holds the Hokkaidō 

Shrine (Japanese: 北海道神宮; Romanization: 

Hokkaidō Jingū) and the Maruyama Zoo (Japanese: 
札幌市円山動物園; Romanization: Sapporo 

Maruyama Dōbutsuen). With over 1,500 flowering 

cherry trees, Maruyama Park is prime viewing area 
for the spring “Sakura” (Japanese: 桜 or 櫻; さくら; 

lit., “cherry blossom”). Picnicking under a flowering 

cherry tree, recting poetry, and imbibing much saké 
(Japanese: 日本酒; Romanization: nihonshu) are 

known as Hanami (Japanese: 花見; lit., “flower 

viewing”). It is a quintessentially Japanese experience 

and this park is famous for it.  
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“Shiroi koibito” White Lover’s Biscuit 

Vehicle Bay on Tsugaru Strait Ferry 

Finally, no introduction to Sapporo would be complete without mention of “White Lovers” 

(Japanese: 白い恋人; Romanization: Shiroi koibito), the famous white chocolate biscuits 

produced by the Ishiya Chocolate Factory. 

They are easily the most widely-recognized 

product from Sapporo and known all over 

Japan. The Shiroi Koibito Park (Japanese: 

白い恋人パーク; Romanization: Shiroi 

koibito pāku) is a tourist attraction – some 

would say tourist trap – that offers factory 

tours of the chocolate-making process, a 

miniature railway, a classic toy museum, an 

hourly toy robot show, even a rose garden, 

and more. In all, Shiroi Koibito Park has 

several restaurants and souvenir stores. 

Naturally, Ishiya’s products are for sale. 

Somewhat like “Hello Kitty” (Japanese: ハ

ローキティ; Romanization: Harō Kiti), the 

place is “cute” Japan at its oh-so-very cutest. 

It has to be seen to be believed. Think of it as a cultural experience. Some folks may actually 

go for it, young children especially.  

 

This much can be said: It is considered impolite to go to someone’s house in Japan without a 

gift. There is even a word for it: Tebura (Japanese: 手ぶら; lit., “empty-handed”). If you have 

gifts to bring to anyone in Japan on your voyage, buy a box of these White Lover’s Biscuits 

here. Nothing else will be as highly prized as these will be to your Japanese friends or 

acquaintances. They can’t get them anywhere else. And you don’t have to go out to Shiroi 

Koibito Park; you can buy them in many stores in Sapporo.  

 

When it’s time to leave Sapporo, there are a number of options. For most persons, this means 

flying. The city has two airports: Okadama (Japanese: 丘珠空港; Romanization: Okadama 

kūkō), which is only five kilometers 

northeast of the city, and New Chitose 

Airport (Japanese: 新千歳空港; 

Romanization: Shin-Chitosé-kūkō), which 

is about 40 kilometers southeast. Okadama 

is the old airport and today mostly serves 

regional domestic flights mainly on 

Hokkaidō. New Chitose is both the 

primary domestic airport and the only 

international airport. Flights from Chitose 

reach virtually every city in Japan. The 

route from Tokyo for example, is famous 

for being the most heavily-traveled in the 

world with upwards of several dozen 

jumbo jets flying it every day. Just about 

whereever you are going, you can get there 
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Long Haul Tsugaru Strait Ferry 

Seating on Short Haul Tsugaru Strait Ferry 

from Sapporo’s airport. JR trains run every 15 minutes from Sapporo Main Station and cost 

about 1,000 Yen ($11) one-way. It takes a little less than an hour.  

 

Although most persons fly, it is possible 

to drive through Japan or take the train. 

To drive, it’s about 1,200 kilometers from 

Sapporo to Tokyo along a number of 

different possible routes, but there are 

modern expressways all the way if you 

choose. Japan’s high tolls and gas prices 

are the only negatives. Since Hokkaidō is 

an island, it’s necessary to cross the 

Tsugaru Strait (Japanese: 津軽海峡; 

Romanization: Tsugaru Kaikyō) which 

separates Hokkaidō from the main island 

of Honshu (Japanese: 本州; Romanization: 

Honshū). The Strait has eastern and 

western necks, both about 20 kilometers 

across, and there are ferries operating on or 

near these as well as several other points. The short haul ferries across the narrowest sections 

of the Strait take about four hours.  

 

Somewhat longer is the popular crossing that runs from Hakodate 115 kilometers south to 

Aomori (Japanese: 青森; Romanization: Aomori). For even longer sea crossings, Tomakomai 

(Japanese: 苫小牧; Romanization: Tomakomai), which is 60 kilometers south of Sapporo, has 

ferries 235 kilometers to Hachinohe (Japanese: 八戸; Romanization: Hachinohé) and many 

other cities along the east coast of Japan. For long-distance and overnight ferries to the west 

coast of Japan, the port at Otaru (Japanese: 小樽; Romanization: Otaru) is used. Otaru is 35 

kilometers west of Sapporo. Although longer by water, the long-distance ferries shave a 

number of kilometers off the surface route once you reach Honshu. The savings in fuel and 

road tolls can make up for the high price of 

the ferry ticket.  

 

For those taking the train, it crosses the 

Tsugaru Strait by going under it – via the 

Seikan Tunnel (Japanese: 青函トンネル or 

青函隧道; Romanization: Seikan Tonneru or 

Seikan Zuidō) from Hokkaidō to Honshu. 

For many years, it was the world’s longest 

rail tunnel.  

 

Opened in 1988, the Seikan runs underneath 

the Tsugaru Strait at its narrowest passage, 

the 19.5 kilometers between Cape 

Shirakami (Japanese: 白神岬; Romanization: 

Shirakami misaki) on the Matsumae 
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Seikan Tunnal: (1) Honshu Entrance; (2) Tappi-Kaitei Station; (3) 
Yoshioka-Kaitei Station; (4) Hokkaido Entrance. The two stations, which 
are used as emergency exits to escape shafts, were the first railway stations 
in the world to be built under the sea.  

Seikan Tunnel Underground Funicular 

Peninsula (Japanese: 松前半島; Romanization: Matsumae hanto) on Hokkaidō and Cape 

Tappi (Japanese: 竜飛岬; Romanization: Tappi misaki) on the Tsugaru Peninsula (Japanese: 

津軽半島; Romanization: Tsugaru hantō) of Honshu. For almost 30 years, at 53.85 

kilometers (33.46 miles), the Seikan was the longest and deepest tunnel in the world. Its 

undersea section is 23.3 

kilometers (14.5 miles) 

long and at its deepest 

point, the track level is 

100 meters (328 feet) 

below the seabed and 

240 meters (787 feet) 

below sea level. It is the 

deepest railway line in 

the world.  

 

As of 2016, the Seikan 

Tunnel is no more the 

world’s longest. In 

December of that year, Swiss officials opened the Swiss Gotthard Base Tunnel. It is 57 

kilometers (35.5 miles) long. It’s a twin set of rail tunnels. Just in between the Swiss and 

Japanese tunnels is the 50.5 kilometer-long (31.4 miles) British-French Channel Tunnel, or 

“Chunnel,” operating under the English Channel. Although a little shorter in overall length 

than the Seikan, it has a longer undersea portion. The Chunnel’s undersea segment has a 

length of 37.9 kilometers (23.5 miles), thus making it the longest undersea tunnel in the 

world and quite a bit longer than the Seikan’s undersea portion. In terms of total length 

however, the Seikan is longer than the Chunnel. Interestingly, the Chunnel permits cars and 

trucks to be loaded onto the train and thus competes directly with the English Channel ferry 

companies.  

 

However, all of these record-breaking 

distances would be blown away upon 

completion of the proposed Chinese Yantai-

Dalian Sea Tunnel, also called the Bohai 

Strait Tunnel. Still in the planning stage, 

and estimated to take ten years, the Chinese 

have announced their intention to build a 

123 kilometer-long tunnel beneath the 

Bohai Sea and connect the Shandong 

Peninsula in the south to the Liaoning 

Peninsula on the north. Approximately 100 

kilometers of the proposed tunnel would be 

under the sea.  

 

For those taking the train from Hokkaidō or 

Honshu, the Seikan Tunnel may be visited via the Seikan Tunnel Tappi Shako Line 

(Japanese: 青函トンネル竜飛斜坑線; Romanization: Seikan Tonneru Tappi Shakō-sen), an 
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The Cassiopeia (カシオペア) 
Just about everyone has heard of Japan’s “Bullet 
Trains” (新幹線; Shinkansen; lit., “New Trunk 
Line”), but there’s something much nicer for real 
train enthusiasts – the luxury 16-hour overnight 
limited express from Sapporo to Tokyo’s Ueno 
Station, or vice-versa.  
 
Service all year runs three times weekly – during 
holiday periods, it’s more frequent. Departure time 
out of Sapporo is about 4:00PM with arrival in 
Tokyo the next morning around 9:30AM. Similar 
times are in effect in the direction Tokyo- Sapporo. 
The train consists of a dozen cars including sleeping, 
dining, and a lounge car. Sleeping accommodations 
vary from twins, triples, and quads - deluxe suites 
are also available. It’s not cheap, figure on about 
$300 per person one-way, standard class; meals are 
extra and not inexpensive. A suite runs over $1,000 
one-way.  

underground funicular that descends from the Seikan Tunnel Museum (Japanese: 青函トンネ

ル記念館; Romanization: Seikan tonneru kinen-kan) near Cape Tappi on Honshu to the 

underground railway station Tappi-Kaitei 

(Japanese: 竜飛海底駅; Romanization: 

Tappi-Kaitei-eki) in the tunnel. It costs 

2,040 Yen per person; children half. Note 

that tours are often fully booked and it is 

recommended to purchase tickets well in 

advance. These arrangements can be 

handled through JR Rail.  

 

There is a choice of several different 

trains that connect Honshu to Hokkaidō. 

The most luxurious and thereby naturally 

the most expensive is the Cassiopeia 
(Japanese: カシオペア; Romanization: 

Kashsiopea). It may be said that this is the 

most renowned train in Japan. It runs three 

times a week (more during busy seasons) 

departing from Tokyo’s Ueno Station 

(Japanese: 上野駅; Romanization: Ueno-

Eki) a little after 4:00PM and arriving in 

Sapporo the following morning around 

9:30AM. Trains are cleaned, re-stocked, 

and depart that evening for the overnight 

trip back to Tokyo at about the same 

hours.  

 

The Cassiopeia was the first train in Japan 

to have all private compartments. A wide 

variety of sleeping rooms is available and 

many have private lavatories; a number 

have private baths as well. For those 

without baths, there are optional shower 

rooms available for a modest fee. The 

train has no common seating although 

there is an open lounge car of expansive glass to take in the view and mingle with other 

passengers.  

 

Common space is also shared in the linen-tableclothed, elegantly appointed dining car. 

Seating is by reservation only and staged in three shifts. Luxurious dinners of either Japanese 

or Western cuisine are served along with fine wines. Meals run from 5,550 to 7,800 Yen per 

person; wine is additional. Bento takeaway boxes may also be purchased for 3,500 Yen. 

After dinner, the dining car becomes a pub until 11:00PM. Breakfast may be ordered the next 

morning starting at 6:30AM for 1,600 Yen.  
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Cassiopeia Dining Car 

Cassiopeia Twin Bedroom 

A less expensive alternative to the Cassiopeia is the Hokutosei (Japanese: 北斗星; lit., “Big 

Dipper” constellation). It also runs between Sapporo and Ueno Station but instead of three 

times weekly, it runs everyday. Departure 

and arrival times are about an hour or two 

later; total travel time is also about 16 ½ 

hours. The Hokutosei offers Type A and 

Type B accommodations. Type A are 

larger and somewhat more comfortable. 

Single compartments cost 17,180 Yen; 

twins are 13,350 Yen per person. Type B 

rooms come in several different varieties 

but all cost 6,300 Yen per person. “Duets” 

are private two person compartments; 

“Solos” are single person private 

compartments; and Two-Level Type B 

couchettes have four berths each of which 

can be individually enclosed with a curtain.  

 

The Hokutosei has a dining car, the “Grand 

Chariot,” which serves dinner, drinks, and breakfast. Its meal menu is the same (and same 

prices) as the Cassiopeia. Wash rooms and lavatories are shared. Showers are available for an 

extra fee.  

 
If either Osaka (Japanese: 大阪; Romanization: Ōsaka) or Kyoto (Japanese: 京都; 

Romanization: Kyōto) is your destination, then the Twilight Express (Japanese: トワイライト 

エクスプレス; Romanization: Towairaito ekusupuresu) is your train. Three times a week, 

more frequent during holiday seasons, this train makes the 1,500 kilometer run from Sapporo 

to Kyoto, then Osaka – or the other way 

around. Travel time is about 22 hours 

which makes it the longest overnight train 

in Japan. It’s an express train so there are 

less than 20 stops on the entire route. The 

service is considered on par with the 

Cassiopeia; in fact, it’s advertised as 

“designed after the European Orient 

Express.”  

 

Fares run from about 9,000 Yen for the 

least expensive single berth to slightly 

more than 17,000 for a deluxe twin berth. 

More can be paid for private suites. The 

dining car “Pleiades” is, if anything, more 

deluxe than the Cassiopeia and costs more 

accordingly. The French dinner course is 

12,000 Yen; the Japanese dinner is 6,000 Yen. Public space is also offered in the lounge car 

“Salon du Nord” where passengers can enjoy a drink and view the sunset over the Sea of 
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Shinkansen Bullet Train 
Japan was the first country in the world to build 
dedicated railway lines for high-speed train travel. Called 
Shinkansen (新幹線), in Japanese it means “new trunk 
line” or “new main line.” The first run was in 1964, in 
time for the first Tokyo Olympics, and went between 
Tokyo and Osaka. Today, it is the oldest high speed rail 
network of any country.  
In its operation of over 50 years, there has never been a 
single passenger fatality due to a train accident such as a 
collision or a derailment – although there have been a 
few suicides due to people throwing themselves onto the 
tracks of an oncoming train. Shinkansen routinely travel 
between 240–320 kmh (150–200 mph) with top 
speeds approaching 450 kmh (280 mph) in test runs. 
Ongoing track upgrades will continue to allow higher 
and higher speeds in the future.  

Japan on northbound runs. Like the other deluxe trains mentioned above, shower rooms are 

available for those whose comparments do not have showers. A small fee is charged.  

 

In general, the Twilight Express departs from Sapporo close to 2:00PM and arrival is 

scheduled for Kyoto a little after noon the next day. From there, it’s less than an hour to 

Osaka, usually arriving before 1:00PM. Northbound, the train leaves Osaka a little before 

noon; stops at Kyoto around 12:30PM, then travels the remainder of the afternoon, evening, 

and overnight, arriving at Sapporo the 

next day close to 10:00AM.  

 

After all this luxury train information, 

there’s a sour note unfortunately. 

Japanese rail authorities have 

announced their intentions to elimate 

deluxe overnight sleeper services 

throughout Japan. Evidently, 

passenger volume on these very 

expensive trains does not warrant the 

service and many people today prefer 

the much shorter ride on a bullet train. 

It’s said that extensive upgrades need to 

be made to the tracks and the Seikan 

Tunnel. The first high speed train 

announced to be placed into service 

will be the Hokkaido Shinkansen (北海

道新幹線 Hokkaidō Shinkansen). It’s 

claimed that its travel time between 

Tokyo and Sapporo will be less than 

six hours. It’s also said that in a few 

more years, with completion of a 

number of upgrades, higher speeds will 

allow the 360 kilometer-long run to be 

made in four hours. That’s fast.  

 

 

I hope that you have enjoyed your trip. 

If you’ve traveled all this way from the beginning on the BAM, and perhaps having started in 

Moscow, you’ve come a very long way. The world is a big place; I’m happy that I was able 

to share my thoughts with you along the way of your journey. Write to me if you have any 

comments. If you find any errors, I’d like to hear about those as well. I’ll make whatever 

corrections are necessary for future editions of this book.  

 

My email address is: rwalker10@gmail.com  

 

mailto:rwalker10@gmail.com
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Useful terms for buying train tickets 
 
I would like to buy a ticket -  
Я хочу купить билет (Ya hachu kupit bilyet) 
 
From – из (iz )[which city]  To - в (vf) [which city] 
 
One, two, three persons  
один, два, три человека (adeen, dva, tree chelavyeka ) 
 
Today - сегодня (sevodnya)   
Tomorrow - завтра (zaftra)  
 
Monday - понедельник (panedyelnik)  
Tuesday - вторник (ftornik)  
Wednesday - среда (sreda)  
Thursday - четверг (chetvyerk)  
Friday - пятница (pyatnitsa)  
Saturday - суббота (subota)  
Sunday - воскресенье (vaskresyene)  
 
Leaving at - выезд (vy-ezd)  

Morning - утром  (ootram)  
Noon - днем (dnyom)  
Evening - вечером (vyecherom)  

 
Carriage class - вагон (vagon) 

Platzkartniy (3rd) - плацкартный (platskartniy)  
Kupé (2nd) - купе (kupé)  
SV (1st) - СВ (es vey)  

 
Could I have . . . – мне, пожалуйста (mne pozhaluista) 

upper berth - верхнюю полку (vyerhnyuyu polku) 
lower berth - нижнюю полку (nizhnyuyu polku) 

 
Passport number - номер паспорта (nomer pasporta)  
 
Effective August 1, 2018, all railway times in Russia are now 
always quoted in local time. Previously, timetables 
throughout the country used Moscow Time (Московское 
время). Train times in China and Mongolia have always used 
local time which is Moscow Time plus five hours. There is no 
daylight savings time in any of the three countries.  

APPENDICES 

 

There are five appendices: the first one explains how to read a Russian passenger train ticket; the 

other four are timetables for each route of the Trans-Siberian rail system as described in the 

Trans-Siberian Railway Encyclopedia. Each of these appendices lists the scheduled travel days, 

times, kilometers, and approximate prices of the most well-known trains on the respective routes. 

Note that these listed timetables are not 

exclusive nor are they comprehensive; 

they are representative. There are many 

other trains, some quite good, that 

travel these routes.  

 

Note also that the kilometer distances 

listed are those that appear on the 

kilometer posts alongside the railway 

line. In many cases, newer or alternate 

routings have changed these numbers 

and today’s published train schedules 

vary by 20 to 40 kilometers from the 

kilometer posts. This confusing topic is 

discussed at several relevant places in 

the text but as a rule of thumb, pay 

attention to the timetable and the 

kilometer posts within 20 to 40 

kilometers whenever a stop or a sight is 

important to you.  
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Appendix I: Russian Train Ticket 

The following diagram explains the various parts of a typical Russian train ticket: 

 

 

1 - Train number 

2 - Day and month of departure  

3 - Departure time 

4 - Number and class of carriage:  

      П - simple reserved seats carriage ("platzkartniy vagon") 

      К - soft-seated carriage ("myagkiy vagon") 

      Л - first-class carriage ("spalniy vagon") 

5 - Cost of platzkart (place in a carriage without compartments)  

6 - Supplement for class of ticket above platzkart 

7 - Number of people travelling on the ticket 

8 - Type of passenger 

9 - From/To 

10 - Bed number 

11 - Passport number and name (entered when purchased in Russia)  

12 - Total cost of ticket 

13 - Tax and service fee  

14 - Date of arrival 

15 - Arrival Time 
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Appendix II – Trans-Siberian Railway Main Route: Moscow to Vladivostok 

 

The most famous train operating on this route is the Rossiya (Россия; “Russia”). Known as the 

001 westbound and the 002 eastbound, these are express trains that travel the 9,288 kilometers 

(5,771 miles) between Moscow and Vladivostok with the least number of intermediate stops. In 

addition to the Rossiya, there are many other trains that operate on various segments of the line 

and a number of them are also quite good.  

 

Formerly, all railway timetable hours in Russia were given in Moscow Time. However, effective 

August 1, 2018, Russian Rail changed to use local time on all routes. There is no longer any need 

to keep track of Moscow Time (unless you are in that time zone). In addition, Russia no longer 

adjusts its clocks twice yearly for daylight savings time. China and Mongolia never did so.  

 

Although the following timetables are current as of August 2019, Russian Rail never stops 

tweaking the schedules, thus a reader might find occasional entries to be several minutes at 

variance from recently printed schedules. Finally, remember that this text and the timetables use 

the kilometer posts, not the printed kilometers on the train schedule. This rather confusing topic 

is discussed in the Introduction to this book.  

 

• The 002 eastbound departs Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Station every other day of the 

calendar month (with some exceptions). Departure time is 23:45 with arrival at 

Vladivostok’s Main Railway Terminal six and a half days later at 07:05 local time. Total 

travel time: 144 hours and 20 minutes.  

 

• The 001 westbound departs Vladivostok’s Main Railway Terminal every other day of the 

month (with some exceptions) at 19:10 local time and arrives at Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy 

Station six and a half days later at 14:13. Total travel time: 146 hours.  

 

All prices are per person, subject to change and subject to applicable supplements for peak 

holiday periods and summer. Conversion rate of $1.00 USD = 63 Russian Rubles. Fares are 

approximate. 

 

• Deluxe soft-sleeper (“spalniy vagon”; спальный вагон) cabin for two: $1,050 U.S. 

Dollars or 66,000 Russian Rubles 

 

• Regular soft-sleeper (“kupé”; купе) cabin for four: $500-630 U.S. Dollars or 31,500-

40,000 Russian Rubles 

 

• Hard-sleeper (“plaskartniy”; плацкартный) open berths: $315 U.S. Dollars or 20,000 

Russian Rubles 

 

Russian trains may be divided into three major categories:  

 

Firmeny trains (фирменный; “branded”) offer the highest quality service (with higher prices as 

well). Each train has a specific interior design. Some cities have their own original trains that 

they are quite proud of and try to make as comfortable as possible - these trains typically have 
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names such as “Kama” (a train run by the city of Perm) or “Okean” (a train between Khabarovsk 

and Vladivostok). The train numbers for Firmeny trains consist of a zero followed by 2 numbers 

and one letter. For example, train 002M "Rossiya," Moscow-Vladivostok, is a Firmeny train. 

These trains typically have 1st, 2nd and 3rd class compartments and have a restaurant car.  

 

Express Skoriy trains (скорый; “fast”) are also quite good. They are fast trains but a bit less 

comfortable than Firmeny trains and usually make more stops. Skoriy trains also serve long 

distance routes and are quite popular because they are less expensive than Firmeny trains. Their 

numbers consist of a zero, 2 more numbers and a letter. Russian Skoriy express trains usually 

have 2nd and 3rd class compartments, a restaurant car. They do not usually have a 1st class 

compartment although some do.  

 

Regular trains, known as Passazhirskiy (пассажирский; “passenger”), stop at every station along 

the route so no long distance passenger would take one. However, if you’re going a short or 

moderate distance to another city, it’s often the only means to get there. The numbers consist of 

3 numbers and a letter.  

Kilometer Day Arrive Depart  Arrive Depart Day Kilometer 

9288 7 14:13 ----- Moscow  Москва ----- 23:45 0 0 

9097 7 10:44 11:10 Vladimir  Владимир 02:26 02:52 1 191 

8848 7 07:33 07:48 
Nizhny Novgorod/Gorky 

Нижний Новгород/Горький 
05:37 05:49 1 440 

8779 7 06:25 06:27 Semyonov  Семёнов 06:39 06:41 1 509 

8332 7 01:05 01:25 Kirov/Vyatka  Киров/Вятка 11:48 12:03 1 956 

8096 6 22:31 22:57 Balezino  Балезино 16:35 17:01 1 1192 

7854 6 19:36 19:56 Perm-2  Пермь-2 21:41 22:01 1 1434 

7474 6 13:36 14:06 Yekaterinburg  Екатеринбург 03:04 03:32 2 1814 

7150 6 08:40 09:00 Tyumen  Тюмень 07:50 08:10 2 2138 

6860 6 05:05 05:20 Ishim  Ишим 12:00 12:15 2 2428 

6577 6 02:15 02:52 Omsk  Омск 16:20 17:01 2 2711 

6253 5 23:09 23:39 Barabinsk  Барабинск 21:47 22:17 2 3035 

5952 5 19:43 20:01 
Novosibirsk Glavniy 

Новосибирск Главный 
01:26 01:44 3 3336 

5797 5 17:45 17:47 Yurga-I  Юрга-1 03:52 03:54 3 3491 

001/002 Train Schedule – the “Rossiya” 

001 (Westbound) 

Vladivostok to Moscow 
Stations 

002 (Eastbound) 

Moscow to Vladivostok 
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5723 5 16:35 16:37 Taiga-I  Тайга-1 05:02 05:06 3 3565 

5575 5 14:07 14:39 Mariinsk  Мариинск 06:59 07:33 3 3713 

5442 5 12:18 12:19 Bogotol  Боготол 08:39 08:40 3 3846 

5374 5 11:12 11:14 Achinsk  Aчинск 09:45 09:47 3 3914 

5190 5 07:59 08:21 Krasnoyarsk  Красноярск 12:58 13:20 3 4098 

4944 5 04:25 04:26 Kansk-Yeniseyskiy  Канск-Енисейский 17:02 17:03 3 4344 

4912 5 03:34 03:54 Ilanskaya  Иланская 17:37 17:57 3 4376 

4836 5 03:01 03:03 Reshotiy  Решоты 19:13 19:15 3 4452 

4773 5 02:33 02:35 Taishet  Тайшет 20:55 20:57 3 4515 

4609 4-5 23:53 00:06 Nizhneudinsk  Нижнеудинск 23:25 23:38 3 4679 

4493 4 22:16 22:18 Tulun  Тулун 01:17 01:19 4 4795 

4354 4 19:52 20:22 Zima  Зима 03:15 03:45 4 4934 

4233 4 18:11 18:13 Cheremkhovo  Черемхово 05:28 05:30 4 5055 

4170 4 17:17 17:19 Usolye Sibirskoye  Усолье Сибирское 06:23 06:25 4 5118 

4143 4 16:48 16:50 Angarsk  Ангарск 06:49 06:51 4 5145 

4110 4 16:08 16:10 Irkutsk Sort  Иркутск Сорт 07:24 07:26 4 5178 

4103 4 15:31 15:54 Irkutsk  Иркутск 07:40 08:03 4 5185 

3977 4 13:25 13:27 Slyudyanka-I  Слюдянка-1 10:34 10:36 4 5311 

3647 4 08:32 08:55 Ulan-Udé  Улан-Удэ 14:56 15:17 4 5641 

3504 4 07:22 07:24 Petrovskiy Zavod  Петровский-Завод 18:18 18:20 4 5784 

3354 4 04:39 04:54 Khilok  Хилок 20:47 21:08 4 5934 

3090 3-4 23:34 00:15 Chita-2  Чита-2 01:11 01:47 5 6198 

2993 3 21:31 21:49 Karymskaya  Карымская 03:32 03:50 5 6295 

2844 3 18:55 18:57 
Shilka Passazhirskiy 

Шилка Пассажирский 
06:22 06:24 5 6444 

2701 3 16:05 16:35 
Cherniyshevsk-Zabaikalsk 

Чернышевск-Забайкальск 
08:46 09:16 5 6587 

2382 3 10:11 10:26 Mogocha  Могоча 14:36 14:51 5 6906 

2284 3 08:22 08:40 Amazar  Амазар 16:25 16:43 5 7004 

2177 3 06:13 06:34 Yerofei Pavlovich  Ерофей Павлович 18:37 18:58 5 7111 

1982 3 02:40 02:43 Skovorodino  Сковородино 22:25 22:28 5 7306 
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1794 2 23:31 23:46 Magdagachi  Магдагачи 01:32 01:47 6 7494 

1729 2 22:24 22:26 Tygda  Тыгда 02:46 02:48 6 7559 

1565 2 20:17 20:19 Shimamovsk  Шимановск 04:59 05:01 6 7723 

1523 2 19:37 19:39 Ledyanaya  Ледяная 05:38 05:40 6 7765 

1481 2 19:01 19:04 Svobodniy  Свободный 06:12 06:15 6 7807 

1422 2 17:42 18:12 Belogorsk-I  Белогoрск-1 07:08 07:38 6 7866 

1344 2 16:33 16:35 Yekaterinoslavka  Екатеринославка 08:48 08:50 6 7944 

1303 2 15:55 15:57 Zavitaya  Завитая 09:31 09:33 6 7985 

1258 2 15:12 15:14 Bureya  Бурея 10:13 10:15 6 8030 

1208 2 14:27 14:29 Arkhara  Архара 10:56 10:57 6 8080 

1098 2 13:28 13:43 Obluchye  Облучье 13:51 14:06 6 8190 

937 2 10:39 10:46 Birobidzhan-I  Биробиджан-1 16:42 16:47 6 8351 

765 2 07:50 08:20 Khabarovsk-I  Хабаровск-1 19:01 19:31 6 8523 

637 2 05:23 05:38 Vyazemskaya  Вяземская 21:22 21:37 6 8651 

532 2 03:48 03:50 Bikin  Бикин 23:06 23:08 6 8756 

485 2 03:06 03:08 Luchegorsk  Лучегорск 23:46 23:47 6 8803 

414 2 02:06 02:08 Dalnerechensk-I  Дальнереченск-1 00:41 00:44 7 8874 

357 2 01:02 01:17 Ruzhino  Ружино 01:29 01:44 7 8931 

240 1 23:25 23:28 Spassk Dalniy  Спасск-Дальний 03:14 03:16 7 9048 

198 1 22:47 22:48 Muchnaya  Мучная 03:50 03:51 7 9090 

179 1 22:23 22:25 Sibirtsevo  Сибирцево 04:10 04:12 7 9109 

111 1 21:06 21:21 Ussuriysk-I  Уссурийск-1 05:11 05:14 7 9177 

33 1 19:52 19:54 Ugolnaya  Угольная 06:25 06:27 7 9255 

0 1 ----- 19:10 Vladivostok  Владивосток 07:05 ----- 7 9288 
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Appendix III – Trans-Mongolian Route: Moscow to Beijing via Ulaan Baatar 

 

The most comfortable trains operating on this route are the 003 (also called the 0033) westbound 

and the 004 (also called the 0043) eastbound (and also known as K3 and K4 in China and 

Mongolia). Popularly known as the “Chinese” trains, they offer deluxe express service and travel 

the 7,852 kilometers (4,879 miles) between Moscow and Beijing via Ulaan Baatar, Mongolia.  

 

All timetable hours in Russia, Mongolia and China are in local time. Beijing is five hours ahead 

of Moscow Time. There is no daylight savings time in any of the three countries. Timetables are 

current as of August 2019.  

 

• The 004 (K4 or 0043) eastbound departs Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Station every Tuesday 

at 23:55 and arrives at Beijing’s Main Railway Station the following Monday at 14:35. 

Total travel time: 129 hours and 40 minutes.  

 

• The 003 (K3 or 0033) westbound departs Beijing’s Main Railway Station every 

Wednesday at 07:27 and arrives at Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Station the following 

Monday at 13:58. Total travel time: 131 hours and 31 minutes.  

 

All prices are per person subject to change and subject to applicable supplements for peak 

holiday periods and summer. Conversion rate of $1.00 USD = 63 Russian Rubles = 6.88 Chinese 

Yuan. Fares are approximate.  

 

• Deluxe soft-sleeper (“spalniy vagon”; спальный вагон;) cabin for two: $888 U.S. 

Dollars or 56,000 Russian Rubles or 6,000 Chinese Yuan 

 

• Regular soft-sleeper (“kupé”; купе;) cabin for four: $551 U.S. Dollars or 35,000 Russian 

Rubles or 3,800 Chinese Yuan 

 

• Hard-sleeper (“plaskartniy”; плацкартный;) open berths: $325 U.S. Dollars or 20,500 

Russian Rubles or 2,250 Chinese Yuan 

 

In descending order of speed, Chinese trains are classified as follows: 

 

G trains: These high-speed trains, Gaosu (高速), are the fastest, most comfortable trains in 

China, with speeds of 250–400 kmh. For example, the G101 from Beijing South Station to 

Shanghai Hongqiao Station.  

 

D trains: Known as “bullet” trains, Dongche (动车), are the next fastest. G trains usually run at 

speeds of 200–250 kmh. For example, the D333 from Beijing South Station to Qingdao. 

 

C trains: Chengji (城际) are high-speed intercity trains running for short distances between two 

nearby cities with top speeds of 350 kmh, e.g. the C2003 from Beijing South Station Tianjin. 

 

Z trains: Zhida kuaiche (直达快车), are direct express trains with a top speed of 160 kmh, for 

example, the Z19 from Beijing West Station to Xi'an. 
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T trains: Tekuai lieche (特快列车) are express trains travelling at a top speed of 140 kmh. There 

are usually a limited number of stops along their routes, e.g. the T321 from Shenyang North 

Station to Baotou. 

 

K trains: Kuaisu lieche (快速列车) are literally called “fast trains,”' with top speeds of 120 

kmh, for example, the K5 from Xi'an to Chengdu. 

 

Trains with only numbers and no letters are the slowest trains in China. They generally run at top 

speeds of 100 kmh, e.g. the 2063 from Qinhuangdao to Linfen. 

 

003/0033/K3 and 004/ 0043/K4 Train Schedule – the “Chinese” Train 

003/0033/K3 (Westbound) 

Beijing to Moscow Stations 

004/0043/K4 (Eastbound) 

Moscow to Beijing 

Kilometer Day Arrive Depart Arrive Depart Day Kilometer 

7852 Mon 13:58 — Moscow (莫斯科) Москва — 23:55 Tues 0 

7661 Mon 10:34 11:11 Vladimir (弗拉基米尔) Владимир 02:36 03:02 Wed 191 

7412 Mon 06:47 07:02 
Nizhny Novgorod/Gorky (高尔基)  

Нижний Новгород/ Горький 
05:47 05:59 Wed 440 

6896 Mon 00:55 01:15 Kirov/Vyatka (基洛夫) Киров/Вятка 11:58 12:13 Wed 956 

6689 Sun 23:17 23:19 Glazov (格拉佐夫) Глазов 16:09 16:11 Wed 1163 

6660 Sun 22:21 22:47 Balezino (巴列济诺) Балезино 16:45 17:11 Wed 1192 

6418 Sun 19:28 19:48 Perm-2 (彼尔姆) Пермь-2 21:51 22:11 Wed 1434 

6038 Sun 13:28 13:58 
Yekaterinburg (叶卡捷琳堡) 

Екатеринбург 
03:12 03:40 Thur 1814 

5714 Sun 08:30 08:50 Tyumen (秋明) Тюмень 08:00 08:20 Thur 2138 

5424 Sun 04:55 05:10 Ishim (伊希姆) Ишим 12:10 12:25 Thur 2428 

5141 Sun 02:26 02:42 Omsk (鄂木斯克) Омск 16:36 16:52 Thur 2711 

4817 Sat 23:24 23:54 Barabinsk (巴拉宾斯克) Барабинск 21:15 21:45 Thur 3035 

4516 Sat 19:53 20:13 Novosibirsk (新西伯利亚) Новосибирск 01:07 01:25 Fri 3336 

4287 Sat 18:10 18:12 Taiga-I (泰加) Тайга-1 03:05 03:10 Fri 3565 

4139 Sat 13:55 14:29 Mariinsk (马林斯克) Мариинск 06:31 06:58 Fri 3713 

3754 Sat 07:49 08:11 
Krasnoyarsk (克拉斯诺亚尔斯克) 

Красноярск 
12:37 12:59 Fri 4098 

3588 Sat 05:30 05:32 Zaozyornaya ( 扎奥焦尔内) Заозёрнаяa 15:47 15:49 Fri 4264 

3476 Sat 03:24 03:41 Ilanskaya (伊兰斯卡雅) Иланская 17:27 17:47 Fri 4376 

3173 Fri 23:43 23:56 
Nizhneudinsk (下乌金斯克) 

Нижнеудинск 
23:15 23:28 Fri 4679 
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2918 Fri 19:42 20:12 Zima (集马) Зима 03:05 03:35 Sat 4934 

2667 Fri 14:52 15:22 Irkutsk (伊尔库茨克) Иркутск 07:50 08:13 Sat 5185 

2541 Fri 12:15 12:17 Slyudyanka-I (斯柳江卡) Слюдянка-1 10:44 10:46 Sat 5311 

2211 Fri 06:20 07:05 Ulan-Udé (乌兰乌德) Улан-Удэ 15:06 15:47 Sat 5641 

1999 Fri 02:48 02:50 Dzhida (吉达) Джида 19:10 19:11 Sat 5853 

1955 Fri 00:14 02:04 Naushki (纳乌什基) Наушки 19:57 21:47 Sat 5897 

1933 Thur 21:50 23:10 Sukh-Baatar (苏赫巴托) Сухэ-Батор 22:29 00:14 Sat-Sun 5919 

1831 Thur 19:54 20:24 Darkhan (达尔汗) Дархан 01:41 01:54 Sun 6021 

1723 Thur 17:59 18:14 Dzuunkharaa (宗哈拉) Зуунзхараа 03:45 04:00 Sun 6129 

1550 Thur 14:35 15:22 Ulaan Baatar (乌兰巴托) Улан-Батор 06:50 07:30 Sun 6302 

1305 Thur 10:13 10:30 Choir (乔伊尔) Чойр 11:22 11:37 Sun 6547 

1078 Thur 06:15 06:50 Sainshand (赛音山达) Сайншанд 14:49 15:20 Sun 6774 

841 Thur 01:25 02:40 Zamyn-Uud (扎门乌德) Дзамын Удэ 18:50 20:35 Sun 7011 

834 
Wed-

Thur 
20:18 00:59 Erenhot/Erlian (二连) Эренхот/Эрлянь 21:00 02:00 

Sun- 

Mon 
7018 

675 Wed 17:38 17:40 Zhurihe (朱日和) Цзюйрхин 03:49 03:51 Mon 7177 

501 Wed 15:28 15:43 Jining South (集宁南) Цзинин южный 06:08 06:20 Mon 7351 

374 Wed 13:40 13:45 Datong (大同) Датун 07:25 07:33 Mon 7478 

196 Wed 11:44 11:49 
Zhangjiakou South (张家口南) 

Чжанцзякоу южный 
09:46 09:50 Mon 7656 

0 Wed  07:27 Beijing (北京站) Пекин 14:35  Mon 7852 
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Appendix IV – Trans-Manchurian Route: Moscow to Beijing via Zabaikalsk/Manzhouli 

 

The most well-known train operating on this route is the Vostok (Восток; “East” or “Orient”). 

The 019 westbound and the 020 eastbound (called the K19 and K20 in China and Mongolia) are 

express trains that travel the 9,014 kilometers (5,601 miles) between Moscow and Beijing via the 

Zabaikalsk/Manzhouli border crossing in Manchuria, China.  

 

All timetable hours in Russia, Mongolia and China are in local time. Beijing is five hours ahead 

of Moscow Time. There is no daylight savings time in any of the three countries. Timetables are 

current as of August 2019.   

 

• The 020 eastbound departs Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Station every Saturday at 23:45 and 

arrives at Beijing’s Main Railway Station the following Saturday at 05:49. Total travel 

time: 145 hours and 04 minutes.  

 

• The K19 westbound departs Beijing’s Main Railway Station every Saturday at 23:00 and 

arrives at Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Station the following Friday at 14:13. Total travel 

time: 140 hours and 13 minutes.  

 

All prices are per person, subject to change and subject to applicable supplements for peak 

holiday periods and summer. Conversion rate of $1.00 USD = 63 Russian Rubles = 6.88 Chinese 

Yuan. Fares are approximate.  

 

• Deluxe soft-sleeper (“spalniy vagon”; спальный вагон;) cabin for two: $951 U.S. 

Dollars or 60,000 Russian Rubles or 6,500 Chinese Yuan 

 

• Regular soft-sleeper (“kupé”; купе;) cabin for four: $608 U.S. Dollars or 38,300 Russian 

Rubles or 4,200 Chinese Yuan 

 

• Hard-sleeper (“plaskartniy”; плацкартный;) open berths: $400 U.S. Dollars or 25,000 

Russian Rubles or 2,750 Chinese Yuan 
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019/K19 and 020/K20 Train Schedule – the “Vostok” 

019/ K19 (Westbound) 

Beijing to Moscow Stations 

020/K20 (Eastbound) 

Moscow to Beijing 

Kilometer Day Arrive Depart Arrive Departs Day Kilometer 

9014 Fri 14:13  Moscow (莫斯科) Москва  23:45 Sat 0 

8823 Fri 10:44 11:10 Vladimir (弗拉基米尔) Владимир 02:26 02:52 Sun 191 

8574 Fri 07:33 07:48 
Nizhny Novgorod/Gorky (下诺夫哥罗德) 

Нижний Новгород/Горький 
05:37 05:49 Sun 440 

8505 Fri 06:25 06:27 Semyonov (谢苗诺夫) Семёнов 06:39 06:41 Sun 509 

8058 Fri 01:05 01:25 Kirov/Vyatka (基洛夫) Киров/Вятка 11:48 12:03 Sun 956 

7851 Fri 00:17 00:19 Glazov (格拉佐夫) Глазов 15:07 15:09 Sun 1163 

7822 Thur 22:31 22:57 Balezino (巴列济诺) Балезино 16:35 17:01 Sun 1192 

7580 Thur 19:36 19:56 Perm-2 (彼尔姆) Пермь-2 21:41 22:01 Sun 1434 

7200 Thur 13:36 14:06 
Yekaterinburg (叶卡捷琳堡) 

Екатеринбург 
03:04 03:32 Mon 1814 

6876 Thur 08:40 09:00 Tyumen (秋明) Тюмень 07:50 08:10 Mon 2138 

6586 Thur 05:05 05:20 Ishim (伊希姆) Ишим 12:00 12:15 Mon 2428 

6303 Thur 02:15 02:52 Omsk (鄂木斯克) Омск 16:20 17:01 Mon 2711 

5979 Wed 23:09 23:39 Barabinsk (巴拉宾斯克) Барабинск 21:27 21:57 Mon 3035 

5678 Wed 19:39 19:57 Novosibirsk (新西伯利亚) Новосибирск 01:26 01:44 Tues 3336 

5523 Wed 17:41 17:42 Yurga-I (尤尔加) Юрга-1 04:04 04:06 Tues 3491 

5449 Wed 16:35 16:37 Taiga-I (泰加) Тайга-1 05:12 05:16 Tues 3565 

5301 Wed 14:07 14:39 Mariinsk (马林斯克) Мариинск 07:07 07:40 Tues 3713 

5168 Wed 12:18 12:19 Bogotol (波哥大) Боготол 08:50 08:51 Tues 3846 

5100 Wed 11:12 11:14 Achinsk (阿钦斯克) Aчинск 09:55 10:16 Tues 3914 

4916 Wed 07:59 08:21 
Krasnoyarsk (克拉斯诺亚尔斯克) 

Красноярск 
12:58 13:20 Tues 4098 

4750 Wed 05:48 05:50 Zaozyornaya ( 扎奥焦尔内) Заозёрная 15:45 15:47 Tues 4264 

4670 Wed 04:25 04:26 
Kansk-Eniseyskiy (坎斯克叶尼赛斯基) 

Канск-Енисейский 
17:02 17:03 Tues 4344 

4638 Wed 03:34 03:54 Ilanskaya (伊兰斯卡雅) Иланская 17:37 17:57 Tues 4376 

4499 Wed 02:33 02:35 Taishet (泰舍特) Тайшет 20:55 20:57 Tues 4515 

4335 Tues 23:53 00:06 Nizhneudinsk (下乌金斯克) Нижнеудинск 23:25 23:38 Tues 4679 

4219 Tues 22:16 22:18 Tulun (图伦) Тулун 01:17 01:19 Wed 4795 

4080 Tues 19:52 20:22 Zima (济马) Зима 03:15 03:45 Wed 4934 
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3959 Tues 18:11 18:13 Cheremkhovo (切列姆霍沃) Черемхово 05:28 05:30 Wed 5055 

3896 Tues 17:17 17:19 
Usolye-Sibirskoye (烏索利耶-西伯利亚) 

Усолье-Сибирское 
06:23 06:25 Wed 5118 

3869 Tues 16:48 16:50 Angarsk (安加尔斯克) Ангарск 06:49 06:51 Wed 5145 

3837 Tues 16:08 16:10 
Irkutsk Sort (伊尔库茨克排序)  

Иркутск Сорт 
07:24 07:26 Wed 5178 

3829 Tues 15:31 15:54 Irkutsk (伊尔库茨克) Иркутск 07:40 08:03 Wed 5185 

3703 Tues 13:25 13:27 Slyudyanka-I (斯柳江卡) Слюдянка-1 10:34 10:36 Wed 5311 

3373 Tues 08:32 08:55 Ulan-Udé (乌兰乌德) Улан-Удэ 14:56 15:17 Wed 5641 

3230 Tues 07:22 07:24 
Petrovskiy Zavod (彼得罗夫斯基厂) 

Петровский-Завод 
18:18 18:20 Wed 5784 

3080 Tues 04:39 04:54 Khilok (希洛克) Хилок 20:47 21:08 Wed 5934 

2816 Mon 23:09 00:15 Chita-2 (赤塔) Чита-2 01:11 02:09 Thur 6198 

2719 Mon 20:57 21:15 Karymskaya (卡雷姆斯卡雅) Карымская 04:13 04:38 Thur 6295 

2642 Mon 19:17 19:27 Mogoytui (莫戈圖) Могойтуй 07:07 07:32 Thur 6372 

2571 Mon 17:55 18:05 Olovyannaya (奥洛维亚那亚) Оловянная 08:12 08:37 Thur 6443 

2559 Mon 17:28 17:38 Yasnogorsk (亚斯诺戈尔斯克) Ясногорск 08:50 08:52 Thur 6455 

2472 Mon 15:36 16:12 Borzya (博尔贾) Борзя 10:09 11:09 Thur 6542 

2354 Mon 08:26 13:32 Zabaikalsk (后贝加尔斯克) Забайкальск 13:20 19:05 Thur 6660 

2343 Mon 04:17 07:01 Manzhouli (满洲里) Маньчжурия 18:30 23:59 Thur 6671 

2157 Mon 02:06 02:14 Hailar (海拉尔) Хайлар 02:38 02:44 Fri 6857 

1947 Sun 22:56 23:04 Boketu (博克图) Бугт 05:34 05:40 Fri 7067 

1678 Sun 18:36 18:47 Angangxi (昂昂溪) Аньанси 09:15 09:35 Fri 7336 

1408 Sun 15:47 15:55 Harbin (哈尔滨) Харбин 12:29 12:51 Fri 7606 

1162 Sun 12:21 12:29 Changchun (长春) Чанчунь 15:49 16:00 Fri 7852 

1047 Sun 10:52 10:55 Siping (四平) Сыпин 17:13 17:19 Fri 7967 

859 Sun 08:47 08:55 Shenyang (沈阳) Шэньян 19:26 19:34 Fri 8155 

617 Sun 06:11 06:15 Jinzhou (锦州) Цзиньчжоу 22:11 22:16 Fri 8397 

433 Sun 04:07 04:13 Shanhaiguan (山海关) Шаньхайгуань 00:14 00:22 Sat 8581 

260 Sun 02:03 02:06 Tangshan (唐山) Таншань 02:19 02:27 Sat 8754 

137 Sun 00:35 00:41 Tianjin (天津) Тяньцзинь 03:52 03:59 Sat 8877 

0 Sat  23:00 Beijing (北京) Пекин 05:49  Sat 9014 
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Appendix V – Baikal-Amur Magistral (BAM) Route:  

Moscow to Vanino and Sovetskaya Gavan 

 

There is no single train that travels direct from Moscow to Vanino and Sovetskaya Gavan. 

Rather, it’s necessary to take several different trains. In any case, this is not too big a hardship as 

most travelers might wish to stop here and there along the route. Note that the following listed 

trains are either the most well-known or the most frequent, but there are many other trains that 

connect the various cities. Some have good reputations in their own right; others, less well-

known, are perfectly adequate. Many of the following examples begin and/or end in a different 

city than those listed here. Thus, the named destination points listed are only a segment of a 

longer train itinerary. There is no train named “BAM”; rather it is a route.  

 

All timetables are current as of August 2019. All times are local. Universal Moscow Time is no 

longer used. There is no daylight savings time. The schedules listed below break up the journey 

into four major segments: Moscow to Taishet; Taishet to Tynda; Tynda to Komsomolsk; and 

Komsomolsk to Vanino and Sovetskaya Gavan.  

 

Segment 1: Moscow to Taishet: There are many trains that cross Russia from Moscow to 

Taishet. All take about three to four days. The most famous is the Number 001/002, the Rossiya. 

The 002 eastbound departs Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Station every other day of the calendar 

month (with some exceptions). Departure time is 23:45 with arrival in Taishet at 20:55 local time 

(which is MT + 5 hours) on the third day.  

 

Westbound the 001 Rossiya leaves Taishet every other day at 02:35. On the third day, it arrives 

at Moscow’s Yaroslavskiy Station at 14:13.  

 

Kilometer Day Arrive Depart  Arrive Depart Day Kilometer 

9288 3 14:13 ----- Moscow  Москва ----- 23:45 0 0 

9097 3 10:44 11:10 Vladimir  Владимир 02:26 02:52 1 191 

8848 3 07:33 07:48 
Nizhny Novgorod/Gorky 

Нижний Новгород/Горький 
05:37 05:49 1 440 

8779 3 06:25 06:27 Semyonov  Семёнов 06:39 06:41 1 509 

8332 3 01:05 01:25 Kirov/Vyatka  Киров/Вятка 11:48 12:03 1 956 

8096 2 22:31 22:57 Balezino  Балезино 16:35 17:01 1 1192 

7854 2 19:36 19:56 Perm-2  Пермь-2 21:41 22:01 1 1434 

7474 2 13:36 14:06 Yekaterinburg  Екатеринбург 03:04 03:32 2 1814 

7150 2 08:40 09:00 Tyumen  Тюмень 07:50 08:10 2 2138 

001/002 Train Schedule – the “Rossiya” 

001 (Westbound) 

Vladivostok to Moscow 
Stations 

002 (Eastbound) 

Moscow to Vladivostok 
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6860 2 05:05 05:20 Ishim  Ишим 12:00 12:15 2 2428 

6577 2 02:15 02:52 Omsk  Омск 16:20 17:01 2 2711 

6253 1 23:09 23:39 Barabinsk  Барабинск 21:27 21:57 2 3035 

5952 1 19:43 20:01 
Novosibirsk Glavniy 

Новосибирск Главный 
01:26 01:44 3 3336 

5797 1 17:45 17:47 Yurga-1  Юрга-1 03:52 03:54 3 3491 

5723 1 16:35 16:37 Taiga-1  Тайга-1 05:02 05:06 3 3565 

5575 1 14:07 14:39 Mariinsk  Мариинск 06:59 07:33 3 3713 

5442 1 12:18 12:19 Bogotol  Боготол 08:39 08:40 3 3846 

5374 1 11:12 11:14 Achinsk  Aчинск 09:45 09:47 3 3914 

5190 1 07:59 08:21 Krasnoyarsk  Красноярск 12:58 13:20 3 4098 

4944 1 04:25 04:26 Kansk-Eniseyskiy  Канск-Енисейский 17:02 17:03 3 4344 

4912 1 03:34 03:54 Ilanskaya  Иланская 17:37 17:57 3 4376 

4836 1 03:01 03:03 Reshotiy  Решоты 19:13 19:15 3 4452 

4773 1  02:35 Taishet  Тайшет 20:55  3 4515 

 

Segment 2: Taishet to Tynda: There are a number of trains that cover the segment between 

Taishet and Tynda; some end at Tynda, some continue east beyond that point. Similarly, when 

traveling west, most trains don’t terminate at Taishet; that’s merely a stop along the way towards 

Krasnoyarsk, Novosibirsk, Omsk, Yekaterinburg, and eventually Moscow.  

 

One very useful train on this segment is the 075/076. Eastbound, the 076 departs Moscow 

Kazanskiy Station (Казанский вокзал) every Monday at 13:10; stops at Kazan at 02:05 Tuesday 

(Day Two) and reaches Yekaterinburg at 17:59 later that evening. It then continues to 

Novosibirsk, arriving at 18:06 Wednesday (Day Three); and then runs to Taishet, arriving at 

15:14 Thursday (Day Four). From there, the 076 departs Taishet forty minutes later at 15:54 and 

continues another day until it reaches Severobaikalsk at 11:12 Friday (Day Five) and Tynda at 

16:27 Saturday (Day Six).  

 

The 076 is not finished at Tynda for this train runs the length of the “AYaM,” the Amur-Yakutsk 

Mainline (Амур-Якутск магистрал or “АЯM”), north towards Yakutsk. From Tynda, it departs 

at 18:08 and continues another two days until it reaches its final destination at Nizhniy Bestyakh 

(Нижний Бестях) on Day Eight. Nizhniy Bestyakh is located at Kilometer 1213 of the AYaM. 

The total elapsed time for the 076 eastbound from Moscow to Nizhniy Bestyakh is 

approximately 180 hours. Final timetables have not yet been issued. Travel time on the 076 only 

between Taishet and Tynda is 47 hours and 33 minutes. 

 

Heading in the other direction, the 075 train does the journey westbound from Nizhniy Bestyakh 

to Moscow. For only the segment discussed here, the 075 departs Tynda at 13:13 and arrives 
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back at Taishet at 10:42. Total elapsed time of 46 hours and 29 minutes. The 075 then continues 

to Moscow’s Kazanskiy Station via Kazan.  

 

The following timetable lists only the Taishet to Tynda section of the 075 and 076 trains. All 

railway times in Russia are now published in local time.  

 

Several other trains also run between Taishet and Tynda including the 097/098 which makes the 

eastbound run in 46 hours and 02 minutes and westbound in 46 hours and 25 minutes. Similarly, 

the 235/236 does the same trip eastbound in 47 hours and 37 minutes and westbound in 47 hours 

and 20 minutes. For the most part, all three trains make essentially the same stops; they just run 

on different days of the week and at different times. 

Kilometer Day Arrive Depart  Arrive Depart Day Kilometer 

2348 3 10:42 11:44 Taishet  Тайшет 15:14 15:54 1 0 

2219 3 08:59 09:00 Sosnovye Rodniki  Сосновые Родники 17:35 17:36 1 129 

2206 3 08:40 08:42 Chuna  Чуна 17:57 17:59 1 142 

2079 3 06:12 06:37 Vikhorevka  Вихоревка 20:04 20:28 1 269 

2055 3 05:40 05:43 Anzyobi  Анзёби 20:56 20:59 1 293 

2022 3 05:02 05:05 Padunskiye Porogi  Падунские Пороги 21:37 21:40 1 326 

2009 3 04:40 04:42 
Bratsk/Gidrostroitel 

Братск /Гидростроитель 
21:59 22:01 1 339 

1887 3 02:42 02:43 Vidim  Видим 23:52 23:53 1 461 

1796 3 00:55 01:08 
Korshunikha-Angarskaya  

Коршуниха-Ангарская 
01:19 01:32 2 552 

1687 2 23:05 23:06 Ruchei  Ручей 03:16 03:17 2 661 

1676 2 22:51 22:52 Yantal  Янталь 03:30 03:31 2 672 

1628 2 21:30 22:00 Lena  Лена 04:19 04:59 2 720 

1564 2 20:12 20:13 Zvyozdnaya  Звёздная 06:12 06:13 2 784 

1526 2 19:31 19:32 Niya  Ния 06:52 06:53 2 822 

1496 2 19:01 19:02 Nebel  Небель 07:27 07:28 2 852 

1459 2 18:14 18:19 Kirenga  Киренга 08:07 08:12 2 889 

1418 2 17:26 17:33 Ulkan  Улькан 08:52 08:54 2 930 

1368 2 16:36 16:37 Kunerma  Кунерма 09:46 09:47 2 982 

075/076 Train Schedule – Moscow to Tommot 

075 (Westbound) 

Tynda toTaishet 
Stations 

076 (Eastbound) 

Taishet to Tynda 
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1351 2 16:14 16:15 Delbichinda  Дельбичинда 10:01 10:02 2 997 

1285 2 13:57 15:12 Severobaikalsk  Северобайкальск 11:12 12:17 2 1063 

1258 2 13:24 13:25 Nizhneangarsk  Нижнеангарск 12:49 12:50 2 1090 

1221 2 12:47 12:48 Kichera  Кичера 13:35 13:36 2 1127 

1167 2 11:58 11:59 Angoya  Ангоя 14:26 14:27 2 1181 

1106 2 10:49 11:02 Noviy Uoyan  Новый Уоян 15:23 15:36 2 1242 

1033 2 09:43 09:44 Kyukhelbekerskaya  Кюхельбекерская 16:46 16:47 2 1315 

1004 2 09:01 09:02 Angarakan  Ангаракан 17:25 17:26 2 1344 

978 2 08:32 08:38 Okusikan  Окусикан 17:56 18:06 2 1370 

879 2 06:01 06:45 Taksimo  Таксимо 19:44 20:34 2 1469 

787 2 05:31 05:39 Kuanda  Куанда 22:59 23:07 2 1561 

629 2 02:18 03:08 Novaya Chara  Новая Чара 01:52 02:52 3 1719 

591 2 01:42 01:44 Ikabya  Икабья 03:24 03:26 3 1757 

484 1 23:29 23:34 Khani  Хани 05:38 05:43 3 1864 

430 1 22:25 22:30 Olyokma  Олёкма 06:47 06:52 3 1918 

335 1 19:40 20:22 Yuktali  Юктали 08:57 09:39 3 2013 

290 1 18:55 18:56 Dyugabul  Дюгабуль 10:45 10:46 3 2058 

263 1 18:23 18:24 Unkur  Ункур 11:10 11:11 3 2085 

227 1 17:37 17:40 Chilchi  Чильчи 11:41 11:44 3 2121 

177 1 16:46 16:49 Lopcha  Лопча 12:31 12:34 3 2171 

132 1 15:51 15:53 Larba  Ларба 13:27 13:37 3 2216 

80 1 14:50 14:52 Khorogochi  Хорогочи 14:42 14:55 3 2268 

39 1 13:59 14:01 Kuviykta  Кувыкта 15:41 15:42 3 2309 

0 1 11:20 13:13 Tynda  Тында 16:27 18:08 3 2348 
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Segment 3: Tynda to Komsomolsk-na-Amuré: The most useful service on this route is Train 

363/364. The Number 364 offers daily eastbound departures from Tynda at 16:56 local time, 

arriving 36 hours and 32 minutes later in Komsomolsk at 06:28.  

 

Reversing the journey, Train Number 363 daily departs Komsomolsk westbound at 18:20 local 

time and arrives at Tynda 37 hours later at 06:20.  

 

Kilometer Day Arrive Depart  Arrive Depart Day Kilometer 

1471 3 06:20  Tynda  Тында  16:56 1 
0 

(2348) 

1460 3 06:02 06:03 Shakhtaum  Шахтаум 17:13 17:14 1 
11 

(2359) 

1444 3 05:39 05:40 Bestuzhevo  Бестужево 17:35 17:36 1 
27 

(2375) 

1426 3 05:11 05:12 Dzhelingra  Джелингра 17:59 18:00 1 
45 

(2393) 

1402 3 04:40 04:41 Amut  Амут 18:30 18:31 1 
69 

(2417) 

1383 3 04:14 04:16 Marevaya  Маревая 18:55 19:00 1 
88 

(2436) 

1360 3 03:45 03:46 Zmeyka  Змейка 19:29 19:30 1 
111 

(2459) 

1348 3 03:29 03:30 Kuduli  Кудули 19:45 19:46 1 
123 

(2471) 

1325 3 03:07 03:08 Unakha  Унаха 20:06 20:07 1 
146 

(2494) 

1308 3 02:38 02:48 Dipkun  Дипкун 20:25 20:37 1 
163 

(2511) 

1258 3 01:02 01:03 Uchugei  Учугей 21:16 21:17 1 
213 

(2561) 

1242 3 01:26 01:28 Tutaul  Тутаул 21:47 21:57 1 
229  

(2577) 

1213 3 00:52 00:53 Pervoprokhodtsiy  Первопроходцы 22:30 22:31 1 
258 

(2606) 

1193 3 00:25 00:26 
Im Generala Milko 

Имени Генерала Милько 
22:55 22:56 1 

278 
(2626) 

1175 3 00:01 00:02 Mulmuga  Мульмуга 23:19 23:20 1 
296 

(2644) 

1142 2 23:03 23:13 Ulak  Улак 23:56 00:06 1-2 
329 

(2677) 

1129 2 22:11 22:41 Verkhnezeysk  Верхнезейск 00:26 01:01 2 
342 

(2690) 

1040 2 20:37 20:40 Ogoron  Огорон 02:32 02:35 2 
431 

(2779) 

973 2 18:59 19:17 Tungala  Тунгала 03:47 04:05 2 
498 

(2846) 

954 2 18:34 18:35 Kamnega  Камнега 04:29 04:30 2 
517 

(2865) 

363/364 Train Schedule – Tynda to Komsomolsk-na-Amuré 

363 (Westbound) 

Komsomolsk to Tynda 
Stations 

364 (Eastbound) 

Tynda to Komsomolsk 
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925 2 17:46 17:56 Dugda  Дугда 05:07 05:17 2 
546 

(2894) 

900 2 17:13 17:14 Nora  Нора 05:49 05:50 2 
571 

(2919) 

879 2 16:45 16:46 Meun   06:17 06:18 2 
592 

(2940) 

862 2 16:21 16:22 Drogoshevsk  Дрогошевск 06:41 06:42 2 
609 

(2957) 

836 2 15:50 15:51 Skalistiy  Скалистый 07:12 07:13 2 
635 

(2983) 

819 2 15:26 15:27 Chervinka  Червинка 07:36 07:37 2 
652 

(3000) 

803 2 14:30 15:05 Fevralsk  Февральск 07:58 08:33 2 
668 

(3016) 

784 2 14:05 14:06 Zvonkoye  Звонкое 08:56 08:57 2 
687 

(3035) 

758 2 13:38 13:39 Demchenko  Демченко 09:23 04:19 2 
712 

(3060) 

737 2 13:09 13:10 Isakan  Исакан 09:53 09:54 2 
734 

(3082) 

718 2 12:40 12:44 Isa  Иса 10:18 10:22 2 
753 

(3101) 

702 2 12:17 12:18 Gvozdevskiy  Гвоздевский 10:44 10:45 2 
769 

(3117) 

690 2 12:00 12:01 Mustak  Мустах 11:02 11:03 2 
781 

(3129) 

678 2 11:44 11:45 Platform 3141  платформа 3141 11:18 11:19 2 
793 

(3141) 

670 2 11:32 11:33 Ulma  Ульма 11:30 11:39 2 
801 

(3149) 

657 2 12:08 12:11 Etyrken  Этыркэн 12:56 12:59 2 
814 

(3162) 

640 2 11:44 11:45 Amgan  Амган 13:21 13:22 2 
831 

(3179) 

624 2 11:21 11:22 Shugara  Шугара 13:42 13:43 2 
847 

(3195) 

608 2 10:58 10:59 Tuyun  Туюн 14:05 14:06 2 
863 

(3211) 

586 2 10:32 10:33 Stlanik  Стланик 14:31 14:32 2 
885 

(3233) 

572 2 10:11 10:14 Alonka  Алонка 14:50 14:52 2 
899 

(3247) 

556 2 09:50 09:51 Kychyranky  Кычыранкы 15:13 15:14 2 
915 

(3263) 

544 2 09:32 09:33 Chabygda  Чебугда 15:30 15:31 2 
927 

(3275) 

530 2 09:14 09:15 Bureinskiy  Буреинский 15:48 15:49 2 
941 

(3289) 

517 2 08:17 08:57 Noviy Urgal  Новый Ургал 16:05 16:43 2 
954 

(3302) 

507 2 07:55 07:58 Urgal-I  Ургал-один 17:02 17:05 2 
964 

(3312) 

495 2 07:35 07:36 Chemchuko  Чемчуко 17:24 17:25 2 
976 

(3324) 

480 2 07:15 07:16 Mugule  Мугуле 17:46 17:47 2 
991 

(3339) 

464 2 06:52 06:53 Mukunga  Мукунга 18:09 18:10 2 
1007 

(3355) 
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454 2 06:33 06:37 Soloni  Солони 18:25 18:26 2 
1017 

(3365) 

445 2 06:15 06:16 Naldiy  Нальды 18:44 18:45 2 
1026 

(3374) 

435 2 05:57 05:58 Dusse-Alin  Дуссе-Алинь 19:04 19:05 2 
1036 

(3384) 

417 2 05:28 05:32 Suluk  Сулук 19:29 19:32 2 
1054 

(3402) 

396 2 04:59 05:00 Mogdiy  Могды 20:00 20:01 2 
1075 

(3423) 

378 2 04:36 04:37 Orokot  Орокот) 20:25 20:26 2 
1092 

(3440) 

362 2 04:06 04:13 Gerbiy  Герби 20:51 20:54 2 
1109 

(3457) 

351 2 03:46 03:47 Talidzhak  Талиджак 21:13 21:14 2 
1120 

(3468) 

338 2 03:26 03:27 Urkaltu  Уркальту 21:33 21:34 2 
1133 

(3481) 

325 2 03:03 03:04 Badzhal  Баджал 21:54 21:55 2 
1146 

(3494) 

306 2 02:32 02:36 Dzhamku  Джамку 22:22 22:26 2 
1165 

(3513) 

294 2 02:13 02:14 Sektali  Сектали 22:47 22:48 2 
1177 

(3525) 

277 2 01:50 01:51 Eanga  Эанга 23:10 23:11 2 
1194 

(3542) 

256 2 01:21 01:25 Amgun  Амгунь 23:38 23:41 2 
1215 

(3563) 

240 2 00:59 01:00 Sonakh  Сонах 00:03 00:04 3 
1231 

(3579) 

224 2 00:33 00:34 Ebgun  Эбгунь 00:29 00:36 3 
1247 

(3595) 

204 1-2 23:31 00:07 Postiyshevo  Постышево 01:02 01:22 3 
1267 

(3615) 

197 1 23:21 23:22 
Stopping Point 3622  

остановочный пункт 3622 
01:31 01:32 3 

1274 

(3622) 

190 1 23:13 23:14 Duki  Дуки 01:39 01:40 3 
1281 

(3629) 

185 1 23:01 23:02 
Stopping Point 3634 

остановочный пункт 3634 
01:51 01:52 3 

1286 

(3634) 

181 1 22:52 22:54 Bolen  Болен 01:59 02:01 3 
1290 

(3638) 

160 1 22:27 22:28 Moni  Мони 02:25 02:26 3 
1311 

(3659) 

140 1 21:59 22:03 Evoron  Эворон 02:49 02:53 3 
1331 

(3679) 

129 1 21:45 21:46 Katama  Kaтama 03:06 03:07 3 
1342 

(3690) 

119 1 21:29 21:30 Platform 3700  платформа 3700 03:22 03:23 3 
1352 

(3700) 

117 1 21:21 21:22 Kharpichan  Харпичан 03:29 03:30 3 
1354 

(3702) 

114 1 21:15 21:16 Condon (платформа Кондон) 03:35 03:36 3 
1357 

(3705) 

104 1 20:59 21:04 Gorin  Горин 03:47 03:49 3 
1367 

(3715) 

95 1 20:39 20:40 Stopping Point 3724  разъезд 3724 04:08 04:09 3 
1376 

(3724) 
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79 1 20:18 20:19 Mavrinskiy  Мавринский 04:29 04:30 3 
1392 

(3740) 

69 1 20:00 20:03 Khurmuli  Хурмули 04:45 04:47 3 
1402 

(3750) 

51 1 19:42 19:43 Kholoni  Холоны 05:05 05:06 3 
1420 

(3768) 

44 1 19:25 19:26 Lian  Лиан 05:22 05:23 3 
1427 

(3775) 

30 1 19:03 19:05 Khalgaso  Хальгасо 05:42 05:44 3 
1441 

(3789) 

0 1  18:20 
Komsomolsk-na-Amuré 

Комсомольск-на-Амуре 
06:28  3 

1471 

(3819) 
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Segment 4: Komsomolsk-na-Amuré to Vanino and Sovetskaya Gavan: Not too many 

western travelers make the trip from Komsomolsk-on-the-Amur all the way to Sovetskaya Gavan 

(Советская Гавань; “Soviet Harbor”), but those who do will find themselves on the Pacific 

Coast and can meet the Russian train ferry to Sakhalin Island. Sovetskaya Gavan was historically 

known as Imperatorskaya Gavan (Императорская Гавань; lit., “Imperial Harbor” or “Emperor’s 

Harbor”), named for Tsar Nicholas I, but it was renamed after the Russian Revolution. The city 

today is commonly called Sovgavan (Совгавань).  

 

Note that not all trains continue from Vanino east the last few kilometers to the Sovetskaya 

Gavan-Sortirovochniy (“Sovgavan-Sort”) station. Even fewer continue the very last kilometers 

to the final station on the line, Sovetskaya Gavan-Gorod (“Sovgavan-Gorod”). We’ll list the 

trains that continue east beyond Vanino when appropriate, but more often than not, you may 

have to reach those last few stations by local bus, taxi or “Marshrutka” (Маршрутка) if you are 

interested in going to the “end of the line.” All times listed below are in local time.  

 

The most important train on the segment between Komsomolsk and Sovetskaya Gavan is the 

Number 351 for it runs daily between those two cities and then continues all the way from 

Komsomolsk to Khabarovsk and then onto Vladivostok.  

 

Traveling north, then east, from Vladivostok to Sovetskaya Gavan-Sortirovochniy, the 351 

begins at Vladivostok at 17:20 and travels overnight to Khabarovsk arriving at 07:02 the next 

morning. From Khabarovsk, it departs at 08:10 and arrives later that afternoon at Komsomolsk at 

17:50. From Komsomolsk, the 351 departs at 19:00 and runs overnight, arriving at Sovgavan-

Sort at 09:01 the next morning.  

 

Travel time from Vladivostok to Khabarovsk is 13 hours and 42 minutes; travel time from 

Khabarovsk to Komsomolsk is 9 hours and 40 minutes; and travel time from Komsomolsk to 

Sovgavan-Sort is 14 hours and 1 minute. Total travel time from Vladivostok to Sovgavan-Sort is 

39 hours and 41 minutes.  

 

Traveling west, then south, from Sovgavan-Sort to Vladivostok, the 351 departs Sovgavan at 

17:25 and arrives the next morning at Komsomolsk at 07:01. From Komsomolsk, it departs at 

08:06 and arrives at 17:20 the same day at Khabarovsk. From there, it departs at 18:30 and runs 

overnight until 09:09 the next morning when it arrives in Vladivostok.  

 

Travel time from Sovgavan-Sort to Komsomolsk is 13 hours and 36 minutes; travel time from 

Komsomolsk to Khabarovsk is 9 hours and 14 minutes; and travel time from Khabarovsk to 

Vladivostok is 14 hours and 39minutes. Total travel time for the entire journey from Sovgavan to 

Vladivostok is 39 hours and 44 minutes.  

 

The timetable below displays the Komsomolsk – Sovetskaya Gavan segment of the 351 journey.  
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Kilometer Day Arrive Depart  Arrive Depart Day Kilometer 

3819 2 07:01 08:06 
Komsomolsk-na Amuré 

Комсомольск-на-Амуре 
17:50 19:00 1 3819 

468 (0) 2 06:20 06:21 Pivan  Пивань 19:42 19:46 1 
0 

(3842) 

439 2 05:45 06:46 Gaiter  Гайтер 20:23 20:24 1 
29 

(3871) 

427 2 05:28 05:29 Kartel  Картель 20:39 20:40 1 
41 

(3883) 

416 2 05:07 05:12 Selikhin  Селихин 20:56 21:02 1 
52 

(3894) 

405 2 04:52 04:53 Eldigan  Эльдиган 21:17 21:18 1 
63 

(3905) 

398 2 04:34 04:35 Tudur  тудур 21:36 21:37 1 
70 

(3912) 

386 2 04:21 04:22 Poni  Пони 21:50 21:51 1 
82 

(3924) 

373 2 03:58 04:00 Kun  Кун 22:10 22:12 1 
95 

(3937) 

363 2 03:41 03:42 Khumma (Хумма) 22:28 22:29 1 
105 

(3947) 

356 2 03:26 03:28 Gurskoe  Гурское 22:42 22:45 1 
112 

(3954) 

344 2 03:06 03:07 Pochepta  Почепта 23:05 23:06 1 
124 

(3966) 

333 2 02:56 02:57 Sagdzhemu  Сагджему 23:14 23:15 1 
135 

(3977) 

330 2 02:42 02:45 Uktur  Уктур 23:26 23:31 1 
138 

(3980) 

321 2 02:29 02:30 Aksaka  Аксака 23:43 23:44 1 
147 

(3989) 

314 2 02:14 02:15 Galitskiy  Галитский 23:57 23:58 1 
154 

(3996) 

307 2 01:57 02:00 Kenai  Кенай 00:11 00:16 2 
161 

(4003) 

297 2 01:42 01:43 Udomi  Удоми 00:32 00:33 2 
171 

(4013) 

286 2 01:27 01:28 Oune  Оунэ 00:46 00:47 2 
182 

(4024) 

249 2 00:09 00:41 Vysokogornaya  Высокогорная 01:39 02:11 2 
219 

(4061) 

228 1 23:41 23:42 Datta  Датта 02:38 02:39 2 
240 

(4082) 

207 1 23:03 23:13 Kenada  Кенада 03:06 03:16 2 
261 

(4103) 

194 1 22:42 22:43 Dzhigdasi  Джигдаси) 03:36 03:37 2 
274 

(4116) 

180 1 22:21 22:22 Koto  Кото 03:56 03:57 2 
288 

(4130) 

174 1 22:10 22:11 Inau  Инау 04:08 04:09 2 
294 

(4136) 

351 Train Schedule – Vladivostok to Sovetskaya Gavan 

351 (Westbound) 

Sovetskaya Gavan to Komsomolsk 
Stations 

351 (Eastbound) 

Komsomolsk to Sovetskaya Gavan 
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165 1 21:50 21:55 Tuluchi  Тулучи 04:24 04:34 2 
303 

(4145) 

150 1 21:26 21:28 Akur  Акур 04:56 04:59 2 
318 

(4160) 

145 1 21:15 21:16 Siding 323  разъезд 323 05:09 05:10 2 
323 

(4165) 

136 1 20:59 21:00 Lyudyu  Людю 05:25 05:26 2 
332 

(4174) 

128 1 20:35 20:45 Tumnin  Тумнин 05:40 05:55 2 
340 

(4182) 

116 1 20:19 20:20 Deichi  Дейчи 06:10 06;11 2 
352 

(4194) 

102 1 20:02 20:03 Khutu  Хуту 06:27 06:28 2 
366 

(4208) 

92 1 19:47 19:48 Imbo  Имбо 06:42 06:43 2 
376 

(4218) 

88 1 19:30 19:37 Ust-Orochi  Усть-Орочи 06:52 06:59 2 
380 

(4222) 

78 1 19:14 19:15 Chepsariy  Чепсары 07:15 07:16 2 
390 

(4232) 

70 1 18:58 18:59 Mongokhto  Монгохто 07:31 07:32 2 
398 

(4240) 

65 1 18:46 18:48 Landyshi  Ландыши 07:43 07:45 2 
403 

(4245) 

56 1 18:29 18:30 Dyuanka  Дюанка 08:01 08:02 2 
412 

(4254) 

44 1 18:10 18:13 Toki  Токи 08:17 08:20 2 
424 

(4266) 

36 1 17:41 17:51 Vanino-Port  Ванино-Порт 08:37 08:47 2 
432 

(4274) 

26 1  17:25 
Sovetskaya Gavan-Sortirovochniy 

Советская Гаван- Сортировочный 
09:01  2 

442 

(4284) 

10    Desna  Десна    
458 

(4300) 

0    
Sovetskaya Gavan-Gorod 

Советская Гавань-Город 
   

468 

(4310) 

 

As an alternate for rail service between Komsomolsk and Khabarovsk, know that this route is 

also served daily by the premium train Number 667. Known as the Yunost (Юность; “Youth”), 

it departs Komsomolsk at 21:05 local time each evening and arrives in Khabarovsk the next 

morning at 06:14. Travel time is 9 hours and 9 minutes.  

 

Reversing the journey, the 667 Yunost departs daily from Khabarovsk at 21:02 and arrives the 

next morning at Komsomolsk at 06:10. Travel time is 9 hours and 8 minutes.  

 

Between Khabarovsk and Vladivostok, there are several other daily trains that make the journey 

including the very deluxe overnight Okean (Океан; “Ocean”), train Number 005/006. Daily 

departure time south on the 006 from Khabarovsk is 20:45, with arrival in Vladivostok the next 

morning at 08:27 for a total run of 11 hours and 42 minutes.  

 

In the other direction, north, the Okean 005 departs Vladivostok daily at 20:45 and arrives in 

Khabarovsk the next day at 08:21. Total travel time of 11 hours and 36 minutes.  
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Should you happen to be in Khabarovsk on one of the days the Rossiya (Россия; “Russia”) train 

Number 002 on its week-long run from Moscow is passing through (3 or 4 days per week) – and 

if there are any available berths – it departs Khabarovsk 19:31 and arrives the next morning in 

Vladivostok at 07:05 for a total of 11 hours and 34 minutes.  

 

Going in the other direction, the Rossiya 001 departs Vladivostok every other day at 19:10 and 

arrives in Khabarovsk the next morning at 08:21 for an elapsed time of 12 hours and 40 minutes.  

 

There are several other trains with good service between Khabarovsk and Vladivostok including 

the 007/008. The Number 008 departs Khabarovsk at 02:09 and arrives in Vladivostok at 14:32. 

Travel time is 12 hours and 23 minutes.  

 

The Number 007 leaves from Vladivostok at 21:52 and arrives the following morning in 

Khabarovsk at 09:54 for a travel time of 12 hours and 20 minutes.  

 

Slightly less convenient to the above are the 99/100 trains. The Number 100 departs Khabarovsk 

at 16:30 and arrives in Vladivostok at 06:03 the next morning. Travel time is 13 hours and 33 

minutes.  

 

From Vladivostok, the Number 99 departs at 00:51 and arrives in Khabarovsk at 13:50. Travel 

time is 12 hours and 59 minutes.  

 

There are other trains as well, but they have even less convenient times and are much slower.  
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	 Km 1731 (323): Longjiang zhan (Chinese: 龙江站; pinyin: Lóng jiāng zhàn; “Dragon River Station”) – About two-thirds of this small town lies to the north of the tracks.
	 Km 1722 (314): Baishanxiang zhan (Chinese: 白山乡站; pinyin: Bái shān xiāng zhàn; “White Mountain Township”) – This tiny little hamlet lies entirely on the west side of the rail line.
	 Km 1711 (303): Heigang zhan (Chinese: 黑岗站; pinyin: Hēi gang zhàn) – Perhaps one dozen houses along the tracks.
	 Km 1701 (293): Huerhula zhan (Chinese: 虎尔虎拉站; pinyin: Hǔ ěr hǔ lā zhàn) – A small village fairly well divided along both sides of the rail line.
	 Km 1695 (287): Branch Line South – A minor spur runs nine kilometers to the coal mine and coal-fired power plant at Daoxiangcun (Chinese: 稻香村; pinyin: Dào xiāng cūn). Both are along the right bank of the Nenjiang River.
	 Km 1692 (284): Fulaerji zhan (Chinese: 富拉尔基站; pinyin: Fù lā ěr jī zhàn) – The Chinese name for the town is Fulaerji; in native Daur language, it is pronounced Hulan ergi which means “red riverbank.” It’s a fairly large city of some 300,000 residents...
	 Km 1690 (282): Cross the Nenjiang River (Chinese: 嫩江; pinyin: Nèn jiāng) – At 1,370 kilometers in length, the Nen is the longest tributary of the Songhua River. Called the “Nonni” or “Non ula” by the region’s original Manchu inhabitants, the river b...
	For much of its northern length, the Nen River serves as the border between Heilongjiang Province and Inner Mongolia. The river is formed by the confluence of several smaller rivers, but the 200 kilometer-long Nanweng (Chinese: 南瓮河; pinyin: Nán wèng h...
	The river at the rail crossing is 500 meters wide and after passing under the rail bridge the Nen flows southeast close to 250 kilometers until its mouth on the left bank of the 1,434 kilometer-long Songhua River (Chinese: 松花江; pinyin: Sōnghuā jiāng) ...
	From that junction, the Songhua (also called the Sungari from its Manchu name), flows approximately 200 kilometers northeast to Harbin; then close to 700 kilometers northeast to its confluence on the right bank of the Amur at the tiny village of Sanji...
	 Km 1678 (270): Ang’angxi zhan (Chinese: 昂昂溪站; pinyin: Áng'áng xī zhàn) – Usually a brief stop, but usually the first stop in Manchuria. Ang’angxi is a city of approximately 90,000 inhabitants. It is within the jurisdiction of the city of Qiqihar (Ch...
	 Km 1673 (265): Branch Lines North and South – The main rail line between Harbin and Manzhouli is the Binzhou Line (Chinese: 滨洲线; pinyin: Bīn zhōu xiàn). At this point it intersects with the north to south running Pingqi Line (Chinese: 平齐线; pinyin: P...
	Traveling south on the Pingqi leads some 200 kilometers to Baicheng (Chinese: 白城; pinyin: Bái chéng) and from that city there are three-way connections east, west, and further south. Changchun, for example, is approximately 325 kilometers southeast.
	Traveling north on the Pingqi leads 25 kilometers to Qiqihar (Chinese: 齐齐哈尔; pinyin: Qíqí hāěr; Manchu: Cicigar hoton), which is located along the left bank of the Nen River. Qiqihar is the second largest city of Heilongjiang Province and has a popula...
	A number of tourists come to Qiqihaer and continue no further north as there are several things to see in or around the city. Most famously, the city is surrounded by extensive wetlands including the Zhalong Nature Preserve (Chinese: 扎龙国家级自然保护区; pinyi...
	Qiqihar also suffered from the misfortune of Japanese wartime occupation. From 1931 until the end of WWII in 1945, the city was an important military base for the Japanese state of Manchukuo. During their occupation, the Imperial Japanese Army establi...
	 Km 1669 (261): Hongqiying zhan (Chinese: 红旗营站; pinyin: Hóng qí yíng zhàn) – A half dozen houses along the west side of the tracks.
	 Km 1665 (257): Houwujia Zicun (Chinese: 后五家子村; pinyin: Hòu wǔ jiā zi cūn) – A very small village on the south side of the tracks.
	 Km 1646 (238): Yantongtun zhan (Chinese: 烟筒屯站; pinyin: Yān tǒng tún zhàn) – A fairly large village or small town mostly to the north of the rail line.
	 Km 1629 (221): Houtaiping Zhuang (Chinese: 后太平庄; pinyin: Hòu tàipíng zhuāng) – A tiny village to the south of the tracks.
	 Km 1625 (217): Xilianhe (Chinese: 席联合; pinyin: Xí liánhé) – A tiny village on the north side of the tracks.
	 Km 1620 (212): Taikang zhan (Chinese: 泰康站; pinyin: Tài kāng zhàn) – Mongol Autonomous County of Dorbod (Chinese: 杜尔伯特蒙古族自治县; pinyin: Dù'ěrbótè měnggǔzú Zìzhìxiàn) – Not a stop on the train, but the Trans-Manchurian passes thru this administrative su...
	 Km 1609 (201): Gaojia zhan (Chinese: 高家站; pinyin: Gāo jiā zhàn) – The station is listed as Gaojia; the town is called Qianfengcun (Chinese: 前锋村; pinyin: Qián fēng cūn). Most of it is on the south side of the tracks.
	 Km 1598 (190): Qijiacun (Chinese: 七家村; pinyin: Qī jiā cūn) – A little village to the south of the rail line.
	 Km 1589 (181): Lamadian zhan (Chinese: 喇嘛甸站; pinyin: Lǎma diān zhàn) – A fairly large town most of which is on the south side of the railway line.
	 Km 1585 (177): Sanshengcun (Chinese: 三生村; pinyin: Sān shēng cūn) – The train passes through a large switching station and about one kilometer south is this village.
	 Km 1582 (174): Branch Line South – This is the beginning of the Tongrang Line (Chinese: 通让线; pinyin: Tōng xiàn). It travels south and a little bit west about 150 kilometers to Da’an (Chinese: 大安; pinyin: Dà'ān) where it meets other lines and connect...
	 Km 1579 (171): Ranghu Road zhan (Chinese: 让湖路站; pinyin: Ràng hú lù zhàn) – A freight and industrial train station at the very western edge of Daqing.
	 Km 1567 (159): Daqing Railway Station (Chinese: 大庆站; pinyin: Dà qìng zhàn) – This city of one million persons is China’s oil capital. It was founded in 1959 to house workers brought in to develop the Daqing Oilfield (Chinese: 大庆油田; pinyin: Dà qìng Y...
	“Daqing” means “Great Celebration.” The city was praised by Chairman Mao Zedong (Chinese: 毛泽东; pinyin: Máo zédōng; 1893-1976) as a model for Chinese industry. Daqing is large; from west to east, the train passes through 30 kilometers of urban built-up...
	 Km 1557 (149): Longfeng zhan (Chinese: 龙凤站; pinyin: Lóng fèng zhàn; “Dragon Phoenix Station”) – This large sorting station is at the southeastern end of the city, just about at the city limits. Surrounding the station, especially to the south, are t...
	 Km 1545 (137): Wolitun zhan (Chinese: 卧里屯站; pinyin: Wò lǐ tún zhàn) – A fairly large city almost all of which is to the south of the rail line.
	 Km 1535 (127): Andazhen zhan (Chinese: 安达镇站; pinyin: Āndá zhèn zhàn) – Another fairly big city but this one has its railroad station at the very center of the city.
	 Km 1524 (116): Yangcao zhan (Chinese: 羊草站; pinyin: Yáng cǎo zhàn) – The tiniest of villages, but this one has a train station.
	 Km 1504 (96): Song zhan (Chinese: 宋站; pinyin: Sòng zhàn) – A small village about equally divided on both sides of the tracks.
	 Km 1482 (74): Shangjia zhan (Chinese: 尚家站; pinyin: Shàng jiā zhàn) – A very small village on both sides of the rail line.
	 Km 1471 (63): Zhaodong zhan (Chinese: 肇东站; pinyin: Zhào dōng zhàn) – A quite large town built on both sides of the tracks.
	 Km 1460 (52): Jiangjia zhan (Chinese: 姜家站; pinyin: Jiāng jiā zhàn) – A very small village to the south side of the rails.
	 Km 1450 (42): Limudiancun zhan (Chinese: 里木店村站; pinyin: Lǐ mù diàn cūn zhàn) – A tiny village on both sides of the rail line.
	 Km 1439 (31): Duiqingshan zhan (Chinese: 对青山站; pinyin: Duì qīng shān zhàn) – A very small town with the railroad station at the center of it.
	 Km 1429 (21): Wanlecun zhan (Chinese: 万乐村站; pinyin: Wàn lè cūn zhàn) – A tiny village mostly on the north side of the tracks.
	 Km 1427 (19): Branch Line South – This line turns off to the right and makes a great counter-clockwise circle around the southern end of Harbin. It connects to the southwest running line to Changchun; the southern line that runs to Jilin; and southe...
	 Km 1419 (12): Branch Line North – Here a fork branches off to the left and heads northeast over 600 kilometers to Heihe and the Amur River ferry crossing to Blagoveshchensk. There are many other branches off this line to many other northeast destina...
	 Km 1418 (10): Miaoataizi zhan (Chinese: 庙台子站; pinyin: Miào tái zi zhàn) – A little village to the north side of the rail line.
	 Km 1416 (8): Siberian Tiger Park (Chinese: 东北虎林园; pinyin: Dōngběi hǔ lín yuán) – If by chance you happen to see a great Manchurian Tiger out the window of the train, don’t be too surprised. The rail line runs alongside the parks western limit for a ...
	 Km 1414 (6): Cross the Songhua River (Chinese: 松花江; pinyin: Sōng huā jiāng; Manchu: Sunggari ula; Russian: река Сунгари) – The river crossing here is very wide, almost three kilometers across although that includes crossing several islands in the ri...
	We’ve discussed the Songhua previously so there’s no need to repeat that here. Suffice to say that it’s a 1,434 kilometer-long left tributary of the Amur River that begins about 700 kilometers south of Harbin (350 kilometers as the crow flies) in the ...
	Known to Koreans as Baekdu Mountain or Paektu-san (Korean: 백두산) and known to the Chinese as Baitoushan (Chinese: 白头山; pinyin: Báitóu shān) or Changbaishan (Chinese: 长白山; pinyin: Cháng bái shān), Baekdu is an active stratovolcano particularly sacred in...
	Mount Baekdu is most unusual in that it is the source of three major rivers: the Songhua, the 521 kilometer-long Tumen (Chinese: 图们江; pinyin: Túmen jiāng; Korean: 두만강), and the 790 kilometer-long Yalu (Chinese: 鸭绿江; pinyin: Yālǜ jiāng; Korean: 압록강). T...
	Heading downriver on the Songhua from Harbin leads nearly 700 kilometers northeast to its confluence on the Heilongjiang/Amur River near the town of Tongjiang (Chinese: 同江; pinyin: Tóng jiāng). That junction point is about 125 kilometers south of the ...
	 Km 1407 (1): Branch Line North – Here is the intersection for the northbound line out of Harbin. It’s almost immediately before reaching the Harbin East Rail Station (Chinese: 哈尔滨东站; pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn dōng zhàn). The branch first runs seven kilometer...
	  Km 1408 (0): Harbin Railway Station (Chinese: 哈尔滨火车站; pinyin: Hā'ěrbīn huǒ chē zhàn; Russian: станция железная дорога Харбин) – Capital of Heilongjiang Province and, with 10 million persons, China’s tenth largest city. Harbin is sometimes called th...
	Officially, the festival starts with an enormous display of fireworks on the evening of January 5th and continues for one month. In fact, the snow sculptures and ice carvings are so immense and elaborate (and take so much time and effort to build) tha...
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	Firmeny trains (фирменный; “branded”) offer the highest quality service (with higher prices as well). Each train has a specific interior design. Some cities have their own original trains that they are quite proud of and try to make as comfortable as ...
	Express Skoriy trains (скорый; “fast”) are also quite good. They are fast trains but a bit less comfortable than Firmeny trains and usually make more stops. Skoriy trains also serve long distance routes and are quite popular because they are less expe...
	Regular trains, known as Passazhirskiy (пассажирский; “passenger”), stop at every station along the route so no long distance passenger would take one. However, if you’re going a short or moderate distance to another city, it’s often the only means to...








